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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

After nearly four years of labor, remitted at intervals by reason of ill-health, I am able

to lay before the public Dr. Klines able Commentary on the First Epistle to the Corinthians in

something of an English dress. The difficulties of translating his involved and scholastic style,

designed only for German students, into readable English, suited for the public at large, can be

known only by such as have attempted a like task. To have translated literally, and have

strictly followed his method, would have been to make the work a comparative failure. By the

consent, therefore, of the principal Editor, Dr. Schaff, I have, without altering the meaning,

introduced such modifications of method and style as seemed necessary to give the Commentary

the widest circulation. The changes made have been mainly, in substituting an English text

for the Greek, excepting where the latter was absolutely required to render the comment intelli-

gible,—in intercalating this text through the body of the Commentary instead of putting a few

catch-words at the head of the paragraphs,—in breaking up the majority of the ponderous sen-

tences into their component parts (a few being left as specimens here and there to show what a

German scholar is capable of in this direction),—and in omitting some portions of the homile-

tical and practical sections which seemed to be needlessly extended. The parts added by me,

are all inserted in brackets, with the exception of the text in black letter, and the headings under

the caption " Doctrinal and Ethical " which are italicized. All matter thus enclosed, which is

not accredited to particular authors, must be ascribed to me. This general acknowledgment of

responsibility I have preferred to make here, rather than insert Tr. or D. W. P. all down the

page—say, as a whim of my own. The additions made by me, it will be seen, amount to over

one quarter of the whole Commentary. The authors consulted have been mainly Alford, Stan-

ley, Wordsworth, Hodge, Robertson, Bloomfield, Barnes, Poole, Scott, Whitby, Meyer, de Wette,

Olshausen, Bengel, Calvin, and Cbrysostom. Such portions of their several works as seemed

calculated to shed light on the text, or to illustrate the course of Biblical Criticism, I have freely

used. These frequent citations, while they have served to enrich the body of thought, naturally

tended to break up the logical structure of the paragraphs ; but the lack of continuity, where-

ever seen to exist, will be tolerated for the sake of the benefit derived.

To the homiletical sections I have added the plans of such sermons as I have found in my
library, not being in circumstances freely to consult any other as I would gladly have done.

In consequence of my ill-health, Dr. C. P. Wing, who has been pleasantly associated with

me in preparing the Second Epistle, kindly consented to assist in furnishing the critical note*

on the text from chapter VII. to the end. In this he has been far more full and painstaking

than I was in the earlier chapters; for which scholars will thank him. The portions added by

him are very properly distinguished by his initials C. P. W.



TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

With these explanations I submit the work to the candid judgment of the Christian public,

in the hope that they will find it a serviceable addition to the abundant and exceedingly valuable

Commentaries that have been already issued on this portion of the New Testament. If it will

aid in leading any to the better understanding and appreciation of this most important portion

of Scripture, giving them a tithe of the benefit I have enjoyed, it will be the largest count in my
recompense for the labor spent on it. Severe criticism on the style of the translation I must

deprecate in advance. If I have succeeded in putting Dr. Kling's exceedingly involved, prolix,

cumbrous, yet thoughtful style into readable English, it is more than I dared to hope for after

having enlisted in the work and clearly apprehended the nature of the task before me. In con-

sequence of being obliged to recast the whole of the exegetical and critical part, and, as it were,

work myself into a new method, some slight errors of punctuation and lettering will be found in

the earlier chapters, for which I ask the readers indulgence.

With the ever-growing.conviction that no Commentary of uninspired man can ever exhaust

the fullness of meaning contained in the Scriptures, and deeply conscious how far short this new

effort falls below the attainable standard, I with diffidence present it to the Church as a tribute

of humble reverence and affection for the Word of God, and a token of sincere desire that this

Word may be more and more known, felt, and enjoyed by all believers, not only in its obvious

scope and more general meaning, but also in the subtler implications and suggestions of its

moods and tenses, its particles and order of language, being all informed by the Spirit of the

Living One who is the Sum and Source of all Beauty, Goodness, and Truth.

D. W. POOR.

Newabk, March 21, 1868.

The translation of this part of the Biblework is made from the second German edition, 1865,

as revised by the Rev. Mr. Hauft, of G-mund, an intimate friend of Dr. Klino, who died a few

weeks after the date of his preface to the first edition (March 1, 1861).

P. &
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF DR. KLING.

BT

THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

Fbikdbich Chbmtiah Kltbg, D. D., the author of the Commentary on the Epistles to the

Corinthians in Dr. Lange's Bibehoerk, was born Nov. 4, 1800, at Altdorf, in the kingdom of

Wurtemberg, and died at Marbach in April, 1861. His father was a clergyman of the Evangeli-

cal Lutheran Church, and destined him for the same calling. Young Kling passed through that

thorough systematic course of classical, philosophical and theological training for which the

Gymnasia, the lower Seminaries (Maulbroun, Schonthal, Blaubeuren and Urach), and the Uni-

versity of Wurtemberg are unsurpassed even in Germany. After graduating in Tubingen he

went to the University of Berlin, which was then at the height of its fame in the theological de-

partment. He attended chiefly the lectures of Schleiermacher and Neander, and enjoyed their

personal friendship. His theological views were moulded by these celebrated divines, especially

By Neander; but like most of their pupils, he advanced beyond them in the direction of a posi-

tive evangelical orthodoxy.

On his return to Wurtemberg in 1824 he spent a few years as Repetent in the theological

Seminary at Tubingen—an honorable position of tutor and assistant professor, to which a few of

the best scholars of each graduating class are appointed, with the additional advantage of a

literary journey at the expense of the government. In March, 1826, he was elected deacon (i. e.

assistant minister) in the town of Waiblingen, where ho spent six useful and happy years. He

was married to a grand-daughter of the celebrated philosopher, Fr. H. Jacobi. While faithfully

discharging his duties as pastor, he furnished frequent contributions to leading theological Re-

views, which made his name favorably known throughout Germany.

In 1832 Dr. Kling received and accepted a call as professor of theology in the University of

Marburg, where he labored successfully and acceptably for ten years. In 1842 he followed a call

to the University of Bonn, and taught there till 1849 alongside of such eminent colleagues as

Dra. Nitzsch, Bleek and Sack. The state of his health induced him to withdraw from the aca-

demic career to which he had devoted seventeen of his best years, to the more quiet and simple

life of a country pastor at Ebersbach, in his native Wurtemberg. When his health was re-

stored, he entered upon a more extensive sphere of labor as Dean of Marbach on the Neckar (the

birth-place of Schiller). His leisure hours he devoted to theological study till his peaceful death.

Dr. Kling was a gentleman of great simplicity and purity of character, plain and modest in

appearance, gentle and amiable in temper, kind and affectionate in disposition, decidedly evan-

iii
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF DR. KLING.

gelical, yet liberal in his views, of solid learning, sound and sober judgment, sincere and humble

piety. As a pupil of Schleiermacher and Neander, he retained from the former a lively interest in

the systematic arrangement and speculative construction of the doctrines of Christianity from

the Christological and soteriological principle ; while with Neander he shared a love of Scriptural

simplicity, and taste for history and held to the motto: Pectus est quod facit theologum.

He was no creative genius, opening new avenues of thought, bujt followed in, the track of great

and good men, yet with fine discrimination and independent judgment. He was not brilliant

either as a lecturer or preacher, but very instructive, sound and winning, and was highly es-

teemed and beloved by all who knew him. I spent several days with him in the family of Dr.

Krummacher at Elberfeld (now at Potsdam) in 1844, where, together with Dr. Erummacher and

Dr. Sander, he assisted at my ordination on the eve of my departure for America; and I met

him afterwards at Stuttgard and at a missionary festival at Basel in 1854. I well remember the

impression which his sweet and lovely spirit, his simplicity and humility made upon all on those

occasions, and how he reminded us of the beloved disciple.

Dr. Rling commenced his literary career in 1824 by publishing from manuscripts, at the sug-

gestion of Neander, the sermons of Bertholdt, a powerful Franciscan revival preacher of the 13th

century, who is said to have addressed crowds of from 60,000 to 200,000 people, hungry for the

bread of Life. This work was favorably reviewed by the celebrated German philologist, Jacob

Grimm, and opened a mine of theological lore which lay buried among the German writers of the

middle age. Since that time he prepared no extensive work except the Commentary on the

Epistles to the Corinthians, to which he devoted the last years of his life. He wrote the Preface

a few weeks before his death. He had repeatedly lectured on these Epistles while professor at

Marburg and Bonn, and published comments on the more difficult sections in the Studien. und

Kritiken. He laid himself out mainly in the exegetical and doctrinal sections, while the homi-

letical hints are mostly gathered from older sources. This Commentary was well received for its

solid learning and Christian spirit; but the style is somewhat heavy and diffuse. Hence I al-

lowed the translators full liberty to reproduce it freely in justice to the English idiom as well as,

the thoughts of the original It is no disparagement of the author to say that the American trans-

lators have greatly improved his work by condensation and valuable additions and adaptation to

the English reader. Every page gives proofof their independent scholarly labor. The German edi-

tion contains 417, the English 596 pages, and a good deal of the new matter is in very small type.

Dr. Rling was also a constant and highly esteemed contributor to the first theological Reviews

of Germany, such as the Studien und Kritiken, the Tubinger Zeitschriftfur Theologie, the Deutsche

Zeitechrift, etc, in which he took an active part in the leading exegetical, critical and doctrinal

questions of the age. His essays and reviews were always marked by conscientious care, solidity,

sound sense, and justice to all who differed from him. Among the many elaborate articles and

discussions of his industrious pen we may mention those on Clement of Alexandria, Hasse's An-

selm of Canterbury, the early life of Neander, Baur*s view on the Epistle to the Romans, on,

several passages in the Corinthians, on SchafFs History of the Apostolic Church, on the relation

of philosophy and theology,—all in Ulumann a#d Uhbreit's Studien und J&itiken. He also

furnished the articles on "Athanasius," "Augustine," " Bertholdt the Franciscan/' " Hilary of

Poictiers," "Marheinecke," "Mohler," "Christianity," "Conversion," " Justification," and other

important subjects for Hebzog's "Theological Encyclopedia;" but he died before the com-

pletion of this work, and found an honorable place in a supplementary volume (XIX. p. 704*

706) of this great storehouse of the modern evangelical theology of Germany. I\ S*
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THE

EPISTLES OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

INTRODUCTION.

{ 1. THE POSITION AND SIGNIFICANCE OP THESE EPISTLES.

The Epistles to the Corinthians occupy the second place in the series ascribed to Paul,

according to the order of Scripture. Preceding that to the Romans in the order of time by

nearly a year, they rank next to it in importance, as it respects both their contents, and the

Church addressed.

I. As to their contents. These are mainly of a practical kind. Unlike what we find so

abundantly in the other Epistles of our author, we encounter here no discussions on the cardinal

questions of Christianity, whether dogmatical or apologetic. Nothing is here said of the need

of salvation, felt by the ancient world; nor of the supply of this need through Christ; nor of the

relations of Christianity to the elder dispensation ; nor of the nature of the Gospel salvation ; nor

of the way it fulfilled the law and the promise; nor of the great plan of God's kingdom in relation

to both Jews and Gentiles; nor of the part these were to bear in successively drawing each other

to a participation of divine grace. Topics of this sort here give place to others, more particularly

called for by the peculiar condition of the Corinthian Church. Taking occasion from the circum-

stances immediately in view, Paul, in these Epistles, labors rather to exhibit the bearings of

Christianity upon human conduct in its several relations to the church, to the state, to society in

general, and to domestic life. And first of all, he begins with setting forth the varied condition of

things in the Church, especially in their moral form and aspect. Under this head he treats of the

position which church-members hold to their teachers; of their worthy maintenance of the grace

which they have received; and of their high calling, both towards those who are Christians and

those who are not,—alike at home and abroad,—but, above all, in the assemblies of the saints,

whether convened in solemn festival, or for general edification. In short, Paul here solves the

problem of preserving and restoring the purity of the Church as a body consecrated to God

in Christ, by setting at work brotherly love, as well in the mutual furtherance of each other's

spiritual welfare—especially through the right use of spiritual gifts, as in the friendly balancing

of all inequalities of outward condition, by a ready generosity on the part of the rich. From

this he goes on, taking occasion from the attempts of his opponents to undermine his Apostolical

character and influence, to give various expositions of an apologetic and polemic kind respecting

the Apostolic office, its value, and the proper recognition of it, especially in reference to himself

and his position. One doctrinal question only is directly and thoroughly handled,—that of the

resurrection of the dead (1 Cor. xv.) ; and this is so done that its connection with the fundamental
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6 THE EPISTLES OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

facts of Christianity, and its bearing upon the whole body of Christian truth, as well as its

ethical elements, is made to appear in the dearest light.

That Epistles of so preeminently ethical a character (whose teachings are, however, every

where made to rest on their proper doctrinal basis) should be. made to follow an Epistle like that

to the Romans, was perfectly proper—all the more so, because of their importance in a twofold

respect : 1. Historically, as illustrating to a remarkable degree the condition and circumstances

of the Christian churches in the midst of the pagan world ; 2. Normally, inasmuch as the Apostle

so portrays the proper demeanor of a Christian Church and of those holding office in and for it,

that churches and office-bearers may here find a mirror for themselves for all time to come.

II. Looking at the relative importance of the two churches (at Rome and at Corinth), it must

be conceded, that the church of the former city, as being the capital of a world-wide empire, and

furnishing the largest opportunity for the spread of the Gospel, stands preeminent. Yet the

church at Corinth, too, possessed a high degree of consequence, derived from the peculiar position

and character of the city in which it was planted. Corinth, as is well known, was the metropolis

of Achaia—a province that embraced in its bounds Hellas and the Peloponnesus. Situated on a

narrow isthmus which just parted the Ionian Sea from the Peloponnesus, it commanded two cele-

brated harbors—the one looking toward the East, and the other toward the West. It thus became

the centre of an extended and varied commerce. The arts and sciences also flourished there in

unrivalled splendor. It was noted, too, as the centre of religious worship for the whole Greek

nation. In it was gathered a population numbering from 400,000 to 600,000—comprising people

from all parts of the world. Of these a large portion were Latins, the descendants of that

colony which had been sent here by Julius Caesar, about a century and a half previously, for the

purpose of recovering it from the desolation and ruin which had been brought upon it by Mum-
mius. An illustration of Paul's estimate of the importance of the place we have in the fact, that

he labored here no less than a year and a half for the establishment of a church. In his view, it

was a fit point from whence the Gospel might be made to diffuse its rays far and wide over the

world, and where a church, once planted, might stand forth as an example for other churches

scattered over the globe, whose members would naturally cluster here upon the errands of trade

and commerce. And for this there were peculiar facilities arising from the manifold activity and

cultivation of the people generally, which gave promise of a spiritual development no less rich

and varied. But while Corinth presented peculiar advantages for a church, it also abounded

in peculiar perils. No place was so noted for its luxury and licentiousness as Corinth.

The infamous goddess Aphrodite was here worshipped with sensual rites of the grossest kind,

having no less than three thousand priestesses of loose character ministering at her shrine.

Indeed, so notorious was the dissipation of the people, that the word Corinthianise (icoptv&idvtfav)

was used to express conduct the most voluptuous and debauched. There was danger therefore

lest in such a place the development of a Christian church would be obstructed by prevailing

immoralities. No less great an evil was to be apprehended from the peculiar proneness of

the Greek mind to intellectual conceit and party strife. In short, it may be said that in this one

city there were concentrated in the fullest degree all those dangerous and corrupting influences

which proceed from a thorough-going epicureanism, at once the most vicious and the most

refined.

A church occupying so important a position, and at the same time so beset with temptations,

naturally required a special care on the part of the Apostle. Of this the two Epistles before us give

abundant evidence. The nearer the Apostle stood related to this church, founded by his labors,

and the more it threatened to deviate from its true course or actually went astray, the more was
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{ 2. RISE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE CORINTHIAN CHURCH. 7

he, as its spiritual lather, constrained to exert himself in its behalf and give vent to his own deep

emotions of concern for its welfare; and the more energetically, too, did he find it necessary to

assert the consciousness of the position which he held towards them. In the first of these

Epistles it is only here and there that he gives us a glimpse into his inmost thoughts and feelings

on the subject. But it is from the second that we ascertain far more of the real traits of his

noble character. For here it is, that, with the most unrestrained candor, and borne on by emotions

which carry him beyond himself, he pours forth his whole bouI, showing them with the utmost

frankness how he had felt and acted, labored and suffered in their behalf. At the same time,

also, in reply to the attacks of his foes, he so conducts his self-defence, that not only what he

says of himself, but also the way in which he says it, vividly presents to our view abundant

evidences of his rare fidelity and truthfulness, shining forth, as these traits do, both in his deep

humility and in his lofty bearing, in his simplicity and in his honesty, in his self-denial and in

his love, in his magnanimity and in his boldness, in his ardent devotion and in his deliberate

demeanor, in his exaltation of soul and in his quiet, resigned cross-bearing.

i II. RISE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE CORINTHIAN CHURCH.

Upon his second missionary tour, after a divine providence had led Paul from Asia to

Europe (Acts xvi. 7-9), and he had here amid various fortunes established churches at Philippi

and Thessalonica, and Berea, and finally at Athens had encountered Grecian philosophy, and

pride of learning, with the doctrine of a heavenly wisdom, Paul came on his way, about the

year 52, to Corinth. The city was then in the height of its prosperity, puffed up with the

pride of wealth and the vanity of carnal science, and captivated by a fondness for sophistical

dialectics and pompous rhetoric; and Paul entered it, not in the lofty consciousness of his own

strength, but in weakness and fear and much trembling, (Acts xviii. 1; 1 Cor. ii. 3) and with an

humbling sense of the inadequacy of his own abilities to the great task before him. And his

resolve was not to oppose human wisdom and eloquence with weapons of like character, but with

the simple preaching of Christ crucified, in order that the faith of believers might stand in the

power of God alone (1 Cor. ii. 1, 5; 2 Cor. x. 3, 4).

For the sake of support, he first joined in company, as a tent-maker, with one Aquila, a Jew

of Asia Minor, who had been banished from Italy in consequence of the decree of Claudius Caesar

which drove all Jews from Rome (Acts xviii. 2, 3). This co-partnership proved also a fellowship

in the faith. But whether Aquila and Priscilla, his wife, were already Christians at that time,

or were converted by Paul, it is impossible to decide. His first intercourse on the themes of

the Gospel was also with the Jews. To them he was directed by the prophecy and the promise

of which they were the bearers. Among them he obtained an entrance and foothold in the

character of a travelling brother, and as one learned in the Scriptures. On entering the syna-

gogue, it was expected of him, as was customary, that he would speak a word by way of edifica-

tion; and he improved the opportunity to announce, and lay before them for suitable proo£.

the advent of the long expected Messiah. Here, too, he found certain Greeks who had attached

themselves to the Jewish communion, or who, at least, came occasionally into the synagogues as

hearers. These, by means of their social position and family connections, formed a bridge of access

to the rest of the Gentile community. To convince both these parties of the truth which he had

to impart was therefore his chief labor. But here again, as often before, only a small number

believed. And when, by the arrival of his helpers, Silas and Timothy, Paul gathered fresh

strength for his work, a fierce opposition arose, which so kindled the indignation of the Apostle
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8 THE EPISTLES OP PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

that, shaking off the very dust from his mantle, and casting on them the guilt of their exclusion

from the promised salvation, he declared himself henceforth at liberty to labor with a pure con-

science among the heathen. From this time onward he delivered his discourses in the house of

a proselyte, Justus by name, who dwelt hard by the synagogue. Here Crispus, the ruler of the

synagogue, joined him with all his house, and many others also, who believed and were baptized.

But with the growth of the church, the opposition rose likewise, and waxed to such a degree

that the Apostle began to despair, and needed a word of encouragement from the Lord. This

was graciously vouchsafed him in a night vision—"Fear not, but speak boldly/' <fcc. (Acts xviii

9, 10). The result corresponded with the declaration. An attempt of the Jews to secure a judg-

ment against Paul before the tribunal of the Proconsul GaUio so signally failed, that the accusers

themselves were set upon and roughly handled by the Greeks without interference from the

authorities. After remaining awhile longer in Corinth, Paul departed for Ephesus, attended by

Aquila and PrisciHa, whom he left behind at this latter place as he journeyed onward. These

persons were destined henceforth to exert an important influence upon the development of the

Corinthian Church. Meeting with the eloquent Apollos, an Alexandrian Jew, who had been

a disciple of John and was well versed in Christianity, they took nim and instructed him in the

Gospel, and on his going to Corinth gave him letter* of introduction to the disciples there. In

this congenial sphere his talents soon found full scope, and by the assistance of divine grace

he proved greatly useful to the infant Church through the skill with which he was able to

convince the Jews, out of their own scriptures, that Jesus was the Christ (Acts xviii. 11, 28.).

So far the narrative in the Book of Acts.

Oar first Epistle gives us further glimpses into the after-condition and development of this

Church. We here mark a gratifying progress on the whole. There appears among them a

wealth of spiritual gifts, especially in the department of religious knowledge (chap. i. 5). But

there is no steadfastness in the progress made. The old life of nature continues still to assert its

power in various ways, and in different forms and degrees in different persons, according to their

several peculiarities and relations, and that, too, to such an extent, that the Apostle denies them a

proper spiritual character, and designates them as e&pKtvot: creatures of flesh, and oapKucdi: carnal.1

One indication of this carnal temper was seen in the re-appearance of the old Greek Party

spirit* under a Christian form. The Corinthian Church failed to abide unitedly in Christ. Fol-

lowing the fashion of the schools, theysoon joined themselves to different human organs of the spirit

of Christ, with a one-sided and exclusive devotion, maintaining and magnifying the peculiar

excellencies of their favorite teachers in a contentious zeal, until at last they broke into factions,

each separate tendency pushing itself to an extreme, and settling there.*

In chap. i. 12, four parties are enumerated,—those of Paul, of Apollos, of Cephas, and of

Christ ; and they are mentioned in the order of their rise. The occasion which gave them

birth was the appearance of Apollos at Corinth. His mode of understanding and interpreting

the Gospel was no doubt essentially the same as that of Paul. But while Paul made it a rule to

preserve the utmost simplicity in his preaching, Apollos, on the contrary, gave full Bcope to his

Alexandrine learning and to his well trained powers of eloquence and argument. These shining

qualities so attracted a portion of the Church, that in their over-estimate of them, they exalted

* [The termination trot denote* the material composition ; * k e t, the morel quality.]

* [The tendency to taction had long characterfied the Greek race, and hat beea etigmatized as the peculiar malady

(r tf o- o «) of the old Greek commonwealth*.—Snucur.]

* [Theee motions were, however, not •operation! from the Church, but division! in it/—8taxlst.]
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{ 2. RI8B AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE CORINTHIAN CHURCH. 9

Apollos above Paul, as a teacher of superior education and culture. In opposition, however, to

such pride of * wisdom/' Paul insisted upon that "demonstration of the Spirit and of Power"

(ii. 1, 4; 2 Cot. xi. 6) which characterized his own discourses. Thus an opposition was developed.

Over against the adherents of Apollos, there arose a party for Paul, who applauded the founder

of the Church as their master, and wished to make him their head. But while between these

two parties there existed hardly any essential difference, and the issue respected only the relative

worth of the two leaders, it was otherwise with those who professed to follow Peter. In this

case the antagonism turned altogether upon a diversity of views both in morals and religion.

Inasmuch as there is no proof that Peter himself was ever at Corinth, we must ascribe the origin

of this movement to the presence tjf Judaizing teacherB, who were interested in setting up a

strictly legalistic party, and who appealed to Peter's authority, as an Apostle who had been di-

rectly called of Christ, and had enjoyed personal communion with him.

But what does the Apostle mean when he speaks of some as saying that they were "of

Christ?" If the language here used indicates a vicious partisanship, as would appear both from

the connection and from the order of the words, how are we to understand it? It were natural

to suppose here, that in view of the devotion manifested by the several parties just mentioned

towards their favorite leaders, there were still others who felt opposed to all adherence to men,

and were resolved to exalt Christ alone as the Head to whom they belonged, but who did this in

so exclusive and partisan a manner, that instead of proving a uniting element in the Church,

they only made the rents worse. If, now, we may assume with Osiander, that under the opposers

whom the Apostle assails 2 Cor. x., this party be meant (v. 7), we should detect in them a Juda*

izing clique, (chap. xi. 22) whose leaders, intruding into this Church, arrogated to themselves

Apostolic authority, while they rejected that of Paul (2 Cor. xi. 5, 15; xiii. 11). That they are

to be linked with the Petrinists, or are to be regarded as a modification of this party, is an un<-

warrantable assumption, since in 1 Cor. i. 12, they are coordinate with these as a distinct body,

and in the Second Epistle throughout, no further allusion to Peter occurs.
1

As to the grounds on which they rested their special connection with Christ, opinions differ.

No sufficient reasons exist for supposing with some that they appealed to a direct family relation*

ship with Christ, or to an immediate personal acquaintance with him, or, with others (Schen*

kel, Dahne, Goldhorn), that they were a set of Gnosticizing theosophic mystics, who prided

themselves upon visions and revelations which they professed to have received from God. Per*

haps, with Thiersch, ( The Church in tlie Apostolic Age, 2d ed. p. 144.) we might take them to

have been personal disciples of Christ, tinged with Pharisaic notions, who had come from Pales-

tine as well as from Rome to Corinth to exert here a dangerous hostility to Paul by stealing

from him the hearts of the Church, but who had nevertheless so far unmasked themselves as to

merit from Paul the epithets "false apostles" and " servants of Satan" (2 Cor. xi. 13.). But there

is no evidence compelling us to such conclusions.*

VThto also tells against Lechler In hit aApostoKc andposUapostoKc Ptriod*n 3d Ed. 1867, p. 886, who says of the Petri-

nists: " But at tho same time they assumed to themselves a pre-eminent and exclusively cloaer right to Christ himself

on Mm ground of a former personal acquaintance with Jesus/* If 2 Cor. z. 7 refers to the Christ party, it follows only

that their leaders were JndaiBers from Palestine, who found adherents in Corinth, and who, in opposition to all other

parties, the Petrine included, designated themselves as M of Christ."

*[In opposition to the prevailing views of German critics it may be well here to state the conclusions which Dean
Alford has gireo of his investigations on the subject of the parties at Corinth. " (1.) That these designations (T. 12) are

net used as pointing to actual parties farmed and subsisting among them but {%) as representing the stout with which thst
©otmarDSD against one another being the sayings of individuals and not of parties. (" Each one of you saithV q. d. * Ton
are aH in the habit of alleging against one another, some your special attachment to Paul, some to Apollos, some to

Orphas, others to nd mere human teacher, but barely to Christ to the exclusion of us his apostles.' (8.) That these sayings,
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10 THE EPISTLES OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

The "yet carnal" character of the Corinthian church showed itself also in an incapacity rightly

to apprehend and apply Christian truth in its purity and power, and to enjoy Christian liberty

in its laws and limitations. They were carnal in their boasting over the gifts of knowledge

existing in the church, i. e. their pride of wisdom, their vain self-satisfiedness, and consciousness

of perfected attainment (chap. iii. 4).—Carnal, too, in the grossest sense, was itfor a member of

the church to hold concubinage with his own stepmother; and the church betrayed a lack of

spiritual life in so far as it was wanting in earnestness, power and courage, sufficient to expel

this impure and all-defiling element from the midst of it.—It was carnal also, only in a different

direction, for church members to go to law one with another, and that, too, before heathen

tribunals (chap. vi. 1-8), since in this there was manifested not only a lack of that yielding

brotherly love which prefers to suffer wrong than to do wrong, but also a defective sense of the

high dignity of Christians who are called to share hereafter in the judicial functions of their Lord,

when he shall sit to judge the world.—The immaturity of their carnal state, and their defective

sense of Christian liberty and obligation, appeared also in the sphere of the sexual relations,

developing themselves in two opposite directions. On the one hand, there were some who

insanely held that Christian liberty involved the right to gratify the sexual impulse in promis-

cuous intercourse with those who prostituted themselves for money, after a fashion allowed and

religiously consecrated among the Pagans (whoredom)—as if the Christian were free to dispose as

he chose of that body which God had redeemed unto himself (vi. 12 ff). On the other hand, there

Were those so fettered by legal scruples as to maintain that even marital intercourse was incon-

sistent with the sanctity of a Christian life, and who therefore insisted not only upon the

duty of celibacy, but also upon the cessation of connubial intercourse between parties already

married, yea even upon the dissolution of the marriage tie, in case of one of the parties still

remained unconverted. Such austere notions betrayed a lack of sound religious prudence, an

ignorance of human infirmity, as well as of that divinely ordained diversity in human constitu-

tions which rendered what might be possible and meet for one person wholly unsuitable for

another. They also indicated a want of confidence in the power of Christianity to draw those, who

consented to remain with believing companions in the closest intimacies of the natural life, into a

fellowship of the spirit also. And last of all, they evinced a want of insight into the Gospel rule

of abiding in the vocation wherein a person is called—a rule which ceases to be valid only in

case the unbelieving party insists on a separation.

In contrast with such asceticism there existed also in some quarters an unrestricted desire

while they are not to be mmde the basis of any hypothesis respecting definite parties at Oorinth, do nevertheless hint at

matters of fact and are not merely * exempli gratia:' and (4.) that this flew of the verse, which was taken by Ohrys.

Theodoret, Theophylact, Galrin is borne oat, and indeed necessitated by ch. It. 6, * These things I have in a figure trans-

ferred to myself and Apollos for your sake*.' " In answer, however, to the argument adduced in support of A 1ford's view

from this last text, as if it implied that Paul had only used the names of himself and Apollos instead of the real names

of unknown leaders, by way of accommodation, and to avoid all personal altercation, Stanley well remarks, "This would

not apply to the use of the name of Cephas, and It Is clear that the Apostle in this instance [ch. iv. 6.] meroly expresses

his Intention of confining himself to those who called themselves after his name and that of Apollos, in order to show that

his censure was aimed, not only against bis Judaising opponents, but against the factious spirit itself, by wbioh those who

claimed to be his partisans were no less animated than those who claimed to be his friends."

The opinion that Paul's language was Intended to designate parties actually existing in the Church is confirmed by the

t«*tlraony of Clement, who In writing to this same Church less than fifty years later says, ** The blessed Paul wrote to you

about himself and Cephas and Apollos, because, then as well as now, you formed parties." See Stanley. Among Ameri-

can commentators Hodge and Barnes substantially agree with our Author. The former says, " The idea that the names of -

Paul and Apollos and Cephas are used figuratively, when other teachers were really intended, is so unnatural and has so

little to sustain It that it is now almost universally repudiated.

M It laa remarkable fact,
M writes 8tanleyf

" that the factions, once so formidable, have never been revived. Never has

any disruption of the unity of Christianity appeared of equal importance; never has any disruption which once appeared

of importance (with the exception, perhaps, of the Paschal controversy) been so completely healed."]
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{ 2. RISE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE CORINTHIAN CHURCH. 11

for marriage, as though celibacy were an evil and a disgrace. In reference to such a tendency

the Apostle insisted only that in view of "the present distress" believers hold themselves free

from earthly ties, and that in forming new connexions they take care to keep within the circle

of Christian fellowship (chap. vii.).

A further antagonism of a similar kind was called for by the same cause in relation to the

use of meat that had been offered unto idols (viii. ff.). On this point, likewise, two parties were

formed ; one strict, and the other liberal-minded. On the part of the former, there was a clinging

to the external aspects of the act, or at least some remains of heathenish superstition in regard

to an actual objective influence exerted by the idols upon the meats offered to them. On the

part of the latter there was evinced indeed a more correct insight into the merits of the subject;

but this was accompanied by an overweening pride, and a lack of self-denying love, which was

shown in the reckless use they made of their liberty, by reason of which some were scandalized,

and others were led to participate in heathen ceremonials in a manner utterly inconsistent with

the proper observance of the most sacred feast of Christian worship. This lack of knowledge in

regard to the privileges belonging to a Christian, as well as the lack of consideration and self-denial

towards others, were alike indications of the "yet carnal" mind. In the one case faith was not

live enough to beget a liberalizing knowledge; in the other case, it was not strong enough to

produce brotherly love.

This same lack of decorum as well as of brotherly love, was also to be seen in the sphere of

public worship (chap, xi); the former, in that the women violated the custom, prevalent in the

Churches of God, of appearing in the congregation veiled; the latter, in'that the love-feasts to

which the Lord's Supper was attached, were celebrated in a manner entirely at variance with

the design for which they were instituted, which was to awaken and preserve a just sense of the

unity and equality of all believers in Christ, for here the rich separated themselves from their

poorer brethren, and kept the portions they brought, aside for their own use, so that the affluence

of the one class and the poverty of the other were exhibited in painful contrast.

The "yet carnal" mind was furthermore manifest in relation to the spiritual gifts which

abounded in the Church. There was a lack both of correct insight into the ground and purpose

of these gifts and of determination to maintain a constant reference to this ground and purpose,

in the use of them. In other words, there was wanting an humble recognition of dependence

upon the one God, and Lord, and Spirit, for the existence of these gifts, ancl also a sincere and

loving endeavour to employ them for the furtherance of the interests of the Church. Besides,

there was mingled with this a foolish pride at the possession of such gifts, and an unreasoning

over-estimate of those in particular which had in them something remarkable and astonishing,

such as the gift of tongues. The ability to speak what was incomprehensible, except through

an interpreter, in a state of ecstasy, was more highly prized than the ability to prophesy, even

though this was better fitted for edification. It was also a token of carnal immaturity, that

they were indisposed to repress the impulse to prophesy when it was operating to disturb the

order of the congregation, and to hinder edification. With this there' was associated also a

display of vanity on the part of women in their desire to imitate the men in speaking in an in-

spired vein (chap, xii.-xiv.).

In addition to all these erroneous moral tendencies, there existed also a theoretic error,

(easily passing over, however, into one of practice) which resulted from an adherence to the eld

heathenish habits of thought. It was an aversion to the doctrine of the glorification of the

body (c£ Acts xvii. 32). There were persons in the Corinthian Church who denied the possibi-
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12 THE EPISTLES OP PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE OOEINTHIAKft.

Kty of the resurrection of the dead, inasmuch as they could not see into the method of the pro-

cess. (Chap. xv. 35). In this case they showed themselves guilty of gross ignorance, partly in

relation to the consequences of such a denial (w. 1-19), partly in relation to the whole system

of God's counsels and ways, of which the resurrection formed an important part (w. 20-28),

partly in respect to the practical significance of the resurrection (ver. 29), partly in respect to God
and His power (ver. 34), and partly in regard to the development of the life in Christ ; which was

in accordance with the analogies of the natural life, and with the precedent set by Christ him-

self (ver. 35 ff.).

5 III. LITERATURE.

Among the more general exegetical works on the New Testament, or on the Pauline epis*

ties, must be mentioned first, the patristic commentaries of Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophy-

lact, and Oecumenius; then, those of the Reformers Calvin, Beza, Flactus, and others; then

those subsequent to the period of the Reformation by Grottus and his learned opponent

Calovius ; and last of all, the later commentaries by Flatt, Olshauben, De Wbtte, Meyer,

Burger, Neander, etc., and, as especially deserving of consideration, that by Osiander (Stuttg.

1858). With these we have compared alBo the Roman Catholic exposition of the two Epistles

to the Corinthians by Bispino (2d e<t, 1863). Besides these, honorable mention must be made

of Melancthon (1 Cor., and a few chapters of 2d Cor.), W. Museums, Aretius, Bullinger,

Seb. Schmid, Mosheim, S. J*. Baumoarten, Schulz, Morus, Emmerling, Krauss, Heydenreich

(on 1st Cor.), and Billroth. To these may be added the collective works : Critici Saori
;

Pool's Synopsis; Wolf's Cures ; Starke's Bibd- Werk ; the Berlenburgbr Bible ; C. H. Rieger's

Observations on the New Testament, which naturally connect in spirit with the excellent Gnomon

of Bengel ; G-ossner's Spirit ofthe Life and Doctrine of Jesus Christ in the flew Testament (1818),

drawn for the most part from the Berlenburger Bible and from Zinzendorf ; Heubner's Practical

Exposition of the New Testament (1858) ; W. F. Bbssbr's Bible-Lessons (8th vol 1862). Impor-

tant aids to the exposition of these Epistles are furnished by the treatises on the Apostolic

period (Hess, Neander, Schaff, Lechler, Lange, Thiersch, and others) ; upon the Apostolic

and Pauline doctrine (Messnbr, Lutterbbok, Usteri, Dxhne) ; upon the New Testament The-

ology (Chr. Sohmid and others). Comp. also Baur, The Apostle Paul [2d ed. by Zeller, 1867,

2 vols.], and from the earlier time Stork's NotUke Historicce (in his Opuscula).

[Among the English and American works, those possessed of distinguished merit are, H*

Hammond'b Paraphrase of the New Testament, with Notes (1684) ; M. Henry's Exposition of the

Old and New Testament (begun in 1704) ; D. Whitby's Paraphrase and Commentary on the New
Testament (1726) ; Thob. Scott's Commentary on the Bible (1821) ; A Clarke's Commentary on

the Bible (1826) ; Bloomfield's Commentary on the New Testament, and Critical Digest (1826)

;

Barnes's Commentary on the New Testament (1837) ; Hodge's Commentary on the Corinthians

(1862); Alford's Greek Testament (5th ed. 1865) ; Stanley's Epistles of St. Paul to the Corin-

thians (3d ed. 1865) ; F. W. Robertson's Sermons on St. PauVs Epistles to the Corinthians

(1860) ; Wordsworth's Greek Testament with Notes (4th ed. 1866) ; besides The Life and Epis-

ties of St. Paul by Conybeabe and Howson (1853, and several editions since in England and

America) ; Eadie's Paul the Preacher (1860) ; and Howboh's Buhean Lectures on St. Paul, for

1862J
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THE

FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTIANS,

1 1. ITS GENUINENE8&

The genuineness of this Epistle is undoubted. The witnesses for it stretch far back into the

remotest antiquity ; and among the earliest are Polycarp, Ignatius, Clemens Romanus, Irenaeus,

Athenagoras, and Clemens Alexandrinus, [Lardner adds Barnabas and Hennas].

[As specimens of the testimony they adduce, take the following furnished by Lardner and

Alford:

Barnabas (A. D. 71) has the following evident allusions to 1 Cor. iii. 16, in his Epistle ch.

vL: "The habitation of our heart is an holy temple to the Lord;" and in ch. xvi. "God truly

dwells in our house, that is, in us. This is the spiritual temple built unto the Lord."

Clemens Rom. (A. D. 96) in his Epistle to the Corinthians, ch. xlvii. writes :
" Take into

your hands the Epistle of the blessed Paul the Apostle. What did he write unto you at the

first, in the beginnning of the Gospel? Verily he did by the Spirit admonish you concerning

himself, and Cephas, and Apollos, because that even then ye did form parties." And then we
have citations in xlviii. from 1 Cor. x. 24; in xxxvii. from 1 Cor. xii. 12; in xlix. from 1 Cor.

xiii. 4 ; in xxiv. from 1 Cor. xv. 20.

Hennas (A. D. 100) in Sim. v. J 7 alludes to 1 Cor. vii. 11, " If therefore a man or woman
perseveres in anything of this kind and repents not; depart from her, and live not with her;

otherwise thou also shalt be partaker of her sin. But it is therefore commanded, that both the

man and the woman should remain unmarried, because such persons may repent."

Ignatius (A. D. 107) in his Ephtle to the Ephesians } 2. quotes from 1 Cor. i. 10, " That in

one obedience ye may be perfectly joined together [in the same mind, and in the same judgment,

and may all speak the same thing of the same thing "*]. And in ibid. } 18 from 1 Cor. i.

18; in Epistle to Rome { 5 from 1 Cor. iv. 4; in Epistle to the Magnes { 10 from 1 Cor. v. 7;

in Epistle to Ephesians from 1 Cor. vi. 9, 10, etc.

Polycarp (A. D. 108) in Epistle to the Phil. ch. xi. quotes from 1 Cor. vi. 2, " Do you not

know that the saints shall judge the world ? as St. Paul teaches. Another citation in ch. v. from

1 Cor. xi. 9.

Further illustration might be given, but the above are sufficient to show the strength of

the evidence. Those interested in prosecuting the investigation are referred to Lardner and

Tregellea and Alford].

The internal characteristics also allow no uncertainty on the subject. The boldest criticism

of our day, that of the Tubingen school, has suffered it to go unchallenged, and puts thest two

Epistles beside those to the Romans and the Galatians as the genuine writings of St. Paul.

[The best exposition of these internal evidences is given us by Paley in his Horse Paulinas,

ch. iii. Among these may be mentioned a minuteness of detail and characterization, also in-

cidental allusions and omissions, such as could hardly be looked for in a forged document ; and

1 The pert included in brackets Hefele reject* m spurious. jg
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14 INTRODUCTION TO THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

besides these numerous close, yet undesigned coincidences between the statements in the Epis*

tie and portions of the narrative in the Book of Acts.

But aside from and beyond all these evidences is the style and tone of the Epistle itself.

Its every line is instinct with the spirit of Paul. All thefeatures of his great and unique charac-

ter are too sharply impressed upon it to allow of any hesitation as to the authorship].

[{ II. PLACE AND TIME OF WRITING.

The subscription purports that this Epistle was written at Philippi. But this is directly

contradicted by Paul's own statement in xvi. 8, where he says that he would " Tarry at Ephesus

until Pentecost." Michaelis thinks that the mistake must have arisen from a mis-appre-

hension of SUpxojiai in xvi. 5, which being read in the present was made to mean " I am now
passing through Macedonia," thus indicating his whereabouts at the time of writing. All

modern critics agree in taking xvi. 8 as deciding the point of place.

As to the time, there is not the same unity of opinion, though Conybeare and Howson assert

that " its date can be fixed with more precision than any other." Kling says " about the close

of Paul's well-nigh three years' residence at Ephesus, some time before Pentecost, and shortly

before Easter, after he had sent away Timothy and Erastus (iv. 17; Acts xix. 22), and had him-

self resolved to go through Macedonia and Achaia. (Acts xix. 21 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 8)." The editor

of the second edition singularly adds, without any apparent sense of the contradiction, " that it is

not to be put before the month Tisri (Sept.), the beginning of the Jewish year, since the Apostle

must certainly have followed the Jewish reckoning, and not the Attic-Olympian." Whatever

may have been meant by this, Rung's view as to the season of the year (Spring) is accepted by
the majority of recent critics. (Meybb, de Wette, Words., Alp., Hodge, etc.)

But not so agreed are they as to the year itself. Kling puts it at A. D. 58, and so also

Meyer. De Wette says 57 or 58. Alf.: " It is almost certain that it was written before Pente-

cost A. D. 57 ;" and so also Pearson, Mill and Wordsworth. According to Lardner's computa-

tion it was in the year 56. This was also the opinion of the French commentators, L'Enfant and

Beausobre. This variation of two years is however a very slight one. The judgment of critics

preponderates m favor of the year 57].

i III. THE OCCASION AND DESIGN OF THE EPISTLE.

From what has been said in the general Introduction it is easy to infer what prompted the

Apostle to write to the Corinthians, and what object he had in view. The moving cause was

the whole condition of the church as unfolded in this Epistle. And in view of the evils which

had broken out among them he felt constrained to attempt their suppression without delay, and

that, too, by writing, as he had good reason for not wishing to defer his work in Macedonia.

The chief points he aimed at was to restore harmony, repress inordinate license, correct errors of

faith and practice, and confirm them in their allegiance to their Divine Master. [To these we may
add, to reestablish his own authority and vindicate his own character and style of preaching from

the attacks of enemies who had crept into the church during his absence, and assailed his Apos-

tleship].

Already before this had he learned of some of the excesses into which several of the converts

had fallen, and in an Epistle (now lost) had warned them against keeping company with fornica-

tors, and urged the expulsion of such members from their communion. (1 Cor. v. 9, 11). And
now again he had received further information, through persons arrived from Corinth, of the

party-strifes which had sprung up among them. Besides this he had received a letter from the

church (also lost) propounding various questions on points at issue in regard to which he was

asked to decide. [Reason enough therefore was there for his writing ; and from the abrupt man-

ner in which he enters upon the case in hand, after his calm opening, which is not without indi-

cations of restrained feeling, we see how thoroughly his whole soul was roused to his work, and

how strongly he felt the necessity upon him for plain and decided utterances. The result was an

Epistle which forms one of the most important portions of Sacred Writ. Thus man's evil occa-

sions are God's grandest opportunities for good].
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J IV. ITS STYLE.

[On this point we can do no better than give entire the statements of Alford in his Intro-

duction.

"This Epistle ranks perhaps the foremost of all as to sublimity and earnest impassioned elo-

quence. Of the former, the description of the simplicity of the Gospel in ch. ii.—the concluding

apostrophe of ch. iii. from ver. 16 to the end—the same in ch. vi. from ver. 9 to the end—the

reminiscence of the shortness of the time ch. vii. 29-31—the whole argument in ch. xv. are ex-

amples unsurpassed in Scripture itself; and of the latter ch. iv. 8-15, and the whole of ch. ix.,

while the panegyric of love in ch. xiii. stands a pure and perfect gem, perhaps the noblest assem-

blage of thoughts in beautiful language extant in this world. About the whole Epistle there is

a character of lofty and sustained solemnity, an absence of tortuousness of construction, and an

apologetic plainness, which contrast remarkably with the personal portions of the second

Epistle."

And all these qualities shine forth unconsciously, without effort, while in the earnest and

direct prosecution of his purpose, yea, while entirely repudiating all attempts at rhetoric as ut-

terly inconsistent with the simplicity of the Gospel. Here we have a beautiful illustration of the

unconscious character of the truest eloquence.

"No Epistle," All proceeds, "raises in us a higher estimate of the varied and wonderful

gifts with which God was pleased to endow the man whom he selected for the Apostle of the

Gentile world, or shows us how large a portion of the Spirit, who worketh in each man severally

as He will, was given to him for our edification. The depths of the spiritual, the moral, the in-

tellectual, physical world are open to him. He summons to his aid the analogies of nature. He
enters minutely into the varieties of human infirmity and prejudice. He draws warning from

the history of the chosen people J example from the Isthmian foot-race. He refers an apparently

trifling question of costume to the first .great proprieties and relations of Creation and Redemp-

tion. He praises, reproves, exhorts, and teaches. [He is tender, sarcastic, ironical]. Where.he

strikes, he heals. His large heart holding all, when he has grieved any, he grieves likewise

;

where it is in his power to give joy, he first overflows with joy himself. We may form some idea

from this Epistle—better perhaps than from any one other, because this embraces the widest range

of topics,—what marvellous power such a man must have had to persuade, to rebuke, to attract

and fasten the affections of men."

{ V. CONTENTS.

The main thought of this Epistle is to be seen in the object aimed at (j 3) ; its organic un-

folding in the General Introduction in the development we have given of the history of the

Church (J 2).

The entire contents of the Epistle revolve round the one purpose of leading the Corinthian

Church to realize its true idea, and to set aside all those faults and defects in knowledge and

practice which obstructed its proper growth.

I. To this end, after the benediction connected with the address, the Apostle first alludes

to the good beginning which the Corinthians had, on the whole, made in a sound church life,

thankfully acknowledging the divine grace which had been vouchsafed to them in this respect,

and their spiritual good estate as established therein. To this he adds the hope, grounded

upon the truth of God, that they would continue steadfast unto the end (w. 4-9).

II. From this he turns to reprove their defects and discords of•which he had been informed,

first, by word of mouth from members of the Church, and then by letters of inquiry sent to

him touching these things.

A. These defects were, first, a lack of sound Christian community of feeling.

1. As it respects the position of Church members towards Christ and his organs (i. 11,

ffi-iv.). He. begins with rebuking the party spirit which was manifested towards himself, who

had given no occasion for it, and towards Apolios; mainly in so far as this grew out of an

mordinate estimate of human wisdom, learning and eloquence, an estimate which was wholly
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16 INTRODUCTION TO THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

inconsistent with the plan of salvation, with the character of those called to participate in it,

and with the style of that preaching which was to lay the foundation of the Christian life. (i. 17-

ii. 5.). This preaching, however, he maintains, involved a high divine wisdom, which remained

a closed mystery only to such as were not spiritual, (ii. 6 if.). This declaration he then ap-

plies to the Corinthian converts as being not yet spiritual (iii. 1 ff.) and leads them to a right

estimate of those who were reverenced as party leaders, and of their doings (5 ft), warning them

at the same time against ail destructive violations of the Church, which was the temple oi

God. (18 ff.). From this he proceeds to instruct them in regard to the lofty claims of Christiana

to the several means and instruments of salvation (21 ff.) and exhibits to them the proper

standard for measuring the worth of Christ's servants, a worth which was to be manifest in due

time, and the manifestation of which therefore was to be waited for in suspense ofjudgment (iv.

1 ff.). After he had thus set before them the contrast between their imagined self-sufficiency,

and the actual condition of the Apostles (6 ff.) he passes from the severe into a paternal tone,

points out the difference between a mere teacher and a spiritual father, and rebukes their arro-

gance towards the latter, which seemed to proceed from the assumption that he was unable to

punish (iv.). With this he proceeds to notice a further defect in Christian community of

feeling.

2. As it respects the discipline of unworthy and corrupt Church members (v.).

He here insists upon the excommunication of a member who had disgraced the Church by
gross immorality, and the toleration of whom hitherto was a just cause for deepest shame. In

this connection he corrects a misunderstanding of what he had said in a former letter in regard

to intercourse with immoral persons.

3. As it respects the demeanor of Church members in their civil relations toward each other

(vi. 1 ff.).

He rebukes the practice of Christians going to law with each other before heathen tri-

bunals, especially when they were in the wrong, since unrighteousness belongs to the sins which

exclude from God's kingdom, and from which therefore they as Christians had been purified.

4. As it respects a becoming Christian deportment in the sexual relations as opposed to heath*

enish fornication (vi. 12 ff).

That this practice was by no means one morally indifferent, is shown from the relation

of the body to Christ as the head of the Church, from its character as a dwelling-place of

the Holy Spirit, and from the price paid for its ransom.

5. As it respects their views of marriage (the foundation of all social life), and the conduct of

the several parties in this relation (vii.).

One inquiry in the letter of the Church had touched upon the relations of the marriage and

the celibate state. Marriage and the bed undented he advised as a safeguard against fornication

and as a relief to incontinence. Otherwise, to remain single were a noble thing (ver. 1 ff.). But
the dissolution of existing marriage relations is discountenanced except in cases where the unbe-

lieving party insisted upon it (ver. 10 ff.). The general rule laid down is for a person to abide

in the condition wherein he is called (ver. 17 ff.). But the unmarried are advised to remain as

they are, both on account of the existing distress which demanded an entire freedom of the spirit

in regard to all possession and enjoyments, and for the sake of a more entire devotion to the

Lord and His will. Nevertheless, the contracting of marriage is not condemned as sinful,

and in some cases is approved (ver. 25 ff.).

6\ As it regards the conduct of the strong and tikeral-minded towards the vftdk in things

indifferent; that is to say, a defect in self-denying love (viii.-x.).

The discussion here, which was called forth by an inquiry about the eating of meat offered

unto idols, proceeds on the assumption, that mere knowledge without love, so far from furthering

the life of the Church, only begets a corrupting pride (viii. 1 ff). He then gives them to under-

stand that an insight into the nothingness of gods, so called, was not so general as to divest all

persons of a conscious relation to the idols in the eating of the meat offered to them. Hence

to lead such persons to eat of this meat by the exercise of a liberty conformed to such an insight,

when the mere eating was of no moral worth before God, was in fact a betrayal into sin, and so a
beguiling to perdition. And this was entirely contrary to the love of Christ, who had made tba
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greatest sacrifice in their behalf (ver. 5 ff.). Here the Apostle shows them, by his own exam-

ple, that the surrender of an acknowledged right for the sake of farthering the cause of Christ

was the proper boast of the Christian, and the condition of obtaining an indestructible crown,

(ix.). He then warns them against all false confidence, in supposing those once received into the

communion of God's people, and into a participation of the means of grace, could ever fail, while

at the same time he points them comfortingly to the faithfulness of God in keeping them from

temptation (x. Iff.); dissuades them from participating at idol altar-feasts, as inconsistent with

a participation in Christian solemnities (ver. 14 ff.) and finally exhorts them to follow the rule of

love, and do what was for the glory of God. (ver. 25 ff).

7. As it respects their deportment at the assemblies of the Church.

a. Of women in the matter of dress. He pronounces the covering of their head in

public as a custom that was in accordance with nature and suited to the posi-

tion ordained of God for woman, while that of being uncovered was more suited

to the man (xi. 1-16.).

b. Of the rich towards the poor in the observance of the Lord's Supj>er. He reproves

the custom of the two classes separating at the love feasts, as contrary to the na-

ture of the institution, and calculated to draw down upon it the judgment of

God, because of the unworthy communion it occasioned (ver. 17 ff).

e. Of the Church generally, and of those endowed with spiritual gifts in their im-

proper estimate and use of these gifts (xii. to xiv.).

a In respect to these, he exhibits, first, their foundation and object and hence

their unity in manifoldness, as designed for mutual helpfulness, suitably to

the organic character of the Church (xii.).

P He next shows the measure of their worth and the rule of their use, viz,:

Love which is described according to its qualities, and recommended and

praised above all transient gifts, because of its eternal duration.

y Finally, he compares the gifts of prophecy and of speaking with tongues in

respect to their worth, as measured by their fitness to edify the Church; and

sets forth the rules that are to regulate their use in accordance with their de-

sign and with what is seemly for the Church of God. (xiv.).

To these defects in true Christian community of feeling, there is added, still.

B. A defect in doctrinal knowledge and of steadfastness in respect to the article of the re-

surrection of the dead (xv.).

On this point the Apostle teaches them, 1. How the possibility of this fact is essentially

presupposed in the resurrection of Christ, that well attested event on which the faith and hope

of Christians rest (vv. 1-19) ; 2. What position it occupies in the cawying out of God's plan

of salvation, (ver. 20 ff); 3. What practical consequences its denial involves; 4. How the ob-

jections against it arising from its mode, and from the nature of the resurrection body, are

groundless and irrational, (ver. 35 ff); and 5. How it will be with those who survive at the

moment of Christ's appearing (ver. 51 ff.).

III. The concluding portion of the Epistle (xvi.) is made up of instructions in regard to the

the collection for the Christians at Jerusalem; of intimations in regard to his approaching visit;

and hints respecting the treatment they were to give his friends and helpers; and, finally, of

greetings and parting wishes accompanied with earnest exhortation.

Obs. The survey above given of the contents of this Epistle finds its proper supplement in

the attempt made in Introd. { 2. to refer back all its faults to the lingering carnality of the Co-

rinthian Church. These are but the various points of view from which to consider and expound it.

How nearly the contents of this Apostolic letter touch our Christendom, and what practical

bearing it has for us is well expressed by old Hedinger in the following powerful language,

which we may well consider (comp.) Starke, Einl. J 12 "A Christianity decayed in all the duties

of life and its several relations, may see itself distinctly mirrored in this Epistle, and may per-

ceive how, with the Corinthians, all their mistakes and idle fancies about the nature of true

blessedness have not yet entirely died out. How sadly is the Church of the saints still

tormented with rationalizing spirits, and with falsely-famous worldly-wise ones, who intrude
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18 INTRODUCTION TO THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS

upon others that are truly spiritual their own self-coined conceits and rules I To what extent

are multitudes still corrupted from the simplicity of the faith 1 How boldly do people judge of

spiritual things according to the crooked standards of a carnal or political wisdom I How con-

ceited and puffed up are many pastors and teachers through their vain learning I How merciless

toward the weakl How tender in rebuking distinguished sinners! How common has fornica-

tion become I How grossly and wickedly do many conduct themselves both in married and

single life I How careless are people about winning their neighbor's regard I How often is the

Lord's Supper dishonored and disgraced, as if it were a common meal, by the unbelieving, the

hypocritical, and the godless I And such, forsooth, will still pretend to be Christians ! God grant

that by the frequent perusal of this Epistle, yea, of the entire Scriptures, they may reform betimes!

Furthermore, we may learn from this Epistle : 1. In Paul, his love and patience as evinced to-

wards the faults of the Corinthians; his wisdom and foresight in convicting and reproving; his

zeal against open offenders; his care that a great evil might be warded off in season. 2. But in

the Corinthians, (a) How a good beginning may not hold out, and how easily persons may be

turned from the simplicity which is in Christ, if they do not keep a wakeful watch over them-

selves; (b) What damage is done, if a person yields too much to his own reason, or relies on his

secular wisdom, or allows himself to be ensnared by the artful words of carnal learning. 3. What
a blessing it is to have a faithful teacher. 4. How necessary and useful church discipline is. 5.

How difficult it is steadfastly to refrain from Bins to which a person has been accustomed, and

which he formerly considered not sinful. 6. How high an estimate should be put upon every

believer, and what care should be taken not to offend the weak. 7. That Satan regards nothing

as too sacred to be turned by him to the advantage of his kingdom and to the injury of Christ's

Church, as (<?. g.) spiritual gifts. 8. How dangerous it is to err in fundamental truths and how
necessary to instruct others concerning them."
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COMMENTARY.

THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

FIRST DIVISION.
THE GREETING; THANKS AND HOPE IN REFERENCE TO THEIR CHRISTIAN 8TATE

IN GENERAL.

I. Ghreeling.

Chaptib I. 1-8.

1 Paul, called1 to be an apostle [a chosen apostle] of Jesus Christ through the will

2 of God, and Sosthenes our [the] brother, Unto the church of God which is at Co-
rinth,1 to them that are sanctified in Christ Jesus, called to be [chosen] saints,

with all that in every place [pm. in every place] call upon the name of Jesus Christ

3 our Lord, [in every place*] both theirs and oars: Grace be unto you, and peace, from
God our Father, and from the Lord Jesus Christ.

* Ver. 1.—K AijTiSf : called or chosen Is wanting In many good authorities (A. D. B. etc.) These, however, are not
sofflcient to warrant its omission, since it is more likely that the word was omitted as superfluous, in consequence of
t*« fcA^fiarof 0eo» (as it is not found in like connection in 2 Cor. i.l; Eph. i.l; Col. i. 1; 2 Tim. i. 1), than that
ft should hare been inserted from Bom. i. 1. [Cod. Sin. has it. In the text we follow the version of our author and
translate KXrirot as a verbal adjective *' chosen." This is the nearest equivalent in English. " Called" would be more
correct; but this word is appropriated to another meaning, and would therefore be ambiguous.]

• Ver. 2.~{0ar author inserts the olause ** which Is at Corinth" after " Christ Jesus," an unnatural order, authorised
by B. D. E P. O. It, and which he vindicates on the grouud that it were more natural to suppose that the order of the
Received Text was a supposed improvement by transcribers, than that the clause in question should have been placed
by design or error in those manuscripts after a sanctified in Christ Jesus." The valuable Cod. Sin., however, agrees
with the Received Text, and we adhere to this against the decision of Alford, Stanley or others.)

3 [We here conform to the unquestioned order of the Greek text, which alone yields the true meaning.—See below.]

A ohosen Apostle of Jesus Christ, by
the 'will of God.—The ordinary rendering,
44 called to be an Apostle," does not give suffi-

cient prominence to the leading thought here,

which is shown by the order of the words to lie in

'Apostle.' The sense is,—an Apostle by virtue of

his calling; and this calling was that given him
by Christ (Acta ix.

22-26J,
having for its deeper

ground the will of Goa (comp. Gal. i. 15 ff.).

Henoe, neither of these designations is superflu-

ous. The fact of "being called" is insisted on
in contrariety to everything like arbitrary as-

sumption of honor, or unwarrantable intrusion

into office. " KaAcIv: to call, like ^7j5 is used

to denote the way in which God specially appoints

men to any particular end." Nbandbr. And
this was a matter which, in view of the parties

at Corinth who refused to acknowledge Paul's
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EXEGJTTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vbrs. 1-3. These opening verses, according
to ancient custom, combine to present in advance
the address and greeting; that is, the designa-
tion of the parties ooncerned in their mutual re-

lations, and likewise the benediction.
Ver, 1. Paul.—Concerning his person and his-

tory, his importance to the Church and his la-

bors, consult the general introduction to these
Spistles [also Hersog's Real. Enoy. art Paul.
Smith's Diet of the Bible, do. Kitto's Bible
Ency. do. Beaser, "Paul the Apostle." Eadie,
'Paul the Preacher." Howson, " Hulsean
Lectures," for 1862. A. Monod, "Five Dis-

courses on St Paul." Ld. Lyttleton, " On the
Conversion of St PauL" Neander, "Planting
and Training," etc]



20 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

apostleship, and sought to put him below the

twelve, directly called by Christ when on earth,

it was in point to bring prominently forward;

and no leas important was it to show that this call-

ing came through (dia) the Supreme Will. And
there was the greater necessity for this, inasmuch
as the office of which he claimed to be the bearer

was highest in the divine economy. It was that of

an ambassador of Jesus Christ, whose business

it was to represent his Master, whose words and
acts were to be regarded as Christ's words and
acts, the honoring or contemning of whom was
to be looked upon as the honoring or contemning

of Christ, who, as Christ's commissioner, ap-

pointed to organize and govern the Church
throughout the world, wielded an all-embracing

power, and exercised a far-reaching authority,

and who agreeably with such an appointment and
such plenitude of authority was endowed with a
wealth of spiritual gifts, such as is ordinarily dis-

tributed among several persons in a less degree.*

And Sosthenes the brother.—Although
conscious of his high and well established posi-

tion, he nevertheless does not present himself be-

fore the Churcii alone ; but he takes into com-
pany one who officially stood far below him.

Him, however, he designates as an equal—as a
brother both to himself and the Church, in the

unity of Christian faith and hope. " The disposi-

tion on the part of Paul to send out his Epistles in

the name of one or more of the brethren happen-
ing to be with him (Gal. i. 2), may be taken

either to imply that the persons mentioned had
aided in the upbuilding of the churches concerned,

or as an expression of their perfect agreement
with what he wrote. It certainly is, at any rate,

a testimony to that fellowship in the Spirit, which
Paul so often inculcated, and which he was
ever diligent both to cultivate in himself and
to inculcate upon his readers." Bubo is. Whe-
ther this Sosthenes was the ruler of the syna-

gogue mentioned in Acts xviii. 17,—supposing
him to be then already inclined to the cause

of Christ, in case it was by the Jews that he
was beaten, or that he was violently opposed to

this cause, in case he was beaten by Greeks,
(the readings which indicate the one or the

other are neither of them original),—cannot be
accurately ascertained. In any case, he must
have been known and esteemed in the Church, so

that it was not without its influence with them
that he expressed his assent to the contents of the

letter, and represented them before Paul. That
he must have written the letter himself under
Paul's dictation, as some suppose (Billroth,Hodge)
(comp. xvi. 21), does not necessarily follow from
this connection. Perhaps we might infer that he
had been an official assistant of Paul ; but even
this is not expressly denoted bytheterm 'brother/

Vee. 2. Names and characterizes the party

written to.—Unto the Church of God.

—

* The congregation,' or, 'the Church of God ' is the

Old Testament designation of Israel as a divinely

gathered people. It means a people assembled
before God and for God. The derivation of the

[• On the nature and extent of the apostolic offlco, con-
sult articles under the word "Apostle," in Kitto's Knc, 2d
o<\.; Smith's Bib. Diet.; Herzog's Real. Enc; also, Owen's
Works, vol. Iv. p. 4*'-446; Schaff, Hist, of Ap. Ch., Book ill.

chap. 2; Conybeare and Howson, Lire of 8t. Panl, ch. xiii.;

Litton, The Church of Christ, Book ii., Part ii. ch. 1.]

word eccletia points out the mode of its gather-
ing. It was by means of a ' calling,'—a spiritual
instrumentality. Hence its members are desig-
nated as "the called." In this a personal inde-
pendence is presupposed. Salvation is offered,

not enforced, and it is shared only by those
who voluntarily accept and enter into it. Tov
deov : of God—Gen. of possession. TheCorinthian
Church is hereby emphatically declared to belong
not to any human leader, but to God alone. The
Church is Hi*.—Which is at Corinth [The
local designation of the Church. Geographical
divisions are in the Church the only ones recog-
nized in the New Testament, and the Church
in one place or city is always spoken of as a unit.

Though consisting of one or more distinct con-
gregations, it was regarded as an organic whole
under one general superintendency. It was other-
wise when a province was in view, e. g., the
churches of Asia.—"Church at Corinth! that
wicked city ! what a joyful and striking para-
dox." Bengel.]—to them that are sancti-
fied in Christ Jesus.—By this the Church
of God is distinctly characterized in its mem-
bers as Christian. It is composed of persons
who are sanctified, t. «., separated from the mass
of sinful humanity, the world, and devoted to the
exclusive service of the true God [and whose
guilt has been expiated by an atonement. Both
ideas, those of consecration and expiation, are
included in the word dyidfrtv: to sanctify]. This
is not to be understood in a simply legal or theo-
cratic sense (as in the case of the Jews, who
were termed a holy nation because of their de-
scent from Abraham and their divine govern-
ment) ; nor yet in a purely objective sense, as im-
plying the mere imputation of holiness ; but in a
real sense, as being the result of the operation of

the Holy Ghost (comp. ri. 11; 1 Pet. i. 2). Yet this

inward appropriation of salvation is not on this

account to be considered as complete, but only as
begun in its informing principle, and as existing

in a germ which may be developed in various

degrees.

In Christ Jesus.—These words denote the

ground or soil whereon those who are sanctified

stand, and from which they derive the power of
sanctification. It is Jesus Christ, into whose
fellowship they ha?e entered by faith and bap-
tism (comp. Gal. iii. 26 ff. ; Rom. vi. 8), [and
who is the only centre and bond of union for the

Church]—called orchosen saints. This implies

that they are consecrated to God and numbered
among His peculiar people by virtue of a divine

call, [" effectual call as distinguished from a
merely external invitation." Hodge] (comp. Rom.
x. 14; ix. 24, etc); hence, that they, as well as
the Apostle on his part fver. 1), were also in-

debted for their high position to the Divine Will,

which was made known to them in their call

through the Gospel (Rom. x. 14; 2 Thess. ii.

14). "Paul here may have reminded them of
their 'calling' as something which was alike

for all, having in view already the parties whom
he was soon to rebuke for giving undue promi-
nence to the human instrumentality, and for in-

sisting upon subjective diversities in a schisma-

tic way." Nbahdbb, ["It is not to be inferred

from this that the Corinthian professors were
all true believers, or that these terms express
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nothing more than external consecration. Men
are uniformly addressed in Scripture according

to their profession." Hodgi].
With all that call upon the name of our

Lord Jesus Christ in every place.—There
is a difference of opinion as to the connection of

these words. They might be joined to those

just preceding, t. y.,
4 who are called holy, as

are all who, etc.* So taken, they would serve to

remind the Corinthian converts of their fellow-

ship with Christians in all places. So BengeL
Or they may be construed as enlarging the circle

of those whom Paul intends to address. The
former construction would not be unsuitable,

since it would furnish a fit antidote to the nar-

row-minded tendency to division which showed
itself in the church. But the latter is favored

by the similar passage in 2 Cor. i. 1, which at

the same time more exactly defines and explains

the general statement we have here: 'in every

place/ Then we should have immediately

joined to this, as belonging to it, the closing

words—both theirs and ours.—To connect

these [as the E. V. does] with "our Lord," q. a\

"their Lord and 0113s," >» hardlyadmissible from
the order of the Greek text, and is also unsuita-

ble, because in that case the word " our " as con-

nected with ••Lord" would be understood not

simply of Paul or Sosthenes, but also of the re-

cipients of the letter included with them as well.

(Comp. 2 Cor. xiii. 13).—Referred to the daugh-
ter churches of Corinth in Achaia, as suggested

by 2 Cor. i. 1, these words yield the sense: 44 in

every place which belongs as well to them—the

Corinthians as the mother church—as also to us,

the Apostle and his companions." So construed,

the Apostle will here be understood as, on the one
hand, conceding to them the right of the mother
church, and impressing upon them the duty of

taking a deeper interest in the daughter

ehurches, and, on the other hand, as indicating his

interest in these, and so winning them also to

the reception of his doctrine and exhortation.

[Bat is it not more natural to refer "theirs " to

"those who call upon, etc.," and to include under
"ours" both the parties writing and the parties

written to? So Alford. Another interpretation

has been proposed. "The Epistle is addressed to

all Christians in Corinth and Achaia, wherever
they might be. Every place is at once theirs

aad ours—their place of abode and my place of

labor." 8ee Hodge. "These words form a
weighty and precious addition— made here

doubtless to show the Corinthians that member-
ship of God's Holy Catholic Church consisted

not in being planted or presided over by Paul or

Apollos or Cephas (or their successors), but in

calling on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ."

Alf.l.

Who call upon the name, etc.

—

tiwcaXelcrdai

rb ivofta. By this is denoted, not the being

catted by the name of the Lord, as if the Greek
verb were in the Passive, but, as every where in

the Old and New Testament, the calling upon
the name of the Lord, especially the invocation

of His help as Lord. It is, accordingly, an act

of divine worship, [and in a more extended
sense, denotes a life of reverence towards God,
and of habitual religious faith]. The term
Lord, answering to the Hebrew ft^H* or

J^J{: Jehovah or Adonai, here applied to

Christ, indicates His plenipotence and truth,

which is more fully set forth in Matth. xi. 27;
xxviii. 18; John xviii. 2; and which rests partly

upon His original sonship and His mediatorial

agency in the creation (viii. 6; Col. i. 16 ff
.

;

Heb. i. 2 ff.), and partly upon His redemptive
office (vii. 22 ff.; Acts xx. 28; Tit. ii. 14).—
The name indicates the being as revealed and
known; hence the invocation presupposes faith

—

faith, preaching—and preaching, the word of God
(Rom. x. 14 ff.]. Those who called upon the

name of Christ formed a contrast with those who
blasphemed this name among the Jews. (Luke
xxiii. 89; 1 Tim. i. 18; Acts xxvi. 9; comp.
chap. xxii. 16). This same thought lies at the

foundation even in places where instead of a
name we have a mere description. The name of

Jesus Christ expresses what He is, His entire per-

sonality together with His office and work. [On
the import of names, especially as belonging to

Deity: see Bush, Com. Ex. Hi. 18.; Hengst. Com.
Ps. viii. 2; ix. 12; Whately, Serm. Matth. i. 28].

Via. 8. The benediction, which elsewhere
among the Greeks, and twice also in the New
Testament (Jas. i. 1 ; Acts xv. 28] is woven with
the address into one sentence, is nere peculiarly

extended.—Grace and peace constitute the sum
total of Gospel blessings, the former being the

ground and source of the latter. Xdpig pro-
perly denotes that which begets joy, viz. favor,

grace, kindly feeling. It may be regarded either

as a quiescent trait, the mere outshining of an
inward goodness or amiability; or as an energy
put in active exercise for the welfare of others.

Among the Greeks the word was used also in

connections which we should deem immoral.
But in the language of revelation it denotes
that supreme love and self-devotion which was
manifested in its most perfect form by the Son of

God. It is what we, in respect of the unworthi-
ness of the object, denominate grace, by which
is meant sometimes the mere feeling of kindness
in the heart, and sometimes the beneficent act

which is its result. Here, indeed, it means the

peace of forgiveness and reconciliation, corres-

ponding to the Hebrew Q y?{JJ which includes

the entire welfare of the individual both spiritual

and physical, and the root of which is inward
peace, the repose of the spirit in the sweet con-

sciousness of being reconciled to God, and in the

blessed assurance that we have God for our
friend and have to expect from Him good alone.

(Comp. Rom. viii. 1, 81-39). ["The wish of

peace has a peculiar bearing here in view of the

dissensions at Corinth." Ols.].

From God our Father, and from the
Lord Jesus Christ.—That this clause is not to

be translated "from God the Father of us, and of

the Lord Jesus Christ," is clear from Gal. i. 8;
not to say any thing of the impropriety of thus

putting Jesus Christ in a subordinate position.

—

The co-ordination of Jesus with the Father is to

be explained on the ground that the office of

mediating grace and peace rests upon His divine

sonship, and so upon His equality with God.

—

This is a truth already indicated in the appella-
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22 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

tion "Lord," and which is inferred from tuL 6,

and from the whole Pauline system of doctrine.

["Here it is to be remarked, that Qod is called

our Father and Christ our Lord. God, as God,
has not only created us, but renewed and adopted
us. God in Christ has redeemed us. He is our
owner and sovereign, to whom our allegiance is

immediately due; who reigns in us, and rules

over us, defending us from all our enemies.

This is the peculiar form which piety assumes
under the Gospel. All Christians regard God as

their Father and Christ as their X*ord." Hodge].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. From the fact that God our Father and the

Lord Jesus Christ are exhibited to us as the
common source or sum total of all the blessings of

salvation, it is to be seen that the Apostle, even
while subordinating Christ to God (iii. 23; xi.

8; xv. 28), yet maintains such a mediation
through Christ of the Divine grace, and of the

blessings flowing from it, as presupposes in Christ

the Mediator a divine nature. How the two things,

subordination and equality of substance, agree,

is a problem for the science of Christology. This
is the mystery of love, which in the Father flows

out in the fulness of the divine perfections;

which in the Son keeps itself evermore as con-
sciously dependent and recipient, and, accord-
ingly, both thinks, purposes and does every thing
with sole reference to the Father.

2. The equality of Christ with God is also in-

dicated by the calling upon the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ. Both this invocation and that de-

rivation of all the blessings of salvation from
the Father and from the Lord Jesus Christ con-
jointly, can be made consistent with the Old
Testament teaching respecting God, only on the
supposition of the essential divinity of Jesus
Christ and His true equality with the Father.

HOMILETICAL AND PRAOTICAL.

1. The consciousness of being called to the min-
istry through the mil of Qod (ver. 1 ) is : 1 . theground

of our confidence in appearing before a Chris-
tian congregation to instruct, exhort, reprove
and comfort (comp. 2 Cor. iii. 4 ff.) ; 2. the spring
of humble devotion to the service of the Lord, a.

devoid of all arbitrary and self-willed activity,
b. and in every thing observant of the Master's
eye, and subject to His word ; [3. an example
for all engaged in any lawful vocation. The con-
sciousness of being called to our work in the
providence of God is necessary for the sanctifi-
cation of our labors, by imparting to them a no-
ble aim, a right impulse, and a true courage to
do and endure valiantly for God, our true Mas-
ter, in all things appointed unto us. After Rob-
ertson].

2. The main features of a true church (ver. 2)
are, 1. that it is an assemblage before and for
God; 2. that it consists of such as are conse*
crated to God in Jesus Christ ; 8. that it is thus
consecrated through the mighty creative will of
God; 4. that its members are such as call upon
the name of the Lord Jesus Christ; [5. that these
things may exist in connection with many glaring
faults in true professing believers, and with
many false professions of faith, which yet do not
necessarily vitiate the claim to be called a true
church].

8. The proper fellowship between the office

and the church rests, 1. in that the former works
out for the latter the benefits of salvation which
come from God and Jesus Christ in the way of
blessing; 2. in that the latter receives these
benefits from the ministration of blessing with
earnest and hearty desires.

4. Vers. 2, 8: Bbssib:—How must the Apos-
tolic greeting shame many congregations who
assemble to hear this Epistle read, and yet come
there with discordant sentiments and divided
tongues! "The name iickhfoia : church," Bays
Chrysostom, "is a name not of separation, but
of union and harmony."

[5. Vbb. 2 . Bengel :—The consideration of the
church universal frees the mind from party bias,

and 8ways it to obedience.]

II. Gratitude and hope m respect to their Christian state in general.

Chapter L 4-9.

4 I thank my God always on your behalf, for the grace of God which is [was1
] given

5 you by [in: £v] Jesus Christ; That in everything ye are [were] enriched by [in] him,

6 in all utterance, and in all knowledge; Even as the testimony of Christ was confirmed

7 in you : So that ye come behind in no gift ; waiting for the coming of our Lord Jesus

8 Christ: Who shall also confirm you unto the end, that ye may be blameless in the day
9 of our Lord Jesus Christ. God is faithful, by [through] whom ye were called unto the

fellowship of his Son Jesus Christ our Lord.

p Ver. 4. 3 o 1 1 <r p : wu given, ris^ at the time of conrertioB].
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CHAP. I. 4-9.

EXEGKTIGAL AND CRITICAL.

This opening, in which the Apostle expresses

his thank* to God for the abundance of spiritual

gifts possessed by the Corinthian Church, and his

hope in their steadfastness and further prosperity

in all good, should by no means be regarded

as a simple rhetorical captatio benevolentue, as a
mere bit of flattery designed to win his readers,

so that they might the better accept his subse-

quent exhortations and rebukes, and keep them-
selves well disposed in spite of the unpleasant
things he had to say, and submit to be the more
readily guided to the ends he had in view. What
Paul here says is preeminently the truth. It

oomee from his heart. He does feel a sincere joy
that so much good exists in the church and that it

affords such ground of hope for the future. It is a
conviction which proceeds from his fatherly dis-

position (comp. iv. 15). Nor are we to regard it as

any self-deception or fond fancy of his. For how-
ever greatmay have been the faults of individuals,

the work of Divine grace had nevertheless been
begun in ail the plenitude of spiritual gifts, and
his confidence in the continued operation of the
Lord confirming their hearts, and in the faith-

fulness of God towards them, was verily well

grounded. Both these things are presupposed in

his exhortation and rebuke. First, objectively:

in so far as the expectation of any good results

from his efforts rested only upon the existence

of some good already in the church and upon
God's faithfulness and cooperation. Again, sub-
jectively: in so far as the acknowledgment of

previous successes and the hope of yet greater

ones, generally inspire confidence and render per-

sons favorably disposed to receive exhortation and
rebuke as given kindly and intelligently, and
infuse into them courage to undertake the work
of reform ; and this courage is of the right kind
since it refers all good back to God as the source.

And in this style of address there is something
more than cool human calculation. It is acting

in perfect conformity with the true laws of the

mind, and above all with the law of that love

"which believeth all things and hopeth all things,"

but which nevertheless secures the same results

that worldly prudence is wont to calculate for in a
selfish way. " The Corinthian Church was well

trained and instructed and established in the

faith; but it was not yet entirely simple-minded
and pure in heart; there was much worldly
vanity and party spirit still among them. So in

every church there is to be found a mixture of
what is praiseworthy and blameworthy. The
praise of the better class piques even the worse,

and is a means of inciting them to merit that

praise, too. And the reproof of the bad ought to

affect the better class likewise, awakening in

them regrets that there are such persons by
their side and in their eommunion as deserve re-

proof, and it should prompt them to remove the

evU. Every church is one organic whole, by
reason of which the several members exert
aa influence upon each other and share in that

which others have and are." Heubner, p. 218.

"This introduction, breathing blessing and
praise, gratitude and confidence, exhibits the

piritual shepherd in apostolic simplicity and
|

truth. All goodness in the church he denomi-
nates a work of grace, and he sets in prospect the
consummation of the salvation begun as only
grace likewise, and he does it in a manner at
once humbling and animating. He looks at the
church in its germ, in the strength of its better
elements which may be rendered a source of
blessing to others, and so, wisely preparing the
way, he passes over from the bright to the
darker side." Osiander.
Van. 4. I thank.—An expression of acknow-

ledgment and joy towards God as the Author of
all good.—My God.—As in Rom. i. 8 and else-

where,—of course not in an exclusive sense, but
as an avowal of his own personal communion
with God and direct interest in Him ; a personal
attestation of his religious position, without any
sinister design, but yet in a manner calculated
to elicit respect and confidence in what he is

about to say.—Always.—This cannot mean
that he was always engaged in audible thanks-
giving, or that this feeling of gratitude was also

definitely present in his consciousness; but only
that he bore this church perpetually upon his

heart with grateful emotions to God—a meaning
which the word in the Greek also carries.—On
your behalf for the grace of God.—Tho
personal object for whom and the reason on ac-

count of which the thanks were given. [;?a/Mf

:

grace, the disposition in God, for xaphfiara: the
blessings flowing from it—" a metonymy which
has passed so completely into our common par-
lance, as to be almost lost sight of as such."

—

Alf. Wordsworth, however, distinguishes here,

X&ptofta is a special gift to be used for general

edification. x&PlS *8 grace generally for pergonal

tanctificaUon. Tongues, miracles, healing are
Xaplafiara, xfy^w £*ven *n order that x^ptopw*
may be rightly used."].—Which was given
yon in Jeans Christ.—Comp. also ver. 2.

—

Christ is here regarded, in a sort, as the place,

where the grace of God is manifested (comp. 2
Cor. v. 19) so that he who enters there oeoomes
partaker of it. But this entrance is faith, by
which the believer is in Christ and comes into

vital communion with Him.
Ver. 5. Extends the thought and shows where-

in the manifested grace consists.—That ye
were enriched in him—t. «., as being in

Christ and having constant communion with Him

;

and this enriching is the work of God's grace.

—

In every thing.—A general statement, which
is at once more particularly defined and limited.

—In all doctrine.—Thus ought "A6yo$ to be
translated with Luther [in which Calvin, Alf.,

de Wette, Billroth, Meyer concur, understanding
by it: doctrine preached to the Corinthians],

and not: '« utterance," as though the reference
were to powers of eloquence or the gift of tongues
[so Bengel, Stanley and Wordsworth ; «* and
which interpretation," Hodge says, " gives good
sense and is the one generally adopted." Meyer:
"All manner of external endowments for speak*
ing ; " excluding however any allusion to gift of
tongues, as inconsistent with the subordinate
value attached to this in chap. xiv. This view
is sustained by xii. 8; 2 Cor. viii. 7; xi. 6. In
this case yvhoiq ; knowledge, would denote the

inward endowment. The order of the words
appears to support Kling's view. " Truth
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24 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

preached, (i.e.) 'doctrine,' must precede « truth

apprehended/ t. e. 'knowledge.'" But the an-

alogous passages in the two Epistles go to prove

Meyer's view and the correctness of the English

version also].—In all knowledge.—By this

he means: the general aoceptauce of the doc-

trines that had been communicated to them on
every side, and a comprehensive insight into

their truth. This statement does not conflict with

the fact of peculiar defects in individuals.

Vbb. 6. Further confirms and illustrates the

foregoing. Inasmuch a*

—

Katie*: [not correla-

tion: "according as," but as in appended clauses

denoting explanation, qvoniam, $i quidem, since.

Winer's Gr. liii. 8].—The testimony of
Christ.—Christ may here be taken either as

the subject, the one testifying, or as the object,

the one testified of. The one does not exclude
the other. In the former case the phrase would
mean, the proclamation of the Divine plan of sal-

vation in all its parts (its grounds, aims and re-

lations ; its beginning, mediation, execution and
consummation), obtained by a direct insight into

the heart of God, into His inmost thought and
purpose (comp. Jn. i. 18; vi. 46). But in this

testimony of Christ, which sounded forth from the
Apostles also, and so included their preaching,
there is involved also the other idea, Christ's

own personal testimony, and the testimony of
His Apostles likewise, to His divine Sonship and
His mediatoral office. It makes little difference

whether we construe it in the one way or the
other. [" The former is the higher and there-

fore the better sense. It is good to contemplate
the Gospel as that eystem of truth which the
Eternal Logos or Revealer has made known."
Hodob. Yet, it must be said, usage favors the
latter acceptation. *« The testimony of Christ"
is the witness borne concerning Christ by His
Apostlesofwhich the New Testament isthe record,
and in this instance by Paul. SoCalv.,Alf.,Stan.,

Meyer]. " That the word ftaprvpiov, testimony,

and not diJaonaXia, instruction, is here chosen,
does not rest upon a simple Hebraism, but is

well explained on the ground that the gospel has
not to do first and primarily with a system of
ideas, but with an announcement of facts, the
power of which a persou must experience in
himself." Neander. The same expression occurs
in 2 Tim. i. 18.—was confirmed in you.

—

Others render: 'was established among you'
(Mark xvi. 20; Rom. xv. 8; Heb. ii. 4), whether
it be by signs and miracles or by extraordinary
operations of the Gospel.—RUckert: 'by its ef-

fects on you.' But this neither suits the connec-
tion with what precedes, nor what is afterwards
(ver. 7) mentioned as the result of it The for-

mer indicates that the testimony of Christ was
confirmed in their hearts, inwardly rooted there.

And this happens partly through a comprehen-
sive knowledge, so that thus the words "in all

knowledge" would be further illustrated, and
partly as its presupposed condition, inasmuch as
it is effected by faith, which is the root of all

knowledge, and is to be regarded as a becoming
fixed and remaining steadfast in the truth. Re-
specting their steadfastness in this respect see
xti. 1; 2 Cor. i. 24.

Vbr. 7. The consequence.—So that ye come
behind in no gift.—The deep and fixed rooting

of the gospel in the soul results in a rich unfold-
ing of spiritual life, of which he now proceeds te
speak. By "gift" we are to understand a result
of the operation of divine grace. Rom. v. 16
expresses by it the work of grace as a whole.
Here we are to understand it of the particular
operations by which the members of the Church
were variously qualified to labor for the edifica-
tion of the body of Christ, either by instruction,
or exhortation, or rule, or service, inasmuch as
the native talents of individuals requisite for
such labors are awakened and sanctified by di-
vine grace (comp. xii.). When such talents fall
within the sphere of moral effort, and are ex-
ercised in furthering the welfare of the Church
and in glorifying God, they acquire an ethical
character, and the gifts appear as Christian vir-
tues. That such were the gifts alluded to seems
to be intimated in what follows—Waiting foi
the revelation of our Lord Jesus Christ.

—

This constant expectation of our Lord's second
coming (Rom. viii. 19 etc.), when He shall be re-
vealed in his glory unto all (Col. iii. 4), is one of
the characteristic features of primitive Chris-
tianity (comp. Phil. iii. 20; 1 These, i. 10: Tit.

ii. 18; 2 Tim. iv. 8). Hence the clause has been
taken as a simple paraphrase of the word:
Christians. But this is by no means allowable
here.—The connection of this participial clause
with the preceding one has been variously inter-
preted. Luther somewhat loosely: "And are
waiting," "only waiting" in the sense, that they
were all ready; in which sense we might trans-
late it: "And can wait" or: "can comfortably
wait;'' But this would conflict with the entire
contents of the Epistle. To take it as ironical,

(Mosheim) in the way of a slant at their self-

sufficiency, would be inconsistent with the
friendly winning style of the introduction. And
no less so, to suppose that he intended to alarm,
by the suggestion of a comingjudgment (Chrysoa-
tom), or to rebuke the sceptics of whom mention
is made in chap. xv. More correct* it would
be, undoubtedly, to adopt the closer connection
and translate: "while ye are waiting," or, "ye
who are expecting," etc. The train of thought
is this, that they, in this state of waiting, did not
cease to make advances in every Christian quali-
fication. So considered, the fact of "not coming
behind" obtains the sense of: not falling short
from any lack of earnest moral endeavor. There
was a self-cultivation on the part of the spiritually

quickened in consequence of their establishment
in the faith (ver. 6). [But it must be added also
that in the very mention of their waiting atti-

tude, a commendation is intended. For this very
" waiting," as Alford well says, was "the great-
est proof of maturity and richness of the spiritual

life; implying the coexistence and cooperation
of faith, whereby they believed the promise of
Christ

—

hope, whereby they looked on to its ful-

filment, and love, whereby that anticipation was
lit up with earnest desire." But it may be asked,
Were the Corinthians looking for Christ's second
advent as an event likely to occur in their day,
and which some of them might expect to witness?
This question must be answered in the affirma-

tive. As Trench has well remarked, "It is a
necessary element of the doctrine concerning the
second coming of Christ, that it should be possi-
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CHAP. I. 4-9. 25

We at any time," And all the hints given us
throughout the Epistles (comp. 1 Thess. iv. 13

—

T. 10; Phil. iii. 20; Tit ii. 13; 2 Tim. iv. 8)
•bow that the hope of seeing Christ appear, while
jet in the flesh, was an influential and inspiring
sentiment, pervading the whole early Church.
It was a powerful motive to watchfulness and
patient endurance. And that it should so operate
was one design of the secrecy which veiled it.

"Latet ultimtu diet, ut observetur omnes dies"

(Aug.). That such was the case with the Cor-
inthians seems to be intimated in the use of the
word expressive of their mental attitude, antKSex
fdvovr: waiting it out, as persons expecting to see
what they are waiting for].*

The earnest endeavor of the Church (or at

least its better portion, its kernel)just recognized,
leads the Apostle, in spite of all existing defects
in individuals, to cherish the hope which he ex-
presses in

Vee. 8. Who shall also confirm you.—To
whom does the relative "who" refer? Most
naturally to Christ, mentioned just before in ver.

7. But in this case it is remarkable that in the
next clause instead of saying " in Tlti day," he
uses again the whole name and title of Christ.

Hence the "who" might be referred back to

"God" /ver. 9), whose gracious doings are
spoken or in w. 6 and 6, and to whom the con-
firmation in the faith is ascribed (2 Cor. i. 21

;

Bom. xvi. 25). The effect then of the Divine
confirmation of the testimony of Christ in them
would be regarded as awakening the hope also
that God would establish them still further.f
The reference however to Christ must still be
maintained. The use of the full phrase " in the
day of our Lord Jesus Christ," must be regarded
only as the adoption of a solemn formula, else-

where also employed, to designate the time of the
second advent (comp. 2 Tim. i. 18). In 2 Thess.
iii. 3 we have likewise the work of confirming
believers ascribed to Christ. And this is men-
tioned here in correspondence with what is said
of their not coming behind in any gift and of
their patient waiting. It involves also what
follows.—Unto the end.—i. *., as the con-
nection requires, not the end of the present life

of individuals, but the end of the present dis-

pensation, which terminates at the second ad-
vent, when the new era {ai&v ft&AAuv) will come in.—"Blameless."—A short construct™ prmgnans—ur rb ehai vfia£i that ye may be, [which is

supplied in the E. V. " Compare the expressions
6i66aKew ao+bv, avg&vetv piyav, to teach a man
so as to become wise, to increase him so as to be

[• Neander bettered that in the minds of the Apostles, es-

pecially In Psul, a progresaire development in Krchatology
took place. Tho second advent at first seemed close at hand
and possible in their day. but as they became more enlight-
ened as to the future by the illuminations of the Spirit, it

stood at a farther remove. Neander "Plant and Train, of
the Christian Church," p. 484.]

f [The reasons for referring u Who " to God, rer. 4, are
trell given by Stanley »*1. /cat B«Bai«i<r«i: alto confirm,
evidently refers back to «0<0atw0it: was confirmed, in
rsr. 6." 2. w In the day of the Lord Jesus Christ," would
else be: Mn His day." 8. o 0cov ; God is the general subject
of the whole sentence, and therefore repeated in ver. 9.
u6od is faithful. For the sense eomp. Phil I. 6." To the»e
nay be added a 4. from Hodge : " vocation and perseverance
are in the work of rodeo.ption specUlly referred to the
fiber." The same position is taken by Calvin, Alford, Bill-

roth, (Hsbansen, de Wette, Osiander and others.]

great; Kfthner, J 417, 8. This is called by gram-
marians a proleptic use of the adjective." Words*
See Winer, Gram. Part iii. J lxvi. 8. g.]. By the
term * blameless' we understand such as are liable

to no accusation; and this not simply putatively,

but, since he is speaking of their condition at

the appearing of Christ, in the sense of an actual
or perfected holiness, so that the All-seeing
Judge Himself will have nothing to lay to their

charge (comp. Eph. v. 27). Meyer. "This
blamelesBness is conditioned upon perseverance
in the faith by which our justification is appro-
priated, and therefore is imputed ; nevertheless
by virtue of the moral nature and power of faith,

as well as by virtue of the sanctification through
the Holy Ghost, it is entirely of a moral nature
(Rom. vi. 1 ff.; viii. 1 ff.). Hence the per-
son who is avkyiihrro^: blameless, appears at the
revelation of Christ not indeed as avapaprrjTOsi

sinless, but as a "new creature in Christ'* (2 Cor.
v. 17) who having been Divinely restored (Eph.
ii. 10) and progressively sanctified (1 Thess.. v.

23) has worked out his own salvation in the
moral power of a new life (Phil. ii. 12). [But
here a question arises. Is this promise absolute
or conditional? Conybeare and Howson add
the gloss, "He will do His part to confirm you."
Hammond puts in the qualification, "God will

make good His promise if you do not fail your-
selves." A. Clark inquires "But can it be said
that God will keep what is either not intrusted
to Him? or, after being intrusted, is taken
away ?" But such limitations seem to take from
the promise its blessedness and comfort, for if

this promise be of any value, it is the fact that it

furnishes a guarantee against that greatest of dan-
gers, the fickleness of the human will. It is in

view of this danger, so manifest in the Corinthi-

ans, that Paul expresses his assurance of their

steadfastness as grounded in the confirming grace
of God. It were better therefore to take the
promise absolutely. "Those to whom God gives

the renewing influence of the Spirit, He thereby
pledges himself to save ; for the * first fruits of
the spirit' are of the nature of a pledge." Hodge.]
Vbr. 9. Refers the hope expressed in ver. 8 to

its deepest ground.

—

God is faithful.—He will

not drop the work He has begun after the fashion
of weak inconstant men; but persevering in love

He will carry out that which was commenced in

love, even unto its goal. (Comp. Phil. i. 6; 1

Thess. v. 24; 2 Thess. iii. 8; Rom. xi. 29)—
["Here, on this fidelity of God, and not on the
strength of the believers' purpose to persevere, nor
on any assumption that the principle of religion

in their hearts was indestructible, was the con-
fidence of the Apostle in their steadfastness

grounded." Hodge. This faithfulness of God is

pledged in three directions: 1. to Himself in the
purpose formed; 2. to Christ in the covenant
made with Him, Is. liii. ; and 3. to believers].—Through whom.—SI ov: a popular ex-
pression. We can speak of God as a media-
ting as well as a principal cause. (Rom. xi. 36).

His Providence it is that through a great variety

of arrangements and cooperating circumstances
mediates the call, viz., the presentation of the
Gospel to them, and also its effect in their hearts.

—Ye were called unto the fellowship of
His Son, &c.—This calling of God is the com-
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26 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

mencement of His work. Its goal is a participa-

tion as a son in the glory of his Lord (Comp.

Rom. viii. 21, 23; 2 Thess. ii. 14). The fellow-

ship with Jesus Christ embraces our entire con-

dition, into which we are transferred through
the power of the word when heard and received,

and through the sacraments, extending from
childhood on until we come into the inheritance

of the glory which is to be revealed in Him and
in us also." Burger.

But does not ver. 9 compel us to take God as

the subject in ver. 8 ? [Certainly ; one would sup-

pose so]. By no means [!]. The truth of God
is a pledge that Christ will confirm us. For it

is precisely because we have been called through
the unchangeable loving will of the Father to

have part in Him, the glorified Son of God, and
therefore to be made conformable unto Him that

He whose will is ever one with the Father
can do no other than confirm us. [Rather far

fetched].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. That Jesus Christ is the living sanctuary,

whence all the manifestations of Divine grace are

made, and all gifts are imparted, rests upon the

character of His person. In Him it pleased God
that all fulness should dwell—yea, that the ful-

ness of the Godhead should dwell in Him bodily

(Col. i. 19; ii. 9). From this it follows that

believers are complete in Him. (Col. ii. 10).

2. The actual participation in this fulness is

conditioned on the confirmation of this " testi-

mony of Christ" in the heart through a lively

faith, which involves a union with Christ and
results in energetic endeavors, awakened in

prospect of Christ's glorious advent, to be be-

hind in no gift, in order that the Church of

Christ may become a well-equipped organic

whole, and so ripen on to perfection.

3. To this actual confirmation of the truth in

the heart there corresponds the work of Christ,

resting upon the faithfulness of God who has
called us unto the fellowship of His Son, for the

confirmation of His own unto the end that they
may be found blameless at His appearing, and
prepared to participate in His glory as a bride
adorned for the bridegroom (Rev. xxi. 2, 9;
comp. 2 Cor. xi. 2; Col. i. 12).

[4. The nature of the believers' calling: 1. As
to its condition. It is a fellowship with Christ
through faith in character, in sufferings, and in

glory. 2. As to its permanence^ endurance unto
the end; kept by the power of a faithful God.
3. As to its activity•, a cultivation of Divine gifts

in the service of Christ.]

[5. The second advent of Christ is possible for
any generation, and ought constantly to be
looked for, desired and prayed for.]

HOMILSTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

1. A proper joy at the prosperity of a church

:

a. expresses itself in thanks to God, (ver. 4) ; b.

is occasioned by the grace of God manifested to
it in Jesus Christ ; [c. and should fill every min-
ister's heart even as it did Paul's, compensating
him for all the toil and suffering of his minis-
try].

2. The wealth of a church in doctrine, [or ut-

terance] and knowledge, a. has its ground in
Christ, (ver. 5) ; b. is obtained through the con-
firmation of his testimony in it.

8. The right waiting for the ooming of Christ

allows us to remain neither idle nor unfruitful,

but inspires us with an earnest zeal constantly

to appropriate and improve every spiritual gift.

4. Our hope for the perfection of Christians is

our confidence in Christ [or God], who will con-
firm them blameless unto the end, and it is

founded upon the faithfulness of God who has
called us to the fellowship of His Son. (ver. 9.)

[5. The test of a true or false Christian is his

waiting for or dreading the revelation of Christ.

Bengel].

Heubneb: Veb. 4: 1. Gratitude is something
more than prayer. He who does nothing but al-

ways pray, is and appears ever unsatisfied. 2.

God must become our God, i. e., we should not
only acknowledge Him as God in general, but we
should also recognize Him as our own God from
all the experiences of life. This is true egotism.

8. A teacher has no blessing except what comes
from God. Ver. 6: 1. Wealth in that which is

needful for salvation is true permanent wealth.

2. The amount the Apostles accomplished in
their churches ought to shame us. They were
obliged to quarry their churches out of the
rough rock. We find Christians ready made to

our hand, yet how little we achieve. Veb. 7

:

Christian life in a church is to be known by the
awakening of all good Christian energies. Every
one should be ready to serve the holy cause of
Christ with his gift. Veb. 8: Unblamableness
at Christ's judgment should be the goal of a
Christian.

[Ver. 4. There is a bright side even to the
most disheartening circumstances of the church.

It is our duty to consider these first and take
courage].

[Vers. 4-9. The rebukes of a minister, when
steeped in love and prefaced by commendation
descend like an excellent oil that doth not
break the head].
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CHAP. I. 10-17. 27

SECOND DIVISION.

REPROOF OP DEFECTS AND FAULTS.

L Exhortation to unity and rebuke ofparty tpiriL

Chaptik L 10-17.

10 Now [But1
] I beseech [exhort*] you, brethren, by the name of our Lord Jesus

Christ, that ye all speak the same thing, and that there be no divisions among you;
but [rather*] that ye be perfectly joined together in the same mind [yytipg sentiment]

11 and in the same judgment. For it hath been declared unto me of you, my brethren,

by them which [who] are of the house of Chloe, that there are contentions among
12 you. Now this I say, that every one of you saith, I am of Paul; and I of Apollos;

13 and I of Cephas; and I of Christ. Is Christ divided? was Paul crucified for* you?
14 or were ye baptised in [into: cfc] the name of Paul? I thank God that I baptized

15 none of you, but Crispus and Gaius; Lest any [In order that no one5] should say

16 that I had baptized in [ye were baptized into*] mine own name. And I baptized

also the household of Stephanas; besides I know not whether I baptized any other.

17 For Christ sent me not to baptize, but to preach the gospel:

* Ver. 10.—{** 64: but introduce* » contrast to the thankftil assurance Jnst expressed."—Alf.]
« Ver. 10.—fvapojcaAM ; "obsecro—a mixture of entreaty and command.*'—Stanley

.J

»Ver.lO.-{3a: but rather.—Hartnnjr, Parlikollcher, i. 171.]
« Ver. 13.—[** Instead ot v*ip some MSS. B. D.* have vtpl, bat inrip is in A. 0. D.*»*E. P. O. L and also in Cod. Sin."

—Words.]
* Ver. 16-—[tra pij «* €iirw; Ira carries here a telle force.]

•Ver. 15.—Instead of ifiarruroj which is to be accounted for from its occurring in the next verse, T^A>im^nn and
Tisckendorf [and AlJbrd and Wordsworth] in accordance with the best authorities read jflaimy»Tyr«.

exhortation are expressed in the several clauses
which set forth the same leading thoughts in
several relations [and they are introduced by Iva :

in order that> which points not only to the import
but also to the intent of the exhortation. See
Winie, liii. 6.]—That ye all apeak the
tame thing.—By this he means : give expression
to their inward accord and harmony of sentiment.
It is precisely the opposite of the conduct men-
tioned in v. 12. They were with one voice to

avow their allegiance to the one Lord, to the ex*
elusion of all divisive party-watchwords. This
is obvious from the following negative clause

—

that there be no diviaione among you,—
Inasmuch as he is not treating here of " dissen-
tions in doctrine, but of divisions arising from
adherence to different leaders, and from peculiar
modes of apprehending and applying doctrine,"

we are not to regard him as insisting upon "an
exact uniformity of profession in the essential

points of doctrine and life." [The word used
for divisions is oxiapara, lit.: schisms. These,
" in their ecclesiastical sense, are unauthorized
separations from the church. But those which
existed at Corinth were not of the nature of
hostile sects refusing communion with each other,

but such as may exist in the bosom of the same
church, consisting in alienation of feeling and
party strifes." Hodgb.]—But rather that ye
be perfeotly joined together in the same
mind and in the same judgment—The in-

ward positive side implied in the previous nega-
tive one. [The original word for "joined to-

gether " is from Karapri^etv : to repair, to mend,
to reunite and make perfect what has been broken.
It were natural therefore to suppose an allusion

EXEGKTICAL AND CRITICAL.

The connection may be understood thus: I

thank my God for his work of grace among you,

and in view of his faithfulness am confident that

the work, Christ [or God's] has begun, he will

perfect. You, nevertheless, I exhort, that ye
consider carefully what is required for the fulfil-

ment of this work, and remove whatsoever shall

hinder it.

Via. 1. The Exhortation.—I exhort yon
brethren.—A friendly, winning address, which,

as an evidence of his fellowship in the faith and
his equality with them in it, imparts to his exhor-
tation the character of an entreaty. This is also

implied in the Greek irapaKoJtfJ. "Paul often

adds the term: brother, when he has an earnest

word to utter." (vii. 29; x. 1; xiv. 20). Maria.
TheoV: but, introduces the transition from his

exhibition of the bright side of the church to the

reproof of its dark side. It is as if he said:

"For much ia you I have to thank God, but
there is much in you which I have to censure."

Niairoai.—By the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ.—It is thus he strengthens his exhorta-

tion and presents a motive for compliance.

—

["The name of Christ was the bond of union
and the most holy thing by which they could be
adjured." Stahlby.]. The force of it lay in this,

that they all aeknowledged Jesus Christ to be
their Lord, and so professed themselves to belong
to one and the same Master; and in this the

obligation to unity was unmistakably indicated.

8imilar instances are found in Rom. xv. 80 ; xii.

1; 2 Cor. x. 1.—The contents and aim of the
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28 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

here to the broken condition of the church which
needed to be reunited and to translate the word
as in the text literally. So Alf. and Hodge and
Stanley, who says that "KarapTiortp was the

acknowledged phrase in classical Greek for a
reconciler of factions." Calvin takes the word
to signify: «' fitly joined together, just as the

members of the human body are joined in most
admirable symmetry," thus furnishing a picture

of what the church should be. Kling however,
following the Vulgate and Theoph. prefers the

derivative sense of: perfect, and makes it=
riTietoi.'] That wherein they were to be united

is given in two words vovc and yv6^. The for-

mer ** embraces that peculiar mode of thought
and of viewing life which lays the foundations

for the moral judgment and moral self-determi-

nation. So in 1 Tim. vi. 6; 2 Tim. iii. 8. Comp.
Beck, Bibl. Seelenlehre, \ 51 ; Delitzsch, Bibl.

Psychol. J 189. The latter is power of knowledge,
understanding, spirit, also sense, disposition, as
well as insight obtained, view, opinion, conviction,

also resolve, design, aim; view expresssdz=tounsel,
proposition. The two must here be distin-

guished. Only it cannot be readily decided
which denotes the side of thought and judg-
ment, and which that of will and disposition.
Since, however, yvtipn is used elsewhere in this

Epistle to signify view, and counsel (see vii. 25,

40, also 2 Cor. viii. 10), perhaps it would be best
to take it here also in a theoretic acceptations
view, conviction. [" In the New Testament it

always means judgment and opinion. When the
two words are used together, the former is most
naturally understood of feelina, a sense in which
the word mind is often used by us." Hodge.
"Disposition and opinion." Alfobd].
Ver. 11. Explains the occasion and motives for

the exhortation, while the disgrace of it is softened
by the fraternal address.—For it hath been
declared unto me of you, my brethren, by
them of Chloe.—Sad reports had reached him,
and he names his authorities in advance. What
relation these persons sustained to Chloe, whether
children, or servants, or other members of her
household, cannot be ascertained from the text,
" Paul names his informants without reserve in

order to obviate suspicion." Besser. "Conceal-
ment and mystery sow distrust and destroy
love." Burger. This Chloe must at all events
have been a woman well known to the Corinthian
brethren, either as a resident at Corinth, so
that her people had come from thence to Corinth,
or as a resident at Ephesus, so that these persons
had learned of the state of things at Corinth
during a visit there.

—

that there are con-
tentions among you. — i p i 6 e c : discords,

wranglings, which would inevitably lead to sepa-
rations, to a rent in the Church, if not arrested

in season. [Here he sets forth in severer phrase
what he had more gently intimated in the word
"schisms" above, and shows its evil and bitter

character.]

Ver. 12. Fuller explanation. Now this I
mean.—rovro: this, as commonly, points to

what follows (vii. 29 ; xv. 50), not to what pre-

cedes. That every one ofyou eaith : (i.e. ) has
one or other of the following speeches in his

mouth. A like use of e Kaaroc ; every one, ap-

pears in xiv. 26. [Winer says, "There is no

brachilogy here. In these four statements Paul
intended to comprehend all the declarations

current in the chapter regarding religious parti-

sanship. Each adherent of the respective sections

used one of the following expressions "]. " Saith
boastfully." Benobl. He here vividly sets before
us the several partisans, as they step out side by
side, or in opposing ranks, each announcing the
name of the leader he followed. It is as if he
saw or heard them thus arraying themselves
"As they were wont to do at the school, so here
they acted in the Church." Bessir.—I am of
Paul,

—

(i. e.) I belong to him as my head or
spiritual father. The Genitive of ownership or
dependence. The order of mention is most readily

explained by supposing it to correspond with
that of the rise of the parties. According to

Neander, Paul follows the order of particular

relationship, since the Apollos-party was only a
fraction of the Pauline. The idea of a climax (Ben-
obl), Paul in his humiliation putting himself at

the bottom, is superfluous and improbable. Al-
together groundless, however, and without any
indication in its favor, yea, directly contrary to

ver. 14, is the opinion of the old expositors, that
Paul used these names at random by way of a
cover to the real leaders whom he had in mind.
See the statement made respecting these parties

and their rise in { 2 of the Introduction. The
Pauline party naturally stands first, since the
Church depended on Paul as its founder, and
that portion which clave to Paul and his ways,
(after a fraction had. defected to Apollos), must
beregarded as the original party.

—

I of Apollos,
—(a shortened form for Apollonius). He was just
as little disposed to act the part of leader, as was
Paul. This may be seen from the fact that not-

withstanding the urgent solicitation of Paul, he
positively declined to visit Corinth at that time.

This was no doubt with a view to avoid giving
any fresh fuel to the strife which had already
sprung up. (Comp. iv. 6 ; xvi. 12). Respecting
him see Acts xviii. 24 etc.; xix. 1 ; also Osiakdbr
on our passage [and Smith, Bible Diet.]. That he
was a humble man, one who did not pride him-
self upon his culture, one of the few "wise after

the flesh," who had been early called (i. 26) and
" had sanctified their science by faith in Christ,

to whom they made it subservient," is clear from
his willingness to be instructed by those simple
mechanics, Aquila and Priscilla. Far from
wishing to outbid Paul for influence and popu-
larity, he labored only to confirm believers by a
cautious reference to the Prophecies of the Old
Testament. We find him once more mentioned
commendatorily in Titus iii. 18. Highly proba-
ble is the suggestion, first made by Luther, and
afterwards ably advocated by Bleek, that he was
the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews. Osi-

ander calls this Epistle a most noble monument,
both of his genius, which harmoniously combined
human culture and Divine illumination, and of

his style of doctrine, which was directed mainly
to the work of atonement, and to the illustration

of the fulfilment of the Old Covenant in the New,
&c.

—

I of Cephas,— (t* e.) Peter, without doubt.
It was his Aramean name, found also at ix. 6

:

xv. 6; Gal. ii. 9. Whether the party following

him adopted this name, because they derived it

through Jewish emissaries out of Syria, or be-
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cause it seemed to them more sacred as coming
from the mouth of our Lord (Jno. i. 42), or be-

cause the Shibboleth of a vernacular word
sounded more imposingly, we are not able to

decide. It is more probable that the Jewish
name was the more common one with Paul.

Only once in Gal. ii. 7 ff, do we find him using

the Greek name: Peter.—I of Christ—As a

supplement to what was said in the Introduction

on this point, see Meyer in loco. We here give

the main particulars. First, according to a fair

exegesis it must be maintained that the parties

were four in number. Alike needless and inad-

missible is the attempt to resolve them, either

into two essentially identical pairs (as Baur
does, who distinguishes between that "of Paul"
and that " of Apolios " only in form, and takes

that "of Christ" to be the same as that "of Pe-

ter," which only assumed this cognomen because
it deemed a genuine Apostleship dependent on
personal connection with Christ, or which, as

Becker thinks, consisted of native Jewish con-

verts connected with the Petrinists that had
come in from abroad, but had called themselves
Christians because they had been converted by
Paul and Apollos); or into two main parties:

thai of the Apostles and that of Christ, the three

first adhering to Apostles or Apostolic teachers,

and the fourth going back immediately to Christ

(as Neander and others do) ; or into three par-

ties, in such a way as either to set that "of
Christ" as the only rightly disposed one, in

contrast with the others as sectarian, see iii. 28,

( as Schott and theGreek expositors) ; or to assign

the designation "of Christ" to the three parties

in common who all professed themselves Christ's,

bnt who desired to have their participation in

him regarded as dependent on their connection
with this or that teacher (as Rabiger : "I belong
indeed to Christ, but it is as a Pauliner and am
nevertheless a true Christian"). But Calovius
hit the truth long ago, when he said " even those

who called themselves Christians from Christ

were guilty of schism, since they separated
themselves from the rest in a schismatic spirit

and insisted on appropriating this term to them-
selves alone." To this we may add what Flacius

writes, " Under the pretext of Christ's name they
scorned all teachers and would have nothing to

do with them, pretending that they were wise
enough for themselves without the aid of other
instructors. For there was sin on both sides,

either by exalting Church teachers too much or

by appreciating them too little." As soon as the

knowledge of Christ came to be established in
the Church, there may have been persons, who,
in opposition to an over-estimate of all human
instrumentalities, held to an independent Chris-
tianity, and so were easily brought to look away
from these instrumentalities altogether, and with
uUer contempt of their worth and authority,

fell into the way of asserting their exclusive de-

pendence upon Christ, and so, priding themselves
on this point, got to regard themselves as his

sole genuine disciples, and tried to pass for such.

To seek for this class exclusively among Jewish
or among Gentile converts (" the philosophically

educated to whom Christ appeared like a second
perhaps higher Socrates, and who, despising the

Apostolic form of the doctrine of Christ, sought

to refine it by philosophical criticism." Nrandbb)
is altogether unwarranted. The few philosophi-

cally educated Gentile converts could easily have
satisfied themselves with the tendencies of the
Apollos party. Nor are we justified in tracing to

these the beginning of Gnosticism or Ebionitism,
or in charging upon them a looseness in morals
and a denial of the doctrine of the resurrection.

According to Roman Catholic expositors, the
party "of Apollos" were in danger of falling

into a false spiritualism which volatilized the
positive contents of Christianity; the party "of
Peter" contained the germs of the later sect of
Ebionites ; and the type of the party of Christ
was an ecclesiastical liberalism.

Via- 18. The reproof, in the form of questions
which expose the absurdity of the partisanship
just charged.—la Christ divided?—There is

a doubt whether this should be read as a question
or as a simple declaration. Meyer and others
[likewise Stanley following Lachmann] take it as
an emphatic assertion of the lamentable results

of the aforenamed divisions: "Christ has been
divided! torn up into various sect-Christs in-

stead of being entirely and undividedly the
Christ common to all !" Since each of the exclu-

sive parties claimed to have him, their conduct
was virtually a rending of Christ. But ever
since Chrysostom, commentators have generally

regarded the words as a question. This would
be more conformable to the analogy of the other
clauses, and be just as forcible. Besides the

subsequent question is of different import, so
that it. is not to be expected he would connect the

second to the first with an or
t as in the case of

the third which is but a correlate to the second.

This is what Benokl means. "The cross and
baptism claim us for Christ. The correlatives

are, redemption and self-consecration."—To the

sound consciousness of a true Christian who
knows but one Christ, the bond of universal fel-

lowship, such partisanship is a contradiction. It

involves a division of Christ against himself,

since the parties, who exclude each other, all

think to have him. Henoe the question, "Is
Christ divided ? Is there a Pauline, an Apollo-

nian, a Petrino, a Christian Christ?" Thus we
apply the question to all parties alike; and not
merely to the fourth, as Baur does, who takes

Paul to imply, that the name of Christ employed
as a party designation was the most significant

evidence, that they, by their sectarianism, had
rent Christ in pieces. Every party, he says, must
still, as a Christian party, have thought to have
Christ. If then there were but one proper
Christ-party, it followed that the one Christ, in

whom all distinctions ought to vanish, was rent

asunder (Tub. Zeitschrift, 1886, s. 4). It is

clear in this case that the clause is not to be taken
as a question. Under the term Christ, we are to

undertsand not the Church as a mystical body of

Christ (Estius, Olsh. ), still less Christian doctrine,

the Gospel (Grotius), but the Person of Christ,

as the Head of the Church, in opposition to all

party leaders. This is evident from the follow-

ing questions, in which the exclusive right of

Christ as Lord over His redeemed ones, and their

obligations to Him as having been baptised into

His name, are set forth : Was Paul crucified
for you?—Lit: Paul surely was not crucified
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for you ; was He T [The question is introduced

here with the negative Particle fifa Meyer
adduces this as an argument to prove that the pre-

vious clause which is without fifa is consequently

to be read differently, as a declaration. To this

Alford replies, "that the fij introduces a new
form of interrogation respecting a new person,

viz. Paul ; and that it was natural for solemnity's

sake to express the other question differently.

In fiefiipujrai 6 xp l(rT 6? the majesty of Christ's

person is set against theuuworthy insinuation con-

veyed in: "is divided"—in fJj IlavXog eoravp6$??

irxep ifuJVy the meanness of the individual Paul
is set against the triumph of Divine love implied

in "was crucified for you."] With the strictest

impartiality, which here appears as the truest

prudence, he rebukes first the partisan attach-

ment to his own person, and makes those, who
set him up as their leader, to feel his painful dis-

approval of their course. Such persons while
boasting of their connection with him, were as-

assigning to him a position which belonged to

Christ alone. They were acting on the supposi-
tion that he had suffered for them, an act which
was the ground of their belonging to Christ, who
through His sacrifice for sinners had acquired
the right to their undivided devotion (comp. 2
Cor. v. 15). [If (as Socinianism alleges) the suf-

ferings of Christ were merely exemplary, there
would be no such absurdity or simplicity, as St.

Paul here assumes to exist, in comparing the
sufferings of Christ to the sufferings of Paul"
Woeds]. To this ground of claim there corres-

ponds the question expressing and confirming
their personal objection—Or 'were ye bap-
tised unto the name of Paul?—That is:

was the name of Paul called over you at your
baptism, as though he were the person to whom
you pledged yourselves, and in whom ye believed

and whom you professed as your Lord and
Saviour? This is certainly the sense, although
" the baptism into the name " may be regarded
primarily as submersion into it as a person's life-

element ; so also as an introduction into fellow-

ship with the party named as into an essential

ground of salvation ; or as immersion in reference

to him, so that the obligation to profess faith in

that which is expressed by the name is indicated

icomp. on Matth. xxviii. 19). " The fact that
>aul puts his name for all the rest proves how
ingenuously he was opposed to all this party spi-

rit, and how humbly he was anxious that Christ's

name should not be prejudiced through his own "

Neandeb.
Vers. 14-16. I thank God that I bap-

tized none of you.—The Apostle recognizes
as a thank-worthy Providence that he had been
kept, for the most part, from administering bap-
tism, since he had thereby obviated all appear-
ance of intention to bind the baptized to his own
person, an appearance which certainly would
nave arisen had he here acted contrary to his

usualcustom elsewhere;

—

butCrispus, the ruler

of the synagogue, converted through Paul (Acts
xviii. 8),

—

and Gains, certainly not the one of

Derby (Acts xx. 4), but the same as that Gaius
mentioned in Rom. xv. 23, a man of distinction,

who entertained Paul, and with him the Church,
either by furnishing his house as a place for

meeting, or by receiving there such of the Church

as wished to visit Paul

—

in order that no one
should say—By this is expressed not the design
of the Apostle, but the Divine intention in order-
ing his conduct in such a way.—While writing
he recalls another exception, "perhaps from in-
formation derived from Stephanas himself, who
was with him."

—

And I baptized also the
household of Stephanas—the family whom
in xvi. 15 he calls "the first fruits of Achaia."
obcoc includes also the domestics. ["Under the
old dispensation, whenever any one professed
Judaism, or entered into covenant with God, as
one of his people, all his children and dependents,
that is, all to whom he stood in a representative

relation, were included in the covenant, and re-
ceived its sign. In like manner, under the Gos-
pel, when a Jew or Gentile joined the Church,
his children received baptism and were recog-
nized as members of the Christian Church"
Hodge]. In order to avoid all blame for want of
frankness he adds, besides I know not
whether I baptised any other.—["Inspira-
tion, although it rendered him infallible, did not
make him omniscient "]. It will be seen that he
baptized only the first converts, afterwards, when
these multiplied, he transferred the business to

helpers, possibly also to deacons, to whose func-
tions this in course belonged. In like manner
Peter (Acts x. 48). On this point he next pro-
ceeds to explain himself more fully by stating the
veiw he took of his office.

Vkr. 17.a For Christ sent me not to
baptise but to preach the Gospel.—Sent:
an iareiXev a plain allusion here to his of-

fice as andarokof. The appointment to this of-

fice did indeed include the work of baptizing
(Matth. xxviii. 19). But in Mark xvL 15, as
well as in Luke xxiv. 47 ; Acts i. 8, and John xv,

27, the work of preaching, of bearing testimony
concerning Christ, appears to be the chief calling

of an Apostle. And so it was in the calling of
Paul (Acts ix. 15; xxii. 15; xxvi. 16-18 comp.
Gal. i. 16). The preaching which awakened
faith, was the proper entrance upon the work of
Christ, who indeed never Himself baptized but
only through His disciples (John iv. 2). ["The
main thing in the commission was to make dis-

ciples. To recognize them as such by baptism,

was subordinate, though commanded, and not to

be safely neglected. In the Apostolic form of
religion, truth stood immeasurably above exter-

nal rites. The Apostasy of the Church consisted

in making rites more important than the truth "

Hodqb].—Whether we are to assume here, as Cal-

vin does, an ironical hit intended at the opposers,

who employed the easier funciion to gain adhe-
rents, may be doubted. The supposition that

they did so, is, at least, uncertain. The word
evayyeM&adai : to evangelize, in classic usage,

and commonly in the Old Testament, like *TC^
employed to denote the announcement of all sorts

of good news, is in the New Testament used
solely in regard to "the good tidings," by way of

preeminence, the proclamation of salvation in

Christ, and the fulfilment of the promises and
the perfect revelation of divine grace before pre-

pared (Is. xl. 9; Hi. 7; lx. 6; lxi. 1, &c—The
contrast in " not,"—"but," is not to be weakened
into a comparative, " not so much as." Baptism
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was not the object of his commission, although

it was allowed to him. (Acts ix. 16, 20; xxii. 16;

xxvi. 16-18.)

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The Church is essentially one, as a body
subject to Jesus Christ, the one perfect Lord
and Head, who has an absolute right over all its

members by rirtue of His complete self-offering

in their behalf, and to whom they are absolutely

bound by being taken up into fellowship with

Him, as the element of their life and the Bole

ground of their salvation. It can properly be
divided no more than Christ Himself can be
divided. [This unity consists of onenesss of

sentiment, of conviction and of speech. That is,

there must be an inward and an outward unity,

an invisible and a visible unity; the former
manifesting itself in the later, the latter sus-

tained by the former. The pretence of the one
is not sufficient without the other.—See this

whole matter exhaustively discussed by Baxter
on "Catholic Unity," " Reasons for Christian
Unity and Concord," " The Catholic Church De-
scribed," Practical Works, vol. iv. ; Litton " On
the Church of Christ" B. ii. part ii. chap. 1;

John M. Mason, Complete Works, vol. ii. p. 265;
Emmon's Works, vol. ii. sec. 18].

2. All sectarianism arising out of an inordi-

nate preference for favorite teachers is a sin. It

ruptures this unity by limiting Christ's right over
us and our subjection to Him. It concedes to a
mere man, to his peculiar opinions and ways and
doctrines, something of that power and impor-
tance which belong to Christ alone; inasmuch as
it binds men, and would fain bind all, to these
objects, as if on these our whole salvation de-
pended; causes them to move in these as the
very element of their existence; draws to these
their entire devotion, and so makes a human
personality with all its individuality and singu-
larity an essential mediator of spiritual life,

which comes alone by truth and grace.

8. The proper view of Christ and of the instru-

mentalities He employs in their relation to Him
is the true antidote against schismatical ten-

dencies. Christ is the fountain-head of truth
and grace, in whom all fulness dwells, and from
whom all believers, whether teachers or taught,
derive their spiritual excellencies. Where this

truth is recognised, there there can be no inordin-

ate devotion to human agencies. These agencies
can be regarded only as the various imperfect
rays of the One Light, which, so far from de-
taining us by themselves, should conduct us up to

the source from whenoe they stream. Yet just

as little does it become us to despise these hu-
man agencies, and withdraw into our own par-
ticular knowledge and experience of Christ, as
though we were sufficient unto ourselves. Ra-
ther it must appear to us that, the more super-
abundant and glorious the fulness of Christ is,

the greater must be the necessity for numerous
and manifold vessels to take it up, from various
sides and according to their several capacities,

and to present it to others in ways suited to their

manifold necessities, so that persons shall be
most easily led, one through one and another
through another, into a participation of the

riches of Christ, according to their several apti-

tudes and needs.

But the more this is done in truth the more
open does a person gradually become to other
aspects of Christ and to other organs of His.

And this will lead us, on the one hand, to a just

estimate of these organs themselves, and, on the
other hand, to modesty of deportment and to a
loving regard for such as were first led to Christ

and edified by this or that teacher. And while
the interested adherence to one particular as-

pect of Christ leads to a division of the one
Christ in our feelings, and then to a rupture of

the Church into parties, which deny to each
other the full and proper enjoyment of salvation,

and shut themselves up against each other in

those aspects of the life and character of Christ

which have been exhibited to them through the

several organs they have chosen, the procedure
we have been advocating conducts at last to a
perfect unity of conviotion and sentiment, which,
precluding all division, makes itself known in

unity of speech, wherein the manifold voices

confessing the one all-embracing, all-sufficing

Christ, blend in harmony. This is a catholicity

which is to be found as little in Romish Christi-

anity as in the coagulations of a Lutheran or
Calvanistio specialty.

4. [Sectarianism; its nature and origin; a
historical survey of it in its existing aspects].

"The tendency to sectarianism lies in human
selfishness and stubbornness of opinion, in con-

ceit and egoism. Sectarianism does not con-

sist in holding fast to our profession for con-

science sake, but in using our own form of doc-

trine or religion as a means for exalting ourselves

and for ruling over or opposing others. And
this is not confined to leaders alone. That sec-

tary who does not feel strong or courageous
enough to take the lead, will at least join him-
self with ambitious devotion to some other per-

son better able to do it, in whose honor and
glory he may share. But Christianity refuses to

be sectarian at alL How then, it may be asked,

do existing divisions comport with it? They
arise, under the Providence of God, out of the

diversity of human opinions. Only, these de-

nominations ought not to hate one another, but
they ought to plant themselves on the one com-
mon ground, Christ, and recognise each other

there.—The one Christ can have but one doc-

trine and one church. But under the hands of

men Christianity disintegrates into parties.

From this arises a necessity for our choosing
that party which seems to us the purest and
most Christian. Parties were unavoidable. God
suffered them that they might become instru-

mental in exciting Christians to greater zeal, to

mutual purification, and to the exercise of kindly

forbearance towards each other. Toleration is

a word which should not be spoken among
Christians; for toleration is a very proud, in-

tolerant word." Heubner.
Our confessions (Greek, Romish, Evangelical,

with all their divisions) are, on the one hand,

historical necessities; they resulted from the

gradual working out of Christian ideas or prin-

ciples, such as the Theocratic the Hierarchical,

and the Protestant, which is the principle of free-

dom, subject only to the word of God. On the
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other hand, they result from the disturbance oc-

casioned by sin in the development of Christian

truth and life. This is true even in respect to

their national forms: the Greek, the Roman, the

German, and the mixture of the latter with Ro-

man and other elements. Hence the petrifac-

tion of the first principle (theocratic) in the Ori-

ental Greek Church; of the second (the hierar-

chical) in the Occidental Romish Church, so that

the third (the Protestant) came to an indepen-

dent form in the sphere of German life, differ-

encing itself only according to national peculi-

arities. In one place there was a rigid adhe-

rence to the letter, accompanied with great in-

tellectual acumen and force of will; and in

another larger freedom prevailed, associated

with greater breadth and depth of spirit and
sentiment. But on the part of both (the Re-

formed and the Lutheran) communions, the in-

fluence of the two first principles was again felt,

and the result was a stiffening of life and form,

which showed itself in the former case in an
ever-increasingly superficial adherence to the

letter of the Bible, and in the latter case in an
external induration of a form of doctrine,—which
was originally free, and which asserted the free-

dom of the religious personality (justification by
faith),—until at last in both spheres a false free-

dom usurped the throne, a subjectivity- emanci-
pated from all obligations to the word of God; in

other words, rationalism. And now the only

proper return to unity can be effected by at-

taining unto the knowledge of the truth of the

several principles above mentioned, and by fus-

ing down in our living consciousness the stiff

forms of the past, and with these the truth of ail

that has been transmitted to us, through a deeper
penetration into the word, or rather into Christ

Himself, who is the kernel and substance of the

written Word; and through a more humble,
self-denying appropriation of Him in our lives.

Such a return is at the same time an advance
towards the true union, which the spirit of God
will create by the harmonious combination of

diversities.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

1. The Apostolic exhortation to unity, addressed

to a church torn by factions, and suited to Chris-

tendom at the present time. 1. Its matter: a.

To speak the same thing, unity of confession ; b.

on the ground of unity of sentiment and views.

2. The motive of such unity : the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ ; a due regard for the interest

all have in Him according as He has given Him-
self to be known, experienced and enjoyed by
them (vv. 10-13).

2. The wrong of parties in Christendom', a, so

far as they subordinate Christ to human leaders

or put these literally into His place; b. so far as

they are servilely dependent on such leaders and
take pride in them ; c. so far as they exclude,
scorn and hate each other: d so far as they
boast of their partisanship in vain self-sufficiency,

and seek to glorify themselves and their leaders

in it (vv. 12, 13).
8. The proper conduct of a teacher towards

such as are devoted to him: a. that he perpetu-

ally points them away from himself to Christ (v*

10), while he never forgets that he and they alike
are indebted to Christ for everything (v. 13); b.

that he ever keeps in view the main object of his
calling, to preach Christ (v. 17).

Vers. 13, 14. As the Corinthians made it a
matter of great moment by whom they were bap-
tized, instead of considering into whom they had
been baptized, so now multitudes put a greater
stress upon the party by whom they are confirmed,
that into what and to what they are confirmed.
(Bibl. Worterb., II. { 79.)
Starke: Ver. 10. The noblest virtue which

can befit Christians is brotherly union through the
bond of love (Col. iii. 14), and this because of
Christ's command (Jno. xiii. 84) and of his prayer
(Jno. xvii. 11), after the example of the Apostolic
Church (Acts iv. 82) and the manifold exhorta-
tions of the Apostles (Phil. ii. 1; 1 Pet. iii. 8;
Eph. iv. 2). Lange :—The unity of the church
is certainly much insisted on and very important.
Yet we must take care not to prescribe one for
another a form or a name according to our own
opinions, especially in incidentals which do not
belong to the fundamentals of faith. In these
respects there must be variety of judgment. It
is enough if we agree in all matters essential to
salvation. Hed. (v. 1

1
) :—What a shame ! Rend-

ing asunder the body of Christ! Who perpe-
trates the mischief? Not the peacemakers, not the
confessors and friends of Christ, but the zealots
without knowledge ; those who love profane and
vain babblings; impure spirits who preach
Christ of contention. man, study the precept
which inculcates the restoration of the erring in
a spirit of meekness (Gal. vi. 1) and exercise
thyself therein. Ver. 11.—Teachers should not
believe every report, but should ascertain facts
before they reprove. To give information at
proper quarters from a desire to effect reform is

no sin ; only let care be taken not to exaggerate,
Ver. 12.—Honor is due to ministers, but they
must not be served as lords. To call oneself
Lutheran by way of distinction from the Papists
or those belonging to other denominations, with-
out adhering to Luther as authority, is not im-
proper; but to do this in a sectarian spirit is

just as wrong as it was for the Corinthians to say,
"I am of Paul." Ver. 18.—The death of Christ
is alone meritorious ; no saint can merit any-
thing for himself, much less have his merits
imputed to others. Vers. 14, 15.—The care of
God's Providence over us can best be recognized
in the issues of events, which is then to be ac-
knowledged with reverence and gratitude even
in the smallest particulars.

Ver. 10. Buroer: "Speak the same thing;"
unnecessary, capricious deviation from the esta-

blished forms of dootrine is a violation of the
spirit of unity and love.

["There are many sore divisions at this day in
the world among and between the professors of
the Christian religion, both about the doctrine

and worship of the Gospel, as also the discipline

thereof. That these divisions are evil in them-
selves and the cause of great evils, hinderances
of the Gospel, and all the effects thereof in the
world, is acknowledged by all ; and it is doubt-
less a thing to be greatly lamented that the gene*
rality of those who are called Christians are

departed from the great rule of ' keeping the
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unity of the spirit in the bond of peace.' He
who doth not pray always, who is not ready with

his utmost endeavor to remedy this evil, to re-

move this great obstruction of the benefit of the

Gospel is scarce worthy the name of a Christian."

John Owen.]
[Ver, 13. Calviw: "Paul crucified for you

!

,;

—This passage militates against the wicked con-

trivance of Papists by which they attempt to

bolster up their system of indulgences. For it is

from the blood of Christ and the martyrs that they

make up that imaginary treasure of the church

which they pretend is dealt out by means of

indulgences. Here, however, Paul in strong
terms denies that any one but Christ has been
crucified for us. The martyrs, it is true, died
for our benefit, but (as Leo* observes) it was to

furnish an example of perseverance, not to pro-
cure for us gifts of righteousness."]

Vers. 14-17. [If the doctrine of baptismal
regeneration be correct, Paul was instrumental
in saving but few souls. Certainly the commis-
sion of modern Romish missionary seems to

read the reverse of St. Paul's. He is sent to

baptize, not to preach the Gospel.]

II. THE TRUE METHOD OF PREACHING.

A, Repugnant to the predelictions of both Greeks and Jew*.

Chapter.. 1. 17-25.

17 Not with [in iv] wisdom of words, [discourse1
] lest the cross of Christ should he made

18 of none effect. For the preaching [discourse] of the cross is to them that perish,

19 foolishness ; but unto us which are saved, it is the power of God. For it is written, I

will destroy the wisdom of the wise, and will bring to nothing the understanding of

20 the prudent. Where is the wise? where is the scribe? where is the disputer of this

21 world? hath not God made foolish the wisdom of this* world [the world]? For after

that [since]8 in the wisdom of God the world by wisdom knew not God, it pleased

22 God by the foolishness of preaching* to save them that believe. For [since both]6

23 the [om. the] Jews require a sign, [signs]8 and the [om. the] Greeks seek after wisdom

:

But we [on the contrary]7 preach Christ crucified, unto the [om. the] Jews a

24 stumblingblock, and unto the [om. the] Greeks [Gentiles e#»e<n]8 foolishness; But
unto them which are called, [these, tho called]8 both Jews and Greeks, Christ the

25 power of God, and the wisdom of God. Because the foolishness of God is wiser

than m«n; and the weakness of God is stronger than men.

l Yer. 17.—Xir <r<££uy Aoyov might be rendered : in philosophic discourse.]
* Ver. 20.—The tovtov of the received text is undoubtedly transferred from the preceding. Lochmann and Tisohen-

dorf reject it according to the best authorities.
* Ver. 21.—

f

«w*t&4 is not temporal but illative.—AH.]
* Ver. 21.—I *i|puyfuiTo* : passive nount the thing preached both in contents and in form.]
* Ver. 22.—br*t6ti «al. it may be rendered :

** For both/' but Kling translate as above.

J

* Ver. 22.—The plural <nuA«ta is better attested : whether it is internally the more probable may be doubted.
* Ver. 23.

—

[Si after <flr«i5ij expresses contrariety.]

•Tw. 23.—eeVeo-t is decidedly better attested than the received 'EAAifoH which arose out of vers. 22and 24.
* Ver. 2L—[**«vro4« W roiv kAtjtoZ* ; the ovrofc serves to identify the caHftMrith the believers, ver. 21."—Alf.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

[The connection,—From the mention of his com-
mission, especially to preach the Gospel, the

Apostle takes occasion, as it were incidentally,

to set forth the manner in which this work was
to be done. The topic thus introduced has how-
ever a direct bearing upon the previous one, for

he handles it in a way both to vindicate his own
course to which some had taken exception, and
also to rebuke those tendencies, which, in their

antagonism to a pure Gospel, had engendered
contention and schism. Of the mode of transi-

tion to this theme Bengel remarks: "I doubt
whether it would be approved by the rules of

Corinthian eloquence. Therefore the Apostle in
this very passage is furnishing a specimen, so to

8

speak, of apostolic follyy
and yet the whole? is

arranged with the greatest wisdom."]
Vers. 176-21 . [The proper mode of preaching

described first negatively].—Not in wisdom
of speech.

—

ovk h oofyla Myov. It is better to

join this clause to the word " preach " just pre-
ceding, than to the main statement ** Christ sent
me." [As to the meaning there are three dis-

tinct interpretations. 1. That of Calvin* and
others, who place the stress on "speech," and
understand by the phrase ornate and artificial

discourse in contrast with plain homely speech.
The objection to this is that it fails to give due
weight to the word "wisdom," which is used by
the Apostle in a strict sense throughout the
chapter, and is the special object of his animad-

* Leo the great ad Patefltinos, Ep. 81. gee the
cited in full, Calvin'$ IntU (Lib. III. cap. v. \ 1-X-
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version. 2. That of Olshausen, who takes it to

denote "word-wisdom," i. c, "a wisdom in ap-

pearance and not in reality," an interpretation

which de Wette justly styles "sonderbar." b\

That of Storr and Flatt, de Wette and Hodge,

who, taking the emphasis to be on " wisdom," and
understanding it of the suhfect-matttr, suppose

the Apostle to be repudiating here all connec-

tion with heathen philosophy. But to this it

may be replied that such repudiation was wholly

gratuitous, for no one would imagine that in

preaching the Gospel he would be likely to em-
ploy the speculations of a secular wisdom. 4.

That of Meyer and Kling, who while empha-
sizing "wisdom," understand it as referring to

the form of discourse. According to this, what
the Apostle asserts is that he was not to preach
the Gospel in a philosophical manner, making it

a matter of science rather than a vital power for

the heart and conscience. In such a case the

Genitive would be used analogously to the He-
brew construction, where the first noun in con-

struction qualifies the second. Hence " wisdom
of discourse" would be=philosophic discourse.

See Nordheimer Heb. Grammar B. III. ch. v. {
801. 2.] So Neander "loQia toyov=oo$ia ev r£
teyetv, not wisdom absolutely, but the wisdom
of dialectic demonstration." Indeed it is not to

be denied that in the course of this paragraph
both ao<pia and 7u6yo$ are used also in relation to

the subject matter, and that this is always more
or less affected by the mode of exposition. Un-
questionably it makes a difference whether the

subject matter is first vitally apprehended by the

spirit and then creates its own form of expres-

sion for itself, or whether a form foreign and
unsuitable is forced upon it, drawn from other
spheres of life and thought; in other words
whether the Gospel is proclaimed naturally in

its divine excellence and simplicity, or whether,
taken up under the conceptions of an alien phil-

osophy, and arrayed in the rhetoric and dia-

lectics of a people still unsanctified (like the

Greeks for example), it be thus presented to the

mind. An instance of the latter kind occurred
not only in the Gnosis of the heretics, but also

to a certain degree in that of the Alexandrian
Church of a later period. And probably it was
with an eye to the beginning of such a tendency
in the party of Apollos that the Apostle affirmed

that, according to the will of the Great Commis-
sioner, it devolved on him not to preach the Gos-
pel "in wisdom of speech." And the expres-

sion means nothing else than: not in the style of

a philosopher trained in the rhetoric and dialec-

tics of the schools, [but in that of a witness,

bearing testimony to the great facts in and
through which God had chosen to reveal him-
self. The reason for this was], lest the Cross
of Christ be made of none effect.—
Kevu#9, become empty, void; here according
to the connection : be robbed of its power and
influence. By "the Cross of Christ" we under-
stand that death of Christ upon the cross by
which we are redeemed and reconciled to God.
This is the centre and kernel of all Gospel
preaching, by the power of which sinners are
delivered from the tyranny of sin, and restored

to a new and divine life. And this cross, he
says, would be bereft of all efficiency for such

results were it set forth in the forms of philoso-
phy, inasmuch as in this way it would serve
only to call out the assent of the intellect or
awaken an aesthetic pleasure, while the flesh,

that is, the corrupt natural life of the selfish

heart, would remain unaffected. But let the
cross only be held up before that heart in its di-
vine simplicity, and it would then display an
energy destructive of this life. Through it the
flesh with its affections and lusts wonld be cru-
cified. (Gal. v. 24). But although this blessed
result is obtained by means of preaching or doc-
trine, yet it does not follow from this that we are
to make "the cross" here equivalent to "the
doctrine of the cross, or to the doctrine of Christ
crucified." Rather the relation which this clause
sustains to the foregoing implies that here we
are to understand the simple fact itself held up in

its ovm native majesty andpower. [Whatever ob-
scures or diverts attention from this deprives it

to that extent of its power].
Ver. 18. [The position thus taken he pro*

ceeds to explain and substantiate from obvious
facts.

—

For the preaching (lit : word Myos) of
the oross is to them that perish folly, but
to those that are saved, ourselves, it is
the power of God.—Here the force of the ar-
gument is to be found in the second member of
the antithesis. The first is introduced merely as
a concession to a supposed objection. The Co-
rinthians might retort, "The cross of Christ
rendered without effect by wisdom of speech

!

Why, your method of preaching is not half so
taking and effectual as the one you denounce."
This the Apostle concedes, but limits its applica-

bility only to a certain class, to those who are in
the way of sin and are going to destruction.

'These,* he says, 'are blind. They have no
sense of sin, and see not therefore the wisdom
of the cross. To them it is folly. But while to

them I acknowledged it is such as you say, yet
to those who are in the way of salvation, the
cross is a thing of power. They see its meaning.
They feel its disenthralling and life-giving influ-

ences. And it is by what you see of its effect

among these that you must judge of it"]. Ac-
cordingly that to which this divine power is as-

cribed, "the word of the cross," must be regarded
as Gospel-preaching in its simplest and most
unadorned style, the earnest exhibition of the
great act of redeeming love directly to the heart,

without human accessories. It is not the doctrine

about the cross, but the word which presents the
cross itself in its conorete form and in its plain

and pungent application to human conditions.

It is of this he predicates a divine power. But
this power is manifested only among such as are
saved—a thought which is brightened by the
foregoing contrast. In both clauses the sign of
the Dative "to" means "in their judgment."
But in the one case it is a judgment proceeding
from a blinded mind, in the other a judgment
founded upon blessed experience. In reference

to the first see 2 Cor. iv. 3, 4; to both 2 Cor. ii.

15, 16. To the former it seems absurd to have
the fact of Christ's death nakedly held before
them as the ground of all salvation—to hear a
voice from the cross calling unto them "Look
unto me and be saved," because they see no ra-

tional connection between cause and effect here.
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These are "the lost," i. e. y they are excluded
from all participation in the blessedness and
glory of God's kingdom, and are doomed to bit-

ter anguish and disgruce. (See 2 Thess. i. 9;
Rer. xxi. 8; xxii. 15; Mark ix. 43). In con-
trast with this appears the state of salvation,

that is, a deliverance from this doom, (see Luke
vi. 9; Matth. xviii. 11; J as. iv. 12) which in-

cludes also a share in the blessedness and glory
of God's kingdom. (Comp. 2 Tim. iv. 18 ; Rom.
v. 10; viii. 24). There are here, then, two
classes of persons contrasted in relation to their

final lot. For the purpose of designating them
P. uses the present participles (d jt o A >. vfikvois—ou^ofikvot^) as the ones best suited, since

time is not taken into account. It is therefore

not "the present for the future" for the pur-
pose of indicating the certainty of the lot contem-
plated, nor yet does the present denote the
progressive development in the condition of the
parties. Nor yet would it be in place here to

introduce the idea of predestination, as Ruckert
does, taking the terms to denote the divinely ap-

pointed destiny of two classes, for with Paul this

idea never occurs in any such way as to exclude
the idea of a free self-determination, (comp. 2
Thess. ii. 10; Acts xiii. 46) since to all pro-

founder contemplation the work of God and the
act ofman in the genesis and development of faith
are inseparably one. " This only must be con-
ceded that the Apostle's mode of expression is

grounded upon a rpdiot; tratdeiac; a mode of teach-
ing peculiar to him. Paul delights to refer back
everything at once to the divine superintendence.
Only in this reference the human receptivity

or non- receptivity is at the same 4ime in-

cluded." Neahdbr. On "the power of God" see

Rom. i. 6 where the Gospol is said to be "the
power of God to every one that believeth." The
contrast between "folly" and "power" is cer-

tainly not a strict one, but nevertheless a true
one. As the former implies that the Gospel is,

according to the judgment of those that perish,

a weak thing, so does the latter imply that it is

to the others, a manifestation of divine wisdom

;

or, as the idea of folly excludes that of power, so

does the idea of power presuppose that of wis-
dom.
Vsr. 19. Confirmation adduced from Scripture.

"For it is written ["This formula with its

following citations is found only in those Epistles

of Paul which were addressed to churches in

which there was a large admixture of Jewish
converts. It does not occur in those written to

the Thessalonians, Ephesians, Oolossians, Philip-

pians, which were composed almost entirely of
Gentile converts. This coincidence between the
History in Acts and the character of the Epistles
is evidence of the genuineness of both."
Weans.] I will destroy the wisdom of the
wise and bring to naught the prudence of
the prudent."—This Divine declaration is taken
from a prophecy of Isaiah, which culminates in
an announcement of salvation through the Mes-
siah (Is. xxix. 14, comp. ver. 17 ff.), and, as the
result and penalty of the hypocritical conduct of
the Jewish people, proclaims the downfall of the

wisdom of their wise ones and the vanishing of
the understanding of the prudent, so that this

wisdom sod understanding should contribute

nothing towards their deliverance in the day of

evil. This judicial threatening on the part of

God was incontrovertibly fulfilled in tho times
of the New Testament. The wisdom of the un-
godly proves unfit for apprehending the Gospel-
salvation. In reference to this it loses all its

availability and appears as nothing worth. Tho
citation is not literal, though, according to tho

sense, exact [It is taken from LXX. with slight

variation : a&eripTa for Kphfu, and avrov omitted
twice. " The prophet makes use of neuter verbs,

while Paul turns them into the active form by
making them have a reference to God. They
are however perfectly the same in meaning.
" Wisdom perishes," but it is by the Lord's de-
stroying it. "Prudence vanishes," but it is by
the Lord's covering it over and effacing it.—The
application of this to the subject in hand is this

:

The Lord has been wont to punish the arrogance
of those who, depending on their own judgment,
think to be leaders to themselves and others; and
if this happened among a people whose wisdom
the other nations had occasion to admire, what
will become of others?" Calvin]. In reference to

this subject see the words of Christ: Matth. xi.

25 ss.; also chap. xv. 7, 8.

Ver. 20. [The Apostle's triumphant challenge
for disproof of this declaration.—Where is a
wise ? where is a scribe ? where is a dis-
puter of this world?—The designations here
are all anarthrous, and Meyer, de Wette, Eling,
all translate as above. A 1ford, Stanley, Hodge,
Barnes, insert the article. The difference in

meaning is plain, though not important. In the

one case the inquiry is after the person men-
tioned, q. d.

t
' Where is a wise man to be found ?

'

as though he were not. In the other the question
is, * What has become ofhim conoeding that he ex-
ists ?

' The latter better suits the drift of the text.

—There is a question also as to whether these

words likewise are cited from the Old Testament.
There is something like them to be found in Is.

xxxiii. 18, uttered " in a burst of triumph over
the defeat of Sennacherib," and Stanley consi-

ders them as taken from thence. But as the

Apostle is here evidently speaking in his own
name, we can regard his language as no more
than an undesigned imitation of that of the

Prophet—a lingering echo of it freely reproduced
to suit a present purpose. He is here appealing
in his own name to existing facts by way of con-

firmation. Where is the wise ? etc. So Calvin].
They have vanished. They pass for nothing in

the Divine economy. So far as it is concerned,

they are as if they had never been. His mode of

challenge occurs also elsewhere with Paul (xv.

65; Rom. iii. 27, 29, 81.)—The last attributive:

"of this world," belongs, although not grammati-
cally, (since the questions are rapid and abrupt),

yet logically, to all the three terms, and describes

those mentioned as belonging to the lower stage

of human development, the Prse-Messianio period.

This old world, so far as it seeks to maintain it.

self still, even after that which is perfect has
come in Christ, shows itself to be perverse and
at enmity with God ; yea, as in itself evil, because
pervaded with error and sin. Comp. Gal. i. 4*

"from the present evil world." Here the term
rendered "world" is aiov and more properly
denotes a period of time, an age of the world
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The antithesis to this is alutv ixeivoc or nk%-
X/jv: that age, or : the coming age. ({OH

/llf)* This is a course of existence founded

on the redemptive work of Christ, and includes
in itself all the impulsive forces and power of the
new life. Until the end of "this age," the "com-
ing age," will be in a germinal state, enclosed and
restricted within the envelope of the present;
but then it will burst into open manifestation as
the sole reality. The a lav ovrof: present
age, is identical with 6 k6oho$\ this world.
The only distinction is that the latter designates
the sphere of life itself as one essentially godless
and corrupt in its on-goings, especially the hu-
man race as alienated from the life of God, while
the former indicates the period of time through
which it continues. Hence in Eph. ii. 2 we see
the two united in one phrase, aiuv rov k6o-
pov rohrov: the course of this world. The
present age, as the period of the rule of sin and
error, has for its god or governing principle the
devil, as in 2 Cor. iv. 4 be is denominated « the
god of this world,' and in Jno. xii. 81 'the ar-
chor or ruler of this world.' In so far now as
the Jews also in their hostility to the perfect
revelation of God in Christ, by which they be-
came blind dd to the nature of earlier revelations,
also (2 Cor. iii. 14 ff.J belonged to this corrupt
age, and inasmuch as in the progress of this dis-
oussion the Jewish element also is brought up to
view, we shall be obliged to understand by the
" wise " here mentioned, Jewish as well as Pagan
sages, (not the one or the other exclusively); and
since tlio Apostle afterwards speaks of wisdom
only, it may be well perhaps to take the term
"wise" in a general sense as denoting all those
who were devoted to the higher science, or at
least pretended to be such ; and the other two
terms as specific, "the scribe" denoting the
wisdom-seekers among the Jews—and " the dis-

puter," the like among the Greeks. Such ap-
propriation of the terms is supported by the
fact that according to the uniform usage of the
New Testament (Acts xix. 85 alone excepted)
" scribe " is the designation of the Jewish learned
class. But the other term, o*«C? r ?r#C which
is best translated : "disputer" (comp. av(tfrei v
Mark viii. 11 ff.; ov^rrfcn; Acts xv. 2. 7

;

xxviii. 29), and hence denotes a class of persons
who make disputing their business and have facil-

ity in it, can be only incidentally applied to the
Sophists then widely spread throughout the Hel-
lenic world. So Meter. But would it not be
more suited to the rhetorical character of the
passage to make no such disposition of terms, but
merely to abide by the general fact that tho
Apostle had in his eye men who boasted of their
learning and science and ready abilities, and as
masters of the truth looked down contemptuously
upon the masses—men who were to be found
among the Jews as well as among the Greeks,

—

and that only in the word "scribe" there is a
prevailing reference to the Jew? [Stanley, who
takes ver. 20 as a modified citation from Is.

xxxiii. 18, says " These expressions acquire ad-
ditional force by a comparison with the Rabbini-
cal beliefthat the cessation of Rabbinical wisdom
was to be one of the signs of the Messiah's coming
(see the quotations from the Mishna in Wetstein

ad loc.) f and that this was expressly foretold in Is.

xxxiii. 18. Analogous to this was the belief of
Christians that the oracles of the heathen work!
ceased on the birth of Christ "].
The challenge is strengthened by a further

question—hath not God made foolish the
wisdom of this world ?

—

L e. actually demon-
strated that it is not what it professes to be; but
rather, folly—unreason, stupidity, incapacity for
knowledge in relation to the highest matters.
[" We must here carefully notice these two things
that the knowledge of all the sciences is mere
smoke, where the heavenly science is wanting;
and man with all his acuteness is as stupid for
obtaining of himself a knowledge of the mysteries
of God as an ass is unqualified for understanding
musical harmonies.—Paul (however) does not
expressly condemn either man's natural perspio*
uity, or wisdom acquired from practice and ex-
perience, or the cultivation of mind obtained by
learning ; but only declares that all this is of no
avail for acquiring spiritual wisdom.—We must
restrict what he here teaches to the specialties
of the case in hand." Calvin].
Vke. 21.—Shows why and how it was thai

God had made foolish the wisdom of this world.
—For since in the wisdom of God, the
world by wisdom knew not God, it
pleased God through the foolishness of
preaching [td/pvyua, not td?pv£tct not so much
the preaching as the thing preached, though not
without an implication of the former] to save
them that believe.—The relation of the pre-
mise to the conclusion is that of a sequence,
divinely ordained in the way of punishment [ra-
ther of mercy], so that in the first man's guilt

[rather guilty impotence, see below
J,

is assigned
as the ground of what is stated in the other.

From this we perceive the incorrectness of Riic-

kert's view, who, snuffing predestination every-
where, explains the phrase "in the wisdom of
God" to mean: "in virtue of God's wisdom, its

leading and appointment." Neither does it con-
sist with the relation of the two clauses to ex-
plain it of the wisdom of God's plan of salvation
in the Gospel (Mosheim and others); for the
refusal to recognize this wisdom was not any-
thing to which the divine determination spoken
of in the second clause could be referred, as to

something definitely concluded upon. To this

it must be added that from the very beginning,
before the disposition of men in relation to it

could be ascertained, the preaching of the Gospel
had for the world the appearance of folly. The
case is entirely different in chap, it 6. Bather
we must here understand a reference to some-
thing prior to Christ, to certain exhibitions of
Divine wisdom previous to the revelation made in

Christ, in and through which man could or ought
to have discerned God,—to its sway in nature and
history, and indeed not merely to that revelation

alluded to in Rom. i. 18 ff; Acts xiv. 17; xvii.

24 ff, but also to tho ordinances of this wisdom
in the guidance of the covenant-people, who,

because of their unbelief (with the exception of

the "election," Rom. xi. 7), belonged together

with the world. Neander, on the contrary, dis-

covers here only a contrast instituted between
revelation and the religion of reason, and regards

the wisdom of the Greeks as the particular object
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of whose relation to Christianity the Apostle is

treating. But this interpretation is opposed by
the fact that in the vv. 22-24 closely connected
by kxetdrji since, with v. 21, Paul three times ex-

pressly states that by "the world," in y. 21, not
only the heathen but also the Jews are intended.

But does not the declaration in reference to the
heathen that, they "did not know God" conflict

with Rom. i. 21 where it said that 'when they knew
God they glorified him not as God V We must here
distinguish between that sense of a God forced

upon the mind by a revelation of God, a merely
passive religious notion, the ineffectualness of
which is set forth even in the passage above
referred to, and that living knowledge of God,
which involves communion with Him, and which
is the thing here denied of the world and which,
had the world possessed, it would have qualified

the world for the comprehension of that more
perfect revelation in Christ which was to be the
fulfilment and consummation of all that had gone
before, so that had this knowledge existed such a
decree of God as is affirmed in the second clause
would not have been made, nor would the preach-
ing of the Gospel have been to them foolishness.

The " wisdom" then, "through" which the
world knew not God (6ia rq<; ooiiac), denotes that
intelligence by means of which the knowledge
of God ought to have been attained, but was not.

It is the appropriate organ of the human mind,
sharpened by culture, through which God is

perceived and recognized as He displays Himself
in His wisdom; in other words, the eye for dis-

cerning God's light But this proved itself

disqualified for its proper end, since the world,
the possessor of this wisdom, had become
alienated from the truth and love of God, and
hence perverted and darkened by error and sin.

The translation, "on account of their wisdom," as
though this was the cause of their not perceiving
God* would require the accusative (Sia, t%v ocxp

av). It might still be questioned whether the

phrase * through wisdom " does not refer like

the previous one to the wisdom of God, so that it

has its corresponding antithesis in the phrase,

"through the foolishness of preaching." This
is Bengel's view. "/» the wisdom of God, L e.

because the wisdom of God was so great. By
wisdom* namely, that of preaching, as is evident

from the antithesis, by the foolishness of preach-

inf.
1
* So, too, Fritsche (Hall, Lit. Zeit. 1840).

"After that, in the wisdom of God, t. e. while God
allowed His wisdom to shine forth, the world did

not recognize God, through the wisdom made
available for them by God, then God resolved to

choose means of directly the opposite kind. In
setting forth the antithesis here, it occurred to

him to emphasize strongly the wisdom of God,
which failed of attaining its end." But all things

considered, the view carried out by us merits the

preference, and the repetition of "the wisdom of

God " must always appear somewhat artificial.*

[Klin* has hardly done Jnstlce to tha view whi'-h he
calk R&ckerta, and stigmatises as Predestinationism. There
certainly Is no little plausibility, and much fair ground in
Scripture for interpreting, "in tho wisdom ofGod* to mein
u according to the wise ordination or arrangement of God."
All the movements of the ante^Christian period were un-
questionably so disposed by Providence a* to prepare the
wiy for the coming, and the reception of Christ. And why
a»y St not have been a part of the Divine plan to allow tbe

The judgment [rather tbe merciful pleasure]
of God towards a world not recognizing Him in

consequence of its own sin, is introduced by tho
phrase tvddicfjoev 6 tfeoV,

—

God was pleased—
hence *« concluded," ** determined." It indicates

here not so much the freedom or pure favor,

from which the resolve proceeded, as the suit-

ableness of his proceeding to the end contem-
plated, or to the circumstances of the case. We
find it first among the later Scripture writers,

and most commonly in the Sept. In the New
Testament it occurs chiefly in Paul (Rom. xv.

26; Gal. i. 15 ff.). In reference to the ex-
pression and thought comp. Luke x. 21. The
world had shown itself incapable of discerning
God in His wisdom through its wisdom. There-
fore God found it good no more to appeal to hu-
man wisdom by the manifestations of His wis-
dom, but by the foolishness of preaching
to save them that believe,—L «., by a pro-
clamation, the contents of which carried the im-
press of folly, or must need appear foolish to the
world as it was. This was to deliver from sin and
wrath, and introduce to everlasting blessedness
those who should believo in what was declared.
In other words, the determination was, to appeal
to faith instead of to reason. [So Hodge : «* The
foolishness of preaching means the preaching of
foolisness, i. e., the cross." But is there not an
allusion to the nature of the preaching itself as
being distinct from philosophical disquisition in

the simplicity of its method. Preaching is her-
alding, proclaiming facts and messages, a foolish

matter for those who delight in the subtleties

and arguments of philosophy.] From this it is

clear [T] that the phrase " through foolishness

of preaching" does not furnish, as might ap-

world to try its own wisdom, and test its capacities to the
utmost, in order thut Its utter inelficicucy for discovering God,
and finding out a means of salvation, might be fully proved
and thus that consciousness of ignorance nnd inability be
awakened, which is one of the first conditions of simple
faith in revelation? Paul hinted at this very truth in his
speech at Athens (Acts xvii. 26, 27). "And hath made ot one
blood all nations of men, for to dwell on all the lace of the
earth ; and hath determined the tiwtes before appointed, and
the bounds of their habitation; that they should stele the

Lord, if happily they might feel after Him and find Him,
though lie be not far from every one of us." This interpre-
tation carries therefore a legitimate and Scriptural sense,

and it is preferred by A If., Barnes, Poole, and most American
serraonlzers.
Bnt there is still another Interpretation, worthy of consi-

deration, as having the advantage of giving to the important
word •* wisdom" a uniformity of meaning throughout the
entire passage. What Paul is here controverting i» tho
fondness for philosophic speculation so characteristic of the
Greeks, and which in the Corinthian Church was threaten-
ing to destroy tho practical nature of Christianity, and turn
it into another scheme of philosophy. This tendency, or
rather its products, the Apostle calls " wisdom " (ao^ia), and
it is, as ho says, something he would not indulge in. however
pleasing to the Corinthian temper. One reason for this was,
the utter inefficiency of all philosophy in the matter of reW-
pion. lie does not condemn it absolutely, but relatively to

the ends In view. This, therefore, it became him distinctly

to state, which he does in verses 20, 21, may bo paraphrased
thus: "For since in its speculations concerning God. the
word through speculation and philosophy did not know God,
it pleised G »d throuuh "tho announcement of the simple
facts of the <lo«peI, which to a speculative mind eeems like

felly: to save those who accept them in mere faith." Wo
thus take <roj>ia*>^tn\o<ro(frla,, make tou Btov the objective

Genitive, and interpret the whole phrase "in tho wisdom
of God," as denoting the sphere of thought in reference to

which the Apottle too* speaking. This was in fact tHeosophy,
a word compounded of just the ones here associated. The
antithesis then in the two clauses would be between philo-

sophy and preaching, between scientific knowledge and faith,

accepting the simple proclamation of the GospelJ.
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pear to be the case at first sight, the contrast to

the phrase "this wisdom,"* but to the other,

"in the wisdom of God;" and the antithesis to

"this wisdom" is to be sought in " them that be-

lieve." Faith is pure receptivity, and as such is

directly the opposite of all endeavors after

knowledge by the unaided powers of the intel-

lect, Buch fs are peculiar to human wisdom. It

is the humble acceptance and appropriation of
the testimony concerning Christ crucified, in

spite of all the objections which the understand-
ing of the natural man may urge against the
doctrine of salvation, and in the utter renuncia-
tion of one's own opinions, and in the entire re-

pudiation of predominant theories. In the act

of believing there are united, therefore, both hu-
mility and courage. Finally, there is still an-
other correspondence in the words " know " and
"save." Knowledge ought to lead to salvation

(oomp. Jno. xvii. 3). Not knowing, therefore,

hindered the obtaining of salvation.

Vers. 22-24. Modein which the Apostle fulfilled
the good pleasure of God expressed in ver. 21.

—

Since both Jews require signs and
Greeks seek after wisdom, we therefore
on the contrary preach Christ crucified.
—[So Klinq translates the passage. But there is

a question here as to the construction. This
verse, like the previous one, begins with krreiS^.

It may therefore be taken as a parallel to that,

(so Hodge, Meyer), resuming the thought and
amplifying it (so Stanley), and like the preced-
ing having a protasis f and apodosis (as Kling);
or it may be joined by kneity directly to the
previous clause, and regarded as explanatory
of what is said of the " foolishness of preaching"
being the means of saving believers (so Alford,
Calvin, Riickert, de Wette). In this case the
second clause instead of being an apodosis
would be directly dependent on k-xedfa and the
rendering would be :

—

Since, or seeing that,
while bothJews require signs and Greeks
seek after wisdom, we on the other
hand preach Christ, etc.—This seems to us
the most natural rendering. See Winer, P. iii.

\ Ixv. 6. But Kling rejects it as " the less suit-

able." According to his view], what the pro-
tasis states is the result of "not knowing God"
(ver. 21); what the apodosis states is the judi-
cial procedure corresponding to it as carried out
in "the foolishness of preaching," viz., a refusal

to yield to vain demands for wisdom, and the
counter preaching which appears to those mak-
ing these demands as absurd, but which to be-
lievers proves to be the power of God and the
wisdom of God. The kneidfi introduces a case
well known and made out : since indeed; the <f k

(after filmic) is used also elsewhere in the apo-
dosis after kirei and knetdfj to make the antithetic

relation of this clause the more prominent:
therefore, on the contrary (comp. Meyer on this

passage). This construction is favored by the par-

T* One would suppose that the naturalness and indeed In-
evitableness of this contrast wonld have shown the incor-
rectness of Kling's Interpretation. (8ee Winer, part iii. sect.
47. d.) Paul means here to set the simple " testimony of
Jetmn" over against " philosophy" or " wisdom," and the
method of faith over against the method of reason. In all
that follows he is correct.]

, f Ro'i. iu Lex. observe* that circt&j is never used in the
1 lutasia.J

allelism between the protasis and apodosis in ver.

21, and those here found. The k a t,

—

k a i : both,—
and, unite here classes alike in one respect, i. e. f

in the unwarrantableness of their demands, but
otherwise diverse, and they belong not exclu-
sively to the subjects mentioned (Jews and
Greeks), but serve to connect the two clauses in

one whole: "since it is so, that both Jews re-
quire signs and Greeks seek wisdom." Jews
and Greeks here represent two classes of men ac-
cording to their peculiar characteristics. Hence
they are mentioned without the article. It is as
if he said " since people like the Jews seek, etc."

The Greeks hero as in Rom. i. 16, and elsewhere,
stand as pars pro toto, for the Gentiles generally,

who, according to the most probable reading,
are mentioned afterwards in ver. 23. They are
the people who best represent the whole multi-
tude of nations (l&vn) found outside of the cove-
nant relation with God, and who, in respect of
culture and language, prepared the whole civil-

ized world for Christianity: just as the Jews,
scattered among them all, did the same thing in
respect of religion, being freighted with the pro-
raise which was to be fulfilled in Christ. It was
among these two nations that Christianity had
its first sphere of operations,—the Jews, who had
the first claim to announce the fulfilment of that
promise which had been preserved, and of that
hope which had been awakened by them (comp.
Acts xiii. 46; iii. 25; Rom. i. 16; xv. 8), and
the Greeks, who had carried out the work of
human culture in science and art, and had, as it

were, taken the whole civilized world in posses-
sion, and so had furnished the most perfect form
for the human appropriation of the truth of
revelation, and so the richest receptivity for the
life and truth which were in Christ, and which
were fitted to ensure them the most perfect satis-

faction. But in both alike did Christianity en-
counter peculiar obstructions. The Jews clave
to the external form of revelation, the miracle;
and they did this to such a degree as to insist on
having it before their eyes in its most striking,

dazzling form, as the condition of their accep-
tance of the truth. They thus betrayed their

fundamental unbelief and disaffection for the
truth which rebuked their sin, humbled their

pride, and demanded of them entire self-denial.

This is what is meant by their "seeking after a
sign," or, according to another reading, "signs.**

(Comp. Jno. iv. 48; and Matt, xii .88; xvi. 4;
Luke xi. 16; Jno; ii. 18; vi. 80). (Meyer,Ed. 8.)
"Sifftis, that is, miraculous tokens, by which
Jesus, whom the Apostles asserted to be rise*
from the dead and ascended on high, should
prove Himself to be the Messiah. These they
still called for, inasmuch as the miracles of His
earthly career had lost for them all evidencing
power, in consequence of His crucifixion"). The
Greeks, on their part, had been captivated by
the outward show and glitter of their civiliza-

tion. Whatever did not appear before them un-
der the name of a new philosophy (comp. Acts
xvii. 19 ff. ), or was not sustained by philosophic
proof, or was not set forth with logical and rhe-
torical art, this they refused to accredit; and by
insisting on wisdom only in a form agreeable to
them, they likewise betrayed their unbelief and
their aversion to that Divine truth which re-
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quired a mortification of their Tain self, with all

its pride of science and art, and which demanded
a humble surrender to a revelation in Christ

that infinitely surpassed all their attainments.

Thus on both sides, in modes diverse and con-

ditioned by their peculiar histories, did the same
opposition arise to the preaching of the Gospel

which held up to their faith the oae Christ, who
was declared to have secured the salvation of

mankind, and built up the way to regal glory,

not through wondrous miracles, according to the

demand of the Jew, nor through such wisdom as

wisdom-seekers sought, but by suffering the

shameful death of a malefactor. Thus did the

preaching of the Apostles and their associates

(£pe*f) concerning a crucified Messiah, their

public proclamation of this fact and its signifi-

cance in all simplicity, prove for the Jews a
stumbling block, i. «., an offence, a hitideranee

to faith, the occasion of a fall, something caus-

ing them to err (comp. irpfottofiua Rom. ix. 32 ff.).

A person hanging on the accursed tree presented

such a contrast to all their desires for some
glorious exhibition of power (such as destruction

to their enemies, etc.), that they could do no
otherwise than reject Him. [«* They could have
tolerated Christ on the mount, but not Christ on
the cross."—A. Butler].—For the Greeks
(Gentiles) foolishness.—That salvation could
come to the world through a crucified Jew ap-

peared to them plainly absurd. It was au in-

strumentality utterly inadequate to the end pro-

posed. Thus while to the Jews such a person

was an object of horror, as one accursed of God,

to the Gentiles he was an object only for scorn

and contempt. (Comp. Acts xxiii. 18-32; Luke
xxiii. 36-41). To this, however, there is a noble

contrast.

But nnto these—the called—Christ the
power of God and the wisdom of God.

—

This clause might be taken to depend on "wo
preach," so that this would be repeated in thought,

and " Christ the wisdom of God " form an antithe-

sis to " Christ crucified" with its adjuncts: We
preach Christ as crucified, who for the Jew is a
stumbling block, etc., but to those who are

ealled we preach Christ as. the power of God.
Bbsgbl appears to suggest this, when to "Christ"

he adds "with his cross, death, life, kingdom,"
and says further, " When the offence of the cross

is overcome, the whole mystery of Christ lies

open."—But the course of thought would be
more simple if we put "Christ crucified" di-

rectly in opposition with what precedes: "We
preach a crucified Messiah who to the Jews is a
stumbling block, etc.—but to them who are

called, Christ—the power of God." By it then
is signified, that He, the crucified one, at whom
the Jews stumble, is to the called, the An-
ointed of God, (Messiah, Christ),—the One in

whom the promise of a heavenly king is fulfilled,

the Power of God, etc. This corresponds also to

the expression respecting the " word of the

cross" in ver. 18. The avrol^i to these
serves to give prominence to "the called" as the

chief persons in the case, who occupy a positive

relation to "the crucified," and enjoy an expe-

rience corresponding to it. It points at the same
time to those already mentioned, to "them that

believe," Ter. 21, and to the "saved," ver. 18;

and while the first of these terms designates their
subjective position towards the Gospel, the sec-

ond shows the advantage they derive from it.

The term " called " indicates the Divine ground
on which they stand. (On k^.ijt6lx called,

comp. ver. 2). By the addition of: both Jews
and Greeks he gives us to understand that in
the purpose of grace denoted in their calling the
separation hitherto existing between these par-
ties had been removed. (Comp. Rom. ix. 24 and
x. 12).—the power of God and the wisdom
of God.—Here we have the antithesis to "stum-
bling block" and " foolishness." While the
Jews were asking how a person crucified and
accursed could possibly be the Saviour of Israel,

how one so utterly devoid of strength could bo
able to overthrow all hostile power, and the

Greeks were deeming it absurd to expect salva-

tion from one who came to so miserable an end,

the chosen of God were, on the contrary, expe-
riencing and confessing that from this very cru-

cified Redeemer there issued a Divine power, the

power of a heavenly life and peace, a renewing,
sanctifying, beatific power, such as could be
found in nothing creaturely, and that accord-

ingly Christ was the possessor of such a Divine

power, that in Him there existed a Divine wisdom
that was capable of solving the hardest problems,

of lighting up the darkness that rested on the

ways of God, of fulfilling God's noblest purposes
of bringing men back from all their wanderings
into the path of life and of introducing them at

last to their final destination.

Ver. 25. A general proposition, substantiating

what has just been said.—Because the fool-
ishness of God is wiser than men, and
the weakness of God mightier than men.
—The phrase "foolishness of God" is not to be
taken too abstractly, as if it meant the Divine
folly. The Apostle is evidently here speaking
from a human point of view and implies merely
that which appears foolishness in God. He here
has in mind God's dealings with men in the Gos-
pel, such as the procuring of salvation through
the crucifixion of Christ, and other things con-
nected therewith, which in the judgment of self-

styled wise men of this world, who measure every
thing by the measure of their fancied wisdom,
appeared contrary to reason. Now of this ap-
parent foolishness of God he affirms that it sur-

passed in real wisdom all men however wise they
seemed to be in their own sight, or were held to

be by others, or whatever they might be able to

reason out or imagine. In a similar manner we
must interpret the following expressson, the
weakness ofGod —By this he means a Divine
scheme which seemed weak to those who held
merely to physical force and boasted in that (for

instance, the procuring of redemption through
one subjecting himself to the humiliation of death
on the cross), but which in fact is stronger
than men, i. *., exerts a mightier power than
they with all their imagined strength and prow-
ess. Benoel adds: "Although they may appear
to themselves both wise and strong, and wish to

be the standards of wisdom and strength." Thus
interpreted, it would be needless to construe the

words "than men" as involving a figure of

speech in which a comparison instituted with a
person or thing as a whole, properly applies only
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40 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

to a part of it, or to some quality in it, as though
they meant: "than the wisdom of men," or

"than the strength of men." Both interpreta-

tions, however, amount to the same thing.—There
is still another construction suggested by what
follows, viz.: that by the foolishness and the

weakness of God are meant the persons themselves

who are "called" (ver. 24), who experience Christ

crucified as "the wisdom of God and the power of

God," so that they in consequence become Di-

vinely wise and strong, and are thus enabled as

the foolishness and weakness belonging to God
to surpass men, t. e. that portion of the race who
remain out of Christ in wisdom and power.
"The thought is this—Human nature delights in

doing great things. God, on the contrary, in His
earthly dispensations always appears weak and
small at the first, and not until afterwards re-

veals the overwhelming power that is concealed
in His instrumentalities." Neandeb.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Christ and Hi* cross— Christ crucified.—
This is the clear light from Heaven, which comes
to scatter all the darkness of man's sinful life.

This is the key to all the riddles of a history that

has been deranged and confused by falsehood and
sin. All God's revelations in the Old Testament,
his ordinances, institutions, promises, judgments
and blessings here reach their fulfilment and find

their real explanation. All the hints of truth

current among heathen nations—all their sigh-

ing and striving after the knowledge of God and
communion with Him, all attempts to get rid of

the consciousness of guilt, to atone for sin and to

effect a perfect restoration to Divjne favor—all

the labor of the wise to discover a clue for the

great labyrinth of human life—in short every
thing which glimmered as a ray of light here and
there in this darkness, obtains in Christ its pro-
per goal ; and in so far as it at last leads to the
apprehension of this perfect light and salvation,

it has been not in vain. Here is the "power of
God " which in place of a thousand-fold yet vain
endeavor on the part of man is able to insure a
true Divine life, an undisturbed peace, an all

pervading sanctification—spreading from the in-

most centre of a heart that embraces the holy,
forgiving love of God,—and an invincible patience
and steadfastness combined with the serenest
tranquillity amid all the plagues, diseases, adver-
sities and conflicts which may assail us from
within and without. Hero, too, is the wisdom of
God. From this the deepest problems of human
knowledge and human activity receive light, so
that they can be recognized in their truth and in

the goal to which they tend ; and right methods
of solution for them may be attained. Here the
eternal thoughts of God, and the thoughts of
man which spring up responsive to these out of
the inmost truth of the human heart through the
operation of the all-enlightening Logos, encoun-
ter each other. Here redeeming love with its

wondrous plan of forgiveness and regeneration
meets the manifold devices and strivings of man
for the removal of guilt and, the acquisition of

the chief good, and gives them a perfect satis-

faction.

2. Christ and HU cross— as confronting the
world.—But the more this revelation of God in a
crucified Saviour surpasses all the doings of
man hitherto, the less can it be measured by the
standard of truth and goodness existing among
men, the less can it come within the scope of
i heir ordinary conceptions. Where, therefore,
the heart has not been renewed by a surrender
to the truth foreshadowed by its mysterious
need and corresponding to it, and so no change
has been wrought in the whole course of thought,
there this revelation remains an incomprehensible
mystery; and where to the indolence,which refuses
to stir out of the old beaten track, there is added
an arrogant pride, which, with arbitrary exag-
geration and embellishments insists on making .

what already exists the measure of the new and
rejects whatever does not suit the demands thus
originated, there, it is certain, that the revelation
of God will be violently opposed. And litis will be
so much the more sure to occur, when, for the
sake of presenting a contrast with the vain
parade of carnal self in adhering to what is ex-
ternally imposing and brilliant, and in cleaving
to its own productions which seem so beautiful
and fair, the revealed truth and grace are con-
strained to show themselves in an unpretending
form, putting contempt upon the proud display
of might by assuming a lowly aspect of weakness
and setting at naught a lofty pretentious wisdom
by wearing the guise of foolishness in order to
lift humanity thereby out of the vanity of its

conceited claims, and out of the arbitrariness of
its own devices and endeavors, into the experi-
ence of a true divine power and wisdom.

—

But the cross and its preaching, which prove
such a stumbling block and foolishness to
those who are bound up in their vain conceit
becomes to those who obey the heavenly calling

in faith and who in the mortification of self with
all its foolish conceits and pretensions yield
themselves to the influences of the grace and
truth in Christ, and in so doing experience its

enlightening, sanctifying and beatific power, the
wisdom of God and the power of God. Thus it

happens that men with all their wisdom and power
remain far inferior to what belongeth unto God,
however foolish and weak it may seem.

8. " Vee8. 22-24 afford us a point of observa-

tion which enables us to survey Church Bistort*

in clearest light. The Apostles found two dis>

tinct tendencies setting in in strong hostility to the
Gospel, the desire for miracles, and the conceit

of wisdom. These two tendencies show them-
selves repeatedly through all times. A false,

one-sided supernaturalism and a false one-sided

rationalism are ever in rivalry with each other

either to resist the Gospel in open enmity or to

disturb and corrupt it by secretly insinuating

themselves into it. It may be said that all ex-
ternal opposition and all internal peril to tht

Gospel resolve themselves at last into these two
opposite principles. So long as a pure Gospel
withstands and excludes these it will succeed in

satisfying the genuine human needs lying at their

foundation and in thus quieting them on both sides.

This proves itself to be the true wonder-working
power before which all other miracles must pale,

and the true wisdom of God before which all

other wisdom must be put to shame, and thus
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CHAP. I. 17-25. 41

does it exhibit itself in both ways as the absolute
Religion." Nbandbr.

4. [Since it is " to the called " that the Gos-
pel proves •• the power of Ood and the wisdom of

God," by bringing them at last to believe and
be eared, it follows that the difference in the

effects produced by the Gospel, so that on tho

one hand it appears to some as an offence and to

others as foolishness, but to others still as a means
of salvation, is all owing to the calling of God

—

his effectual calling.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

1. The cross of Christ is made of none effect by
cunning words or the wisdom of speech.—For the

wisdom of speech is 1, on the one hand scholastic

wisdom which a. culminates only in knowledge,

not in reformation; b. gives no satisfaction on
the chief point, Religion; c. being in constant

strife with itself evermore corrupts rather than
improves ; 2. On the other hand an artificial

rhetoric, which springs not from the heart or

from zeal for a cause known to be true, but
aims only to dazxle and please, and by this

means to persuade. But a mode of proceeding

so altogether unworthy of heavenly truth robs

the cross of Christ of its peculiar power; since a.

the attention is turned away from the subject to

the speaker, and so the heart is diverted and
betrayed into vanity ; b. and everything is viewed
according to its fitness to delight; c. and the

effect is ascribed not to the power of the truth

presented but to the eloquence displayed. After

HstTBNBB.
2. The preaching of the cross. 1 , is foolishness

for those who are lost. a. Who are these? They
are such as are hardened in their own guilt

—

such as follow their own perverted sense and
will not accept of truth or consent to self-humili-

ation, so that humanly judging there is nothing

to be hoped for from them. b. Why is the

preaching of the cross foolishness for them?
Because to the world, which insists on its own
importance, everything appears absurd which
fells its pride, destroys its meritoriousness and
conflicts with its wisdom and righteousness. 2,

is a wisdom of Ood unto us who are called.—The be-

liever who permits himself to be saved, awakened
and enlightened by the spirit of God, finds in the

cross a divinely derived and divinely operating

power, which draws the heart into peace with

itself and with God, fills it with holy love, and
strengthens it with a new power of life; and he
recognises therein a wisdom far surpassing all

human thought and sense. After Hbubner.
8. 7V vanity of scholastic wisdom or the judg-

ment of God upon conceited worldly wisdom.—1. It

effects nothing, because it aims only at show and
not at improvement. 2. God allows it to be
betrayed into folly and shame, because it seeks

to be wise and strong without God, without

prayer and piety. 3. Christianity exposes it in

all its barrenness, since, while Christianity re-

news humanity, worldly wisdom perishes in its

own schools, and is unable to maintain its own
progress. After Hecbnsr.

4. The causrs ofthe rejection cf the Crucified.—t.

The Jewish desire for whatever was striking,

imposing and externally mighty • 2. The Gentile

oonceit of wisdom and a vain misculture ; 3. The
pride of both which sought to comprehend God,
but which would not enter into the apparently
weak and foolish ways and means of his economy.
After Heubnkr.

5. The preaching of the cross has with those who
are saved a threefold effect. 1. It shames, inas-

much as man crucified Christ with his sins; for

a long time did not rcoognize him; did not
honor or thank him; and was willing so long to

tolerate the sins which nailed Him to the cross.

2. It humbles, by reminding us of Christ's own
love, in that He, the Great God, died for us poor
worms, and did so much for us when we were
utterly worthless. It inclines us also to benevo-
lence towards all men who differ from us only in

this, that we are sinners saved, while they can
and may yet be saved. 8. It awakens, gives

power and life, so that we not only are ready
and inclined, but also are enabled to love God,
and to prove our love by works.

6. The Cross of Christ is an offence to all men
who think that a good life will ensure them a
happy end. These are the enemies of the Cross
in the midst of Christendom. They worship it

externally ; they take pride in it, but in fact

they hate the doctrine of tho Cross. They can-

not accept the truth that Christ has become our
Redeemer and that we are saved out of sheer
mercy, so that the holiest, the most pious, the

most liberal, the most upright man is just as far

from Heaven as the most miserable sinner, and
that there is but one way for all. To the wise
and prudent the cross of Christ is foolishness.

The truth that Christ died for us they regard as

a fable. There are persons even among [nomi-
nal] believers who take it as a compliment if

they are said not to believe. Yet should one
accuse them of holding the truth, and yet of living

in untruthfulness, disobedience and ingratitude

towards God, it would be the same as if he
pronounced them deliberate villains. Oh ! could

they but once hear the Gospel in a way to

pierce their hearts they would certainly ask,

What shall we do ? Let the doctrine of the Cross
be once made vital in the soul, then would there

be no need of exhortation, alarm and threaten-

ing in view of this or that judgment. It would
be sufficient to say, " The Saviour died for me."
If we are in trouble for our sins, and the hope
of salvation vanishes, and the voice comes,
" Christ has died and earned salvation for us,''

how the heart not only seizes but holds fast to

the declaration ! How the truth penetrates like

a divine power into the soul which can never be
lost or forgotten ! Then are our sins buried in

the depths of the sea ; they can no more tyran-

nize over us. Then we need sin no more. Such
is the effect of the Word of the Cross in them
that believe. Gosskeb.

Hedinokr:— Power, wit, all human work
and counsel corrupts faith, misleads in the

church, and hinders the efficacy of the means
of grace. In divine things, the more foolish any-
thing seems to the world, the better it is.

" Wisdom, wisdom, ready understanding, science,

learning out of a thousand books!" Such is

the cry of the world. An evil sound is it in

the churches and in the schools. One thing is

needful—one book, one Christ.
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42 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

Starke :—The Oospel has a differencing effect

according to the character of the persona who
hear and use it. Mankind are divided into two
classes: 1. Unbelievers; they are such as live on,

without caring for their salvation, either in secu-

rity or hypocrisy; each word and work of theirs

is a step toward Hell. 2. Believers; they are

those who are in daily concern about their sal-

vation ; and this is with them so vital a point

that even when unmoved by efforts from abroad,

while in the midst of their labors or talk,

they are not easily repelled from it (ver. 18).

Wisdom is in itself something divine, and before

the fall the image of God in man consisted in it

(Col. iii. 10) ; and even now the inclination to

know and learn something is a remnant in us of

this divine image. But if our natural wisdom
profits us but little now, and is every where
scandalized, this is the fault, not of wisdom, but
of our corrupted reason and understanding.

None of the loftiest and most learned of this

world ought to be ashamed of the simplicity of

the Qospel, for God Himself, the highest and
wisest of all, let Himself down to it. Sufficient

is it for us that an infinite power resides in the

Cross to deliver us out of all our deep depravity,

(ver. 21).—God can never suit people. One
will have it this way and another that-. Shame
on you ! God does as it pleases Him (Matth. xi.

16 ff.). Men always delight in what is strange,

lofty, conspicuous. Instead of desiring that

God's name alone should be praised they seek
themselves in every thing. They look either at

power, wealth, faculty, or at learning, prudence,
dexterity. Both are means to greatness, but
they prove hinderances in the kingdom of God.
(ver. 22).—God will remain unsurpassed in His
words and works (Ps. lxxviii. 41), but their

wisdom and strength are vain. The world
makes wisdom to consist in much learning which
secures honor and regard. But a believer con-
siders it the height of wisdom to know that he is

a poor sinner, becomes justified and saved only

in deepest humility. The greatest power con-

sists in being able to overcome ourselves and the

kingdom of Satan. God can put to shame all the

devices of the craftiest and all the might of the

greatest in this world. Why wilt thou fear?

Look to God ! He can and will give thee enough
for all things (ver. 25).

H. Rieoeb:—Let him who would even now,
by the preaching of the Cross, awaken a sense
of the Cross in the hearts of men, and thereby
cooperate for their salvation, not seek for assis-

tance from the fickle arts of worldly wisdom, but
let him observe what renders himself humble
and subdued, and what he can thus convey with
a tender spirit to others, and let him shun every
thing which on the contrary tends to puff himself
up and wherewith he is tempted to court the fa-
vor of men.

[Spenceb: (ver.21).—"Some Christian minis-
ters sometimes think to do Christianity a very
good service by philosophizing it to make it keep
up with the times. In all this they do Chris-
tianity no other service than rob it of its power
by robbing it of its peculiarity, and do no
other service to the 'philosophic minds' which
they say they would influence, than just to
mislead them and keep them away from true
faith in Christ and reliance on his great atone-
ment.
Every thing is coming to be philosophized.

Many a minister in the pulpit—shame on him

—

betrays his trust to the Bible and his God by
teaching religion very much as if it were a new
matter of reason, and human progress, and hu-
man discovery, instead of taking God's Word as
his authority and instructor, and uttering in the
ears of the people like the old prophets, Thus
saith the Lord Ood. Beware of such proceedings.
They tend to infidelity. Learn duty from God.
The Bible is safe. Philosophy is blind."]

[Robertson:—" Men bow before talent even
if unassociated with goodness, but between these

two we must make an everlasting distinction.

When once the idolatry of talent enters, then
farewell to spirituality; when men ask their

teachers, not for that which will make them
more humble and God-like, but for the excite-

ment of an intellectual banquet, then farewell to
Christian progress. Here also St. Paul again
stood firm. Not Wisdom, but Christ crucified.

St. Paul might have complied with these require-

ments of his converts, and then he would have
gained admiration and love, he would have been
the leader of a party, but then he would have
been false to his Master—he would have been
preferring self to Christ."]

THE TRUE METHOD OF PREACHING.

(Continued).

B. As suited to the character of the called and the ends contemplated.

Chapter I. 26-31.

26 For ye [om. ye] see your calling, brethren, how that not many wise men after the

27 flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are called: But God hath chosen the foolish

things of the world to confound the wise ; and God hath chosen the weak things of
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CHAP. I. 26-81. 48

28 the world to confound the things which are mighty; And base things of the world,

and things which are despised, hath God chosen, yea, and [om. yea, and] 1 things

29 which are not, to bring to nought things that are: That no flesh should glory in his

30 presence [the presence of God].1 But of him are ye in Christ Jesus, who of God
[am. of God], is [has been] made unto us wisdom, [from God, and deou]* and [both]

31 righteousness and sanetification, and redemption : That according as it is written, Ha
that glorieth, let him glory in the Lord.

i Tbk. 2&—The col before t» ja*) o*t* 1* Dot original. [
MA mistaken supplement of the sense."—Alt]

* Vsa, 23.—Instead of the rec. avrov the best authorities read rou $*ov which is repeated by way of emphasis.
» Tee. 30.—The bet*t attested order of words is <r<xf>(a ripuv i»6 Btov. That in the Rec. q/Aif oofca is to be explained

from the tendency to take ao+ia ««6 #«ov together in relation (Meyer). [See belowJ.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

[The connection. Kling here, as usual, follows

Meyer in considering these verses as confirma-

tory of what immediately precedes ver. 24. It

were better, however, with de WeMe and Hodge,
to regard the Apostle as introducing here a new
argument in support of the general position

taken in the previous section. It is an argument
drawn from facta directly under their eye. In
proof of what he had said of the true method of
preaching and the utter vanity of the worldly
wisdom they were tempted to prize, they could

see for themselves what course the Gospel had in

the main actually taken among them who were
its converts and what were the ends subserved
by this. Accordingly he begins by directing at-

tention to the character of the called, first de-

scribed negatively],

Ver. 26. For look at your calling, breth-
ren.—The verb ftXiirtTe may be taken in the
Indicative [as in the E. V.] ; but the Imperative
corresponds better with the animated style of the

Apostle (see x. 18; Phil. iii. 2). ["And is re-

quired by the emphatic position which the verb
occupies in the sentence" Alp. So also Words.,
Wickliffe, Tyndale, and the Rbeims version].

Nor is this at all inconsistent, as Bengel asserts,

with the use of the " for," since this is to be found
elsewhere also in imperative clauses. [Eteireiv:

"to consider, take to heart, is employed to express
a more intent, earnest, spiritual contemplation
than bpav. The one denotes mental vision, the

other bodily sight." W. Wbbstbk], (Heb. xii. 8).

The "calling" which they are requested to ob-
serve is not their secular vocation, or their exter-

nal circumstances [Olshausen], in which they
were found when called of the Lord. Nothing is

said of this in the subsequent context. Nor yet
can we admit Bengel's explanation : " the state

in which the heavenly calling proves an offence

to you." This anticipates a thought which is

not mentioned till afterwards. It is more cor-

rect to understand it of the Divine call, both as
to the act itself, and the method God pursued in

calling them, especially in respect to the persons
whom he had chosen and their condition. [This
is seen in the very use of terms. "He does not
say r^v kat/vcv iuerfpav, nor Hjv vu£n> Kkffatv but
t%* Kj.ijoiv vu&vi the calling of you." Words.].
What this was he proceeds to state—how that
not many wise men after the flesh.—The
'•flesh" here denotes the purely human state or

eourse of action, as utterly devoid of Divine in-

fluence or cooperation. It is the sensuous and

selfish life, possessed by sin. Hence a wisdom
which is suited to this life, which moves accord-
ing to its ways instead of after the methods of
that Divine spiritual principle from which all

true higher knowledge springs, is "a wisdom of
this age," "of the world" (ver. 20), earthly,
godless, and hostile to Qod. Such is its essential
character. Yet without pushing the matter so
far, we might simply abide by the idea of what
is purely human. (Comp. Hertog's TheoL Real
Ency. under the word "Fleisch").*—To attach
this qualification to the remaining predicates,
would be superfluous. These of themselves in-
dicate what is external, worldly, and belonging
to the lower extra-christian life.—not many
mighty, dvparot: person* of consequent in

civil life, influential, powerful, whether it be by
wealth or any other means,—not many noble,
evyevelc: of distinguished descent, well-born. In
highly-civilized, aristocratic Corinth, all this

was regarded of great importance.—are called.
—There is no verb in the original with which
the above nominatives can agree, and it is

best to supply the defect [as in the E. V.] "are
called" from the word "calling" in the first

clause. Others prefer " are," and take it either
as the sole predicate of the clause: "There are
not many wise, etc., among you;" or they unite
with it the adjectives as predicates: "Many are
not wise, etc." [Some of the Fathers thought
that the persons employed to dispense this call-

ing were here meant. So Thbodobrt. "God
endorsed the nations in the evangelical net of
Galilean fishermen." Also Augustine. "Christ
caught orators by fishermen, not fishermen by
orators." Wordsworth]. The supplying of "are
called," suits as well with the preceding words,
"your calling," as with the following, "hath
chosen." " In the early centuries it was often
flung at Christianity (by Celsus and others)
that its converts were, for the most part, oommon
people, women and slaves." Paul here not only
confesses the fact, but also discovers in it one
cause of glory for the Gospel ; for it is precisely
in this that the Gospel displays itself to be the
power of God and the wisdom of God, that
starting from such humble beginnings it had
nevertheless both outwardly and inwardly over-
come the world.
Verb. 27, 28. The positive aspect of the case.

Bnt the foolish things of this world-
Luther translates " in the eyes of the world," as
though the Genitive in the original were that of

* [See also for a masterly analysis of the Bthical import
of this word. Mil Her on Sin. 2 Book, 2 Chap. Also Sorto-
rius, " Vou tier heiligen Lkibo."]
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44 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

estitmaion. But Paul is here speaking of things

not as they seem, but as they are; and here, as

well as in the subsequent Epistles, we have the

actual quality indicated. "The foolish things"

(ret, ftopd), the neuter for the sake of greater ge-

neralization. We have' here a strong contrast

to "the wise," i. t. whatever is lacking in higher

cultivation and insight, including, too, the addi-

tional thought of being deemed foolish, con-

tracted and simple.

—

hath God chosen, an
expression which is repeated three times with

great emphasis. It denotes the Divine purpose
which is made known in the calling; or that

Divine deoision in virtue of which a separation is

effected among fallen mankind, and certain indi-

viduals are selected out of it to become a possession

of God in Christ, and are so made blessed (comp.

tKliyea^ai Eph. i. 4; Is. xv. 19). The expres-

sion belongs to the Theocratic language of the Old

Testament (comp. *lpQ Deut. xiv. 2ff.). "Fore-
- T

knowledge" and " Predestination " are cognate
terms, Rom. viii. 29; 2 Tim. i. 9, yet so, how-
ever, that the word "choose" here designates

the free, eternal gracious will of Ood, as carried

out in time, and therefore includes the "calling"

in itself.—The object of such a choice is to
confound the wise t. e. the wise after the

flesh. By the fact that He selected the " foolish,"

persons destitute of superior culture, to enjoy
holy and blessed communion with Him, the wis-

dom in which "the wise" boasted, is exposed in

all its insufficiency and worthlessness. Or wemay
say with de Wette, " the wise were put to shame
by being compelled to see the foolish obtaining

that which was denied to them." In the latter

case, it is implied that "the wise" are conscious

of the preference made, "and so were stung to

reform" (Osiander). But this is not sustained by
the context as the parallel expression " bring to

nought" shows. Thejubilant contrast proceeds.

—

and the weak things of this world, t. e. the

weak of every kind, bodily, mentally, politically.

— God hath chosen to confound the
things which are mighty.—The antithesis

here is introduced by the neuter: ra iax^pd, ae~

noting the category in general, although persons
are meant. That any thing contemptuous was
intended by this use of the neuter, is not proba-
ble, since he just before spoke of a kindred class,

" the wise," in the masculine. The " confound-
ing" is seen in the fact that " the weak things,"

by virtue of the indwelling "power of God,"
evince an energy and an overcoming power which
is denied to the strong of this world.—In the

third set of contrasts there appears an expansion
of thought on the one side, with which there is

nothing to correspond on the other.

—

And the
base things of the world, and the de-
spised things hath Ood chosen — the
things which are as good as not, in order
that He may bring to nought the things
that are.—Here we have the antithesis only to

the last expression of the first series: "the

things that are" (ra bvra). [This is readily

accounted for, if the omission of the koi as sus-

tained by the best authorities (see critical

notes) be correct. In that case the ra fir} bvra : the

things which are not instead of being an addi-

tion to the previous specifications, would stand

in opposition with them, as a sort of summary of
their meaning, and so be the main word re-
quiring the offset on the other side]. Observe
also the order of thought in the specifications,

"base things,"

—

a ye v q: of low origin. To this

is added as a natural consequence: "despised
things"— t cl egov&evn piva: regarded as
nothing. Then below both, as putting the mat-
ter in its strongest possible aspect, there comes
the ra pi} bvra (to be distinguished from ra
ovk bvra inasmuch as the fiy is not an absolute,

but a subjective negative. Winer, { 59, 8) : that

which in the opinion of men is as good as non-
existent — In the antithetic ra bvra, some
would insert a W, making it read: things that are
somewhat, of some importance. But this we are
as little warranted in doing as in making rapt)
bvr a=ra fit?&h> bvra : things which are of no ac-

count, are nothing. What Paul here sets in contrast
with the former are things which have being, are
real, which are regarded as existing, and " which
continue to make themselves pass for sole reali-

ties." And for these things the verb " confound "

would no longer suit. So we have another
"bring to naught:" Karapytjoy make null,

deprive of all validity. This is a much stronger
expression, and it puts its object, relatively to

the highest good to be enjoyed, out of existence.*

The truth of the assertion has been well brought
out by Neander: "In its scorned professors, the

Gospel has in fact displayed a power of action

and endurance, which far transcends the measure
of the natural man. They alone never bowed to

the despotism of the Roman Emperor. To them
also the Qospel has imparted a steadfastness of

conviction, which the proud philosophy of the

Greeks never possessed ; and a Christian mecha-
nic, as Justin Martyr and Tertullian have af-

firmed, was able to answer questions which the

Greek philosopher asked in vain."

[* Whitby discovert an allusion in the ai*ove designations

to the Jews and Gentiles. His observations are valuable.
44 The Jews looked upon themselves as the only eirysvcic,

persons of true nobility, as being of the stuck of Abraham.
'Even the poorest Israelite,* saith R. Akibah, * is to be looked
upon as a gentleman, as being the son of Abraham, Ac;* but
the Gentiles they horribly despiwd. as the base people of the
earth, not fit to be conversed with, they being styled in their

law, ovKtdvo? : not a nation ; Kabt b rex^voixtvo^, a people

that shall be born, Ps. xxii. 81 ; 6 kt(<6^ck^, that should be

created in the generation to come, Ps. cii. 19, and so yet had
no being, Deut. xxxi. 21. ov Aab*, not a people, Hos. i. 10;
and it being said by the prophet, that all the Heathens are at
nothing, and were accounted as nothing. Is. xl. 17, they still

account them as such. Hence, Mordecai prays. Lord, give
not tJiy sceptre toi? /xij ovai, to them Viat are not, Esth. ir. 11

;

and Eedras. As for the people which also came of Adam,
thou hast said they are nothing. And now, O Lord, these

Heathens who have ever been reputed as nothing, have begun
to be lords over us. 2 Esdras vi. 56-67. Thus Abraham is

said to be the father of the Gentiles, before that God who
calleth things which are not as if they were, Rom. Iv. 17 : and
Clemens Rom. saith of the Gentiles, " He called us who were
not. and would that of no being we should have a being.**

So filthy are the Gentiles represented here by things that are
not, things base, things accounted as nothing. See also 1 Cor.

vi. 4. And this is the ancient exposition of Origin, who,
speaking of the rejection of the Jews, or the calling of the
Gentiles', and God's provoking the Jews to jealousy oy them
that were not a nation, he confirms this from these words:
41 God hath chosen the base things of the world, and things

which are not, that he might abolish the things which were
before, that Israel, according to the flesh, might glory bo-

fore God." PhiUaal c. p. 8. Now, however much we ntay feel

constrained to take these designations in question in their

more natural and broader acceptation as above, it is very
evident that they were derived from the Theocratic usus
loquendi.]
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Vib. 29. The reason of the above mentioned
peculiarity of God's procedure in "calling"

men.—that no flesh should boast in the
presence of Qod.—u tf nav x^ozrai vraoa
c6p£y lit.: that all flesh should not boast. A
Hebraism. The negative belongs to the verb, and
=tbat all flesh should give up their boasting.

The sense is : "jio man should boast that he, out

of his own endeavors, or position, or worth, had
contributed any thing to the great achievements

of the Gospel." Niandir, It is a question

whether we are to take the word "flesh" as

simply denoting humanity in general, or are to

associate with this the ideas of guilt and tran-

sientness which are also conveyed by it. As a
general rule the expression occurs in this way
only when the one or the other of these ideas is

implied in the context. "Flesh beautiful, yet
frail " says Bengel.—[" Here then we see that

God by confounding the mighty, and the wise,

and the great, does not design to elate with pride
the weak, the illiterate, and the abject, but
brings down all of them together to one level."

Calvih].
Vbr. 80. The ground in the Divine economy

on which this end is obtained and the glory of
salvation secured to God alone.—Bnt of him ye
are in Christ Jesus.—A two-fold construction

and exposition is here possible. Either the first

five words may be taken as a sentence by itself,

stating the fact of their origin in God : " Of him
•re ye." The subsequent words, "in Christ

JetU9," would then assert the ground of their

being from God—of their Divine 8onship, and
this too in such a manner as to carry the empha-
sis. Such a construction is supported by the

fact that the important relative clause which
follows is joined directly to it Or tne words
"ye are in Christ Jesus" may be taken together

as denoting their being in fellowship with Christ,

and then "of Him" assigns the cause of this

met,—shows how they came to be in Christ. The
latter construction is not contrary to usage, and
at least is not more forced than to suppose the
word "are" to be employed as a pregnant con-
struction for ' have sprung ' or * been born, 1 as
Osiander does. We might compare with this

Bph. it 8, "And that," to wit, being saved, "not
of yourselves," which is the same as ' and ye are
not saved of yourselves,

1—stated in the positive

form, 'ye are saved of God,' i. e. He is the author
of your salvation. So here: He is the author
of your being in Christ Jesus. This is sustained

also by the "from God" (a nd deov) in the
relative clause which evidently refers back to

**ofHim" (if avrov) and imparts to the thought
additional emphasis * by repetition. In relation

to the truth conveyed see Jno. vi. 44, 87, 65. The
preference accordingly is to be given to the sec-

ond construction. In this way, on the one hand,
we preserve the Pauline expression "to be in

Christ," and avoid one which never elsewhere
occurs

—

tK 6eov el van "to be from God."
By this explanation we would be compelled to

refer kv Kvpitp: "in the Lord "(ver. 81), to God
and not to Christ, contrary to Pauline usage.
But this need present no difficulty, since these

f* A question might then arise: why j£ was not repeated
and iastcad we hare aarb. See below].

words in ver. 81 are not Paul's, but a citation
from the Old Testament.—Who was made
wisdom unto us from God, both righte-
ousness and sanotifioation and redemp-
tion.*—Here we have the rich treasure of bless-
ings contained for us in Christ all laid open, re-
vealing the largeness of our indebtedness to God,
for what of real worth we have and are. " From
God" is not to be connected with "wisdom" as
indicating the source whence it came, but with
"was made" as showing the author of the act.

(k y e v if # 7, a later Doric form for kyivtro,
not passive). This is the order of thought pre-
sented in the German [as well as in the English]
version. The fact that Christ has been made to

us "wisdom" depends on God; and not only
" wisdom," but also the other particulars speci-
fied. Observe, too, he here passes over into the
first person plural, "unto us," including therein
himself as he frequently does elsewhere when
specially moved by a sense of his fellowship with
his readers in the salvation of Christ. The po-
sition of "wisdom," coming in as it does before
tjie words "unto us from God," and thus sepa-
rated from the remaining predicates, is not to be
explained on the ground that " wisdom " is the
leading thought to which the others are subordi-
nated. Such a construction is neither called for
by the r$ nai% which only serves to connect
"righteousness" and "sanotifioation" a little

more closely, nor by the nature of the concep-
tions expressed by the other terms, which des-
ignate rather coordinate aspects of the one great
scheme of salvation entirely distinct from wis-
dom, and therefore not capable of being included
under it. Rather we may say that in consequence
of the course of thought thus far pursued, the idea
of "wisdom" pressed foremost upon his mind,
and so came in where it did; or that be put the
qualifying word common to the several members
of the sentence right in among them as a word
of connection (Osiander.) It is natural to look
for some antithesis to what precedes in these
four specifications, " wisdom," etc. But it can
only be called a mistake in Bengel when he at-

tempts to find a contrast, as in "wisdom" to
"the foolish things;" so also in "righteous-
ness" to "the weak things," in "sanctification"
to "the base things,", and in "redemption" to
"the despised things."!—When it >8 affirmed

[* We haro here given the exact order of the Greek in or-
der to render the exposition more intelligible.]

[f We here insert the arguments in favor of the interpre-
tation which Kling has simply set aside without refuting,
and which seems worthy of consideration as best fitted to
dispose of some of the difficulties under which his view la-

bors—and also as fraught with valuable suggestions. This
other interpretation has in its favor, that it takes in the
thought as it flows upon the mind in the order of the words,
" who is made unto us a wisdom from God—both righteous-
ness and sanctification and redemptir n." In a collocation

of words so peculiar, it were natural to take the last three
terms as an after thought exegetical of the main me

—

and such an addition was needed. Wisdom was what Paul
had been disparaging throughout this section. But it was
the wisdom ot man. Now he glories in Christ as having been
made unto us wisdom. It was necessary therefore to differ-

ence this from what he bad been condemning. 80 he adds
airo Stow—not e£, as in the previous clause where ha
wishes to express the cause of an act ; bnt av6 : from deno-
ting derivation, showing whence this wisdom came. It is no
objection to this that the article ni is not mentioned before
airo, since the omission is quite In Paul's style. Eph. if I- 13.

(See A If.: also 15). Then to characterize this wisdom, to ex-

hibit its distinguishing peculiarities as practical and suited
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46 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

that " Christ was made to us wisdom," by this we
are to understand that in Him, in His person, the

fulness of which was unfolded in His history, the

mystery of the Divine plan of salvation has been

disclosed, and with this an insight been afforded

us into the dispensations and judgments of God,

and we are enabled to recognize and lay hold

upon that which shall conduct us to the goal of

our noblest longings (comp. ii. 7 ff.; Col. i. 9 ff.;

26 ff.; Hi. 2; iii. 10; Phil. i. 9 ff.; Eph. v. 8 ff.

etc.). As closely related ideas, "righeousness "

and "sanctification" are so joined as to form a

distinct whole : dt Katoobvq re Kai ayi-

ao p6e. The first reminds us of 2 Cor. y. 21

—

" that we might be made the righteousness of

God in him ;" and of Jer. xxiii. 6—" The Lord
our righteousness;" and also of the saying of
Christ himself in Matth. iii. 15, as well as of

Acts xiii. 88; Is liii. 11; Gal. ii. 16, 17; Bom.
i. 17 ; iii. 21 ff. In the language of Holy Writ
righteousness denotes that conduct which com-
ports with the law of God or the disposition

suitable to it. This existed in Christ in absolute

perfection ; and it existed in Him as the second
Adam (xv. 4, 7), the son of man, the head repre-

senting the whole body, and in behalf of the en-

tire sinful race, whose obligations to the law He
had fulfilled by a life of perfect obedience, and
whose debt to justice He has cancelled by sub-
miting to the penalty threatened upon sin in a
voluntary sacrifice of Himself even unto death,

thereby complying with the behests of the Father
and revealing His holy and compassionate love

towards the fallen. In this way has He become
righteousness for us, that we may be counted
righteous before God and enter into the posses-

sion of the rights and privileges which belong to

this state of righteousness—that is, be adopted
into the Divine family. This, regarded as an act

of God, is expressed by the terms dacaiovv

tiLtcaiooic: to justify, justification; and the par-
don of sin, as the negative side of justifica-

tion, includes also, for its corresponding positive

side, God's cordial acceptance of us as pleasing

in His sight. But in this judicial portion of
Christ's redeeming work there lies also, at the
same time, an element of moral ohange—of sanc-
tification (dyiacfide), and the intimate connec-
tion between these two things is expressed by the
re Kai. ("In this conjunction there is implied
at once distinction and equality, an intimation

of similarity, as though the one were consequent
upon the other." Osiander. In order that the

for man's deepest deeds, instead of being merely speculative,
he subjoins the three great points It contemplated. And
here Is where wisdom of the Gospel fur surpasses that of sec-
ular philosophy. It gives him in Christ pardon, holiness,
triumphant deliverance from woo to glory. Here then we
find 1, an adequate reason for the order of the words; 2, not
a repetition but a distinct thought in Airo 0coO, and so a rea-
son for the change of preposition : 8, not a digression from
the main course of thought as must be supposed In the other
interpretation, which Stanley admits, but a glorious consum-
mation of it, displaying the Infinite superiority ofthe wisdom
from God over all human wisdom ; 4, an epexegesis quite in
the manner of Paul. Rom. 1. 12. Since writing the above I
see that the view above given Is adopted, though not argued
out, by Butler in his sermons on our text. It is substan-
tiated also by the Syriac, Vul., and Rheims versions. Nean-
der's testimony may be added: "In these' last three concep-
tions (righteousness, sanctification and redemption), there
are presented to us the practical contents of the wisdom
(from God), by which it is distinguished from the wisdom
of this world .*]

relation to God, in which our justification places
us, may be subjectively sustained, so that we
may say "the judgment of God is according to
truth," there must be an inward connection be-
tween the Head and the members who partici-
pated in the righteousness of their Head. This
connection is effected by the love of Christ
awakening faith in us. This •love at once de-
stroys in the subject of it all disposition to live
for himself, as the moving spring of his exist-
ence, all ambitious aspiring, and transports him
into a state of mind that leads him to live and
to become every thing in Christ alone. And
this is faith, humble, earnest faith, that works in
us repentance as its result In this emancipa-
tion of the individual from the thraldom of sel-

fishness (an emancipation which is at the same
time a deliverance from«every thing to which
selfishness binds us, even the idols of flesh and
sense, and the world), and in this union to Christ
as the sole worthy and worth-giving Saviour,
lies the germ of our " sanctification." By this
we understand becoming godly-minded—the
consecration of our whole life in all its elements
unto God—the offering up of self unto the Most
High, so that all labor becomes a Divine service,
the springs of which are joy in the Lord and the
witness of the Spirit to our adoption and final

salvation. This &ytdop6f. holiness, may
be regarded either as progressive

—

sanctifica-

tion, or as a fixed quality

—

sanctity. The latter
is the prevailing usage in the New Testament
(Rom. vi. 19-22; 1 Thess. iv. 8, 4, 7; 1 Tim. ii.

16; Heb. xii. 14 etc.). It is to be so taken here.
In reference to the thing itself see Jno. xvii. 19,
and the juxtaposition of "ye are justified" and
"ye are sanctified" in 1 Cor. vi. 11. But while
all are agreed as to the meaning of these forego-
ing terms as a whole, it is not so in regard to
the last one, "and redemption" (hiro'kiiTptj-
oic). Are we (with Meyer) to take this as de-
noting the work of Christ through which our salva-
tion is aohieved (as in Rom. iii. 24 ; Eph. i. 7), so
that it is for us an object of faith ? or (according
to the Catholic expositors) as our final deliver-
ance from death and all the evils and temptations
of sin (as in Rom. viii. 28 ; Eph. i. 14), and so
as an object of hope? The latter interpretation
corresponds better with the position of the word,
since it will hardly do, after having mentioned
" righteousness and sanctification," to go back
again to the negative idea of deliverance from
guilt, which is already involved in the term
righteousness. On the other hand, its position
renders the addition of any explanatory term
like that found in Rom. viii. 23; Eph. i. 14; iv.

80, unnecessary. Comp. for a fuller development
of the thought Rom. viii. 10, 11, and 21-24.
—Here then is the final stage of our salvation a
deliverance from the bondage of corruption unto
the glorious liberty of the sons of God. That in
this, as well as in the foregoing instances, Christ
exhibits himself as the "power of God" victoru
ous over the power of sin and its terrible conse-
quence, death, is a proximate thought, so that

here again those two chief predicates, " wisdom
and power," recur to view, only the second with
greater prominence. But in the case of " sanc-
tification," as well as of "redemption," it is im-
plied that Christ is in Himself what He has be-
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come for us ; thai He in all His life and walk was
entirely severed from all fellowship with sin and
wholly consecrated to God, i. e. holy, and as such

was the principle of our sanctification ; that He
arose victorious from the grave and the whole

realm of sin, and at once ascended up on high,

exalted over all, and as such carries in Himself

the power by which our redemption is to be

achieved. fComp. xv. 26, 65 ; Eph. ii. 6).

Yeb, 31. The final cause of the peculiar me-
thod of God's call and the plan of His salvation

by the free gift of an all-sufficient Saviour.

—

In order that, according as it is written,

he that boasteth, in the Lord let him
boast.—Here is where the argument conducts

us. There must be a boasting, a glorying; not,

however, in oneself before God, but in God as

the author of all our advantages and blessings.

And this boasting is the expression of a lofty

emotion of joy and confidence. If by the term
**Lord" Christ were meant, it should be ex-

plained as an exultation in His fellowship, in

possessing a share in His salvation. But the re-

lation to ver. 29 points rather to God, the origi-

nal source of all salvation. And such an appli-

cation would not militate against Paul's usage,

because, as has already been remarked, the pas-

sage is a citation from the Old Testament (Jer.

ix. 23), particular prominence being given to

the chief thought by holding fast to the original

form. Hence the anacoluthon, Iva—Kavxao&a,
instead of /cau^drcM. If anything were to be sup-

plied it would be ykvnrau For a similar case see

Kom. xv. 3.

DOGMATICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. God's thoughts and ways entirely unlike those

of the natural man.—What is great and glorious

in the sight of men, God sets at naught. What
men slight as mean and contemptible, God prizes,

or makes it precious. Man's propensity is to

exalt himself, and hold in honor whatever is the

prodnct of his own powers and bears the mark
of mental or physical superiority, or can be
used to personal advantage, or is of noble origin,

while he treats all that is crude and powerless
and vulgar, just as if it had no existence. God,
on the other hand, in His work of redeeming vain

man, especially at its very commencement, pro-

ceeds on methods quite the reverse. Here we
see the Son of the Highest, who is in the form of

God, the Fulness of Divine life and wisdom and
power, and, as the perfect image of the Father,

is infinitely exalted above the most eminent of

created beings, yea, is the very substance and
vital principle of all the excellence and power
which these beings possess—we see Him empty-
ing Himself of His glory, entering into a state

of creaturely dependence, assuming the form of

a servant, coming into association with a sinful

race although Himself sinless, bearing in holy
sympathy all their burdens and trials on His own
heart, and sharing in their condemnation and
suffering and death, even to the ignominious
death of the cross. Thus, at the very start, did
Divine Power and Wisdom and Holiness exhibit

themselves as weakness, foolishness and sin;

Life and Light, as death and darkness ; Riches
inexhaustible, as deepest poverty ; the All in All,

as nothing ; Essential Being, as not being. Thus
in His fundamental act did God confront and
confound the vain conceit of men who aspired to

resemble Him in power, wisdom and blessedness.

And this initial procedure has shaped the whole
method of salvation ordained in the Gospel. As
the condition of pardon and acceptance God re-

quires of men the absolute renunciation of their

own wisdom, power and sufficiency, and a dispo-

sition to ascribe all honor and glory unto God,
who has thus manifested Himself to them in

Christ, and to regard His workmanship in them
as alone possessing worth. But since this re-

quirement is exceedingly difficult for such as
have distinction in this world, it happens that

among the saved there are found not many wise,

mighty and noble ; but the Divine calling proves
effectual rather in the sphere of the rude, the
weak, the ignoble an{l the lowly, inasmuch as it

is among these that the disposition to accept sal-

vation exists in the highest degree or is most
readily awakened. Thus it cometh to pass that

while the wise and the noble and the mighty of
earth are passed by and deemed unfit for hea-
venly honors, the foolish are lifted up into the
light of Divine wisdom, the weak are clothed
with Divine power, the ignoble are invested with
the highest nobility, those who are as if they
were not, attain consideration as the only real

personages, and by the contrast the pomp and
pride of earth are put to shame. The reason of
this is that there may be no boasting before God.
To this there is the opposite.

2. Unto Ood the Lord he all glory—He is

the author of all benefits which come to us
through Christ, and as He is the author so is

He their final cause. Of Him and to Him are all

things.

And these benefits appertain to all the aspects

and relations of man's being and life as con-
nected with God and His kingdom, viz. the in-

tellectual, the legal, the moral and the physical
First, Wisdom. This in its highest form is the
knowledge of God, and such a knowledge we
have imparted in the revelation of His Gospel

—

a knowledge of His character, His works and
ways, of the economy of His kingdom in its pre-

paration, establishment, spread and final con-

summation, by mean8 of which the thoughtful

spirit may be led to choose the way of life, and
to advance from the first appropriation of salva-

tion in faith on to its full fruition in glory. Of
this wisdom Christ is made to us the substance
and the illuminating principle. The second is

Righteousness, i, e., restoration of fellowship with
God by the satisfaction of all the law's demand,
and the cancelling of all obligations incurred, so

that the sinner can on this ground, be accounted
righteous in the sight of God, and be reinstated

in his forfeited rights, and have free access to

the Father as one of His family. This righte-

ousness Christ has been made unto us by His
having fulfilled all the claims of the law, both in

doing and in suffering, both by yielding a per-

fect obedience and by assuming the curse out of
His free, infinite love, so that we, being found
in Him, may be made partakers of His merits.

The third, inseparably connected with the pre-

ceding, is the Sanctificaiion of human life in all its

inward and outward movements so far as they
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are determined by man's own will. This is

effected by the shedding abroad of the love of

God in the heart through the indwelling Spirit,

who, consequent upon the work of Christ, comes
to appropriate to us His righteousness and to as-

sure us of his pardoning grace. And when, not-

withstanding all past sins, we become thoroughly
conscious of this love to us, there is awakened in

our souls a love in return which shows itself

in perfect confidence and in entire devotion

to God, and in the utter renunoiation of all sel-

fish and worldly affections. And this is holiness.

But this holiness perfects itself gradually, in the

daily exercise of repentance and faith, and love

more and more takes possession of the whole life

to the complete regulation of all our faculties

and relations, so far as they can be determined
by it. And this Christ is made, unto us by vir-

tue of His holiness passing over into our hearts

through the Holy Ghost, whom He hath given
unto us, and who transforms us into a likeness

to His all-perfect character. Finally, Redemption.

—This is the destruction of all our enemies, even
to the last, which is death, so that not only is the

spirit life because of righteousness, but God, who
hath raised from the dead the Lord Jesus Christ,

will quicken our mortal bodies through the Spirit

that dwelleth in us. Thus is man, in respect to

his entire organism, delivered from the bondage
of corruption, and introduced into the glorious

liberty of the children of God. And all this is

done through the power and after the type of
Christ, who, Himself victor over death, has be-
come the principle of life eternal for all who be-
lieve in Him. As they die with Him. so also will

they reign with Him. In this that profound say-
ing is fulfilled, that corporeity is the end of the
ways of God ; in other words, that the deliver-

ance of our whole organization from the ban of
death, and our introduction into the fulness and
power of an indestructible life is the consumma-
tion of God's work of restoring fallen man; a
work which was begun in his deliverance from the
condemnation of sin. Short and good, Olearius:
Christus est sapientia in verbo, quoad doctrinam, jus-

tibia in merito, quoad fidem ; sanetifieatio in spiritu,

quoad vitam ; redemptio in novissimo adventu, quoad
salutem seternam.

8. [The efficiency of faith in the matter of salva-
tion.—This consists not in any virtue or meritori-
ousness of the act itself but in the fulness of bles-

sings contained in the Being whom it appropriates
or to whom it unites us. It enlightens because
it lets in the light of Christ's wisdom; it justifies

because it appropriates the righteousness of
Christ; it sanctifies because it puts us into

fellowship with Christ's holy life, and it proves
our victory over death and the grave by associa-

ting us with Him who, as the Captain of our
salvation, has proved himself the mighty con-
queror. Thus while the wisdom and the power
of this world are limited, by the weakness and
imperfection of human faculties, faith proves its

superiority over both by taking to itself the ful-

ness of Him who filleth all in all.]

4. [Christ cannot be divided in the benefits

accruing from Him. We cannot have Him for

our wisdom or for our righteousness without at

the game time having Him for our sanctification

and our redemption. The lack of any one of

these benefits proves the absence of them all.

—

Christ is a perfect whole, and His work a perfect
whole, and to be accepted at all He must be
accepted as a whole.]

6. [The surpassing excellence of God's method
of salvation is seen in the fact that he presents
to us not a dead system of doctrines nor
lifeless instrumentalities to be acquired and im-
proved by us, but a living agency, a person,
infinite, ever-present, ever-active, all-wise, all-

powerful, all-good, who acts upon us while we
act on Him, and saves us by an efficiency of his
own.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

1. [The method of preaching the Gospel must
be adapted to the nature of the Divine calling,—
1. As to the subjects thereof. The preaching
should be of such a kind, and be set forth in such
a manner, as to reach the poor, the illiterate and
the weak. One sign that the kingdom of God
has come is that the poor have the Gospel
preached unto them. As it was in the beginning
so must it still be. God's calling has not changed
its nature. But in thus suiting the Gospel to
the humble, we are not to set aside the noble and
learned as though excluded from salvation. At
the manger in Bethlehem the worship of the
shepherds was followed by the worship of the
wise men from the East; among the disciples

there was a Joseph of Arimathea; the vacancy
in the Apostleship made by the fall of Judas was
filled by a Paul; among the converts at Corinth
was Erastus the chamberlain and the wealthy
Gaius. 2. As to the ends it has in view, viz

:

the humbling of man's pride and the promoting
of God's glory.—The aim at such an end must
be seen in the style and manner of the preacher
himself and in the effects which he seeks to pro-
duce. 8. As to its contents.—This must be
Christ in all His fulness and in His manifold ad-
aptations to the wants of the sinner; Christ Him-
self, not a system of doctrines, nor a code of
preoepts, but the living person.]

2. The reason why not many wise are called*

1. Not because God puts contempt on human
wisdom, on rank or fortune, or upon man's natural
faculties and powers, for these are His gifts and
were designed for good, 2, but on account of
men's guilt. They abuse these gifts into an
occasion for withdrawing themselves from the
grace of God, and setting up for themselves to the
darkening of their own understandings and the
ruin of all their own interests through their

weakness and insufficiency. Speneb in Starke.
8. Three classes of persons, the wise, the

strong and the noble, are the specialfoes of God's
kingdom, partly because they think that God's
grace detracts from their power and consequence,
and partly because they imagine themselves to

be already in a blessed condition (John ix. 8&-
41). Starkb.

4. The fact that a majority of its professors

at first were of humble rank redounds to the honor

of Christianity. From this it is seen: 1. That it

esteems all men alike. 2. That it owes its rise

and spread not to human might and art, but to

God. 8. That it requires not learning but an
honest heart that is anxious for its own salvation.
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—A miserable hull often conceals a precious

kernel. Hbubner.
5. The obligation* which springfrom these truths.

—The poor and needy owe Christianity their

profoundest gratitude for being so honored by
it. [At the same time they must be careful not

to arrogate any superiority in the sight of

God over those who are above them in learning

or birth or ability. Pride in ignorance and
meanness is no less abominable in the sight of

God than pride in greatness, wealth and learn-

ing.] On the contrary, the rich and the noble

haTe occasion to humble themselves. Christi-

anity owes them nothing, and they should bo
mindful of the danger of being beguiled

from it.

6. The proud and self-sufficient must be hum-
bled.—The Saviour did not become the Son of

David until the princely glory of David's house
had departed and his descendants had come to

the saw-horse. This was to show that the lofti-

ness of this world must be brought low, if it

would enter the kingdom of God. [The heights

of earthly promotion and glory lift us no whit
nearer Heaven.—It is easier to step there from
the lowly vale of humiliation and sorrow.] God's
kingdom is a cross-kingdom. Gossneb.

7. Cheerfor the lowly.—What the world rejects

that God lifts up and transforms into a sanctuary.

Art thou small and despicable in the sight of

m?n, rejoice at it and consider that God looks

down especially upon thee (Ps. cxiil 6-8 and
cxxxviii. 6).

8. Instruction for the high.—To God belongs all

the glory. If then God is to display his power
in thee and make something out of thee, thou
must consent to become as nothing. Everything
in Christianity turns upon this one quality of
humility. The blessedness of the children of
God is that they possess nothing, the glory of
which does not belong to God.

9. What incomparable riches in Christ!— Be-
lievest thou in Him ? Then thou possessest Him.
Let earth's trifles pass. Thou hast Christ, and
with Him thou hast all things.—He is thine in

all his offices.—As a Prophet, he is our wisdom

;

as High-Priest, he is our righteousness ; as King,
he is our sanctification ; and in all three offices,

he is our complete redemption. Hediegbb.
10. J.Spexcer. Ver. 21. The superiority ofChris-

tianity over human science, on the subject of religion.

I. Demonstrated as to a. a future state; b. Hu-
man duty; c. The character of God; d. The par-
don of the sinners. II. Application; a. Guard
against a so-called philosophical style of reason-
ing; b. Cling to the great distinctive doctrines
of the Gospel; c. Prize the pure Gospel; d.

Heedlessness of sinners, strange. J. Barrow.
ver. 28. The doctrine of the Gospel—the doctrine

of the cross. 1. As a suffering—in appearance
criminal. 2. As most bitter and painful. 8. As
most ignominious and shameful. 4. As agree-

able and advantageous to the intents of the
passion. 5. As completory of ancient significa-

tions and predictions. 6. As apt to excite devo-
tion, and enforce the practice of duty. H.
Bushnell. ver. 23. The power of God in self-

sacrifice. I. God is morally passible; apart of
His glory is to be compassionate. II. This com-
passion exhibited in Christ's passion on the cross.

III. The power of it as seen in the effect it has
to subdue enmity. It conquers evil by enduring
evil.—C. H. Spuboeon. Vv. 23 and 24. Christ

crucified. I. The Gospel rejected. II. The Gos-
pel accepted. III. The Gospel admired. Ano-
nymous. Vv. 26-29. The Christian calling. 1.

Its nature; a. Not many mighty, wise and noble;

but b. The foolish, the weak, the base, are

called. II. The reason: a. Not that God is un-
willing that the great, and wise, and noble should

be saved ; but b. Because the foolish, the weak,
the base, are more ready to feel their need and
accept grace; and c. that the glory of God may
be the more signalized. III. In its bearings; a.

Shows us the perilous position of the mighty,

and noble, and wise ; they are in danger of being

passed by and confounded; b. Teaches us not to

disparage the foolish, the weak and the base; c.

The foolish, the weak and the base are not to bo
proud against the opposite class, as though any
better in God's sight; d. The true preparation

for God's kingdom is an entire emptying of self;

e. The purport of the calling, the glory of God.

—

Jon. Edwards. Vv. 29-31. God glorified in man's
dependence. I. This dependence absolute and
universal; a. As they have all their good of God;
o. of his grace; /?. of his power; b. As they have
all through God ; c. As they have all in God both
their objective good and their subjective good.

II. God is glorified in it. a. In that it affords

greater occasion and obligation to take notice of

and acknowledge God's perfections and all-suffi-

ciency; b. In that it is hereby demonstrated
how great God's glory is as compared with the

creature's. III. Use of the doctrine: a. It

shows us God's marvellous wisdom in the work
of redemption; b. Those systems of doctrine,

that are opposed to this absolute and universal

dependence on God, do derogate from God's

glory, and so thwart the design of the contrivance

for our redemption; c. We learn the efficiency

of faith; d. Our duty is to exalt God above, and
ascribe to Him all the glory of redemption. A.
Butleb. ver. 80. Christ the source of all blessings.

C. As Illustrated by the Apostle *s Example.

Chapter II. 1-6.

1 And 1, brethren, when I came
2 wisdom, declaring unto you the testimony

3 any thing among you, save Jesus Christ, and him crucified.

to you, came not with excellency of speech or of"

timony1 of God. For I determined not to know*
And I was with you in

.
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50 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

4 weakness, and in fear, and in much trembling. And my speech and my preaching was
not with enticing words of man's [am. man's*] wisdom,but in demonstration of the

5 Spirit and of power : That your faith should not stand in the wisdom of men, but in

the power of (iod.

i Yer. 1.—Instead of itMprvfuov. others, according to good and ancient authorities fA.C. Cod. Sin. Syr.], read jtvmjptor.
Bnt it is more probable that this arose from aglow suited to rer. 7, than that paprvptor could hare crept in here from i. 6;
at the same time only a few authorities read poprvptor row gpttfrov.

* Ver. 2.—The received rou ei&Kat re is not well authenticated, and the order rl *i&4vi is confirmed by B. C. D. B. A. and
manj other decisive authorities. [Wordsworth says : " ri

}
which is emphatic, is rightly placed before ciocrcu by B. C. D.

K. and by Griesbach, Scholia Lach., A If., Meyer. Indeed ctMrat ri iv ipi* would have been liable to an inconvenient inter-
pretation: to know what is in you."]

* Ver. 4.—The received arGptvitnts has the balance of authorities against it [and is omitted by Grietb., Schols. Lach.,
Tlsch , Meyer.] Other variations in this ver. (ej.) wtBtumt for raSoi*, etc^ can hardly be regarded as any thing more th*n

* - '• * « (See below.)conjectures of an older or a later date.

IXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The connection.—Paul here affirms his own
conduct to have been in strict accordance with
the nature of the Divine calling. [His views
were sustained by his practice and at the same
time justified that practice.] "As the Lord
chose no oue among you on account of his wisdom,
so I did not come to you with wisdom."

—

Bubgkr.
Ver. 1. And I.—ufyo: "I also." So God

has dealt with you, and I have conformed to bis

method. [Or: "I also, like all true Christian
preachers. —db Witte. Or: •' I accordingly,"
consistently with the revealed purpose ofGod just
mentioned."

—

Hodge.] The connection with the
preceding paragraph is close and direct, though
a remoter reference to i. 17, 23 is not thereby
excluded.—on ooming to you, brethren,
came not.—He has in view here his first long
residence at Corinth, although a second shorter
visit had been paid them just before writing this

Epistle. The repetition "coming," "I came,"
is not ' foreign to classic usage, nor is it mere
tautology. The former expresses the fact of his
appearing among them for the occasion of which
he was about to speak, J while the second with
its qualifying adjuncts states the way and mode
of his appearance.—"with excellency of
speeoh and of wisdom.—[" As speech and
wisdom (Myoc and ao^ia) are here distinguished,

the former probably refers to the manner or
form, and the latter to the matter of his preach-
ing. It was neither as a rhetorician nor as a
philosopher that he appeared before them."

—

Hodge. In i. 17 what he disavowed was wis-
dom of speech {ooQ'iq. X6yov) t theemphasis being on
•' wisdom." Here, the two are distinguished as
separate elements, and the idea of rhetoric is

added to that of philosophy.] This clause some
make the sole adjunct to "I came," leaving the
rest of the sentence distinct, as adducing the
proof of his appearing as he did, q. <*., « I came
to you thus and so, inasmuch as I proclaimed/
etc. [" This mode is generally preferred not only
because of the position of the words, but also
because of the sense."

—

Hodge; and so Alford,
Stanley and others.] But the whole clause is to

be taken together, and the adjunct before us to

be connected with—proclaiming to yon the
testimony of God.—The sense is « I did not
come preaclrng with highly wrought eloquence
and philosophic subtilities.' To take the present

p irticiplc here in a future sense is neither neces-
sity nor suitable, since he is here speaking not

of intention but simply of his mode of conduct.
The matter of his preaching is " the testimony
of God." This is essentially the same as "the
testimony of Christ," i. 6, and what was there
said holds good also here. It is the testimony
which God bears concerning Christ (1 Jno. v. 9),
or the revelation of his plan of salvation which
He makes out of His own consciousness, origin-

ally through Christ, and then through the Apos-
tles. This is what it is incumbent on the servant
of God simply to proclaim. In this work there
is no need of rhetorical ornament and philo-

sophic art. The very object of the proclamation
itself precludes the applicability of eloquence and
wisdom. (Comp. Osi.) ["The Gospel is in its

essence not a theory, or an abstraction, or a
comment, or an image of the fancy, but it is

history, and indeed, Divine history. The preach-
ing of the Gospel is therefore a proclamation of
the doings of God, and especially of that one
great act of love, vix., the sending of His own
Son to die for the sins of the world. This may
become a matter for theory and science in the
bosom of the Church after faith in it has become
established, but even then it is only as a develop-

ment from faith. Science can never beget faith.

Faith comes only through the regenerating power
of God's Spirit, who reveals Himself efficiently

and in the most direct manner through the pro-
clamation of the Gospel story." Olshausee.]
Ver. 2. His conduct in the particular above-

mentioned shown to be deliberate—the result of
a settled purpose. For—confirmatory—I did
not determine.—[The negative particle, by
its position here, is more naturally connected
with the main verb. So Alf., who interprets:

"the only thing that I made it definitely my
business to know, was ;" and Meyer says that the
common connection of the "not" with "any
thing" (ti), as in our E. V., is contrary to the
phraseology. But Stanley translates: "I deter-

mined to know nothing," making ovk iKptva like

ov fyfu. The difference of import is somewhat.
In the one case, Paul tells us how far his mind
was made up, that his determination did not go
beyond one point ; in the other case, his deter*

mination was a positive one, covering the whole
ground and excluding from that all bat one
thing.] Kplveiv with the inf.=/o conclude upon,
resolved, decide, as in 2 Cor. ii. 1 ; 1 Rom. xiv.

13.—to know any thing among yon ex*
oept Jesus Christ and him crucified—4. «,

to mingle any other sort of knowledge with the
preaching of Christ. His one sole aim was to

portray before their eyes this one person, and
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CHAP. II. 1-5. 61

thai too in His deepest humiliation, as He bad
suffered for them the shameful death of the

cross. [So far from seeking to conceal his ig-

nominy, so offensive to the worldly spirit, he

would make it prominent and glory in it. J Hence
it was that he would not indulge in any rhetori-

cal or dialectic arts, in any high-flown discourse

or philosophic argumentation. In this way cer-

tainly he might fail to attract the educated

classes, so called, but he would be the better

able to bring to light men's actual religious needs

and satisfaction. And this, with him, was the

great point, for which he was willing to renounce

every attainment in which he excelled, for he

knew that those who wilfully neglected the reve-

lation he brought could be gained by no reason-

ings from the light of nature. (See Bengel in

loco.) [Furthermore, it must be observed, that

it would be to mistake entirely the drift of the

Apostle's discourse, were we to take the name of

Christ here, according to the fashion of many
divines, as put by metonymy for the whole sys-

tem of divinity, or for the doctrine of the Atone-

ment. The purpose of Paul here is to avoid

theorizing of all kinds, and to adhere rigidly to

Christianity in its most concrete form as seen in

the person and work of its founder. In his view,

preaching was to act the part of a herald, to

proclaim, not opinions, but the facts and messages

as intrusted to him, and to let them speak for

themselves. Hence we are here to take his lan-

guage most literally. What he resolved on pro-

claiming to the Corinthians was Christ in His

person and work, as the living revelation of the

Father, as the Truth and the Life, as the One
in whom were hid all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge, as the source of all salvation

and blessing, whom to believe in, love and serve

was life eternal. His Gospel was not theory or

science, but history, and the glory of this history

is, to use the words of Olshausen, that " it

lives and repeats itself in the Church as a whole
and in every member of the Church. It there-

fore never grows old any more than God himself

can become antiquated ; and it maintains itself

to this day in all that fulness of power which it

manifested in the first establishment of the

Church."—"To know any thing." There is a

force in the use of the word " know," instead of

"preach," or "teach," which is not to be over-

looked. It shows that his determination covered

not only the range of his words and acts but also

of his thoughts. He meant that Christ should

fill his consciousness.].

Vsn. 8. "Describes the preacher, as the for-

mer verse did his theme." Bengel.—And I

was with you, iytv6fiijv irpbc vp&c. This

might be rendered: I came to you, as 2 Jno.

xii. (according to the better reading). But Paul
is here speaking not of his coming, but of his

residence among them (ver. 4). In like manner
ytvkxrtai np6g occurs also in xvi. 10. (np6c: be-

fere, in pretence ofy
xvi 6, 7; Gal. i. 18; Jno.

i 1.) How he was with them he proceeds to

state in three substantives, a. in weakness.
8ince he is here speaking of his personal bearing,

we are not to understand by this any physical

infirmity, such as weak organs, or feeble chest,

or ungainliness of form [as Stanley]; nor yet any
sickness, or feebleness, bringing with it depres-

sion of spirits [as Ruckert and Stier], though this

would be more plausible ; and, least of all, any
thing happening from without, like persecutions,

and sufferings inflicted by others [as Chrysos-
tom], which would be inconsistent with the use
of the singular number. In view of the expres-

sions of Paul himself (2 Cor. x. 1, 10; xii. 10;

iv. 7-12) it were better to refer this to inward
weakness, but not so much to any sense of defect

in science aud education (so de Wette, Osi.), as

to a feeling of utter inadequacy for the greatness

of the work and for the resistance he would have
to encounter (see Acts xviii. 9, ff.). [Bengel

says: "opposed to power (ver. 4). We must not

suppose that the Apostles were always in an
agreeable frame of mind or quite free from per-

turbations.] 6. in fear and c. in great trem-
bling.—Terms expressive of great timidity as

contrasted with a bold and confident demeanor
maintained by the overweening consciousness

of his own abilities, " such as appeared in the

eyes of ancient Paganism to be the highest

morality." Neaxdee. It has been justly ob-

served that such anxiety, arising from a sense

of insufficiency for the work on hand, is a marked
characteristic of the most distinguished servants

of God (see Osiander). The interpretation of

Olshausen and others is less consistent with the

idea expressed in the foregoing term (" in weak-
ness.") They understand Paul as intimating a
modest fear lest he should corrupt the Divine
truth with a mixture of human elements, and
fail in the proper discharge of his duty. The
sense of the phrase, " in fear and trembling,"

which is a proverbial one (Gen. ix. 2 ; Ex. xv.

16; Is. xix. 16) is determined by the connection.

Elsewhere, as in Eph. vi. ft ; 2 Cor. vii. 15, it

denotes: solliciia reverentia; or, as Bengel: "A
fear which abounds so as to effect even the body
in its gestures and movements."

Vsn. 4. Describes the mode of preaching.

—

And my speech and my preaching.—The
"and" in ver. 8 and the "and" in ver. 4 are

not so related as to be rendered: "As well I my-
self—as also my speech." But the first of these

conjunctions simply joins ver. 3 to the preceding,

and the second, ver. 4 to ver. 8, putting the

matters stated in harmonious connection. On
account of the repetition of "my," we are not

at liberty to take the two words here as identi-

cal, nor yet are they so related as to indicate the

first the form and the second the substance of his

preaching [so Stanley]. It were better to dis-

tinguish them as denoting, the first (16yo^), his

private discourse, and the second (tdjpvyjia), his

public discourse [so Olsh., Ruck., and most
others]; or, the first, disoourse in general, and
the second, discourse in particular, viz., the

proclamation of the Gospel [so Hodge]. Less

probable is the opinion of de Wette [adopted by
Alf.], who takes the two words as designating

the same thing but in distinct aspects ; the for-

mer his style and course of argument, the latter

his announcement of Gospel facts and conviction

of their certainty.*—was not.—The verb here
has to be supplied; either iyhsro for ver. 8, or

• [Why de Wette's view should be termed "less probable,"
when it is in perfect consistency with the use of the terms
thus far, it is difficult to see.]
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52 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

#v, meaning : was not furnished with (Luke iv.

82); or: did not consist in. The character of
his speech and preaching is described, 1, nega-
tively—not in the persuasive words of
wisdom, ovk iv ireidoie coQiae %6yoie.—[av&po-
riw/f : man's, is a gloss, inserted most probably
through a failure to perceive that the word thus
far has been used in a strict and single sense,
and from the consequent opinion that it needed
some qualification. " Wisdom " is, all through,
" synonymous with philosophy."] The adjective
xeidoic has, from the earliest times, proved a
stumbling block. It is found no where else in
all Greek literature, though its use is warranted
by analogous forms, as $ei66c from feidofiai. But
the explanation, which would take nudoic as a
substantive, in the sense of: persuasions, and
put o6<piae X6yoic in apposition, is inadmissible,
if only for this reason, that the plural of irer&u

no where occurs. Hence have arisen manifold
conjectures for changing the ordinary reading,
none of which are well grounded, not even
the suggestion so acutely maintained by Semler,
Rincke, Fritzche, that the original read thus:
o'uk kv neidtii ootyiac in fitting antithesis to ev
anodei^ei nvtyfiaroc, since it is decisive against this,

that this reading no where appears alone without
Myoif or ?Ayuv. Even in the ordinary reading,
"wisdom" may be regarded as expressing the
main idea, inasmuch as ver. 5 demands this.

wtv&6q, otherwise m&av6c [and as Meyer sug-
gests, "probably a word in common, oral use."]
=convincing, winning, enticing, comp. m&avo~
ytoyia. Col. ii. 4. [Corinthia verba, pro exquisitis,

et magnopere elaboratis et ad ostentalionem nitidis.

Wetstein ad loc] 2, positively—but in de-
monstration of the Spirit and of power.

—

"Demonstration" stands in strong contrast with
" persuasive words," since the word is often used
elsewhere also to denote strong, cogent proof in
opposition to winning speech. The way in
which it is to be taken here, depends upon the
manner in which we construe the associated
genatives. These express either the object of
the demonstration or its subject. In the former
case the phrase would mean the practical exhi-
bition of the spirit, as the source of spiritual
life, renewing, enlightening and sanctifying, and
of the power which resides in this spirit and
which it imparts to man. In the latter case, the
Spirit must be regarded as dwelling in the
Apostle himself, and working through him, dis-
playing His power in the facts he proclaimed, by
rendering them effective to salvation. What
ability he had to convince and convert would
thus be ascribed to the living energy of the
Spirit whose minister he was. In this way, as
Neander says, "the demonstration furnished by
the Spirit would be in contrast with that pre-
sented through words, and the demonstration of
power with that of logical argumentation. It is

the testimony of the Spirit which alone Paul
admits as valid." This interpretation is to be
preferred, since in the antithetic clause " wis-
dom " is to be regarded as the subject or source
whence the persuasive words originate, or which
begets and presents them. Hardly deserving of
more than mention are expositions like that
which takes "Spirit and power " as equivalent
to: powerful spirit, or which explains the "de-

monstration of the Spirit" to consist in the proof
afforded by prophecies, and that "of power" in
the miracles Paul wrought (Origen and Grotius).
Even were prophecy and miracle to be thought of
in this connection still they could not by any
means have been exclusively intended. In any
case, the reference must primarily have been to
that moral power from above which ever accom-
panied the preaching of the Apostle, and which
acted upon the hearts and consciences of his
hearers, awakening, agitating and quickening
them to a new life. In all this there was a de-
monstration of a higher sort, more influential for
faiih than the strongest arguments of philosophy.
Ver. 5. Expressive of ultimate intent both of

God in sending Him to preach as He did, and of
Himself acting in compliance with it,—that
your faith should not stand in the wis-
dom of men, but in the power of God.

—

The end of preaching is faith in Christ. But if
this faith was grounded upon human wisdom
and its arguments and persuasions, which were
only a superficial assent, then would the founda-
tion be loose. It could remain only until assailed -

by strong arguments of a contrary sort. But if,

on the other hand, faith rested upon a Divine
demonstration, which while it convinced, con-
verted also, and so took possession of the whole
man, it was then fixed and immovable, and could
victoriously withstand all the assaults of human
power and art.

["Longinus alludes to the abrupt and unsys-
tematic style on which the Apostle prides himself.
4 Paul of Tarsus was the first who maintained
positive assertion without elaborate proof.' "

—

Stanley].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The nature of faith in Christ.—It is a trust-
ful surrender of soul to Him ; a conviction con-
cerning dim, which involves at the same time a
union with His person, even as He is offered unto
us for our salvation—hence, with Him as "the
crucified." It is a reception of Him in such a
way that He dwells in us and we in Him. But
this pre-supposes a renunciation of all self-

confidence, and of all trust in any thing crea-
turely and human, whether it be in the line of
action, or permission, or of suffering, as avail-

able before God for working out or earning sal-

vation, or for establishing and restoring our fel-

lowship with God. It is an act which can proceed
only from a mind renewed and strengthened by
the might of Divine love, since God's Spirit and
power are operative in it, showing and convincing
the sinner on the one hand of his own guilt and
insufficiency for himself, and on the other hand
of the holy and compassionate love of God, His
saving righteousness and His almighty grace in
Christ ; and this, too, in a way to take down all

boasting, and beget an implicit reliance upon God
alone.

2. The sole means to produce faith.—Th\B is a
style of preaching which presents the great facts

of redemption directly to the heart in their sim-
ple Divine energy, without the accessories of
human science and art. In such preaching,

God's Spirit and power can bear testimony, and
glorify Christ, and bring to man's consciousness
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th? greatness, and holiness, and wisdom, and
glory of His redeeming love in such a manner as

10 qualify the heart for an exercise of faith.

Wheresoever, on the contrary, human rhetoric

with its artifices, and human philosophy with its

speculations, are mingled up with Gospel truth,

there offered some obstruction is to the operation

of the Divine power; there some purely human
influence, such as the charm of style or of fine

reasoning, it may be, supersedes the Divine in-

fluence, and we fail of being drawn into the

sphere of the truth itself, "as it is in Jesus;"
there human selfishness and pride still have free

s:ope. As the result, we have instead of a firm

and lasting faith, only a feeble, sickly opinion,

which is ever ready to yield to counter-influences,

or to changed humors, or to new systems of
thought; which does not carry in itself the life

of man in Christ, or of Christ in man ; which is

not heavenly, but earthly, not deeply rooted, but
superficial, and ever ready to vanish away.

3. The mood and attitude of the Christianpreacher.

He who clearly perceives what faith is, and what
is requisite for it, and what depends on it ; who
see* what barriers of every kind, especially of
filse culture and foolish pride, oppose themselves
to it; who understands how the pure and artless

preaching of Christ alone has power to awaken
faith, and yet what prejudices there are against
such preaching, and how little it is acceptable to

men, especially to the highly educated classes,

ani to those who either practise or tolerate the
grosser or more refined forms of wickedness,
and how the whole life and being of a man strives

against the truth which seeks to slay their sel-

fishness and their sensuality,—a person who
comprehends all this as he ought, will recognize
and feel it to be a task transcending all human
ability, and too difficult for him in the imperfec-
tion of his spiritual life, to go abroad into the
world, especially into the circle of the refined and
learned, as a simple preacher of Christ crucified,

and there maintain his stand. The persons he
there meets, seek their satisfaction in art, and
science, and learning ; they take delight in lux-

ury and sensual enjoyment; and the knowledge
of this fact abates confidence, takes away boast-
ing, begets timidity, awakens anxiety, yea bows
a man to the very dust with a sense of his own
weakness. But for this very reason does he be-
come all the more suitable an instrument for
Christ. The more emptied he is of self, the more
can Ood impart to him of His spirit and power,
and work in him and through him, the more will
he be disposed to cherish a holy courage and
confidence in God. With "the foolishness of
preaching " he will be ready to encounter a world
fall of obstacles, and find himself strong enough
to overthrow all its bulwarks, while he will feel

ashamed to resort to secular arts for gaining an
entrance for himself. And the earnest endeavor
ofevery one, through whomGod achieves exploits,
is to become just such a simple instrument of the
Spirit in subduing the hearts of men through the
word of truth, and winning them to Christ.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

[I. Paul the pattern of an Evangelical preacher.
On entering Corinth Paul was confronting his

severest task. He had just left Athens, where,
notwithstanding his brilliant audience and great
speech on Mars Hill, he had met with compara-
tively small success. We read of no Church hav-
ing been founded there. And now he is to offer

the Gospel in a city that presented in many re-
spects far greater obstacles than Athens did. In
addition to the pride of philosophy there was to

be encountered here a degree of luxury and vice
no where else to be found. And if there was
failure at Athens, how much more the likelihood
of failure at Corinth ? It is in view of these dis-

couragements, that the picture which the Apostle
has given us of himself obtains its peculiar inte-

rest. The main features of it are 1. His inward
feelings. He is not bold, defiant, self-assured,

as an earthly warrior pushing up to an assault.

On the oontrary, he is much cast down, conscious
of weakness, full of fear. To the outward sight,

there is every thing against him. But while the
flesh trembles, the spirit has courage to go on,

being trustful in God. 2. His determination as
to the course to be pursued, a. He will not cater
to the tastes of the Corinthians, and think to win
them by gratifying these. Fine oratory and
subtle philosophy, however capable of these, ho
lays aside. They are not the means for winning
faith, for saving souls, b. He will simply pro-
claim the testimony of God, holding up Christ in
all His glory, and in all His shame, as the only
means which God hath appointed to make man
wise and holy, believing that however much this

might scandalize the natural heart, it was the
demonstration of God's spirit and power which
would alone prove mighty for the overthrow of
Satan, and the setting up of God's kingdom. 3.

His aim. The faith he might awaken should rest

in nothing he might say or do of himself, but
solely in the exhibition which God should make
of Himself through the Son whom He had set

forth, and whom Paul was intent on holding up
before the minds of men even to the utter hiding
of himself from view].

2. Heubner:—The Christian must first unlearn
in order to learn. To preach Christ the Cruci-
fied is to put Him and His atoning work at the
top, to set all truth in connection with these, and
to derive all good from these (ver. 2). Self-dif-

fidence in a preacher helps more than self-confi-

dence. It is a great thing to stand in place of

God and proclaim His word in presence of an-
gels and men (ver. 3). Christianity is sufficient

for itself and needs no adventitious aids. No
preacher should so far humble himself as to seek
these, nor should the people expect them. What
is the demonstration of the Spirit and of power ?

(ver. 4). It is the conviction of sin and of the
need of a Saviour, which the Spirit works in the
heart through the Gospel. This is something
which no man can effect of himself. Hence what
the preacher has preeminently to strive for, is

that the Spirit may operate through his word;
and the hearers, that they may experience this

heavenly power. In order that the preacher
may make "demonstration of the Spirit," he
must have the Spirit. A faith which rests upon
regard for a philosopher is 1, impure—a man's
name is put for Christ's ; 2, unsafe and fickle

—

human systems crowd each other out; 3, inope-

rative—the Spirit of God is not its source ; 4, not
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54 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

genuine—science has no faith-begetting power.
Therefore a Christian's faith should not rest upon
scholastic wisdom, but on the power of God re-

newing the heart What a person has experi-

enced within cannot be argued out.

Hedinger:—Christ Crucified the preacher's

Alpha and Omega. Away with finery and feath-

ers ! Let the Spirit of God speak in thee. He
knows how to hit the heart (ver. 2). Those con-

ductors to salvation who have been proved in

the furnace of affliction are the best approved.

To the mariner on a wild sea, experience is

every thing. To have only studied maps at

school will prove of little account (ver. 3).

Gossner:—The death of Christ must be recog-

nized and credited. This is what captivates the

heart, and kindles the fire that burns. Faith in

the Son of God is the greatest miracle of grace.

It is a great consolation that here and there one
soul that hears us is made to experience the

power of Christ's blood for the forgiveness of

sins. He who preaches Christ crucified must
himself be ready for a crucifixion. Paul trem-
bled while preaching that which blessed the

world. Many false teachers, who betray the

world and lull it into a death sleep, speak with
bold front and without sense of danger.
Rieger :—It is a question whether ministers

do not try too much to conceal their weakness

and fear, and are not too assiduous in filling up
the gaps and pauses with artificial efforts

;

whether they do not shrink too much from the
criticism of the world, when it insists so strenu-
ously upon calmness, fluency and ease in a
speaker. But where there is life, there will be
fluctuations. Living growth has to break through
obstructions.

[Chalmers:—A minister has no ground to

hope for fruit from his exertions until in himself
he has no hope ; until he has learned to put no
faith in the point and energy of his sentences

—

until he feel that a man may be mighty to com-
pel the attention, and mighty to regale the ima-
gination, and mighty to silence the gainsayers,

and yet not mighty to the pulling down of strong-
holds].

[Tholuck. Vers. 1-5. Paul a type of the true

preacher. I. Contents of his sermon, ver. 2. II.

Tone of the preacher. Theremin, ver. 2. The
knowledge of Christ the crucified. It includes &
threefold knowledge. I. What man is. II. What
God is. III. What man should be. Chalmers.
vers. 4, 5. The necessity of the Spirit to give effect

to the preaching of the Gospel. I. Success of the
teacher dependent on God in the ordinary
branches of learning. II. The specialty in the
work of the Christian teacher.]

III.—THE GOSPEL, WHICH ABJURES HUMAN WISDOM, HAS NEVERTHELESS A
WISDOM OF ITS OWN.

Chapter II. p-16.

6 Howbeit we speak wisdom among them that are perfect : yet not the wisdom [a wis-

7 dom not] of this world, nor of the princes of this world, that come to naught : But we
speak the wisdom of God [God's wisdom] 1 in a mystery, even the hidden vri$dom

y

8 which God ordained before the world unto our glory; Which none of the princes of

this world knew : for had they known it, they would not have crucified the Lord of

9 glory. But as it is written, Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered

into the heart of man, the things which3 God hath prepared for them that love him.

10 But God hath revealed them unto us8 by his* Spirit : for the Spirit searcheth all things,

11 yea, the deep things of God. For what man knoweth (oldev) the things of a man,
save the spirit of man which is in bim? even so the things of God knoweth [ep>wzsv'\*

12 no man, but the Spirit of God. Now we have received, not the spirit of the world,

but the Spirit which is of God ; that we might know the things that are freely given

13 to us of God. Which things also we speak, not in the words which man's wisdom
teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost [the Spirit]* teacheth ; comparing spiritual things

14 with spiritual. But the natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God : for

they are foolishness unto him : neither can he know them, because they are spiritually

15 discerned [judged of]. But he that is spiritual judgeth7 [of] all things8
,
yet he him-

16 self is judged of [by] no man. For who hath known the mind of the Lord, that he
may instruct him? But we have the mind of Christ9.

* Ver. 7.—[09ov tro^i'av, bo In all the belt authorities, A. B. 0. D. E. F. Cod. 8in.. instead of iro^lav 0cod. The emphasis
being on 0cov. Then <ro£iav tv pvartyxw come together, forming one complex idea.]

* Ver. 9.—a Is better than wra [the former, at it is found in A. B. C, Meyer, 8tanley and Lach. prefer. Bnt the Text.

Bee. i« supported by D. B. F. O. Coa. Sin. and is adhered to by Words, and Alf.l

* Ver. 10.—-[The proper order, supported by all the best authorities, is qptr ft a.n«K<iXv^xv o 9*o*. The empha^s Is op the

first words. M 2b tu, howerer, hath God revealed them."]
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• Ver. 10.—Many good aatboritie* omit avrov: hi*. The omission is more explicable on the ground of what follows (r&

yap wvtvfia) than the omission of avrov. (Yet it I* oinltted by A. B. G. Cod. Sin., doubted by AlfM refected by Stanley.]
• Ver. 11.—Instead of older. 8o the best MSS. and editions. [" There is a difference between the two words oUtv and

fyviMcr." The former simply means M knoweth;" the Utter "to know by acquisition." Words. Yet we hare in ill. 20

CV044K YlMtam.]
• Ver. 13.-*iy

Alt, Meyer.]
• Ver. 16.—p*v after aroxpi'rci is not original: has been inserted on acoonnt of the W in the following clause [yet it is

fonnd in B. D». H. J. Cod. Sin., and is retained by Words., De Wette.J
• Ver. 15.—Ta before vavrais well supported. The omission is probably to be explained from the fact that some thought

it necessary to take vairra as accusative masc in antithesis to owcrot. (Some have it vim**.) [Td is not found in B. D*.

B. J. Cod. Sin.]

•yaw, holy. Is not well attested. A Oloss. [Omitted by A. B. C. D*. F. O. Cod. Bin. and rejected by Words,

* Lach. Instead of xpurrov reads Kvpiev. This is neither paramountly supported nor internally probable. [So also

Stanley; bnt Meyer, Alf„ Words., sustained by A. 0. Cod. Sin, adhere to the received text. Meyer regards it as a

ical repetition of vovr kv/xov above.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

[In this section we have the other side of the

matter under discussion. In view of Paul's re-

pudiation of " wisdom," it might be inferred by
the Corinthians that Christianity was a narrow,
partial, one-sided religion, suited only to one
partioular portion of human nature ; that while
it professed to be the friend of true piety and
sound morals, it was at the same time a foe to

Boience and free thought ; yea, that it stood in

entire antagonism to that which both universal

opinion and the declarations of the Old Testa-

ment esteemed " more precious than rubies," and
was the ally of ignorance and barbarism. Such
inferences it was important to obviate for tho

credit of Christianity, and in the interest of

truth. Hence the Apostle goes on to state that

the Gospel, which ignored human wisdom, and
in some of its aspects carried the appearanoe of
folly, did not abjure all pretense to wisdom, nor
put contempt on the human intellect. He shows
furthermore that while he deemed it expedient
to confine himself when with the Corinthians to

simple preaching, there was a sermonizing which
went beyond this, and before fit audience could
expatiate largely on the deep things of God].

Ver. 6. Wisdom however we do apeak.
—[The 6 k here as is in the E. V. is to be taken
as strongly antithetic]. 2o<£/av—the higher
religious wisdom of Christianity. By this we
are to understand not what merely concerns the
form of discourse, such as an inspired way of

speaking; nor yet what concerns its subject mat-
ter, such as the future relations and events of the

Kingdom of the Messiah, to vshich the immediate
context is said to point (Meyer). The correct

view has been given by Osiander, and Bengcl
say8: "Wisdom here denotes not all Christian
doctrine, but its sublime and secret principles

(capita tublimia et arcana) ;" he also puts AaAelv,

to tpeak, in antithesis with Kqpvootiv, to preach,

making the former to mean private instruction

and the latter public speaking. But his inter-

pretation of the word "wisdom" is too atomistic,

and of the word "speak" too restricted. There
is no reference here to any system of secret doc-

trine. [What he does mean will be more fully

considered hereafter, when all the characteris-

tics given of it have been surveyed]. But traces

of this true wisdom are to be seen in several of

Paul's Epistles, especially in those to the Romans,
Ephesians and Colossians, also in 1 Cor. xv. Its

foundation is Christ (i. 30; comp. Col. ii. 8).

—

among them that are perfect, kv role re-

?.eiotc,—the audience for this wisdom. The "per-

fect" stand opposed to the beginners, " the babes

i a niechan-

in Christ" (iii. i.), and are identical with "the
spiritual." He means that what he had not been
able to deliver to the Corinthians in the imma-
turity of their Christian life, because they could

not as yet apprehend it, he did announce among
those of riper Christian experience. Thus we
see that wisdom is the same as that which he
calls "meat" (iii. 2) as contrasted with "milk."
The same antithesis appears in xiv. 20; Eph.

iv. 13 ff. ; Heb. v. 11-14. To the Corinthians,

as they were, he could only communicate what
was suited to their yet weak powers of appre-

hension, viz., the great facts of redemption, with
their immediate practical consequences, with

their christological presuppositions anl their

theological foundations. And this was done in

the simple form of preaching, or of bare state-

ment that the things were so, or had been so, or

would be so as declared, accompanied by Scrip-

ture proofs, suoh as are found in the book of

Acts, and with applications to the inner and
outward life of the hearers. But where, on the

other hand, a greater maturity of Christian life

and a capacity for the deeper comprehension of

truth existed, there he was able to set all this

forth in their fundamental proofs and in their

intimate connections. There he was able to un-
fold the whole Divine economy in accordance
with its eternal principles and its progress

through time and its fixed laws and in relation

to its final consummation, so that that which
Grecian wisdom was in search of within its own
sphere was actually attained in a way that was
incomparably higher and Divine, and better

fitted to satisfy the deepest needs of a thought-

ful spirit.

The interpretation we have here given, which
would seem to be decisively confirmed by what
follows, is opposed by another on the ground,

1, that it is one entirely foreign to the Apostle,

sinoe he nowhere in his Epistle contemplated
"the perfect" as his readers (but how of Phil,

iii. 15: Let us therefore as many as be perfect,

etc )? 2, that it is in contradiction with ver. 2,

(where, however, he is only speaking of the first

proclamation of the Gospel) ; and the sense given

is this: that the simple, scandalizing doctrine

of Christ crucified contains in itself the pro-

foundest wisdom, encloses a Divine mystery
which is intelligible only to the perfect. But
this explanation, which is conveyed also in

Luther's translation, 1, has no sure grammatical
support, since the preposition h carries the idea

of " in the judgment of," only when the persons

are mentioned, who appear to decide a case by
their own opinions (comp. Passow Worterbuch,
I. 2, p. 910), and especially in connection with

such verbs as denote to be and to appear; 2, it
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56 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

does not correspond with usage elsewhere to un-
derstand "the perfect" to mean true Christians

who seek true wisdom in Christ, or as Calvin

does: "those who possess a sound and unbiased
judgment."—[The view just given is in the main
that which is advocated by Calvin, Olsh. and
Hodge, who in favor of it argues, "I. that those

who regarded Paul's doctrine as foolishness were
not the babes in Christ, but the unrenewed,
"the wise of this world;" consequently those

to whom it was wisdom were not advanced Chris-

tians, but believers as such. Throughout the

whole context the opposition is between " the

called," or converted, and the unconverted, and
not between one class of believers and another
class. 2. If " the perfect" here means advanced
Christians, as distinguished from babes in Christ,

then the wisdom which Paul preached was not

the Gospel as such, but its higher doctrines.

But this cannot be, because it is the doctrine of
the cross, of Christ crucified, which he declares
to be the power of<Jod and the wisdom of God,
i. 24. And the description given in the follow-
ing part of this chapter of the wisdom here in-

tended, refers not to the higher doctrine of the
Gospel, but to the Gospel itself. The contrast
is between the wisdom of the world and the wis-
dom of God, and not between the rudimental and
the higher doctrines of the Gospel. Besides,
what are these higher doctrines which Paul
preached only to the elite of the Church? No
one knows. Some say one thing and some an-
other. But there are no higher doctrines than
those taught in this Epistle and in those to the
Romans and Ephesians, all addressed to the
mass of the people. The New Testament makes
no distinction between (iriortc and yvoicng) higher
and lower doctrines. It does indeed speak of a
distinction between milk and strong meat, but
that is a distinction, not between kinds of doc-
trine, but between one mode of instruction and
another. In catechisms -designed for children
the Church pours out all the treasures of her
knowledge, but in the form of milk, t. e., in a
form adapted to the weakest capacities. For all

these reasons, we conclude that by " the perfect"
the Apostle means the competent, the people of
God as distinguished from the men of the world;
and by wisdom, not any higher doctrines, but
the simple Gospel, which is the wisdom of God
as distinguished from the wisdom of men." The
argument is not convincing. It seems obvious on
the very face of his exposition, that the Apostle
is here making a distinction between that simple
"preaching" of Gospel facts which he had been
adhering to among the Corinthians, and what he
calls " wisdom" which he had thus far held in

reserve at Corinth by reason of the incapacity
of the converts there to apprehend it. And
surely the distinction is one which is practically

observed by all preachers. There is a Christi-

anity embodied in facts which a child may learn
and profit by; and there is a philosophy of
Christianity, a system of doctrine, a theology,

which is dispensed only to those of mature intel-

lect and experience. And so far from admitting
the custom of the Church in teaching children
the Assembly's Catechism, which surely cannot
be called "milk," as a valid argument in sup-

port cf the exposition, it may be a question

whether the custom itself does not fall under
condemnation through the Apostle's argument.
The contrast is indeed between the wisdom of
the world and the wisdom of God ; but there is

also another contrast indicated by the "how-
ever" with which the verse is introduced—a con-
trast between Kfjpvypa and oofy'ia, preaching and
wisdom]. Accordingly we hold to the first ex-
position as the only one well established: "In
order to obviate all misapprehension of his lan-

guage, Paul here asserts that the Gospel does
include in itself the true wisdom. It is alto-

gether foreign to his intent to set up an opposi-
tion here between reason and revelation. On
the contrary he here distinctly expresses the
validity of a demand for a science that is to be
unfolded -out of Christianity; a science which
must be the sole, true and all-satisfying science."

Neander.—but a wisdom not of this world.
—He here distinguishes that profounder develop-
ment of the fulness of Christian truth designated
as " wisdom " from all that which passes for
such in the world without. It was not anything
which sprang up in the natural progress of the
race, either before or apart from Christ. The
(U as in Rom. iii. 22. "Like the German aber, it

is used in particular when something is annexed
in illustration as the complement of a sentence.

That by "this world," he does not mean sim-
ply the great mass of mankind, the commonality
only, but has in mind especially its leaders as
those to whom this Christian wisdom was utterly

foreign, is shown in the added words—nor of
the princes of this world.—Does he mean
by this the demons mentioned in Eph. vi. 12, as
KoofWKp&Topagl Hardly. 'Apxwv with this sense
appears only in the Sing. John xii. 81; Eph. ii.

2. And in any case these are not intended in
ver. 8. According to Bengel the expression em-
braces the leaders both of the Jews and of the
Greeks. Not simply influential, learned men,
philosophers; also not merely the members of
the Jewish Sanhedrim, but all those of high sta-

tion in general, the multitude of those who bear
sway either by their authority or by the respect
which they command. These are described as
persons who come to naught.—That is, they
are bereft of all authority and consideration in
the kingdom of Goc, in the world to come. He
is not speaking here of their being overcome by
the higher wisdom and power of Christianity,

but of the utter destruction of their importance
as leaders in that higher economy, at the insti-

tution of which everything which springs out of
this lower order of things is done away, however
respectable it may appear.

Ver. 7. Now comes the positive part of the
description, which is introduced by an emphatic
repetition.—But we speak God's wisdom,
i. e. t a wisdom which He has, and which He has
imparted to us.—in a mystery.—It is doubtful
with what this should be connected. Certainly
not with the following participle, "hidden,"
which would be hardly grammatical and also

tautological, but rather either with "we speak "

or with "wisdom." The first is to be preferred,

because in connecting it with "wisdom" the
article in the Greek should be put before it for
the sake of distinctness; and then the sense
would be: we speak the wisdom of God as a
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mystery, t. c, as "something which does not
proceed from the human understanding, but from
the Divine revelation."—

N

bander. Or "hand-
ling it as a mystery."

—

Meykr. Not however in

the sense of any esoteric communications anala-

gous to the Grecian mysteries to which neither

here nor yet in the expression "perfect" (=
initiated) is any allusion to be sought. But does
not the explanatory participle following, viz.,

"the hidden," which certainly relates to wisdom,
require us to connect the words "in a mystery "

with "wisdom?" The artiole after the anarthrous
coQiav is neither necessary nor admissible if we
translate it: "a wisdom consisting in mystery "

[although, as Meyer says, "its omission would
be at the cost of perspicuity." Paul would, in that
case, hare expressed himself ambiguously which
he might easily have avoided by the use of the
artiole." But, it may be asked, whether it is

not quite in the Apostle's style to put nouns in

relation through a preposition in this way? Is

not the ooQiav h pvorfipv exactly analogous with
co+ia airb &eov in i. 30. What is meant by "speak-
ing a thing in a mystery," we cannot compre-
hend, unless it is speaking it secretly or in a
dark and obscure manner. Such must be the
meaning of the term when made to qualify a
verb. But certainly this was not what Paul
intended to say, nor is it in accordance with the
use of the term in the N. T. Here "mystery"
denotes not a quality or condition of obscurity
but a fact or truth which is made known by re-

velation. Hence it would exactly express the
very thing in which Paul's mission consisted,

and instead of being connected with "speak"
seems to us most naturally associated by the
preposition "in" with "wisdom." This view
would seem to follow from Kling's definition of
the word "mystery."] This in the N. T., and
especially in Paul's phraseology, denotes some-
thing unknown to man—shut out from his com-
prehension, and which is made known only
through Divine revelation. It is used in parti-
cular of the Divine purpose of redemption, es-

pecially in respect to the participation of the
Gentiles in the salvation wrought by Christ (Eph.
iii. 3 ff.; Col. i. 26 ff.) of tbe final restoration
of Israel (Rom. xi. 24), and of the physical change
which is to take place at the resurrection (I Cor.
xv. 51).—the hidden means either that which
was concealed or is concealed. It is the first,

when a statement is added of the thing having
been made known as in Rom. xvi. 25; Eph. iii.

9; CoL i. 26. But it is the second, when it is

meant, that the thing in question is withdrawn
from human knowledge. In our passage, where
the fact of concealment is first enlarged upon
(rer. 8), and then afterwards a revelation to the
elect of Qod is spoken of in contrast with a con-
cealment from others, the latter meaning is to
be preferred.—which God ordained.—This
expression shows still more conclusively that
" wisdom " is to be understood in an objective
sense, not of the knowledge of the enlightened
and of the doctrine flowing from it as such, but
of its subject matter, that which elsewhere is

called "a mystery ;" the Divine plan of salvation
itself; in reference to the wisdom revealed therein

;

or we may say, the work of redemption including
in itself its chief end and the sure means of ac-

complishing it.—before the ages.—He here
goes back to the original ground of this redemp-
tive scheme in the eternal purpose of God formed
before the world was (comp. Rom. viii. 29 ff;

and Eph. i. 5). The supplying of "to make
known," or "to reveal," for the purpose of filling

out a supposed elipsis, is not necessary. On the
expression, " before the ages," compare the simi-

lar expressions in (Rom. xvi. 25; Eph. i. 4; iii.

9, 10; CoL i. 26; 2 Tim. i. 9). "God deter-

mined on redemption before creation, t. c, al-

ready at the very foundation of creation there
existed a Divine purpose to establish a kingdom
of God in the world and therefore He made it."

Neander.—unto our glory.—From the eternal

ground of salvation he here turns to its final end,

which also stretches forward into eternity. The
glory he here speaks of is not the glory of the
Church of the New Testament as compared with
the Old, but as everywhere with Paul, when dis-

coursing of believers, it denotes their full resto-

ration to the Divine image. It is the state of

redemption completed, wherein the spiritual life

shines out in the effulgence of an incorruptible

state. (Comp. Rom. v. 2; viii. 18, 21; ix. 23;
Col. i. 27; iii. 4; I Thes. ii. 12; 2 Tim. ii. 10.)

What is said in 2 Cor. iii. 18 docs not justify us
in including here that inward glorifying of the

soul which is involved in our regeneration, and
which takes place in this life. If, with Meyer,
we interpret the wisdom of God to mean " His
spiritual philosophy which He has revealed to

His ministers," then we must understand this

clause thus: which God has fore-ordained so
that it should redound to our glory. This glory,

which stands in oontrast with the utter evanish-

ment of this world s princes, is supposed by some
to be that destined to be revealed at the coming
of Christ in which Christians are to be partakers
through that Divine wisdom. But is this thought
Pauline ? It may be doubtful. Unquestionably,

however, this thought is, that God's eternal pur-
pose, which comprises His plan of salvation, or
in other words His wisdom, which proposes sal-

vation for its object and devises the best means
for its accomplishment, has for its final end our
glorification. (Com. Rom. viii. 29 ff.)

Vbr. 8. Shows more fully how thoroughly
hidden this wisdom was—which none of the
princes of this world (or age) knew.—
[The relative "which " is taken by Billroth and
Stanley and others to refer to "glory." "That
which belonged to eternity and was before the

ages, was not likely to be known to those who
lived in time or in this age," and this is still fur-

ther justified by supposing an allusion to this in

the expression "Lord of glory."] But we are
neither compelled nor justified in adopting this

construction. The main thought of the passage
is "God's wisdom," and it is to this that the
relatives refer both in this and in the previous
verse. What the Apostle here brings to view is

the concealment in which God's wisdom was
kept, by showing how entirely it remained un-
known and unsuspected by even the leaders of
this world, who were deemed persons of keen
insight and took the management of affairs, and
the argument for this was,—they would not
otherwise have crucified the Lord of
glory.—For it was through Him that this Divine
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68 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

wisdom, which devised the plan of salvation and
aimed at the glorification of believers, was made
known and carried out. And this, it were fair

to suppose, they would not have done could they

have seen the fulness of Divine wisdom and
power which shone in him and which was flowing

out upon others. " Paul here contemplates those

who directly took part in the crucifixion as the

representatives of that worldly spirit which was
exhibited in the Greek philosophy. They acted

in the name and in the entire spirit of the ancient

world."

—

Neaudbr. " The Lord of glory."—So
also in Jas. ii. 1. This expression is not to be
taken as equivalent to 'glorious Lord,' but, as in

the analogous expressions, " Father of glory"
(Eph. i. 17 \; "The God of glory" (Acts vii. 2),

"The Lord is the possessor of glory." The
genitive case used here in the Greek is the geni-

tive of possession. " Lord of glory " is a title of

Divinity. It means possessor of Divine excel-

lence. " Who is the King of glory ? The Lord
of hosts, he is the King of glory" (Ps. xxiv. 10

;

Acts vii. 2; Jas. ii. 1; Eph. i. 17). The person
crucified, therefore, was a Divine person. Hence
the deed was evidence of inconceivable blindness
and wickedness. It was one that could only
have been done through ignorance. "And now,
brethren," said the Apostle Peter to the Jews,
"I wot that through ignorance ye did it, as
did also your rulers," Acts iii. 17. The fact,

that the princes of this world were so blind as
not to see that Christ was the Lord of glory,

Paul cites as proof of their ignorance of the wis-

dom of God. Had they known the one, they
would have known the other. This passage
illustrates a very important principle or usage
of Scripture. We see that the person of Christ
may be designated from his Divine nature, when
what is affirmed of Him is true only of his human
nature. The Lord of glory was crucified; the
Son of God was born of a woman ; He who was
equal with God humbled Himself to be obedient
unto death. In like manner we speak of the
birth or death of a man without meaning that

the soul is born or dies, and the Scriptures speak
of the birth and death of the Son of God without
meaning that the Divine nature is subject to

these changes. It is also plain that to predicate
ignorance, subjection, suffering, death, or any
other limitation of the Son of God, is no more
inconsistent with the Divinity of the person so
designated, than to predicate birth and death of
a man is inconsistent with the immateriality and
immortality of the human soul. Whatever is

true either of the soul or body may be predicated
of a man as a person, and whatever is true of
either the Divine or human nature of Christ may
be predicated of Christ as a person. We need
not hesitate therefore to say with Paul, the Lord
of glory was crucified; or even in accordance
with the received text in Acts xx. 28, "God
purchased the Church with His blood." The
person who died was truly God, although the
Divine nature no more died than the soul of man
does when the breath leaves his body."

—

Hodge] .

Vbr. 9. Confirmatory citation.—But, as it

has been written, what things eye hath
not seen, and ear hath not heard, and
into the heart of man have not entered,
what things God hath prepared for them

that love Him."—[We have here given a literal

translation of this passage as nearly as possible
in the order of the Greek text]. The first point
to be considered here is the connection both logi-

cal and grammatical. This has been attempted
in various ways. One is, by supplying a supposed
ellipsis after " but," either by inserting the words
" it has happened," so as to make it read, " but
it has happened as is written " (Bengel) ; in

which cose a demonstrative clause would have been
required after the relative clause ; or by inserting

"we speak," taken from ver. 7. It would be
more correct, however, without supplying any
thing, to go back directly to ver. 7, and connect
there, and to find in ver. 9 an expansion and
enhancement of what is said in ver. 8. " which
none of the princes knew," so that akkd instead
of being translated "but" might be rendered
"yea, rather." [This rendering is adopted by
Stanley]. The reading would then be, "we
speak God's wisdom, whioh none of the princes
knew, yea, which no eye hath seen." In this case
the clause, " for if they had known they would
not have crucified, etc." would be taken as a sort

of parenthesis, in order to facilitate the connec-
tion with what precedes. We would then connect
ver. 10, "but God hath revealed them to us" di-

rectly with the previous words, "what things
he hath prepared," inserting only a comma after
44 him." In this case, only, the repetition of the
name "God" would appear strange, and would
have to be regarded as done for the sake of em-
phasis. If this does not suit, then we may either

assume an anaooluthon, so that in this break the
sentence would seem to lose itself in mystery and
distance inaudible (so de Wette and Osi.), or we
may find the sentence completed in ver. 10, the
proper antecedent being introduced with oV, but,

as in ch. i. 23, to signify the antithesis there to

ver. 8. It would then read "but what eye hath
not seen, etc.;" these, "on the contrary, God
hath revealed to us" (so Meyer and Alford) —
Since the last mentioned mode of connection
seems forced, and the reason assigned for the
anacoluthon is not very clear, we prefer to assume
a climax as above stated, introduced by "yea,
rather," without joining ver. 10 directly to the
preceding clause. [Hodge prefers the anacolu-
thon, and very justly says, in reference to this

citation and to that in chap. i. ver. 81, "in
quoting the Old Testament the Apostle frequently
cites the words as they staud, without so modi-
fying them as to make them grammatically cohere
with the context"].—There is yet another diffi-

culty to be considered. Whence is the citation

taken ? Since no passage in the Old Testament
is found exactly corresponding to it, the patris-

tic expositors supposed that the words were
taken, either from some Old Testament Scrip-

ture now entirely lost, or from some apocryphal
prophecy ; and Z. Cbrys. asserts that he had read
these words in the apocalypse of Esaias. Gro-
tius, however, supposes that they were taken
from the writings of the Rabbis who had pre-

served them out of an old tradition. But in op-

position to these opinions it must be regarded as

settled that Paul uses the formula " as it is writ-

ten" only in introducing citations from the Old
Testament. Accordingly Meyer has adopted the
solution that Paul quoted an apocryphal passage
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under the idea that the words were in the Old
Testament. But before we resort to any such
explanation, it is to be seen whether the dissimi-

larity between oar passage and the Old Testa-

ment texts in question is so great, as to prevent
ns from supposing that he quoted freely here, as

he has also done elsewhere, and as other New
Testament writers hare also occasionally done.

Certainly Paul could hardly have had in mind
Isa. Hi. 15. " For that which hath not been told

them should they see, and that which they had
not heard, should they consider;" nor yet lxv.

17 ;
•* For behold I oreate new heavens, and a

new earth, and the former should not be remem-
bered nor come into mind," unless perhaps
the laH clause, in the ring of the expression.
But he may have had in mind Isa. lxiv. 4, ac-
cording to the original text: "For since the
world have men not heard, nor perceived, nor
hath an eye seen, God, besides Thee; he will

do it for him who waits upon Him"* — here
there is a transition from the seoond person to

the third, as is frequently the case in prophetic
diction — since the formula, " as it is written,"
admits of a free quotation, and Paul is not always
precise in adhering to the words (i. 19, 31; xiv.

21; Rom. ix. 33). We therefore unhesitatingly
acoord with Osiander in maintaining a referenoe
here to Isa. lxiv. 4. The sense common to both
passages is, that God has prepared for His people
who wait for Him, things far exceeding all human
experince or observation. M KopSlav avaftaivetv

Heb. 27 7Jf fyyy lit to come upon the heart,

to become a matter of experience and thought.—In
the word, "prepare" we have the carrying out
of the "fore-ordination" mentioned in ver. 7.

—

But what does the Apostle mean by "the things
prepared?" Meyer says the salvation of the
Messianic kingdom (comp.Matth.xxv. 84.) Very
well, but not simply in its future glories. What
is intended is the whole work of redemption in
all its essential particulars, from the foundation
laid for it in Christ, on unto its final consumma-
tion. They are the benefits never before known
or imagined, and far transcending all concep-
tion and surmise which are contained in God's
revelation, and the glory aimed at and procured
by it. " They are the gracious gifts and disclosures
of blessedness, an insight into which, and an en-
joyment of which are afforded us even here in
faith, whose full fruition is reserved for a higher
world." Osiamdbb. That deliverance from exile
to which the passage in Isaiah primarily refers,

[• The margin of the B. V. renders the last part of this
ewe, ** neither hath seen a God besides Thee, that doeth
so tor him, etc." This version is given by Bwald, de Wette,
awl Lowth. It is found also in the Ixx. Luther's version,
following the Vulgate, gives it as in the English text. Un-
questionably the former are correct In putting "God " In the
accusative case. It is also noteworthy that the clause • nor
perceived by the ear," Is not in the lxx., and Lowth thinks
either that this passage has been corrupted by the Jews, or
that Paul quotes from some apocryhal book, either " The
Ascension of Bsalas," or M The Apocalypse of Ellas," in both
of which the passage Is found as cited by Paul. It will be
Men, likewise, that this clause Is omitted by Paul, and that
he has inserted another phrase instead—** Neither have en-
tered into the heart of man;" max cirl Kap&iav artfpuvov ovk
ft"v$f;and tht*e words are so similar to ov pi| «ir&0jj
•vrw fa tt\v K*p&ia* found in the lxx. Is. lxv. 17, that one
•an hardly avoid the belief that the two passages were
blinded together In the Apostle's mind, and were freely
quoted to salt his case.]

is in truth only a faint image of that which is to

be considered as the literal fulfilment of all such
expression (comp. also Matth. xiii. 17).

Vtcks. 10-12. The revelation of this wisdom
and its means.

—

But to us God hath revealed
them through His Spirit.—"To us," that is,

Paul himsell and his fellow-Apostles; for of
Christians in general he is not speaking. See
vers. 6 and 16—also iii. 1. [So Hodge; Stan-
ley, however, says "believers generally, but with
a special reference to himself"]. The communi-
cation here is not of an external, but of an in-

ternal sort. (Comp. the expression, " to reveal tit

me," Gal. i. 15). This is clear also from the
agency employed. This agency is the Spirit,

who executes God's purposes of redemption and
is the means of enlightening them in the know-
ledge of their nature. He does this work so far

as He is "freely given of God." ver. 12. The
possibility of this revelation by the Spirit is

shown in the following words

—

for the Spirit
searcheth all things, yea, the deep things
of God.—"The Spirit" here is evidently, by
reason of the connection, the same as "His Spi-

rit" in the previous clause. Only there He is

introduced as proceeding outwards and working
ad extra, but here and in what follows as immi-
nent or existing within the Godhead. An analo-

gous expression occurs respecting the Son of
God in Jno. i. 18, where the phrase " who is in
the bosom of the Father " corresponds with " the
Spirit searcheth all things," etc.; and the word
"declare" with "hath revealed by His Spirit."

The ability to make known the thoughts of God
unto the Apostles is here grounded upon the

knowledge the Spirit has of these things in their

inmost source and profoundest depths. This is

expressed by kpewpv: lit. to explore, to eearch

through and through; but here, and wherever else

it is used of Divine knowledge, it denotes the

result of that exploring, i. e. a complete and
thorough knowledge (comp. exxxix. 1 ; Rom. viii.

27=Kapdioyv6crrrK of Acts i. 24; xv. 8 and Rev.
ii. 28. Chrys. aitpiptfc yvuoic Kardhpff^) Bd&if
# e o v : inmost reoesses of God, the otherwise un-
explorable depths where His thoughts and voli-

tions have free play, the hidden mystery of His
personality which correspond to those mysteries
of His kingdom and of all His works and ways
which the Spirit reveals. The image is drawn
from the sea, whose depths are supposed to be
unfathomable and bottomless. (Ps. xxxvi. 7;
xcii. 6; Job. xi. 8). Meyer says: "The entire

abounding fulness which God has in Himself,

every thing which goes to make up His being,

His attributes, thoughts, plans, decrees." (Not
the latter exclusively). See also the phrase
"depths of Satan," Rev. ii. 24. That such must
be the office of the Spirit, and of Him alone, is

now illustrated by an analogy.

—

Ver. 11. For
who of men knoweth the things of a man,
save the spirit of man whioh is in him ?
Even so the things of God no one know-
eth save the Spirit of God.—The logic is

this: "The Spirit and only He can know the

depths of God. For as the spirit of man whioh
is in him can alone know what is of him, so only

the Spirit of God can know what is of God."
The Apostle puts the first member of the com-
parison in the form of a question. • "Who of men
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knoweth, etc.?" Here the gen., avtipA-rraw, of
men, is not superfluous. The ignorance here
implied is not an absolute one, inasmuch as God
is to be excepted from it (Osi.); or, we may say,

it carries a prominent emphasis: " no man knows
what is of man" (Meyer)

—

ra rov av& ptiirov,

not fia&rj : "the things of a man" in general;

not his " depths." According to the context, the

things alluded to must be limited to those of his

inner life, his secret thoughts and purposes.

The "spirit" of man is the breath of God in

him, "the candle of the Lord searching all the
inward parts of his belly" (Prov. xx. 27), the

inner eye or light (Matth. vi. 23), that whereby
he becomes evident to himself, recognizes his

own distinct individuality, is conscious of him-
self, and of his thoughts and acts as belonging
to himself, the Divine image in man, the princi-

ple of his personality. (See Delitzsch, Btbl.

Ptyehologie, S. HGff. ; Beck, Bibl. Seelenlehre, S.

947). By the words "which is in him," the

spirit, as the principle of self-consciousness, is

distinguished from the spirit in others, as the

principle of objective knowledge. A like addi-
tional qualification to "the Spirit of God " would
be out of place, either because God is absolutely

one, or because His Spirit is also dispensed to

others, as seen in the next verse: "which is/row
God " ( Meyer). De Wette says : " Paul conceives
of the Spirit not as being in Qod> as though He
were the principle of God's self-consciousness

;

but he very wisely says merely " the Spirit of
God " in order that he might thus hold the way
open for saying afterwards " the Spirit from
God." The substance of the comparison is this

:

as the knowledge of the inward man is possible
only through self-consciousness, so is the know-
ledge of God possible only through the conscious-

ness of God obtained by means of the Holy Spi-
rit De Wette, however, overlooks an important
element in the Apostle's course of thought, in

that the Apostle makes the immanent beholding
of the depths of God on the part of the Spirit the
ground of his function as a revealer. But the
Spirit of God (in accordance with the analogy
of the human spirit which is derived from Him
and is his image) is the principle of the Divine
self-knowledge, the ground of God's life as a
self-conscious existence—that whereby God is

personal life, is the One who is eternally and ab-
solutely cognizant of Himself in all His thoughts,
volitions and decrees, in His doing and working,
—the One who is revealed unto Himself and then
reveals Him abroad to others—the One who sees
through Himself and also shines through the
human spirit and so qualifies it for looking into

the work of God. [" The analogies of Scripture,

however, are not to be pressed beyond the
point they are intended to illustrate. The point
here is the knowledge of the Spirit. He knows
what is in God as we know what is in ourselves.

It is not to be inferred from this that the Spirit

of God bears in other points the same relation to

God that our spirits do to us." Hodge.] Having
thus shown the ability of the Spirit to reveal the
things of God, he reaffirms and corroborates the
declaration of ver. 10.—Now we have re-
ceived, not the spirit of the world, but the
Spirit whioh is from God.—The expression
is antithetic. But what are we to understand by

" the spirit of the world ?" Certainly not any
mental peculiarity; as most imagine, (Beza: in-
genium humanum, [Barnes and others] : doctrina
humana; [de Wette and Stanley : spirit of hu-
man wisdom; Hodge: a paraphrase for human
reason]), since the thing contrasted with it

cannot be explained in this manner. Neither can
it be construed ironically, as denoting an utter
want of that which is spiritual, or that show of
spirit which the world calls spirit (see Osi.), nor
yet as the finite spirit, in so far as it sets up
independently for itself (Billroth). But it means
that principle which controls the world in its

thought and volition, and which is elsewhere
termed "the prince of this world (Jno. xii. 31);
also "the god of this world" (comp. Eph. ii. 2;
vi. 11 flf.; 1 Jno. iv. 8; v. 19). Meyer says:
"The diabolic spirit under whose control the
world is held, and which profane humanity pos-
sesses.

11 Osiander discovers in it "a demonio
element, blending in with, however, and mani-
festing itself in connection with splendid natural
powers —a principle of selfish curiosity which
excites and stimulates the mental faculties to
knowledge, but does not overcome their weak-
ness, and which, while alienated from God, ever
remains involved, not merely in weakness and
ignorance, but also in perverseness and error."

—

but—Inasmuch as ho is treating no more of
operations imminent in the Godhead, but of acts
of external revelation, the subject in contrast is

denominated—the Spirit which is from God.—" He brings to view the spirit as having been
already bestowed." Neander. This spirit, coming
as it does from God, and the bestowment of which
conditions the knowledge of Divine things, and
which belongs only to the children of God (comp.
Rom. v. 6; viii. 9 flf.; 14 ff.; Jno. xv. 26), is to

be entirely distinguished from the "spirit of
man " which belongs to us as men, and makes us
akin to God (Acts xvii. 29), and which consti-

tutes our personality (ver. 11), and which is the
immediate organ of the Spirit of God, needing,
however to be renewed, and, because of its weak-
ness, requiring to be strengthened. (Eph. iv.

28; Rom. vii. 22 fi\; 1 Thess. v. 28; comp.
Matth. ii. 15, 16). The object of the bestowment
of the Spirit, is—that we might know the
things which are freely given to us by-
God.—These things are the same as those
epoken of in ver. 9 as having been " prepared "

for us (comp. i. 80; Rom. viii. 24; vi. 28; Eph.
ii. 8, 9). t ci ^apu^hro, (from xapt&ffdm, as
Rom. viii. 32)=gifts of free grace. By these are
meant the blessings of God's kingdom which
Christians already possess in faith and hope, but
which they will enjoy in full perfection when the
kingdom of God has been set up in glory. [Hodge
very singularly says : "not so. The connection
is with ver. 10, and the subject is the wisdom of
God, the Gospel as distinguished from the wis-
dom of this world." But what are the topics of
this Gospel but the spiritual blessings here seen
and known in part, but afterwards to be known
as we also are known ? A distinction here is

untenable]. The persons to whom they are given
(f}uiv) are Christians generally, as must appear
from the very nature of the case [and the know-
ledge they obtain is "the assurance of confi-

dence." Calvin. Those who receive the Spirit
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not only have a clear apprehension of the bless-

ings God hath prorided, but discern them as
•• freely giren unto them." This must be so, as

knowledge in the Scriptures is one with expe-
rience. There is no real perception without

possession].

Vbr. 13. Haying indicated the source of Gos-
pel-wisdom, Paul proceeds to show how he pro-

claimed it, taking up the thought of ver. 4.—
'Which things we also speak.—That the

speaking here is directly connected with the fact

of haying received of the spirit from the purpose
of knowing and declaring, and proceeds from it,

and is of a sort corresponding to the nature of
the objects received, is shown by word, ical:
44 also." How he spake is exhibited antitheti-

cally.—Not in words taught of human
'Wisdom, ovk hv 6i6a ktoic av&pomvnc
oo6iac X6yoic.—The Gen. here is governed not
by lAyoic but by Aidaxrolc. (Comp. dtdaKrol oVov,

taught of God, Jno. vi. 45). [Most of the older
English versions and Calvin construe the other
way. Wiclif: not in wise wordes of mannes
wisdom. Tyndale: not in the connyuge wordes
of mannes wysdome. Rheims: not in learned
wordes of humane wisedom. Cranmer and Ge-
neva translate very nearly as the authorized
version]. He means not in an artificial style of
discourse, fashioned after the rules of scholastic

rhetoric and diatatics, but in those taught of
Spirit.— Rveb/iaroc without the article as in

ver. 4, because it is to be taken qualitatively as
denoting a principle higher than that of human
wisdom. We are not here to suppose that any
actual dictation of the language is intended, but
only an operation of the Spirit upon the mind,
** which strongly pervades and controls even the
speech and modes of exhibition;" in short a
simple discourse which proceeds directly from a
heart possessed by the Spirit of God. [Hodge
says: "This is verbal inspiration, or the doc-
trine that the writers of the Scriptures were con-
trolled by the Spirit of God in the choice of the
words which they employed in communicating
divine truth. This has been stigmatized as the
mechanical theory of inspiration. It is ob-
jected to this, that it leaves tbe diversity of
style which marks the different portions of the
Bible, unaccounted for. But if God can control
the thoughts of a man without making him a
machine, why not also his language?—rendering
every writer infallible in the use of his charac-
teristic style? If the language of the Bible be
not inspired, then we have the truth communi-
cated through the discoloring and distorting
medium of human imperfection. Paul's direct
assertion is that the words he used were taught
by the Holy Ghost." Wordsworth adds: " Here
is a sufficient reply to the assertions of those who
allege that the inspiration vouchsafed to St. Paul
was limited to a general perception of divine
truth and that he was left himself without divine
guidance as to the form in which that truth was
to be expressed. A caution also is thus supplied
against the notion that there are verbal inaccura-
cies, and blemishes, and defects in St. Paul's re-

presentations of the supernatural truths which he
was commissioned to deliver. Comp. Hooker,
IL viii. 6, and Senn. v. 4; also Routh, Rele-
quim Sacrse, Vol. V. pp. 886-841 "]. This is

clear from the explanatory clause [which we
render—Combining spiritual things with
spiritual.]—irvevpaTtKoic irvevfmriKa ovyKp'tvovrec.

I

The interpretation of this depends on the expla-
nation we give to avyKpivovrec. This signifies

originally, to combine together with judicious {elec-

tion, then to unite in general, to Join, the opposite
of AtaKpiveiv; with this then comes the idea to

hold together, i. e. % by way of comparison (2 Cor.
x. 12), [this is the meaning adopted in tho £.

V.]; out of this there follows the idea of mea-
suring, estimating according to something; and
then of interpreting or expounding, as it is used in

Gen. xl. 8 and Dan. v. 12 in reference to dreams,
in which cases the signification to judge must be
referred back to the idea of holding together the

various elements of the process so as to get a
proper view of them. At any rate there is

nothing in these last passages to justify our
taking the word in the text to mean unquali-

fiedly to explain [as Stanley does] whether we
take irvevpaTtKOic, as Masculine [rendering
as Bengel, Ruckert, Stanley: "to spiritual men ]
(which is by no means required by the ver. 14,

since a new paragraph opens there), or as Neu-
ter; rendering it "by spiritual things," mean-
ing thereby cither the Old Testament types used
to explain the New Testament (as Chrysostom
and others), or the testimonies of the Prophets,

which, being inspired by the Spirit, are the fit

illustrations of the things which Christ has re-

vealed by His Spirit (as Grotius and others),

both which ideas are remote from the connec-
tion, or "with spiritual words" (as Eisner and
others). [Wordsworth interprets

,
this clause

comprehensively. "Blending spiritual things

with spiritual," i. e., not adulterating them with

foreign admixtures (2 Cor. ii 17; 1 Pet. ii. 2)
also "combining." for the purpose of comparing
and explaining, e.g., the things of the New Testa-

ment by the Old Testament, or one spiritual

truth by another]. Nor yet do we agree with
Neander's view, " that which has been commu-
nicated to us by the Divine Spirit we explain

in a form which is suited to that communica-
tion." The only correct interpretation is to

take ovyicpiveiv in its original import, and rrvev-

fiaTLKoic as Neuter, and to render as above, car-

rying the meaning: uniting the spiritual mat-
ters which are the subject of our discourse

(fa&ov/iev, ver. 12) with words and forms that

are taught of the Spirit. So Castalio, Calvin,

Osiander, Meyer. [Hodge and Barnes]. Thus
understood the clause serves to illustrate still

further the suitableness of the style of discourse

just before advocated, and as Osiander rightly

observes, oontains no tautology, since rather

"the thought is here stated in the form of a
fundamental principle, and is taken up and set

forth with stronger emphasis."*

[The view giren , bat not advocated by Bengel and Stan-
ley, seems deterring of more attention than Kling has be-
stowed upon it, and may fairly dispute the ground with that
he has giren. ZvyftpiWip, whatever may be its classical

meaning, is used in the LXX. in six places at least, with the
unquestioned signification of: to explain, to make that
which was mysteriously hinted in visions clear to ordinary
minds. This was what Joseph did to the chief butler and
chief baker, and to Pharaoh, and what Daniel did to Bel-
sbazxar. And Paul Is here speaking of dealing with things
of like nature, i. *., supernaturally rerealed, which eye had
not seen, etc And what more natural than for him to use
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Vbr. 14. [Explains the reason why this higher
spiritual wisdom is not indiscriminately imparted,
but " spoken only to the perfect." It is seen in

the incapacity of multitudes to apprehend it, and
to discern "the Divine impress it bears both on
its contents and style of delivery." It is an in-

ability arising from "their essential character,
which is as opposed to the Gospel as it is in

every respect harmoniously consistent with it-

self."].—But the natural (or psychicalf ) man.
—Vw^ 6k dv#/)6wro{. Here we have ihe
character described. Luther explains it thus:
" the natural man is one who, though he stands
apart from grace, is still endowed to the fullest

degree with understanding, sense, capacity and
art." He is the opposite of " the spiritual man,"
see Jude ver. 19. rjwxucoi, irvevpa pi} kxovrec,

lit.: *« psychical, not having the spirit." •tyvxh'

Psyche, tout, Latin, anima, is the intermediate
between irvevfta, spirit, and oupa, body ( I Thess.
v. 23). It is the personal life of the individual
(Ichleben) arising from the entrance of the spirit

into the earthly organ of the body as its breath
of life, in which personal life the spiritual and
the sensuous elements are combined, the one
entering into the other. The spiritual element,

by becoming psychical or. natural, forms a power
of consciousness and volition, sinks into the life

of sensation and impulse and embodies itself in

the man and becomes organic. The sensuous
element on the other hand (which taken out of
the world of sense the soul fills with its life of
sensation and impulse), being possessed by the
spiritual power, becomes itself spiritualized in

conscious self-directed activity and made capable
of intelligent knowledge and volition. By reason
of this its double nature, the soul becomes depen-
dent on springs of life that belong as well to the
world of sense as to the spiritual world. But,
with particular individuals, the soul exercises a
free choice in regard to the degree and order in

which from time to time these influences from

crvyicpivtir in precisely the same sense as in the former
cases. The allusion is almost palpable. Rendering the
word then explaining, the train of thought requires that we
take irttvparucott as Dative Mas: . to spiritual persons.
Here, then, we nee the Apostle reverting back to the thought
with which the paragraph opens, " that of speaking wisdom
among the perfect." " The spiritual things " here are the
contents of this wisdom, u the perfect " are " the spiritual."
And thus we have a hinge on which the course of thought
passes easily over into what follows, and the 4c of ver. 14 has
Its natural antithetic force. '< Explaining spiritual things
to the spiritual, but the natural man," etc This, it is inte-
resting to note, is the first construction given of this passage
in an English version. Wicllf renders : " Msken a liknesse
of spiritual things to goostlt men, for a besteli man per-
suyued not through thingis," etc. Here, however, we have
a new meaning to 9vyKoiyovnt

y equivalent to : making spi-
ritual things match with spiritual men. And is this the
meaning of the Rhemlsh version: '• comparing spiritual
things to the spiritualV This evidently is a literal trans-
ferring of the Vulgate " comparantes/' which is derived
from •* compare," *n(i has for its first meaning to match to
pair. Calvin has still another interpretation: M adapting
airitual words to spiritual things," which Bexa snbstan*

illy adopts. Here there is simply an inversion of ideas.]

[f It is to be regretted that there are no adjectives in
English which distinctly preserve the important distinctions
observed In 8cripture between body, soul, and spirit Much
obscurity oftentimes arises in consequence, and we fail to

Serceive the profound philosophy which underlies Paul's
octrine. The adjective corresponding to the noun soul our

translators render " natural." This is not a bad translation
If we bear in mind the equivocal use of the word nature

:

that It either may mean, the course of things as they are. or
the course of things as they ought to be," and that it is in
the former sense the text takesIt]

above and below shall be appropriated and em-
ployed. It depends on its pleasure whether it

shall isolate itself, and, with this, sever its own
spiritual part from the Divine life of the Spirit,

or whether it shall receive this life into itself.

Now in separating from the life of the spirit,

man, as a natural or psychical creature, gets
divested of his spiritual character and becomes
fleshly. There is, indeed, in him still a spiritual

element * but then it no longer rules as a con-
trolling principle, regulating his impulses and
desires. On the contrary, being in subjection to

the soul (V*>;rt), the spirit becomes more and
more subservient to the soul's perverse and car-
nal tendencies, from whence there springs deceit,

falsehood, defilement in spirit, through contact
with corresponding evil, and also that earthly
and worldly wisdom spoken of in J as. iii. 15.

The soul, in itself robbed of the spiritual element,

as a personal life (as spirit), is also unable to

work out the spiritual things into a clear, intel-

ligent apprehension by a free conscious effort of
its own. Hence the mere soul-man, in other
words the psychical or natural man, has neither
inclination nor eye for the spiritual. He is

closed up against all higher wisdom as if it were
but folly. (Comp. Beck, Bibl. Seelenlehre, § 14
ff, 33 ff; Lehrwiss, {f 207 and 218. From all

this it will be seen that the translation "sensu-
ous," "sinnlich," is not exhaustive. With this

there is included also the idea of the selfish.

Besides, both the intellectual and ethical aspects
are also to be taken into account. See Osiander,
de Wette, Meyer*.—The ethical side of "the
psychical man," viz., his disinclination towards
the higher sphere of life, appears in what is

affirmed of him.—receiveth not the things
of the Spirit of God.—For oV^efftfa* here is

not=lo understand, which thought is afterwards
expressed by yvCwat, but it means : to accept, to

receive, as always in the N. T. (Luke viii. 13;
Acts viii. 18; xi. 1; xvii. 11; 1 Thess. i. 6; ii.

13, etc.). ov dkxeTat=hiru&elTai, Acts xiii. 46.

"He will not accept them, although they are
offered."

—

Brngbl. The phrase, " the things of
the Spirit of God," combines what was distin-

guished in ver. 18, the Divinely spiritual both in

form and substance. The reason of this rejec-

tion is explained,—beoanee they are foolish-
ness nnto him.—"Whereas," adds Bengel,
" he is seeking after wisdom." And these things

f»eem foolish, because they conflict with his

narrow, foregone conclusions and prejudices.

—

[• See also Owen, vol. iii. p. 257, where, basing his exposi-

tion on 1 Cor. xv. 44, be says :
u The ^v\ut6^ (».«.) the natural

man, is one that hath all that is or can be derived from the
first Adam, one endowed with a rational soul and who hath
the use and exercise of oil his rational faculties." He takes
strong ground against those "who tell as that by this ' na-
tural man ' is intended ' a man given up to his pleasures and
guided by his brutish affections and no other.' " 8ee his

citations from Augustine and Chrysostom to the same effect.

A profound analysis of this important subject, in all its con-
nections, is given also in Mttller on Sin. vol. i. p. 467, vol. ii.

p. 367. Calvin :
M The natural man (i.e.) not merely theman

of grots passions, but whoever is taught only by his own
faculties." And Bengel quotes Kpbraim Cyrus : "The Apostle
calls men who live according to nature natwral, ^vxmov?,
those who live contrary to nature, carnal, <r«p*urovr; but
those are spiritual, mtvpartxoi, who even change their

nature after the spirit." An able disquisition on the " Tri-

partite Nature of Man," in all its bearings on Christian
doctrine has lately been issued by Rev. J. B. Heard, of Bug-
land.]
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and he U not able to know them.—This
clause is either to be joined to the previous one,

as assigning an additional reason for the natural
man's not receiving spiritual things, q. d. t "he
considers it absurd, without being able to un-
derstand it" (Meyer, [Alford, Stanley, Tiseben-
dorf]); or to be taken as parallel to the clause,
" he receiveth it not," and expressing the in-

tellectual side of the case in an independent
manner, so that the following words stand
related to it alone ([Calyin, Hodge, Barnes,
and others, in accordance with 1 e. y. ] ). The first

is the more correct. The natural man contemns
spiritual things throngh prejudice and lack of ap-
prehension,—beoause they are spiritually
judged of.—The reason here assigned bears
upon both the preyious clauses which together
explain why the Gospel is rejected. It appears
all* foolish and incomprehensible, alike from
the .fact that it requires to be looked at in a
way for which the natural man in unfitted. 6.va-

Kpiveiv, to judge of, as in iv. 8 ; ix. 8; xiy. 24. It

denotes the result of investigation and proof,
which it primarily in fact signifies (Actsxvii. 11;

iv. 9; xii. 19.) nvevfiariKoc: spiritually (t. e.)

either by the spirit of man (not soul: fvx*/)
quickened and filled by the Spirit of God, or in a
spiritual manner, so that the Holy Spirit, whose
are the things to be judged of, bo>h as to form and
substance, directs likewise in the judgment of
them by His illuminating grace. In either case,

the sense is essentially the same, although the
latter comports better with the use of the word
«* spirit" in the context. [While it is the office

of the Spirit to take of the things of Christ and
show them unto us, it is His also to purge the
mental vision so that it can see the objects pre-
sented, for the eye of the natural man is blinded
by the god of this world, and to him, however
presented, the Gospel is hidden. Hence the mani-
festation towards the man must be supplemented
by a change in him, rendering him spiritually
minded, and eo producing " a congeniality be-
tween the perceiver and the thing perceived."]
Vbr, 15. Presents a contrast.-But the spiritual

man. u t. he who, in conformity with the image
of God (Col. iii. 10)

f
has been renewed to an exist-

ence in the Spirit, Who, in turn lives in him as
his life and to a constant exercise of his power
in the strength ofthe Spirit; in other words, he who
has the Spirit as rule, guidance and might (Beck,
SeeUnl. S. 35 ff.);—judgeth of all the things—
rd ndtrra [see Crit. obs.] all the things. By
these we are to understand in accordance with
the context, at least for the most part, or pre-
eminently the things of the Spirit which the na-
tural man is not in a condition to judge of. This
reference is indicated yet more distinctly by the
article rd : the [if genuine]. Besides the saying
of Beck (Lchrwiss 8. 210) here holds good.
" Only by being made spiritual is a man capaci-
tated for the apprehension of spiritual objects.

Such as God and Divine things, and only by the
energy thus obtained is he able critically to test,

and spiritually to govern all the remaining por-
tion of his being as something inferior and sub-
servient to the Spirit." So also Meyer (ed. 8)
[only giving the passage a much broader scope,

since he refers the " all things " not simply to

those of the Spirit, but includes under it "all

objects which come within the sphere of his

judgment"]. "On all this can the spiritual

man pass a correct estimate by means of a judg-
ment enlightened and controlled by the Holy
Ghost." [In illustration of this, Meyer alludes

to instances of Paul's nice spiritual discrimina-
tion, exhibited "in matters not belonging to doc-
trine, and under the most varied conditions, e. g.

in his wise improvement of circumstances amid
persecutions and prosecutions, and during his

last voyage, etc4 also in his judgments respecting

marriage cases, judicial causes, slavery, and the

like; in all which he understood how to place
every thing under the level of a higher spiritual

point of view with wonderful clearness, certainty

and impartiality; also in his estimate of different

personages, etc." But it may be fairly ques-
tioned whether Meyer does not here go beyond
the proper scope of the passage. The object in

view throughout the whole of it is a Divinely

revealed spiritual "wisdom," which transcended
the apprehension of " the natural man ;" and it

is not easy to see how affairs altogether pruden-
tial could be brought into the account]. The
acceptation of iravra as Aco. Sing. Mate, is

against the previous context (see Meyer).—But
he himself isjudged ofby noman.—The pre-

yious clause leads us to supply here, "who is not
spiritual." For such as these the position of the

spiritual man is too high. They cannot compre-
hend the inner life, or pronounce suitable judg-
ment upon it. " Undoubtedly Paul said this with
special allusion to such in the Corinthian Church
as took the liberty of criticising him." Neandbr.
Of course what is affirmed in this verse of the

spiritual in general, must in particular cases be
limited according to the measure and degree of

perfection attained in the spiritual life (comp.

Calvin and Osiander). One proof of the sense

perverting exegesis of the Romish Church may
be seen in their reference of this passage to the

hierarchy and itsjudicial office in doubtful ques-

tions (Corn, a Lapide, Estius).

Via. 16. Proof of the foregoing.—For who
hath known the mind of the Lord, that
he may instruot him ?—The question is taken

from Is. xl. 18 ; according to the lxx., with the

omission of the words koI tI? obfipovXo^ avrov

kytvero • " and who hath become his counsellor,"

which come in between the words " Lord " and
" that." The " mind of the Lord " is here iden-

tical with " the mind of Christ " in the following

clause. We might, indeed, on looking at the

passage in Isaiah, refer it to God ; but since the

words are introduced freely without a formula

of citation, there is no necessity for this, and the

identification of them with " the mind of Christ,"

is more in accordance with the course of thought,

The vob^t mind, is the spirit as the source of

thoughts, counsels, plans. The spirit, not how-
ever, as shut up within itself, but, so far as what
is contained therein, is imparted and operates

abroad. Hence it is not absolutely the same as

irvtvua, spirit (as Billroth and Neander). ["This
is ratner the substratum of the vofrf,

—

mind, and
which being imparted to the man, makes his

mind one with the mind of Christ." Mktsr]. "0 c

avpflip&aeisss tore cvfipi/M&tv [Buttmann, {

143, 1., or Kiihner { 884, 2]. Xv/iPifcetv, to bring

together, metaphorically, toput one's self to rights, to
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make oneself intelligible ; and hence transitively,

to prove, to instruct; elsewhere with rt, in the
Hellenic idiom, also with a personal object ; io

teach some one. [This use of the word, Alford
says belongs to the lxx ; in the New Testament
it means to conclude, to prove, to confirm]. The
object in (his case is not any spiritual truth, but
the Lord, — but we have the mind of
Christ.—["We," the Apostles, himself included,

and in the view of his issue with the Church,
perhaps emphasized. Of course other spiritual

persons are not excluded, but they are not now
brought into the account]. Hence, ixopev,
notz=pcr8peclum hobemus. The word denotes that
inward possession which is founded upon commu-
nion with Christ, upon haying "put on Christ"
(GaLiii.27).—The thoughtnow brought out is this,

the judgment of the spiritual man on the part of
him who is not spiritual, would require such a
knowledge of the mind of the Lord as would quali-
fy a person to instruct the Lord Himself, since
the persons who are to be judged are such as
hare the mind of Christ, inasmuch as His Spirit
dwelling in them, and directing their thought,
fashions them to His mind, and identifies their
thinking with His thinking. [" Syllogistically

stated, the argument would stand thus : no one
can instruct the Lord. We have the mind of the
Lord. Therefore no one can instruct and judge
us." Hodob.]

£Obs. We are now prepared to consider what
this wisdom is, that is spoken of in this passage,
according to the characteristics given by the
Apostle. 1. It is a system of objective truth ana-
logous to that taught by the Greek philosophers,
and destined to supplant it : the true oofia sent
to supersede the false. 2. It is one that can be
advantageously taught only to persons who by a
practical faith in the rudimental facts of Chris-
tianity, have made some advances in the Divine
life. 8. It is a wisdom beyond the reach of hu-
man reason or conjecture to discover—a verita-
ble mystery preserved in God's keeping until He
should choose to make it known. 4. It is one
which has been revealed by the Holy Spirit out
of the depths of the Godhead ; hence 5. It must
comprise such things as are found there, and
carry the mark of the Divine personality, vii.:

the nature, attributes, and constitution of the
Divine Being, His plans and purposes as Creator,
His laws as the Supreme Ruler, His aims and
methods, and decrees, and works as Redeemer

;

all these more particularly as bearing upon man,
and shedding light upon his condition and des-
tiny. And these are truths both ontologioal and
ethioal ; truths for the intellect and moral sense
at once; truths spiritual and eternal in their
highest and broadest sense. 6. The forms in
which this wisdom is communicated, are also
Divinely cast. They are they the words and
illustrations suggested to the minds of the Apos-
tles by the Holy Ghost, who inspired them, and
which must ever constitute the best statements
of this wisdom. It is a wisdom whose truth and
excellence are not directly obvious to the natural
man. In order to discern intuitively its force
and beauty, and to perceive its Divine character,
there is required the spiritual eye that is con-
formod to the light of the glory of God as it

sliincs in the face of Jesus Christ, and can by

direct vision recognize its truth and heavenly
source.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

[1. There is and must be a Divine philosophy in

Christianity. The historical facts on which the
Gospel rests embody living and eternal truths,

which it is the life and joy of the spiritual man
to contemplate and explore. In Jesus, the Son
of man, there is incarnated the Word of God the
Logos, from whom emanate all those Divine ar-
chetypal ideas which inform and regulate the
whole created universe. By Him all things con-
sist. His province it is also, as the Son of God,
the Father's express image, to reveal that Father
in the glory of His perfections, in His laws, pur-
poses and workings, and thus to exhibit the
principles on which the world is governed.
Moreover, as the Son of Man, it is His office to
show what man properly is in his true ideal, and
what are the problems of his destiny. Still fur-
ther, as the Son of God and the Son of man com-
bined to constitute the mediatorial King. He be-
comes the centre of all human history, the Head
of that kingdom with reference to which all

things in the world are controlled and governed.
Christianity, therefore, carries in itself the sub-
stance of all sound theology, and anthropology,

and ethics, and historical science. Jesus Him-
self being the absolute Truth and Life, in Him
there must be hid all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge, and these treasures it will be
the province of an enlightened intelligence to ex-
plore, and bring forth, and make known to the
apprehension of mankind as that which is alone
worthy of study and fitted to nourish alike the
mind and heart. Thus it will be found in the end
that the researches of right reason are directly in
the line of faith's leading—that the scheme of
Christianity as set forth in the doctrines of the
Gospel is in accordance with true science—yea,

its very substance—and that •* religion passes

out of the ken of reason only when the eye of
reason has reached its horizon, and that faith is

but its continuation," revealing to the devout
worshipper the things which eye hath not seen,

nor ear heard, nor hath entered into the heart of
man to conceive].

[2. This Divine philosophy is distinctly appre-

hended only by a renewed sanctified intelligence.

Here life and light coincide. We believe in
order that we may understand, and experience

becqmes the only fit guide and teacher. Sin
and the remains of sin prove a disqualifica-

tion for knowledge and beget folly. Hence it is

that the communication of this Divine wisdom is

suited only to such as have made attainments in
piety, and must be measured out in proportion

to their attainments by a wise economy. Christ

being our light, so far as He is our life, it must
follow] that with the unfolding of this new life in
us, and to the degree in which the principle of
this life, even the Divine Spirit, mortifies the
works of the flesh and breaks down our narrow-
minded selfishness, and clears our intelligence of
all prejudices, and emancipates us from human
authorities, and from our self-complacency, and
from our delight in whatsoever flatters and
pleases self, will this Divine wisdom dawn with
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ever-growing clearness upon our apprehensions,

and oar understanding of God's thoughts and
ways become enlarged, and our susceptibility for

still further disclosures be increased. If on the

awakened conscience of the sinner there arises

at the start the light of God's pardoning and re-

storing grace beaming from the person of Christ

evidently crucified before his eyes, and under its

radiance he sees the follies of the past and the

obligations of the future, and learns his indebt-

edness to redeeming love, and experiences its

oaring and gladdening influences, and feels in

himself the quickening of a new and higher
principle with all its uplifting powers and emo-
tions, then in all this there will be laid the foun-

dation of a knowledge of Christ, and what He is,

and what is the nature of the life that proceeds
from Him, to which each day's experience and
reflection will constantly contribute. As his

piety matures, the more he will come to under-
stand something of the riches that are to be found
in Christ—of His relations to the Godhead as the

Eternal and Only-Begotten of the Father—of His
relations to humanity as its Prince and Head

—

of the atonement founded upon the intimate union
of His two natures—of the method and means by
which His redeeming work was begun and is

carried on and will be perfected at last—of the

operations of the Holy Spirit in the instrumen-
talities of the Gospel—of the gifts of grace—of

the foundation and increase of the Church—of

God's superintendence over the race in guiding
it to a participation in the blessings of his salva-

tion—of the way in which these things condition
each other, and how they all come to rest upon
the decree of the all-wise and merciful God which
infinitely exceeds all human imaginings, and to

the realization of which the whole history of the
race in all its main branches, both before and af-

ter Christ, must tend—of the manner in which
God will consummate His redeeming work, both
in its direct progress and in its remoter connection
with what precedes, and in its resemblances to

the work of creation (1 Cor. xv.), and finally of
the immanent relations of the Godhead which lie

at the foundation of this whole process. These
are some of the truths which will gradually un-
fold their glorious meanings upon the mind of
the growing Christian, making his path shine
brighter and brighter until the perfect day. Mere
beginners cannot be expected to comprehend
them. They transcend the apprehension even of
the most distinguished sages of the world, and
range beyond the scope of man's natural experi-
ence and observation—yea, beyond the flights of
human imagination and hope. But to the sincere
believer they are made known with ever greater
clearness through the illumination of the Holy
Spirit.

3. The office of the Holy Spirit as the revealcr

rest* upon essential distinction* in the being of God.
His external operations and His indwelling in
the hearts of men are owing to an earlier and
independent existence in the Godhead, by virtue
of which He is called "the Spirit of God " in a
manner analogous to "the spirit of man which is

in man." Hence he must be supposed to exist
in God not merely as a power or an attribute,

but as an essential life-factor in the Divine nature,

maintaining at the same time that independence

6

which is already seen to follow from His inde-

pendent activity abroad, and from the perfection

of the Divine nature. He is God's proper self, as

certainly as man's spirit is his own self; yet not
however the entire God, just as the spirit of man
is not the entire man. More exactly defined in

the light of ver. 11, He is God as looking through

and recognizing Himself even as we may define

the Logos to be God imaging and expressing

Himself objectively. And if the Divine fiat

which creates life abroad is, when contemplated
inwardly as the Logos, a self-subsistent and
creative Life, so is the Divine cognition which
illuminates and creates truth abroad—when con-

templated inwardly as Spirit, an independent and
creative truth or light. God's being and begetting

as Spirit, t. «., the Spirit in God and the Spirit

from God, is Truth—is the Light and the Father of
Lights. On the ground of these essential dis-

tinctions within the being of God, there is as-

cribed to the Spirit in ver. 18 a vision and a
knowledge, which not only penetrates all God's
works in their profoundest depths, and comprises

in its scope all creaturely perception and all the

mysteries of the kingdom of God (ver. 9), but
also comprehends the inmost secrets of the Di-

vine personality and most hidden attributes of

God's own self. And precisely because He is

this inwardly illuminated inmost self of God, and
the all-penetrating vision of God, is He the Truth.

Spirit is God (Jno. iv. 24) as being a per-

sonality whioh is in itself invisible, but which is

conscious of itself in the whole circumference of

its being and which thoroughly discerns and re-

veals every thing external to itself. And the

Lord is that Spirit, in so far as He taketh away
the veil from the heart and discloses His glory

unto the believer, from one degree of splendor

unto another, until the fulness of His light shines

upon them (2 Cor. iii. 17 ff.; cf. iv. 6)." Ac-
cordingly inasmuch as God is throughout trans-

parent to Himself, and manifest in His own pecu-
liar and hidden self, shining through every
thing, and glorifying all who are devoted to .Him •

in Himself, He is Light in Himself, Light through
Himself on all abroad, and Light to Himself.

This is the inward significance of the Divine
Spirit, and such is He in godlike self-subsistence

as the living and creative truth," etc. (Beck,

Lehre., S. 103 ff.).

4. While the psychical (rfwxtKd\) man imprisoned
as he is in his own natural selfishness, living and
moving ever outside of the sphere of God's en-

lightening Spirit, has no sense to receive the

Divine spiritual communications so that they all

appear to him irrational and absurd, the spiritual

{xvevfiaTLK^) man, who has received the Spirit

of God and is controlled by him,, carries in him-

self a standard for determining that which is of the

Spirit; so that he is able to estimate it, both
according to its substance and its form of expres-

sion, and is therefore qualified to judge of every-

thing which comes within his sphere, by this the

highest measure of all true worth. But he him-
self is exalted above the judgment of the un-
spiritual. Persons of this sort are capable of

comprehending or instructing him so far as he is

governed in his conduct by -the Divine spirit,

about as little as they are in condition to know
the mind of Christ, which tho spiritual man hath,
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and so to instruct Christ Himself. But the

spiritual man judgeth of all things, because he
hath received the anointing of the Holy One,
even Christ, and knoweth all things (1 John ii.

21, 22). These are they who are "taught of

God." (deodidaKTOL, Jno. vi. 45.) This exalted

state is maintained in the same manner in which
it is won, in true, humble self-denial, in poverty
of spirit, in steadfast, determined mortification of
all selfish desires and unrestrained devotion to

do what is good and wise, and in that simple-
hearted abandonment which allows the Spirit of
God to work in the heart, to will and to do of
his own good pleasure. So fur as these qualities

fail, and self is suffered to hold sway, the man is

betrayed into spiritual pride and into gross
errors which arise from commingling and con-
founding what is human with what is Divine.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

1. Rikoer: The great distinction between the

wisdom of this world and the wisdom of God.—1. a.

The former changes its opinions and principles

well nigh faster than its fashions. 6. It is am-
bitious to give the tone to that which shall be
esteemed proper and conducive to the public
good, and to fill every sphere with it* own taste

and judgment so as to be in favor with the
princes of this world, c. But, alas! those to

whom it so devotes itself soon fade and pass
away but too apparently. The greater part of
them outlive their own credit for wisdom, and
a false garnish of their youth is soon succeeded
by the lustrelessness of an old age which is all the
more wretched from the contrast. 2. a. The
hidden wisdom of God emerges out of eternity,

and is on this account liable to no change. 6.

Its benefits also stretch onward into eternity, and
when the work of redemption shall be completed
it will be found* in glory long after the fashion of
this world has utterly vanished, c. Its instruc-
tion flows with such purity that only those who
lay the foundation for it in the fear of God are
introduced therein, step by step, along the path
of obedience, d. Against its demands the heart
of man is so apt to be hardened that it is a rare
thing for one of the princes of this world to

attain unto the knowledge of it (w. 6-8).
2. The mystery of the Divine wisdom.—What is

here held up to faith transcends the sight and
hearing, the knowledge and understanding of
men (e. y.) the manifestation of the Son of God in
this world, the mysteries of the kingdom of
heaven declared by Him, His sufferings, death,
and resurrection, the setting up of His Church
through the power of the Holy Spirit dispensed
in such lowly vessels, the ways and judgments of
God with His people on earth hitherto and the
numerous humiliations of the cross which yet
issue in the clearer victory of the truth. Nothing
of all this could have entered the heart of man,
had it not been first declared by the Son, who is

in the bosom of the Father, and afterwards more
fully disclosed by the Spirit (ver. 9).

8. The revelation through the Spirit of God.—-1.
Its indispensableness to the knowledge of God,
because God is alone, and is known only to Him-
self, therefore less capable of being " searched
oat" than men are by each other, since they

possess a common nature. 2. Its sufficiency;

what the Spirit searches out and can consequently
impart is perfectly substantiated, since He as
certainly belongs to the being of God as our
spirit belongs to our human nature, and knows
every thing respecting God with as much cer-

tainty as our consciousness reports to us what is

in us. 8. Its contents and operation ; what God
has in mercy ordained respecting us, the reason
why He has made us His children, and what He
prepared for us for all eternity, this we learn

from the Spirit of God. He teaches it; He
awakens also our desires for it; He works faith

in us, and He establishes and quiet* the heart in

this knowledge (vv. 10-12).

4. The preaching that is acceptable to God.—a.

Is one that follows the lead of the Spirit, and b.

It is attainable by the diligent perusal of the

words of the Apostle, learned from the Holy
Ghost, by inquiring into their meaning, and also

by submitting our hearts and minds to the dis-

cipline and guidance of the Spirit. In other

respects at the same time we are not to omit re-

flection upon the suitable construction of the

discourse and the right use of all human aide,

yet aiming, however, always to keep aloof from
all that is purely our own, or is prized by the

world, or is extravagant in diction, and to bring

forth whatever is impressive and soberly con-

sidered, according as the Spirit of God has ex-

pressed it to us in the Scriptures, c. But even

for this reason, can the true preacher not expect

to please every person ; for in preaohing spiri-

tual doctrines he is obliged to direct his attention

largely to the spiritually-minded,who are assisted

in the apprehension of his message by the help

of the 8pirit working in them also (ver. 18).

6. The natural man neither receives nor appre-

hends what the Holy Spirit teaches in the Gospel.—
Such is every person who rests in his own na-

tural powers and has not bowed his heart to the

influences of the Holy Ghost, since in his love of

self he trusts too much to his own understanding,

whose insight and evidence he over-values, and
is thereby betrayed into an aversion to Divine

things. But such corruption is not simply a bond-
age to carnal lusts. It is also a wisdom that is

after the flesh (vv. 12, 18) ; and the words of hu-

man wisdom excite an opposition to the doctrines

taught by the Spirit, as well as to the simplicity

of preaohing. But this has its degrees: a, strong

prejudice even to the avowed rejection of Divine

truths ; 6, neglect of spiritual things, so as not

to deem it worth while to lay aside prejudices

and candidly to confer with any one in reference

to them ; e, assent to the truth, but without any
strong faith wrought by the Spirit of God to the

entire change of mind, hence accompanied still

by hostility to the light, and by an incapacity

to judge spiritual things spiritually.

6. The spiritual man: a, his ability to fudge;

6, his elevation above the judgment of others.—
a, He who has been brought by the Spirit

of God to the knowledge, faith and obedience

of the truth, and daily learns, under Divine

tuition, the things which are given us of

God, judges everything which is presented to

him appertaining to the knowledge and service

of God, not indeed with entire infallibility, yet

according to correct grounds, o, But in this he
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is*neither subject to the judgment of any man,
nor bound to allow himself to be governed by it.

For with the foroe of the declaration, "Who has
known the mind of the Lord ? but we have the

mind of Christ," he can swing himself clear of

all human judgments and repose in that which
Christ has revealed. But it must be remem-
bered, that in order to be able properly to boast

that we have the mind of Christ there must be in

us daily communion with the word of God, an
entire indifference to human glory, fervency in

prayer, and a patient love towards others.

God, teach me by thy Spirit, for thus it is I live.

7. Starch:—The longer and more truly a
Christian serves God, the more spiritual wisdom
he obtains (ver. 6). Christ and everything that

is in and with Him, is an incomprehensible mys-
tery; fail but to explore it, and thou art but a
fool ; but believe what is revealed to thee of it,

and it is enough for thy salvation (ver. 7). Won-
der not that the greatest in the world, the most
gifted, the wisest, do not only not accept Christ,

but on the contrary altogether torture and cru-

cify Him. They understand no better, and
think themselves able by means of their reason
to comprehend the faith and religion of Christ,

just as they do everything else (ver. 8). The
royal dignity of the children of God is shown in

the fact, that they perceive and spiritually judge
all things, especially the internal state of the

godless, while they themselves are wholly un-
known to the latter ; and hence it is that they
will one day become, as it were, occupants of the

great judgment seat as Christ's associate judges
in the world's assise (Lg.). Oh, how unqualified

is the unconverted teacher for the office of the

8pirit, especially for judging correctly of the

true state of the souls of his hearers (Lange),
(ver. 15). The mind of Christ is the mind of the

Father and of the Holy Ghost, and it is revealed
in the Scriptures. Whoever then wishes to know
the mind of Christ need not climb on high and
seek it from far (Rom. x. 7), but let him hold fast

to the revealed word. There he will learn what
God means and what he intends to do with us
(ver. 16).

8. Hbdinoir:—Listen how a man ought to

pieach: Not in the stilted phraseology of ro-

mance, nor in the use of wretched wit; but he
should utter the mysteries of God in the form of

stand words (I Tim. vi. 3), and as the Holy
Ghost lays them to the heart and brings them to

the tongue of His faithful servants (Matt. x. 20).

(Ver. 13).—Is he that judges unregenerate ?

What better is he than a blind man undertaking
to judge of colors ? Is he regenerate ? Then he
has a mind akin to that he judges. And al-

though opinions in reference to topics that are
aside from Christ, the foundation fiii. 11), may
he divided, yet will he pass no judgment on
these contrary to love and mildness, much less

set himself up to be the lord and judge of an-
other's faith, in an arrogant, unbecoming man-
ner (ver. 15).

9. Gossan :—It is not well to communicate
everything to all. There are truths which can
ttij be expressed only in certain circumstances

ad in certain degrees (ver. 6). Only to those

who have come to the just consideration of their

sis sad misery will the Lamb of God, who taketh

away the sins of the world, become the founda-
tion and centre from which everything proceeds
and to which everything returns (vv. 7, 8). Best
of all is it to preserve everything in a pure, still

heart, and let there be for every pulse a thanks-
giving and for every breath a song, until all

come together at last, and we can praise our Re-
deemer for everything with one accord in tho
right place and in society of the right persons
(ver. 9). A glance into the deep things of God
might awaken in us proud thoughts, as if it were
possible for us to scan the Divine Majesty. But
within this depth there is nothing else to be dis-

covered but infinite love; that love whereby God
condescended so low and stooped to commune
with wicked, fallen, degraded humanity. These
are the deepest depths and the most indescrib-

able mysteries of the Godhead. This is what
the natural man cannot understand—that God
should make Himself so small. A glance into

this mystery therefore does not elate, but it

humbles (ver. 10). As we are obliged to learn
men through men, so can we learn God only
through God, or through His Spirit (ver. 11).

The spirit of the world is at bottom the evil

spirit, Satan, the god of this world, who has his

seat in the hearts of the children of disobedience,

and rules the world from thence. He must be
expelled by the Spirit of God. He who has this

Divine Spirit knows out of his own experience
and inward observation what is given to him of

God. He believes not at random, but what he
believes that he knows, possesses, and enjoys (ver.

12). If a preacher surrenders his whole heart

and mind and conduct to God, he will become so

possessed by the Holy Ghost that it will be ob-

vious to all that the Spirit speaks through him
(ver. 13). There are honorable people with
whom we can converse on many truths of Chris-

tianity, such as the omnipresence of God, etc.,

and they will hear and understand gladly. But
as soon as we speak a word concerning the

Saviour and His meritorious sufferings and
death, then they say: "Ah, that I don't under-
stand; that is too high for me." This doctrine

does not suit one who has not the Holy Spirit.

To the old man in us it is only foolishness (ver.

14). If we " have the mind of Christ," think as

He thinks, will as He wills, put all matters be-

fore us as He puts them, then will it be granted

us to understand the mysteries of the kingdom
of God (ver. 16).

9. Hbubner:—The man who is enlightened

by the Spirit is able to estimate and judge all

things, even the moral worth of the principles

and acts of the unconverted, and the vanity of

the earthly mind with its pursuits, because he
knows what sin is from his own experience, and
has torn himself loose from it, and because in

the knowledge of the will of God, the absolute

Good, he has a standard to measure everything

else according to its real value (ver. 15).

10. On w. 10-12. Schleier. Serm. bth coll. Vol.

2d. From what the Apostle has said of the in-

most nature and origin of the Spirit of God, it

follows 1. that the operations of the Spirit are

unique in their kind ; 2. that every thing which
comes to us from the Spirit is perfectly certain

and reliable; 8. that it is amply sufficient for

all our spiritual needs. On 1. To all other mat-
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ters the world arouses us by means of our com-
mon understanding; but to "search, the deep
things of God," and to ory "Abba Father," this

is vouchsafed to us only by the Spirit when He
descends into our spirits. On 2. Since the

knowledge imparted by the Spirit, respecting

what is in God is as eternal and unchanging as

the Spirit of God Himself, the conviction thus

obtained that "God is Love" becomes also the

deepest and most reliable truth of our existence,

etc. On 8. There is nothing wanting to our
most blessed communion with God,—if only the

Holy Spirit reveal to us the love of God as the

innermost depth of his nature,—if only we are
made to see that benevolent purpose of God,
which has been actuating his paternal heart to-

wards the race from the beginning,—if only it

beoome evident to us that all the wounds of our
nature may be healed through the fulness of the

Godhead which dwells in Christ as He has be-

come partaker of our nature,—and if only
through Him the Spirit of God, who is poured
out upon all who believe in Christ as a quicken-
ing and strengthening power, glorifies the Sa-

viour in their view and causes them to realise

the presence of Christ in Him.
11. [We must be cautious not to pervert these

statements into arguments for the disparage-
ment of human reason and learning in the mat-
ters of religion. See this point argued in ex-
tenso by Richard Hooker (III. viii. 4-11). So
Wordsworth].

12. [Tholcck. vebs. &-18. Apostolic Preach-
ing. I. Its source—derived: a. not from the

teaching of men, but b. from the revelation of the
Divine Spirit. II. Its form: a. not a demonstra-
tion of the human understanding, but a witness of

the Divine Spirit ; 6. not the product of an ac-

quired eloquence, but the offspring of a Divine
necessity. Vers. 12-14. Apostolic preaching, I.

It proceeds out of the Spirit of God in the

preacher. II. It addresses itself to the Spirit

of God in the hearer.—R. South. Ver. 7.

Christianity mysterious,* and the wisdom of God in

[• An evident misapprehension of the word '

as used in the textJ

1 mystery,"

making it so. I. The Gospel is the wisdom of
God. IL It is this wisdom in a mystery. The
reasons of the mystery : a. the nature and qual-
ity of the things treated of, being surpassingly
great, spiritual and strange ; ©. the ends designed
with relation to their influence on the mind in
impressing with awe and reverence, and hum-
bling pride, and engaging our closer search, and
reserving fuller knowledge as a source of bless-
edness hereafter. Inferences : 1. The reasona-
bleness of relying on the judgment of the Church
and on spiritual teachers. The unreasonableness
of making intelligibleness the measure of faith.

8. The vanity and presumption of pretending to
clear up all mysteries in religion.—J. Spek-
oer : Ver. 7. Wisdom of Ood m mystery.* I. The
matter of mysteriousness which the Apos-
tle had in mind. Christ slain for us. II. This
mysteriousness is wisdom, as being what might
be expected in accordance with other mysteries,

such as: a. Sin: b. Incarnation; c. Christ's per-

son and history ; d. The mode of God's treatment
of Christ ; e. The mode of the believer's restora-

tion to God.—J. Barrow : Ver. 6. The Excellency

of the Christian Religion as suited for " the per-

fect:" 1, in the character it gives of God; 2, in

the description it gives of man ; 8, in the rule it

prescribes; 4, in the service it appoints; 6, in

the living example it affords; 6, in the solid

grounds it gives us to build on ; 7, in the help it

affords ; 8, in the way it satisfies conscience ; 9,

in the simplicity of its communication.—F. W.
Robertson : Vers. 9, 10. God's Revelation of
heaven. I. Inability of the lower parts of human
nature, the natural man, to apprehend the higher
truth: a. "Eye hath not seen"—not by sensa-

tion ; b. " Ear hath not heard "—not by hearing

;

c. "Neither have entered the heart"—not by im-

agination or affection. II. The Nature and Laws of
Revelation : a, by a Spirit to a spirit ; 6, on the

condition of Love.—N. Emmons: Ver. 12. The
peculiar spirit of Christians. II. Describe the
Spirit. II. Show the peculiar knowledge it

gives.

[• A mistake, as store.]

IV. THE UNFITNESS OF THE CORINTHIANS TO RECEIVE TRUE WISDOM.

Chapter III. 1-4.

And I, [I also
1
] brethren, could not speak unto yon as unto spiritual, but as unto

2 carnal, [fleshy2
] even as unto babes in Christ. I have fed you with milk, and [om.

and*] not with meat: for hitherto ye were notable to bear it, neither [nay, not even*] yet

3 now are ye able. For ye are yet carnal: for whereas there is among you envying, and
4 strife, and divisions, [om. divisions6] are ye not carnal, and walk as men? For while

one saith, I am of Paul; and another, I am of Apolios; are ye not carnal [men*]?

i Ver. 1.—The Rec. has koX iy&, bat with the far better and preponderant authorities A. B. 0. D. E. F. O. Ood. Sin.

Lach. and Tisch. read «4vui [which, as Words, says, «• gives less prominence to the L, and accords more with the Apostle^
humility"].
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CHAP. III. 1-4. 69

EXSQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Via. 1. As in chap. ii. 1, so here Paul turns from
his more general exposition to the consideration

of his own ministry at Corinth. The points of

connection are furnished in ii. 6, 14. The com-
munication of wisdom on the part of the Apos-

tles belonged only to the sphere of the perfect, of

the spiritual ; it could not be extended to those

who were natural psychical (Seelische) and un-

receptive of that which was of the Spirit. As
every other person must have done therefore, I
also was obliged to treat you as persons of the

latter class.—was not able to speak unto
yon as unto spiritual, bat as unto (merely)

fleshy (persons), as unto babes in Christ.

—

Instead of ^i^ucof, natural, lit. psychical, Ger.

udiich, he now uses o&piuvoc and aapiaKdc, fleshy

and fleshly or carnal, the ordinary antithesis to

TvevpaTtx6ct spiritual. The sense, however, is

not changed by this, for the natural or psychi-

cal man is also at the same time a " fleshy " and
"carnal" man (comp. ii. 14), and we can neither

say, with Bengel, that these latter expressions
are milder, nor with Ruckert, that they denote
simple weakness, while the former implies hos-
tile opposition ; nor with Theophy. that they are
stronger epithets than "psychical," nor that the
latter refers to the intelligence, while the former
apply to the moral side of human nature, such
as the desire and passions. Meyer 2d ed.,

"foxucSe denotes the category to which aapKtvdc
and oapiuicSc belong." 8d ed., "^wxckSc: one who
stands outside of the influence of the Spirit, who
either has not received Him at all, or has been
again deserted by Him." Such a person is also

aaptasdc. But not every aapKuc6c as such is still

a in;xuc6$y because a oapKucdc may be also one who
experienced the influences of the Spirit, but is

not sufficiently actuated by his enlightening and
sanctifying power to overcome the hostile power
of the flesh ; he still thinks, feels, judges, acts
xaro odpm (according to the flesh). " He is here
not speaking of Christians as distinguished from
the world, but of one class of Christians as dis-

tinguished from another." Hodge.—Again it is

a question how odpiuvoc, flefhy, and oaptunds,

fahlyy stand related to each other. The for-

mer elsewhere is used to denote made of the

JUtk, corneous. [Barytones in ivoc denote the
material of which a thing is made, Td&woc of stone,

ivkanr of wood, etc.]. The LXX. employs it to
•ignify partly the earthliness and weakness of
man in contrast with God (2 Chron. xxxii. 8),
and partly what is tender and easily impressed
in contrast with what is hard and stony (Ez. xi.

19; xxxyi. 26. In like manner it occurs in 2
Cor. iii. 3). But oapKucdc is used in the New
Testament, and afterwards by the church fathers,
to designate the disposition and character as

t Ter. 1.—The Rec. has *ap*urot« according to ver. 3, where a preponderance of authorities declares for vapKucoi, and
only a few, governed by the original reading in ver. I, have (ropxtrot. Uere as In Rom. vii. 14; Hob. vii. 16 we oiUHt read
according to best authorities (rapxipotc. [So A. B. C. O. Cod. Sin.—followed by Griot*., Lach., Tisch., Words.. Air., etc.].

* Tcr. 2.—The «wu, according to the best manuscripts [A. B. 0. Cod. Sin.], is rejected by the great majority of transla-

tors and by the old church fathers.

* Ver. 2.—The Rec ovrc instead of ov&4 is feebly supported and verbally Incorrect.
* Ver. 3.—Kot Ux<*rraala* is wanting in good authorities, A. B. [C. Cod. Sin.l and in the majority of versions and

ehorch fathers. Its omission Is not to be explained. Probably iuaerted as a gloss from Gal. v. £). [Wordsworth re-

tains it).

* Ver. 4.—Rec. ovgl <r«p*«oi ion. [Instead read owe avQpwoi itrrt Bo A. B. C. Cod. Sin. A If.. Stanley, Lach., Tisch*,

He] eve *• better attested than ovx* and ZvQpmvoi. still better. The Rec. reading is probably taken from ver. 3.

contrasted with icvevfiarucdc. [Denominatives in

k6c express that which pertains to the noun from
which they are derived, and are like our adjec-
tives ending in ly]. Bleek in Heb. vii. 16 is of
the opinion that in the first introduction of these
terms they were used alike, and that it was not
until later that the ordinary ethical signification

was limited to the form aaptux6c which occurs
but rarely in the classics. Meyer on the con-
trary sharply distinguishes. According to him
adpiuvoc designates the unspiritual state of na-
ture which the Corinthians still had in their

early Christian minority, inasmuch as the Holy
Spirit had as yet changed their character so
slightly that they appeared as if consisting of

men flesh still. But oapKiicde expresses a later

ascendancy of the hostile material nature over
the divine principle of which they had been made
partakers by progressive instruction. And it is

the latter which, as he thinks, the Apostle makes
the ground of his rebuke. In so far, however,
as both epithets are of kindred signification, he
could, notwithstanding the distinction between
them, affirm, "for ye are yet carnal." So Meyer.
The distinction between an intellectual weakuess
and narrow-mindedness in the first beginnings

of Christianity (to which also the parallel ex-

pression vrrxioic, babes, refers), and a moral im-

purity and perverseness manifesting itself in the

progress of Christian development, and involving

also an intellectual incapacity for a true heavenly

wisdom, is a distinction fully justifiable and con-

sonant with the use of the terms oaptctKoc and
odpiuvoe by the Apostle elsewhere. But that the

term aaptdvoig is to be here understood relatively,

and as not denoting an entire lack of the nvevfta

is clearly indicated by the phrase "as unto babes
in Christ." The time here referred to is that

when they had just begun to receive Christian

instruction, and were but recently admitted into

fellowship with Christ by faith and baptism, and
so become the children of God. They were of

course then wholly immature and spiritually de-

pendent, so that their conduct did not indicate

the full impress of the Spirit. Their con-

scious will, the I, was still fettered by carnal

and selfish habits, and their ability to compre-
hend the deeper grounds and relations of Chris-

tian truth was yet undeveloped. In short the

allusion is to that crudeness which is seen in

children. [And does not the word "fleshy"
seeing that the Apostle had in mind the image
of babyhood, also clearly refer to the appearance

of the babe also—a little lump seemingly of mere
flesh, as yet evincing but little signs of mind or

conscience, although containing these elements

in the germ? One can hardly avoid discovering

here one reason of the use of the word "fleshy
"

instead offleshly, which is an opprobious epithet,

applicable only to later years. That mere ani-

malness, which is one of the beauties of the babe,
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THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

becomes deformity and a disgrace in an adult.

Hence the change of terms when the Apostle comes
to speak of their after condition. They were
adpKivoi at first, but not developing their spiritu-

ality they become oapKucdt], That fondness for

showy eloquence which was natural at the first

passed over into the vanity and corruption of an
egotistical partisanship, and so instead of at-

taining progressively a confirmed Christian cha-

racter, thoy become carnal. In like manner the

Rabbins also speak of little ones and sucklings.

Schoettgen in loco. Wetstein 1 Pet. ii. 2; Matth.

x. 42. On vijirioig comp. xiv. 20; Heb. v. 13;

otherwise Matth. xi. 25.

Ver. 2. The figure introduced in the previous

verso is still further carried out.

—

I gave you
milk to drink.—That is, he gave them nourish-

ment suited to their age. To the beginners in the

Divine life, He imparted such instruction as was
easy to be understood, the rudiments of Chris-

tian knowledge (Heb. vi. 1), not strong meat
such as adults only could digest, not the deeper
truths of wisdom, which only those who had
advanced in religious experience could properly
receive, ii. 6 ff.—not meat.—This is connected
to the foregoing in the way of a zeugma. [Winer,

J lxvi. c.]. Instead of efrdnoa, have given to drink,

which can only be asserted of the "milk," and
not of the "meat," some other verb, such as
iduKa, have given, is to be supplied. " The dis-

tinction between milk* and 'meat' oan lie

only in the formal treatment of the same funda-
mental truth." Neandkr. "To refer the distinc-

tion here to the subject-matter of the preaching,
is required neither by the figure used, nor by the

connection." Burger. [''The same truth in one
form is milk, in another form, strong meat."
Hodge. "Christ is milk for babes, and strong
meat for men." Calvin]. The reason of the
above precedence was,

—

for ye were not as
yet able to bear it.—The time here referred

to was the commencement of his ministry, and
that of their first conversion, and the verb edv-

vaade, able is to be taken in an absolute sense,

as it is used also in the olassics, "ye were not
strong or capable enough." Meyer.—nay, nor
yet now are ye able.—The ateA [which we
render "nay "], is climacteric : not only were ye
unable, but indeed ye are so still." It might ap-

pear inconsistent with this declaration that Paul
proceeded in the xv. to expound to them the doc-

trine of the resurrection which certainly is strong

meat rather than milk ; but there was a special

demand for such an exposition, which saved him
from the charge of contradicting himself.

Ver. 3. [Assigns the reason of the inability.

—Por ye are yet carnal—here we have aap-

kik6l—not odptctvot, as the word of censure appli-

cable only to their advanced stage, and showing
that though they had been Christians for a long
time, they had yet the fleshiness of children upon
them, now become fleshliness. The proof of

this]

—

for whereas there is among yon en-
vying, and strife, and divisions [?]. are ye
not carnal, and walk according to man ?

—

Here he refers back to what was said in i. 10, ff.

In Gal. v. 20 he also counts these same things as

among the works of the flesh, comp. likewise

Rom. xiii. 13. ZfjXoc, envying; in classic as

well as in Hellenic usage, this word occurs in a

good sense, zeal, emulation, and in a bad one,
jealousy, envy. Here it signifies partisan rivalry.

Out of this arose tptc strife, i.e. verbal disputa-
tion. If dixoaraaiai, divisions (seeCrit. notes)
were genuine, we should have in this a climax,
indicating' the schisms before referred to. "Ottov,

whereas, occurs in the classics, also in a causal
sense, because, in so far us, since. Passow. Ac-
cording to do Wette, it is like si, a conditional
designation of the reason, "if there be," etc.

According to Meyer it implies a local conception
of the conditional relation: "where there is"
(comp. Heb. ix. 16: x. 18).—Kara avdfxjrov (also

Rom. iii. b)—oapKiK£>s. It is the opposite to

"walking in the Spirit," Gal. v. 25. What he
means to say is, 'your conduct conforms to the
ways of men as they ordinarily are in their apos-
tate and irreligious condition.'

Ver. 4. A further confirmation.

—

"Por When
one says, 'I am of Paul ;' and another, * I
am of Apollos.'—The allusion to the parties is

not as full as in i. 12, inasmuch as he has in this

paragraph only to do with that of A polios, or
rather with the opposition existing between this

and that called after himself." Meter. "These
were at the same time the most important parties
at Corinth." Osiander. Here likewise the distinc-

tion is not stated according to grammatical rules.

The eyu fih, however, brings out the contrast
with emphasis: "I, on my part;*' or, "I, at all

events." (Comp. Passow fiev, A. I., II. 7; vol. II.

I. p. 175 and 177),

—

are ye not men.—The
same usage as in ver. 3 : Kar' avtipwitov • " after

man's fashion." It was natural for the Jews to

see in man
(0*"J$$), the earthly, an implication

T T

of what was defective, imperfect, indeed the
exact antithesis to God, and whatever was god-
like. Hence the expression in the Old Testa-
ment: "the children of men," and especially

"the daughters of men" (Gen. v ,\ in opposition
to "the sons of God." (This is, according to the
only interpretation suited to the connection and
the spirit of the Old Testament, which sets the
sanctified portion of the race over against those
who represent men, human nature severed from
God). The expression as here used, is certainly
unique, but entirely in accordance with the ana-
logy of Scripture. " It means people who have
not been lifted above human infirmity, and in
whom the Divine element is utterly wanting."
Meyer.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

Comp. on i. 12 ff.; ii. 6 ff.; ii. 1 ff.

1. [Christian truth is of different grades, and
suited to different capacities. It has rudiments for

the simplest child, and profundities which the
angels desire to look iuto, and can never fully

penetrate. It begins with the plainest facts of
history, furnishing in these the foundation of a
saving faith, but every one of these facta con-
duct us down into the deep things of God. Thus
the Gospel is adapted to all classes of mankind
Its storehouse is furnished with all kinds of pro-
visions, from the milk for babes to the strong
meat for adults. In this we have one token of

its Divine wisdom, and of its celestial origin and
eternal destiny. Infinitude lies back of all its

lowliest approaches to man in his fallen state,
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and in all it presents to faith, it furnishes that

on which mind and heart shall feed for ever-
more].

2. The vanity of man apartfrom Ood. Human
mature, originally so exalted in its likeness to

God, so glorious in knowledge and voluntary
power, has sunk so low by reason of sin,

that God's word, uttering ever the language
of truth, associates with man (when regarded
apart from the person of Jesus, and from what
may be realized through Him) the conception
of something small, weak, incapable, transient,

vain, false; in short, of such imperfection
and depravity as results from a rupture of our
communion with God. Hence the inquiry, " who
art thou, O man?" (Rom. ix. 20; comp. ii. 1, 3);
and, "what is man?" Ps. viii. 4; cxliv. 8, ff.;

and the saying, "all men are liars." Rom. iii.

4. Indeed, as used in common parlance, the

term is often one of contempt Luke xxii. 60:

"Man, I know not what thou sayest" Matth.
xxvi. 72: "I do not know the man." On the

contrary, in Christ everything wins a different

aspect. While in the Old Testament the term,

"children of men," is a disparaging epithet
Christ on the other hand, as "the son of man,"
wears the honors of One, who, though He entered
into all the weakness of human nature, and in-

curred its worst ills, yet rose again, and on this

very account became the Mediator of a perfect

communion with God, and the vehicle of all its

consequent blessedness to the human race. By
His righteousness He counterbalanced the sin of

the old Adamic nature, and averts all its bitter

results. He becomes also the sole Mediator be-
tween God and man, and appears as the One who
from the lowest depths of humiliation, has been
raised to utmost height of majesty. Comp. xx.
18; xxiv. 27, 80: xxv. 81; xxvi. 64, etc. All

this was foreshadowed in the vision of Daniel,

where the Son ofman is seen to come in the clouds
of heaven, and to whom is given eternal power
and a kingdom without end (vii. 18), and where
human nature thus honored by God, is contrasted
with the brute nature, the beast, which develops
itself in the kingdoms of this world. The oft-

repeated title conferred on Ezekiel, Q-fK V^\

:

T T I V
thou Son of man, may also be regarded as typical

of this One who is preeminently the Son of
man. It was bestowed on the prophet as the re-

ceiver of the Divine communications, and was as
honorable as it was humiliating (comp. Gerlaoh
on Ezek. ii. 1). Of the same sort was the epi-
thet, "Man of God," which was conferred on the
prophets and other messengers of God, and
passed out from the Old Testament into the New
Testament In fine, it may be affirmed generally
that wherever, and to the degree in which com-
munion with God is in any way predicable, the
designation "man" at once obtains a higher sig-

nification, and becomes one of honor, and is pro-
phetic of exaltation. Elsewhere it carries the
opposite import

HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Hiubser:—1. The wisdom of the Christian
teacher is shown in knowing how to adapt him-
ielf to different ages, and to regard the necessi-

ties of his congregation; and to build up begin <

ners unto perfection (ver. 1). 2. To the carnal

nature belong self-love, vanity, ambition; these

traits are exhibited in strife and partizanship.

There is a zeal which is nothing more than an
eagerness to maintain our own opinion, cause,

or party, simply because it is ours, and we ex-

pect to stand or fall with it, and not because
conscience bids. From this comes strife, con-

tention about points of difference. The issue is

division. Since neither will yield, they separate.

This accords with man's fashion. Just as if

Christianity were an affair of schools and sects,

or as if one could act in the Church just as he
does in the political world where factions and
jealousies abound (ver. 2).

Rieoer:—1. God's method ofinstruction requires
that we do not overload. Novices are to be treated

as children. We are to be considerate of their

weaknesses, and not to crowd upon them thoso

deeper doctrines which can be properly judged
of only by such as aro spiritual and strong. 2.

In regard to "milk" and "strong meat" let us
not err. " Milk " is a designation not of cheap-

ness and meanness, but of what is most truthful

and most nourishing to the spiritual life.

—

"Strong meat" signifies not every thing which
our intellectual curiosity may lust after, but the

deeper disclosures of the fundamental verities of

God's kingdom, the knowledge of which pro-

motes growth in grace. 8. The carnal mind,

suspicious, opinionated, and thus divisive, not only

begets oppositions in doctrine, but also diversities

in practice, which end in schism.

Starke:—1. Ca: to become a believer is not

the result of a fit of enthusiasm, as if the wind
were to blow upon a person and he straightway

became perfect; but we must hear, learn, pray,

read, inquire until we are transformed from one
degree of conviction unto another. 2. Hed:
God's children often have gross and unacknow-
ledged faults which linger in them until they

have waxed in faith and grown strong to over-

come. 8. To discourse to young converts of the

deeper mysteries of Christian doctrine were as

irrational as to give strong meat to babes. And
since with the majority growth is slow and diffi-

cult, we must often continue longer to deal out to

them "the sincere milk of the Word."
GOS8NEB:—Everyone thinks his party has the

kernel and others only the shell. Whereas they
all are apt to let the kernel alone and dispute

about the shell, as if that were the kernel (ver.

4). So is it with those who, having begun in

spirit, go back to the flesh. Mistaking inciden-

tals for essentials, they grow weak in the inward
man and are soon puffed up (w. 1, 21).

W. F. Besser:—The mind of Christ tolerates

no party-spirit, and no love of divisions. The
conscience of many in this day is not sufficiently

tender on this point Indeed there are numbers
who consider their Christianity so much the

purer in proportion as they disregard the visible

exhibition of Church unity, and are reckless in

breaking the bond of peace which outwardly
unites companions in one faith.

[R. W. Robertson :—" Strong meat " does not

mean high doctrine such as Election, Regenera-
tion, Justification by faith, but "Perfection,"'

strong demands on Self, a severe and noble Life,
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72 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

The danger of extreme demands made on hearts

unprepared for such is seen in the oase of An-
anias.]

[N. Emmows. Vbr. 2. Doctrine* of the Gospel

foodfor Christiana. I. What doctrines the Apos-
tle did preach to the Corinthians: a. Depravity;

b. Regeneration; c. Love; d. Faith; e. Sanotifi-

cation; /. Final Perseverance; g. Divine Sove-
reignty; h. Election. II. Why these are called

milk :* a. Because tbey are easy to be under-
stood; b. Because they are highly pleasing to

[• One would suppose the aforementioned doctrines to be
the 8tr ingest kind of meat. The sermon is interesting as a
specimen.]

the pious heart; c Because they are nourishing*
III. Why the Apostle preached these rather than
others to the Corinthians : a. Their internal state
required such preaching ; 6. Their external state
required it. Improvement 1. If these doctrines
are milk, what is meat? a. The rites and cere-
monies of the Mosaic Law; 6. The types and
predictions of the Old Testament ; c. The predic-
tions of the, New Testament 2. The doctrines
which Paul preached to the Corinthians, as
shown above, have been misrepresented. 8. We
have a criterion to determine who are the plain-
est preachers. 4. No people are incapable of
hearing the doctrines Paul preached to the Co-
rinthians].

THE ESTIMATE TO BE PUT ON TEACHERS AND THEIR WORK.
BE PROVED IN THE DAY OF TRIAL.

Chapter III. 6-15.

THEIR VALUE TO

5 Who then is Paul, who w Apollos,1 but* ministers by whom ye believed, even as

6 the Lord gave to every man ? I have [om. have] planted, Apollos watered; but God
7 gave [was giving] the increase. So then neither id he that planteth any thing, neither

8 he that watereth; but God that giveth the increase. Now he that planteth and he
that watereth are one: and every man [each one] shall receive his own reward accord-

9 ing to his own labour. For we are labourers together with God : ye are God's hus-

10 bandry, ye are God's building. According to the grace of God which is given unto
me, as a wise master builder, I have [om. have*] laid the foundation, and another

11 buildeth thereon. But let every man take heed how he buildeth thereupon. For
1

2

other foundation can no man lay than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ.4 Now if

any man build upon this5 foundation gold, silver, precious stones, wood, hay, stubble;

13 Every man's work shall be made manifest: for the day shall declare it, because it

shall be revealed by fire; and the fire [itself: aur6*] shall try every man's work of

14 what sort it is. If any man's work [shall] abide7 which he hath built thereupon, he
15 shall receive a reward. If any man's work shall be burned, he shall suffer loss; but

he himself shall be saved; yet so as by fire. v

i Ver. 5.—The Rec rfr, instead of which Lach. and Meyer read ri [following A. B. Cod. Sin. and others] is sustained by
nearly the same preponderance of authorities as declare for the mention of Apollos first. The receivod text, which puts
Paul first, is to be explained from tt. 4 and 6. The repetition of iariv is alto established by the better authorities.

* Ver. 6.—Before faaxopot the Kec., which Tisch., 6th ed., follows, has AAA* ij. This makes the question continue to
InurrwaaTt. But the best authorities are against this reading, and it is therefore rejected by Lach. Tisch. and. others.
[For the true rendering see the Kxegetical comment.]

* Ver. 10.—The Rec rtfeuca is retained by Tisch. ed. 6 [also Alt, Words.]. But Lach. following A. B. 0. [Cod. Sin.]
reads eOrjKa.

* Ver. 11.—The Rec. 'Iiprofc 6 JLpurrfc is feebly supported. Better Iqo-ot/c Xptorfc. Tisch., ed 6, Xpurrdf Iqrotk.
» Ver. 12.—tovtoi' is rejected by Lach. according to A. B. C. [Cod. Sin.] but is retained by Tisch. in accordance with

many weighty authorities [so too by Wordsworth, Alford].
* Vev. 13.—«vro is Inserted after wvp by Lachmann, Meyer, Tisch. [Alford, Wordsworth, Stanley] according to the beat

authorities. [A. B. C. Cod. Sin. Origen, Chry. Bus., etc.]
t Ver. 14. perti, future, is better authenticated [Latin ronton]. Receiyed nivtt [see note].

Lord who employs them; then, from vy. 10-16,
with the responsibility which they have for their

work and the decision to which it is liable ; and,

finally, from vv. 16-28, with the position which
the Church holds and ought to pursue towards
them."

—

Burger. Ver. 6.—Who then is Ap-
ollos? and who is Paul ?—The reading rf:

what, is at least as easily explainable on the
ground that the answer given appears to point

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

"From this point onward to yer. 28, Paul
proceeds to explain in what light the Corinthians
were to regard their spiritual teachers, and the
work which these performed among them. And
first, from yy. 6-9, he deals with the relation

which the human instrumentalities sustain to the
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CHAP. in. £-15. 73

rather to "what?" than to "who?" as the read-

ing tic is capable of being accounted for from
the effort to assimilate the genders.— ["o&v:
isea, follows on the assumption of the truth of

their divided state."

—

Alfoed.] The question

here put is not to be regarded as coming from
the readers (Riickert) q. d. "Who are Apollos

and Paul, if we may not have them as our lead-

ers ?" This thought would have been expressed
in quite a different manner—more his own.

—

(Comp. xv. 84 ;
* Rom. ix. 19 ff.). It is simpler

to understand the connection thus: "You call

yourselves after Apollos and Paul. Who are
these persons, then? From the answer given, it

is clearly implied that the partisanship of their

followers does not accord with the spirit of the
leaders they have chosen, and is condemned as a
carnality.—Ministers, through whom ye
believed.—Were aAA' ?: but, to be taken as
genuine (see under the text), then we should have
here an emphatic implication that Apollos and
Paul were nothing else than mere ministers.

There is in these words a mixture of two con-
structions: ovSbf a/iXo, aXXa: nothing else but;

and ovdbf &XX0 17: nothing else than. So Meyer
on 2 Cor. i. 13. Fritxsche, according to Her-
mann on Viger, construes it otherwise: "but
either—or 1 know not what." The phrase is to

be found in Luke xii. 16, where its correctness
is undisputed. It was plainly, therefore, not
rejected because of its objectionableness. 6 1 & -

kovol: deacons, ministers, is here to be under-
stood in its broadest sense, as contrasted with
leaders. We may supplement " of your Church,"
eomp. ver. 21, and Matth. xx. 28 ; or " of God,"
or "of Christ," comp. ver. 6 ff ; 2 Cor. vi. 4, eta.

The words following would favor the one as well
as the other, or perhaps hint at a combination
of the two=" ministers of Christ in your behalf."
(Col. i. 7.)—through whom ye believed.

—

Bengel says briefly and forcibly : " Through
whom, not in whom" (Jas. i. 7). They are
thereby designated as instruments in God's hand
for the production of faith. And such they were
in their function as preachers and teachers of
truth. But this instrumentality was of different

kinds; that of Paul, for the exercise of the faith,

of Apollos, for its further development. This
process is expressed in the aorist tense, as in

Rom. xiii. 1 1 ; Gal. ii. 16.—even as the Lord
gave to eaoh one.—This statement is made to

bring forward prominently the fact of the depend-
ence of the ministers on the Lord, both for their

gifts and their ministry, and so to dampen the
disposition " to boast in men." teal i/c6crro>

La 6 n&pioe I to tie v, not an instanoe of
attraction, as if knaaroc so. di&iwvoc kartv, ug—
IdutKEv avr$. But haarcp stands first by way of
emphasis, as in Rom. xii. 3, because having
spoken of them in general, he wishes next to

designate what is peculiar to each one. There
is no need of taking "the Lord" to mean God,
instead of Christ [so Uodge], contrary to the
usage of Paul, nor are we compelled to this by
w. 6, 9, 10. The endowment of ministers with
manifold jgifts is also ascribed to Christ in Eph.
iv. 7 ff. In what follows, when "God" is intro-

duced, the Apostle is speaking of something else,

tit. of the Divine blessing, and of the dependence
on God for desired results.

Yes. 6. I planted, Apollos watered, but
God was giving the increase.—Under these
figures Paul exhibits partly the diversity of ope-
ration between him and Apollos, and partly their

equal dependence on Divine favor for success.

Paul labored for the founding of the Church, for

the planting of the spiritual crop; Apollos for

the further development of the life of faith thus
begun, for the edification of the Church; he
watered and helped to mature the growing crop.

But after all it was to God, as the efficient cause*

that both owed the results obtained. It was His
power, working in them and through them, that

caused the faith to strike root, and spring up,
and bring forth fruit. "Avgdveiv : to increase, a
designation of the attainment of an object which
had been furthered by the Divine powers at work
in the instruments, and by divers other auxiliary

operations of graoe which accompanied or pre-
pared the way for them, ["tfil-avev: was giving.

Observe the force of the Imperfect, intimating a
continued bestowal of Divine grace as distin-

guished from the transitory acts of His ministers

whose operations are described by aorists."

—

Words.].
Via. 7. So then ["&rre: an illative particle

of frequent occurrence" Words.] neither is he
that planteth any thing, neither he that
watereth, but He that giveth the in-
crease, even God.—The inference here drawn
goes to the discrediting of all human organs
taken by themselves, and to the rebuking of all

partisanship. Ion ti: is any thing, either in

numero est: in account (comp. Acts ver. 86) or yet

more strongly, is absolutely any thing. On the
other hand, to the last clause we naturally sup-
plement ra ir&vra larivi is all (xv. 28; Col. iii.

11). Bengel: "is something, and, because He
is alone, all things." What is here viewed sepa-

rately for the purpose of counteracting the ten-

dency to unduly exalt the instrument is elsewhere
taken together; the agency of the instrument
and the agency of God in their concrete unity

(Rom. xi. 14; 1 Tim. iv. 16). ["In this passage
ministers are brought into comparison with the

Lord, and the reason of this comparison is, that

mankind, while estimating grudgingly the grace
of God, are too lavish in their commendation of

ministers, and in this manner they snatch away
what is God's, with a view of transferring it to

themselves." Calvin.].
Vrr. 8. Now He that planteth and He

that watereth are one.—["£v: one thing

neuter. God is 6 eic, mas. He is the one agent ;

they are an instrument in His hands; and they
are one as united together in Christ. But they
are not what you would make them by your
party factions to be, separate persons and rival

heads and leaders of opposing sects." Words.].
Paul does not here intend to deny the different

merits of ministers or their separate worth, as
though they all stood at par (Bengel, Billroth);

he is referring only to their office and services.

They are alike ministers. And in so saying he
means to counteract all rivalry and all exaltation

of one over another. The unity and mutual
connection, which he asserts, do not, however,
exclude diversities both in their labors and in

the recognition of these labors, on the part of the

Lord, in ways corresponding thereto.—And
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THE FIEST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

each one shall receive his own reward
according to his own labor.—The words
"his own"—"his own" stand in contrast with

"are one" Bengel styles it "an appropriate

repetition antithetic to the "one." k6izos de-

notes not the result, but the labor, the effort put
forth. This, however unsuccessful, involves a

fidelity and devotion which can be estimated by
God alone. Kard indicates also the qualitative,

and not merely the quantitative relation

—

I diov:
own, that which especially belongs to each one,

both in the labor expended and in the reward.
The fiio&dc, as the context shows, signifies

the Divine recompense. The full Mtferat (TJf-

fnjterai, Altio Ionic form) points to the reward
which will be conferred at the coming of Christ.

(Comp. iv. 6 ; 1 Thess. ii. 19 ; 2 Tim. iv. 8; Dan.
xii. 8; Matth. xxv. 20 ff.; 1 Pet. v. 4). This
reward is praise bestowed for the labor done.
According to Bengel, "Something more than
salvation." It is an addition to the blessedness
common to all the subjects of grace, which, as

Osiander observes, consists in the various degrees
of glory (66£a) conferred on them (comp. Luke
xix. 17 ff.); moreover it is a reward of grace,

since the whole thing rests upon the plan and
promise and operation of grace. Yet it is ap-
portioned in righteousness, "to each one his

own." «* Relatively to redemption nothing can
be said of desert. But within the sphere of re-

demption, the question comes up, 'how faithfully

has a person employed the grace received and
wrought with it. Here it can be asserted * To
him that hath shall be given.' This is what
Paul means by reward." Neandkr. That such a
reward is to be expected appears from what fol-

lows:

—

Yeb. 9. For we are God's fellow-labor-
ers, God's husbandry, God's building are
ye.—The emphatic word here is &eov, God's.

Since it is God's work to whioh we devote our
labor, each in his own part, we are therefore to

expect it from His truthfulness that He will not
refuse to us the corresponding reward. This
reference to what precedes (Meyer) has a decided
advantage over that interpretation which regards
these words as a comprehensive exposition of the

calling of spiritual teachers, and their debt of

service to the congregation (ver. 6 ff.), and espe-

cially of their oneness in it (ver. 8). In this

case the yap, for, in relation to the first clause,

would be explanatory and in reference to the

second, causal (Osiander). "It is also prefera-

ble to that interpretation which, in order to make
out here a rebuke of party spirit, takes the sense

to be: Every thing is to be ascribed to Go*l

;

therefore to God be all the glory." Burger. In-

asmuch as the idea of a reward recurs also in

what follows, it perhaps would be more proper
to regard these sentences only as confirmatory of

what was said respecting the reward. [Stanley

takes the "for" as giving the reason for the

oneness among the teachers. " Their object is

the same (though their modes of working are

different), for it is God who is our fellow-laborer,

etc.; therefore they cannot be set against each
other." Hodge combines the two ideas]. Qeov

mrvepyoi=J}od'8 helpers, who work with God,

—

not: "who do God's work associatedly " [as

Olshausen], for this would be etymologically in-

admissible. Even so awtpyov tfpvv, 1 Thess. iii.

2. Although God works all in all, yet He works
through His servants, whom He recognizes as
helpers in His work, and whom he suffers to

work, each one in his own peculiar way. Calvin

:

Eximium elogium minuterii, quod, quum per se agsre

possti Deus, nos homuneiones tanquam adjutorc* ad-
siscat, per quos ita solus agit, ut tamen vicisstm turn

eo laborent (cf. Osiander in loco). Here we have
a hint of the dignity of the ministerial office, and
of our obligation to keep in view God's objects in

it. [Though, indeed, it must be said that the de-

sign of the argument is not to dignify the teach-

ers, but to abate the excessive estimate put upon
them]. Qeov ye&pytov, a field belonging to God

;

so also deov oixoSofifa God's building. The Geni-
tive of cause (=it is God who built you) [so Al-

ford] is less fitting here, since Paul is speaking
in the context concerning the performance and
the reward of teachers, and in these statements

he is establishing the expectation that God will

grant to them their reward on the ground that

that on whioh they are at work, belongs to Him.
Teupytov (also in Prov. xxiv. 30; xxxi. Ki)=
tilled land, afield, a garden, a vineyard; oiKodoftij,

a word of the later Greek=oiKooo/ua, oiKo66firjua.

Both indicate the kind of labor pursued by God's
co-workers : the cultivation of a field, the rear-

ing of a building. But in making God (#eoi)

prominent, the subjects on both sides retire into

the background in a corresponding degree.

Hence neither "we" (r/fteic) nor "you" (vpeic)

is expressed. Taking the whole context in its

broader scope, and considering the aim of the

whole paragraph, we might suppose with Chry-
sostom, that in the repeated mention of God in

the last clause there was an implied rebuke of

the tendency in the Church to call themselves
after men [so Words.] (ver. 4) (cf. Osiander).

The figure in o\ko6oujj (building), analogous to

that in the "temple of God" (ver. 16; 2 Cor. vi,

16; Eph. ii. 21) is carried out still further in

what follows.

Ver. 10. Paul here proceeds to state what he
himself had done towards erecting God's build-

ing.

—

According unto the grace of God,
which was given unto me.—By «• grace" he
means not the Apostolic office as such, but those

peculiar endowments which qualified him for

laying the foundation (comp. i. 3, 4). Lit. 'by
virtue of the favor shown unto me.' And this

favor was manifest both in the call to office and
in the bestowment of those gifts which enabled
him to become a co-worker with God. By this

acknowledgment of his indebtedness in advance,
he obviates all misconc< ption with a wise humi-
lity, and avoids all appearance of arrogance.
The same expression occurs in Rom. xv. 35; xii.'

8; Gal. ii. 9; Eph. iii. 2.

—

as a wise master
master-builder I laid the foundation.—
This was done in that preaching of Christ cruci-

fied, which had first elicited their faith (ver. 11;

ii. 2). ["&efi£?aov, a foundation. St. Paul uses

the masculine form, ver. 11, and 2 Tim. ii. 19.

St. Luke the neuter (Acts xvi. 26) ; which is At-

tic The masculine is very appropriate here, be-

cause the foundation is Christ." Words. In say-

ing that he laid this "as" a wise masterbuilder,

"he docs not vaunt himself, but propounds
himself as an example." Chetsostom]. The
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wisdom he claims, might be regarded as that be-

tokened in the act of laying a foundation, since

the attempt to build without such preliminary

work would indicate a lack of sense. Yet ver.

11 seems to imply that he had reference to the

nature of thefoundation, in that it was the only

one suited for a "building of God/' and such a

one as a wise builder would alone lay. [Why
not both ?]. So^of, wise, skilful—thoroughly un-

ekrstemding his art. The same usage occurs in

the classics. The claim here made, tells against

the partisan disparagement of his labors.—and
another buildeth thereon.—d/ttoc another,

not merely Apollos, but also every person who
had engaged in the work of the ministry at

Corinth, "more especially those successors of his

who were still laboring in the Church." Osiandeb.
(Comp. iv. 15). To such, he, as the Apostolic
«* masterbuilder," gives the caution.—But let

each one look how he buildeth thereon.

—

••How," i. e. in what way, and with what mate-

rial. He thus warns them of the greatness of

their responsibility, and of the importance of

making the edifice correspond with the founda-

tion. On this point he explains himself further

by showing what is the only proper foundation

of a church.
Ver. 11. For other foundation can no

man lay besides that lying there.—He
here explains why he speaks simply of building

the superstructure, and says nothing in regard to

the foundation. This had been already laid, and
was confessedly all right. There could possibly

be no idea of changing or modifying that. ["In
taking this for granted, he implies the strongest

possible caution against attempting to lay any
other." Alf.]. The emphasis here rests on
"foundation," which is accordinglyput first in the

sentence, dtoarot, not may, but can. Paul here
wishes to express the absolute impossibility of

change, without entirely destroying the character

of the building. And hence there naturally fol-

lows the utter inadmissibleness of attempting to

lay any other foundation. The thing is so con-

trary to the nature of the case, that no Christian

teacher can be supposed willing to undertake it.

vapd, alongside of and yet not touching; hence,

besides, beyond, contrary to. In regard to iceifievop,

lying there it may be asked, whether the idea in-

volved in rkdeuca, I laid, of ver. 10, is here re-

sumed, so that it refers to what Paul had done
[•'in which case it would have been rr&kvra."

Words.], or whether it implies what had been
done by God in sending His Son to be our Re-
deemer, and laying him as the precious corner-
stone of His Church [or whether it is with
Words, to be taken in the middle sense as lying
there "\>f His own free will and act."]. Adopt-
ing the second of the above interpretations, the
verb "I laid," in ver. 10, would indicate Paul's

accordance with the Divine procedure. He had
laid in its place at Corinth that foundation which
God had provided for the Church universal, by
proclaiming Christ there as the only proper ob-
ject of faith. This would accord better with the
more general form Ktlpevov, and also establish the
impossibility declared in the words, "can no
man." ' If God has laid a foundation, then surely
no Christian teacher will think of laying any
other. Accordingly, I also have made this the

basis of the Church at Corinth, and could do no
otherwise.' ["This word, Kelrat, from which
Ktifievov comes, descriptive of Christ's character
as the one foundation of His Church, is applied
to Him in His first presentation in the material
temple at Jerusalem. Luke ii. 84> ovroc Kelrat etc

tttCxtiv. It is observable also that the man of
sin, who places himself as a foundation of the
Church, in the room of Christ, is called 6 avri-

iceifiewc. 2 Thess. ii. 4." Words.]. What this

foundation is, is expressed in the relative clause,

—which is Christ Jesus.—By this he means
Christ in His own person, not simply the doctrine

of Christ as beiug a fundamental doctrine.

I
["The former interpretation which is adopted

e many distinguished commentators (de Wette,
Alf., Stanley), is more in accordance with the
common representations of scripture, and per-

*

haps also with the form of expression here used.
The second, however, is certainly more consist-

ent with the context. In saying that he had
laid the foundation, Paul could only mean that

he had in Corinth taught the doctrine concerning
the person and work of Christ." Hodge. But
surely it was not the doctrine as such that was
the foundation. The doctrine availed only as it

brought Christ directly and personally present
to the mind of the Church, and induced them to

build on Him. The distinction Kling maintains
is a very important one. There is constant dan-
ger of persons mistaking the doctrine of Christ for
the person of Christ. The former is the founda-
tion of a theology, the latter of a life.]

Ver. 12. The nature of the foundation being
settled, he now proceeds to consider the several
ways in which superstructure might be carried
up.—But— [ " The 6k implies that though there
can be but one foundation, there are many trays

of building upon it." Alf.]—if any man build
upon the foundation, gold, silver, precious
stones, wood, hay, stubble.—He here illus-

trates the various kinds of material that might
be employed in the edifice, either worthy and
durable, that could stand the test of fire, or
worthless and incapable of passing the ordeal.

Both sorts are mentioned in lively succession,

without any express exhibition of the diversities

implied. According to the best and largest num-
ber of commentators, from Clem., Alex., down to

Osiander and Meyer, Paul here intends to denote
by this building material,notpersons, but doctrines,

such as when joined with faith in Christ may or
may not suit the foundation ; such as in worth
and durability do or do not correspond with the

precious indestructible corner-stone. That the
wood, hay and stubble were designed in general
to signify such teachings as mingled the weak
and disfiguring products of human wisdom, art,

philosophy and Jewish traditions with the truth

of God, is very evident. But any attempts to

particularize, either as to the dogmas referred

to, or as to the parts of the building they were
intended for, would be futile and out of taste.

Moreover, we are to hold fast to the idea of but
one building contemplated, into which all the

different kinds of material specified are worked,
and not to imagine [as Wetst., Billr., Stanley]
that two sorts of building are had in view, such
as a palace and a hut; or that a whole city was
intended, "the city of God," for instance. We
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76 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

might also very appropriately, but rather by way
of accommodation, bring under consideration

here the distinctive practical fruits produced
under the different kinds of teaching and the

different sorts of churoh members brought in and
trained under the same. [So Theodoret adopted

by Stanley, who deems the practical fruits the

main thing referred to, and adds, " He is here

preparing the way for the accusation of the in-

cestuous person."]. To suppose, however, with

Olsh., that there is any allusion to the private

work of personal sanctification, would be untena-

ble, inasmuch as the entire context treats solely

of ministerial functions. Rtiokert's interpreta-

tion is too abstract and general. Proceeding on
the ground that " work" (ipyov) with Paul signi-

fies the entire business of life, he takes the sense

to be : '* only he who builds upon the true foun-

dation in a right manner, so that his work will

abide the test, is entitled to a reward. He who
builds on it unsuitably, can expect none. This

only, however, can be said for his comfort, that

he will .not forfeit his salvation since it was his

will at least to further the work of the Lord."
On this whole subject, consult Osiander and
Meyer. ["Precious stones" here means stones

valuable for building, such as granite and mar-
ble. " Gold and silver," were extensively employed
in adorning ancient temples, and are therefore

appropriately used as symbols of pure doctrine.

" Wood, hay and stubble " are the perishable ma-
terials out of which ordinary houses were built.

Wood for the doors and posts, hay mixed with mud
for the walls, and straw for the roof. These
materials, unsuited for the temple of God, are

the appropriate symbols of false doctrines."

Hodge].
Ver. 13. Every man's work will be

made manifest.—The worth or worthlessness,

the durability or perishableness of what a man
has wrought is not to remain concealed.—For
the day will declare it.—i. «., will make evi-

dent what is genuine or not genuine, what is

truth and what mere show. This is a matter
which often remains for a long time uncertain.

But what are we to understand by this day of
revelation? Not certainly the time of Jerusa-

lem's overthrow [as Starke], for the Apostle is

not'speaking here of Jewish traditions, the va-

nity of which would then be exposed. Nor yet

time in general, or any prolonged lapse of time,

for Ihe term "day" is never used in this sense by
the New Testament writers, nor would it suit the

following context. Ever since the period of the

Reformation, Calvin's view has widely prevailed,

that the allusion here is to the time when the

pure knowledge of the Gospel should spread
over the earth. So others also. But the apos-

tolic Usage and modes of thought warrant our
understanding it only of the day of Christ's second
coming (comp. iv. 6; Rom. ii. 1G; 2 Cor. v. 10).

This is the period of (hat searching, sifting trial

which is to bogin at the house of God(l Pet.

iv. 17), and which after manifold preludes will

reach its consummation in the appearance of our
Lord* In this sense the word "day" stands

without any explanatory term in Heb. x. 25; 1

Thess. v. 4 ss.—Because it is revealed in
fire.—What is revealed ? The work of which he
has just said "it shall be made manifest." To

this it is objected that the sentence would in that
case be tautological. But a repetition of this
prominent thought will appear less strange in
view of the fact that it is more distinctly de-
fined by the additional words, " by fire," and
that the following clause appears to be a fitting

further development of them. It would indeed
be most natural to regard "day" as the thing
revealed. [So Alf., Stanley, Words., Hodge].
But nowhere is it said that the day of the Lord
is revealed. Such a mode of speech would be
unusual. It were better, with Bengel, to supply
"the Lord" as the nominative, since indeed it

is the day of the Lord that is referred to, and
this construction would have its parallel in 2
Thess. i. 17: " When the Lord Jesus shall be re-
vealed from heaven in flaming fire." Here fire

is represented as accompanying the manifesta-
tion of Jesus, (not, however, as a means of ven-
geance). But such a supplying of a word is

warranted only in case no other suitable ex-
planation can be found. If then " work" be the
proper subject, "the fire" must be taken to de-
note that by which the work is tested. The re-
lation of this clause to the foregoing then would
be this : because fire is the agency by which the
work is tried, therefore will the day of the Lord,
who is to appear in flaming fire (2 Thess. i. ),

the day which is to burn as an oven (Matth. iv.

1 ), make this work manifest ["To show the cer-

tainty and perpetual imminence of that fiery trial

of the Last Day, Paul uses the present tense
(air ok a% birr era k) is revealed " Woeds.]—And
each one's work, what sort it is this fire

itself shall prove.—This clause stands inde-
pendently of bri, because, and sums up the
whole truth, stating onoe more the ordeal con-
templated and the peculiar means of its accom-
plishment. It is the fire that is to try the work,
and demonstrate its quality—r d irvp avr6, the

fire itself, by its own specific action. That this

means neither the Holy Spirit nor yet persecu-
tions of any sort is evident from the interpreta-

tion given to the word " day." Still less tenable
is the Roman Catholic interpretation, which dis-

covers herein an allusion to purgatory. (Council
of Florence). ["The fire of which St. Paul
speaks is the Fire of the Great Day; not a Fire
of any intermediate state. And the Fire which
he describes does not cleanse, as that intermedi-
ate fire is feigned to do, but tries and destroys.

It is not a Purgatorial but a Probationary Fire."

Words. Besides " Paul is fiere speaking of min-
isters and their doctrines, and not of believers

in general." Hodge, 9, v. 1]. *« We deny not
that anticipations of the judicial fire of the Last
Day may be traced in the fiery trials with which
God will visit His own house (1 Pet. iv. 12-17);
but the fire by which Christians will be refined

and purged before the end comes will burn not
on the other side but this side of death." W. F.

Bbsssr. Nbahder on the contrary says : "The
fire is an image of the progressive purifying pro-
cess which goes on along the course of the de-
velopment of the Church. This process will al-

low only what is genuine and Divine to stand."
It is, however, the outward and substantial mani-
festation of the judicial energy of the Lord, who
will work as a purifying flame, so that everything
in the labors of those who have been endeavor-
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CHAP. ni. 5-15.

ing to build up the Church, that does not carry

the Divine impress, but is the yain and perish-

able invention of man, will be brought to nought.

Of this manifestation we have a prelude now in

the continuous judgment of the Holy Ghost, and
in the persecutions which the Church here suf-

fers. The effect of it is exhibited antithetically

in

Veils. 14, 15. If any one '• work shall
abide which he built thereon, he shall
reoeive a reward.—This is the positive side.

Me vet, shall abide (the future corresponds with
Kortusaffaerai), shall stand the fire which is to con-
sume all that is unworthy. "Reward," as in

ver. 8. By this we may understand on the one
hand, a presentation before Christ as a faithful

and true workman, whose work is honorable to

the Master (1 These, ii. 19 ff.; PhiL ii. 15 ff.);

and on the other hand, an appointment to higher
trusts in the kingdom of God ( Dan. xii. 8 ; Matth.
xix. 28; 2 Tim. iv. 8; Matth.xxv. 21-28). "The
abiding of his edifice will be itself his great
reward, just as Paul terms the fruit of his labor,

and of his founding the Church his boasting and
his crown in the day of the Lord (2 Cor. i. 14;
Phil. ii. 16; 1 Thees. ii. 19). Still we do not in

this completely gauge the reward of a true
builder." W. F. Bessie.—Next comes the ne-
gative side.—If any one'a work shall be
burned, he shall suffer loss.—The omission
of the conjunction is owing to the rapid r\ish of
the thought, and renders the style more vivid.

The "loss" spoken of is not of "the work," but
"the reward." True, the judicial fire, which
consumes all impure and untenable doctrines,

will also consume his whole performance ; but
the oonsequence will be that he will forfeit his

reward, and so incur damage (oomp. &fitowr&ai,

2 Cor. vii. 7-9; Phil. iii. 8; Matth. xvi. 26). ["It
is possible that this whole image, as addressed
to the Corinthians, may have been suggested or
at least illustrated by the conflagration of Co-
rinth under Mummius; the stately temples (one
of them remaining to this day) standing amidst
the universal destruction of the meaner build-

ings." Stanley].—Bat he himself shall be
saved ;

—

a vrdg 6

e

, he himself, as contrasted
with the reward [and also with the work]. Here
it is presupposed that the individual has been
building indeed upon the true foundation, Christ,

but has failed only in respect to the manner of
his building (from infirmity of the flesh or from
ignorance, as Calvin suggests). Altogether super-
fluous and incorrect would it be to translate it * he
cm* be saved,' To supply the condition, * if it be
possible,' is wholly arbitrary ; and still more so

to assume that by <work' is meant the scho-
lars of a good teacher who perish without his

fault. Many of the Fathers interpret aw& toerai,
be saved, in the sense of rtiprf&fjcercu^ should be

preserved, as if it meant: shall be not annihilated

but kept alive in eternal torments and in fire.

But this, apart from all other objections, is con-
trary to the usage of the word in the New Testa-
ment. It can only mean: he shall obtain
salvation in Christ. " Here we have one clear

evidence that salvation is not a reward, but is

freely given to us through the merits of Christ."
W. F. Bissbr. — Yet so as through fire.—(6

1

a irvp6c). Herein is expressed the nar-

rowness of the person's escape. He will be
snatched as a brand from the burning, saving
nothing but his bare life (comp. Zach. iii. 2:
Amos iv. 11; Jude 23). The image is not that

of a man living in a house, but of one occupied
with the building of it, and who just delivers him-
self with great effort from the conflagration that
has caught his work, and sees in sadness and
anxiety the loss of all he has done, to the marring
ofhis blessedness. And such a person attains only
to a lower stage of bliss (comp. Matth. xx. 16

;

Mark x. 81, last clause). So Meyer, rejecting

however, the idea that words embody anything of
the nature of a proverb, since Paul is here speak-
ing literally of a consuming fire. But neverthe-
less the use of the word 6 f , as> constrains us to

regard it as such. For although we should in-

terpret "as" in the same manner as we do in

Jno. i. 14, and render, «just as one would expect
in the case of a conflagration,' still it would
amount to about the same thing. Only we might
say it is not to be understood as a proverb merely
(oomp. Osiander, p. 174 f).

DOGMATICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Ministers are co-workers with God—It is in
this that the highest dignity of the Christian
teacher consists. To wish to be nothing but an
instrument for performing the Divine will, to aim
at nothing but the fulfilment of God's designs, to

desire to have and to exercise no power save what
this line of action includes, to oovet no reward, no
honor, no enjoyment, excepting what comes from
such labor, and helps to the more complete dis-

charge of this calling, this is the characteristic of

a servant ofGod, who follows Christ in self-denial

and love, and purposes only to save souls for

God and consecrates to this all his faculties, and
is diligent to present to God a work pleasing to

Him and honorable to His holy Son, and neither
seeks nor strives after any glory for himself,

but is content that God be exalted Supreme over*

all, and that His will alone should prevail. To
such a person, nothing is too insignificant to

be undertaken, provided it serves this end. No
work will he be ashamed of or shun, even though
it be among those who are low, or despised,

or degraded, provided the gracious designs of

God may be accomplished thereby. Such ser-

vants are, in truth, co-workers with God. He
takes them into a fellowship of labor with Him-
self. He shares with them His exalted work
of renewing, blessing, sanctifying and glorifying

lost creatures. He shares with them also His
authority, His power, His honor, His joy in this

work. And this He is able to do because they
have entered into a fellowship with Him in His
thoughts and intentions by the operation of the

Holy Ghost; because the spirit of Christ, God's
perfect servant, animates them ; because Bis
mind is also their mind ; and because the holy
will of a self-denying, self-devoted love is alive

and strong in their hearts. For this reason, they
will have nothing to do with partisanship. It

sickens them to see poor lost souls clinging to

them and wishing to make them masters alongside

of Christ, or in His plaoe ; to see people following

their directions, and exalting their merely human
and personal peculiarities into a standard of
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73 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

authority by which to regulate their conduct.

Such proceedings they repel, and they strive

with all their might instead to fasten souls upon
Christ as their only master. The higher God
places them, the more intent are they on being
nothing, and passing for nothing, in themselves.

Then and thus the Church of Qod is built up in

truth.

2. This Church is Cod's field.—This truth con-

troverts all party action in the same way that the

view just given, of teachers being God's servants

and co-laborers, controverts it. The Church be-

longs toGod ; He it is who t ills the field

—

externally,

by the preaching of the Word

—

internally, by His
Spirit. What teachers do is to plant and to water.

But the word sown is His seed; all the ability

employed in its first planting and after culture is

His gift; on Him depends all success. Without
His blessing, all planting and all watering, how-
ever skilful and careful, amount to nothing.

What thus belongs to God is a sacred possession,

which must be secured for Him. To wish to

introduce another there as co-possessor is a
wicked ignoring and contemning of God's right.

Indeed, not to acknowledge this right in its entire-

ness, is virtually to deny it altogether. And such
denial takes place when we adopt human teachers

as our masters, and follow them, and call our-
selves by their names. Then God is robbed of
what is His (Rom. ii. 22).

3. The Church is Cod's house.—Christ thefoun-
dation-stone, laid by Him.—This is the ground and
measure of all sound teaching. The foundation
is of Divine worth and of lasting duration. To
build anything on this, which is not according to

the mind of Christ, which does not carry the
impress of His Spirit, which does not spring
from Him, but which originates in a foreign spi-

rit, and is the product ofhuman art, or science, or
opinion—this is to introduce into God's building
something, which, however highly it may be es-

timated by man, is in truth worthless. It can-
not stand in the day of God's judicial purgation,
however skillfully we may be able to vindicate it

on human grounds. When Christ reveals Him-
self as the One to whom all judgment is given,

when, by his majesty as Judge, he sifts out and
destroys everything that is not His, then will

this be found not proof. The fire of His judge-
ment will annihilate it. Thus will the work of
such a person come to naught. He can not be
honored as one who has assisted in God's build-

ing. He cannot confront the Lord his judge with
joy,—beholding in Him the Rewarder of his
fidelity. On the contrary, he will shrink back
in sorrow, pained at the thought of having
wrought foolishly and to no purpose. Yet with
all this, he will still have reason to congratu-
late himself that he may nevertheless snatch
his soul from the flame which devours his unpro-
fitable work. Thus it happens that the person
himself may be saved, while all his doings prove
worthless. From the common salvation, indeed,
he may not be excluded, sinoe he held fast to the
foundation ; but he forfeits the glory of being
accounted a co-worker with God.

[4. Every believer's work in Itfe awaits a
searching ordeal, which is to prove its genuine-
ness. The times of such ordeal are called in

Scripture ,4 days of the Lord." They occur for

individuals and for communities all along the
course of human history, and are the preludes to

a final " day " when the Judge in person shall

appear to purge His Church—the living temple
—of all that is corrupt, and to set it up complete
in the perfection of its beauty. Then will the
value of each one's labor be fully manifest.
But what the specific means of this ordeal

will be is a matter of question. Whether it will

be by literal fire or by some other more spiritual
instrumentality, of which fire is but a symbol,
it were hard to determine. The latter seems the
more probable in view of the declaration of the
Baptist that Christ would "baptize with the Holy
Ghost and with fire." Such a baptism of puri-
fication is observable even in this age to some
degree; yet it is not by material fire. We see the
chaff of false doctrine and hypocritical perfor-
mances, consuming and passing out of sight, as
if perishing in consuming flames, while the
golden truths of God, wrought out in the expe-
riences and doings of the true believer, grow
brighter, and live on to be a blessing to subse-
quent ages ; and who can tell in what way the
precious shall be taken from the vile at the last

day? Sufficient to be assured that the ordeal
will be applied in the most searching manner,
and that it awaits every member of the Church.
Judgment is to begin at the House of God.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Rieger: 1. Mischievous teal. a. How kin-
dled? By making too much of diversities of
gifts in ministers. Here one is blamed if the
Church be not edified, and there another is

extolled, if by his preaching the light begins
to burn more brightly, and people consider not
that with the one as well as with the other,

"the increase" depends on God, and that the
inequality of results, so far as it lies with
men, may be attributed not so much to the
preacher as to the peculiarity of times and
circumstances. b. How shall such evils be
guarded against? Safety will be found just in
proportion as the minister follows the simple
word of God, and resolves to be nothing, and
seek nothing for himself; just in proportion as
he endeavors to improve impartially every thing
that God sends, without attempting to determine
prematurely to his own injury what the distinc-

tive importance of it is in the sight of God.
2. Co-workers with Cod.—God has chosen

laborers, a. not because he needs assistance, but
b. out of his own good pleasure, inasmuch as he
desires to work on men through men, so that

each person's love for the truth, and readiness to

obey may be more signally manifested.

3. Caution in building.—a. In building each
one must take heed not only that he builds on
the foundation, but that he uses good material

and builds well. He must speak the truth in

love, bring sound doctrines into their proper
connection, employ suitable aids to discourse,

and learn the art of seising upon the hearts and
consciences of men. b. The hearers, too, have
need of care rightly to improve their advantages,
since much of the preacher's success depends
upon their fidelity in receiving and practising

what they hear.
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4. Differences m the superstructure, though resting

upon the right foundation, are found according as

a person a. either adhere* to that which is closely

akin to the foundation, selecting that which pro-
motes the salvation and edification of souls, 6.

or prefers what is alien in character, resorting

to what pleases men, or promotes his renown, or

gratifies a vain curiosity, rather than to what is

of solid worth and promotes vital godliness.

6. [Preparation for the final ordeal. If there is

to be a day of visitation and trial, how important
to be examining our own work in advance and
subjecting it to the most rigid tests, lest we be
overwhelmed at last with utter dismay at our
loss, and have the mortification of discovering

too late that we spent our strength for naught,
and have only our souls for a prey. Ver. 13 ff.].

Starkb:—All good comes from God and must
b: ascribed to him. No boasting. No •exalta-

tion of one at the expense of another (10, 11).

Not wrong to prefer listening to enlightened and
regenerated preachers, rather than to such as are
carnally minded. Wrong comes when amid diver-

sified gifts in genuine ministers we cleave to one
and contemn the rest. This is to sin not only
against those contemned, but also against God.
This is to evince a lack of just spiritual taste, and
to bring to the sermon, the ear rather than the

heart. The preachers office an effective instru-

mentality for saving souls. The gifts and labors
of the ministry diversified yet inseparable. One
plays into the hands of the other. Preaching
must be followed up. Instrumentalities are

needed in the spiritual as much as in the temporal
husbandry. Their efficient power, however, comes
from God. It lies in the word as it lies in the seed.

God works through the word on the heart. (Ver.

6. 7). Be satisfied with planting and watering.

Should no crop ripen accept it as God's will. Let
not those more richly endowed and occupyingmore
elevated positions exalt themselves above those

holding a lower station. Nor let those below be
troubled because they are there. All alike are ser-

vants of God (2 Cor. xii. 11) (ver. 8). Ministers

labor with God, not as though associating their

power with His, but as having His power work-
ing in them, (by the grace granted them of God,
eh. xv. 10; 2 Cor. Hi. 6 ff.); yet according to the

degree of culture enjoyed by each one, and also

according to the native talents possessed which
the Lord sanctifies (Hedinger). He who wishes to

have part in the heavenly paradise, must first con-

sent to form a part of God's earthly farm, and
suffer himself to be ploughed, and sowed, and
reaped (Ver. 9). As a house is not built in a
day. so neither is the Church. It rises gra-
dually (Ver. 9). Christ is the foundation, 1. in

Sit Person, as God (Col. i. 17), and man, (Acts. iv.

12), and in both his natures; the whole Church
(Bph. it 20) and each believer is firm only when
retting on Christ. Yea, since believers are " lively

stones" (1 Pet. ii. 8) andChrist a living foundation,

aU the stones must be supposed to derive their

life from Him. 2. tit doctrine, by means of which
we are brought to Him as the sole Life-giver

(Jao. xiv. 6), and by faith are justified, sancti-

fied and glorified. They who would build a
eharch for Christ by insisting only upon a repu-
table Conduet, erect a structure without a founda-
tion. It must, therefore, fall of itself (Ver. 13).

Better erect no superstructure and stop with the
foundation, than to go on piling wood and stub-
ble. Better simplicity in Christ with a little know-
ledge, than much learning without Christ, and
a brain full of the fine spun cobwebs of worldly
wisdom (Hedinger) (ver. 11). Fire tests and
destroys. By the cross, by persecutions, by
death through thejudgment it will be shown what
is wheat and what chaff, what is a pithy saying
and what the dry lifeless conception of some
subtle logician or wrangler of the schools (Hed-
inger) (ver. 18).

Heubner :—The Christian Church is a garden

;

ministers the gardeners. The analogy may be car-
ried out to the full, both as to labor and depen-
dence (ver. 6). God' 8 Spirit has his times and
seasons for operation (Ver. 7). Ministers, how-
ever various in character and office, have one
problem to work out, and therefore should
be harmonious. Hereafter all will enjoy the
work of all (Ver. 8). What an honor to as-

sist the Almighty ! God's part in the work, how-
ever, is the chief thing. If He leaves the field

—

the human heart, waste, it lies eternally waste.

But He does work on us. And how faithfully

oftentimes on one single soul ! Ministers come
in as instruments. They work under Him
upon the field, which has to be broken up by the

ploughshare of the Law, sown with the seed of
the Gospel, warmed by the influences of the Holy
Spirit, and fructified by the dew and rain of di-

vine grace (Ver. 9). An ordeal is coming.
Anticipate it. Examine thyself in all that thou
thinkest, teachest, preach est. Inquire whether
thou art trusting to thyself for vindication at the
bar of God (Ver. 13).

G088NE&:—The love we show to ministers

should be very different from that we show
to Christ. They only proclaim grace; He bestows

it. Henoe while they are welcomed, He should
be beloved. With them it is an honor if they
may only preach, but He saves at the cost of His
own blood (Ver. 6.) God is so gracious that

although He is the source of all goodness, yet He
rewards His servants as if they had done it all

(Ver. 14).

[F. W. Robertson :—The preaching of Christ

means simply the preaching of Christ. Recol-

lect what Paul's Christianity was—how he sums
all up. "That I might know Him and the power
of His resurrection," etc. Settle it in your
hearts; Christianity is Christ; understand Him,
breathe His Spirit, comprehend His mind.
Christianity is a life—a Spirit (Ver. 11). There
is a distinction between the truth of work and
its sincerity. In that day nothing shall stand
but what is true; but the sincere worker, even
of untrue work, shall be saved. Sincerity shall

save him in that day, but it cannot accredit his

work (Ver. 15).

M. Henry:—The ministry is a very useful

and a very gracious institution; and faithful

ministers are a great blessing to any people ; yet

the folly and weakness of people may do much
mischief by what is in itself a blessing].

[Ver. 5. If Paul and Apollos were nothing but
servants, and refused the position of party lead-

ers, how much more should this modesty appear
in their successors. Who will arrogate the honors
in a church which a Paul declines ?]
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[J. Saurin. 11-15:

—

The different method* of
preachers. I. The occasion of these words, as
shown in the Epistle. II. The design of the
Apostle,—to reotify our judgments in regard to

three different classes of preachers ; a. such as

preach the word of man not only different from,
but directly opposite to the word of God (ver.

11); b. such as preach the pure word of God free

from human admixtures (ver. 12) ; e. such as in-

deed make the word of God the ground of their

preaching, but mix with it the explications and

traditions of men (ver. 12s). III. Explain th«
metaphors, a. Christ, the foundation. 6. Gold,
silver, and precious stones—doctrines sublime,
excellent, demonstrable, c. Wood, hay and stub-
ble—doctrines less considerable, uncertain, un-
important, d. The revelation by fire—the ex-
amination and disclosures of the last judgment,
not the destruction of Jerusalem, nor the fire

of purgatory. IV. Application—in what man-
ner we are to regard the three classes of minis-
ters].

VI.—THE RUPTURE OF THE CHURCH BY PARTY SPIRIT PROVOKES HEAVY JUDG-
MENT. THE RENUNCIATION OF OUR OWN WISDOM THE CONDITION OF TRUE
WISDOM. THE LOFTY TITLE OF CHRISTIANS TO ALL THE INSTRUMENTALITIES
AND MEANS OF SALVATION.

Chaptir III. 1&-28.

16 Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, [God's temple1
] and that the Spirit of

17 God dwelleth in you f If any man defile [destroy] the temple of God, him* shall God
18 destroy; for the temple of God is holy, which temple ye are [of which sort are ye]. Let

no man deceive himself. Ifany man among you seemeth to he wise in this world,8 let him
19 become a fool, that he may be [become] wise. For the wisdom of this world is foolishness

20 with God : for it is written, He [that] taketh the wise in their own craftiness. And
21 again, The Lord knoweth the thoughts ofthe wise, that they are vain. Therefore let no
22 man glory in men : for all things are yours ; Whether Paul, or Apollos, or Cephas, or

the world, or life, or death, or things present, or things to come; all are [om. are1

]
23 yours; And ye are Christ's; and Christ u God's.

i T»r. 16.—f*4 God's " should stand first a* In the Or. to mirk the emphasis].
* Ver. 17.—Touror. Loch., Tlsch., and others read avr6v according to many and In part weighty authorities [A. D. F.

Syr.]. Meyer : **toOtov, because after «! rtc in the protasis avr6v Is most usually employed, and it was corrected to this aa
more usual." [So Alf., Words , and others following B. C. L. Cod. Sin.J.

* Ver. 18.-4The proper order is, " If any one thinketh to be wise among you in this world." See exegesis].
* Ver. n.—4<mv is to be omitted according to preponderant authorities [A. B. 0. D. F. Cod. Sin.].

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

["He passes to another argument against the

sin of ranging themselves in opposite factions

under human leaders, particularly such as cor-

rupt the essential purity and fundamental
soundness of the spiritual fabric of the Church."
WoaDs.].
Via. 16. Know ye not that ye are God's

temple?—It will hardly do to connect these

words direotly with the preceding—if for no
other reason than simply because the threat of
destruction made in the following verse stands in

direct contradiction to the promise of salvation

there held forth, showing that Paul has a new
case in mind. [Olshausen, however, regards the
Apostle as simply intensifying and carrying out
still further his previous figure. The edifice is

now spoken of as God's temple, and the guilt of
desecrating or injuring the building by intro-

ducing incoherent materials into its structure

is enhanced in proportion. And still further, the
taught as well as the teachers are also here
brought into view. So substantially Hodge, Alf.,

Stanley ; Calvin says more correctly : " Having
admonished the teachers as to their duty, he
now addresses himself to the pupils'*]. Ov*
old are: know ye nott This phrase is not to
be confounded with $ ovk oldare: or know ye
not t—and it might very well serve to introduce
a new turn of thought, indirectly suggested
by what precedes. Thus far, Paul has contem-
plated the Church as a building belonging to
God, and has exhibited the great responsibility

attendant on the work of erecting it, after the
only proper foundation has been laid. Now he
describes its sacred character more fully by
likening it to a temple inhabited by God's Spirit,

the violation of which incurs condign punish-
ment. By the question: Know ye not? he ap-
peals directly to the consciousness of Christians
and intimates to his readers that in that spirit of
partisanship which they cherished and which waa
so destructive to the integrity of the Church, there
was a strange and criminal obscuration of true
Christian feeling, inasmuch as they were conduct-
ing themselves just as if they possessed it not.

and knew not what belonged to their profession.

In the objective clause the emphasis lies on
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CHAP. III. 16-23. an

temple (va<f?), marking an advance upon the
more indefinite term, building, used before, vadf,

according to its derivation, (valo) means in-

deed a building in general. But the Greeks used
the word only to denote the dwellings of gods,

and especially that room where the image stood.

J" vadc is more holy than Up6v." Words!J. Here
it denotes the spiritual sanctuary, the place where
the true God reveals His presence, and bestows
blessings, and is worshipped, forming one com-
plete whole, and consisting of all such as carry
in themselves the Spirit of God. This appears
from the explanatory clause following—and
Uat explicative) that the Spirit of God
dwells in you.—Hence Christians are called

"a spiritual house'' (1 Pet ii. 5), also "a habi-
tation of God through the Spirit" (Eph. ii. 22);
comp. also 2 Cor. vi. 16 ff.; Rom. viii. 9, 11 ; 2
Tim. L 14; Ex. xxxvii. 27, etc. ohelv, to reside

permanently (comp. Jno. xiv. 23.) The words ev
vftiv, in you (not, 'among you'), refers, like the
statement: 'ye are the temple/ to the Church,
or to individual believers, not, however in their

separate capacity, but in their organic connec-
tion. Here the law of all organisation obtains,

that every organ is a complete whole in itself.

As Christendom unitedly is a " temple of God," so

is also every Christian congregation and every
individual Christian. But as the whole is to be
understood and apprehended only in its parts, so

are the parts to be understood only as connected
in the whole. The translation: *the temple of
God' is by no means needed for the sake of set-

ting aside the idea of a plurality of temples. We
ean employ the rendering :

' a temple of God,* sim-
ply as signifying the kind of building implied.
[Meyer on the contrary more justly says: "vadf
&eov is the temple of God, not a temple, for Paul
does not conceive of the various churches as va-
rious temples of God, which would be inconsistent
with the Jew's conception of God's temple; but
of each Christian church as in a mystic sense
the temple of Jehovah. So there are not many
temples, but one only, and many churches, each
one of which is ideally the same temple of God."
So Stanley and Alford].

Van. 17. If any one destroy the temple
of God, him will God destroy.—This is the
first clause in an inference which rests upon the
undoubted recognition of the inviolability of the
temple of God, as maintained also in the Jewish
Scriptures. All injuring, or desecrating, or even
disturbing the sanctuary of God's manifested
presence, was deemed a sacrilege, which incurred
the Divine vengeance. This is strongly indicated
by the immediate succession of the same word in
the two forms, f&eipet and $&epei. " If any the
templeofGod destroyeth, destroy him shall God."
See a Uke case in Rev. xxii. 18. The punishment
here implied as related to the old temple was that
of temporal death. Used, however, in relation to

the spiritual temple, the word, in the first in-

stance, signifies the rupturing of the Church by
violent partisanship, which must finally end in its

entire dissolution'; and in the second instance, as
iodiesting the consequent punishment, it denotes
exemsion from salvation (air&Xeta). [Stanley
nys that «• ^fo'pov, in the LXX. and in the New
Testament, seems to have lost the sense of 'defile,'

*ad merely to retain that of • mar ' or 4 destroy.

*

"

6

And so Hodge, who says " the passage may be
rendered ' If any man injure the temple of God,
him will God injure."' Olshausen goes still

further: "The connection shows that the word
cannot be understood of absolute destruction.

Probably the Apostle chose the strong word only
on account of its having been used just before for

the purpose of intimating that God would requite
like with like." But such modification of its

plain meaning is certainly contrary to the paral-
lel which the Apostle introduces. The violator

of the sanctuary of the ancient temple was un-
questionably punished with death. And to pre-
serve the analogy, we ought to maintain the
word $&elpetv in its original signification].

Next follows the proof with the application of
the penal principle just stated to the case in hand.
—For the temple of God is holy.—It lies

in the very idea of a temple that it is holy
and inviolable, and that therefore all injury done
to it is a crime.—And of this sort are ye

—

olrtvki hare bfielg boric refers to the ob-

ject generally as one of a class, and not definitely,

thus serving to render a proposition general;
here it means: of which sort, viz., "holy."
The antecedent here is not "temple," but the
adjective "holy."* That they were the temple
of God he had already asserted in ver. 16.

"Recurring to ch. i. 1 he hereby awakens a feel-

ing of reverence and a holy communion of Spi-

rit in opposition to that unworthy servility en-
gendered by a divisive regard for human authori-

ties." Osiandbb. £" Meyer well remarks that

this clause is the minor proposition of a syllo-

gism: Whoever mars the temple of God, him
will God destroy, because His temple is holy

:

but ye are are also holy as His spiritual temple:
therefore whoever mars you shall be destroyed
by God." Alfobd].
Vbr. 18. The Apostle now proceeds to point

out the real source of the mischief he rebukes.
The rupture of the unity of the Church by a party
spirit, sprang from a pride of knowledge, and a
vain conceit of that wisdom which belonged to

this world, and not to God's kingdom. This was
especially the case with the party of Apolios,

which the Apostle seems chiefly to have in his

eye, throughout this chapter. As it took pride
in Apollos, because of his dialectic and rhetorical

sk ill and learning, and clung to these qualities

in him, so also did it seek to imitate his manner,
and signalized itself for laying a great stress

upon secular wisdom, and for no little conceit in

that respect. This tendency Paul denounces as
unfounded in truth, and unsuited to such as strive

for the kingdom of God. In his view it involves

a self-deception, more or less gross, against
which he felt constrained to warn them.—Let
no one deceive himself.—The deception here
consisted in a person's imagining himself to pos-
sess a profound insight into the truth and ways
of God, when in fact he was utterly devoid of it,

yea, was involved in entire misapprehension and
gross blindness in reference to it Such delusion

passes away only when all conceit of wisdom is

[* Hodge prefers the rendering of tbe E. V. which follows

that of all the previous English versions, as well as the 8y-
riftc. Ynlgate and Luther's. And this rendering is sustained
by Jtlf. Or. Gram. J 816. 7. { 821. 3. The plural in otrtmec

is to be explained on the principle of attraction.

J
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83 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

given up, and a person is willing to be regarded
a fool, or consents to renounce all secular wis-

dom in the exercise of that simple faith which
he before had regarded as folly, and which passes
for folly with the world. And this is what the

Apostle requires when he says:—If any one
thinketh to be wise among you in this
world, let him become a fool that he may
be wise.

—

AokcIv may mean either : to think, or

to appear; henoe the clause may here be trans-

lated, "ifany one passes for a wise man, either in

his own estimation/' or "in others' estimation."

The former rendering is best sustained by what
has been said before. Henoe the exhoration, " let

him become a fool," must be understood as re-

lating to his own, and not to others' judgment,
and in such a way that either the words nap'

iavrfa in hi* own esteem, shall besupplied; or
that the person be regarded as passing over to a
standpoint, which had until then appeared to

him and to others like-minded as folly. The
latter sense best suits the word. [And here it

must be borne in mind that this renunciation of
our own wisdom, or of the world's wisdom, is

required because all such wisdom is one only in

appearance, and not in reality. It is its intrin-

sic worthlessness that renders it discreditable].

The phrase "in this world," lit "in this age,

is not to be united with the clause following, [as
Origen, Ohrysostom, Luther, RosenmullerJ as
though it meant, "let him become a fool in this

world ;'* the order of the words forbids this. But
it belongs to 'wise,' as designating the sphere
where this wisdom prevails ; q. d. « wise in this

world* (comp. ver. 19). [Alf. following Meyer
says :

" it belongs not simply to ' wise/ but to the
whole clause going before ; to the whole assump-
tion of wisdom made by the man, which as made
in this present world, must be false; "for," adds
Meyer, " those very persons who thought to be-
eome eminent among Christians through their
wisdom in this premessianio period, when the
knowledge of Divine things is yet in its infancy,
and exceedingly limited, were not really wise, but
were ensnared by their own self-decit." Such a
limitation, however, of the meaning of the word
aluv, age, here is very questionable. It is plain
from the following verse, that" this age " is to be
interpreted not temporally, but qualitatively, as
synonymous with "this world" (*rfo>ior)]. 'Bv
vfuv, among you, designates the sphere in which
the person supposed hopes to shine by his wis-
dom.
Vbrs. 19, 20. Sustain the previous exhorta-

tion, and shows that in becoming a fool a person
but coincides with God's judgment—For the
wisdom of this world is foolishness with
God —As such, therefore, it deserves to be cast

aside. "Wisdom of this world" (koVt/eioc), comp.
i. 21; ii. 6. "It is a wisdom ruled by the spirit

of this world that oversteps its proper bounds,
seeks to satisfy itself about divine and human
things, is tainted with error, and therefore stands
in direct opposition alike to the highest reason,
and to God, and to great objects for which the
world and man were created (potpla)." Osiandbb.

.
[xapa r£ #e£—xapd is used with the Dative "to
express standing before a person as a judge, and
submitting to his decision or sentence." Hence
the expression ' before God' carries a deeper

meaning than simply 'in his sight.' God has

passed upon it and condemned it.]—The proof

of this.—For it is written, "He taking
the wise in their own craftiness."—This
passage is cited from Job v. 13, and is a part of

the speech of Eliphas. It accords with the ori-

ginal text, and agrees in sense with the Septua-

gint. [The phraseology of the latter, however,

is changed for stronger terms. Spaoodfitvog,

catching for KaraXa/ifldvov, taking and iravovpyia,

craftiness for fpovfoei, prudence}. The sentence

is incomplete, since Paul quotes only the words
suited to his purpose, omitting those on which

these grammatically depend. Hence they need no
supplement. Human wisdom, art, cunning are

here stated to be incapable of standing before

the wisdom of God, since God catches those who
rely on these aids, in their own craftiness, and
the very excellencies on which they pride them-

selves, are turned into a snare through which
they are entrapped. By thus causing them to be

destroyed by their own devices, God shows them
up to be nothing less than the veriest fools. Tnis

citation, the only one in the New Testament,

taken from the book of Job, like much which
Eliphas spoke, belongs to that wisdom which
uttereth her voice in the streets, and is marked
as here with the stamp of Divine truth.—And
again.— * The Lord knoweth the thoughts
of the wise that they are vain.'—This se-

cond passage, taken from Ps. xciv. II, was ori-

ginally directed against those proud contemners
of God, who acted as if there were no God above,

observing and noting down ail their unrighteous

deeds. In accordance with the object he has in

view, Paul here employs the word " the wise,"

instead of " men," as it stands both in the origi-

nal Heb. and in the Sept. But this is no arbi-

trary alteration, since the whole Psalm treats of

those vain sophists, who pride themselves on
their perverse and groundless notions respecting

God. AiaXoyiopoi in Heilenio speech, was used

to denote all those capricious reasonings and re-

flections which either opposed Divine truth or

tended to render it doubtful, comp. Rom. i. 21;

Eph. iv. 17. Mdraim, groundless, void of truth,

therefore, counter to wisdom, and belonging to

folly. Whether this word in the original belongs

to the wise themselves, or to their reasonings, is

questionable. The essential meaning is the same
in either case. [" It appears from these two verses

thus plaoed in juxtaposition, that St. Paul fol-

lowed the LXX., but uses his own discretion in

doing so, and sometimes substitutes for it a trans-

lation approaching more nearly the original."

Wobds.].
Vers. 21-28. From all this a warning is de-

rived.—So then

—

dare.—["This word is used
by St Paul to introduce the summing up and
conclusion of his argument here and elsewhere
in this Epistle, iii. 7; iv. 6; viii. 88; xi. 88; xiv-

89; xv. 58."

—

Words.] It serves even in clas-

sical writers to introduce an imperative clause

when this follows upon another which contains

the reason why such command is given. (Comp.
Passow, ii. 2.) [Also Winbb, N. T., Qt. PL
iii. 5, note 1 ; also Jelf. Gr. Gram,, I 867, 1].—
Let no one 6lory in men.—That is, so

far as they set up for themselves, and rely
on their natural powers—not as possessed of
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CHAP. III. 16-2*. 86

spiritual gifts and because of such. In the latter

ease the boasting would be in the Lord. The
caution is addressed to those who are inclined

to make much of men in consequence of their

education or supposed wisdom, cleaving to them
in partisan attachment, and disparaging other

servants of Christ in comparison, to the over-

looking of the unity of the Church. Such per-

sons are guilty of putting the highest value on
what is merely a natural advantage. And all

such should be avoided by reflecting, that the

wisdom of this world is folly with God. For
this there was an additional reason :—For all

things are yours.—Here he exhibits to us
the dignity of Christians, [in contrast with the

world and its folly], as persons who, by virtue

of their union with Christ and, through Him,
with God, are precluded from dependence on
men, and have a direct claim on every thing

which belongs to God and Christ, so that all things

serve their advantage and promote their exalted

destiny (Rom. viii. 28)—even as all things are
compelled to serve Christ ( Matth. xxL 8 ; xxvii.

60; xi. 27). As Neander well says: "The so-

vereignty over the world was indeed conferred
on man in his original estate. But this,

being lost through sin, was restored again by
redemption. The spirit which is bestowed
on Christians, carries in itself a principle
which every thing must eventually obey, and
which will subjugate the world ever more and
more, until at last the promise, that ' the meek
shall inherit the earth/ is fulfilled, and the world
has become the theatre of the Divine kingdom.

'

From the drift of the passage we may see the
utter groundlessness of Billroth's view, who sup-
poses the warning here to be addressed to

teachers, cautioning them against boasting on
account of their partisans. In such a case, we
should be obliged to interpret * yours' of the
teachers, which would be impossible. It is to

the Church in general that Paul is here speaking.
Instead of glorying with a one-sided partiality,

in the fact that this or that person belonged to

them as their master, he would have them main-
tain a blessed consciousness of the privilege,

that all thiugs and persons belonged to them
alike.

What in particular these things were, he
goes on to specify, beginning with the teach-
ers whom they had made the occasion of
their strifes.—Whether Paul, or Apollos
or Cephas.—(Comp. 2 Cor. iv. 6.) fiach

one of these they were all to turn to their own
advantage, instead of adhering to any one ex-
clusively. Here he could not add, "or Christ,"
for this would be to reduce Christ to the same
footing with his servants. The Christ-party do not
come into view here, and could not, " since th*ir

relation to the Apostles was only a negative one"
(comp. on t 12).—or the world.—" This leap
from Peter to the whole world gives a sudden
breadth to the discourse, as if ne were borne
on with a sort of impatience to set forth
his theme in its fullest scope."

—

Bbnobl. Comp.
Rom. viii. 88. There is here neither a climax,
as if he were proceeding upward from the lowest
point, nor an argument from the less to the
greater, fas Calvin, when he says : " If Christ has
subjected to you also the world and life and

death, how much more men, so that they should
terve rather than rule you?"] Nor is the term
* world' to be understood as denoting: 'the

university of the learned;' nor yet: 'the know-
ledge of all natural things ' wherein the learned
boast; nor: 'unbelieving teachers as contrasted
with the aforementioned believing ones ;' nor: ' all

the rest of mankind. 1 But the word is to be
taken in its most comprehensive sense; Chris-

tians, who are the destined "heirs of the world"
(Rom. iv. 88), have even now a claim upon the
world. It belongs to them. It must Berve them.
Yet in order not to make the term synonymous
with the expression: "all things" (ver. 21) we
shall have to limit it (with Osiander) to mean
the visible world, with a special reference to

mankind dwelling in it. ["The present order of
things," says Hodge, "is maintained and di-

rected to the promotion of the great work of

redemption." And Barnes well expands the
thought, 'the world is yours,' under four par-
ticulars : (

I
) The world was made by the common

Father, and all His children have an interest in

it as His work. (2) The frame of the universe is

sustained and upheld for their sake. (3) The
course of providential events is ordered for their

welfare.
(4J

They have the promise of as much
of this world as is needful for them (Matth. vi.

83; Mark x. 29, 80; 1 Tim. iv. 8)]. With this

view the following members of the sentence best

accord.—There we have indicated the most mo-
mentous states and changes belonging to this

visible sphere.—or life, or death.—The former
expresses the fullest exercise of all our vital ener-

gies in all its varied influence and bearings ; the

latter denotes the entire suppression of this

activity. And both these must promote the ad-

vantage of believers and help onward their sal-

vation. [" They are dispensed and administered
so as best to fulfil the designs of God in reference

to the Church. The greatest men of the world,
kings, statesmen and heroes, ministers, indivi-

dual believers and unbelievers, live and die just

as best subserves the interest of Christ's king-

dom."

—

Hodge. "* Life is yours ': (1) Because
believers enjoy it. It is a real life, not vain show.

(2) Because its various events tend to promote
their welfare and work together for their good."
"'Death is yours': (1) Because believers have
peace and support in their dying hour. 1 2) Be-
cause it is the avenue which leads to their rest.

(8) Because they should triumph over it, in that

it will be swallowed up in the glory of a higher
life, releasing us from what is mortal to put on
immortality."

—

Barnes.]—Or things present
or things to oome.—These terms alike refer

to the present life, and include all its vicissitudes

from the passing moment onward, whether joy-

ful or sorrowful.—All are yours.—A summing
up and emphatio reassertion of what he opened
with. And from this he passes on to state the

ground on which Christians possess such wealth.

But ye are Christ's.—["Here the category

changes; Chriet is not your* in the sense in

which ' all things ' are—not made for and sub^

serving you—but (66) you are His."

—

Alpord].
It is this fact which gives to believers their royal
power over all creaturely existences. By par-
taking in Christ's redemption, they once more
attain unto a dignity which originally belonged
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84 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

to man (Gen. i. 26 ; Ps. viiL 6) and which is

promised God's people (Ex. xix. 6). And this is

a dignity far transcending all that ever was sur-

mised by Pagans or is expressed in their most
famous sayings—such as: 'the wise alone are
kings—are rioh—are free. " The analogousnees
of such language to that of the New Testament
indicates the remaining traces of the nobility of

human nature ; but without Gospel redemption
the dignity of man thus set forth would be wholly
unrealized. Antiquity planted itself upon self-

exaltation, Christianity on self* humiliation."

—

Nbander. (Comp. ii. 15; 1 Jno. v. 1; Rot. iii.

21; 1 Pet. ii. 9). By belonging to Christ, the
Church and all its true members become parta-

kers of his glory as the One to whom all things
have been given by the Father. In their fellow-

ship with Hiin—a fellowship involving entire

dependence on their part—they are made inde-

pendent of all else, and all else stands at their ser-

vice. By the fact expressed in: " ye are Christ's,"
all pari izanship is out off, all generic differences

are dissolved, and a proper relation to all teachers

established. Meyer says finely that the active

relation of possession mentioned in ver. 22 ( * all

things are yours ') and the passive relation of
being possessed here brought out ( * ye are Christ's')

are both alike opposed to the disorders arising

from subservience to human authorities. We
may, perhaps, detect here a slight intimation
intended for the Christ party, that in their par-
tisan appeal to Christ there was an ignoring of
that connection which all alike sustained to

Him, and a disparaging levelling of their Lord to

an equality with human leaders.—But Christ
is God's.—["And even being Christ's does not
reach the highest possession : He possesses you
not for Himself but (6k, again) the head of Christ
is God," (xi. 8).

—

Alpobd.] Thus it is shown
that by belonging to Christ we indirectly belong
to God, and are planted upon an immovable basis
of independence and power (comp. Jno. x. 28-30).
And so, on the one hand, we see our union to God
to be mediated by Christ, and, on the other, that
Christ is subordinated to the Father, as shown
in xi. 3. To consider this subordination however
as belonging solely to His human nature, would
not accord with a correct view of the whole sub-
ject It is the whole Christ that is here spoken of,

and that too not simply as in His state of humilia-
tion, but also in His state of glory (comp. xv. 28

;

Phil. ii. 9). In His essential equality with God,
He is at the same time subordinated to God (comp.
Jno. v. 28-26; xiv,28; xvii. 8). (^" There is,"

says Aiford, " a striking similarity in the argu-
ment in this last verse to that in our Lord's pro-
hibition, Matth. xxiii. 8-10, ( But be not ye called

Rabbi, for one is your Master, even Christ; and
oall no man your father upon earth, for one is

your Father, who is in heaven.' "]. " This last

clause gives to the whole course of thought a
most exalted close, and to the argument presented
its strongest and noblest foundation, and rounds
off the whole paragraph by a most fitting allusion
to the ideaof the oneholy temple ofGod with which
it opened (ver. 16, comp. ver. 9), in order to
show Christians that by virtue of their union to

God through Christ they are really taught of
God."

—

Osiaiidbk.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The saersdness and inviolability of the Church.
It is God's temple. If so, then it is the place of

His gracious presence—His sanctuary, to be
treated with tender reverence and awe. To in-
troduce strange fire (Lev. x. 1, 2) into it is a
sacrilege which incurs the heaviest judgment,
even an exclusion from the communion of saints.

Of this crime they are guilty who bring into the
Church some other authority than that of God's
word, and pin their faith to something else than
that which God has given, and prise another
wisdom beside that which is in Christ. By such
conduct the Church is desecrated, and robbed of
its true character as the temple of God. In fact
it is as such destroyed. And this occurs when-
ever party spirit prevails. In tuck a ease man's
word and wisdom usurp the place of God's word
and wisdom. Then adhesion to some particular
human leader is made a test of Christianity and
a condition of brotherhood. Then Christ, " who
of God is made unto us wisdom," etc., (1 Cor. i.

30), is orowded out of His supremacy. In place
of this one holy image of God, the only proper
pattern for believers, there comes in the idol of
some human personality to be copied as the true
standard of character, and this not for the sake of
any resemblance itmay bear to Christ, but for the
sake of some natural peculiarities it may happen
to possess. Instead of the flame of a holy love kin-
dled by the Spirit and warming toward all, there
burns the fire of human partialities, which be*
gets alienation and hostility towards all who do
not cherish like preferences ; and when such are
the results of party spirit, it must be seen that
he who engenders or furthers this spirit mars Che
work of God, and desecrates His sanctuary. And
can such a person hope to escape condign pun-
ishment from Him who is thus insulted in His
own temple ?

2. The Christian's regal glory in its nature and
grounds. "All things are yours and ye are
Christ's, and Christ's is God's." Since God is

love itself, He keeps nothing for Himself, but
imparts to others all—yea, His very Being in the
fulness of its perfections and blessedness. This
He does in an original and eternal way within
the sphere of the Godhead, to his only-begot-
ten Son, who, by virtue of this communication,
is, has, and can do every thing the same as the
Father. He does it also in an indirect manner
towards all creatures made in His image, accord-
ing to their measure. Hence the appointment of

man to lordship in his own province. [This
lordship he indeed lest by reason of sin, and be-

came the slave of the circumstances which he
ought to have ruled. But in the work of re*

demption it has been restored to him through
the interposition of this Son, who .became the

second Adam, and, in His assumed humanity, re-

established this supremacy for all who should
believe on Him. "Fear not," He says to His
own, "for I have overcome the world." Hence
it is] in Christ that we see this appointment te

Lordship actually fulfilled; and how it was ful-

filled may be seen, both during His life of humil-

iation, when He controlled all things by the word
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CHAP. III. 16-28. 86

of His power, and in His exaltation to universa'

power and authority at the right hand of God
In this power believers are now invited to share

by union with Him. Through Him the whole crea-

tion stands subject to their disposal. Every
thing He has is made to subserve the purposes of

His love in them and promote their sanctifioation

sad glory.

Bat since now, for a period, their life is, to a

certain degree, hid with Christ in God, so also

is their power. Nevertheless this power is to

be experienced even here in striking ways, and
ever more and more through the prevalence of

their prayers. And the terms on which they re-

ceive H show the ground on which it rests, viz.:

the fellowship had with Christ, and through
Him with God. Prevailing prayers are such as

are offered in the name of Christ or according to

the will of God (Jno. xiv. 13 f.; xvii. 23; 1 Jno.

iL 14), or as are presented in faith (Matth. xvii.

20). In them there is an identifying of ourselves

with God through Christ, so that all private pre-

ferences are given up, and we keep ourselves in

exclusive dependence on Him. Besides, as in

Christ Himself there was manifested this same
demeanor towards the Father; as He, the Di-

vinely equal Son, kept Himself in perfect de-
pendence on God, and determined to be nothing
else but the revealer and executor of the Fath-
er's will; as He, the first man, was obliged to

qualify Himself for the exercise of Divine power
in the way of obedience,—just so it is with be-

lievers. Their voluntary and complete dependence

on Christ and through Him on God it the condition

smd source of their all embracing power. The
tket that they belong to Him is the ground that
all things belong to them.

[8. All sound title and right to use the crea-

tures of God, together with the ability to use

them to advantage, are conditioned on faith in

Christ He, having by His obedience recovered
for man his lost sovereignty, makes those who
believe on Him joint heirs with Him to this in-

heritance. And He also imparts to them that
purity by which all things are pure to them.
Hence to them every creature of God is good,
when received with thanksgiving and sanctified

with the word of God and prayer. And in the
ordering of His providence all things are made
to work together for their good. Not so is it

with the wicked. A kind of natural right to

possession and use they may indeed have in the
present condition of things; but—it is under
God's toleration and only for a time. If they
continue unbelieving to the last, they are finally

despoiled of all. While even in this life the good
they seem to have is no real good, and " nothing
is pure, since even their very mind and con-
science is defiled." This is what Origen seems
to teach. "All things belong to the saint. The
whole world is the possession of faith. But the
unbeliever has no claim to even an obolus ; for the
goods which he has he holds as a robber, since
he knows neither how to use them nor yet the
God that made them." (Taken in substance from
Wordsworth)].

4. [Christ is God's. On the subordination
of Christ to the Father, see on viii. 6 and
xi.3].

HOMILBTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Stabkb :—To be " the temple of God," inhab-
ited by the Holy Spirit, is the highest dignity of

Christians. It ennobles the humblest to a great-

ness that far surpasses all secular honor and
glory. The Spirit dwells in us : 1, through faith

in Christ; 2, through peace with God; 3, through
hope; 4, through love; 5, through speoial gifts

and powers ; 6, through comfort, cheer, patience,

joy in the cross ; 7, through true life in the soul,

continuing even when it passes out of the body,
which itself also partakes of this life, whether it

be in this or in the future state, (Selnecker) ver.

16.—How fearful the woe which awaits those who
mislead and destroy souls, either by false doc-

trines or by an ungodly life (ver. 17).—" Let him
become a fool." What a paradox! A fool first—then
wise! The world seeks to be wise and then becomes
foolish. But what is this "becoming a fool?"

Not the losing of our understanding and will,

[but the confession of ignorance, the avowal of

our knowing nothing, that we may be willing to be
taught, so as truly to know every thing] (ver. 18).

—God sometimes lets "the wise" run their

course, accumulate their knowledge, construot

their cunning systems, so as at last to be caught as
in a snare by their own devices, and be the more
thoroughly convinced of their folly. [Few are so

profoundly sensible of the incompetency of the

human intellect and the meagreness of human
attainments as those who have most profoundly
and honestly explored and discussed the great

problems of nature, humanity and God] (ver.

19). The Church is not for the teachers, that it

should be subject to them and called by their

names ; but they are for tV, to serve its welfare

and build it up. Hence no man or set of men
has power over Christians to prescribe laws for

them and bind their consciences. Let no one
therefore choose a mere man for his guiding star

unconditionally, or follow his lead blindly; much
less should any one count himselfblessed in having
adopted this one rather than that as the control-

ler of his life and conscience. Nor yet let him
provoke dissensions and divide the Church by
asserting his partialities to an undue extent

(ver. 21).—"All things are yours"—fall true

Christian teachers of every name, whether Paul,

or Apollos, or Cephas, or Calvin, or Wesley, or

Leighton, or Fuller. Every faithful minister

profits the whole Church ; and every member of

the Church may and ought to derive benefit from
the teachings of all. It is thus the mind is ex-

panded beyond party limits into a true Catholi-

city]. And " this world,"—sun, air, water, fire,

earth, all stand at your service, and ye can use

them and praise the Creator for them. Tour natu.

ral "life," too, preserved by this world'sgoods, [is,

while preserved, for your advantage, even though
it may be passed amid pains, and privations,

and disabilities, that seem worse than death]. Fi-

nally, "death " is yours, as it opens an entrance

into eternal blessedness and glory (ver. 22).

—

*Ye are Christ's.' He has bought you with His
blood, and is your proper Lord and Master. He
is the Head—you, the members. Hence cleave to

Him only. Be called after him only. "Christ
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86 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

is God's/' as the appointed Mediator and Am-
bassador of God to men. Likewise, as Head
of the Church, He became obedient unto death,

even the death of the cross, and acted ever in

the Father's service and to His glory (ver. 23).

Hbcbnkr:—The indwelling of the Spirit is

opposed to all party strife. Hence in momenta
of holy inspiration, [in times of religious awaken-
ing], sectarianism melts, [and the hearts of be-

lievers of every name flow together], ver. 16.

—

The conceit of our own unimpeachable wisdom
is self-deceit or self-betrayal Jver. 18).—The
wisdom which would know nothing of God and
would discard a Saviour, will be finally exposed
by God in all its nakedness, and all its aims
baffled and punished (ver. 19).—To be proud
of our own denomination or of our own leaders

is nothing but a concealed self-love, which seeks

to shine in the glory of another. And this is

derogatory to the Christian name, for the be-

liever is servantto no man (ver. 21).—Since all

things are ours through Christ, all tilings should

conduct the Christian to Christ. [Failing in

this, their use and enjoyment become so far pre-

judicial and unlawful. They are then not pro-

perly "ourt"]. (ver. 22).—"Ye are Christ's,"

then ye should serve Him, even as He, the image
of God, served God in all things and conducted
all to God (ver. 23.)

W. F. Bessbb :—Ver, 18. " Be not deceived."

Self-deception is an injurious thing; it ren-

ders much labor useless, and despoils us of our
reward. But worst of all is that self-betrayal

which hardens the heart against brotherly ad-

monition.—" Let him become a fool." Such is

the power and wonder working of God's word,
that it moves me to become an enemy to myself;

and to empty myself of all that which best pleases

my flesh ; and to become a fool in this world,

to give up the reputation of being a sagaci-

ous man, who moves on with the party of pro-

gress, and stands upon the apex of the civiliza-

tion of the time ; and so to pass into obscurity

and contempt—(Ver. 19). God weaves a snare
for the wise out of their own craftiness, wherein
he catches them while they think to slip from
Him by their arts: e. g. y explaining away His
miracles through their rationalism.—(Ver. 21).

The building here does not belong to the builders
but the builders to the building.—Ver. 22 as

compared with i. 12. Christ does not stand in

the second rank with His servants. He is the
Lord of Glory. The declaration " all is yours "

promises the world to Christians preeminently
in this sense, that all secular art and service

help to furnish mortar for building the temple

of God. Christians are called not to curse the

world, but to overcome and rule it for God. The
world is nothing but a scaffolding that will be
broken up when it has served its end in assisting

to construct God's house. But this house, which
is destined to be eternal, are we.—All this

world's wisdom is folly with God, if it insists in

playing the mistress in His house ; but if it act the

part of handmaid, it is in its place.—(Ver. 28).

Though Christ may employ His servants for

bringing all those who have been purchased by
His blood to become His by faith ; still the saints

thus called hang upon Christ, independently of

any man, just as needles are drawn and held by
the power of the magnet, even though some
other needle, which had been first attracted,

should sustain them by virtue of the magnetic
power streaming through it.

[Baekes:—-Veb. 20. "Words of the wise,

vain." This admonition especially applicable to

ministers. They are in peculiar danger on this

subject, and it has been by their yielding them-
selves so much to the power of speculative phil-

osophy that parties have been formed in the

Church, and that the Gospel has been so much
corrupted].

[J. Baesow:—-Veb. 16. The Divinity oftheHoly
GhosL L His nature and original—the Spirit

of God. II. His personality—He dweUeth in us.

III. His Divinity—Christians are called the tem-

ple of God because He dwelleth in them. IV.

His sanctifying virtue—in that he constitutes us

temples by His presence in us. Application. 1.

We are obliged to render all adoration to the

majesty of the Divine Spirit 2. The considera-

tion of His presence and work should awaken
devoutest gratitude. 8. We should desire and
pray for God's Spirit 4. We should demean
ourselves worthily toward the 8pirit 6. The
doctrine full of comfort and encouragement.—J.
Howe :—Ver. 16. The Christian a living temple, L
built, and II. inhabited, by the Holy Ghost.—See
this whole subject largely discussed in Howe's
works, pp. 77-113.—R. South :—ver. 19. Worldly

wisdom. I. Principles : a. Dissimulation in con-

cealment or false pretences : b. Self-interest as

opposed to conscience or religion ; c. Self, the

chief end ; d. All its beneficence and gratitude

are practiced with an eye to advantage. II. The
folly and absurdity of these principles : a. The
end pitched upon not suited to man's condition,

either as to duration or rational nature ; b. The
means pitched upon are unsuited to his end, in-

asmuch as they are insufficient and often contrary

to it].
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CHAP. IV. 1-5. 8T

VH.—THE TRUE STANDARD FOR ESTIMATING MINISTERS. THEIR WORTH TO BE
MADE KNOWN IN DUE TIMB. OUR JUDGMENT TO BE SUSPENDED TILL THEN.

Chapter IV. 1-6.

Let a man so [So let a man] account of us, as of the ministers of Christ, and stewards

2 of the mysteries of God, Moreover [Here <Stel
] it is required1 in stewards, that a man be

% found faithful. But with me it is a very small thing that I should be judged of [by]

4 you, or of [by] man's judgment [lit. day]: yea, I judge not mine own self For I

Know nothing by [against] myself; yet am I not hereby [not by this am I] justified:

5 but he that judgeth me is the Lord. Therefore judge nothing before the time, until

the Lord come, who both will bring to light the hidden things of darkness, and will

make manifest the counsels of the hearts: and then shall every man [each one] hare

[from drtd] praise of [his 6] God.

i Yer. 2.—&6« is lupported by a great preponderance of authorities [A. B. G. D. F. God. Sin.] and preferred by taoh.
Meyer[kit. Stanley], to the Rec. 8 U. See under " Exegetical and Critical."

* Ver. 2.—^frci-roi is sustained mainly by the old yersions, and is decidedly preferable to $rr«tr« [which is found in A.
C D. God. Sin. and others.] Stanley remarks that the confusion arises from the similarity of sound in Romaio between «

tod tu. The Cod. Sin. inserts ri before {Vrrsirt, and would be rendered, u Moreover what do you here seek in stewards f

Thaftaman," etc

BXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Via. 1. [Having thus exhibited the regal title

of Christians to all things, to the benefits to be
derived from all Christian ministers, and from
all objects and events in this world, he now
turns to present, as a corollary from this, the view
which they ought to take of ministers, and the

manner in which they are to treat them ; and thus,

as it were, to remind them of certain limitations

in the prerogatives of those whom they were
disposed unduly to honor].—So let a man ao-
oonntofua.

—

ovtuq,sq. This does not serve
to connect the following with what precedes, as
Meyer (3d Ed., but not 2d Ed.) supposes, render-
ing it: so then, or, accordingly. No such connection
is here implied.* Rather Pan! here intends to

hold up the proper mode of estimating teachers
in contrast with that "boasting" in them re-

probated in iii. 21; and the "so" here refers

to what follows. — "So aa servants 'of
Christ'— not as leaders taking His placet
Upa;, us, primarily or chiefly, Paul and
Apollos, as ver. 6 and iii. 4, show. Aoy/££-
o&ai, to bring to account, to reckon, to esti-

• [This is not so clear. Ovtmc does often have reference
w what precedes. And here certainly Paul seems to be ap-
plying the principle, he had just been laying down in gene-
ral, to himself and his associates in particular. The very
position ofovroif ^as sous, too, seems to require this.
As they were Christ's, so it was to be borne in mind that he
•ad Apollos were also Christ's, and that, too, in their official
capacity. They were Christ's servants -stewards of Ood's
mysteries, and were to be respected accord Ionly. Ovrvt,
», therefore points back to what has been said, and also for-
wards tout, as, which resumes and makes the implication
more definite].

t [But In thus putting the emphasis on their official capa-
«&. rather than on the fact of their belmtgina to Christ, the
way does n*t seem to be prepared for what fdlows. There
>uy. indeed, be an Implication here ofa subordinate position,
wWch contradicted their partisan estimates: but this evi-
«*tly retires before the rising thought just about to And
wpression].

maU, as in Bom. viii. 36 Qtpfl)- " Ifc W^es
- T

the formation of a sound, well-weighed estimate,

as contrasted with the partisan judgments which
the Corinthians formed respecting their teach-
ers." Osiandbr. "Av^pw?rof, « not, every

man, but, man generally, according to the Hel-
lenic and Hebrew usage. Tirqpiracis dt&ico-

vot, iii. 5. The word properly denotes a servant
of subordinate rank, an understrapper. In pa-
tristic parlance it was used of sub-deacons. The
New Testament employs it for helpers and atten-

dants. Luke iv. 20; Acts xiii. 6. The verb from
whioh it comes, occurs in Acts xxvi. 16, to signify

David's working for the fulfilment of God's pur-
poses. In the text the word carries the idea of
one laboring for the cause of Christ. To adopt
its fundamental meaning, that of a rower [as

Valok.: "Christ is Pilot of the vessel of the

Church, we are rowers nnder His command."
Words.], would be just as appropriate as to

render it: adjutants or orderlies, according to the
precedent in Xenophon. If not precisely equi-

valent to "deacon," yet it certainly is brought in

here to indicate a very subordinate position under
Christ, in contrast with the leadership ascribed

by the Corinthian partisans. Nevertheless the
idea of honor is not excluded, since this comes
from being connected with Christ-, whose work is

performed. The dignity of the office is, however,
more prominently exhibited in the second desig-

nation—and stewards of the mysteries of
God—olicov6fiovs fivoTTf piuv &eov. Rom.
xvi. 23 ; 1 Pet. iv. 10. The article is not prefixed,

because the word stands qualitively, to indicate

that what has been entrusted .to their charge is

something very important and weighty. And by
these " mysteries " we are not to understand the

sacrament*, thereby following patristic usage.
[In which case Paul could hardly have been a.

steward, for he was sent not to baptize, but to-
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THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

preach the Gospel]. Rather they are " the mys-
tery of God " in its manifold variety and fulness

;

or as Luke viii. 10: "the mysteries of the king-

dom of God;" in other words, the revelations

of God, as matters which could be known only
by Divine communication. [Such is the mean-
ing of the word "mystery" in the New Testa-

ment—not, as in common parlance: something un-

eompreheneible ; but : something which, being beyond

the reach of man*9 intelligence, hat been made known
to him in some special Divine way]. The "stew-
ardship" consists in [preserving and adminis-

tering the truth revealed through] preaching and
teaching,—no less in properly didactic instruction

than in prophecy. The "steward" belonged
among the " servants," and his business was, not

to manage one particular branch of the household
economy, but to take the whole in charge. He
was therefore put over the rest of the servants.

The stress here, however, is not to be laid upon
the preeminence enjoyed by the steward, but upon
the responsibility accompanying the goods en-

trusted." Nbandbb. To suppose that the Apostle
used the term "stewards," with some vague
idea of provisions floating before his mind, to

which he would liken the truth,—as if the
persons thus denominated, were regarded "by

him in the light of family providers, would be
rather far fetched, and Luke zii. 42 gives no
countenance for such a thought in our passage.
" Between the father of the household and the

stewards, there stood the son, who had from the

father a power of control, so that the stewards
were in fact his servants likewise." Meter.
Vir. 2. Here, moreover.—We must first

consider what the true reading is here. The
Rec. has 6 Si \0t1r6v. But this is not by any means
so well supported as ude Xmk6v, whioh is the
reading that prevails throughout the codices,

versions, and church fathers in equal degree.

If it be not the original reading, then it must
have come in either by mistake, or by intentional

correction, since the phrase 6 tit "koinbv nowhere
else occurs. But neither case is probable, con-
sidering the numerous, and at least partially

independent authorities which attest it. The
Rec. text, apart from its unusualness, is evidently
the easier reading, [and therefore may be the
more readily accounted for as an intended emen-
dation]. It would be rendered, but finally ; lit

at for what remains: i.e. after setting aside all

your unsuitable claims. But ude, which occurs
nowhere else in Paul, save in Col. iv. 9, though
very common in other parts of the New Testa-
ment, means, here; t. «., in this connection, or in

this matter, where we are treating of the adminis-
tration of the mysteries of God, comp. Rev. ziii.

10, 18; ziv. 12 , xvii. 9. TAlf. translates it lo-

cally: here, on this earth, "It is," be says, "em-
phatic, and points to what follows, that though in

the case of stewards inquiry was necessarily made
here below, yet he, God's steward, awaited no such
inquiry, imb av&pumlvnc. ^uiftac : by man's judg-
ment, but one at the coming of the Lord."
Stanley follows Lachmann in connecting Me with
the previous words, "stewards of the mysteries
of God here."' and makes it mean, m this matter
(a* in the references above given). Wordsworth
adh"re* to the Rec. He considers tide as harsh, and
accounts for it as arising from the confusion of

o and u, than which, he says, nothing is more
common in the best Mss. Hodge, on the con-
trary, says it yields good sense]. Aotn 6v might
serve for making the transition, like ceteruwt,

moreover, and belong primarily to d6e. Or it

may be joined to "is required," (which is favored
by the order of the words), ana so as to imply,
that with this consideration the whole matter is

wound up; or to express something further
in relation to that mentioned in ver. 1, which,
was specially worthy of consideration.—it is
required that.

—

Iva has a telic sense, and
shows that the purport of the requirement is at
the same time its purpose. The investigations

in regard to such persons, aims at this, that
one be found faithful.—This is why great
trusts : r • reposed in a person, that he might con-
duct himself in the management of them accord-
ing to the mind and will ofGod, who has committed
them to Him, for the glory of His name and the
welfare of His Church, and not for the legatee's

own benefit (comp. Luke xii. 42). E vpe&y, 6s
found by the result as shown at the time of trial

Osiandbb. Tic, according to Meyer, every one
[" Faithful," emphatic. " The great requisite for
the office of a steward is fidelity. As a servant
he must be faithful to his master. As a disciple,

he must be faithful to those under his oversight.

He must not neglect to dispense to them their
food, nor adulterate it, nor substitute any thing
in place of that given to be distributed. 80 in
regard to ministers." Hodob].
Vbr. 3. Having stated the point of view from

which alone a properJudgment could be formed
in regard to him and his associates, Paul next
proceeds to state his own feelings as to the judg-
ment that might be formed of him by men. [Al-
ford adds, "in contrast to the case of the stew-
ards, into whose faithfulness enquiry is made
'here ' on earth."] Very naturally the Corinthi-
ans would think that a good deal of weight at-
tached to their judgment.—But [6k indicates a
transition to the application of what was said in
general to his own particular case] for me it
amounts to the very least thing.—e«c
eXdxi<ff6v koriv. The chc here, according to
Greek usage, shows the result to which the thing
comes— that I be judged by you.

—

Iva
avanpi&u. The objective clause in telic form.
It certainly is not equivalent to brav avatcpMat
when I am fudged; nor perhaps precisely the
same as re avatcpifrf/vni, to be judged. ["Here
and always Iva is more or less the conj. of pur*
pose" Alfobd*]. A weakness of its force in the
later Greek is not to be denied ; but here the idea
of intention or tendency lies in this, that some-
thing is about to happen or impends: 'I am
not at all disturbed that I shall be judged by you
as to my merits.' [Stanley, on the other hand,
says that "the substitution of Iva with the sub-
junctive for the indicative is in the modern
Romaic," and seems to take it so here]—or by
man's judgment—lit: *by human day.

9 This

[* Bnt Jelf in Or. Oram, | 803, obs. 1, hows in lull argu-
ment the gradual modification of meaning until it comet
to have the force only of the accu<tatival infinitive. And
tbfe, he says, it frequent in the New Testament. There
eentnt to be a great effort among some critics to avoid the
udminsion of this, and to show the telic force of Ira In every
instance].
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CHAP. IV. 1-6. 89

is neither to be taken as a Cilioiem nor as a
Hebraism. It designates a day of judgment,
analogously with the phrase dicem dicere, and
here comes in correspondingly with the expres-

sion: "day of the Lord." We are not to under-

stand by it a private decision ("by you") in

oenirast with a public one. But H is a genera-

lisation of the phrase: * by you,' and by an ob-

Yious transition, the day of the act is put for the

act itself, and the judgment as a whole for the

judge* themselves; or as Meyer: the day is per-

sonified, and hence im6 is used in accordance
with i<?' vuav, by you. There is something of

solemnity in this phraseology ; nor is it without

a slight touch of irony or rebuke at their pre-

sumption in being supposed to fix upon a day of

trial, and to sit upon a judgment-seat in order
to pronounce upon Paul's merits or demerits.

All appearance of haughtiness in this disparage-

ment of other's opinions is removed by what fol-

lows.—Yea, I judge not of mine own self.

Lit. : But neither do I judge myself. 1 The aXka
here is like that in Hi. 2. Before kpavrov we
would naturally look for an ovrtc. But this is

not necessary. The judgment on himself, which
lie here disavows, is a final decision as to his

own merits, such as he is willing to abide by.

["Paul is here speaking not of the actions of

men whether good or bad, but of the eminence

of each individual, which ought not to be esti-

mated by men's humors." Calvin].
Vbe. 4. Instead of the expected antithesis,

there follows first a confirmation of what pre-

cedes, in the way of a parenthesis.—For Iknow
nothing with myself.—This first clause is

concessive, [the force of for, as Winer says,

falling upon the subsequent clause]: q. d. «For
although I know," etc. So also Meyer, [who
says, however, that the force of the proof does
not lie in the second clause, so that the first

would be only concessive, but m the antithetic

relation of both clauses. He yet gives the sense

thus]: "The clearness of my conscience as to

my official duties is nevertheless (doch) not the

ground on which my justification rests." [The
phraseology here is peculiar, but thoroughly idio-

matic, both in the Greek (ov6*v hfiavry oivoida)

and in our £. V., which almost literally trans-

lates it:—"I know nothing by myself." 8o also

the Latin

—

nil contdre eibu All expressions
alike mean: I am conscious of no wrong. (See

Jelf, Or. Gram., { 682, 2). The English phrase
is to be found in the early writers, and Stanley
asserts : * it is still a provincial form of speech for

the same thought']. 'Know nothing,' i. *., so

far as my official conduct is concerned. [" Else-

where he speaks of himself as the « chief of sin-

ners,' which is perfectly consistent with his say-

ing, that his conscience acquitted himself of
failure as a Christian minister." Hodgs.]—Yet
not in this am I justified—t. e., before God.
It is a question, however, whether this justifica-

tion is to be understood in the dogmatic sense,

[of imputed righteousness], as Meyer, and
Blur., and others maintain, or in the legal,

ethical sense [as the early fathers, Calvin, Hodge,
Alfbrd, and others assert]. If the former, then
the meaning is : that sinoe his justification did

not depend en the verdict of his own conscience

but upon Christ, therefore his conscience could

not furnish the ground on which he was to judge
himself. If the latter, then the sense would be:
that his acquittal of all blame does not rest on
the fact that his conscience charged him with no
official derelictions; sinoe conscience pronounced
only in regard to particular actions and not to

the whole moral character as it appears in God's
sight, so that of course a clean conscience eould
afford no certain basis of estimating the real

worth of any person. Of these interpretations

the latter is to be preferred, sinoe there is no
allusion in the context to the Gospel doctrine of
justification by faith.—bnt he that judgeth
me.—[Observe, not: "that juetificth me," which
language would have been the term employed, had
Paul here had in mind the matter of his general
Christian estate, but: "judgeth" (avaKpivuv), i, e.,

holds an inquest and decides on the merits of the

case whioh may be brought into issue.]—is the
Lord.—i. e., Christ, [who looked deeper than
conscience; and of course deeper than all outside

observers], and who alone could comprehend all

the data by which his official conduct was to be
estimated. ["This inward allegiance of the con-
science is the highest form of worship. The
Lord Jesus was to the Apostle the object of all

those sentiments and feelings which terminate on
God. And He must be so to us, or we are not
Christians. What makes a man a Christian is to

feel and act towards Christ as God." Hodge.].
Vbe. 5. Praotioai inference from the foregoing.

So then (bore), judge nothing.—ui}ri kpi-
per e . Ti is not the object of judgment but its

contente. It is equivalent te Kpiatv rivd. Hence
the meaning is : "do not judge any judgment."
The logic may be presented thus: "Since my
judgment belongs to the Lord, therefore refrain

from all premature decisions respecting me."
Billboth, with less simplicity, says : " Since I do
not even judge myself, therefore follow my ex-
ample, and do not yourselves judge." He alludes

here not to the mutually disparaging censures
oast upon each other by the several factions

(Billr.), but to the judgment of the Corinthian
brotherhood upon himself.—before the time,
—which is more fully explained in,—until the
Lord shall oome.—The time of His advent to

judgment—His " appearing," or "epiphany"
(2 Tim. iv. 1; 2 Thess. i. 7). The ioc av is

used with the subjunctive 2A#?, because an end
to be reached is fixed upon from the standpoint of
the present, but the reaching of whioh (here in

respect of time), is still undecided. Or, accord-
ing to Meyer: "The coming is thereby desig-

nated as problematical, and dependent on cir-

cumstances ; not indeed, as it is doubted; alsonot,

as it is dependent upon subjective determination,
but, as it is an object of expectant faith." [The
uncertainty indicated by hv is not as to the fact
of Christ's coming, but as to the time when He
shall come: q. d., "until the Lord shall come,
whenever that may be." (See Jelf., Or. Oram.,

I 846, 2.)] (Comp. Matth. xvi. 28; Luke xiiL

85).—That a oorreot judgment will then, for the
first time, be possible is shown from what fol-

lows.—who also.—The ica i here is neither to be
taken in connection with the k a i in following
clause, as if it were et, et, both, and: nor has it a
mere strengthening force, even; but it serves to

single out from among the functions of the Lord,
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90 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TBfE CORINTHIANS.

as He comes to judgment, that one with which
he is here concerned: ["also,' inter alia, as part
of the proceedings of that Day." Alfohd.]—
will bring to light.—+or%etv, with the accusa-
tive, to enlighten, illuminate, as the sun does the
world, and hence to disclose, bring to light (comp.
2 Tim. i. 10),—-the hidden things of dark*
ness :—i. *., such as belong to darkness, or which
darkness vails. (In Rom. ii. 16, we have simply

:

"the hidden things.") ["This includes acts

now unknown, and those principles of action

which He concealed in the heart where no [hu-
man] eye can reach them. This is all that the
context requires. In other connections, the
secret things, or the works of darkness, means
wicked works, works done in the dark to avoid
detection. But the Apostle is here speaking of
the reason why judgment should be deferred
until the coming of Christ. The reason is that

He alone can bring to light the secret acts and
motives of men." Hodge.]—and will make
manifest the oonnsels of the hearts.

—

Epexegetical of the former, or a specification

under the general head just mentioned. One
function of the Judge will be to lay open the
inner determinations of the will—the motives
and purposes by which men are governed, and
which are withdrawn from human sight It is

en these that the decision respecting our merits
and our fidelity must at last turn. All depends
upon the simplicity of our temper—upon such a
service of the Lord as excludes all by-ends, and
is upright and sincere. " The thought here is

this: In this life our inward character can only
be inferred from our acts; at the judgment it

will be directly laid open by the Lord." Nean-
bbb.—and then,—as contrasted with the pre-
sent, when so much is vailed, and when men
are disposed to exercise a premature judgment
—shall eaoh one have his praise :

—

ixdory
6 breuvoc. Literally: "to each one the praise,"

t. e., the praise which is his due, according to its

various measures and degrees, corresponding to

his worth. He here speaks of praise only, since

he has in view primarily Apollos and himself,

and not any Judaizing opposers. Hence there
is no necessity of taking tiratvoc as vox media,

contrary to all usasre, or even to regard it as an
euphemism (with Theophylact). Paul's state-

ment here, as Calvin says, "arises from the
assurance of a good conscience." He knew
there was laid up for him a crown of righteous-

ness (2 Tim. iv. 8).—from God.—This stands
emphatically at the close. By this he gives us
to understand that the judgment of the Lord,
which would be pronounced upon his servants,

was the judgment of God himself. Thus does he
appeal from those partisan judgments, which
exalt one at the expense of another, to the abso-

lute and impartial judgment of God. who will

give to each one his due. On the adjudication

of Christ in its relations to God see Rom. ii. 16;
Actsx. 42; xvii. 81. On " the praise from God"
see Matth. xxv. 21. ["The command not to

anticipate the judgment of the Lord is consistent

with Paul's frequent recognition of the right and
duty of the Church to sit in judgment on the
qualifications of her own members. He is here
speaking of the heart. The Church cannot judge
the heart. Whether a man is sincere or insincere

in his professions, whether his experience is

genuine or spurious, God only can decide. The
Church can only judge of what is outward. If

any man profess to be holy, and yet is immoral
the Church is bound to eject him, as Paul clearly

teaches in the following chapter. Or if he pro-
fess to be a Christian, and yet rejects Christi-
anity, or any of its essential doctrines, he cannot
be received, Tit. UL 10. But * the counsels of
the heart ' only the Searcher ofhearts canjudge."
Hones.]

DOGMATICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Chriefe minutert etewardt of the myeteriee of
God.—In this we see the high significance and
solemn responsibility of the ministerial office.

In a preeminent sense, Christ is the servant of
God. It is through His hand that the pleasure
of the Lord prospers ; and on Him has God poured
His Spirit without measure, and to His control
given all things, and on Him conferred power
over all flesh that He should give eternal life to
as many as God has given Him. Subordinate to
Him in this work are Apostles, Evangelists, Pas-
tors and Teachers, acting the part, so to speak,
of handworkmen (imtipkrai). They labor under
His direction, undertaking and executing all

those various offices by which the redemption
and the guidance of souls are accomplished. The
more completely they put themselves under Him,
preferring His will and His plans to their own,
seeking no glory but His, asserting His authority
as the only rule—the more exalted will they ap-
pear in God's sight, as persons who are worthy
to cooperate with '* His Servant" in this, the most
important of all concerns, and to become the or-
gans of his gracious purposes.
The lofty significance of their office appears

enhanced by the fact, that in this service they
are made "etewards of the mysteriee of God." To
them has been committed the wondrous plan of
salvation—a plan which from all eternityhadbeen
hid in God, and was concealed from the re-
searches of the wisest in this world, and was at
last revealed in Jesus Christ, and hence is well
termed a mystery—even this plan, with all the
means requisite for its execution, in reconciling
sinners to God, and awaking the spiritually dead,
and enlightening the benighted, and originating,

preserving, confirming, and perfecting the life of
faith in God's dear children. Their business it

is, therefore, to employ this wealth of Divine in-

strumentalities for the extension of the kingdom
of Go i on earth, and in behalf of each and all of
God's people; and to discharge this trust pub-
licly and privately, towards all classes and con-
ditions in society without partiality:—to inquire
out the ways through which God leads souls to

the truth, and to construct such ways, by examin-
ing into the tendencies and characteristics and
wants of individuals and communities, and by
investigating their circumstances and inward
conditions in life ; and then to urge men to enter
them:—to be unwearied in beseeching men in

Christ's stead to become reconciled to God, warn-
ing, exhorting, rebuking, reproving, in the con-
sciousness that God is acting in them and through
them and in the exercise of something of His
holy earnestness and pitying love. Thie, thie is
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to act the part of a faithful steward; this is to

fulfil the obligation which rests upon the office-

bearers of a Christian church. In order to be

thus faithful they must be instructed by the

Spirit, and follow in the footsteps of Him who,

as the Son of God, was faithful in all His house,

and who said of Himself that He could do nothing
except what He saw the Father do. But if, in-

stead of this, they go their own ways, employ
methods to their own liking, conduct themselves

ao that the mind and counsel of God are not to

be discerned in them—if they allow themseWes
to be carried away by carnal seal and impatience,

or yield to disgust and slothfulness, or suffer

sensual gratifications, whether refined or gross,

or a lore of honors and authority and applause
to slip in and betray them into unhallowed
courses,—then are they chargeable with a faith-

lessness which incurs a fearful accountability.

2. The Lord is Judge.—This truth is, on the

one hand, a source of comfort to all true serrants

of God, amid the various criticisms and censures
passed upon them; and, on the other hand, it

serves to abate the confidence of their own self-

estimation. In the great day of account the

Searcher of hearts will bring to light all that has
been stirring within them, their longings and
strivings, their secret motives and inward strug-

gles, their inarticulate sighs as well as their ut-

tered prayers; and in view of these things, all

unknown to men, will He judge them. However
others, who judge according to appearance, may
find occasions for censure, or may misconstrue
their doings and omissions, they can accept it

all in peace and look away in calm assurance
from these hasty decisions to the righteous sen-

tence of an All-seeing Judge.—Yet, with all this,

there is at the same time something very subdu-
ing in the anticipation of this only valid adjudi-

cation. However unconscious of blame they may
be in the discharge of their duties, still this can
afford them no certain ground for hoping to be
acquitted before theirLord. His all-piercing eye
detects faults that are hidden from their own
consciences; and in His all-illuminating light

much may appear unclean which to their clouded
vision seems stainless. Hence it becometh them
to be modest and leave to Him the final award.

—

Yet from him, who has been diligent in his en-

deavors to be faithful, the due praise will not be
withheld,—however much men might criticize.

From the mouth of his Lord he will receive the
sentence: "Well done thou good and faithful

servant, thou hast been faithful over a few things,

I will make thee ruler over many things. Enter
thou into the joy of thy Lord."—But even as
when on earth every tribute of honor had the
effect only to humble him the more, by bringing
out in contrast a sense of his own unworthiness

;

so. too, will he receive this approval of his graci-

ous Chief Shepherd in utmost lowliness. The
crown of glory will ever be cast at his feet

HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Stakes:—Christs servants should perform
their service, not so as to please men, but as the
Lord requires. As stewards of the Gospel trea-

sures, they have the right to open these treasures,

and to close them against the wicked (Matth.

zvi. 19). The higher the Lord, the higher the
servant; yet the latter is ever subordinate.

—

Ministers are tenants, not lords, of men's faith.

One is our Master, even Christ. Both pastors
and flock are brethren (2 Cor. i. 24), (Hed.),
ver. 1.—A minister must be faithful: 1, to God,
in looking to Him with single eye, seeking His
honor, acting according to His will and main-
taining His rights; 2, to the Church, in with-
holding from it nothing essential to its welfare,
and in declaring the whole counsel of God, so
that no person shall suffer or perish through his

fault or neglect; 8, to his own office in not act-

ing the part of a lord, but of a servant who is

ready to listen and labor. Fidelity in office grows
out of fidelity to one's self, A true preacher
preaches Christ not only with the mouth but
from the heart. He speaks from experience and
confirms his doctrine by bis conduct, ver. 2.

—

A minister of God must be deaf, alike to the
praise and the blame of men. His rule is the
will of his Master, not the opinion of men. If

he follows the latter he will never be faithful in

his office, ver. 8.— It is one thing to have a
good conscience before God for our consolation

(1 Jno. iii. 21) and another thing to have it for

our self-justification. The one requires a sin-

cerity and diligence such as David could claim,

the other a faultless perfection such as neither

David nor Paul dare arrogate (Ps. xix. 18 ; PhiL
iii. 12).—Blessed state, to be conscious of no
wrong, and yet not to be disposed to justify one-
self, ver. 4.—How unlike the judgment of God
and the judgment of man. The former comes at

the end of probation, is impartial, comprehensive
in its data; the latter is ordinarily premature,
rash, and grounded only on the outward appear-
ance.—What must be the disclosures of the last

day ! God holds the key to the inmost thoughts

of all men ; and when they are all open to in-

spection, how fearful will then be the outcry!

Take heed, hypocrite; the Lord knows thee.

Rejoice, thou sincere heart; the Lord will come
and be thy witness (Job xxxiv. 21), ver. 6.

Riegbb :

—

The office of the preacher springs out

of Christ—As the Father sent Him, so He sends
forth His ministers in order to proclaim the

power which has been committed to Him in

heaven and earth. This is their service and
stewardship, ver. 1.—If distinctions are to be
made among ministers, better look to their fidelity •

than to their gifts or reputation; and in judging

of fidelity, that must often be taken into account

which is least apt to strike the notice of men.
Hbubner, A. :

—

The worth of true evangelical

ministers consists : 1, in the purpose of their office

;

0, to serve Christ and be wholly dependent on
His word; and hence, b, to promote the salvation

of the congregation as stewards of God, ver. 1.

—

2, In their fidelity, which is seen; a, in the

actual discharge of their duties ; 6, in a sincerity

of spirit which ever stands as in God's sight and
cares to be approved by Him alone, ver 2.—8, In

the humility, which ; a, refuses to justify self,

ver. 8 ff., and, 6, awaits in confidence the Divine

award, w. 4, 6.—B. Ministers and congregations

will one day together stand at the bar of Qod:—I.

They will so stand, for; a, Paul implies this; 6, it

is necessary to the revelation of the Divine righte-

ousness. 2. The fact is a momentous one ; a, for
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92 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

ministers—it ought to shams them of their un-
faithfulness, prompt them to walk conscientiously,
and lift them abort the opinions of the world ; 6,

for the congregation—it should keep them from
judging before the time, and cause them to take

heed rather that the Word of God brings forth

fruit among them; c, for both—they ought to

conduct themselves as if already before the

judgment seat—Man is often unconscious of the

deepest motives which actuate him; hence he can
give himself no assurance that he has omitted

nothing due, or done nothing sinful, ver. 4.

—So act always that thou canst at any moment
have thy heart exposed, ver. 5.

Go8shbb:—As a general thing, the natural

man loves to hear what people think of him. It

is harder to despise praise than blame.

[Hodqk:—"Ver. 1 contains two important
truths: ministers have no arbitrary or discre-

tionary authority in the Church; neither have
they any supernatural power such as is attri-

buted to them in the Romish Church. Their
authority is merely ministerial, and therefore to

be judged by the standard of those commands
which are known to the whole Church. And,
secondly, they are not, like Aristotle or Plato,

the originators of their own doctrines, or the

teachers of the doctrines of other men, but sim-
ply the dispensers of the truths which God has
revealed."]

W. F. Bbssbr:—Ver, 2. It is a comfort that

nothing but fidelity is required of stewards, not
talents, nor inventive powers, nor manifold ac-

tivity, nor success. The daintiness and fanciful

taste of the vain and luxurious Corinthians, in

whose sight fidelity seemed a small virtue, are
no rarity in these times. But worse still is the
rebellion shown bymany congregations, who style

themselves churches of Christ, against thefidelity
of their pastors and teachers.

[G. C. A. Hablbss:—Ver. 2. What is here as-

serted of ministers holds good also of all Chris-
tians. Compare the parable of our Lord on " The
talents," Matth. xxv. 14ff. The peculiar nature
of the fidelity demanded is determined by the
peculiar character of the blessing of salvation
intrusted. It is not fidelity to a duty outwardly
imposed, to a precept, rule, maxim or the like, but
fidelity to an inwardly active vital principle

—

personal fidelity to a personal fellowship with
God, wrought by the power of the Holy Ghost.
It is the fidelity of a new-born child of God in

whom the Spirit testifies to what the word
promises].
[Calvin :

—

Ver. 4. Conscious of no wrong, and
yet not justified. *• Papists abuse this passage
for the purpose of shaking the assurance of faith

;

and truly I confess that if their doctrine were
admitted, we could do nothing but tremble in
wretchedness during our whole life. For what
tranquillity could our minds enjoy if it were to

be determined from our works whether we are
well-pleasing to God. I confess, therefore, that
from the main foundation of Papists there fol-

lows nothing but continual disquietude for con-
sciences; and accordingly we teach that we must
have recourse to the free promise of mercy which
is offered to us in Christ, that we may be fully

assured that we are accounted righteous by
God"].

[A. Tholuck :

—

Vers. 1-6. The characteristics of
a faithful steward,—L All he has he regards as
belonging to his Lord. II. He is as faithful in
small things as in great things. III. The source
of his fidelity is his love for his Lord.

—

Th. Chal-
mers :—Vv. 8-4. The judgment of men compared
with the judgment of Qoa\—I. God has a right
to prefer greater claims against us, than men
can. II. God has a clearer and more elevated
sense of moral worth and holiness than men
have].

VIII.—APPLICATION OF THE FOREGOING CONTRAST BETWEEN THE SELF-SUFFI-
CIENCY OF THE CORINTHIANS AND THE ACTUAL CONDITION AND DEPORTMENT
OF THE APOSTLES.

Chapter IV. 6-13.

6 And these things, brethren, I have in a figure transferred to myself and to Apolloe
for your sakes; that ye might learn in us not to think of men [om. to think of men 1

J
above that which [the things which'] is [are] written, that no one of yon be puffed

7 up for one against another. For who maketh thee to differfrom (mother? and what
hast thou that thou didst not receive? now if thou didst receive it, why dost thou

8 glory, as if thou hadst not received it? Now ye are full, now ye are rich, ye have
reigned as kings without us: and I would to God [om. to God, and insert indeed, etc.]

9 ye did reign, that we also might reign with you. For I think that God hath set

forth us the apostles last, as it were appointed to death : for we are made a spectacle

10 unto the world, and to angels, and to men. We are fools for Christ's sake, but ye
are wise in Christ; we are weak, but ye are strong; ye are honorable, but we are
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1

1

despised. Even unto this present boar we both hunger, and thirst, and are naked,8

12 and are buffeted, and have no oertain dwellingplace ; and labor, working with our

13 own hands: being reviled, we bless; being persecuted, we suffer it: Being defamed,

we entreat: we are made as the filth of the world, and are the ofiscouring of all things

unto this day.

i Tor «—Th« to*rctr of tho reoetreA textfo an old rapplement, which to not to bo found la good suthoritiet [A. B. D.«
«.* P. ©>. God. On, nor in tbo V«l«at6, aad to omitted by Uch- Ttoch, Mey.. Air., Word*, and Stanley].

t Ver. 6.—The Bee. has • [according to D. J. L ]. the better Authorities [A. B. 0. God. 8in.] hare a, which reading is

adopted by Lach.. Tiach. [Wordi. Alf.1. Mey. thinfce that 5 Is a correction to salt the ravr* preceding.
» Ver. ll.—fThe Bee. hae yvfunrrtf***, with BJi bat A*. 0. D. F. Cod. Sin. all hm yvjmr«v*Mv. And this to the read-

lag of»U good editions-sow. See note].

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Yam. 6. £Having laid down certain principles

in regard to the Ohurch and its relations to its

teachers, and illustrated them in the case of

Apollos and himself, Paul now preeeeda to show
their more general scope and bearing].—And.—6 £, [in the sense of now], indicates that he is

approaching the close of what he has to say on
party strifes.—these things.

—

ravra, refers

back to iii. 6.—It is from that point that he has
spoken of himself and Apollos. [So Hodge, de
Wette, Meyer and others. But Alford says:
" There is surely no reason for limiting its refer-

ence within that point.
'
' He accordingly extends

the reference back to ch. i. 12, and infers that
all the names mentioned there were only used
"as samples," behind which the real persons
intended were hid].—brethren,—addressed to

the Church as a whole, but primarily (de Wette)
to the party leaders and their followers. "By
this title he lays hearty hold upon the Corinthi-
ans, who had been showing themselves Terr un-
brotheriy." Bsssnm.—I hare transferred in
angare,^-/iere<r^9/K6r<ffa. There is some
difficulty in determining the sense of this word.
It elsewhere appears with the meaning: to trans-

form, to change PhiL iii. 21. The simple oxtpa-
r%uv is used to denote that form of speech,
where a person, instead of saying directly what
he means, hints it in ways for his hearers to
reflect upon and pussle out the meaning of—
allegorizes. It is used also of transformations,
false movements, feint attacks, disguises (eomp.
2 Cor. xi. 13). Neander explains it: "to trans-
fer something to any one by a figure of speech.
The ptreaxtyBTtofidf here consists in this, that
Paul develops in reference to himself and Apollos
what holds good also of all the Corinthian teach-
era." Hence arose the old interpretation, that
Paul bad only by supposition represented in him-
self and Apollos what really belonged to others
whowere the actual party leaders, putting his own
name and that of his friend for theirs. But this
is a groundless assumption, irreconcilable with
i. 11—Still less admissible is the idea that the
word refers to the figures of "planting" and
"watering." under whioh he had exhibited the
nature of his work (iii. 6) ; for these were used
only fer vividly illustrating his point, and had
nothing to do with- the main object in hand.

—

Undoubtedly he means "a transfer" of such a
soiV-that, what was true of teachers in general,
and so was calculated to bring down the pride of
the party leaders at Corinth, he had applied
especially to Apollos and himself. It was in fact

a transforming of the general into the specific,

the relation of which to the parties concerned is

expressed by elf.—unto myself and Apollos,
for your eakee,—Why he did this is at once
explained,—in order that in us ye may
learn.—By exhibiting himself and Apollos of so
small account (suitably no doubt to the feelings

of the latter also), be would by example teach
them that modesty which does not seek to exalt

itself.—not above what ia written.

—

r d p %
iirkp & yiypairrau Were fpoveiv genuine
[see under the text], then it would read: "not
to think of yourselves above," ete. But, as it is,

the brief clause, converted into a substantive by
the article t6% is very foroible, and is to be ren-

dered imperatively: "not beyond what is writ-

ten;" i. «., exoeed not this measure, hold to the
Scripture rule both in your inward judgments
and in your pretensions. Thus this short ex-

pression, so abruptly brought in, conveys more
than the gloss, "to think." ["The ellipsis of

the verb is significant as giving greater largeness

and general comprehensiveness to the proverb,

which would be limited by the insertion of a
particular verb with a special idea. Compare a
similar ellipse in Terence, ut nequid nimis, and in

Milton: * Observe the rule of, not too much, by
Temperance taught.'" Woans.]. — But what
does he mean by a ykypanraiz "what things

are or have been written ?" Does he allude here

to his own previous declarations ? [as Luther and
Calov. assert, and Calvin allows]. Hardly; for

then it would have been npokypaifa I have before

written (oomp. Bph. iii. 3). According to Paul's

usage, the formula: "it is written," refers to the

Holy Scriptures, especially to the Old Testament:

since we find no allusion to any New Testament,

or to any life of Christ in any of Paul's writings,

["though indeed, as Chrysostom supposes, St.

Matthew's Gospel had been written at this time,

and there the Corinthians would find cautions

from Christ himself against the sin of calling and
being called, Rabbi." Words.]. Undoubtedly
Paul here has in mind, not individual expressions

of Holy Writ, but its collective tenor, which all

points to this truth: that all honor belongs to

Qod ; and that all self-boasting, all cleaving to

men, and priding oneself in men, must be given

up. This doctrine we find summed up in apoph-
thegms like Jer. ix. 23, to which reference has

already been made. The sense, therefore, cannot

be doubtful This is exhibited more clearly in

what follows:—thatye be not puffed op one
for one against another.—The Ind. fvowvffde

after Iva occasions no little difficulty. The Ind.

after Iva first appears in the later Greek, nowhere
else in the New Testament. [Winer, however,
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$4 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

adopts the view that it Is the Ind. and is to be

regarded as an impropriety of the later Greek.

{ xli. 1. b.; and so does Jelf, Or. Oram., { 806,

ver. 2.] Some (Bengel, Osiander) assume here a

peculiar or mistaken form of contraction for

QwjiCxj&e (as in fyfovre, GaL iv. 17); others

(Friizche [Origen and Theod.] change Iva into

iva; others give to Iva a local signification: where,

whereby, under which circumstance*, and render

the clause: "in which case, t. e. t
while acting

according to Scripture rale, ye are not puffed up,"

(present for the future). So Meyer. Since the

correction, which was designed to restore the

supposed original text, is untenable,—for the

reason that the change of iva into tva would hate
drawn the subjective after it (but which nowhere
appears, save in one MS. of Chrysostom); and
since the use of Iva, in the sense proposed by
Meyer, does not reach back to the prose of this

period, we must in consequence decide for Ben-
gel'sview, and all the more, for the reason, that Iva

stands just before in its telic sense. The second
clause with Iva stands either coordinate with the

first, or subordinate to it. The latter can be
understood as denoting, equally with the former,

the purpose of the Apostle, yet so as to be included

in it—defining the point more exactly. [To avoid

the appearance of solecism, Wordsworth suggests

that Qvourixr&e be taken as imperative, thus in-

volving a change from the indirect to the direct

style. Examples of this sudden transition he
finds in Acts i. 4; xxii. 8; xxiii. 82; Luke v. 14;
Mark vi. 9; also in this very Epistle, i. 81.

—

Accordingly he would translate : " in order that

—

(you may practice this precept)—be not ye puffed

up." This is ingenious, but harsh, especially

as we have Iva with the subj. in the clause im-
mediately preceding, and we would naturally

look for the same construction here. Instead of

"liveliness," we should have " raggedness," of
style as the result] The meaning, however, is

plain. We have here a striking exhibition of the
partisan spirit. " It is the definition of a sect,

where individuals admire individuals." Bengel.
The adherents of one party are here represented
as seeking mutually to exalt each other to the
prejudice of those of another party (comp. iirtp

hXkifhjv, 1 Thess. v. 11). iyirkp; to the advantage of,

infavorof (not [as Winer] •• above the one," both on
account of the Gen. ana of the contrast in nard,

against). Tot) ivdc, the one, denotes a person be-
longing to the same party ; rov hipov, the other, a
person belonging to another party. Interpreting,
however, in the light of facts, we must suppose
that the leaders and not private members are
particularly intended. Tnip then would stand as
in 2 Cor. vii. 4. It implies that party pride which
would prompt a person to puff his own chief and
look down with contempt upon the chief of
another party. De Wette, without sufficient

grounds, insists on referring this to the Christ-
party, who also had exalted their leaders above
the others.

Veb. 7. For.—Paul goes on to give the reason
for his protest against their emulation, in the
most energetic style, addressing a series of
questions to those who were " puffed up." The
first,

—"Who maketh thee to differ?—"This
has been commonly taken to imply distinction of
some sort ; either actual distinction, by office and

the like, in which case the answer would be:
' not thyself, but the Lord ;' or assumed distinc-
tion by a claim to preeminence, in which case he
would imply: 'no one does this, but thyself;
it is an arbitrary self-promotion ;' or at least

:

* there is no judge qualified for doing this.' But
thus interpreted, the Apostle would be regarded
as addressing properly the party leaders [so
Words. }, while it is clear that he was just before
addressing the partisan followers. Besides, in
the construction, first suggested above, the sec-
ond question would be already anticipated. Fi-
nally, these interpretations would transcend the
demonstrable use of StoKplveev, whether in the
New Testament or elsewhere. The rendering
best suited to usage and to the connection is

:

« Who separates you V This, then, would refer
to the party position which the person spoken to
assumed, and in which he proudly stood aloof
from other parties and their leaders. What the
Apostle means to ask is : ' What is the reason
you say'—or <Who justifies you in saying: "I
am of Paul, and I of Apollos," and in priding
yourself in such partisanship ? This party sepa-
ration, in which you boast, is altogether arbitrary

and unwarrantable.' [Bengel, Words., Alf., Calr.

give the meaning: 'Who distinguisheth thee,
1 as

if by reason of some excellence which is sup-
posed to exist. And for this use of Staxpivu

Words, refers to Acts xv. 9. The propriety of
this, also, Hodge concedes. And it was the con.
struction on which Augustine proceeded in his

argument with Pelagius, and in his maintenance
of the doctrine of sovereign grace. It seems
better, therefore, to abide by the ordinary in-

terpretation given in the text].—In the second
question,—What hast thou which thou
didst not reoeiTe ?—he alludes to the advan-
tages which a person might possess, and which
stood connected in some way with the quicken-
ing and informing influence of this or that
teacher. [But is not this limiting the scope of
the question too much? which plainly bears
upon the leaders also]. ' These advantages,' he
implies, * could only be the ground of pride in

case they had been self-attained. But thou hast
only what thou didst receive. All thine insight,

thy gifts for speaking, etc., are a bestowment
from God, even though imparted through human
instrumentalities.'—To this question the next
directly joins, since it presupposes that some-
thing has been received ; and this not proble-

matically, but as actually existing,—and yet it

designates the boasting as something contradic-

tory to this supposition, and therefore wholly

unsuitable. Its import is,—if—as I grant

—

thou really didst receive—somethings-why
dost thou boast, as if thou hadst not re-

ceived It ?—but all were due to thine own ex-

ertions or to thy connection with this or that

teacher?' The icat here belongs, as usual

(Passow II. p. 1540), not to the entire hypotheti-

cal clause, but to iXaflcc, and maybe trans-

lated, actually, indeed, really.—But may we not

obtain a fuller meaning, and one more comport-
ing with the words and aim of the Apostle, if we
suppose the Apostle to imply in the second ques*
tion that nothing had been received, by punctu-
ating it, either so that rl Si ix* tc shall

be taken alone : * and what hast thou ?*—or se
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that ri 6 k shall stand separately: 'how now?'
er: 'what then? hast thou that which thou

didst not receive?
1 He would thus be pointing

to tteir vain conceit, their empty boasting, their

piide in the gifts of their teachers, in which they

had no part themselves. The third question

would then first treat of a case wherein they

were supposed to have received something, and
whioh as such excluded boasting. So Bengel

:

44 There are many things, which thou has not

received, and therefore thou hast not these

things, and canst not boast of them; either thou

hast received, or hast not received ; if thou hast

not received, thou possessest not ; if thou hast

received, thou possessest it not, except as re-

ceived, and so without cause for glorying. The
latter sense renders the meaning of /cat, even,

whioh immediately follows, more expressive, and
shows the antanaclasis (repetition in a modified

form) in the clauses: 'thou hast not received'

and ' hadst not received.'

"

Vsa. 8. Already ye are full, already ye
are riou ; ye have reigned as kings with-
out us.—[Having before rebuked, he here pro-

eeeds to deride, as Calvin says,] their false con-

tentment, vain self-sufficiency and lofty bearing,

su if they had already reached the goal of all

Christian hope and effort Especially has he in

mind certain persons who always aspired to

pitch the tune, and the parasites, who were ever
ready to strike in. The clauses here are not
questions, but declarations charged with keenest
irony. Only when so understood do the words
carry their proper emphasis. To deny him the

right to use such irony, and to impute lordly

desires to Paul in oonsequenoe, is one of Ruck-
en's false assumptions. And to this Meyer fairly

replies, that the Apostle must have been the best

judge as to the mode in whioh it was necessary
to discipline the Corinthians, and that it was
precisely because of his very purity of conscience
that he was able to yield to his justly roused
feelings without rendering himself liable to sus-

picion. Neander says : " The conceit of a nar-
row-minded bigotry can best be attacked with
irony and sarcasm ;" and Besser : " The servant
of Christ need not be ashamed of any outburst of
indignation that springs from a hearty love, and
the biting salt of derision, which spices his lan-

guage, does not detract from his amiability;" [and
Hodge : " The prophets especially employ these

weapons freely in their endeavors to convince
the people of the folly of idols "]. In what pre-
cedes, Paul has just exhorted them to modesty
in accordance with the pattern set by himself
and Apollos, and reminded them of their depend*
eaee on God for all their endowments—a de-
pendence which excluded boasting. Now he
reminds them, not only that they were unmind-
ful of this dependence, but that they were also

cradling themselves in the vain conceit of their

•wn perfection—they, the very persons whom he
had just before convicted of great imperfection
and moral perversity.—r

HA;, already, i. «., so long
before the proper time for it. It points to a goal
remote, and hints that all true satisfaction, and
true riches, and true kingship, belonged not to

the present period of the world ; and hence it im-
plies that they were vainly anticipating the

glory whioh was to come hereafter. The word
is put first for the sake of the emphasis.
The three verbs following form a climax: "ye

have enough;" "ye enjoy a superfluity ;" "you
have attained to lordship." kekopeapivot
iari-=z7f'kovriiaare (oorap. Rev. iii. 17); the
former implies the full possession and enjoyment
of salvation; the latter, that they had this iu
superabundance. We have here a picture of that

self-conceit, that sense of sufficiency and fulness

which the sectarian spirit generally engenders,
and by whioh all disposition to receive spiritual

good from any quarter outside of the party cir-

cle, is entirely destroyed. The sectarian always
feels himself perfectly supplied in all respects,

and in no time or way needful of any thing
further.—It must be acknowledged, indeed, that
the Corinthians were enriched by God's grace,

"in all knowledge and in all spiritual gifts" (i.

5-7), yet the consciousness of this fact was dis-

figured by their pride; and that sense of their

poverty in themselves, and of their manifold de-
fects, which ought to have kept them humble,
was in like manner suppressed.—In the verbs
eir\ovT^aare and epa a I'kei) aa re, the Aorist
form leads us out of the idea of simple being into

that ofbecoming (having beoome) comp. 2 Cor. viii.

9. By the word "reign " we are not to understand
either the enjoyment of any high degree of know-
ledge, authority, safety and happiness [as Calvin
and Barnes] ; nor yet the supremacy attained by
party leaders [as Billroth]; nor yet the pre-
eminence of one party over another. Paul here
refers to that regal state which Christians were
to enjoy under the future reign of the Messiah,
and which is alluded to in 2 Tim. ii. 12 ; Rom.
viii. 17; Jno. xvii. 24; Rev. v. 10; xx. 4;—

a

state in which they should be delivered from all

the restraints of this life, and introduced into the
full possession of all the gifts and powers of the
heavenly kingdom. This it is which he says the
Corinthians had begun to assume already, so pre-
maturely. [So Alt, Stanley, Words., Hodge].
"That which afterwards developed itself in the
Papacy on the one side, and in the fanatical

sects, like that of the Anabaptists, on the other,

had already begun to prevail in the Corinthian
Church. When both the bottomless depths of
sin and the glory of divine grace are alike un-
comprehended, then people dream themselves
into a supremacy, whose kingdom, with all its

show of spirituality, is of this world, and where
the holy Apostles enter not" Bbssbb.
There remains to be considered the cutting

expression—without us—t. e. without our pre-
sence or cooperation. He does not here mean
to oharge them with having given him any per-

sonal affront; but he only states with emphasis
the fact as it was, vis., that in ail their boasting,

and in all their supposed attainment of their

goal, himself and associates, ["who had been
looking forward to present them on that day as

their glory and joy" Alp.], had no part, and
were not needed.
From this point he turns to speak in another

tone ["and with solemnity" Alt.].—I would—bfyehw, according to later usage, a particle

with the Indicative. [The addition "to God"
found in our version, is not authorized, or at
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least not demanded by the original. The Scrip-

tures do not authorize such appeals to Ood as

seem to be in common, when our version was
made" Hodok].—indeed;

—

ye strengthens the

wish—that ye did reign.—The irony can
hardly be supposed to continue here, as if he
insinuated as the object of his wish : " that you
might give us some share in your kingdom,
[and that we might be of some account among
you." So Lightfoot, who interprets this as a
"bitter taunt"]. This would have been indeed
too bitter. Rather we must take it as the ex-
pression of a glorious and sincere wish, that they
had already reached the goal ; so that the Apos-
tles, their teachers, might enjoy their glory with
them, inasmuch as both parties were inseparable
in their final fruition of glory when this was
actually obtained. "When you shall be per-
fected, then we shall have ease, and the end of
Apostolic trouble." Benoel. This is implied in

the clause—that we might reign with you.
—In thus speaking of them as the original pos-
sessors of glory, and of the Apostles as only
partners with them, ht adopts a humble phrase-
ology, which at the same time conveys an in-

direct rebuke at their pride (comp. Osiander in
loco).

Veb. 9. For.—He here proceeds to state what
reason he had for the wish just expressed, and
how closely it lay on his heart. This reason
might be seen in the miserable condition which
he and his fellow Apostles were in. The connec-
tion may be stated thus: 'for we, the Apostles,
("founders of churches, which these high-swell-
ing pseudo-apostles are not," Osi.), are so per-
secuted and afflicted, that this fellowship in the
kingdom cannot but be greatly desired by us/
This is a more simple interpretation than to in-

sert a parenthesis here, implying: 'but this

cannot happen until the kingdom of God is re-
vealed; for I think,' etc. Ruckert is mistaken in
supposing that the irony is still continued, as if

it meant: 'very probably God has appointed us
last

; you naturally go in first, then, after all the
rest, we follow suit' This interpretation (which
supposes that what immediately precedes is iron-
ical likewise) presents the Apostle in a too igno-
ble aspect for even the utmost candor to admit
There is no implication of this sort in the open-
ing word:—I think

—

Soko—God has exhi-
bited.

—

anideifev, as in 2 Thess. ii. 4, comp.
tfiarpov—us.—To interpret this of Paul alone
[as Calvin, Beta] is forbidden by the article be-
fore &7r<xrr6Xovc—the Apostles.—And in case
any would wish to translate: *God has appointed
us, the last Apostles, unto death [as Calvin,
Chrys.], an objection arises to this, apart from
all other reasons, in the fact, that then the arti-

cle would have been put before kax&rovqi—last.—In this word [which is here a predicate, at-
tached to the verb defining its operation] there
is expressed in a general manner what is after-
wards stated more definitely

—

last, not in point
of time, but in grade of society (homines infirnm
tartar).— as appointed unto death. — A?
kKiVavariovSi Chrys.: KaraSUovc ; Suid.:
irpoodoKiftovc rob airo&avelv, comp. 2 Cor. xi. 23-
27. No allusion is here made to besHarH, or to
gladiators [as Stanley after Tertullian, Chrys.,
Calvin and others]. That they, as malefactors

condemned to death, were also exposed to public
contempt, is still further set forth in a causal
sentence—for we are beoome a speotaole.—tiiarpov, which is elsewhere called titafia.

So dearpi^eadoL, Heb. x. 88—to the world.

—

["not to a single city, but to the whole world "

Chbys.],— corresponding to the range of the
Apostles' labors, which embraced all nations and
lands (see CoL i. 6, 28; Rom. x. 18).—But this
general term is so specialized as to include also
the dwellers in heaven, the angels; and so he
seems here to pass, in thought, beyond the direct
sphere of his personal activity.—As well to
angels as to men.—By "angels" does he
mean good or evil angels? Undoubtedly the
former, since no epithet is applied ; and, accord-
ing to New Testament usage (with but one ex-
ception—vi. 8), the term denotes good angels,
never the bad only, nor yet the two classes to-

gether. Only in case we take the word " spec-
tacle " in a bad sense, indicating an object for
mocking and malicious enjoyment, can we sup-
pose bad angels to be intended. We should then
be compelled to take the term "world" as a
designation of the entire realm of beings hostile

to the Gospel. This, however, would be an
arbitrary interpretation (see Meyer). While
then by "men" we understand all on earth, of
every sort, who observe the Apostles' wants and
suffering, the "angels" can only mean those
who from above look down in loving sympathy
and wonder at the Apostles' steadfastness. Such
are the cloud of witnesses in the midst of which
Paul feels that he and his associates are exhi-
bited for a spectacle. Comp. Osi., and passages
like Luke xxii. 48; Matth. iv. 11 ; Heb. xii. 22;
1 Pet. i. 12. On the contrary, Luther, Neander,
Bisping, Besser, interpret the word, of angels
and men, both good and evil. Besser says: "So
the world, both angels and men, are divided in

respect to the Apostles and their ministry. It is

a spiritual battle, to which the Gospel trumpet
summons the hosts in heaven and on earth, in

the atmosphere and the whole visible circuit.

The scene presented to the eyes of men, is but
an image of that which goes on behind the cur-

tain."

Veb. 10. ["Again the bitterest irony: 'how
different our lot from yours ! How are you to

be envied—we to be pitied!' Alford]. He
begins with a contrast lying nearest his thought.

—We, fools for Christ's sake.—<( Are" is

understood. He means: ' we pass for fools, be-

cause we preach Christ crucified, and propose to

know nothing else.' Osiander's explanation tran-

scends the simple meaning of the words: 'I am
content out of love for Christ and his cause to

pass for a foot'—bnt ye, wise in Christ,— £«.,

they, in their union with Christ (not, " in the

Church," nor, "in the doctrine" of Christ), are

very knowing, full of insight. This is ironical.

They fancy themselves such, and seek to pass

for such, in their efforts to combine Christianity

and secular wisdom.— we, weak,— Aadeveic

signifies a lack of energy, which any superficial

observer might suppose to characterize the

Apostle, by reason of his modest reserve on the

one hand, and of his suffering condition on the

other. (Comp. 2 Cer. xiii. 4; x. 10). "The
word expresses the prevailing tone of the Apos-
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tie'smind—a consciousness of weakness, by virtue

of which he wss the better able to receive strength

from God." Nbahdbr. (See ii. 8).—bat ye,
strong.—' loxvpoi suggests the idea of a bold,

energetic forth-putting, which carried the ap-

pearance of assumption, and " a proud parade
of abilities that were derived from the Lord."
With this, there is closely connected the condi-

tion, which, by reversing the order of the con-
trast, is presented first—ye, glorious,

—
"Bwtofo*

i. «., in honor and authority, by reason of your
wisdom and power.—but we, despised.

—

'Artftoi, i. «., void of esteem, in disgrace, as seen
in the shameful treatment received. To supply
the words: "on account of Christ," and: "in
Christ," in the second and third antithesis, is

unnecessary, although it would yield fitting

sense.

Tibs. 11-18.—He here leaves the antithesis,

and goes on to enlarge upon the destitution and
ignominy endured by the Apostles. [His irony,

too, gives way to deep, earnest feeling, awakened
in view of all he had encountered for Christ and
for the Church ; and his spirit mellows to the
kindlier mood which speaks in ver. 14].—unto
this present hour.—The designation stands
in contrast with the " already" of ver. 8. [While
they seemed to have got through trials into

triumphs, he was still in the midst of trouble].

—

we both hunger and thirst and are in
want of clothing.

—

Tvuvirebetv, 2 Cor. xi. 27

;

Matth. xxv. 86; Jas. ii. 15; Is. lviii. 7. [On
the form of this verb see Winer, } xvi. «« From
yvuv6c one would expect yvftvlrifc and accordingly
the best oodd. have in this place, yvavirtvouev,

which we must not, with Fr. and Meyer, take
for an orthographical error."].—and are buf-
fetted.— KokiipiZea&ai, to be beaten with fists

feomp. Matth. xxvi. 67; 1 Pet. ii. 20.—and
nave no certain dwelling place.

—

aora-
rovuev. The word occurs only here,—lit.,

are without fixed abode—and points to flights amid
persecutions [such as Paul often was obliged to

make; and why not also to his perpetual journey-
ings, having given up home to be the continual
missionary that he was?]—and we labor,

—

From pains he turns to toils. (Comp. ix. 6 ; 2
Cor. xi 7; 1 Thess. ii. 9; Acts xviii. 8).—
'working,

—

L e., as a hired person,—with our
own hands.—According to Greek notions, this

involved a sort of disgrace (an/da).—Being
reviled we bless.— Hto here goes on to exhibit
his self-denial in still oteer forms, as shown in
his deportment under ill usage. ' In requital for
wicked words of execration (foidopetv), we give
good words of benediction (svAoyrf*).'—Being
persecuted we suffer it.—i. e., under a per.
sisteat and active hostility (6W«v) we exhibit a
patience, which refrains Iron retaliation or
resistence, and lets all pass (avex^<r9ai).—being
defamed,we entreat.—Forslanderous speech-
es [bvofQuelv) we return dissuasions (irapaKaAeh>),

entreaties that such things may not happen, not
intercessions before God fas Calvin ; but Stanley
says: (1) * we offer consolation/ or (2) as in ver.
16, 'we entreat men to follow our example/
eopip. 2 Cor. i. 8]. The reading pkaotyuobiievoi,
ia Indeed well supported [see under the text],
and It means essentially the Bame thing.

—

Whether godless cursings are also therein im-

7

plied, is at least doubtful, since this idea comes
in only when God is the object of the blasphemy.
[But why should not this idea enter here as well,

when Paul carried on himself the name of Christ
which was blasphemed in him ? This was the
sorest spot on which a true Apostle could be
attacked. Hence in this word his statements
reach a climax]. In these declarations Paul
gives us to understand, not (as Meyer) that the
Apostles were so very destitute of honor among
men, that they did not care to vindicate them-
selves against their villifiers (as persons do who
have honor to maintain), but that they sought
honor itself by thus requiting and overcoming
evil with good. (Comp. Matth. v. 44; Luks
xxiii. 84; Acts vii. 60; Rom vii. 14, 17; 1 Pet.

iii. 9).

Finally, he returns to the simple exhibition of
the dishonor into which they were oast, and sets

it forth in deepest colors and at the extremes!
point—as the refuse of the world have we
beoome.—Mey.: 'It is as if we were the scum,
the vilest dregs of mankind.' This idea, how-
ever, would not be lost if, with Luther and others,

we were to translate the word irepuca&&pftaraz

sin offerings, in allusion to an ancient custom
(the continuance of which, however, to the time

of the Apostle cannot be confidently asserted, or
that it was so far held in popular remembrance
that the expression would be readily understood
in this sense), viz., that of devoting to death the

vilest men, such as slaves and malefactors, in

seasons of publio calamity, for the purpose of

conducting off from the rest the wrath of the

Deity. These homines piaculares were indeed
designated by the simpler word K&dapfia; but in

Prov. xxi. 18, the LXX. gives ireptK&dapfia for

the Hebrew *)£)3; *"» offering. It denotes puri-

fication, remotely, expiation; but also, that which
is purged away, filth, refuse, offal; in Arrian, a
reprobate man, an outcast. [Calvin says that
14 Paul, in adding the preposition irepl, seems to

have had an eye to the expiatory rite itself, inas-

much as those unhappy men, who were devoted

to execrations, were led around through the

streets, that they might carry away with them
whatever there was of evil in any corner, that

the cleansing might be more complete." Hodge
thinks any such allusion improbable, in conse-

quence of the uncommonness of the custom.
" Paul," he says, " certainly did not consider

himself or his sufferings as a propitiation for

other men. The point of comparison, if there be
any allusion to the custom in question, is to the

vileness of the victims which were always chosen
from the worthless and the despised."] Luther's

interpretation, given above, accords well with
what follows.—and of all things the oftV

soouring unto this day.—ireptyijfia, that whiehs

is wiped off (irepafffv) in cleansing, scrapings andl

filings. This word also occurs in the formula-?,

with which the human victims, who were put'

under the curse, were ordinarily consecrated:

ireplifafia ifu&v yfvov—fjrot oxmjpla not airoMrp-

uoici be thou our expiation, that which by as is

set apart for the purification of the rest (Suidas).

Meyer's objection that in this case the plural,

Treptrf^uata, would be required, because each indi-

vidual wonld be regarded as a separate sin-
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offering, hardly suffices to set aside this objection,

since all the Apostles may be taken collectively

as composing one such otiering. The Genitives,

KfoftoVy—tt&vtuw: the world's,—ofall (which stand

first as emphatic) by this explanation, denote

those whose curse lights on them, and in behalf

of whom they are sacrificed. [In the second

edition, which is posthumous, the editor adds],

nevertheless without the Kepi, in nepiKd^ap/m, hav-

ing anything to do with this (analogously with the

phrase nepl rifc dfiapriac), or without any support
being given to the assumption of any expiatory

virtue in the Apostle's sufferings. But although

the idea of expiation and deliverance through
another's sufferings, especially of the guilty party,

comes elsewhere prominently forward, and this

is the strongest designation of fellowship in the

sufferings of Christ, who was reckoned among
the transgressors; and although the Apostle

speaks of his official sufferings in images drawn
from the sacrificial phraseology, in order to ex-

press the greatness and sanctity of the end they
furthered, vi2. y blessing for the Church and the

world : yet this thought is foreign to our context,

and, all things considered, the explanation given
in the translation deserves the preference.

—

Here we have a description of the deepest dis-

grace. [Wordsworth ingeniously argues for the

sacrificial idea]..

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

[1. The promised glory of believers not to be re-

alized here on earth, as the Corinthians seemed to

imply by their conduct]. The true view of
Christ and of Christianity combines an Idealism
and a Realism. On the one hand, in Christ old

things have passed away and all things become
new. (2 Cor. v. 17). He who believes in Christ
has eternal life (Jno. in. 86) ; God has quickened
us in Christ, and has raised us up together, and
made us to sit together in heavenly places in

Christ (Eph. ii. 5 ff). But on the other hand,
it doth not yet appear what we shall be (1
Jno. iii. 2); our life is hid with Christ in God
(Col. iii. 8) ; we here walk by faith, not by sight

(2 Cor. v. 7) ; we are indeed saved, but it is in

hope (Rom. viii. 24).—This latter side of Chris-
tianity, which is betokened in the very cross-

bearing character of Christ's kingdom, is utterly

misapprehended by a false idealism, which would
anticipate in this life the glory of Christ's king-
dom, shrinks from all manner of sufferings and
trials, loves to luxuriate in self-satisfaction and
in the enjoyment of the riches and the glory
which are in Christ, and seeks to make an
impression abroad with the show of higher
learning and science, so that Christianity shall

attain to honor and authority and influence in

the world, in accordance with the truth that

Christ is the Lord to whom all power in heaven
and upon earth belongs—a truth, which it is

oiaimed, must manifest itself more and more in

the outward condition of those who are his.

This idealism is the fruitful source of various
forms of fanaticism, from the anticipation of the
regal glory of Christ by the Romish hierarchy,
and from the grossest Cbiliasm which aims to

set up a sort of secularized kingdom of God (as

seen in the Anabaptists of the 1 6th century),

down to the most refined theories of a progres-
sive spiritual transformation, according to which
Christianity is gradually to pervade the whole
human race in all spheres of life, and to over-
come all opposition, until at last it get posses-
sion of, and assimilate to itself, all governments
and social customs, and art and science, and
thus appear in full glory. In all this we see a
Pelagianizing ignoring of the sharp contrast,
which exists between the present condition of
the world, rooted as it is the life of nature, and
the spirit of Christ ; also, a vain self-sufficiency,

which hopes to find in the attainment of certain
results, in the relative improvement of our
earthly conditions, in the glow which the sun of
truth and righteousness may cast over human
affairs, in the reformation effected by the Gospel
in all departments of human society,—in short, in
the modification of the natural by the spiritual, a
form of life springing out of, and developing itself

from the spiritual unto the natural, and so
dreams of a progressive realization of the king-
dom of God on earth. Of an apostasy, of a fear-
ful catastrophe, of antichrist and his overthrow,
of a new heavens and a new earth following upon
the destruction of the old, it evinces no Know-
ledge. All this it quietly ignores. Hence all

that glory which the promises of God's Word
exhibit to our hope, and reserve for a future age
altogether different from the present, it assumes
to have already in this, by a gradual, ceaseless,

progressive development. The beginnings of
such notions were already discernible in the
Corinthian Church during the life of Paul, and
with great soberness he encounters it by an ex-
hibition of the actual state of things with the
Apostles themselves—a state of things which was
of a far different sort. According to the mind
and precedent of Christ, he shows them that the
passage to glory lies through sufferings. (Luke
xiv. 27; Acts xiv. 22; Jno. xii.

24J.
But this

the worldly-minded would fain overleap, passing
round the vale of humiliation, trouble, persecu-
tion and self-denial, to enter at once into the full

possession of glory. They shrink from the cross.

Hence when it comes to hard conflicts and severe
tests, they are readily shaken, and are scandal-
ized, and seduced into error, and exposed to
apostasy.

2. A spectacle to angels. An encouraging
thought, rooted in the idea of a one all-embracing
kingdom of God. As in Christ and through Him
and to Him all things were created, which are in
heaven and on earth (Col. i. 16 if.), so has it
pleased God to gather together in Him all things,
which are in heaven and upon earth (Eph .i. 10),

—

in Him, through whom the angelic as well as the
human world shall be restored to their original
harmony with God (comp. Meyer on Col. i.20),

—

and through whose, church unto principalities

and powers in heaven shall be made known the
manifold wisdom of God (Eph. iii. 8; comp. 1
Pet. i. 12). Hence these heavenly spirits are
full of liveliest interest in God's redemptive work
on earth. Those very beings, who have by God'a

grace, been set in such close relations with
earth's little ones as to be called " their angels,"
who have been sent "to minister for them who
should be heirs of salvation," and who "rejoice
over the sinner that repenteth," are also sympsy*
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thising witnesses of the conflicts and sufferings

of God's eo-laborers in the work of redemption.

And while human observers are differently im-

pressed with these same scenes, yet in this hea-

venly host there is felt nothing but astonishment

and joy in view of the steadfastness and patience

exhibited. Moreover, as an angel from heaven
was seen to strengthen our Lord in the hour of

His agony, so in the darkest hour of the oonfliet

will angels be near to quicken and strengthen
the soldiers of the cross. The encouragement
and confirmation accruing to these oppressed
sufferers and fighters of the good fight, from the

consciousness of sympathy from such witnesses,

corresponds to that which is said in Heb. lii. 1,

in reference to the great cloud of witnesses, com-
posed of the ancient heroes of the faith, and of

the believers looking to Jesus the author and
finisher of our faith.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

[1. Spiritual pride, selj'-sufficiency\ vain-glorying,

assumption of superiority, are so unbecoming and
absurd as to be the Jit objects not only of severe re-

buke, but also of ridicule; for: 1. they are con-
trary to a Christian's dependence on God for

what he is and has (ver. 7); 2. they proceed
upon the false assumption, that the glory and
the crown belong to the present age, whereas
they are only to be enjoyed after Christ comes,
and the whole church can possess them together
(ver. 8) ; 3. they are contrary to apostolic exam-
ple. The Apostles were cross-bearers all their

lives through, and looked for the crown hereafter,

(ver. 9-13)].

£2. Indignant reproof, irony, sarcasm, satire, are
legitimate means for correction and discipline.

But like the instruments of a surgeon, they are
as dangerous as they are keen and useful, and
can be safely employed only by skilful hands and
loving hearts. When badly managed they kill

rather than cure. Let none attempt to handle
them, unless like Paul they are conscious only
of the sincerest paternal affection towards those
on whom they are used. Malice in the heart is

sure to poison their edge, while love conveys
healing balm through the wounds they make].
8tarkb :—Via. 7. Whose is the fine plumage ?

Hast thou borrowed it? How then, supposing
the wind should carry it away ? Where is thy
boasting then ? Give then to God his own, and
do not serve either thyself or the devil with thy
gifts. (Hed.).—Ver. 8. Desire not here in time
what is only to be had yonder in Eternity.
Here is strife; there alone is perfect rest and
glory.—Ver. 9. They who are adorned with
greatest gifts, have the greatest trials for their
humiliation.—Ver. 10. External influence, happi-
ness, glory, are no signs of a true Church. Who
are the best Christians ? The wise, the strong,
the lordly? No. They are the weak, the de-
ppiaed', thosewho for Christ's sake are willing to
be as fools.—Ver. 11. Thou complainest of perse-
cution in thy office ? Consider, has it come to
hunger, thirst, nakedness, blows? Hast thou
"reflated unto blood?" The crown is given to
the soldier who has 4 endured hardness.'—Ver.
12. A person is mot required to preach without
pay. let be content. Do not desert thy office

because of a small salary. To do good and to

suffer evil are the peculiar tokens of a true ser-

vant of Christ. The Christian's proper weapons
in persecution are patience and prayer.—Ver.
18. The true children of God understand well

the greatness of their spiritual nobility, and
that this, so far from being sullied by the base
treatment of the world, is only made more illus-

trious thereby.

Ribger :—Instead of courting admiration for

Christianity, and admiring in turn those who
admire us and our cause, it becomes us to root

ourselves more deeply in a self-denying spirit.

One chief characteristic of godlossness is lowli,

ness of mind, which gives to God all the praise,

and counts men for nothing.—When we are will,

ing to rend the bond of peace for the sake of

aught we prise, we act not as if we had received
it from the Lord whose gifts are to be appropri-

ated in love, but as if we were at liberty to turn
it all to our own selfish uses and advantage.

—

Where danger is greatest, there oftentimes pre-

sumption and self-confidence are at the height.

The faithful performance of duty in the midst of

shame, and detraction, and persecution, is a
spectacle which angels cannot but admire, and
men regard with honor. How many are dis-

posed to leave cross-bearing to the Apostles and
early Christians, and to maintain a Christianity

in which the world will find nothing to hate.

Heubnbrj—Vim, 7. True humility springs from
a sense of our absolute dependence on God. This

guards from pride. With this there belongs

also a clear recognition of God's greatness and
glory; we must feel that God is every thing, and
we nothing. Only an exalted nature can be truly

humble. How foolish our pride over advantages

that we did not procure. The more gifts received

from God, the greater the cause to be humble.

Pride is not mere folly ; it is wickedness also, be-

cause it robs God of His glory.—Ver. 8. Judging
from their outward condition, God appears often

to treat believers, not as if they were His chil-

dren, but as if they were the vilest of the race.

But the more He puts on us, the more we are

observed. The holy angels, unseen, rejoice when
they see us victorious. Devils look on, hoping

that we may succumb.—Ver. 10. Christians,

when most deserving, are often the most derided.

The dishonor put upon the primitive believers is

a mortifying rebuke to our pride. What a con-

trast between the cross-bearing Apostles and
the later clergy, with their costly tables, splen-

did array, their pomp, and retinues, and palaces!

—Ver. 12. Paul an example of noble indepen-

dence. He earned his own bread.

Gossner:—Ver. 6. We were made to be hum-
ble, and should be kept short. Too much honor
should not be shown us in this life. If you Bee a
person exalting himself above others, look for no
further evidence of his folly.—Ver. 8. Even in

our time, there are among the awakened some,

who feel already perfect, and satisfied, and rich,

from mere knowledge, while their fellowship with

the Saviour and love for Him has grown cold.

—

Ver. 11. The disciple of Jesus moves through
this world always a stranger, nowhere tolerated,

nowhere at home ; and even should he settle any
where, it is uncertain how long the world and
his foes would allow him to remain. In such a
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case comfort cornea from Christ.—Ver. 18. It is

better to be the offscouring, than the honored of

the world ; better a castaway, than the bosom-

obild of a wicked race. The Saviour chose

shame, the Apostles also, and we should arm
ourselves with the same mind.
W. T. Besseb:—Via. 7. Nothing is mine butmy

sin ; nothing, not saving knowledge and sanctify-

ing wisdom, not repentance, not faith, nor love

;

in short, nothing Christian, have I from myself.

It is all grace received—a gift from God (Jas. i.

17). To have received and then to boast is a

hateful inconsistency. Gratitude and praise

alone are becoming to recipients—accordant

praise from all recipients of the manifold grace of

God. In scorning thy brother less gifted, take

heed that thou findest not fault with God.—Ver.
8. What, already satisfied ! This is self-decep-

tion. Satisfaction, without hungering and thirst-

ing, comes only when we behold God's face in
righteousness and awake in His likeness (Pa.
xvii. 16).—Ver. 11. Christian fasting is of two
kinds—one when a person fasts voluntarily for
the sake of serving the Lord with lighter spirit

;

the other when one is compelled to it as a Chris-
tian for Christ's sake (2 Cor. xi. 27).—Ver. 12.
If we cannot stop the mouths of our defamers
with soft words of entreaty, we have still one re-
sort : we can pray that God will ' not lay the sin
to their charge.' The prosperity which the Co-
rinthians sought upon earth was then, and is now,
to be had only at the cost of separating from the
Apostles and from the true Gospel—While all the
Corinthian glory is but as stubble, the crown of
honor will rest ever fresh and green upon the
heads of the despised Apostles, both in Heaven
and upon earth.

IX.—PATERNAL ADDRESSES AND WARNINGS.

A* The grounds, spirit and intent of hit severity. As their spiritual father, he would have them imi-

tate him.

Chapter IV. 14-17.

14 I write not these things to shame you, but as my beloved sous I warn1 [ad-

15 monish] you. For though ye have ten thousand instructors in Christ, yet have ye not

many fathers: for in Christ Jesus I have begotten [begot] you through the

16 gospel. Wherefore I beseech you, be [become] ye followers [imitators] of me.

17 For this cause have I sent unto you Timotheus, who is my* beloved son, and faithful

in the Lord, who shall bring you into remembrance of my ways which be in Christ*, as

I teach every where in every church.

i Ver. 14.—The variation vovOtrwv [found in A. Cod. Sin.] is a supposed improvement, made for the purpose of uni-
formity with ivrpiin»¥.

t

* Ver. 17.—Instead of the Rec. Wxvor pov. Tiechendorf [Alt, Stanley] read jaov t4*vov according to A. B. C. [Cod. Bin.]

and otners. [" The Bee ie a correction to the more usual order." Alt.].
« Ver. 17—Lach. reads Xpurr» 1*rov [after C. I*. Cod. 81n. Vulg. etc.]. Others, «vpt* 'Iifffov [after DL. FJ. But the

Rec. Xpwrry is best supported [being found in A. B. D*. L. and in most citations of the fathers],

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vbr. 14. Sinking now into a milder tone,
' not from motives of prudence, but in accordance
with his own natural disposition/ (Neander),
and in order to observe bis own precept, « not to

provoke children to wrath/ (Besser), be here
goes on to explain the ground and intent of the

severity he bad used. He bad rebuked them, as

a father would his children, out of paternal love,

and as he had a right to do.—Not shaming
yon,

—

tvTpknw. The participle here does not
necessarily involve the idea of intention or de-
sign, as if it meant: 'not for the purpose of
shaming you ;' although the present part, may
denote a purpose which one is already on the

f* This section has been dhrided on account of the manifest
difference between the two parts].

point of realiiing. Meyer : * I do not shame you
by that which I now write,* (t. «., from vv. 8-1

3
J.

Ruokert's idea, that Paul alludes here to bia
charges for not being properly supported (vv.

11 and 12) is too restricted, and unsustained by
the context. Alike needless, also, is his explana-
tion of kvrphrecv, to cast down, to shatter, as it

occurs in Aelian. And at all events, the word
cannot mean, as elsewhere in Greek, to restore to

a right mind, to cause a person to come to hsmsetf.

The Apostle commonly uses it in the sense in

which it usually occurs in the LXX., for *T£)f7,

to shame, in connection with aiax^»stj^ai (see

Frommii Concord.) (oomp. 2 Thess. ill. 14; Tit
ii. 8; also the subst. hrpoirfi 1 Cor. vi. 5; xv.

84)—do I write these things—ravru, t. «.,

the things written from the eighth to the thir-

teenth verse,—but as my beloved children.
—A tender and winning word, designed to re
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mind them that, with all his severity toward
their pride and false security, he yet regarded
them with paternal affection, and was only seek-

ing their restoration to a right mind.—I ad-
monish you.—Novtfereiv, to bring to mind, to

warn.—It may imply severe rebuke or friendly

admonition. Here it is evidently the latter.

[See more fully on this word Trenoh St/n. N.
TV sub voce, and Win. Webster, Syntax and Sy-
nonymns of the Or. T.].

Van. 15. He justifies his right to admonish on
the ground of the paternal relation he sustains

to them. This he exhibits in contrast with the
mere preoeptorship held by their other teachers.

To the latter they were indebted only for disci-

pline, but to him they owed their spiritual exis-

tence.—For ewes though.—By virtue of the
relation of the two clauses indicated by AAA', Uv
carries the significance of kqv, even though-—ye
have ten thousand.—Mvptot* implies only an
indefinitely large number, as in xiv. 19. Bisp.:

« never so many,'—a hint, perhaps, that there
were too many teachers there,—instructors

—

naiSayoyoif. This word among the Greeks
designated those who were employed to look
after, and train little children; and these were
commonly slaves. Paul here applies it to the
teachers who succeeded him (iii. 10 ff.), but
without any bad implication [such as Calvin,

Besa and de Wette suppose], since this would
not befit Apollos and others like him. Nor can
we well conceive the term to imply that those
whom it designated were holding the Corinthians
back in rudimental knowledge [Calvin] (Gal. iv.

2), or were acting upon a stand-point that sought
to unite legal and evangelical elements. All he
means is that his right over them was higher,
his relation to them more intimate than that of
any other could be; and that these allowed him
the privilege of supervising their education in
their new Christian life.—in Christ.—This ad-
junct shows the sphere in which these instructors
were supposed to labor, that of the Christian life.

[Hodge says, that "the words in the original
show that they belong to the verb, «Though ye may
have in Christ, t. e, in reference to Christ, or as
Christians, many instructors yet have ye not
many fathers.' "]—yet not many fathers, for
in Christ Jesus.—Here again, as before, the
words "in Christ Jesus," denote the element in
which Paul labored.—I begot you.—t. e. as
Christians. Gn yzwqv comp. Phil. 10; Gal. iv.

19. Others connect the words * in Christ Jesus'
with * I,' and make it mean :

4 I in Christ,' 1. e. as
4 an Apostle in Christ' But as this designation
in the foregoing clause does not belong to * in-
structors' in any such way as to mean, that they
instructed by virtue of their fellowship with
Christ, so here it is not to be similarly connected
with Paul, although it was in itself true, that
those labors of his, which begot in them the new
life, and developed it afterwards, could have
proved successful only so far as they had been
wrought in Christ—through the Ooepel.—
Here we have the instrumentality employed. It

was the proclamation of those good tidings which
are briefly summed up in Jno. iii. 16 ; 1 Tim. i.

15, and elsewhere. The Gospel is 'the power of
God anto salvation to every one that believeth

'

(Rom. i. 10); « the word of the cross;' « the word

of truth,* by which God begets us (Jas. i. 18)

;

'the living,' the undestructible seed of the new
birth (1 Pet. i. 23). And the essential substance
of this Gospel, that which gives it its quickening
and nourishing power, is Christ Himself [the

Word in the word.] The claim to paternity here
put forth, is in no way prejudicial to the father-

hood of God, or the Lordship of Christ, since

Paul is here speaking of the relation which
the Church sustained to the different teachers in

respect to the origin and growth of their spiritual

life. The higher absolute relation to God is here
presupposed, and even intimated by the phrases
" in Christ" and "through the Gospel." The
simple instrumentality, alluded to in the whole
case, is evident of itself; just as in 1 Tim. iv. 16.

Vsa. 17. Therefore :

—

L e. because I am to

you as a father, and it accords with the analogy
of nature, that children should resemble their

parents.—I beseech you.—An affectionate en-

treaty to heed one brief request.—be ye imita-
tors of me.—But how far? Not in general;

but in those particulars which he has just been
enumerating, wherein he stood in such striking

contrast with them, viz., in humility and self-resig-

nation ; " in the renouncement of all ambition and
conceit" Metbe; we might also add with Osi-

ander, ' in that self-devoted heroism with which
he sealed his faith.' ["Nor these only, ' says

Alf., "but also, as in ver. 17, in his manner of

life and teaching"].
Ver. 18. For this oauae.—This is to be re-

ferred back either to ver. 15, as expressing the

motive of his sending Timothy: 'because I am
your father, and feel towards you like one ' [as

Chrys., Theoph. and others] ; or to ver. 16, as

indicating the purpose of his sending him : to

promote your imitation of me. The latter refe-

rence is to be preferred, otherwise ver. 16 must
be taken parenthetically. Oslander combines
both, and justly, in so far as what is said in ver.

16, rests upon the paternal relationship asserted

in ver. 15. The meaning is: 'since I, as a
father, must insist on your imitating my example,

I have sent unto you my dear Timothy, who will

aid you in this respect.'—I have sent to you
Timothy—not as though Timothy was to be
the bearer of the Epistle (comp. Acts xvi. 10),

since he came later, being obliged to go through

Macedonia on his way to Corinth (Acts xix. 22).

—who is my son.—Timothy is here repre-

sented as one who, equally with the Corinthians,

was converted by Paul, and had derived through
him his spiritual life, and so held the same rela-

tions to Paul that they did. And the Apostle

testifies to his tender care over them in the fact,

that he sends to them this their brother, who
was especially dear to him, and enjoyed his fullest

confidence; one, therefore, whom they had pecu-
liar reason to welcome cordially, as a person able

to exhibit to them the mind of their common
father in a most reliable manner. [It must be
remembered also that Timothy was with Paul
during his first visit to Corinth, and must there-

fore have been personally known to a large por-

tion of the Church]. To explain the epithet

'my son,' on the ground that Timothy had been
educated to hie office by Paul, after the manner
that the Rabbis called their scholars 'sons,' is

not sufficiently sustained by the consideration
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102 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

that we have no farther information of his con-
version by Paul. Rather the intimacy of the
relation between the two expressions in Tim. i.

2, 18; 2 Tim. i. 2, and also the application to him
of the same title, «beloved son/ which had just

been applied to the Corinthians, would seem to

confirm the opinion that Paul had also 'begotten
him through the Gospel.'—beloved and faith-

ful in the Lord.—The phrase *in the Lord'
belongs not merely to * faithful,' (t. e. devoted to

me, true to his calling, and therefore reliable)

but also to all that is said of Timothy. The
praise bestowed on Timothy appears also to have
the incidental purpose of impressing upon the
Corinthians, in a tender manner, the kind of

conduct which they owed to their spiritual

fathers.

Timothy's errand is expressed in the words:

—

who shall remind you ofmy ways in the
Lord.—The avafuuvfoiceiv: to remind, presupposes
the existence of a knowledge which has been
repressed by adverse influences, so that it needs
to be called up again and refreshed. "There is

a slight implication here " (Osiander), and Chry-
so8tom remarks that 'the word is finely chosen
to quiet the pride of the Corinthians which might
be aroused at the idea of being taught by a
youth.' What he means by ' his ways in Christ'

he goes on to explain.—as I teaoh every
where in every church.—It was his mode of
conduct as a Christian teacher; and this, as it

regarded, not so much the subject of his teaching,

or its manner, as his demeanor while doing it,

—

the humility and self-denial with which he dis-

charged his calling. This is implied by the
connection. The use of na&6c here, as employed
to introduce a defining clause, in the sense of:

how, is somewhat remarkable. See Acts xv.

14; 3 John, 3 [where the word is clearly used
in this sense, and where Alford somewhat arbi-

trarily asserts that it is alone thus used]. Hence
Billr. joins it to the verb * remind,' as if Paul
meant: 'he will remind you, etc., just sb I my-
self tench.' But from this 1, no good sense can
be obtained, and 2, 'myself is arbitrary. Osi-
ander's explanation, though suitable in sense, is

yet somewhat forced: 'who will remind you of
my walk (my course of life), agreeably to which
I teaoh everywhere.' The first explanation has
tbe most in its favor, in spite of its grammatical
ulraculties. The 'reminding 1 could however
refer to his activity m other churches also, since
they undoubtedly had knowledge of this, from
information which had been given by brethren
on their travels. The reference to this unifor-

mity of his conduct generally, strengthened the
motive for their imitating him.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Spiritual paternity.—The awakening of the
spiritual life in man is a Divine act. It originate*

in God's purpose of salvation, formed in reference
to the individual (Jas. i. 18; Eph. i. 4; 2 Thess.
ii. 13). Its ground is Christ, in His complex
divine-human life as carried out in the work of
redemption, which was effected through His death
and resurrection and final glorification (Jno. vii.

80). Its immediate cause is the Holy Spirit, who
imparts to the redeemed the new life of Christ,

proceeding from his death ; or, in other words,
reproduces in us individually the new man of
righteousness, born in Christ through a judicial
process of death passed upon the old man or the
flesh. The organ of this Spirit is the Word,
vk. f the testimony of Christ, and concerning
Christ, which proceeds from Him ; and the object
and substantial contents of which He Himself is.

By bringing this living Word forcibly to bear
upon the heart, the Spirit opens the heart. Tes-
tifying to sinners of the love of God cherished
towards them individually in Christ, he regains
their lost confidence ; and starts the fountains of
all godly life, of all holy conduct towards God.

—

in obedience and patience ; and puts an end to

the old distrust, that was the source of all rebel-

lion and sin. And he does this in a way to mag-
nify God and belittle man, and to convert the

sinner's pride to humility.

But inasmuch as in this process of renewal
God employs human instrumentalities, he confers

on these also the dignity of a spiritual father-

hood, and so takes them into a sort of fellowship

with Himself. This holds good, however, not of
those who have become, so to speak, the acci-

dental instruments in this work, t. e., who have
in some way brought about the conversion of
souls either by speaking or writing saving truths,

the force of which they have not practically felt,

but only of those who have the life of Christ in
them as an energising power, and who can, out
of their own personal experiences, testify of
Him, and of His enlightening and regenerating

grace, and who are therefore in a condition to

beget a kindred life in others. Standing in
Christ as the ground of their life, and moving
ever in Him, such persons are enabled to intro-

duce others into the same communion, by pre-
senting to them, in quickening power through the
Gospel, Jesus Christ in the fulness of His holy
love and in His redeeming work, and by thus
inducing them to come out from themselves and
give themselves up to Him who has given and
will yet give Himself for them. In this way they
become spiritual fathers ; for it is by virtue of the
living power of Christ dwelling in them that they
are capable of engendering life in others, just as
in the sphere of the physical life, the natural
creative power, resident in the individual as a
personal property, involves in its generative ex-
ercise the character and dignity of the paternal
relation.

But the more clearly and simply this spiritual

paternity is reoognized and maintained upon its

Divine ground, the more decisively will all further
educational efforts on the part of the earthly

parent result in bringing these spiritual children

out from their first dependence on him (a depen-
dence which often involves an unworthy attach-

ment to his personal idiosyncracies), and fasten-

ing them more exclusively upon Him, who k the
eternal and absolute ground of this relation,

even God in Christ. The children are thus
liberated from all that is limited and imperfect

in the human parent, to enter upon a freer and
more independent development in Christ, and
thus to make purer advances in knowledge and
holiness.

But this spiritual paternity carries with it a
high authority, a holy right to discipline, to re-
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bake, to exhort, to purify, with severity or mild-
ness, or both commingled, as circumstances may
demand. And this right is exercised as one of
lore, and under love's strong impulses, and with
that ingenuous wisdom which is peculiar to lore,

and with which it devises all sorts of methods
for alluring, urging, restraining, arousing, and
softening children, restoring their disturbed
confidence and reestablishing over them a weak-
ened authority.

["A father never is afraid
Of speaking angrily to any ohild

Since love he knows is justified of love."]
All this is illustrated for us in the Apostle

Paul
2. [Apostolic piety is the standard for the whole

Church, even to the end of time. The Romish
theory, which distinguishes between the clergy
and laity, and imposes on the former a degree
of sanctity and a mode of life not exacted of the
latter, is here plainly condemned in advance.
Paul puts all believers on the same footing with
himself. He lays claim to no special grace, and
recognizes no obligation to self-denial and sacri-
fice which does not equally rest on the whole
Church. In his office as an Apostle, he became
indeed a spiritual father; but in point of that
Christian character, which underlay his Apos-
tleship, he would have his children resemble
him. Here we learn that the Spirit of Christ
aims to pervade His entire body, and seeks
to mould all, pastors and people alike, to a com-
mon type. Ajid this spirit is a cross-bearing
spirit. It is a spirit, which it devolves on every
minister to exemplify and enforce, and on every
Church to imbibe and cultivate. There will be
no abatement of this requisition until Christ
shall come].

3. [Christian example is an important means for
instructing and edifying the Church. Its uses are

:

1. For illustration. It is the living Epistle, ac-
companying the written EpiBtle, in the way of
comment and explanation. The truth stated in
doctrine, example embodies in solid substantial
forms, that are more fraught with meaning, and
more vivid in expression than words can be.
The duty enforced in the precept, it exhibits in
titie operations of a holy life, that teach the true
method of its performance. Thus the under-
standing is helped to right conceptions of the
Word; and the life of God in the Church proves
the light of the world. 2. Forpersuasion. "Words
teach, but examples draw." So says the pro-
verb, and the reason is, that that inward con-
viction and force of will, which are the secret of
personal influence, express themselves most sig-
nificantly in the conduct. It is through this,

therefore, that man acts most powerfully on
man. 8. For encouragement. The lives of emi-
nent believers show the possibility of high at-

tainment, and a certainty of the divine pro-
mises; and by the shout of "victory at last"
animate the spirits of observers to enter the
fight of faith, and to do and endure in like man-
ner, with the full assurance of like results. 4.

For rebuke. The teal, energy, courage, patience,
self-denial and sufferings of every devoted be-
liever, presents a disparaging and mortifying
contrast with the conduct of those who, while
professing a Bke devotion, evince only an easy

idle, self-indulgent, self-satisfied spirit, or as-

pire only after honors and applause.

To set a worthy example is the duty not only
of Apostles and ministers, but of all Christians
alike. As Paul called upon the early converts
to 'imitate him,' so were they instructed to live

so as to extend the same call to others coming
after them. The guiding word whioh ought to

be continually heard passing down the ever
lengthening ranks of the Church, as it moves
onward through darkness and through light,

treading in the footsteps of its great leader,

should be: ' Follow me, even as I also follow

Christ'].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

1. [Church founders and all who have been
instrumental in converting souls should : 1. love

the subjects of their labors with a paternal af-

fection, even as they stand towards them in the
peculiar relation of spiritual fathers (ver. 15);
2. aim in their reproof, however sharp, a. not to

mortify and disgrace their spiritual offspring,

but, 6. to admonish and so restore them to duty
(ver. 14); 8. set an example of the Christian
life which they shall be able to call on their chil-

dren to imitate (ver. 16) ; 4. take pains to show
them how they live in all their ways, so that

there shall bo no excuse for ignorance or mis-
take, (ver. 17)].
Starke: Nothing is sharper and more pene-

trating than the rebukes of love, (ver. 14).

—

Hbdingbr: Ver. 15.—It is the duty and the cha-
racteristic of a true minister to beget children
through the Gospel, or to lead those, who have
been thus begotten, to a further knowledge of
Christ. No less is it the token of a right-minded
hearer to suffer himself to be thus begotten

through the Word, and be trained to maturity in

Christ. (1 Thess. iv. 1, 10; 1 Pet. ii. 2}. A
preacher must build not only with words but
also with his life, and so as it were with both
hands, that he may be an example to believers

both in word and conversation. It is a shame
for children to run in strange paths and thus

degenerate, (ver. 16). The visitation of churches
by suitable persons is a useful and highly ne-
cessary practice (ver. 17).

Bbrl. Bib.:—It is no small thing to be a spi-

ritual father and teacher. Only those who are

mature in Christ are suited for such an office;

for only according to the measure of our attain-

ments in the divine life shall we be able to beget
and fashion other souls. It is, therefore, a pre-

sumption in those, who are as yet but children,

to wish to become fathers and teachers, before

they themselves have rightly learned (ver. 15).

Who would wish to exhibit himself as a pattern

for others, before he has himself patterned after

Christ? (ver. 16).

Hbvbnbr:—Fathers, who carry their children

on their hearts, mourn over the transgressions

of their children, long for their reformation, and
'

strive to make them blessed. Yea, they would
be willing to pluck out their own hearts for their

sake, if so be they might in this way do them
any good (ver. 15). What joyousness of spirit

iB required to warrant a person in holding him-
self up as a pattern for others (ver. 16).
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[Calvin :—The first token of return to a right

state of mind is the shame which the son begins

to feel on being reproached for his fault. Yet
he who admonishes in a friendly spirit will make
it his particular care that whatever there is of

shame, may remain with the individual admo-
nished, and may in this manner be buried. In

reproofs use moderation, mixing honey and oil

with the vinegar. Let it be understood that

nothing is sought but the welfare of those re-

proved (ver. 14).—How few there are that love

the Churches with a fatherly affection and lay

themselves out to promote their welfare. Mean-

while there are many pedagogues who hire out
their services as it were to discharge a mere
temporary office, and hold the people in subjec-

tion and admiration. When I say pedagogues, I
do not refer to Popish priests, for 1 would not do
them the honor of reckoning them in that num-
ber (ver. 15).—Uniformity and steadfastness of
conduct "in every place," most important for a
minister, so that no objection can be brought
against him, as though he conducted himself
differently in different places. (Ad senium)
(T«. 17)].

B. Anticipation of misconception as to his motives in sending Timothy and of consequent arrogance on tks

part of some. Such to be tested in point ofpower. The kingdom of God a thing of power.

ChaptbbIV. 18-21.

18 Now some are [have been] puffed up, as though I would not come [were not coming]

19 to you. But I will come to you shortly, if the Lord will, and will know, not the

20 speech of them which are puffed up, but the power. For the kingdom of God is not

21 in word, but in power. What will ye? shall I come unto you with [fr] a rod, or in

love, and in the spirit of meekness ?
l

i Ver. 21.—The Rec. has rp«4n}TOf [with D. P. L. Ood. 8In.] ; but Tiach. [according to A. B. C, * «] reada vpa*r*ror [ao

Words., Alf, Stanley].

saying—owe £p;rera«: *ke is not coming.'
And, inasmuoh as uc—ip%. forms one idea, the 6i
is placed after it all See Hajlt. PartikdUhre 1,

p. 190." Alp.].

Ver. 19. Counter-statements.—But I will
come to you shortly.—Paul's courage here
speaks out resolutely in an emphatic, '/ trill

come ' (kXebeofjuu), which is put first. The ' short-
ly ' (comp. xvi. 6), [but why not also the entire
fact of his coming also ?], he makes dependent
on the will of the Lord (xvi. 7), whose servant
he is, and who might appoint him tasks, the dis-

charge of which would prevent him from exe-
cuting his purpose.—if the Lord will.—Thus
courage and assurance are coupled with a bum-
ble consciousness of dependence, and with sub-
mission to the control of a higher power. [*• So
constantly did Paul live in communion with
Christ as his God, submitting to Him and trust-

ing to Him at all times." Hodok].—and I will
know, yv&oopat .—This denotes, not a judi-
cial finding upon a previous trial, nor yet a
simple taking knowledge of by observation.

(Meyer), but a consciousness attained by expe-
rience, and by tests applied, it implies thai
Apostolic discernment, which penetrates through
all outward shows into the very essence of
things, which does not suffer itself to be deceived

by lofty phrase, or high sounding threats (i. 17;
iii. 4), but which accurately detects the presence
or absence of a true capacity for energetio and
successful labors in the kingdom of God (comp.
ver. 20).—not the speeoh of them that are

EXEQBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vkr. 18. He here obviates an inference which
might be drawn [and, it would seem from the

Apostle's language, had actually been drawn],
from his sending Timothy to Corinth. It was,

that he was not coming there himself. And
some were elated, in consequence, with the idea,

that it was because he dared not come.—Some
have been puffed up.—By k^vai^^ijaav,
puffed up j we are not to understand that conceit

of wisdom, spoken of before, which lifted certain

of them high in their own esteem, above the sim-
plicity of the Apostle. He alludes rather to that

arrogant manner, that overweening insolence,

which is a common feature of party spirit.

Whether any declarations of theirs, respecting
his not coming to Corinth, had been communi-
cated to Paul ; or whether he only inferred from
their conduct that they must be indulging in such
expectations ; or whether he only intended to say
that they were puffed up, as though he were not
to be present among them again, may be left un-
decided. Bengel'B idea, ' that a Divine inspiration
discovered to him the thoughts which would
arise in their minds on reading his letter,' is

ingenious, bat hardly suitable.—as though I
also were not coming.

—

ue fii) kpxopkvov
Si uov.—The 6k relates to the sending of Tim-
othy, and puts fiov in conjunction with him.
["&? expresses the assumption in their minds:
the present participle ipxofiivov refers to their
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puffed up, but the power.—There 1b the

same contrast between Myog and dvvafuf here, that

we have 1 Thess. i. 6; oomp. 2 Tim. iii. 6,

where instead of ** speech " we have " the form of

godliness" contrasted with "power." "Abvafuc

is the essential power, or true nature and effi-

cacy of a thing in opposition to mere external

show." Neamder. To explain it of the power to

work miracles [Chrys., Grotius], or of moral
virtue [Theod., Pelagius], or of the influences of

doctrine upon life [Calvin], would not suit the

context. ["It is power to work for the further-

ance of God's kingdom—a power conditioned on
the possession of true inward spiritual energy
(which de Wette makes it to mean). Examples
of this are seen in Paul himself, in Luther and
in others." Meter. It was such power as the

Apostles were commanded to wait for at Jerusa-

lem, ere they went forth to be witnesses for their

Lord, and whioh was exhibited so wonderfully
at the day of Pentecost ; such power as Paul
speaks of, when to the Thessalonians he said

:

4 Our Gospel came not unto you, in word only,

but also in power, and in the Holy Ghost* (where
we see that the antithesis in the text is not to be
taken absolutely but relatively); such power as

is mentioned in Rom. xv. 18, ** the Gentiles being

made obedient by word and deed, through mighty
signs and wonders, by the power of the Holy
Ghost." It was an essential attribute of the

Church, and especially of the ministry of the

Church, as energized for the conquest of the

world by the indwelling spirit of God, and so

made mighty to the pulling down of strongholds.

The lack of power, therefore, indicated an ab-

sence of the spirit,—the want of a Divine commis-
sion and of a heavenly unction].

Yam. 20. Reason for the foregoing. The eye
of an Apostle must be directed to the kingdom of

God, and to whatever promotes its advancement.
And this kingdom is not built up by beautiful

and high-sounding speeches, but by that spiri-

tual energy which awakens and develops the

inward life of the spirit—For the kingdom
of God.—By this is meant the Divine kingdom
of the Messiah as a life in communion with God,
or as a social state pervaded and regulated by
the Divine will. It must, therefore, bear upon
itself the. signature of righteousness, holiness

and blessedness. Or, as the Old Testament des-

cribes it (e. g. Ps. 72), it is a * kingdom of right-

eousness and peace; in which character it is

spoken of again in Rom. xiv. 17. This is also

the ruling idea in historical Christianity, whose
primitive form is the Church. Its full realiza-

tion, however, where the living law penetrates
and pervades all that is phenomenal, or, in other
words, where the archetypal idea and the fact

wholly correspond, belongs to the future age.

To exclude the ethical element from the concep-
tion, is just as incorrect as to hold by it alto-

gether. In the New Testament both are united,

prominence being given, sometimes to one, and
sometimes to the other, in different passages.
But that only the truly pious and believing can
properly be members of this kingdom (Col. iii.

3; Phil. iV. 21 ; Eph. v. 6). is seen in the fact,

that it is a fellowship in holiness. [For a good
exposition of this important term, see Fair-
bairh's Marm. Man. p. 66. Olsh. Corn. Matt.

m. 21].—is, ierlv—is to be understood and
associated with iv, tn, and is to be taken as in

ii. 5, to mean, contUu m, stand* m.—not in
word, but in power.—From this it is evident
that the ethical element of God's kingdom is

mainly considered. But whether the Apostle is

here speaking of the ground or condition upon
which a person participates in this kingdom, or

of its direct active advancement, may be questioned.

In the former case the sense would be: that,

whereon participation in God's kingdom is con-
ditioned, viz., faith and love, is not brought
about through word, but through the power that

is at work in its behalf, t. e. of the minister or
teacher (Meyer); in the latter case it would
mean : he only is able truly to advance God's
kingdom, in whom this power exists. The latter

interpretation, whioh includes also the idea, that

such a person alone can be regarded as rightly

belong n | to God's kingdom, is simpler and
more suited to the context. " It must be said,

however, that the distinction here made between
word and power, is not for the purpose of sepa-

rating the latter from the former, and attributing

to it an operation that manifests itself apart from
and independent of the word, as fanatics teach

;

but in order to contrast with the empty declama-

tion of false teachers that true preaching which
is filled with the spirit,—to oppose to their mere
artificial rhetoric the power of God which resides

in the simplicity of the Gospel." Burger.
Vbr. 21. Having expressed his determination

to go to Corinth, he here leaves it for them to

decide in what form his authority shall be exer-

cised (2 Cor. Xi 6 ; xiii. 2 ff ). This verse some
commentators [Calvin, Beza, Lachmann, Stanley

Words.,] connect with the. following chapter as

opening a new topio for rebuke. But, as no al-

lusion is there made to his coming to Corinth,

and there is no particle to connect it with what
follows, it is better to take it as concluding this

chapter. [So Meyer, Alf., Hodge].—What—
r i=Tv6repov, but is more forcible, inasmuch as

the alternative presented does not appear at once.

—will ye ?—["As Chrys. strikingly says, 'The
whole thing lies with you.' " Meter].—Shall I

oome.—The verb iWo is not dependent on
#£Ure—to yon with a rod, h pd/fcfy—[The

use of kv to express the relation of accompani-

ment or instrumentality, is not a Hebraism, but

a genuine Geek idiom. So Meyer. But Winer,

$ xlviii. d. says, it is also UBed like the Hobrew

3 in cases where Greek authors employ the Da-

tive alone. Its significance in the text is well

given by Alp. " not only with a rod, but in such

purpose as to use it. The preposition here gives

the idea of the element in which, much as kv

<Mftf"]« Here also he presents to view his pa-

ternal relation. The rod is the symbol of fatherly

severity. [It means the rod of His mouth. For
the word of God, spoken by such as Paul, was
sharp and powerful. There is an intimation

here of Paul's consoiousness of power]. In con-

trast with this, and as the alternative before

them, love is mentioned—or in love.—This in-

deed is not excluded from severity ; but it forms

an antithesis to it, inasmuch as in severity the

natural expression of love is kept in abeyance,

and it is compelled to manifest itself in ways alien
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to itself. This idea Is more fully brought out in

the associated clause

—

and (in) the spirit of
meekness.—Luther says: " with tenderness

of spirit," so that irvcvfia would then mean the

subjective disposition. But Meyer, following the

analogy of such passages as John xv. 26 ; Rom.
viii. 15; 2 Cor. iv. 18; Eph. i. 17; Rom. i. 4;
[where, as here, irvevfta is followed by the ab-

stract genitive and evidently denotes the Holy
Spirit, whose specific working is expressed by
the noun in connection], interprets the word here
in like manner. [But, as Alf. shows, Meyer is

mistaken when he affirms, that this meaning at-

taches to irvevfia in all kindred passages of the

New Testament. There is plainly no fixed

usage compelling this interpretation here. It

were better, therefore, with Calvin, de Wette,

Stanley and others, to understand by the phrase

:

a meek, gentle spirit. 8ee Winer 2 xxxiv. 8 bl.

TlpatrrK denotes sparing, forgiving mildness. In

this winning way he gives them to understand
that he would much rather be spared the neces-

sity of discipline. ["It is plain from this, as

from numerous other passages, that the Apostles

exercised the right of discipline over all the

churches. They could receive into the commu-
nion of the Church, or excommunicate from it at

discretion. This prerogative was unseparable
from their infallibility as the messengers of
Christ, sent to establish and administer his

kingdom." Hodge. "For nerve and vigor, for

dignity and composed confidence, this passage
cannot be easily paralleled even in Demosthenes
himself." Bloomfibld].

DOGMATICAL AND ETHICAL.

The kingdom of Ood% a thing of power. This
kingdom, formerly typified in shadowy outlines

(oiud) through the promise and the law, and
through a series of special providences, and pre-

pared through miracleB and signs, and through
the gracious, wise and holy guidance and train-

ing of a chosen people, was first exhibited in its

original principles, and perfectly realised as the
kingdom of heaven upon earth, in the person of

the Son of man, come from Heaven (comp. Luke
ii. 14; Matth. xii. 28). He was the first to fulfil

all righteousness, always doing that which was
well pleasing to the Father (Jno. viii. 29; Matth.
iii. 15). In the plenitude of the Spirit's might,
which rested on Him, (Jno. i. 82), He exercised

a constraining and subduing power over the
hearts of men, and in word and deed evinced a
Divine puissance of love, that overcame the hos-

tile spirits of darkness, proved invincible to Sa-
tanic assaults, loosed all manner of bonds, and
removed evil of every kind. Though externally
weak and depressed, we find Him emerging vic-

torious out of that judgment and death, to which
He had freely subjected Himself, and, as the one
to whom all power in Heaven and upon earth
bad been given, rising far above all creaturely
limitations into the right hand of the Majesty on
High.
Having thus in His own person and history

laid the foundations of the Kingdom of God, and
illustrated its character and career and triumphs,
we behold Him gathering a Church, through the

dispensation of the Spirit, out of that apostate

race, (whose nature He had assumed and had,
essentially as well as morally, united to God),
and exhibiting in it, as in a germ, the kingdom
of righteousness and peace, in the exercise of a
lofty power over the hearts of men and in the
manifestation of ability to redeem and save.

This Church, which, from its unseen beginnings,
has, after a lapse of ageB, spread out into a
mighty tree, continues to exist now, precisely as
it originated, only through the might of the Di-
vine Spirit, who works in its members—espe-
cially in those who are active in its cause—for
the continued illumination and sanctification of

mankind. And only by the same Divine agency
is the kingdom of God, which is enclosed in the
Church, advanced, and that period hastened,
when it shall be made manifest in all its glorious
reality, and when the Lord shall reign King over
all the nations. (Zach. xiv. 9). The powers
which rule in the Church are, in fact, the powers
of 'the world to come,' the atuv fii77xn? (Heb. vi.

5) ; and while these powers display their Divine
energy, in cleansing the heart more and more
from the filthiness of the flesh and the spirit, in
promoting knowledge and sanctification, and in

strengthening the will to endure under all as-
saults of temptation and persecution, the Church
is ripening towards that glorious epoch when, in
the union of all the holy in Heaven and upon
earth, it will appear supreme in Christ, over all

things, as the true Kingdom of God, wherein
God shall be all in all (1 Cor. xv. 28).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

[1. The carnal-minded in the Church, 1, are
apt to gather presumption, and take courage for
self-display, during the absence of their Divinely
appointed guides, ver. 18; 2, need to be tho-
roughly tested as to their really spiritual quali-
ties, and exposed, ver. 19; 8, are deserving of
rebuke and discipline, ver. 21.

2. Since the Kingdom of God is not in word,
but in power, its minuter* must be, 1, full of cou-
rage and fearless of opposition, ver. 19; 2, de-
pendent on the Lord, from whom their power
comes, for direction in all their movements,
ver. 19; 3, capable of testing human pretensions,

ver. 19 ; 4, prepared for severe or lenient dealing,

as circumstances may require, yet disposed in
spirit to the latter, rather than the former,
ver. 21.

8. In the truth, that the kingdom of God la

not in word, but in power—the power of the
Holy Ghost, we have, 1, A leeeon of instruction.

It shows us to what source ministers and all

Christian laborers are indebted for the success
of their words and efforts; 2,.A criterion for
judgment. We can ascertain whether the king-
dom of God is present in any person, or church,
which claims to possess it, by the ability fhown
to achieve those results for which the Divine
power is given; 8, A ground of encouragement.

Weak as believers are in themselves, and great
as is the work to be accomplished, the kingdom
of God in them can strengthen thrm to do all

things ; 4, A lesion of duty. If we would do great
things for God, we must trust, a. not to our own
skill in persuasion, but b. in the power which
the Holy Ghost imparts; 6, A rebuke. Lack of
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•chieYement for the kingdom of God cannot be
charged upon a lack of power in it, but upon a

lack of faith in Christians to use the power
ghren].

Litthxr :—Ver. 20. Faith is a living, essential

thing; it makes a man entirely new, changes bis

disposition, and turns him completely about.

Wilt thou continue to remain in thy pride and
immodesty, in avarice and anger, and wilt thou

boast and prate much of faith If then comes Paul
to thee and says, ' Listen, good friend; the

kingdom of God does not consist in words, but in

povrer and in deeds.'

Starke:—The point to be looked at is not how
i person talks about religion, but whether the

sumtiaU of Christianity—truth, experience, ac-

tion—are in him (ver. 19). 0, precious declara-

tion! It is power—power—not prating and show
that makes the Christian.— Hed. Where the

kingdom of God is, there' Christ is, and the Holy
Spirit also, who regenerates men (ver. 20).—If

soft words won't serve, then the minister must
rebuke sharply.—Love remains the same when it

is severe, as when it is mild, provided it only
leads to God. Its various arts of regulation

most first be thoroughly learned and then prac-

ticed when needful.—Righteousness, holiness and
lo?e exist in God oombined; and as both Law and
Gospel have alike issued therefrom, so should
every evangelical minister rightly employ both.

2 Tim. ii. 15 (ver. 21).

Berl. Bible:—The whole kingdom of our
God is pervaded with Divine and heavenly
powers. And although indeed He utters words
from thence, yet these words are spirit and life,

yea, the words of eternal life (Jno. vi. 63, 68).

Hence words, fraught with the spirit and quick-
ening in their influence, are also a fruit of the

kingdom of God, which consists in power. In
short, every thing which God speaks, works and
does, in and through his Son, carries in itself a
kind of power, and manifests this power wherever
it is not hindered (ii. 5; Rom. i. 16), (ver. 20).

People say sometimes: • Where is love? More
is accomplished by love than by severity/ True,
provided we are not compelled to use severity.

Then severity itself is also an effect of love (ver.

21).
Heubnkr:—The "puffed up" are mighty in

words, but weak in deeds. Inward spiritual

power lies in humility. The Church of Christ

does not need braggarts, but true workers (ver.

19).—The unction of the true preacher is detected

in the power he exerts upon the hearts of men
(ver. 20).—Man determines for himself the treat-

ment he shall receive, whether it shall be seve-

rity or mildness. Well for him, who is still en-
joying the gracious period of discipline. He
is better than one altogether reprobate. God has
a two fold staff, the staff of mildness and the staff

of woe (Zach. xi. 7-14) (ver. 2).

X.—A SECOND INSTANCE OP DEFECTIVE CHRISTIAN SENTIMENT—TOLERATION OP
IMPURITY.—NEED OF CHURCH IN PURIFICATION.

[A ease of incest stated,—Call for Excommunication.—Itsform and intent].

Chapter V. 1-6.

It is reported commonly that there is fornication among you, and such fornication as

is not so much as named [i& not even1
] among the Gentiles, that one should have his

2 father's wife. And ye are puffed up, [?] and have not [did not] rather mourned,
[mourn], that he that hath done' this deed might betaken away [om. away'] from among

3 you (TJ. For I verily, as4 absent in body, but present in spirit, have judged already,

as though I were present, concernin// [om. concerning] him that hath so done8 this deed,

4 In the name of our Lord Jesus Christ [om. Christ6], when ye are gathered together,

& and my spirit, with the power of our Lord Jesus Christ, [om. Christ?]. To deliver

suah a one unto Satan for the destruction of the flesh, that the spirit may be saved in

the day of the Lord Jesus*.

» Ver. 1—Tne addition of 6*op4£rrot in the Bee. has the beet authorities [A. B. 0. D. F. Cod. Sin.] against It, and is

f irhsus a mippUtvoBnt according to Bph. r. 8.

* V«v 2-—It is doubtful whether we ought to read raprov with Orieebach, Meyer [Alford, Words.], or vpi£a* with
Bockert, Teschendorf. Both are equally suited to the sense, and are about equally supported.

* Ver. 1L—The B«-c «£ap#p is still lees authorized than 6popd£er<u rer. 1, and no doubt originated out of rer. 13.
* Ter. 3.—The Bee. <Sk, as, before *m»v, absent, has indeed the oldest MSS. [A. B. 0. D.i Ood. Sin] against it, and hence

ta rej<*ted by Lachroann, Mejer [Alt Words.]. But there are also many and good authorities in its faror. fD.* F. L. Sjr.
aaU man/ of the Greek Fathers]. And it might as easily hare been omitted for the *ake of arolding the repetition (wap^y),
or, as not mired to anir, as admarginated, and then afterwards inserted according to the analogy of «w napdv. We retain
it with Tisebendorf. [We, on the contrary, omit it as badly supported aod wholly needless, and wait for Tischendorfs last
Bi 8ee comments below.]

_ * ter 4.—The xpwrrov of the Bee was probably added later, because of the solemnity of the title. [It is found in D*.
F.LC.d.Sio.omt«adinA. B. D*.]

L

* Ver. 5.—Thie reading (Bec.j Is the most probable. Both the ominston of liftrou (Tlsch.) as well as the addition iiuStp
rter cvpi* and of xouttov- after 'Ii^ov are not sufficiently accredited.
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108 TOE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL,

Paul here turns to a second topic for animad-
version, and what follows might well serve to

take down still further the self-conceit of the

Corinthians. [" This, practically speaking, forms
the crisis of the whole Epistle. It is, as it were,

the burst of the storm, the mutterings of whieh,

as Chrysostom observes, had already been heard
in the earlier chapters, and of which the echoes

are still discernible, not only in this Epistle, but

also in the second Epistle, the first half of which
is nothing less than an endeavor to allay the ex-

citement and confusion created by this severe

remonstrance." Stawlky]. The passage is in-

troduced abruptly without any conjunctive par-
ticle.

Vie. 1. States the specific ground of complaint.

—Commonly b X u c : not indeed, nor, at all, as it

can mean only in negative clauses; [nor "abso-
lutely, as simply adding force to the assertion."

Stanley; nor, in short (Clerious), which Ols. says
is the only second meaning that can be justified]

;

but, as in chap. vi. 7; xv. 29: Matth. v. 84, in

general. It belongs not to nop vela, fornication,

but as an adverb to aKoverat, is heard, and bo
to the whole clause. [" It implies, however, the
general prevalence of the practice spoken of."

Olshausbn. So Meyer, de Wette ; and Hodge
allows it. " The signification, certainly, implying
that the matter was no doubtful rumor, but an
evident fact (as Calvin, Beta and others), is con-
trary to the meaning of the word." Meyer]—
there is heard among you, anoberai iv
ifilv.—By this it is not simply meant, that there
was some talk of the subject mentioned in their
circles generally, but that the thing, of which
the talk was, prevailed there; although this is

only to be inferred from the context, and is not
directly expressed. (It would then mean : iv vjiiv

oioa, or elvai; the former, in case it was a correct
report; the latter, if it were only a vague rumor).
[The names of tho informants are not specified,

as in the former instance. It was a case of
public rumor, and the sin so notorious as to
need no vouchers. See Words.].—fornioatlon,
iropvela.—["The word is used in a compre-
hensive sense, including all violations of the
seventh commandment." Hodge]. Of theBe one
in particular was singled out, of the grossest and
most astounding sort, viz., of incest. This is in-

troduced by Koi, which points to something spe-
cial under a general head, and brings it in as a
climax,—and indeed, or yea even,—with the
repetition of the general term for the sake of
emphasis,—such fornification, aa not even
among the Gentiles.—The ellipsis might be
filled up most readily by: 4 is heard/ or simply
by: « is.' [The Rec. text has * is named,' which
Alf. calls "a clumsy gloss taken from Eph. v. 8."]
Paul here sets forth the unparalleled nature of
the crime he was about to speak of, and the
greatness of the disgrace whioh thereby fell

upon the Christian Church— * a holy people.'

—

That one has hie father's wife, t. e. f his
step-mother (fjajrpvid)—~comp. Lev it. xviii. 7, 8

—

and this either as wife, or concubine. The word
txwy to have, is used of both relations, as is seen
by such passages as vii. 2, 29; Matth. xiv. 4:

xxiL 28 ; Jno. iv. 18. In this case it most pro-
bably stands for an illegitimate concubinal rela-

tion (oomp. Osiander), which was also a 'having/
inasmuch as it was a habitual thing, as well as
an act consummated (irpdt-ac: having done,
ver. 2; and icarepyaadfuvoc: having perpetrated,

ver. 8).* By the expression— « his father's wife,'

the wicked violation of the relation sustained to

the father, is brought out more conspicuously
than if he said simply * step-mother.' The father,

moreover, is to be considered as still living,

(against Besser), and as a Christian. See 2 Cor.
vii. 12, where the father is spoken of as one
4 that had suffered wrong' (aduofleic), and where
Paul says 'he did not write on his account.* The
son, at all events, must have been a member of
the church ; the woman, however, not, since he,

and not she, is made the subject of censure.

Further questions, e, g. f as to whether the man
was a proselyte, and had proceeded on the Jewish
maxim, that a person who had become "a new
creature," had severed himself from all former
connections, and was at liberty to enter into new
relations otherwise forbidden? may be suffered

to rest. In speaking of the crime here men-
tioned as something not existing among the
Gentiles, Paul does not mean to say that it never
occurred in their history. Cases of this sort

are indeed recorded, and tragedies have been
founded upon them; but they are always
spoken of as rare exceptions, that excited the
utmost public horror. Cicero pro Cluentio:

"Scelus incredibUe, et prmter hanc unam in omni
vita inauditum" (comp. Wetstein and others on
this passage).

Ver. 2. Expressions of astonishment at their

conduct in view of the above fact.—And ye
are puffed np?—[This and the following clause

should be read as questions. So Calvin, Meyer,
Alf., Words., et al.]. The iutlc, ye is emphatic,

and points back to iv vulv, among you, q. a\

* such a thing has occurred among you, and you
are, etc. Questions of this sort are often intro-

duced by koI, and, whioh here does not take the

emphasis as though equivalent to: 'and yet,' hut
throws it forward on the word following. The
assertion that they were puffed up, refers, not

to iv. 18, where this is affirmed only of some, hut
to iv. 8, where he describes the whole Church
as filled with the conceit of their spiritual per-

fection. A great mistake it would be to suppose
(with Chrys., Theod., Grot) that the incestuous

person himself was the subject of their pride, on
the ground that he was some distinguished

teacher among them ; or that Paul here alludes

to the boasting of other parties over that to

which the incestuous belonged.— The proper

state of feeling which they ought to have mani-
fested, is expressed in the negative question.

—

And did not—when ye firstknew of the crime-
rather mourn—ue. mourn, that amember oftheir

fit fa not credible that the Corinthian congregation
would have endured that one of their body should live wMh
a hariaty especially his mother-in-law. But because this

Illicit connection had been palliated by the name of matri-

mony, therefore they might connive at it. especially If there
were any who were the man's cealous friends, and endear
rored to soften the basene* of the thing." Cmluus. And
this Is the view of Meyer, whose arguments KUng does not
seem to have thought It worth while to refute, and whlck
undoubtedly ought to be admitted].
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CHAP. V. 1-6. 109

body had sank so low, and the Church of the

Lord, which ought to have been kept holy, bad
been thus defiled and dishonored. (The Aoriet

irevdfoare indioates the act, expressed by the
present, as past and finished, as in kwurrevaare

iii. 6). This mourning, which has its source in

s lively sense of the common interest which all

have in what affects all, implied also a combined
and energetic movement for the removal of the
evil deplored,—in order that he who had
done this deed might be remored from
among yon? Iva a /> tf $.—The hn here is not
eebatie, but retains its proper telic force, " unto
the end that he," etc. The removal pointed to,

most not be regarded as implying any Divine
visitation, a cutting off by death for example, or
the like ; since it is clear from ver. 18, that he
only contemplated the excommunication of the
guilty party by an act of the Church itself—an
act to whioh their sorrow should have prompted
them. Bbiigbl says: " Te had no sorrow to stir

you up for the removal," etc. The manner in

which the party under censure is designated,
carries force: "As that hath done tki$ deed"—
Ipyov,facinus, this wicked deed.

Vies. 8-6. That such sorrow, leading to such
results, should have prevailed in the Church, he
confirms by stating the decision, which he, on his

part, had reached in the case. [" There is some-
thing in the involved structure of this sentence,
which gives a strong impression of the emotion,
anguish, and indignation with which it was writ-
ten, and whioh vented itself in broken and dis-

turbed periods, as it were per singultus.
1 '—

Words].—For I, for my part, iy& fiiv.—
The fitv puts Paul in strong contrast with the
Corinthians, who were so indifferent and remiss
in the case. If we are to retain 6 c, as, it must
be regarded as embracing in its force the two fol-

lowing participles, and belonging especially to
the latter, « though absent in body, yet as present
in spirit.' This then reappears in the next clause
without any qualifying term, and as carrying
the emphasis : Kknpuca 7*c irap6v. The same con-
trast occurs in Col. ii. 6: «* For though I am ab-
sent from you in the flesh, yet in spirit I am
present with you." [Meyer, Words., Alf. omit
the 6?, as unauthorised. The sense is clearer
without it—«for I being absent in body, yet
present in spirit.

1 The participles state the facts
in the case, and require no as implying simili-
tude. This appears only in the next clause,
where it properly belongs].—Absent in body,
yet present in the spirit.—By 'in the spirit'

we are not to understand the Holy Ohost (as
Chrys. and others), but his own spirit, as con-
trasted with his body. Yet the spirit of the Apos-
tle must not be thought of apart from the Divine
illumination and energy which he enjoyed, and
by means of which, even in his absence, he
looked into and influenced the state of the Corin-
thian Church; although the rd nvtvpa, the spirit

designates even his spiritual nature in contrast
with his physical. A similar case occurs in 2
Kings • 26, where Elisha says to Oehazi: " Went
not my spirit with thee?"—have already
Judged, #o> Ktupuca.—(comp. onii. 2). "Al-
ready,"—this energetic and prompt conduct on
the part of an absent person forms a contrast all

the more striking with the slackness of those

among whom the shameful scandal had occurred,

—as present,—[Not, in spirit, for he was there

already in spirit, but in body; *as though he
were visibly among them to control and direct

in the matter.' Bo Meyer, Alf., Hodge].
[As the words which follow are brought under

discussion as to their grammatical construction,

it seems best, for the sake of perspicuity, to give

them in full and translate them as thev stand:

—

tov bvru tovto Karepyaodfievov h r£ ovdpari tov

KPpfov jffujv 'Irjvov owax&tvTuv vp&v koX tov

iftov irvevftaToc evv ry dvvdfut tov Kvpiov jftov

'hjaov irapadovvat rbv twovtov r£> oaravq. lit,—him
so having perpetrated this thing, in the
name of oar Lord Jesus being gathered
together, yon and my spirit, with the
po«wer of our Lord Jeans, to give snoh
a one to Satan.—The first question is as to

the proper connection of the first clause here

:

" him having perpetrated this thing." In the

E. Y. this is taken as governed by some preposi-

tion understood, e. g., Kara, concerning—-** Words.

Others (Stanley) construe it as the direct object

of the verb Kkupusa, judge]. In this case the

sentence would read: 'I have judged or passed

sentence on him who has/ etc. The best way,

however, would be to regard it as the object of

irapadovvat in ver. 6, so that the tov toiovtov, such

a one, would then be merely the resumption of

the same object under another form. [We should

then translate, putting a colon after niKptica, * I

have judged, that the person who has perpetrated

this thing, ye in the name of the Lord Jesus, etc.,

do deliver such a one,' etc.]. The reason for

putting this objective clause first is to give it the

emphasis, as bringing the guilty party more pro-

minently in front. And the word *so' is in-

serted for the sake of intensifying the enormity

of the guilt incurred; and it points to certain

aggravating circumstances well known to his

readers,—"So shamefully, while called a bro-

ther.'
1—Bshqbl. We might also (with Osiander)

here take in view both, the man's shamlessness

in perpetrating his crime and his utter disregard

of his Christian obligations. The next question

is about the proper connection of the subordinate

clauses. These may be combined in four differ-

ent ways. Either they may all be united with

the principal verb irapadovvai, to deliver [Mosbeim,

Sohraderand others], to whioh Bengel and others

also join 6g iraptiv, as present; or with the parti-

cipial clause owax&kvruv, being assembled [Chrys.,

Theoph, Calvin]; or they may be connected

partly with this and partlv with the other, so

that either tv ry bvdft, in the name, etc., shall be

joined to owa;r££vr«v, being assembled, and ohv t%

dw&fiei, with the power, to irapaSovvai, to deliver

[so Beta, Calov., Billr., Olsh.i ; or precisely the

reverse [Luther, Bengel, de Wette, Meyer, Alf.,

Hodge]. The last method seems the most suita-

ble, vis: to unite the clause, " in the name of our

Lord Jesus Christ" (which stands first by way
of emphasis, and which otherwise the analogy

of Matth. xviii. 20 would lead us to join with the

participle, 'being assembled') with the main
verb, as expressing the ground of the chief tran-

saction, so that the act spoken of shall appear to

rest on Jesus, the acknowledged Head of the

Church, and upon His authority, and so pass for

His act. (Com. 2 These, iii. 6; Acts iii. 6-16 ; and
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110 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANa

respecting the word 'name/ chap. i. 2). As for

the clause, *' with the power of the Lord Jesus/'
the very position of it makes it probable that

this is to be connected with the participle, 'being
assembled ' and its adjuncts, since otherwise this

participle would, in a most remarkable manner,
be made to separate the more strictly qualifying

terms of the main sentence. Besides it must be
said that the phrase, " in the name of our Lord
Jesus," better serves to qualify the act of ' de-
livering over to Satan,' and includes also the

force of the other phrase, «* with the power of our
Lord," letting alone the fact, that in this way
we avoid the accumulation of qualifying terms
for the main verb (as well as for the participial

clause, if both should be joined to this). Never-
theless, it is not to be overlooked that the phrase,
" with the power of our Lord," also serves to

qualify the act of "delivering over;" yet not
directly, but only as a component part of the

clause where it occurs. The entire parenthesis
will then mean, that the whole case should be
decided in an assembly of the Church,* where
he would also be present in spirit ;f and that in

this gathering they would, moreover, be accom-
panied by the power of the Lord Jesus for their

assistance, {Lbv, with, designates association,

where, however, the co-worker is not a simple
instrumentality in the hand of the other; and
dvvajuc, power, denotes not merely : 'disposing in-

fluence,' as Meyer supposes, but: force, might, ca-

pability)^

[* " The feeling of absolute control in the matter, which
find* expression in tor. 3, the Apostle softens first by the
use of ' in the name of our Lord Jesus.' and then by associa-
ting with himself, in the republican spirit of primitive Chris-
tianity, the whole Church, where he presides in spirit."

—

db Witts.]

ft **The Apostle translates himself in spirit to the Charch
in Corinth, and expresses his decision as if in midst of
them."—Bsjwer.]

[X Meyer, de Wotte and Alford agree In taking the words,
" with the power of our Lord Jesus," not as a third element
In the proposed assembly, nor yet as something resident in
the whole Church, but as belonging exclusively to Paul, and
so connect it directly to " my spirit." But this seems arbi-

trary. If the act of 'delivering over' was to be the act of
the whole Church and not one of independent apostolic au-
thority, we must suppose that it, too, was fully empowered
for the purpose by the Lord who had promised to be in it,

when assembled lu His name, to the end of time, giving
force to its decisions. The grammatical question here will

be apt to be determined very much in accordance with the
preconceived theories of church government entertained by
tho interpreter. Hodge («. g.) regards the Church as con-
vened n »t for the purpose of voting and acting in the pre-
mises, but "as mere spectators," to impart ** solemnity to
the judicial proceeding." 8o he takes the words in question
as connected directly either with "my spirit," or with* to
deliver'—the sense in either ease being substantially the
same. Wordsworth goes still farther, and regards the ex-
communication as not only " promulgated in the presence
of the Church," but also ai having M been done without ta-

king council with them," and •» probably against their in-

clination." And so the Rheims version :-—•* Though the act
was done In the face of the Church, yet the judgment and
authority of giving sentence was in himself and not in the
whole multitude, as the Protestant and popular sectaries
affirm." Owen, on the other hand, analyses the matter
thus :—1. The supreme efficient cause of the excision is the
power and authority or Jesus Christ. 2. Hie declarative
cause of the equity or this sentence, the spirit ofthe Apostle.
3. The instrumental, ministerial cause, the Church. They
were to " do it in the name of the Lord," and thereby " purge
out the old leaven ;" whence the punishment is said In *2

Cor. 11. 6 to be ** inflicted by many." (Bee a full discussion
of this in Owss's Hbrks, vol. xvi. p. 160). And Nsajtoer
forcibly observes : " The Epistles of Paul, which treat of
various controverted ecclesiastical matters, are addressed to

whole churches, and he assumes thai the decision belonged to

But what are we to understand by ' the deliver,

ing of such a one to Satan?' That by this phrase

excommunication is intended, is evident from
ver. 2 ("that he might be taken away from
among yon.") and from tot. 13 (** Wherefore pat

away, etc.). But that this is all the expression

involves, is improbable from the fact that it is

not elsewhere used in this sense. We meet it

again only in 1 Tim. i. 20, where it appears, as

here, to imply something more. Rather it would

seem to convey the additional thought that those,

who were ejected from the Church of God—

a

realm which, as such, is exempt from the domi-

nion of Satan,—were given over again into Sa-

tan's power, and unto his destructive influences;

and that hence a certain control over these per-

sons is granted him, eta., in so far as it may
please the Lord, who ordains this lot for them
through His Church and through the Apostolio

office (Meyer). [But the question is, whether
this was a miraculous subjection to the power of

Satan, such as involved special evils and could

be effected only by Apostolio authority, and so

was peculiar to that age alone; or, whether it had
regard to Satan only as the common source of the

manifold miseries by which men are scourged,

and as the unwilling instrument of a Divine dis-

cipline over God's children universally, and
hence was something possible for all time, and
takes place whenever a man is given over to suf-

fer the bitter consequences of his vices, un-

cheered by the grace of God's kingdom ? The
former is the view which has prevailed in the

Romish Church from the earliest times, and it

was much used to enhance the terrors of priestly

excommunication and justify the deliverance of

ecclesiastical offenders into the hands of secular

authorities for punishment It is still advocated

by many Protestant commentators, among whom
are Meyer, Alford, Barnes, Hodge. The latter

thus sums up the reasons in its support: 1. '* It is

clearly revealed in Scripture that bodily evils

are often inflioted by the agenoy of Satan. 2.

The Apostles were invested with the power of

miraculously inflicting such evils, Acts v. 1-11

;

xiii. 9-11 ; 2 Cor. x. 8; xiii. 10. 8. In 1 Tim. i.

20 the same formula occurs probably in the same
sense. 4. There is no evidence that the Jews of

that age ever expressed excommunication by
this phrase, and therefore it would not, in all

probability, be understood by Paul's readers in

that sense. 6. Excommunication would not have

the effect of destroying the flesh, in the sense in

which that expression is used in the following

clause." The consequenoe of this view is to ex-

hibit the act under consideration as one done

solely by Apostolio authority and power, and
therefore as an exceptional oase of discipline,

the whole body. Had It been otherwise he would have ad-

dressed his Instructions principally at least to the overseers.

When a licentious member of the Church at Corinth was to

be excommunicated the Apostle considered ii a measure
that ought to proceed from the whole society, and placed

himetdr therefore in spirit among them, to unite with tbea
in passing judgment." Furthermore It might be asked, if

the Church had no power to act in the premises, where was
the ground for Paul to complain of their conduct, In not

securing the expulsion of the guilty parties ? Plainly his

purpose here, in decreeing as he did, was to supplement
their lack of duty ; and we are not to construe bis procedure

as pro form*, but as extraordinary, and based ape* tbat

plenitude ofpower which he had as an Apostle.J
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which can afford no precedent for after times.

The opposite view is the one maintained by Cal-

vin, Beza, Turretin, Owen, Poole, and many
others. They regard the formula, <to deliver a
person to Satan/ only as a more solemn mode of

stating the fact of excommunication as expressed
by our Lord in Matta. xviii. 17,—one designed
to exhibit more vividly the sad condition of him
who has been cast out from the kingdom of God
and so consigned into the hands of his great

enemy, unoheered by the light and comforts of

the Saviour. This seems the more rational in-

terpretation, only that it does not take sufficient

account of the malign agency ascribed to Satan
in the Scriptures. For, 1, it accords precisely

with the view of the Apostle, that outside the

kingdom of God, Satan reigned as " the prince

of the power of the sir"—as the one that " had
the power of death "—as the one who was the

source of bodily inflictions, and had sent * a mes-
senger to buffet him,'—even as he had " bound
the woman who had the spirit of infirmity,"

whom our Lord cured—and so was ever working
in various ways to afflict mankind. And surely

there is nothing in Scripture to warrant our be-

lieving that his agency in this respect has been
restrained as yet. His power to tempt to sin

implies a power also to inflict the evils which sin

engenders. 2. The power of Satan, we are also

taught, is subordinate to the power of God. He
may be suffered to work an utter destruction, or

be used as the unwilling instrument of a Divine
-discipline. Job and Paul are illustrations of the

latter case. And we have every reason to be-

lieve, that Satan is still employed in God's hands
for this very work of discipline or destruction.

Now if this be true, there is nothing miraculous
or extraordinary in the case under review, even
though we may suppose that physical evils are
understood. The instances of Annanias and
Sapphira, and of Elymas the sorcerer are not
parallel with it. It is no objection that this

formula of excommunication has never been
found to have been used by the Jews, for it is in

keeping with the whole tenor of Paul's doctrine.

Moreover, the results anticipated would be di-

rectly conducive to the end proposed, if, as was
hoped for, the culprit was no reprobate, but one
who promised recovery under this most humbling
and chastening discipline].—The end to be
subserved by this « deliverance unto Satan ' was,
—for the destruction of the flesh—e \ c © k e-

&pov Tr?c tr a p«^f.—»That by this no mere moral
effect is indicated, such as the mortification of
the selfish and sensuous propensities of our na-
ture, is evident both from the connection with
what precedes, which points to an operation of
Satan, and from the use of the word 6fa&poc.

which nowhere occurs in the above sense (for

which rather the terms &avarobv. y vtKpovv, ctou»
pom\ and the like, are used), and from the an-
tithesis made here between "flesh" and "spi-
rit.

11
2dpi; here denotes the physical life in its

depraved state, as an organism where sin is

seated, and which serves sin. Now this, which
had been used in so shameless a manner by the
incestuous person as the instrument of sin,

Paul wishes to have given over as a prey to Sa-
tan, that he might execute upon it a correspond-
ing disorder, end so fulfil the Divine judgment.

[And it must be added that there is no vice so

fearfully avenged in that which is its seat and
source, as this very one under consideration^ Its

legitimate consequences, so terrible as to carry
in them the aspect of Satanic malignity, are, in

fact, a ' destruction of the flesh '].—But the ruin,

thus to be wrought in the outer man, was not to

be an utter and final one. There was in it a
merciful design,—that the spirit may be
saved in the day of the Lord Jeans.—The
idea is, that through the penalties inflicted upon
his body the offender might be brought to re-

pentance, so that although the former might per-

ish, yet his spirit~-the centre of his personality

—

being still receptive of Divine impressions, might
be snatched from destruction, and be found at

last within the cirole of the ransomed at the day
of final separation and decision. That the

Apostle herecontemplated something more than
a bare possibility, is apparent from the whole
tenor of this passage; and he might express

such hope without presupposing any irresistible

operation of Divine grace.* [On the general

subject of Satan—the nature and extent of his

agency, and his relation to the kingdom of God,
see the able articles in Kitto's Enc, 2d ed.;

Smith's Bib. Diet., under the word "Satan," and
the one in Hkbtsoos Re. Ency. Teu/el; also an
article by Mosas Stuart in the Bib. Sac. for

1848, p. 117].

DOGMATICAL AND ETHICAL.

[Excommunication : its right, occasions, grounds,

form, intent and results. 1. The right to excom-
municate is both a natural and a delegated right.

The right of any community to exist, involves

also the right to eject from itself all elements

that are inconsistent with its character and in-

tegrity and well being. This belongs, therefore,

to the Church. But above and beyond this, the

injunction of Christ fMatth. xviii. 17), and the

example of the Apostles make it an imperative

duty, for the preservation of the Church as a
holy body, bearing witness for God and truth

and righteousness. 2. The occasion whioh calls

for the act must be some flagrant and habitual

offence. Spiritual perfection is not to be looked

for in the Church. The tares, which in outward
appearance resemble the wheat, must be allowed

to remain to the end. Hence many faults in

doctrine and practice in the Church at Corinth,

Paul was content with rebuking. But the inces-

tuous person was to be cast out. In this for-

bearance of his towards the one, and severity

towards the other, an example is set for all time.

To distinguish when the one should end and the

other should begin, belongs to the gift of wise

government. 3. Its grounds]. The soul of a- true

evangelical discipline is Christ, His name and
power—Christ dwelling in the hearts of believers

by faith, and especially present with those whom
he has made shepherds in it, with His living,

powerful, alt-enlightening, penetrating, sifting

and dividing word, and hence with the energv of

His Spirit operating therein. It is in the light

of this word, that sin must be recognised as a

£ King's refutation of Rttckert'8 charge of "hasty and
aerant seal " on the part of Paul, we yenture to omit as

unnecessary. No one in this country would think of enter*

taintng it tor a moment].
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reproach and a desecration of His name, and
therefore as something which evokes a reaction
against it from this Name—a reaction which is no-
thing else than a manifestation of the might of a
holy, divine love.— [4. Its form]. -The constraining
power of this reaction must be felt and exhibited
in the Church, which is Christ's body, and espe-
cially in those who are the stewards of the Divine
mysteries, and ambassadors speaking in His
name, urging them as by an irresistible impulse,
and arousing them to a strong determination to

make it effective upon the offender. And the
Church in assembling for this purpose when
occasion calls, should come together solemnly,
attended by the presenoe and power of the Lord.
Thus and thus only, in a manner truly valid,

and with unfailing results, can he, who has de-
secrated the name of Christ, and has proved
unworthy of fellowship in His body, be cast out
from the sphere of life in Christ, and from a
participation in His protecting graoe, and given
over into the power of Satan to suffer the merited
penalties of his sins. [5. The intent of this act
is not punitive, but remedial, in consistency
with the design of the whole Gospel dispensation,
whioh was "to save and not to destroy;" and
with the object of the power intrusted to the
Apostle, and so to their successors, " which was
for edification and not for destruction." And
this intent must be displayed in the manner in

whioh the act is performed, and in the hopes and
prayers with which it is accompanied. For
though the act of excommunication is in one
sense a cutting off from the means of grace, in
another it may itself be made a means of grace
through the blessing of God which may follow
the offender in his exclusion and turn the very
severity of his sufferings into a glorious benefit.

And where this result is not hindered by the
obduracy of the guilty party, and he has not
sinned past forbearance, we may expect 6. as the
result, repentance and restoration. Nor is this

surprising]. In bringing about such issues

Satan, the arch enemy of Christ, is employed as
his servant, even while he, on his part, seeks
only to gratify his own love of corrupting,
plaguing and destroying men. Our sinful nature,
the organ of sin and the seat of its impure im-
pulses, is given over into his power to be wasted
and destroyed. And while in doing this, his

intention is utterly to ruin, Christ aims at the
ultimate deliverance of the spirit, which, having
been enthralled by the flesh, is to be liberated
through its weakening and destruction. He who
inflicts thejudgment, prescribes the limits beyond
which the Evil One may not pass ; yea, compels
him to subserve the purposes of his holy love.

This is one truth taught us in the Book of Job,
although the author there is speaking not of
punishment but of proof and trial. The results

of such discipline will be brought to light on that

day when all things shall be revealed. And
they will be brought to light in such a way that

Satan will be put to shame, while God will be
glorified in the midst of His own, even among
those who have deeply fallen, as One who is

wonderful in counsel and glorious in execution.

[On this subject it will be profitable to consult

Owen. Works, xvi. p. 151-188. Edwards Serm. on
Exeom. Hookbb Ec. Pol Book VI].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

[As before we had the picture of a Church
imperfectly united—still divided by the prevalence
of ambition and conflicting opinions, so here we
have a picture of one imperfectly purified, still

carrying in itself the corruptions and spots of an
earlier depravity. And here we see: 1. How sin
may convert the very grace of God into a war-
rant for a lasciviousness even grosser than any
which may be practised without, ver. 1.—How it

shows more flagrant and abominable when seen
in a body professing holiness, than elsewhere,
ver. 1-8. The melancholy aspect of a Church
unconscious of its defilements, and flaunting in

the conceit of its own perfection and beauty ; and
4. in contrast with this, the proper attitude of
humiliation and sorrow that it ought to assume,
ver. 2-5. The duty of observant and faithful

ministers in the premises—to reprove remissness,
and exhort the Church to self-purgation, ver.

8—6. The duty of the Church made alive to its

disgrace—to cast out the evil it cannot cure, and
consign the obdurate offender to the master he
serves, a. with united action ; b. in the name of
the Lord; c. evincing a holy abhorence of sin;

d. yet a love for the offender that shows itself in

the desires and prayers for his recovery, ver. 5].

Stabxb:—Since the scandal of crimes com-
mitted in the Church is greater than that of

those committed in the world, we should avoid
them the more carefully, lament over them the

more deeply, and punish them the more scrupu-
lously. The Church must tolerate the publio re-

buke of open offences, ver. 1.—Christians should
mourn over the sins of their brethren as if these

were personal afflictions (Ps. cxix. 186; Ex. ix.

4) ver. 2.—It is possible for us to promote the
welfare of a Church even when absent, by
prayer and by power [?] by writing and giving
counsel, ver. 8.

—

Hsd^ * How glorious the uses
of excommunication 1' By it many an offender,

who would otherwise continue in sin, and have
part with the devil, is saved ; by it the Church
evinces its abhorence of evil, and shuns disgrace;

by it she keeps from participating in others 1
sins,

which, through connivance, would involve a whole
people in guilt and punishment; and finally, by
it she prevents the spread of iniquity, ver. 5.

Biblbh. Bib.:—Merely formal assemblies pro-
fit nothing; the spirits must be present, and
they must first be united by the power of Christ,

ver. 4.—A true church-censure flows from love.

Its aim is the preservation of the spirit. It has
ever been God's method to destroy a part, and
that the least part, rather than to lose the whole.
So the Gospel still keeps the preponderance.
And though the act wears a legal aspect, it is

evangelical in intent, aiming to save what be-
longs to Christ—We shall obtain salvation at

the appearing of our Lord, provided we first

awake from sleep, arise from the dead, and let

Christ give us light, ver. 6. The toleration of
even small things, whioh originate from impure
sources, endangers the whole obedience of faith,

ver. 6.

RicoEB :—Conceitand 8elf-Batisfaction,whether

in individuals or communities, open the way for

carnal license.—A person must have dug deep in
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poverty of spirit, if he takes not occasion from
others

1

trespasses to enhance his own reputa-
tion—He who spares the rod hates his child.

The omission of a lesser discipline only exposes
the guilty one to greater judgments.
Hbubnbr:— The abominableness of incest,

from which even the heathen shrank with hor-

ror, mu?t have a deep foundation in the nature
of things, even in God, and not be sought for in

the consequences alone, tot. 1. Public offences,

when tolerated, involve the whole Church in

guilt, even the better portion, partly because all

are members of one body ; ana partly, because
their toleration is a token of a want in the

Church of zeal and watchfulness and care, for its

order and welfare, ver. 2.—This power of cen-

sure *. 9. of delivering over to Satan, which is

now conceded to no one [?], is still invisibly

exercised by Christ and His Apostles, over every
Chnroh, so that in their sight all unworthy per-
sons are already excommunicated. Oh that we
could ever bear in mind this scrutiny and judg-
ment that is exercised over us from above!—The
Christian Church is holy. It is a city set upon
a hill, whose light shines far. Through offences

and crimes its crown is trampled under foot.

They are violations of the majesty of Christ.

—

The stringency of primitive Church discipline is

no longer maintained. In congregations so
mixed as ours, the consciousness of Christian
communion has vanished, and public censure
would be deemed a libel, and would fail of its

end. Hence it only remains for the better mem-
bers to withdraw their fellowship from every
person who dishonors the Church, and refuses to

reform, and so make manifest their displeasure at

his conduct (Matth. xviii. 17). This would be
a voluntary discipline wholly within the power
of Christians, of which even the guilty party can-
not complain, ver. 5.*

Nbakdbk:—It is well for the soul if it can
be saved, even at the cost of bodily sufferings,

ver. 5.

[TLese remarks apply only to eharches united with
the stste; and they bring to view one great evil of the
gtate chnroh syatem, and afford evidence of it* utter incon-
sistency with the whole idea of Christianity, and of its in-
eeapatihility with the Gospel requirements].

[W. F. Bessie:—It is not indeed granted the
Church to know, or to determine what sort of
evil Satan will inflict on one given over into His
power. That he will not, however, slip the man
on from one sin to another (Ps. lxix. 28; Rom. i.

24), but will, on the contrary, sensibly touch him
with this or that external evil or misfortune, this

the Church knows, because it recognizes Satan as
the personal power of evil, and it purposes in

Christ that the strokes of the destroyer shall

smite the flesh of the condemned party, whether
it be to the destruction of his bodily life, or to

the loss of his earthly prosperity, in order that

the spirit of the returning penitent (and so his

body too at last) shall be saved in the day of the
Lord].

[F. W. Robertson :—The Church excommuni-
cates in a representative capacity. Man is the

image of God, and man is the medium through
which God's absolution and God's punishment
are given and inflicted. Man is the mediator,

because he represents God. His acts in this

sense are, however, necessarily imperfect. There
is but One in whom humanity was completely re-

stored to the Divine Image, whose forgiveness

and condemnation are exactly commensurate
with God's. Nevertheless, the Church here is

the representation of that ideal man which
Christ realized, and hence in a representative

capacity condemns and forgives,—The indigna-

tion of society is properly representative of the

indignation of God. God is angry at sin, and
when our hearts are sound and healthy, and our
view ofmoral evil not morbid and sentimental, we
feel it too. And in expressing this we represent

and make credible God's wrath. When the of-

fender hears the voice of*condemnation and feels

himself every where shunned, then conscience,

which before had slumbered, begins to do its

dreadful work, and the anger incurred becomes
a type of coming doom. Thus is there lodged in

Humanity a power to bind ; and only so far as

man is Christ-like can he exercise this power
in an entirely true and perfect manner. (Ab-
breviated*)].

[* Bee his striking views on this snbjoct more fully exhi-

bited in his 4am. on Absolution in the 3d Vol. of his series.]

X.—[A The duty of Church purification in general. Its motives, ground; and limitations. Rectification

ofmisconception* at to hie meaning in an earlier Epistle-].

Chapter V. 6-13.

6 Your glorying [That in which you glory] w not good. Know ye not that a little

7 leaven leaveneth the whole lump r Purge out therefore [omit therefore1
] the old

leaven, that ye may be a new lump, as ye are unleavened. For even Christ our pass-

8 over is sacrificed for us [omit for us8] : Therefore let us keep4 the feast, not with old

leaven, neither with the leaven of malice and wickedness ; but with the unleavened

9 bread of sincerity and truth. I wrote unto you in an epistle not to company with for-

10 nicators: Yet [omit Yet*] not altogether with the fornicators of this world, or with
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the covetous, or [and5
] extortioners, or with idolaters ) for then must ye ueo's6 go *ufc

11 of the world, fiut now7 I have written [I wrote] unto you not to keep compuuy. ir

any man that is called a brother be8 a fornicator, or covetous, or an idolater. <»r u

12 railer, or a drunkard, or an extortioner; with such a one no not to eat. For what

have I to do to judge them also9 that are without? do not ye judge them that are

13 within? But them that are without God judgeth. Therefore [omit therefore1
] put

away10 from among yourselves that wicked person [rdv xovypdv, the wicked one].

1 Ver. C—The variations 80A01 and 4$etpti are glower
* Ver. 7.—The ovv of the Rec, as well as the «<u before ov, ver. 10, and the cat before cflparc, ver. 18, are connective

particles that are feebly supported. [They are not tound in A. B D. F. Cod, Sin.J
» Ver. 7.—itvip ypiitv after ijfuiv is a dogmatic gloss, which has all the roost Important authorities against it. [This

sentence ought to l>e rendered : 'Far our pcutover has been sacrificed, even ChrisU]
« Ver. 8.—[** toprafrntv, A. D.. but <oprd£*n<v. B. C. ¥ L. Cod. Sin.'' Alf.J
* Ver. 10.—The Bee. ij is feebly supported and is an alteration to conform to the general context [A. B. C. IP. F. Cod.

Sin. all have xaij
* Ver. 10.—(The Rec. has b$ei\rr« with B»M which Alf. calls " a correction from misunderstanding." Wcrdeworth and

Meyer retain it. A. B*. C. D. P. L. Cod. Sin. have «»4«tArre» It would then read :
* Ye ought to have gone.1 "The necessity

would long ago have occurred and the act pasned. And this Lachmann, Tfech.. RUckert, approve.]
* Ver. 11 —[The Rec. has wv\ with C. 1>. Cod. Sin*.; and so Meyer, Words. But A. B. F. L. Cod. 8in». have all vvv, which

Alf. adopts.]
* Ver. 1 1 .—The Rec. »} is accented according to the analogy of what follows. But ^ Is best authorized [being supported

by nearly all the ancient versions.]
9 Ver. 12.—The x«u has indeed many important authorities against it. [A B. C. F. Cod. Sin.] But it might very easily

have been omitted as dispensable, and ought to be retained with Meyer and Tisch^ndorf. [Alf. omits it.]

[
w Ver. 13.—The Rec. *oi i^aottTt arose from Deut. xxiv. 7. 'E^dpart is decidedly better supported. A. B. C D*. F.

Cod. Sin.]

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

[In this section the specific duty of excom-
municating an incestuous church member is ex-
panded into the broader one of individual and
social purification in general. And this is exhi-
bited under a familiar metaphor, and enforced
by reasons drawn from it. In entering upon it

Paul starts with alluding to that state of mind
which presented so strange a contrast to their

actual condition.]

Via. 6. That in which you boast U not
good.—In view of the word here rendered,
* boasting' (Kabx*ipui), the question arises, whe-
ther it is the art, or the ground of boasting that is

intended. The latter meaning is certainly the
one which prevails in the New Testament, even
2 Cor. ix. 8, [and this is in accordance with the

passive form of the noun]. Then we should
render it: 'that of which you boast;' and while
with the other signification ov nahdv would mean

:

'it does not become you/ etc., it would in the
other case be rendered : ' is not seemly or beau-
tiful/ implying that it is, rather, hateful. It

is not, however, the incestuous person that is

meant [as Hammond and Whitby singularly sug-
gest, supposing him to have been a man of some-
reputation for wisdom and eloquence], but the
whole condition of the Church, the complete cor-

ruption of which he proceeds to illustrate by a
familiar comparison.—Enow ye not that a
little leaven leaveneth the whole lump ?
—In like manner, he implies, that the whole
Church was infected by one crime, tolerated in

the midst of it. The "little leaven " here refers
not so much to the person in question, as to the
vice of fornication, which had broken out upon
him in its worst form. "It denotes some im-
purity of the former state, not yet purged out,

—

a little remnant of which, if allowed, was suffi-

cient to corrupt again the salvation already ob-

tained, and render it ineffective." Burokr. [It

is not, however, says Alford, the "danger of cor-

ruption hereafter " by the future spread of the to-

lerated evil, that he here speaks of, but " the

character already tainted " by its presence among
them in this one instance." But are not the con-

sequences merely anticipated in their certainty,

and the future and present all included under
one view? The leaven and its working must
here be taken together]. The same comparison,
used to illustrate a corrupting influence, occurs
in Gal. v. 9, and Matth. xvi. 6, and the parallel

passages. On the other hand, it appears in

Matth. xiii. 83, and in the parallel passages, to

illustrate the penetrating and pervading power
of Divine grace.

In consequence of the contagious effects of

tolerated evil, Paul gives the following exhorta-
tion:—Purge out.—'E/Mcatfa/petv sometimes is

followed by the Accus. of the thing cleansed, and
sometimes, as here, with that of the thing re-

moved. [Stanley calls it "a strong expression,"
and remarks that the duty it enjoins was "carried
out in later times with such extreme punctili-

ousness, that on the fourteenth day they searched
with candles into the darkest holes and corners to

see whether any leaven remained."]—The old
leaven.—This, in accordance with what lias

been said, does not indicate the incestuous per-
son, so that the command would only be a repe-
tition of that in ver. 2 and 13, but the moral evil

which was defiling the Church. This he calls
4 old,' because it was the remains of their former
unregenerate state which, like leaven, was still

at work vitiating their character.—That ye
may be a fresh lump, vkov fvpafia,—
wherein there is no leaven, hence a complete
whole, morally renewed by purification— a
Church holy and free from sin, evincing its

early love and zeal. (Starke). (Niof, fresh differs

from Kaivdc, which means new, entirely different

from what it was before). —What follows clearly

shows that the Apostle had in mind the prac-
tice of the Israelites removing leaven from their

houses before the Passover began.—As ye axe
unleavened.—Thus he designates the Church
ideally considered, and as it can become only
through the power of Divine grace, and shows
the divinely postulated character of its member-
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ship; and hence it presents an argument for re-

moving the existing evil, as he enjoins them to

do. They are to come up to their true ideal.

[Conybeare and Howson, however, interpret this

clause literally, as alluding to the condition in

•which the Jewish portion of the Church were at

that moment, it being the time of Passover:
14 Even as ye, at this Paschal season, are without
the taint of leaven." This view Alf. combats at

length. His strongest argument, and one which
most be deemed conclusive, is that it is "wholly
alien from the habit and spirit of the Apostle. ** The
ordinances of the Old Law,** he says, " are to

Paul not points, on whose actual observance to

ground spiritual lessons, but things passed away
in their literal acceptance, and become spiritual

verities in Christ." Kling's view is the one gone-
rally adopted, and in refutation of the one above
Euggested, he adds further]. It would evidently

transcend the meaning of the term, a^vuoi to

make it mean those who eat no leaven, or ob-
serve the festival of unleavened bread, t. e., the

Jews, nor would such a meaning ba applicable
to the case of a Church composed mainly of
heathen converts. But it may be fitly used of
all professing Christians, inasmuch as they are
themselves supposed to be free from those sinful

corruptions which prevail without in the world,
and which are here denoted by the leaven. And
such an interpretation accords with the pre-
vious phrase ** a fresh lump." The translation
of care by: 'ye ought to be,* instead of
by: «ye are* [as Chrysostom, Theoph., and
after them Billroth, Piatt and Pott, and many
others suggest], though in itself incorrect,

would point to the ideal view of Christians ex-
pressed in the word 'unleavened.' [But the
strongest argument for the interpretation given
above of the clause before us, is in what follows,

where we see that the Apostle's mind was moving
not in the sphere of Jewish carnal ordinances,
bat among the higher verities which they typi-

fied].—For oar Passover also has been
sacrificed evan Christ.—[Such can only be
rendering of the words, /cat yap rd xaaxa
9/tuv erv&yj Xpiardc. The main subject
is evidently rd iraaxa; and the intent of the
Apostle is to show the propriety of speaking of

Christians as unleavened, since they, too, had a
pischal offering, which was Christ. Kling, how-
ever, goes on to raise the question]. Does this

declaration furnish the ground of what immedi-
ately precedes ? or is it a further argument for

the whole exhortation ? In the former case, the
sense would be : ye are free from that corrup-
tion by virtue of that redemption achieved by
Christ. But such connection would suit, pro-
vided only, that we took the term " unleavened

*'

in the sense rejected above. [But why so ? Why
not consider it as justifying the application of
the term to Christians also, on the ground that
thej likewise had a passover which obliged them
to be free from the corruption which the leaven
symbolized?] We, therefore, refer the clause
to the whole exhortation, as furnishing an argu-
ment for that. [And such, no doubt, is the
more extended bearing of it.] As among the

Israelites from the first day of the feast to the
slaying of the Paschal lamb, it was the rule to

pot away all leaven and all unleavened bread

I from their houses, so likewise were Christians

under obligation to put away all former sinful

practices—the leaven of wickedness—inasmuch
as their Paschal lamb, even Christ, had been
slain. And here we have an evidence that the

ancient Paschal lamb was a type of Christ. And
to this nlso Jno. xix. 30, plainly conducts us.

The point of comparison is, primarily, the re-

deeming power of the blood of the victim. It

was with this that at the time of their departure
from Egypt, the lintels and doorposts of the Is-

raelites were sprinkled, and by reason of this

that those within were preserved from the de-

stroying sword, while the Egyptians fell under
its stroke. In like manner under the new dis-

pensation, which fulfils the old, it is said the
hearts of believers are sprinkled by the blood
of Christ (Heb. x. 22; xii. 24; 1 Pet. i. 12), and
thus savca from destruction. The slaying of the

Paschal lamb accordingly obtains the character
of a sacrifice (&i>eiv)

t
and indeed of an expiatory,

covenant kind, forming a distinction between the

members of the covenant, whose sins are covered
with its blood, and the others who are left to

their doom. Worthy of consideration, though
somewhat problematical, is Liicke's and Meyer's
observation, that this designation of Christ ac-

cords with John's account of the crucifixion

which places it on the day of the slaying of the

Paschal lamb* (contrary to the account of the

Synoptists), and can only be explained on this

ground. £ut, however this may be, a powerful
motive is found in this fact for moral purifica-

tion, (comp. 1 Pet. ii. 24). — This is further
carried out in

Yer. 8. Let as therefore keep the feast.

—The previous command in a milder form

—

that of an exhortation to a social solemnity, for

which the expression, " our Passover," forms a
fit transition. The whole context alludes to the
Easter festival ; and it is highly probable that

the Apostle wrote the Epistle at or near the ap-
proach of Easter (comp. xvi. 8), and, being full

of the idea, gave to his exhortation a correspond-
ing form. That the Christian festival of Easter,

commemorating the resurrection of our Lord, had
already been established, can hardly be affirmed.

But that Gentile converts united with the Jewish,
to celebrate the Passover in commemoration of its

fulfilment through Christ, is too probable to be
denied. In any case, it is safe to assert with
Osiander, that it was solemnized in spirit. As
for the rest, the language is figurative. The
duty indicated is not the outward, but the in-

ward spiritual observance, namely, the united
offering of praise to God for His redeeming
grace, through the maintenance of a Christian
conversation (comp. Osiander). [Hodge, Alf.,

Stanley, agree in the opinion that there is no
reference here to the keeping of the Passover
festival, nor yet to the observance of the Lord's
Supper (though Wordsworth regards " the text

as specially applicable to a consideration of the

privileges and duties" connected with this), but,

as Kling, to that "continued Passover least,"

that "sacred festival" of a consecrated life,

which should follow upon our union to Christ in

[* Bee this disprored, and the whole chronology of our
Lord's last acts fully discussed in Andrkw's "Ltfe of our
Lord,'* pp. 423-460: also Lakoe ou MaUh. pp. 466 and 468].
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His death, even as a feast, professedly of holy

joy and gladness, protracted through seven days
always followed upon the observance of the Pas-

sover among the Jews].

How the feast was to be kept is explained still

further ; first, negatively.—not with old lea-

ven,—which he had just told them to purge
out (ver. 7), and which he goes on further to

describe in words which are to be understood,

not as introducing a new thought, but as expla-

natory of the former.—neither with the
leaven of malice and wickedness.—What,
in point of fact is one, is here formally distin-

guished ; or we may say with Meyer, that of the

kind in general one particular is selected and
made prominent. The preposition kv with, in-

dicates that with which the feast was accom-
panied, or in which its character was violated.

{The Genitives are those of apposition, 'the

feaven which is,' &c. See Winer, { 69, 8, a],

Kama denotes the opposite of that love which
seeks the welfare of another—a desire and effort

to injure a neighbor (Eph. iv. 31); irovqpia ["is
a still stronger word" HodgbJ, and denotes
wickedness, villany ["the performance of evil

with persistency and delight. Hence Satan is

called 6 irm'tjpdc "—Hodob]. In contrast with
these we have the true method expressed.—but
with the unleavened bread of sincerity
and truth.

—

Eifaicpu>eia is purity—the quality
of having been proved in the sunlight (riA?) and
found [Kpiverai) genuine; aWfteta, the harmony
of man with himself, and with Divine truth,

which is made known in the uprightness of con-
duct. To distinguish these terms as indicating,

the one the substance, the other the manifestation

of goodness, and thus as expressing the opposite
to Katua, the substance, and irovripia, the manifesta-

tion of evil would be too abstract. Bengcl's
distinction: "Koala is vice, as contrary to virtue,

and that virtue unalloyed, or insincerity, and
irovypia, wickedness, as in those who strenuously
defend and retain Koxiav, and is opposed to the
truth "—is very uncertain. We can better ac-

cept the distinction he makes between eiXatplv-

eta and a?.*r&eia—"the former takes care not to

admit evil with the good, the latter not to admit
evil instead of good." For other attempts to

discriminate between these words, see Starke in

loco. [Also Tbbnch "Syn. of the New Testa-

ment" j xi., and W. Webstie "Syntax and Syn.

of the New Testament," pp. 194, 195].

Via. 9-1 3. l We here have an episode to the
proper subject of this paragraph, which is re-

sumed again in ver. 18*. The exhortation given
above suggests the correction of a misunder-
standing in regard to the meaning of a certain

passage in a previous letter, which he had written
to them about holding intercourse with fornica-

tors.—I wrote to you in the Bpistle —Too
stringency of theological dogmatism, which re-

fuses to admit the loss of any Apostolic writing,

insists that the reference here is to a previous
passage in this Epistle, viz., ver. 2 and 6. But
such reference neither suits the expression "in
the Epistle," nor yet the contents of the verses
cited. The allusion must therefore be to some
earlier letter now lost. [This is the conclusion
of Calvin, Beta, Bengel, de Wette, Meyer, Words-
worth, Alford, Hodge, Barnes, and most other

modern commentators, and as Words, argues,

«« is perfectly consistent with the position, 'that

no Canonical Book of Holy Scripture has been
lost.' " Stanley, however, ingeniously argues
for the other view, advocated mainly by the

Greek Fathers, also by Hammond and Whitby,
and asks whether there are not indications that

the whole passage from v. 9 to vi. 8 is, in some
sense, a distinct note, a postscript not merely
to v. 6-8, but also to vi. 9-20? This he
says has been already conjectured by two Eng-
lishmen, J. Edwards and Dr. Thos. Arnold, and
he alludes in the way of comparison to a re-

markable passage in Livy. iv. 20, called by Nie-

buhr, the only instance of a note in any ancient

author. Similar digressions he thinks he finds

elsewhere, also in Paul's Epistles. To say the

least, he makes a very plausible esse, and his

arguments, if not convincing, sre very interest-

ing].—not to keep company with fornica-
tors.—Iwavafiiyveotiat, to mingle oneself up with,

as in 2 Thess. iii. 14; the Inf. after verbs of

counselling, or commanding. The warning thus

conveyed they had interpreted to mean, that

they should hold no intercourse at all with per-

sons of the sort mentioned; and they did this

perhaps from a secret disinclination to follow

Paul's instruction, and in their letter had pointed
out the utter impracticability of the thing. He
therefore goes on now to explain himself more
exactly upon the subject.

Via. 10. Not altogether with the forni-

cators of this world.—The ellipsis here is

certainly to be supplied from the foregoing—'I

wrote not to mingle with.' But the question is,

whether these words are to be inserted after

'not,' so as to separate it from 'altogether'

(tt&vtoc), or whether these two words are to be
taken together; and then, in the latter case,

whether the two are to be joined with 'I wrote,'

or with the nouns following. In our opinion,

the separation of 'not altogether' (ov iravruc),

ought, if possible, to be avoided. But if we con-

nect the words unitedly, to 'I wrote,' and ren-

der the clause : ' I did by no means write to you
not to associate with the wicked,' then it has the

appearance of •promoting directly such inter-

course. ["And this, although perhaps the more
oommon explanation, does not give so good
sense." Hodob]. They had better therefore be

joined with what follows, in the way of limita-

tion: 'not entirely and under all circumstances'
with the fornicators of this world. By the epi-

thet, * of this world,' the persons alluded to are

distinguished from those of the same class found
in the Church.—Since he is treating, in this para-
graph, of moral purification in general, he adds
yet other sorts of persons who presented a de-

cided contrast to the Christian character, and
with whom it was unbecoming in them to associate

—persons whom he had already spoken of in his

previous letter.—or with the converts and
extortioners.—These two classes go togetht-r,

as may be seen by the teal and, which connect
them—a reading better supported than $, or of

the Rec. The trXeovkKHK is one who means to

have more than his neighbors, or, more than
belongs to him, and who therefore indulges in

frauds, and overreaching, and oppression. This
trait is more prominently brought out in the
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second term, apna$> which denotes one who mani-
fests his greed of gain in robbery and plun-
der. [Conybeare renders the former of these

words : • lascivious person/ and says that " nTJo-

vegia in St. Paul almost invariably means cm/?u-

rity." And Stanley advocates this interpreta-

tion as being more in accordance with the drift

of discourse. And there is not a little to justify

the view taken. Sensuality and rapine most
frequently go together as branches from the
same root of covetousness, and stand in close

connection with idolatry. The same view is

also maintained by Hammond, who explains the
vXtovi/craic to mean 'men of inordinate lusts;*

and in consistency with this, supported by no
small show of classic authorities, translates

6pwa)*s, raoishers. But there is no special rea-

son why "the extraordinary sense" should be
adopted here ; and the conjunction 'and 1 seems
to affiliate the words in meaning with the other
to which it is thus connected. See Trench, N.
T. Syn. { 24] —or with idolaters.—To those
who violate the rights of neighbors, he joins

such as violate the highest right—that of God.
And in this religious aberration is found the
source of all moral aberration. [" This is said

to be the earliest known instance of the use of
the word eidvhiX&rpnc ; it is never used in the
LXX., although eiSutov is constantly employed
in that version to denote 'false gods.' " Hodge].
That the prohibition which he had formerly
given could not have been meant in the broad
sense supposed by his readers, he now shows
apagogically by exhibiting the absurdity of the
thing.—Since, indeed, ye must then have
gone out of the world.—The apa, in that case,

following upon enel, since, shows yet more defi-

nitely the consequence which would ensue upon
the interpretation put on his language. Pro-
perly a protasis is here to be supplied. ' If it

were so as you say, why then in that case,' etc.

[For the force of apa, see Winer { LIII. a].

Kocruof, world, in this last clause, is to be taken
in its physical, not, as in the first clause, in its

ethical sense. The world is full of bad people,
with whom we are compelled to deal, in some
form, in business or traffic, by the very exigen-
cies of our earthly lot ; and if we would avoid
them altogether, wo can only do it by quitting
the world altogether.

Yer. 11. Bat now I wrote to yon.—He
cannot here be repeating what was in the former
Epistle, for had the words which follow been
there, the misunderstanding could not have
arisen. Nvv di lyparpa must accordingly
imply: 'but now my meaning was,' vvv being
taken in its logical sense, as referring back to
the previous statement (comp. xv. 20; xii. 18;
xix. 6). In like manner Kkyu and eXeyov often
stand for: 'this is what I mean, or meant, by
what I say, or said.' So i. 12 and elsewhere.
This interpretation is better suited to the con-
text. We have here the positive explanation of
a former declaration, following upon the nega-
tive one in ver. 10,—and not a new declaration
made 'now' (m), differing from that made "in
the Epistle," ver. 10; in which case the aorist

fyfHuffa: I wrote, must be taken after the old
epistolary style as referring to what was eaid in
process of writing (see Meyer in loco). ["Thus

by the right rendering, we escape the awkward
inference deducible from the ordinary interpre-
tation, that the Apostle had previously given a
command and now retracted it.'

1 Alf.].—not
to keep company, if any one called a
brother be a fornicator.—The participle

bvoua^SfievoCt called, forms an antithesis to p,

w, as contrasting profession with reality. To con-
nect the participle with the following noun [as

Augustine, Ambrose, Estius, and others], so as to

read: 'be a reputed, or notorious fornicator,'

would be alike opposed to the drift of the passage,
and to the usage of language. 'Qvofi&fro&at can
mean only : to be called, or, to be honorably men-
tioned. Besides in this case the text would have
been: a6i?j^rig,—or a covetous, or an idol-
ater.—The term idolater, as applied to one called

a brother, must denote, [not an open worshipper
of idols, for such a person would hardly have
been found among the brethren], but one who
ate of the heathen sacrifices, and participated in
the heathenish customs connected therewith—

a

practice alluded to in x. 14. Then enlarging his

catalogue beyond that of ver. 10, he adds,—or a
railer, or a drunkard,

—

fii&vooc., a term
which in old Greek was used of women only,—or
an extortioner ; with such a one neither
to eat.—This does not refer to communion at
love-feasts, or at the Lord's Supper ; but to as-

sociation at ordinary meals, a practice which
would indicate intimate companionship. The
characters described, they were not to entertain

as guests, nor visit as hosts, nor unite with them
at a party in the house of a common acquain-
tance; but they were to cut them off from their

society and *ive it to be understood that they
would have nothing in common with them.
" Here we learn what sins justify excommunica-
tion. We must also suppose that among the

converts at Corinth, here and there, a reaction

towards their former state had already taken
place." Nkandbr.
Vebs. 12, 18. A further reason why he could

have designed his exhortation only in a limited

sense. The contrary would have been an as-

sumption of authority over those not Christians,

an application of discipline to them which was
not allowed him.—For what have I to do,—r i ydp pot .—The expression is pure Greek.
It means, ' what concern is it of mine ? It does
not belong to my office.'—to judge also those
without.

—

01 if; o f was a designation applied

by the Jews to the heathen, and by Christians to

unbelievers. The latter are without, because
they are outside the pale of God's Church—not .

to be found among His people. In like manner
Col. iv. 6, 1 Thess. iv. 12. His refusal to judge
such he sustains by a reference to their own pro-
cedure.—do not ye judge them that are
within?— The rove iau, holding the empha-
tio place, forms the antithesis to rove ££<•>, and
vfieic to fx oi. Then the argument is: 'since

you yourselves confine your jurisdiction to those

within the Church, you had no reason to ascribe

to me advice which went beyond this limit.' It

would be clearly wrong to separate, as some
[Theoph. Hammond, Michaelis, Rosenmuller] do,

tvx'i from what follows, and then take the verb

in the Imper. g. rf., 'No, judge ye,' etc. It would
then have read, ovdfa, nothing, as the reply to the
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118 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

previous question ; and hTJka, but, would hare ap-
peared after it. In saying 'ye,' Paul does not
mean to exclude himself. This would be con-
trary to what he had just enjoined in vv. 3-5.

—

—But those without God will judge, or
jud^eth.—This clause is best taken by itself,

affirmatively, and not as continuing the previous
question: 'The right to judge unbelievers be-
longs solely to God, not to you or me.' Whether
the verb here is to be taken in the present or fu-

ture is doubtful, for the accentuation is uncertain
—whether ipivti or Kptvel. If the latter—the
future, the reference is to the last judgment.
But this is not what Paul has exclusively in

mind. Taken in the present, it corresponds best
with the previous clauses. [" These remarks
about judging form a transition point to the sub-
ject of the next chapter. But having now fur-

nished his explanation of the prohibition for-

merly given, and with this subject of the forni-

cator among them, he gives, before passing on,

a plain command in terms for the excommunica-
tion (but no more) of the offender. And this he
does in the very words of Deut. xxiv. 7, from
which the reading nal kgapetre has come." Alf.
and this he does without any connecting word, the
abruptness being characteristic].—Put away
the wicked one from among your own
selves.—In this he but resumes the chief topic

of this section, which had not been altogether
abandoned. Even during the seeming digres-

sion, Paul clinches it. There is no sign of that

momentary passionate outburst which Riickert

detects. The reference in rbv novqpdv: that

wicked one, is to fornicator, not to the devil,

as Calvin supposes, whose power was to be
averted by the removal of what was evil and im-
pure. Such a reference is disproved by the plain

citation here from Deuteronomy.* 'E£ vfiuv
avTdv is emphatic : ' from out of the midst of

yourselves.'

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

[1. Christ the antitype of the Paschal Lamb.
Thus the Old Testament pours light upon the

New, and reveals to us the meaning of Christ's

mission. As the Paschal Lamb saved the Israel-

ites from destruction through the sprinkling of
its blood upon their habitations, so Christ saves

His people, not by instruction, not by example,
not by the converting grace of His Spirit, though
these means are included in His work—but pri-

marily, by giving His blood for their ransom.
He is our Redeemer in virtue of His having made
Himself a sacrifice for us. This truth is involved

in the very word employed to designate the na-

ture of His death, krir&rt—a word appropriated
to denote the slaying of victims at an altar.

And should it be objected that the Paschal Lamb
was not, properly speaking, a sacrifice, it not
having been offered at an altar, nor through a
priest, nor in a consecrated place, thus answer-

[* And yet Calvin's Interpretation is more in accordance
with the enlarged course of thought pursued in the latter

part of the chapter, and carries with it greater force. It
also explains the abruptness with which the injunction is

introduced. The grand Annie of the whole matter is :
* Put

the wicked one away from the midst of you—the wicked
one and all that belongs to him.' This seems more natural
than to suppose a recurrence to a matter already settled].

ing to the requisitions of a sacrifice, it is enough
to reply that it is so called in Scripture in va-

rious plaoes (Ex. xii. 27; xxiii. 18; xxxiv. 25;
Deut. xvi. 2, 4, 6, 6), and had all the effect of an
expiatory offering. Indeed, it seems to have
been the root out of which the whole sacrificial

system grew. And as its offering was the very
condition on which the Israelites escaped the

doom of Egypt which set them free, and as its

observance was the condition of continued mem-
bership in the ransomed nation, so is the death
of Christ the ground of the sinner's exemption
from the condemnation and curse resting upon
the world, and the continued commemoration of
that death is a duty imposed on all that would
be numbered among His saints].

[2. Both the sanctification of the individual be-

liever, and the purification of the Church a* a body,

necessarily follow from the fact of our redemption

through the sacrifice of Christ. As the Israelites

were redeemed to be a " kingdom of priests and
a holy nation" (Ex. xxx. 6), so is the Church
redeemed to be " a royal priesthood and a holy
nation" (1 Pet. ii. 9). And this purpose is

realized under the inspiring motive of grateful

joy for the deliverance vouchsafed. Hence the
whole of every -truly Christian life becomes a
holy festival, an offering of praise to God for the
glorious works He hath done for us through
Christ. His redemption was nothing less than
the achievement of a Divine love that conde-
scended to take upon itself the doom of the sin-

ner, and expiate his guilt by the sacrifice of a
life assumed in his nature. Now where this

fact is known and felt, there the sin thus atoned
for can no longer be tolerated in its selfishness

and lovelessness. He who truly believes that
Christ died for him in love, himself becomes
"dead unto sin" (Rom. vi. 11). In him the
body of sin with all its affections and lusts is

nailed upon the cross of his Lord, and the life

he henceforth leads, is maintained in fellowship
with that Saviour who loved him and gave Him-
self for him. Thus it is that malice and wicked-
ness are purged away, and instead thereof we
see a life of simplicity and truth manifesting it-

self in word and deed ; and this, not under the
constraints of legal obligation and fear, but under
the actuating power of devout gratitude and
joyful devotion. Such is the ideal of a Christian
life. And so far as this ideal is realized, both
the Church as a whole, and every individual in
the Church becomes a temple of God where He
is perpetually worshipped and where a true
and lasting festival goes on].

8. It follows from the above that wherever the
Christian life is in full and vigorous exercise,

there the Church will, as far as possible, main-
tain a discipline, which shall separate between
the holy and the profane, and preserve its own
consistency and integrity ; there Christians will

withhold the title of * brother ' from every pro-

fessor that walketh disorderly, and will take

heed how they countenance by their friendly

f* See Archb. Magee's ronclmlve argument on this subject
iu his '-Atonement and Sacrifice," Note xxxr. Kurtz Sicri-

Jicial Worship, } 180, and articles on "Passover " in Kirro
Bib. Enci/^ and Smith's Bible Diet. Also Bah* Svmbolik,
Vol. II.. p. 027 ff., Langr Lift of Chrint, Edinburgh. Trait.,

IV., p. 149, and Lajtoi Matth. xxvi. 1-5].
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CHAP. V. 6-18. 119

society those who openly dishonor the name
after which they are called; there the vices

which stain the Christian character will be re-

garded with greater abhorrence and put under
severer censure than those which are openly

practised by the world. And this discipline will

be the natural operation of that holy love which
the death of Christ enkindles, manifesting itself

both in the ordinary intercourse of life, and
through official acts. Without this vital power,

Church discipline, however exercised, may indeed

succeed in maintaining a creditable external or-

der, and in carrying on a creditable conflict

with public immoralities, but it never can ac-

complish an inward renovation, or bring to pass

deep and lasting results.

HOMTLETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

[1. The Church of God, as a body redeemed
from condemnation by the death of Christ, is

thereby put under obligations to purge itself

from all sin and immoralities, and to preserve a
saintly character and appearance. The inflation

of vanity is one evidence of the working of the

leaven of wickedness, and should excite suspi-

cion of its presence ver. 6.—No immoralities

should be tolerated under the pretext that they

are small, because—1, the toleration of them in-

dicates a general laxity of principle; and 2, en-

dangers the purity of the whole body by a vicious

infection ver. 6 ; and 3, is contrary to the ideal

character of the Churoh ver. 7. The sins of

our former state are especially to be guarded
against, and the remains of them to be searched
for and cast out. They both desecrate the purity

and mar the joy of what should be the Chris-

tian's life-long feast ver. 7.— The Church,
though separate from the world, is yet to exist

in the world ; and one of the problems it must
solve is so to mingle with the ungodly and pro-

fane as not to compromise its character or coun-
tenance iniquity, and yet so as to maintain peace
with all men and win the worst to Christ. The
principles which should regulate its intercourse

with the world are thus given by Barnes : « a. The
Church is not to be compared to the world in any
of its peculiar and distinguishing features ; b. It

must treat all men justly and righteously ; c. Its

members must discharge all obligations and du-
ties belonging to the social relations; d. They
must do good to all men ; e. They must so asso-

ciate with sinners as to be able to work for their

salvation' (vv. 9, 10).—Those that are justly

liable to church censure, and must be excommu-
nicated, are the openly immoral and profane.

But while these characters in the Church are to

be judged by the Churoh, the world without is to

be left to the judgment of God. And this

judgment is to be exercised in the Church in or-

der that those who are judged by it may, if pos-
sible, escape the condemnation awaiting the

world (ver. 12).]
Staeki:—If evil be allowed free course, the

result will be a settled wantonness of character,

leading the person to commit iniquity without
reserve—yea, even with pleasure and determina-
tion; and then to ignore guilt, or so to varnish
it over that the villain beneath shall not be sus-

pected under the fair outside. Sin has its lurk-

ing holes, and must be hunted out through them
all. Alas, for the few genuine Easter days which
Christians enjoy, ver. 8.—Of what profit is it te

leave the world and skulk away in the mountains
and clefts of the wilderness? The old Adam
will skulk with thee even there. Drive him out,

and then will thy heart itself be a blessed soli-

tude, where Christ will come and converse with
thee. So associate with open sinners as to teach,

not learn—warn, not confirm—help to life, not
hasten to death (ver. 9-10).—Look out for home

;

God will take care of things abroad.—In-order
to effective Church discipline, the majority or

the Church must themselves be sound ver. 18.

Bselbn. Bibel:—If thy wrong is made public
and judged, count it not as an injury; for a
genuine purification requires that we do not
withdraw our iniquity from condemnation and
destruction. Now that Christ has died lor our
justification, and sent us His Spirit for our sanc-
tification, this personal purification may be
justly required. We ought to do it, because now
we can do it—not, however, in our own strength,

but in that of our risen Saviour (ver. 7).—The
true Passover festival of Christians is followed

by a constant succession of Sabbaths, wherein
they daily rise with Christ to newness of life.

He who has learned this, keeps Easter all the
time. Christ's life is his life ; and this life is

peace and joy in the Holy Ghost His festival

will terminate only when Christ ceases to be
ver. 8.—If we must be surrounded by the
world, let us take care to abide with ourselves
through a constant inward intercourse with God.
In such a case the world will not harm us.

Hbubnbr:—The Pericope on Easter. To the
worthy celebration of Easter there belongs—1,

repentance vv. 6, 7 ; 2, faith and joy, because
of redemption ver. 7 ; 8, new resolves for

greater sanctification (ver. 8).—The life of a
Christian is a continuous Easter—1, in ceaseless

repentance and sorrow for man's fall; 2, in con-
stant looking to Christ, the risen, reigning Lord.

—Easter as the festival of a spiritual resurrec-
tion—1. Its necessity as a memorial of the Apos-
tacy, since from one sin the whole race has been
corrupted w. 6, 7. 2. It shows the possibility

of redemption. Only One, Christ, can raise us
from our fall ver. 7. 8. It is a general demand
to walk in newness of life, in order to become fit

for eternal life through sanctification (ver. 8).

Heubnkr.
F. W. Bbsseb:—We, too, have a Paschal

Lamb. It was a gift from God. What has God
from us in return ? We have the true Paschal
Lamb. God requires of us the true Easter-cake.

What vile ingratitude, if we are disobedient!

(ver. 7). Daily would we celebrate Easter in

spirit, provided we daily acknowledge, enjoy
and praise our Paschal L»mb, ' who was slain lor

us once for all ' (Heb. x. 10). " The time of the

N. T. is a perpetual festal period/ 1
says Au-

gustine. God's word exhorts you to purge out
the old leaven, and if you refuse, you make your
natural sourness altogether sourer through the

vinegar and the gall of your opposition ; weak-
ness turns to stiff-neckedness and malice, and
indolence, to spite and wickedness. But if, on
the contrary, our old leaven is sweetened—if we
admit the purifying influence of the Spirit, then
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instead of wicked resistance we show honest re-

pentance; instead of cherishing malice, we accept

the truth in love. In the unleavened bread of

sincerity and truth we celebrate our Easter by
allowing ourselves to be reproved by the light

(Eph. v. 13), and by giving honor to the truth.

[F. W. Robkrtbon:—*Ye are unleavened/

Here is the true conception of the Church : rege-

nerated humanity—new life without the leaven of

old evil. The Church visible and invisible, how-
ever, to be distinguished ; the former composed
of the men who in this age or that profess Christ,

the latter such as every Church is only poten-
tially and conceivably, according to its idea. For
want of keeping these distinct, two grand errors

arise : 1. Undue severity towards the lapsed. 2.

Wrong purism in the matter of association with
the world, its people, its business, its amuse-
ments. Under, 1. The attempt to make the

Church entirely pure must ever fail. Only as a
Church visible she must separate from her all

viable evil ; she must sever from herself all such
foreign elements as bear uumistakable marks of
their alien birth. Her purity must be visible

purity, not ideal; representative, not perfect
Under, 2. We are not to go out of the world, but
only to take care, in associating with sinners, not

to recognize them as brothers, or as fulfilling in
any degree the Christian idea].

[J. Edwards :—Ver. 11. The Nature and End
of Excommunication. I. The nature of excommu-
nication: 1. Wherein it consists: a. It is pri-
vative of the charity of the Church, of brotherly
society with its members, of its fellowship, and
of its internal privileges ; b. Positively it is a de-
liverance unto the calamities to which those are
subject who belong to the visible kingdom of the
devil, and into the special power of Satan, who
may be employed by God for the infliction of
such chastisement as their apostacy deserves. 2.

By whom inflicted : a. Primarily, by Christ ; b.

Ministerially, by the Church. II. The proper
subjects for excommunication. 1. Those visibly

wicked by gross sin. 2. The obdurately impeni-
tent. III. The ends of excommunication. 1.

That the Church may be kept pure, and its ordi-

nances undeflled. 2. That others may be deterred
from wickedness. 8. That the guilty parties

may be reclaimed. IV. Motives to the duty. 1.

The honor of Jesus, and of His religion, and His
Church. 2. Our own good. 8. The good of
those who are without. 4. Benevolence towards
offending brethren. 6. The absolute authority of
Christ.]

XI.—A LACK OF PROPER CHURCH SPIRIT IN THE MANAGEMENT OF THE CIVIIi

RELATIONS OF THE CHURCH-MEMBERS AMONG THEMSELVES. LITIGATION
BEFORE HEATHEN TRIBUNALS.

Chapter VI. 1-11.

Dare any of you, having a matter against another, go to the law before the unjust,

2 and not before the saints? Do [Or1 do] ye not know that the saints shall judge the
world? and if the world shall be judged by you, are ye unworthy to judge the

3 smallest matters? Enow ye not that we shall judge angels? how much more [to say
4 nothing of] things that pertain to this life ? If then ye have judgments of things

5 pertaining to this life, set them to judge who are least esteemed in the church. I
speak* to your shame. Is8 it so, that there is not a wise man among you ? no, not

6 one4 that shall be able to judge between his brethren ? But brother goeth to law with
7 brother, and that before the unbelievers. Now therefore there is utterly a fault

among you, [a loss to you8
] because ye go to law one with another. Why do ye not

8 rather take wrong ? Why do ye not rather suffer yourselves to be defrauded ? Nay,
9 [On the contrary, dXXa] ye do wrong, and defraud, and that* your brethren. [Or %]
Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God V Be not
deceived : neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor

10 abusers of themselves with mankind. Nor thieves, nor covetous,8 nor [not, oa8]
11 drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall10 inherit the kingdom of God. And

such were some of you: but ye are washed, but ye are sanctified, but ye are justified

in the name of the Lord Jesus,11 and by the Spirit of our God.

» Ver. 2.—The omission of ij in the Rec. Is feebly sustained. [A. B. C. D. F. Cod. 8in. and several versions insert it]
s Ver. 6.—Lachmann reads AaAw instead of k4y* after B.
* Ver. 5.—'Ew, (according to B. C. L. Cod. fiin.J. The Bee. has Sony which is less authorized [being found only in D

F. though more commonly substituted
J.
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CHAP. TL 1-11. 121

* Ver. ftw—OvM «t* probably fsanins. [It Is found in D.* L. Syr. Vnlg. and maintained by Wordsworth. The omission
of it [in B. C. God. Sin.] is to be attributed to oversight, the transcriber passing directly from <x©£o* to o*. The ovfot'c or
evtt *U before vo+of are critical attempts to restore the textJ [The formerIs found in B. 0. L. Cod. Sin. and the latter
tof.)

* Ver. 7.—The Bee has eV ftp**. The «V was probably inserted to accord with the meaning: /ouU, giren to qmjfui
[A. B.C.D.L God. Sin. all omit it and it is rejected by Meyer, Alf., Words. Stanley, however, retains it.

J

* Ver. 8.—The Bee. has t»vto, which is not by any means so well authorised as tovto [which is found in A. B. 0. D.
Con. Sin.] It was changed for the plnral probably to conform to the two verbs preceding.

* Ver. 8.—The Rec has the more common order fUnXeiav before feed, as in vsr. 10. [The reverse order is found in
A. B. C D. God. Sin.]

* Ver. 10.—[The order of these two is reversed in D. L., a large number of the cursive MSS. and in the Greek fathers.

rJUorArrtu ovrt cAtrrai].
* Ver. 10.—The Bee. with Lech, has ovn [aecording to B. D.» L. But ev h found in A. G. God. Sin.] But the authori-

ties for ovrt have the same also before the following words. A. C. God. Sin. and the best critical edition, however, read ov
there likewise.]

» Ver. 10.—The Rec has ov before cAiper. which was, perhaps, inserted in accordance with the same in ver. 9.
u Ver. LL—The variations ofw»y alter svp. and of xpterev* alter 'leo-ov are undoubtedly insertions.

dress is sharp.—Daro any of you.—This is

not ironical, as Sohrader imaguies ; but it is the
direct outburst of indignation at the unworthy
conduct manifested [and also at the risk run].
44 The injured majesty of Christians," says Ben-
gel, " is here noted by a grand word." ToA/^rv,

sustinere, to have the heart to do that from which
a just sense of the Christian dignity should have
restrained them. Here the culpable party must
be regarded, as consisting mainly of Gentile con-
verts, since it was already a custom among the

Jews to choose their own umpires—having a
matter.

—

Upaypa lxecv w * phrase denoting civil

suits, especially in matters of money and pos-

sessions.—againat another—of course, a fel-

low church-member—go to law,

—

Kpiveo$at> to

eeparate onesetf, to part from, then to contend, to

strive, also to debate, and that before a tribunal.
44 This love of litigation—a remnant of the old

leaven which abounded among the traffickers of

Corinth—must have derived abundant nourish-
ment from the divisions existing in the Church."
Bksseb.—before—£ irl, as in Acts xxiii. 80

—

the unjust—rwv adiicuv. These are the

heathen. So in Matth. xxvi. 45, they are called

dfMproXoi, sinners; while the Israelites, on the

contrary, are termed ducawt, just; Wisd. xviii.

20; xvi. 17; xi. 15. The designation * unjust*

is employed to bring out more prominently the

absurdity [and the peril] of seeking for justice in

such a quarter. It exhibits those to whom it is

applied as devoid of that true righteousness
which is found alone in God's kingdom, as with-

holding from God His due, and therefore as un-
qualified to administerjustice among His people.

On ay'ujv (=oi lao chap. v. 12) comp. i. 2.

—

f
44 Paul does not here condemn those who

from necessity have a cause before unbelieving
judges, as when a person is summoned to oourt;

but those who of their own accord bring their

brethren into this situation, and harass them, as
it were, through means of unbelievers, while it

is in their power to employ another remedy."
Calvin. "And besides the scandal of such a
proceeding, as exposing their internal differences

to the eyes of the heathen, there were certain

formularies to be gone through in the heathen
Law Courts, such as adjuration by heathen

Deities, which would involve them in idolatrous

practices." Words.]
Vsr. 2. He here goes on to show still further

what an entire disregard of the true dignity of

the Christian state was evinced in their conduct.

—Or do ye not know.—The 4 or ' presents

an alternative, suggesting some other oause for

their conduct, viz., that of ignorance ; and the

IXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

[
4< The connection of this paragraph with the

preceding, seems to be, 4As we have nothing to

do with judging the heathen, so we ought not to

go to law before them, or suffer them to judge
us.' This question was not new. It was held
unlawful among the Jews for any Jew to bring
a lawsuit against his countrymen before a Gen-
tile judge, on the ground that in Ex. xxi. 1, it

is commanded: * These are the judgments which
thou shalt set before*—not the Gentiles, but
'them— the Jews. 1

'If any one brings the

judgments of Israel before the Gentiles, he pro-
fanes the name of God, and honors the name of

an idol. They who so do give occasion to the

strangers to say, 4 See how harmonious they are
who worship one God.' This right of settling

their own disputes, was conceded to them by the

Romans ; and hence the speech of Gallio to the
Jews who attacked St. Paul. In the first begin-

ning of Christianity, the same rule would be
naturally held to apply. The existence of sepa-

rate courts for the disputes of Christians among
themselves, is implied [?] in this passage. The
Apostolic Constitutions (II. 4, 5, 4(5, 47) and the

Clementines, in language evidently founded upon
this text, imply the existence of such courts at

the time when those works were compiled, t. «.,

apparently about A. D. 150. When one of the

parties was a heathen, then it was thought law-
ful to prosecute before a heathen tribunal.

Under these circumstances, it was natural that

the same controversy, whioh in a mixed society

of Jewish and Gentile Christians ran through so

many other departments of human life, should be
felt here also ; and that the Gentile Christians
should still wish to carry on their litigations in
the sams courts to which they had been previously
accustomed, and to indulge the same litigious

spirit which ha 1 characterised the Greek nation
from the time of Aristophanes downward. But
in whatever way this tendency originated, the
Apostle [here] treats it altogether irrespectively
of any Jewish or Gentile custom, and condemns
it solely on the ground of the low views which it

implied of the greatness of a Christian's privi-

leges, and the closeness of the bond of Christian
brotherhood." Stamlkt.]
Vsas. 1. Here also, as in chap, v., there is in-

dicated a lack of true Christian spirit in the

failure to maintain the honor of the Church. In
the former case it arose from a want of moral
earnestness, here from an earthly temper, and
from stubbornness of opinion. The tone of ad-
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122 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

interrogative form used intimates that it was a

culpable ignorance of an indubitable and plain

truth. [" This question," says Words., " occurs

no less than ten times in this Epistle, and only

twice in all the rest It was a yery fit mode of

remonstrance with those who Taunted themselves

most on their knowledge."]—that the saints
shall judge the world?—"This is the only

clear, direct enunciation we have of the truth

here expressed, though it is in perfect harmony
with conclusions elsewhere furnished." Burger.
The words imply more than an indirect partici-

pation in the judgment of the world, such as is

brought to view in Matth. xii. 41, where it is

said: "The men of Nineveh shall rise up in

judgment against this generation," etc., vi2. t that

in contrast with the conduct, or faith exhibited

by them, the guilt of the world will be set forth

in clearer light, [so Chrys. and most of the

Greek fathers, Erasmus, Words.]. Nor is it

meant that the saints will simply unite in assent-

ing to the sentence pronounced by Christ as as-

sessors on his judgment seat [Barnes, et al.];

nor that they in some general way will be glori-

fied with Him, [Schleus., Heyden., Barnes.]. Still

less do they refer to any future judicial func-

tions, which saints are to possess in this world
as its princes and rulers, [Lightfoot, Whitby]

;

nor to any peculiar ability to estimate the value

of the world'8 opinions and doings, [Mosh. Ro-
sen.] (ii. 15, comp. ver. 8). And least of all are
they to be interpreters of the church as the per-

petual judge of the world, in so far as it carries

the light which ever separates the darkness of

the world from itself. (Cath. ). But they refer to

that reigning with Christ which is elsewhere pro-
mised to the faithful, (Rom. viii. 17 ; 2 Tim. ii.

12), and serve to define more exactly the import of

the expression: 'glorified with Him.' What was
said especially of the Apostles, that they should
"sit on twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes

of Israel " (Matth. xix. 28), is here extended, in

general, to all the true followers of Christ—His
royal people, in relation to that portion of the

race which shall persist in its opposition to the

Gospel, viz. , the world. In short, Paul here as-

serts the active participation by the saints in the

judicial work of Christ, such as is ascribed to

them in Dan. vii. 22 : " Until the ancient of

days came, and judgment was given to the saints

of the Most High; and the time came that the

saints possessed the kingdom." [The same pre-
diction reappears again in the Apocryphal Book,
Wisdom III. 8: "They (the righteous) shall

judge the nations, and have dominion over the

people, and their Lord shall reign forever "1

;

also Rev. ii. 26, 27; xx. 4-6. That this is the
element in their glory which the Aposile alludes

to, the context clearly shows. [Such is the in-

terpretation also of Calvin, Besa, AIf., Stanley,

and others. And it is plainly the only tenable

one. The others are either too far fetched, or
imply a more general acquaintance with the
New Testament, in its present form, than could
have been possible for the Corinthians ; and we
canuot suppose that the Apostle would be likely

to consider their ignorance of the matters sug-
gested a fit ground for rebuke. But the pro-
phecy of Daniel was in their hands ; and the an-
ticipations of the final triumph and glory of the

righteous during the reign of the Messiah, were
current among believers; and the ignoring or

over-looking of these matters might well have
been reproved. In fact the final and complete
supremacy of Christ's kingdom was already as-

sured in the very character of its head, and the

former could not be disavowed without offence

done to the latter. As to the character of the

functions which the saints were to fulfil, opin-

ions will vary according to the views adopted in

respect to the nature of the millennial glory, and
of the relation which the church will sustain to

the world at that time. But whatever these func-

tions may be, the language which describes them
plainly implies the exercise of an active supre-

macy in the affairs of the world. That which
saints are expected to do then, must, in some
way, be analogous to the duties which the Apos-
tle urges upon the church-members to discharge
for themselves in the present age. For this rea-

son the view of Hodge and Barnes and others,

who suppose a reference in the text " to the fu-

ture and final judgment " (with a somewhat un-
certain allusion to Dan. vii. 22, as though the

event pointed to here were the same as the other),

must be set aside. On that occasion the saints

appear only as the retinue of the Judge, and are

nowhere represented as taking an aciive part in

the trial. The idea of Barnes that the saints

are to judge the world by simply ' encompassing
the throne,' and ' assenting to Christ's judg-
ment,' and occupying "a post of honor as it

they were associated with him in judgment,"
hardly suits the style of the Apostle's reasoning].
The natural conclusion from all this, viz., that

persons destined to so lofty an office, ought also

to be deemed worthy of passing judgment on the

trifling matters of this life, is put in the form of

a question, expressive of astonishment. This,

as is often the case, is introduced with an ' and.'

The question, however, is not thereby made de-

pendent on the previous one, 'Know ye not?'

but it stands by itself.—And if among yoa
the world is to be judged.—The judges are

here conoeived of as constituting one vast assem-
bly, in the midst of which the adjudication pro-
ceeds. The iv vp.lv is not precisely equiva-
lent to: 'through you,' as in Acts xvii. 31 ; nor
to : bf vpuv, by you

t
though the sense is about

the same; nor: 'in you,' t. e. y by your exam-
ple ; but properly : in the midst of you^ and so

;

before you: (coram). [Winer § XL. VIII., etc,

" Hence," says Mbtbr, "it is evident that the

saints themselves are to be the judges sitting in

judgment. And h is employed in view of the

following Kpirqplov% since the Christians judging
therein, are conoeived of as one judicial con-
course, for the sake of representing the idea
more vividly "]. The el, if in ei Kpiverat,
as the context shows, is not meant to exhibit the
judgment as at all problematical, but only states

it as indubitably presupposed in what follows.

The notion of futurity here retires into the back-
ground.—Are ye unworthy of the smallest
judgments?

—

YLpirfjpia is a word used to denote
both places or courts of trials, and also the trials

themselves which are there held. Here it means
the latter, and the whole clause is to be taken in

an active sense, g. d., are ye unworthy of hold-
ing trial in the smallest matters? [Many, like
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tie Wette, Olsh., Hodge, Words., understand by
Kptrffpta, the matters in trial, as better suited to

the context, ver. 4, 7, but Meyer Bays that this

is contrary to all usage]. The adjective here
(iXaxioTuv) refers to the matters brought to

trial, and which are here designated as of the

most trifling sort, having to do simply with the

earthly 'mine and thine,' Luke zvi. 10.

Yra. 8. Know ye not that wa shall
judge angola? to say nothing of things
that pertain to this life?—[A still wider
contrast.] But are there here two questions, or

only one ? or are we to take the second clause

as a corollary? Since ft^riye in the first instance

means, not at all (Paesow III. p. 230. [Rob. Gr.

2rfx.]l, and then: yet much less, it would seem
to indicate that there is also a second question

here. The sense then would be: 'Our judicial

power, as ye ought to know, extends even be-

yond, even unto celestial beings ; should it not

then be now first applied to terrestrial matters '?

i. e., how much more now ought it to be applied

to these ?—In respect to the fact first alluded to,

'the judging of angels', we must at the outset

put aside every explanation, which makes the

phrase expressive of something inferior to the

work ofjudging the world, instead of something
which is an advance upon it—whether this be
done by taking 'angels' to mean church officers,

or priests, or teachers distinguished for devilish

cunning; and by supposing the judgment spoken
of to be of a spiritual kind, as relating to the

errors of these parties, or to be even a mere
ability to judge, (Gal. i. 8). The only point in

doubt is, whether angels in general are referred

to, or merely good angels, or merely bad ones.

Besskb says: 'both classes; to the damnation
of the bad, but on the good, to pronounce a judg-
ment of blessing, since they will be united with
us under one Head in Christ'. (Eph. i. 10).

Since, however, the idea that gooa angels are
meant, finds support only in that relation which
they sustain to believers, hinted at in Heb. i. 14,

and in the hypothetical expression found in Gal.

i. 8, and inasmuch as good angels are repre-

sented as furnishing a part of Christ's retinue in

judgment, and as acting the part of organs and
witnesses of His judicial work, (Matt. xiii. 89,

xvi. 27, xxiv. 81, xxv. 81, 2 Thess. i. 7, Rev. xx.

1 ff.), we are constrained to adopt the explana-
tion, which supposes evil angels to be referred

to, as the only correct one. [So Chrys. and
most of the Greek fathers, and Calvin and Beza,
and Bengel, Poole, and most of commentators.
Whitby, with the same reference understands
the judgment to denote that expulsion of the

devils from their dominion over the world by the

power of the Gospel, of which our Saviour speaks
in John xii. 81, and xvi. 11. On the contrary,

Meyer, Alf. and Hodge, following the usage of
the N. T., where the word ayyeXot, without any
qualifying epithet always means good angels,

interpret it so here. But they do not profess to

explain how these are to be judged, or they give
to the word, 'judge', a very comprehensive mean-
ing, implying only superiority of a general sort.

Billr., de Wette, Stanley, leave the matter unde-
cided. See Pool and Whitby.] At the same
time it must be said that the unqualified term
'angels' indicates the superhuman nature of the

beings contemplated, and puts them in contrast

with the world
;
[and ' the argument will be not

less conclusive in this way." Calvin;] while
the position they are in, so analogous to that of
the world, marks them as standing in an abnor-
mal relation to God, and implies that the judg-
ment spoken of will be one of condemnation, the
same as in ver. 2, and not one that merely de-
cides upon honors and rewards.

—

Biurixd =
things serviceable for this life (Luke viii. 48),

which belong to bodily sustenance, and are thero-

fore of an earthly, temporal sort, as is every
thing which forms a ground for suits respecting

property, debts or inheritance. £"The Latin
translation of this word by ssecularia, is probably
one of the first instances of the use of that word,
in its modern sense of ' worldly ' as opposed to

spiritual, instead of its ancient sense, 'belonging
to a cycle of a hundred years '; and from this has
sprung the signification of the word 'secular' in

modern European languages". Stanley].
Ver. 4. Secular trials indeed then

would ye have.

—

[Busrucd is repeated with
emphasis, and so stands first, and] Kpirr/pia is to

be construed as in ver. 2, not as equivalent to

irpaypara, matter* to be judged, for this rendering
is void of support. 'Exetv might denote in this

connection: to have on hand; or, to have a just

comprehension of; consequently : to be in a condi-

tion to manage (as in the phrases, lx£cv eTrtartjftqv,

rkxyac, rijv larpucrpt, etc.), and this would fit well

with what precedes. The fitv, introducing a
clause correlative to the one following, might
remain untranslated, and ovv be rendered by,

then, accordingly, or by some word of transition,

which would indicate that the point mentioned
has been established, and that the clause whore
it occurs also stands in inward connection with
some previous expression. Properly : ' Have ye
then indeed such trials? but ye by no means
proceed in a manner suitable to thiB fact

!

' This

thought would then be expressed by a protasis

and apodosis, of which the latter is to be re-

garded as a question of astonishment at such
procedure. An interrogation similar to this we
have in Jno. x. 86 (comp. ver. 85], " how happens
it that ye do this t " But suck an explanation

would necessitate our taking k&v as equivalent to

el, which could only be justified on the score of the

laxity of the later Greek in this respect, and pro-

vided another interpretation were inadmissible.

But we may interpret the hav Kptrfipia ixwe* of

the actual existence of such trials among them;
in which case edv would mean, \f, in case that, and
we should interpret the clause thus : ' if now it

should happen that trials, involving secular mat-

ters, are held among you,—those despised in
the church these do ye set up ?—i. e. as

judges. By * the despised,' he means the unjust

or the unbelievers, before spoken of, who, as such,

pass for nothing in the Church, and enjoy no con-

fidence or authority there. [" This translation,"

Hodge says, "is generally preferred as best in

keeping with the context," and Wordsworth
adopts it also. See, however, the note below].

But if any do not choose to construe it as a ques-

tion of astonishment, it may be taken as a simple

affirmation, stating once more what was actually

occurring among them. ["So in the main, Lu-
ther, Calvin, RUckert, Olsh., de Wette, Neander,
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124 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

and others]. The ovv would then be an ecbatio

particle. Yet the form of the question would in

any case, be the more emphatic. The use of

Ka#i&Tt is also a remarkable way of expressing

an appeal to heathen judges on the part of Chris-

tians, for it implies that such judges were for-

mally set up in office by the Christians them-
selves, when they could have had no hand in

their appointment, and only seemed to do so by
appealing to them for decision in cases over
which they ought to have no adjudication.

—

Toirovg, these, an emphatic repetition of the

persons alluded to [involving also contempt].
Others, objecting partly to the use of Ka&i&iv
in relation to heathen authorities, who are sup-
posed to be already existing, and partly to the

application of rove ejjov&evtjutvovf to the

heathen as unsuitable [and inconsistent with the

respect which Paul inculcates toward heathen ma-
gistrates], understand the latter to denote church

members, and construe the whole in the Imp. as

an injunction [of rather an ironical sort]: ' If

you must have trials, those least esteemed in the

Church, these set up rather as judges.' But in

such a case the text ought to read: rove, iv rij

iKKh^iq. t£ov&ev., and the word * rather,' would
be an arbitrary insertion. This insertion would,
however, be necessary, if we understood the

Apostle to mean such persons as might be suit-

able for the office in question, but who, for some
reason, were of little repute. But, however this

may be, still our first interpretation is favored
by what follows.*

Vers. 5, 6.—To your shame I speak.

—

Comp. on iv. 14. The expression applies, as in

xv. 84, to what precedes ; and what follows, in

part, explains more fully how far that spoken of
in ver. 4 is disgraceful to them, and, in part, re-

peats emphatically the case as it stood.—So is

there not among yon not even one wise
man.—The ovroc; is either climacteric, mean-
ing: ' so completely are ye wanting in wise men,'
which rendering does not well suit a strong ne-
gatioa [but is adopted by Chrys., Luther, Billr.,

Calvin, Alf., Olsh., Ruckert] ; or it is: 'in this

way,' 'under these circumstances,' referring
back to ver. 4 : * seeing that ye set up those per-

[* Yet the interpretation which Klingscts aside appears
In all the six earlier English versions. Wickuf :

M Onleyne
re the contemptible men that ben in the chirche to dome."
Ttmdals: "Take them which are despised in the oongrega-
cion, and make them judges." Ciunmkb, the same. Osmsva :

•* Them which are least esteemed in the Churche, them I say
net In judgment." Rheims: "The contemptible in the
Church set them to judge." In like manner the Ree ver-
sion. Conant adopts it also. So, too, Syr. Vqlg., most of the
Greek Fathers, Calvin, Beta, Bengel, Hammond, Stanley,
Alford. And certainly this Interpretation is one which
most readily suggests itself, being most in accordance with
the tone of the Apostle's expostulation, full of lofty irony,
and with the order of the words with the designations
used, and with the use of tap with the subj. (see Runner,
J 339,211.6.) and with the natural sense of jra0(£erc: set

up. What Paul means to say is: that if they would
have trials over such trivial matters (a thing which he
supposes they would have, even though they ought not),
thev ought to set up Judges accordingly, not those of
highest character, whose destiny was hereafter to judge
angels, but persons who wore comparatively of no account.
This won Id be dealing with their litigious spirit as it de-
served. And if we consider the complaints of Augustine,
which Calvin alludes to, in consequence of the necessity
he wm nnder of demoting so large a portion of bis precious
time to secular affairs, we should see what reason the
Apostle had for a/I vising that the Corinthians should choose
those *' least esteemed ,r

for this business].

sons despised in the Church for judges.' [So
Meyer. The rendering here must be determined
by the view taken of the import of ver. 4. If

that last advocated be the correct one, it would
be more natural to understand ovruc. in the for-

mer sense. King James' translation places the

stress of the interrogation here, deviating in

this respect from the previous versions which
translate it, " utterly," "at all," and supposes

an ellipsis: "Is it so that there is not?"]. 'Evt

is for tveari, an adverbial use of the Iv without

the copula='is there,' 'does there exist.'

—

Ov 61

—elc, a strong expression, like non ullus, nemo

unus, 'not even one.' Considering how wise

they were in their own conceit, the question here

is a very cutting one. At the same time it sug-

gests a strong reason for their altering their

conduct By it he would urge them to the prac-

tical exercise of their vaunted wisdom—a matter

in which they sadly failed. Xwfa, skilful, expert

in resource*, experienced, discreet.—who shall be
able

—

i. *., when a cause comes up—to decide.
SiaKpiva i—to arbitrate in a formal manner

—

between hie brother, avapioov rov adil-
$ov avrov,—a wis* expression, where a

person understanding himself to be meant, sup-

plies in thought: 'and a brother.' Meyer re-

gards the party distinctly mentioned as the com-

plainant (the defendant he understood as a mat-

ter of course, who is specified by way of dis-

tinction, as the party in fault). Had the plural

been used, the two litigants would then have been

equally brought to view. In the use of the term

'brother,' a rebuke is intended which is still

further enlarged upon—bat brother goeth to

law with brother.—This is not a question,

whether considered independently, or as continu-

ing the previous one; but it is an affirmation

full of severe reproof. ["'AAA4, after a question,

passes rapidly on to the other alternative, the

particle, which negatives the question being

supressed, q. d., 'nay; but'" Alp.]. Kpiverat,

goeth to law, stands opposed to dioKplvctv, to arbi-

trate. Then, by way of contrast with the " wise

man among you," before whom they ought to

have settled their difficulties, we have the sad

opposite:—and that before unbelievers.
—["and that," a form of expression used when
particular stress is to be laid on the circumstance

indicated." Hodge].
Vers. 7, 8. Looking away now from the point

last mentioned, u e., going to law before unbe-

lievers, he here passes to rebuke the entire prac-

tice of litigation among Christians as in itself

wrong.—indeed therefore— #o> ulv olv.

The fikv gives a peculiar prominence to the

point to be mentioned as being the worst of all;

olv is simply transitional and conjunctive ; but

ydr) (see Passow II. 1326 ff.) is a determinative

particle, which serves, in part, to strengthen the

whole clause, and, in part, to call particular at-

tention to certain thoughts about to be presented,

—it is in any case a loss for you.—'0?mc.

presents the aspect of the case generally, with-

out reference to any peculiar, aggravating cir-

cumstances, such as going to law •• before unbe-

lievers." [Stanley renders it: "certainly"]

'Hm^/a. lit: a falling short; it is used, partly,

of failings and imperfections (hence the var. h
vfdv), and, partly, of injuries, or damage, whe-
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ther it be in an ethical sense, as caused by the

outbreak of sin and the yiolenoe of passion

(eomp. $rrao&ai, 2 Pet. ii. 20; vtKacr&at, Rom.
xiL 21), or as some evil consequence upon these

outbreaks, such as hinderance to our salvation,

and to our participation iu God's kingdom. It

is here undoubtedly the latter, and points to

what is more fully stated in ver. 9. This is un-

doubtedly the more correct interpretation, and
it forma an implied contrast to any supposed

temporal advantage they might gain by any legal

process. [So Meyer, de Wette, Words., Alf.,

Hodge. But Calvin, Beng., Billr., Stanley,

Ruekert, Olsh., all prefer the meaning: 'fault,'

*imperfection/ ' weakness.' And there is strong

ground for their interpretation]. Neander: "A
backsliding of the Church, and sinking down
from the high standard ofpure Christian feeling."

ifuv, Dative of interest—that ye have law-
suits with yourselves. — Kpipa elsewhere
means, judicial decision, sentence, also judgment.

With this rendering the sense would be : ' that it

comes to this, that ye have legal decisions,' etc.

The same sense substantially is obtained if we
adopt the meaning which attaches to Kpiveo&ai,

and which does not elsewhere appear, viz.: law-

suits. [So Rob. Lex. sub. voce; but Alf. says:
*matters of dispute'}. Metf* iavrGtv: « with your-
selves;' more expressive than aTiMjkuv: one ano-
ther. [It suggests the unity of the Christian

body, so in contrast with the segregated condi-

tion of the world].—How Christians ought to

conduct themselves in cases affecting the ' mine
snd thine,' he states in the more striking form of

a question.
—'Why do ye not rather take in-

justice? 'Why do ye not rather suffer

rourselves to be defrauded?—The verbs
SiKciodt—airofrepeio&e are both middle

and to be rendered as above. They imply the

suffering of a «loss.' It is one, however, only

in appearance, being a victory in fact (Osi.).

Comp. Matth. v. 89 if. What follows may be
taken as a strong assertion, or as a question,

which either stands independently, or is depend-
ing still on 'why,' since the question * or do you
not know,' of ver. 9, has also its logical relations

in the •why* (so Meyer, ed. 2). But the former
construction, which makes tne sentence direct

and independent, would be more expressive, and
ft is supported by teal rovro hdtXfovc.
The &%%& then will have its proper force.

—

But ye (vjieic., emphatic, ye Christians) do in-
justice and defraud—[the same verbs as

m the previous clause, but active transitive] and
that brethren.—["This passage is remark-
able as being founded on the spirit of Matth. v.

40." 8taklit]. [On the nature of ecclesiastical

jurisdiction maintained by the early Church in

secular affairs, its relation to that of the State,

and the evils resulting from it, see Neander' 8

Cannes History* VoL H-, p. 139 ff., Torrey's Trans-
lation].

Vims. 9, 10. Or know ye not.—The ques-
tion presupposes a self-evident answer respect-

ing the conduct spoken of. * Such proceedings
should not have been allowed by you, a people
whose hope takes hold on God's kingdom, and
who profess to be the children, and so the heirs

•f the Most High. " Or," etc., i. e., your conduct
tea only be explained on the supposition of such

ignorance.'—that the unjust Gods king-
dom shall not inherit?—Here (adiKoi) the idea
involved in aduc&lv, to do injustice, must be kept
in view, yet looking away from the point wherein
they as members of the Church were especially
guilty. The ' unjust ' («< a term used of the hea-
then in ver. 1, and here designedly brought in
for the purpose of putting all who were unjust
on a par with the heathen " Neander) are pro-
perly those among whom the practice of injus-

tice has become habitual, who persist in wrong
without repenting.—But here the word denotes
the immoral generally, those who offend God
and man by iniquities of every kind, such ss are
specified in the following context.—In reference
to 'God's kingdom,' see on iv. 20. Considered
in its perfection, as the object of Christian hope,
the kingdom of God is the blessed state, wherein
the will of a holy, loving, all-restoring, beatific

God is fully realized; or, in other words, a con-
dition wherein men and angels are unitedly and
perfectly controlled by the Divine will, lead a life

,

of righteousness snd peace, and together with
this, possess the highest good which it is desira-

ble for men to participate in. And this partici-

pation is expressed by the word 'inherit* (/cA^po-

vofxetv). It is something that properly belongs
to the believer as a child of God (Rom. viii. 17

;

Gal. iv. 7), and involves a gracious right and an
enduring possession. The expression, meaning
literally, to obtain by lot, and then, to receive as

an inheritance, belongs to the language of the
Theocracy, and is used in the Old Testament to

denote the entrance into the promised land, and
into the society of those who are governed by the
will of God. And this was but the type or sha-

dow (<JKia) of the kingdom of God that was to be
set up on a renovated earth (2 Pet. iii. 18 ; Matth.

v. 5). (That the verb takes after it the Accusa-
tive instead of the Genitive, belongs to the later

Hellenic usage). The 'not inheriting.
7 implying

an exclusion from the possession of the highest

good, explains what is meant by KaraKpiveodai

and airdXXwrdat.—That all conduct, which con-
travenes the justice of God, or the ordering of
holy love, should cause a forfeiture of this inhe-

ritance, lies in the very nature of the case. In
the Corinthian Church, however, there appear
to have been some light-minded people who
sought to persuade themselves and others that

God did not mean exactly what he said, that this

inheritance could never be withheld from any
who had joined the Church. [" Such a divorce

of morality from religion has been manifested in

all ages, and under all forms of religion. The
pagan, the Jew, the Mohammedan, the nominal
Christian, have all been exact in the performance
of religious services, while unrestrained in the
indulgence of every evil passion. This arises

from looking on religion as an outward service,

and God as a being to be feared and propitiated,

not loved and served." Hodge]. Against all

such false conceptions and vain words (Eph. v. 6),

Paul here warns the Church with his oft-recur-

ring—Be not deceived (xv. 88 ; Gal. vi. 7,

etc.)—To this he appends a full catalogue of such
immoralities as exclude from God's kingdom :

—

neither fornicators.—This indicates the vice

prevalent in Corinth, and points back to chap. v.

To this he annexes, that wherewith fornication
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was closely connected in Heathendom, and which
when practised by God's people, was termed
both 'fornication' and 'adultery:'—nor idola-
ters.—Then comes that inordinate indulgence

of the sexual passion which violated alike the

Divine ordinance of marriage, and the rights of

the married parties:—nor adulterers.—The
series of this class ends with the mention of that

unnatural gratification of lust indicated in the

words:—nor effeminate, nor Sodomites.

—

These express correlative ideas. The former
denotes those who allowed themselves to be used
as women (qui muliebria patiuntur); the latter,

such as used the former in this unnatural way

—

a wide-spread vice in that period (comp. Wetstein
on this passage, and on Rom. i. 27). Next fol-

low classes of the 'unjust,' in the more restricted

sense, such as violently seized upon others' pos-

sessions, or more indirectly sought for them :—
nor thieves, nor covetous,—(comp. on v.

10 ff.).—In like manner in regard* to the fol-

lowing—nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor
extortioners.—The enumeration is not strictly

logical, since those last mentioned would natu-
rally come in after the 'covetous.' But drunk-
ards and revilers naturally go together, since the
vice of the latter commonly results from that of
the former. After asserting solemnly that such
—shall not inherit the kingdom of God,

—

he goes on to remind the Corinthians that for
them these trials belonged to the past, and that
indulgence in such vices was for them a back-
sliding into their old heathenish state, which
utterly contradicted their high Christian expe-
rience.

Vkr. 11. And these things some (of you)
were.—The neuter ravra carries a contemptu-
ous implication, q.d., 'such a set,' 'such stuff'

(Meyer). Ttve^i tome, not all. What otherwise
would be a too sweeping and severe imputation is

thus limited in its application and softened in tone.

[Calvin and Hodge regard the rtviq as redundant
or as distributive, q. a\, some were one thing and
some another]. The simple fre, or irfieie fire,

would imply too much, since all the Corinthian
converts, without exception, had not been addicted
to either one or all the immoralities specified

;

yet, on the other hand, tlv$c vfitiv tyre would have
implied too little. "It would bring the whole
body prominently to notice, and intimate that,

only a part would agree with the description."
Osiandbr. The change which, however, had
passed over them, is indicated by three expres-
sions introduced with the emphatic repetition of
•but,' designed to set forth the contrast more
strongly.—But ye were washed clean.—
ane'koitaaod e.—[an6; off, all off, clean, inten-
sive. This refers to their joining the Church
in baptism. Comp. Titus iii. 6. In like manner
Acts xxii. 16, where the verb is aor. mid., and
signifies, baptize thyself, or, cause thyself to be bap-
tized, not, ' be baptized,' as though it were pas-
sive. And so the verb here is middle, and
must be taken in a reflexive sense, though it is

difficult to translate it thus in English]. The
term 'wash,' points to the defilement incurred by
the sins before spoken of, and to the purification

effected through the forgiveness obtained in

baptism, or the removal of guilt then pledged
(Acts xxii. 16). It is analogous to icadapioat;

(Eph. v.
26J.

The moral purification, by the do-
ing away or all that is sinful (Ruckert), we cannot
therefore take to be here meant : although re-
pentance and faith are presupposed in baptism.
In this washing of baptism, however, the cleans*
ing through the blood of Christ (Rev. i. 6 ; 1 Jno.
i. 7) must be considered as included.—Ye sane*
tified yourselves, tXt&oOtire.—This, too,

is middle. It cannot therefore be supposed to

denote the inward, progressive sanctification ac-
complished by the Spirit ; but, as in i. 2, the act
of personal consecration to God, of separation
from the world and translation into fellowship
with God ; yet this, not putatively, nor exter-
nally merely, but as involving also some opera-
tion of the Divine Spirit on the heart (comp.
Titus iii. 6 ; 1 Pet i. 2).—Ye were justified,
t6iKatu$T}Tt .—This, in accordance with the
usage of Paul and of the Bible generally, is to

be construed, not after Augustine and the Coun-
cil of Trent, as if it meant: 'made righteous'
inwardly. This is contradicted by the aorist

tense of the verb. But it implies an introduction
into the state of the 'just,' admission to a parti-
cipation in the salvation of God—to a place in
His kingdom and a share in His blessings. This
exhibits the positive side of God's salvation (the
removal of guilt being the negative side), and is

the result of consecration to God. Hence it fitly

concludes the series. All three taken together
denote an entrance into the state of grace [*' and
refer to the first conversion." Stanley. The
view given by Eling is substantially that of Cal-
vin, Hodge, Alf., Words. But the words also
carry a further implication in the way of con-
trast. ' Having become thus, ye are not to defile

and pollute yourselves afresh and incur renewed
condemnation'].—in the name of the Lord
Jesus and in the Spirit of our God.—These
qualifying phrases are by some referred to all

three of the foregoing verbs, and by others to

the last alone. Others still make a division, re-

ferring the words, 'in the name' to 'justified,'

or to this and 'washed;' but the words, 'in the
Spirit' to 'sanctified.' These attempts are a
failure; although it is indeed true that the
' washing' and the 'justification' are grounded
upon the name of Christ Even as, on the other
hand, sanctification comes through the Spirit.

Again the reference of these phrases to all three
of the verbs appears to be opposed by the sep-
aration of the verbs effected by ' but,' as well as
by the unsuitableness of connecting the fact of
the washing with the Spirit, since according to

the rule (to which Acts iv. 7 is no exception) the
reception of the Spirit is consequent on baptism
( Meyer). But the first reason given cannot be
decisive ; and so far as the second goes, we find

that in Titus iii. 5, the ' renewal of the spirit' is

connected directly with baptism, as epexegeti-

cal of ndktyyeveolac. And as the phrase ' in the

name of Christ,' indicates the objective ground
on which the washing rests, so does the phrase,
' in the Spirit,' indicate the subjective ground
of the same, that is, the principle which inwardly
imparts and applies the absolution implied in the
washing. On the name of Christ comp. on i. 2.

The entire personality of Jesus, so far as it is

made known to us in the work of redemption and
indicated in the name, is the objective $roun4
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both of the pardon granted in baptism and of
our justification and sanctification, according to

the sense of the terms above given. But the
Spirit of God applies to each individual what is

offered to us in that name. He brings it directly

to our consciousness, insures and imparts it to

us, and enables us to realise it all within our
own hearts. [•* By the j^xuv: our, added to 'God,'
he binds the Corinthians and himself together in

the glorious blessings of the Gospel state, and
mingles the oil of joj with the mourning which
by his reproof he is reluctantly creating." Ax-
ford].
[Obs. This whole passage vi. 1-9, is memora-

ble as laying the foundation for that ecclesiastical

jurisdiction in civil affairs which in the lapse of
centuries grew to such mighty proportions as to

orershadow for a time the temporal sovereignty,

and even threaten to subjugate it altogether.

There are traces of the existence of church-courts
for civil causes among Christians as early as the
middle of the second century, and in the Apost.
Const, IL, 47, the rule for the regulation of their

proceedings is laid down. Ordinarily, however,
the bishop became the referee in such disputes,

and his office as umpire contributed largely to

the increase of his importance and authority,

and also greatly endangered his spirituality.

When the State became Christian, this jurisdic-

tion was conferred by law, and made binding on
all parties that appealed to it. The custom once
established, gradually extended itself with the
iacrease of ecclesiastical pretensions, and the
decay of secular power, until the Church assumed
the form of a political association, with a well

defined system of eoclesiastical polity that divided
the control with the State both over the laity and
the clergy, even in temporal matters, and aimed
steadily at exempting the latter in particular
from all amenability to the State. The history
of this wonderful and yet perverse development
of authority from the positions laid down in the
text, furnishes a most instructive commentary on
its meaning, and shows us the necessity of cor-
rectly interpreting it.

The limitations by which the precept is beset
are as follows: 1. The litigants must be both
church-members. Redress from wrongs inflicted

from without may be sought at civil tribunals
when public justice seems to require it—Paul, e.

/., appealed to Caesar. 2. The causes, compa-
ratively trivial, the minor matters of property,
for example, in relation to which it were better
tbateovetousness be mortified by quietly enduring
the wrong, than indulged by the enforcement of
rights. 8. The tribunals, heathen, or of a hea-
thenish kind. The case may be altered when
the judges are Christians. Yet even under such
circumstances litigation between "brethren"
ought, if possible, to be avoided. 4. The nature
of the adjudication, informal—that of umpires
chosen for the purpose by the contestants, and
not of regular church courts. Paul's aim was to

preserve the peace and spirituality of the Church
by the avoidance of litigation, not to convert the
Church into an arena for conflicts, and thus to

eeularize it. The Church was never constituted
to be** a ruler and a divider' 1 among men. 6.

The evil condemned is not the practice of going
to law, as though this were wrong in itself, for

the magistrate, too, is a " member of God for

good," but the litigious spirit so contrary to the
Christian temper. There are instances when it

would be a manifest sin not to seek justice. But
in doing so, a Christian should take care to show
that he was actuated, not by feelings of revenge,
but by a supreme regard to law and order, and by
a desire that even the wrong-doer may be recon-
ciled to Him.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. [Thejudicial function of the Saints in the age
to come]. Those are mighty words, "the saints

shall judge the world," " we shall judge angels."
Through them we catch a glimpse into the mys-
teries of the Heavenly kingdom, especially into
the fundamental mystery of the creating and
judging Word, and into the vital fellowship
which believers have with their Lord, likewise
also into the mystery of the future, when the in-

ward life of the saints, which is now hid with
Christ in glory, will be made manifest as a life

of Divine power and holiness. Those of whom
Christ said, "I in them and they in me," of
whom it is grandly sung,

u Devoid of strength they are guardians for all

;

Poor, yet they win, let the worst befall,"—

who here on earth have shared with their Re-
deemer in His sufferings and shame, these very
ones will share with Him hereafter in the mani-
festations of His glory. " When Christ, who is

their life, shall appear, exhibiting Himself as He
really is, then will they also appear with Him as
gods of earth, to the astonishment of the world.
They will reign and flourish eternally, shining
as stars in the firmament of God."
But by virtue of this union with Christ in

glory, they become partners also in His judicial

authority* Having been exempted from judg-
ment through faith in their Lord, they will join
with Him in executing judgment over all, whe-
ther men or angels, who amid the exhibitions

of Divine love and wisdom and power and righte-

ousness have continued hostile to God's truth,

disregardful of His grace, contemptuous toward
His salvation, and opposed to all the ways of His
kingdom—hardening themselves evermore in

their enmity, until past hope. And this judg-
ment will be an act both of deepest insight,

—

piercing through to the very centre of the heart,

and detecting there the inexcusableness of sin,

and of highest moral power—exhibiting a righte-

ousness full of decision and vigor—allowing of
no further protests—exposing the fallacy of ex-
cuses, and annihilating them all as false and
untenable through the might ofan all-enlighten-

ing truth.

And this power to discern and judge at that

period, is a living principle imparted to Chris-
tians now, through the indwelling life of-Christ,

and it unfolds itself onward unto perfection with
the growth of their spiritual life, until it reaches
its highest state of exercise in the future king-
dom of glory. There is always implied in it a
demonstration of the mind of Christ, as well in

that pitying love which goes out after the lost,

tracks them in their wanderings, and wisely
and patiently applies the means of their restora-

tion, as in that holiness which should keep them
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from all fellowship with sin, consecrate them
entirely to God, and maintain them in the obedi-

ence of faith amid manifold temptations from
within and from without, in joy and sorrow, in

honor and dishonor, in abundance and want, in

health and sickness, even unto death ; so that, as

the instruments of Christ's truth and lore, they
shall have done what they could towards awak-
ening, convincing and converting those who still

walk in darkness—thus proving themselves fit

and warranted to act the part of judges with
their Lord at the last-

But as their authority is also to be exercised

over the world of tptritt, these too must in some
way be regarded as coming under this saving in-

fluence. For is not the blood of Christ's cross

said to be God's means for reconciling all things

unto Himself, whether they be things in earth or
things in heaven? (Col. i. 20). And is not the
manifold wisdom of God to be proclaimed by
means of the Church, even unto principalities

and powers in heavenly places? (Eph. fix. 10).

Shall we then mistake if we imagine that even in

the extra mundane sphere there are also fallen

beings, yet capable of salvation ; and that into

this sphere, whence came temptation and ruin
unto our race, there shall in return go forth

blessed agencies of deliverance from this very
race, according to the wonderful counoil of God,
and by virtue of the advent of His Son, through
whom every thing above and beneath has been
created? This is indeed an operation which,
like that of the operation of this spirit-world

upon us, comes not within the direct conscious-

ness of believers ; yet this fact does not militate

against its reality, and like much that is now
concealed, it will be made known to believers, as
they enter upon their heavenly state. And if it

be true, this circumstance will the more qualify
believers for sitting in judgment over those bad
spirits who obstinately close themselves against
all such gracious influences, and scorn the salva-

tion offered in Christ These are conjectures
indeed, and they might be carried out still fur-

ther into the consideration of the particular du-
ties in which the departed saints might engage
in the other world. But it will not do to reject

them as idle dreams, since they are in accordance
with the analogy of Scripture, and are supported
by the essential connection which exists between
the judgment, and prevenient efforts directed to

the recovery of the fallen.

Since the judicial work of the saints is not
simply a corroboration of the sentence pro-
nounced by Christ, but also an active participa-
tion in the judgment carried on by Him, as the
organs of His office, a trainingpreparatory to this

high function will naturally be required of
them. To this there belongs—1, a learning to

speak what is true and right, net only in public,

but also in private stations, so that a readiness
may be acquired in distinguishing between right
and wrong, and there shall be no danger of being
misled, either through the purblindnees of the
foolish, or by the corruptsophistries and wretched
infatuation of the self-opinionated and dogmatic
(analogous with Luke xvi. 10 ff.; xix. 17 ff.); 2,

a calm, self-denying willingness to accept justice
as set forth in the sentence rendered, whether it

come from a judge or an umpire; for here the

rule holds good, that obedience to authority in,

the best qualification for exercising authority

;

8, the still loftier self-denial shown in a readi-

ness to suffer wrong rather than to gain aught by
going to law at the expense of love and unity.

On the other hand, the habit of over-reaching
and defrauding, originating in a spirit of selfish

greed, as it disqualifies for admission into God's
kingdom, so does it in an especial manner unfit

a person to exercise judgment. And this is true
also of every act whioh violates the rights either

of G od or man ; for all such acts virtually disown
and entirely neutralize that state of grace into

which a person has been brought through the
name of Christ and by the Spirit of God. The
persons who practise them have washed and
consecrated themselves, and been justified (in

baptism) to no purpose.

[2. The natural condition of man, depraved and
lout (w. 9-11). When unchecked, the original

sin of our constitution breaks out into the most
flagrant vices and crimes, which reveal the in-
herent corruption. The most refined Pagan ci-

vilization has no power to restrain and cure it.

Rather it serves to intensify the evil. The most
demoralized society in the old world was to be
found in the most refined of its cities. And the
character, thus vitiated, forever excludes from
a state of glory. It thaU not inherit the king-

dom of God. The strong negation here precludes
all hope for such as possess it, and together with
this puts the stamp of falsehood upon the figment
of a universal salvation. No statement could be
more explicit and conclusive].

[3. The change whioh fits the sinner for hea-
ven is a radical one, wrought in Christ and
through the Spirit, yet not independently of hu-
man volition. "Ye have washed yourselves
clean, ye have sanctified yourselves, ye are jus-
tified." The filth of sin is voluntarily removed.
From being his own, the person consecrates him-
self to God, and becomes forgiven and reconciled

to God through faith in the work of Christ, and
by the influence of the Spirit Thus old things
pass away, and all things become new, under the
operation of Divine grace, and through the con-
sent of the individual There is, therefore, in re-
newal a voluntary assumption of the weightiest

obligation to keep one's self unspotted from the
world].

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

[Litigation on thepart of Christian*—1, involves

great risk, and betokens a corresponding « darinfe,'

for it is a seeking for justice before the avowedly
unjust, ver. 1*; 2 is a repudiation of their pro-
per society, and of the advantages ita saintly

character holds out, ver. 1>; 8, is derogatory to

the dignity of the litigants themselves, who are,

by their profession, destined to be hereafter
judges of the world and of angels, ver. 2, 8; 4,

is an imputation upon the ability of their breth-

ren to decide in the matters of lesser moment
here, w. 2, 6 ; 6, should be superseded by the
selection of umpires in the Church, and the small
matters it involves treated as they deserve,

ver. 4 ; 6, is a disgrace to the Church and a cause
of scandal, as it opens the faults of Christians

to the observation and sneers of the world ; 7, is
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contrary to the spirit of Christ, " who, when He
was reviled, reviled not again, and when He suf-

fered, threatened not, but committed Himself to

Him that judgeth righteously," ver. 7; 8, implies

wrong doing on the part of Christians, provok-
ing litigation by their conduct towards eaoh
other, ver. 8; 9, those who by their offences pro-

voke litigation are in danger of losing their in-

heritance in God's kingdom and becoming out-

casts with the vicious of every class, vv. 9, 10;

10, the offences which cause it, and the spirit in

which it is often done, are contrary to the change
which believers profess to have passed through,
ver. 11].

Staekb :

—

Vbb, 1. It is not in itself wrong to

seek justice before earthly tribunals, since gov-
ernment, too, is a Divine ordinance, designed
for protection and order ; and Paul himself ap-
pealed to unbelieving magistrates against the

persecution of the Jews (Acts xxii. 25 ; xxv. 10).

But in all law-suits let every one take care
wherefore, and before whom, and how he liti-

gates. Otherwise his action may prove both a
disgrace and a sin.—Ver. 2. In the coming judg-
ment of the saints there is great comfort for

those who have lost a righteous cause. Let cor-

rupt judges mark welL Against whatsoever
righteous ones they have deflared unrighteous
judgment, by these will they be righteously

judged at the last day.—Ver. 8. To be associ-

ated with Christ in judgment is one of the loftiest

honors promised to believers, 1 Pet. iL 9 ; Rev.
i. 5, 6 ; iii. 21. The dignity thus conferred
should be displayed even in this life by the con-

trol which they maintain not only over them-
selves and the world, but also over the Devil,

and so in their conquest over all their spiritual

enemies. It should be shown also in the way
they judge and condemn the world in and through
their life and doctrine.—Ver. 4. Those who know
and enjoy God ought to be held in higher esteem,
and deemed more worthy of confidence, than
those in whom such knowledge is wanting.

—

Ver. 6. Earthly goods are the means of separat-
ing the most united, heavenly goods can unite
the most hostile.—Ver. 7. Christians ought to

hold temporal possessions of such small account
that tbe prime question with them should not be
whether they have, or have not ; and they should
be so affectionate toward each other, that in case
of dissension about " the mine and thine " the
temporal good should seem so small and the
brother so important, that ere they would dis-

quiet their spirits by litigation, and unfit them-
seWes for religious duties, and cause offence to
their neighbors, they would let the whole thing
go and suffer the loss.—Ver. 8. (Hed.). If an in-

telligent person is guilty of the wrong, then he
commits the greater sin in putting the innocent
person to so much cost and trouble with his lies

;

if the wrong-doer is ignorant, then it is not
right, 1, to pursue the most stringent course
with him and practise no forbearance; 2, to go
to law in envious, avaricious, or ugly temper ; 8,
besides, the thing does notpay.—Vv. 9, 10. Those
who needlessly go to law are classed with thieves
•ad licentious persons, etc., and incur a like con-
densation. The world evidently judges very dif-
ferentfrom the Holy Spirit Nothing is more com-
mon than to excuse sin because of its commonness.

9

If all on this catalogue are lost, you can count

the saved, almost alL Ve unrighteous litigants,

fornicators, small and great thieves, sly and opes
thieves, be alarmed 1—Ver. 11. (Hed.) : " Such
were some," etc., sweet word * were.' To be and
to be willing to remain such—that were the pity.

Those who have escaped from the snares of the

Devil should bear the past in mind continually,

as a motive to avoid sin and foster gratitude.

Bibxik. Bib. :—Ver. 1. The reason why the

righteous are often passed by, and the unrighte-

ous are chosen as judges, is because people hope
to make something out of the latter.—Ver. 2.

Judicial honors hereafter await those only who
have acted justly here, and allowed themselves

to be judged.—Ver. 7. So completely does the

Holy Spirit drive nature from her supposed
rights, and subject it to patient suffering, yea,

to death, that we are not at liberty to maintain

our rights arbitrarily, but are bound, every-

where and at all times, to have regard to the

jewel of our peace, and see that it be neither

injured nor destroyed.—Vv. 9-11. The unrighte-

ous are all the unregenerate, 1 Jno. iii. 7; Jno.

iii. 8. There are many kinds of sins. Hence,
if thou seest another sin, point not thy finger at

him. Perhaps thou art implicated in another sin

more deeply than he is in this. Remembrance
of the past ought to cause perpetual humilia-

tion. To this end we ought to think of our old

sins, but for other reasons we ought to forget

them. " But,"—" but,"—"but." O the impor-

tance and the preciousness of the change. Gra-

cious acts all go together, though they are dis-

tinguishable. If we pray, «God be merciful to

me a sinner,' that implies, < create within me a

olean heart. 1 What God hath joined let no man
put asunder. Salvation comprises forgiveness,

sanctification, redemption, and we can get it in

no other way than through the name of Jesus

and the power of the Holy Ghost.

Rbiqeb:—Vina. 2, 8.—We must improve the

glimpses here allowed into the grander future, in

such a way, that even here, amid our small en-

gagements, we may as far as possible be lifted

into higher moods. Through selfishness, impa-

tience, anger, greed, the complainant often in-

curs as much guilt afterwards as tbe man has
who injured him.
Heubnee:—Vbr. 1. Every true Christian

ought to be a sort of a justice of the peace.—Ver.

8. It is very natural that the betrayed should

judge the betrayer. From a presentiment of

this springs the hatred of evil angels against

Christians.—Ver. 5. The lack of wise men in a
church is great disgrace.—Ver. 6. That justice

should be enforced by the secular power between
those who profess to be governed by law is also

a disgrace.

Bbsskb:—If we kept in mind what glory

awaits us in the Church, it would prove a sad

thing for us to strive with our brethren about

mine and thine, and if we were drawn into strife

then would the judges find in us peaceable peo-

ple who respected the decision of the saints.

—

Vv. 7, 8. Paul says "ye." Mark then, a little

leaven leavens the whole lump ! The flagrant

immoralities ofsome did not constrain the Church
to mourning, did not move them to the exercise

of discipline. A Christian Church, however, is
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130 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

not a mere aggregate of names, but it is the body
of one Spirit, composed of many members.
Hence the declaration of the Apostle, "ye do
wrong," struck at the whole Church, and stuck
in it like an arrow until it acknowledged its own
disgrace in bitter repentance.—Ver. 11. What-
ever has been done for us and is to be found in

the name of Jesus, that is appropriated to us
through the Spirit of our God—that God, who is

our God and highest Good in Jesus Christ our
Lord.

[P. W. Robertson:—Let us guard against a
natural misconception of the Apostle's meaning.
Ton might think that he meant to say, that the

Corinthians should have ecclesiastical instead

of civil courts ; and for this reason, that church-
men and clergy will decide rightly by a special

promise of guidance, and heathen and laymen
wrongly. But this has not to do with the case.

It is not a question here between ecclesiastical

and civil courts, but between law and equity,

between litigation and arbitration. The remedy
[for offences] is, not more elaborate law, nor

cheaper law, nor greater facility for law, but

more Christianity, less loud cries about u Rights,"

more earnest anxiety on both and all sides to do
no wrong].

XII.—AN EXHORTATION TO CHRISTIAN CONTINENCE, AND A PROHIBITION OP ALL
HEATHENISH LICENTIOUSNESS. THE RELATION WHICH THE BODY SUSTAINS
TO CHRIST; ITS CHARACTER AS THE DWELLING-PLACE OF THE HOLY SPIRIT,

AND THE GREAT PRICE PAID FOR ITS RANSOM, DO NOT ALLOW OP OUR RE-
GARDING SUCH A GRATIFICATION OF CARNAL APPETITE MORALLY INDIFFE-
RENT, LIKE THE ENJOYMENT OF FOOD.

12 All things are lawful unto me, [are in my power], bnt all things are not expedient;

all things are lawful for me [are in my power], but I will not be brought under the

13 power of any. Meats for the belly, and the belly for meats : but God shall destroy

both it and them. Now [But] the body is not for fornication, but for the Lord ; and
14 the Lord for the body. And God hath both raised up the Lord, and will also raise1

15 up us* by his own power. Know ye not that your bodies are the members of Christ?

shall I then take [away (£</t>a<?)] fcne members of Christ, and make them the members
1

6

of a harlot ? God forbid. W bat f [omit what,and read, Or*] know ye not that he which is

17 joined to a harlot is one body? for, two, saith he, shall be one flesh. But he that is joined

18 unto the Lord is one spirit. Flee fornication. Every sin that a man doeth is with-

out the body; but he that committeth fornication sinneth against his own body.
19 What! [omit what, and read, Or] know ye not that your body* is the temple of the

20 Holy Ghost which is in you, which ye have of God, and ye are not your own ? For
ye are bought with a price: therefore glorify God in your body, [omit aU that follows*],

and in your spirit, which are God's.

i [Ver. 14.—The verb i$ty*tp*ur appear* In different codices under three forms—present, future and aoriat. Tfschen-
dorf prefers the future, after C. D.» L. Cod. 8in. Syr. Copt Meyer prefers the aorist, which Is the most feebly sup-
ported, found Id B. 67*. (See Exegetical and Critical). Lachmann reads i$eytipn from A. D1

. It is best to take it as

* Ver. 14.—The Rec. has vp«f, which is feebly attested, and Meyer thinks an error from Rom. vili. 11.
8 Ver. 16.—Tho Roc. and Lachmann [with all the critical editionsj read ij owe according to A. B. C. F. Cod. 8in.]
* Ver. 19—The Rec. and Lach. following good authorities [nearly all : A. B. C. D. F. K. Cod. Sin.] read to *m*i« [and

so also Alf., Stanley, Hodge.j But this is perhaps a correction occasioned by the singular predicate vafc.
* The clause tax iv t<£, «&., is an addition apparently with a view to make the exhortation complete. The most im-

portant MSS. and other old and good authorities omit it [and so do Alt, Stanley, Words.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vbr. 12. ['After speaking of the sin of covet-
outness, which had produced litigiousness,—and
having reminded the Corinthians of what privi-

leges they had received, and what sins re-

nounced,—he now proceeds to examine and con-
fute an argument raised by some of the Gentile
Christians at Corinth, who in the presumptuous

spirit of Greek Philosophy, pleaded, in behalf of

fornication and of eating meats offered in sacri-

fice to idols, that man it the measure of all thing*

(ir&vTuv fikrpov dv^ptwrof),—a principle in which
both the greatest schools of Greek Philosophy,
with which St Paul had disputed at Athens,
agreed, though they applied it in different ways

;

and that all the creatures were Aw, and that all

things were lawful to him—a tenet whioh they
imagined had received some countenance from
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the Gospel itself, which promised to them uni-

versal liberty, and even universal dominion in

Christ, a doctrine which, when properly stated,

sad understood, with due conditions, is produc-
tive of that genuine independence which is the

best security for self-control, and had therefore

been placed in its proper light by St. Paul in the
earlier part of his Epistle (iii. 21-28). This
principle he here adopts with true oratorical skill,

and proceeds to examine it, showing at once its

truth and the falseness of its application by
them.' After Words.].
All things are in my power.—Paul here

has in view that easy, tolerant view of fornica-

tion which was so common among the heathen,
and to which he has already repeatedly alluded
(v. 1 ; vi. 9) This view was still further vindi-

cated on the grounds of that Christian liberty

which was supposed to countenance this gratifi-

cation of a natural appetite as no less proper in

itself than the eating of food was to satiate hun-
ger. But the words with which the discussion
begins are not to be regarded as the objection of
an opposer, here cited for the purpose of refuta-

tion [Calvin and Barnes]. Had this been so, the
fact would have been indicated by some formula
Hke oAa' epeic: but you toy. They are rather
the statement of a fundamental principle of
Christianity, resting upon its own grounds, yet
with a suitable limitation of its application to

the actual life of a Christian (fioi, i. *., for me,
as a Christian).* Accordingly we are not to in-

terpret these, vv. 12, 18, as giving us a sort of
dialogue maintained between some imaginary
opponent and the Apostle (Pott). The context
indeed shows that the fundamental principle here
laid down was actually adduoed in support of
fornication; but there is no ground for sup.
posing that the Corinthian converts generally
advocated this practice on such a basis, or that
they so argued in their letter to him. It were
better to assume this only of a few individuals,
and that the Apostle had been privily informed
of the fact, as intimated in the case mentioned in

chap. v. 1. Some suppose the maxim here to

have a close reference to what just precedes in
ver. 11, q. d., 'I being now in a state of grace,
and free from all Jewish restrictions, and all

OQtward ordinances, and being no longer in
bondage to an accusing conscience and to fear of
sin, have right to the largest liberty.' But such
a connection is by no means probable, since the
verbs introduced by 'but' are chiefly designed
to warn his readers against relapsing into their

earlier immoralities. It were better to connect
with ver. 9. and to suppose that out of the cata-

logue of sins there mentioned, he selected the
first, and referred to the efforts made for justify-
ing it Besser regards the phrase as one ofPaul's
proverbs, [and Bengel says: "Paul often uses
the first person to express those thoughts which
have the force of maxims, especially in this Epis-
tle, ver. 15; vii. 7; viii. 18; x. 28, 29, 80; xiv.

11"]. The term "all things" must of course be

[* It can hardly be snpposed that Paul meant to lay any
•neh stress oo tfw word * me/ as though he meant to assert
a distinction between believers and unbelievers in this re*
pect, claiming a liberty for the former which did not be-
long to the latter. This would lead to iomo pretty danger-
ous inferences.]

limited to such as were indifferent (adidtpopa),

i. e. y to such acts as were not in themselves

wrong, but only under certain circumstances r.nd

connections seeuied to conflict with Christian

morality. "All things are lawful for me which
may be lawful." Bkxqbl. [So also Hodge; but
Words., well styles this explanation weak and
tautological, and hardly justified by the original,

and prefers Theodoret's view: "all things are in

my power, by reason of my free will ; but it is

not expedient in all things to use this freedom,

for in doing that which is sinful thou losest thy
freedom." But is it not plain, after all, that

Paul here has in view not actions, but external

objects, the things in the world which were all

given for man's use, and over which he held do-

minion, and which, under the Christian dispen-

sation, were all restored to him unrestricted by
carnal ordinances? (The Syriac version evi-

dently so takes it; Tyndale, on the contrary,

renders " I mayo do all thinges : but I will be
brought under no man's power." So Cranmer
and the Geneva Bible). In this sense it may be
said with the broadest scope "all things are in

my power" (Ps. viii. 6; Heb. ii. 6-11). And to

this the antinomian would add * and I have the

right to use them as I please, according to the

cravings of my nature, and according as they
contribute to my enjoyment.' And it is upon
this lawless inference that the Apostle proceeds
to put limitations]. "The abrupt commence-
ment of ver. 12 is perhaps to be accounted for on
the supposition that it alludes to a passage in

their Epistle to him, and the words before us
might have been used there even in reference to

things indifferent; but without the proper limi-

tations which the Apostle here supplies." Nb-
ahdbb.
The first of these is—but all things are not

expedient.—By this he means as in x. 23, not
materially advantageous, but morally fitting and
useful, especially, perhaps, in its bearing upon
others. [It were better, however, to take the

verb ovjjfykpei in its broadest acceptation and
bearings

—

conduce to profit, whether to the per-

son who uses them, or to others with whom he
is connected, and whose welfare ho is bound to

consult. Every finite good has a special end, and
must be wisely used with reference to that end,

and not being absolute, is dependent on times

and circumstances for the benefit it is to confer].

The second limitation is—but not will I be
brought under bondage by any thing.

—

'EijovoLao$faofiai and it-eon are kindred words
(the former being formed from efovoia, which is

aerived from kfyori), and they involve a parano-
masia, which serves to bring out the contradic

tion, caused by the misuse of liberty, in a more
forcible light. [We give the play on the words
in English thus : «AH things are in my power,
but I will not come under power to any thing '].

"Not I" is emphatic. It exhibits the moral
self of the individual (not simply that of Paul,

but of Christians generally), in sharp contrast

with everything, which, if yielded to passion-

ately, or enjoyed with an accusing conscience,

or fondly clung to as indispensable, acquires a
despotic control over us. [The lord must pre-

serve his lordship, and take heed that he become
not the slave of any thing which is properly
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132 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

subject to him. Freedom must not commit sui-

ciJe. The body w.-is designed to be the organ
ot the Spirit for ruling over nature, not the

organ of nature for ruling over the Spirit].

'lLf-ovcidCtiv, to be master of, and it is here put in

the future to express the firm inward resolve not
to be mastered by any thing. Ttv6c is neater
corresponding to ndvra.

Vers. 18, 14. Meats for the belly and the
belly for meats, etc.—Here we have a con-
trast drawn between what is in itself indiffe-

rent, and the view which cannot be brought
under this category.* From the fact that a mu-
tual relation has been established between meats
and the belly by an ordinance of the Creator, the
former being made to be received and digested

by the latter, and the latter being formed to re-

ceive the former, and from the fact that both are
alike transient, being designed only for this pre-
sent life, it followed, as a matter of course, that

eating was a thing morally indifferent, and was
allowable, in so far as it neither proved incon-

venient, or brought a person under bondage.
Very different, however, was it with the act of
fornication, since the body, standing as it did in

direct relations with the Lord, and having been
received by Him into the fellowship of an im-
mortal life, does not in such practices fulfil any
Divine destination, [but is rather alienated from
its proper functions, and degraded by them].
After the nominatives, koriv is to be supplied.

It is altogether needless to suppose that the
meats here spoken of had any special connection
with the altar-feasts that were so closely asso-
ciated with licentious practices.f By such a
supposition the force of the argument is rather
hindered than helped.—And God shall de-
stroy both it and them.—Paul refers here
to that great change whioh is to take place in

the condition of mankind at the coming of
Christ—a transformation whioh will preclude
all need of physical nourishment, and dispense
with the organs for its reception. Comp. zv. 44,

51 ; and Matth. zxii. 80. In the words, " and

[* Bat have we not here the evidence that in the u
all

things " Paul had reference not to actions, bat to external
objects? Out of these he selects one class, and shows what
they were designed for, and how for they are good or expe-
dient. But the like adaptation and utility and propriety
he denies to exist in the indiscriminate use of woman, since
the body of both was destined for higher uses, in the sexual
relation, than mere enjoyment ; and the purposes of God in
reference to it, were violated by that use. The logic of the
Apostle is obscured, if we consider him as having the action
primarily in view. It proceeds wholly upon the rule of
adaptation of things to ends].

[f This Is Neander's view. He supposes that Paul u at first

meant to speak only of partaking of meats offered to idols,"
and "then was prompted to leave the topic and speak
against thcno excesses at Corinth of which he had not
thought at first." The topic thus left, he supposes to be re-
sumed again at the beginning of chap viii., but approached
from a different point ; and after several digressions and ex-
positions of it, to be taken up in the same form as here In
chap. x. 23. This view, th ugh at first seeming to involve
the course of thought in needless intricacy, grows more
plausible the more we m«*ditate upon the logic of the whole
section ; and it is not surprising that Neander says that
neither Billioth's arguments, nor de Wette's have sufficed
to convince bira of its erroneousness. The case had better
be left without arguing to each pontons reflection—taking
into account all the while the fact that here among the Co-
linthians there was probebly the same connection between
the eating of things offered to idols, and the sin of fbrnica-
tio > that we find afterwards spoken of in the heresy of the
Kicolaitans, Rev. ii. 14, 16, and that consequently the two
stood \ery closely associated in the Apostle's mind.J

them," we have the hint of a time that reaches

far beyond the death of the individual—a time

when the world and all things therein shall be

burned up. [Comp. 2 Peter lii. 11.1

In contrast with the foregoing, there is pre-

sented to us, first, that truth in a negative form,

the analogy of which to the eating of food it it

the aim of the Apostle to dispute.—But the
body is not for fornication.—That is, forni-

cation is not the natural function of a perishable

organ, but it is the perversion to illegitimate

uses of the entire body—that bodywhich belongs

to the Lord, and is with him, destined to an im-

perishable life. And in this also there are twe
elements involved; 1, a connection with the

Lord ;—bat for the Lord.—And this relation

is a mutual one, since the body is destined for the

Lord, to be one of His members, and His exclusive

possession ; and on the other hand
4—the Lord

is for the body,—to rule it, and to use it; yea,

to appropriate and assimilate it to Himself; and,

as others add, to nourish it with his life. (Comp.
Jno. vi. 88, 68, and also ver. 16, fikty). 2. The
destination of the body to an immortal life,

grounded on its connection with the Lord—

a

destination that stands in striking contrast with

the destruction above alluded to, which awaits

the purely material world.—And God both
raised up the Lord, end will raise np us
also by His strength.—This resurrection is

an introduction into a life that is no more sub-

ject to death. Comp. Rom. vi. 9ff. The nai—
nat, both—and, binds the two clauses together.

In the second clause, however, the reading is

contested, and Meyer (ed. 2d) considers k&yupef

has raited, as the only right reading, although
not so well attested. Paul, he says, never as-

serts the byeipeev and egeyeipetv, that is, a resto-

ration to life after death, of himself and of bis

cotemporaries (2 Cor. iv. 14 is to be understood
spiritually); rather, in anticipation of the

speedy advent of Christ, he was looking to be
changed without dying (zv. 61 f.; 1 These, iv.

161); so that if he had been speaking of the fu-

ture, he would have been more likely to have
used the word SooKQiyott, shall make alive*, than
kj-eyetpel, shall raws vp. (Comp. zv. 22; Rom.
viii. 11). He interprets the word, however, not
of the spiritual resurrection, that is, the new
birth, but as in Eph. ii. 6; CoL ii 12 f., where
Christ's resurrection is spoken of as the fact in

whioh that of the believer is already involved,

although the connection first becomes realised

at the second advent, through the actual resur-
rection of the dead, and the transformation of
the living. But if, according to this interpreta-

tion, both these ideas can be considered as in-

cluded in the verb in its past tense (k&jyzipe),

why not assume the same in its future form! In
so doing, we should abide by the reading best

attestecU-a reading whioh puts the verb in the
same tense with Karapyfazi, shall destroy—and
would construe the verb e^eyeipel in its snore

comprehensive signification, as denoting the
change which is to take place in the living, as
well as in the dead. 2 Cor. iv. 14 might also be
interpreted in the same manner. The distinc-

tive changes awaiting the quiok and the dead,
although elsewhere made prominent, did not re-

quire to be alluded to here. (With this Meyer
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in his 3d ed. also agrees). It is hardly allowa-

ble to distinguish here between iyeipeiv and
iityeipecv (Bengel and Osiander), as though the

former referred to the first fruits of the resur-

rection in Christ, and the latter to the work con-

summated at the end. The reason why he uses
the word "w," instead of l our bodies,' is that he
had used the personal form just before, * in the

Lord.' The context, in this case, allows of no
misapprehension, " The body," says Osiander,
" is the Tessel of our personality." The clause,
(by his power,' it were better to connect with
the latter verb, if by ' his ' we understand, not
Christ*8, but God's, whioh is to be preferred, as

God is the subject of * shall raise.' Comp. xv.

38; Matth. xxii. 29; Eph. i. 19. Aid here ex-

presses the internal instrumentality.

Vers. 15-17. Know ye not that your
bodies are the members of Christ?—Here
he amplifies what is said in ver. 18, and "upon
the ground there adduced of the immorality of
fornication, he bring© to their distinct conscious-

ness the abominable character of the rice in

question." So Meyer rebuts Baur's assertion,

that Paul here makes a petitio principle Else-

where Christians themselves are called members
of Christ's body—the Churoh in its totality, the

head of which is Christ. (Comp. xii. 27; Eph. v.

80). But here their bodies are spoken of as es-

sential parts (the vehicles) of his personality.

And this, not so much on account of his incar-

nation, and of His so sharing with us our na-
ture, as on account of the indwelling of His Spi-

rit (ver. 19). Whether the Apostle had in mind
the figure of the marital relationship (comp. 2
Cor. xL 2 ; Eph. v. 26 f.; Bom. vii. 4) is less certain.

The incongruity of making Christ the antithesis

te a harlot (Meyer), would not stand in the way
of our supposing this, since it makes no differ-

ence whether the other party be male or female,

for Paul is here speaking of the essential contra-
diction which exists between a person's belong-
ing to Christ, and so holding vital fellowship
with the Holy and Pure One, and his having in-

tercourse with an individual who was addicted
to impurity, such as a common prostitute—an
intercourse which involved the surrender of the
entire person to her. It was only the impure
senacieaoe of a heathen that could be blind to

the immorality of such fornication. But to the
Christian's conscience this should be evident at

once, and we should denounce it as a crime per-

petrated against Christ—as an abominable viola-

tion of his sacred rights. Hence the Apostle
directly proceeds to ask—Shall I then take
away the members of Christ, and make
them the members of a harlot?

—

Alostv

means ' not simply, to take, but, to take away, to

alienate from the proper owner, Ovv, then, or,

therefore, introduces the inference : " since this

is so, I will not so far forget myself, as to/ etc.

Hedjew may be either, Aorist subj., as in xi. 22,

meaning, should I; or, have 1 any right to make ;

er it may be future, shall I maket The sense

will be about the same. [Jelf says that " the

sseead and third persons of the Future often ex-
press necessity or propriety, shall, must.

11
Gr.

Oram. { 406 8]. This query he answers with
an emphatic negative

—

pi) yivoiro^ let it

never be,—an expression by which in Rom.

vi, 2, and elsewhere, he repels all unhallowed
inferences and suggestions and declarations.

In order to prove that fornication involves all

he has stated, he next goes on to show the nature
of the connection it effects between the parties

concerned, and sets over against this, the nature
of the union believers have with Christ, so that

the utter incompatibility of the two may be the

more clearly felt—Or know ye not;

—

g. d.,

* or if this at least, appear doubtful to you, then
it must be because of your ignorance' (Meyer).
that he who is joined to the harlot is

one body?—KoAAdfftfaz, to be most intimately

joined with. In this connection it denotes the
sexual union, which involves the most intimate
conjunction of the physical powers of life. The
consequence of such a union is stated in a cita-

tion from Gen. ii. 24, found also in Matth. xix. 51,

and this he introduces as a Divine declaration.

—

For he saith— ' He,' t. e. God, since Scripture
is the oracle of God. even though communicated
through human organs (comp. xv. 27; Eph. v.

8; Heb. viii. 5). To suppose God to be the sub-
ject is better than to Bupply either the words
'Scripture' or 'Spirit/ though the meaning
would still be the same. But most unsuitable of

all would it be to construe it as impersonal : it is

said.—they two shall be into one flesh.-r-

This, which was originally affirmed of the mar-
riage union, is here applied to illicit intercourse,

it being the same thing, physically considered.
Secundum speeiem naturm non differunt (Thorn.

a. q.y And by this application of the statement

he shows that the act in question is not a mere
momentary enjoyment with which the whole af-

fair is concluded, but that it involves a re»l union
of the natural powers of life in one complex per-

sonality. The term *• flesh " here denotes siirply

man's physical nature, without the accessory

idea of corruption. The words "they two" are

not found in the Hebrew text. They occur in

the LXX., and in all the quotations of this pas-

sage, even in those of the Rabbis. (Is this in

the interest ofmonogamy ?). «« Into," sfc, Hebr.

7, even in classic Greek, implies a transition

into a particular state [Jelf, Or. Oram., J 625,

Obs. 4].—Bat he who is joined to the Lord
is one Spirit.—Here we have the contrast:

KoXkdtr&ai ry Kvoty, a phrase which occurs also in

Deut. x. 20 ; 2 Kings xviii. 6. As the result we
have, not < one body/ but ' one spirit,' denoting
the element wherein this union takes place. But
this unity is not a merely ideal one. It is one in

essential reality, the indwelling of Christ in the

believer, so that His Spirit and our spirit be-

come one. Comp. xiv. 23. This clause stanis

independently.
Vers. 18-20. The warning implied in what

precedes is now expressly given, and, although
oleariy an inference, is introduced abruptly
without any connecting particle—Flee forni-
cation.

—

Qebyere, flee—a striking expression.
Ansehn says, Alia vitia pugnando libido fugiendo-

vincitur. "Other vices are conquered by fight-

ing, lust by flying." What follows substantiates

this warning, by showing the characteristic pe-

culiarity of that sin, which distinguishes it from
every other. And this is exhibited antithetic
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134 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

cally.—Brery. ein which a man might
commit—[d eav Tcot^rj hv&punoq. The av here
belongs to the relative and not to the verb,

and gives an indefiniteness to it, annexing the

notion, * whatsoever it may be.* Jklf, Or. Oram.

$ 829, 1].—is without the body.—Bat how
can he say this, when drunkenness and such
like vices also involve an injury tr< the body, and
indeed cannot be practised at all outside of the

bodily sphere ? There have been several modes
of answering this question. We may either sup-
pose that the word *« every" (irav) is to be taken
in a popular sense for « nearly all,' which is

arbitrary; or we may consider the whole
elause hypothetical, q. d., 'Although all other
sins were without the body, yet this,' etc. (Flatt)

—which is inadmissible; others [Jerome, Ori-

gen, Aug., Bengel, Words.] take it to mean that

fornication pollutes the whole body as no other
vice does,—but this is not stated in the words;
and others still, that no vices sever the body of

the Christian from that of Christ as this does
(Fritzsche), a thought neither expressed in the

text, nor consistent with the view of Paul in

chap. ix. f. ; Rom. viii. 9) ; others again take
the idea to be, that no sin imparts to the flesh

such tyranny over the spirit as fornication, an
idea plainly foisted into the language of Paul

;

others suppose that drunkenness and gluttony
are here included in with fornication [Mac-
knight]—a supposition not sufficiently estab-

lished by the fact that these vices are frequently
associated together. We would rather say, that

all other sins affect and injure only the transient,

perishable organs of the body, or that they re-

quire for their commission some means that are
derived from without, and are foreign to the
body. [»« Drunkenness and gluttony, e. g., are sins

done in and by the body, and are sins by abuse

of the body ; but they are still introduced from
without, sinful not in their act, but in their

effect, which effect it is each man's duty to

foresee and avoid. But fornication is alienat-

ing that body which is the Lord's, and making it

a harlot's body—it is a sin against a man's
own body from its very nature, against the
verity and nature of his body ; not an effect on
the body from participation of things without,
out a contradiction of the truth of the body wrought
within itself." Alford].—but he that com-
mitteth fornication sine against hit own
body.—The scope of the argument is this: On
the one hand the Apostle brings to view the fact
that the fornicator by his sin surrenders his

body to the harlot, and commingles his life with
here in such a manner that he loses the power to

dispose of his body as he will, as it were yielding

to another's nature the right he has to himself,

and so coming in bondage to that (analogously
to chap. vii. 4) ; and on the other hand, he con-
siders how the body of the Christian (who is the
only one here contemplated) is desecrated by
fornication as it can be desecrated by no other
sin. In both these respects this vice is a sin

against one's own body in a preeminent sense.

The truth, that the sin of iropvebuv etc rb Idiov

oufia, fornicating against one's own body, is

chargeable upon Christians, the only persons
with whom he has to do, he exhibits still more

clearly by referring them to the well-known
dignity which the body of the believer, as such,

possessed.

—

Or know ye not that your
body is the temple of the Holy Ghost
which ia in yon?—As in ver. 16 he ascribed
to the bodies of believers what he elsewhere has
predicated of believers themselves, so he docs the

same thing here in respect of their character as
" the temple of God." This designation, before

applied to the Church as a whole (Hi. 16; also 2

Cor. vi. 16), he here applies to the bodies ofChris-
tians. Primarily, the Holy Spirit dwells in the

" inward man," in the irvevfia, or spirit; but

the body is its vehicle, or tabernacle, and in-

separable organ. If we adopt the reading rb oufia

iftiJv, then it would mean : the body of each one

of you. The same sense is yielded by the other

reading, cufiara, bodies. To this thought, but

especially to the clause

—

which ye have from
God.—(and, the same as in Jno. xv. 26), show-
ing how dependent they were on him, he adds
this further truth

—

and ye are not your
own.—From this it followed that they had no
power over themselves, or over their own bodies,

and therefore could not properly dispose of them
to another, or use them for the gratification of

unhallowed lusts, but were bound to employ
them only in executing the holy will of God.

And how they came not to be their own, he

proves by referring to their redemption—for

ye were bought.—viz: for God, to be His pe-

culiar possession (comp. Acts v. 9, and irept-

noieur&ai Acts xx. 28). The figure involved is

that of a slave or body servant, over whom his

master holds exclusive control. The purchase
was from the servitude of sin, and from the curse

of the law, and from the power of Satan (comp.

Rom. vi. 17 ff. ; Gal. iii. 18; Col. i. 13; Actsxxvi.

18). And this purchase was

—

with a price—
and this price was nothing less than Christ Him-
self, His "soul," His "blood" (see Matt, xx.28;
1 Pet. i. 18). Passing beyond the mere signifi-

cance of the word, yet observing its import, we
come to the important thought that it was a high

price, and the purchase, dear. [To this Winer
objects, LXIV. 5]. This expression occurs in

viii. 28, but where, as in Acts xx. 28; Titus ii.

14, Christ is represented as the possessor. The
practical inference from all this is

—

Now then
glorify God in your body.—AogdZeiv here

denotes the exhibition of the Divine holiness (or

of God's sacred presence, as in a temple) through
a chaste, modest deportment. The praise is to

be celebrated through deeds, as : 'do all to the

glory of God,' x. 81 ; comp. also Jno. xxi. 19; xii.

28; xiii. 81. 'Ev, mi, to suit the figure of the

temple, or, on, specifying that whereon the con-

duct which is to glorify God should exhibit itself.

A$ serves to make the exhortation more pressing.

'Act rightly, so that it shall be apparent to all

that ye do it.' See Passow I. p. 612. [Obs.:
*« It is very remarkable how these verses contain

the germ of three weighty sections of the Episile

about to follow, and doubtless in the Apostle's

mind when he wrote them : 1, the relation be-

tween the sexes ; 2, the question of meats offered

to idols ; 8, the doctrine of the resurrection of

the body." Alford].
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CHAP. VL 12-20. 135

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. [Christian liberty, itt nature and limitations.

1. Its nature. Through the redemption effected

by Christ, the believer is restored to that supre-

macy over the world, which Adam had forfeited,

and has a free right and title to use it and all

things in it according to his ability and pleasure.

No longer is he fettered by the restrictions

which the elder economy imposed. To him now
"every creature of God is good," and he is at

liberty to make all things in their way tributary

to his interests. In the person of bis Lord they
are all "put under his feet," and with his eman-
cipation from the bondage of sin, and the resto-

ration of his inward freedom, his lordship over
himself, he is at the same time restored to his

proper sovereignty over the external world, and
qualified to maintain it. Bui 2.] This liberty

has its limitations, [first, by the law of expe-
diency ; secondly, by the law of self-preserva-

tion; and thirdly, by the law of duty. All
things, e. g., though in our power, do not prove
in their use alike, and at all times equally, bene-
ficial, either to ourselves or to others. Again,
the use of some things in certain ways and de-
grees, may destroy the liberty which claims the
right to use them. And, finally, we must yield
to God and man what properly belongs to each,
robbing neither of their rights. The liberty of
the Christian is therefore not an absolute, but a
restricted liberty.] Fundamentally, however,
this restriction is a self-imposed restraint, an
act of perfect freedom, nothing but the fulfilling

of our appointed course in love. Though the
Christian is made free through faith, free from
all which the law imposed from without, and
enforced by penalties, yet ii does not follow from
this that he is at liberty to assert his own sinful

self-will in opposition to the revealed will of
God. Bather this very freedom becomes the
means of entirely cutting off all arbitrariness of
conduct. For that faith, through which the be-
liever has been liberated, is in fact an entrance
into the very life of Christ. It implies such an
apprehension of Christ, that the believer can
say: 'It is no more I that live, but Christ that
liveth in me.' But in taking Christ he takes into

himself all that holy love of God which embraces
both him and all his fellow-believers in one
blessed union. Possessing this love, then, he
comes to hate and shun everything which con-
flicts with the Divine will, everything which
either tends to interrupt his fellowship with his

Lord, or acts prejudicially upon his neighbors
and associates in the churches ; everything, also,

which is calculated to weaken his power over
the world, the flesh, and the devil, and bring
him again under bondage. That alone he allows
himself to use, in suitable modes and measures,
which operates beneficially on himself and others,

and advances the Gospel of Christ and promotes
spiritual life, that alone which leaves his liberty

perfect, and his mastery over self and the world
undamaged. Thus does the truth and reality of
our freedom rest in Christ, and prove to be no-
thing less than love freely and intelligently seek-
ing its own proper ends.

[See this whole subject of man's freedom and
dominion discussed in Wuttks's Handbuch dcr

Chrittlichen Sittenlehre, I., p. 849, 408 f., 481 f.

:

«« Man may and can perfect his rule over nature
only when he has fully subjected himself to be
ruled by the holy author and Lord of nature."]

2. The power to purify the soul and keep one's

self from all manner of fornication and unclean-
ne8s, is to be found in Christ alone. The simple

sense of shame or of self-respect, or the mere
dread of weakening or deranging our physical

nature, is not sufficient of itself to counteract the

strong temptation to this Bin, and quell the might
of this the strongest of our carnal passions. The
enjoyment is instant and sensitive, the injury is

remote, and perchance may never be felt; and
so the weak will give way.—But in our fellow-

ship with Christ, in the clear living conscious-

ness of His presence, we have the power to over-

come the very strongest of our carnal impulses,

and to resist the most seductive enticements
While He dwells in us with His holy love, He
becomes the quickening power which animates
and controls our whole constitution. Through
this love, which consented to suffer the bitterest

of deaths for our sins, sinful lust is essentially

slain, and the Christian resolves that he, with his

body and its members, shall belong to none other

than his Lord. His body he henceforth regards
as a member of Christ, an organ of His holy life.

No more can he prostitute it to the control of an-
other, or become bound in vital union to a harlot.

The remembrance of Christ's presence within

him causes him to shrink with horror from
everything which might defile that which has
become a sanctuary consecrated to His glory.

Mindful of his being purchased to God at the

cost of the precious blood of His Son, he feels

the weight of the mighty obligation, and is

neither able nor willing to use that body, which
is now God's property, for any other purpose
than for his service and glory. Being nowjoined
to Christ in one spirit, he resolves never more to

hold carnal intercourse with any, apart from the

Divine ordinance of marriage (which is to be
consummated in the Lord, and for the Lord), or

to be guilty of aught whereby the body, which
is destined to partake of the imperishable life

of Christ, shall be unfitted for the heavenly com-
munion.

[3. The trueposition and dignity of the body. In
its doctrine concerning the body, Christianity

avoids two opposite extremes. It neither dispa-

rages it as worthless and contemptible, after the

fashion of some ancient philosophers, and the

Manicheans; nor does i idolize it into an object

of supreme regard and care, as the Epicureans,

ancient and modern, do. Regarding it as essen-

tial to the perfection of our humanity, and as a
needful organ of the Spirit, Christianity gives

the body likewise a share in Christ's redemp-
tion, and unites it to Him for sanclification

here and for glorification hereafter. It thus

makes it a member of Christ's mystical body,

to be controlled and regulated by His Spirit. At
the same time it imparts to it the character of

a Divine temple, and requires that we keep it

from all defilement, and preserve it in a condi-

tion suited for the service and worship of God.
So far, therefore, from being at liberty to despise

or abuse the body, or to set up its welfare and
claims in antagonism with those of the Spirit, or
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136 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

to make our care for it a distinct, though even a
subordinate interest, our obligations to Christ

demand that we unite it with the soul in one ge-

neral system of spiritual edification and culture,

yield its members as instruments of righteous-

ness, and glorify God in it no less than in the

spirit].

[4. The Church is Qod's purchased possession.

He has redeemed it unto Himself by giving His
own Son as a ransom for it, thereby delivering it

from the tyranny of Satan and from the merited
penalties of the law, to be His in love and devo-
tion for evermore. Not that His hold upon (he
persons thus ransomed had ever been lost by
their sin. God's property in man is absolute

and inalienable, and His title to dispose of him
according to His own pleasure and unto His
glory remains unaffected, let man do what he
may. But, if we may so speak, His right to

love and favor them, and to treat them as His
children, had been destroyed by the forfeit of
sin, and instead thereof there rested on God the
obligation to wrath and punishment. And this

was the right which had been recovered by the
purchase effected by the blood of Christ. Thus
a new ground of dominion and rule has been
laid, superadded to the former one, and with this

a new mode of government devised, and new ob-
ligations imposed on the parties redeemed. God
as Father holds the Church not only by the right
of creation, but also by the right of redemption.
He enforces His claims to obedience by pointing
to the blood of His Son, which was shed for us

:

and the strongest incentive to devotion and
praise on the part of the believer, both here and
in eternity, is—"For Thou hast redeemed us
unto God by Thy blood"].

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

[1. In the exercise of his power and liberty a
Christian is bound to consult not simply the
scope of his own rights and privileges, but also,

1, the bearing of his conduct upon, a. his own best
interests, and b. the interests of others, ver. 12

;

2, its effect upon his own spiritual freedom, ver.

12; 3, the intrinsic fitness of things for their
special ends, ver. 13 ; 4, the worth of objects as
determined by their durability, ver. 13 ; 6, the
rights, and claims of others, both God and man,
ver. 18 ; 6, the particular -honor which God hath
put upon the objects under our control, being
careful not to desecrate what he hath taken into
fellowship with Himself, vv. 14-17].

[2. The ein of fornication consists, 1, in its be-
ing a violation of the Divine interest of the body,
ver. 13 ; 2, in that it is an alienation from
Christ of what belongs to Him, and an appro-
priation of it to another, vv. 15-17; 8, in that
it is an abridgement of our own liberty, ver. 17

;

4, in that it brings a person into intimate con-
nection and union with the vilest of characters

;

6, in that it is preeminently a sin against the
body, being committed in and through it, in the
perverted use of the highest functions of physi-
cal life, which were designed for the purpose of
raising up a holy seed that should serve God ; 6,

in that it is sacrilege, vv. 19, 20].
Luthbb:—Ver. 19. A Christian may be com-

pared with the tripartite temple of Solomon.

His spirit is the Holy of holies, God's dwelling
amid the darkness of faith (he believes what he
neither sees, nor feels, nor grasps) ; his soul is

the Holy place, where are the seven lights of the

golden candlesticks ; bis body is the forecourt,

exposed to the general view, where every one
can observe how he lives, and what he does.

Deep within the heart is the consecration made
which unites him to the Churoh ; in the secret

recesses within does the Holy Ghost affiance it-

self to the believing soul ; but the nuptial song
rings throughout the entire man, and he becomes
a spiritual temple of the Lord ; and in the fore-

court stands the altar of burnt offerings, whereon
we are to lay our bodies as living sacrifices unto
God (Rom. xii. 1).

Stabki :—Ver. 14. Our resurrection is founded
upon the resurrection of Christ ; and the thought
of it should restrain ue from all impurity; for
although the impure also will rise again at the
resurrection, yet it will not bo to the glorification

of their bodies.—Ver. 17. Christ and believers
are united together in one mystical person ; but
from such union lawful marriage does not binder
believers, [for if he marries aright, be marries
" in the Lord "]. Marriage is, in fact, a type of
the heavenly wedlock (Hosea ii. 19; Eccl. iv. 9;
Eph. v. 30).—Ver. 18. Hbdingbb:—Fornication
is the only sin which involves the whole body in
disgrace, and so defiles it more than all other
sins. Drunkenness and gluttony do not affect aU
the members of the body; neither are the meats
and drinks, wherewith a person offends, mem-
bers of the body. Other sins are committed
against a neighbor's body (murder), his goods
^stealing), his honor (bearing false witness), but
fornication is a sin against ourselves, with our
own bodies. Ver. 19. The inward glory of be-
lievers consists in this, that God Himself dwells
in them and walks in them (Ps. exxxii. 14).
Ver. 20. The precious and imperishable ransom
paid by Christ for the human race, deserves en-
tire consecration of body and soul to His holy
service.

Bsblinburgbb Biblb:—Vbr. 12. People are
apt to inquire only whether a thing is allowable,
but not whether it is fitting or obligatory.
Christians are allowed greater privileges than
many think, but they always take themselves into
consideration. Christians are not blind; they
see, indeed, that in Christ they are exalted above
all things, but they bear in mind also how they
are to use all things, and in their dove-like
simplicity are as cunning as serpents. Freedom
is a Divine endowment, but it cannot be pre-
served without Divine art. We have power over
creatures only in God, and Christians are the
only kings. If thou art in bondage to nothing,
then hast thou all power. Freedom is a Divine
jewel, but it must remain freedom, and keep
clear of all snares and entanglements. Man
boasts, saying: "I am lord of the creation."
Yes, but let it only be so in fact-, and become not
a slave over it. We may, indeed, assert of any
thing that it is good; but how art thouf May
it not be holding thee in bondage?—Ver. 18. In
thia statement, * The Lord is for the body,' we
have a noble proof that Christ has verily given
Himself to us. He, therefore, who now rightly
honors his own body, is joined by the Lord unto
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Himself. He who Bunders the bonds of the
Divine order, abuses his own body. Originally
the bodj was not intended for impurity, but now,
and as it is now, it beguiles. It does not, how-
ever, follow that I, like an ox, must yield to that
which impels me.—Ver. 14. Can he who expects
in faith this glorification of his body at the re-

surrection, endanger his hope by impure lusts?

—Ver. 15. Believers themselves are Christ's

members; therefore every thing which is theirs

also belongs to Him. Universally is it true that

if a Christian surrenders himself to the world
and to the creature, he withdraws himself from
hie Lord Jesus. He who sins takes that power
which God has given him and offers it up to

another.—Ver. 17. One Spirit. To will what
God wills, this is to be a partaker of the Divine
Nature. With God, being and willing are one
and the same thing (St Bernard). This union
to Christ is learned and attained in the inmost
depths of the soul alone. If we delight to be
with Christ, let us then cleave to the Lord and
not to a harlot. Let us walk with God and fol-

low the Lamb whithersoever He goeth. Let us
abide in God, so that heart, disposition, sense,

and all our powers, shall enter into God and come
out of their selfish isolation and false freedom,
and be God's possession. In this way doth God
recover the man who has forsaken Him, and
dwells in him as in His own temple—Ver. 18.

This passage instructs us also how we may deliver

ourselves. It is by avoiding opportunities; by
not running into danger, and thinking ourselves
strong; tearing ourselves loose and fleeing as
Joseph did.—Ver. 19. A believer is not his own,
but is the servant of God, who looks at and exe-
cutes his Lord's behests. Where can a greater
happiness be enjoyed in this life, than in the
feeling that we are entirely and altogether God's ?

God, as it were, is under obligation to care for,

and to protect those who belong to Him and are
no more their own. Be then in no respect your
own, in order that God may be entirely yours.
—Ver. 20. Christ has purchased the whole man.
Through His spotless offering we are enabled to

sanctify the body. Originally man was the
dwelling-place and peculiar possession of the
Godhead, and after his fall he was purchased
anew for the same purpose by the redemption of
Christ so precious ; therefore ought men to con-
secrate themselves to God ; and to this end should
we purify ourselves from all filthiness of the
fiesh and of the spirit 2 Cor. vii. 1.

Rikgbr:—Ver, 12. By our misuse of freedom
we are, for the most part, brought into bondage.
Freedom is a condition wherein I am able both to
use and also to misuse objects with ease.—Ver.
IS. He who with every morsel he eats takes into
himself something of that condemnation of death
under which all things lie, will deem the pleasure
to be enjoyed in eating as the least possible, and
will be as little inclined to boast therein as a
criminal would boast over his parting meal.
Through the sense of shame imprinted by the
finger of God upon the human heart, and by our
longing after our primeval innocence, we are
powerfully admonished to employ the power fur-
nished by Christ's grace, for the proper preser-
vation ofthe body and its members, and to bring
them by means of it to the service of righteous-

ness and fruits of sanctifioation ; and for this

reason also to rejoice that the Lord also belongs
to the body, that the protection, love, and grace
of God in Jesus Christ extends also over this,

and works out its sanctification through His
Spirit; yea, also its glorification at the resur-
rection.—Ver. 14. The liberty of giving one's
body to fornication, and the hope of resurrection
to life eternal, cannot co-exist in the heart.
Those thorns choke this seed, and by the gross
abuse of the body do we forfeit the enjoyment of
the hidden manna, whioh is intended also for
the nourishment of the bodies of the saints in
eternal life.—Vv. 16, 16. Our bodies are Christ's
members, since from Christ, the Head, there
flows down upon them also both life and plea-
sure, and power to serve God and His righteous-
ness, and also the control of His Spirit, together
with the hope and desire of making manifest the
mind of Christ also in our daily walk and con-
versation. But when a person withdraws his
members from their proper Lord and Head, and
in this way interrupts that enjoyment which
flows from such communion, and destroys his
peace and joy in the Holy Ghost; and besides
this becomes joined to a harlot or a debauchee

;

then does such conduct bring with it such servi-

tude of the whole man as compels a participation
of all the other members likewise, or at least

infects them with its own impurities, as if these
were their own. What ought to happen accord-
ing to God's ordinance only in lawful marriage,
this happens also through commerce with a har-
lot; but it happens in such a way as to leave
traces in the body and its members, which shall

follow the guilty one even unto the resurrection

of damnation.—Ver. 17. By idolizing the crea-
ture and by the pleasure sought therein, man
becomes carnal ; by cleaving to the Creator he
becomes spiritual.—Ver. 18. The deeper the fire

of lust lies in any individual, and the more the ex-
ample of others and the hope that it will remain
concealed and unpunished and the excuses fur-

nished for it by man's wit, blow upon it to in-

flame it, the more need have we of the faithful

watchman's alarm : •« Flee fornication."—Ver. 19.

A temple is consecrated to God and to His ser-

vice; it is also decorated by God with many
tokens of His grace. What a comfort then is it

believingly to regard our body as built and fur-

nished by God'8 hand, bought by Christ's blood,

and consecrated in baptism to be a possession of
God in Christ 1 Assaulted, indeed, and alas!

too often overcome through the jealousy of the

Devil, by all manner of alien powers, yet rescued
again by the might of grace, and made meet to

be the dwelling-place of God's. Spirit! Ah, what
a glorious thing it will be to carry a celestial

body in which evil lusts no more dwell!

Hkubnee:—Ver. 12. The doctrine of Chris-

tian freedom cannot be more basely perverted

than when employed to the gratification of fleshly

lusts. The rule of its use is a consistent regard

for self and for neighbor. The Christian should

allow himself to be fettered by nothing. True
freedom is to be bound by no lusts.—Ver. 13.

God has given us the body for holy purposes, its*

members and powers are, as it were, an image
of the Divine Creative Power. Everything in

us should be consecrated to the service of God.
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138 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

The Lord has become also the Saviour ofthe body,

in that He has freed it from eternal death, and
has earned for it its resurrection.—Ver. 14. The
resurrection of the body should awaken in us a
certain respect for our body, constraining us to

use it in a worthy manner.—Ver. 15. Every
Christian is a member of Christ. This holy

union strengthens the sense of shame at all im-

Eurity.—Ver. 16. Fornication is union with a
arlot, with something impure, therefore separa-

tion from Christ The man becomes that where-
with he unites, by assimilation.—Ver. 18. For-
nication is a direct sin against ourselves, for we
desecrate our personality by it.—Ver. 19. The
body inhabited by the Spirit of God should be
used in a holy manner. Christianity sanctifies

even our physical life.—Ver. 20. God has given

His own Son as a ransom for us. Meditation

upon the greatness of His sufferings should fill

us with gratitude. Earnestness in the work of

sanctification flows from a living faith in the

work of redemption, alike in its precious foun-
dation and in its importance to us.

Bbs8Eb:—Ver. 12. There is something great
in the power of a Christian freeman, which Paul
has so celebrated in word and deed ; but no where
does the devil build his little chapels more cun-
ningly than right by the side of the temple of
Christian liberty.

Because Christians are in some respects yet
carnal, and are in danger of being biased by the
flesh (iii. 8), they always need the rule of the
Holy Spirit to enable them to distinguish between
what is spiritual and what is carnal.

Paul himself is an illustrious example of a
noble independence of all external things. He
knows how to abound and to Buffer need, being
careful for nothing and in everything giving
thanks.
Ver. 20. He who depends on- the Lord knows

the meaning of that declaration (Ps. lxxxiv. 2),
My flesh andmy heart crieth outfor the living Goi.

Xin.—INSTRUCTIONS IN REGARD TO MARRIAGE.

JL*—The propriety of marriage, and ike duties involved.

Chapter VII. 1-11.

Now concerning the things whereof ye wrote unto roe :* It is good for a man not

2 to touch a woman. Nevertheless, to avoid fornication [But on account of the forni-

cations], let every man have his own [iaurou] wife, and let every woman have her own
3 [roYcy] husband. Let the husband render unto the wife due benevolence [her due*] :

4 and likewise also the wife unto the husband. The wife hath not power of her own
body, but the husband : and likewise also the husband hath not power of his own

5 body, but the wife. Defraud ye not one the other; except it be with consent for a
time, that ye may give yourselves to fasting and [om. fasting and*] prayer; and come
[be*] together again, that Satan tempt you not for [through, dta] your incontinency.

6 But I speak this by [as a, xard"] permission, and not of [as a. xara] commandment
7 For [But, 6V] I would that all men were even as I myself. But every man hath his

8 proper gift of God, one6 after this manner, and another6 after that. I say therefore

9 to the unmarried and widows, It is good for them if they abide even as I. But if

10 they cannot contain, let them marry: for ic is better to marry than to burn. And
unto the married I command, yet not I, but the Lord, Let not the wife dei*art? from

11 lier husband: But and if she depart, let her remain unmarried, or be reconciled to her

husband : and let not the husband put away his wife.

i Ver. l.—Moi Is strickon oat by Tttchendorf [Alt] according to B. 0. Cod. Sin, [bat if retained by nearly all the criti-

cal edition* according to A. D. F. K. L. Syn ].

* Ver. 2.—'O^tAif* according to by far the most weighty authorities [A. B. C. D ?. Cod. 8in.»]. The Rec. has o*V«iAo»

utv^v evpoiar, an old gloss [found in L. and the 8yrlac and cer.ain fathers j, and an incorrect one arising from a niiatakea

interpretation of the nature of the due spoken of; [or perhaps it was a EuphemismJ.

f* I have taken the liberty of altering Dr. Kline's arrangement. He has treated this whole chapter connectedly,

nad diviJed the text into four subjects—vr. 1-7, &-!«, 17-24, 25-40—with captions accordingly. The division* I h\Tt
adopted seem more natural, and I hare treated them separately for convenience' sake,—Tjuj.
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chap. vn. 1-11. 139

* Ver. 5.—T$ ryrnia ml is an Moetle appendage, [mot found in A. B. 0. D. ?. Cod. Sin.* It appear* in K. L. Cod. 8in.»

in the s*yrl«c vara, and in lome of the fathers J.

* Ver. 5.—The Bee has <rvWpx«<j*« or irvvipx****—* gloss. [The true reading is fat, as found In A. B. C. D. F.

Cod. Stn.1.
* Ver. 7. The Rec. has Wp> This suits the sense, but is feebly supported. [It is found in B. D.* K. L. Cod. Sin.* Syr.;

Jle to is found in A. C. D. T ~ ' "' "
while • V. Cod. 8in.»J.

• V*r. 7.—The Bee tx tiir—fx W, which' belongs to the later Greek, o—« is better supported.
" "

.]. Lachmann [whom Stanley generally follows] reads x"pt£«o*«*» Ver. 10.—vwpurtifrat [so A. B. C. K. L. Cod.
[found in A. D. F.J.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Here we enter upon the second portion of this

Epistle. Having first treated of those evils in

the Church which he had learned by report, be,

from chap. vii. and onwards, proceeds to give

his opinion on those topics in regard to which
the Corinthians had questioned him in their let-

ter. This letter being lost, we can only infer

what these questions were from the nature of
the answers given. One was in relation to the

propriety of marriage, and the performance of
the duties it involved. This topic he treats of

first, since it was closely connected with his ear-

nest warning against fornication (vi. 12 ff.); for

not only did it embrace the subject of the sexual
relations; but that very depreciation of mar-
riage also, which had begun to prevail in the
Church, under the supposition that it was a sin-

ful connection, which ought to be avoided, and,
if possible, broken up when formed, was to be
regarded as a reaction against the abounding li-

centiousness of the place.

This undervaluation of marriage, however, is

by no means to be attributed (as by Grot ius)

[Whitby, A. Clark, Barnes] to the philosophic
views current at that period ;* since these af-

fected not so much the morality of the thing, as
the cares and dangers which belonged to the mar-
riage institution. It were better to infer here
an inference—though only a subordinate one

—

of that aversion to marriage whioh was just then
springing up (bo Osiander). But whether, and
how far this difference of sentiment was connected
with the party divisions in the Church, is a mat-
ter of doubt. Yet, if there were such a connec-
tion, still we are neither to suppose, (with Gold-
horn and others,) that it was with the Christ-
ian party in particular, whose alleged theosophic,
ascetic character is altogether problematical;
nor yet (with Schwegler) that it was with the
Essenio Ebionite Christians, whose presence at
Corinth cannot be certainly ascertained; nor
yet with the Petrine party, who, rather in view
of the example of their leader fix. 5 ; Matth.
xiii. 14), and of the Jewish, Old Testament
standpoint on the subject, must have held mar-
riage in special honor. These questions must
rather have originated with the Paulinists,
who, through the precedent of their assumed
leader, and by reason of such expressions of his
as appear here, and were misunderstood by

[•Mor\jn>E»: u If a man consider marriage in a proper
Sunt of view, it is an eril ; bat then it is a neoessary evil."

tblloj NcmDious: **If we could lire unmarried, we
»fc>ald be eared from a great deal or trouble; but seeing
tiut nature has so ordered it, that we cannot live very
enaJbrtably with wives, and without them cannot live
tt all, marriage should be adopted not for the sake of the
bortplived pleasure it has, but rather for the perpetual
ftfety." But this was not the general opinion. From A.
CUrkl.

them, might have been led into an inordinate
admiration of celibacy and disparagement of
marriage, in opposition both to heathen immo-
ralities, and to Jewish sensualism in this re-

spect. With what modesty and wisdom Paul
handles his subject will appear as we proceed.

[•• The whole is written," says Alford, "under
the strong impression of the near approach of
the end of the present state of things (vv. 29-
81), and as advising the Corinthians under cir-

cumstances in which persecution, and family
division for the Gospel's sake might at any time
break up the relations of life. The precepts and
recommendations of this chapter are therefore
to be weighed as those in viii. a/., with reference

to change of circumstances; and the meaning of
God's Spirit in them with respect to the subse-
quent ages of the Church, to be sought by care-

ful comparison and inference not rashly assumed
and misapplied. I may also premise that in

hardly any portion of the Epistles has the hand
of correctors and interpolators been busier than
here. The absence of all ascetic tendency from
the Apostle's advice, on the point where asceti-

cism was busiest and most mischievous, was too
strong a testimony to be left in its original clear-

ness."

Vkrs. 1, 2, Now oonoerning the things
whereof ye wrote to me.—[" Each of his re-

plies is introduced by the preposition Kepi, as
here." Words.].—it is good.—There is here a
Brachylogy, as in xi. 16; Rom. xi. 18. We
might insert: 'I say,' or: 'it is my opinion/
[Some suppose that the Apostle is here taking
up the language of the Epistle addressed to him
and affirming it: 'It is good, as you say, or
inquire.' And this is very possible, and may
acoount for the use of the strong word koX&v
here. It is adopted concessively.] The ques-
tion is, however, whether by it the Apostle
means to express the idea of suitableness, or
allowableness, in consideration of the superior
advantage of celibacy by reason of the religious
opportunities it gave (comp. ver. 26) ; or whether
he here has in view the moral beauty of conti-

nence. If we understand it relatively, then it

cannot be inferred, as by Jerome, that the oppo-
site is wrong, " malum est tangere ;" and so the
value and dignity of marriage as set forth in the
context, will remain unaffected. "This agrees
with the feeling in the previous chapter. Comp.
below vv. 7, 8, 26, 84 (mid.), 85 (end), 40.

'Good/ t. «., becoming, suitable for liberty and
exemption from the marriage due, ver. 8, and for
entire power over oneself, ver. 4 ; [good, not in
view of marriage as originally designed ; for in
that case it*was not good for a man to be alone

;

but good in view of the evils which sin had
engendered, and by which it had marred that
which was designed to be one of man's crrsf
blessings] ; though, on the other hand, the act
of 'touching,' mentioned in ver. 1, is always ao
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140 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

companied with modesty among the chaste.

["Much ingenuity," says Stanley, "has been
employed by the advocates of celibacy in making
this word (koMv) mean * lofty' or * noble,' and
by the advocates of marriage in depreciating it

to mean * convenient for existing eireuautsnoes.'

The obvious meaning is the true one. It is used

as in Aristotle and the Greek moral writers ge-

nerally) for 'good/ like «pulchrum' in Latin,

opposed to l turpe,
y

=ai0Xf^Vi 'bad;* and the only

limitation to be put upon it is that supplied by
the context." It means, beautiful, praiseworthy,

yet only under certain circumstances, and in

view of the traits thus exhibited. And so all

must admit it to be, as e. a. y when practised by
Paul. But not universally, for certainly he can-

not be supposed to contradict intentionally what
he says elsewhere of marriage, as *' honorable in

all;" or as a type of the union of the Church with

Christ (Eph. v. 23-82); or as a thing, which to

forbid was one of the signs of the great apos-

tacyl.—for a man;—'Avv/xif^ does not

stand precisely for avdpi, although, of course, as

the context shows, the man is here meant;
["and that, as Meyer remarks, not merely in

his sexual, but in his human capacity. Thus in

its deeper reference it would include the other

sex also." Alp.] —Not to touch a woman.

—

This phrase the author formerly understood, with

Ruckert, to denote continence in the marriage
state. In which case, then, the words in ver. 2

:

*to have his own wife,' would mean sexual inter-

course in the marriage state; and vv. 8-6 would
ooly be a carrying out of the same idea ; and,

koX6v would be equivalent to « morally beauti-

ful,' in correspondence with the tender feeling

implied. But, apart from all other grounds,

both the whole context as well as the usage of

language (£;tmv), leads me to abide by the com-
mon interpretation, which takes the words to

mean sexual connection in general (as in Gen.
xx. 6; Prov. vi. 29) of which that occurring in

marriage is one species. And this first comes to

view prominently in ver. 2. [So A If., Meyer,
de Wette. And undoubtedly tney are correct.

But Hammond, Whitby, Henry, Hodge, Barnes
and others, take the phrase as meaning marriage,

directly and primarily, finding support in this

from certain supposed classical analogies. But
this is certainly a perplexing and needless limi-

tation. Paul here evidently starts with a broad,

and surely very credible proposition. ' There is,

he would say, ' nothing wrong, as the Jews
argued, but rather something very proper, nay,

very honorable, in having nothing at all to do with
women carnally,' as there certainly was in Paul's

case, and in that of many others who for wise

reasons have given themselves up to a life of
chaste celibacy.]

In ver. 2 he presents to us in contrast with
*he ideal koX6v the real practical need.—But on
account of ["did with the Ace. indicates the

ground (ratio), not the aim (not even here), and
it is only by implication that the notion of aesign
can be brought in. Fornications are the reason
for which the injunction is given, in order thus
to prevent them." Winer, { XLIX. c.l forni-
cations.—The plural points to the manifold and
irregular sexual vices which prevailed in Corinth
(Bengjl: vaga* libidinee), in consequenoe of the

multitude of courtezans to be found there. Now
to ward off the temptations thus offered to the
unmarried, by the enjoyment of legitimate inter-

course in the marriage state he says,— let
every one have his own (iavrov) wile,
and let every woman have her own
(idiov) hnnband.—The iavrov and Wtov point
to the established relation of the monogamy.
[The contrast between r^v iavrov x vva t*a
and rov Idiov avdpa is a difference of idiom
which runs all through the New Testament.
'IcVof is never used for ywfr, nor iavrov for ipfoy
in speaking of husband and wife; perhaps from
the seeming inappropriateness of using iavrov,

except in the relation when the one party ia, as
it were, the property of another; perhaps from
the importance of pointing out that the husband
is the natural adviser of the wife." Stanley.
See Winze, | XXII.]

[The Imp. £;r£rw, let have, is not to be construed
as permissive only, but it carries the force of a
command [Jilt, Or. Oram, { 420, Obs. 1 : " The
Imperative is used when something of decision

or authority is wanted, so that the more civil

form of the Optative would be out of place "],

as is evident from the analogy of the subsequent
imperatives, and from the reason by which it is

sustained. But, if a command, then of course
we must limit the * each one,' both of man and
woman, to such as have not the gift of conti-

nence (eomp. vv. 8, 7, 86, 87). Here then we
have a view of marriage in its lower aspects and
bearings, as a safeguard against incontinence.

But this pedagogical or practical view of mar-
riage, as meeting a contemplated necessity, by
no means excludes the ideal view given in Eph.
v. 29 ff. For, as Neander says, "we must not
overlook the fact that Paul is here not treating

of marriage in general, but only in its relation to
the condition of things at Corinth, where he
feared the effect of moral prejudices concerning
celibacy." [Besides, it must be remembered
that marital intercourse is not the same in kind
with the illegitimate connection, but is refined
and elevated by the pure love which binds the
parties in life-long and absolute union for the
very noblest ends, and of which it is the bodily
expression. Hence theApostle is here prescribing
a veritable cure for the evil passion, and not
simply allowing it indulgence within a certain
sphere].

Vers. 8-6. In order that the direction given
in ver. 2 may attain its purpose, he goes on to
insist upon the full consummation of the marital
relationship, being prompted to this perhaps by
the representations made in the letter of the
Church, of a tendency towards a false asceticism
in this respect, or of the actual practice of it

among them.—Let the husband render onto
the wife her due, and likewise also the
wife to her husband,

—

'Qfcttyv cannot there-
fore mean simply tyeiXofi&vn evvota, due benevo-

lence, as the Bee. Text has it [which was either
substituted as an expository gloss on the suppo-
sition that * the due ' was one of affection merely,
or as an euphemism], but it refers to the due of
marriage, debitum tori. That marital intercourse
should here be set forth as a matter of duty, be-
longs to the higher ethical aspect* of the case.
[See Haele8s, Christ. Ethik. { 52, A. a., Wuttklb
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8ittenlehre, J 15, 3], This be proceeds to estab-

lish more fully in the next sentence, omitting to

connect it with any causal particle (for).—The
wife hath not power over her own body,
bnt the husband ; and likewise also the
husband hath not power ower his own
body, bnt the wife.—Here he shows that it is

implied in the very nature of marriage, that the

granting or withholding be not at the caprice of

either party, bat that each possesses a legitimate

claim upon the body of the other, and has a right

to its enjoyment. This Is a reciprocity whereby
alone marriage receives and maintains its mono-
gamous character. The ellipsis at the close of

each of these clauses is evident, and the nomi-

natives must have their verbs supplied from
what precedes. In the expression : the wife hath

not potter over her own, and: the husband hath

not power over his own, Bengel deteots an " ele-

gant paradox." ["The ground of this being

another's, while they are their own, is to be found

in the oneness of body in which the marriage
state places them." Alf.]. It is to this * power

'

that the next injunction refers: Defraud not
one another. At any rate, it amounts to the

same thing, whether we say, ' of this power,' or,

•of your body,' or, 'of the due.' What he for-

bids is the arbitrary refusal of intercourse when
the other party desires it. Except it be, e l

fit ri a v. [The av belongs to ru On the at-

tacbment of this particle to other than verbs, see

Jelf, { 480, Obs. «.]. There is here a limitation

upon the above prohibition [which is elliptical

in form ; and, though it would naturally be sup-

posed from the preceding verb, plainly implies,

a modification in meaning. It is not * defraud-

ing* that he allows, but 'abstaining,' as is evi-

dent from the appended condition], that both
parties are agreed upon it, so that the rights of

both parties are preserved: from mutual
agreement, kit <jvp+6vov. But even then
the arrangement must only be for a time, ic p d q

&acp6v. This might indeed denote some par-

ticular, suitable occasion that might occur, calling

far such abstinence. But, according to later

usage, it must be understood of some fixed defi-

nite period [Jelf, } 88, 2, &]. And this meaning
is sustained by the purpose expressed, in its

whole extent. First, he mentions religious exer-

cises, for which they might wish to have time
and rest.—that ye may give yourselves to
prayer, — undisturbed by the excitements of
this mighty passion. Suoa extraordinary and
protracted devotional exercises were, in later

times, enjoined for particular festival seasons,

connected with fastings (hence the addition in

the Rec. Text, of ry viftmia koX\*. And it is pos-
sible that the beginnings of this custom are to be
found in this period, though such seasons were
evidently of a purely voluntary obaraoter. That
indulgence m sexual intercourse did not comport
with holy solemnities, was a point assumed alike
in the Old Testament (Ex. xix. 16) and among
pagan nations. [Yet, as Harless well says,
Chrittliehe Ethik, J 44, c, "we are not to sup-
pose that the Apostle meant to say that such ab-
stinence was a necessary condition to a spirit of

[* "On *hete worst «m afterwards founded the pmottoe
ef married persons Urtog apart through the season of
tent." 8.A»ST.]

prayer in general, but only that it was a suitable

and necessary result of these peculiar circum-
stances in which the soul felt moved to special

devotion toward God. To the Apostle who re-

garded the Christian's entire life as one continu-
ous and perpetual prayer, it was impossible that
such abstinence should appear as an absolute re-

quisite to prayer, from the simple fact that he
allowed of no enjoyment whatever which was not
accompanied with prayer and thanksgiving," 1

Tim iv. 4]—And be together again.—This
indicates euphemistically the resumption of ma-
rital intercourse. 'Eiri rd avrb, a construct™

pregnan s, n.* come together and remain toge-

ther.' The dependence of jre upon Xva is

somewhat remarkable : hence the reading awkp-
xec&e (Imp.). It nevertheless rests on good
grounds.
The limitation of their abstinence to a defi-

nite period, includes two objects, that they might
have leisure for prayer, and might be united
again. The reason for this is—that Satan
may not tempt you through your ineon-
tinenoy.—By this he means a betrayal into

that against which marriage was designed to be
a safeguard, viz., those fornications which were
caused by incontinence. That such incontinence

existed among them was to be inferred, not only

from their peculiar circumstances, but also from
the fact of their being married, which showed
that they had not the gift of continence (comp.
ver. 7). The betrayal through incontinence the

Apostle ascribes to Satan. This is no mere form
of speech, grounded on the supposition that all

ovil is to be attributed to Satan. Neither does
it refer simply to seductions practised on them
by the heathen, as though Satan were but an-

other name for * heathen/ the enemies of the

Qospel. But it strictly accords with the whole
doctrine of Scripture, and especially with Paul's

teachings, that there is such a hostile evil spirit

existing, whose business it is to seduce the peo-

ple of God, and who, on this account, is styled

preeminently "the tempter" (6 ireipoXuv) (Matth.

iv. 8; 1 Thess. iii. 6). But the act of temptation

(ireip&Xeiv), in so far as it proceeds from this

spirit of evil, is virtually a putting to the proof,

sinoe it presupposes some impurity or moral
weakness in the parties operated on ; or implies

the hope of some pernicious result to them, on
the ground of some suspected vitiosity of temper.

In any oase, it aims to demonstrate their impu-
rity and impiety, and to effect their fall, and so

to bring shame upon God and Christ, and to

cause scandal in the Church, and involve it in

disgrace, and hinder its spread, and weaken it

in inward power aad extent (comp. Job i. 2 ; 2

Cor. ii. 11, etc.).—Uetpa^eiv means, to entice, to

tin, and that, too, with the intention of betray-

ing (comp. Jas. '. 18ff.; Gal. vi. 1 ; Rev. ii. 10

;

iii. 10). But to derive axpavla from tcepawv/u,

as though it meant not mingling, t. *., in sexual

intercourse, is a philological fiction of Ruckert's

[one, also, whioh Words, adopts], which is un-

tenable, if for no other reason than this, that

Kepavwfu never appears us=~fiiywfu in this signi-

fication. The subst. aKpaota from nepavwfu de-

notes bad mixture, such as that of insalubrious

air. But the OKpaoia of the text is that which

comes from axpirfc and is=oxp<frem, the oppo-
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142 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

site of kyupdreia. [So Alford and Meyer. The
latter takes the 'your* (vfi&v) as an emphatic
allusion to the prevailing fault of the Corinthians.
This Alford questions, but on hardly sufficient

grounds. ]

Vbr. 6. Bat this I speak as a permission,
and not as a commandment.— ['This'

irovro). What ? The thing is variously argued]

.

t refers neither to what follows in ver. 8 [as

Rosen., Macknight] because of what intervenes
in ver. 7 ; nor to ver. 2 ff. [as Beza, Grotius, de
Wette, Hodge], since the command there given,

that each man have his own wife, etc., must in

that case be taken concessively oontrary to the
direct obligation imposed in ver. 8; nor yet
Bimply to the clause preceding :

'* and be together
again," ["as the ascetics Orig., TerL, Jerome,
Estius, and also Calvin, because this is but a
subordinate member of the preceding sentence."
Alford: "and the sense thus given to the pas-
sage is not consistent with the context" Hodge] ;

but to ver. 5, as a whole [so Alford, Meyer,
Barnes]. The limitation imposed in regard to

defrauding one another, he would not have taken
as a command, as though persons were under
obligation to practise longer or shorter absti-

nence by agreement. 'By permission* (/card

Gvyyv6firjv)=iiz an allowance or concession to

your weakness. ['Not as a command.' "A
proof of St. Paul's authority. He is empowered
to give a precept (kirirayij) or to bestow an in-

dulgence" (avyyv6firf) Words.].
Ver. 7. I wish rather (6e) that all men

were as also myself.—The reason why he
does not wish to impose that restriction as a
command, he here proceeds to state by pointing
[to the different temperaments of individuals in

respect to continence,] primarily to his own pe-
culiarity. [That continence is the particularity

in his condition which he refers to is assumed
by Chrysostom, and is most probable. So de
Wette, Meyer, Barnes. But Words, understands
it of his unmarried state.] The above construc-
tion of the connection occasioned, no doubt, the
reading ydp;for, instead of de*; but it comports
equally well with the latter (which is better at-

tested), if, with Meyer, we interpret thus: 'I do
not say this by way of command. I rather wish
that all men might have the gift of perfect conti-

nence, as I myself have, so that marriage were
unnecessary.'—To limit the expression < all men'
to Christians, is inadmissible. This comprehen-
sive wish he utters in view of the near approach
of Christ's second coming, when humanity would
be made like unto the angels, and all marrying
and giving in marriage would cease.

Bnt each one has his own gift from
God.—He here explains what he meant in ver.

6, when he said, * by permission,' stating, on the
other hand (aAAd), what hindered the realization

of his wish. It was individual peculiarities,
,

God had not given to every one alike the ability

to practise continence. But whether by the
word * gift ' (xdpta/ia) he means an endowment
of nature, or of grace, may be doubted. In view
of the words ' all men ' iu the previous clause we
might infer that he intended the former ; a na-
tural aptitude which existed as a Providential
favor outside the sphere of redemption. But the
uniform use of the word in this Epistle and in

the New Testament generally inclines us to the

opinion that it is the latter—a capacity granted
by Qod within the Church, and therefore a pro-

per gift of grace, grounded on an actual partici-

pation in Christ's redeeming power,—attached it

may be, however, to a person's original disposi-

tion and temperament. Though the words * all

men ' are indeed to be construed universally, yet

the Apostle has here to do only with converts, and
it is these that he has in his eye when he says,
4 each one' and 'gift.' As Bengel observes,
44 that which in the natural man is a natural ha-

bit, becomes in the saints a gift of grace." The
gift here is the entire habit of mind and body in

the Christian, in so far, e. g. t as marriage or ce-

libacy is better suited to him, along with the ac-

tions suited to each state, according to God's
commandments. But in a state not voluntarily

assumed, the assistance of grace is more secure
to the godly." Comp. the words in Math. xix.

11 : •« To whom it is given." The epithet idtm;

his own, is further explained;

—

one, so, and
another, so.—This can either be conatrued
generally, or applied strictly to the two subjects
in discussion, viz., to continence and celibacy,

on the one hand, and to the marriage state, on
the other. The context inclines to the stricter

construction. In this case, the second *so'

would refer to the fitness of the Christian of the

marriage state, for forming and governing the

family life.

Ver. 8-9. A special application of the fore-

going in the way of advice.

—

I say then to
the unmarried, and to widows,—k al rale
X^patSy especially to widows; [so the koi must
be interpreted, for widows being also unmarried
cannot be regarded as a separate class.]—These,
therefore, must be regarded as the parties singled
out to be particularly addressed; while by the

term, unmarried, single persons of both sexes
are meant. And the emphasis is not to be placed
on the latter, as though Paul were passing here
to the consideration of a new topic—from the
married to the unmarried ; but it rests upon * I

say,' ["which is but a resumption of the *I

say ' in ver. 6, and brings this advice under the
same category as ver. 7." Alford]. It is other-

wise in ver. 10, as may be seen from the position
of the words: it is good, nakav

% as in ver. 1,

for them, avrolq, masculine, if they should
remain as I also am, t. e. f

unmarried. We
are not to infer from this that Paul was a wid-
ower, as Clemens, Alex., Grotius [Luther, Ew-
ald, Selden, Conybeare and Howson] suppose,
for this is in no wise here intimated [so AIf.,

Meyer, Bengel and others. Words, leaves the

case doubtful]. In view of his own gift '(ver,

7), however, he wishes this advice to be taken
conditionally. But if they are inoontinent,
let them marry. *EyKpaTevetv=:eyKpaT^ eivai,

to be master of one's self—especially as it regards
the sexual passions ; a word of the later Greek.
For it is better to marry than to burn.
Hvp6wr&ai denotes the painful excitement of un-
satisfied desire, which burns like a fire within,

and inwardly overcomes the man, or at least

disturbs and weakens the moral powers. Comp.
Col. Hi. 5 ; Sir. xxiii. 22-24. In saying * it is

better,' he intends no disparagement of marriage
as being a lesser evil; but only contrasts a r«-
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lation which, in this ease, is morally allowable

and sinless, with a state that is immoral, or at

least troublesome to the moral life. "A second

marriage among Christians is therefore not in

itself unlawful ; not a grievous transgression, as

the Montanists and Novatians asserted ; never-

theless the Church has always regarded second
marriages with dislike, if only because the sin-

gle marriage corresponds better with the idea of

true Christian wedlock, which is a type of the

union of Christ with His Church." Bispino].

[Bisping, it must be remembered, is a Roman-
ist].

Vans. 10, 11. And to the married.—This
is connected directly to the foregoing, meaning
those who are enjoined to marry—hence, to

Christians. To limit this to such as were newly
married, or to some particular parties had in

mind (Ruckert), is warranted neither by the ex-

pression itself, nor by the context.—I com-
mand; irapayykXXo.— Here comes in the

incrayf} of ver. 6. It implies a stringent order,

an injunction to do something (comp. Luke v.

14) 1 Tim. vi. 13. And this he exhibits as a
command of the Lord Himself, i. *., of Christ,

the Head of the Church.—not I, bat the
Lord.—Here he has in mind the words of

Christ in Matth. v. 32; xix. 4; Mark x. 12,

communicated to him by a reliable tradition.

To suppose that he had received a special reve-

lation on the subject, is altogether gratuitous.

[Nor are we to imagine that Paul here intends to

draw a contrast between what he himself com-
mands and what the Lord had commanded, as to

the degree of authority involved in each. For
as he himself states in ver. 40, * He had the mind
of Christ;' and what is spoken under the inspi-

ration of the Spirit, is no less valid than that

which proceeded from the lips of Jesus. And
what he intends here is not to draw a contrast,

but merely to assert the distinction just alluded
to. «He is simply telling the Corinthians, that,

so far as what he was about to say was concerned,
they had no need to come to him to learn it.' He
was merely repeating what had already been
enjoined by Christ Himself.*] The exception
•* except it be for fornication," which does not

appear in Luke xvi. 18, nor in Mark, is here
dropped out, either because the tradition which
came to him did not have the words, or because
an instance of this sort had not occurred in

Corinth (comp., however, v. 1), or because the

matter was self-evident, fornication being itself

a dissolution of the marriage bond.—that the
wife.—The prominence given to the wife is not
to be explained by supposing any reference to

some existing case ; but it may be accounted for

en the ground of the greater inclination of the
wife to obtain divorce ; since she, as the weaker
party, was more liable to suffer oppression, or
was more naturally disposed to asceticism.—do
not separate herself from her husband.

—

[•• Xupte&ijvai, the natural expression for the
wife as not having power to dismiss her husband

;

afrhnu, the milder form for the husband (see last

clause), although it is in ver. 18 used also for the
wife. The words are taken from the phraseo-
logy of legal divorce ; but the cases here spoken

(* 8ee this point dfecumed by William Ln: Tht Mtpi-
raHtmof Scripture, Sect. 4t An.B(L p. 272, and Totosbnd,
hoc loco.]

of are not so much regular divorces as accidental
separations." Stanley].— but and if she
should be separated.—This and the depen-
dent clauses are a parenthesis, so that what fol-

lows is in direct connection with what precedes.
The words kav 6h xal x u P lo ^V point to

some possible case of divorce occurring hereafter
contrary to the command of Christ, and not to

any supposed actual separation which might
have taken place before the latter should have
reached them. The kcu does not belong to the
whole clause, making it equivalent to 'even if,

1

etc., but simply to the verb, and may be trans-

lated by 'actually,' or *in fact' ["This is not
intended as an exception to the law, but it con-
templates a case which may occur in spite of the
law.—There are cases undoubtedly which justify

a woman in leaving her husband, which do not
justify divorce." Hodge.]—On the injunction

—

let her remain unmarried —See Matth. x.

12.—or let her be reconciled to her hus-
band.—The verb KaraXXay^ru had best be
taken like x (a P t<r '^V *na reflexive sense, « re-

concile herself.' This does not, however, exclude
the mediation of others. He means that she
should do her part towards becoming united to

her husband, to secure his love and devote to

him her loWetgain.—The injunction on the man
is very short.—And that the man put not
away his wife.—From the similarity of in-

struction given to both, we may infer that what
was said to the woman in vv. 10 and 11, ap-

plied also to the man (Osiander).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Marriage, its nature and obligations. In the

Apostle's view, marriage is a vital and life- long
communion between man and woman, involving

an equality of claims on the part of both. As a
living fellowship, it extends over the entire per-

sonality, embracing also our physical nature.

And this is precisely the peculiarity of marriage,

distinguishing it from all other kinds of friendly

connexion. While it involves the element of

friendship—as a union of hearts mutually com-
pleting each other—it has, likewise, besides this,

a mutually supplementing bodily union, viz., the

sexuaL This has, indeed, its psychical side;

yet it comes to its full expression and consum-
mation in the bodily life. Both are in this re-

spect adjusted to each other, and each party

needs the other for the proper fulfilment of its

position in the sexual relations. The man re-

quires the woman in order to the exercise of his

prooreative power, in which respect he is " the

image of God " (xi. 7) the Creator ; and the wo-
man requires the man in order that her capacity

for receiving may become an actual conception,

and her constitutional fitness for being a mother
may attain to its proper development and exer-

cise.

These mutual needs, so divinely ordained, lead

to reciprocal obligations and claims in their re-

lations to each other. Each has a right in the

body of the other, and each is bound to yield to

the other for sexual intercourse, so that no ca-

pricious one-sided refusal is allowable. Only
an occasional abstinence by mutual consent for

higher moral and religious ends is permitted.
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But another consideration comes in here.

Men are sinful. All their sensual impulses,

especially the sexual instincts—the strongest of

them all—have escaped from the control of the
Spirit, from which they ought to receive their

first motion. Instead of being the pure expres-

sion and exercise of love—free surrender of one-

self for the pleasure and gratification of another
—sexual commerce has become one of the worst
forms in which a degrading selfishness manifests

itself—a selfishness which prompts persons to

seek others only to use them for their own grati-

fication. Among mankind thus oorrupted, mar-
riage, therefore, appears as providentially de-

signed to guard against the inordinate and ir-

regular satisfaction of sexual passion, so that it

shall not be indulged in promiscuously, as op-
portunity might be afforded ; but that two per-

sons bound together during their whole life, and
in their entire personality, shall devote them-
selves to each other even in reference to this

particular, [that so, if possible, mere passion

may be refined through the power of a purer
affection and the discipline of domestio life].

The less now the virtue of continence—that

is, the power of the spirit over the animal pas-

sions—is cultivated and trained in full strength,

the more needful will it be to take*are that the

abstinence agreed upon for special reasons, be
not too long extended, lest either party be ex-

posed to temptation for unlawful indulgence.

[See Whewell's "Element* of Morality," B. IV.

chap. VII., Art 630. Baxter's "Christian Eth-
ics," VU II. Chap. 1 and 7. " Harlebs, Christ.

Ethik," j 62 A. a.; also " Wuttkb Sittenlehre, 3

162, 1681.

2. Celibacy, its occasion, and how far praise-

worthy. This stringency of the marriage obliga-

tion, which indeed, carries with it a wealth of
moral and religious elements, is apt to evoke a
reaction through the natural effort of the Chris-

tian after liberty and holiness—after an un-
trammeled and undivided devotion to his Lord

—

after a perfect consecration of soul and body to

his service, and after an undisturbed enjoyment
of fellowship with Him. This effort resulting in

celibacy, is morally justifiable only on certain

conditions. These are: 1, Provided that it is

not prompted by a carnal love of ease, and by a
dread of domestio crosses, and is likewise free

from all spiritual pride and ambition, which, by
refraining from marriage, aspires to possess a
special sanctity, and to merit a higher degree of
blessedness and glory. 2, Provided it is not
tinctured with mere caprice, or will-worship, or
prudery, or vanity, or any such moral perverse-
ness. 8, Provided it is prompted by a conscious-

ness—not, indeed, of an incapacity for marriage,
which would render the act morally reprehensi-
ble—but of a peculiar fitness for a single life

vouchsafed by the Lord, and of a Divine call to

some sphere of labor in God's kingdom, to which
the married state would offer impediments; or
occasioned by providential obstructions put in

the way of some desired and sought for marriage
connections, and by the quiet pondering of the
Divine will as indicated in such occurrences;
and, 4, provided, in general, a lack of inclina-

tion for marriage—which, on looking up to God
and invoking His direction in the matter, comes

to be regarded as a Divine hint as to duty—leads

a person to remain unmarried. [When these con-

ditions exist, celibacy and widowhood are states

wherein some of the noblest traits of the Chris-

tian life may be displayed, and are no less hon-

orable than that of wedlock. To disparage them
in any way, is to put contempt on the plain doc-

trine of the Gospel. But no less nn-Christian,

not to say unnatural, is it to ascribe any inhe-

rent superior excellence to these states, and to

make them the essential conditions of superior
sanctity, and to impose them by authority upon
any class of persons in the Church, as, e. g., on
the clergy. The Romish doctrine on this point

is not merely utterly groundless, but contrary

to the express teachings of Scripture, and to the

example of most of the Apostles. Paul himself

specifies " the forbidding to marry " smong the

doctrines of devils, and when we would expect

him to counsel virginity according to Romish
teaching, he says rather (1 Tim. ii. 16) "the wo-
man shall be saved in child-bearing, if they con-

tinue in faith and charity."] Heuce, where the

above-mentioned conditions do not exist, and
there appears to be a demand for marriage, and
a well-grounded hope that it will be a fellowship

in the Lord, and for the furtherance of his king-

dom, and it appears to be the will of God, then

does an obligation arise to enter into it [both

for the good of the parties conoerned, and] for

the propagation of the race, and the rearing of

future generations morally, socially and reli-

giously in this relation. „

The Apostolic counsels in regard to celibacy,

given as they were in anticipation of Christ's

speedy coming, in which case the obligation to

marriage is lessened by reason of the impending
dissolution of all earthly things, acquire new
force whenever sure signs lead us to expect this

catastrophe as at hand. [See on this subject

Baxter "Christian Ethics* Book ii. chap. 1;

Wuttkb "Sittenlehre," { 296; Sohafp Hist. A?.
Ch., I 112.]

8. Divorce, its wrong and its right. The volun-

tary dissolution of a Christian marriage is a de-

parture from a state ordained by God,— the

rupture of a covenant with which members of
His Church have entered with each other, in His
name, and in which they have thus obligated

themselves to live together as husband and wife,

even under the moat severe and trying circum-
stances, faithful unto death. A separation can
properly take place only under the conditions

appointed by God Himself, through Christ, *».,

the actual dissolution of the marriage bond by
the other party in adultery or fornication, which
is in fact a surrender of one's self to a third party

in such wise as is allowable only in marriage, and
is reserved by the ordinance of God exclusively

for those thus allied. Should any one wish to

separate from his consort out of disinclination to

marital intercourse, or from a dread of it, under
the idea that it involved defilement, or through
a general desire for liberty in this respect, be
would, in so doing, be guilty of violating the

most solemn obligations, and become chargeable
with immorality. When conscientious scruples

arise in these respects, it becomes a Christian to

consult his pastor, or tome experienced Christian

friend, and above all to lay the matter in prayer
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before God, that he may be enlightened and in-

structed from on high, and that hie partner might
be induced to enter into some agreement that

would not infringe on his oonecienoe. Even
though marriage has beoome burdensome, a per-

son must still bear it from a sense of duty, in

obedience to the Divine ordinance, and in con-

formity with the claims of the institution.

—

Mere aversion on the part of the one or the other,

or of both, mortifications, maltreatment, sick-

ness however incurable, whether of body or

mind, furnish no warrant for divorce. A tem-
porary separation, accompanied with a readiness

for reunion, may, under certain circumstances,

be allowed as the only means for restoring again
the disturbed relations, and causing a return to

a right tone of feeling, and effecting a lasting

improvement.
If anything else, however, can be accepted as

a ground for divorce, subsumed as it were under
the head of adultery, it is malicious desertion.

This means, the deliberate forsaking of the one
party by the other, with the unmistakable or de-
clared design of abandoning the marriage con-
nection altogether. And this is nothing less

than the actual dissolution of the bond, by which
the obligation of the other party to fidelity is

annulled. Yet, in this case, no right-minded
person will be in haste to obtain a formal divorce.

Bather he will be inclined to wait as long as
possible, in the hope of seeing some change occur
in the temper of the other party, which will lead
to reconciliation and cohabitation once more.
And such forbearance will show itself, even in

the ease of adultery, for even in such circum-
stances may the spirit of Christian faith signal-

ise its patience.—And then, in reference to the
forming of a new connection ; after so severe a
chastisement, which not unfrequently wears the
character of a judgment on the conduct of him
who suffers it—it may be for the manner in

which he contracted the marriage, or for the
manner in which he has maintained it—a true
Christian will be naturally disposed to consider
with great care, whether he ought to enter into a
new relation ; and with prayer for heavenly in-

struction he will seek to ascertain what is God's
will in the matter, and whether it be not a mere
selfish inclination (which we are very apt to

take for God's will) that is moving him to marry
again. And the whole issue of things he will

leave to God, in humble resignation to His deci-

sion And should God's providence seem to

enjoin self-denial for a longer or shorter period,
he will entreat Him day by day for the supplies
of that grace which shall strengthen him to

endure in all patience and purity.
But here a new point comes up. If the adultery

committed, whether it be in the form of fornica-
tion or of malicious desertion, be not a momen-
tary lapse not likely to be repeated, but is a set-

tled thug, which no patience, or gentleness, or
efforts at conciliation can overcome, then it will be
right to infer that the Christian character of the
guilty party is in such a case entirely renounced,
and to treat him as standing in the relation of an
unbeliever, or, still worse, of a heathen Here,
then, we would have, to all intents, an instance
of mixed marriage, such as that spoken of in the
next section. It would be in vain, then to look

10

for the hallowing of one party by the other ; and
all continuance

9
in a connection, which only ob-

structs the purpose of the Divine calling, and
mars our peace, for some vague hope of recover-

ing the lost, would be wholly unwarranted, and
contrary to the Divine will.

Prom that which, according to the rule of
Scripture, is right for the individual believer,

we may infer the duty of the Church and the State

in reference to marriage. First of all, the Church
acknowledges itself as bound to the work of the
Lord, and can, with good conscience, sanction

no divorce and marriage of the separated par-
ties again in other connections, contrary to His
expressed will. The State, as an institution,

which with its enactments and executive acts

is rooted in the principles of Christianity, must
aim to conform its marriage legislation to these.

But inasmuch as strict conformity is not pos-

sible for it, the State must at least grant the

Church the liberty of abiding by the decisions

of her Lord, and protect it in the maintenance
of its right. It must not require the Church to

bless those un-Christian marriages which it may
feel constrained to allow; nor must it hinder
the Church from enforcing its discipline upon
those who form permanent connections after a
manner ordained by it, when not accordant with
the Divine rule. Such is the position to be
clearly and distinctly taken in the case.

But it is a question whether our mixed con-
gregations do not admit, or even require some
modification of such proceedings?—whether an
extension of the principle of analogy already
employed in granting divorces for malicious de-

sertion, is not proper and necessary in other
cases also, which may in like manner be re-

garded as a dissolution of the marriage tie.

This is one of the pressing questions of the day,
a further investigation of which would, however,
lead us too far.

Much that is not good has place under the

forbearance of our Heavenly Father. And it is

a question whether the Church ought not to exer-

cise a maternal patience towards much which
she cannot sanction? This, in fact, no one will

deny. Nevertheless she must hold by the au-
thority of God's word, and try to enforce it.

And her wisdom will show itself in wise endea-
vors to combine the two in a befitting manner.
Consult on this question Ev. Kirch. Zeit. and
Neue Ev. Kirch. Zeit. for 1859 [also Whiwbll,
Elements of Morality, J 638-635 and } 1027-1037;
Niander, Lift of Christy g 155, note, and $ 224

;

Hbbzoq, Enc. Art. Ehe., Bax. Ch. Eth. B. 1 1, ch. 9].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

[I. Celibacy or the single state, when main-
tained for worthy ends, being good, and in ac-

cordance with Apostolic example: 1, instead of

encountering ridicule, or held in reproach,

should be held in highest honor, ver. 1 ; 2, ought
not to be preferred voluntarily, unless in accord-

ance with the clear will of God, as intimated in

the gift of oontinence, ver. 7; 3, should not bo

enforced by commandment upon any class of

persons, ver. 6; 4, when thus enforced it is apt

to lead to gross immoralities, ver. 2].

[II. Marriage, too, so far from involving spiri-
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tual contamination, as ascetics pretend, is: 1,

good, as a safeguard against licfntiousness and
a help to purity, ver. 2 ; 2, should be entered

into with full consent to all its obligations, ver. 8

;

8, involves entire self-denial in affectionateregard

each for the other, ver. 4 ; and 4, can be suspended

long only at a hazard to morals, ver. 5 ; though,

6, a temporary suspension, like fasting, may oc-

casionally be advisable, as furnishing greater

freedom to devotion, ver. 5. 6, Being a union

for life, neither party is at liberty to move for

its dissolution, and one can be released from the

obligation only by the infidelity or death of the

other, ver. 10].

Starke :—In view of the race, it was not good
for the first man to be alone; in view of special

circumstances and gifts it may be good for par-

ticular individuals to abide alone, ver. 1.

—

Spe-

hbb :—Marriage is an antidote to the poison of

sensuality.

—

Hed. :—Marriage intercourse is not

sinful lewdness—not a mere licensed fornication,

ver. 3.

—

Crusius :—In marriage a person parts

with his liberty, and binds his entire person to

another, ver. 4.—Marriage pleasures, like all

others, may be suspended awhile for purposes

of more concentrated devotion, ver. 6.

—

Hed. :—
Abstinence is not commanded, only allowed

—

hence not to practise it is not sinful. Yet even
here there must be moderation and self-disci-

pline. All immodest indulgence and abuse of

this holy state is an abomination in the sight of

a holy God, ver. 6.

—

Hed. :—Without the Divine

gift of continence, it were better to marry. Yet
even with this a person is at liberty to marry,
for thus he is better able to preserve the purity

of his married life, especially if he have a partner
like-minded, ver. 9.— Ibid :—The desire for mar-
riage is divinely implanted like hunger for food.

But alas for the heathenish dishonor and scorn

—

the hypocritical contempt—the un-Christian pro-

hibition put upon this sacred institution by priests

and soldiers !

—

Hed. :—Marriage is no exchange
bank. Love must here rule. But what the devil

unites, and fleshly lust knits, and avarice and am-
bition couples, has poor luck and little blessing or

aid. Pious people endure, and are silent, and
shun evil occasions, and seek peace, ver. 10.—In
the married state it often happens that one is not

content with the other. But the only remedy in

such cases is patience. It is no longer a ques-

tion, what sort of a wife a man shall have, but
how he shall best adapt himself to the one in

possession.

Bkrl. Bib.:—Ver. 2. A well-regulated mar-
riage opposes a dam to a large current of scan-

dals.—Ver. 4. Many pretend that the man is

not bound. But he is. He himself has con-
cluded the bond and given the pledge, and both
parties must recognize the debt.—Ver. 5. In
making vows a person must take himself into

careful consideration. Few know the depths of

corruption in them and the power of Satan. We
must be humble. The agreement to abstain

must arise from faith, and faith is humble.
Earnest progress in the Divine life requires of
them who marry, because of incontinence, that

they cherish a constant, heartfelt confidence in

God, and devote time and energy to the mortifi-

cation of the body and to prayer. But since this

cannot be properly done, avoid fleshly excite-

ments; occasional abstinence becomes needful
and obligatory. Yet nature must maintain its

original rights ; for it is not sin, but only tainted

with sin. When purged by the blood of Christ,

it resumes its prerogatives. It is God's work,
not the devil's. In attempting to destroy the
latter, I must not assail the former. Yea, the
flesh often gains the more power by too much
tampering with the body. In attempting more
than we can carry out, we fall back sadly, and
then the world taunts and vilifies.—Ver. 7. Di-
versity of character gives rise to a variety of
conditions, which must be harmonized by the
unific power of Divine grace.—Ver. 8. Every
mode of life has its advantages and disadvan-
tages, and a Christian must learn to strike the
balance.—Ver. 10. Marriage should be held sa-

cred. The difficulties which attend it, God must
be trusted to remove. If the law of Christianity

be regarded as a law, it will, indeed, press hard

;

but there is mercy under such constraints, and
every trouble should be considered an opportu-
nity for the exercise of faith, hope, patience and
love. Man is fickle and changeable. If now
the marriage relation could be readily altered,

this would serve greatly to foster this fickleness

and levity, and so increase the evil. Hence, we
see the holiness of the Divine ordinance even in
respect to its apparent severity. Adultery alone
is allowed as cause for divorce, and this because
it breaks the bond. All other causes originate

in a dread of the cross, and against this we must
ever strive. Instead of following our natural
inclinations when, e. </., a man has an invalid

wife, he should reflect: 'so must I remain ; here
is my opportunity to exercise love; here I
ought to be gladly ; here is a Lazarus. God is

now putting me to the proof.'—Ver. 11. "Let
her remain unmarried," and so let another bur-
den press her, because she has wished to escape
the burden of God's law. " Or let her become
reconciled," this were better done. But it will

cost more than a couple of words to do it. There
will be needed earnest effort, a disposition to re-
new her covenant and begin it afresh in quite a
different spirit from before.

Heubner:—Ver. 1. A single life is commen-
dable for a man only when it is maintained for
the kingdom of Heaven's sake. The worth of
celibacy is conditioned on personal relations and
the period in which a person lives.—Ver. 4. Man
and wife belong to each other—body and soul.

There must be a corresponding surrender on the
part of each.—Ver. 6. It is our duty to put lim-
its on the charm of marital intercourse, in order
to have time and inclination for religious exer-
cises. There is danger of clogging from too much
indulgence. Hours of solitude and prayer pre-
serve the sweetness and purity of marriage.
Christianity hits the golden mean.—Ver. 7. It

is the token of a holy heart when a person can
wish that all were like him.—Ver. 8. A false as-

ceticism comes not within the scope of the Apos-
tle. 1. What he gives is advice, and that, 2.

suited to the times. 8. Elsewhere he gives mar-
riage the preference (Eph. v. 2f.), and reckons
the prohibition of marriage among the doctrines
of devils (1 Tim. iv. 8) ; 4, and ascribes no merit
to celibacy, which state has worth only when
the heart is pure.—Ver. 10. According to God's
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Uw marriages are as indissoluble as is the

union of Christ with His Churoh.
[Olskauskn: — Ver. 2. An apparently low

iew of marriage; but only its negative side

here presented in view of particular circum-
stances. There is implied here an indirect ex-

hortation to proud Christians not to sink into

the slough of sin by a contempt of marriage.

—

Ver. 3. The begetting of children, not the only
legitimate end of marital intercourse. It is the
outward expression of a true spiritual union].
[Caxvln:—Ver. 6. The importance of absti-

nence in marriage for the purpose of prayer, no
more proves the evil of the thing than the im-

portance of fasting for the same purposes proves
the evil of eating and drinking. But it is the
part of believers to consider wisely when to eat

and drink, and when to fast. So in the other
case.—Ver. 6. A false estimate of virginity led

to three errors: 1, pronouncing it the most ex-

cellent of virtues, and the very worship of God

;

2, adoption of it by numbers who had not the

gift ; 3, the enforcement of it on the ministry,

and their consequent awful corruption—while
many prudent and pious men were kept from the

sacred calling, refusing to ensnare themselves in

this way. See Inst, B. IV. chap. XII. g 23-28].

B.—Mixed marriage*. The course to be pursued by the believer in different circumstance*,

principles involved, stated and illustrated in parallel cases.

Chapter VII. 12-24.

The general

12 But to the rest speak I,
1 not the Lord : If any brother hath a wife that believeth

13 not, and she* be pleased to dwell with him, let him not put her away. And the

woman which [who] hath a husband that believeth not, and if he* be pleased to dwell

14 with her, let her not leave him [her husband3]. For the unbelieving husband is

sanctified by [in, iv] the wife, and the unbelieving wife is sanctified by [in, £y] the

husband [the brother*}: else were your children unclean; but now are they holy.

15 But if the unbelieving depart, let him depart. A brother or a sister is not under
16 bondage in such cases: but God hath called ns [you6] to [in, £v] peace. For what

knowest thou, O wife, whether thou shalt save thy husband? or how knowest thou,

17 man, whether thou shalt save thy wife? But as God [the Lord6] hath distributed

[allotted] to every man, as the Lord [God6] hath called every one, so let him walk.

18 And so ordain I in all churches. Is [Was] any man called being circumcised? let

him not become nncircumcised. Is any [Has any been7
] called in uncircumcision ?

19 let him not be circumcised. Circumcision is nothing, and uncircumcision is nothing,

20 bat the keeping of the commandments of God. Let every man abide in the same
21 calling wherein he was called. Art [Wert] thou called being a servant [slave] ? care

22 not for it: but [even] if thou mayest be made free, use it rather. For he [the slave]

that is called in the Lord, being a servant [om. being a servant] is the Lord's free-

man :* likewise also [om. also] he [the freeman] that is called, being free [om. being

23 free], is Christ's servant. Ye are oought with a price: be [become] not ye the ser-

24 vants of men. Brethren, let every man, wherein he is called, therein abide with God.

i Ver. 12.—The Bee ha* iyit Atfyw [with D. F. K. L.l The oldest authorities [A. B. C. God. 8in.] read *4yw cy».
* Vers. 12, 13.—Awns—o&to«, [according to A. B. O. B.1 F. Cod. Sin. J. The Rec. has avnj—airrbt.
* Ver. 14.—Bee has avreV, to conform with rer. 11. The great preponderance of authorities is in faror of rev £rdpa.
* Ver. 14.—'JLhX+Jk according to the best and oldest authorities [and, as Alford says, has peculiar force here]. The

lee. has Zrtpi, which is a gloss.
* Ver. l£—The Rec has l^toc, according to weighty authorities; and so, Lachmann [and AlfM Stanley, tt aL], vpa?

hrtsrnally the more probable, [and is found in A. C. K. God. Sin.*].

* Ver. 17.—The Rec has transposed the proper order of 6 rv/x'o? and $4ot on very feeble authority. [A. B. 0. D. F. Cod.
•a. 8yr. read as above].

' Ver. l&—The Rec has ft* ixk^ffr}, In conformity with the previous one. But the best authorities hare the perfect

;

jrcj, nc, and this la adopted by lachmann, Teschendorf, Meyer, AlfM and 8tanley1.
I Ver. 22L—The Bee has ««t after epou* with K. L. It is omitted in A. B. Cod. Sin. Syr., and by Alt, Stanley].

is plain, that in what he has been saying he has
had to do solely with parties who were both
Christian. But now he comes to consider a re-

lation to which the command of our Lord does

not absolutely apply. That was a command for

disciples alone; but here those were involved

"TO

IXBOBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Tns. 12-14. But to the rest.—By these he
evidently means those living in mixed marriage,

having been converted in wedlock. From this it
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who did not acknowledge subjection to him; and
the continuance of the connection depended
largely on their own free will. In this case

now, the Spirit of the Lord, dwelling in the

Apostle, and developing more fully and com-
pletely the injunctions given by him on earth,

was called to make known what was right, in

accordance with the mind of Christ. And it is

to this he points when he premises—say I, not
the Lord.— [The distinction here made, is

simply one of fact as to theform—not one of au-

thority"]. His injunction is still an expression of

the Lord's will—if any brother has an unbe-
lieving wife, let him not put her away.

—

Tet this is conditioned on the pleasure of the wife

—if she be pleased to dwell with him.

—

And this presupposes, on the one hand, that the
husband, by reason of his higher love, and of his

conviction of the sanctity of marriage, had an
inclination to abide with his wife; and, on the
other hand, that the wife had some respect for

Christianity, and presented no obstacle to the
practice of it. ["We see from this how de-

spised the Christians were at that time by the
heathen, since even wives would leave their hus-
bands because they had been converted to Chris-
tianity.

1
' Billroth. And the threat of this is

one great obstacle to the conversion of men in

heathendom at this day].

—

OIkeIv is used in the
classics the same as here, and in this connection
means, to house with, [Here Chbts. says: "He
that putteth away his wife for fornication is not
condemned, because he that is one body with
her that is a harlot, is polluted; and the mar-
riage bond is broken by fornication, but not by
unbelief. Therefore it is lawful to put away a
wife for the former sin, but not for the latter.

But is not he who is joined with an idolatress

one body? Yes, but not polluted by her. The
holiness of the faithful husband prevails over
the unholiness of the unbelieving wife. They
are joined together in that respect in which she
is not unholy. But not so in the case of an
adulteress." Words.].—And whatever wo-
man have an unbelieving husband, and
this one be pleased to dwell with her.

—

In ftai ovroc there is a change of construction,

which appears also often among the Greeks. It

is the introduction of a demonstrative in an ac-

cessory clause. Otherwise it would be icai avroc,

which the Reo. has. [On this oratio variata see

Winer J LXIII. 2, 1 ; also on the use of baric for

d rig see Jelf, J 816, 8, 7].—Let her not re-
pudiate her husband.—The use of aftfoai in

reference to the wife is somewhat remarkable.
It means [properly, to put away, and is the same
word as that used in the case of the man; but]
here, to leave, to give up; [and so the E. V. ren-

ders it, making a distinction in the rendering by
reason of the diversity of the subject. Alford
well says, "this is unfortunate;" and there
seems no adequate reason for it, as may be seen
from what follows. Robinson translates alike in

both eases]. Elsewhere, Mark x. 11, airoXbetv is

predicated as well of the wife as of the husband.
Bengel, whom Meyer follows, says, " the nobler
part dismisses," and this, in this instance, is the
Christian party. According to Greek, as well as

Roman law, the wife also had the liberty of ob-
taining divorce; among the Jews, too, the law in

this respect was somewhat modified by Rabbini-

cal definitions. Light. II. 191. [Hence, there

is good ground for affirming that it is not simple
abandonment, but formal divorce that the Apos-
tle here prohibits. So Hodge].
The above injunction he next proceeds to

establish ; and opposes the tendency to desertion
arising from the dread of contamination through
intimate communion with an unbeliever, by
pointing to the fact, that in this case [the grace
of Christianity triumphs over the disparity,

and] the unbelieving party, [so far from dese-

crating the other, is himself sanctified by con-
nection with the believing one.]—For the un-
believing husband is sanctified in the
believing wife, and the unbelieving wife
is sanctified in the brother.— The verb
fjylaarai, it sanctified, is not to be construed sub-
jectively ; since the supposition is, that the sanc-

tifying principle— even faith, is here wanting.
Neither does it point to a future conversion an-
ticipated, (candidatus fidei) ; still less does it im-
ply the sanctification of the marriage intercourse

through the prayer of the believing party; bnt
it denotes the Christian theocratic consecration.

The unchristian partner standing, as he does, in

vital union with a believer (one flesh), partici-

pates in his or her consecration, and is not to be
regarded as profane, but as connected by this

link to the Church of God, and to God's people.

The phrases, kv ry ywaiKi—iv t$ adebtft, m the

wife—in the brother, denote that the sanctification

here comes through the Christian partner, whose
character, as holy, passes over and is imputed
to the unchristian partner. Hence, it followed
that the marriage was still to be regarded as one
acceptable to God, and that, therefore, the
Christian party was to continue therein, so far

as it was possible for him or her to do so. True
enough it was, indeed, that the unbelieving
party, by his consent to remain in such rela-

tion to the Christian community, afforded some
ground for hope that he would, in the end,
prove altogether acceptable to the Church, under
whose spiritual influence he was thus brought

;

but this fact is not here distinctly expressed.

To prove this relative sanctification of the un-
believing party, through connection with the
believing one, he introduces the following apa-
gogic statement.—Else were your children
unclean, but now are they holy.—'End
apa; since then, i. e., in case this Banotification

did not exist (comp. chap. v. 10). His meaning
is this: if that vital communion which existed

between the married parties, of which one was
a believer and another not, imparted to the lat-

ter no sacredness, then it would follow that the

like vital union between Christian parents and
their children, would not impart to the latter

any sacredness,—that the children of Christians
themselves must be regarded as impure and pro-

fane, like the heathen. But to such an inference

he opposes the views already held among them,
that these children were holy,—that they, by
virtue of their vital connection with Christian
parents, were to be regarded as properly belong-
ing to God's holy people. And if such a view
were tenable, he argues a like result in favor

of the unbelieving married parties; that they
were similarly sanctified by a collateral union.
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[Hodge, however, with more correctness, states

the argument differently. He says: "The most
natural, and hence the most generally adopted
view, is this : * The children of these mixed mar-
riages are universally acknowledged as holy;

that is, as belonging to the Church. If this be
correct, as no one disputes, the marriages them-
selves must be consistent with the laws of God.

The unbelieving must be sanctified by the be-

lieving partner, otherwise your ohildren would
be unclean, t. e., born out of the pale of the

Church.'—The principle in question was not a
new one, to be then first determined by Chris-

tian usage. It was, at least, as old as the Jewish
economy, and familiar wherever Jewish laws
and the facts of Jewish history were known.
Paul circumcised Timothy, whose father was a
Greek, while his mother was a Jewess, because

he knew that his countrymen regarded circum-

eision in such cases as obligatory." Acts xvi.

1-8. Barnes most unaccountably interprets " un-
clean " to mean "illegitimate." Then "holy,"
of course, must mean legitimate, contrary to all

usage,]—This whole argument militates against,

rather than favors the existence of the practice

of Infant Baptism at that period. (Comp. Meyer
and de Wette, Stud, and Krit., 1830, p. 669 ff.;

[also Neander, Stanley and Alford in loco). Had
such a practice existed, it would be fair to pre-

sume, that the Apostle would have alluded to it

specifically, in confirmation of his position.

Here, most of all, would have been the place

to have mentioned it by name, as furnishing

ecclesiastical authority for the view he had taken.

The fact that he did not mention it, therefore,

affords some reason for concluding that the rite

did not exist.]—It is another question, however,
whether this passage does not furnish an im-

portant ground on which to establish the rite of

Infant Baptism. According to Jewish notions,

the baptism of a female proselyte sufficed for that

of her child, which was afterwards born of her,

so that this did not then need to be baptized.

But so far as baptism is a means of grace, we may
infer from th is .statement of the Apostle, that

there was a claim for it on the part of the child,

who had been already consecrated to God by
virtue of his having been born of Christian

parents. That relation to the kingdom of God
which is founded on parentage, is sealed through
baptism ; and the child is set apart in a solemn
manner as a partaker of the fulness of grace im-
parted to the Church. [On the whole subject

see Johh M. Masom's Works, Vol. IV., pp. 373-
832, who takes this in direct evidence of Infant

Baptism; and also Hodge's note, who says:

"Some modern German writers find in this pas-

sage a proof that Infant Baptism was unknown
in the Apostolic Church. They say that Paul
does not attribute the holiness of ohildren to

their parentage ; if they were baptized—because
their consecration would then be due to that rite,

and not to their descent. This is strange rea-

soning. The truth is, they were baptized, not
to make them holy, but because they were holy.

The Jewish child was circumcised because he
was a Jew, and not to make him one. So Chris-
tian children are not made holy by baptism, but
they are baptized because they are holy." See
also Hookjbb, Ec.PoL Ch. L£.\ Tpuv refers

to the Christian parents generally, who in mixed
marriages were not excluded. Nvv d$, but now,

logical, us in chap. v. 11. On ayta compare Ben-
gel and Osiander.

Vers. 15, 16. He here considers the possible

alternative.—Bat if the unbelieving depart
—How then?—let him depart.—'That is his

affair; he must be allowed to decide it for him-
self.

1 And in such a case "let the brother or

sister be patient, nor let him think that anything
ought to be changed which cannot be changed."
Bemoel. That which follows, annexed by no
connecting particle, confirms this advice.—The
brother or the sister is not bound in such
cases.—He here assigns the reasons why a
divorce should be allowed on the part of the

Christian ; and the words cannot simply mean

:

'he is not bound to crowd himself upon the

other,' [to insist upon the connection, as in the

case where both are Christians (as Photius,

Alford, Billroth)] ; but they carry the further

implication : ' is not unconditionally bound to

the marriage relationship like a slave/—'is free.'

Aiderat, as in ver. 39 (comp. Osiander). The
words iv toIq rotoiroie are either Masc.
by suck (not, to such) as separate themselves ; or

which is better, Neut.; under such circumstances

(comp. Phil. iv. 11; Rom. viii. 87; Jno. iv. 87).

"The Apostle only means, that in matters of re-

ligious conviction, one person cannot be the

slave of another, [that a married Christian per.

son cannot be forced to remain with a heathen
consort, if the latter will not allow the exercise

of his own religious views. Under such circum-

stances separation should be allowed ; but con-

cerning liberty to marry again, nothing is here

said." Neander.]*—But in peace God hath
called us.—This is directly connected with the

foregoing, and confirms still further the propriety

of the injunction: "let him depart."—The deter-

mination to continue in marriage against the will

of the other party, would lead to hatred and
strife; and this would be contrary to the peace-

ful character of the Christian calling.
—

'Ei>

tlptjvn, in peace, •". e., either: Ho this end, that we
may live in peace;' in which case it would be
equivalent to : unto peace [according to our Eng-
lish version] denoting the object of the call ;f or

:

[* Here it will be seen that Neander does not find in the
expression, ** is not bound," all that Kling does, t. eM an ab-

solute release from marital obligation. And in this he coin-

cides with Hammond, Whitby, Bloomfield and others, who
suppose that nothing more than a separation from each
other s society is here allowed. Tet the use of the word
6c&Ta4, is bound, in ver. bO, where it evidently implies the
marriage bond, seems to sustain Kling's view. The deser-

tion of the unbelieving party leaves the believing free. If

any restriction upon this freedom was intended, we find it

only in the context (see vv 10, 11, and SO). *• This pa*sage,"

says Hodge, " is of great importance, because it is the foun-

dation of the Protestant doctrine, that toilful desertion is a
legitimate ground of divorce." President Wolsey, however,
in his Article on Divorce^ in the New Englander, April, 1807,

pp. 228-288, argues with great plausibility and force against

the legitimacy of the inference. The whole controversy
turns upon the meaning given to the words ov ocftot/Aiurai,

" is not bound.** Does this phrase imply absolute release

from the marriage obligation, and permission t<> marry
again ? or does it simply give permission to the deserted

party to live apart without feeling constrained to enforce
cohabitation? Persons interpret variously, according to

their predilections. In fault of any deciding element in the
text, it will perhaps be best to abide by the injunctions of
Christ, in Matth v. 31, 32; xix. 3-9.]

f [Winer says that iv is used for ei* after verbs of motion,
for the purpose of briefly expressing at once the motiou it-
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150 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

since he has proclaimed to us the Go:»pel of

peace, the essential effect of which is peace,'

—

denoting the way and mode of the calling (comp.

Eph. iv. 1 ; 1 Thes. iv. 7; Luke xi. 11). Fun-
damentally, both constructions amount to the

same thing ; and imply that any separation would
contravene the spirit of the Divine calling, inas-

much as it would increase existing estrangement

and cause new outbreaks. ["Hence it is that

the Rabbins, and Maimonides famous among the

rest, in a book of his, set forth by Buxtorfius,

tells us that * divorce was permitted by Moses to

preserve peace in marriage, and quiet in the

family.' Milton.] This view, corresponds to

the whole train of thought, and agrees well with

what follows. On the other hand, that view
which regards the Apostle as here putting a limi-

tation on the injunction : 'let him depart,' intro-

duced adversatively by the particle, 6 i, as if he
meant to say : 'a separation, however, ought, if

possible, to be avoided,' is at variance with his

line of argument [see below].

The Apostle yet further confirms his advice by
obviating a doubt which contained a strong mo-
tive for resisting separation in the case supposed,

viz.: whether the salvation of the unbelieving

party, which might be secured by a continuance
of the connection, would not hereby be cut off.

This he meets by pointing to the utter uncer-

tainty of the results of any efforts directed to

this end.—For what koowest thou, O!
woman, whether thou ahalt save thy
husband.—The meaning is, thou canst have no
assurance that thou wilt be the means-pf saving

him. [On the force of the ei, see JkiA Vol. II.,

2 877 B.].—2&C«v, to save, as in chop. i. 18, is

used here in a relative sense, q. a\ 9 to be the in-

strument of saving, as chap. ix. 22; Rom. xi.

14; 1 Tim. iv. 16.—["This verse is generally

understood as stating a ground for remaining
united, as ver. 18, in hope that conversion of the

unbelieving party may follow. Thus ver. 15 is

regarded as altogether parenthetical. But 1,

this interpretation is harsh, as regards the con-
text, for ver. 16 is evidently not parenthetical,

—

and 2, it is hardly admissible grammatically, for,

it makes el=el jif},—'What knowest thou, whether
thou shalt not save ?' Lyra seems first to have
proposed the true rendering, which was after-

wards adopted hesitatingly by Estius, and of late

decidedly by Meyer, de Wette, and Bisping;
viz., that the verse is not a ground for remaining
united, in hope, etc., but a ground for consum-
mating a separation, and not marring the Chris-

tian's peaoe for so uncertain a prospect as that

of converting the unbelieving party. Tf oiSac el

thus preserves its strict sense: what knowest
thou (about the question) whether, etc.t and the

verse coheres with the words immediately pre-
ceding, tv lipfjvy KlfcXytcev $fxa$ 6 #£of. Those who
take el for ei ph attempt to justify it by referring

to 2 Sam. xii. 22; Joel ii. 14; Jonah iii. 9, where

the lxx. have for Heb. V*TJ* *Q, nc oldev ei,

to express hope: but in every one of these pas-
sages the verb stands in the emphatic position,

•elf, and the result of it, t**„ rest. An Instance of this
brcviloquence he finds here. The peace is the •biding con-
dition t«, which those who hare been called unto it are to

rest. Nor must the use of the perfect here be orerlooked.]

and the lxx. used this very expression to signify

uncertainty." Alfobd. These arguments seem
conclusive. They are received also by Billr. and
Neander, and are virtually advanced by Kling,

in the 1st Ed. President Wolsey, in his very

carefully digested articles on Divorce, in the New
Englander for Jan., Ap. and July, 1867, which
are well worthy of study on this whole subject,

says of the attempt to make this a dissuasive

against separation : " Logic will not bend to this

meaning." Words., Barnes and Hodge, how-
ever, do not admit their force. The latter says,

" it is contrary to the whole animus of the Apos-

tle. He is evidently laboring throughout these

verses to prevent all unnecessary disruptions of

social ties." No such special pleading, however,

is apparent. If there be a point aimed at, it

would seem rather to be to put the believer in

the highest spiritual condition preparatory to

the coming of Christ, that his obligations pre-

viously incurred would admit of. And this libe-

ration from the bondage of a heathen partner,
* who has departed,' is one of the blessings he

secures. Tet it must be added, that while the

grammatical argument, and some of the logical

bearings, support Kling's view, the sentiment

involved in the other interpretation is thoroughly

Scriptural (1 Pet. iii. 1, 2), and is favored by most

interpreters because of its gracious tone. Most

of the Homiletical and Practical remarks cited

in this section proceed upon it.]

Obs. 1. Our passage, especially ver. 16, forms,

as is well known, the Scripture ground for divorce

on account of malicious desertion. But the sup-

port given is not direct or absolutely reliable.

The Apostle is here speaking only of mixed mar-

riages, in which the will of the unbelieving party

is the chief thing under consideration. But for

purely Christian marriages there is no other

ground allowed in Scripture for divorce but

adultery or fornication, which is an actual rup-

ture of the marriage tie. The only question

therefore is, whether the language of Christ is

to be interpreted as giving a law literally and

universally obligatory, or only laying down a

principle which admits of being applied analogi-

cally, so that other circumstances also that are

in fact a breaking of the bond, may be taken as

furnishing good ground for divorce. In the latter

case, malicious desertion would very properly be

regarded as one of these circumstances.

Obs. 2. In regard to the phrase, ' is i%>t under
bondage' (ver. 15), the question arises, whether,

according to the intent of the Apostle, a second

marriage is allowed or forbidden. The words

themselves express neither the one nor the other,

and it is altogether arbitrary to supply the

clause: *but let her remain unmarried,' from

ver. 11. Rather we may say with Meyer: •• Be-

cause Paul does not apply our Lord's prohibi-

tion of divorce to mixed marriages, he does not

intend also to apply his prohibition of a second

marriage in Matth. v. 22 to such cases."

["Although a Christian may not put away his

wife, being an unbeliever, yet if the wife daert

her husband, he may contract a second mar-

riage. Hence even Romish divines declare that

in this case marriage is not indissoluble. Thu-j

A. Lapide says here: • Observe that the Apostle

in this case not only permits divorce of bed
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CHAP. Vn. 12-24. 151

(tkori dtvortium), but also of matrimony ; so that

the believing spouse is at liberty to contract a
second marriage. Otherwise a brother or sister

would be subject to servitude. And it is a great

servitude to be held fast in matrimony, bound to

an unbeliever ; so that even though the latter

desert you, you are not able to marry again, but

must contain yourself and lead a single life.'

And in support of this opinion he refers to St.

Augustine, de Adulterinis Conjugiie, c. 18 and 19.

St. Thomas and Ambrosiast., who says: ' The
respect of a spouse is not due to him who con-

teams the Author of marriage, but a person is

at liberty to unite himself to another.' " Words.,
who singularly contradicts this view in his com-
ments on the next verse].

Ver, 17. If not to each one as the Lord
hath distributed, each one, as God hath
called, so let him walk.—There are two
points here in regard to which commentators
differ: 1. The connection with what precedes,

formed by e 1 (i # ; 2. The relation of the parallel

clauses, beginning with oc: as,—whether they

express essentially the same idea or different

ideas. As it respects the second point, it is clear

from what is specified in ver. 18ff., that Paul is

here speaking of that position in life in which
each one finds himself when called to be a Chris-

tian. The first of these clauses, then, designates

this position as a lot appointed to each one by
the Lord ["it is a dramatic metaphor, which

will bring to mind a celebrated passage in Ham-
let" Bloomfibld] ; the second, as a position in

which he received his call to salvation. It is

to this position that the particles "as" and " so"

refer. The two clauses, then, are not tautologi-

es!. The use of the title * Lord,' in connection

with 'distributeth' (ifiiptae) is somewhat remark-

able, since Paul generally employs this title of

Christ. From this fact we are to explain the

change of place between the two words, * the

Lord' and 'God' in the received text; since the

former would rather be regarded as the sub-

ject of the verb ' call,' although the act of call-

ing is also frequently referred back to Qod.

This difficulty has led some to regard * gifts' as

the implied object of 'distributed,' t. c, the

higher and Divinely-conferred qualifications for

the state and calling of individuals (oomp. ver.

7). Thus Osiander, Bengel, and others. But
in ver. 7, the gift, which would then be treated

of here, is referred back to Qod ; and in the ex-

position which follows, so far from there being
any hint of this, one would rather suppose that

'Lord' was to be taken as synonymous with
'God.' This might be explained on the score of

a wish merely to change the form of expression,

and of the fact that Paul was here speaking of
the actof Lordship. The explanation of Reiche,

who refers the words, " as the Lord hath distri-

buted," to the beneficence of Christ (comp.
Meyer, ed. 3), is neither supported by the con-
text nor warranted by the position they occupy
before the words, * as God hath called.'

In respect to the first point, however, viz: the

connection of this verse with the preceding by
ei /^, it must be confessed that an explanation
altogether satisfactory does n^t exist If we
•apply xepiCtrai from ver. 16, or aoxreig from ver.

16, then it would have read : ei & ftf, or ei ok koX

ftfj, and this would be a decided objection, apart
from all other considerations arising from the
unsuitableness of the idea obtained, viz: ' but if

she should not depart, 1 or: 'if thou dost not
save her.'—If, again, we join ei fjaj to what di-

rectly precedes, making it mean, or not, this

would be both ungrammatical (hence the varia-

tion $ pfj)
y and would only weaken the force of

the question.—If, moreover, we should refer the
clause ei irf—rd Kvptoc to the preceding words,
this would be to rend asunder parallel clauses

most unjustifiably, and the consequent explana-
tion, nut prout guemque Dominus adjuverit, would
be both flat and inconsistent with the meaning
of the words themselves. To take ei fif/ as equiva-
lent to oAA4, is contrary to usage.—If we render
the words by : ' only,' then there is no suitable

connection with the foregoing sentence; for to

go back, as de Wette does, to * is not bound

'

would be a very questionable overleaping of

what intervened. But, not to say anything of

the fact that it does indeed serve for the confir-

mation of ov 6e6ob?MT€Ut yet it does not suit, inas-

much as the contents of ver. 17 would then be
put in entire contradiction to the above state-

ment (ov dedov.). We should then be obliged to

supply some phrase like this: 'in case that con-

dition, viz: the departure of the unbelieving

party, does not occur.' It still remains for us,

with Grotius and Meyer, to attach ei fjJ) to ver.

16, in the sense of except, or unless, and to supply
olSare, you know, from 16: 'unless ye (know
this, your obligation), let every one walk, etc.'

How hard this construction is, every one can
perceive ; where, Instead of going straight on
with the words: 'that it is necessary for us so

to walk as God hath called each one,' we have
the abrupt introduction of the imperative form.

Besides, there arises also an incongruity between
the contents of ver. 16 and ver. 17. (See what
has been observed above). We prefer here to

allow a (philological) non-liquet, and accept

Bengel's translation, which is most in accordance
with the oourse of thought: 'if this be not so,

otherwise (ceteroquin).' We might, perhaps,

take ei pfj in the sense of if not, and understand
it to imply : ' provided no element comes in to

destroy the purpose of the Divine calling' (ver.

15), as in the case mentioned,—the desertion of
the unbelieving party. [Is it not, after all, the

simplest method to consider this as resuming
the implication of the previous question, and
making it the basis ofthe following injunction, q.d.

' How knowest thou whether thou wilt convert
thy husband ? If not, if thou canst not know
this fact, then let each one go quietly on his

course, as the Lord has marked it out for him in

hie Providence. If it be to be deserted and left

alone, let him accept that destiny, and not fight

against it to the aggravation of all difficulties.'

In such a view of the words we have no need of

inserting a 6k, We would no more need itin Greek
than in English. The argument is here on the
rapids, and its flow is far from smooth].

[As to the two clauses, they are, as Kling as-

serts, by no means tautological, but seem to im-
ply more than he states. In the first, Paul con-
fines himself to the allotment of Providence in

the case of desertion. But he at once recollects

himself, as standing upon a broad principle, ap-
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152 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

pi icable not only to the parties directly in view,

and their particular allotments (kjiipicev), but
also to all conditions and callings in life (utiAqiu).

And here we see the reason why, in the first in-

stance, he uses the term 6 tcvptoc, the Lord, evi-

dently referring to Christ. To the deserted one
he intimates that it is the dear Saviour after all

that rules in the lot, and it is not contrary to his

or her salvation. It is a touch of tenderness.

But when at once his view expands to all voca-

tions and conditions of humanity, he uses the

more seemingly universal epithet, God (6 diot).

And then it was natural for him to add]—and
so I ordain in all churches.—He here shows
the great breadth of the principle he enjoined,

and the emphasis he put upon it. It was nothing
framed for the case of the Corinthians alone, but
ran through all his teachings. Hence, they
were the more bound to abide by it. Each one
every where was to continue walking (nepixarciv)

in that course of life, and in that outward state,

where Christianity found him. This thought af-

terwards is more definitely expressed by ukvciv.

"Here we learn the general fact that Christi-

anity does not disturb existing relations, so far

as they are not sinful, but only aims to infuse
into them a new spirit. Hence, it opposes every
thing revolutionary." Niander.

Vers. 18, 19. Has any man been called
who has been circumcised?—In illus-

trating his general precept, he takes into consi-
deration, first, the religious position of the indi-

vidual, with its outward token showing whether
he was a Jew or not when making a profession
of Christianity. In the one case, as little as in
the other, does he approve of a change being at-

tempted; because nothing at all depended upon
these external signs, but every thing (comp. iii.

7) upon the keeping of God's commandments
(comp. Rom. ii. 25 ff.),—upon the faith which
works by love (Gal. v. 6). In opposition to the
externality of such self chosen God-service be
insists upon the moral character—the obedience
that involves faith (comp. 1 Jno. iii. 28) as that
which alone has or imparts value for the king-
dom of God (comp. Calvin and Osiander). In
ver. 18, as also afterwards in ver. 21, some take
the clauses to be questions; others as hypotheti-
cal statements. The latter is the more emphatic.
Yet we might also regard them as direct asser-
tions, as for example: "There is one who has
been called, etc., let him not become uncircum-
cised." The word kmo7raa$at denotes the draw-
ing of the prepuce again over the glands—its

artificial restoration which was effected by a
surgical operation. This was often practised by
the Jews of a later time, both when they lapsed
into paganism, and when, from shame or fear of
the heathen, in times of persecution, they wished
to hide their nationality, and, also, when they
appeared naked as combatants in public sports
(comp. 1 Mace. i. 15; Josephus Antuj. xii. 5, 1;

and SiJBKERT Stud, and Crit., 1885, p. 667 ff.).

Such were called Q^^tJfQ. recutiti. A like

measure must have been resorted to by the Co-
rinthian Jewish converts, who wished not to be
behind the converts from heathenism in their
entire abandonment of the law, and who, there-

fore, wished to wipe out all trace of Judaism

from their persons.—Was any one called in
uncircumcision

—

kv aitpo ffvaTia, as in
Rom. iv. 10 (comp. Acts xv. 1). The desire of
the heathen converts to become circumcised we
are to regard as a Jewish reaction against all
such Hellenism. Both vv. 18 and 19 are asyn-
detic by way of giving life and emphasis to the
style.—Let him not be circumcised. The
circumcision is nothing, and the unoir-
oumcision is nothing, but keeping of the
commandments of God.—[Supply: <that,

indeed, is something, yea, every thing/ " In this,

as in the two exactly parallel passages, GaL v.

6, and vi. 15, the first clause is the same. 'Cir-
cumcision availeth nothing, nor uncircumcision;'
thus asserting the two sides of the Apostle's
principle of indifference to the greatest of the
Jewish ceremonies, exemplified in his conduct by
the circumcision of Timotheus on the one hand,
and by the refusal to circumcise Titus on the
other. The peculiar excellence of the maxim is

its declaration, that those who maintain the ab-
solute necessity of rejecting forms, are as much
opposed to the freedom of the Gospel, as those
who maintain the absolute necessity of retaining

them. In contradistinction to this positive or
negative ceremonialism, he gives, in the several

clauses of each of these texts, his description of
what he maintains to be really essential. The
variation of the three passages thus become va-
luable, as exhibiting in their several forms the
Apostle's view of the essentials of Christianity

—

« Keeping the commandments of God/ * Faith
working by love,' 'A new creature.' These de-
scribe the same threefold aspect of Christianity

with regard to man, which, in speaking of God,
is described under the names of the Father, the
Son, and the Spirit In this passage, where
man is viewed chiefly in his relation to the na-
tural order of the world, the point whieh the
Apostle wished to impress upon his hearers was,
that in whatever station of life they were, it was
still possible to observe the 'commandments of
God ' (perhaps with an implied reference to the
two great commandments, Matth. xxii. 36-89).

In the two passages in the Epistle to the Gala-
tians (ver. 6; vi. 16), the more distinct refer-

ence to faith in Christ, and to the new creation

wrought by His Spirit, is brought out by the
more earnest and impassioned character of the
argument." Stanley],

Vers. 20-22. Bach one in the calling in
which he is called, in this let him abide.
—Paul here goes back to his general rule, thus
finishing up the special application in ver. 18,

and introducing another illustration. The de-
monstrative, 'in Mit,' oomes in by way of em-
phasis. The KX^otCi however, does not denote
vocation, a potilion in life determined by the Di-
vine Providence ; for it nowhere else occurs with
this meaning. (In Dion. U. the word kMjceiq is

used to denote the distinctions among the citi-

zens at Rome, i. «., cla*»e*f which, however, does
not mean the same thing). Rather we might
say, with Bengel, that it denotes "the state in

which the Divine calling finds one, whieh is in-

star vocationis: as a calling." ["As he was
called, so let him remain." Robinson]. But as
applied, usage is against it. In the New Testa-
ment Kkfjoq is uniformly used to denote the cali-
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ing or invitation onto God's Kingdom. This
goes out broadly to til men, of every condition

in life, addressing them as they are. It says,
* thou circumcised one, thou uncireumcised, thou
slave, thou freeman, believe on the Lord Jesus !'

It takes the man, therefore, as he is, in his own
peculiar position in society, and in this way
designates this position as oompatible with
Christianity, and capable of being sanctified by
it. Hence, no surrender of it is required. On
the contrary, the injunction is to abide therein.

80 we at last reach the above-mentioned sense of

the word, but not in such a way as to imply that

id^otr carries in itself this signification of a pe-

cnliar vocation. [Of course the injunction here
given is supposed to be limited by the obvious
consideration that there is nothing in the per-

son's condition which is inconsistent with the

Divine vocation. If there be, a change will be
necessiuted.;|—As a slave art thou called.

—

After specifying in ver. 18 the religious distinc-

tion, which divided the entire human race at that

time in respect to its outward token, and pro-
nouncing it indifferent in relation to the kingdom
of God, he comes now to the great distinction

thai existed in social life,—that between slaves

and freemen, and affirms that a position of ser-

vitude even is by no means inconsistent with
that of a Christian, and, therefore, that the slave,

who becomes a believer, need not be troubled
aboat changing his outward state.—Let it not
oonoern you

—

i «., as though you, in this ex-
ternal bondage, could not, as a Christian, and as

a freeman, pray or serve God ; and must be cur-
tailed of your Christian rights.—Bat if also
thou art able to become free, use it rather,—aXXa ei teal dvvaoai eXeif&epoc yivk-
o$ai, fiaX?.ov xPV aai" The meaning here
is much disputed. Some supplement xpfjaax with
rp tXsv&epi?, from eteb&epof, take aXkd as equi-
valent to: 'but' (aber), and attach icoi, not to

the whole sentence, but to eXeb&epoc, and trans-

late: 'but if thou mayest in any way also be-
come free, use this freedom rather.' But against
this it is justly objected: 1. that koI ought in
that case to stand before eXeh&tpoc, and 2. that
what immediately precedes and what follows
(tot. 22), as well as the scope of the whole
clause, does not indicate that he is exhorting the
slave to seek a change in condition. Rather the
whole drift of the argument is the other way

—

to make men content with their lot, and so favors
the other explanation, that which regards aXkd
as equivalent to: sondern, on the contrary, and
« mi to mean: even though, and makes the being
tailed as a slave, the object of Xfrf°<u; and then
translates: 'but even though thou mayest be
Bade free, use your servitude rather, [as a
means of discipline, and an opportunity for glo-
rifying God by showing fidelity therein]. It

may be said, indeed, that this conflicts with the
general spirit of the Apostle. But in opposition
to this Heyer justly observes: that the advice to

improve opportunities for becoming free, which
was rendered unimportant and trivial by the an-
ticipation of the speedy advent of Christ, was,
on the other hand, by no means incompatible
with the exalted idea of Paul, that all men were
one in Christ (Gal. iii. 28), and that in Christ
tiio slave was free, and the freeman was a slave

(ver. 22). Compare also Bengel (who adds ex-

planatorily: for be, who might become free, has
a kind master, whom it were better to serve than
to seek other avocations, 1 Tim. vi. 2, comp. ver.

22: and sets aside the apparent contradiction

between this and ver. 23, by saying : it is not
said then, l be not,

1 but 'become not the servants

of men'), and Osiander, who, in the end, ob-
serves, tnat the severity of the advice becomes
moderated by the consideration of the very tole-

rable condition of slaves in the civilized States

of Greece, where, in many respects, they enjoyed
the protection of law, and the masters did not
have the power of life and death over them.
"The question assumes a different aspect alto-

gether in the slave States of North America ; for

there the slaves are prevented from becoming
Christians, and in this way good care is taken
that the fundamental principles respecting the
position of Christian slaves cannot come into ap-
plication. And this is one of the most frightful

violations of Christian principle." Burger.
[Thank God ! we can put this into the past tense

now].*
For the slave who was called in the

Lord is a freeman of the Lord, in like
manner he who was called as a freeman
is a slave of Christ.—The advioe ju9t given,

is here sustained by a general truth, aad the

person who was called as a slave is comforted in

'[Stanley's comment Is too important not to be siren en-
tire. ** The question here is, whether to understand JAsv-

Btpif or 6ovA«tf after xpiprat : whether the sense is, ' Take
advivantage of the offer of freedom ;' or ' Remain in slavery,

though the otter is made.' It is one of the most evenly ba-
lanced questions in the interpretation of the New Testa-
ment. 1. xpf<r<u may either be ' choose,' or ' make use ot,»

although it leans rather to the former, and thus favors the
first interpretation. 2. «i kcU may either be, * If, besides,

thou hast the offer ; or ' Bven if thou hast the offer,
1 although

it leans rather to the latter, and thus favors the second in-

terpretation. The sense of this particular verse favors the
first: for, nnlees the Apostle meant to make an exception

to the rule which he was laying down, why should he in-

troduce this clause at all? The sense of the general con-

text is In favor of the second ; for why should the Apostle
needlessly point out an exception to the principle of acqui-
escence in existing conditions of life, which he is so strongly
recommending? The language and practice of the Apostle
himself, as described in the Acts, favor the first interpreta-

tion; e.g.. his answer at Pbillppl, * they have beaten os
without a trial, and imprisoned us, being Roman citizens;

.... nay, let them com* themselves and take us out,'

(Acts xvi 87); and to the tribune at Jerusalem, 'but I was
free born' (Acts xxii. 28). The general feeling, of the

Church, as implied in the Epistles and in this passage, fa-

vors the second interpretation ; it would hardly have seemed
worth while to grasp at freedom in the presence of the ap-
proaching dissolution of all things; and the apparent pre-

ference thus given to slavery may be explained on the same
grounds (see vv. 29, 30) as the apparent preference given to

celibacy. The convnentators before the Reformation have
chiefly been in favor of the second ; since, in favor of the
first; bnt Chrysostom observes that, in his time, there were
some who adopted the view favorable to liberty; as, there

have been some Protestant dMnes (e.g., Luther) who have
adopted the view favorable to slavery. On the whole, the

probability seems slightly to incline to the second ; and the

whole passage is then expressive of comfort to tho slave

under his hard lot, with which the Apostle sympathizes,

and which he tenderly alleviates (as in Philem. 16, 17),

though not wisliing him to leave it. And if, as is possible,

the prospect of liberty, to which the Apostle alludes, arose

from the fact of the master being a Christian, this sense of

the passage would be still further illustrated and confirmed

by 1 Tim. vl. 2: 'Let not [the slnvw] that have believing

masters despise them, because they are brethren, but rather

serve thenv (aAAa /uloAAop SovAeveTwaai')." Calvin, Bo/a,

Grotfua, Hammond. Hodge. B-mu-*. nw\ mo*t English com-

ment*to s, derlnre dwidedly f«»"- th» fi«Nt view: but the

l>est modern German K\«« et'e«.d WVre. M-ver and others,

follow the early Uree * Fatli ituni lo;»c..i£ t.ie secoudj.
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154 THE PIEST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

respect to his condition. The Apostle shows how
the converted slave must estimate his relation to

Christ, viz., as swallowing up all the evils of his

earthly lot, and conferring on him a blessed

emancipation ; and how the freeman has to re-

gard his relation to Christ, viz., as one that puts

him under obligations to obey. Mark the con-

nection between the phrases ' in the Lord ' and
*of the Lord.'—By 'called in the Lord,' he signi-

fies either, that which the calling involves, i. e.,

to be in Christ; or, what is simpler, the Being

in whom the call is grounded. Or it may even

denote the sphere in which the calling is to be

fulfilled—the element in which the person called

is to live. Hence it may be equivalent to: has

become a Christian.—In the expression: 'the

Lord's freeman,' the Lord will, of course, not bo

understood as the person who had liberated the

individual in question from His own service;

since it was in Satan's service that he was pre-

viously bound, bat as the one to whom he be-

longed in consequence of his liberation from the

yoke of the other, and for which he was under
deep obligations to his deliverer. Tet he belongs

to Christ, not as a slave, but as a freeman, since

in the sphere of Christ there is liberty (com p. 2

Cor. iii. 17 ; Jno. viii. 82, 86) ; there all slavery

is done away, and the persons so liberated become
His possession.—Of course the freedom here

spoken of is moral and religious freedom—deli-

verance from the bonds of guilt, and from the

power of sin ; just as in the antithesis, the ser-

vitude meant is a state of moral and religious

obligation to Christ—of absolute inward depen-

dence on His grace and will. The points here

contrasted belong together, as complements of

each other (comp. Rom. vi. 16 ff.). " Hence the

distinction between master and slave is here

virtually obliterated. To be the Lord's freeman,

and to be the Lord's slave, are the same thing.

The Lord's freeman is one whom the Lord has

redeemed from Satan, and made His own ; and
the Lord's slave is also one whom Christ has

purchased for Himself. So that master and
slave stand on the same level before Christ.

Comp. Eph. vi. 9." Hodge.]
Vers. 28, 21. Ye were bought with a

price.—The thought of belonging to Christ

leads to the ground of this relation, viz., the

purchase of the believer by Him (comp. vi.

20).—From this the exhortation follows, not to

be faithless to the obligation thus imposed, by
coming under servitude to men.—become not
the servants of men.—As the transition to

the plural shows, he is here addressing the Cor-

inthians at large. What he dissuades them from,

is not simply men-pleasing in general, and compli-

ance with their immoral demands; nor yet undue
attachment to human guides ; but rather such a
subserviency to popular opinion as would cause

them to seek a change in their external social

position (so Fritzsche and Meyer). Paul is here

showing the Christian slaves a trace of freedom,

even under their outward yoke. The slaves who
are obedient to their masters for the Lord's sake

( 1 Pet. ii. 13), belong in truth to no man. Hence,
no Christian, dearly purchased and called from
sin, death and the devil, to true liberty, should

make himself so dependent on man, as to imagine
that he was not really free, even though he had

a master over him (Besser).—Lees in accordance
with the immediate connection Osiander says:
" No one should abrogate his true freedom, or

his true subjection, by sacrificing his faith te

unbelieving masters or companions." To sup-
pose a referenco here to slaves, implying that

they should not serve men merely (Eph. vL 6)

;

or to freemen, that they should not dispose of
their liberty;* or, which would be better, that

they should not become morally subject to men,
is unwarranted.—The whole digression from ver.

17 [entered upon by way of illustration], he
concludes with an exhortation essentially the

same as in ver. 20.
—
"Wherein each one was

called, brethren, in that let him remain
with God,—Here also the emphasis is on the

words "in that" (ev roivy); and its antecedent
denotes that relation in life which a person occu-

pied when called. The adjunct 'with God*
(jrapa tiey) is somewhat peculiar. It may mean

:

airecting his mind towards God as in His pre*

sence (=ev6irtov rov $eov) ; or: as in God's sight;

tanquam in spectante Deo, (Grotius) ; (comp. Ps.

xxiii. 2; Eph. vi. 6), or: in communion witk

God. The injunction would then be: 'let everj
one continue in his original condition and rela-

tions; and yet so conduct his affairs as not to

disturb his fellowship with God in them.' The
last interpretation is undoubtedly to be preferred
as introducing a new thought more definitely,

and such a one too as refers that which is hinted
at in ver. 23, to its proper connection with the

absolute principle of Christian life. ["To live

near to God is, therefore, the Apostle's prescript

tion both for peace and holiness." Hodqb.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Christianity as the absolute religion is distin-

guished by the fact, that it takes up into its own
sphere every legitimate occupation or function
in life ; and either ennobles it by its sanctifying
power, or allows it as something indifferent, so
far as its spiritual work is concerned. The con-
trasts in religion between Jews and Heathen,
externally symbolized by circumcision and uncir-
cumcision. vanish in the Christian sphere ; there
the only thing whioh is held valid and imparts
value, is the entering of man, with his entire
personality, into holy covenant with God. This
takes place by faith—faith which works by
love; so that the unoircumcised, who is thus
found in faith, is like to the circumcised, who in

like manner believes. Hence, neither the one
nor the other has any reason for passing out
from his own state into that of the other; as
though circumcision, the token of bondage to

the law, were unworthy of a Christian who has
been freed from the law ; or as though uncir-
cumcision, the sign of a position outside the
covenant and promise, wero a hinderance to a
participation in the same.—The contrasts also
of civil life, such as those which exist between
the slave and the free, likewise vanish, so far as
it respects the inward lite. The slave, as be-

5 P>
slave mark eta, such as mast hare been at Corinth."
Stanley. Bat this plainly could not be the thin* referred
to here. Though Hammond, A. Clarke and others so con-
strue the
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longing to Christ, is a freeman, bound only in-

wardly to Christ, whom he serves in everything

which he has either to do or suffer in his posi-

tion ; sinoe he does and suffers everything for

His sake, or because it is the will of his Lord
that he should do and suffer that which his po-

sition involves, and thus should honor Him, and
prove that communion with Christ makes a ser-

vant faithful and xealous. On the other hand,

the freeman, as a Christian, is bound to Christ;

his acts proceed not from caprice, but in constant

subjection to Christ's will. As a person who is

omwardly dependent on another, is a freeman
when in oomamnion with Christ, since in his de-

votion to Christ, ail dependence upon other men
is done away ; so is the person who is outwardly
independent of another, made a servant by his

connection with Christ, since in his entire de-

pendence on Christ, all arbitrariness, arising

from his outward independence, is removed.
Thus are both essentially alike; and the slave

has no reason to strive after a change of his ex-
ternal position, as if his dignity as a free Chris-

tian man were conditioned upon it.

It is altogether another thing, however, when
within the limits of Christendom a mighty irre-

pressible reaction arises against slaveholding,

on the part of such as wish to be Christians, and
to be counted a part of Christendom. For men
who are destined one day to have part in Christ,

the Son of Man, the Saviour of all (even though
they have not as yet any actual part in Him],
are even, on this account, bound to have their

personality respected, and are not to be treated

always as ohattels. It is inconsistent, therefore,

with the spirit of Christianity, for such as pass
for Christians, to presume on perpetuating bon-
dage; and Christendom ought not to rest until it

has wiped out this stain. For such has been
the tendency of the Gospel from the beginning.
Ever since the first centuries, in proportion as
Christianity has gained the asoendenoy, has it

operated more and more to put an end to

slavery.

2. Christian Freedom,—There is something
great in the freedom of a Christian, into which he
has been lifted by faith—a freedom wherein he
is freed from all things, and is independent of all,

and yet, through love, is the servant of all. (See
Luther's remarkable treatise, which has this
title). In that faith, which apprehends the eternal
word of God, and beholds the unseen and future
world disclosed therein, he acquires the pilgrim-
sense, which looks on the fashion of this world
as passing away, and keeps from all entangle-
ment in its business, in its connections and pos-
sessions, in its use and enjoyment; nor allows
himself to be captivated by it. Yet, on the
ether hand, so long as he is outwardly occupied
with it, he overlooks or neglects nothing; but
rather bestows upon it all requisite duty, care,
and oversight; attending to it, while he stands
inwardly about it. His chief occupation, vix : his
«are for the kingdom of God and for a participa-
tion in it, he in no way suffers to be disturbed

;

and, for the sake of the highest good, he is al-
ways ready to sacrifice everything else, however
dear; indeed, in all his having, and holding, and
using, he is intent only upon how he can serve
the Lord, further His ends, prove himself to be

His follower, and do every thing in His name
and to his honor (z. 81. Col. iii. 17).—So also in

marriage he aims at the same thing, by his ten-

der solicitude for his wife, by pious domestic
discipline, by acquisition of a livelihood, by skill

and fidelity in the use and enjoyment of tem-
poral goods, by moderation, beneficence, etc.

The same holds good, also, of joy and sorrow,
and of the various experiences arising from the

vicissitudes of life. In this also does the Chris-

tian maintain his inward freedom. Not that he
is devoid of feeling—not that he affects a stoical

apathy; rather, in the midst of deep emotions,
his aim is to preserve a mastery over self, and
keep oomposed in God; so that joy ever resolves

itself into filial gratitude; and pain, into filial

resignation; he is enthralled by no affections,

he is carried away by no passionate desires.

[8. Importance of unity of religion* faith in

married life,—According to its true ideal, mar-
riage is the union of a man and woman in their

entire personalities, and for their entire earthly

existence. Being mutual complements of each
other, they combine to form a larger and com-
plex whole; "for they are no more twain but
one flesh." But in order to the perfection and
harmony of this union, and for the fulfilment of

ends for which it was instituted, it is necessary

that there be a prevailing fellowship in thought
and feeling, in ends and aims, in interests and
pursuits, not only in respect to their natural, but
also in respect to their spiritual life. Thus only

can their influence on. each other be kindly, and
they prove mutual helpers in joy and sorrow, in

cares and labors ; thus only can they properly

contribute to the happy development of each
other's character, and suitably cooperate for the

training of their children and management of

their household; thus only can that good be
realised, in all its fulness, which was contem-
plated when it was ordained that ' man should

not live alone.'

It follows, therefore, that precisely to the ex-

tent that the fellowship above spoken of fails,

there will be a lack of sympathy and cooperation,

and occasion furnished for alienation, strife and
separation. The perfect oneness of the flesh is

in danger of being interrupted and broken,

when there is not also oneness of spirit. And to

such evil and bitter consequences do those Chris-

tians expose themselves who become voluntarily

allied in marriage to the children of this world.

Supposing their faith sincere, the bond which
unites them to their partners can only be the

lower one of the natural life. In all their

deeper experiences, in all their more important

hopes and aims, there is essential and irrecon-

cilable antagonism. " For what fellowship hath

righteousness with unrighteousness? and what
communion hath light with darkness ? and what
concord hath Christ with Belial ? or what part

hath he that believeth with an infidel ? and what
agreement hath the temple of God with idols ?

"

Harmony, in such cases, oan be preserved only

by " agreement to disagree," or by an inconsis-

tent and irksome compliance of each with the

wishes of the other in the greater part of those

pursuits and pleasures which involve their oom-
mon action. And when thore is not in the

worldling a conviotion of the superior worth of
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religion, and a considerate affection, which toler-

ates what it cannot share in, the effect upon the

religious life of the other can only be disastrous.

Instead of that kindly sympathy and furtherance

so needful to the cultivation of piety, there is

perpetual obstruction interposed in the way of

every higher duty. Household religion becomes
impossible. And so also the religious instruc-

tion and training which the Christian parent

would exercise upon the children, is neutralized

by the irreligious example of the other.

For such evil results there can be no responsi-

bility incurred when conversion has taken place
after marriage. But those who have voluntarily

hazarded them under earthly inducements must
bear the burden of the blame and take the con-
sequences, as the penalty for consenting to be
unequally yoked, contrary to the very nature of

the marriage rite. For the Christian the condi-
tion of a blessed marriage is, " in the Lord."
This is at once highest reason and Divine pre-

cept].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

[Vir. 12-24. This section shows I. the method
in which Christianity entered into, and revolutionized

human society. 1. It assailed no existing social

institutions from without; marriages, callings,

conditions were to remain as they were. 2. It

wrought from within, sanctifying and ennobling
the individual character. 3. It employed the
existing bonds of society, as conductors through
which to diffuse its saving power—sanctifying
wives through husbands, and husbands through
wives; children through parents, and parents
through children, and even servants through
masters, and masters through servants. 4. It

aimed at the preservation of peace, as far as
possible, in consistency with being in Ood. 5.

It ignored outward distinctions—counting the ex-
ternal condition as of little moment, in compari-
son with the inward state. 7. It begot content-
ment with the outward estate, by imparting a
blessing which more than counterbalanced all

earthly ill. 8. It reconciled the opposite poles
of human condition, freedom and obligation in
the love it engendered, making the slave a free-
man, and putting the freeman under obligations
to serve, and making all alike free, and alike
obligated. And 9. It placed all in the presence
of Ood, in whose sight it constrained believers to

live; whose honor it urged all to subserve; and
from whom it invited all to derive their chief
good. II. The true mode of preaching the Gospel.
It is 1, to bring the individual to believe in, love
and serve the Lord; 2, to teach him how to im-
prove the circumstances of his condition to the
discipline and improvement of his character ; 8,
to show him how he is to make the very evils
that press upon him a means for illustrating the
greater power of the Gospel, and for promoting
the glory of God.]
Starki (Hkdinoir) :—1. To the pure all

things are pure (Titus i. 15). As it does not in-
jure a pious man to dwell under godless rulers,
so also does it not injure a believer to dwell with
a heathen wife, [t. e. f in case he finds himself
living with her when called, and she consent to

dwell with him without interfering with his reli-

gious obligations]. 2. Where married people

profess one Christ and one Gospel, and yet, one
party, if not both, cleave to the world, there

is then certainly an occasion for exercising
patience and charity, ver. 12, 13. And 8. If one
of the married parties is a believer, then is the
other party sanctified by the communion of the

marriage state, and the children are holy in vir-

tue of that gracious covenant which God has in-

stituted with believers and their seed. Gen. xxii.

7. 4. A pious partner may be able to win and
convert his irreligious companion, by means of
the word, prayer, and Christian conversation.
(I Pet. iii. 14). 5. If one of the married parties

becomes faithless, and withdraws from his cove-
nant, and can be recovered by no instrumentality,

then is the other party free, and the Church
authorities themselves declare him free, ver. 15.

6. It is not enough that married people should
hold together in friendship and in earthly com-
munion, but each ought to assist in promoting
the salvation of the other, ver. 16. Starjlb:—
Since one condition and calling is in itself the
same as another before God, it becomes every one
to be content with ' whatsoever state he is in.'

ver. 17.—We must forget what we were before
we belonged to Jesus, and think only of how we
may sanctify our hearts for Him now.—In Christ

no regard is paid to external conditions, whether
it be for honor or contempt Outward circum-
stances pass for nothing before God; they neither

hinder nor help in the matter of our eternal sal-

vation. Acts x. 34. God is no respecter of per-

sons, ver. 18, 19. It is a glorious proof of the

preeminence of Christianity, that it adapts itself

to all nations, communities, ages and conditions

in life, and is to them what salt and seasoning is

to our food. ver. 20.—Thou poor man ! art thou
doomed to live in servitude and oppression ; be of

good comfort ! Thou mayest yet please God, and
attain to everlasting liberty (Eph. vi. 8). ver. 21.

—To be a servant in the eyes of the world, and
a freeman in Christ before God, is honor, com-
fort, and blessedness enough. Gal. iii. 26, 28.

Hast thou been made free, abuse not thy freedom
for a cover to iniquity (I Pet ii. 16) ; but serve
thy Lord, Christ, in righteousness and true holi-

ness (Tit. ii. 14). ver. 22.—Away with all lords

and masters, who are opposed to Christ—Grate-

fully should we estimate the great benefit of

freedom of conscience which we have in the

Evangelical Church, and improve it all the more
worthily, Phil. i. 27. ver. 28.—-Although one
vocation in life may be subject to more tempta-

tions than another, yet every one nevertheless

stands under the providence of God; and if suf-

ficient care be taken, we can remain with God
in all. So, then, this remaining with God in

every calling should be the first thing sought for

and practised. 1 Pet i. 15, ver. 24.

Berlenb. Bib.:—When married to a heathen,

or an infidel, a Christian ought simply and ear-

nestly to consider the providence of God herein,

and not -cut himself loose arbitrarily. Rather he
should regard and improve such a state as a
happy .opportunity for exercising the spirit of

Christ; and to this end he should pray for this

spirit, and endeavor to convince and win the un-

converted spouse at least by his good conduct

alone, if by nothing else.—Thou art not at liberty
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to refrain from any possible means for effecting.

at least preparatorily or initiatively, the conver-

sion of tby associate. Since we all belong to

each other, God uses all conditions and occanions

for sanctifying one person through another.

Qod desires, therefore, that we all aim at this

point. This is a sacred thing in His sight.

Therefore our conditions and circumstances are

wisely ordered with reference to this end.

—

The
children are holy. By prayer they are taken from
Satan and oonsecrated to Ood as their rightful

Lord. w. 12-14.—Liberty should be enjoyed
with a readiness to suffer if need be; then it is

good, and one can accept it. This is better

than arbitrarily to consent to be a Blare.—Qod
does not begrudge us peace. But, at all events,

we are not to think of our own trials, but to look
to the sanctifioation of the other.—Suffering
comes from sin. If a way, however, is open to

a better condition, let a person improve it. Not
that we should shrink from necessity and priva-
tion ; but if God shows a way of escape, let us
escape ; and then be prepared to suffer again, if

God wilL—Where God appoints, there I abide
in peace. But peace is often lost, simply because
people are not prepared for all circumstances.
Ter. 16.—Each one has his own duties. Hence
we are not to look upon others. Be thou only
tine on thy part. God wills not that any should
perish ; but, in the apportionment of other mat-
ters, we must concede to Him His absolute right.

—Each one stands under the providence of God,
and as that eye leads, so let each one walk suit-

ably to his calling, and do nothing in and of
himself. Let no one undertake anything which
he is not certain in his own conscience that God
would have him do. Only on such terms can a
nan be sure of God's blessing.—In spiritual

natters we should faithfully follow the prompt-
ings of the Spirit of God. But in externals, the
Gospel as little requires us to imitate the ways
of others, however innocent, as it allows others
to enforoe their ways upon us. All arbitrariness
is hereby cut off; and our conduct exhibits all

suitable obedience to God, industry and fidelity,

submission and patience,—in short the whole
round ofChristian duty towards God,ourneighbor
and ourselves.—On such righteous behaviour in
our calling, our well-being for time and eternity
depends. Not that we become blessed through
such external performances, but our mode of life

is so closely connected with the spiritual state
of our souls, that the one cannot exist aright
without the other. He, who in external matters
liTes disorderly, falsely and iniquitously, cannot
possibly remain sound and honest within. He
who, on the contrary, is in heart well ordered,
governed and protected by God, can also conduct
himself rightly in external things.—Inward per-
fection consists in following one's gifts.—Out-
ward perfection consists in discharging one's
own obligations in such conditions and callings
M God has placed us in. ver. 17.—Men often
gladly pass by the essential commands of God,
and take up some incidental matters as the main
objects of their regard (oomp. Matth. xxiii. 28)

;

hat Paul says : * nothing is as you apprehend
uV—But to perform the will of God—to be obe-
dient to His light, and Spirit, and word—this is

of consequence ; and the new creature in Jesus

Christ is every thing (Gal. vi. 15). ver. 11.

—

Most men make themselves servants to each
other ; but ! let each man recognize the great-
ness of his own soul, and what it has cost. It has
cost the blood and life of God, which is more
than all the world,—yea, hundred thousand
worlds. And yet, oftentimes, this soul, so great,

to noble, is Bold for a trifling enjoyment—a little

piece of foolery.—All those, who in any respect

act upon Christ, their true pattern, have passed
into the imagination and thoughts of men, and
so have become their servants. But so far as
thou art a servant of men in any other sense,

thou withholdest from God His due. The Lord
tolerates no rivals : He also needs no vicegerent,

nor anything of the sort. He is alone, and there

is no second. His honor He will give to no other.

(Is. xii. 8). He is the bridegroom, and to Him
only the bride shall listen. He is the Lord, and
to Him only shall men hearken, ver. 28.—So
great is the value put upon the immortal soul,

that God takes upon Himself the labor and the

care of it, calls each one especially out of His
own free grace, and appoints certain ways and
methods, in which each one may and should pass

his life on earth beneficially and well. For this

also he furnishes all the means requisite, and
wisely ordains the result ; and everything which
He gives into our hands, He sanctifies to our
use, if we will but follow Him. But each one
must be certain of his calling ; and in this call-

ing let him remain and improve his gifts to the

general good. Let us adorn the place to which
God has appointed us, so that everything may
stand and go on well in His house.—Our calling

and its use must be sanctified by remaining with

God and in His presence. Apart from this, our
calling is subject to a curse, although in itself it

were never so proper and promising. Each one
must learn to look upon nis state and calling

wisely, and remember how it has become cor-

rupt in and through the fall, and how the best

things in life also have become vitiated by a

will alienated from God, and how much that

is impure cleaves to most of the modes of life,

and how all such things continue only under
the forbearance of a holy and merciful Creator.

Bethink thyself, accordingly, how humbly and
worshipfully thou hast to live in thy station

before God. The blessing to spring from it

must be sought from God and in communion
with Him. What comes from God is good, and
can also transpire in the name of God.—Faith is

quiet communing with God; and while it is no-

thing pusillanimous, neither is it at the same
time audacious. It is God in us.—Were we
always calm in that position where we happened
to be, and only sought to fulfil these, the ordi-

nary duties of a true Christian satisfactorily,

this would be the best thing for us, and the most
acceptable to God.—There is no station in which
one cannot attain to blessedness—in which he

may not live in God and abide in Him ; and this

we can do through love—an affection which we
may cherish in all circumstances. 1 Jno. iv. 16.

Everything then turns on this, that each in his

own station abide with God and keep near to

Him. ver. 24.

Riigir :—Vies. 20, 21. If God has not. allowed

thine external circumstances to hinder Ills
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bringing to thee His heavenly calling, and to

advance thee thereby to the glorious possession

of our Lord Jesus Christ, suffer thou not such

circumstances to hinder thee from walking woi-
thily in the Gospel, but regard thy station in life

as a most favorable opportunity for serving the

will of God in thy day and generation. Do not

defer the inward duty, viz., obedience to the

heavenly calling, because of some external cir-

cumstance. Think not to effect this or that

change first, but in whatever circumstances God
summons thee, and deems thee worthy of His
calling, in those be assured that He wilt bring

thee successfully through. Everything turns on
the amount of light a person has from the Lord,

to enable him to fulfil his vocation conscientiously,

and to make it tolerable also for himself. God
does not advise us to change our external con-

dition, but to change our hearts. But if any
mode of life can be spent with God, and in the

light of His presence, let a person therein abide
with God.

[Barnes:—Via. 20, 24. Change in a man's
calling should not be made from a slight cause.

A Christian should not make it unless his former
calling were wrong, or unless he can by it ex-

tend his own usefulness. But when that can be
done he should do it, and do it without delay.

If the course is wrong, it should be forthwith

abandoned. No consideration can make it right

to continue it for a day or an hoar; no matter
what may be the sacrifice of property, it should

be done. If a man is engaged in the slave trade,

or in smuggling, or in piracy, or highway rob-

bery, or in the manufacture and sale of poison, it

should be at once and forever abandoned. And
in like manner if a young man who is converted
can increase his usefulness by changing his plan
of life, it should be done as soon as practica-
ble.]

C.—Apostolic counsel in reference to remaining single; a. for the unmarried generally, b. for maidens and
their fathers, c.for widows.

Chapter VII. 25-40.

25 Now concerning virgins I have no commandment ofthe Lord : yetI give myjudgment,
26 as one that hath obtained mercy of the Lord to be faithful. I suppose therefore that

this is good for the present distress, 1 say, that it is good for a man [person, dvtywrp,]
27 so to be. Art thou bound unto a wife? seek not to be loosed. Art thou loosed from
28 a wife? seek not a wife. But and if thou marry, [But if also thou mayest have mar-

ried]1 thou hast not sinned ; and if a virgin marry, she hath not sinned. Neverthe-

29 less such shall have trouble in the flesh : but I spare you. But this I say, brethren,

the time [henceforth] is short [narrowed down]: it remaineth,1 [omit, it reniaineth,

30 insert, in order] that both they that have wives be as though they had none; And
they that weep, as though they wept not; and they that rejoice, as though they re-

31 joiced not ; and they that buy, as though they possessed not; And they that use this

world,* as not abusing [overusing] it: for the fashion of this world passeth away.

32 But I would have you without carefulness. He that is unmarried careth for the

33 things that belong to the Lord, and how he may please4 the Lord: But he that is

married careth for the things that are of the world, and how he may please4 his wife.

34 There is difference also between a wife and a virgin.* The unmarried woman careth

for the things of the Lord, that she may be holy both in body and in spirit: but she that

35 is married careth for the things of the world, how she may please her husband. And
this I speak for your own profit;* not that I may cast a snare upon you, but for that

36 which is comely, and that ye may attend upon the Lord without distraction.7 But if

any man think that he behaveth himself uncomely toward his virgin, if she pass the

flower of her age, and need so require, let him do what he will, he sinneth not: let

37 them marry. Nevertheless he that standeth steadfast in his* heart, having no neces-

sity, but hath power over his own will, and hath so decreed in his heart that he will

38 keep9 [in order to keep] his virgin, doeth10 well. So then he that giveth her in

39 marriage11 doeth well; but11 he that giveth her not in marriage doeth10 better. The
wife is bound by the law1* [omit, the law] as long as her husband Kveth; but if her

husband be dead, [sleep, xo^iytfg] she is at liberty to be married to whom she will;

40 only in the Lord. But she is happier [more blessed] if she so abide, after my judg-

ment: and I think also [om. also] that 1 [also] have the Spirit of God.
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1 Ver. 2S.—Ta^^rm, the Rec hm YtfM'K in conform ty with whit follows ; the former is better attested [and prefcrre I

by AIL Stanley]. Others [D. K P G.J read AoBftr ywauta—a floes [fonnd in D. E. P. O.J.
< Ver. 29.—The various readings are forty before, or after to AotvoV; some repeat iariv AouroV with and without to.

The older authorities have ro Aotiroe ^irriv (see Exeget. and CritA
> Ver. 31.—Tlie Rec. r» *6>p?, a correction. The right text Is tot *<xr/AO> (without rovTor, which originated in what

Mlov»). |8o A. B. D. P. O. followed by all good editions).

« Ver. £2, 33.—'Aptcm ; Lachmann opcVn : less probable, because more common. [Yet it is found in A. B. D. B. P.O.,

•ad Ifpreferred by Stanley. Alford reads ojmVct.]

* Ver. 34.—Many readings and punctuations. See Bxeget and Crit.

* Ver. 35.—Svp+opop. The Rec. av^ipov. The former is supported by the older authorities [A B. D >]

» Ver. 36.—Evwrfpcftpor is better supported than the Rec. cvwprfofspor, being found in [A. B. D. B. P. G.].

* Ver. 37.—Avtov is strongly supported, and is indeed original.

* Ver 37.—The tow before r^pciv is indeed omitted by good authorities, but is nevertheless strongly supported [A. B.

1KB. P. O.J, and besides is the more difficult reading [Meyer, de Wette, Alt, have It ; Stanley rejects it).

» Ver. 37, 88.—Lachmann reads vot*>«4 with good, but not sufficiently adequate authorities.
u Ver. 38.

—
'O Uyaiufav. So TUcta., Meyer, Lachnisnn [AlfordJ and others [alter A. B. D. £.]. The reading y+tii£*y

rqrYapftrar <ai/rov, though indeed sustained by important authorities, is nevertheless perhaps a Oloss.

MVer. 38.—Kal 6. The Rec. e W. The former is the original [found in A. B. D. £. V. G.J, the latter was substituted

ty reason of the contrast implied.
» Ver. 38.—The Bee has vopy taken from Bom. vlii. 2 [omitted in A. B. D. P.], and by Alford, Stanley, and other critics.

EXEGBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vim. 25-28. Bat now concerning vir-

gins.—In what follows Paul speaks indeed of

unmarried men also, but it by no means follows

from this tbat the word nap&kvoc, virgin, should

he extended to botb sexes.* This would not suit

with New Testament usage, for in Rev. xiv. 4,

it stands only as a predicate, and describes a
state; [Hodge, on the contrary.].—Virgins, pro-

perly so-called, are the ones to whom his counsel

here applies. Tet a reference to other unmar-
ried persons is also involved. Schott (in his

studies upon the Epistles to the Corinthians,

Lntk, Ztit. 1861-4) supposes him to denote such

single persons of both sexes as had chosen the

celibate state to serve the Lord in, whether as

Deacons or Deaconesses, or in the free exercise

of their gifta; [similarly Bengel, Olsh. But
Meyer, el al., limit the designation to the female

sex.] The Si indicates an advance in the discus-

sion, which now returns from its digression to

its proper theme, and contemplates the same in

a new aspect.—I have no commandment of
the Lord; bat I give my judgment.

—

'Eztrayy, commandment, just as in ver. 10. "We
see here how important it was, in the view of the

Apostle, to distinguish the positive commands of

the Lord, from all others. This care of his pre-

supposes with great probability the existence at

that time of not merely an oral, but also a writ-

ten tradition of the discourses of our Lord.

Here we have a sure fixed point against the

theory of the mythical origin of the Gospels."

Niajtdkr. ["This passage has furnished the

two words yv6f*ri and eirirayy, which the Vulgate

translates "consilium" and "praceptuin," ad-

ties and command—the origin of the famous dis-

tinction of later times, between 'counsels of

perfection ' and * precepts.' In this passage the

distinction lies only in the fact that one was a

command of Christ, and the other hisown opinion,

although pronounced with Apostolical autho-

rity." 8tajiley.] Respecting yv6pn consult on
chap. i. 10. Here it means, bestjudgment, advice,

counsel, (as in ver. 6, ovx/v^wY But this advice

be presents aa something important and worthy
of consideration, by adding—aa one that hath

* Bfeossfleld say, Crit. DUr: "The most eminent modern
sosssMotators are agreed that it mnst refer to both sexes,

sad tin* be equivalent to onr tinqle persons; a sense not

•alj recognized by the ancient Lexicographers, bnt occur-

ring also In the Classical writers. 8o Kranse, Lamps,

obtained mercy of the Lord to be faith-
ful.—In this he, on the one hand, brings to view
his Apostolio authority, showing that he is worthy
of reliance, and that what he advised was some-
thing which ought to be accepted as agreeable to

the mind of the Lord, even though it may not have
been credibly handed down in any express precept
of His, according to the saying of Christ, "Who-
Boever heareth you heareth me." But, on the

other hand, he speaks as in 2 Cor. iv. 1, in all

humility giving honor to the grace of Christ, who
had lifted him out of the depths of misery into

this Apostolic office, and had given him the Spi-

rit of truth, and had so revealed to him his own
mind, that the advice he gave should merit perfect

confidence (comp. ver. 40).

—

Utordc, as in 1 Tim.
i. 12, 16, Rev. i. 6, not exactly in the sense of be-

lieving (Olst., Meyer, de Wette), nor yet precisely

as true (Billr. and Ruckert), but, faithful [as a
steward, and dispenser of the hidden things of
God. Winer, sec. iv. 2 ; and so Stanley. Bloom-
field says: "as one worthy of credit," referring

to 1 Thess. ii. 4. " Faith makes a true casuist."

Bengel].—In ver. 26 ff., he gives his advice,

first, in reference to the unmarried in general,

and comes to speak of virgins in particular, not
until ver. 86. The judgment is then introduced
with a modest vofilfa ["which seldom, if ever,

denotes in Scripture an absolute authority or
decree, but a matter of opinion or private judg-
ment, Matth. v. 17 ; x. 84 ; xx. 10; Luke ii. 44

;

1 Tim. vi. 5, etc." Bloomfikld].—I suppose,
therefore, this to be good on acoount of
the present distress, that it is good for a
person so to be.—t. e., unmarried. [Perhaps
better, oirruc, to t. e., as he is, married or single.

This better suits the context ; and the other is

too far-fetched]. From the infinitive construc-

tion, he passes over into that, with 6iv, to which
he might have been prompted by the subject of
the clause, rd obruc elvat, so that we need not
assume, with Meyer and others, an anacoluthon
here. [Tet it is very like one, and is so regarded
by Alford and Stanley]. De Wette renders 6n,
because, and tovto, as referring to the being un-
married ; and makes the sense : * because it is,

in general, good for men to be unmarried ;' but
here, he inserts the words: in general,' and his

explanation by no means tallies with the clause:

•on account of the present distress:
9—KaXXov here

designates that which is fitting, or advantageous,

as may be seen in the ground alleged. [Avdp6-
7C(f>—general term, including females, and might
be rendered/?«r«m]. By "the present distress,"
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he means cither some then urgent necessity,

—

according to some, the famine under Claudius,

according to others, marital cares and suffer-

ings (?), and, according to others, the oppressions

and persecutions of Christians, according to

Moehler, the eradication of the sexual impulse

in marriage ; or it were better to understand by
it some impending catastrophe just on the point

of occurring,—it may be the fearful crisis and
bitter conflicts just preceding the coming of

Christ (dolores Messiss) which was anticipated as

near. [So Alford and Stanley (comp. Matth.

xxiv. 8, 19, 21). At all events, the reference

must be to something extraordinary. This is

implied in the epithet * present.' And it is no-

thing more than * ( a Popish perversion," as

Bloomfield says, " to change this from a special

to a general admonition "]. This ground avails

naturally also for the explanatory clause,—Haat
thou been bound to a wife ? do not seek
a separation. Haat thou been loosed
from a wife ? seek not a wife.—In the lat-

ter clause, his advice to single persons already

introduced by avdpbno, in a general way, is

more plainly brought out. This appears in the

form of a contrast, as repeating the injunction

of ver. 11, evidently for the sake of avoiding a
misconstruction by opposers, of what had been
previously said. [So Meyer and de Wette ; but
Alford more plausibly questions this, And takes

the conjunction to be simply explanatory of his
< so to be ']. Here also, as in vv. 18, 21, various
grammatical constructions are possible. It is

best to regard the introductory clauses as either

hypothetical or declarative: " If thou art bound,
then," etc.; or: "Thou art bound, seek not,"

etc., the sense is the same. The yvvaixi
stands as in Rom. vii. 2, hvdpi: Dative of com-
munion.—Athvoal, l hatt thou been looted f* im-
plies primarily the dissolution of a connection

before existing, whether by death, or otherwise.

[If this be insisted on, the subsequent injunc-

tion of the Apostle must then be interpreted of
a second marriage]. But in this connection the

simple fact of being free or unmarried, in general
is meant; and the expression is introduced
simply for the sake of harmonizing with 6k6e-
aai, hast thou been bound f [so Alford; and Ben-
gel, who says " that the latent participle here
has the force of a noun." «It is also remarked
by Grotius and others, that passives in Heb. and
Gr. are often used as neuters ']. That the in-

junction: "do not seek a wife," is to be taken
merely as advice, is plain from what follows.

—

but even If thou shouldest have married,
thou haat not sinned.—Not so, however,
would it be in the other case. There would be
sin in a married person seeking to be loosed.

Hence it was only the last clause that was ad-
vice. [* From these words it has been rightly

inferred that there were among the Corinthians
persons, like those spoken of (1 Tim. iv. 8) for-

bidding marriage, as if it were sinful.' Bloom-
fibld]. Tapfayc lit.: lIf thou shouldest have mar-
ried.' In like manner y#/*y. The word yautlv

can be predicated also of the woman, if no
accusative is appended. Otherwise the phrase
is yaftettrtal rtvi, to be married to some one.—
After quieting all doubts of conscience in the

matter, he points to another consideration which

was closely connected with the present dis-

tress.—Tribulation in the flesh, however,
will such people have.—If with Calvin
and others we here conceive an allusion to

domestic troubles, these must be understood
as intensified by the ' distress,' since the re-
lations entered into by the married people
(their cares for husband, wife and children, and
bodily needs) involve peculiar perplexity in
times of persecution and of other troubles (comp.
Luke xxiii. 28; Matth. xxiv. 19). The words:
* in the flesh,' are to be connected either with
* tribulation,' or with * shall have;' the sense is

the same. 26p£, flesh, denotes the lower sensu-
ous life, with all its interests; here it refers to
the domestic life, with its manifold solicitudes

about food, and clothing, and the preservation
of things appertaining to it from all injury, etc.

01 rotovToi, sveh people, t. e., such as marry

—

But
I spare 70a.—Paul here expresses bis pater-
nal benevolence; q. d., *in giving you such ad-
vice, I would fain obviate all your troubles.*

QitAo/jai stands here for ^svdoifjoiv av, I desire to

spare you. Paul is not here ascribing to the on-
married any greater moral excellence than to
the married, as Romanists imagine ; but is only
contrasting the comparative outward ease of the
one, with the burdens which will press on the
other by reason of approaching troubles. [An-
other interpretation given by Augustine and the
Latin Fathers, and preferred by Estius, Newe-
macher, and Bloomfield, is: 4 1 spare you the pain
of dilating on those evils '—parallel to 2 Cor. xil
6]. This seems to be confirmed by the following,
Tovro 6i fyfit: * but this I do say

'J.
Vees. 2&-81. He now proceeds to confirm the

advice above given, and to render his readers
more inclined to follow it.—Bat this I say,
brethren.—Tovro, this, might refer to what pre-
cedes, provided only the bri, because, were genu-
ine. But now it can serve only to introduce
what follows, and that, too, in such a way as to
exhibit the importance of this opening—the
time henceforth is shortened, in order
that.—Here the punctuation and reading are
contested. The reading best accredited is karcv to
Xotirdv. In this case, as in the reading ro "Xottr6v

iarlv, rb Xotirov may be connected with what pre-
cedes, as well as with what follows. On the
contrary, were karh repeated, it could only be
joined with the latter; hence, we might suppose
that this reading originated in the idea that
rb Xotir6v must be connected with what fol-

lows. Then it would mean : ' it remains that,'

etc. [as in the £. version]. This would be op-
posed neither by the article, nor by the bo. For
even in Plato the article is found in such a mode
of speaking: rd Si Xourbv rfiri j[iiv kort OKtyaodat
(Passow II. 1, 81). But the Iva shows that be
is treating here about the solution of a moral
problem : * what remains is, that they may be/
etc. But if we connect it with the foregoing,
then it must be taken as a more exact qualifica-

tion of the clause, q. a\> 'henceforth, for the fu-

ture.' The decision in regard to this case de-
pends upon which connection yields better sense.

[Most commentators decide for the latter view.
Among these Meyer, Alford, Bloomfield, Hodge.
It certainly vields the best sense.] But what
are we to understand by the declaration : 6 Kmpoc.
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owtarakfikvoc korfv. Some [Rosen., Riickert,

Olshausen] explain it: 'the time is full of

straits—grievous.' But in those passages from
which this signification is attempted to be proved
(Mace. iii 6; x. 3), the word is used only of
persons, and then means humbled, cast down,
which terms cannot be predicated of time. There
remains, therefore, only the other interpreta-

tion, contracted, limited, shortened. ["ZwrlAAe-
<r&ai and awrrdfy are the regular grammatical
words used for the shortening of a syllable in pro-
sody "]. In any case, however, 6 tempos is not to

be taken for the earthly life-time of individuals,

[as Calvin and Estius]. The context rather
points to the period of time from thence onward,
until the second advent. But does it here de-

note the simple period of time in itself, or does
it mean favorable time (opportunity)? i «., the
time in which one can yet ensure his salvation,

or prepare himself for that great change concur-
rent with Christ's second coming, which is to

wind up the entire present condition of the

world—the Koiobg dearie: "the time accepted,"

(2 Cor. vi. 2; coinp. also Gal. vi. 10). In this

case the predicate would suit still better, and
also the adjunct rd Xotn&v : and we should ren-

der : ' the time (the opportune period) is com-
pressed, or shortened henceforth.' The final

clause—in order that those having wives,
etc—may be either referred to : * this 1 say,' as

if by declaring the time short, he arrived at the

thing here stated ; or, which is better, it may be
taken as assigning the reason why the time is

shortened, so that it indicated the Divine pur-
pose in this curtailment. [So Hodge, Alford].

And this is confirmed by the subsequent decla-

ration brought in as proof: ' for the fashion of
this world passeth away,' ver. 81. In this way a
good meaning is obtained. But the other mode
of punctuating yields also good sense: 'it re-

mains,' L e., no other choice is left, but that those

having wives, etc. This, however, is somewhat
harsh, and the other merits the preference. But,

perhaps, a still better one is afforded by the con-
nection of rd Xom&v with what follows, main-
tained by Meyer (3 ed.) in the sense of: hence-

forth, implying that "henceforth the relations

should be regarded differently, from what they
had been hitherto." *Iva is postscribed as in

Oal it 10, and elsewhere.

—

may be an those
not having them, and those weeping as
though they wept not, and those rejoic-
ing as though they rejoioed not, and
those baying as those that possessed not,
and those using the world as not using
it—These clauses denote an internal loosing of
the spirit from all bonds (even the closest), and
from all circumstances, and from the possession
and use of all earthly goods; in short, they en-
force the maintenance of a personal indepen-
dence of all external worldly relations (Meyer),
the refusal to be fettered by these things in our
communion with God and Christ, so that the sac-
rifice of all of them could be readily made when
called for fcomp. Luke xiv. 20). Accordingly,
we are taught that no conjugal love, no Borrows
ever disasters and losses, no exultation over
good fortune, should be allowed to possess the
spirit, so as to impair that divine oommunion.
And as Christians must ever be inwardly free

11

from what is transient, in order to maintain that
eternal blessing, so it becomes them to hold
lightly by the earthly inheritance. They must
ever remember that it is no abiding possession,
and are not to cleave to it fondly ; and finally, in
reference to the use of the world, they should
use "as using not" The word ' buying' com-
ported well with the circumstances of the Co-
rinthians. Corinth being a great emporium, the
people were given to traffic, especially to buying.
In regard to tear axp^Msvoi, expositors are
divided; some take it as equivalent to xp^fwoi,
Hard being only intensive; others translate it,

abuse; but the latter meaning does not sustain

the analogy with the foregoing clauses. [Alford
renders it: " ' using it in full,' implying an ex*
treme and greedy use, which turns a legitimate

use into a fault "]. The koto* was, perhaps, sug-
gested by that in Karixovrec just preceding.
Xprjodai, to use, takes its object here in the accu-
sative [the only instance of the kind in the New
Testament], (oomp. Passow No. II. 2, p. 2496}.
The Rec. tu koo^ is a change made in accord-
ance with the more common construction. By
« the world,' we are to understand the totality of
the visible creation, of all objects, goods, rela-

tions, belonging to the present age. It com-
prises in one, all the objects expressed or im-
plied in the previous clauses. Hence, the fol-

lowing sentence, also, extends to these,— for
the fashion of this world passeth away.—
(napdyei—rb a xvpO")—By this we are not to

understand a mere change of scene (an image
drawn from the theatre)—a daily shifting of
events belonging to the present; nor yet the
transientness of earthly things in general ; but
the mighty revolution attendant upon the advent
of Christ—the entire vanishing or destruction of
the form of this world, its outward appearance
and mode of existence, of which mention is made
in 1 Jno.ii. 17; Rev. xxi. 1. This great change
presents itself to him as one close at hand, and,,

therefore, he speaks of it in the present. (Mey-
er : ' is on the point of passing away '). «« The
disposition which Paul here inculcates in view
of the expected palingenesis of the world, is one
demanded at all times. All earthly things are
vanishing and in perpetual flux; we are ever
approaching a new order of things. The woes
which Paul saw, have often repeated themselves,

and will often be repeated, until the final catas-

trophe breaks in." Neandbb, Since this sen-

tence does not assign the reason for an exhorta-
tion, but is brought in to substantiate that which
has been previously set forth as a Divine pur-
pose, we cannot directly annex to it the following
verse, putting a comma after roirrov. Bus we
are to regard this (ver. 82) as a new thought
introduced—a still further reason assigned for

recommending the single state. It is, however,

,

directly joined to what precedes, in so far as*

Paul's will and wishes aim at having them free-

from the care which belongs to the things of

this world, which is so fast hastening to its end.

Vans. 32-34. Bnt I would that yon were
without care.—By auipipvoi, he means, free-

dom from care about tne things of this world, as

set forth in the 83d verse ; for the oare which
he first speaks of,

—

he that is unmarried
oareth for the things of the Lord—can>onlj;.
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be something which must command approval. It

is perfectly right for a person (with undivided
heart) to be solicitous for that which belongs to

his Lord. And in what way, he explains further

by the expression,—how he may please the
Lord.—To the unmarried, t. «., to him who has
the gift of continence, and who remains single,

in order to devote himself to the interests of

God's kingdom, untrammelled by earthly bonds
(comp. Matt. xix. 12), it belongs to occupy him-
self in the concerns of his Lord, and that with
the simple desire of pleasing Him.—While the

Apostle here has in his mind, those who, like him-
self, were in the true sense ayapoi, unmarried, in

what follows, on the other hand, he exhibits to

view the ordinary experience of mankind, [and
explains the nature of the care from which he
would have them relieved].—But he that is

married oareth for the things ofthis world,
etc.—Here he shows that on entering the married
life, they have at once a divided heart, become
entangled in the occupations of the earthly life,

and exhibit a tendency to consider how one
party may please the other, how the one (even
in these worldly interests), may do right by the

other, etc.—Yet in this Paul does not intend to

set forth the evils which are necessarily involved
in the very nature of marriage, but only to state

what is usually found to be the case in actual

experience. He does not mean to disparage the

divine ordinance, as though it was necessarily
calculated to promote estrangement from God,
(Burger.)—In carrying out of this thought in re-

ference to the wife Tver. 84) Paul continues:

—

Divided also is tne woman and the vir-

gin.

—

iiepipiarai nal tj x vv % * a * 4 irap-
titvoc..—We encounter, first, a great diversity

of readings and punctuation. The first consists

in the following variations:—1. On good autho-
rities Lachmann reads ml pepipiarai ml,—and
after this, although on fewer authorities, $ yw%
4 ayapog. 2. Tischendorf, with Griesbach and
Scholz : pep. ml % ywf} mi—supported by autho-
rities, in part equally weighty, and in part more
preponderant. 8. The received text drops the
mi after pep., but without sufficient authority.

—

The punctuation, apart from the various unte-

nable experiments of Griesb. and Scholz, may be
twofold. Lachmann and Ruckert attach the ml
ft£fi. to what precedes, making 6 yapfaac. the sub-
ject of it; and read, ( he that is married is di-

vided, t. «., distracted with cares.' Kal ij yintf

then begins a new sentence, translated thus:
4 both the unmarried wife (= widow) and the
unmarried virgin cares,' etc. On the contrary,

Tisch. and Meyer begin a new sentence with pep.

'And there is a difference between the wife and
the virgin; the unmarried careth,' etc. [In his

edition of the Codex Sinaiticus, Tisch. follows the

punctuation of Lach. and Ruckert, given above,
putting a period after ml pep.']. The difference,

according to De Wette and Meyer, is to be ex-
plained from the fact that uep. was not under-
stood (and therefore entirely left out), or was
misunderstood (as meaning; * distracted with
cares, '\ and therefore was attached by ml to the
foregoing; consequently, ywq was necessarily

taken to denote, a widow (Esth. vidua), and as
the result, ^ fy«/**t lh& nnmarried, was either

put before (Vulgate), or inserted after, (pomp.

Reiche. Comm. Crit. Spec. III. Gott. 1889). But
pepipiarai, is divided, indicates the diversity be-
tween the woman and the virgin, in respect of
care (peptpvqv). They are divided, separated,
in their interests. (Comp. pepifro&ai, Matt. xii.

25J Theoph. : pepepiopkvai etal raig oiroxtiaic.

" The man is divided between the Lord and his
wife." Neandee. Luther's translation: ' there
is a difference,' is not sufficiently definite. The
use of the singular is to be explained from the
position of the verb, and because the whole fe-

male sex is here embraced as one idea (Meyer.)—
The unmarried oares for the things of the
Lord, that she may be holy in both body
and spirit.—For * virgin,' he now says the * un-
married ;' and instead of * how she may please
the Lord,' he now puts, that which leads to this,

'that she may be holy,' t. e., entirely devoted to
the Lord, to serve Him with her whole person,
and all her powers. FirBt, he specifies 'in
body,' because the marriage state primarily obli-

gates the body in an earthly or worldly rela-
tion, and involves power of the man over the
body of his wife (ver. 4), and easily occasions a
defilement of the physical life. But the sanctity
of the body, if it is of the right sort, is rooted
in the sanctity of the spirit (comp. Osiander).
The ml before o&pari has the predominance of
authorities in its favor ; a few support Lachmann.
in reading rip a<ppan ml r(p irreipari. ["The
word holy has the sense that it has in ver. 14,
and so often elsewhere. It is not in purity and
spirituality that the virgin is said to have advan-
tage of the wife; but in freedom from distracting

cares. In ver. 14, even the unbelieving hus-
band or wife is said to be sanctified, or made
holy. And it is in the same general sense of con-
secration, that holiness is here predicated of vir-

gins, as distinguished from wives. It would be
to impugn a divine ordinance, and to contradict
all experience, to say that married women, be-
cause married, are less holy than the unmarried.
Paul advances no such idea." Hodge.]—Bnt
she that is married oareth for the things
of the world, how she may please her
husband.—[This is not charged upon her as
sin, but it is a part of her obligation of marriage,
and is therefore expected of her. And if she
has 'married in the Lord/ then even this very
effort to please her husband may be a part of the
service she renders unto the Lord. Yet while
this is so, the obligation to the husband, it must
be confessed, not unfrequently presents a tempta-
tion to a divided service, and in her endeavors
to gratify his wishes, especially if he is of a
worldly, or even partially sanctified spirit, is

often betrayed into acts which militate against
her piety, and interfere with her higher obliga-
tions. This is how it happens that many a
Christian woman comes to be found absenting
herself from the place of prayer, frequenting the
ball-room and theatre, giving parties on the
Sabbath, and in other ways compromising her
conscience to her own spiritual injury and the
discredit of her profession. And it is to the
danger of such evils, incurred by marriage, that
the Apostle points.]

Vee. 35. And this I speak for your own
profit.—Here he obviates misapprehension, and
assures them that his commendation of the sin-
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gle state, did not flow from any selfish motives

—

ont of a desire to rule their conscience, or to

obtain honor by enforoing upon them his own
celibate condition; but only out of regard to

their own advantage, whether it be to spare

them trouble (ver. 28), or, as the following con-

text would indicate, to render the maintenance

of their Christian profession at that particular

crisis a little easier. This is the profit which he

now develops antithetically :—not that I may
oast a snare over yon

—

(pptxov km fiffaj) [a

figure borrowed from hunting, and means lit.,

tojbnp a noose]. Here he applies it to mean the

ensnaring of their conscience, and binding them
to his opinion. In like manner we have the ex-

pressions *'to put a yoke," "to lay a burden,"
in Acts zt. 10 ; Matth. xxiii. 4. Less plausible

is the explanation : * to awaken scruples of con-

science,' or, ' to endanger your purity by with-

holding you from marriage.' And just as little

may we connect either of these interpretations

with the first. The * profit ' above spoken of is

more fully explained by the phrase—bnt with
a view to seemliness,— aX?.& npbc to
cb a xv ^ov. llpoc here denotes the final end,

as in chap. x. 11, d<r.,==«for the furtherance of
what is comely; that is, honestwn, the worthier,

more independent position—the one free from
worldly cares (comp. Rom. xiii. 18; 1 Thess. iv.

12).—As a further definition of this, he pro-
ceeds,—and that ye may attend npon the
Lord without distraotion. — By this he
means a perpetual engagedness with him, with-
out being diverted hither and thither by another's
influence. This is "the caring for the things
of the Lord," mentioned above, a life entirely

devoted to the Lord and His cause—the oppo-
site of being "troubled about many things"
(Luke x. 41)—the practice of holiness (ver. 84).

The whole in=evfTxv^ovelv kclI evrr&peSpov elvai

(Meyer, Ed. 8. The exhibition of the inner life

in its entire outward manifestation in a mode
corresponding to this devotion to the Lord ; the
whole moral consecration and self-discipline, so
far as it expresses itself in demeanor, in speech,
posture, behavior, as the true outward type of
the Christian life). ["The image here conveyed
is exactly expressed* by the story in Luke, of
Mary "sitting by the tide of Jews' feet" (trap a-
tadiaaaa, comp. evirdped pov), and Mar-
tha, " who was tumbered (Tlepte&raTo) with much
serving." and "careful (juptpvqc) about many
things." Stanley].

Vis. 36. Bnt if any man think that he
behaveth himself unseemly towards his
virgin,—He now comes to speak particularly

of virgins [and addresses himself especially to

lathers, since, according to the custom of Jews
and Greeks, and most oriental nations at this

day, the disposal of daughters in marriage rested
with them]. The 6i introduces in contrast with
the *seemHness ' above spoken of, an unseemli-
ness (oovtty'ou*"')' This word means to act tm-

smtabty, mnbeeemingly (xiii. 6). It may also mean
[see Wetsteta], * to suffer something unbecoming,
to be disgvaceoV [And so most of the Or. fathers,

and Gratia* interpret the word here. 'The
disgrace, which, according to the opinions of the
Best! female- celibacy involved, extended from

the virgin to the father (comp. Ecclesiasticus xiii.

9).' Hence their desire to marry their daughters
as speedily as possible (Bloomfield)]. But only
the former meaning suits with hrt, which indi-

cates the direction of an action [so Hodge, Ro-
binson], towards, or in respect to [Jelf's Gr.
Oram., J 685, 3, 6, comp. J 905, 3, 6J. If it had
the latter signification, we would rather expect

aoXrt\JulfVfottv* that he will suffer disgrace, etc. Both
significations, however, lead to the same thing:

for he does not here allude to the disgrace of

living unmarried, and so becoming an old maid,
which would be brought upon the virgin, but to

the disgrace of the temptation which would be
occasioned by refusing her marriage; [soAlford,

Hodge]. ' His virgin '=bis daughter,—if she
be of full age.

—

llap&ivoc virkpaKpoc means one
who has passed the years of her youth (accord-

ing to Plato, the aKpfj of a woman was at twenty
yenrs of age), an age when, by the refusal of

marriage on the part of the father, a surrender

to her lover on her part was more to be feared

than in earlier years.—and it must needs
SO be, — Kat ovruc oQelbet y ivto-d at.

These words cannot be made dependent (Riick-

ert) on the tev preceding, on account of the in-

dicative; neither can ytvea&ai ever he=ukveiv,

q. d., «so she should remain single.' They de-

pend rather on el [understood] ; and by ovrue

yh. he means that which is expressed in the fol-

lowing clause, viz,, the marriage of the daughter.

The b$eiXei(=oportett Passowll. 2. p. 1029) im-

plies that the temperament of the daughter, [or

some other equally cogent circumstance for the

phrase, may include those of every kind, whether
existing in the father or in the daughter] makes
marriage necessary. It introduces a further

objective element, in addition to the subjective

one, expressed in vofiifri.—let him do what he
wishes—"0 &tfai denotes not mere caprice, the

arbitrary wish of the father, but a purpose
grounded upon his best judgment (vofii^ei) [and
here it will be seen that the whole authority in

the premises rested with the father],—let them
marry.—The subject of yapelrooav is easily un-
derstood, viz., the virgin and her lover. " It can
also be the plurality implied in the single subject'

« virgin,' nap&hoc, q. d., 'let the virgins marry.'

"

Neaitoer. [Freedom of opinion and action is

wisely allowed in matters morally indifferent.

As to what is the specific duty each person must
decide for himself].

Vee. 37. Bnt he who—Here he introduces

a case directly the opposite, and with unmis-
takable approval, as is shown by the last clause.

In contrast with the previous one, who has the

negative virtue of sinning not, this one * doeth
well.' The same may be inferred from the im-
peratives, which are to be construed as permis-

sive. First, he brings prominently to view the

steadfastness and independence of conviction and
resolve shown,—hath stood steadfast in his
heart,—in contrast with the weakness and de-

pendence of the other, in ver. 86 {kdpaloc, fast

grounded, found also in xv. 68 and in Col. i. 24).

[" This allusion here is to a statue standing firm

on its pedestal." Bloomftsld]. The points in

which this firmness is shown are more fully de-

fined in the two following clauses, which are to
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be considered as the positive and negative ex-

planation of the first.—having no necessity,
—in contrast with the necessity occasioned by
the temperament of the daughter, [or any other

.

constraining circumstances] (ver. 2(5)—but has
power.—There is an anacoluthon here k%u (in-

stead of Ixw)—over his own will—i. «., to

do as he chooses. [«• Often the will is one thing,

and the power is another." Bbnobl]. And what
this will is he next states,—and has resolved
this in his heart.—By * this* (rovro) he means,

but doesn't say: * to keep her unmarried/—in
order to preserve his virgin.

—

rov rrjpiiv
t$v kavrov iraptie'vov. If it read, rripelv, or,

rd Tfjpeiv, then we would simply have here the

explanation of what goes before; but since the

correct reading, rov rrjpeiv is to be regarded as a
final clause, this, according to all well established

usage, cannot be. We are therefore to take

rrjpeiv r^v napdhov not as a periphrasis for: ( to

keep her unmarried ;' but it means: * to preserve

her in her virgin state, so that shemay be holy both
in body and in spirit.' [Hence we might render
it: 'in order to keep her as a virgin']. Not,

however, for the sake of his own paternal inte-

rests, as Meyer assumes. This by no means
follows from the iavrov, and it must be regarded
as a selfish motive,, altogether inconsistent with
the spirit of the Apostle's exposition. The whole
matter rests upon the paternal authority ac-

knowledged not simply among Jews and Greeks,

but also in the sphere of Christian life. And to

this also the words t#v nap&ivov eavrov.
refer. But the very manner in which the Apos-
tle treats the affair, indicates that it is not a
despotic, reckless rule, but the exercise of an
authority which is considerate of the nature, the

circumstances and the well being of the daughter,

so that the resolve expressed in tdxpacev is to be
regarded as a well considered one. The exclu-

sive action of the father in this case, however,
indicates a distinction between the customs of

antiquity and those of our modern times (comp.
Grot in hoc loco.)—doeth well.—[An approval
whioh went right in the face of Jewish and Gen-
tile opinions and prejudices—a commendation of

a course of conduct, which in view of the ex-

igencies of the times, and probabilities of good
it involved, might seem desirable ; but yet might
not be adopted, because of the prevailing views

of marriage : and which therefore required the

special sanction of the Apostle to strengthen per-

sons in the adoption of it.]

Ver. 88. So then both he that giveth her
in marriage doeth well, and he that giveth
her not in marriage doeth better.—Here he
reaches the result of his discussion. The kcU—
not, both—and, suit properly only to a repetition

of the words, ' doeth well,' (hence the var. di, in

which case the first koI might be translated, also).

It appears as if Paul intended originally to re-

peat the words, • doeth well;' but then found K
more suitable to the relation previously ex-

pressed (*he sinneth not'

—

4 he doeth well'), to

put the second clause in the comparative. The
former is well done, as being in accordance with

the circumstances, and avoiding disgrace; [in-

deed, the man would have done wrong, had he
acted otherwise] ; the latter is better, according

to what is said in ver. 84,—[better, not in moral

worth, as the Romanists pretend, but in point of
advantage, considering the times, and the duties
to be performed.]
Vans. 89, 40. The wife is bound by the

law so long as her husband liveth.—That
which he has said in referenoe to the marriage
of virgins, he now applies to the remarrying of
widows. [" There seems to be no doubt enter-
tained respecting the second marriage of the
man, probably because in the case of widowers
a new marriage was generally of pressing im-
portance, on account of the motherless children;
therefore the question here is only touching the
woman. The limitation, 'only in the Lord,'
moreover, must be regarded as referring also to
the man (2 Cor. vi. 14, 16.) Olshausbh]. After
that he has expressed the woman's release from
obligation to her husband in case of his death,
and her liberty to marry again according to her .

pleasure, on the sole condition that it be a Chris-
tian union, he points to the higher satisfaction

of remaining in widowhood. But he sets this

forth as his own view ; which, however, is to be
regarded as the view of one who has the spirit

of the Lord. The word dideraiy it bound, as in
ver. 29, Rom. vii. 2, excludes the idea of divorce
and marriage with another.—bnt if her hus-
band 'sleep,' i. «., is dead. Rom. vii. 8. The
Koi before Kot^r/dy, which Tischendorf has ac-
cepted, is not sufficiently well attested. In that
case it would necessarily be translated: "but in
case the man should even die.'—only in the
Lord.—These words do not simply mean : * in a
Christian spirit,' but they teach that the mar-
riage should be in fellowship with the Lord,—
hence a marriage with a Christian (ver. 12 ff. re-
fer to marriage before conversion). This only
gives to this limitation its proper significance;
povov, as in Gal. ii. 10.— Bat she is more
blessed.—He presupposes the possibility of an
undisturbed devotion to the Lord and His cause,
such as shall insure to a Christian woman higher
contentment (comp. ver. 84) ; not simply freedom
from tribulation, nor yet nigher blessedness in
heaven.—if she so remain, L e., unmarried
(comp. ver. 26) ; " it being supposed that she can
preserve herself pure." Bloomfield.—accord-
ing to my judgment.—[Is this a modest way
of uttering what should be deemed by us autho-
ritative, as coming from one who was inspired
by the Spirit ; or is it simply the expression of
an opinion, which, though coming from an in-

spired Apostle, was not intended to bind the
conscience? In short, is this advioe which we
are at liberty to set aside, or is it obligatory pre-
cept ? This question, one would suppose, ought
to be decided by the consideration of the source
whence it comes. If it proceeds from a person
who, however sound in judgment, is still fallible,

and has no authority over us, then there would
be in us the liberty to differ. But if it comes
from the all-wise God, advice at once partakes of
the character of a command ; for not to follow the
best light, not to do the best thing, is certainly
sin. Who, then, is the author of the advice

—

Paul, as a counsellor or friend? or Paul, as an
inspired Apostle ? This depends on how we inter-
pret the next clause.])—I think also, etc.—There
is here a polemio side-glance oast at his oppo-
nents, who disparaged him, and refused to recog-
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nize him as an Apostle endowed with the Spirit

of God equally with the others. Aoku, an ironical

Litotes. " The mjytt, and J, presents an antago-

nism against those who ascribed to themselves

alone the possession of the Spirit; we detect in

these words a side-glance at the Judaisers who
refused to acknowledge the authority of the Apos-
tle, and especially contemned the single life so

much esteemed by him." Nbandbr.—[If this

construction be correct, then the expression:

"I think I have," is not to be taken as implying
any distrust on the Apostle's part as to his actual

possession of the Spirit. On the contrary, there

is here, as most commentators concede, "an em-
phatic meiotis expressive of full persuasion and
certainty." The inference then is, that the

"judgment" issuing from this high source, is en-

titled not only to deferenoe, but to obedience.

When it is God that advises, who will venture,

or has the liberty to say, Nay?]
[Obs. :—" The arguments by which the Apos-

tle nere recommended celibacy to the Corinthians,

have been urged by the Papists in support of the

rulers of their Church, who oblige the clergy and
the monastic orders to live unmarried. And it

must be acknowledged, that at first sight, these

arguments seem to be properly applied by them.
Nevertheless, when it is considered, that the

Apostle's advices were Buited to Christians in the

then persecuted state of the Church, and were ad-

dressed only to such as could live chastely un-
married, it may fairly be presumed, that the

Papists have stretched his advices farther than
the Apostle intended, when they represent them
as binding in all ages and countries, on those

who wish to live piously." Mackmight.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Duties of parents towards their children in the

matter of marriage. Among the most delicate

problems of human life, calling for the exercise

of firmness no less than of consideration, of wis-

dom no less than love, is the right conduct of pa-

rents in reference to the marriage of their chil-

dren—especially of daughters. To insist upon
their settlement unconditionally, is, without
doubt, unworthy of a Christian, and must be
looked upon as the token of a worldly, unbe-
lieving, or, at least, little-believing temper. At
all events, regard should be had to this, that a
Christian should marry one like-minded. Here,
that which is inculcated upon widows in v. 40,

holds good absolutely— * only in the Lord.' Ma-
trimonial connections between believers and chil-

dren of this world, entered into out of mere car-

nal complacency, or with an eye to property and
brilliant position in society, and in the hope that

some saving influence may at the same time be
exerted, are, to say the least, exceedingly ha-

zardous; and they more commonly result in a
way directly the opposite of the one counted on

—

the Secularisation of the believing party (comp.
Gen. vi. ). All such connections Christian pa-
rents should aim to hinder, rather than help;

yea, they should endeavor, by all the means in

their power, to restrain and hold back their chil-

dren from them, even though it be at the cost of

much pain and bitter struggle. Cases may in-

deed occur, when yielding will be unavoidable

;

but, at all events, consent should not be granted
without giving earnest warning of the sad mis-
take committed, and of the great responsibility

and danger incurred.—Again, if it be seen that

a daughter has little or no inclination to marry,
and that she is endowed with special gifts for the

service of the Lord in her virgin state, and that

she takes delight in such service, then does it

become the parent to stand fast against all soli-

citation on the part of suitors and relatives, and
to sustain their child in her endeavors to devote
herself to the Divine calling. But the delibera-

tion in the case must be a comprehensive one,

weighing well all circumstances, and attended
with earnest prayer for that Divine wisdom,
Which will enable the parents to examine the in-

ward and outward condition of their daughter,
and to distinguish clearly between caprice and
prudery and carnal desire to consult her own
convenience on the one hand, and a true spiritual

firmness and proper regard for the service of the

Lord on the other; and also for that simplicity

of heart which shall exclude all selfish interests,

and leave no room for after regrets to come up
and harass when it is too late.

2. [Marriage being a Divine institution, and
designed to subserve the highest moral and spi-

ritual interests of mankind, and*being then most
truly blessed when "occurring "in the Lord," it

is eminently fitting that the solemnization should
be a religious act, performed by a minister, and
under the sanction of the Church. " The cus-

tom of thus making it an ecclesiastical ceremo-
nial," says Besser, "is as certainly in harmony
with its character as a union in the Lord, as the
popular cry for civil marriage accords with the

declaration: < We will not have this man to reign
over us/"]

3. [" The practice of the highest duties of Chris-

tianity is compatible with every station and condition

of life that is not in itself unlawful. If even the

degraded state of slavery be consistent with the

cultivation of the true spirit of Christian liberty,

if even the great religious divisions of Jew and
Gentile may be regarded as alike compatible
with the service of God, then in all other states

in life equally the spirit of the Apostolic injunc-

tions may be observed where, in the letter, they
seem most disregarded. Freedom from worldly
cares may be maintained in the married as well

as in the single state; indifference to worldly
gain may exist in riches, no less than in poverty.

Our nearness to God depends not on our deser-

tion of one religious community for another, but
on our keeping His commandments in whatever
religious community His providence has placed
us." Stanley].

4. [Right and wrong, though absolute in their

essential principles, yet, as determinable in the

forms of human conduct, can seldom be defined and
enforced by specific rules. Much here depends on
the peculiarities of personal condition and cir-

cumstance. What may be proper and beneficial

for one, may prove equally unseemly and hurt-

ful for another. Yea, the particular duty of a
person in reference to the same thing, is often

modified or even reversed by changes of time

and place. Hence, in relation to the details of

conduct, the best course to be pursued, is simply

to state the general principles which should
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govern, to prescribe the ultimate ends to be
sought, and then leave it for each one to ascer-

tain and decide for himself upon the proper
methods to be adopted by him in the discharge

of his own specific obligations. To aid in dis-

covering what the specific duty is, the advice of
judicious friends and of Gospel ministers may,
and ought to be, both sought and given. But
when, instead of advice, there are imposed the

prescripts of unwarranted authority, then the
inevitable result is injury and ruin to the very
cause these were unwisely intended to further.

Either the morality secured is that of a legal,

slavish ohedience that crushes out the joy of a
true divine service, or the natures thus put under
bondage rebel in secret, and thus fall into grosser

sins, and incur the greater guilt. An instruc-

tive illustration of these disastrous consequences
is seen in the history of Romish monasticism.
And similar mistakes are constantly made in the
measures resorted to for the promotion of tem-
perance, and the maintenance of the Sabbath,
and the suppression of many sorts of public

amusements, and the regulation-of*other •depart-

ments of morals. Too great reliance is placed
on law, and too little upon moral religious in-

struction and advice. 8ound morality can only
be established and furthered by the enlightenment
of the conscience, and the instruction of the un-
derstanding as to the best means by which be-

hests of conscience can be fulfilled ; and it can
coexist only with a degree of liberty ofjudgment
and action in things indifferent. What are the
proper functions, bearings, and limitations cflaw
in this direction, is a question too broad to be
discussed here].

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starke :

—

Vib. 25. In all matters and ques-
tions which are not expressly decided by the
written word, it is the part of a true and well-

qualified teacher to understand how to counsel
the conscience according to those fundamental
principles which are found in the Scriptures.
Hence, he must be able to comprehend and ap-
ply these principles in a divine light.—Ver. 26.

Even now, in consequence of the corrupt state

of the Church, the domestic peace of Christians
is often embittered by the influences of an evil

world. Hence, we may infer that Paul would
still give many the same advice which he gave
of old, provided they were endowed with the
gift of continence, and could preserve a virgin
modesty by prayer and self-restraint (ver. 7ff.)

(Hed). The constraints arising from persecu-
tion are one thing, and the constraints of a clois-

ter entered into by an inconsiderate vow are
another thing.—Ver. 27 (Spener). He who has
received the gift of chastity, may abide by it or
not, according as he may judge it serviceable to

the greater honor of God and the better per-
formance of that to which he has been called by
God.—Ver. 28. Marriage is, in itself, a sacred
ordinance, and no one must accuse himself of
sin in having married, unless he did so from im-
pure motives. Many a person neither learns
nor surmises the burden of the married life;

experience makes them rue it when too late.

Let those who will be married, make up their

mind for all chances. But if the married part ief

are united in love and in fear of God, they will

be able to lighten each other's burdens.—Veiw
29. Husbands should, indeed, love their wives
with peculiar affection, but this affection should
be tempered with self-denial, and not allowed to

grow inordinate. Yea, they must hold them-
selves prepared for, and resigned to, a sepa-
ration when God calls.—Ver. 80. Creature en-
joyments should be received as from God. in
this way, they may be assimilated to our spirit-

ual -enjoyments. The fear of God, and regard
for His will, loosens our hold on the earthly,

moderates our.temporal pleasures, makes us sub-
missive amid losses (Job i. 21), consoles us in

trouble, comforts us in our tears, and causes us
to cleave lightly to all our possessions.—Ver. 31.

Believers here are as upon a journey ; one is at

liberty to use every thing at the inn ; but fur-

ther than this he takes no interest in it, and he is

content if he has some good to expect at the end
of the journey. Augustine: Boni ad hoc utuntur

mundo, ut fruantur Deo ; mali contra, ut fruantur
mundo, uii volunt Deo*—Ver. 82 (Hed.). The
statement here must be taken generally. Mar-
riage is not absolutely, and without exception,

a hinderance to Christianity, nor is a single life

equally a help to it. Many a one finds more
hinderance to good in a single than in married
life; and marriage is, in itself, a God-service,

for it is God's holy ordinance, and the duties

therein are oommanded by Him, and, therefore,

are a holy work, just as much as prayer. Let
him who would please God acceptably in a sin-

gle state, refrain from all self-complacency, and
especially from the false notion that he is the

more acceptable to God on this account.

—

Spk-
ner:—Marriage furnishes. numerous occasions

for other exercises of godliness, for the acknow-
ledgment of the Divine goodness, etc And God
often blesses more effectually the few quarters

of an hour devoted to Him amid its cares, than
whole hours of monastic vigils. Ah ! how many
persons remain single only that they may serve
the world better, and indulge more freely in

personal luxuries!— Ver. 88. Things of this

world, in themselves allowable (1 Tim. iii. 4, 5,

8), Buch as nourishment, clothing, habitation,

and the like, often so absorb the entire regard,
as to keep a person from diligent attention to

spiritual things. In this respect the unmarried
have less of a hinderance, provided they have the

gifts and calling requisite for celibacy. Between
the two extremes of excessive severity towards
the wife in imposing on her the whole burden of
domestic cares, and of excessive indulgence in

allowing her to rule, there runs the middle
course, that of controlling one's wife wisely, by
a manifestation of affection and the exercise of
patience.—Ver. 84. Spener;—Even the love
which the wife cherishes towards her husband,
and the obedience she owes to him, often con-
strain her, for the sake of avoiding displeasure,

and creating disturbance, to interfere in some
way, either by commission or omission, with the
engagements in which she would otherwise seek
to please the Lord.—Ver. 85. No preacher is

* fGood men use the world that they may enjoy God

;

the bad. on the contrary, wiah to oae God that they may
enjoy the world].
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lord over the conscience ; but he should be in-

dulgent and not make a point of conscience
where there is none to be made. In single life

a person can often devote himself systematically

to the study of God's Word, for his own perso-

nal edification, while in married life there is

much to prevent this. A mother, for example,
haying a child either on her bosom or perpetu-
ally around her, cannot concentrate her mind in

derotion. Yet, what she does is none the less

acceptable to God.—Ver. 86. Hedinger:—The
authority of parents over their children is, in-

deed, great ; but woe to those who would con-
strain them to an unwilling marriage, only for

tbe sake of money or honor. And woe to those,

also, who allow them in all manner of foolery for

the sake of catching husbands. But what does
watching avail, if the fear of God in the child

does not guard the door.—Ver. 87. If the child's

desire to remain unmarried agrees with the will

of the parents, such a child is blessed in its re-

lease from many cares in the life she has chosen.

—Ver. 89. He who would do or suffer anything for

the Lord, must first be in the Lord, and hold
communion with Him by faith.—Ver. 40. It is

not mere solitude that makes the widow blessed;

ahe is so, provided only that she places her hope
in God, and continues day and night in prayer
and supplication (1 Tim. v. 5).

Berlins. Bibil :—ver. 27. Men would often
gladly part from that they have, and seek that
they have not. Let each one take heed to his

own spirit.—Ver. 28. Great confusions arise from
affirming that to be sin which is not. Married
people may have more troubles in the flesh ; but
single people also have their own temptations,
which may easily choke the Word. Watchful-
ness is the best safeguard. A pious man is cau-
tious and self-distrustful.—Ver. 29. With Chris-
tians of the present day, time often hangs heavy

;

hence pastimes and amusements are sought for.

Let us rather work while the day lasts, ere the
night comes, for time is short. Therefore hasten,

O Soul! See to it that thou lovest God ! We have
no hundred years leisure for keeping vigils with
Ood.—Even in marriage we have opportunities
for self-denial, and, when occasion calls, we can
les all its good things go in obedience to the Di-
vine will. But such self-denial can neither be
undertaken arbitrarily, nor for the parade of
holiness, nor in self-wrought labor, but only in

dependence on the mercy of God, into whose
hands alone those should yield themselves, who
hare long become ashamed, despairing of their

own strength, and feel their need of higher
aid. And this aid comes with earnest prayer,
and strenuous struggles against sin, and with
fervent desires for the love of God in Jesus
Christ His urgent entreaties, and winning at-

tractions draw the heart away and beyond itself,

to live in the light and under the sight of God,
so that all it does, however trivial, shall be done
in God. So should it be with all things in
thin world; we should learn to lay them all

down for God. and so restrain ourselves that
the heart may be freely lifted heavenward.
Even whatsoever is most seemly and innocent,

should be held and used as if we had it not. Our
aim should be to strengthen the weak senses by
becoming earnestness, and in sorrow to be always

rejoicing (2 Cor. vi. 10) ; not to carry out our
enjoyments into the flesh, but to rejoice with
trembling; and to cleave to nothing which may
be taken from us at any hour. In this we can
succeed only through prayer. Prayer, while it

knits us to God, severs us from self. He who
cleaves to himself easily clings to things which
may yet enhance bis suffering. But he who is

free cleaves only to God, and whatever is not in

God, appears foreign to him. Ah, then, cast

aside everything which hinders communion with
Christ.—Ver. 81. What is transient is the fash-

ion and the quality, the show and the glitter,

the outward form, or, as it now appears, tho
present quiet peaceful state, of this world which
is spared unto Christians. How all this will

pass away we need not care to know ; but only
that we pass not away with it.—Ver. 82. God
forbids only the care which distracts and tor-

ments. It is not His intention that we should
be entirely free from all cares. Cares will come

;

only we must take heed and not be absorbed in

them.—The celibaoy of such pure souls only as

are indifferent, and unconcerned about all events,

who have nothing which pleases them aside from
Jesus, who entirely renounce the friendships

of the world, and everything which is sweet,

and dear, and pleasant to the flesh, is properly
sanctified ; they alone are fit to walk confidingly

with God.—Ver. 83. A married man often finds

himself constrained, or is of himself inclined to

consider how he may please his wife, who is

frequently exacting even when she has enough.
But so is the progress heavenward hindered, if

the man becomes ensnared in earthly occupations.

Tet God can aid such in other ways ; and so also

believers when married, can and should attend

to Divine things as well even in the midst of

their work.—Ver. 34. She only is the true virgin

who cares solely for the work of the Lord, and
does the will of her bridegroom.—A married
woman often sticks fast under the burden of

worldly things, and is obliged to endeavor to

suit her husband. In such a relation what
chances may not befall!—Think on this, how
thou art pleasing Christ—that husband who has
delivered thee from tbe service of sin; and take
heed that thou wanderest not from Him with
a roving heart. This heart must be wholly de-

voted to thy true bridegroom, who would fain

possess thee wholly.—Ver. 85. Even the best

doctrines closely resemble fetters upon the con-
science. Conscience is a very tender thing. If

a man is to return to God and become one with
Him in highest blessedness, he must cleave to

God without reserve, and learn to abide in Him
with all his powers. Can we enjoy perfect com-
munion if one-half of us clings to the creature?

The best and nearest way to perfect blessedness,

is to free ourselves, more and more from the

stains of our shameful apostacy ; and it is a part

of this work to withdraw the body also from the

filth of the world, that it may be presented as an
offering to the eternal Creator, in all holy ser-

vice. If a person is bound in spirit to a creature,

much energy of will, and much precious time is

withdrawn from God. Yet the Good Spirit would
not hereby intimate either that the marriage
state was damnable, nor the single state alone

beatific. But this is the meaning: that God
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wishes to have the entire man unto Himself, for

His possession and enjoyment, and that we must
wholly offer up, and surrender ourselves to Him,
body, soul, and spirit, to be by Him sanctified

and preserved. And then he tells us how well

such persons should live, and how such an in-

ward independence of all outward things, is yet

possible, so that those who are married should
be, and remain, as if they were not ; and finally,

what great happiness would arise among mar-
ried people, who in their earnest conflict with
the flesh, with mutual accord learn to refrain

from all things in order to please the Lord and
His pure Spirit.—Ver. 86. Everything must-, at

all events, turn upon the person's will, that no-
thing be done in a legal spirit. Christ wants
our will for a bride, not for a slave. Our na-
ture furnishes material for good, and for evil,

but grace must prepare it.—Reason is not to be
deified, and neither also is it to be contemned.

—

Ver. 37. If the will of man is armed with the
Gospel, it can accomplish more than the severest

vows made under the law. An indescribably

kingly power lies in the will of man—in his will

disenthralled and endowed with the energies of
the Gospel, when he comes to exercise confidence
and courage in Ood, so that he is able resolutely
to determine on anything he deems to be for the
glory of Ood and the good of others.—Ver. 88.

Marriage stands between a better state in the
spirit, and a worse one in the flesh.—Ver. 89,
40. If both parties are related in the Lord, then
is their marriage sanctified.

Bisseb :—Vers. 29-81. This is the true vir-

ginity common to all Christians, that what they
have during their short lives here does not
sunder them from their heavenly possessions, or
detain them on their journey.—Ver. 85. God's
prohibitions are not snares for the Christian, but
gentle bridliugs of the Spirit, who expresses
himself in the spiritual law (Rom. vii. 14) ; but
man's interdicts which forbid what God allows
(1 Tim. iv. 1-8), are snares by which the con-
sciences of men are bound away from God and
to other things in superstitious thraldom.

CHAPTERS VIII-X.

THE RELATION OF THE STRONG AND LIBERAL-MINDED TOWARDS THE WEAK, IN
THINGS INDIFFERENT.

Chapter VIII. 1-18.

A.

—

Not knowledge, but love ike rule.

Now as touching things offered unto idols, we know that we all have know-
2 ledge. Knowledge puffeth up, but charity [love] edifieth. And [om. And 1

] if

any man think that he knoweth [has known*] anything, he knoweth [has known*]
3 nothing yet4 as he ought to know. But if any man love God, the same is known of

4 him. As concerning therefore the eating of those things that are offered in sacrifice

unto idols, we know that an idol is nothing in the world, and that there is none other1

5 God but one. For though there be that are called gods, whether in heaven or in

6 earth, (as there be gods many, and lords many,) But to us there is but one God, the

Father, of whom are all things, and we in him; and one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom
7 are all things, and we by him. Howbeit there is not in every man that knowledge

:

for some with conscience6 of the idol unto this hour7 eat it as a thing offered unto an

8 idol; and their conscience being weak is defiled. But meat commendeth [will not

affect8] us not to [before] God : for [om. for9] neither, if we eat, are we the better

9 [worse] ; neither, if we eat not, are we the worse [better10]. But take heed lest by
any means this liberty of yours become a stumbling-block to them that are weak.11

10 For if any man see thee which hast knowledge sit at meat in the idol's temple, shall

not the conscience of him which is weak be emboldened [edified, ohodofi^^ff^rat] to

11 eat those things which are offered to idols; And [For] through11 thy knowledge shall

[am, shall] the weak brother lorn, brother18

] perish, [perishes1*—the brother] for whom
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CHAP. Vm. 1-13. 169

12 Christ died ? But when ye sin so against the brethren, and wound their weak eon-

13 science, ye sin against Christ. Wherefore, if meat make my brother to offend, I will

eat no flesh while the world standtth, lest I make my brother to offend.

* Yer. 2.—The Rec has ti after It, [according to D. B. F. O. K. L. Syr. and many Or. miners] but this to a connection
t found in good codices [A. B.] and is rejected by the best critic* [Meyer. Lacn., Alf., Stanley].
* Yer. 2—Rec. and Meyer [and A 1 fordJ read ct&rot [according to J. K. and some Greek fathers] but Tisch. [Stanley]

not found in good codices [A. B.] and is rviected by the best critics [Meyer. Lacn., Alf., Stanley].
* Yer. 2—Rec. and Meyer [and A 1 fordJ read ct&rot [according to J. K. and some Greek fath ,

fc

and others, eynNrtVat, which to more strongly supported [A. B. D. B. F. G.] but to regarded by Meyer as a sort of Gloss

aude to suit what goes before and after.

> Ver. 2.—Lech. [Stan.] read iyvm [with A. B. D.» F. G. Bnt fyvtNtfr to preferred by Meyer, Alf., and others, according
to D * B. J. K.l The «« was probably dropped out in consequence of the eye of the transcriber passing from * of the *<v

to « of the xo&c following.
* Ver. 2.—Lech, and others [Stanley] read own* rye**, according to good authorities, A. B. and others, but Meyer deems

It ss probably not original.—[not found D. B. F. G. J. K. and Alt, says that " probably after the erasure of ovMr as unne-
cessary, ovfan* thus standing alone was altered to ourw."]

* Ver. 4w—'Ertpet is rejected by Lach. [Stan.] according to Important authorities. But the rejection can be better ex-

plained then the iusertiou. [It to found in J. K. most 8yr. MSS. and in the Greek fathers] (comp. Meyer).
* Ver. 7.—Lach. [Ttochen. Stan.] and others read <n»nf6«tf, in intercourse with, not without good support, [A. B. and

meny versions]; but evrtt&jew to the more difficult leading [found in D. B. F. G. J., in most MSd., and the Gr. fathers.

"The treat weight of authority to in favor of the common reading.*' Home].
' Ver. 7.—In the Rec. met eprt, untU now, conies after rev ciowAev—-a change on account of the difficult structure;

but it is poorly sustained. [The true reading is avvtdyr" •** e>n tow ct&iAov. " with conscience until now of the
idol," and so also Alt, who says *the transposition was made, apparently for the purpose of bringing the clauses logically

connected more closely together *l

* Ver. 8w—The waptermrt of the Bee was occasioned by the present tenses of the following clauses, {and to found in
D. B. J. The true reading *-ajMo*ra>ct, occurs in A. B. several cursives—and Gr. fathers, and to adopted by Tisch., Lach.,
Alf., 8tan.L

• Ver. 8.—The ys> after evrv to an Interpolation [not found In A. B. and other good authorities].
* Yer. &—[Kling inverts the order of these two clauses according to D. B. P. G. J. therein fol

Lack Ed.}.
u Yer. 0.—("The Bee. eeteroveti' to apparently a correction to suit £*6«W»r below ; Mtvitriv to found in A. B. D. B.

1. 0." Air.l.
m Yer. 11-—*Br Instead ofM to well authorised ; Meyer regards it a gloss for the less common iwi ; [see note].
« Yer. 11.—The afcAeV* of Rec. to feebly supported [not being found in A. B. D. B. F. Gn and to omitted by all the later

critical editions. 'O aeeA^oc, however, appears after y*W«i in A. B. D. F God. 8lnJ
w Ver. 11.—The Fut. eveAsirot of the Bee. was made to correspond with the foregoing oixoooMit*. [and to found in D.»

B. F. G. J. The pres. AvoAAvret appears in A. B. D.» and in several ancient versions. Alf. says :
M The sentence has proba-

bly been tampered with to get rid of the apparent awkwardness of the question being carried on through ver. 11." Some
authorities put «ol before seaA., which Kling calls a gloss for yaa understood; others have y«f> and others still, ovV after
aseX]

who utterly reprobated such conduct, and deemed
it pollution ; for they still believed idols to be
veritable, active agents, that exerted a malign
and defiling influence on those who in any way
came in contact with them—as, for example, those

seemed to, who ate of the flesh of beasts sacri-

ficed to them. That the latter were heathen
and not Jewish converts, is to be inferred from
verse 7th, where the expression: "unto this

hour," points to the continuance of an earlier

state, and implies, that those spoken of had been
heathen, and were still held captive by their old

heathenish notions about the reality of idol

gods whom they had come to regard as subject

to the one supreme God. This inference cannot
be disputed ; although it must be conoeded also

that even by the Jews (Jewish converts) idols

were regarded as demons, that were exerting a
veritable power in heathendom, and exercised a
baleful and defiling influence upon all those who
in any way came in contact with heathen forms
of life. ["To offer 'polluted bread' upon the

altar of the Lord, or to eat the meat of idolatrous

princes, had been condemned by the warning of

Malachi (i. 7-12), the good example of Daniel
(i. 8), and Tobit (i. 10, 11), and the evil example
of Israel at Baalpeor (Numbers xxv. 2 ; Ps. cvi.

28)." Stanley], Ana this class also must be
supposed to have felt a holy horror at the pol-

luted meat, and shown no little solicitude as to

the manner it was to be dealt with. The dispute

which thus originated, we have no reason to be-
lieve had anything to do with the party divisions

spoken of in chap. 1. There is no propriety,

therefore, in supposing that the more stringent,

scrupulous ones, belonged to the party calling

themselves after Cephas or after Christ ; although

EXBGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

The instructions and exhortations contained

in this paragraph, relate to a still further ques-
tion proposed to the Apostle in the letter from
Corinth, and to the conflict which had arisen in

oonsequenoe, between two parties in the Church.
On the one side were those who, as they believed

in the nothingness of idolatry, and were fully

conscious of their Christian liberty in reference
to all that which was not in conflict with the

nature of their calling, maintained their perfect

right to buy and eat the meat offered for sale in

the market, which had been sacrificed to idols,

and also to partake of that which was set be-

fore them at table in the houses of heathen—yea,

even to participate at their sacrificial feasts,*

because, as they affirmed, this flesh was like all

other flesh, and that in partaking of it they
came into no injurious connection with idols,

since idols were nothing in themselves, and so,

incapable of harm. On the other side were those

*[0n this point 8tanley remarks: "Most public enter-
tainments and many private meals were more or le»s re-

motely the accompaniments of sacrifice ; most animals killed
far butcher's meat bad (alien by the hand of the sncrlficer;

the very word for * feast ' in Hebrew was identical with
* sacrifice,' and from thence in Hellenistic Greek, the word
OisJnally used for • killing in sacrifice ' (ft**?;, was diverted
to the general signification of * killing* (Acts x. 13). This
Identification of sacrifice and feast was carried to the highest
pitch among the Greeks ' Sacrifices ' are enumerated by
Aristotle (Bk. VIIL. 9, 9 6) and Thucydldee (II. 38) among
the chief means of social enjoyment: and, in this later age
ef Greece, it may well be conceived that the religious ele-
ment was even stilt more entirely thrown into the shade by
the festive character of the meal which followed."—These
feasts, it must be remembered, were ordinarily held In the
templet themselves. (See Jndg. ix. 27; Knead. VII. Book
174; Herodot 1. 31)].
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17a THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

it were more plausible to regard the more liberal-

minded as belonging rather to the Paulinists, or
Apollinarians.

In his theoretic convictions Paul, as we shall

see, sides with the liberals. But he rebukes
their reckless application of these principles,

and also that pride of knowledge which they
manifested ; and for the regulation of their con-
duct in this case, he enjoins the exercise of a
self-denying love, that subordinated the use of

its liberty, to a regard for weak brethren, and
gladly renounced its rights in order to avoid all

occasions for scandal. And in support of his in-

junction he points to his own example as set

forth in his official labors, (chap. 9th).

["The importance of the controversy which
thus arose is obvious. Closely as the whole so-

cial life of the ancient world was interwoven
with its religious worship, the decision of this

question affected the whole relations of the
Christian society with its heathen neighbors;
and, in fact, involved all the similar, though
more complicated questions, discussed in the
first four centuries of the Christian Church, re-

specting the lawfulness of attending on the spec-
tacles or receiving the honors of the Roman Em-
pire. Accordingly, this, although the chief, is

not the only passage in which the point is dis-

oussed. See Rom. xiv. 2, 21; Rev. ii. 14, 15;
Acts xv. 29." Stanley].
Ver. 1-6. Now concerning.—[Here we have

the introduction of a new topic with nepi 6k, just

as in chap, vii.],— idol sacrifices,— eiduWo-

tibrw. This is> a topic which we see to have al-

ready been brought up in discussion, and a de-
cision rendered upon it in the' first council at

Jerusalem (Acts xv. 29). To that decision it is

remarkable that Paul makes no allusion. [" Pro-
bably this is to be traced to his wish to establish
his position as an independent Apostle, endowed
with the Holy Spirit sufficiently himself to regu-
late such matters." Alford].—We know that
we all have knowledge.—[Many commenta-
tors regard these words as quoted from the
Epistle to the Corinthians, and assented to, at
the start, in a general way, and in a conciliatory
manner. They are not, therefore, to be inter-
preted strictly, nor is " all " to be emphasized.
Kling questions this view (see below), but hardly
on sufficient grounds. It is quite in the spirit

of Paul]. From ver. 1 to ver. 8, there is a logi-

cal parenthesis, as may be seen from the resump-
tion of these words in ver. 4. Before the con-
tents of the knowledge here alluded to are brought
out, he introduces an observation respecting
knowledge and love, designed to furnish a rule
for the whole subject. This parenthesis some
[Luther, Bengel, Oriesb., Winer, Bloom., Olsh.],
regard as beginning with the words: brt ndirre^

which is then construed as a casual sentence,
and the meaning would be: "We know,—(be-
cause, or for, (brt) we all have knowledge,"
[
—*we as well as you'). Olsh.]. But, in such a

case, the clause following ought to read: fide
yvCtats, " but knowledge," etc. It is also opposed
by ver. 4, where the brt following oidapev, tee

know, plainly means, as it does here, that. The
parenthesis, then, must begin with the clause

:

44 knowledge puffethup"—a thought suggested
by what just precedes. [So Chrys., Bexa, Grot.,

Calv., Meyer, Alford]. The ' things offered to

idols ' were the remnants of victims, whose bitter

portions only had been offered in sacrifice, the

rest falling partly to the priests, and partly to

the offerer. These were sometimes sent to mar-
ket for public sale, and sometimes appropriated
to festivals, either at the temple, or in private

houses. And it was about the propriety of
Christians eating of these that the question arose.

The knowledge Paul speaks of, must be under-
stood to denote a practical insight into the real

nature and effects of the things offered (ver. 4);
frotn which, however, it by no means follows

that ire pi is grammatically dependent onyvo-
a tv I x ° P £ v • And certainly it is remarkable
that while claiming this knowledge for all in ver.

1, he says precisely the opposite of this in ver. 7:
" but all have not this knowledge." By way of

reconciling this contradiction, some suppose that

these words, as also the clause beginning at ver.

4: "that an idol is nothing"—unto the end of

ver. 6, were taken from the letter of the Corin-
thian Church, and that Paul contradicts these in

ver. 7. But in this case Paul would not have in-

troduced these words without some formula of

citation; [but is this necessary when some senti-

ment of another is simply re-affirmed?] and he
would have included the observation (ver. 1-8)
in his counter statement ; [not necessarily, for

that was directly suggested by the word yvitoie,

and should follow upon it]. Others make a dis-

tinction between y v o oif and $ yvtioic, taking
the former to mean a certain degree of know-
ledge in general, and the latter a definite insight

into the relation between the form and the influ-

ence of idolatry. (Olsh.). But this is arbitrary,

since yv&ric, knowledge, is already defined as to

its contents in w. 1 and 4. Another supposi-

tion is, that the Apostle is speaking generally

and theoretically in ver. 1, and then in ver. 7,

with direct reference to the Corinthians (Do
Wette [Stanley, Hodge, Alford]). But with this

the navTtg in ver. I, compared with ver. 7, does

not suit [But why not? As Alford says: "The
common sense view oftwo such statements would,
in ordinary preaching or writing be, that the

first was said of what is professed and confessed,

the second of what is actually and practically

apprehended by each man. Thus we may say
of our people in the former sense, « all are Chris-

tians; all believe in Christ;' but in the latter, 'all

are not Christians; all do not believe* "]. Still

again, a fourth device is to apply iv no air,
in all, to strangers coming to Corinth (Schra-

der) ; but of this the text gives no hint. Fi-

nally, the existence of the ** knowledge in all,"

is distinguished from the " having knowledge,"
as being more thorough-going, while the latter

is supposed to imply a more superficial know-
ledge ; but this is arbitrary. The simplest solu-

tion of the difficulty is [?], that in ver. 1 Paul is

speaking of himself, together with the more li-

beral-minded; but in ver. 7, where he speaks in

the third person of all, he takes the word in a
wider sense; so Theoph. and Meyer. In this

case there would be no necessity for resorting to

the supposition of an ironical statement (Gro-

tius), which would be inconsistent with the gene-

ral tenor of what is said in the following verse.

The disposition to pride oneself on this posses*
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CHAP. Vin. 1-18. 171

moo of knowledge, he earnestly opposes, by
condemning those aspects in which it showed it-

self, as among the liberals of the Corinthian
Church.—Knowledge puffeth up.—[The pa-
renthesis is introduced without any partiole of
connection. This abruptness of transition is

characteristic of Paul, and indicates the rapid
rush of his thought. It makes an impression of

force, which must not be weakened by any at-

tempt to supply the lack. " 'H yvootc, knowledge,

abstract,—soil, when alone, or improperly pre-
dominant, knowledge, barely.'* Altord]. This
higher insight so much prised—this knowledge
which professes to rise superior to all manner
of prejudices, wherever it prevails for its own
sake alone, proves an element far removed
from Christian perfection,—yea, injurious to it

through the influence it exerts on the person
possessing it. Its effect is to fill the mind with
pride, and so to undermine the foundation of that
perfection, and disqualify the possessor for fur-

thering the same among others; since for this

work there is required, above all things, conde-
scension of spirit,—a disposition to enter hum-
bly into the position and necessities of those
whom we wonld instruct. This, however, is

just what love (aydm?) begets,—bat love edi-
fieth.— In opposition to the self-exaltation,

manifested by those who, with their higher in-

sight, look down upon others as narrow and
bigoted, love empties a person of self, and
prompts him to enter into another's condition,

and makes him ready for every service, even to

the offering up of his own for others' benefit.

Accordingly, while knowledge works injuriously

and destructively upon the Christian life of
others (comp. w. 9-12), love works edifyingly,

building up that life either in the salvation of a
brother, or in the well-being of the Church
(comp. obiodopeiv, chap. xiv. 24; Bom. xiv. 19;
£ph. iv. 12; and Osiander, in hoc loco). "The
thought and expression in otKodofui, edifieih, is

altogether peculiar to Paul's mode of looking at

and speaking of things. The whole Christian
life is contemplated by him as a building, rest-

ing on the one foundation, Jesus Christ—a figure

which finds a point of connection with our Lord's
statement concerning the house built on the rock
and on the sand. The edification here meant
combines the theoretical and praotical elements,

and comprises every thing which serves to ad-
vance the Christian life." Niandbb. The con-
trast thus briefly indicated, is now further ex-

panded. While the "knowledge which puffs up"
is stigmatized as something purely imaginary,
as something which in its very effects shows
itself to be wanting in the truth, love, on the
other hand, is declared to possess the highest
intelligence.—If any one thinks that he has
known any thing.—In place of yvwnc, he
here puts, Soxel eldivat (kyvmciva') n;
and to a person of this sort he denies any such
knowledge of a thing as one ought to possess.

—

He as yet knows nothing as he ought to
know it—(jca#£>f dtl yv&vai). By this

he means that full, deep, penetrating, exhaus-
tive, morally effective knowledge, which, as a
moral necessity in -the sphere of true religion,

exists in Christianity, and to which Christianity,

wherever it has its full moral effect, inevitably

leads (del—oportet). Some adopting the reading,
obiro eyvw, take ko&uc del yvCxvai as the objective

clause to iyvo : « he has not the substance of that

knowledge which belongs to it ;' 'he has not ap-
prehended it ;' but this is contrary to the usage
of icatf&f. The full, entire morally effective

knowledge, exists only where love is (comp. ch.

xiii. 2). [Hodge's comments on the profound-
ness of this seemingly incidental aphorism of
Paul are excellent. He concludes : " The rela-

tion between the cognitive and emotional facul-

ties, is one of the most difficult problems in

philosophy. In many systems they are regarded
as distinct. Paul here teaches that with regard
to a large class of objects, knowledge without
feeling is nothing ; it supposes the most essen-

tial characteristics of the object to be unper-
ceived. And in the following verse he teaches

that love 1b the highest form of knowledge. To
know God is to love him ; and to love him is to

know him. Love is intelligent, and knowledge
is emotional. Hence, the Apostle says, If a man
thinketh that he knoweth any thing ; that is, if

he is proud or conceited, he is ignorant "]. From
this we should now expect the statement to fol-

low: 'but if any one loves, he knows as he
ought to know.' But Paul at once mounts
higher. Proceeding from the love of neighbor
to its root in the love of God, and from human
knowledge to its fountain-head, even Divine

knowledge, he says:—Bnt if any man loves
God, the same is known by him.—Where
love for God exists,—of which love his affection

for his neighbor is the essential consequence and
expression (comp. 1 Jno. iv. 20),—there the indi-

vidual is known by God. God has, in knowing
him, taken him up into Himself, and by this he
is translated into the sphere of the spiritual light

and life of God, whence there streams into him
the very light of knowledge. Thus the being

known by God has intelligence for its essential

results, even as the love of God begets in us the

love of neighbor, (brotherly love). "The active

knowledge of God follows the passive knowledge.

He was known, and, therefore, he knoweth."
Bbnosl. - (Comp. Osiander: "the assimilation

of love ana knowledge with their objects").

Without recognizing this inward connection,

Meyer says, Ed. 8: " This is a case of pregnant
construction. Instead of saying in full :—

* such

a person not simply has knowledge of the right

sort, but is also himself known of God,' Paul
simply states the latter, the more important

thing, from which the former is understood of

itself. The fact of being known by God, exhib-

its the high worth of love, for if God knows a
man, there is presupposed in this no indifferent

and ineffective relation of God to man, but an
activity of God which passes over upon the man,
so that he, as the object of the Divine knowledge,

experiences also the efficacy of that, kindly feel-

ing in which and with which God knows him,

and hence becomes a partaker of His love, and
of His kindly care, etc. The idea consequently

is that of an effective knowledge on the part of

God, which becomes an inward experience on the

part of man, a knowledge which is causa salutia,

bo that God in knowing the man, carries out in

him that salvation which had been decreed in

His own counsels." That the Divine knowledge
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172 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

includes in itself a loving participation and com-
placency, is clear also from other passages (Jno.

x. 14; 2 Tim. ii. 19: Gal. iv. 9; Matth. vii. 23;

Ps. L 6). This is all evacuated in the explana-

tion : approbates est (Qrot. and others) ; and that

given by Calvin : inter filios censeri, goes beyond
the meaning of the word. But the Hophal con-

struction : edoctus est, is taught by Him, adopted

by Nossett and others [Augustine, Beia, Locke,

Mackn., Hodge, Bloomf.], and also by theChurch
fathers, is directly contrary both to the usages

of the New Testament and of the classic Greek.

[Yet it was very natural to one accustomed to

the Hebrew forms of thought and speech, as

Paul was]. Billroth hits the truth more nearly

when he translates the phrase: * God perceives

Himself in him/ but be puts it in a speculative,

pantheistic form. The mystical view of Olshau-

sen, that in yivhOKtotiai, the bridal relation of

the soul to God is indicated, goes both too far

and not far enough—too far, in as much as the

context alone affords the analogy; not far

enough, in as much as the relation, not of the

bride, but of the bridegroom is indicated by the

word yivooKriv, when taken in a sexual sense.

In ver. 4. the Apostle turns to the exposition

of the subject in hand, which is at once defined

more particularly— concerning therefore
the eating of things offered to idols —
["The ovv, therefore is epanaleptic, and sim-

ply resumes the thread of discourse"].—And
the thing known is,—that no idol exists in
the world (brt obdev itdoXov iv k6o/i<?).

—Judging from the position of the words, and
from the parallel clause, we can hardly separate

ovdev from the subject, and make it a predicate

as if it were: 'is nothing:' [as in the E. V.,

comp. x. 19; Jno. xxi. 24; Jer. x. 8]. He means
that there is no such thing as an idol in the

whole world of realities. Of course it will be
understood that by the word 'idol/ not the

image, but the object represented by it—the idol

god is meant. To this he denies all reality,

within the sphere of existing things. But ac-

cording to ver. 6, and chap. x. 20, this cannot be
taken to mean the veritable non-existence of the

objects of heathen worship, but only that they
do not actually exist in the form conceived and
honored by the heathen, e. g., in the forms of a
Jupiter, Apollo, e*c,—that these as divinities

dwelling in the images are but heathen fantasies,

and that there is no god, but the One. The ei

fjj is to be referred simply to ovdeU;>

This statement, that there is no other god but
One, he at once proceeds to explain and confirm

in vv. 6 and 6.—For even supposing that.

—

ENreo, which, when the main clause confirms and
intensifies the hypothetical one, means, if indeed,

if otherwise, if namely, in those instances where
the latter is contrasted with the former, is to be
translated, even if, or although indeed(Vmbqw L, 2,

197).—there are.

—

Emk from its antecedent po-

sition, carries the emphasis, and in both clauses

denotes not merely ideal existence in the opinion

of the heathen, but real existence as is evidentfrom
the subsequent confirmatory cxrrrcp eiai.—those
called gods.—By the epithet * called ' (Xeydftevot)

he here limits the seeming concession, and brings

his statement into harmony with ver. 4,—they are

only called gods, and are not the Divine powers

which the heathen imagine.—whether in heav-
en, or whether npon earth.—The terms em-

brace the whole sphere of pagan divinities, [wht
were scattered about, occupying distinct realms

above and below, and thus stood in marked contrast

with the Christian's God, who filled all things].

This clause is not to be connected with the fol-

lowing, and so made to imply that by «• gods

"

were meant the good angels resident in heaven,

and by •• lords" the demons precipitated to earth,

as some suppose.—as there are gods many
and lords many.—[There is a question as to

the real import of this parenthesis. Does it con-

cede the fact that there are supernatural powers

that are entitled to the name of "gods" and
" lords," carrying the chief emphasis in the

word "are?" or are we to supply the word 'so

called/ and regard it as merely stating that the

imaginary deities of the heathen were many in

number? The latter is the more common view,

adopted by de Wette, Stanley, Barnes, Scott, etc.

But the former is best maintained as being most

in accordance with the position of the words,

and entirely in harmony with Scripture doctrine.

Hodge referring to Deut. x. 17 ; Jos. xxii. 22;

Dan. ii. 47, says: *« These passages show that the

words god and lord are applied in a wide sense

to other beings than to the true God." And
while it must be affirmed that " the whole hea-

then mythology is a fable—there are demons in

abundance, of various ranks and powers, called

gods. The two things which the Apostle means
to deny are: 1. The existence of such beings as

the heathen conceived their gods to be. 2. The

real divinity of those supernatural beings, who
do really exist, and are called gods ; they are

mere creatures." Such is essentially the inter-

pretation ofMeyer and Alford. But Kling says]:

It might be inferred from x, 20, that the beings

intended were demons, the KoapoKodropeg of Eph.

vi. 12 ; comp. ii. 2. But it is by no meanB ne-

cessary in this verse to look for a declaration

respecting the reality of the objects of heathen

worship; since, as we have seen the words

elirep eloX may also express a hypothetical

putting of a case, where the speaker plants him-

self upon a position of doubt. Neander says:

" Eloi, are, expresses nothing but a subjective

reality. The subjective stand-points of the reli-

gious consciousness are merelyj>ut into objective

statement; q. d.: 'with the heathen heaven and

earth are peopled with divinities ; we, however,
recognize but one God and Lord;—in general

there are many gods, but only for the heathen/"
—By not connecting the clause: "whether in

heaven or earth," with this, so as to carry the

implication that the term god$ referred to the

good angels still found above, and the term lords

to those who had been precipitated to earth and
there become demons, we might be left at liberty

to refer both these terms to the angels, who are

called gods, on account of their participation in

the Divine majesty and worth, as the types and
representatives of the same, and lords on ac-

count of the influence they exerted in their own
spheres and their active relations to each other

(in their higher and lower orders), as well to

mankind and subordinate creatures (Ps. cix. 4

;

Dan. x. 18). Comp. Osiander, who at the mo?t
concedes "a secondary reference to the demons
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here, in so far as they had an original pari with

the good, and also a show of divinity with a cer-

tain degree of reality still cleaving to them."

Via. 6 contains now the positive declaration,

corresponding to the ei p$ eif. The connection

is: 'although so-called gods exist, yet they have

nothing to do with as Christians ; they stand in

no relation to us, and exert therefore no influence

upon us,—are for us, as if they were not.—But for

us there is only one God, the Father,from
whom are all things, and we unto him,
and one Lord Jesus Christ, through whom
are all things, also we through him.

—

Since we in faith hold communion with the one
God, the Father, who is the source of all things,

sod on whom all things depend,—yea even those
44 gods many" whom the heathen worship, and
who is the goal of our existence,—for whose
glory we live and in whose service we therefore

stand ; and since we hold communion with the

one Lord who mediates the being and condition

of all things,—yea, even of the lords many,
whom the heathen fear, and who is the mediator
of oar existence, viz., of that by virtue of which,
the one God the Father has become our end, and
therefore of our new divinely consecrated life

:

therefore are we delivered from all the power and
all the controlling influences of those gods and
lords; and those things, which the heathen sup-
pose to be related to them and to mediate their

influence—such as the flesh offered in sacrifice,

—

have for us none of this significance ; they be-
long to the * all things,' which are from God and
through Christ, and can inflict no injury upon
our new life, which has God for its object, and
is mediated through Christ. The aXkd as chap.
iv. 15.

The expression "the Father," indicates that

which Christians have in God. " It brings out
prominently the contrast between the stand-
points of the heathen and the Christian ; for the

heathen have no father in this sense. God has
become a Father to Christians only, by redemp-
tion." Niandib. From this proceeds their spi-

ritual childhood ; hence it was not necessary to

add: *and we from Him; 1 and the statement:
'we unto Him' has its foundation already. By
the words, "from Him " (i £ oi) God is set forth

as the creative principle ; but these are to be no
more construed according to the Pantheistic
theory of emanation, than the words, "unto
Him " (tic trirrdv) can be taken to denote a cor-
responding absorption of all things in Him.
But the " all things," must in both clauses be
alike understood, of the sum total of the uni-
verse, and be referred to the natural oreation,
whose mediator is the Son of God (comp. Col. i.

16), just as much as He is the Mediator of the
new spiritual creation, which is implied in " we
through Him" (comp. Eph. ii. 10). In Ijfielc
tic ahrov, as well as in ifuic 61 ovtov, the
phraseology turns into the demonstrative, as in
ch. vil 18. To take etc aitrdv, unto Him, as
equivalent to iv avrt?, in Him, is by no means
required by the relation of the two phrases, and
is contrary to usage. It designates here the
destination or tendency to communion with God,
sod with this to the recognition and the honor of
God. But by "we" in this connection, we are
to understand, not men in general, but believers.

—And by the term "lord" as distinguished from
"God," he intends as little to deny the divine
equality, or the essential divinity of Jesus, as he
does by the phrase "through Him," as distin-

guished from "from Him:" since the all-em-

bracing character of His mediatorial work, far
more than the title "Lord" (comp. cb. i. 2.)

points conclusively to this very thing (comp. Osi-
ander h. 1. and Gess. pp. 88 and 61). Among the
Jews who spoke Greek, icbptoc, Lord, was a de-
signation of Jehovah himself. In this text the
whole theistic, Christian consciousness is brought
out. Billroth and Olshausen here find an expo-
sition of the doctrine of the Trinity ; Meyer dis-

putes it. Certainly we do violence to the words
if we insist on detecting here an intention to set

forth this doctrine; its fundamental relations,

however, are all here denoted. " God is the ori-

ginal ground of all existence, Christ is the me-
diating principle, and God again becomes the final

cause of all through the operation of the Holy Spi-

rit." Neandib. In what follows the apostle turns

to consider the practical side of the question, in

regard to refraining from eating for the sake of

the weaker brethren.

Ver. 7. From what has been said it is plain

that the eating of sacrificial flesh has for Chris-

tians, by reason of their higher stand-point of

faith, no religious significance whatever, and
can be accordingly nothing defiling. But, he
continues, this consciousness, this knowledge, is

not in all. There are some whose Christian

faith is not yet so emancipated from the religious

convictions of their old heathen state, and who
are still in the bonds of their former conscience,

moulded by heathen ideas. This was in fact an
infirmity of their new life, and of their Christian

conscience,—yet an infirmity which was to be
treated with mildness and consideration:

—

Howbeit there is not in all this know-
ledge.—In reference to the seeming contradic-

tion between this and ver. 1, compare what is

said on ver. 1. The article before yvootc,
knowledge, indicates it as one which has just been
spoken of, and is equivalent to thit.—The anti-

thetic positive statement is introduced by dk, and
introduced in such a manner that the reason of

the weakness of some, perhaps a small portion

of the church, conspicuously appears.—But
some in oonsoienoe of the idol even un-
til now eat as a thing offered to an idol,

—

therefore, not as common flesh, which "as a
creature of God is good " ( I Tim. iv. 4, comp. 1 Cor.

x. 26), but as something that would bring them
into real connection with idolatry, (Osiander).

According to the order in the received text, the

words "until now" belong to the verb "eat;"
but for critical reasons, these words ought to be
placed before rov eld&Xov, 'the idol,' and thus

taken to qualify rfj uwei&faet, in conscience, to

which it is attached without the article, accord-

ing to classio usage, and as in 2 Cor. xi. 28;

Phil. i. 26. (comp. Meyer, [Hodge]).—IwwoV*C
does not mean opinion in general, or judgment,

or conviction, but, as uniformly in the New Tes-

tament, it means conscience, a person's conscious-

ness in its moral and religious aspect. lirveidfoic

tov el66Xov, then, denotes this consciousness as

having for its contents or object, an idol, and
that too, aocording to the context, as a real in-
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fluential power, just as in 1 Pet. ii. 19, oweidfoic
&eov, means a conscience testifying of God.
Here it denotes a conscience possessed with the

idea that an idol is a real being; so that this

idea influences his judgment in regard to his

conduct: and in this case it stamps the eating of

that flesh, as an immoral, sinful act, altering the

whole religious state and relations of the Chris-

tian who eats, because it is the eating of some-
thing connected with a veritable idol, and there-

fore defiling in its nature.—and their con-
science being weak.—The weakness is found
in the fact that it cannot deliver itself from these

false notions; nor assure the person of the entire

nullification of his relations to idols and to all

their defiling influences by his fellowship with
Christ, or of the restoration of his true relations

to God, and consequently also to the totality of
all things, as dependent on God alone and be-
longing to Him (7r/oT*f—Rom. xiv. 28). By
reason of this, its weakness, it—is defiled—
u «., by eating. The defilement consists in a
conviction of guilt, the conscience being troubled
by a sense of the Divine displeasure pervading
it. " Conscience—the moral sentiment of honor
—the watchman of our moral purity, is itself

pure so long as it remains true to its own deter-
minations; hence poXbveo&a, to be defiled^ is a
striking expression, denoting the desecration of
that which according to its nature and intent is

holy." Osiandkb. If we take the reading ovuq-
deip,—which may be a correction for oweidqoei
on the ground that it was unsuitable, or else a
gloss—the sense would be: 'by their habitual
wontedness to idols, i. «., because they had
hitherto accustomed themselves to idols, had
held intercourse with them, the idea of their

presence, especially in the eating of the sacrifi-

cial flesh, was to them a common one/ In any
case the Dative shows the ground on which the
defilement takes place.—After this exposition of
the real facts in the case, he proceeds to exhort
the Corinthians in reference to the conductwhich
the more liberal-minded among them, ought to

adopt. And first of all he points to the utter in-

difference of the matter of eating or not eating
in a religious point of view, and cuts off all pre-
text for their unwillingness to adapt themselves
to the weak.
Ver. 8. Bnt meat will not affect our re-

lations to God ; for neither if we eat are
we the worse ; neither if we eat not are
we the better.—It is not to be assumed that
Paul is here citing the language of the Corin-
thians themselves in vindication of their eating
of idol sacrifices [Barnes], since there is no for-

mula of citation. Nor does the supposition of
Osiander, that he is here obviating the scruples
of the narrow-minded agree with Osiander's own
exposition further onward. [Rather, he is lay-
ing down a broad principle, applicable to all

parties, showing the weak the error of their
scruples, and the strong why they ought to ac-
commodate themselves to the weak, and not in-
sist on their rights. This is shown in the selec-
tion of words, and in the more critically ap-
proved order of the two latter clauses]. The 66
is not adversative, but progressive. By many
irapaartjoei is construed as precisely equivalent
to owicrnffn, to recommend (which also appears in

the gloss awiartfoi) ; but this has no foundation

in usage. The idea is not that of a presentment

before God as a punitive judge (context), nor

that of an offering in sacrifice (on account of the

subject fipujLia, if nothing else), nor yet that of

a presentation of one't* self for service (for the

same reason) ; rather it is that of placing in spe-

cific relation, as vox media, so that the two fol-

lowing clauses may be subsumed under it. Ac-
cordingly, the meaning is: 'meat will in no way
affect our relations to God; neither so that we
shall lose standing with Him in case we eat not,

nor so that we shall be better in His sight in

case we eat.' [So Alford; though Olsh., Robin-

son, Hodge, Bloomf., keep to the common ren-

dering. The one given above has, however, the de-

cided advantage, as it suits with the following

clauses alike]. This explanation of napaoTTpu,

however, may, perhaps, be too abstract, and we
might underlay it with a conception of God as

Judge, and regard the presentation as taking

place before Him in that capacity ; yet it must
be in suoh a way as to anticipate alike a favora-

ble ss well as an unfavorable judgment. The
sense would then be, that meat had-no influence

upon God's judgment concerning us, to deter-

mine it in one direction or the other (akin to

Rom. xiv. 17). So Bengel: 4t neither to please

him in judgment, nor yet to displease him."
" Paul reminds those who ate idol sacrifices out

of opposition, in order to demonstrate their libe-

ral-mindedness, that they by this means were
not rendered purer and better." Neakdjer.

Van. 9-18. Here follows the warning itself

against all reckless use of the liberty [above as-

serted], or of superior intelligence [in regard to

it], grounded upon the injury which would
thereby accrue to the weaker brethren, result-

ing in great coldness of affection, and in Berere

offences against Christ Himself.— Bat.—The 6i

is not merely transitional, but also adversative,

q. d., 'eating and not eating are, in themselves,

morally indifferent, but,' etc.—take .heed leat

your power.— 'Efow£a«power to do or let

alone—liberty of choice springing from the in-

different character of any act in a religious

point of view—beoome a stumbling-block
to the weak.—

H

pboitofifta, any Ikmg oner

wkiek a perton stumble* and jalU; here, an occa-

sion to sin .by awakening an inclination to imi-

tate conduct that is in conflict with conscience,

—["a practice above all others dangerous to a

Christian." Alvoiid]. (Com. Rom. xiv. 13, 20).

This he at once explains more fully.—For if

any man,—t. «., any one who is weak in the

sense above mentioned.—aee thee "who hast
knowledge (comp. ver. 4) ["This seems to

imply that the weak brother is aware of this, and
look* up to thee as such." Axf.1.—sit at meat,
[KoraKtifttvov lit. recumbent^ the usual posture

at meals].—in an idol s temple.

—

Eidukeiov, an
idol temple, just as in 1 Mace, i. 60; x. 88.

['< This is a term used only by Jewish writers,

apparently to avoid designating heathen tern-

pies by the sacred word voif, used to express the
temple at Jerusalem. It is a kind of parody on
the names of temples as derived from the divini-

ties to which tb*y are dedicated." Stahlxt].
This extreme exercise of liberty he here touches

upon only in reference to its prejudicial eonsc
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quenoes. It is in x. 14 that he first comes to

oppose it with earnest dissuasions, after he has
east light upon it from another side. Some ex-

positors, for the sake of abating the soandal of
suck procedures, construe ti&JUiov with a looal

signification, making it mean only a feast fur-

nished with idol sacrifices ; but this is contrary
to usage. Others (Osiander) take it to denote a
sort af domestic ohapel where sacrificial feasts

were held; which is not impossible, but very
doabtfuL As a rule, the sacrificial festivals

were certainly observed in the temple. The
consequences of beholding a Christian at such
pUcrs, are introduced with an earnest interro-

gative.—Shall not the oonsoienoe of him
who is weak be edified ?—The verb 0U0S0-
paurbai. is not equivalent to impelU, or conjirmariy
to 6s determined thereto, to be betrayed, or, to be

strengthened, L e.f in the purpose to do something
not allowable ; but, as in the New Testament
throughout, to be edified,—only that it is here
used sntiphrastically, in an ironio sense. [So
Alt, Stan., Mey., de Wette. But Hodge, with-
out good grounds, says the interpretation "is
out of keeping with the whole tone of the pas-
sage "}. It is an mdijicatio ruinosa, as Calvin ex-
presses it, a being furthered to something which
is destructive to a person that is weak in the
faith (oomp. ver. 11)—a bad way of enlarging
the spiritual edifice, inasmuch as it comes to the
doing of something heretofore avoided, and that,

too, without any conviction of its rectitude, but
simply after the precedent of another who has
no scruples in the matter, by reason of his supe-
rior insight, and in comparison with whom one is

unwilling to seem contracted. Any conjectural

change of reading is needless. Also the surrender
of the interrogative form (on account of ovxi, and
because then elc r6 should be equivalent to iv ry)
is ungrammatical. The assumption that there is a
play upon words in the Epistle to the Corinthians
is gratuitous.—Ver. 11, whether we read with the
Bee. Ktu afToktiTtUy or koX dwAXhurat, might be
construed as continuing the question, [as in the
E. V.]. But it would be more emphatic to sup-
pose here a new affirmative sentence,—for there
perishes.—But the most probable text is an6X-
forrat y4p, for there perishes. And since the for
created difficulty, some put ovv, there/ore, instead
of it ; others, since they found both y&p and ovv
is different manuscripts, rejected the one as well

ss the other, and wrote koi before an&TiL [so

Lack, and Stanley
J.

The y6p serves for the
solving of the antiphrastie irony involved in

oUodofitjdTperai, and thai, too, in a fearfully em-
phatic way, q. d. t 'a fine way of edifying, indeed

!

for, instead of building up, this is a tumbling
to utter ruin.' The destruction (airtiteta) here
meant is the same as in L 18, viz., the forfeiture

af salvation, that everlasting destruction which
comes from acting without faith and against con-
science; not, as Bengal says, the loss of faith

itself; and still less, a gradual apostasy or moral
depravation, or a loss of inward peace. If the
word ia taken passively, is ruined, the guilt of
the person causing this ruin by the abuse of his

liberty, will appear still more prominent—over
this thy knowledge.—Whether we read to,
or h r$ oy yvixiti, the sense is the same. We
have here the cause of the ruin. This is s reck-

less and unloving use of knowledge. T9 ay, this

thy, t. e., * which thou hast, and in which thou
boastest.' The guilt involved appears enhanced
still further by three particulars, which stand
out yet more distinctly in the proper collocation

of words now critically verified (6 afcTjpdc after

to rp an yvUyei).—the weak one,—the one
who, of all others, ought to bo treated with con-
siderate forbearance, and from whom nothing
should be exacted beyond his strength.—the
brother,—a person bound to thee by the closest

tie, and who ought to look to thee for assistance

in the way of salvation, rather than for a stum-
bling-block over which to fall and perish. [<* The
isolated and final position thus given to 'the
brother ' gives a pathetic close to the whole sen-

tence." Stahlbt].—for whom Christ died.
—And this is the most aggravating circumstance
of all— 4 thy conduct frustrates the purposes of

Christ's atoning death (oomp. Rom. xiv.), since

thou, in behalf of him, for whom this great sac-

rifice was made, hast shown thyself unwilling to

make the petty sacrifice of surrendering thine

own right* [(comp. Bom. xv. 1-3). There is a
pathos and power in these words not to be over-

looked. But mark the possibility implied—that

persons, for whom Christ died, may perish. But
whether they ever will or not, will be decided
by each one according to the type of his theolo-

gy]. The result of Buch conduct next follows.

—

In so sinning against the brethren.—He
here passes over into plural, and gives them also

to understand that he is now treating of no in-

different matter. [The manner in which they

had used their liberty, had rendered the other-

wise allowable act positively sinful]. As expla-

natory of this, he adds:—andwounding their
weak consolenoes,—T {jittovt ec, striking,

and thereby painfully affecting, inasmuch as

the conscience thereby is rendered evil and im-
pure. [The word is used to exhibit more forci-

bly the meanness of the conduct in question

;

for what is meaner than to strike a thing that is

weak]!—Ye sin against Christ.—Here is

where the act culminates and exhibits its exceed-

ing guiltiness. In what way this is done, is

shown in the previous clauses. It thwarts the

ends of the Saviour's death. It is true that

Christ, as the head of the body, suffers also in

the affliction of his members ; but this is not the

thought here brought out, (is not even indicated

in the words: "the brethren"). "As in the

main clause, the third item mentioned in ver. 11

is again taken up, so are the first two, in the

participial clauses." Osiandbr. This unloving
use of liberty he shames to the very lowest, in

expressing, as the result of these deliberations,

his own purpose of self-denial.—Wherefore if

meat make my brother to offend.—The
verb OKavSaXi&tv, found in 2 Cor. xi. 29 ; Rom.
xiv. 21, and frequently in the Gospels, means
literally, to cause a person to/allbj laying a snare

in his path ; hence, to seduce or betray into sin,

especially by bad example,—I 'will not eat
flesh :

—

Kpia, the particular food of which he is

speaking.— for ever;

—

etc tov aldva: "while
the world standeth"—a strong hyperbole, in-

tensifying the strong negative ov fiij. " Here, in

ver. 18 the ethical principle for regulating the

use of things indifferent, is shown to be love/'
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Niandib. ["The whole argument closely re-

sembles Rom xiv. 19-22, even to the particular

phrases employed." Stanley].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Knowledge and love are essentially identical.

For all true knowledge implies, above all things,

a going out from self, and all selfish aims and
selfish isolation, and an entrance into something
else, in order to apprehend it, and to unite it

with ourselves, and ourselves with it; and to

assimilate it to ourselves while we assimilate

ourselves to it, or, in other words, penetrate

into its essential idea, give ourselves up to it,

and then recast it, as it were, within ourselves.

This is an act of the Spirit, in which all rigidity

of mind is subdued, in which the individual de-

scends from the isolated heights of his own se-

parate individuality, surrenders or annihilates

all mere self-serving ; and at the same time con-

fesses that he is not sufficient for himself, but
stands in need of another, and only in connec-
tion with that other can find true satisfaction

and the fulfilment of his own destiny. Thus
humility appears as an essential element of all

true knowledge ; and from this it follows, that

where there is self-exaltation—where a person
means to aggrandize himself by his knowledge,
there true knowledge cannot exist. Asido from
this also, experience teaches us that those, who
have gone down into the profundities of know-
ledge, are always truly humble ; that with them,
in presence of the greatness of the object studied
(which, the more it is explored, exhibits the more
its inexhaustible fulness and depth), their own
individuality gradually dwindles ana is lost from
sight.—But it is precisely in this also that
love consists. In its exercises, self passes out of
its exclusiveness, and enters into some ottier ob-
ject ; and for the sake of this, it opens all its

inner treasures in order to impart them—to have
them no more for itself alone, but to enjoy them
in fellowship with it. And this, in the sphere
of personal life, by reason of the reciprocity and
communion implied in love, is followed by a sup-
plementary action, since the person beloved
loves in turn, and requites his lover with all he
has. In such self-renunciation, humility is an
essential element ; it implies a readiness to be
abased—a willingness to live for others, for their
service and the furtherance of their welfare.
And this is so even with the more gifted as well
as with those less endowed ; as is seen in the
simplicity with which the latter accept, and the
former impart gifts ; and also in the readiness
with which the former refuse to avail themselves
of their superior insight and larger liberty in
the enjoyment of things morally indifferent, and
in the assurance which the latter feel that the
others may be acting rightly even where they,
contemplating the matter from their position, do
not feel at liberty to consent to the same, and to
imitate them.—Such humble love includes a
sound reciprocal knowledge; as, en the other
hand, sound knowledge involves such love. But
the root of both lies in the knowledge and love of
Ood. The soul that opens itself Godward, that
apprehends God's truth—His living creative
thoughts, is thereby made able and willing to

search for the imprint of these thoughts in the

rational as well as in material creation, to pass

out of self into them, to become absorbed in

them, and by appropriating them to become it-

self enlarged, or to fill with them all forms of

existence that, by virtue of their resemblance to

God, carry in themselves the types of creaturely

life.—And this is an activity in which the indi-

vidual can no longer remain egotistical, self-seek-

ing and self-satisfied. But in carrying it out, he

must renounce himself more and more, losing

himself, as it were, in the depths of God and
His creation, yet by this very means becoming
more truly great, and rich, and glorious.—But

such an opening of the intelligence towards God
is at the same time an opening of the loving

heart towards Him, which carries with it an

opening of the heart towards all creaturely life

that is grounded in the life of God, and is loved

and cherished by Him,—especially that personal

life which bears God's image, and was formed

for communion with Him ; and, consequently, it

implies a personal devotion to it for the sake of

communicating some good to it in humility and

self-denial.—But where there is such a love for

God, there the person is known of Ood; and this

involves a being loved by Him. And this is the

primal source of all human knowing and loving.

While God opens Himself lovingly toward the

creature which He hath made out of sheer love

—for an urgent desire to impart His own ful-

ness to something needing it, He by this means
draws it closely to Himself; and the more it

follows this Divine attraction in hearty devotion,

and thus loves God in return, the more is it re-

cognised by Him as His—as belonging to Him by
a voluntary determination, and taken up into

the light of His Divine life, and illuminated by
this light so that it becomes truly intelligent and
knowing.

[" For the connection of knowledge and love,

see 1 Jno. iv. 7. 8: 'Every one that loveth is

born of God, and knoweth God ; he that loveth

not knoweth not God, for God is love.'—For
the identification of God's knowledge with His

love, comp. Exod. xxxiii. 17 ; * Thou hast found

grace in my sight, and I know thee by name."
Also Jno. x. 8: "He oalleth His own sheep by
name"—For the identification of God's know-
ledge of man with man's knowledge ef God,
comp. the similar blending of the spirit of man
with the Spirit of God in Rom. viii. 15, 16; 1

Cor. ii. 11; also Jno. x. 16: "As the Father
knoweth me so know I the Father."—And then

for the general turn of the whole expression, as

implying that every part of our redemption, but

especially our knowledge of God, is more pro-

perly His act than ours, see 1 Cor. xiii. 12:
" Then I shall know, even as also 1 am known;"
Gal. iv. 9: "Now having known God, or rather

having been known by Him;" Phil. iii. 12: "If I

may apprehend that for which / am apprehended

by Christ." Staklby].
2. Christian liberty, its nature and limitations.

According to Luther's spirited exposition in his

tract entitled " The freedom of a Christian," a

Christian through faith becomes free from all

men, but through love is made the servant of alL

This truth finds application also here as well as

in ohap. vii. 29 (see <4 Doctrinal and Ethical" in
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loco). In the consciousness of his fellowship

with God the Father through Jesus Christ the

believer knows himself to be exalted above all

things, flis Father is the one God who is the
ground of all things and on whom all things de-

pend ; and the mediator of this new life in fel-

lowship with God is the one Lord through whom
are all things. In this their relation to God
through Christ, then he ought to regard and
use all things. However these may be regarded
and used by others, to htm they are nothing else

than the works and gifts of God ; through them,
the Supporter of their being and existence be-

comes the Supporter of his life in the family of

God ; to him are they furnished for free use and
enjoyment, entirely apart from all other associa-

tions which they may awaken in the conscious-

ness of others. Thus to the Christian the flesh

of those beasts, which have been offered to idols,

is only the component part of a creature of God,
the enjoyment of which is granted him by the

Creator; and so far as he partakes of ii with
thanksgiving for the goodness therein shown, it

is to him pure and harmless (comp. 1 Tim. iv.

3).—But although free through faith, the believer

is, on the other hand, bound through love, and
comes into dependence on his brethren. If the

use of the creature in question is a matter of in-

difference as it respects his fellowship with
God and his worth in God's sight, while yet, on
the other hand, in the view of his weaker breth-

ren, who have not acquired that fulness of faith,

and whose religious convictions on the point are

still wavering, such conduct is questionable, by
reason of its seeming contact with idolatry, and
if they are not yet sufficiently independent to

refrain from following the example of a person
held in repute for superior discernment, then
love demands that we pay regard to such charac-
ters, and not set before them an example which
will betray them into sin, nor do aught that will

prove a stumbling-block in their path. To be
reckless on this point and to enjoy our liberty

regardless of how we defile the consciences of

others, undermine their relation to God, and
hazard their eternal salvation, is to evince an
utter lack of love by reason of which not only is

the weak brother injured, and fraternal obliga-

tions violated, but also the Lord Jesus Christ
Himself, who for the sake of this very brother
offered up His own life, is aggrieved in the frus-

tration of the ends for which His sacrifice was
made. Hence it follows that the love of Christ—
this love which embraces alike the weak and the
strong and by faith becomes an indwelling and
controlling power in the heart of every true
Christian, must prompt the strong to condescend
toward the weak, and to become as weak to the
weak (ix. 22), and in their conduct relatively to

them to seek to avoid whatever for themselves
may be of indifferent character whenever there
is reason to fear that the religious life of the
weak may ba endangered.
[" This is a principle, however, the application

of which must be left to every man's conscience
in the fear of God. No rule of conduct, founded
on expediency, can be enforced by church disci-
pline. It was right in Paul to refuse to eat
flesh for fear of causing others to offend ; but he
conkl not have been justly exposed to discipline

12

had he seen fit to eat it. He circumcised Timo-
thy and refused to circumcise Titus. Whenever
a thing is right or wrong according to circum-
stances, eiery man must have the right to judge
of those circumstanoes." Hodoe. The same
holds good in regard to the drinking of wine,

engaging in amusements, observance of the Sab-
bath and the like].

8. [The intelligent conviction of right it essential

to all right action. The demands of a sound mo-
rality are not satisfied by the blind copying of

another's example, however highly the person
may be esteemed. As boings endowed with
moral discernment, and subjected to conscience,

it becomes us to go farther, and endeavor to as-

certain the fundamental principles which should

rule in the conduct, and which make a thing

right in itself, and right for us, and then govern
ourselves by these. It is to these principles-
enthroned in the conscience, informing and en-

lightening it—that our prime allegiance is due.

The mature will can acknowledge no other so-

vereignty without being false to itself, and los-

ing its own integrity.—And still less can we go
against the dictates of conscience in following

some other assumed rule. The authority of con-

science is paramount over all other, and its veto

is a sufficient interdict upon all differing stand-

ards of action. Even that which is right in it-

self, becomes wrong for any individual when his

conscience pronounces it wrong. Yea, para-
doxical as it may seem, it must be affirmed that

although it may sometimes be sinful for us to

obey conscience—since it may sinfully enjoin

wrong—it is always sinful for us to disobey it.

Accordingly, when it prohibits wine-drinking,

and theatre-going, and indulgence in games of

chance, and the giving of sumptuous entertain-

ments, and extravagance of attire and the like,

then must these things be avoided, even though
sanctioned by the practice of thousands of Chris-

tians deemed reputable. But while it is our im-
perative duty to obey conscience as it is, it is

our business to do all we can to enlighten and
instruct it in the truth. This private monitor,

like the watch we carry for our constant con-
venience, may be inwardly deranged, and go
wrong; and, like that, it needs to be regulated

by some absolute standard. And this standard
is the Sun of righteousness, as it shines upon us
through the Divine Word and Spirit. These,

therefore, must be consulted more and more,
unt il conscience be purified from sll errors, and
obedience to it become perfect righteousness].

HOM1XBTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Augustine :

—

Vee. 1. What art thou, man,
thou who art inflated with conceit I Let it suf-

fice thee that thou art full (Eph. i. 23) 1 He
who is full, is rich ; who is puffed up, is empty.
Bebnhaed :

—

Vek, 3. So much as thou lovest,

so much thou knowest.
Stabkb:—Yebs. 1-8 (Hed.). Pride corrupts,

all, even the best things. Knowledge is good

;

but with pride* poison ; a bubble in its irides-

cence is beautiful to look upon, yet full of wind.

The knowledge even of divine things, not pos-

sessed with humility, nor applied to right uses,

is vanity in the sight of God.—Love must be the
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queen of life ; heart, of the understanding ; aim,

of the undertaking. Love is the infallible token
of those in favor with God.—Vv. 4-6. There is,

indeed, only one God. But does not every sin-

ner make to himself as many gods as there are
creatures he loves, and so ereot idols in his

heart? Let each search and see (Col. iii. 5;
Phil. iiL 19). joy ! many lords, yet only One;
they have the title, but the One alone has the
right and the might of lordship; and He is

Christ unto whom it becomes us to live and to

die (Rom. xiv. 8).—Ver. 7. Were Christians
more clear and settled in divine knowledge, they
would drop much which they consider right, and
do many things they now condemn as sinful.

—

As the smallest grain of sand causes to the eye
great pain, so does the slightest deviation from
God's law cause to the wakeful conscience great
disquiet.—Ver. 8. Food belongs to the outer
man ; therefore, of itself can have no effect on
our Christianity.—Vv. 9, 10. The strong in faith

must take heed to his conduct for the sake of
the weak, lest they see and hear of something
which may cause them to stumble and perish
(Matth. xviii. 6).—Vv. 11-18. Even the weakest
brother is of great account ; since for him Christ
died no less than for the strong; and those
whom Christ honors are not to be lightly es-

teemed. The contempt put on such falls on
Christ (Matth. xviii. 10 ff.). All sins against
our neighbor are also sins against God, who has
commanded us to love our neighbor. And this

statement holds good of all such acts which,
though not in themselves sins, yet cause others
to offend, such as associations, amusements,
fashions, and the like. Who says, 'Why should
I care ? Let him be scandalised who will? God
knows my heart, that I do not cling to these
things,' let such a person understand that he
has neither repentance, nor faith, nor love in
bis heart. God knows that he clings not only to

these things, but to the world, and the devil,

too. What ! Thou wilt not yield a hair, and
carest not whether thy neighbor find life or
death in thy doings

!

Beblen. Biblb:—Vers. 1-8. A great outrage
is committed when people say : We have clearer
knowledge ; we have no scruples ; we know the
matter is of no consequence. A Christian must
do nothing except on good grounds, and for this

he himself must be grounded in love. Gospel
knowledge consists not in vain, lifeless notions,
which inflate the mind, but it is a quickening
power [which, while it illumines, also sanctifies.

Life is the light, of men]. Knowledge alone in-

toxicates ; but love sobers. A sound knowledge
is essential to Christianity; and this begins to

show itself as soon as one loves the right. For
as soon as a person turns to God in penitence,
God turns and shines on him. He who desires
only to love, and for this will humble himself to

the very ground, will be instructed of God. As
he unites love with knowledge, God will accept
him ; and being approved by God in his know-
ledge, he will then, for the first time, rightly
know, in*., in the love and power of God; since
he will then have the power of the Spirit in his
own soul, and feel and possess the Spirit's pre-
sence and operations. Of this kind of knowledge,
humanly taught scholastics know nothing.

—

Vv. 4-6. An idol does, indeed, exist only in the

fancy of its worshippers, yet we are not on this

account to deal with it at random. Often are
we obliged to be on our guard, even when we see

nothing —Is God verily to us the sole God ? The
faith which it held is not sufficient ; there must
also be a faith which holds. God must be to us the

all in ail. It is then we honor the Father as the

father of all that bear the name of children

;

and who is also bur Father; and to whom we
shall again return suitably to the purpose of our
creation. Christ has battled for us unto blood;
hence, He has become anew our Lord, after the

flesh. Apart from this, He was our Lord from
all eternity.—Ver. 7. What is not done with as-

surance of faith, is done lightly or wantonly.

—

Ver. 8. Boldness in eating [•'. «., in the mainte-
nance of our liberty as to matters indifferent] is

no indication of growth in Christianity.—Vv. 9-
11. It does not follow that because an act is in

itself allowable and harmless, it may be done
without reflection. Nothing that doeB not accord
with the rules of faith and love ought to be prac-
tised. A freedman of the Lord does not seek
his enjoyment in a lawless liberty.—Many ea-

gerly long for, and quickly grasp at, liberty.

But to be truly free, a person must be able and
willing at times to give up his freedom. A love
that is free looks not to its own advantage, but
to the good of others ; especially to those whose
spiritual foundations are disturbed by the liber-

ty they see taken by their fellows. That is a
poor sort of edification—a building upon the
sand, when a person blindly abandons himself
to another's guidance, and imitates him on the

presumption that he is a wise man.—Take heed
that thou provest not the means of destroying
the smallest heartfelt obedience in the humblest
Christian novice. Consider how near that per-
son stands to thee for whom Christ died.—Vv.
12, 18. To look more to one's self than to others

to sin against those to whom we owe affection,

to break the bruised reed—this is to sin against
Christ—that Saviour who was ever moved to pity
and uphold others.—It is a delicate thing to have
to deal with a tender conscience. A truly Aposto-
lic spirit voluntarily makes himself the servant
of all. Even when in the right, love makes us
surrender our rights whenever and because the
mind of Christ is in us.

Rieqeb:—Vebs. 1-7. To be known of God as
His, and so to become assured of our knowledge,
that it is exercised in the fear and love of God,
this is the main thing. God is the origin of all

knowledge. In this fact lies the foundation of
all humility ; and the end and aim of aU know*
ledge [on earth] is the edification of Our neigh-
bor.—Through the light of the Gospel shining
from the sole Godhead in heaven and upon earth,

all false fears and all vain confidences are ban-
ished ; and we have only to keep our hearts col-

lected in faith, and prayer, and worship, towards
this one God, and towards our Lord Jesus
Christ, and to maintain fellowship one with an-
other.

Heubneb :

—

Veb. 1-3. Knowledge is subject to
a double danger, viz., that it be without love, and
become an end in itself, and that it step beyond
Scripture limits, and beget vain self-conceit and
contempt toward others.—The conceit of superior
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wisdom is a mark of folly ; true wisdom humbles
us, ad 1 teaches as bow little we know, and brings

us to r cognize the right end and aim of know-
ledge iu the glory of God and in the salvation of

our neighbor.—The humble person, in whose
heart love dwells, has the faculty for clear dis-

cernment.—Vv. 4-6. There is only one God;
but His worship is injured if we fasten our af-

fection on vanities as if they were realities.

Much, in itself innocent, becomes criminal by
reason of the thoughts and intentions connected

therewith. Even the creations of our fancy may
become sin. The vanity of idol-worship should

teach us the infinite worth of worshipping the

true God, and the great merit of Christianity in

that it eradicates this deeply-rooted and wide-
spread superstition. The sum of Christianity, as

distinguished from Heathenism and Judaism, is

this, that the one God, the Creator, has revealed

Himself as the Father through Jesus Christ.

—

Yer. 7. The lack of liberal insight is no sin, and
can involve no disgrace : but to act against one's

own conscience, and to betray others into doing
the like—thU is sin. By this rule is every en-
joyment to be judged. The question is not,
4 What is it in itself?* but, How does it appear
to others ? Hence, the injunction : spare weak
consciences.—Ver. 8. Freely to allow all things,

makes no one better; self-restraint, renuncia-
tion, obligation, dishonors not. But the fear of

appearing weak and pious—this is what makes
truly weak.—Ver. 9. True strength and genuine
freedom are best shown in being able to limit

oar freedom throagh love to God, and in behalf of
others. The stronger, the tenderer, and the
more sparing ! If thy freedom betrays others,

thou falleat thyself! Unfortunate knowledge,
which occasions others the loss of a good con-
science ! Conscience is the holiest, the tenderest
thing in man, and it suffers from the slightest

touch. Also Christ's heart is wounded, if we
wound one of His believing ones. The enjoy-
ment of our liberty at random, and the offence

committed, stand in no comparison with each
other. The former is vain, worthless, needless

;

the latter is corrupting and criminal.

Bbssbr:—Ver. 1. The first person puffed up
was the devil. All refined opinions, which keep
superstition far aloof, all correct views of God's
being and word, are empty as wind clouds which
bring no rain, when they bring not forth the

fruits of love.—Ver. 2. Not one single item of
divine truth has attained to power in us as it

should, if it does not divest us of our conceit and
selfishness. —Ver. 4. In the world an idol is no-
thing; for the world is God's work, wherein
nothing has being which man's thoughts have
created. But in the heart of man, ah ! there the
idols are, indeed, a frightful something, and "no
joke," as Luther says.—Ver. 8. Thanks be to

Thy mercy, O God, that Thou furnishest to us in
Thy Gospel the precious truth (Heb. xiii. 9), that
that heart becomes established which is made so
not by meats, but through grace.—Ver. 11. Not
merely a conscious obstinacy in disobedience
to God's commands, but also a trifling readiness
for any thing which stains the conscience, be-
cause it is weak, is sufficient to destroy faith in

the heart So intimate and tender is the bond
of fellowship between believing souls and Christ,
that it is broken just so soon as any portion of
our outward life is withdrawn from the control
of the Spirit of grace.—Ver. 12. Not only do the
strong and mature belong to Christ, but also the
weak and novices no less.—Ver. 13. To yield
to the arrogant, is to deny Christ; not to spare
the weak is to sin against Christ. He who walks
in love, avoids both.

[Barnes:—Ver. 6. Christians, though truly
converted, yet may have many erroneous views
and feelings in regard to many things. The.
morning dawn is, at first, very obscure. And
so it may be in conversion. This should lead us
to charity, towards imperfections ; to carefulne**

not to mislead ; and to moderation in our expec-
tations from young converts, especially those in
heathen lands.—Ver. 1-9. Love is a safer and
more useful guide than knowledge.—Ver. 10, 11.

Nothing is of more value than a correct Chris-
tian example, particularly in those occupying
the more elevated ranks in life. The ignorant
look to them for guidance, and their conduct
should be such as will conduct safely.—Ver. 18.

A noble instance of Paul's principles. If all

Christians had Paul's delicate sensibilities, and
Paul's strength of Christian virtue, and Paul's
willingness to deny himself, in order to benefit
others, how soon would the aspect of the Chris-
tian world change 1 How many practices now
freely indulged in, would be abandoned 1 (Ad
tensum)].
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180 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

B. An Illustration of Self-denial drawnfrom the Apostle
1
9 Life, in the Renunciation of hie own RighU

and Liberties for the Good of others.

Chapter IX. 1-23.

1. Statement of his own rights as an Apostle.

Vees. 1-14.

Am I not an apostle ? ami not free ? [Am I not free f1 ami not an apoetle ?]

nave I not seen Jesus Christ [om. Christ'] our Lord ? are not ye my work in the

2 Lord ? If I be not an apostle unto others, yet doubtless I am to you : for the seal

3 of mine8 apostleship are ye in the Lord. Mine answer to them that do examine

4, 5 me is this:4 Have we not power to eat and to drink ? Have we not power to lead

about a sister, a wife, as well as other apostles, and as the brethren of the Lord,

6 and Cephas? Or I only and Barnabas, have not we power to forbear working?1

7 Who goeth a warfare any time at his own charges ? who planteth a vineyard, and

eateth not of the fruit* thereof? orT [om. or] who feedeth a flock, and eateth not of

8 the milk of the flock ? Say I these things as a man ? or saith not the law the

9 same also ?
8 For it is written in the law of Moses,* Thou shalt not muzzle10 the

10 mouth of the ox that treadeth out the corn. Doth God take care for oxen? Or
saith he it altogether for our sakes ? For our sakes, no doubt, this is [was] written

:

that [because] he that plougheth should plough in hope ; and that [om. that] he that

11 thresneth in hope should be partaker of his hope11 [in hope of partaking]. If we
have sown unto you spiritual things, is it a great thing if we shall reap" your car-

12 nal things? If others be partakers of this power over you,11 are not we rather?

Nevertheless we have not used [did not use] this power; but suffer all things, lest

13 we should hinder the gospel of Christ. Do ye not know that they which minister

about holy things live of the things of the temple ? and they which wait14 at the

14 altar are partakers with the altar? Even so hath the Lord ordained that they

which preach the gospel should live of the gospel.

* Ver. 1.—The precedence of this clause [thus rerersing the order of the two as they stand in our version], is estab-
lished by A. B. [Cod. Sin.], by almost all the versions, and by other old authorities. ["Possibly the original order ass
changed to bring the weightiest question into prominence." Alfoed].

* Ver. 1.—The Rec. has 'Io-ovy XptorbV I with D. K. L.J; others have XptffToV le-ovr. XsioroV Is an addition not found
in A. B. [Cod. Sin., and is omitted by Alford, Stanley].

* Ver. 2.—Lachmann, Teschendorf'[Alford, Stanley], hare uov r% [to correspond with re spyor pun] (instead of Tip
*>qt); but it is not sufficiently attested.

« Ver. 8.—Avni forir; Lachmann [Alford, Stanley] read ioriv o£r», which also is not sufficiently attested. [Yet H is

found in A. B. Cod. Sin.].

» Ver. 6. The omission of tov is, Indeed, strongly attested, but is to be explained as an attempt to conform with the
foregoing clauses.

* Ver. 7.—Rec. has U toC xopvov In conformity with what follows, but it is more feebly sustained.

T Ver. 7.— H is rejected by Lachmann according to weighty testimony; it was, perhaps, omitted to accord with the
foregoing clauses.

* Ver. 8. The Rec. has * 0**1 sol—ravra Atysi [with K L.]—feeble authority. A probable alteration of what seemed
unintelligible. [The true reading i^mui »>6>o« ravra ov Aeyei, is found in A. B. C. D. Cod. Sin.].

* Ver. »w—Oriesbach reads : yrypairrcu yap [omitting «V r? M»v<t*k "»>¥], bnt without sufficient authority.

» Ver. 9.—miMftKrcit [with A. B.« 0. D.« K. L. Cod. Sin.]; instead of with the Rec. and Lachmann [Stanley], read
d4|use*fif. The former is best supported and more probable, because not found in the 8ept.

u Ver. 10.—In the former of the last two clauses, the best supported order is: on 6d*£Aet «V ikwiSt * osorpiM
apoTptar, instead of which the Rec. puts iV i\wih before tyci'Act, which is a reflation of the order. In the second clause
some of the better authorities hare : ttk iKwitot avrov «.«rtfxcti% to which the Kec. appends the original tV iAwi&t. The
best accredited text is: *V ikwib rov p*r4x«* [found in A. B. C. Cod. Sin.]. So Meyer [Alford, 8tanley, and Words-
worth].

»• Ver. 11.—The Rec and Lachmann read BtfUtnmtv, [and so Alford, 8tanley, and Wordsworth]. The snbj. M'^m"
is strongly supported, and might hare been crowded out by the future form, because grammatically objectionable [A. R
Cod. Sin. hare the future].

*» Ver. 12.—vptte «£oimtuk is tar better accredited than the Rec. itowrias vp»r [being found in A. B. 0. D. F Cod. 8in.J.

Bnt ripd «y«o*V Is not so well authorised as cV*o**> rtro.

" Ver. 18.—n«*«6>e«orm is better supported than the Bee rpe**o>c^errtf.
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EXBOSTIGAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-3. The fundamental principle and
purpose of his, having been briefly Btated in iii.

13, he now proceeds to enlarge upon it, by show-

ing how he had, in fact, been practising self-

denial out of love to the Lord and his brethren,

and how he had, in a far higher manner than

hs had demanded of them, renounced his own
rights and prerogatives for the sake of winning

souls and spreading the Gospel.—["This whole

passage, thus incidentally introduced, is one of

the most elevated, heavenly, and beautiful dis-

cussions in the New Testament, and contains

one of the most ennobling descriptions of the

virtue of self-denial, and of the principles which
should actuate the Christian ministry, any
where to be found. All classic writings, and
all records of antiquity, would be searched in

vain for an instance of such pure and elevated

principle as is presented in this chapter."

Barn is].—He begins with four questions [ab-

ruptly introduced, which bring to view the po-

sition from which he acted, and answer any
objections they might be inclined to make
against his appealing to his own conduct. "It
would almost appear as if he had properly con-

cluded the subject at viii. 13, and then returned
to it from this new point of view on the arrival

of fresh tidings from Corinth, informing him of
ihe imputations which he now proceeds to dis-

pel." Stanlbt]. In the first question [see criti-

cal notes]he asserts his independence,—a circum-
stance which might appear to exempt him from
the need of such circumspection as he above
speaks of; in the second, his high function as

an Apostle, which fully warranted this indepen-
dence, and rendered him responsible to Christ

alone, whose ambassador he was ; in the third,

the grounds of his Apostleship in respect of the

Lord ; and in the fourth, the seal of his office in

the Corinthian Church itself, and in his labors
there. He thus takes ground from which natu-
rally to pass over and speak of his own right to

support—a right, however, of which he had
made no use out of regard to higher interests.

[And this is the point in his example which he
wished to enforce as a lesson upon his readers].

—Am I not free ?—t. e., independent, [not in

a moral sense, as having knowledge, and thus
emancipated from foolish prejudices ; but in a
civil or legal sense, as at liberty to act as he
chose, without being accountable to any man].
This point is resumed again in ver. 19; and the
fact that it is not discussed until after the full

statement of his Apostolic rights, might have oc-

casioned the transposition of the two questions
in the Reo. T" The order here followed is not
only that of the most ancient MSS., but is also

in conformity with the sense. His freedom,
and not his Apostleship, was uppermost in his

thoughts, and was the special occasion of the

digression." Stanlbt.—But still more.—Am I
not an Apostle ?—and so, placed even in a
position of authority over others] ? But, be-
cause this fact was disputed by his opponents,
be is disposed to linger here a little ; and, by way
of proof, asks still further,

—

Have I not seen
the Lord ?—He here implies that his Apostle-

ship rested on the same foundation as that of the

other Apostles, viz., the immediate call of Christ

and the eye-witness of His glorified life. In this

respect, therefore, he was their equal. The
eight of Christ he speaks of refers primarily to

that first manifestation of the Lord to him which
effected his conversion (xv. 3 ; Acts ix. 22-26) ; yet
not exclusive of the later revelations mentioned
in Acts xxii. 17, and xviii. 9, by which he was
confirmed in his labors at Corinth. In no case
are we to suppose any reference to his having
seen Christ during his earthly life ; this would
have no significance whatever for the Apostle-

ship of a PauL That he says this with an eye
to the Christ-party, as one that laid great stress

on having visions, so that this were an argumen-
tum ad hominem, is a very doubtful assumption.
In opposition to Riickert, who supposes that Paul
here alludes to his ecstatic vision in the temple,

Neandkr says : " It is impossible that such a
vision should legitimate Apostleship."—Are not
ye my work in the Lord ?—The designa-

tion, "in the Lord," does not qualify merely
"my work," [q. d., 'ye are the Lord's work,
not mine ' (Chrys.)j, but it belongs to the whole
question. They were his work as an Apostle,

and were introduced by him into their new life,

and constituted a Church of God, in the Lord, t.

«., by virtue of his fellowship in the Lord. The
phrase designates the element in which he
wrought (comp. iii. 6 ff., and iv. 15). This
thought he further expands.—If I bo not an
apostle to others.—By the others he means
those coming into the church from abroad, it

may be emissaries from Palestine who sought to

mislead the Corinthians in regard to his Apos-
tleship. *AaAo*c is the Dative ofjudgment: * in

their view or opinion.' Owe elui expresses the

fact as it was ; hence, ov, not fifj.—Yet, doubt-
less, I am to yon.—The yk strengthens 6XX& :

«yet, at least,' or 4 yet surely.' More in full:

*Ye certainly cannot but acknowledge me as an
Apostle ; for ye yourselves, by the simple fact of
your conversion, serve to confirm my claim.*

There is no allusion here to the miracles of the
Apostle (Chrys.). These were wrought also by
those not ApoBtles. But that his preaching pro-
duced such results as could only be ascribed to

the power of Christ, this was the proof of his

assertion that he was Christ's ambassador (comp.
2 Cor. iii. 2).—for the seal of my apostle-
ship are ye in the Lord.—2<ppayic, seal, that
wherewith one concludes, designates, and con-
firms any thing; then, confirmation, witness, ori-

ginal testimony. The words "in the Lord"
belong here, also, to the whole clause, and im-
ply that the fact asserted was of the Lord, inas-

much as it was He that had vouchsafed to the
Apostle so glorious a result in setting up a
church so richly endowed in one of the chief

8eats of heathenism. ["This, although valid

evidence, and as such adduced by the Apostle, is

very liable to be abused. First, because muctv
which passes for evidence is spurious; and,
secondly, because the evidence of success is

often urged in behalf of the errors of preachers,

when that success is due to the truth they
preach ; thirdly, because small real success m>iy

be taken as evidence for more than it will fairly

warrant." " Still, there arc cases when the mu-
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cess is of such a character, so undeniable and
so great, as to supersede the necessity of any
other evidence of a divine call. Such was the

case with the Apostles, with the reformers, and
with many of our modern missionaries." Hodge].
—These suggestions he concludes with ver. 3.—
This is my answer to them who examine
me.—Here the words $ ipfi anoDuoyia stand first

by way of emphasis, just as avrrj kffrtv oome last

for the same reason. The phraseology is that

of the courts,

—

ajroXoyia, apology* defence, fol-

lowed by the dative expressing the parties to

whom it is made (2 Cor. xii. 19).

—

avoKpiveiv, to

judge, investigate, as magistrates at a trial, and
here, for the purpose of opposition ["a direct

allusion to his antagonists." Stanley]. Avr#,

this, is the subject and not the predicate of the

sentence (as in Jno. i. 19; xvii. 3), and relates

to the fact expressed just before, viz., "the
seal." To connect this sentence with what fol-

lows, [Chrys. and the E. V.], as introductory to

it, is inconsistent with the contents there found

;

[•'for what follows is no answer to those who
oalled his Apostleship in question." Hodoe].

Ver. 4-6. He comes now to the first point

touched, viz., to his power, his civil rights which
he had voluntarily renounced. The indisput-

ableness of these he indicates by employing the

form of a question—Have we not power to
eat and drink ?—Owe e^o^fv, taken together, ex-

presses one idea (comp. xi. 22, Rom. x. 18); [so

that "
fiff asks the question, and ovk ixopev ib the

thing in question ; lit. Is it to that we have not

power f" Alpokd], He here passes over into

the plural, because he now takes into view his

associates also, or because he desires to be re-

garded, not in his private capacity, but in that

Official position which he had in common with
all the apostles and servants of God. [This,

however, is doubted by Alford, who says that,
*• at all events, it will not apply to ver. 12, where
the emphatic yfieic is personal."] In the matter

of * eating or drinking,' he has no reference to

the Jewish laws respecting food [as though he
were claiming exemption from them (as Billr.

and Olsh.)], since this would be remote from the

context ; nor yet to the flesh offered in sacrifices

(as Schrader) ; but, as is shown in what follows,

to his right to live at the expense of the Church,
a right which was grounded on his apostolic

office. The same principle is applied to his

journeying officially in company with a Christian

wife ; for this is what he means when he says

—

Have we not power to lead about (with
na) a aiater wife? (a<$eA0#v yvvaiica).—
The allusion here is not to a serving matron
[whosebusiness it should be to minister out ofher
substance to the wants of the apostle as he went
from place to place, according to the interpreta-

tion of Aug., Jerome, and most of the early

fathers, and as is still maintained by the Romish
commentators in the interest of celibacy—an in-

terpretation which very early gave rise to great

abuses], for the subsequent reference to Peter
forbids this (Matt. viii. 14), and it is inconsistent

also with the qualifying term y v v a l k a (comp.

Osiander). Nor is it the right of marriage
which is here in debate, for this is simply pre-

supposed. The point made is Paul's right to

have a companion in travel at the cost of the

Church, and for this he refers to the precedent
set by the rest of the apostles,—as also the
other Apostles, and the brethren of the
Lord, and Cephas.—The allusion here is gene-
ral, and we are not to conclude from it that all

these parties were married. But does he here
use the word < Apostles' in its broader or strict

sense? Osiander infers the former from the

mention made of the brethren of our Lord in a
way which seems to assert for them a higher
position. These did, indeed, occupy a very com-
prehensive sphere of mission labor and impor-
tant responsibility (as James, Gal. i. 19); but
there is no reason to believe that they stood
higher than the twelve. But who are these
"brethren of the Lord?" A prevailing dislike,

existing even among evangelical churches, of re-

garding the mother of our Lord, who was con-
ceived in her by the power of the Holy Ghost, as

the mother of other children also, born in lawful
wedlock, has led to the supposition, either that

they were only brothers in a broader sense,

being the cousins of Jesus on the mother's side

(since such cases occurred amoug the Apostles,

though never with this designation, see Luke vi

15 ff. and the parables in Matt x. and Mark iii.),

or that they were the sons of Joseph by an earlier

marriage. *• The statement, * born of the Virgin
Mary,' is an article in the Church's creed; but
the question, whether she bore children after-

wards involves no point of Christian faith."

—

Burger. Both the intimation given in Matt, i
25, as also the repeated association of these
brethren with Mary by the evangelists, which
points to a closer relationship with her than that

of step-sons (comp. Acts i. 14; Matt. xii. 46,
xiii. 66), render it probable that they were, in a
literal sense, the sons of Mary, who at first fol-

lowed in the train of Jesus with their mother
(Jno. ii. 12), and later became estranged from
Him (Jno. ii. 8 if. ; comp. Mark iii. 21); but,

finally, having rid themselves of their prejudices
and unbelief by reason of His resurrection, en-

tered the circle of His disciples (see Acts i. 14,

where they are expressly distinguished from the
twelve).* Among this number James stood pre-
eminent. Him our Lord deemed worthy of a
special manifestation of Himself after He was
risen (1 Cor. xv. 7) ; and he was highly esteemed,
and exercised great authority in the Church of

Jewish converts (comp. Acts xv. 18 ; xxi. 18;
Gal. i. 19 ; ii. 9 ; also see Osiander and Meyer).
By referring to the authority of James (in which
his brethren shared according to their measure),
Paul here puts them next to the Apostles in order
to establish his own apostolic rights upon the

matter in question more firmly against the op-
position of the Judaizers. Osiander1

s inference,

therefore, in regard to the " rest of the Apostles"
is untenable. In further self-justification, he
adduces more particularly the example of Peter

—

and Cephas—who occupied so high a position

in the apostolic college (Neander) among the

Jewish Christians. The assumption of a climax
here, which makes Peter out to be the first of

* [See this subject tally discussed m AwmtEVB* Lift ofam
Lord, pp. 104-116; Niardkr. Life ©/ Christ, $ 22; Lakoe**
Leben /era, $ xiii. ; Krrro'8 Emc^ 2d Ed. Art, Jetut Christ, p.

630 ; and Schaff'8 exvgetical note in Lance's Commentary,
Matt. xiii. 26.].
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the Apostles (Cath.), is contradicted by ver. 6

—

Or I only and Barnabas—Paul here associates

with himself his early co-laborer, a man of high
apostolic consideration (Acts iv. 36; xi. 22 if;

xiii. 14). [*' This is the only mention of him in

conjunction with St, Paul since the date of the

quarrel, in Acts xv. 39." Stanley. •* It is not
improbable that after his separation from our
apostle he may have maintained the same self-

denying practice of abstaining from receiving

sustenance by those to whom he preached, which
he had learned from Paul at the first." Alfoed.
" Observe his humility of mind, and his soul

purified from all envy, how he takes care not to

oonoeal liim whom he knew to be a partaker
with himself in this perfection." Chrys.]—
Have we not power to forbear working ?
—The power or right (efowria) which he here
•peaks of is not distinct from those above men-
tioned, but is a consequence of the denial of
them, apagogically introduced, q. d. 'In that
ease, then, it would appear that Barnabas and I

are not at liberty to forbear working/ By
* working' (ipyd^ea&at) he means laboring for
support (iv.* 12; 2 Thess. iii. 8; Acts xviii. 6);
heneethe sense is: 'are we alone under obliga-
tion to work for our livelihood while we preach?'
The Vulgate, by omitting the fdj, translates hoc
operandi, L e., according to the Latin expositors,
fdciendi quod ceterifaciunt, according to Ambrose,
'of giving instruction for the sake of support at
tha ooit of the churches') !

Vbrs. 7-14. He next passes to establish the
right claimed ; and, first, from the analogy of
secular laborers who are, at the same time,
striking illustrations of the nature of apostolic
Uhor (iii. 6; 2 Tim. ii. 4). (1). The soldier.—
WJio ever goes to war ?— Irparehndai,
asaaj, to march to the field, and is used alike of
generals and soldiers, the same as in the active
Toice. Here it denotes the service of a private
(Pmsq* II. 2, p. 1562).—at his own charges?
—'I diotc brpw io i c, the Dative of ways and
Buaas; t. e., so that he bears his own expenses.
"O^wa, rations, coat, stipend (Luke iii. 14; Rom.
vL23L["pr. 'whatever is bought to be eaten
with bread. ' Hired soldiers were at first paid
partly in rations of meat, grain, fruit." Rob.
lex.]. " Paul here is arguing on the ground of
natural right." Neandbe.—(2). The husband-
nvL—who planteth a vineyard, and eats
AOt its limit.—T dv napirdv, the accusative,

instead of genitive after the ea&leiv, to eat, is to

he taken as the simple objective (Kuhner, II.,

p. 181)]. (3). The shepherd—who feeds a
flock, and eats not of the milk of the
flock.—'E* roif y&Xatcroc, of the milk [Jelp, {
621, 3, i.]. The wages of the shepherd in the
East is, even to this day, a portion of the milk.

[And this is partly converted into other articles

of food, and also partly sold to obtain other
commodities. Hence the case of the prep. itc,

with the gen. (Alford)].—From the analogy of
human relations and usages, he passes to Scrip-
ture for proof, thus sustaining his position by
ft positive Divine ordinance. — Say I these
things as a man ?—Kara av&poirov, in a diffe-

rent sense from that in iii. 3; here it stands in

eeatrast with the Law of God, [and means, ac-

cwding to the modes of talking and acting preva-

lent among men], " Paul here puts an argument
derived from human customs, and one taken from
the Law over against each other." Nbander.—
Or does the Law, too, (real) not speak
these things? — koI introduces the higher
instance as something additional. 'H, or stands
apagogically as in ver. 6 (Meyer), a. d., «I
would not appeal to human analogies had not the
Law also spoken in the matter.' On account of
the Koi, which would otherwise be superfluous,
it were better to treat this as a question anti-

thetic to the foregoing one, and specifying some-
thing in advanoe=$ oi) (ovxi) Xiyet ravra not 6

v6fMc. But this would put 6 v6poc first, as the
object on which the emphasis lies, ae the Rec,
making a correct gloss here. AaXeJv and teyetv

[the former used by the AposUe of himself, and
the latter, of the Law] are to be distinguished as
'say' and * speak,' the latter having special re-

ference to the contents (comp. Rom. iii. 19),

(Meyer). ["AaA«v expresses the general idea
of talking, whether reasonably or otherwise,—*
"kkyziv implies speaking in a rational, intelligent

manner." W. Webstbb, Syn. of the Or. Test.

This discriminating use of terms, is an incidental

evidence not only of Paul's accuracy of language,
but also of his delicate humility].—The legal

statute referred to is introduced with y&p.—For
in the Law of Moses it is written, Thon
shalt not muzzle an ox which treads out
the oorn.—This law is found in Deut. xxv. 4.

The same allusion occurs in I Tim. v. 18, ["from
whioh passage the reading yipkouc probably
came." Alford].—Is it for oxen that God
is conoerned ? or does he say this alto-
gether (wdvroc) on our account?—The
most direct and natural reason of this com-
mand, viz., kindness to brutes, is here left out
of view by the Apostle, since he disavows for

the great Lawgiver (God) a special care for

oxen in this provision, and applies it, not as an
inference from the less to the greater, or by way
of accommodation, but directly to teachers, as to

persons engaged in a higher kind of service, viz.,

the preparation of spiritual nutriment for the

people (not, as Philo does, to men in general, as

creatures endowed with reason). This interpre-

tation of the Law rests on the correct presump-
tion that the Law has a typical character, and
that its enactments provide for higher relations,

of which those specified are but the shadow (Col.

ii. 17). In the rapid reasoning of the Apostle

the intermediate thoughts are not brought out

;

but the higher intent of the words is directly ex-

hibited, to the entire omission of the more ob-

vious one, which here seems to be denied, as
though Ood did not care for oxen. The attempt
to modify the language by supplying the word
'only,' is arbitrary. "We are not to press this

language too far. Taken literally, it would ap-

pear as if Paul denied a general providence in

contradiction to what our Lord says. All ho
intends here is to obtain from the particular

Mosaic statute a more general ethical principle,

applicable to the relations existing between
man and man; and in doing this he does not

separate between the interpretation and the

application." Neandbr. And so Meyer snys:
44 This class of creatures were not the object of

the Divine solicitude in this statute ; that which
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expresses care for oxen was said not for their

sakes, but on our account." ["Every duty of

humanity has for its ultimate ground, not the

mere welfare of the animal concerned, but its

welfare in that system of which man it the head,

and therefore man'e welfare. The good done to

man's immortal spirit by acts of humanity and
justice, infinitely outweighs the mere physical

comfort of a brute which perishes." Alfobd].
—Presupposing an assent to the second question,

he proceeds to argue in its favor by explaining
-the Btatute in its higher sense.—For on our
account was.it written.—[The y&p,for, gives
the reason for the assertion implied in the pre-
vious question].—that,

—

bri, is neither to be
rendered 'because' [as, Alford, Hodge, Stanley],

since what follows cannot possibly be construed
as a possible reason; neither is it intended to

introduce a supposed quotation [as Riickert,

who finds here the language of the Apocrypha]

;

but it is merely explicative, as pointing to the
practical result.—he that plougheth should
plough in hope, and he that threshes, in
the hope of partaking.—[See Critical notes].

The designations 'plougher' and 'sower,' are
not to be taken literally, as denoting either the
oxen themselves, or the persons who engage in
husbandry, since we are now in the higher range
of thought; but they are to be interpreted spi-

ritually, as exhibiting typically the labors of
Christian teachers in accordance with the lan-
guage of the statute and under the forms of
agriculture. The emphasis here lies on the
words "in hope," [which accordingly in the Gr.
come first]. The obligation to plough rests on
hope, viz., the hope of enjoying the products of
the field (comp. 2 Tim. ii. 6). Ana so in the
matter of threshing. [The language here is

elliptical]. As in the first clause we must sup-
ply to the word " hope " what is mentioned in
the second, viz., "of partaking;" so in the se-

cond we must supply the verb Ho thresh,' or
' should thresh,' as suggested by the first.

From ignoring this, persons have been betrayed
into attempts at alteration, as is shown in the
various readings in different MSS. (comp. Osian-
der). The meaning is: Hhat the teacher is

bound to his office in hope of enjoying its com-
pensations' (Meyer); or, to express it more ge-
nerally: the obligation to laborious efforts in

our calling as laborers in the field of God (iii.

9), rests upon the hope, etc.—In ver. 11 he ap-
plies what has been said to the particular rela-

tion which he and his fellow-laborers sustained
to the Corinthian Church in respect of their
rights.—If we sowed unto yon spiritual
things, is it a great thing if we shall reap
your carnal things ?—A like antithesis occurs
in Rom. xv. 27. There is no reason for including
Barnabas under the strongly prominent fyuic, we,

since nothing is known of his labors in Corinth.
We may say with Meyer, "that Paul, though
speaking categorically, means in fact himself
alone. The corresponding collocation in faelc vp.lv—flfiel^ itpctv—we to you—we yours, is emphatic.
But the justification of his claim appears all the
stronger, from the fact that the recompense to
which the laborers are entitled, involves some-
thing far inferior to the blessings they have con-
ferred. "Spiritual things" are the blessings

which proceed from the Holy Spirit, the doctrines

of revelation through which the germs of a
Divine life are implanted in the heart which un-

fold themselves in knowledge, faith, love and
hope; "carnal things" are such as belong to

the lower natural life. In the figures of * sow-

ing* and * reaping,' it is implied that the obtain-

ing of the lower good is a natural sequence upon
the bestowment of the higher, even as the harvest

follows upon seed-time. The question: "is it a

great thing ?" points, however, to the dispropor-

tion which exists between the one and the other,

q. d\, 'It is a very small thing.'—The subj.

(deploctfiev) after ei, occurs commonly both in the

more ancient Greek (Homer and the lyric poets),

and in the later impure style. According to

Osiander, it denotes something midway between

definiteness and indefiniteness ; a definite asser-

tion of the right, with an indefiniteness in regard

to its application.

Having thus established his claim to recom-

pense on the ground of having imparted to them
an incomparably higher good, he proceeds to set

forth his case in still stronger light by compar-
ing himself in this respect with other teachers

who, with far less cause, still used their right to

support—If others.—The allusion here is not

to false teachers precisely, (as in 2 Cor. xi. 12-

20), since he is treating of a veritable right ; but

only to those whose title to their help stood far

below his (ficMov).—be partakers of this

power over you.—{rfjcipvv efovciac)—
'Yp&v is the objective genitive as in Matt. x. 1

;

Jno. xvii. 2, power of you, for power over you,

viz: in reference to the reaping of carnal things,

ver. 11.—are not we rather.—The ellipsis is

easily filled up from the preceding clause.—After

this strong assertion andmaintenance of his right,

he states what his course had actually been, and
the reason of his conduct.—nevertheless we
did not use this power,—[not because he
dared not, as some might suppose, and thus in-

fer a consciousness on his part of lacking apos-

tolical authority].—but we bear all things.—Iriyeiv, as also in xiii. 7, and 1 Thess. iii. 1,

lit to cover, to protect, so that nothing shall pene-
trate, [used of vessels containing and fcAding
without breaking], hence, to hold off, to hold out,

to forbear, to endure in silence. (Paseow II. 2. «.

p. 1526,)—in order that we may not pre*
sent any hinderanoe,—eyKonJjv, a cutting into

the path, hence, impediment, hinderance. This
would arise from charges of covetousness and
self-seeking in the work ofthe ministry, which hit

independence of them would obviate.—to the
Gospel of Christ,—[a prominent statement of

that whose claim overrides every other, and in

behalf of which it is fitting that one should do,

and endure all things].—After this preliminary
statement of how he had renounced his own
rights, he adds yet another proof of his title,

taken from the analogy presented by the Jewish
priesthood. Observe, not heathen priests, for

there would be no fitness in appealing to the

usages of those in support of his position, since

they were not divinely instituted. And to the

usages of the Levitical priesthood he refers, as

to a matter already familiar to his readers.—Do
ye not know, that those performing the
things of the temple.—'0 vra lepa kpyal-
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6 fie vol, so the priests are first designated.

—

This may imply the care and ministration of
offerings, as Up6v often occurs in this sense
among classic writers ; or the performance of

temple serrioes in general The latter is to be
preferred, because the second designation points

definitely to the duties at the altar.—live of
the temple,

—

ia&iovoiv, lit. eat, u e., obtain
support from the temple, from the tithes, first-

fruits, shew-bread, and other gifts brought hither
[" Comp. the speech of the Zealots in Jos. B. J.

V. xiii. 6, dei robe T<j> voy orparevofifoovc zk tov

mob rpiipea&at," Stanley).—those waiting at
the altar.

—

7rapedpebetv comp. yii. 86. The re-

ference of the first of these designations in this

Terse to the Levites and the second to the priests,

is untenable. Both relate to the latter alone,
and these ooiv are analogous in their office to
the Christian teachers.—share with the altar.
lyjifupi^ovToi indicates that they received a por-
tion of the sacrifices, and so partook with the
ilUr of what was offered.—even so,—points to
rer. 13. (Parens on the contrary : " In consis-
tency with all that has hitherto been said").—the
Lord

—

L <?., Christ, whose language in Matth. x.

10; and Luke x. 7 the Apostle has in mind.
** Here we meet with a citation from the sayings
of our Lord, which affords fresh proof that Paul
must have already had a collection of our Lord's
discourses." Neandkr.—also,—*cai, in addition
to the precepts of the old covenant to which this

of our Lord's corresponds. Were 6 K&ptoc=6
$e6q it would have read : naX role—Karayyifovotv

6 Kvptot dtkraSt (Meyer).—commanded those
preaching the Gospel.—[" It was a com-
mand to ministers themselves not to seek their
support from secular occupations, but,—to live
of the Gospel,—as the priests lived of the tern*

pie. This law of Christ is obligatory on minis-
ters and people ; on the latter to give, and on the
former to seek a support from the church, and
not for worldly avocations. There are circum-
stances, as the case of Paul shows, under which
this command ceased to be binding upon preach-
ers. These are exceptions, to be justified, each
on its own merits ; the rule, as a rule, remains
in force."

—

Hodgi. To defraud ministers of
their due is to rob Ood, — Wordsworth].—£yv
ik. i. «., the Gospel should be to them the means
of support :—[" Observe, that here the Apostle
is establishing an analogy between the rights of
the sacrificing priests of the law, and of the preach'
ere of the Gospel. Had those preachers been like-

wise themselves sacrificing priests, is it possible that

all allusion to them in such a character should

have been here omitted ? But as all such allu-

sion is here omitted, we may fairly infer

that no such character of the Christian min-
ister was then known. As Bengel remarks on
ver. 18:—"If the mass were a sacrifice Paul
would certainly have shaped to it the conclusion
in the following verse."

—

Alford.].

2. Testimony to his own self-denial in relation to his rights and powers.

Vers. 16-28.

15 But I nave [om. have] used1 none of these things : neither have I written these

things, that it should be so done unto me : for it were better for me to die, than that

16 any man should make my [cause for] glorying void.* For though I preach the gos-

pel, I bave nothing to glory of: for necessity is laid upon me; yea, [for8] woe is unto

17 me, if I preach not the gospel !
4 For if I do this thing willingly, [of my own accord]

I have a reward ; but if against my will, [obligatorily] a dispensation [stewardship]

18 of the Gospel is committed unto me. What is my5 reward then ? Yertty that, when
I preach the gospel, I may make the gospel of Christ* without charge, that I abuse not

19 [use not to the full] my power in the Gospel. For though I be free from all men, yet

20 have I made myself servant unto all, that I might gain the more. And unto the Jews
I became as a Jew, that I might gain the Jews ; to them that are under the law, as

under the law, [in*, although I myself am not under the law]T that I might gain them
21 that are under the law ; To them that are without law, as without law, (being not

without law to God,* but under the law to Christ8), that I might gain8 them that are

22 without law. To the weak became I as [om. as9] weak, that I might gain the weak

:

23 I am made all things10 to all men, that I might bv all means save some. And this

[all things11
] I do for the gospel's sake, that I might be partaker thereof with you.

1 Ter. 1&—Ov n*xp. ovtcrt [found in A. B. C. D.1 F. Cod. Sin.] it better sustained than ovfert «cp. and the Rec. ovUrt

* Y«\ 16.—Tlsrhemlorf reads : tvm.rtt «»w*t; the Rxj.^jwrj) feebly supported. Othert simplym itttwii. The
otfffual b nodoubtedly ovfeic *#ni<r«u of which tic roWei and the Roc. text are emendations. [Kling understanding an
syeaiuptMs after j». renders the pnsmtge thus :

" It is better for me to die than—my glorying no man shall make void "}

la * Bugetical and Critical," also Meyer, [also Stanley's note].
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• Ter. 16.—rip is far better supported than the 14 of the Roc. [which Allbrd calls " a clomij alteration," not seeing
that yap explains i.vay>a\. The yap is found in A. B. 0. D. F. Cod. Sin.!

• Ver. 16.—BvayycAt'<r»fuu is more credited than {wfuu (Rec), or gojuu (Lachmann). [It is found in A. B. 0. D. F.].
• Ver. 18.—Mow ; Rec, Lachmann, [Stanley 1 *kh, tolerably well authorised, but by some put after «Vrir.
• Ver. 18.—The addition, rov xptorou, found in the Boc, is opposed by the best authorities, [being omitted by A. B,

D.i God. 8inM and by all good editionsJ.
T Ver. 20.—The clause rf m*> avrbt vvb re>ov, omitted in the Rec. [probably by ovarrifht of the copyist "i is to be so-

oeptod according to the most decisive authorities [A. B. 0. D. 7. God. Sfn.L

• Ver. 21.—The Rec has 0cm, xptery *•&***> Instead of which fwv, x**<tt©v (genitires of dependence) and ccplasa
are better authorised. In xtptqem we have a conformity with ver. 30.

• Ver. 22.—The Rec has mt itftenp, according to many, but not preponderating authorities. It was introduced in

conformity with the preceding ones.
w> Ver. 22.—The Rec has t« before wtm, contrary to all the best authorities.

" Ver. 23.—The tovto of the Rec. is very feebly tupported.

B. G. D. F. God. Sin. all read wawra}.

Meyer calls it: **a more accurately defining gloss." [A.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ybrs. 15-18. After again reminding his read-

ers that he had not made use of his rights, so

clearly established, he goes on to protest, in the

most positive manner, against the suspicion that

he designed to avail himself of these arguments
in the future.—Bat I used none of these
things

—

i.e., not the proofs adduced (Chrys.),

but (comp. ver. 12) the right itself in its several

particulars (w. 4-5). —And I wrote not these
things in order that it might be so done,
—t. e., as I have written, or "after the examples
I have alleged,"—in me,

—

h kuoi, as in Matth.
xvii. 12, in my case, and this he confirms with
great emphasis.—for good were it for me,

—

jcaArf v, suitable, reputable, honorable.—rather to
die.-Thero is no need of interpreting ano&a-
v el v to mean death by hunger [as Chrys., Estius,

Billrl. In what follows, the text is much dis-

puted. If, with Lachmann (who, instead of ?,

supposes vi]
y
comp. xv. 81), and with Meyer, we

read ovdeXq nevAoei (according to B. D.* [Cod.
8in.], then there is no need of punctuating, as
Lachmann, fwv ovdeic ; but it were better to as-

sume, with Meyer (2d ed.), an aposiopesis,* so

that after % we are to supply something like

Xptyr&ai ry k£ovoia rabry, or piodbv faififi&vetv

(which it was incompatible with his feelings to

express). Then upon this a new independent
sentence would follow. The whole would then
be rendered thus : Good were it for me ra-
ther to die than (to use this my right, or to
receivemy reward) ; my cause for boasting
no one shall make void

—

Kabxipa, mat-
terfor glorying, not the act of glorying itself;

and this, as appears from the context, was the
preaching of the Gospel without compensation.
«* Paul can here mean only a glorying in the pre-
sence of men." Burger.—From a failure to per-
ceive the aposiopesis above asserted there have
arisen various attempts at amending the text.

Because ovSeig did not suit, tlq has been adopted
(by others rig), to which a Iva still appeared re-

quisite, making it read : ' than that any one, etc. ;'

and finally the fut. ind. has been changed into

the aor. subj. This is the received text. In
behalf of ovSelg we have the authority of [Cod.
Sin. and] A., which read ovdelg fiij. But if the
aposiopesis is not allowed, then we roust decide
for reading of B. iva r/r. Kev&oet : * than that any
one shall make void/ Meyer, in Ed. 8. regards
the aposiopesis too bold, and takes f/ as=or, on
the other hand, in the sense of, otherwise, in the op-

• [•* A figure of speech, in which the speaker breaks oft*

suddenly, as if unwilling or unable to state what was in his
mind "].

posite case. He would then translate : < Better
for me to die,' i, «., « rather than suffer myself ta

be supported, I will prefer to die ; or, on the
other hand, if such a thing need not occur, my
boasting none shall make void/ But this under-
standing of the passage appears so forced, that
we are still disposed to prefer the aposiopesis.
[Alford adopts the reading Iva rig kcvimkl, and
translates : ' than that any one should make
void my (matter of) boasting. 1 Wordsworth the
same, with the exception of Kev&oy for Kevuezi.

Stanley puts a colon after fwv. and makes bvdtlg

KEvboet, a separate clause, rendering the whole
thus: «It were better for me to die than my
boasting: no one shall make it void.'].

In ver. 16, ff. he assigns the reason for put ting
so great a stress on discharging his office gratu-
itously.—For if I preaoh the Gospel there
is for me no matter of boasting—KoiV^ua
ver. 6, {materies gloriandi). He means, the mere
proclamation of the Gospel was not, in and of
itself, anything in which he could boast, in con-
trast with his opponents. His advantage lay in

renouncing his right and preaching without re-

compense. To interpret evayy eli^o/iai to

mean: 'if I take a reward for preaching,' is, at

all events, contrary to the New Testament usage,
and inconsistent with the use of the word in the
context.—Why the mere fact of preaching was
no ground of boasting he goes on to explain. It

was a duty imposed on him, from which he could
not escape.— For a neoessity is laid upon
me.— [It was a moral necessity, put upon him
by the call and commission of Jesus, and by the

immeasurable obligations he was under to His
pardoning grace] ; and how imperative this neces-
sity was he shows by pointing to the effects which
his refusal to submit to it would draw down
upon him.—For woe is nnto me if I should
not preaoh the Gospel.—Oww, properly an
interj. is here to betaken substantially, and ifrr/v

to be supplied. It refers to the Divine judgments
which would fall on him if he ventured to diso-

bey the heavenly call. Hence the fearful nature
of the necessity, originating primarily in the
Divine will, demanding a punctilious obedience,
and also the impossibility of any boast in fulfil-

ling it. In this " necessity" Neander thinks he
discovers something which distinguishes Paul
from the other Apostles. The others had joined
themselves to Christ of their own accord ; while
he bad been, as it were, constrained to enter the

service. Accordingly, we discern in this word
the sense which Paul had of the overwhelming
urgency of his calling.—This last statement
(and so also the preceding ones, whether the first

or the second, but these not primarily) he illus-

trates and confirms by a denial of the opposite
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CHAP. IX. 15-28. 187

—For if I do this voluntarily, u «., on my
ova motion, of my own accord, without baying
been obliged thereto—I have a reward,—i. «.,

from God,—bat if involuntarily [t. «., obliga-

torily, haring been called to it by another, whom
I could not disobey],—with a stewardship
have I been entrusted,—my position is that

of a steward, who, when he has done all that he
could, has no more than discharged his obliga-

tions, and so has no title to a reward, (comp.
Luke xvii. 10). The first of the above cases, he
means to say, does not suit his case ["a hypo-
thetical statement," de Wette says]; since he
was constrained to preach by the obligations put
on him by a higher will ; heuce he was in the
condition of a steward, who was absolutely de-
pendent on the will of his master, and who, while
expecting no reward for the faithful discharge
of duties, might yet look for punishment in case
hi failed- [Stewards, it must be remembered,
were usually selected from among the slaves of
the establishment, as was Eleazar by Abraham,
mi Joseph by Potiphar]. This interpretation

of Meyer, and in part that of Osiander [adopted
Also by Hodge, Alford, de Wette] fully satisfies

the words and the context.* To translate the
words ekuv and aicuv, willingly and unwillingly

would hardly suit, if we are to understand
(he last clause as describing Paul's case, since
wi can in uo wise predicate reluctance or un-
willingness of him in the discharge of his

ministry.—But if we unite el de oklw oik. nttri-

anvfia> in one olause, rendering it : ' but if I am
unwillingly entrusted with the stewardship/
then the word ' stewardship' loses its significance

for the argument ; and it would be the same if

we put : * I am entrusted with a stewardship,' in

a parenthesis ; and to supply the ellipsis of, " if

unwillingly" with the words, " I do this" is in any
ease simpler than to make an apodosis by the addi-
tion of • I have no reward.' But to take the words
following as the apodosis would be inadmissible

pa account of the ovv, then.—The meaning would
be entirely changed if overleaping the two
clauses: 'woe is me, etc.,' and: 'a necessity is

laid upon me,' we find here the confirmation or
explanation of the beginning of ver. 16, so that

the idea of gratuitousness (gratis) is involved in

Uuift and that of the opposite in hnuv, and in the

phrase : ' I hare a reward,' we understand him
to speak of his < matter of boasting.' [Billroth,

Bloomfield]. The eahv would then indicate that

• [Calvin. Wordiworth, 8tanley, however, adhere to the
strict meaning of «»f and cum* as given in the B V., vis

;

*wiIu^lglv• and * unwillingly.' They apparently regard the
yi>, not a* confirming what Immediately preceded, but as
r •sejatug the general argument. • For if T preach the Gos-
pel willingly,—which indeed I do, notwithstanding the ob-
tigstion imposed npon me, as my unrenmnerated labor
show*, and for the sake of showing which I renounced my
cUisu,—I have a reward, i. «,, from God, though not from
j«;bet if Ido it unwillingly, and simply because lam
compelled to, why then I reduce myself to the condition of
a domestic servant who merely acts as he is bidden/ This
iaterprecatioa m*Kes Paul intent on showing that he had
male that which was a nvttter of bounden obligation his
high privilege, and was fulfilling it in such a manner as to
lave praise from God. Here was the reason why he would
never seek support from the church. One advantage of this
view b, that in making the first of the hypotheses state
rasl's caseT we naturally connect the expectation of a re-
ward here oxpreeeed with tne inquiry which he goes on to

* Wnat then is ny reward V* On it our author goes
Bt].

he was managing the thing as his own affair, and .

was omitting nothing which would serve to fur-

ther it, and produce results happy and honorable
for himself, in which * he would have his re-

ward ;' but dvcwv would mean that he was dis-

charging his direct obligations, only so far as

to escape the penalty of neglect, and so was act-

ing as a steward, i, e., a slave charged with the

domestic economy, so that all reward or boasting

would be out of the question. But in such an
interpretation there would be 1, a foisting into

the words kic&v and &kuv as well as into oiicov. ne-

niorevfuu of something foreign to them ; and 2,

he would, in what follows, be designating that as

his reward, which, a little before, appears to be
the ground of his having a reward.

After having substituted the term l reward' for

that of « boasting,' in ver. 17, he retains the ex-

pression, and referring back to ver. 15 (rd nav-

xqua uov* he asks—what then is my re-

ward?—To take this question as implying a
negative answer (Meyer) in immediate connec-

tion with what precedes—as though the mean-
ing were : * since I am a steward, not acting at

my option, no reward can avail me, in order that

(in accordance with the end appointed by God)
I may preach unsupported' (which, as lying be-

yond my obligation now really merits a reward)
—is, on the one hand, somewhat forced, and, on
the other, leads to that which Dr. Baub (

Tub.,

Theol, Jahrb.) objects to Meyer's interpretation,

that it involves the germ of the doctrine of su-

pererogation, in entire contradiction with 'Paul's

whole mode of thought, since if Paul regarded
the gratuitous proclamation of the Gospel as con-

ducive to its success, he must have recognized

such a course as obligatory upon him. As Bur-
ger says : " not according to the rights belong-

ing to him, but in accordance with his estimate

of his own personal relation to his high office

(xv. 8, 9; Eph. iii. 8; 1 Tim. i. 15, 16), did

Paul consider himself bound to do what was not

incumbent on the other apostles, and in order

that he might demonstrate through his whole life

the earnestness and depth of his gratitude for

the salvation so undeservedly conferred on him,

and the office entrusted to his charge.—[If, how-
ever, we regard the first ofthetwo previous clauses
as expressing Paul's case—that in declining sup-

port he was showing how freely he accepted the

obligation, he was thus rising above the condi-

tion ofa steward, who was merely discharging his

office from necessity, and so was having some oc-

casion for boasting—some reason to look for a
reward, we must here regard Paul as proceeding

to state what reward he was looking for]. The
answer to this question [is variously found ; it

either] lies in the following words, beginning
with Iva evayyefafduevog [and which may be ren-

dered as in theE. V.],—That when I preach
I shall make the Gospel without charge.
—This was to him remuneration enough, that

the Gospel which he proclaimed should prove no
burden to the Church, [that he could enjoy the

satisfaction of offering salvation without money
and without price to all whom he addressed^.

The Iva would then introduce the object had in

view : " Wherein then does my reward consist ?

* [But why not to what just precedes

:

Thia were the more natural].

' I have a reward t
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188 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

Why, in this, that I make, etc." Thus the origi-

nal signification of Iva is preserved, tffcrw, fut.

indie, which elsewhere accompanies Iva (yet

oftener 6n-wf) when some continuous act is spoken

of. [Or we may, with Alford, consider these

words as simply continuing the question and
stating the circumstances in which he is looking

for his reward.—What then is my reward,
that I while preaching shall render the
Gospel without charge?—"Iva, like bnuc in

classical Greek, with a fut. indie, points to the

actual realization of the purpose with more pre-

cision than when followed by the subjunctive.

The question in other words would be : " What
reward have I in prospect that induces me to preach

gratuitously t" The answer to the question would
in this case be found in the next verse.].—nnto
the end that, (elf r6).—This may denote

either the design in view (*in order that'), or

the simple result ('so that I shall not, etc.').—
Either would consist with the use of language.

—

I shall not use my power.— Karaxpyv&at
[not as in the E. V. abuse, for this would yield no
fit sense here], but as in vii. 81, to use to the

full.—in the Gospel,— s. «., in proclaiming the

Gospel; [or, still better, ''conferred upon me by
preaching the Gospel."

—

Stanley].
Vers. 19-23. For being free from all, I

enslaved myself to all.—The "for" indi-

cates a connection between this and the previous
words: "that I may not use my power." This
connection may be understood, either as imply-
ing only a remote relation between the expres-
sions "power" and "free," and introducing
proof of that self-denial, which prompted him to

renounce his right, as shown in other respects

(so de Wette ; in like manner, Osiahdeb: " With
an easy transition from the matter of his self-

denial hitherto discussed, he passes rapidly on
to show how he had exhibited the same in an-
other and indeed the highest degree ") ; or, in a
stricter manner, as though by the expression
" my power," he designated his Apostolic pre-
rogative in general, and the " freedom " he here
speaks of were included under it (ver. 4); (so

Meyer]. At all events the connection is mode-
rated by the thought that it was, with him, a
fundamental principle, to make no use of his

right,—only to give and not to take ; and so also

to devote himself to others instead of subjecting

them to himself or making himself dependent on
them, rather than make them dependent on him.

[Stanley gives yet another view : " In the first

instance, the idea of enslavement to all is sug-

gested by the servile labor he had undertaken,

as distinct from the free independence which he
might have enjoyed as an Apostle ; but he ra-

pidly passes from this to his accommodation to

the various feelings of all his converts, in the

hope that of this mass he might gain the greater

part to the cause of Christ. For the same tran-

sition from the idea of servile labor to that of

serving generally, comp. Phil. ii. 7 (6oi)7wv.)."

Alford here finds the answer to the question

:

What is my reward? "For (q. <*., the reward
must have been great and glorious in prospect)

being free from," etc.].

This principle of his he exhibits more fully in

connection with the purpose he had in view,

wherein at the same time his matter of boasting

(Ka&xxpa) in this respect may be seen. First,

he mentions in general, how, for the sake of a

higher object, he surrendered his independence,

since, though as Christ's Apostle, he was depen-

dent on no man, he had made himself dependent

on all, had accommodated himself to their cus-

toms and prejudices, and in the plenitude of his

Apostolic power, had, for their sakes, descended

to the low condition of a slave.—that I might
gain, Ktpdijou is explained by the concluding

auffcj (ver. 22}. It means a winning for Christ

or for God's kingdom by conversion (comp. 1

Pet. iii. 1; Matth. xviii. 15). This was ever

deemed by Paul a ' reward/ a ' cause for boast-

ing' [1 Thess. ii. 19, 20], although the word in

this context is not to be referred precisely to this

thought. [Bengel, on the contrary, finely says:

"Kepdi/au, I may gain, this word well suits with

the consideration of a reward." But Alfobd
adds : " This is not enough ; it is actually the

answer to the question : " What is my reward ?"

and it is for this reason that Iva—tcepdqou, is

three times repeated].—the greater number.

—

rot? nte'iovac, as in x. 6, the larger portion of this

company (not: 'the more' [as in the E. V.]

;

nor: 'as many as possible ;' not yet, because of

the robe, with Olsh.: 'those ordained unto salva-

tion by God 1

). [Alfobd says: "the largest

number of any : that hereafter Paul's converts

might be found to be ol nteiovee, the more nu-

merous." This certainly accords with the am-
bition of Paul].—The following details point in

part to diversities conditioned upon the ante-

Christian position of the parties mentioned
(Jews, Heathen, ver. 20 ff.), and in part to

weaknesses existing in the pale of the Church,
that required consideration (ver. 22), wherein
he more nearly approaches his main theme.

But because the same purpose is expressed here

also as in what precedes, this, too, must be re-

ferred to the ante-Christian state, but not to the

exclusion, however, of all allusion to that spoken
of in the whole paragraph.—and I became to.

the Jews as a Jew, in order that I might
gain Jews.~-To interpret rolg *Iov6aioic
to mean Jewish converts, and the subsequent
designation: 'those under the law,' of the

stricter Pharisaic class among them, is inconsis-

tent with the object in view, viz., that he might
gain them, for such were already in a measure
gained; and also with the contrast in ver. 21.

[Examples of how he became a Jew may be
found in Acts xvi. 8; xxi. 26].—to those
under the law.—This is only another desig-

nation for Jews, describing them according to

their peculiar characteristic (Rom. vi. 14; Gal.

iii. 13; iv. 21); and it denotes neither Jews of

the stricter Pharisaio class, nor proselytes of

righteousness, nor Samaritans, nor Sadducees,

who only held to the Pentateuch.—as under
the law.—The word as denotes only a confor-

mity in respect to customs, modes of life, and
methods of instruction. That he preserved his

independence in circumstances where Judaism
was insisted upon as the condition of salvation,

is evident from GaL ii. 8 ft Besides he asserts

the maintenance of his own personal freedom
from the law in the following participial clause

not parenthetical [which does not appear in the

Bee.].—not being myself under the law.—
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fit) hv avrSc, etc. Here uif denies the thing as a
matter of consciousness, [it being the subjective

negative]. That he hereby intended to repel

a charge of capricious self-exemption from the

law to which he was properly bound, is a doubt-

ful assumption.—to those without law.—By
these are not meant proselytes of the gate, as

persons who were bound by the law only in

part; nor yet such parties as would no more
submit themselves to the law's control; but

heathen, properly speaking (comp. Bom. ii. 12-

14), and so designated In contrast with the

Jews, since they were not bound by the Mosaic
law, and in which respect he conformed to them,

—at without law,—in so far as he cast off

Jewish ordinances in his intercourse with them
(comp. Acts xi. 3, 7), and presented the truth to

them, not in Jewish, but in Hellenic forms of in-

struction (comp. Acts xvii. 28 ; [1 Cor. viii. 1-7

;

ix. 24-27]). ["The word by which he here de-

scribes himself (avouoc) is the expression used to

designate him in the forged Epistle of Peter to

James (ch. ii. ) in the Clementines ; and seems,

therefore, to have been a well-known term of

reproach against him among the Judaiiers."

Stanley] For the purpose [therefore] of

guarding against all mis-application of the term,

as well as under the impulses of pious feeling

[being " unwilling to appear, even for a moment,
independent of God "], he repels all thought of

any heathenish lawlessness (avouia) being here
intended, and asserts that, so far as this law had
been revealed in its perfection through Christ,

he both lived and moved in it.—being not
without law to God, bnt under the law
to Christ. — 'Evvouoc XP 1 <* T0V * comp.

v6fu>c xpurrov. Gal. vi. 2; Jno. xiii. 84.

—

&eov and
XfHOTov are genitives of relation and dependence
("Without legal dependence on God, legally de-

pendent on Christ.'
1 Meter). To be "under

law to Christ," is different from being "under
the law," inasmuch as the consciousness of ob-

ligation in one who has become justified in Christ

in order to walk worthy of Christ, and to imitate

Him in doing the will of God is different from
servitude to the law as the means of justification

before God (comp. Bom. x. 6; GaL iii. 10 ff.).

[Here again the subjective nature of the asser-

tion as indicated by ftj, instead of owe, must be
noted. " Being conscious of not being,—remem-
bering well in the midst of my 'lawlessness'

(*wpla) that I was not." Alfobd. "Paulus
non fait anomus, nedum antinomus." Benoel].—
to the weak.—Under this term he includes

those previously mentioned (w. 20, 21 ), persons
who, lacking the higher power of Christ's spirit,

require considerate treatment—when Jews, a
mode of intercourse suiting with their law;
when heathen, a freedom from the law. [So
Stanley. But Alford, on the contrary: "The
ho&evtic here can hardly be the weak Christians

of ch. viii. and Bom. xiv., who were already won,
but these who had not strength to believe and receive

the Gospel" (Bom. v. 6). To this Hodge well

replies; " The word icepdfav means merely, to win
over, to bring to proper views, and therefore may
be used in reference to weak and superstitious

believers as well as of unconverted Jews and
Gentiles."]—I became weak,

—

i. *., I entered
into their oonditioa in one way and another.

This condescension to their peculiarities was, in

appearance, a weakness; but, in truth, it was
indicative of the highest moral power. If, with
de Wette, we understand by the term " weak," a
lack of ability to apprehend the higher moral
truths, then the expression, "I became weak,"
would denote an accommodation on Paul's part

in the methods of his instruction of them ; but
this has little in its favor.—Summing up all he
concludes—To all—(t. «., "to those just men-
tioned." Osiander; "to the generality of men
with whom I had to do." Meter).—I became
all things.—"Omnibus omnia /actus est compos-

stone misericordim, non simulations fallacies, non

mentisntis astu, sed compatientis affectu." Augus-
tine. It was an all-sided adaptation of himself

to others,—within the limits of truth, of course,

and in those things which were morally indiffe-

rent, according to the rule and direction of a
love that was intent upon the salvation of souls.

["There are two things to be carefully observed

in all oases of concession to the opinions and
practices of others: first, that the point con-

ceded be a matter of indifference ; for Paul never

yielded in the smallest measure to any thing that

was in itself wrong. In this his conduct was
directly the opposite to that of those who accom-

modate themselves to the sins of men, or to the

superstitious observances of false religions. And
secondly, that the concession does not involve

any admission that what is in fact indifferent, is

a matter of moral obligation. Paul's conduct in

relation to Timothy and Titus shows the princi-

ple on which he acted. The former he circum-

cised because it was regarded as a concession.

The latter he refused to circumcise, because it was
demanded as a matter of necessity." Hodge].—
in order that by all means I might save
some.

—

[n&vroc, omnino, or as Meyer, in all

ways. Stanley says: "6y all means, with the

double meaning as in English"].— and all

things I do.

—

irdvra 61 noiO, [see Critical

notes]. The "all things" do not refer exclu-

sively to what have just been spoken of,—as

would be the case with the feebly supported

reading tovto, this—although these are not to be

excluded. The meaning is: 'all things which I

do, I do,' etc. ["St. Paul did not become totally

and at ones, but severally and singly, not abso-

lutely, but respectively, all things to all men."
Wordsworth].—The object of this—on ao-
oonnt of tne Gospel.

—

(Sia rd evayyi-
Xiov). It is a question whether we have here

an independent thought, or whether it is only a
more general expression for that which is stated

more fully in the following objective clause,

—

that I may be a fellow partaker of it

(with yon).—In the latter case, ovyKotvuv6$ is

either takenxsto/urfAtr, t. e., an active partici-

pation in the work of spreading the Gospel (which,

however, does not accord with usage, and would
only be a repetition of what has just been said,

while by the connective Si a progress of thought

is indicated) ; or as denoting a participation in

the salvation offered by the Gospel—a thought

hinted at in the previous clause. In the former

case didt rd evayy., must be oonstrued as express-

ing the object aimed at in spreading the Gospel

:

"in behalf of the Gospel, for its honor and
glory ;" but interpreted as expressing the further
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190 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

aim of ' his doing all things on account of the

Gospel,' the clause Iva—yevu/iai, most be taken in

the sense of becoming a fellow-participant in the

salvation of the Gospel. But here again we have
the exceptionable repetition (in 6ta rd evayy. )

;

hence the assumption of an epexegesis, with the

above correct rendering of ovyicotv., deserves

the preference. The meaning then is, that all

he did aim at was to become a partaker with

them in the salvation of the Gospel. At the same
time, the objective end of that concerning which
he' had just spoken, is not excluded; but he only

brings out now the other side, in order to let

them see in his own example how his solicitude

for his own salvation in fellowship with others,

is something which must lie very near the heart
of the Christian in all he does; and that this, in

all his varied activity, is not a matter to be pre-

sumed upon, but must be striven for with the
utmost earnestness.—In this thought we find the

point of transition to the subsequent exposition,

in which by pointing to his own example he
presses on tho Corinthians the importance of
greater solicitude for their own salvation, and of

sparing no pains or sacrifices in the attainment
of this end (vcr. 21 ff.). [" Here a new thought
is introduced. Up to this point he has been
speaking of his self-denial for the sake of others;

here he begins to speak of it as for his own sake.

It is no longer • that I may save some/ but « that I

may be partaker of the Gospel with you.* 'Do
not think that I do not require this for myself.

In order to do good we must be good. To extend
our Christian liberty to the utmost verge, is dan-
gerous not only for others, but for ourselves

also.' This argument he proceeds to support
first from his own example and secondly by the

warning of Israelitish history." Stanley].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The Ministry—its claims and its obligations.

The regular and professional ministration of
God's Word, requiring the expenditure of time
and strength, in providing stated spiritual nu-
triment for a congregation and in the cure of
souls; and in qualifying himself for which a per-
son has spent his property either entirely or in

part, founds a claim to the support both of him-
self and his family, in a manner suited to the
position he occupies. This is an ordinance of

the Lord himself, who has said : " The laborer
is worthy of his hire." It is a rule, moreover,
which reaches down to the lowest grades of ani-

mal labor performed for man, and runs through
all departments of human society, and must be
binding in proportion as the work done is ex-
cellent. It must, therefore, be most of all in

force in that sphere where the relation of that

which is given to that which is received is that
of the " spiritual" to the " carnal."

On the other hand, it becomes a workman on
this holy soil to show himself, in accordance with
our Lord's example, to be one to whom " it is

more blessed to give than to receive ;" so that
he shall not only discharge his more general ob-
ligations, the neglect of which would subject
him to rebuke—not only perform what he is paid
for, but shall also be ready to offer all manner
of aid at the cost of time and strength, even

in oases where no legal obligation binds him so

as in this respect to fulfil the Scripture: " Freely

ye have received, freely give." He must appear,
not as one dealing in temporal affairs, looking
ever for his equivalents, but as one carrying in

himself a large liberal spirit, free from ambition
and avarice, and all forms of selfishness. By
his whole attitude and conduct, by word and
deed, he must let it be seen what a joy it is to

take that which has freely flowed in upon him,

especially that which a partial love has con-

ferred, and let it flow out again in all manner of

gracious bestowments, relieving the afflicted, the

sick and the needy, and helping on the work of

the Gospel, both at home and abroad, promoting
the enlightenment and the salvation of mankind
at large, of every kind and degree, both within

the limits of Christendom and in the regions

beyond.
2. Accommodation in the Ministry. Self-deny-

ing love is exercised, not only in the renuncia-

tion of one's own rights to support, and in un-

rewarded toils and sacrifices for others* welfare,

but also in condescending from the heights of

superior knowledge and liberty to enter into the

narrownesses and weaknesses of others, to ac-

commodate oneself to their spiritual defects and
necessities, to freely conform to their ways so

as to infuse in them confidence as towards one

of their own kind, to speak with them in their

own language—with children in a childlike man-
ner, and with adults according to their several

powers of apprehension, and so to become all

things to all men. And this will be done so

genially that those with whom we converse

shall not feel it to be a condescension. On the

contrary, our whole speech and deportment will

seem natural, through the blending power of a
sympathizing love. Thus will love fit itself to

every variety of forms and customs and habits,

and to all spheres of life, doing whatever may
be requisite for kindly intercourse, and avoiding

or removing whatever hinders it, and holding it-

self ever ready to enter into all hearts, and win
them towards the highest good.—And all this will

be done for Christ's sake, and in accordance with
the example of Him who, out of His own Divine
love, entered into human nature, stooping to its

lowest bent of infirmities, in order to redeem
sinners, and lift them up to a life in God.
But as in Christ there is truth, and nothing

but truth, so must this conformity be kept within
the limits of truth. As in Him there was no
self-seeking, no selfish fear of men, or vain de-

sire to please men, so will it be with a proper
accommodation. It will be unwarned fcy such
faults. That were a false, immoral compliance,
to adapt oneself to the ways of others, especially

their religious rites and customs, either for the
sake of avoiding persecutions, or of courting
favor, or of gaining coveted emoluments and ap-
plause, just as did the Jesuits in their mission-
ary labors, as many Christians have done in

their intercourse with thebeathen, and as Evan-
gelicals did towards the Romanists during the In-

terim. It is also an exceptionable accommoda-
tion when a preacher or teacher, for the sake of
maintaining his position, or of obtaining one
with a view to subsistence, comes down from the
height of his lofty views and clear conceptions,
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to profess his faith in, and inculcate opinions

which are objectionable and degrading, because

untrue and superstitious. Equally unworthy

and immoral is it also to gesticulate or speak as

a worshipper in presence of, or in company with

others who believe in a personal God, who can

be approached in prayer, although one is a

stranger to that faith, and considers such prac-

tices as follies, belonging to a lower grade of

conceptions ; and the more reprehensible is such

conduct in proportion as the motives which
prompt to it are low and selfish, (comp. Heub-
ner).

[3. The doctrine of eupertrogation. The Ro-
mish divines, as is well known, adduce the 16th

verse in support of their doctrine, which teaches

the special meritoriousness of works, which,

under the promptings of love, exceed the scope

of the command enjoined. The reward which
Paul here looked for, according to the " annota-

tions in the Rbemish version," was the "reward
of supererogation, which is given to them, that

out of aboundant charitie do more in the ser-

vice of God than they be commanded, as St.

Augustine expoundeth it" The fallacy here
consists in making specifio precepts^ which are

mainly relative and prudential, the absolute rule

of duty. Determined by the highest and most
universal law, every good that it is possible for

man to do, is a matter of obligation. " He that

knoweth to do good, and doeth it not, to him it

is sin." " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart," etc. If Paul therefore knew
that by renouncing his right to support he would
avoid the appearance of selfishness, remove a
stumbling-block in the way of the Gospel, and
strengthen his influence, he was bound to re-

nounce his right ; and in so doing he obtained
only the reward which belongs to all works done
in love—the reward of grace. His self-denial

was a work of supererogation only in relation

to man, but not in relation to God. See Calvin
In*l. B. III. ch. 14, i 14 ff; B. IV. ch. 13, * 12
ff.].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

[In this chapter we have a self-drawn portrait

of the great Apostle—a portrait which vividly

represents to us the man, not only through the
particular features described, but also in the

free, courageous style in which the sketch is

made. The object in thus bringing himself to

view is to enforce the precepts contained in the
previous chapter by his own example, and to

prove his right to teach as he did, by his own
practice. Accordingly we observe here: 1.

Paul's position a. as a man—"free," bound by
no legal obligations to any, and capable of taking
care of himself; b. as* an office-bearer—"an
Apostle," holding the very highest authority in

the church, as proved by his having seen the
Lord, and having had the seal of the Spirit put
to his ministry (w. 1, 2) ; c. in his rights, first

to domestic solaces (ver. 6), and secondly to

maintenance, as proved, a. in accordance with
the principle of compensation for work (ver. 7),

0. by the law of Moses (vv. 8, 9), y. by the ana-

logy of the Levitioal priesthood (ver. 13), o\ by
the command of Christ (ver. 14). 2. His con-

duct, a. abnegation of legal claims to support

(vv. 12, 14); 6. endurance of privations and toil

(ver. 12); c. condescension even to the position

of a servant (ver. 19) ; d. kind accommodation
to the weaknesses and prejudices of others. 3.

His purpose. He designed to continue this

course of self-denial at all cost, and rather die

than abandon it (ver. 15). 4. His motive—the

desire of the reward which belongs to the work-
man who counts duty a privilege, and exceeds
the limits of legal obligation in the excess of his

love (ver. 18), and which comes from gaining
the larger number of souls to Christ (ver. 19),

and which is found in the more certain enjoy-

ment of the Gospel, in fellowship with those for

whom he labored (ver. 28).

The traits which here shine conspicuous are :

consciousness of perfect integrity ; a sense of
personal dignity as a man and an Apostle ; frank-
ness ; courage ; love in its highest forms of self-

sacrifice, condescension and zeal ; and wise pru-
dence in the methods chosen for gaining the
highest ends.

In all this we have : 1. an instructive picture

of a true minister of Jesus Christ ; 2. an illus-

tration of the power obtained for the enforce-
ment of precept by appealing to one's own ex-
ample ; 8. an exhibition of the might and ma-
jesty which resides in a self-denying spirit].

Starkb.—Vbb. 1.—Faithful ministers find

their best support in their calling and office, in
their good conscience and Christian walk ; and
their best apology in their deeds and not in their

words.—Ver. 2 : There are bad preachers who
are praised, and good preachers who are blamed

;

look at the fruits: if these are good then the
tree is good also.—Ver. 7 : Avarice and ingrati-

tude are alike great sins,—the former in minis-
ters, if they labor only as hirelings for a re-
ward ; and the latter in the people if they let

their ministers suffer.—A three-fold illustration

of a right-minded minister (ver. 7) : the first

(that of a warrior) tells of valor and unshaken
courage in overturning the kingdom of darkness
by the right use of spiritual weapons (ver. 25 ; 2
Cor. x. 4, 6) ; the second (that of a vintner) tells

of unwearied labor ; the third, (that of a shep-
herd) tells of constraining love and official fidel-

ity (Es. xxxiv. ; Jno. x.).—Ver. 11 :—The bless-

ings conferred through the ministry are more
precious than can be adequately requited by
temporal good. Ye hearers, be rich in love ; ye
ministers, rich in contentment (1 Tim. vi. 18;
Phil. iv. 11);—ver. 18 ff: A faithful worker is

worthy of his reward ; but lazy, reluctant, lux-
urious ministers deserve not the good they en-
joy.—ver. 16 : Preachers mutt preach ; and
hearers hear. There is no escape from this.

On these things hang life and death.—ver. 17 :

It is the sure sign of a faithful minister that he
discharges his office with such yearnings of affec-

tion toward Christ and toward his hearers, as
admit neither of indifference, nor idleness, nor re-
luctance (1 Pet. v. 2; 1 Thess. ii. 8).—Fidelity
in office is no special merit (Luke xvii. 10) ; yet
a faithful servant may look for a reward of grace
from Christ (Matth. xxv. 28). —Not ministers
only, but all Christians equally should endeavor
to remove whatever obstructs the cause of Christ.

—Ver. 19 : The servants of Christ, while exer-
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rising Christian love and kindness, and gentle-

ness towards all, must, at the same time, take

oare to preserve a good conscience, and in no
way prejudice their abiding in Christ.—Let
those who rule consider themselves as the ser-

vants of all (Mark x. 43) ; and so in matters in-

different let them overlook, yield and suffer

much, in order to win those under them, and
promote their improvement This is the method,
of true love.—ver. 20 ; A blessed sort of men-
pleasing, when it is without sin, unto edifica-

tion ! (Rom. xv. 2).—ver. 21 : Those who asso-

ciate with the godless for their good, must be
careful to abide by the law of Christ ; otherwise
they will deteriorate rather than improve.—ver.

23: A minister who does not labor himself to be-

come a partaker of the Gospel will never pro-
perly labor to make others partake of it.

Bbblbnburqer Bibli.—Ver. 10 : We must not
abide by the shell of Scripture ; but break into

the kernel The shell reads " oxen ;" but the
inner sense means tw, patient, laborious minis-
ters, who plough the field of the church, labor
in the fear of God, take firm steps in the Divine
ways, and spare not but trample on the flesh, in

order that the hidden kernel of the spirit may
burst the hull, and move men to repentance and
the mortification of their earthly affections.

And such should be enabled to enjoy the fruits

of their spiritual labor in the tokens of grati-

tude.—Ver. 11 : It is the part of a true minister
to be unwearied in laying in the heart a good
foundation, and planting good seeds therein for

an after abundant harvest.—Ver. 12: To ab-
stain from one's right is a proper offering.—Ver.
18: Men eat at God's table. He feeds His ser-

vants when He gives them of that which belongs
to Him.—Ver. 16: The mutt here is not a slav-

ish, but an evangelical must : the love of Christ
constrains.—Ver. 19. In Christianity freedom
and service stand together. Where the former
is not, there there is not in the heart such a wil-

lingness to engage in service. This is true
Christian magnanimity—to be free from all, and
yet to devote one's self to all. He who has not the
love so to devote himself is certainly not free, but
acts under constraint.—Ver. 20 ff: Genuine con-
descension goes counter to flesh and blood ; since
it is only through a Divine love that a person
oan be induced to endure, to wrestle, to fight,

to turn and twist like a worm in order to accom-
modate himself to the circumstances and whims
of poor ignorant souls, and to surrender, wil-

lingly yield, or share in any thing innocent, for
the sake of winning them to Christ the better.

A minister must bring with him into his offioe a
large pity, since he will be obliged to see much
want, and not be able to shape everything on
one last. It costs something to associate with
the weak and distressed, and the like, whose so-

ciety men are apt to shun. The mind and ex-
ample of Christ are to us sufficient law ; by these
our minds are taken captive and sufficiently as-
sured.—Ver. 23 : He who labors much to impart
the Gospel obtains in return a proportionate
share of its blessings. The peace of God which
he dispenses will return upon him.

Riboeb [is omitted, being substantially a re-
petition of the above].
Hbubnbb.—Ver. I : The work which alone

endures is that which is performed on the hu-
man heart, and a faithful minister has the best
opportunity for erecting a monument which
shall outlast human records.—Ver. 8: Every
person is bound to vindicate his conduct to his
friends.—Ver. 7 : There may be claims to a re-
ward without the undue coveting of a reward.

—

Unthankfulness towards ministers merits earnest
rebuke.—Ver. 8ff: A man should wait for his

reward in hope, not demand it before his work
is done.—Ver. 11 : Manual labor, and the ex-
penditure of time, may be appraised, but not the
nobler toil, the superabundant blessing, and
faithful heart of a true minister. These God
alone oan reward with His love.—Ver. 12 : It is

precisely the most faithful minister that have to

encounter human wickedness in its moat out-

rageous forms. The most meritorious are often
the most poorly paid. In many spiritual occu-
pations one does the work and another gets the
pay. Like the Apostle, we should be ready in

needful cases to work without reward, and find

our recompense in our good works and in the
approval of God. The more a minister lives

under the pressure of hardship, the brighter will

the light of his religion shine. [But this fact

will not justify the people in putting the pres-
sure on].—In all doubtful cases the conscien-
tious minister will inquire by what course the
Gospel will most be benefited, and act accord-
ingly.—Ver. 14: A minister should desire only
what is necessary for his support, no more. The
church should not give him luxuries.—Ver. 16

:

The disinterested minister may, for the sake of
vindicating himself, remind his people of his

magnanimous conduct.—A minister must have a
reputation for disinterestedness. If there is a
chance for making large gains, and at the ex-
pense of a good name, let him surrender the
chance.—Ver. 16. How foolish it is to boast of
having done our duty ! The higher the offioe is,

the more disgraceful to our trust The con-
straints of duty, to which a pious man freely
yields, are irresistible. * God has put me here'
—this thought should accompany the minister
to his latest breath. To retire from work, when
not compelled by age or other circumstances, is

a very questionable procedure.—Ver. 18- Joy
in serving God, and being assured of his love, is

the most strengthening reward. A sense of this

makes free and happy ministers.—Ver. 19 : A
faithful laborer assumes many burdens not
legally imposed. But when can he ever do more
than his duty (Luke xvii. 10) ? We cannot fully

perform even what we ought.—Our labor te at
best piece-work. In saving souls nothing is toe
burdensome, nothing too lowly.—Ver. 20 ff : A
pious man may be many sided ; for nothing is

more manifold than the ways and means of Di-
vine wisdom in the execution of its designs.
But there is a great difference between the no-
ble legitimate accommodation of the Christina
and the slippery by-ways of worldly cunning.
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C. Exhortation to tomtit eelf-denial as the condition of obtaining an incorruptible crown; and a warning

againet carnal ttcurity.

% Chaptbb IX. 24.—X. 18.

24 Know je not that they which run in a race [race course, aradloi] ran all, but one
receivetb the prize? So run, that je may obtain [really lay hold of it, xoroU^rt].

25 And every man that striveth for the mastery [contends for a prize, &r<*vtZ6juvos] is

temperate in all things. Now they do it to obtain a corruptible crown [ohaplet,

26 tntyayov]; but we an incorruptible. I therefore so run, not as uncertainly; so fight

27 [box, -Kuxrkow] I, not as one that beateth the air; But I keep under [beat black and
blue, bnunzt&Zt*] 1 my body, and bring it into subjection [enslave it, douXayatyaj] : lest

that by any means, when I have preached [been a herald, xypoS**] to others, I myself

should be a castaway [a rejected one, dddxtpos].

Moreover[For, ydp]* brethren, I would not that ye should be ignorant, how that

2 all our fathers were under the cloud, and all passed through the sea ; And were
all baptised [had themselves baptized, ifiaTrriaavrof unto Moses in the cloud and

3, 4 in the sea ; And did all eat the same spiritual meat ; And did all drink the same
spiritual drink; for they drank of that spiritual Rock that followed them [out of a
spiritual, following Rock, lx itveufiaTtxjjs dxoXouOoooys itlrpas] : and that Rock was

5 Christ.4 But with many [most, to/? nX*(o*tv] of them God was not well pleased

:

6 for they were overthrown [strewed about, xartarpoiO^aay} in the wilderness. Now
these things were our examples [became types for us, rOxot fjfuov tyevrj&yeav^ to

7 the Intent we should not lust after evil things, as they also lusted; Neither be

[become, yCvtads'] ye idolaters, as were some of them ; as it is written,6 The people

8 sat down to eat and drink, and rose up to play. Neither let us commit fornication,

as some of them committed, and fell in* one day three and twenty thousand.

9 Neither let us tempt [put to the full test, try fully, ixneipdZtofuv"] Christ,' as8 some
10 of them also tempted, and were destroyed of serpents. Neither murmur ye, as

11 some of them also murmured, and were destroyed of the destroyer. Now
all [<m. all]9 these things happened unto them for ensamples [typically,

Tuietxws]10
: and they are written for our admonition, upon whom the ends of the

world are come [last of the ages have come, rd rthy r. alwvwv xar^vrqxev]11
.

12, 13 Wherefore let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall. There hath
no temptation taken [trial seized upon, xeipaatwq itXyyev] you but such as is com-

mon to man [human, avfyawnvoc] : but God is faithful, who will not suffer you to

be tempted above that ye are able ; but will with [in the midst of (Tyndale), aw
rw 7T.] the temptation also make a way to escape, that ye1* may be able to bear it.

1 Vor. 27.—TUchmdorf has vm»ru££», but the Bee. and Lachmann, in accordance with the meet reliable MSB., hare
*wm^M, [A. B. CD. (1st and 4th hand). Sinait many cursives, Orlg., Bpbr , (one MS.) Chrys., Theodt., Theophyl., CKcum.,
have vMMrOgw. F. 0. K L., with more than 80 oursives, Boaeb.. Serap., and a number of copies of the Greek Fathers, have
the Doric imowuk^o. D. (3rd hand) B., and a number of cursives and Greek Fathers, have the Attic. v*ovi4£». The Latin
»riteri and versions do not clearly indicate what reading they followed ; they have cattigo (vulg.) nibjicio, macero, affligo,
*n4 <kmo. Sbkht, MaUhti and Tischmdvrf have defended vwowU(». Meyer thinks that this originated in the error ofsome
tsekttful transcriber, to whom vw» with •> was offensive. The went v*w*. is found, however, in classic and Hellenistto
Greek CBobinson's Lexicon), and occurs also in Luke xvilL 6. As an agonistic phrase, it seems to accord well with a num-
ber of expressions in this whole passage. The English critics have unanimously adopted it.—C. P. W.].

* Oaap. x. I.—The Bee. has 64 instead of yap, but in opposition to decisive authorities. The change originated in a mkv
tske with respect to the proper connection.

* Ver. %.—Laekmcmn has ^anraVflyrar, on the authority ofgood but not decisive IfSS. ; and as the more difficult reading,
«pnrrto*ai>To (of the Bee.) deserves the preference. [The passive form is more usual among Christian writers, especially
«th reference to infant baptism, and Is given In A. C. D. B. T. O. 81natt. and 16 cursives ; but the middle form is attested
|»J *• B. L., OrigM Chrye., andothera, nod its reciprocal sigaifltation was demanded by the Apostle's purpose, and need not
h*™ given offence with regard to the subjects of apostolic baptism. Theophyl. gives ifiamtiovro, and thus confirms the
«ejeetin*e that ifianriaOr̂ aw was a correction.—C. P. W.].

^ Vers. 9, 4-—The different posttlen* gfven to the words In verses 8 and 4 by different MBS. hare no effect upon the
"see ef the whole passage (see Tieohendorf). TA. C, et at, omit avrb, and Sinait omtt to* out*. B. 0. (2d hand) a 4
omalt. put svtvj&arucer before Spwpa, and A., with some cursives, put mWv/m. tyayer. before fipmpa. In like manner ic

13
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v. 4, A., ft al., omit avrb. The Rec, with D. F. K. L., vt al, ,place «rd>* before mxvfx. tvtov, while A. B. C. Sinait, et <xJ.,pU»«

it after those words. The Rec. also puts 6i immediately before irerpa, w.tli A. 0. 1>. (2d baud; K. 1*, and some puirtotic

Ma8., but with no cursives of much authority.—C. H. W.J.
• Ver. 7.—Instead of uxrutp, the Rec. has «k, but \3. is probably f

[• Ver. 8.—B. D. F. Siuait. omit iv before /tioy. but A. C. D. (2d an
j a correction to conform to the more usual word.

. „ . (2d and 3d hand) E. K, L. insert it.—C. P. W.J.
i Ver. 9.—Lachmann and Meyer iiave ttvpiov with B. C. (Siuuit.J, et al. Meyer thinks that Xptvrbv and Btbv (A.) are at-

tempts made to explain the true text. But even if Xpiordy had Jxeen thw truo reading, it could easily have given offence

to some, who did nut see how Chriut-conM be tempted before Hit incarnation, and so it might have occasioned thu uw-
tion of xvpiov. [The only authuritu* for Otov are A., two cursives, two MS8. of the Slav., aud Beda. XptorbV in Mdopo d by

Elseoir, (Rec.) SckoU^ de WeUe, Otiander, Tisch^ Bloumfuld and Wordsworth, after D. K. F. O. K. LM a number of curem*,

the Ital., Vulg., 8yr. and other versions, and Theodt., Marcion, Ohrys^ <Ecuin., ThefphyU Iren., and several Latin fcthen.

Afford and Stanleypntfvr icvpiov. as more likely to be explaiued by the insertion of Xpwrroi' and 0eoV from the m.r^in. On

tne other baud, Dr. Hodge thinks Xpurrov the more difficult, and so the more probable reading, and that " while the tempts*

tion was strong to change xp- into *W>. n° one would be disposed to put the former word for the latter." Much teal luti

been shown with respect to these various readings on account of their supposed bearing upon the preexistenre of Christ,

and Kpiphanius does not hesitate to charge some wlth«an intentional falsification of the Uixt.—lie says: o 6i M«tp«t»r

*ktI tow Kvpiov Xpurrov iwoirptv.—C. P. W.].
s vtfr. 9.—The Roc. after koOuk has *ai, but the authority for it is too feeble. [A. B. C. D. F Sinait. omit it while orly

D. (3d hand) K. L.,etaL, the Syr.,Chrys. and Theodt. insert it. It was probably inserted as more usual before sotoc,

while the only reason for its omission would have bee « to conform to ver. 8.—0. P. W.J.
• Ver. 11.—The Rec. has navra atter tovto 6k, but it is wanting in B. C, elaL, and has different positions In the sen-

tence, thus giving reason to suspect that it must be an addition. |C. K. L., with several versions and fathers, insert it, tnd

I). F. Sinait.. aud some versions and fathers, read : nivra 6« ravra.—C. P. W.J.
10 Ver. 11.—Lachmann has rvin$u»s, and his reading is well sustained. It is possible that rvvot (Bee.) is an attempt to

make the passage conform to ver. 0. [Lachmann's reading is supported by A. B. C. K. biuait., aud some versions and fitlberi.

—C. P. W.J.
u Ver. 11.—Rec. has Kanjwjtfw, but Lack*, and Titch. have KaTrjvryfKev. The latter is better, but both reading! have

good authorities. [B. D. B. F. O. Sinait., and some Greek Fathers, have the perfect, and Meyer and Alfbrd think the other

an instance of the alteration which copyists frequently made of the perfect iuto the florist form. The other word, how.-ver,

may be an equally appropriate instance of the alteration which the Alexandrian critics frequently made of the aorist into

the perfect—C.P.WJ.
i* Ver. 13.—The Rec. inserts viuit after tvvatrdax, bat it is feebly sustained, and it is probably an addition naturally wap

gested by tho context for the completion of the sense. [It is cancelled by Lachmn Titch^ Aiford, Stanley aud HW«w. alter

A. B. G. D. E. F. G. L. Sinait., and most of the Torsions and Fathers.—C. P. W.J.

model, and his likeness placed in the long line

of statues which formed the approach to the adja-

cent temple. The * prize ' which he won from

the appointed judges, who sat in state at the end

of the course, was such as could awaken no mean
or mercenary motives; its yery simplicity attested

its dignity ; it was a garland of the Grecian pine,

which still, under its classical name, clothes with

its light green foliage tne plains of the Isthmus,

and which was then consecrated to the sea-god,

around whose temple its groves were gathered.

(See Conybeare and Howson, 20).—The ap-

plication of the metaphor of the race to the pro-

gress of the Christian, here occurs for the first

time. Afterwards, compare Phil. iii. 12, 14; 2

Tim. iv. 7, 8: Heb. xii. 1. Stanley].—Know
ye not.—[An abrupt and forcible appeal to a

familiar fact, analogous to the case in hand,

fraught with obvious lesson**]—that those
who run in the race-course. —Here is the

first illustration—the race (6p6fjuc).—run silt

but one receiveth the prise?—The £/>«-

fleiov is the prize (adTvov) awarded by the arbi-

ter (fipafieksY f"Lat., bravium, Iren. IV. 7,

whence the English, "bravo." Wordsworth].
The point thus made is stated by Osiander in the

practical remarks : " The danger of failing of

the end of our faith thro' a lack of persistent

earnestness—the large number of the called, and
the few that are chosen ; or, as mere running on
the course does not ensure the prise, so simple

companionship with those who are striving for

salvation does not ensure its attainment."—Heace
he briefly and foroibly enjoins.

—

So run that
ye may obtain.—The simplest interpretation
here would be to refer o v r w, so, to e v a, that, in

the sense of & o* r e, as : « so run as to obtain.'

But it certainly would be more in accordance
with usage to make the reference to what pre-

cedes : * as that one runs who obtains the prise,

so run ye in order that ye may obtain.' [Aiford,
on the contrary, makes the allusion more gen-
eral: " after this manner, viz., as tbey who run
all, each endeavoring to be the one who shall receive

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 24-27. [Having in the last verse (23)

of the previous section mentioned, as the se-

cond reason for the renunciation of his rights,

his desire that he might thereby become partaker

of the Gospel with those he labored for, he next

proceeds] to bring home to the consciousness of

his readers the extent of that self-denial and
earnest endeavor which is requisite for the full

attainment of the blessing in question. This he

does by a reference to the Grecian games which

were celebrated in their vicinity, viz., the Isth-

mian games. [" It must be remembered in read-

ing the Apostle s allusions, that from the national

character and religion of the Greeks, these games
derived an importance which raised them above

the degrading associations of modern times.

How intense an interest these contests still ex-

cited may be seen from Suetonius' graphic de-

scription of the agony of Nero in his desire to

succeed; an exaggerated instance, doubtless;

but yet illustrative of the general feeling. The
stadium, or race-course, of which he speaks, was
not a mere resort for publio amusement, but an
almost sacred edifice, under the tutelage of the

patron deity ofthe Ionian tribes, and surrounded

by the most solemn recollections of Greece, its

white marble seats rising like the foundation of

a temple in the grassy slope, where its outline

may still be traced, under the shadow of the huge
Corinthian citadel, which guards the entrance of

the Peloponnesus. The race, in which all run ;

the pugilistic contests, in which they strove not

" to beat the air" were not merely exhibitions of

bodily strength, but solemn trials of the excel-

lence of the competitors in the < gymnastic art,'

which was to the Greeks one-half of human edu-

cation. As the friends and relatives watched
with breathless interest the issue of the contest,

they knew that the victor would be handed down
to posterity by having his name sung in those

triumphal odes, of whioh Pindar's are the extant
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the prize; for the others strive as earnestly as

he.—The ovr wc is presently particularized by
one point of the athletes' preparation being spe-

cially alleged for their initiation "]. After
"obtain," the word • prize* must be supplied as

the object understood. The use of the KardXa-

/foy suggests tho personal effort shown in the

matter, literally : * that ye may seize, or grasp,

the prize; ' as in 1 Tim. vi. 12, eirtfaipiodai, in dis-

tinction from which the simple hifipdvetv would
denote the mere receiving, or accepting the thing

presented. The recommendation accordingly is

to a course of conduct corresponding to the laud-

able race of him who wins the victor's wreath,

in order that they may obtain possession of sal-

tation, [may 'work it out 1

].—That for this an
earnest self-denying course was requisite, he
shows from the example of the combatants.

—

now every one.—["The Si, now, specifies,

referring back to ovtu?. And the emphasis is

on jrflf, every one, thus showing ovtuq, to, to

refer to the ir&vree, all, who r pi xova iv, run.'

Alpord].—that strives.—The general term,

iyuvUjur&at, includes indeed in itself the idea of

running in the race ; but here the primal refe-

rence is to the preparatory training. ["The
article (6 ayuvt^6fievoc) brings out the man
as an enlisted and professed agonistes (or

athlete), and regards him in that capacity. Had
it been rear; 6i ayuvt&pevos, the sense would have
been, *now every one while contending,* etc.,

making the discipline to be merely accidental to

his contending—which would not suit the ori-

ginal antitype, where we are enlisted for life."

Alford].—is temperate in all things.—To
this there belongs self-control in every particu-

lar: abstinere ventre et vino, and especially a
strict diet, to make one light, nimble and fit for

the conflict. ["The discipline lasted for ten

months preparatory to the contest, and was at

this time so severe, as to be confined to the pro-

fessional athletes. The diet is thus described

by Epictetus : ' Thou must be orderly, living on
spare food; abstain from confections; make
a point of exercising at the appointed time, in

heat and in cold ; nor drink cold water or wine
at hazard :—in a word, give thyself up to thy
training-master as to a physician, and then enter

on the contest." Stanley].—But as the prize

set before the Christian agonistes is nobler than
that which awaits the earthly athlete, so much the

more ready mast the former be to practice that

self-denial which is the condition of success.

—

they indeed.—[/^ofe, immo veto: "ovv con-
nects it with the general train of thought, and
pev gives emphasis." Jelf, { 780, o.].—[The
ellipsis here must be supplied from the previous
elanse: * practice temperance 1

].—in order that
they may receive a corruptible orown.

—

8ach was the prize of the racer in the Isthmian
ganes, a mere garland of pine leaves; [and
elsewhere, of olive, parsley or bay leaves

J.

—

bat we—He here includes himself in their

ranks as a fellow-contestant The ellipsis must
be again supplied as above—yet carrying the
implication of a higher sort of temperance, even
amoral one, according to the nature of the con-
fer entered into.—an incorruptible.—i. e. %

blessedness and glory eternal as the reward of
grace (comp. 2 Tim. iv. 8 ; Jas. i. 12 ; 1 Pet. v.

4).—In ver. 26 f., he turns now to speak of him-
self particularly, showing his own method of
training and striving as an example.—I then —
['Eyw is emphatic,—recalls attention from the
incidental exhortation and reminiscence of tho
Christian state to the main subject, viz., his

own abstinence from receiving support and its

grounds.' Alford]. toIvvv, serves to intro-

duce particulars under a general proposition

(Passow). So here where Paul comes to present
himself as a specimen of the true athlete, who
lias put himself through a thorough discipline.

—

so run as not uncertainly—so., 'running.'

'Arf^Xwf, either, unobserved, unmarked, in con-
trast with one who distinguishes himself and
makes himself noted, or, which corresponds
better with the parallel clause, uncertainly, (1

Tim. vi. 17). viz., in reference to the goal, being
certain of the issue. ** In direct course to the
goal." Meter. (There are various modifications

of this interpretation in relation to the goal it-

self, or to the reaching it, or to the way thereto,

comp. Osiander),—so fight I.—He here passes

over to another kind of contest, viz., boxing
(itvkt ev to).—as not striking the air.—This
refers to those random strokes which instead of
hitting the antagonist, spend themselves in the

air; and not to the sham fight which is prepara-
tory to the real conflict. He is representing
himself as engaged in actual fight, and not in the
safe prelude to it. as Chrys., Theoph. and others.

The whole verse is a description of one occupied
in the very heat of the conflict. In the positive

exhibition of his conduct, he abandons the

participial construction (as in iv. 14), which a
further explanation renders necessary, because
he passes out of the metaphor to the literal fact.

—but I bruise my body.—Here we have the
adversary mentioned on which he was thus
planting his effective blows. It was his body
("the body of the flesh," Col. ii. 10); the " mem-
bers," Rom. vii. 23, as the seat of sin—that

which in its affections and lusts was ever hostile

to the inner man—the spirit. His ^ energetic

treatment he expresses by a term borrowed from
the pugilistic combats : vnunia&iv, to smite under

the eyes, so as to make them black and blue; more
generally, to batter, to benumb. According to

Osiander, he means by it the mortification of the

flesh by privations, labors, sufferings endured in

consequence of his devotion to his calling, and,
especially, of his renunciation of all right to

support. We might, also conceive an implication

here of ascetic severities, such as fasting and the

like,—but not to self-flagellation [the absurd
practice of which grew out of an abuse of this

expression]. — and bring it into subjec-
tion.

—

SovMryuyelv implies a complete conquest,

quasi servum trahere—" so as to bring the body
under the control of a moral will." (Meyer, Ed.

8). His motive for this he expresses negatively.

—lest somehow, having proclaimed to
others.—By unptotjae,, it is questioned whether

Paul intended the preaching of the Gospel, which
the word elsewhere means in the New Testament;

or whether in the prosecution of his metaphor
he alludes to the functions of a herald. The
latter is the more probable, as the term &S6ki-
ftog in the next clause, belongs to the same .

category. The herald is one who calls the
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196 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

champions into the lists and proclaims the names
of the victors. Paul also was a herald, who
summoned men to the Christian warfare, an-

nounced the terms of the conflict, and was him-
self also a combatant.—I myselfshould prove
rejected.—adoKipog [unworthy, disapproved,

reprobate'] ; by this we are not to understand
* disqualified for the conflict/ but * unsuccessful

in the issue/ ["An examination of the victo-

rious combatants took place after the contest,

and if it was found that they had contended un-
lawfully, or unfairly, they were deprived of the

prize and driven with disgrace from the games."
Alford]. Apostolus suo timors nos terruit; quid

enim faceit agnus, ubi aries trsmuitf* "If we
compare this passage, in which Paul so earnestly

suggests the possibility of his own short-coming
below the true standard of a Christian life, with
ver. IB, from which the Romanists would fain

draw their doctrine of an opus supererogatwum,

implying a distinction between consilia evangelica

and precepta (general Christian duties), we shall

readily see how far removed Paul was from
fancying that he could do aught transcending
his moral obligations—a notion which stands in

direct conflict with the whole ethical view of the

Apostle." Neandee. £•* What an argument and
what a reproof is this ! The reckless and list-

less Corinthians thought they could safely in-

dulge themselves to the very verge of sin, while
this devoted Apostle considered himself as

engaged in a life-struggle for his salvation. The
same Apostle, however, who evidently acted on
the principle that the righteous scarcely are
saved, and that the kingdom of heaven suffereth

violence, at other times breaks out in the most
joyful assurance of salvation, and was persuaded
that nothing in heaven, earth or hell could ever
separate him from the love of God. The one
state of mind is the necessary condition of the

other. It is only those who are conscious of

this constant and deadly power of sin, to whom
this assurance is given. In the very same breath
Paul says, «0 wretched man that lam!' and,
'Thanks be to God, who giveth us the victory,'

Rom. vii. 24, 25. It is the indolent and self-in-

dulgent Christian that is always in doubt."
Hodge].

Ver. 1-6. The illustration derived from
Grecian life is followed up by one taken from
Jewish history. The thought set forth and esta-

blished is the same just considered, viz., the ne-
cessity of earnest self-denial for a participation

in the Gospel salvation. Having expressed his

own anxiety lest, with all his labors for others,

he himself should fail of approval, he proceeds to

substantiate his apprehension by referring to the
case of the fathers. The connection is indicated
by yap [which is the correct reading, and not 6k,

as in the Rec. See Crit. notes].—For I would
not that ye should be ignorant, brethren.
—The logio is : « there* is reason to fear that I

may become a castaway ; for the early history of
our nation proves that however close may be the
relation sustained by men toward God, and how-
ever glorious the promises made to them, it is

nevertheless possible for such to be rejected at

* fThe Apostle terrified ns with Ws own fear ; tor what
•kill the lamb do wheu the ratu trembles]?

the last 1 In this respect he holds up the peoplt

of the ancient covenant as a warning to those of

the new, showing, first, the rich experiences of

Divine favor enjoyed by the former, in which he
beholds a type of those dispensed under the N.

T.; and, secondly, how the majority did never-

theless fall at last beneath the Divine judgments,

by yielding to temptations, complying with their

impious passions, and resisting God. By the ex.

pression : * I would not that you be ignorant,' is

which he does not so much remind his readers of

something well known, as open un before them

something new and for them significant (comp.

Rom. i. 18; xi. 25), he calls their attention di-

rectly to what he has to say, and presses it oa

their earnest consideration. Grammatically it

points primarily to facts, familiar even to the

heathen converts, which he brings out in vv.

1-4; but, in reality, to the significance of these

facts for the case in hand, viz., that of a number
(tt dvre g) participating equally in gracious re-

lations to God, the greater portion (ol irXeio-

ve f) through their misconduct fell snort of sal.

vation (comp. ix. 24, irdvrec—elf).—that all our
fathers.—'Our fathers'—this is not said from

the Jewish stand-point (Meyer), but the expres-

sion squares with the true Apostolic view of the

relation subsisting between the people of the 0.

T. and the N. T. The Israelites were the spiri-

tual ancestors of the Christians (comp. Rom. iv.

12; xi. 17).—were under the cloud.—The
cloud was the symbol and medium of the DWine
presence for Israel (Ex. ill. 21), which spread

itself over the people, protecting them while on

their march ; hence the term v ir 6 : under (comp.

Ps. cv. 89). Beneath this marvellous covering

and shield the wonderful passage through the

Red Sea was effected (Ex. xiv. ).—and all passed
through the sea.—Both acts taken together, as

accomplishing the critical deliverance of the

people from a hostile power, are regarded by the

Apostle as a type of baptism.—and all were
baptised unto Moses in the cloud and in

the sea.—The cloud is, in a measure, taken to-

gether with the water (not symbolically of the

Spirit) as the element into which they entered,

and wherein they became, as it were, submerged,
in order thence to emerge again. According to

the true reading, he says, k ft an t lo avro
(Mid.): they baptized themselves, inasmuch as ia

the baptism of adults there is a voluntary enter-

ing into the Divine bestowments of grace and a

free surrender to them. As Melancthon says

:

fiducia verbi Mosis commiserant se aqut's.*—The

words, 'unto Moses,' cannot mean sub autptait

Mosis, but as always with the verb « baptise'

they denote the relation or fellowship into which

they entered with Moses, who, as the servant of

the Lord, was the mediator of the Divine mani-

festations. With this there is connected the ob-

ligation to follow him faithfully as the leader

given unto them by the Lord, and legitimated by

Him (Ex. xiv. 81).

From the type of baptism which introduces

into a fellowship of the redeemed, he proceeds to

the type of the Lord's Supper, which was the

confirmation and seal of the former, viz., the fact

• [Confiding in the worde of MOMS, they had committed
themselves to the waters].
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of the feeding upon the manna miraculously
Bent, and the drinking of the rook, by which
means the preservation of the ransomed people
wts secured. " This connecting of baptism and
the Lord's Supper as the two sacraments in the
N. T., whose O. T. analogies Paul here adduces,
is exceedingly noteworthy. It is a testimony in

ft?or of the Protestant view of the duality of the
sacraments." Nbandbr.—and did all eat the
same spiritual food.—The " spiritual food "

or manna (Ex. xvi. 13 ff. ) is distinguished from
all earthly food, either because of some superna-
tural quality in it, or because of its supernatural
origin. Here unquestionably we are to suppose
the latter. The epithet ' spiritual ' denotes that
the food came from the Spirit—was produced by
a Divine miraoulous power (comp. Ex. xvi. 14).

i*

4 It is here employed in special reference to its

esceat from heaven and its designation in Ps.

lxxviii. 24, 25 as "the bread of heaven" and
"angels' food." Stanley. "Thus, also, Isaac is

called. Gal. iv. 29, * he born after the Spirit,' in
opposition to Ishmael, who is spoken of as < born
after the flesh.' " Alford. Wordsworth, how-
ever, quoting from Bp. Fell, says: "the food and
drink are called 'spiritual' because they are
Christ's body and blood in types."—Why may
not all the significations given be recognized ?

Scriptural phraseology has a fulness of meaning
which ordinary language has not ; for there was
ere "in the mind of the Spirit" who inspired
it than the writers themselves even knew]. If

we assume a supernatural quality in the " food "

and the " drink," we must also suppose that they
were at the same time aliment for the Spirit

;

hut this thought is the less tenable from the fact

that we cannot admit the referring of the to
avr6 to the believers of the N. T., as if it

meant, 'the same with ourselves,' nor allow the
identification of these objects with the elements
in the Lord's Supper, as Calvin does. The ex-
pression ' the same * is rather to be joined with
the word ' all,' which accordingly holds the em-
phatic place, and is five times repeated. They
all united in partaking of the same gifts—a faot,

hewerer, which did not prevent the majority
from incurring a terrible retribution. In the
phrase—they did all drink of the name
spiritual drink—(to which also most of the
above remarks apply), Paul has in mind the oc-

currence mentioned in Ex. xviii. 6, also Numb
xx. 10. To this an explanation is appended
["and it was needed, because the tradition to

which it refers is not found in the 0. T." Stan-
lktI.—For they drank of that spiritual
rook which followed them, and that rook
was Christ.—The imp. & tr i v o v, were drinking,

was intended to denote their continuous drinking
all through the entire march in the wilderness.
In the previous sentence we have the aor. lirtov,
ngnifying the simple met of drinking.—But
what do these statements import? Certainly
not that the term 'rock' stands for the water
lowing from the rock [Lightfoot, Meade], which
the Israelites conducted along by their side in

channels, or took with them in leathern bags, or
which in some way did not further fail them,

which water meant Christ ; or that the rock was
a symbol of Christ, as of one out of whom streams

of living water flow. In such a case it would

have read, not "was Christ," but, "w Christ."

According to a Rabbinical tradition, the rock
followed the children of Israel throughout their

journey. [Stanley says that "this tradition

maintained that there was a well formed out of
the spring in Horeb, which gathered itself up
into a rock, 'like a swarm of bees,' and followed
the people for forty years, sometimes rolling

along of itself, and sometimes carried by Miriam;
and always addressed by the elders when they
encamped, in the words of Num. xxi. 17:

"Spring up, well, sing ye unto it
"J.

Meyer
thinks that Paul fastened on this tradition to con-
vey the idea that it was Christ who, in the form
or apparition of this wonderful rock followed the
host; as indeed also the Targum on Is. xvi. 1,

and the Book of Wisdom x. 16 ff.; xi. 4, assert

that the Messias, the Wisdom, was by the side

of the people for a protection in the wilderness.

But, however, we may reject some of the absurd
details only of that tradition, still it must ever
be considered a monstrous supposition—at any
rate, one in no wise hinted at in the Scripture,

that the Messiah, or the angel Jehovah did in

reality accompany the Israelites in the form of a
rolling rock. Christ, the preexistent Messiah,
the Lord who went with the people on their

march, as the proper source of this wonderful
drink, which, according to the bodily sight,

streamed out of the natural rock, is called in

contrast with this a spiritual rock—a rock of a
supernatural kind, which carried in itself a di-

vine power. " The miracle of bringing water
out of the rock, happened not once, but at least

twioe (Ex. xvii. 6; Num. xx. 11). It was there-

fore not one particular rock which was con-
cerned in the miracle; but as often as a like ne-
cessity occurred, there on the spot was also the

water-yielding rock again." Now since every
rock could render the same service by the same
influence, so it appeared as if the rock accompa-
nied the Israelites. The material rock, in this

case, is non-essential; the water-giving power
is the chief thing. This power was God's, that

same God who has manifested Himself to us in

Jesus Christ And He is called the Rock that

followed them, because it was through His
agency that the several rocks, one after the
other, acquired the same water-yielding power."
Bueoer. In like manner, substantially, Abar-
banel [Wordsworth, Hodge. But Alford detects

here a typical allusion to Christ in the sacra-

ments of the New Testament].—Observe also the

preposition used ; it is not &no, but ex., which is

not causal, as if it meant thro' the operation of,

but it denotes the origin and source from which
a thing comes. They drank out of a Spiritual

Rock, which was Christ [Wordsworth]. Comp.
Osiander, who, moreover, in the drink, as well

as in the food, assumes the presence of a super-

senuous element along with the sensuous, by
which these objects become so much more real

types of that offered in the holy Eucharist. To
this we would not object. The analogy abides

the same: on both sides there is a food and
drink of supernatural origin—a bestowment of

divine life, nourishing and refreshing the human
life, which, in the agency of the Rock that ac-

companied Israel in the wilderness, even Christ,

ensures refreshment from itself, primarily to the
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198 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

earthly life ; a shadow (oiu&) of the refreshment
furnished to our spiritual life out of the fulness

of the incarnate and now glorified Christ, who
has finished the work of a spiritual redemption.

We must here hold fast to what our Lord said

respecting the contrast between the Old and the

New Testament manna (Jno. vi. 49 ff.). "Your
fathers did eat manna in the wilderness, and are

dead. This is the bread that cometh down from
heaven, that a man may eat thereof and not die."

To these lofty experiences of God's gracious

manifestations, of which all were partakers, the

following words form a powerful contrast.—but
with the greater part of them Gtod was
not well pleased.

—

i. «., they forfeited God's
favor and failed of the promised salvation. The
proof of this—for they were overthrown
in the wilderness.—On Karaarp6-&7itjav comp.
Num. xiv. 16. [The identical language of the

Scptuagint]. (Heb. iii. 17, iireaov). The word
irheioveq , the greater party comprehends more
than those who were destroyed by the particular

judgments, of which he afterwards speaks. It

denotes the entire older generation, who, with
the exception of Caleb and Joshua, must have
died in the wilderness, and thus failed of the

promised land.

Vers. 6-11. Now.

—

6i, transitional. He
here begins the application to his readers, by
exhibiting the occurrences of the Old Testament
in the form of rvnot.—these things.—ravra,

i. e., the judgments implied in the word " over-

thrown,"—judgments which they incurred in

consequence of their God-provoking conduct,

—

and which he proceeds to illustrate in particular

instances.—And these were intended to teach

Christians what they would suffeT under like

circumstances.—happened as figures of us.
—The word rforoc, whence our type, in the more
definite, theological sense, means not simply an
image, in general, to which the nntitype (Airirv-

irog) corresponds ; but it is used to express any
event, institution or person that, by a divine ap-
pointment, foreshadows, upon a lower stage of
theocratic life, events, institutions or persons
belonging to a higher sphere. Here, however,
the word is taken in a purely ethical sense, and
means example of warning, figures.—The plural

eyEvfj'dtioav is here used because of r if no i.—
" Figures of us"—i. e., of our lot in like condi-

tions. This construction is analogous to that in

ver. 11 ; hence it is not to be supposed that the

subject of the verb is the * the fathers,' under-
stood, and that we are to take ravra as the accusa-

tive, meaning * in respect to these things/ in-

cluding here the manifestations of divine grace,

as well as of judgment.—[A view of which, Al-

ford says, "I know not by whom suggested, but
I find it in Dr. Peile's notes on the Epistles "].

The divine intent in furnishing these exam-
ples is thus stated—f" of course an ulterior pur-
pose, for they had their own immediate purpose
as regards the literal Israel." Alford.]—in
order that we might not be lusters after
evil things.—Here we bad better understand
nil manner of evil lusts, rather than the specific

inordinate lust of pleasure (as Grotius). And so

the following phrase,—as they lusted,—is not
to be explained simply by the event recorded in

Num. xi. 4, but by the manifold exhibitions of

wicked passions made by Israel at that time.

*En7#v/2J7rfameans one who is habitually governed
by desire. The word occurs also in Num. xi.

34. Under " evil things " we are to include

whatever is a violation of duty or a denial of

love to the Lord or to the brethren. Of this sort

was the eating of things offered unto idols (tiSbh

U^vra) by the Corinthians. «« The lusting of

the Israelites after flesh was a wicked caprice

involving contempt of God's provisions." Osi-

andbb.—Under this general head he next selects

a particular instance, which is introduced by
pqdi—neither—a particle which does not neces-

sarily connect matters coordinate.—become
ye idolaters, as were some of them.—». *M
by partaking of things sacrificed to idols at the

altar feasts, which was a species of idolatry.

This is what the record in Ex. xxxii. 6 refers to.

There we have an account of the worship of the

golden calf, and of the offering of sacrifices, ac-

companied by sensual indulgences. In this

clause, of course, Paul could not include him-

self; hence the second person, < become ye,'

Neander. By " some of them," Osiander thinks

that Paul intended the choristers, perhaps the

stiffest of them who lead off in the dance and
song, and were afterwards slain by the Levites.

It has been finely observed that as the Israelites,

so also the Corinthians did not regard their con-

duct as actual idolatry, but both were on their

way to it.—as it is written. The people sat

down to eat and to drink, and rose up to
play.—The word irai£e tv, to play, here refers

to those lively dances which occurred at heathen

festivals (comp. xxxii. 18 ff.). [And many of

these dances, as is well known, were directly

designed to provoke the most licentious passions

—dances, of which many of those now practiced

in fashionable society are the direct lineal de-

scendants. Hence the close connection between
idolatry and fornication, which appears all

through this epistle. Hammond, however, has

a long note, which goes to prove that irat£ea> was
used to denote not only dances, but all manner
of wanton lecherous sport, just as kindred words
are used in many modern languages to express
the same thing]. Idolatry ought, moreover, to

be regarded as more than the fountain, for we
may say, with Osiander, that it is the vilest fruit

of an intensified sensualism.—Neither let us
commit fornication as some of them com-
mitted.—Participation in superstitious practices

led easily to the commission of that sin, from
which he now proceeds to dissuade them—going
back to the use of the first person—*• let us."

This, indeed, was also a part of heathen
worship, especially in the Corinthian tem-
ples, devoted to Artemis and Aphrodite; but
it might also lead to idolatry, as was the case in

the instance just alluded to (Num. xxv.}, where
the Moabitish women enticed the men, whom
they had seduced, to idol festivals and so betrayed
them into idolatry—a danger to which the Cor-

inthians were much exposed (comp. chap. v. and
vi.). — And fell in one day three and
twenty thousand.— The number given in

Num. xxv. 9, and also by Philo, Josephus and
Rabbins, is twenty-four thousand. The discrep-

ancy is, perhaps, best accounted for by sup-

posing a failure of memory. Besaer says.*

** Twenty-four thousand, yet not perhaps 'de-

stroyed in one day/ " [Hodge says : '* Both
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statements are equally' correct* Nothing de-

pended on the precise number. Any number
between the two amounts may, according to

eommon usage, be stated roundly as either the

one or the other"]. The feebly authorised

rimapec is an emendation; other attempts at

harmonizing are arbitrary (oomp. Meyer and
Osiander).—How indefinite the word r<ve?, some

is, and how it may be used to comprise a great

multitude, is shown from this passage.—Neither
let us tempt

—

cKfretpd r ofjiev; etc is here in-

tensive ; it is found also in Matth. iv. 7, tempt be-

pond endurance.—Christ, as some of them al-

to tempted.—The allusion here is to the event

recorded in Num. xxi. 4, where the people becom-
ing weary of their journey, reproached Moses for

bringing them out of Egypt, and expressed dis-

gust at the manna. To tempt God means to put
God to the proof to see how far His patience

would go, and whether He would suffer men's
unbelief and impatience to pass unpunished ; or

it may denote an impatient demand on God to

help in some extraordinary way, and a condi-

tioning of faith upon the result (comp. iretpdretv,

Deut. ri. 16; Ex. xvii. 2, 7; Ps. lxxviii. 18ff.;

Acts v. 9; xt. 10). According to Meyer, it ex-

presses the discontent of the Israelites at their

condition in the wilderness; he takes Paul's

warning as aimed at the dissatisfaction of his

readers with their oppressed circumstances

during the time of their waiting for the second
coming of the Lord. But there is nothing in the

context which indicates this ; but rather the con-

trary. Possibly Paul might have had in mind
the sacrificial feasts and the desire of the Cor-
inthians for enjoying them, inasmuch as in this

there was manifested a disgust at what the Lord
had furnished to them in their Christian state,

akin to- the loathing of the manna by the Israel-

ites. In such conduct he might discover a
tempting of the Lord, a trial of His patience.
" The Israelites demanded that God should ap-

point them a mode of life suited to their liking,

that He would restore them the flesh pots of

Egypt. In like manner the Corinthians seemed
to demand of the Lord that He would allow them
their old heathenish enjoyments/' Nbander.
Or, he regards them as putting God's grace and
power to the test, in that they were exposing

themselves to the danger of a relapse, and so

raised the question, whether He would preserve

them by increased bestowments of His grace

—

in which case then we should find in the Old Tes-

tament precedent a challenging of God's power
and goodness, as to whether He could nourish

His people with something else besides the man-
na in the wilderness (Osiander, Stanley). The
first of these explanations squares best with the

circumstances presented in Num. xxi. 4, where
the disgust of the Israelites at that which God
had provided, was such a * temptation ' as the

Apostle speaks of. ['* It was a daring Him, in

trying His patience by rebellious conduct and
sin." Alford; so also Hodge]. Other attempts

at explanation need not here to be taken into

account, as they are too forced.— The verb
•tempted* takes for its object the pronoun * Him'
implied—though Winer takes it as absolute—

and by this we may very well understand

'Christ' (comp. ver. 4; Ex. xxiii. 20; Is. Ixiii.

9ff.). If we adopt the reading nbpiov, then still

Christ might readily be understood by the term,
although the relation to the Old Testament would
be satisfied if we took it to mean God. [Hence
whichever of the two readings we adopt, we have
in this verse strong evidence of the fact that

Paul regarded the Jehovah of the Old Testament
as none other than Christ Himself, the Eternal
Word, who in various ways—in natural pheno-
mena and in the form of an angel, manifested
Himself to the Fathers of the ancient dispensa-
tions, and was the real Ruler and Guide of
Israel].—and perished.—If we adopt the read-
ing an6Xkwro

y
then the Imperfect here would

denote the progression of the fact: < They were
being destroyed ' (Meyer). Yet the reading anh-
tovro is more strongly supported [and is adopted
in all the later critical editions]. — by the
serpents,— [t. «., the well-known serpents;
"The article is so often omitted after a preposi-

tion, that wherever it is expressed we may be sure
there was a reason for it." Alfobd].—The last

warning is against murmuring—a sin of which
the Israelites were frequently guilty (Num. xxi.

4; Ex. xvi. 8; Num. xiv. 1 ff.; 86 ff.; xvi. 41).—
Neither murmur ye, as some of them also
murmured.—The particular instance here re-

ferred to, must be inferred from the judgment
pointed to;—and perished by the destroyer.—The bhrtrpevrfc or bfodpebw, destroyer, appears
in Ex. xii. 28, and it denotes the organ of the
Divine retribution—the angel executing it; but
this is not to be regarded as an evil angel (comp.
Mace. xv. 22 ff.). Since only some are particu-

larized as murmuring (be the number greater or

less), likewise their destruction by an extraordi-

nary judgment, the event alluded to cannot be
the one narrated in Num. xiv. In that case the
whole congregation rose in rebellion, and the

judgment inflicted was the gradual dying out of

the whole elder generation (unless we restrict

the affair to the ten spies, who were the cause
of that uprising, and who died of a plague before

the Lord, ver. 86 ff.). More suitable to our text

is the circumstance mentioned in Num. xvi.,

where 14,700 persons were snatched away by a
sudden visitation (ver. 49). Primarily the mur-
muring here was against Moses and Aaron, be-

cause of the destruction of Korah, Dathan and
Abiram, with their company, which was charged
upon these servants of the Lord. But, in fact,

it was a murmuring againstGod from whom the

judgment came [a judgment "which though it

is not so specified there, was administered on an-
other occasion by a destroying angel, 2 Sam.
xxiv. 16, 17." Alford],—In its application to

the Corinthians, we are not to suppose that the

murmuring they were cautioned against was on
account of inferior spiritual gifts, or because of

the restriction of their pleasures through the

regulations demanded in the Christian life, or at

their general condition as Christians; but rather

it was the opposition which they were disposed

to manifest against the teachers given them by
God, and especially against Paul, an opposition

which struck directly at the Lord Himself (Osi-

ander and others). To make the parallel perfect,

we must suppose the murmuring occasioned by
Divine retributions, such as that hinted at in xi.

30 : " On this account many aro weak and sickly,
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and some sleep."—These references to the Old
Testament he concludes as he began,—Now
these things were befalling.—vvvkpaivov,
[the plural verb, where the Gr. idiom would re-

quire the singular, " expresses the plurality of

events separately happening"] ; and the imper-

fect (were befalling) hints at the constant re-

petition of the case (Osiander and Meyer).

—

them typically,— rvnw « a f as above rirrrot,

not in the theological sense, but <for example/
t. «., in such a way as by a Divine intent to in-

dicate what would befall God's people in like

circumstances under the new dispensation.

This point is more definitely brought out in

the following statement.—and are written,
—iyp&fjj, singular, expresses the union of
these transactions in the record of Scripture as

one complete whole.—for our admonition.

—

Here is the purpose of the sacred narrative as
ordained by God fcomp. iv. 14).—unto whom.
—The relative refers to *our' (i)/tOp), and in-

troduces an allusion to the near approach of the
great judicial crisis, thus confirming his warn-
ing.—have come, or * into whose life-time have
entered, and even now exist * (perf.),—the ends
of the ages,—ra riXff rotv altivov. By
this phrase the same is meant which is elsewhere
termed owriteia rtiv aUxvuv, "the consummation
of the ages" (Heb. ix. 26); or rov auwo$, *«of

the age " (Matth. xiii. 89) ; also briefly rb r&o$,
"the end* (i. 8; xv. 24; Matth. xxv. 8; et al.);

or irdvruv t6 rk'kog, "the end of all things" (1
Pet. iv. 7). The "ages" here are the great
world-periods preceding the manifestation of
Christ, and out-goings of which mark the in-

coming manifestation. The alotv avroc, (he present

age, is contemplated in its progressive unfolding
through manifold periods, whose exit finally

leads to the last decisive crisis which passes over
to the ai<jv fikXKuv, the future age. Now the
Apostle regards his time as the time of this grand
crisis—accordingly as a time of severe trials for

the faithful, in which it became them to be on
their guard, and for which it was important for

them to prepare with earnest self-denial ; and he
presses it upon the Corinthians not to expose
themselves to the extreme of danger by indulging
in a false security. " Paul had always good rea-
son for considering the final catastrophe as near at

hand, although he held the last time to be much
shorter than it really was to be. Christianity is

the goal and end of all earlier revelations, and no
new one follows it. Hence the Christian is justi-

fied in considering himself as the terminus to

which all the earlier developments of revelation
point and conduct onwards." Neandee.—Next
there follows a caution, to which a word of en-
couragement is annexed for despairing minds.

Vers. 12-18. Wherefore, tore [lit: so that,

is used with the Imp. or Subj. to introduce an
inference from what precedes. (Winbr P. III.,

{ XLI. 5, note 1)]. Here it fitly leads in the
practical exhortation deduced from the foregoing
discussion. < Since these events which teach us
how those who stand in so close a relation to God
and partake of such exalted privileges, may in-

cur fearful judgments by their evil conduct, have
been recorded in accordance with God's pur-
poses as warnings for us who live in this last

most critical period of trial, and are going on to

the final judgment—let him that thinketh he
standeth take heed lest he fall,—t. «., be-
ware how he indulges in a false security. The
verbs 'to stand' and 'to fall,' taken from the

phraseology of the ring, admit of a twofold in-

terpretation. 1. The former : to stand fast in

goodness and in faith ; and the latter : to be be-

trayed into sin. 2. The former: to abide in the

possession of salvation, to be sure of a gracious

state ; and the latter : to forfeit salvation. The
second interpretation best suits the connection,

and it presupposes the first [Hodge puts the

case more forcibly. The security cautioned

against " may refer either to security of salva-

tion, or against the power of temptation. The
two are very different, and rest generally on
very different grounds. False security of salva-

tion commonly rests on the ground of our be-

longing to a privileged body (the Church), or to

a privileged class (the elect). Both are equally

fallacious. Neither the members of the Church
nor the elect can be saved unless they persevere

in holiness ; and they oannot penevere in holi-

ness without continued watchfulness and effort.

False security as to our power to resist tempta-

tion rests on an overweening self-confidence in

our own strength. None so liable to fall as they

who, thinking themselves strong, run into temp-

tation. This probably is the kind of false se-

curity against which the Apostle warns the Co-

rinthians, as he exhorts them immediately after

to avoid temptation "].—Though the Romish in-

terpreters think they find evidence here against

Luther's doctrine of a fides epeeialis, accord-

ing to which a Christian can with the greatest

assurance be confident of his own justification

and of his perseverance in it unto the end, yet

they are opposed alike by the experience of

Paul himself (2 Tim. i. 12; iv. 8, 18), and of

many a Christian after him who has enjoyed

that certitudo fidei which, as a general thing, the

Corinthians could not possess from want of firm-

ness.—no temptation

—

n eipa<rp6c; this de-

notes either an ordeal, especially by means of suf-

ferings and persecutions, to which the verb "to
bear " may refer ; or, temptation, t. e., enticementto
sin, to which the connection with what precedes,

and the hortatory intent of the whole paragraph
would point. Both meanings coalesce in the

thought that their Christian character had been
put to the proof by painful circumstances, as

well as by sinful enticements, so as to show whe-
ther faith was strong ; love, of the right kind

;

and hope, firm.—has taken yon bnt such aa
ia hnman.—All apology m reference to the

temptations they had hitherto experienced,
though not now existing, and all despair in re-

gard to the severer trials before them, Paul here

meets by the statement that what they had thus

far encountered was altogether ' human ' avQpb-

rrivoi, t. e., either: proceeding from men (such

as the fascinations of the surrounding heathen
life), in contrast perhaps with the properly de-

monic temptations of the last evil time which was
to precede the revelation of Christ ; or : suited to

man, to his power of endurance, in contrast with

the fascinations of a more dangerous sort, for

overcoming which supernatural grace is re-

quired. [Hodge prefers the latter as the more
natural and so the common interpretation. 01-
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shausen, the former]. For their encouragement
in the future he points to the fidelity of God

—

but God is faithful—t. «., true to Hie calling

end covenant, consistent in Hie love end pur-

pose (i. 9), which would appear wholly unrelia-

ble if he allowed temptations to befall Hie people

that transcended their powers of endurance or

resistance,—who,—b c for bn ovroc, because He,—
will not suffer yon to be tempted beyond
what ye are able.—This expression seems to

sustain the second interpretation given to * hu-
man ' above,—showing that a moderate tempta-
tion is meant by it. Compare the expression,

Hos. xi. 4 ; 2 Sam. vii. 14. Besides, it must be
said that every temptation, though coming pri-

marily from men, is to be ascribed to Satan as
the ultimate cause (oomp. vii. 6 ; Eph. vi. 12),
[and men and devils are alike under the control
of the Almighty, who permits or restrains at
pleasure, and to the degree that He sees lit.]

The limit of permission is the ability to endure
which God Himself has conferred. And this im-
plies that with the later, severer temptations
God will cause the strength of His chosen to in-

crease (Neander). The same is true in respect
to the time the temptation will last, of which he
fnally speaks.—but will with the tempta-
tion make also the escape—Ufast* literally

means escape, the passing out from, the airaXXayf)

rov iretpaoftov of Theoph.; but here it denotes the
way of escape, or the end (=rd riXoc Kvplov, Jas. v.

11). The 'with* (ow) cannot indicate contem-
poraneousness ; but it implies only that the
escape is connected with the temptation, that the
latter will never be without the former. The
use of the verb " make" in relation to temptation
does not conflict with that of '• suffer," inasmuch
as the Divine permission involves a direct provi-
dence. Even the tempting cause stands under
the Divine sovereignty, and in its action is depen-
dent on God. The emphasis lies upon r%v Itcftaow.

—in order that ye may be able to bear (it),—rov dbvao&ai vwevey Ktiv.—This clause
may be taken either as interpreting " escape,"
showing that it will consist in the ability to en-
dure ; but this does not comport with the idea of
an escape: or it may be construed as an objective
clause as rendered above, intimating that the re-
sult would be such as will comport with the de-
signs of a faithful God. The verb vweveyiceiv, to

bear, suggests the idea of a burden carried, and
very appropriately, inasmuch as all temptation
is for the believer as an oppressive weight, or
that of a hostile attack under whioh one has to
hold out, to endure.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

[1. A sound belief in the doctrine of the

saints* perseverance is ever accompanied with
a conviction of the possibility of failure and of
the absolute necessity of using our utmost endea-
vor in order (o final success. No experiences of
Divine favor in the past, no circumstances, how-
ever advantageous, furnish such a guarantee of
salvation as to warrant spiritual repose. There
is no perseverance without conscious and deter-
mined persevering, and the requisite effort can
be put forth only under the influence alike

of hope and fear. And he who apprehends

no danger of being ultimately a castaway
through neglect or transgression, will lack the

motive necessary to urge him triumphantly to the

goal].

2. The spirit ef the true Christian agonistes as

contrasted with that of the false one. " This poor
life entire for an eternal crown,"—so A. Knapp
pithily describes L. Hofacker's spirit ; and this

is the spirit of every true Christian warrior. In
view of the crown of life, he hesitates at no sa*

orifice, is ready for all self-denial, does violence

to his own nature, and never grows weary of

mortifying the flesh through the might of the

Holy Spirit (Rom. viii. 18; GaL v. 24; CoL iii.

5). Such as desire to belong to Christ, yet are

ever yielding to their natural inclinations, and
deal tenderly with the flesh even though the
spiritual life may suffer thereby, and they in

consequence are detained in the heavenly race,

are put to shame by men of this world, who for

the sake of temporal gain or renown, willingly

strain every nerre and incur the most painful

privations, yea, even hold life cheap in order to

attain their end (Luke xv. 8). Those who do
not earnestly contend against whaterer endangers
their heavenly crown, and strive not with all

their might to overcome the obstacles in their

way, and so become weak and uncertain in their

warfare, or who covertly entertain that which
they ought to oppose, opposing it only for the

sake of appearances, resemble pugilists who
spend their blows in the air. Especially shame-
ful is it for a person who is called to give others

direction and encouragement in the holy warfare
not to engage earnestly in it himself, and to

shrink from the requisite self-denial and to tire

in the race and grow lukewarm in the fight, so
as to appear like the herald, who, having pro-
claimed the terms of the conflict to others, has
been found himself unworthy of the prise (ix.

24-27).
8. Carnal security, its fatal character. The rea-

son of lukewarmness in temper, of deficiency in

self-denying earnestness, of abandonment to all

manner of impure inclinations, of entanglement
in ungodly objects, and worldly lusts, of idola-

trous oleaving to the creature even to the lowest
self-debasement, of strife with God and His pro-
vidence both in disgust at the gifts He sends,

and in murmurs at His judgments—the ground
of all such bad conduct in those who would still

be Christians, lies most frequently in a false

security, in the vain conoeit that there can be
no failure—that the goal of salvation will cer-

tainly be reached, because a person has once
been received into the fellowship of believers.

All such false security in His people, God has
taken pains to counteract from the beginning,
and in their history He has furnished warnings
against it for all time to oome. In the judg-
ments whioh befell that earlier generation, so

distinguished for the marvellous bestowments of
His grace—judgments inflicted because of re-

peated offences against their covenant God, a
threatening has been issued to the Church of

the New Covenant of a similar fate in like cir-

cumstances, according to the abiding law of the
Divine rule (x. 1-11).

4. Frowardness and false security readily give

place to despair when severe temptations arise. As
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in opposition to the former, we must point to the

Divine retributions in order to awaken a salutary

fear; so in opposition to the latter we must
point to the truth of God and the steadfastness

of His love. God never ceases from His work
of grace, and will not fail to furnish needful as-

sistance to honest fighters ; and He will moderate
the measure and duration of the temptation ac-

cording to the strength He has afforded ; so that

at the right moment He puts an end to the trial,

in order that those who are tempted may be able

to endure in the conflict (tt. 12, 18).

6. Burgee :—A person may be endowed with
all the seals and tokens of Diyine grace, and yet
through personal infidelity be lost (x. 15).

6. In Christ all the thread* of the history of the

Divine revelation run together. He is the true and
sole manifestation of the eternal God. In the

midst of the ages He entered into the human
race, and took upon Himself personally our na-
ture, in order to perfect the work of redemption
and carry out the purposes of God's holy lore,

and prepare the way for the final judgment of

the world, in which He as judge will determine
the lot of every man in accordance with the
manner in which he has treated the Divine grace
proffered him in His word and works. But this

whole work He has prepared and foreshadowed
under the older dispensation alike in the promise,
and in the law, and in the manifoldness of His
operations and providences, whereby both are
led, established and confirmed in life, and se-

cured against unbelief and disobedience. As
the messenger of Jehovah, on whom Jehovah's
name is written, who bears imprinted on Him-
self the Jehovah-character, and carries the

image of the unchangeable, holy, merciful and
true covenant God stamped in every word and
deed, He is Israel's deliverer from bondage, his

protector and helper in extremest necessities,

his wondrous guardian and supporter in want
whioh no natural means may relieve, who out

of His own fulness furnishes him the life-sus-

taining manna, who pours out for him the life-

refreshing water, who bears with him in un-
speakable patience, but also at the same time
exercises toward him a judicial severity. And
what He does, ordains, or controls through His
own personal manifestation. He has previously
indicated both through individuals and their

doings, and through manifold ordinances, ad-
ministrations and judgments, intended for the
instruction, for the comfort and warning of us
in these last days.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starkb :—Ver. 24. The running includes : h
a turning from sin ; 2. a turning to the goal, t.

*., God (Acts xxvi. 18); 8. the exercise of the
powers of the new man in the obedience of faith

and the mortification of the sinful life ; 4. the
refraining from all hinderanoes, such as the lusts

of the flesh, the lust of the eye and the pride of
life—and indeed not simply from what is evi-

dently sinful in itself, but also from things
otherwise lawful, by which a person may either

inj ure himself or put a stumbling-block in the

way of others.—Ordinarily only one person ob-

tains the prize ; but in Christianity we can all

obtain it, even though one may run faster than

the other, provided only that we are steadfast.

For as the faith is the same for all, so also is the

race; although the degrees of glory attained

may be various.— In the race no account is

made of what man does in his own strength, or

of his own will (Rom. ix. 16) ; but if God chooses

to draw us by His word, and we resist not, then

He grants the ability to come to Christ, and to

follow Him, and to run with patience the race

set before us (Heb. xii. 1 ff.).—Hed.:—if they

who run fail of the prise, what hope can those

have who sit still, or fall back, or stop in the

way? Ah! the obtaining of salvation is no

child's play. Earned indeed was it without our

labor ; and now the prise being there, we must
strive for it. Earnestness, earnestness, fear and

trembling (Phil. ii. 12) are necessary to reach

the spot where the crown is put on the victor's

brow (2 Tim. ii. 6).— Standing and running

both belong to the true Christian—standing, as

opposed to falling ; running, as opposed to idle-

ness and standing still, and to unfaithfulness in

falling back (chap. xvi. 18; Heb. xii. 1).—We
should press to God through all things, and rest in

nothing but in God (Matth. xi. 29).—With begin-

ners Christianity is only a walk—they go step by

step ; but with the experienced it is a race.—

Ver. 26. A Christian is bound to refrain from

whatever obstructs his course, and to use all

means for increasing his spiritual strength. The
particular things to be avoided must be deter-

mined by each one for himself.—A person must

be converted to God before he can have peace

with God, and the pledge of salvation in his Own
soul, and can with a watchful eye avoid whatever

may disturb his peaoe or injure his neighbor,

and therefore ought to be denied.—The hope of

an eternal crown keeps us from carnal gratifica-

tion, and is a great incentive to perseverance

(Rom. ii. 7).—Vv. 26, 27. Ldtheb:—As a com-

batant who swerves from his course must fail of

his goal, or in fighting makes false strokes, and

wastes his strength in the air, so is it with all

who would do good works without faith; for

they are altogether uncertain as to how they

stand with God : hence all their doings are mis-

runs, mis-strokes and mis-doings.—The faith

which works by love hits the foe squarely; since

faith allows not of despair, nor love admits a false

security.—He instructs best who teaches by ex-

ample.—He who is void of spiritual life, runs

by his own strength, and so runs into error

and sinks at last—What we venture on in the

name of Jesus, and at His bidding, obtains the

crown. What we do apart from Him, is lost

work.—How many air-strokes and mis-strokes

are given by those who have not the mind and wea-

pons of Paul !—air-strokes in preaching, in the

supposed vindication of truth, in prayer, and the

like, under the idea that the foe has been finely

hit or utterly laid low, and t hat a good work has

been well done (1 Tim. vi. 8 f.) !—Something of

the old Adam still clings to the best of Chris-

tians: hence they have to fight with themselves

daily, and as Christ did towards Peter (Matt,

xvi. 23) show the devil the door.—The flesh

must obey the spirit, and for this, discipline and
self-crucifixion are necessary. Woe to those who
take the covenant of God into their mouth, and
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CHAP. IX. 24-X. 18* Wt

hate discipline (Rom. it 17—28) !—Chap. z. 1

:

The pillar of oloud is a type of Christ, a token of

God's gracious presence, for in Christ the Fa-
ther's glory dwelleth (John i. 14).

—

The cloudy

pillar was to the Egyptians a horror; to the Is-

raelites a comfort : so is Christ to the godless an
object of dread : to the faithful a source of con-
solation. The cloudy pillar departed not from
the people day nor night; Christ is with us
evermore. Yer. 2 ; Baptism is a token of God's
grace and beneficence* just as was the passage
through the Bed Sea ; it slays the old man and
makes the new man live. Pharaoh dies but Is-

rael survives. As God, by His miraculous fa-

vors, assured the Israelites of His gracious pre-

sence and aid, so is holy baptism a strong seal

of the divine promise, and a sure witness of di-

vine grace. As the Israelites were pledged by
their deliverance to believe in Moses' doctrine,

so are we pledged by baptism to believe the won)
of Christ and follow His commands. Ver. 8.

The manna was a type of Christ : 1. as to its

source—Christ was the bread from heaven ; 2.

as to the place where it was given—the wilder-

ness is an image of this troubled life ; 8. as to

the mode of gathering it—we must seek Him
early ; 4. as to its enjoyment—the true Israelite

enjoying Christ, with all His blessings ; 5. as to

the taste—Christ, the bread of life, surpasses the
most delicious and refreshing food ; 6. as to the
punishment which follows upon contempt; 7.

as to the provision made for remembrance

—

Christ has ordained a holy supper as His en-

during memorial (John vi. 81-85). Ver. 4 ; The
rock is a type of Christ, the Bock of our salva-

tion, and the foundation of His Church (1 Pet
ii. 6), who, smitten by His sufferings, has poured
out for us the water of life. Ver. 6. Hed. : The
manna, the gushing rock, and the pillar of cloud

could not hinder the destruction of Israel. Where
was the failure? It was in obedience to the
troth, and in that holiness without which no man
shall see the Lord. So also may those who have
been made partakers of God's grace, in Christ,

be finally lost, if they do not remain stead-

fast in such grace through faith. Ver. 6.

Where sin is there punishment ensues; on
pleasure follows pain. The terrible histories of

Holy Writ ought to serve as the perpetual
preachers of repentance, and stand as abiding
monuments of the ever-burning wrath of God.
If evil lusts were not sin, God never would have
said: Thou 8halt not covet (Bom. vii. 7).—Ver.
7. It is an abomination to oonfer on a miserable
creature the honor which belongs to God alone.

—Most banquets, and especially marriage feasts,

among Christians of the present day area very sub-
tle, yet really wicked idolatry ; and an evidence
of such an inward apostasy from God as would
justify our calling the participants godless, ?. «.,

persons standing in no oovenantof faith and love
with God (ver. 81 ; Tit. ii. 12).—Ver. 8. There-
generate do, indeed, at times, feel the excitements
of impure lusts ; but they allow not themselves
to be betrayed thereby ; they sigh over the evil,

resist it by the grace of God, and try to quench
the spark, and pray for forgiveness (Gal. v. 16-
24).—Whoredom is a three-fold sin—against God,
whose temple is desecrated : against our neigh-
bor, who is partly offended and partly disgraced

i

by it ; and against ourselves, by the violation of
our conscience and the defilement of our body.—
Ver. 9. Let us not step out of our calling and
scorn the means ordained for our temporal and
eternal welfare. For Christ means to rule us,

and not to be ruled by us.—Ver. 10. Those who
murmur against pious government and faithful

preachers, sin not against man, but against

Christ Himself. What do people mean by com-
plaining that God does not do rightly by them ?

If they only considered how far they fail of act-

ing in accordance with God's will, what reason
would not every one find to complain of himself!

Complain against your own sin, otherwise God
will begin to oomplain of you. What can follow

then but ruin and damnation (Lam. iii. 89) I—
Ver. 11. We are more fortunate than the ancients

;

for we not only have the same commands of God
which they had, but also their examples for our
instruction, exhortation, warning and comfort.

Many other advantages have we also ; they have
the shadow, we have the substance (Col. ii. 17);

they were servants, we are children (Bom. xiii. 15);

they were under the yoke, we are free (Acts xv.

10) ; they were taught by Moses, we are taught by
Christ (Heb. i. 1 f.).—Ver. 12. Hedixger : How
easy to fall! Watch, pray, trust neither the foe

nor thyself. But many think that they are

standing, even though they have not yet arisen,

but are lying buried in the filth of sin. Prove
thyself!— If we are imagining ourselves firm and
strong, then have we the most reason to fear our
weakness and our inability. Distrust of one's

self is tho ground of the Christian's strength.—*

We shun many a fall by lying beautifully low
upon the earth (Prov. xxviii. 26). Shunning all

hinderances to good, and all temptations to evil,

and industriously using the means which serve

for our confirmation. It is a very common
temptation with young converts to trust them-

selves too much and not to be rightly observant;

and hence they are easily entrapped by the

treacheries of sin, and betrayed into a fall;

therefore this warning is very needful for them.

Ver. 18. Hed.:—Those temptations are called

human which do not require us to resist unto

blood (Heb. xii. 4), and which do not yet amount
to the fiery darts of the devil (Eph. vi. 16; 2 Cor.

xii. 7). Among the temptations of Satan are to

be reckoned all those severe trials which believing

souls are constrained to endure under the divine

permission; although Satan is not altogether

quiet in those human temptations which spring
from original sin, and from evil examples and se-

ductions. Besides these, there are yet divine
temptations, wherein God puts our faith to the
proof (Gen. xxxii.), purifies and confirms us
through all measures of suffering (1 Pet i. 7, 9,

12 f. ; Jas. i. 8; Heb. xi. 11), and also for our
good delivers us to Satan that he may sift us (Luke
xxii. 81), and thereby prove that Satan oan avail

nothing against us (sixth petition in the Lord's
Prayer). Why do ye then oomplain, ye tender-

lings? The cross is not so great but that the
strength to bear it is greater ; the cross carries

us, and not we the cross ; for in the cross there
is power, and there is none in us. With the
oross oomes power, and with the power the cross.

Bbrlenburger Bible. Ver. 24. Genuine
Christianity is a real race-course, but the proper
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running on it is no rambling. If people learn
that they can be made happy by the Gospel, and
observe that a good thing may be made out of
Christ, they will devote themselves to Hint out-

wardly, and run after a certain fashion. Many
do this in a more exact sense when they taste

the good word of God a little, and submit to re-

pentance, and begin a pious and honorable life.

Many continue earnestly in prayer, and in all

manner of good practices, their life long ; but
yet maintain their own secret designs. But be-
cause they run in their sinful nature, and not in
their divine nature, they never reach the goal.

The Lord Jesus Christ, who Himself ran the
race, is the Judge and Bewarder of those who
run it after Him; and besides, He gives unto
them strength and courage for running. All
may reach it, provided they are only earnest in
their endeavors. Why should we run without such
a hope ? But the realization of it takes place only
in the birth, and in breaking through the strait

gate into the new divine life, and this demands
the deepest earnestness and death-struggle, in

which body and soul may often perish before
the gate of life is reached and found open. All

power which is capable of furthering our right
race towards a sure prise, must be obtained from
Christ by the prayer of faith. He, by His Spirit,

extends to us His hand, and leads us by this se-

cret way. Observe well where your detiret run,
in order that, under a fair show, you may not
after all be seeking your own ends. We must
not only run so as merely to imagine that we
may succeed ; but we must earnestly strive ac-
tually to succeed. Spiritual running consists in
the eager stretching and straining of the spirit

after the promises of God in Christ Jesus ; from
this there follows an earnest pressing forward to
the new birth, together with all needful watch-
fulness, fidelity and diligence in the daily obedi-
ence of faith, and mortification of the sinful

man. Above all is it necessary to keep one's
self disentangled. Besides, the soul must abide
unwearied in its endeavors to rise to the highest
good ; and even when it would fain stand still,

or sink down, must it rally again in daily re-

pentance, through the power of God, and hasten
zealously along its course. It is the selfish and
treacherous carnal understanding which often
plants itself in the way, and perverts the powers
of the soul to suoh things as not only bring no
reward, but also hinder our obtaining one.—Ver.
25. He who means to raoe makes himself light,

and lays aside needless incumbrances. If the
heart stands open to the Lord, and to His Spirit,

free from all inordinate delight in and cleaving
to visible things, and to itself, then it is strong
in the Lord and filled by Him ; and all powers
of darkness, and the hidden might of sin are
bound and cast out by Jesus Christ, the Lord of

victory.—Not that suffering and striving earn

salvation ; but the great Awarder of the prises

deems no one worthy who does not value that

whioh is precious and dear to him above every-
thing else.—The prize is Jesus, in His Spirit, the
great mystery of godliness. Those who rightly

win it have an eternal satisfaction therein. We
can only stand before the Father in the Son.
But of Him can we become partakers only in the

new birth, by which He is formed in the human

heart. Therefore must the lovers of Jesus di-

rect their aim and desire only toward Him ; in

Htm will the hungry soul alone delight itself

;

therefore do all its energies go out after Him,
for whom it counts all things but loss, that

it may win Christ and be found in Him
(Phil. iii. 8, 9). Draw us and we will lun
after thee! Confirm those whom Thou ha&t
drawn, and give us ever new power that we may
never be weary in pressing forward to this

prise until it has been obtained.—Ver. 26. Or-
dinarily there is a lack of clear knowledge and
certainty as to what is the true prise, and what
the way to it. The path to life is confusedly and
wrongly apprehended, and a person's own
choices often get mingled in with it. One falls

upon this and that outward duty, engages zeal-

ously in prayer his life long, reads all good books
he can get, exercises himself outwardly in good
works, mortifications, alms-giving, mean clothing,

and thinks thus to force salvation by his own
running and striving, whether he has Christ al-

ready or not ; this is to run uncertainly.

—

Beat-'

inge of the air are the strokes which are not given
by the Spirit in the -soul. Those persons only
beat the air who do not hit the foe whom they
ought to ward off. They are very zealous about
others ; but have no just perceptions of them-
selves; they will engage in outward lip-devo-

tion, and forget at the same time the inward
prayer of the Spirit, and earnest striving against
all sin ; they will busy themselves in studying
and speaking about Divine things, or even in

disputing about and criticising others, and pre-

fer this to actual fighting themselves ; or they
will oease from warfare because nature recoils

from a oomplete extermination ; or they will de-

vote themselves to the society of other pious
persons, and entirely forget their own duties ; or
they will rest content with keeping up simply
fair appearances. And even when one has begun
in right earnest, what numerous beatings of the

air often take place in the conflicts of the heart,

which the Spirit of Wisdom discloses afterwards
to each one when he comes truly to seek God

!

In general, it may be regarded as an ineffectual

warfare when a person is loth to cross his own
will and flesh, or does not lose his own life even
unto a true self-mortification, but always keeps
something secretly in reserve. These the arch-
enemy still holds in a subtle snare of secret

lust, just as he may yet hold others through fear

that they will not properly deny themselves
every thing out of dread of detraction and mock-
ery. Art thou letting go all things seen for the

sake of something better ? Art thou closing up
thy sense and heart against that which wrongly
entices thee T And art thon striving earnestly

against all uprising lust? Art thou wrestling

also earnestly with God, and holding on until He
blesseth thee ? Art thou risking body and soul,

and all things for the sake of winning the pearl ?

Holdeet thou no agreement with Satan and the

world, and thine own flesh ? And hast thou re-

nounced these things forever?—Ver. 27. He
whose senses are not yet slain can never become
spiritual; but remains always carnal. Each
one, according to his own condition and his pre-

dominant affections and temperament, is required

by God to refrain particularly from that which
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is most apt to take aim captive. W© must bring
our body into subjection in order that we may
not fall into subjection to it This is the right

sort oftheology—-that the teacher himselfhearken
to the word of truth, in order that he may ap-

pear as an example to the flock, and show that

obedience is possible. He who in this respect

follows Christ is acceptable to Him and useful to

men.—Chap. z. Iff. It is possible to effect an
entrance, and then to stand still and lose all that

has been gained.—In the true baptism we ac-

quire every thing. Therefore it becomes us to

enter renewedly every day into the death of

Christ, and allow the old false disposition to lie

buried in His grave, and also daily to put on the

new life in the might of Christ through the

prayer of the Spirit.—The true bread from hea-
ven gladly imparts life to the world, provided
only that we are eager to partake of its fulness.

As Christ gives Himself for our food, so may He
also serve as a drink to ail who thirst after

righteousness by means of His Spirit, which is

the true water of life.—Christ is not a remote,

but an ever-present Saviour. He ever walks
with us.—Ver. 5. Many may commit themselves

to the protection of Qod (the cloud) and pass
through floods of tribulation (the sea) ; they may
be baptised, and enjoy the Lord's Supper with

great interest and devotion. Yea, they may ac-

tually partake of the Lord Jesus in their own
souls, and yet, after all, fail of the prize, and
apostatise from Qod, so that He can have no
pleasure in them.—Ver. 6. A type—a sketch

such as shall be preserved for all time. This is

grounded on the uniformity of the ways of Qod.

—In all our conflicts and self-restraints we must
begin with our desires and lusts, which are the

root of all evil. The temptations to sin are to be

attacked in the very first motions towards it

within us, and suppressed by the Spirit.—Even
the best things may be turned into occasions of

sin if they are sought with a selfish will. All

desires which depart from Qod and go after the

creature are impure and reprobate: for Qod de-

mands our entire affections for Himself.—Christ

is our pattern to be imitated. The example of

Israel, on the other hand, is held up for a warn-

ing.—Unstable souls are easily seduced to that

which is false ere they are aware ; hence the im-

portance of shunning promiscuous intercourse

and putting a tight rein upon our desires.—Ver.

7. How fares it with the Christianity of the time

and its festal days T In the morning, if conve-

nient, people perform their intended prayer and
worship ; then they feast according to their ap-

petites, and finally rise up to play, or to pass

time in gossipping, or to indulge in corrupt

practices. And is this the service to which the

Israel ofQod is called T—He who will walk surely

must beware of devious paths, and, for the sake

of bis Saviour, avoid the charms of false affec-

tions, and all idolatry of the creature, and all

sectarianism, which beguiles him from his Lord

:

then will Qod also preserve and keep him.

—

Ver. 8. It is the part of true temperance to avoid

the occasions of sin and all corrupt conversation,

for we can seldom leave such things undefined.

Our fidelity to our proper Bridegroom is mani-

fested by our carefully avoiding all defilement of

the flesh and of the spirit, and by abstaining

from all spiritual adultery through illicit attach-
ment to any creature. Both these sins incur
sore judgments.—Ver. 9. All discontent and
murmuring against Qod and His gifts is a tempt-
ing of Christ —(Sinoe His incarnation it has be-
come far easier for us to assail His Light, His
Word, and His Spirit, because He has declared
that He is with us every day; especially by
doubting whether He will fulfil His office in us,
from the fact that we do not as yet experience
any victory over sin, or feel the power of His
presence and love. He who breaks the law and
follows his inordinate affections, and still desires
that Qod should redeem him, is guilty of tempt-
ing God.—Ver. 10. A fearful commotion often
arises in the breast of man if his flesh is not
gratified: he blames Qod for His ways, and
murmurs at God's instruments. In this way the
mystery of the Cross is assailed, and the great
enemy overpowers the soul and suffers it not to
come and bow before Qod.—Ver. 11. Since we
have the example of so many centuries before
our eyes, the greater watchfulness is demanded
of us unto whom these last times have come, in-
asmuch as the harvest and the sifting is at the
door, and Satan rages against all who are has-
tening out of Egypt, knowing that his time is

abort.—Ver. 12. If a person intends not to fall,

he must ground his salvation not upon his own
strength, and on the/act that he stands, but he
must cleave to Qod alone. For if by clinging to
the Lord we become one spirit with Him, it fol-

lows that those who do this can no more fall than
He can fall.—Ver. 13. Man, because he intends
to be on the lookout, feels safe and fears not
danger. But when he is assailed, he looks only
to the temptation and despairs. The heart is a
deceitful and desperate thing (Jer. xvii. 9).

—

Aside from those human temptations which occur
in ordinary life, and spring directly from human
corruptions, there are others of a superhuman
and spiritual character ; these fall upon us like
an armed man. Nevertheless they cannot injure
the faithful (1 John v. 18).—The faithfulness of
Qod here stands like a pillar, firm and strong,
around which all things rage and storm in vain.
But it is His own pure, unfalsified inclination
and love to the soul which causes Him to deal
with it in all respects so prudently and savingly,
and which prompts Him to omit nothing which
is for its welfare, and to allow nothing which is

for its injury. Temptations, so far as they are
beneficial to the soul, only reveal God's holiness
and love ; and He soon puts an end to the same,
so far as their power to overcome is concerned.
In the converted man there is a certain degree
of ability. It is God's power bestowed through
the Holy Spirit, in which Paul claimed to be able
to do all things (Phil. iv. 18). Therefore it is

the fault of our indolence if we think ourselves

incapable of overcoming any temptation. In all

truly anointed Christians their ability is equal to

their temptations. Let one only learn to pray
aright, and to understand what it means when
we ask, " Cast us not away from Thy presence !"

Qod knows already how much He will permit

;

and how to counterbalance it. He permits and
does not permit. His truth remains fast. The
eternal, almighty, faithful, righteous Qod must
indeed be greater than that which attacks us
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(Jno. z. 29). God is not unrighteous in the

slightest particular ; He asks only what He has

given. Learn then to know thy abilities, O
soul, and what thou hast in thee of Christ's

power ! Regard not the might of sin as greater

than the power of God. He has loved thee, and

in love He will keep thee ; for thy spirit, which

is from Him, is a costly jewel in His eyes; this

He must lay claim to and rescue from all dan-

ger. He cannot deny Himself in regard to it.

When He appoints a temptation, He at the same
time also sets the bound to it, and opens a way
of escape. Of this a man may assure himself by
committing himself only to God. The ways of

escape are as numerous as the temptations.

When reason sees no termination, then God
opens a wide door through which the heart that

had been driven into a corner suddenly discovers

broad spaces before it ; therefore hope in Him at

all times (Ps. lxii. 9). If He imposes a burden,
He likewise will help, and will not impose too

much. He will measure all things by your ca-

pacities ; for we have a faithful High-priest who
has compassion on our weakness, and will make
all things possible for him who trusts. He who
looks one-sidedly, or only at temptation, and not

at the God, who is with us in the strife, must
certainly fear and tremble whenever the waves
appear ready to engulf us.—Ver. 27. The
Apostle here regards the body as that which
binds us to the visible world, by means of which
all outward temptations press, and wherein also

our natural desires seek their satisfaction and
become at last tyrannous habits. Besides, it is

the body with its needs which gives a plausible

pretext for many weak compliances with the

wishes and fashions of the world. He who holds

this near foe in subjection rids himself at the

same time of many others who through it acquire

power over us. If we treat it rigorously as

something which must soon be given up to death
and corruption, and the final dropping of which
is for the spirit a desirable deliverance, then
will all which affords us advantage only so long
as we are in the body appear insignificant and
trifling.—-Chap. x. 1 ff. The developments of God's
grace continue steadily onward, and grow in

importance.—Temptations to apostatize press

most amid circumstances seductive to the flesh
;

hence the injury of incorporating into our reli-

gion many such things as are attractive to sense,

and strike our natural feelings. Of this sort are

processions, pilgrimages, gaudy shows, the

pomp and parade of dress, by means of which
our spiritual faculties are rather overpowered
than cultivated.—Ver. 11. Persons often feed the

flesh on the histories of the Old Testament, espe-

cially on the sins of the ancient saints. But they
should also remember the judgments which fell

in consequence.—The Old Testament, so far

from being "played out," has at the present an
application clearer and fuller than ever before.

—Ver. 12. The world often talks strangely. Con-
cede to it the power of godliness in any degree,

and it suddenly becomes very weak, and begs to

be excused, knows nothing of such matters ; but
warn it of danger, then how it rouses itself, and
refuses to acknowledge the presence of tempta-
tion. The circumspection of Christians it de-
rides as pure weakness, and their acknowledg-
ment to divine grace for ability as sheer pride.

—Ver. 13. God's Word does not aim to make us

anxious, but only to increase our confidence in

God, and take from us presumption.
Heubner:—ix. 24. What a variety of runners

are seen in the lists of this world, differing in

strength, zeal and aim. This whole life is a run*

ning after something, and each is anxious to get

ahead of the other. But the number of those

who are striving for an eternal goal is small.

The fewer there are, however, who attain the

goal, the greater the honor, and this should

awaken in Christians a holy ambition.—Ver. 26.

The Christian should exercise a stringent self-

control. Refrain from defilement of the body

and spirit through love of pleasure ; beware of

earthly cares, of idleness and sloth, of vanity,

ambition, cowardice, and of all cross-shunning?

!

Always remember that eternal glory is at stake!

Like the fading wreath, all earthly things pos-

sess only an imaginary worth, and therefore

soon lose it What do worldly men gain at last

for all their cares and labors, their restless toil,

their self-humiliations and fawnings, their

search and strife ? A band full of sand, a glit-

tering puff of worldly honor. There is no re-

ality save in what is heavenly and divine—Chris-
tianity an earnest gain. The prize at stake there

is the highest.—Ver. 26. The Christian warfare

is no uncertain conflict—no snatching at phan-

toms, but a striking for a definite object. This

definiteness imparts consistency to the Christian,

and gives clearness to his endeavors (Heb. xiii.

9).—Ver. 27. In a strife which requires opposi-

tion to every evil lust, and where, instead of

coaxing and pampering, we must deny the flesh

all satisfaction, it is necessary to maintain a

steadfast perseverance and an indifference to

pain.—He who intends to teach must be doubly

watchful over himself. " In the preacher three

things must preach: heart, mouth, and life.

The life must illustrate what the mouth speaks,

and the mouth must speak what the heart feels."

H. Mailer.—X. 6. The liberation of the children

of Israel is an instructive type of our redemp-
tion ; Pharaoh is the image of Satan ; the servi-

tude in Egypt represents the tyranny of sin;

the pillar of cloud God's gracious protection.

The Christian must march through the sea of this

world ; his way lies through the wilderness, and
he seeks a Father-land in heaven.—Even in the

Old Testament the divine agent is Christ, and
with the believer now He is omnipresent, giving

us the water of eternal life forevermore.
Chap. ix. 24-x. 6.

—

Perieope on Septuapesma: I.

Exhortations (o earnest endeavors after salvation,

drawn, 1. from a comparison with the zeal shown
by men of the world (ver. 24\ ; 2. from the glory

of the end sought (ver. 26) ; 3. from the cer-

tainty of obtaining a prise (ver. 26) ; 4. from
the shame of that destruction which would over-

take us, in ease of failure (ver. 27) ; 6. from the

proffered means of grace (chap. x. Iff.). II.

Warnings against pausing in our Christian ca-

reer, drawn, 1. from the consequent loss of the

end in view; 2. from the loss of the points

gained, and subsequent lapse into bondage to

the flesh ^ver. 27) ; 8. from the stagnation of

our Christianity (chap. x. 1-6). III. The strife

of the Christian : 1. as to its peculiarities, at its

aims, 6, its foes ; 2. as to the prize ; 8. as to its

means. IV. Christianity in reality and in op-
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pearance : 1. the former—an earnest striving after

perfection, which alone, yet surely leads to sal~

ration, and by which man becomes a pattern to

his fellow, and acceptable to God ; 2. the latter

—a mere outward union to the Christian Church,

confession with the mouth, a formal partaking

of the sacraments without any inward strength-

ening and confirming of the heart upon the rock

of salvation, and consequently without any real

improvement, and therefore displeasing to the

Lord. V. The causes of a sad mediocrity in

Christianity: 1. the lack of earnestness ; 2. dis-

regard of the prise ; 3. neglect of means (Heub-

mer).

Oetinobb :—What is requisite in order that a

fighter for the crown may be temperate in all

things? 1. He must know what is costliest in

this world ; 2. He must esteem the blood of Christ

and itspreciousness above his own life, and above

all precious Bubstanoes.—L. Hopacksb: "The
Christian's race

1
' for the heavenly crown: 1.

concerning some deviations from the true course;

2. concerning the true course itself, oomp., also,

J. M. Sailor, " Saint Paul's glimpses into the

depths of wisdom," p. 176 ff. If thou wilt suc-

ceed in thy race for the goal, in thy contest for

the crown, pray, watch, deny thyself, and thou

wilt find in God eternal life, thy prize and thy

crown.
Lohb, chap. x. 9:—To those who ask for

bread, God does not give a serpent (Matt. vii.

9. 10) ; but to those who will not have His bread.

He sends fiery poisonous serpents.

Chap. x. 6 flf. (Heubner):—Ver. 6. The history

of the Jewish nation is a mirror for all mankind.

Every portion of it can be made an example to

quicken and to warn.—Do not many Christians

yet say, that Christianity begets a joyous life,

and sigh after earlier and forbidden enjoyments ?

—Ver. 7. In all men there lingers some prone-

ness to heathenism ; to deify nature, the visible

and the material. Subtle poisons are more dan-

gerous than the grosser ones. Luxurious living

is a species of idolatry ; worldly enjoyments al-

lure the heart into apostasy from God ; the sin-

fulness of these things consists in the fact that

they kindle desire, and lead to actual excesses.

Hence the importance of insisting upon conver-

sion. The truly converted turn of themselves

from the world.—Ver. 8. Sensual indulgences

among the more refined nations are worse than

among the uncivilized, and inflict greater mis-

chief.—Ver. 9. Oh that every one in the commis-
sion of transgression would consider that he is

tempting Christ ; that he is, as it were, challeng-

ing Him to inflict punishment ! This we do when
we oppose His Word in unbelief or disobedience

;

when we are not pleased with His laws, and try

to devise some easier course. The serpents

which will destroy us are the gnawings of a
guilty conscience.—Ver. 10. Murmuring is op-

position to God's providenoe, oomplaint at His
ways and allotments ; and this is a denial of the

divine goodness and wisdom.—Ver. 11. We
Christians live in the last period of the world.

The thought of the speedy winding up of the

world's history should make us more faithful.

—

Ver. 12. The fall of others should make us more
eareful about ourselves. He who thinks he has
nothing to fear from such temptations is most

exposed to a fall ; he does not take heed.—Ver.
13. The power of man is of limited extent ; and
there are temptations too strong for it. Never-
theless, we may say that we can overcome all

temptations ; since God knows everything, even
the power of every man, and orders everything,

so that the temptation never exceeds the power.
To beginners He gives easier tasks; to those
further advanced, heavier ones.

M. F. Bi88EB.—Chap. x. 1 flf.: Let no one pass
unheeded the warning which is contained in the

five gracious experiences of Israel, and in the five

apostasies of that ungrateful people. They all

marched out of Egypt, and they all underwent
baptism in the cloud and in the sea, and therein

enjoyed the first-fruits of the covenant ; and just

so God has redeemed all of us Christians out of

the world of corruption, and called us to the fel-

lowship of His Son, through holy baptism, and
has placed us upon our way to a heavenly home,
blessed with the benefits and powers of His king-
dom. But only those who run in faith to the end
obtain the prise.—Vers. 3, 4. The mere eating

and drinking at the sacrament alone will not
serve. It not only profits nothing, but it also

fearfully injures a person to belong to those

whom Christ waits upon and refreshes, if through
unspiritual or unbelieving conduct, those who
eat and drink make themselves unworthy of the
spiritual gift.—Ver. 6. No Christian merits the

divine complacency by virtue ofhis obedience and
holy life, but only by virtue of Jesus Christ
(Eph. i. 6). But although our good Christian
works may not merit Godls favor, yet our evil

unchristian works, if we remain impenitent, will

drive God's favor from us.—Ver. 6. The proverb
—history is the instruction of life, is especially true

in regard to sacred history, which is no lifeless

narrative, for says Luther : " the work and gov-
ernment of God in His Church, is the same from
the beginning to the end of the world, even as

also God's people, or the Church, is thro' all

time, one and the same.—Ver. 7. The spirit of

the world sets up, sometimes one and sometimes
another form of idolatry as the order of the day.
Whether the world, in its banquets and balls,

and theatres, actually crowns idolatry, as at

Corinth, or whether it deifies the things and
persons themselves, in which it takes pleasure,

and uses them as its highest good, it is idolatry

all the same. What happened in the camp at

Sinai is still reflected before our eyes. The
Sundays and feast-days of the Church are se-

lected as the favorite pleasure-days. [Holy days
have become holidays]. Lord, lead us not into

temptation !—Ver. 8. Balaam's device pleaseB the

world when it sees that it is not possible to rob
Christians of their crown by violence. It knows
well what " takes away the heart" (Hos. iv. 11),

and it loves to present the wine of temptation to

those who have once escaped from the mire of

the world. Let us watch and pray that we enter

not into temptation.—Ver. 11. In this last time

( 1 John ii. 14), this N. T. time of the end wherein we
live, those temptations to apostasy occur pre-

liminary to the judgments which are indicated

by the types of the earlier times. The five

temptations of the fathers in the wilderness (viz.,

to greedy lusting, idolatry, whoredom, provok-
ing God, and murmuring) are our temptations
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also, and we should seek eye-salve frem the Holy
Spirit (Rev. iii. lb), in order to enable us to tee

these temptations in their present form, unbe-

trayed by the spirit of the world, which gives to

evil an innocent or venial name; which calls

the pursuit of pleasure, liberty ; gives to idola-

try and whoredom the name of progress and en-

joyment of life ; and to murmuring and tempt-

ing of God, the name of independence and man-
liness.—Ver. 12. See to it, that thou dost not

fall ! The tempter can throw no standing Chris-

tian by force.

Vsrs. 6-1$. Perieope on the ninth Sunday
after Trinity : I. Heathenism among Christians

:

1. Description, a, as to its source—the evil,

godless mind ; 6, its immediate effects—ezoesses

and crimes (7, 8) ; c. final result—unbelief and
despair. 2. Application for self-examination,

mourning and quickening. II. The mode of avoid-
ing falling in the midst of temptations. 1. By
observing the multitude of temptations (ver. 6),
especially those which are particularly danger-
ous to ourselves (7-10). 2. By laying to heart
the punishments which will be inflicted in ease
we fall—both physically and spiritually (8-10).
8. By humility, by the recognition ef our own
weakness, and by realizing the consequences of
error (11-12). 4. By trust in God, and prayer
for support (ver. 18).

[Baehbs, ix., ver. 27:—1. Ministers, like

others, are in danger of losing their souls. 2. The
fact that a mannas preached to many is no certain
evidence that he will be saved. 8. The fact that a
man has been very successful in the ministry is no
evidence that he will be saved. 4. It will

be a solemn and an awful thing for a ououss-

ful minister to go down to helL 6. Ministers
should be very solicitous about their personal
piety.

R. South, x. 18 s

—

How, and by what swam,
Qod deliver* us from temptations. I. If the force

of the temptation be chiefly from the vehement
importunities of the evil spirit, God often puts

an end to the issue by rebuking and command-
ing down the tempter himself. II. If the force

of the temptation be from the weakness) of a

mam's mind, God delivers by mighty, inward,
unaccountable supplies of strength. III. If

from unhappy ciroumstanoes, by a providential

change in the whole course of his life. IV. If

from the powerful sway and solicitation of some
unruly affection, by the overpowering influence

and operation of His Holy Spirit. Two con-

siderations: 1. The strongest temptations to

sin are no warrant for sin; 2. God delivers

only those who do their lawful utmost to deliver

themselves].

D. A dissuasivefrom partaking of idol feasts, as involving a fellowship with idolatry, and therefore hos-

tile to aUJellowship with Christ in His supper.

Chapter X. 14-22.

14, 15 Wherefore, my dearly \om. dearly] beloved, flee from idolatry. I speak as to

16 wise men; judge ye what I gay. The cup of [the, r^c] blessing which we bless,

is1 it not the communion of the blood of Christ r The bread which we break, is1 it

17 not the communion of the body of Christ f For we being many [Because we, the

many, o( noXXot i6pxv] are one bread, and one body : for we are all partakers* of

18 that one bread. Behold Israel after the flesh: are not they which eat of the

19 sacrifices, partakers [common participants, xoivwvof] of the altar ? What say I

then ? that the idol is any 'thing, or that which is offered in sacrifice to idols is

any thing [that that which is offered in sacrifice to idols is any thing, or that the

20 idol is any thing]?* But /say, that the things which the Gentiles sacrifice, thej

sacrifice4 to devils [they sacrifice,4 they sacrifice to demons, om. Gentiles] and not

to God : and I would not that ye should have fellowship [be communicants, xau**-

21 whs ybstdai] with devils. Ye cannot drink the cup of the Lord, and the cup of

devils
;
ye cannot be partakers of the Lord's table, and of the table of devils.

22 Do we provoke the Lord to jealousy ? are we stronger than he ?

J
Yer. 16.—The verb i<nlv% 1§ sometimes placed after Kotrarfo, and sometimes after Xpunov. The latter poeftkm has

the beat authority hi Its favor. [Tischeadorf; In both questions of thia Terse, pnta «VW» Immediately after mtmrnpim. In
the first question he follows A. B. Sahld. Oopt. Syr. Oyr. Aug. Beda, Lachmann, Bloomfield, Alford, Stanley and Words,
place It at the close of the sentences, not only on account of external evidence (C. D. P. K. L., Sinait., Ital., Goth., Chrys,
Theodt., Ambst.), but became the other order seems to be a correction to avoid the harshness of this verb at the end of
the sentence, and in snch clnse proximity to the other 4<rriv. In the second question, the Sahld. omits ivrir altogether, and
B. agrees with those authorities which placed It after Xptmv in the first, in putting It at the and of this sentence j and only
A. Copt. Syr.Cyr. Aug. and Bede make it precede row aw/uu&rot.—C. P. W.J.

[* Ver. 17.—Before ^•t^omw, DJ.F.O, the Ital. and several copies of the Vulg. (not amiat.), Ambrat^ Pelag. and Bede
tart «ot rev Irof wenfjMev. D. and tL, however, omit 4i*f.—C. P. W.].
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i Ter. 1ft.—In the Reo. the word* «&•**> ud MmX&vTfc occur In their inverse order, bat the authority for such an
order ii feeble. The second word was probably thrown oat bj the copyist through mistake, and then was reinserted where

it teamed most fitting (the cause before the effect) [The Kec. is sustained by K. L. and most of the cursives, the Syr. and
Gothic Tersioua, and Chiys. and Theodt., and is adopted by Bloomfleld, Osiander and Reiche. Some MSS., including A.C.

(1st band) Sinait. and Eplph. entirely omit the question relating to <ie»Aor. In iavor of putting «i&*Arf0vrdV iu the tornter,

and UUkov in the latter question, we have B. 0, (2d hand) D. Sinaiu (1st hand), Vulgn Copt, Mlhn Augn Ambrat., Pelag,

Bade, and this order is preferred by Tiscb-, Alford. Stautay and Wordsworth.—C. P. W.].
* Ver. 20.—Bee has Oihi ra *9r* iaifioviait 0vn, but it is opposed by decisive authorities. The interpolation ofra «*».

mads necessary the alteration of Svovwur Into fcfei. Lachmann puts the second Move-tr after St?, In accordance with A. B.

G, e< <u\ [In favor ofra Mint, we have A. C. K. L. (placing the words after en), Sinait, et aL, Yulg., Ooih- Copt , SahidM Syr.

Cbrya, Theodt., Orig., Aug, Bede. In favor of Mowir (twice) we have A. B. C. D. B. *. G., Sinait. The text as given by
TiacL is : en & Svovohv aaijiorioit Mmwiv «*i ev fey. Alford and Stanley have the same text, only they place the second

#»«**-* after *•*.-& P. W.J

.

BXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Via. 13. [Having enforced the duty of re-

nouncing their rights and restricting their

liberty by a reference to his own example of

self-denial and its motives, he now returns to

his main subject, from which he digressed at

the commencement of chap, ix., »«., participating

in the sacrificial feasts of the heathen. " But
whereas before he dwelt only on the scandal to

others, he now in accordance with the train of

thought, begun in ix. 23, dwells chiefly on the

evils to themselves. And the sense of this evil

is enhanced by the recollection incidentally in-

troduced in x. 3, of the only Christian institution

which bore any resemblance to these feasts."

Stanley].—Wherefore,—<J idirep shows that

the following exhortation is deduced from what
goes before. And this may be either the whole
paragraph from ver. 1, as: 'in view of the

judgments inflicted upon Israel and recorded
for your warning, flee,' etc.; or it may be what
directly precedes, as: * since the faithfulness of

God pledges to you the results of such watchful-
ness,' etc.; or: * since ye have a God so faithful,

therefore shun whatsoever would cut you off

from His fellowship.
1—What is expressed gene-

rally in ver. 12, is now resumed with particular

reference to the case in hand.—flee from ido-
latry.—By this he enjoins the avoidance of every
thing, which, however remotely, would imply
participation in idol worship. The preposition
4 from' (ax6) adds force, q. rf., 'keep yourselves
aloof from.' [" The only safety is in keeping at

a distance. This includes two things; first,

avoiding whatever is questionable; and, se-

condly, avoiding the occasions and temptations
to sin." Hodob]. The use of the simple accu-
sative as the object of * flee/ would not, however,
necessarily indicate that they had been already
involved in idolatry (oomp. 2 Tim. ii. 22). For
what follows it appears that he had in mind at-

tendance at idolatrous festivals.—The address

—

my dearly beloved—imparts to the exhorta-
tion an urgent and affectionate tone.

Vers. 15-21. As to wise men I speak.

—

In proof of the fact which occasioned the above
exhortation, viz., that they by participating
in idolatrous feasts, were taking part in idol

worship—a proceeding which was one with the
worship of devils, and wholly inconsistent with
the Christian profession, he appeals to their own
insight and good sense, which placed them in a
position to judge for themselves of the correct-
ness of what he was about to say. In so doing
he at the same time gives them to perceive his
own strong conviction of its truth, which he held
to be so palpable that he could safely entrust it

14

with their decision. The ' as ' merely indicates

the point of view from which he considered

them.—judge ye

—

vfitiq, is emphatic: 'ye
yourselves.' Whether in this winning manner
there lurks a delicate slant at their lack of judg-

ment, some touch of sarcasm, is a question which
we will not now discuss.—That participation in

idol altar-feasts involved participation in idol

worship, is shown, first, from the analogy of the

Lord's supper. He starts with the cup, while

that which naturally follows is connected with

the bread. [* This mention of the cup first, be-

fore the bread, both here and at ver. 21, is re-

markable. Why was this? 1. Perhaps there

was more danger of those immoral and lascivious

consequences, against which he is writing, from
excesses in the vrine at the idolatrous feasts, than

in the meats. 2. The Apostle has thus shown
the essential independence of the cup as a necessary
part of the Holy Communion, and supplies a
caution against Romish error. 8. Each of the

elements is variously put first in the Holy Scrip-

ture, to show their equal dignity and the equal
necessity of receiving each.' Wokdsworth].—
The oup—rd irorijptov is undoubtedly accusative,

corresponding to rin> aprov by attraction (comp.

Matth. xxi. 42). Of course the contents are in-

tended.—of blessing ;—so called, either from
its effects, as it brings a blessing [so Olnhausen]

;

or, preferably, from the act which immediately
precedes, so that the words—which we bless
—are epexegetical of it By this we may un-
derstand the thanksgiving alluded to in (xi. 24;
Matth. xxvi. 27), and interpret : ' which we
receive with thanksgiving'— an interpretation

which transcends the meaning of evTioyov/nev ; or

the consecration (oomp. Lev. ix. 16), and then

interpret: 'which we set apart by prayer to a
holy use'— an act which certainly included

thanksgiving. The expression is derived from
the observance of the Passover, when the third

cup which went round was called n3*13ft'
t : ;

D13** *^ne w^J80* °f tne Ter^ ' we»' denotes

the whole congregation, which unitedly conse-

crated the cup by prayer and thanksgiving.

• [« It Is observable that two of the Evangelists, Matthew
(xxvi. 26) and Mark (ziv. 23), use the word «wAoyijo*af, having

blessed, in their description of Christ's action at the institu-

tion of the Lord's Supper, before the consecration of the

breed ; and Lake (xxii. 19) and Pan! (1 Cor. xi. 24) nse the

word «vxept0T>k««, hearing given thank*; but in the benedic-

tion of the cup Matthew (xxvi. 27) and Msrk (xiv. 28) nse

the word tvxapurrfaai, whereas Paul uses the word tvXcyim.

here. This variety of expression gives ns a fuller and clearer

view of the nature of the act here spoken of. It was eucha-

ristic and also eulogistic; it was one of thanksgiving and
one of benediction, and in the application of each of the

terms to each of the elements, we learn more fully and
clearly what the true character of the Holy Comninmon is.

and what are our duties In its administration and reception/
'

WoantwoatB (ad SeJMINR)].
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["Observe the first person plural is the tame
throughout; the blessing of the cup and the

breaking of the bread—acts of consecration,

were not the acts of the minister, as by any
authority peculiar to himself, but only as repre-
sentative of the whole congregation {ol ndvreg).

And so even Estius, but evading the legitimate

inference. The figment of a sacerdotal conse-
cration of the elements by transmitted power, is

as alien from the Apostolio writings as it is from
the spirit of the Gospel." Alfobd. And Stan-

ley also comments to the same effect.]—is it

not the communion.

—

Koivuvia is not the
precise equivalent of * communication ' [as the
Rheinis version translates it, and as some insist

on rendering it, in support of a sacramental
theory] ; even in Heb. xiii. 16 ; Rom. xv. 26 ; 2
Cor. ix. 18, it may denote participation, which,
however, is certainly not without communica-
tion. But the word here is used by metonymy
for the means of communicating or participating
(comp. Jno. xi. 25). [So Hodge : " The meant
of participating." Allord translates "participa-
tion" Calvin: "It is that connection which we
have with the blood of Christ, when He ingrafts
all of us together into His body, that He may live

in us and we in Him." Tyndale and Cranmer
give "partaking" But the E. V. seems to hit the
meaning best : " communion of," which implies
a fellowship, a common sharing in the blood of
Christ, according to the meaning of the root,

koiv6$, common, whence Kotvuvku, to have a thing in

common, to have a share of a thing. This deriva-
tion shows that the idea offellowship in the par-
taking is prominent in the word. It ever denotes
a social act. And this idea is essential to the
argument of the Apostle.] The strong literal

sense of the verb "is," must also be retained.
This is not employed in a symbolic sense, as
though it meant signifies ; but it simply affirms
the fact. The eating of the bread it the com-
munion. This is required by the argument.
[" If we render tartv, tymbolizet, the argument is

made void." Alfobd. So Hodob: "He who
partakes of the oup, partakes of Christ's blood."
But it may be asked here: 'in what sense?'
This, of course, is not here explained. But it is

in some real, veritable way predicable of all who
partake. Otherwise the parallel with the idola-

trous act rebuked, would not be sustained.

Paul means to show that as by means of the
sacrament we truly come into communion with
Christ, so in the idolatrous feasts, whether a
person intends it or not, he does worship the
idol. Hodge, however, says: "This of course
is true only of believers." But if the fact of
communion turned upon the presence or absence
of faith, the participant at the idol feast might
fairly reply, « I am not guilty of idolatry in this,

for I eat without faith in the idol.' And this

was precisely what Paul designed to preclude
by asserting the veritableness of the communion
in drinking of the cup.] Bat does this view
lead to the doctrine of a substantial identifica-

tion of the wine with the blood of Christ, of a
union of the elements with the matter of the
sacrament (ret tacramenti) f The Apostle is treat-

ing primarily of the participation of individuals

in that to which the thing they partake of re-

fers; or, in other words, of the fact that they,

through that of which they partake, come into

fellowship with that particular religions sphere
to which the thing partaken of belongs. Here
in the instance before us, it is with the blood

of Christ, the ground and seal of the New
Covenant; in the other case with idols, the

sphere of a devilish heathenism; hence with
devils themselves. Meanwhile, if nothing else

hindered, we might suppose a real communion
between the wine and the blood, since Kotvuvut

may be variously interpreted according to diffe-

rent analogies.—of the blood of Christ.—i.

e., the blood shed on the cross, not His bloody

death, as may be seen from the parallel term, " the

body." It is the blood of the covenant by which
the forgiveness of sins and the whole salvation

it includes is purchased (comp. xi. 25; Matth.
xxvi. 28), [the blood which has in itself also

the Eternal Life, and to partake of which se-

cures a pardon unto life eternal].—the bread
whiohwe break.—[The Ir.uking of the bread
was a formal public act, a part of the solemnity

of the sacrament, in accoruance with the example
set by Christ, significant of the breaking of

Christ's body for us. The custom therefore of

having the bread ready broken put on the table,

as practised in some churches, or that of the

Romanists in putting a wafer unbroken on the

tongue of the communicant, must be condemned
as contrary to the precedent of the early

Church.] The consecration is here presupposed.

—is it not the communion of the body of
Christ?—It is a question here whether the

word *body' is used figuratively of the Church,

which is the body of Christ, as some would in-

terpret it, both here and in ver. 16. The parallel

with the word blood/ decides this in the nega-

tive, since there is nothing in this connection

which the blood can be understood to symbolize;

nor is there aught in the context which con-

strains us to such an interpretation. "It ap-

pears from this passage that the Lord's Supper
has been instituted as a real communion, and not

as a mere symbol." Nbander.—because one
bread, one body we the many axe.—fen eif

aprot h' oiiua oi kojOloi kauev. It would be natural

to assume here a protasis and an apodosis, as

:

« because there is one bread, therefore are we
the many one body/ But to this it must be

objected, 1. Paul very seldom introduces a pro-

tasis with on (xii. 15 f.; Gal. iv. 6, are doubtful

cases) ; 2. the course of thought would in this

way be interrupted, and we should have here a

logical parenthesis, which is not to be supposed

unnecessarily.—The 6r<, because, evidently in-

troduces an argument for the leading thought in

the previous verse, viz., that the bread is the

communion of the body of Christ. This is esta-

blished by the effect produced in the Christian

consciousness through partaking of the bread,

that is, the union of Christians in one body, as

a complex organic whole. This union is grounded

in the fact that the bread is the veritable com-

munion (Koivtjvia) of the body of Christ. The

sacramental bread is such a means of union in

so far as it mediates the fellowship with the body

of Christ, surrendered to death in behalf of all,

and hence, a living fellowship with Christ the

Saviour of all. But in educing this argument

from the text, we are not to take the expression,
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"one bread," as parallel to that of "one body,"
nuking them both alike the nominatives after
* we are/ rendering the sentence [as the E. V.
does]: "we are one bread and one body," be-

cause, if for no other reason, in the next sen-

tence which adduces a proof of what is here
stated, " one bread" stands for the bread of the

sapper, while it here would be a figurative ex-

pression for the unity of believers, just as
"body" is. The eic apro? t

°ne body, must
therefore be taken as an independent clause with
cort'ir, if, supplied. The relation of the two clauses
then will be either that of a comparison: * as

there is one bread, so are we one body,' or they
will stand related as cause and effect: 'since

there is one bread, therefore are we, the many,
one body.' [So Meyer and Hodge, also Ham-
mond, Locke. Whitby, Calvin, Beza, Bengel, and
the Syriao version; but Alford, Stanley and
Wordsworth adhere to the E. V. Alford says :

" We are one bread by the assimilation of that

one bread partaken." " But this," says Hodge,
"is to make the Apostle teach modern physio-
logy"].—The above rendering is confirmed by
what follows,—for we all partake of that
one bread.—(k k rov Ivbc aprov fieri #.).

This again is variously explained. We may
either take i< rob hvbq aprov, from that one bread,

as the direct object of fierixofiev, partake, and
read [as the E. V. does] : "we all have part or

partake of that one bread "—which is contrary
to the otherwise uniform construction of fierixew
(which requires the Gen. or the Accus. after it),

and may be accounted for by supposing ia&iciv,

or cAiv, understood. Or we may, as in ver. 30,

make rov ivbc aitfiaro^ of the one body, supplied

from the context, the object of fierixoftev, partake,

and regard kit as expressing the cause of such
partaking, rendering it because of. Then the

clause would be an explanation and confirmation

of what precedes. [So Meyer; but this seems
artificial and far-fetched, and is contrary to all

the versions and the majority of the commenta-
tors. It is better to adopt the common render-
ing]. " The ' body of Christ,* of course, is to be
conceived of spiritually ; the idea, therefore, is

not the same as in what precedes. The mediating
thought between the statement, that the sacra-

ment of the Supper communicates the body and
the blood of our Lord, and the statement, that

the Church is the body of the Lord, is this, that

indi?iduals by celebrating the Supper come into

eonununion with each other. Bread and wine
are to the Apostles vehicles through which com-
munion with Christ is realized." Neander. The
declaration, " there is one bread," obliges us to

eonceive of the bread at the Supper as one whole,

whether it is one loaf that is broken, or several.

Bat this oneness leads us back to the tcotvovia of

the body of Christ as its ground.—In ver. 18 we
have a second analogy to prove the unsuitable-

nets of Christians partaking of idolatrous altar

feasts. It is drawn from the Jewish feasts fol-

lowing sacrifice.—Behold Israel after the
flesh.

—

ylepar)\ Kara, o dpic a, one idea; there-

fore without the article before Kara adpm. The
designation is in contrast with that of " Israel

after the spirit " (comp. Rom. ii. 28 ; Gal. iv. 29

;

Chap. vi. 16) ; it means the Israel which is so,

not by virtue of a Divine spiritual life arising

from faith (Gal. iii. 7), but by natural descent.

—are not those who eat the sacrifices.—
[t. e. y

those parts which are not sacrificed. For
the practice of eating the remainder, which was
left after the parts specified, Lev. iii. 8, were
offered up, see] (Deut. xii. 18; xvi. 11).—par-
takers "with the altar?—koivuvoX rov dvoiaorn-
piov may be interpreted either, * associates of the

altar,' inasmuch as they shared the flesh of the

victim offered with the altar (comp. ix. 13) ; or:

'persons standing in communion with the altar/

t. e.y in religious connection with it, inasmuch as
the festival acquired a religious significance by
its relation to it. Therefore it is he does not
say, * partakers with QodJ by which only the
more general communion would be denoted,

but not this stricter one (Meyer). To subjoin

therefore " with God," is needless and unsuita-

ble. [Stanley says the reason why he did not
say 'with God,' was "chiefly because commu-
nion with God was too high a thought to be
brought down to the level of the mere outward
ceremonial of the fleshly Israel." But this idea

is contradicted by Rom. ix. 4, 5. As Hodge well

puts it: " The question is not as to the intention

of the actors, but as to the import of the act, and
as to the interpretation universally put upon it.

To partake of a Jewish sacrifice as a sacrifice,

and in a holy place, was an act of Jewish wor-
ship. By parity of reasoning to partake of a
heathen sacrifice as a sacrifice, and in a holy
place, was an act of heathen worship.—It need
hardly be remarked, that this passage gives no
ground for the opinion that the Lord's Supper is

a sacrifice. This is not the point of compari-
son"].

—

tn ver. 19 he draws the conclusion he
has been aiming at in this whole exposition.

—

What then am I saying?—i. «., « what is the

result to which I am coming? ' He begins his an-

swer by repudiating an inference which might
be drawn in contradiction of his statement in

viii. 4. Is it—that what is offered in sacri-
fice to idols is any thing ?— i. e., possesses

reality, is veritable flesh consecrated to a god ?

—

or that an idol is any thing ?

—

i. e.
t
has

being as the very god which the heathen imagine
(comp. viii. 4ff.); or, changing the accent and
reading eiSolddvrov—eUtSKdv n iortv, he would
say: 'that there is any idol-offering, or any
idol — namely, of the sort mentioned?' Both
constructions amount to the same thing.—Bat
[i. e.y 'nay, but;' this ellipsis of the negative

taken up by aXXa, is found in classical Greek].
—And now comes his direct statement—that
what things they offer (It is) to devils
and not to God, they offer (them).—The
text is quoted from the LXX. version of Deut.

xxxii. 17, which seems to be adduced as autho-
ritative proof of his position. See also Baruoh
iv. 7, tivaavrec Satfiovtotg nal ov &e$. His mean-
ing is: 'This I say, that ye by partaking at

heathenish festivals come into communion with
devils ;

just as we through the bread which we
break come into communion with the body of
Christ, or as the Israelites through their sacri-

ficial feasts come into communion with the altar,

i. e., of God's sanctuary.' Before explaining

himself, however, on the point that the heathen-
ish sacrifices with which those feasts were con.

nected, were offered, in fact, to devils, and instead
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212 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

of drawing his conclusion directly, he states it

in the form of an injunction—and I would
not that ye should have oommunion
with devils—the very thing he would convict

thorn of doing—and then he assigns a reason for

this in the following, vv. 21, 22.—Such we con-

ceive to be the logio of the Apostle (as Osiander

and others). But Meyer understands it differ-

ently. He finds in vv. 16-18, a justification of

the warning in ver. 14: •* Flee from idolatry;"

and in ver. 19 f., a repudiation of an inference

which might be drawn from the analogy of the

Jewish sacrificial festival (ver. 18) ; since by this

he seemed to acknowledge a veritable communion
with the gods in the heathen altar-service, and
with this also the actual divinity of the idols

worshipped in it.*—Since the idea of oommunion
runs through the whole passage to ver. 21, the

first exposition of the order of thought merits

the preference.—The daipdvia, demons, to whom
the heathen sacrificed, are not imaginary gods

—

sub-deities, as it were ; but, as is seen both from
the connection and from the uniform usage of

the LXX. and the New Testament, they are evil

spirits, the chief of whom is didpoXoc, diabolus,

the devil. The expression in Acts xvii. 18: "he
seemeth to be a setter forth of strange gods," is

adapted to the usage of the Greeks [for the word
6atfi6vtov was employed by them in a compara-
tively good sense, to denote the objects of their

worship]. "It is probable that in order to ex-
hibit the abominableness of all participation in

idol-worship, Paul designedly chose an expres-
sion, which indeed among the heathen was used
to denote their deities, but which among the Jews
always designated evil spirits." Bengel. To re-

gard heathendom as the devil's kingdom, was a
mode of thought prevailing among the ancient
Church, and well founded (comp. Osiander, p.

455 f. ). We, therefore, mustcertainly distinguish,

especially in the sphere of the Hellenic religion,

between the opinion and intent of idol worship-
pers, and the objective powers actually operating

* [We here give Stanley's ingenious and valuable note
entire. ** From this passage his meaning has often been
taken to be that, although the particular divinities, as con-
eelred nnder the names of Jupiter, Venus, etc* were mere
fictions, yet there were real evil spirits, who nnder those
names, or in the general system of pagan polytheism, be-
guiled them away from the true God. (8o Ps. xcvi. 5, trarr**
et ffcol t&k i(hmp &eufi6via\. Such certainly was the general
belief of the early Christians. But the strong declaration
in tIH. 4, reiterated here in verse 19, of the utter non-exist-
ence of the heathen divinities, renders it safer to understand
him as saying that in the mind of the heathen sacriflcers,

whatever Christians might think, the sacrifices were really
made to those whom the Old Testament called feufioVta. It
Is In (act a play on the word oaipoViey. The heathen Greeks
(as in Acts xvii. 18, the only passage where it is so used in
Biblical Greek) employed it as a general word for 'Divinity/
and more especially for those heroes and inferior divinities,

to whom alone (according to the belief of this later age),
and not to the supreme rulers of the universe, sacrifices as
snch were due. The writers of the New Testament and the
LXX., on the other hand, always use It of *evil demons,'
although never, perhaps, strictly speaking, for the author
.of evil, who is called emphatically * 8atan,' or the * Devil.'
It is by a union of these two meanings that the sense of the
passage is produced. 'The words of Dent, xxxli. IT, truly
describe their state, for even according to their own confes-
sion, although In a different sense, they sacrifice to demons.'
A similar play on the same word, although for a different
object, occurs m the Apology of Socrates, where he defends
himself against the charge of atheism, on the ground that
he believed in a demon (eoi^onov); and that demons (fcupl-
yta) being sons of gods (B*mv vot'sct), he must therefore be
acknowledged to believe in the gods themselves "}.

in heathenism, which obtained Divine honor te

themselves by darkening the human mind. But
it would be wholly arbitrary, were we to ascribe
to the Apostle the idea that the offerings of the
heathen were presented to the devils in so far as
these persuaded the heathen that there are gods
to whom sacrifices must be offered, in order to
receive to themselves under the name of gods,
Divine worship and sacrifices (Ruckert).—The
"fellowship with devils" which he would not
have them hold, was not merely a symbolic one,
but an actual one, by means of which they would
expose themselves to their corrupting influences
(comp. Osiander, Bengel).—The wish just ex-
pressed be grounds upon the irreconcilableness
of a participation in heathenish festivals, which
involve communion with devils, with a partici-

pation in the Lord's Supper.—Te cannot.

—

The inability here expressed is of a moral kind
—a moral impossibility.—drink the cup of
the Lord,—that is, the cup of the Lord's Sup-
per, which belongs to the Lord, has been conse-
crated to Him, and is the communion of His
blood ; therefore, brings us into fellowship with
Him.—and the cap of devils,—that is, the

cup consecrated to demons, which brought a
person into actual relations to them, and out of

which wine was drunk at the sacrificial feasts,

with pre-libations in honor of the gods.—Ye
cannot be partakers of the Lord's table
and of the table of devils.—The table signi-

fies the entire meal, including the consecrated
food. ["From this passage probably, *the table

of the Lord ' became an expression current in all

ages of the Christian Church. See Suicer in

voc." Alfoed]. In this verse the Romish Church
unwarrantably finds evidence for the doctrine

that the Lord's Supper was not simply a sacra-

ment, but also a sacrifice (Cone. Trid., 22, 1).
•* It is not the Church that offers Christ in com-
munion ; but Christ offered Himself up once for

all (Heb. vii. 27; ix. 26, 26; x. 10; xii. 14, 18);
and He brings to the Church the bread and wine,
not for an offering, but to be eaten and drunk, in

order that by this means He may give His own
body and blood for their nourishment, according
to His promise." W. F. Besbee.

Vee. 22. Or do we provoke the Lord to
jealousy ?—This is not to be taken conjunc-
tively,—neither by assuming irregularity of for-

mation, nor yet in accordance with the sense, as if

it were deliberate. The indicative is still more
emphatic. His meaning is, (ye cannot unite the

two (ver. 21). Or, are we the persona who by
such an attempt will venture to provoke the Lord
to jealousy V Such would certainly be the result,

inasmuch as we would be practicing communion
with evil spirits hostile to the Lord, while pro-

fessing to hold communion with Him who insists

on our keeping ourselves exclusively His. The
expression, "provoke to jealousy," is taken from
Deut. xxxii. 21, and is taken from the metaphor
of a marriage between God and His people,

which pervades large portions of the Old Testa-

ment, and in accordance with which the Church
is represented as the bride of Christ (comp. 2

Cor. xi. 2). It denotes the strong displeasure

which arises in consequence of adulterous love,

[<< and is the fiercest of all human passions. It

is therefore employed as an illustration of the
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hatred of God towards idolatry. It is as when a
bride transfers her affections from her lawful

husband in every way worthy of her love, to

some degraded and offensive object." Hodge].
The jealousy is one which is sure to bring severe
punishment; and this is what one seems to

challenge upon himself who is not accustomed to

fear the might of the Lord. Hence the con*
elnding question— Are we stronger than
He ?— so that we can avert His retributive

power?

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Communion with the Lord and in the Lord—
inch is the fundamental generic idea of the
Lord's 8upper. He is in us, and we in Him;
and therefore all united together—members of

one body, composed of all those who have fellow-

ship with Him. But this communion is not sim-
ply one of the Spirit, effected through the word
received in faith, by means of which His Spirit

bears witness with our spirits that we are the

children of God ; it is not a purely spiritual one
in the sense that Jesus, by His Spirit alone,

makes His dwelling in the hearts of all who be-
lieve. But it is one which is accomplished also

through the body, and includes, likewise, the

physical life. It is His atoning life offered up for

us—His body broken in death for our sakes

—

His blood shed in our behalf, of which we par-

take by means of the bread and wine. And this

life of Jesus is imparted to us in its totality, as
fitted to nourish, strengthen and refresh our
life—in short, as food and drink for our life in its

totality ; that is, for our new life, which is from
God which, begun in Christ at the new birth, is

perfected at last in the body also, at the resur-

rection; for He is the Redeemer of the body
(corap. John vi. 54; Rom. viii. 11).

But how is this nourishment imparted T This
is the point on which the various confessions of
the Christian Church begin their strife. If we
keep in mind Paul's expression, "the commu-
nion of the body and blood of Christ," it will be
seen that we, by no means, do justice to it by
holding the extravagant hypothesis (of the Ro-
mish Church) that in virtue of the priestly con-
secrating word the bread and wine are trans-

formed into the veritable body and blood of
Christ ; for in that ease we could not speak of
holding communion [inasmuch as eating the ma-
terial substance would be a mere physical act,

which would be perfect without the concurrence
of the Spirit].—Neither does it satisfy simply to
assume that the elements are mere symbols—that
the body and blood of Christ are exhibited and
made present to the consciousness of faith

through the bread and wine, and that so by
means of these, a communion of the believing
participant is effected ;—whether it be, as Zwin-
gle supposes, that the believer partook of the
broken body and blood shed, by being more fully

assured thereby of the forgiveness of sins, or, as
Calvin supposes, that a mysterious union ensues
for the believer with the glorified life of Christ
in heaven. The Apostle's language, " the bread,
the wine, is a communion of the body, of the
blood of Christ," means yet more. If the bread
and wine are the means of our communion with

the body and blood of Christ, it is obvious that
there is a participation in these very objects
themselves, as, indeed, in the passage, John xi.

25 (cited by Meyer), Christ calls Himself the re-

surrection, and the life, t. e., that very thins by
which the life is again restored and imparted, in

so far as He is in His own person the life, and the
life of humanity again restored.—This brings us,

then, to Luther's view, t*z., that of the mysteri-
ous union of the elements with the body and
blood of Christ, effected through the power of
Christ's Spirit in His Word—a union with His
redeeming life, not only as it has been, but as it

is now, everywhere present and glorified.

It will, indeed, be asked, "how does this hy-
pothesis suit with the original institution of the
Supper, when such a union could not have ex-
isted ? and are we then to distinguish between
the first celebration of the Supper and all others
that have ensued ? " We must, at all events, af-

firm, withCEtinger f" Theology drawnfrom the idea

of life" translated by Hamburger, p. 214), that,

as in the case of baptism, so also here, a gradual
progression may be traced. "Before Christ
died and rose again, the disciples received the
flesh and blood of Christ, efficiently (ejficienter),

rather than substantially (substantialiter) ; but
after the ascension, both substantially and effi-

ciently."—Through this union the bread and
wine become a spiritual meat and drink, i. e.,

a nourishment of the new spiritual life, which,
however, in the case of those not qualified to

enjoy it, serves not to nourish, but to condemn

—

even as the Gospel is to some a savor of life unto
life, and to others a savor of death unto death.

—This is not the place to treat more particularly

of manducatory participation, and of the par-
ticipation of the unworthy.*

2. Inconsistency of attempting to hold fellowship
with the world and Christ at the same time.—To sit

down at the table of the Lord, and to commune
with Him by partaking of His body and blood,
and then to convert aught into an idol, or by
idolatrous proceedings to devote one's self to the
god of this world and to his spirits, and so to

profess them, are intolerable contradictions.

He who dares thus, exposes himself to the seve-
rest judgments. By such conduct he violates the
holy claims of the Lord to his person, which
having been redeemed and honored by Him,
with all the blessings of His redemption, belongs
to Him exclusively—wholly and solely, even as
a bride to the bridegroom. And such conduct
involves the greater folly from the fact that
Christ is one to whom all power in heaven and
earth is given, and before whose bar all must

* [We let our author's statement of sacramentarian theo-

ries, and his expressed preference, pass without debate.
The main point of doctrine he has well brought out in the
first paragraph: and some will think that the Calvinistio

theory of the ** Real Presence " will answer all its demands.
In the words of the Westminster Catechism, the sacrament
of the Supper may be said *'to represent, seal, and appkr
Christ and the benefits of the new covenant to all believers."

And this is done through the Spirit who takes of the things
that are Christ's, and shows them unto us in ilia ordinances
according to their intent. Those interested in the question
here mooted, we would refer to the current works on Dog-
matic Theology, also to H<k>kks. Ecc. fW., B. V., e. «7 : Kt»
WARn iEYim^*- Homilies on the Lord's Supper." Onlt. Writ'

ings. Vol. II.. p.439ff. J. M. Mtsow, "Letters on Frequent
Communion." Works, Vol.L p. 872 ff.—D. W. P.J.
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stand to receive the final decision affecting their

eternal weal or woe.

[3. The sacrament of the Lord's Supper, a
pledge of the resurrection of believers. As the

consecrated bread and wine were the authentic

symbols of Christ's body and blood, and were,

in construction and certain effect (though not in

substance), the same with what they stood for,

to all worthy receivers ; it is manifest that bodies

so incorporated with the body of Christ, must of

course be partners with it in a glorious resur-

rection. Thus was the Eucharist ever considered

as a sure and certain pledge to all good men of

the future resurrection of then* bodies, symboli-

cally fed with the body of Christ. This is the

argument which the Christian fathers insisted

upon, and with this they prevailed. See Water-
land on " The Doctrinal Use of the Sacraments"
(Vol. VIII., p. 132). (WOBDSWOBTH)].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starke :—Ver. 14. A Christian must be very
oareful how he, in any way, participates in a
false worship (2 Cor. vi. 14).—Ver. 16. A true

minister, who is sure of his doctrine, will urge
his hearers freely to test its truth, so that they

shall feel that they have to do, not so much with
him as with God, whose doctrine he preaches.

So, too, a proper hearer will look not so much to

the minister as to Qod in the matter of doctrine

(2 Cor. i. 24; Acts xvii. 11).—Ver. 16 (Spe-
ner). The doctrine that the bread and wine are
the communion of the body and blood of Christ,

is to be taken in its plainest acceptation—they
are the very means by which the participants

take part in the body and blood of Christ. Ac-
cordingly, faith is not made the communion or
the means of participation, in which case those

who approach the table without faith could not
be said, in any sense, to receive such blessings

;

but the bread and the wine are themselves the

things. Hence, he who partakes of these comes
also into connection with the blessings them-
selves.—Ver. 17. Where Christ's body is there
is love, chap. xii. 18.—He who receives the sac-

rament testifies that he is in the communion of
ChriBt and His Church.—Ver. 19. To the pure,
all things are pure ; yet many things may be
rendered impure by circumstances. Hence

freat circumspection is needful to purity.—Ver.
0. All false worship is a worship of the devil,

and those who participate in it shall receive the
recompense destined for their lord (Rev. zviii.

4).—Ver. 21 ((Etinger). There is no profit in

serving two masters, and just as little in trying
to sponge on them both. If the world's baits de-
light, let Christ's feasts alone (Matt. vi. 24 ; Jer.

zvi. 8).—Ver. 22. To be obstinate and imagine
that we must keep up acquaintances and friend-

ships, and that God will not be very exacting in

the matter, is an abominable presumption, cal-

culated to provoke God's righteous wrath.—How
will God let such miserable sophists run their

course till they are made aware of His power
(Job ix. 4, 19; xxxvii. 28) ?

Bf.rlknb. Biblb :—Ver. 14. If we are attempt-
ing to serve God in the spirit of truth, through the
proffered grace of Christ, we shall abandon all

idolatry, such as consists in serving God through

ceremonial practices and works of the flesh.

But then we must be careful to drink often and
much of the spiritual drink, and eat the spiritual

food. Christ Himself is both these. In Him
is everything given to us spiritually and di-

vinely ; in Him there is everything to he had
freely and without price—everything which can-

not be found in this world's wilderness. He will

surely care for soul, and body. Therefore flee

from Babel, the idolatrous land. When it pur-

sues we must run : otherwise its idols will slip

into our hearts.—Ver. 15. Who has the Spirit of

Christ, has also the spirit of a sound judgment.

No prudent man will be sure of anything, the

ground of whose truth he does not find in him-

self.—Ver. 17. True Christians, as members of

Christ, constitute one spiritual body, and are

nourished by one meat—the body of Jesus. A
sweet communion of sanctified spirits ought, in

this way, to be established and fostered. Let us

be one, even in this, that we have no fellowship

with idols.—Ver. 20. Men often trust their fan-

cies rather than God, and regard it as spiritual

pride, as it were, to mount up to Him, and will

disoblige none. So it goes, although one does

not betake himself to the right source (Ps.

xxxvi. 9; Jer. ii. 18; xvii. 18).—Ver. 21. What
does it mean that a person presents himself occa-

sionally at the Lord's Table, when throughout
his whole life Belial is uppermost in his heart!

What a pretence to think of satisfying God with

the outward forms and postures of a lifeless

worship, while we are sacrificing to our own
pleasure, and are intent on gratifying our senses

with vanity ! All who live after the lusts of the

flesh eat of the devil's table.—Those who tread

under foot Christ's body and blood, drink rather

of the wine of His wrath, and eat the bread of

His anger. But priests who cause the people to

sin by their evil example, or by failing to rebuke
sin through shameful weakness, and who do not

instruct the people sufficiently will be obliged to

give an account, not only for themselves, but also

for the people they have had in charge.
Heubnbr: — Ver. 16. God's demands are

always endorsed by our own consciences.—Ver.

20. To the Christian all evil is an abomination,
because it brings him in contact with the king-

dom of evil. Bo nothing, however indifferent

in itself, if according to the intent anything un-

righteous or ungodly is indicated by it.—Ver.

21. Participation in the Lord's Supper binds us
to strict separation from everything unhallowed,
because it implies the most intimate union with

Christ. Hence, after communion, a true Chris-

tian can hardly divest himself of a certain degree
of anxiety.—Ver. 22. Communion with the un-

holy is a challenge to Christ, because it is a con-

tempt of His Majesty. Indeed, the thought of

our weakness ought to awaken in us a salutary

fear of our Almighty Lord.
W. F. Bessbr :—Ver. 13. God will indeed pro-

tect us ; but we can cherish this consolation only

when we flee from every occasion to sin, unen*

snared by the conceit of our steadfastness.—Ver.

21. Greek and Roman pagans were wont to con-

secrate a crowned beaker to Bacchus. Is it any
less idolatrous when apostate Christians now
celebrate the name of a man, some hero of the

times, with gluttony and wine-bibbing, with im-
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pare jests and buffoonery, and with the tacit de-

nial or uttered blasphemy of God? Oh, how
do?s the world laugh when partakers of Christ's

Table run into the web which the deril spins at

his banquets of pleasure. Every observance of

the Lord's Supper ought to impress on us the

words of Paul, "Ye cannot be partakers of the

Lord's table, and of the table of devils." Woe
to us if we undertake to do what Christians can-

not ! The Lord is a jealous bridegroom of His

bridal Church, and to put contempt on Him, or

to provoke Him to jealousy (Deut. xxxii. 21), is

to imitate the sin of the children of Israel, who
tempted Christ (ver. 9).

[Baknks :—Ver. 20. The custom of drinking

toatt* at feasts and celebrations arose from this

practice of pouring out wine, or drinking in

nonor of the heathen gods; and is a practice

that partakes still of the nature of heathenism.

It was one of the abominations of heathenism to

suppose that their gods would be pleased with

the intoxicating draught. Such a pouring out

of a libation was usually accompanied with a
prayer to the idol god, that he would accept the

offering ; that he would be propitious ; and that

he would grant the desire of the worshipper.

From that custom the habit of expressing a sen-

timent, or proposing a toast, uttered in drinking
wine, has been derived. The toast or sentiment

which now usually accompanies the drinking of

a, glass in this manne*r, if it means anything, is

now also a prayer : but to whom ? to the God of

wine ? to a heathen deity ? Can it be supposed
that it is a prayer offered to the true God ; the

God of purity? Has Jehovah directed that

prayer should be offered to Him in such a man-
ner ? Can it be acceptable to Him ? Either the

sentiment is unmeaning, or it is a prayer offered

to a heathen god, or it is a mockery of Jehovah

;

and in either case it is improper and wicked.

And it may as truly be said now of Christians as

in the time of Paul, 'Ye cannot consistently

drink the oup of the Lord at the communion
table, and the cup where a prayer is offered to a
false god, or to the dead, or to the air ; or when,
if it means anything, it is a mookery of Jehovah. 1

Now can a Christian with any more consistency
or propriety join in such celebrations, and in

such unmeaning or profane libations than his

could go into the temple of an idol, and partake
of the idolatrous celebrations there ?

Hodge :—Ver. 20. It was of great importance
for the Corinthians to know that it did not depend
on their intention whether they came into com-
munion with devils. The heathen did not intend
to worship devils, and yet they did it; what
would it avail, therefore, to the reckless Corin-
thians, who attended the sacrificial feasts of the
heathen, to say that they did not intend to wor-
ship idols? The question was not, what they
meant to do, but what they did : not, what their

intention was, but what was the import and effect

of their conduot. A man need not intend to burn
himself when he puts his hand into the fire ; or
to pollute bis soul when he frequents the haunts
of vice. The effect is altogether independent of
his intention. This principle applies with all

its foroe to compliance with the religious services

of the heathen at the present day. Those who
in pagan countries join in the religious rites of

the heathen, are just as much guilty of idolatry,

and are just as certainly brought into fellowship
with devils, as the nominal Christians of Corinth,
who, although they knew that an idol was nothing,
and that there is but one God, yet frequented
the heathen feasts. The same principle also ap-
plies to the compliance of Protestants in the re-
ligious observances of Papists. Whatever their

intention may be, they worship the host if they
bow down to it with the crowd who intend to

adore it. By the force of the act we become one
with those in whose worship we join. We con-
stitute with them and with the objects of their
worship one communion].

E. Concluding admonition to live in such matter* mo a* to profit one another, and to glorify Qod.

Chapties X. 23.—XI. 1.

23 All things are lawful for me [am. for me],1 bat all things are not expedient;

24 all things are lawful for me [am. for me],1 but all things edify not. Let no man seek

[that which is] his own, but every man* [that which is] another's wealth [am.

25 wealth]. Whatsoever is sold in the shambles [meat-market], that eat, asking

26 no questions for conscience' sake : For the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof

27 If1 any of them that believe not bid you to a /east, and ye be disposed to go; whatso-

28 ever is set before you, eat, asking no questions for conscience' sake. But if any man
say unto you, This is offered in sacrifice unto idols [am. unto idols],4 eat not for his
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216 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

sake tbat shewed it, and for 0008016006' sake: for the earth w the Lord's, and the ffl-

29 ness thereof [om. for the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof] :* Conscience, I,

say, not thine own, but of the other: for why is my liberty judged of another man't
30 conscience ? For [om. for] if I by grace be a partaker [if I partake with thankfulness

cf tyw x*PlTt A**^/1*]) wny am I ev^ spoken of for that for which I give thanks?

31 Whether therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do [or do any thing, Ore r\

32 Trotfere], do all to the glory of Gcd. Give none offenoe, neither to the Jews,7 nor to

33 the Gentiles [Greeks, Ekk-qeiv], nor to the church of God : Even as I please all men
in all things, not seeking mine own profit, but the profit of [the] many,8 that they may
be saved.

XI.
1 Be ye followers [imitators, /AtfiyraC] of me, even as I also am of Christ.

1 Ver. 23.—The Reo. has poi after wdvra in each clause, but It la oppoaad by the beat authorities, and was probably
taken from ch. vi. 12. [As the Apostle was here unquestionably repeating the same expression as was used in chap. vi. 12,
the internal ov idence would seem to be in favor of fiot (Bloomfield, Rinckj. But the documentary evidence in Its favor (H.
K. L 8in. (3d bund), the Syr. both, one copy of the Vulg., Chrys., Theodt., Orig.. August, and some inferior MSS., which c

wayrm «f.,aAA* ov tr. oUot.) is too feeble, and tliat in opposition to it [A. B. C.(lst hand) D. Sin. (with Clem*, Athan., Banu
Iron., Tert. and many others), too strong to warrant its insertion.—C. P. W.].

* Ver. 24.—The Hoc. also inserts fraoroc after row eWpov. but it was perhaps borrowed from a similar paasage In Phil,
ii. 4. [It is not found in A. B. G. D. F. O. II , Sin., six cursives, the Ital., Vulg., Gopt^ Sahid. and Arm. Taraicus, and mb*
Greek and Latin Fathers. Even Bloomfield, who at first defended it, now brackets it.—C. P. W.].

* Ver. 27.—The ii is wanting after ti in some good manuscripts [A. B. D. (1st hand) F. G. Sin , and some cursives, theltal.,
Copt, and Vulg. versions, and Antioch., Chrys., Theodt., Aug., Ambrst.!, and was probably, inserted because it wss
supposed to bo needed as a connecting particle. [It hi retained by Tisch.with C. D.(8d hand) E. H K. L., somt Sahid., 8jr., Goth.
versions, Theodt., Theophyl. and (Ecum., but it is cauceiled by Lachn Alf., Mey., Stonl. aud Wordsworth. I). K. V. O; the
Ital.. Vulg. and Copt, versions, and Ambrst., Pelag. and Bede (not the Aug.) insert tit Stlwov alter a-morwv.—C. P. W.].

* Ver. 28.—The Rec. has tcUiktevrov, but it is probably a gloss which has been substituted In the text for the more un-
common icpofoTOK. Neither word was common, but Up66. was of the classical, and ct£«A46. of the Hellenistic Greek (Bloom-
field). The former had a neutral, and the latter a contemptuous signification (Stanley), and hence some hare thought that
no one would be likely to use the latter at the table of an unbeliever, unless, as Bloomfield suggests, by a weak fellow-Chris-
tian in an under tone, or aside. The former word is not too respectful for the Apostle to use, and it would imply nothing
false. It is adopted by Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., Meyer, Alford and Stanley, on the authority of A. B. H. Sin., two cursive*
adduced by Bloomf.; the 8ahid. version and some indirect testimonies produced by Tischendorf. Julian quotes Paul as
using this word in this connection, and bin opponent Cyril admits the same (Tisch ). The Latin versions of D. and F. use
the word immolaticium, to which some Vulg. MSS. add idoUt, one (amlat.Vhas immdatittm (2d cor. has rmmolaiirmm)ido(it

f

and the Vulg. (ed.) has immolatum idolis. The Rec. is favored by C. D. £. F. G. K. L., Chrys. and Theodt., and it is defended
by Scholz, Reiche, Bloomfield and Wordsworth.—C. P. W.].

* Ver. 2$.—The Rec. after owcid. has tow y&p xvptov q y^ xat rh irAijpwjia avrfc, but these words are not found in the
best MSS., and are a repetition of ver. 26. [They are left out in A. B.C. D. S. F. G. H. (1st bund), Sin., the Ita]., Vulg., Copt,
8yrM Sahid, and Arm. versions, and Damasc, August., Ambrst., Pelag. and Bede, and are retained in II. (2d hand) K. I*, the
Goth., Slav., some 8yr. and Arm. version*, and Chrys., Theodt., Phot., (Ecum. and Theophyl.—C. P. W.J.

* Ver. 30.—The Rec. after «i inserts to, but it is feebly sustained.
* Ver. 32.—The Rec. has yivt<rt« xal 'IovS.. but *cai "IovS. yivtaBt, is better sustained by the MSS. [The latter has for It

A. B. C. Sin., 17, 37. 73, Orig., Didym.. Cyr., while D. B. K. L. Sin. (3d hand), some cursives, and Chrys., Theodt. and Damasc
are in favor of the Recep—0. I

1
. W.].

* Ver. 33.—The Rec. has <ru^c'poK, but <rv^opov has better authority. JThe former is more usual, and is eustained by
D. E. F. G. K. L. Sin. (3d hand), while the latter is sustained by A, B. 0. Sin. Comp. on the same variation of reading in chap.
vii.3k-C.P.W.].

SXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 23, 24. He here anticipates an objection

that might be raised against his previous injunc-

tions on the score of Christian liberty, by point-

ing out the ethical limitations which restrict that
liberty.

—

All things are in my power.—
[This is the old statement made in vi. 12, setting

forth the broad privileges of the Christian free-

man, and to which the Apostle in a measure as-

sents.]—Bat all tilings are not expedient.
—This is the first limitation of expediency. But
expedient for whom? The word ev/ifipet
might, in view of the previous warning, seem to

imply 'expedient for the subject himself.' It

were better, however, to take the word in its

broadest application, * advantageous not only to

the subject, but also to all others concerned/

—

Bat all things edify not.—The second limi-

tation ; since it is the duty of every Christian
to make edification a special object. In the

verb * edify ' the reference io others is more fully

brought out, and here it denotes the furtherance
of the welfare of the Church.—In the next verse

this limitation is more definitely expressed in

the form of a maxim inculcating the exercise of

an unselfish love. It is a general truth which
he by no means intends (o limit simply to the

case in hand.

—

Let no man seek his own
(wealth), bat (every man) that of an-
other.—Here the negation is to be taken abso-
lutely, and not relatively, as though it meant,
1 seek not merely his own wealth, but also that of

another.' The ' seeking of one's own ' denotes
the selfish attempt to make one's own enjoyment,
one's own liberty, one's own rights the sole

paramount consideration, regardless of the good
of others; and this falls under an absolute prohi-
bition as being a violation of the great law of
love. " The idea here is, that even what is in-

different in itself becomes sinful when done to

the prejudice of a neighbor." Nkakder.
From fiffdeic we obtain for the nominative in the
positive clause an iKatrrog—a case of Zeugma.
Like expressions occur in xiii. 5 ; Phil. ii. 4 -,

Rom. xv. 2f.

Vebs. 25, 26. First he asserts that the eating
of flesh exposed for sale in the market. «n«l thus
disconnected from idolatrous worship— even
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CHAP. X. 28-XI. 1. 217

though it may have been out from sacrificial

victims, was altogether innocent, sinoe this meat
as well as the whole earth and all things in it

belonged unto God.—Whatsoever is sold in
the meat-market.

—

/uucftXt,*, a word taken

from the Latin ancUsKpatfrfcAJpi [The sale of

the portion of the sacrificial meat, which fell to

the priests, formed a part of their revenue, and
wasnot to be distinguished from ordinary meat, ex-

cept perhaps by its excellence, as the animals of-

feredat the altar were usually of a superior kind.]

that eat, without special inquiry.

—

ptj6b>

aixucpivovrec, carefully searching nothing, L e., as to

whether it had been offered in sacrifice or not.

—

on aooount of conscience.

—

Sid rffv oweidtf-

ear. [What is this to be joined with? Some
say the previous participle, as setting forth the

particular point as to which the inquiry is made,
and meaning 'on the score of conscience;' others

connect it with the whole participial clause, as

assigning the ground for not inquiring, being

equivalent either to : ' in order that your con-

science may not be disturbed/ or : ' because your
conscience being well informed as to the real

mature of idols needs no inquiry '] ; it had best

however be joined with the whole previous sen-

tence, and the meaning would then be: 'eat

without inquiry in order that the conscience be
not burdened or troubled.' [Sueh is the view
of Meyer and Alford. Hodge gives another in-

terpretation which he considers the simplest and
most natural: "buy what you want and eat,

making no matter of conscience in the thing.

You need have no conscientious scruples, and,

therefore, ask no question as to whether the meat
had been offered to idols or not."—By reason of

what is said in ver. 28, one may be led to sup-

pose that it was the conscience of an observer

that was meant, which by that act might become
disquieted or sullied, inasmuch as he too might
be influenced through the example of one deemed
stronger In the faith to eat likewise in spite of

his scruples. [So De Wette, Bengel, Riickert].

And in justification of this, reference is made to

ver. 29, where the conscience of another person
is particularly specified. But the cases are not

parallel ; and in ver. 29, the reference to others

is distinctly denoted through the preliminary
clause in ver. 28, and there being no such re-

ference here, it were far more natural to suppose
the conscience of the inquirer to be intended.

—

The exhortation in our passage applies to all

parties, especially to the weak, who would anx-
iously ask about their duty in the premises.

Yet it was also suited for the strong whose free-

dom of opinion might suffer damage through the

inquiry, since their conscience had been quick-

ened by the Apostle's instruction in reference to

this whole matter.—The act of eating he justi-

fies, by a citation from Ps. xxiv. 1, ["which
was the common form of Jewish thanksgiving
before the meal, and hence probably was the

early Eucharistio blessing, and thus alluded to

in this place." Stanley].—for the earth is

the Lord's, and the fulness thereof.—The
word jrXJjpofia denotes that with whioh a
thing is filled, being passive, as everywhere in the

New Testament That whioh belongs to God
eau never pollute, and His children need have no

scruple about using and enjoying it freely. [And

this meat which had been offered to idols, was in

fact no less His than any other meat. An idol

being nothing could not vitiate it for its original

use]. (Comp. on chap. viii. 6 ; 1 Tim. iv. 4

;

also Osiander in hoc loco, and the citations from
Calvin and Melancthon by him).—Vv. 27-30:
The same maxim is here applied to their conduct
at a banquet given at a private house by a hea-
then to which they might be invited.—If any
of the unbelievers invite you.—The invi-

tation here is not to a sacrificial feast, for in

such a case the person would not need to be told

whether the meat set before him had been offered

to idols, [nor yet would it be allowable for a
Christian to be present here].—and ye desire
to go.—A slight hint that remaining away would
be a little better ; since heathenish customs were
everywhere in vogue, and the temptation to deny
their Master on the part of those not firmly

established was very strong. He here has in

view the more liberal-minded whose liberty he
did not wish to retrench, and inasmuch as the
case often involved the relations of family and
friendship, by means of which the truth might
be brought home to those who were still unbe-
lievers.— whatsoever is set before yon
eat, asking no question on account of
conscience.—See comments on ver. 25.—The
case, however, is altered when the attention of
the guest has been turned to the sacrificial cha-
racter of the meat presented.—But if any man
say unto yon,—not the host, as is clear from
the repetition of the r*c, and from what is

added further, whioh cannot in any case be re-

ferred to an unbeliever. For the same reason,

we cannot explain it, of a heathen fellow-guest

who might indicate the fact to the Christian,

either from love .of mischief, or from a wish to

test him, or even out of good-will. Only a
Christian can here be meant, and that too some
weak brother who has discovered the fact pointed
out, and now warns his fellow-believer of it.

** Not a Jewish Christian, sinoe such a one would
not ordinarily accept the invitation of a heathen

;

but some converted Gentile, infected with Jew-
ish prejudices, who regarded idols as demoniac
powers, and in partaking of the sacrifioial flesh,

felt himself brought into contact with them."
Nbandeb. Even a weak brother might be sup-
posed to partake of such a meal, being influenced

by his particular relations, and yet with a deter-

mination to refrain from every thing polluting.

—This is offered in sacrifice.

—

I epd&wrov.
and not ei6u>h6$vrov, see critical notes. The
former is a neutral word, and is used advisedly

to represent what would be said at a heathen's
table; but the latter is a contemptuous expres-
sion, whioh we could hardly suppose would be
employed there.—eat not for his sake that
shewed it, and for conscience' sake.—The
latter expression is explanatory of the former,
and the connecting k a /, and, specifies only the
particular point to which the more general state-

ment that precedes applies. If the informant
were a heathen, then this expression, "for con-
science* sake," would be unsuitable, or we should
have to regard it as a second reason derived
from the weaker brother, whose conscience we
must suppose to be meant Or we must take it

to mean that the person must refrain from eating
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218 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

in order not to allow the heathen informer to

suppose that the participant still had to do with
idols, and in order not to violate the oonsoienoe
of weak Christians—obviously, a forced interpre-

tation. [Evidently then it is some weaker bro-
ther that is here meant, for whose sake it was
duty to abstain. "The union of the most en-

lightened liberality with the humblest conces-

sion to the weakness of others here exhibited,

may well excite the highest admiration. The
most enlightened man of his whole generation
was the most yielding and conciliatory in all

matters of indifference." Hodge]. He next
explains himself more fully, putting it beyoud a
doubt whose conscience is referred to.—Con-
science I aay, not thine own,—r#v eavrovf

t. e., of any one who may come into such circum-
stances (not=r^y oeavrov).—for why is my
liberty judged of another's oonsoienoe?
—This is not to be taken as expressing the defiant

remonstrance of the liberal-minded to his weaker
brother, who objected to be governed by his pre-
judices. Such an interpretation would be un-
suitable both by reason of the " for," which in

this case would be inapposite, and also because
the following exposition gives no reply to it.

Several other interpretations here offer them-
selves. Riickert and others think they find here
a further reason for the command not to eat
(ver. 28), taking the words to mean that the
liberal-minded should not by eating give oc-
casion for others to judge and blaspheme. But
in this case they arbitrarily insert the thought,
*« to give occasion," and entirely pass over
what* precedes.*—To this there is joined an-
other interpretation, which would find in this

verse a vindication of the freedom of con-
science, which the Apostle maintained in the
name of the liberal-minded, q. d., *About one's

own conscience I am not now speaking ; for it is

altogether improper for my liberty to be judged
by another's conscience. If I am blamed for that
which I for my part thankfully enjoy, so that by
my thanksgiving such enjoyment is sanctified,

this unfounded condemnation neither violates

nor endangers my own conscience ; so that in not
eating, my concern is chiefly for the conscience
of another—some weak brother which ought to

be spared, and not mine own.' [This is Meyer's
explanation, who finds here the reason asserted
why Paul did not mean the person's own con-
science, for the sake of sparing which he enjoined
abstinence from eating in the case mentioned in

ver. 28, but the conscience of another. The
man's own conscience, he says, did not need such
consideration, for it is not affected by another's
judging and blaspheming, since both are ground-

* [Kllng here hardly doea justice to the interpretation he
•o summarily sets aside, and which is advocated by Chrys.
and the Greek commentators, H«yd., Billr.. Olsh.,* Neand.,
Hodge, Stanley, and many others. This takes xpiKirai
for *aToxpiV«Tai, in the sense of condemn, and finds here a
valid reason for enjoining the liberal-minded brother not to
eat against the convictions and prejudices of the weaker
one, who has pointed out to him the objectionable meat.
The rea*ou is that there is no propriety in doing that which
*«*etU8 censurable to another, and gives occasion for observers
to blaspheme, even though it may be right In our own esteem,
and accompanied with thanksgiving to God. "This" as
Hodge well says, •* brings the passage Into harmony with
the whole context, and connects it with the main idea of
the previous verse, and not with an intermediate and sobor-

r

less. The reason therefore fo* abstaining, could
only be found in the conscience of another, and
not in the danger done to one's own conscience;
and this also is Bengel's view].—The Iva r c=
Iva rl yivtfrai, in order that what may hap*
pen t—why t a form for introducing a question
about something which has no object or ground,
as here, and the verb * judge ' (k p i v e t v) here
denotes a disapproving, condemning judgment,
as is seen in the parallel verb, pAaotyfieiv, in the
next clause.—If I with grace do partake.

—

Here x^PlTt corresponds to evx a pier to in what
follows, and is not to be understood of the good-
ness of God, which allows of such participation,

or gives me the light which liberalizes my spirit,

and hence is not to be translated « through grace'
[or 'by grace,' as the E. V. has it], but it means,
with thanks, referring to the Euoharistic blessing
which accompanied the social meal, as may be
seen in the expression still common in many
places—"to say grace." As the object of the
verb * partake,' we are to supply 'meat and
drink.'—why am I evil spoken of respect-
ing that for whioh I give thanks?—/? A a o~
Qrjpeiv, lit., to blaspheme, a sharp word, de-
noting the bitter condemnation pronounced on
the liberal-minded, as on one false to his princi-

ples. In the use of it there lies a sharp rebuke
of the lack of love exhibited by the person
judging (oomp. Rom. xv. 8 ; xiv. 16).

Via. 81—Chap. xi. 1. His exhortation here
turns to the Church in general, describing the
end and aim whioh should control the entire
conduct of every Christian. And this he con-
nects directly with the last word in the previous
verse, eixapurreZv, which denotes an ascription of
honor to God.—Therefore,

—

q. <*., * in like man-
ner, as ye thank God for your nourishment, so
in all your eating and drinking,' etc. Or if this

mode of connection does not satisfy, we may
take the * therefore ' to indicate the logical infe-

rence of a general truth from the special one,— whether ye eat, whether ye drink,
whether any thing ye do.—The first votei re
may be taken either as generic, including
under itself also the eating and drinking, or, it

may be taken as expressing action, in contrast
to enjoyment. In the first case, the emphasis
would lie upon n, as equivalent to 6rtovv 9

whatsoever ; in the second, it would lie upon the
verb,—but this is hardly to be preferred, [though
Alford does prefer it]. In like manner, Col. iii.

17. "From what has been said, Paul here de-
duces a general didactic inference ; he exhorts
them so to adjust and use every thing, however
indifferent, that God's name may be hallowed/'
Nbander.—Do all to the glory of God.

—

["This may mean either, <Do all things with a
view to the glory of God ;

' Let that be the ob-
ject constantly aimed at ; or, * Do all things in
such a way that God may be glorified.' There
is little difference between these modes of expla-
nation. God cannot be glorified by our conduct,
unless it be our object to act for His glory. The
latter interpretation is favored by a comparison
with 1 Pet iv. 11, " That God in all things may
be glorified." See Col. iii. 17, all the special
directions given in the preceding discussion are
here summed up. * Let self be forgotten. Let
your eye be fixed on God. Let the promotion of
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His glory be your object in all ye do. Strive in

every thing to act in such a way that men may
praise that God whom you profess to serve.'

Hodge]. This thought is further expanded ne-
gatively.—Give none offence, neither to
Jews, nor to Greeks, nor to the church
of God.—He here specially addresses the libe-

ral-minded, as in v. 81, who by the reckless use
of their liberty were putting a stumbling-block
as well in the way of the Jews to whom every
approach to heathenism was an abomination, as

in the way of the heathen who beheld in their

lax conduct a want of fidelity to a religion which
professed to separate itself so strictly from hea-
thenism, and would become disgusted at the

divisions thus oreated among Christians; and
also in the way of the Church of God, both at

Corinth and elsewhere, which would feel injured

by conduct so ambiguous and so prejudicial to

its unity. And while thus the recognition of

the true God in Christ would be obstructed both
among Jews and Gentiles, and the Church would
be hindered in its happy success, the result

would be, in its final bearings, dishonorable to

the glory of God. The regard here paid to

Jews and heathen, should not so surprise us, as

to force us to the supposition that Jewish and
heathen converts were meant; for in chap. ix.

20 also, we find the Apostle laying just as great

a stress on the duty of taking pains to win both.

—This exhortation he finally strengthens by a
reference to his own example. —Even am I
please all, in ail things.—Coinp. chap. ix.

19 ff.—r dvroy the accusative of more exact de-

finition. The verb 'please,' as in Rom. xv. 2,

means to seek to please, try to prove acceptable

to, and is to be taken in a good sense, as the

subsequent explanations show. It is otherwise

in Gal. i. 10.—Not seeking,

—

[u % ZnrQv, the

use of the subjunctive negative nere, shows the

implication of a particular affection, which he as-

cribes to himself, and brings into the supposition,

q. d. t

( as one who, as far as I can, am seeking/

see Wixkr, p. HI., J 55, 5, 13],—mine own
profit, but that of the many.—Here he puts

in contrast over against his own single self, the

vast multitude (as in Rom. v. 15) whose interests

were the object of his pure and affectionate

endeavor. Their profit which he sought, was
the highest conceivable,—that they might be
saved.—Comp. ix. 22 ; i. 18.—Assured of this

his purpose, he urges them to imitate his exam-
ple (comp. iv. 16) even as he himself imitated

the example of Christ, in the exercise of a love

which renounced all selfish interests.-Be ye imi-
tators of me, as I also am of Christ.— ** Only
in so far should they imitate him, as he set forth

the image of Christ. Of course the whole pic-

ture of Christ's life stood before the eyes of the

Apostle. But then Paul must have had a histo-

rical portrait of the acts and sufferings of Christ,

just as it is exhibited in the traces sketched by
the Evangelists, and in this we have an argu-
ment against the mythical view of the life of

Christ." Neandbb.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The Christian'* inheritance in this earth, and
the duties consequent upon it. " The earth is the

Lord's, and the fulness thereof.
11 In this one

sentence there is opened to the Christian an in-

exhaustible wealth of joy and satisfaction, as

well as a wide sphere of sacred obligations. If

the earth, with all that fills and adorns it, be-

longs to the Lord, because it is His work, then in

every earthly good which nourishes and quickens
him, which strengthens and delights him, ought
the Christian to taste the favor and the goodness
of his God (Pi. cxxxvi. 1 ; xxxiv. 8), to perceive

His power and glory, and to receive it all as the

gift of His love. In all his observations and re-

searches, he ought to mark the footsteps of the

Divine wisdom and greatness; of the Divine
faithfulness and care for His creatures, and
above all, for His human creatures made in His
own image. Wherever he turns, the thoughts
of God which are expressed in the manifold pro-

ductions of earth, will reveal themselves to his

thought. The earth itself, with all its rich and
varied life, will become to him a manifestation

of the Divine glory and grace ; and the more he
searches, the more clearly will this open before
him. Thus he acquires a large open heart, and
becomes ever more capable of enjoyment. Every
thing narrow and contracted about him will drop
away by degrees. What once seemed strange
and mysterious will become known and familiar

;

he will be able to rejoice in it, freed from all

anxious thoughts.—Suoh results are, however,
conditioned on the fact that he walks as in the

presence of God, that the earth appears to him
as a sanctuary, where he ventures to tread, only
after he has taken off his shoes, t. e., only after

he has divested himself of the commonness of his

earthly sense, of vain and proud thoughts, of
selfish and interested projects and endeavors,

and after he has become collected in spirit; so

that out from the midst of all the manifold pheno-
mena around him, the one Divine ground and
aim had in them, the Divine idea in forming, and
so richly unfolding itself therein, shall shine out
upon his spirit. His God, who furnishes him
all this fulness for his use and enjoyment, for

his study and comprehension, has by this means
put him under obligations also, t. «., inwardly
bound him to Himself, so that he shall be depen-
dent on Him, as on the One who is the ground and
goal of all things ; so that all participation and
all joy of discovery shall issue in thanksgiving
and praise to His great and good name, and so
that he, as the priest of God, shall conduct His
creatures to Him in an intelligent, susceptible,

and worshipful spirit, moulding and fashioning

them out of his own spirit, in such a way as to

awaken in them Divine thoughts and endeavors,

and to cause the natural to wear the impress
more and more of the spiritual. In this is in-

cluded a tender, delicate, gracious treatment of
all creatures, and also a temperance and modesty
in their use, to the exclusion alike of all conduct
that is crude, severe, arbitrary, reckless and ez-

oessive ; and of all mismanagement as well through
unmercifulness, as through foolish fondling and
petting.—Cf. Sokivbr:— Gotthold's : «*Four
hundred occasional prayers;" Paul Gerhard's:
" Go forth, my heart, and seek my joy," etc.; and
much in J. B6*hme, Oetinger, Herder, Schubert,
etc.

2. The success, perfection and development of the
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220 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

church of Christ it conditioned on the prevailing

power of righteoutnett, which, on the one hand,
takes account of the weakness of unconfirmed
and scrupulous natures in considerate, tolerant

self-denying love, honors the severity of ear-

nest Christians even though oftentimes abrupt
and inordinate, and presents an offering of self-

denial to one another with perfect willingness

;

yet, on the other, injures in no respect the right of

evangelical liberty, but avows it and maintains

it, and, with all readiness to deny itself of this

and that, in order to give no occasion of offence,

also insists upon the fact that the conscience of

a person living in faith is not dependent upon
the scruples, and narrow thoughts and judg-
ments of another, but, on the contrary, stands

free and far above them, inviolable, in untrou-
bled calmness and clearness. It is thus that a
true advance can be made towards the sound ex-

pansion and softening of a narrow and stringent

mode of thought, as well as towards the healthy

restriction of that which is broad and free ; and
thus the glory of God be promoted and strength-

ened in His Church.

HOMILITICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starke:—Ver. 88 (Spener). A God-loving
Christian willingly refrains from needlessly do-

ing anything which may awaken doubts as to its

propriety. It is not enough to have truth in

view, and according to this our rights, and ac-

cording to our rights our liberty ; but the rules

of Christian prudence and moderation, directed

to general edification, require compliance with
love, that true mistress, which, though it often

yields its rights, never loses its good conscience.

—Ver. 24. Since self-love has become so far cor-

rupt as to lift us not only above our neighbor,
but also above God, self-denial has come to be
the first rule of Christianity, in order that our
love may be properly balanced ; since there is no
danger of our ever absolutely forgetting self.

Indeed, the equity of love demands that we, in

many circumstances, prefer our neighbor to self,

t. «., the profit of his soul to our own bodily con-
venience.—(Hed.) "Let every one seek what is

another's"—so, in fact, selfishnessand avarice say,

i. «., " take, rob, get by fraud what is another's/'

But mark what is added: " Let no one seek his

own."—Ver. 25. The Christian is free to eat

everything, provided no offence is given to his

neighbor. Useless inquiries and curious subtle-

ties awaken many scruples. Against all such,

simple-mindedness is a sure antidote.—Ver. 20
(Luther). Christ is Lord, and free, and so are
Christians, in all things.—Oh, man, thou art not
lord-proprietor, but only steward in God's do-
main ! What a rich Father we have if we are
God's children.—Ver. 29 (Luther). My conscience
shall remain unbound, though I outwardly com-
ply with my neighbor for his good. We may eat
what we will, provided we have it righteously,

take it as a gift from God, and receive it with
thanksgiving.—Ver. 81. All acts, however small,

are sanctified and ennobled by a single reference
to the glory of God ; and this is promoted, when
we do that which accords with a well ordered love

toward ourselves and our neighbor, and abstain
from whatever deseorates God's name.—Ver. 82.

Believers ought to walk unreprovably, not only

among brethren, but also among unbelievers and
hypocrites, in order that such may find no occa-

sion for blaspheming Christian doctrine.—All

have one common Father ; we ought, therefore,

to be serviceable to one as well as to another.

—

Ver. 88. Ministers should be an example to their

hearers, in order that they may not retract with
the left what they give with the right.— xi. 1.

Christ is the perfect pattern of a holy life, who,
for our sakes, renounced all comfort and personal
convenience. To follow in His steps is the pre-
eminent token of a true minister. Such imita-

tion is possible through the privilege we have of
drawing from His fulness (John i. 16).

Berlenb. Bible :—Ver. 28. A soul truly eman-
cipated may, by reason of its innocence and sim-
plicity, do much which is not only not displeas-

ing, but even acceptable to God ; nevertheless, it

may not be always advisable to do it. Love must
be the standard in all things.—Ver. 24. Let none
say, * why must I consult for another ? Why must
he be so weak?* Wherefore, then, didst thou
wish to become a member of the Church if thou
art unwilling to inquire after its members?

—

Jn this way thou severest thyself from the Head.
—Ver. 26. We must deal very tenderly with the

conscience on account of our corrupt state.

Many are scrupulous where they might be un-
hesitating, and reckless where they ought to be
careful.—Ver. 26. What the earth produces is

good ; the great point is, how is it used ?—Ver.

27. The liberty which Christ has earned for us

should be guarded as a priceless jewel, that

Christ may have His own.—Ver. 28 ff. A person

may possess something and yet refrain from its

use, preserving his liberty intact.—Ver. 81. A
Christian must order his entire life, so as to ren-

der it a perpetual God-service. Even our call-

ing is a service of God ; therefore refrain not

from it If with singleness of purpose thou dost

consecrate all thy labor to God, then does it be-

come a divine service. This rule put in exer-

cise, sanctifies everything, even our natural

work ; and converts every meal into a sort of

sacrament, so that it, in its own way, as if an
acted prayer, shall receive its reward. By this

means our most general works are hallowed, and
without this our costliest works are punishable.
Such searching method in the service of the

Spirit many call legal. But it is the right me-
thod of faith, whereby theSon makes us free from
the law of sin and death. The believer does, ac-

cording to the spirit, nothing but good so far as

he is a believer ; he pleases God in all things by
virtue of the divine life in him, which he has by
faith. His doing, thinking, speaking, all tran-

spires in God and before God.—Ver. 82. If a
person desire to honor God, and yet set his

neighbor aside, his eye would be playing the

rogue. Be void of offence !—Chap. xi. 1. Christ's

example is both a gift and an influence. If we
put on His example, His Spirit, His compassion.
He makes out everything which can happen in

our outer and inner life. He is the original, ac-

cording to which all must be fashioned. 1 he

Apostles, indeed, referred to themselves ; but thty

had a good conscience.

Rieoeb:—Chap. xi. 1. Christ is certainly the

most perfect example ; yet, since it is difficult ior
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CHAP. X. 23-XI. 1. 221

us, in all w:fc
* aried circumstances, always to

track His footrieps, the typos of Christ seen in

the Old Testament, and the patterns after Him
found in the New Testament, serve to present to

as His mind in a form adapted to our every day
conditions.

Bbxqkl:—Ver. 30. Giving thanks at meals
sanctifies all food, denies the authority of idols,

and acknowledges that of Qod.
Hkubsbr:—Ver. 24. The Christian pays a

tender regard to the conscience of others, with-

out proudly asserting his own rights, and with-

out loftinessof spirit—Ver. 29. In doubtful cases,

do not insist upon another's deciding according
to your ov/n conscience.—Ver. 80. Sinoe a thank-
ful spirit sanctifies every enjoyment, all that

thon canst, with a clear conscience, give thanks
for and ask a blessing on, is allowable.—Ver.

31. Also in the society of the unholy ought a
Christian to keep in view his highest aim, i.e.,

to glorify God by his life; hence he should join

in nothing that dishonors God.—Ver. 32. By
carefully avoiding offences, a Christian should
preserve his own honor and that of his Church.
The immoralities of professing converts may
prove a cause of stumbling even to unbelievers.

—Ver. 33. The Christian's pleasing is a holy

pleasing. It aims not at his own enjoyment, but
at the spiritual good of others ; it proposes to

win them, and the agreeable exterior is designed

to open a way to the interior—the sanctuary
within.—Chap. xi. 1. Christ has taken care to

provide for us a multitude of examples, in order

to show us that we likewise may follow Him.
W. F. Bisser :—Ver. 24. Liberty is given thee

in all sorts of things, not to use them for thine

own sake at pleasure, but rather to serve thy
neighbor therewith, and to seek his prosperity.

—

Ver. 25. There is a hunting after conscientious

scruples, in which many persons carry out their

whole Christianity, ending, alas I oftentimes, in

straining out gnats and swallowing camels.

[A. Fuller :—Ver. 33. Paul pleased men in

all things, and yet he says, if I pleased men I

should not be the servant of Christ, Gal. i. 10.

From the context in the former case, it appears
plain that the things in which the Apostle
pleased all men require to be restricted to such
things as tend to their " profit, that they may be
saved." Whereas the things in which, accord-

ing to the latter passage, he could not please

men, and "yet be the servant of Christ," were
of a contrary tendency. Such were the objects

pursued by the false teachers whom he opposed,

and who desired to make a fair show in the

flesh, lest they should suffer persecution for the

cross of Christ, chap. vi. 12. The former is that

sweet inoffensiveness of spirit which teaches us

to lay aside all self-will and self-importance, that

charity which "seeketh not her own," and "is
not easily provoked ; " it is that spirit, in short,

which the same writer elsewhere recommends for
the example of Christ Himself: " We, then, who
are strong, ought to bear the infirmities of the
weak, and not to please ourselves.—Let every
one of us please his neighbor for his good to edi-

fication; for even Christ pleased not Himself

;

but as it is written, " The reproaches of them that
reproached thee fell on me."—But the latter

spirit referred to is that sordid compliance with
the corruptions of human nature, of which flat-

terers ana deceivers have always availed them-
selves, not for the glory of God or the good of
men, but for the promotion of their own selfish

designs].

[M. Hbnbt :—Ver. 23. They who allow them-
selves in everything not plainly sinful in itself,

will often run into what is evil by accident, and
do much mischief to others. Circumstances may
make that a sin. which in itself is none.—Ver.
27. Christianity does by no means bind us up
from the common offices of humanity, or allow us
an uncourteous behaviour to any of ourown kind,

however they may differ from us in religious

sentiments or practices.—Ver. 33. A preacher
may press his advice home with boldness and
authority, when he can enforce it with his own
example. He is most likely to promote a pub-
lic spirit in others, who can give evidence of it

in himself. And it is highly commendable in a
minister to negleot his own advantages, that he
may promote the salvation of his hearers. This
shows that he has a spirit suitable to his func-
tion. It is a station for public usefulness, and
can never be faithfully discharged by a man of

a narrow spirit and selfish principles].

[F. W. Robebtson:—Ver. 29. The duty of at-

tending to appearances.—Now we may think this

time-serving ; but the motive made all the differ-

ence: "Conscience, I say, not thine own, but
of the other." Study appearances, therefore,

so far as they are likely to be injurious to others.

Here, then, is the principle and the rule; we
cannot live in this world indifferent to appear-
ances. Tear by year we are more and more
taught this truth. It is irksome, no doubt, to be
under restraint, to have to ask not only, "Does
God permit this ? " but, " Will it not be miscon-
strued by others ? " and to a free, open, fiery

spirit, such as the Apostle of the Gentiles, doub-
ly irksome, and almost intolerable. Neverthe-
less, it was to him a most solemn consideration:

Why should I make my goodness and my right

the occasion of blasphemy ? Truly, then, and
boldly, and not carelessly, he determined to give

no offence to Jews or Gentiles, or to the Church
of God, but to please all men. And the measure
or restraint of this resolution was, that in car-

rying it into practice he would seek not his own
profit, but the profit of many, that they might be
saved].
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T22 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

XV.

APOSTOLIC INSTRUCTIONS IN RELATION TO THE CONDUCT BECOMING CHURCH
ASSEMBLIES.

Chapter XI. 2-34.

A. In respect of apparel; in the covering of the head by the women, and the uncovering of it by (he men

(Chap. xi. 2-16).

2 Now [But, &] I praise yon, brethren, that ye remember me in all things, and keep

[firmly hold, xarl/rrc] the ordinances [traditions, icapaMeets], as I delivered them to

8 you. But I would have you [I wish you to, d£Xut~\ know, that the head of every man
is Christ; and the head of the [om. the] woman is the man; and the head of Christ

4 is God. Every man praying or prophesying, having hi* head covered [anything

5 down, depending from his head, xard xtyaArjs *XWV]> dishonoureth his head. But

every woman that prayeth or prophesieth with her head uncovered dishonoureth

6 her [own, faor^?] head : for that is even all one as if she were shaven. For if the

woman be not covered, let her also be shorn [let her hair be cut off, xetpdcBw] : but

7 if it be a shame for a woman to be Bhorn or shaven, let her be covered. For a man
indeed ought not to cover his head, forasmuch as he is the image and glory of God:

8 but the woman is the glory of the [om. the] man. For the [om. the] man is not

[out] of the [ow. the] woman; but the [om. the] woman [out] of the [om. the] man.

9 Neither was the man [For man was not] created for the woman ; but the [om. the]

10 woman for the man. For this cause ought the woman to have power on her head

11 because of the angels. Nevertheless neither is the man without the woman, neither

the woman without the man [neither is woman without man, nor man without woman],

12 in the Lord. For as the woman is [out] of the man, even so is the man also by

13 [means of] the woman ; but all things of [are from, ix] God. Judge in yourselves

[among your own selves, h bixiv auro??]: is it comely that a woman pray unto God nn-

14 covered ? Doth not even nature itself teach you, that, if a man have long hair, it is a

15 shame unto him? But if a woman have long hair, it is a glory to her: for her hah?

16 is given her for a covering [an envelopment, neptpoXaiou']. But ifany man seem to be

contentious, we have no such [established, auvijOuav] custom, neither the churches of

God.

i Ver 2.—Tn many good M'8, etc., dftcAtot is found after vjmac, but It Is doubtful ; it Is not to A. B 0. [8Jnait., 4 cur-

sives, the Copt, 8ahld., A 'ban. (Romaned.), Arm., Athan„Cyr., Baa., Chrys.]. Its insertion would bare been very natural. If

this verse were the beginning of a new section, transcribers and commentators would have expected the word, and if it had
been in the original, it would not have been easily omitted. It Is found in D. B. P. O. K. L^ et aL, the Ital., Vulg , Goth.,

Syr. (which, with some others, adds pov), Atban., Theodt., Damasc., Ambrst, Rel. Lachm^ Alford, Stanley and Kbrtfjv.

cancel it, while Btoomf. and Tieeh. (after cancelling it in his 3d edit.) insert it.—C. P. W.l.
* Ver. S.—The article tov before Xpurrou is not very certain. [LacJm., IfccA. and Afford admit it on the authority of

A. B. I). Sin. and some Fathers. BloomJUld suggests that in these M8S, " the word, written aooreriotfai, may have arisen

from th» preceding M." It may, however, have been removed to match the absence of the article before ywaucof.—
0. P. W.).

* Ver. 6.

—

Lachm. has adopted avrjfc on very considerable authority [A. C. D. (1st cor.) F. O. L. Stnait, and about s

doxen cursives, with Chrys., Theodt., et of.J. This form might have arioen from an attempt to make it conform to the

avrov of ver. 4. [Bloomjtdd thinks the true word may have been avrifc. which in Hellenistic Greek was often equivalent to

•airrij* (Fritz9che). Titchendnrf, in his early edit* had avr%, but in his Hrd, and later, he has tamp. The latter word
would have been needful, if the Apostle had wished to prevent hia readers from confounding the ic«^aAi|r with 6 amjp, as

they would have been likely to do after what he had said in ver. 8.—C. P. W.J.
* Ver. 7.—The Rec. omits if before yvn}, but the authority for the article is very strong. It was removed so that the

phrase might conform with similar preceding and following phrases. [A. B. B.dst cor.) F. O. Slnait (3d cor.) 73, 118, Dial,

Isador., Theodt. Insert it So Lachm^ Titch., Alford, Meyer and Stanley. BtoomJIeld receives it, but expresses it in small
print It seems required in the same sense as in ver. 10, where it is certainly genuine.—C. P. W.J.

* Ver. 11.—The Rec. has an inverted order for these words, but it is not well sustained. Meyer thinks that It was more
natural to mention the man fln»t, and that this occasioned the change. [Lachm* Tisch., BloomJUld and Afford, with A.

B. C. D. (1st and 3d cor.) B. F. G. H. and 8inaitn with several cursives, versions and Fathers, have yvrii xwpic *Wipft« ovrt

atrtfp. x«»pif wraucoc.—C. P. W.].
* Ver. 14.—The Roc. has ff ovM awnf <^<ri*, but in opposition to decisive authorities. The ft was an addition to deter-

mine the connection with ver. 13. [It is wanting In A. B. 0. D. (1st cor.) F. G. H. 8lnalt, et at Ital., Vulg., Copt. 8yrn
Arm., Tert, Ambr., Ambrst, and has been suspected to be an attempt to point the Interrogation. F. G. Arm., Tert. have *
$voit without the avnf, but against better authorities: but many of the best MSS put awnj after <f>wri*.—C. P. W.l

7 Ver. 15.—Laehmartny with the Rec.. adds hvrij after Aeoorat, on some good but not sufficient manuscripts. It Is easy

to see how It may have been added. [A. B. 8inait, etaL, have oeoorat mvrjj; C. H., with some cursives, the Vulg. and Syr.

versions, and Damasc. and Ambr. have avnj Motcu- and D. E. F. G. K. L., and many others, with Chrys., Theodt, Gteum
and Tert. entirely omit rn.vrg.-C. P. W.J.
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EXKOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

[" Having corrected the more private abuses

that prevailed among the Corinthians, the Apos-

tle begins in this chapter to consider those which
relate to the mode of conducting public worship.

The first of these is the habit of women appear-

ing in public without a veil. Dress is in a great

degree conventional. A costume which would be

proper in our country, would be indecorous in an-

other. The principle insisted upon in this para-

graph is, that women should conform in matters

of dress to all those usages which the public

sentiment of the community in which they live

demands. The veil in all eastern countries was,

and to a great extent still is, the symbol of mo-
desty and subjection. For a woman, therefore,

in Corinth to discard the veil, was to renounce
her claim to modesty, and to refuse to recognize

her subordination to her husband. It is on the

assumption of this signifieancy in the use of the

veil that the Apostle's whole argument in this

paragraph is founded." Hodge.]
Veb. 2. He begins the new lesson he was about

to impart with a conciliatory introduction —
How I praise you.—This might be attached

directly to the previous injunction " be ye fol-

lowers of mo," just as what follows might be
subsumed under the one in the 82d verse, " give

none offence," although neither of these connec-

tions is by any means certain. At any rate the

first clause is not to be taken in the way of a
strong contrast with what precedes [taking the

*k in an adversative instead of transitional

sense], q </., * though I exhort you to imitate

me, yet, nevertheless, I praise you.' [Hodge is

inclined to adopt this method of interpreting the

connection, and adds : * the Corinthians, although

backward in following the self-denying and con-

ciliatory conduct of the Apostle, were, never-

theless, in general mindful of the ordinances or

rules which he had delivered to them.']—That
ye remember me in all things.—The fiov is

not dependent on ir&vra, so that the latter be-

comes the direct object of ftifivifo&e, making
the rendering (that ye remember all things which
proceed from me). Such construction were in-

admissible, if for no other reason but this, that

the verb fufivfoiceiv in the New Testament never
takes the accusative.—This remembrance he de-

signates as one that proved itself in worthy
deeds.—That ye keep the traditions even
as I delivered (them) to yon.—The personal
and the official characters are here inseparably
united. The traditions (napaddoeig) he here
speaks of, were both of an oral and written kind

(2 Thes, ii. 16), and embraced doctrinal, as well
as ritual and practical matters. Here, indeed,
he refers primarily to such instructions and or-

dinances as concerned the order of the church,
and of divine worship. The dispute respecting
8cripture and tradition obtains no hold here, in-

asmuch as the distinction between that which
was fixed in writing, and that not so fixed did
not as yet appear. [" The word translated * tra-

ditions ' is never used in the New Testament in

reference to the rule of faith, except for the im-
mediate instructions of inspired men. When
used in the modern tense of the word tradition,

it is always in reference to what is human and
untrustworthy, Gal. i. 14 ; Col. ii. 8, and fre-

quently in the gospels of the traditions of the

elders." Hodgb.] That the particular point

alluded to cannot be that mentioned in ver. Sff.

(Olsh.), is plain from the formula of introduction

there used which hints at something new (comp.
Osiander). *care;r&v, to holdfast, so as to submit
to it as authority, and to conduct one's self ac-

cordingly (Meyer : by faith and obedience ; Osi-

ander: u*u tenere).

Veb. 8. Bnt I wish yon to know that
the head of every man is Christ.—He here
assigns the doctrinal ground for the practical

instruction which follows. " In the Corinthian

Church there was a departure from the prevail-

ing custom of the East (according to which wo-
men went veiled), especially on the part of hea-
then converts, who, even in other respects,

rather overstretched the idea of Christian liberty.

Since Paul is here discussing a question of merely
outward custom, it is interesting to observe how
characteristically he surveys the smallest matters

in connection with the greatest, and understands
how to penetrate to the remotest particulars from
the fundamental principles of the Christian life.

He begins, not with the custom itself, but with
the leading idea that ought to govern it." Ne-
andeb. By the opening words of the verse he
indicates the importance of the instruction he is

about to communicate. What he particularly in-

culcates, is the subordination of woman to the

man ; but this he directly connects with higher
relations. Before be declares the relation which
the wife sustains to the husband as her head,

he points to that which the man sustains to

Christ as his Head, and concludes with referring

all back to God as the Head of Christ. By the

term head he expresses the next immediate rela-

tion sustained. The man, that is the Christian

man, has Christ for his Head to whom he is alone

subordinate, while the woman who, as a member
of the Church, has indeed Christ in like manner
for her Head, is yet primarily subject to her
husband, and in him has her support, her des-

tiny, and her dignity.—To extend this relation

to men generally, is opposed by the fact that the

Apostle is here addressing the Christian Church.
Nor yet is he indicating the relation of the two
sexes in general, but only as it is definitely rea-

lized in marriage. But even here we are to dis-

tinguish between the inner life of faith, or in

other words, the personal relation to Christ

where all other distinctions are entirely swal-

lowed up and lost (Gal. iii. 28), and the social

position held in the family and in the church
where the wife is dependent on the man, is re-

presented by him, and put under his care. Never-
theless, it must be remembered that this power
and dignity of the husband is founded on the

position he holds toward Christ as his Head, and
so the dependence of the wife on him appears as

a mediated dependence on Christ.—And the
head of Christ is God.—Compare the re-

marks on iii. 28 ; viii. 6. Although the economic
relation is primarily meant, wherein Christ even
in His exaltation is dependent on God (xv. 28;
Col. i. 16 ; Eph. iii. 9) ; yet this dependence pre-

supposes a sort of dependence also in the imma-
nent relations of the Trinity, which, however,
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224 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

is perfectly consistent with essential equality

of being.—[Here, then, we have a tiew of the

unity of the heavenly kingdom in its gradual
subordination to the Supreme Authority-—God

—

Christ—Man—Woman. The dependence and
submission is one of love yielding to the divinely

appointed guardianship and control; the autho-

rity is that of love exercised in wisdom, and di-

rected towards the good of the lowest and the

glory of the highest. These are the conditions

of the divine order in which the relations sus-

tained between the parties are typical of each
other. And on this fact is the argument of the

Apostle founded. As God is the head of Christ,

and as Christ is the head of the Church, so is

the man the head of the woman. For a fuller

development of this analogy see Eph. v. 23-88.

Let it be here understood that the subordination
thus expressed involves no degradation. As the

Church is not dishonored by being subject to

Christ, so neither is woman dishonored by being
subject to man].
Van. 4. From the doctrine established in ver.

8, he first draws an inference for the man in the
matter of his apparel while at Church.—Every
man praying or prophesying,—t. «., speak-
ing in public. And by the former is meant, not
exactly the speaking with tongues which cer-

tainly occurred while in prayer, but the simple
offering of supplication in general ; by the latter,

such a discourse as set forth the mysteries of
the divine counsels or of the human life, under
a divine inspiration. (Comp. xiii. 2 ; xiv. 24ff.).

These were the two main parts of primitive
Christian worship. In the first the speaker is

the organ of the congregation presenting itself

before God in thanksgiving, petition, and inter-

cession ; in the second, the organ of the Divine
Spirit communicating His lessons to the Church.
—Having his head oovered.

—

Kara Kefdkjfc

tX(Jvt
h®™ ti is understood—lit. ' having aught

upon his head.' According to the usage of the
Greeks,men appeared in public religious service
with face and head uncovered. The case was
otherwise with the Romans, and from later times
with the Jews. In the Old Testament period
such covering was employed only as a token of
deep mourning (2 Sam. xv. 80; Jer. xiv. 18).

—

dishonoreth his head.—Suitably with the
context we must here understand, not man's own
head literally, but Christ who is dishonored when
the man denying his independence seems to sub-
ordinate himself in this way to the dependent
wife, or even allows the tokens of human de-
pendence to be seen upon him.* Although in

ver. 5, we are to take the expression * her head

'

•[Stanley says that both the literal and the metaphorical
sense of the term he«d are here Included. The man dle-

bonort his head by an unseemly effeminate practice,
and thereby Christ, who Is his spiritual head. Here the
head, as being the symbol of Christ, is treated with the same
religions reverence as Is the body in ri. 19, as being the
teraplo of the Spirit! Uodge, on the contrary, prefers to
takothe word 'ho id* In its literal sense. u l. Because in
the immediately preceding clause the word hi used literally.

2 Because in ver. 5 the woman who goes unveiled Is said to
dishonor her own head, t. c, as what follows shows htr»df%
and not her husband. 3. It Is more obvionslv true that a
man who acts inconsistently with his station disgraces him-
• If. than that be disgraoce him who pl»ce i him in that sta-

ti >n * The force of the last argument FUuley does not nllow,
as will be neon nltove. Stanley's view seems, all things con-
sidered, to merit the preference].

literally, yet nothing can be deduced from ibis

as to the meaning of ver. 4, because there the
meaning is established by iavTijc, and the ex-
planation which follows. On the contrary, the
relation to ver. 8 is decisive as to its meaning
here. Such was Meyer's view in ed. 2. On the
contrary, in ed. 3 he understands it as in w. 5,

6, and 14 of the natural head, on which the evi-

dence must be seen that no human person but
Christ, and through Christ God is the head of
the man, and this evidence is its uncovered state.

At any rate the chief stress lies upon the rebuke
administered to woman's wish to become eman-
cipated in this particular, and that said of the
man might also serve for illustrating the oppo-
site.

Vuls. 5 nnd 6. Bat every woman that
prayeth or prophesieth.—The propriety of
women's praying or prophesying in the Church,
is here passed over without comment since he is

only treating of apparel ; while it is rebuked
and interdicted in xiv. 84 ff. Hence the arbi-
trary assumption that prophesying here means
simply chiming in with inspired song is super-
fluous. [•* In here disapproving of the one, says
Calvin, he does not approve of the other. Paul
attends to one thing at a time"].—"with her
head unveiled.—The unveiling of the head
was an abuse originating in female vanity under
the pretexts of Christian freedom and of equality
with man ; and it was so much the more disturb-
ing to devotion as it was contrary to custom to

see women unveiled out of the house.—dis-
honoreth her own head.—This referred to

the man, would yield a good sense even in con-
nection with what follows, inasmuch as the
woman by appearing abroad so shamelessly and
exposing herself to the gaze of other men might
bring a blot upon her husband. But the use of
the reflexive pronoun iavryc shows clearly
that it means the natural head ; and this accords
with what he says further, inasmuch as a shorn
head was with women disgraceful—a symbol of
female dishonor— a token of shameleseness,

—

and, indeed, was made the punishment of an
adulteress— at least among the Germans (see
Tac, Germ. 19 ; also see Wetstkin in hoc loco),

and, indeed, also among the Jews, Numb. v. 18.

It was also a token of sorrow. Deut. xxi. 12.

[Stanley again finds in the word < head ' a double
allusion both to her own head and her husband's
as represented by it. See Smith's Classical Dic-
tionary, Coma and VutaU*].—for that is one
and the same thing;—the neuter is here
used because it treats not of personal, but
generic identity.—with her being shaven.

—

That is, she assumes the characteristic mark of
a disreputable woman.—This identity he goes on
to explain.—Let her be shorn.—This is not
said permissively, but it expresses a command
setting forth the legitimate consequence of the
untuitableness of her being unveiled, q. d., *if

she will do the one thing, let her also do the other.'

If she will be so shameless as to appear with her
head bare, let her act consistently, and give such
a token of her ehamelessness as will be seen in

stripping her head entirely of its bair.— He
then argues.— But if it is a shame for a
woman to be shorn or shaven.

—

ZvpaotioL,

to bt thavtdr—* stronger expression than nlpaa*
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fa, to be cropped short, a 1 <r £/>4 v , shameful, can
hardly be taken here to denote the aesthetic

Tiew of the matter as if the meaning were * if

it displease her,' so that we should hare here
but a sarcastic thrust at woman's vanity, as

Cabin thinks [who says that * the conjecture has
some appearance of probability that women who
had beautiful hair, were accustomed to uncover
their heads for the purpose of displaying their

beauty, and that Paul here hints to them that so

far from appearing the more beautiful by taking
off their veils, they looked as badly as if they
were all shaven and shorn.'] The Apostle is rather
looking at the subject from a moral point of view
throughout.

Via. 7-10. He here resumes the argument for
the woman's veiling her head, presented in ver.

3. Only be drops the relation to Christ, and
presents that of the man to tho woman, illus-

trating his point antithetically.—For a man in-
deed ought not to veil his head.—The ex-
pression ovk b<peiXei means more than *he is

not obliged,' it denotes ( he should not,' 'it is

unbecoming for him.' The reason of this is,

that—he is the image and glory of God.

—

By this he indicates the godlike rule and lordly
mijesty (comp. Gen. i. 26) which the position of
the man as the head of the wife involves, or
which is in a peculiar manner exhibited in it By
the expression * the glory of God ' he means that
man carries in himself a likeness to the greatness
and majesty of God in so far as he rules in his own
sphere with Godlike power and freedom. ["He
is created in the image of God, and therefore
is the reflex of the divine glory, ' being crowned
with glory and honor,' and having, therefore,
dominion over the works of God. He, therefore,
ought to have nothing on a head which repre-
sents so Divine a majesty, nothing on a counte-
nance which reflects so Divine a glory." Stan-
iky].—Such is obviously the point brought out

:

not that he is set to show forth God's glory, a
thing which does not appertain to man exclusive-
ly; not that He is the glory of God in so far that
the woman has to veil herself before him, just
as the seraphim do before the majesty of Jehovah;

nor is 66£a == ^Q"| for then Paul would have

used the term dftoiuoiz; nor least of all is it to be
understood as Pritzsche does on Rom. iii. 28.
Ornamenlum Deiquippe quofingendo Deu*> quantum
poutt, mam/estaveriL—Bat the woman is the
glory of man.—This she is in so far as she
could be fashioned entirely out of his rib—an
evidence quanti vir tit [/] Now, the wife is the
glory of the man inasmuch as in her, in her
management as a housewife, the exalted position
of the man is made manifest; or inasmuch as she
develops an independent activity only in subor-
dination to him, and by virtue of his plenary
power, or only in connection with him attains to
her proper dignity and worth. ["She always
assumes his station; becomes a queen, if he is a
king; and manifests to others the wealth and
honor which belong to her husband." Hodob.]
Paul does not add the word " image," since it

would be unsuitable on account of the diversity
of sex; others say because it would otherwise
appear as if the Divine image in her were ignored.
But Paul is not speaking here in a religious or

16

ethical sense.—The higher position of the man
and the dependence of the woman are still fur-

ther proved from the history of their creation,

(their genetic relation. Meter.).—For man is

not from woman, bnt woman from man.

—

[Here the emphasis rests on * is ' which is equiva-
lent to * takes his being. ' The reference is to Gen.
ii. 28 tn rob avdpbc airrifc iXfyj>$jj aim}.].—But
this derivation rests again upon the fact that the
object of the creation of the woman is in the

man—not the reverse. In other words, the de-

pendence of existence rests on the dependence of

destination.—For neither was man created
on aooonnt of the woman, bnt woman
on aooonnt of the man.—That the "for" in

this clause is to be taken as parallel with tho

previous one is improbable, because unnecessary.

[Alford however disputes the subordination of

the latter 'for* to the former, and makes the two
parallel ; but without reason. Certainly the view
given above, which is Meyer's and Stanley's also,

is in better accord with the Greek, Kat'y&p, q.

a\, 'and that for this reason, for,' etc.].—From
this relation of woman to man thus proven, he
now draws his inferences in regard to her true

mode of apparel.—For this oanse onght the
woman to have power upon her head.

—

t"
There is scarcely a passage in the New

estament which has so much taxed the learn-

ing and ingenuity of commentators as this."

Hodgs. " In the difficulty of its several portions

it stands alone in the New Testament, unless, per-

haps, we except Rev. xiii. IB; or Gal. iii. 20.

Each part has its own particular obscurity."

Stanley]. In the first place, the term "power "

(i § ova la) is a very remarkable one. Interpreted

by the context, this can only mean the veiling of

the head, standing by metonymy for that, which
was the token of power or authority. So Nean-
der, who adds: "The wife should have upon
her head a symbol of the power which the man
has over her, i. «., the veil."* The word itself,

however, nowhere else occurs in this sense. As
somewhat analogous to it, we have the word
fiioihtia, which literally means kingdom, nsed
evidently for diadem in Diod. Sic. I. 47 (ixovoev

rpeic flaoikeiac kn\ ttr m+aXifc: Mhey have three

kingdoms on the head,' meaning ' three crowns ').

A number of conjectural readings, and also va-

ried attempts at explanation,—some strange,

some arbitrary, may here be passed over. For
an account of them, see Meyer, Osiander [aud
Stanley, whose note on this word is quite elabo-

rate].—As an additional reason why the women
should have the symbol of power on their heads,

the Apostle subjoins.—on aooonnt of the an-
gels.—Here, too, there has been a great elabo-

ration of opinions, partly in the way of conjec-

tural readings, and partly in attempts at expla-

nation. The former deserve no mention [as the-

i*
Wordsworth says, rather "an emblem of authority

ich she derives through man from God ; and by throwing
off her covering she throws away her i$ov<riav. or the mark
of her own authority, which consists in the essential deri-

vation of her being throngh man from God. She for'eits

her own claim to reverence by breaking that link of con-

nection which binds her throngh man even to the throne of
God." Bnt In opposition to this statement we need bat cite

a quotation made by Barnes from Chardin. Speaking of
the head-covering nsed by the ladies of Persia, this anthor
says, '- only married women wear it : and it is the mark by
which it is known that they are under eufyection "].
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226 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

present reading is supported by all good autho-

rities; although Neander can hardly help the

persuasion that it was a gloss introduced ante-

rior to all the existing manuscripts, and so per-

petuated]. As far as the latter are concerned,

owing to a disinclination to assume that super-

natural existences were meant, it has been
thought that the "angels" here spoken of were
of a human kind—whether it be officers of the

church,* which can hardly be the case, from the

lack of all qualifying terms (comp. Rot. i. 20:
" unto the angel of the church," etc.; Mai. ii. 7:
" The priest—is the messenger (&yyeXog\ of the

Lord of Hosts"); or prophets, of which the

same remark holds good; or messengers from
other churches, which by no means follows from
Jas. ii. 25, where kahab is spoken of as 'receiving

the messengers :' or whether it be unconverted
husbands, or others not Christians, who might
come into the congregations to make report. If,

however, supernatural beings are understood to

be meant, then the question arises whether these

are good or bad spirits. If we suppose the lat-

ter, then the reference here would be to the dan-
ger of temptation through such evil spirits, either

through the women's being betrayed into un-
hallowed thoughts, or through their tempting
men to indulge the same by showing themselves
unveiled. But from the lack of any definite limi-

tation of the meaning of the term, or of any hint

of the kind in the context, we can hardly sup-
pose this class of spirits to be intended. He
must mean therefore the good and holy angels.

Yet the phrase is not to be construed as express-
ing an oath which would be contrary to the
usage of the language. Nor yet does it mean
that women should veil their faces in presence
of men, who are here declared to be the image
and glory of God, because angels do this in the
Divine presence (Isa. vi.). Nor yet does the
phrase denote the purpose not to give offence to

their guardian angels by an indecorous appear-
ance ; for then would he have added the pronoun
4 their ' to imply this. The most probable opin-
ion is, that he means angels in general, who are
regarded as being invisibly present with Christ
in the assemblies of the church, and whose dis-

pleasure would be awakened by the violation -of

decency. The first trace of such an idea, which
appears also to have been advocated by the early
fathers, is to be found in Ps. cxxxviii. 1. " Also
before the angels will I sing praise to Thee."
Traces of the same belief may be found also

among the Jews of a later period. (Comp. Gro-
tius on this text). Reverentia geniorvm, quiforma-
tion** hominum testes et spectator** fuerunU The
origin of the idea that angels were present at the
creation of men, may be proved to have come
from the rabbinical interpretations of Gen. i.

26. [The view just given Hodge declares to be
" the common and only satisfactory interpreta-

tion of the passage which answers all the de-

mands of the context]." And Alford expresses
his belief in it, and adds that the reason of Paul's
thus speaking of the angels was, that he " had
before his mind the order of the universal church,
and prefers, when speaking of the assemblies of

[* In rapport of this opinion, see some interesting state-
ments in Thomson's "The Land and the Book,** Vol. I., pp.
84-S7J.

Christians, to adduce those beings who, as not

entering into the gradation which he has here

described, are conceived [of] as spectators of the

whole, delighted with the decency and order of

the servants of God." Such also is Calvin's

view, who says that " this was added by way of

amplifying, q. d. 'If women uncover their

heads, not only Christ, but all the angels, too,

will be witnesses of the outrage.' And this in-

terpretation suits with the Apostle's design, as

he is here treating of different ranks." Stan-

ley's note, which is full of interesting informa-
tion, is too long to be quoted here, and the cu-

rious reader can only be referred to it.

Vers. 11, 12. All proud depreciation of women
on the part of men, as well as all disposition to

retire on the part of women, Paul now opposes
by qualifying his previous expressions and bring-

ing to view the mutual connections of the sexes
in the sphere of Christian life. And these he
then refers back to their relations grounded in

nature.—Nevertheless neither ia woman
without man, nor man withoutwoman in
the Lord.—To explain the word "Lord" of

God, as if the phrase " in the Lord " meant on
account of * God's will and ordinance,' would be
contrary to Paul's use of language, and is by no
means required by the relation of the two verses

[11, 12], by which the harmony of the kingdom
of grace and the kingdom of nature is indicated,

or that the order of life obligatory in the sphere
of redemption is grounded on that which pre-

ceded it in the sphere of creation according to

the Divinely ordained development of things

therein.—But the question still arises whether
the expression "in the Lord" is to be taken as a
predicate with 'is' understood, as if he meant to

say that the one is not without the other in com-
munion with the Lord; -or as an adverbial ex-

pression qualifying the two clauses so as to im-
ply that in the sphere of Christ both are insepa-

rable. The sense is essentially the same in both
constructions, and both are logically admissible.

But the former better expresses Paul's thought.

He means that while the woman ought in the

public assembly to show herself as one subordi-
nated to the man in a dependence which is indk
oated both in her origin and in her destiny, ne-
vertheless Christianity requires no separation of
the sexes. Neither party stands for itself alone.

Both belong essentially together, and point to

one another. And even in relation to the Chris-

tian life there is a mutual dependence, so that

the one serves to supplement the other. As
Burger says: "In their relation to Christ, in

that communion where both alike have the

ground and aim of their spiritual life, the dis-

tinction of the sexes is resolved into a mutual
dependence of love."— In what follows, Paul
points to the fact that this relation in Christ

corresponds to the natural relation existing be-

tween the sexes, and is demanded by the essen-

tial harmony which prevails between the king-
dom of nature and the kingdom of grace. " For
were this not so, then would Christianity be op-

posed to the natural order of things." Meter.—
In contrast with what is said in ver. 8, and here
re-stated, that—the woman is from the
man—he says—so also is the man through
the woman.—As the former declaration relets
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CHAP. XT. 2-16. 227

to the origin of the woman, so does the latter refer

to the progressive reproduction of the race, which
even in the case of the man is effected through
the woman.—And lastly, he sets this natural re-

lation under a religious point of view.

—

but all

things of God—t. «., God is the first principle

of all things, of the existence of woman from the

roan, and of man through the woman. But the

logical relation of the two verses does not require
that we refer this to what was said in ver 11 by
the expression "in the Lord." From this brief

digression he returns to his immediate sub-
ject.

Vers. 18-15. He here appeals once nroro to

their natural sense of propriety.

—

Judge, in
yourselves.—i. c, without reference to any ex-
ternal authorities by which theirjudgment might
be biased. We are not to suppose that Paul is

here accommodating himself to the fondness for
philosophic proof prevalent among the Greeks,
as Ruckert imagines. He intends only to bring
the matter closer home to their own conscious-
ness, both softening and sharpening his reproof
at the same time. [" The Apostle often recog-
nizes the intuitive judgments of the mind as
authoritative, Rom. i. 82; iii. 8. The constitu-

tion of our nature being derived from God, the
Iaw9 which Ho has impressed upon it, are as
much a revelation from Him, as any other possi-

ble communications of His will. And to deny
this, is to deny the possibility of all knowledge."
Hodob].—Is it comely that a woman pray
unto God uncovered ?— By praying unto
God, he does not mean silent participation in

pnblic worship, but as in ver 5, taking the lead in
audible prayer.—If the women, while they were
thus putting themselves upon an equality with
men, deemed themselves at liberty on this ac-
count to appear like the men unveiled, it is so
much the more remarkable, that Paul should
refer them simply to the uncomeliness of their

behavior while holding public intercourse with
God, whose ordinance they were violating in so
doing. Hence he here says nothing about pro-
phesying.—That the sense of propriety required
a woman to be veiled, is shown from the sponta-
neous teachings of nature.

—

Doth not nature
Itself teach yon that if a man have long
hair, it is a shame unto him, bat that if a
woman have Ions; hair it is a glory to
her?—The ovdi had best be translated not cvtn,

which imparts to the whole question a greater
emphasis. In regard to " nature," the question
arises whether the word is to be taken in the ob-
jective sense, as denoting the order and laws of
nature, or in the subjective sense, as denoting the
instinctive feelings and sentiments, the native
sense of propriety existing in every individual,
and which may have been more or less affected
by custom and habit. The latter interpretation
cannot be altogether established from the mean-
ing of the word. But the former yields good
sense, as we understand by it here to denote the
natural constitution of the sexes, and the richer
growth of hair in the woman. In observing these
constitutional tendencies, a significant hint is

derived as to what is befitting in the premises.
Accordingly, in contrast with the practices of a
cruder heathenism of the earlier time, when long
hair prevailed, there has grown up among the

most civilized nations, that good taste which de-
clares itself in favor of short hair for men and
long hair for women. Among men, the wearing
of long hair is now reprobated as a mark of effe-

minacy and dishonoring to them, inasmuch as it

prevents the free exposure of the countenance.
[The Nazarites, as a distinction, allowed their
hair to growl. The main stress of the Apostle's
instruction, however, bears upon the duty of
woman, and he assigns as one reason for her
wearing her hair long, that

—

her hair is given
to her instead of a covering—From this it

follows that the artificial veiling which he has
spoken of above, is also an honor to the woman,
while going unveiled disgraces her, since na-
ture itself seems to have insisted upon the veil-

ing of her head. [Chardin writes respecting the
ladies of Persia: " The head-dress of the women
is simple: their hair is drawn behind the head,
and divided into several tresses : the beauty of
this head-dress consists in the thickness and
length of these tresses, which should fall even
down to the heels, in default of which, they
lengthen them with tresses of silk. The ends of
these tresses they decorate with pearls and jewels,
or ornaments of gold or silver." (Barnes). This
method of wearing the hair is common among
all Eastern nations, and it shows how woman's
hair was regarded as "a covering." But the
Apostle, it will he observed, makes no allusion
to the customs of nations in the matter, nor is

even the mention ot them relevant. This, it will
be important to observe, since many are inclined
to construe his instructions as applicable only
to those early times, being fashioned in accord-
ance with customs then prevalent. So far is
this, however, from being the case, that he ap-
peals for support, solely to the Divine ordinances
in nature, and therefore imparts a lesson which
is applicable alike for all timesJ.
Ver. 16. He concludes by asserting his own

custom and the custom of other Churches, as an
answer to those contentious people who might
refuse to concede the validity of his arguments.
—Bat if any man seem to be contentions.—donei does not mean tncltne, for this idea is ex-
pressed by iiv. 6oxei. It may be explained as
denoting either * thinks he is at liberty to be,' or
as a delicate turn after the fashion of the Latin
videtur ; hence essentially the same as toriv. In
the apod osis the expression is elliptical, and we
must supply some such phrase as * let him un-
derstand that,'—we,—that is, himself and his
fellow-Apostles, and those of like sentiment-
have no such oastorn —It is questionable
whether he means here the custom of women's
appearing unveiled, just animadverted upon, or
the contentiousness he is anticipating. The lat-

ter interpretation suits with the use of the word
14 we," which otherwise would suggest thethought
of some Jewish custom had in mind, a thing
that does not suit here; and also of the Churches
of God, he could very properly say that conten-
tious disputing was not allowed among them,
and was cot their custom. [Such is the view
given by Chrysostom, Calvin, Meyer, de Wette,
and many of the best modern commentators.
But in regard to it Alford well says: «• Surely
it would be very unlikely that after so long a
treatment of a particular subject, the Apostle
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should wind up all by merely censuring a fault

common to their behavior on this and on all the
other matters of dispute. Such a rendering
seems to me almost to stultify the conclusion.

But for the weighty names on the other side, it

would seem hardly to admit of a question, that
.the custom which he here disavows, was the prac-
tice of women praying uncovered. He thus cuts
off all further disputation on the matter, by ap-
pealing to universal Christian usage." With this

view agree Grot., Billroth, Olsh., Hodge, and
others]. The allusion to the Churches of Qod
carries great emphasis, as decisive of the point
in question, and shutting up all strife. It might
be said that here was a genuine Catholic ele-

ment set in opposition to a self-opinionated par-
ticularism.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The unity amid diversity in the Divine economy.
The Sovereign of the heavenly kingdom is the

Son who is one with the Father, and yet has God
for His Head. Yea, as the One who is of the
Father, and derives ail things from the Father, so

as to be able to say, "All Thine are mine,"
is He dependent on the Father, and distinguish-

able from Him both in His unity and in His
equality.—The same law reappears in the human
sphere. Here man is the chief power, and wo-
man is dependent on him. There is the same
humanity in both, and the same Divine life in

both. But as the woman originally derived her
life from the man, and so is subordinate to him
in all the relations of life, being created for him
and designed to be his helper ; so likewise in the

spiritual sphere, in the domain of God's Church
is woman subordinate to man. Here, too, is it

the life of the man through which the Lord pri-

marily acts. Men are the bearers of the Divine
message; they proclaim the Divine truth, and by
virtue of it beget a spiritual life in others ; and
they are the shepherds who foster the life thus
begotten in its onward development. And as in

his doings and management the majesty of God
is reflected, so is the glory of man reflected in

woman, and in her activities in so far as she acts

by the authority and power of the man mould-
ing, informing and training the life received

from him, and ruling in the household set up by
him, to order, counsel and educate within her
own sphere. This is a ^genuine womanliness,
which manifests itBelf in the constant conscious-

ness of such a dependence which every where fol-

lows the man, which regards his mind and will

as the ground and rule of her action, which is

never obtrusive, arrogates no functions belong-

ing to the man, and always wears the appearance
of modesty and decorum whatever may be the

prevailing fashion of the times.

But as in the natural sphere, man with all his

freedom and independence, is in turn conditioned

upon the woman, deriving his existence through
her; and as the man with all his freedom cannot
isolate himself from the woman, but is obliged

to find in her the complement of his whole being
and existence, so is it likewise in the sphere of

his Christian life. As the woman ordinarily im-
parts a salutary and refining influence to man's
moral and social life, tempering his strength

with her mildness, and adding her plastic power
to his, in the whole business of education ; so is

it likewise in the spiritual life. As an evidence
of what she is and can do here, we can point to

the lives of many distinguished men in the

kingdom of God, who have owed their greatness

to wise and pious mothers. If on the one
hand woman, in fellowship with man, obtains

through his influence energy and boldness, power
and independence, freedom and breadth of cha-

racter, by means of which she is raised above
her natural state without injury to her feminine
qualities, and is brought to share in his being
without altering, but rather ennobling her wo-
manliness; so on the other hand, through the

influence of woman, the angularity and sharp-

ness, the harshness and strength of the mascu-
line nature become softened, and acquire a
gentleness and grace, which without injuring

his true manliness, adorns and ennobles his

whole life. And both these effects are seen in

their purest and highest forms within the

sphere of Christianity. And in this sphere alone

is man able to assert and realize in a truly mo-
ral way his proper position and influence, for

here he has Christ as his Head. By this means,
also, are the relations of the divine and the hu-
man spheres properly mediated. In a certain

sense, Christ, the Son of God, the First-born of

all creatures, in and through whom all things

were made, the original image of God after

which man was fashioned, the primeval glory
of God of which human glory is but a ray, must
be considered as the Head of the man, in all the

spheres of earthly life, from the beginning to the

end ; and all true manliness, with its elevating

influence upon the character of woman, must be
referred back to Him :—just as in like manner
the receptivity and formative activity of the wo-
man, and the identity of the two-fold life in mar-
riage, is grounded upon the divine act that made
them partakers of one common nature. And
both these are truly realised in their mutual in-

fluences in Christianity in that sphere of redemp-
tion which has been wrought out and perfected

by the incarnate Son of God. Here the man de-
pends on Christ by faith, and derives from His
fulness power, wisdom and love, which enable
him to prove a true support for the woman who
has been redeemed by the same Christ, is united
with him in faith, and is taken into personal
communion with him, imparting to her what he
has received from Christ, and in the love of
Christ, who gave Himself for them, devotes his

strength and all his qualities, and so leads her on
under his influence that she is daily strengthened
through the divine grace derived through him,
and so becomes, in turn for him, just what she,

according to her own way and destiny, can be,

and ought to be by virtue of this same divine

life—a true Christian wife, a veritable help—meet
for him in God.

[2. Dregs is not only an article of comfort and
convenience, but also, in its original design and
use, is a symbol: 1, Of our fallen state—betoken-
ing sin and shame. 2, Of sex—distinguishing

between man and woman. 8, Of rank and sta-

tion—designating by its specific differences the

positions which persons hold in life. 4, Of cha-
racter and sentiment—expressing in its style the
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peculiarities, good or bad, of the wearer. In

consequence of this, its symbolic character, it

becomes every Christian to be particular as to

the manner of his dress, and see to it that it pro-

perly expresses the position which he occupies

in society, and in the Church of God, and that it

indicates those qualities of character which it

becomes him always to cherish and manifest.

This rule applies alike to both sexes, and ought
to be fully considered by Christians at this day,

when the propensity is so strong for complying
with the fashions of a world, which, in forgetting

God, is too apt also to ignore and violate the

just relations held by men and women in society.

Above all things ought ** women professing god-

liness to adorn themselves in modest apparel,

with shame-facedness and sobriety,'
1 resisting

firmly every fashion that may prove either a dis-

honor to themselves or a temptation to man].

[3. Nature and Christianity. Both originating

in the same God, appear in perfect harmony.
The laws of nature confirm the dictates of Chris-

tianity, and Christianity accepts, authenticates

and sanctifies the teachings of nature. In this

mutual support we find one evidence of the truth

of revelation].

[4. The New Testament confirms the truth of
the Old Testament, even in those particulars

which it has been too much the fashion lo dis-

credit as a mere myth or allegory. In referring

for proof to the facts of the history of the crea-

tion, Paul here establishes the credibility of the

Mosaic narrative in all its literalness. It is im-

possible, therefore, for any Christian who be-

lieves in the inspiration of the Apostles, to doubt
the divine authority of the Pentateuch, or to con-

fine the inspiration of the ancient writers to their

doctrinal and preceptive statements].

[5. The authority of the Apostles is the end of

controversy. To argue against what they have
established is, therefore, to show a contentious
and rebellious spirit, that, instead of being rea-

soned with, had best be let alone].

HOMILBTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starke :—Ver. 2. As a father toward his

child, so does a faithful minister toward his

Church use all means—praise and censure—for

urging his hearers to goodness and piety (iv.

14; 1 Thess. ii. 11 ff.).—As faithful ministers

remember their people, to pray for, love and
serve them, so should the people remember their

ministers, to pray for, assist and give heed to

their lessons.—Ver. 3. For a happy marriage, it

is essential, 1, that the husband acknowledge
Christ as his head, and rule in his spirit; 2, that
he prove the head of the wife in fact, yet not in

such a way as to destroy her courage and confi-

dence ; 8, that the wife acknowledge her husband
as her head—not undertaking to act as master.
—Ver. 4. In public worship, as also everywhere
else, Christians ought to preserve decorum ac-
cording to established usages (Ex. xix. 10, 11).—Spinbr : It is incumbent on Christians in all

their religious services to indicate by their ap-
pearance and demeanor a reverence for the pre-
sence ofGod—man and woman conducting them-
selves according to tbe divine intent in their

creation.

—

Hidinger : As God and nature have

distinguished offices and sexes, so have they also

appointed distinctions in apparel and demeanor,
which should be observed according to public
custom, and so as to avoid offence (Deut. xxii.

5).—Ver. 6. None should allow themselves to

be forced to do that which is good. Willing

obedience is what pleases God.—Ver. 8. Behold
the wisdom of God in fitting man and woman to

the position designed for them severally in mar-
riage.—Ver. 9. It is a perversion of God's ordi-

nance, when a woman usurps authority over her
husband, or when a man, from fond affection,

becomes the slave of his wife.

—

Hed.: As the

lord of the household, man must keep his place,

and he commits a great mistake when from any
side considerations he forms a marriage contract

that requires him to yield his position. Yet
•* dwell with your wives according to knowledge "

(1 Pet. iii. 7), and tenderness as •• fellow heirs of

the grace of life," on whom God has enjoined

obedience as a praiseworthy duty—which has,

however, since the fall proved a cross to the
weak and a vexation to the unregenerate.—Ver.
10. A dress designed for the ball-room is un-
suited to the house of God, where it becometh
women to assume a modest attire, if not for the

sake of man, yet at least for the sake of the an-
gels present there, and for the sake of God, who
has promised there to come and bless His peo-

ple (Ex. xx. 24).—Ver. 11. Man and woman
have an equal right to the kingdom of God ; they
have been redeemed at an equal cost, and may
obtain like blessedness; therefore let not man
plume himself on his supremacy, nor woman feel

disgraced on account of her subjection.—Ver. 1 2.

Christ Himself was born of woman; hence men
should honor and love their wives, and wives not

begrudge their husbands their lordship. All

things are of God—man and woman and the or-

dinances regulating their relations; hence, to

Him belongs the honor due, in all humility and
obedience. What is comely should be cultivated,

because well pleasing to God no less than to man
(Phil. ir. 8).—Ver. 15. Long hair is an honor to

a woman ; but she should not proudly parade it

;

rather it should be to her a sign of subjection,

and serve for a covering.—Ver. 16. True church
members will never compel others to adopt
their own opinions, however well grounded, nor
wrangle about them ; but will quietly let wran-
glers pass and leave them to their own responsi-

bility.

Bbrlenb. Bible :—Ver. 2. He who will main-
tain the spirit ofChristianity in its integrity, will

show it even in little things.—Ver. 8. All true

order has its foundations above.—The distinc-

tions which God has made between the sexes
cannot be arbitrarily overridden.—Man must
conduct himself according to the type set by
Christ. If he prides himself on his authority,

and is not at the same time obedient to his Lord,

nor abides in His Spirit, he is guilty of flagrant

folly. His example encourages the wife to be
disobedient too. As Christ is submissive to God,
and is intimately united to Him, so must man be
related to Christ. He must be as a Christian,

and act consistently with his profession.—Vv.
7-9. These first principles sound like old tales

;

but let us keep ihem fresh by constant applica-

tion. The order of nature must be held close
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with the order of creation and Providence, and
with the history of Moses.—Ver. 10. Christianity

consists in a life of subjection; but it is by this

means that Satan is overcome.—Vv. 11, 12. Man
and wife are united as head and body—the one
cannot exist without the other; therefore, each
should consent to unite with the other in one un-
derstanding, purpose and head. In the kingdom
of grace there must be no infraction upon the

kingdom of nature. They concur, and have
their lesson from the Lord, and their blessing

through "the seed of the woman."—The man,
however, cannot abide in the Lord unless he be
condescending to his wife. It is a valuable ex-

ercise in Christianity to be referring all matters,

even the least, to the Lord, whence all things

come. Qod is the source of all things, and if we
do not go back to the origin of things as revealed
we shall not discover their true law and order.

—Ver. 13. God has given woman certain signa-

tures, which shall indicate to her how she is to

conduct herself outwardly. Prayer begets re-

verence and docility.—Vv. 14, 16. Nature must
not be abandoned in common life, much less in

holy services.

Rieger:—Ver. 2 ff. There is something very
delicate about our good standing in the kingdom
of God, far more than about the most refined

court-fashion in the world. If we hesitate to

offend against the latter in the slightest particu-

lar of dress or deportment, how much more
should we hesitate in the case of the former.

—

The man finds his Head in Christ, from whom he
derives grace and gifts not only for himself, but
also for his house; but woman is to find her
head in man, even aside from the marriage rela-

tion, because in the constitution and manage-
ment of the Church all depends on men. And
this should not appear hard, since in the work
of redemption there exists just such a mutual
relation between Christ and God. He derives

everything from the fulness of the Father, and
refers back to Him what He, as the Mediator,
brings to us.

Heubner:—Ver. 8. Every regulation should
be so referred back to our religious instincts

and to fundamental principles, as to be made
the standard of decorum for every age.—Ver. 7.

Man is the Lord of the house—the image and
representative of God—the one from whom the
majesty of God should be reflected. The wife
represents at home the absent man, and should
exhibit his image in herself; she has authority
only from him [even as she bears his name].
Hence both should so carry themselves in de-

portment and attire, that the supremacy of the
man and the subordination of the woman shall

be recognized.—Ver. 9. It is a sad perversion I

of God's ordinance, when women regard men J

simply as the means of their convenience, honor,

or comfort.—A wife who fails to further thejust
interests of her husband, contravenes the ap-

pointment of God.—Christianity is innocent of

that silly worship of ladies which has often been
observed in Christian nations. Yet woman is

not on this account to be regarded as the inert

instrument of the man.—Ver. 11. Christianity

balances the inequality through the equality,

secured in Christ, in whom both ought to be re-

garded as one. Before God all stand on one
footing.—Ver. 13. Our moral sentiments often

decide a question more correctly than the under-
standing. Most of all, in our devotions should
modesty rule and protect the heart. Can the

boldj the shameless, the restless pray?
W. F. Bessbb:—Ver. 11. The Greeks excluded

woman from certain solemnities of their idol-

worship ; on the contrary, in Christianity mar-
ried couples walk together to the bouse of God,
sit side by side at the table of the Lord, unite at

the morning and evening blessing, and are to-

gether in all the observances where life in the

Lord is fostered. In Thee, O Lord! the man is

not without the woman, and woman is not with-

out the man ; but in order that both may remain
in Thee, keep Thou them steadfast in obedience
to Thy will, that the woman may serve Thee in

subjection to the man, and the man may be the

head of the house in Thee !—Ver. 16. A praise-

worthy ordinance which has in it a sound Chris-

tian sense, should not be mutilated, deranged,
and perverted, through mere love of change or

selfish cunning, if for no other reason than this,

that unedifying and useless strife is thereby
evoked, in which each one deems his own was
the best.

[Wordsworth:—4-15. St. Paul here teaches
the Christian women, who more than any women
in the world, needed such instruction, that by
obtrusive boldness and wanton effrontery, and
by presumptuous shamelessness and flaunting
immodesty in public, in the House of God, they
gained nothing, but forfeited that dignity, power,
and grace, which God had given to women, es-

pecially under the Gospel.—Thus the Divine
Apostle has left- a lesson to women in every age,

a lesson which in the present age deserves spe-

cial attention, when the attire of some among
them seems to expose them to that reproof which
was spoken throngh him by the Holy 8pirit to

the women of Corinth.—Let them learn from
him, that the true power of woman is in gentle
submission ; her most attractive grace and genu-
ine beauty are in modest retirement and delicate

reserve; her best ornament, "that of a meek
and quiet spirit, which, in the sight of God, is

of great price" (1 Pet. iii. 4)].
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& On the contrast between the rich andpoor at church-feasts, at inconsistent with the idea of the Lords
Supper, andprovocative of the Divine judgments.

Chapter XI. 17-84.

17 Now in this that I declare unto you I praise you not [But this I command you,

not praising you, -Rapa^yiXkto obx taaevati/],1 that ye come together not for the

18 better, but for the worse. For first of all, wben ye come together in the church [a

public assembly, h kxxXrjaia]* I hear that there be divisions among you; and I partly

19 [in some degree, idpoq n] believe it. For there must be also heresies [sects, alpi-

<retq] among you, that they* which are approved may be made manifest among you.

20 When ye come together therefore into one place, this [it] is not to eat the Lord's sup-

21 per. For in eating every one taketh before other4 his own [private, rd tdtov] supper

:

22 and one is hungry, and another is drunken. What I [For, ydp] have ye not houses to

eat and to drink in? or despise ye the church of God, and shame them that have
23 not? What shall I say to you? shall I praise6 you in this?6 I praise you not. For I

have [om. have, napiXafiov] received of the Lord that which also I [have, izapkdatxa]

delivered unto you, That the Lord Jesus, the same night in which he was betrayed,

24 took bread : And when he had given thanks, he brake it, and said, Take, eat1 [om.

Take eat]; this is my body, which is broken8 [om. broken] for you: this do in remem-
25 brance of me. After the same manner also he took the cup, when he had supped,

saying, This cup is the new testament [covenant, dtaJhjxn] in my blood : this do ye, as

26 oft as ye drink it, in remembrance of me. For as often as ye eat this bread, and
drink this [the]9 cup, ye do shew [proclaim, xara^jiXXsrs] the Lord's death till he

27 come. Wherefore whosoever shall eat this bread,10 and [or, r)] drink this cup of the

23 Lord, unworthily, shall be guilty of the body and [the]" blood of the Lord. But let

a man examine [make trial of, doxtp.aZ(ru>] himself, and so let him eat of that [the

29 rob] bread, and drink of that [the, rob] cup. For he that eateth and drinketh un-

worthily, [om. unworthily]11 aateth and drinketh damnation [judgment, xplfia] to him-
30 self, not discerning the Lord's [if he does not discern the, fii) dtaxphwv] body. For
31 this cause many are weak and sickly among you, and many sleep For [But, d&] if

we would judge [had judged, dtsxpivofisv] ourselves, we should not be [have been
32 judged, obx &v Uptvo/ieOa] judged. But when we are judged [now that we are judged,

xptv6fxevot], we are chastened of the Lord,14 that we should not be condemned with the

33 world. Wherefore, my brethren, when ye come together to eat, tarry one for

another. And [om. And]16 if any man hunger, let him eat at home ; that ye come not

34 together unto condemnation [judgment, xplfia]. And the rest will I set in order when
I come.

* Ver. 17.—The Rec. ha» vap*yy4kKuv owe ivaum. The authorities are about equally balanced, bat the internal pro-
babilities are in favor of napayyiAAi* o. en-cut*!?, the more difficult reading. [Lachmann, Tischendorf and Alford adopt
tab reading, from A. C. F. G., 10 cursives, the Syr. (both), Ann., Ttal., .Eth., Vulg., Ambrst., Aug., Pelag., Bede. The Rec.
km in its favor, D. (8d hand) E. K. L. Sinait., several cursives, the Copt., Slav., Cbrys., Theodt., and Is defended by Reiche and
Bloomfleld. D. (1st baud), 137, and Sahid., have irapavyrfAAw owe faatrw, and B. with a Lambeth cursive has vapayyiMm* owe
miMr. The Rec. was probably a correction to suit vv. 2 and 22.—C. P. W.].

* Ver. 1&—The Rec.. which has rif before einrAqcria, is feebly sustaiued: [with Oleum., Theophyl. and a few unimpor-
tant oarsivea, from an iaea that by iiack. was meant the church proper. Theodoret has instead of cr imck. the words : en-i

v* «vt*. from tot. 20.—C. P. W/|.
* Ver. 10.—The *<u after Iva is rather doubtful. Many very good MSS. are without it. [They are: A. G. D. (2d and 3d

hand) K. F. O. K. L^ Sinait, Syr. (later) OoptM Orig., Bplph. Cbrys., Theodt., Damage., Cypr.—O. P. W.].

[« Ver. 21.—For s-poAajt0a»«t, a considerable number of cursives and Zonaras (Tisch.) hare irpocAauS., probably from
an attempt to explain and make less difficult the fact here stated.—O. P. W.].

* Ver. 22.—Lachmann has bratySt for ivaivivm, but not with sufficient authorities. It whs probably a conformation to
the preceding and following presents. [It is sustained only by B. F. O., the Italic, Vulg. and tho Latin fathers.—C. P. W.I.

* [Ver. 22.—Stephens (the Biz.), Grieeb., Schols, and Tiscb.. 8inalt. and B. (1st cor.), the Vulg., Goth, and Syr. (litter)

panetnate so that cV tout? is taken not with inauv4<n», but with the following owe erraivi>.—C. P. W.].
* Ver. 24.—After eftrer the Rec. has AoSerc, d^yrre: but the words are not gennine in thil place, and are taVen from

Matth. xxrl. 26^/c. [The reading of the Rec. is sustained only by 0. (3d hand) K. U, a fnw cursives, one copy of the Syr.

(bothV Chrys.. Theodt., Damasc, Oleum., Theophyl. The Vulg„ Ann., Slav, and Ambrst. also add max after Ao/3«t«. But A.
R&D.R. F. G., Sinait.. omit both words as well as koX.—C. P. W.l.

Ver. 24.—The additions xkunevov (Rec.), Bpvnrofitvov. and 8i66fx<vov, are attempts which hive been madp to ronn»le»e
ear Lords expression. The best MSS. have simply rb vwip vfiitv. [KAw/teiw is omitted in A. 11. O, Sinait., 17,07 (id baud).
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Athan , Cyr. and Volg., bat it ia given by the second hands of 0. D. and Sinait., and in F. K. L., the Syr. (both), Goth., Theodt,
Damnoc, lEcum., Theophyl. In D. (first hand) Is towr., and in the Copt, and Arm. Is ocftoV. The Vulgate has : quodpro
tfobi* tnulctur. Very properly the throe words are thrown out by Lachm., Tisch., Bloomfleld and AUbrd.—C. P. W.J.

• Ver. 26.—After wornpiov the Bee has rovro, but in opposition to the best authorities. The same may be said of the «f
instead of iav after >Ap.

io Ver. 27.—After iprov the Rec. inserts revrov, bat it is feebly sustained. [The Eng. A. T. has and instead of or in this

rerse. Alford, in his work on " Bow to use the Epistles" (8uud. Mag., April, 1807), severely censures this misrendering.
It is not impossible that our Translators were influeuced by their hostility to the Romish construction. And yet their

rendering is sustained by A., 4 cursives, one MS. of the Vulgate, the Syr. (both), Copt., Sahld., Clem., Pseudo-Athan*, Orig,
and some Latin writers. Some of these authorities, however, were not known to them. The q is found in B. C. D. I. K. L,
Sinait., Ital., Syr. (Philox.), Chrys., Theodt., Damasc.. Cyprw—C. P. W.].

" Ver. 27.—The Rec. omits row before atparot The best M88. insert It.

i* Ver. 29.—The words ava$u** after vipm?, and rov «vptov after o£ma, are not to be found in the best MS8. Bee
the Bxegotical notes. [The former word is wanting in A. B. C. Sinait., 17, Sahid. and jEtb., and the latter in the same
MSS. with 67, and some copies of the Vulgate. They are thrown out by Lachm., Tisch., Meyer, Alford and Stanley, out

they are defended by Osiander, Bloomfleld, Wordsworth and Hodge. They seem to be a gloss from ver. 27, to complete
what is certainly a difficult sense without them.—C. P. W.].

it Ver. 81.—The Rec. has y&p but 64 is sustained by better authorities.
[M Ver. 32 —Before xvptov, Tischendorf (7th ed.) and Wordsworth insert a rov after B. C. Sinait. et aL ; AUbrd brackets

it; but Lnchm., Bloomfleld and Stanley cancel it, us •* more likely to be added than removed."—C. P. W.t
it Ver. 34.—The Rec. after «t has 64. but in opposition to decisive authorities. [It is omitted in A. B. 0. D.

the LaU, Vulg. and Copt, versions, Chrys. (in comm.) and the Lat. Fathers.—C. P. W .].

S. f. G. Bin.

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

[In order to the right understanding of this

section it must be premised: 1. That it was the

primitire custom to celebrate the Lord's Supper

in private houses (Acts ii. 46) ; although there is

reason to believe, as will soon be seen, that the

Corinthians had already a specific place for pub-

lic worship. Yet, supposing this to have tyecn

the case, it would be natural to infer that the

habits and sentiments attaching to the obser-

vance at the private house, would be transferred

to what might be called " the church." 2. That

the Lord's Supper was held "daily " (Acts ii. 46),

and was usually connected with an ordinary

meal ; although even in this respect the language

of the text seems to imply a change to a less

frequent observance ;
perhaps the first day of the

week, as was afterwards the custom (Acts zx.

7). 8. That this meal was often made up of

contributions brought by the communicants, to

be enjoyed in common, and which came to be

called an Agape (ayairy) or love-feast, where the

fellowship of the Christian community was exhi-

bited and cultivated in a social festival. 4. That

the custom of enjoying such social repasts existed

alBO among the Greeks. With them these re-

pasts were termed ipavoi, club feasts, which were

associated with plans of mutual relief or charity

toward the poor, where the practice was for

each guest to eat that which he brought with

him in his own basket. And what an influence

this heathen observance, so often attended with

disorder and rioting, would have upon the minds

of reoent converts present at a similar Christian

festival, can be readily imagined. Bearing these

four facts in mind, we shall be able the more
readily to appreciate the nature of the difficulties

which had arisen in the church, and the occasion

of the Apostolic rebuke and injunction. And in

all this we shall see an illustration of the old

proverb, that "evil customs give rise to good
laws." See these facts more fully brought out

in Stanley's valuable note, and also in articles

under "Lord's Supper,'* in Kitto's Biblical Cy~

clopsedia, Alexander's Ed.; and Smith's Dictionary

flf the Bible; Riddle's Christian Antiquities, p.

<
;
»C0; Neander, Plant and Train, of the Christian

Church, pp. 23, 163; Schaff, Hist, of the Aposto-

lic Church, p. 185 ff.].

Vee. 17. Now this I command.—He here

refers to the foregoing precept ; and through t>

participial clause expressing a contrast with
what he says in ver. 2, he connects with it a re-

buke of further evils in their church assemblies

—

Not praising (yon).—We shoulB have expected
to see the sentence here differently constructed,

having the main verb in the form of a participle,

and the participle in the form of the main verb;

since it is on the latter that the emphasis evi-

dently lies. Hence the ordinary reading, which
for this very reason is not to be maintained. If,

however, with Lachmann [and Stanley], we in-

elude ver. 16 in this paragraph, then the words
rovro napayyiMu would point to what follows,

and bo rendered : * Now this I declare unto you

'

[as the £. V.],. which rendering would be con-

trary to the New Testament usage. And to this

we may add that the previous paragraph requires

just such a conclusion as is found in ver. 16.

There is no need whatever of supposing that the

strifes and schisms alluded to in ver. 18 refer to

the contentiousness spoken of in ver. 16. Be-

sides, the reference of tovto, this, to what follows

is inadmissible, since no directions do follow im-

mediately ; and in order to find any, we must
look onward to ver. 83 ff., which would be too

remote. Still further, there is no need of looking

for them here, since the close connection with

the precepts immediately preceding by means of

the participial clause, is sufficiently motived by
that which is common to the two paragraphs,

viz., disorders in the church assembly ; and to

this we may add the contrast between the "not
praising" and the "I praise" of ver. 22, q. d.

' But this precept I give not praising you, as ia

the former instance, in that,' etc*—that [ort, not,

because, as Alf, Words.] ye come together.—
"Hitherto he has been speaking only of the am-
bitious few ; but now he feels obliged to rebuke
the whole church for a prevailing evil." Nbab-
der.—Not for the better, bnt for the
worse.—These phrases do not indicate the way

[ The nnnataralness of the construction here advocated

by Kling furni'hes a strong argument in favor of the inter-

pretation given by Chrys., Grot., Bengel, Lachmann and
others, which makes rovro refer to what follows according

to the well-known classic usage (Jilt, Grammar. 1 667. 3),

and takes vap*yy4AX» in its original meaning, ownc-ac*,—
or, as translated by Tindal, Cranmer, in the Geneva Bible,

team you of; we shonld then have a fitting Introduction to

his new theme: "This moreover I declare unt»you,orwarn
yon of, not praising yon," * as in the former case, where in

many particulars yon did merit approval'].
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2nd manner of their assembling, bat rather its

result or fruity implying that by means of it they
were injured rather than improved ; and so the

issue was not edification, which it was incumbent
on all to aim at, but the opposite ; instead of

furthering, it hindered their communion with
their Lord and with each other.*

Vsas. 18, 19. For first of all.—7ro«rov
piv is followed by no tiretra oV, just as is the

ease in Rom. i. 8; iii. 2. Accordingly the second
matter of rebuke many think, they find in ver. 20,

introduced by ovv, therefor*, because this is to be
regarded as a result of the "schism" spoken of

in the next clause. What, then, does he mean by
these "schisms?" Is it what he more fully dis-

cussed in chapter i. llff.? Were this so, could

he have alluded to them here in so incidental a
manner? This is hardly possible; for he must
then have had in mind certain reports of their

schismatic ways in their church assemblies dif-

ferent from that particularly specified in ver. 20,

and which ought to have been more fully de-

tailed. The correct view, therefore, undoubtedly
is that the second disorder which he rebukes is not

to be found in ver. 20 ff., and that in the word
"schisms" he only indicates generally what he
there more fully defines, and to which the words
44 when ye come together" and the "therefore"
which resumes the argument, refer; and that

there, for the first time, the proper rebuke follows

(ver. 22). The •schisms," then, denote rup-
tures, disorders in fellowship of love as they ap-
peared in the church feasts, and which he speaks
of more fully in ver. 21. The second matter,

then, which he has to rebuke, we are to look
for in chap. 12, viz., the disorders arising in their

church assemblies from an unbecoming use of
" gifts.

1
' But the connection is loosely indicated,

and is to be understood along the more extended
exposition which intervenes.—When ye oome
together in the Church.

—

kv inKXTjuia
shows the form of their coming together, t. «., in

a church assembly. To suppose a pregnant con-
struction for etc eKttXqoiav is unnecessary; still

less is the word tKKkqma, church, to be regarded
as denoting the place of assembling ; which use
of the term did not Bpring up until later times.

Tet perhaps we might say, with Meyer and do
Wette, that the congregation is here regarded in

the light of a locality.—I hear.—He thus vividly

presentiates the whole circumstance, as though
what had been communicated to him were still

sounding in his ears.—that there are schisms
among yon.—[These, as intimated above, are
specifically those occurring at the love-feasts ; but
on the mention of them he breaks off to show
that such divisions were to be no matters of sur-
prise, but were ordained to test them. The ori-

ginal term is oxtoftaTo, whenoe our schisms; but
here it designates simply cliques, separated from
each other by social distinctions and petty

[* May there not be alto an allusion here to the punitive
consequences more fully bet forth In vera. 29, 30, that in
coming together "and eating unworthily they ate and
drank condemnation to themselves," and exposed themselves
to bodily dktorders and death 1 Bo understanding this clause.
do we not here find a reason for his using the word
vopayycto, which conveys the idea of a solemn aunonnce-
ment or proclamation, rather than the ordinary Atycu. I say
or d'tlar*. f For In thus interpreting to them the tokon* of
the Divine displeasure, Paul was in fact acting the part of a
Pivln« herald (ayycAoj)].

alienations of feeling. Those who were thus di-

vided were outwardly still one body].—and I
partly believe it.—The word " partly " has a
softening effect, q. d., 'I think too well of you to

believe all that has been reported to me/
He next proceeds to assign a higher reason for

the partial belief which he was constrained to

give to what he heard, viz., a Divinely ordained
necessity in the circumstances alluded to, as in-

strumental to a Divine result, " according to

that law of Divine administration by which evil,

so far from hindering, is made tributary to

good." Buhgbb. (Matth. xviii. 7; xxvi. 64).

—

For there most be also heresies among
you. In explaining this passage the chief

question is, what did Paul mean by alpioeic, lit.,

heresies t The word occurs elsewhere with Paul
only in Gal. t. 20, specifying one of the works of
the flesh, and is one of the expressions denoting
hostility and division. It oocurs besides in Acts
t. 17 ; xv. 6 ; xxiv. 5, 14; xxviii. 22, of religious

parties or sects ; and in Titus iii. 10, alpirucoc

denotes one who occasions divisions in the church
by turning aside from sound doctrine (comp.
alptoeic, 2 Peter ii. 1). "Originally in classic

usage aipkaeic signifies nothing bad. It implies

choice, hence an opinion, then a party, which
arises through choice, especially in the schools.

It came to possess a bad significance, first in

Christian usage; and this is inconsequence of
our Christian modes of thinking and viewing
things. On the stand-point of worldly wisdom,
diversity of views and tendencies in regard to

religious things is allowable; but on the Chris-

tisn stand-point it is required that every thing
within us be subjected to one Divine principle of
life, and bo brought into one fellowship of faith

and love." * Neakder. In our text the current
exposition wavers between the identification

of the word with oxiopara so as to make it

imply only the divisions alluded to in the
following context, and the later ecclesiasti-

cal signification of the word, viz., 'heresy'—

a

departure from the fundamental truth of the
Gospel, and the divisions arising in consequence

;

thus distinguishing it from * schism,' which im-
plies a division simply in the matter of disci-

pline. Between these extremes we give the ex-
planation, ecclesiastical divisions, in the broader
sense of the word [that is, divisions without any
formal separation]. And this explanation is the
only correct one, and suited to the character of
the clause wherein the word occurs, which is

only a digression by way of confirmation (Meyer).
In this case the teal before alpkaetq will mean not
even, but also, i. e., among other evils it is neces-
sary that there should be also ' heresies.' The
main emphasis lies upon " must " (<Jei), rather
than upon "heresies," as required by the logi-

cal relation of this to the preceding verse. f—The

[* Illustrations of the early use of this word may be seen
in Glesilkh's Ch. HisL, Vol. L, p. 149 ff., and note 8 J.

f [But one would suppose from the icai that there was also

a stress to be laid upon oipfoctc, as indicating something
worse than oxurpara, and pointing to what would continue
to happen in the future, q. cL, « for it is necessary that there
must arise wen heresies among you, as an ordeal to test and
exhibit those who are approvod *—a truth which the whole
history of the Church has signally illustrated, as may be
seen in the instances of such men as Athanasius and Augus-
tine, and Luther, ami Calvin, and Edwards, and a host of
others, who hare mmle themselves illustrious In their con-
flicts with heresy (M. tituart)].
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284 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

objective clause, " in order that those who
are approved may be made manifest
among you," involves the idea of a sifting

process performed on the Church. •• The ap-

proved " {doKifioi) are the rightly disposed, who
devote themselves without reserve to the whole

body of Christian truth, and henoe to the Spirit

of the Lord ; and it was necessary that such

should be " made manifest," inasmuch as the

impurity and weakness of the Christian life, the

yet remaining power of a carnal and selfish na-

ture, often unfolds itself in Buch a way thatmany
cleave one-sidedly to particular individuals, and

to peculiar kinds of talents, and to certain spe-

cific tendencies and opinions, without, however,

becoming distinctly heretical; although in the

Judaistio and anti-judaistic modes of thought,

and in the denial of the resurrection of the dead

(chap, xv.), significant germs and leanings to-

ward heresy might have been formed. The sift-

ing accordingly leads, and was intended to lead,

to a higher development of the life of faith and
love in the Church, which had been thus ob-

structed and disturbed. "The ApoBtle's view

of history thus brought out stands opposed as

much to a pantheistic conception of necessity as

to an atomistio view of freedom. It recognizes

in history room for the play of freedom, yet at

the same time asserts the guidance of a higher

law." Nbandsa. ["The Church has been con-

strained by the rise of heresies to search Scrip-

ture more carefully ; and thus heresies have
served as occasions for bringing forth more fully

the articles of faith in her creeds." Wordsworth.
" But the advantage here spoken of we ought not

to ascribe to heresies, which, being evil, can pro-

duce nothing but what is evil, but to God, who,
by His infinite goodness, changes the nature of

things, so that those things are salutary to the

elect, which Satan had contrived for their ruin.

The cause here implied is the secret counsel of

God, by which things that are evil are overruled

in such a manner as to have a good issue." Cal-
vin].—Vv. 20, 21. In these verses Paul intimates

that what transpired in their Church assemblies

rendered the celebration of the Lord's Supper
impossible; and then he states more definitely

wherein the inconsistency was to be found ; bo

that this appears as explaining and confirming

what is before asserted.—When then ye come
together.—["Verse 19 being an interruption,

the connection with ver. 18 is resumed by the

particle ovvy M«n."]—into one place.

—

in I

t b a if to is to be construed locally (Acts vii. 15

;

ii. 1), and denotes the place where the Church
assembled. [From this some have inferred that

the Corinthians had already come to have a room
or building particularly set apart for religious

services].—(it) is not.—Some translate ovk
ioriv, this is not; [referring to what they did

on coming together, and which he goes on to

specify] ; but then rovro should have been ex-

pressly given as the subject. Lit.: * there is no
such thing as your eating,' t. «., * it is impracti-

cable,' ' impossible ; ' not, however, from lack of

bread and wine (Bengel), but because there was
a lack of the requisite disposition. An accusa-

tive before the infinitive is here not necessary.

[Dloomfield detects a sarcastic point in this sen-

tence, q. d. « To eat the Lord's Supper surely is

not, cannot be the purpose of your meeting (since

that you do not eat) : for your meal is not com-
mon, but separate ; every one eats his own Sap-
per'].—to eat the Lord's sapper.

—

K9ptanbv
deinvov, * a feast appertaining to the Lord/ or
as Osiander says, «* one consecrated to the Lord
and instituted by Him." (Comp. Kvpiaxi) Jjfitpa,

Rev. i. 10). By this the Apostle designates
neither the agapae (Jude 12), the so called
church feasts, [as Romanists interpretwho would
thus elude the argument furnished by this

passage against their sacrificial theory of the
Eucharist] ; nor yet, the Holy Supper (ver.

28) by itself; but the combination of the two*
as it was to be found in Christian Churches, ac-

cording to the original Apostolic custom, and in

accordance with the first institution of the Sup-
per, which, as we* know, followed upon a regular
meal. The " Supper " spoken of in the text was
a festival, to which each one contributed a por-
tion, and which ooncluded with the Lord's Sup-
per proper. That, however, which was brought
by individuals, was to have been enjoyed in

common, so that the fellowship of love, unbroken
by social distinctions, might be the more clearly

exhibited. Thus was the agape, or love-feast, a
suitable preparation for the Lord's Supper, in

its more restricted sense, where all ate of one
bread, and drank of one cup. But in Corinth
such a meal as this, where all appeared as one
family living on a common property, could not

take place; since by reason of the cooling of

their love, each one kept and enjoyed for him-
self the portion which he had brought [accord-

ing to the heathen custom of the Ipavot—see

above] ; so that the distinction between the rich

and the poor, which ought to have melted away
in Church communion, re-appeared—and this to

such a degree that while one class suffered from
a sense of want, others were satiated to a de-

gree which, in some cases, amounted even to

drunkenness.—For in eating

—

ev t<£ faytlv
is not to be taken as defining more fully the pre-

ceding verb, irpoXappavet; but it is simply

a note of time, q. d. t
• while eating.'—every one

—rt*., who has brought something with him.

—

takes before other

—

npo A a u p d v c i , a suita-

ble expression for the selfish and hasty appro-
priation of what had been brought without wait-

ing to put all together and divide it for the com-
mon good.—his own sapper. [In contrast

with the Lord's Supper, and this in the Lord's

House, and not in his own private house. The
abuse seems to have grown out of the primitive

practice of sometimes annexing the love-feast to

the Holy Communion. And here, in this case

the former seems to have crowded the latter al-

most entirely aside, and the natural want was
gratified to the overlooking of the spiritual

need].—and one hangers and another is

drunken.

—

pe&vet. [The use of this word

* [Such an extension of the meaning of thr term U alto-

gether unwarranted and wholly needle**. The Lord's Sup-

per properly can only mean that particular ordinance «hivh
whi Instituted by our Lord, w'*., the solemn twrtit ip.it ion uf

the bread and the wine, aa the memorials of Hi* de«th. This

was ever kept distinct from the agape, although ronncrted
with it, until at a later period they were entirety nt-pamtfd.

Wordsworth says, that ** the non-rnaerti<m ol th»* •' 1 »!:«• ar-

ticle to before ievptaitb¥ tiivror. Lard's xujpcr, thowt
that by habitual use in the Church this term bad now at-

tained the force of a proper name"].
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in John ii. 10 shows that it need not be always
taken to denote intoxication ; but this is its

natural meaning in most passages, and there is

no need of softening it here.* As Meyer says,
*' Paul draws the picture in strong colors and
who oan say that the reality was less strong ?

"

•• It is wonderful and well nigh portentous that

S*tan could hare accomplished so much in bo

short a time." Calvin].
Vbr. 22. The blame just Indicated is here sus-

tained.—For, have ye not houses to eat and
to drink in ?—q. d ,

' if this is what you have
to do, 9u., to hold your private meals, why, you
have your own houses for this object. To use
the assembly of the Church for such a purpose is

needless.'—Or despise ye the church of
Ood and shame those who have not?—
A second reason for the blameworthiness of their

conduct—the disparaging of the Church of God,
whose meetings were abused* to festivities derog-
atory to its holy character by the introduction
of secular distinctions there, and by the contemp-
tuous treatment of the poorer members of the

Church—a course of conduct which involved a
disparagement of the Church in its members

;

inasmuch as these were shamefully thrust into

the back-ground by reason of a difference which
ought to have led only to an equalising distribu-

tion of the good things in the fellowship of a
holy love. These two reasons are closely con-
nected.—The term " Church " is not to be inter-

preted locally,! as is plain from the adjunct " of

God." It stands first, because of the emphasis
("the Churoh of God," His sanctuary, His tem-
ple) ; on the contrary, in the second clause the

stress lies on the verb, "despise ye." [rovf
fir/ ixovrae—those not having. There is a
question as to what is the real object of the par-
ticiple here which must be supplied. Alford, and
others, say, " houses to eat and to drink in,"

and suppose that in this fact we have the rea-

son * for their coming to the love-feast to be fed.

But Meyer, Stanley, Hodge, and others, construe
the phrase more generally.' Those "not hav-
ing " are those who have nothing, and are the
poor in contrast with the rich. This is both
consistent with Greek usage and gives a better

sense].—What am I to say to yon ? Shall
I praise yon in this ? I praise yon not.

—

The rebuke here is couohed in mild expressions,

and its interrogatory form is calculated to awaken
reflection. There is, however, a sharp rap in

the concluding words, which is, in fact, very
severe. Iu saying " I praise you not," he refers

back to ver. 17 (comp. Osiander).

Vib. 23. The concluding question of the pre-
vious verse implies an answer in the negative,

and this is now confirmed by a reference to the
original institution of the Supper, wherein its

character and worth are dearly set forth, even

* [Is not this a valid argument in proof of the fact that
the wine need at the Lord's Supper In the primitive chnrch,
wa* soch as could intoxicate ? See Bib. Sac. for 1848, p.
607 f].

t [Wordsworth, however, takes this text as M a.proof of
the setting apart of places for God's worship in primitive
times, and of the rererence due to them as such." And he
refers to Joseph Meade's Essay on this text, for evidence col-
lected on this matter, and also to Hooker V. 12, 5. And cer-
tainly the contrast here drawn between the private house
and the place of church meeting, wemi naturally to suggest
the local interpretation of the word church].

as he himself had received it by reliable tradi-

tion, coming directly from the Lord, and had so
transmitted it to them.—For I received from
the Lord.—t apkXafiov airb rov Kvpiov.
The sense in which these words are to be taken,
is very questionable. Are we to understand
them as implying a direct, special revelation to
Paul of the circumstances of the institution (for

the text says nothing of a mere confirmation of
testimony otherwise received, or of any special
illumination respecting the significance of the
circumstances) ? if so, was it by means of a
vision (as Tholuck, Olshausen, Osiander sup-
pose) ? or, as a tradition starting from the Lord,
and transmitted to the Apostles ? The first sup-
position is supported, not indeed by the force of
the verb irap£Xa3ov

t 1 received, but by the
force of the prep, a ir 6, from, which implies [a
remote source,] an indirect derivation ; [instead
of which irapd would have been more likely to be
used, had he intended a direct communication
(Winer, P. III., $ 47}]; as well as by the inter-

nal probabilities of tne case, since he could have
resorted to an accurate tradition of the whole
circumstance. The second supposition is opposed
by the force of the pronoun lyL, /, standing
out prominently ; since indeed, according to this

supposition, Paul would only have placed him-
self on an equality with all others who had, in
like manner, received the Apostolic tradition;
[whereas he here brings himself specially into
view, as one who had derived his knowledge from
original sources, and had the right to speak
authoritatively in the premises] . We might sup-
pose with Meyer, Ed. 2, that this important cir-

cumstance had been accurately communicated
to him through Ananias, or some other person,
in obedience to a special commission of the Lord,
and that this communication was made to him
with the understanding that the Lord had given
a special commission for him in this particular
by means of a vision. This might have been
connected in some way with his baptism, or with
those special disclosures whioh he had received
in relation to his future calling. Or we may
suppose (according to Meyer, Ed. 3), that since,

in consequence of its essential connection with
the Gospel, and indeed with the fundamental
doctrine of Paul concerning the work of atone-
ment, the whole subject excluded human inter-

vention according to Gal. i. 12, 16, the commu-
nication was made in some indefinable manner,
either through the inspiration of the Spirit, or
through the manifestation of angels, or in ecsta-

tic vision. [Hodge argues with great force in

favor of a direct derivation, and shows conclu-
sively that this is invalidated neither by the use
of and, nor by the supposition that no special

revelation was necessary, on the ground that
the facts connected with the institution were
generally known; nor yet by the assumption
that not historical facts, but only ideas and
truths, may be communicated by visions and in-

ward influences; but that, on the contrary, it is

required by the context, and is in harmony with
what Paul elsewhere claims for himself. He con-

cludes: "It was not only of importance for the

Corinthians, but for the whole Church, to bo
assured that this account of the Lord's Supper
was communicated immediately by Christ to the
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Apostle. It shows the importance which our
Lord attributes to this ordinance "].

—

what I
also delivered anto you,— [t. <?., during his

ministry among them ; so that he is here only re-

minding them of precious instructions.—On the

following words Stanley well remarks: "They
form probably the earliest record of the institu-

tion of the Eucharist, and they contain also the

earliest recorded speech of our Lord. To explain

them at any length, or to adjust their relation to

the other three verses in St. Matthew, St. Mark
and St. Luke, would be to encroach upon ques-
tions belonging only to the Gospel narrative;

yet those who are familiar with those questions,

will observe : 1. That their almost exact coin-

cidence with the account in St. Luke, is impor-
tant, as confirming the tradition of the author
of that Gospel being the same as the companion
of St. Paul. 2. That in this, the most ancient

record, of certainly one of the most important
speeches of our Lord, it is possible to discern

elements of the discourses in St. John's Gospel,

viz., vi. 85-58; xv. 1-6. 8. That even in the

four extant versions of this short passage, there

are yet verbal variations of such an extent as to

show that it was the substance, rather than the
exact words, which the Apostle and the Evange-
lists aimed at producing. 4. That there is all

the appearance of a familiar and fixed formula,
especially in the opening words. 6. That it

implies on the part of his hearers a full

acquaintance with the history of the Betrayal
and Passion."].—What he had received by
means of such a revelation, and had also

imparted to them, is—that the Lord Jesus
—(a solemn expression intimating His su-

preme dignity, and His character as Saviour)

—

in the same night in whioh He was being
betrayed.—* apedidoro, Imp., indicating that

the scheme of betrayal was still in progress, and
not yet fulfilled when He performed this act. By
this circumstance the touching and affecting na-
ture of the transaction is more prominently
brought to view in contrast with the trifling cha-
racter exhibited by the Corinthians at their love-

feasts. It was the last transaction of our Lord
just before encountering death, by means of which
He intended to set forth what immediately
awaited Him, and also establish a solemn memo-
rial of the sacrifice which He was about to make.
[•There is," says Stanley, "an appearance of

nxed order, especially in these opening words,
which indicates that this had already become a
familiar formula"].

—

Took bread—aprou a

loaf—the last of the passover meal yet remain-
ing. [** It was the thin passover bread of the

Jews. But as no part of the significancy of the

rite depends on the kind of bread used, as there

is no precept on the subject, and as the apostles

subsequently in the celebration of the ordinance
used ordinary bread, it is evidently a matter of
indifference what kind of bread is used. It was,
however, for a long time a subject of bitter

controversy." Hodge].—And having given
thanks.—That this included praise for divine

grace manifested in the work of redemp-
tion, is to be assumed from the nature of the

transaction; and it was naturally suggested by
the preceding Passover meal which commemo-
rated the deliveranoe of Israel. [In Matt, and

Mark the expression is, " having blessed it ;" but
in Luke the same word is used as here. Both ex-
pressions mean the same thing, and declare the
act of consecration by a grateful acknowledgment
of God's mercy, and invocation of His blessing

—

as the two are united in the *• grace said " before
meals]. He brake it.—[•« This circumstance is

included in all the accounts; in those of Matt,
Mark, and Luke, as well as in Paul's. This is

one of the significant parts of the service, and
ought not to be omitted as is done by Roman-
ists, by the Greek Church, and by Lutherans,"
Hodoe].—And said—["The words uttered by
our blessed Lord are differently reported. The
proper inference from this diversity is, that
the words were uttered ; but as the ideas which
they express were sufficiently indicated by the

gesture of reaching the bread to His disciples,

they were omitted by some of the narrators as

unnecessary. The idea, however expressed, is

of importance. The bread was to be taken and
eaten ; there must be a distribution of the ele-

ments to those participating in the service.

Otherwise it is not a communion, as it is not in

the Romish Mass where the priest alone eats the

consecrated wafer."

—

Hodge 1.

—

This is my
body that for yon.—With these words he sig-

nifies the act of breaking that had just taken
place. " This," which has just been broken,
" is my body;" and the object of this He at once
defines

—

rb virlp vfiitv so. bv. y "which is or

suffices for your salvation," namely, by reason of

this, that in it is fulfilled what the breaking of

the bread indicates, to wit: violent dissolution

and breaking up. This thought is expressed in

the apparently well-attested, yet undoubtedly in-

terpolated expression 'broken,' instead of which
some authorities have 'given,' borrowed from
Luke. Meyer in 8d Edition speaks of it, 'as the
calm utterance of deep earnest feeling excited by
the occasion.' The symbolic character of the
words is almost unmistakable, although we are
not at liberty to translate if tiv tignifiea, or yet
fiov rd o £) n a the token ofmy body. He means to

say « this bread is my body, intended for your
salvation, inasmuch as the breaking of it exhi-
bits the slaying of my body which redounds to

your salvation.' That it is not. however, a mere
memorial, but a token which offers, imparts, and
therefore carries the fact in itself, and so is a
means of communicating, and a conveyance of
the same cannot be proven from the woids of the
institution itself. This thought is first obtained
through the authentic apostolic exposition in

chap. x. 16. We recognize in this the interpre-

tation given by the spirit of Christ, which per-
petually works in the unfolding thoughts of
Christendom, and which has obtained in the sub-
stance of the Lutheran article of doctrine an es-

sentially correct expression—while the Romish
doctrine of tranBubstantiation carries the appear-
ance of fancy; and the exposition of the Re*
formed Church in its various modifications, in

part, presses a dry exegesis too far, and, in part,

stops with a rationalising separation of the mat-
ters involved, and does not attain to a truly

Christianlike intuitive union of them, inasmuch
hs it produces nothing more than the conception
of an ideal or symbolic means of communication,
to wit : that the bread presentiates the body of
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Christ to the believers, and ia the pledge of a re-

demption achieved for them, and so mediates
the operation of the Holy Spirit which con-
temporaneously with their physical partici-

pation effects a union with the heavenly life of

Christ.*—Do this in remembranoe of me.

—

This injunction, on the one hand, exhibits to us
the subjective side of the ordinance, to wit, that be-

lievers should do this which He was now doing,

i «., should break the bread with thanksgiving
and divide it, in order to realize more vividly the

sacrifice which He in His own person was about
to make for them ; on the other hand, it gives us
to understand that our Lord wished to have this

ordinance continually observed to all future time.

That this is the import of the injunction is shown
more clearly in ver. 25, where, in presenting the
cap, He says, " this do, at ofl as ye drink of it,

i e., as often as ye hold communion with one
another through the cup" (Meyer), [showing
plainly the perpetuity of the rite]. Others, how-
ever, make the words *' do this " mean the simple
receiving of the elements at the time ; which, in-

deed, both in itself and in relation to what fol-

lows, would be suitable enough, but here, where
the words "take, eat,*

1 are not to be retained, it

is hardly to be supposed. [The import of the
command, then, is nothing less than the imposing
of a solemn duty upon the church, to be per-
formed until it should meet to drink anew with
our Lord in His Father's kingdom; and the
prime object of the observance is remembrance—
a remembrance, however, which implies the real
representation to their minds and hearts of their
risen yet omnipresent Lord. "The bread is His
body because it assuredly testifies, that the body
which it represents is held forth to us, or because
the Lord, by holding out to us that symbol, gives

•f**The flesh proflteth nothing; it ia the Spirit that
quiekeneth," saith onr Netted Lord. And herein we hare
a key to the interpretation or the sacrament before ue.
Whatever benefit we derire from the bread and wine, must
then be by rirtue of the Spirit, who being then present,
does, in and through the symbols that set forth to our
senses the great sacrifice of onr redemption, take of the
things of Christ, and so show them to onr spirits that we.
through those faculties and powers of the soul, which alone
can deal with the spirit, do feed on Christ—do come into
teritable communion with our risen Lord—do have onr
whole being—body, soul, and spirit—quickened and sancti-
fied, and eventually glorified by that Eternal Life which in
Him clothed itself in our nature for the sake of effecting
this rery object—eo that we are grafted into His mystical
body, *• become partakers of His Dirine nature " in its
entirenesa, and are prepared to unite with Him In glory at
the resurrection. We are Joined to Christ's body and assim-
ilated to it, not by the mere process of eating and drinking
the elements, which are either transubstantiated into, or
eonsnbstantiated with. His flesh and blood; but by the faith
which receires through the 8pirit the life-girlng power of
that sacrifice which is represented and sealed to us through
them. As Calrin says: "Christ's body is not received as
dead or even inactive, disjoined from the grace and power
of His Spirit." A great mistake is made when body is con-
founded with "flesh and blood,"—elements which Christ no
longer poaseases, and of which It is said that they " shall
nerer inherit the kingdom of God." We partake of the
bread and wine, first, as thesymbols of a sacrifice made once
for all, and which is not to be repeated continually (as the
Romish theory would have It); and then, as the condition of
uniting with and becoming conformed to Christ's glorified
body, which is now in Heaven, where He is, the Head and
Representative of the whole Church, transforming, sustain-
ing and gathering unto Himself all who truly believe on His
n*me. and receive His Spirit.—On this whole subject consult
Hooxsn, B 6, Chap, 67 : Enw. Irtixq, Cbtt. WriU^Vol. 2; Cal-
tisTs fnsttoUa, B. 3, Chap. 17. 18; Kirro's Ezerc. Art. Lord;*
Supper; Smith's Dirt ofthe BibU. ditto; Hekboq, Heal. Enc.
Art. A^tnd-Mahl.; Bib. 82c for 1848, p. 684 f^ also for 1844,
P». 111,225].

us at the same timo His own body; for He is uot
a deceiver, to mock us with empty presentations."
Calvin.]. Less simple are the words employed
in the distribution of the cup which was passed
around after the Passover had been concluded.
In like manner the cap after He had
sapped.—[An intimation that the cup ought to

be separated from the common meal. (Benoel.)].
Saying, this cap is the new Covenant
in my blood.—He does not say merely "this is

my blood." That which in Matthew and Mark
is added to the words "my blood" byway of
further qualification, viz: "of the new Cove-
nant," is here joined directly with " this cup" as
a predicate—"this cup is the new Covenant;"
and as a further qualification there is added " in
my blood," in accordance with Luke's narrative
which almost literally agrees with that of Paul,
and was no doubt derived from it. The words
"in my blood" are related either to "the new
Covenant," so that the clause shall mean "the
Covenant which is established in my blood "—

a

construction which conflicts with the absence of
the article which is here indispensable, especially
since tori intervenes: or it may be connected
with the whole clause, q. d., "this cup is the
New Covenant in virtue of my blood." In other
words, His blood is that whereby the New Cove-
nant was established, in so far as this Covenant,
in distinction from the Old Covenant of the law
(the institution of which is described in Bx. xxiv.

8 in the very same terms), is the Covenant of
grace, t. «., of sin-forgiving love. And this for-

giveness was mediated through the shedding of
His blood, through His holy self-sacrifice which
is at once the sacrifice of the Covenant and of
expiation (comp. Osiander, and in reference to

the New Covenant Matt. xxvi. 28; Heb. viii. 8;
Jer. xxxi. 81 flf.).

—"Ata^/07 properly denotes an
ordinance or institution in general, then an agree-

ment, a covenant, an institution which establishes

a mutual relation between God and men."*
Nbahdbr.—-The cup then, with the wine it con-
tains, symbolizes the New Covenant, and this

Covenant is established in the blood of Christ,

which the wine, poured into the cup and poured
out of it for their participation, sets forth as shed
for the expiation of sinful men and to be appro-
priated by those who drink of the cup. "Accord,
ing to a very common metonymy the cup here
stands for the wine—the thing containing for the
thing contained." Steudil. " The wine, as the
symbol of the blood of Christ, is the symbol of

the New Covenant, and of our participation in

it. But this is the more significant as it is a real

symbol, t. «., the 'wine of blessing (x. 16) is the
communion of the blood of Christ/ as the chan-
nel or means by which it is communicated."
Kurtz.—The thing treated of here is a covenant
—a relation between God and man resting upon
promise, and not simply a fellowship among
guests at a table united as brethren in Christ,

*{It is to be regretted that the translator* of the English
rersion have followed the rulgate in uniformly translating
6 1 a if jc ij by testament (testamentum), a meaning it nowhere
has, save in Heb. ix. 15 ff. (and that it acquires by a subtle
torn of the thought, without, howorer. altogether nurren-
dering its original signification), and which greatly obscures
the sense of the passages when It occurs. On " the import
and use " of this word see Fairbaibh's Hermmeuttoul Manual,
pp. 338-351.]
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233 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS

whose union is symbolized by the wine contained
in one cup (Schultheiss) ; although such a fel-

lowship does indeed result from the Covenant.

—

The Covenant is called "new," not merely to

indicate a relation of time, but of character also,

it being different in kind from the *' old " (Jer.

xxxi. 31 ff.).—The various accounts given by the
Evangelists and Paul agree essentially, and sup-
plement each other. It is also conceivable that

during the presentation of the bread and distri-

bution of the cup, the Lord in various ways ex-
pressed the significance of the act, or the funda-
mental ideas embodied in the institution.

Veb,. 26.—Here follow the words not of Jesus,

but of Paul, explanatory of the injunction : "do
this in remembrance of me," by a referenoe to

the actual practice of the church which confirmed
it.—For as often as ye eat this bread and
drink this cap ye do proclaim the Lord's
death.—In place of the word " remembrance "

we have here t he word *« proclaim " (* o r a y y i 51-

Xere) representing the Supper as a solemn litur-

gical exhibition of the fact that the Lord suffered

a sacrificial death in behalf of His church, and
thereby achieved their redemption—just as there
was a proclamation or "showing forth" of the
deliverance of Israel at the Passover. [" These
words are emphatically introduced in order to

introduce the continuance and identity* of the
original meal through its subsequent celebra-

tions." Stanley.].—We have here, however, no
injunction; hence the verb KarayyiXXere is

not Imperative but Indicative. The *« proclama-
tion " is that confession with thanksgiving which
is connected with the rite itself, and being made
in its very terms and forms, whether it proceed,
in individual cases, from a heart penetrated by
the love of God or not. The repetition of the
words *« as often as ye drink "—thus echoing the
language of our Lord (vcr. 25)—is quite in Paul's
manner. ('Edv in vv. 25, 26, which is the read-
ing best sustained, is an incidental form of a v

used by the later inspired writers).—Until He
oome, a x P t C o v iX& v.—The omission of the
av here shows the time to be definitely fixed; and
this time is the second advent of the Lord, until

when this Supper shall continue to be observed
as the compensation for His absence and the
pledge of His return. ["This remembrance is

of the closest and most vivid kind, like the re-

membrance by children of parents, by a wife of
her husband, by a brother of brother, united with
faith, love, desire, hope, joy, obedience, and sum-
ming up the Christian condition. This relation

is in force from the close of the last feast with
His disciples till His coming (Matt xxvi. 29).
Thus this mystery unites the extremes of the two
periods or dispensations " Bbnqbl.]

Ver. 27-29.—From the fact that the Supper
was a proclamation of Christ's death, He at once
deduces an inference (v. 27), followed by an ex-
hortation (v. 29) which is enforced by means
of a threat in case of unsuitable deportment.

—

Wherefore,—since at every celebration of the

Supper ye proclaim the death of our Lord.

—

whosoever shall eat this bread and drink
this oup.—The particle #, or, here connecting
the two verbs (which is critically well supported,
since xa/, and, has only few authorities in its favor),

has been the theme of no little controversy. The

Romanists use it as a sanction for the separation

of the elements, and for withholding the cup from
the laity ; as though the propriety of using the

cup alone might not just as well be deduced from
it In order to rebut their inference, however,
there is no need of taking the " or " as equiva-
lent to "and." The two things are thns dis-

joined for the purpose of setting forth the guilt

involved by unworthy conduct, whether it be in

eating or drinking ; and from this it would seem
that in the primitive celebration of the Supper
the distribution of the elements did not follow
immediately upon each other (oomp. Meyer and
Osiander).—Unworthily.—ava\it>c admits
of various interpretations— impenitently, unbe-

lievingly, unlovingly. " He partakes unworthily,"
says Neander, "who does not keep in view the
holy purport and aim of the solemnity ; but treats

it as an ordinary meal which, in its observance,
does not show forth the death of the Lord." At
all events, the unworthiness lies in alack of living

active faith in the atonement which has been
achieved by the death of Christ; and this is the
source of the various moral disqualifications by
which the celebration of the Supper may be dis-

honored (Meyer Ed. 8). Among these we may
mention a selfish, unloving conduct as one of the

chief—such conduct as the rich at Corinth mani-
fested towards the poor, and which exhibited a
striking contrast with the love of Christ shown
in the sacrifice of Himself for all, and set fonh
in the Holy Supper wherein the benefits of it are
extended to every one.*—Shall be guilty.

—

especially in the judicial sense. Elsewhere
kvoxoc is connected with the dative of the words
expressing punishment prescribed by the law,
and the complaint made, and also the crime com-
mitted. But the latter stand at times also in the
genitive, and this construction is in the New Tes-
tament the prevailing one. Here as in Jas. ii. 10,

the object against which sin is committed is put
in the genitive. Crtmmi et pcenm corporis et san-

guinis Christi violati obnoxius erit : " shall be liable

to the crime and punishment of having violated

the body and blood of Christ." But the idea is

not that the unworthy participant is as guilty as
if he had taken part in the death of Christ, and
is to be regarded as one of His crucifiers. The
connection points only to the body and blood of

Christ as exhibited in the elements of the Supper,
"towards these he will stand in guilty relation

from the very moment he partakes unworthily."
Meter.—This declaration holds good whether
we suppose a symbolical or a real presence of

T*Bnt here It may be ask*!, ° If Christ is really present
in the sacrament, of what does the unworthy communicant
partaker Does be actually partake of Christ himself?" Cer-
tainly not. He shares only in that which he is capable of
sharing In. As Calvin says : " receives nothing but the sign.

1'

Or as Augustine: •' be eats the bread of the Lord, but not
the true bread who Is the Lord." 8ince Christ's presence in

the Supper is through His Spirit, only the spiritually-minded

can there hold real communion with Him. But the unwor-
thiness of the communicsnt does not destroy the supernatu-
ral character of the institution Itself. It remains the same
whether the communicant believes or not. So far as the ad-

ministration is concerned '« Christ's body," as Cslvlu says.
" is present to the wicked no less than to the good : for God
does not there represent in a delusive manner, to the wicked,
the body of His Son, but He presents It in reality. As to

their rejection of it. that does not impair or alter any thing
as to the nature of the sacrament." On the contrary, their
guilt is enhanced by the sacred character of what they offend
against.]
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the body and blood of the Lord. Irreverent or

contemptuous conduct towards the symbol is in

fact a desecration of the object symbolised.

The guilt, however, appears in a stronger light

when that which is unworthily partaken of is

regarded as the very vehicle of the body and

blood of Christ. The same remark is true of

ver. 29. [*« All that is necessary here to observe

is, that the warning is directly against the care-

less and profane, and not against the timid and
the doubling. It is not the consciousness of un-

worthiness that makes a person unworthy, nor

yet is it any misgiving in regard to a suitable

preparation ; for although this may be an evi-

dence of weak faith it certainly indicates a better

state of mind than indifference or false security.'*

Hodqb].—In ver. 28 Paul indicates a way in

which this sin and danger are to be guarded
against—Bat

—

6 i, shows the advance in dis-

course, and turns it into a contrast, q. d., 'but

in order not to incur this guilt'—let a man
examine himself,

—

av&pwroc. as in iv. 1, [a

general term suited for both sexes]. The ex-

pression 6oKifia&iv eavrdv cannot mean to make
one's selffit; for it nowhere occurs in this sense

not even in 2 Cor. xiii. 5 ; Gal. vi. 4 ; 1 Thess.

ii. 4 ; but it means to examine one's self and here,

as to whether he is morally and religiously

qualified for the ordinance. Where such exami-
nation is not sincerely made, and is not accom-
panied with an earnest desire to be in a suitable

frame of mind, there a proper self-knowledge

will not be likely to exist, nor will a person be

likely to avoid that selfish, haughty, unloving

temper which is so disturbing to a worthy com-
munion.—and so,

—

i. «., after having examined
himself and discovered some reason humbly to

hope that he may partake worthily.—let him
eat of the bread and drink of the onp.

—

["The cage in which the self-examination ends
in an unfavorable verdict does not come under
consideration, because it is assumed that such a
ferdict will lead to repentance and amendment."
Altobd].—The above exhortation he enforces by
referring to the penalty incurred by unworthy
communion.—For he that eateth and drink-
eth, eateth and drinketh condemnation
to himself,—That participation which ought to

be to the communicant the means for appro-
priating salvation, he converts into the opposite,

he makes it a means of destruction, and draws
down condemnation therewith upon himself. The
word k pi pa does not denote an absolute dam-
nation, bat points primarily to those impending
Divine judgments which are spoken of in ver.

86 f.—According to the ordinary text [which in-

serts the word "unworthily"] he asserts this

of unworthy communicants; and then adds as a
yet further reason explaining the unworthiness
predicated,—not discerning the body.—The
verb dtoKpivttv is translated either, to distinguish

—in this case from ordinary food and drink, or,

in order to escape the necessity of adopting a
different signification from that in ver. 81, to

judge, t. «., in regard to the body of Christ,

whose symbol he receives ;—in other words, to

make a careful estimate of its sanctity and im-
portance (Meyer). But it may be asked whether
the legitimate signification of the word is not
here transcended ; and whether both the judging

of the body of Christ and the judging of one's
self, is not to be explained analogously. In the
most important MSS. (A. B. C. [Cod. Sin.)], we
find neither ava^ioc, unworthily, nor rov nvpiov,

the Lord's. But the latterwords are at all events
implied, and to be derived from the connection

;

the former, however, cannot be so readily under-
stood. Ifwe do notchoose to suppose (with Meyer)
that any abuse is intended in the clause, "he that
eateth and drinketh," and regard the expression
as merely designating one who partook of the
sacrament simply as an act of eating and drink-
ing (comp. w. 22, 84), then must we translate
the participle fit} daicplvov, if he does not dis*

cern (de Wette), whvoh is better and more ex-
pressive than that emphasis put upon the clause,
44 he that eateth and drinketh," and it does not
suffer from meaningless expansion ; rather it is

made as terse as possible, since we understand
by it eating of the bread and drinking of the cup.
" Not to discern the body," is to fail of the very
thing which should be aimed at in examining
ourselves, viz., that we possess (hat frame of mind
which belongs to him who has qualified himself,

not to partake of ordinary bread, but of that
which is the body of the Lord. In this case also
we are not compelled to connect, as Osiandcr
does, the words 4t condemnation to himself," with
the clause, "he that eateth and drinketh," as if

it read, *he that eateth and drinketh condemna-
tion to himself ;' in which case we should have
to translate pi} 6 ia* pivov, without discerning,

t. c, he that eats and drinks judgment to him-
self, eats and drinks without discerning the body.
Such a rendering would not only be harsh, but
also incorrect, for the sense requires that "con-
demnation" be joined with the predicate.

Vers. 80, 81. He here applies what has just been
said directly to the Corinthians.—Therefore,

—

?. «., on account of such unworthy communion, or
in consequence of the judgments superinduced by
it.—many are weak and sickly among yon,
and many sleep.—To suppose that the na-
tural results of intemperance are here alluded
to, is both absurd and-contrary to the immediate
context. Neither can we understand him to

mean by the word " sleep," the decay and ex-
tinction of the spiritual life, since this word
every where denotes natural death ; and still less

can we suppose him to mean a union of the spi-

ritual and temporal death (as Olsh.). Bather,
the Apostle here alludes to some extraordinary

wide-spread weakness and disease prevailing at

that time in the Church, and often proving fatal,

which he regarded as a divinely inflicted punish-

ment on their desecration of the Lord's Supper
(so Calvin, Neander and many others). The word
Koifi&vrai. may be rendered, they sleep, i. e.,

dying as a continual process. But whether this

intended a euphonism to denote their entrance

into rest with a hope of resurrection to life

(Osiander), is at least very doubtful; although

from what is said in ver. 82, we are not obliged

to suppose the cutting off of all hope. [Words-
worth says: "He does not say KeKoiftrfVTai, the

term which is used to describe the peace of the

saints who havefallen asleep in Jesus (see xv. 20;
1 Thess. iv. 18) but Koip&vrat, a tense which is

less expressive of a permanent condition of rest

than the other]. The words ao&iveic *a?
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apfruarot, weak and sickly, may be distin-

guished either by taking the former to denote

mere indisposition, and the latter severe disease

;

or the former a chronic, and the latter an
acute disease ; or, which is indeed more correct,

the former denotes those whose very powers fail,

t. «., confirmed invalids ; and the latter those in

whom they are only weakened. Something ana-

logous to these judgments is presented to us in

v. 6; Jas. v. 15; and also in the 0. T. examples
mentioned in x. 6 ff.—In what follows he next
gives them to understand how such judgmeuts
might be avoided.—But If we would judge
ourselves.—The yap, for, of the received text

implies another view of the connection, q. d.,

'therefore, in consequence of the Divinejudgment,
there are many sickly among you ; for if we only

judged ourselves, then would such judgment not

befall us.' The dianplvttv, judge* refers back to

doiufid&iv, prove. It denotes the thorough.going
self-condemnation which springs from earnest

self-examination—a self-condemnation which in-

volves self-punishment, and a thorough severance

of the carnal from the spiritual within us (comp.

Osiander). Self-judgment is in fact a diagnosis

of one's own moral state according to the Divine

standard of what it should be (Burger).—The
transition to the first person serves to soften the

exhortation, and is not to be explained (Grotius)

on the supposition that the Apostle had church
discipline in mind, of which the context gives no
hint.—But when we are judged, we are
chastened by the Lord.—The judgment
spoken of in ver. 80 he here represents in the

light of chastisement, i. e., the infliction of pains

for the benefit of the individual, so that it shall

appear as an exercise of paternal love, and not

of exscinding wrath (comp. Heb. xii. 6-11). The
words " by the Lord " are not to be interpreted

of God, but of Christ, the Lord and Educator of

the church, and they are better connected with
"chastened" than with "judged," which, as in

ver. 81, is used without further qualification as

being self-evident. The oheeringand encouraging
tendency of this view of the matter appears yet
more definitely in the final clause,—that we
should not be condemned with the
world.—Through such discipline, aiming at

improvement, we are said to be guarded from
relapsing into a worldly state whereby we, toge-

ther with the world, i. e. f the mass of humanity,
remaining outside of the fellowship of salvation,

and abiding in hostility to Christ and God, would
incur damnation, t. «., utter exclusion from the

kingdom of God. The words duucpiveiv, Kplveiv,

Karatcpivetv, present a significant paranomasia
(Osiander. Meyer says "an Oxymoron"*). In
a friendly, winning manner he next follows up
his rebuke with a positive exhortation.

Vers. 83, 34. Wherefore.—bore draws an
inference from what precedes.—my brethren,
when ye come together.—He here goes back
to the point he started from in ver. 20, "to eat,"

t. e. y at the church-feast— the agape,—tarry one
for another.—e/cd^wnfre as the opposite of the

reprehended irpo7jatiji6vetv (ver. 21) means, wait,

suitably to the N. T. usage elsewhere. [Words-

* A figure fn which an epithet of a quite contrary fignifi-

c ttion ia added to a word.

worth translates it receive, entertain one another* a
rendering which is forbidden by the contrast
which it forms with irpoXa/ipaveiv, and is not
found in any of the versions].—Finally he points
to the fact that this Supper was not intended for

the satisfaction of bodily wants, and that theso
ought to be attended to at home. This would
serve to guard them against that greedy haste
which destroyed the fellowship of the Supper and
counteracted its sacred intent.—And if any
man hanger, let him eat at home.—This
exhortation he strengthens by referring once
more to the judgment to which they would expose
themselves by an unseemly gathering.—that ye
come not together nnto condemnation.
—Having thus given the necessary directions in

reference to the matter most urgent, he postpones
all further instructions concerning Divine wor-
ship and church usage, to his personal arrival.

And the rest will I set in order when I
come.—From this passage the Romish theology
has sought to find a support for its tradition.
"All permanent instructions which are destined
to have the character of Divine appointments are
always referred back even by the Apostles
themselves to the Lord and His Word (chap. vii.

10; ix. 14); and hence we justify the rule that
nothing can stand as a Divine ordinance in the
church which is in opposition to the recognised
and definite expressions of the Lord and His
Apostles." Bubqbb.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

[1. Thi Lobd's Suppir, 1. Its authenticity.

In Paul we have a separate and an independent
witness to the genuineness of this institution.

It was revealed to him as a part of that Gospel
of which he certified that he neither "received it

of man, neither was taught it, but by the revela-
tion of Jesus Christ," And the essential har-
mony of his account with the narratives found in
the synoptical gospels, while it is prior to either
of them in the order of composition, puts both the
fact and ail its particulars beyond reasonable
doubt. The mythical theory here finds most ef-

fectual refutation. 2. Its distinctive character.

It is the Lord's Supper, and is therefore to be
separated from ordinary meals as designed not
for the nourishment of the body, but for the souL
It is, therefore, a suitable observance for the
Lord's house, and should there be celebrated
with all the solemnity which the great event it

commemorates ought to inspire in devout minds.
3. Its import, a. It is a memorial of our Lord's
death. This it exhibits to us as a sacrifice for our
sins. The bread betokens the body that was
broken in our behalf; the wine calls to mind the
blood that was shed for the forgiveness of our
sins, and by which the covenant, ensuring to us
eternal life, was sealed. These elements are a
significant witness, therefore, of the atoning char-
act or of our Lord's sufferings and death, and
they can be rightly received only by those who
so interpret that wonderful transaction, b. But
while it is a memorial, the Lord's Supper is at
the same time a feast to the soul. Our Lord
therein presents Himself to the church as the
true bread from heaven which giveth life nnto
the world, and by means of which we are to eat
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His flesh and drink His blood, so that He shall

dwell in us and we in Him. It is, therefore, no
empty form, but one filled with richest substance
—a substance which is nothing less than the

body of our Lord Jesus Christ, which it becometh
the believer to discern and appropriate by a
bring faith to the strengthening of his own spir-

itual life, and that he may be raised up at the
last day. c. Besides, it is a festival of social

union and communion where, in fellowship with
their Head, believers knit the bonds of their com-
mon membership, d. It is, moreover, *proclama-
tion of our Lord's death, a significant exhibition to

(he world of what He has done and is still ready to

do in behalf of ail perishing sinners. In cele-

brating it the church sends forth its invitation
to the world bidding every one that hungers and
thirsts to come and eat without money and with-
out price, e. It is a pledge of the Lord's return.
As it points backward to His death, so does it

also point forward to that Marriage Supper where
He, the returning Bridegroom, will entertain
His Bride clothed in white array without spot
or blemish or any such thing, and destined to go
no more out from His presence forever and ever].

2. Thb Lord's Supper. The proper method of
its observance. The words " given for you,"

—

44 shed for the remission of sins,"—are associ-
ated with the act of eating and drinking the ele-

ments as expressing the chief thing in this sa-
crament ; and he who truly believes in these
words is a right-worthy and well-qualified com-
municant. But he who does not accept their
truth or doubts them is unworthy and disquali-
fied ; for all that the words " for you" require is

a sincere believing heart.—Again, where this

faith is fervent there the new command of our
Lord, John xiii. 34, is observed by all the mem-
bers of the New Covenant. The fire of this love,

which in Christ devoted itself even unto death
in behalf of all mankind, melts down human
pride and selfishness. If this love of Christ
truly possesses our hearts so that we can appro-
priate to ourselves the sacrifice it has made as
offered for us, then will our natural self and all

we have of this world's advantages and goods
become as nothing. Christ and his love will

be our all, and in Him will the entire worth of
life be included for us. We shall seem to pos-
sess worth so far as we are in Him ; and every-
thing will possess worth for us so far as it be-
longs to Him, proceeds from Him, is His work,
partakes of His nature, bears His impress, and
has Him for its end.—Still further, in my asso-

ciates I behold One who is in them, even as He
is in me, who imparts Himself to them as He
does to me, who loves them as He does me, and
who is beloved by them as He is beloved by me.
Thus, all sens© of estrangedness is removed, and
a feeling of true brotherhood is awakened, and
a communion established wherein we freely

shave with each other what we have received

from Christ. When believers celebrate the

Lord's Supper in such a state of mind, then may
they be said to partake worthily ; then are they

in condition to receive through the bread and
wine the all-atoning grace of Christ, and together

with this, the might of a pure love which gladly

forgives ; which shrinks at no self-mortification

;

which embraces all who are in Christ with a
16

pure benevolence and sinks all distinctions of

weak and strong, of poor and rich, of little and
great, in the one life of Christ which is freely

imparted to all, and alone has and gives absolute

worth; which accepts with pleasure the little

from the little, and rejoices also to give without
stint and without selfish intent, in perfect sim-
plicity of heart, so that we receive from our
brethren what they have in Christ and what is

precious and costly, however small it may ap-
pear, and give to them in turn, what we too

have derived from Christ, both great and small,

counting it a favor if we may but be made the
instruments of His love.—When on the contrary
the heart is closed against the brotherhood in

selfishness and disgust, and cleaves to earthly
things of whatever kind, and exalts itself by
reason of their possession and looks contemptu-
ously on the rest keeping aloof from them, then
faith in the declarations, "given for you"

—

"shed for you" is utterly impossible; there the

person is disqualified for a living union with the
Lord in His Supper; then does he eat and drink
in an unworthy manner. Here then is the

point which every one must carefully look at

who wishes to commune at the Supper; and ho
must examine himself honestly in presence of

the great Heart-Searcher in reference to it.

—

And only after thorough self-examination under
the instruction and guidance of Christ's Spirit

must he approach the Holy Supper where the

Lord imparts His own offered life to Him being
vitally present through the visible symbols.

—

Holding communion thus he will be greatly

strengthened in the participation of Christ's sal-

vation and be merged more completely in the

river of eternal life flowing from Jesus, and his

whole nature will be quickened, refreshed and
nourished for the more complete development of

its spiritual powers.—But when these conditions

are wanting and when persons approach the

Supper in an unhallowed frame of mind, faith-

less and loveless, then will the life so freely of-

fered to them, instead of proving a blessing and
a nourishment work out for them a greater con-

demnation. The Holy Sacrament being violated

and desecrated by an unworthy handling proves

a stumbling-block to the communicant; his life

pines away and perishes—an effect which not*

only took place in the apostolic churches, but;

which Btretches on through all time to come ex-

tending even to the body itself, (comp. Calvin in-i

loco).—Such judgment, however, is to be re-

garded primarily as a chastisement of the Lord'i

by which He intends to bring back the un-
worthy communicants to suitable reflection anoVi

to guard them against sinking back into the world"
and incurring a greater damnation. From alt*

this it will seem that an unworthy communica-
tion can only take place where through the-

operation of the Divine Spirit a worthy commu^
nication has been rendered possible, where a*

believing disposition has already existed soihat
the unworthiness prooeeds from unfaithfulness'

to the divine influences and from a mind per-*

versely resisting the grace of Christ. But the-

oftener such unworthy communication is- re-

peated, the more closed does a man become
against rebukes of the Spirit and the more dis-

qualified from proper self-reflection.and persona)
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242 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

examination and purifying self-judgment, the

nearer also does he approach that state of com-
plete apostasy which brings with it damnation.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Luther,—Vers. 20, 21. No sin is so contrary

and hostile to this sacrament as disunion and
discord. Starke :—Ver. 1 7. The minister's com-
mands ought to be God's commands* Woe to

the minister who commands otherwise, and woe
to the hearers who do not obey I Hed.:—Ver.

19. God turns all things for good: the juice

mustferment if wine is to be produced; so must
the church be agitated by false opinions and
abuses in order that what is evil may foam up
and pass off. By this means we learn ourselves,

and the hypoorite is separated from the true

Christian (I Jno. ii. 18 f.).—Ver. 20. Oh, what
multitudes approach the table of the Lord, not

as they should, but as they would ; by so doing

they celebrate, not the feast of the Lord, but the

feast oftheir own condemnation.—Ver. 21 (Hed.).

The Lord's Supper, not an ordinary meal, but a

true Supper, where not the stomach, but the

soul, is to be satisfied. Dost thou hunger and
thirst after Jesus? Then it will be easy to fast

while preparing to approach the table of the

Lord for the sake of better devotion. But if thou

art weak, and must needs partake of food, still

this will not hinder the worthy reception of the

Holy Supper.—-Ver. 22. In the Church of Christ,

and in the distribution of the Supper, one is of

as much consequence as another ; and the rich

and the noble must not take umbrage if the poor
and the lowly partake first.—Ver. 28. Abuses
can best be remedied by going back to the pri-

mitive institution of a thing (Matth. xix. 4).—If

our Lord has instituted an ordinance, it is not

allowed us, or the whole Church even, to change
aught therein ; for He is the Lord of the whole
Church.—Ver. 24. He says not : « offer it, honor
it, guard it, carry it about, worship it/ Spb-
nbb: If the veritable body of the Lord has been
offered for us, then must the same also be re-

ceived and enjoyed by us in the Holy Supper.
In the inward remembrance of the Saviour there

is an actual seeking, desiring and apprehending
of all His grace; and such recollection trans-

pires in the inmost depths of the soul. The
more thou thinkeat upon Jesus the happier art

thou : the oftener, the better 1 (Spener)—Ver.
25. It is real blood that Christ has shed for us,

and indeed the sacrificial blood which he has
offered up in our behalf, the blood of atonement
whereby we are reconciled, and henoe the very
thing whereby he has sealed the New Testament.
Where the cup is wanting, there the supper is

mutilated ; for Christ did not bequeath his

blood with the bread, but with the cup. As after

having been born, we need food, not only onoe,
but daily for the strengthening of our nature,
so must this sacrament, which is designed to

strengthen our new nature, be frequently re-

peated. And to this we should be urged not
only by the command of the Lord, but also by
a sense of our own need—because we crave the
forgiveness of sins and spiritual invigoration.

Besides we Bhould be moved to it by the pre-
eminent worth of the good things presented to

us.—Ver. 27. Judged according to our merits

we are all too unworthy of food and drink, such
as no angel has been honored with. Yet the

super-abounding graoe of our Lord Jesus Christ

renders the lowest of us worthy of it. Those
who approaoh the table of the Lord without
repentance and faith, without reverence and
holy resolves, without love and reconciliation,

in short, without the perfect renunciation of all

deliberate and presumptuous sins, offend as

grievously against the body and blood of the

Lord as did the godless Jews and heathen, who
crucified the one and shed the other. (Heb. vi.

6).—Ver. 28 Luther: To examine oneself

means to consider whether we are fit : hence, it

requires that we should not trust at once to our

own thoughts, nor to the opinions of others, bnt

keep these in abeyance until the matter has been
well investigated before God and in the light of

his word. And for this a person should be duly

qualified. Hence, no unconverted man can
properly examine himself, unless he first begins
to yield to the prevenient and convicting grace

of God, and thus a spark of divine light is kin.

died in him.—Examine thyself according to the

law, as to whether thou dost realize thine own
sin, and the well-merited wrath of God ; also, ac-

cording to the gospel, as to whether thou dost in

faith comfort thyself solely with the all-availing

merits of Jesus and whether this faith in thee is

strengthened through a hearty love of God and
of thy neighbor—through a profound hatred of

all sin and evil—through a holy zeal for true god-

liness, through a high minded contempt of that

which is seen and temporal and through a burn-
ing desire for that which is unseen and eternal.

If this examination be sustained, be assured
that this Holy Supper presents you that which
heaven and earth cannot give. (Arndt) : Prove
thyself according to the language of the institu-

tion wherein the great mystery contained is set

forth to be, that it exhibits to us the true body
and blood of Jesus—that He, as an offered body
and as atoning blood, yea as a testament with

all well earned treasures and gifts is truly pre-

sented, to some for a blessing, to others for a

condemnation. And remember also, that to be
a worthy guest thou must be prepared by re-

pentance and faith to be capable of spiritual

communion with Christ and his spiritual body.

Such are the blessed intents, fruits, operations

of this mysterious testamentary feast of love and
reconciliation.—Ver. 29. It happens sometimes,

that the children of God approach the table of

the Lord without suitable reflection and proper

preparation. These invite upon themselves se-

vere temporal chastisements ; while the utterly

godless, provoke a greater damnation.—Ver. 80.

Hed.: Why are many sick? Why do many
die? Why do many fall ? Somerenly; "it was

a raging pestilence"— 'the physician failed'

—

1we cannot avoid ill luck'.—I reply, « it is becauss

Uiey partake unworthily of the Lord's Supper.'

God's judgments yet endure. But who sees

them ? who suspects them ?—Ver. 81. If thou

wilt judge thyself salutarily, keep from dissipa-

ting vanities ; refrain from treacherous self-love;

and think not to magnify the good and diminish

the evil that is in thee. Pray God to enlighten

thee ; and take God's word to counsel and re-
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CHAP. XT. 17-84. 243

form thee in all particulars wherein thou canst
and ought to be reformed. He who does not
daily stand in judgment upon himself, cannot
stand well in a state of grace. Amid many
kinds of wordly avocations this may not be rea-
dily done ; yet the spiritual and eternal welfare
of our souls is of sufficient importance to demand
and obtain some time for this purpose from every
one ; and time may be easily found for it if

we will.—Ver. 82. Behold the compassion of God
towards the unworthy communicants at Christ's

table. He does not send them at once to hell

;

but searches them by means of temporal punish-
ments, with paternal intent of leading them to

repentance, and keeping them from being con-
demned with an impenitent world.—Ver. 88.

O happy fellowship, where in holy communion,
one deems himself no higher than another, but
rather each one thinks other better than him-
self! (Phil. ii. 8).

Berlenb. Bibel : Ver. 16. It is always the
duty of Christians to meet together, but it

should be for edification. The tendency is ever
to backslide. Steadfastness in the truth already
known costs effort. By the grace of God only
can we grow.—Vss. 18. 19. Were we to look into

man's condition and also to comprehend our-
selves better, it would not astonish us to find so
little perfect nnion among pious people. And
were our hearts more simple and thoroughly
freed from falsehood, how would we learn to

look with others- eyes at everything which now
awakens, at first sight doubt, disgust and jeal-

ousy! We readily acquiesce in the most singu-
lar ways of Providence when we have learned
how to bring good out of evil, and under all

things to recognize God's wisdom, truth, and
blamelessness. Of many a church-communion
at the present day Paul might well say, "How
can ye, being unholy, have a holy table of the
Lord? The world is full of hypocrites and
mouth-Christians.—Ver. 28. We must first receive

the mystery of faith from the Lord, if we would
so transmit it to others as to awaken their rever-
ence. Those who profess to be the servants of
Christ ought first to have tasted of the goodness
of the Lord, and have derived strength from His
love, in order that they may be the holy instru-

ments of God in bearing witness of His gospel to

others, and nourishing them with spiritual food.

What is to be imparted to souls ought not to be
taken at second-hand, or delivered without being
first experienced in the soul.—Ver. 24 ff. Through
the apostasy, mankind have been betrayed into a
frightful hatred of God, and into a slavish fear

and distrust of Him. Hence they very reluo-

tantly come to commemorate Him whom they
regard only as their Judge, and not also as their

Saviour and Helper.—In order to furnish weak
and wretched souls with the guidance like that of
a hand, Christ establishes the outward observance
of the Holy Scriptures as His memorial—not as
though He Himself were ever absent, since He
has promised to be with us always, yea, to dwell
in His own,—but because our ever forgetful dis-

position requires such constant reminding. Yet
at the same time He aims to make such a power-
ful impression by means of it as shall deeply
stamp on the heart His whole character and
work—both what He has done and what He has

suffered in our behalf.—And this memorial is

intended also to effect an actual reunion and
communion with the Lord; for when a poor,
weary soul, in its great need, seeks anxiously
for Christ, then does He knock at the heart, not
only inwardly, by His attracting Spirit, but ex-
ternally also, through the means of grace. And
if the person opens to Him his whole heart, then
does He at once become one with him forever-
more; and if he is of one mind with Christ, then
is he also a partaker of Him.—Through the envy
and wrath of Satan, have mankind fallen into a
condition of mutual hostility and passionate
strife.—The hellish abyss of bitterness and
falsehood lies deeply concealed in every one, and
the fire of self-love and self-will burns by nature
in us all. Thence arises wrath, strife, hatred,
envying, and all the other hellish attributes and
works of Satan, by which God's wrath is kindled
in the human heart. In this hellish torment
would man be doomed to burn evermore, had
not Mercy found a perfect means of deliverance
in its great wisdom.—The Son of God, as the
manifestation of God's heart and love, has incor-
porated Himself with humanity, and thus have
Divine love and grace been again revealed and
brought near to man. Those now who unite
with Christ through faith become partakers of
God's life and love.—The new covenant is at the
same time a Testament of the Divine promises
which the Son of God has sealed for us with His
death and blood. With him, who has enjoyed
this blood in its purifying power, is this covenant
ratified. If thou wilt then have a share in this

covenant with God, thou must open thine heart
to Him in order to receive His perfect will, to-

gether with all His grace and strength. For
this is the power of the new covenant that God
proposes to give to His saints His Spirit, whose
work it is to draw us to Christ, glorify him in

our eyes, and make us strong to obtain all things

in Him.—He who has an earnest longing to

know Christ, and to partake of Him, will find

but little pleasure in transitory things, and be
little disposed to think of and cleave to them.
For the one must give place to the other, even in

thought.—Ver. 26. The first observance of the
Supper is apt to be attended with the most earnest
devotion. With time, devotion lessens. Constant
reflection will, however, guard us against this

evil. Our devotion ought to be ever increasing,

and this will be the case if we so eat of the bread
as not to forget the Lord, and devote ourselves

entirely to each other, as the Lord has done for

us, and thus allow the blood of Christ to kindle

in us a holy xeal to be true to Him even unto
death, and to stand by each other even unto
blood, in the actual and active communion of the

heart, and life and goods, as becometh members
of one body. As we eat and drink with the

mouth, so with the mouth do we also confess the

Crucified, and incite each other to the fervent

imitation of Him. This proclamation of His
death involves our living as those who have been
crucified, and are dead to the world with Christ

;

so that we can show that we have a perfect

Saviour actually in us, who, as our High Priest

has atoned for us, as oar Prophet, has instructed

us, and as our Ruler, has strongly controlled us.

—His death slays our death. His life quickens
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244 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

our life. And this we ought also to impress on
each other : that as Christ died for us out of

sheer love, so also ought we, out of the love

which He has given as food for our souls, to die

gladly unto iniquity, and to live no more unto
ourselves, but unto God through Christ, who has
suffered Himself to be slain in our behalf.—As
the sacraments derive their power and active

operation from the death of Christ, so is their

most important end conformity to the death of

Christ. (Phil. iii. 10). Just in proportion as a
person brings to mind the death of our Lord,

holds Him in constant recollection, and thinks

merely of His future glory, will he become dead
to all evil lusts and desires from day to day.

Then, when Christ comes, will He take the so-

vereignty, and liberate the creature from the

corse, and from every evil which it has incurred

in consequence of the fall. Until then we must
hold fast to the memorials of His death.—He who
abuses the creature in lust and vanity, and thus

excites and nourishes lust and strengthens sin,

poorly prepares himself for the coming of the

Lord.—Ver. 27. He who eats and drinks without
true penitence and spiritual hunger, or renders

himself unworthy by sorry pursuits, so far from
being absolved from guilt, only doubles it.—Ver.

28. Self-examination should be carried on by a
sharp introspection and constant observance of
what transpires within us—of our thoughts, aims
and desires ; by watching what proceeds from us
in word and deed ; and by reflecting on what the

issue of all these things will bo before God. At
the same time there must shine in us the light of

the Holy Spirit, who shall discover to us our se-

cret faults, and disclose the evil we might other-

wise overlook. New strength must also be in-

voked from Him for the overcoming of our sel-

fishness. If we could only suffer ourselves to be
examined by Him, then would questions such as

these arise : * How is it with thee in respect to

the love of God ? Art not thou loving and serving

the creature more than the Creator ? Whereupon
rests thy confidence—upon the living God, or

upon thyself? Art not thou still constantly

abusing the holy Name and will of God for hy-
pocritical ends ? Is there nothing false in thine

aot and on thy tongue? Dost thou not indeed
represent thyself as more pious than thou art,

and still performest in secret thine own will?

Dost thou let God rest in thy heart, or art thou
hindering Him with thine evil desires? How
art thou dealing with God's Word ? Art thou
employing the best of thy time for the true in-

ward service of God ? How does thy heart stand
related to thy neighbor ? Hast thou not injured
or oppressed any one, so as to cause him to sigh
beoause of thee ? Is thy heart free from hatred,
and envy, and wrath, even in the nicest particu-
lars ? Art thou disciplining and chastening thy-
self ? Art thou practising nothing, even under
cover of marriage, which stains thee before God ?

How art thou dealing with others' goods? Art
thou acting in all things honestly and truly be-
fore God V—Under such searching inquiry, what
a depth of impurity is opened up within ? The
discovery of it cannot but bow the heart mightily
before God. This self-examination, accordingly,
includes in itself the whole work of repentance

which is demanded before the communion.—
Ver. 29. A person eats unworthily—1, when he

fails to recogniie his own need, and proves not

himself ; 2, when he hungers not after Christ, nor

discerns His most holy and glorified Body. Such

base contempt of Christ justly incurs upon itself

the severest punishments. Plagues of every

kind then ensue—the cause of which is not often

seen—and we wonder why this or that person is

so severely chastised.—Ver. 80. The first inflic-

tions are somewhat temporary, and they can be

ameliorated by earnest repentance, so that the

man shall not fall a prey to death. Under the

prostration of the body, many a soul may be

rescued. That there are, even among well

meaning persons, so many sick and dead in faith,

happens for this reason: were persons always

helped, so as to go on successfully in their ap-

pointed conflicts, and to remain looking to Jesus,

and to receive from Him grace and victory, they

would at once give scope to their fancy, pride

themselves on the gifts which they have received,

and which were given to them for the purpose of

being industriously improved, towards making
their calling sure, and advancing in humility.

But instead of this, they gradually abandon
their humility, and exalt themselves. In this

way their field is sown with thorns by the

enemy; yet they deem it all good fruit, eat

thereof, and fill full their pride and self-love-

Much evil arises when those who are weak sepa-

rate themselves from such as are able to furnish

them good guidance.—Ver. 31. He who comes

squarely up to the righteousness of God, and

freely acknowledges himself as guilty before it,

and subjects himself to its avenging sword by
condemning himself, acts discreetly, and accord-

ing to the mind and counsel of the Holy Spirit.

For it is far more tolerable to manage our owe
case with God secretly, and to take to shame
ourselves, and bow before him here, than to be

exposed to shame yonder in presence of the an*

gels and of all the elect, and there incur His
condemnation. A converted Christian judge
himself alone, and trusts none less tha& himself.

Such self-judgment also works in us the death of

Christ, in that we judge ourselves as those who
have deserved like death, yet for whom the

Lord has died, in order that we, through His

death, may die unto sin and live unto righteous-

ness. How many a one would lie already in

hell, if God, out of sheer mercy, had not taught

him through great tribulations I

Riegbb : Ver. 17 ff. In a church of Christ

there ought to be manifest advance from year

to year. In the present constitution of Christ's

kingdom, in which power is still left to the

arch enemy to betray, and in which carnal

security, levity and temerity are still pecu-

liar to men, factions and class distinctions,

those fruits of self-formed opinions, are unavoid-

able. Where the distinction between rich and
poor is still maintained in the church, there it

appears no more as it did in the upper chamber
of the first Lord's Supper.—Ver. 23 ff. The ob-

servance of the Lord's Supper falls in between
two termini—on the one side, the night when
our Lord's ordinary intercourse with the world
was broken off, and on the other His second
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coming, when we shall begin to eat and drink
anew with him in his kingdom. It is therefore

a special provision for those who, not having
seen him yet believe.—Ver. 81. To judge one-

self, to be judged by the Lord, to be condemned
with the world constitute tnree stages, just as

in Mark ix—to be salted with the salt of hea-

Tenly discipline, or to be salted with fire, or to

be cast into the fire which shall not be quenched.
Heubner: Ver. 17. Out from our worshiping

congregations there ever depart those persons
who are worse than when they came—persons
who have been v ^rdened and embittered against

the word of Go . —Ver 19. God's government in

this world aims at disclosing evil in its true

form, but this is ever connected with the glori-

fication of that which is good—Ver. 21. The
holiest things are precisely those which are
most exposed to desecration—Ver. 22. The
presence of God and the sanctity of His temple
ought to impress every one with a sense of his

own nothingness and of the vanity of earthly

things—Ver. 28. In that place where the friend-

ship of Jesus was so bitterly requited He set up
the memorial of His love ; in that place where
He suffered His fearful passion did He establish

that ordinance through which He imparted Him-
self most intimately to others.—Ver. 26. The
Lord's Supper should also refresh the sure ex-
pectation of His future coming, and be a fore-

taste of the heavenly Supper.—Ver. 28. This
Sapper demands the most earnest preparation of
mind, wherefore it becometh every Christian to

experience some anxiety respecting himself as
to whether he is honoring his Lord as he ought.
Ver. 29. A deterioration of the heart is one re-

sult of unworthy communication.—Ver. 80. the
physical weakness which often gets the upper
hand of us, is in various ways a sad token of
moral degeneracy.^-Ver. 81. The more severe a
man is upon himself, the more sparing is God
toward him. To be sparing of self is to incur
harm.

W. P. Besseb: Veb, 17. Where the foun-

tains of grace and of life are flowing, and where
the guests of the Lord are to be nourished and
strengthened with His body and blood, in order
that they may grow in love toward each other
even as Christ has loved them, these people can
never assemble only to remain as they were be-
fore ; they are either better or worse after it.

—

Ver. 26. How can the death of our Lord move
the hearts of those who habituate themselves
only to carnal contentions and fleshly enjoy-
ments?—Ver. 29. He eats and drinks judg-
ment to himself, who does not eat and drink
blessing to himself. Therefore let every one
see to it, that he does not eat and drink the
judgment of the impenitent and the unbelieving.

[Calvin. Vee. 80. If in Paul's times an ordi-
nary abuse of the Supper could kindle God's
wrath against the Corinthians, so that He pun-
ished them thus severely, what ought we to think
of the state of things now ? We see throughout
the whole extent of Popery, not merely horrid
profanations of the Supper, but even sacrile-

gious abominations set up in its room. 1. It is

prostituted to filthy lucre 11 Tim. iii. 8) and mer-
chandise. 2. It is maimed by taking away
the cup. 8. It is changed into another aspect
by the custom of partaking separately, commu-
nion being thus done away. 4. No explanation
is given of the meaning of the sacrament, but a
mumbling that would accord better with a magi-
cal incantation, or the detestable sacrifices of
the Gentiles than with the Lord's Supper. 6.

It is associated with an endless number of cere-
monies, partly trivial, and partly superstitious

—

therefore polluting. 6. There is the diabolical

invention of sacrifice, which contains an impious
blasphemy on the death of Christ. 7. It is fitted

to intoxicate miserable men with carnal confi-

dence, while they present it to God as if it were
an expiation, and think to drive off every thing
hurtful by this charm, and that too without
faith and repentance. 8. An idol is there adored
in place of Christ. In short, it is filled with all

kinds of abominations].

C. The church in general, and the possessor of spiritual gifts in their right estimate and application.

Chap. XII—XIV.

L These gifts— their groand and aim and henoe their unity in manifoldness,
suitably to the organic charaoter of the Church.

Chap. XII.

Now concerning spiritual gift*, brethren, I would not have you ignorant. Ye know
2 that [when, Brt]1 ye were Gentiles, [ye were] carried away unto these dumb idols,

3 even as ye were led. Wherefore I give yon to understand, that no man speaking

by the Spirit of God calleth Jesus accursed [says, ' Cursed is Jesus :' 'Avd&e/xa

TtytroD?],
1 and that no man can say that Jesus is the Lord, [say 'Lord Jesus/ A'upioa
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4 7ij<roDc] but by tbe Holy Ghost. Now tbere are diversities of gifts, but tbe same

5 Spirit. And tbere are differences of administrations, but [ministries and, diaxovtm*

6 xai] the same Lord. And there are diversities of operations, but it is [om. but it is,

7 ins. and] the same God* which worketh all in all. But the manifestation of the Spirit

8 is given to every man to profit withal [for some profit, npds rd cuppipov]. For to

one is given by the Spirit the word of wisdom ; to another the word of knowledge

9 by [according to, xard] the same spirit
;
[But, &] 4 To another faith by the same

Spirit ; to another the gifts of healing [healings, lapdrw] bv the same4 [in the one h
10 r<ji hY] Spirit; [But, &]' To another the working of miracles ; to another prophecy;

to another discerning of spirits ; to another diver* kinds of tongues
;
[but, &] to another

11 the interpretation7 of tongues : But all these worketh that one and the selfsame Spirit,

12 dividing to every man severally as he will. For as the body is one, and [yet] hath many
members, and [but, 9k] all the members of that one8 [om. that one, ins. the]8 body,

13 being [although] many, are one body : so also is Christ. For by [in, iv~\ one Spirit are [also

were, xal-$ftairci<r(h}p£v~\ we all baptized into9 one body, whether we be Jews or Gentiles

[Greeks, *EXXyv*s] whether we be bond or free ; and have been all made to drink into

14 [om. into]9 one spirit. For the body [also, xaX] is not one member, but many.

15 If the foot shall say, Because I am not the hand, I am not of the body; is it there-

16 fore not of the body ? [it is not therefore not of the body]. And if the ear shall say,

Because I am not the eye, I am not of the body ; is it therefore not of tbe body ? pt

17 is not therefore not of the body]. Ifthe whole body were an eye, where were thehear-

18 ing? If the whole were hearing, where were the smelling? But now hatb God set

19 the members every one of them in the body, as it bath pleased him. And [But, &]
20 if they were all one member, where were the body ? But now are they [indeed, /iev]w

21 many members, yet [om. yet] but one body. And [But, & 11
] the eye cannot say

unto the hand, I have no need of thee : nor again the head to the feet, I have no

22 need of you. Nay, much more those members of the body, which seem to be more
23 feeble, are necessary : And those members of the body, which we think to be less

honourable, upon [around neptTtdepev'] these we bestow more abundant honour ; and
24 our uncomely parts have more abundant comeliness. For our comely parts have no

need : but God hath tempered [combined, auvexipaa&v] the body together, having
25 given more abundant honour to that part which lacked :" That there should be no

schismu in the body; but that the members should have the same care one for

26 another. And whether14 one member suffer, all the members suffer with it ; or one
27 member be honoured, all the members rejoice with it. Now ye are the body of

28 Christ, and members in particular [severally, ix pipou*]. 1* And God hath set some
in the church, first apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers, after that miracles,

then18 [after that, eiteha] gifts of healings, helps [helpings, avctXijfets] governments
29 [governings, xofopwjws] diversities of tongues. Are all apostles? are all prophets?
30 are all teachers ? are all workers of miracles ? Have all the gifts of healing ? do all

31 speak with tongues? do all interpret? But covet earnestly [be zealous for, ZyXdure']

the best [superior, xpsirroua']17 gifts : and yet [moreover, ert] shew I unto you a more
excellent way [way according to excellence, xa& OmpfioXr^.

i Ver. 2.—The Rec. has on $eV» Ac. But the omission both of or* and of on [K.] may bo explained by the attempt
which was made to remove the anacoluthon in the original. [GrietbacK Laehmarm (who however bracket* or*) SchoU,
lUchcndorf and A {ford edit on, ore before Wkij with A. B. C.D. E. L. Sinait. about 50 cursives, the Vulg. Syr. (later),

Sahid. Aeth. (both), Arm. Slur, and very many Greek and Latin Father*. The Rec. (EU.), which give* on alone after
oioarc and before eoVij, is §nstained by F. O., a number of cursives, the Syr. (Peach.) Copt. Arab. (Erp.), Oectun. Ambrst.
In addition to K. on (alone) has in its favor two copies of the Slav. Theodt. (comm.) Damasc. Oecum. (oomm.) and Au-
gustine 0. P. W.] The authorities in support of on or« are decisive.

Ver. 3.—The Rec. has levator 'Iijoovk, and also artfltyta 'Iip-ovr. The best MSS. have these nouns In the nominative.
ILachmann, Titch, and Alford favor the nominative form, not only because the external authorities (A. B. C. Sinait.

cursives, and a number of versions and Fathers) are on their side, but because the accusative form seems an evident at-
tempt to avoid the oratio directa. A few MSS. including the Vulgate have lijo% in the Genitive, and Kvp. 'I«^. in the
accusative. -0. P.W.I

• Ver. 6.—Titchtndorf, after B. L. el af. has *ai o avrbf 0coc o, but the Rec. has o M avre> «Vn tVot. But not only is there
a disparity between the two phrases o awn* oc and o M avrec, but the most decisive authorities ere against fort. [The author
would imply that it Is hardly possible that *oi o avrbf should have been an alteration from o M avrbc, so as to conform
to the previous phrases, especially when the first of those phrases (to tt avro) remained unchanged ; and that Jo-ru being
manifestly spurious, throws additional doubt over the whole reading. Without the ««m however. 6 o« afoot has the sup-
port of A. K. L. Sinait., the Ital. Vulg. Syr. (both), Sahid. and several of the Greek Fathers.—C. P. W.]

f4 Ver. 9.—The first M is omitted by B. D. B. F. G. Sinait. the Ital. Vulg. Syr. (Pesch.) Clem. Orig. Bus. and the Lat
Fathers, but it is inserted by A. O. D. (3d and 3d hand) K. L. Sinait. (3d hand) many cursives, the Copt Sahid. 8yr. (later)
Arab. (Par.) Slav, and nearly all the Greek Fathers.—C. P. W-l

* Ver. 9.—The Rec. has *in$ instead of iv\ following A. B. [6 cursives, the Vulg. Didym. and a considerable number
of the Li tin Fathers.] But the avnp was substituted so as to conform to the preceding clauses. [It has however for it Bw
£. F. G. K. SJuait. the Syr. (both), Copt. Clem. Chrys. Theodt.—C. P. W.]
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(• Ter. 10.—In each oaae in which tt occurs in ver. 10, tome good M88. are found to omit it, but the weight of author-

ity U decidedly In Its favor.—C. P. W.]
' Ver. 10.—Laehnuttm has fapfujrcta, but it is not sufficiently sustained. [Alford thinks it a mistake occasioned by

the preceding tt. The substantive ipfnjvtia occurs once again in this epistle (xiv. 26), but the verb usual!v takes the
form of fccpfufvcvM (xii. 30; xiv. 5, 13, 27, 28). Hence perhaps the change. A. D. (1st hand, which also has confus-
edly tuwutttta ycV« yXaxravv) have duppevta ; B. 109 omit aAAy 6k ipfi. y^aoiiy; and C. ft. (3rd hand) £. F. G. K. L.

fin. and the Greek fathers have cppqeeta.—C. P. W.]
• Ver. 12.—Rec. has rov ivb* after <r<*aaTOf, but against the most decisive authorities.
• Ver. 13.—Rec has «t tv «vevpa, but «t« is not sufficiently sustained. It was evidently occasioned by the first mem-

ber of the sentence. The reading v6ftm. iworioihintv originated in an attempt to make the meaning more evident, [Meyer
says: According as the sense of the words was made to rofer to the Lord 6 Supper or not, sprung up the reading w6fta
(with or without «*) instead of wrcvpa. and ty«mV0tyicv (spoken according to the usage of the Greeks of baptism) instead
of a

'

serftrfttfw. The reading iv vrevpa inornr. is sustained by B. C. D. ¥. Sinait. some copies of the Vulgate, by the £yr.

(Peach.) Copt Goth. Aeth. and most of the Greek writers. Instead of cvorur. A. has simply ivfi€v.—C. P W.l
» Ver. 20.—A. C. D. (2d and 3d hand) B. F. G. K. L. Sinait have pir, and it is adopted by Titchendorf and Alford; but

it is omitted by B. B. (1st hand), two cursives, the Gothic and Augustine.—O. P. W.]
|u Ver. 21 Titchendorf and Alfvrd insert ft, following B. D. K. L. Sinait. the Syr. (PhUox.) Goth, and most of the

lathers.-<3. P.W.J
» Ver. 2i.—Lac?tmann has v<rr«pov/m/vy with A. B. G. [Sinait 17, 57, 87, Melet. (In EpiphO Damasc.] Nearly all the

remaining MS8. have ixrrtpovvTu [B. has ti mpurowipov ioi*: instead of «r«p. 6. rifi^.—C. P. W.]
|» Ver. 26.—D. F. G. L. Sinait. and a number of Torsions andFathers have <rxtafiara, but the preponderance of authority

is in favor of*xurpa.—C. P. W.l
» Ver. 26.—Laehnumn has et rt, but his authorities are not sufficient. [The first iv is omitted by A. and Orig., and the

seoond by A. B. 8inatt. The evidence lor them is abundant.—0. P. W.]
• Ver. 27.—Some M88. have u4\ovt ; Meyer. It was an error of some transcriber or from not understanding «« fiepovi.
u Ver. 28.—Bee. has Jito. The weight of authority is in fiivor of lirctra. [Alford thinks the Rec. a correction to a

more usual form, and the entire omission of the word which some respectable MSS. show, an attempt to throw all into
one catalogue.—€. P. W.]

w Ver. 31,

—

Titchendorf, and others edit luiCov* with A. B. 0. [Sinait., eleven cursives, the ancient Syr. (Pesch.) and
perhaps the later Syr. Aeth. and some Greek Fathers] ; but the Rec. has Ko«irrova which Meyer prefers. Very probably a
rbaoge was made because Kptirrova seemed unpleasant, and on account of Chap. xifl. 13 and xiv. 5. [BloomAdd, Lachmann^
sad Alford however agree with Tischendorf that the weight of evidence is In favor of pcigova.—€. P. W.J

courses as proceeded from the special influence

of the Spirit, Paul introduces by a statement of

the chief token by which any genuine spiritual

utterance may be known, viz., «the acknow-
ledgment of Jesus as Lord.' Whether he had
been particularly questioned on this point, as in

the instances mentioned vii. 1 and viii. 1, [and
which are by some supposed to be continued
here ; or whether this is the second of the points

alluded to in xi. 16, concerning which he had
heard,] is uncertain. At any rate, what he is

laboring for is the removal of abuses which had
crept into the didactical and lyrical portions of

Divine worship, occasioned by these extraordi-

nary phenomena (comp. xiv.). " The Corinthians
having turned aside from a plain, practical

Christianity, were employing the gifts of the
Spirit without regard to church edification, put-

ting the greatest value on their most striking

features, and prizing most such as were best

calculated to impress the senses. Hence Paul
felt constrained to instruct them in the 'true end
and right use of these gifts, and to warn them
against confounding a genuine inspiration with
fanatical excitement.' " Neander. These abuses
have, without good reason, been put in connec-
tion with the party divisions at Corinth, men-
tioned in chap. i. Baur and Rabiger reckon
those who prophesied among the followers of

Paul, and those speaking with tongues among
the followers of Peter; while Diihne regards tne

latter as Alexandrine fanatics of the Christ-

party.—Now concerning spiritual things.
—

r

o>v irv evfiariKuv is to be construed as

neuter, according to the analogy of xiv. i ; and
is not to be interpreted solely of the gift of

tongues [as Billr., de Wette, Stanley], concern-

ing which he is not now speaking exclusively

;

but of spiritual things generally, t. c, of such ef-

fects as were wrought by the Holy Ghost, whe-
ther ordinary graces and virtues, or supernatu-

ral phenomena proceeding from Him and belong-

ing within His sphere. What is said in xiv. 87
[to which Grot., Ham., Locke, allude], might
seem to sustain the masculine construction here,

making the word apply to inspired persons in

SXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

["The ancient prophets had clearly predicted
that the Messianic period should be attended by
a remarkable effusion of the Holy Spirit (Joel ii.

28). Our Lord, before His crucifixion, promised
to send the Comforter, who is the Holy Ghost, to

instruct and guide His Church (John xiv.). And
after His resurrection He said to His disciples,

"These signs shall follow them that believe. In
my name shall they cast out devils ; they shall

speak with n3W tongues; they shall take up ser-

pents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it

shall not hurt them ; they shall lay hands on the
liek, and they shall recover" (Mark xvi. 17, 18).
And immediately before His ascension He said to

the disciples, "Ye shall be baptized with the Holy
Ghost not many days hence " (Acts i. 5). Ac-
cordingly, on the day of Pentecost, these pro-
mises and prophecies were literally fulfilled.

The peculiarity of the new dispensation con-
sisted, in the first place, in the general diffusion
of these gifts. They were not confined to any
one class of the people, but extended to all

classes—male and female, young and old ; and
secondly, in the wonderful diversity of these su-

pernatural endowments. Under circumstances
so extraordinary, it was unavoidable that many
disorders should arise. Some men would claim
to be the organs of the Spirit, who were deluded
or impostors; some would be dissatisfied with
the gifts which they had received, and envy
those whom they regarded as more highly fa-

vored; others would be inflated, and make an
ostentatious display of their extraordinary pow-
ers; and in the public assemblies it might be ex-
pected that the greatest confusion would arise
from so many persons being desirous to exercise
their gifts at the same time. To the correction
of these evila, all of which bad manifested them-
selves in the church of Corinth, the Apostle de-
votes this and the two following chapters."
Hodge].

m
Vicsl 1-8. His instructions in regard to spi-

ritual gifts, especially in regard to such dis-
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248 THE FIRST EPI8TLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

general (nvevua ^ovref), or those speaking with
tongues ()'A6xt<t(kc TuaXovvreA, provided the Corin-

thians had been wont to designate them espe-

cially by this term. But the predominant refer-

ence is, on the whole, to the phenomenon itself

(comp. ver. 81 ; xiv. 1, 39) ; and to restriot it to

one class of persons is demanded neither by the

allusion to dumb idols in ver. 2, nor by the drift

of the whole paragraph, which aims to correct

the excessive -estimation of that gift.

—

brethren,
I would not have you ignorant.—Comp. on
x. 1. He here gives them to understand both the

subject of his instructions, and also that they

needed enlightenment respecting the nature, ori-

gin, worth and use of these operations of the

Spirit. To this necessity he points in the follow-

ing verse, where he reminds the Corinthian con-

verts (who formed the main body of the Church)
of their former heathen state—a state of inexpe-

rienc3 in regard to the revelation of the living

God and the Spirit's influences, and of a blind

passivity in religious things—a state which dis-

qualified them for an accurate judgment respect-

ing these new experiences, unless carefully in-

structed. Burger states the connection thus:
* the power which once influenced you as heathen
is now broken ; another influence has now poured
itself forth upon you, of whioh you are made
aware by these gifts of the Spirit. And now, be
it understood, that this Spirit has fix«d and uni-
form purposes and signs, and does not scatter it-

self in a variety of discordant relations and ser-

vices Buch as you were involved in amid the dis-

tractions of heathenism. The one abiding centre
of all spiritual operations is Jesus.—Ye know
that 'when.—In the best authorities the reading
is bri br e, that token. If we adopt this, we
must either suppose an .anacoluthon here, on the
assumption that after writing 6 re, when, Paul
lost sight of the 6 r i , that, and proceeded directly

with the following words in connection with 6 re,
token; so that the construction would be

—

ye
know that -when ye were Gentiles, car-
ried away to dumb idols as ye were led—
(£f av fyzcdz, where the av indicates what ordi-
narily happens ; comp. Passow I., p. 166). Or,
with Bengel, we may construe the uq av, as in 2
Corinthians x. 9, by tanquam, quasi, at it were,

thus softening the strong expression ijyeo&e,
were led, which would then be taken in connec-
tion with bri, that, as the predicate of the main
clause ; while an ay 6 fit vol would come in as
a side qualification, indicating that they suffered

themselves to be thus led. In this case the sen-
tence would read— « that ye, when ye were
Gentiles, were in a manner led away to dumb
idols.*—[Alford supposes an ellipsis of t6v xp&~
vov, the ttme, while bri virtually drops away as a
part of the formula, old are bri, q. d., 4 ye re-

member the time when ye were']. At all events,
the word riyeode [which here expresses the main
point to which he would call attention] indicates

a power foreign to one's own conscious self-de-

termination, whether it be that of a blind enthu-
siasm, or of some impulse of nature not as yet
overruled by what is truly Divine, or even of de-
moniac influence. The last agrees well with
viii. 5; x. 20; Eph. ii. 2, and can be assumed to

co-exist with blind enthusiasm and natural im-
pulse. To imagine any reference to the blinding

influence of priestcraft would hardly do, since

there was very little of this apparent in the reli-

gion of the Greeks. In the expression, atrayt-
fie voi, being carried away, we are not to sup-

pose any figurative allusion, either as to a crimi-

nal led to execution, or to a victim reluctantly

dragged to the slaughter, thereby showing the

worthlessness or theunluckiness ofthe sacrifice. It

is not to this that the context points, but rather
to the readiness with which they allowed them-
selves to be led aside from the right into the

wrong way—a matter which needed not to be
directly stated in the context, but which lies in

the very nature of the case, as the Apostle re-

gards it, and as he teaches those whom he in-

structed to regard it So the term is used also

.in classic writers (comp. Passow I., p. 292).

The idols to whose altars and temples they were
led, whether to sacrifice, or to pray, or to con-

sult, are termed afuva, voiceless, dumb (comp.
Hab. ii. 18 f.; Ps. cxv. 5; cxxxv. 16) in contrast

with the living God who reveals Himself by
word, and through His Spirit imparts the gift of

speaking in prophecy.

—

Wherefore—L e., suit-

ably to their necessities. In order that they

may form a correct judgment in relation to the

Spirit'8 operations, especially in relation to ut-

terances proceeding from this source, he gives

them the chief token of speaking by the Holy
Ghost ; and first, negatively,—no man speak-
ing by the Spirit of God saith, 'cursed is

Jesus,'—i, e., speaking in the Spirit excludes

all cursing of Jesus; hence, where this takes

place, there can be no speaking in the Spirit

;

next positively,

—

no man is able to say 'Lord
Jesus, 1 save in the Holy Spirit. — The
confession of Jesus as Lord is to be attributed to

the Holy Spirit as its source, since only in Him
is such a thing possible (comp. 1 John iv. 2 if.).

The distinction between the text here and that in

John, according to Bengel, is that Paul furnishes

a token of the true inspiration as against the

heathen; but John, as against false prophets.

The expression "in the Spirit," kv *rvrfy*ar«

(comp. Matth. xxii. 48 ; Mark xii. 86) indicates

the conscious exercise of our faculties in the

element of the Spirit—a thorough pervading of

the soul by the Spirit in the act of speaking.
" 'Avd&efia 'Iqoovv, anathema Jesus, is an expression
of the fanatical rejection of Christ, such as might
occur in moments of devilish excitement in Jews
or heathen/ Avd&efia, in its original signification,

is the same as avAfyfia, any thing devoted; but it

is especially used in a bad sense, denoting that

which is devoted to destruction by God, just like

Q*)fj in the 0. T., and sacer among the Ro-

mans. In the synagogue it designated that

which was doomed to utter excommunication;
hence its meaning is accursed." Nbander.
["He says, not Christ, which term designates
the office, and is in some measure the object of
faith, but Jesus, the personal name designating
the historical person whose life was matter of
fact. The curse and the confession are in this way
far deeper "]. The idea that in the latter clause
it was Paul's intention to avert contempt from
those speaking with tongues, is a groundless as-

sumption, since no trace of such contempt ap-
pears ; and it belongs with the arbitrary suppo-
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CHAP. xn. 249

sition that he here had especially in mind the

gift of tongues. In 8 Ed. Meyer says : " It is

possible that amid the various forms and even
distortions of spiritual discourse at Corinth,

public opinion may have varied as to who could

be properly regarded as the speaker of the Spi-

rit, and who not Over against all arbitrary,

ambitious and exclusive judgments on this point

the Apostle expresses himself the more forcibly

the broader be makes the specifio sphere of spi-

ritual discourse to appear, and the more simply
and definitely he lays down its specific charac-
teristic." The expression ** anathema Jesus"
may be taken either as a wish, *let him be ana*
thema,' or as a declaration: 'he is anathema,'
thus referring to the fact that He suffered death
upon the cross as one accursed (comp. Gal. iii.

13). Then it would essentially agree with the

term " blaspheme " in Acts xxvi. 11. The con-

trast with this extreme of unbelief is given in

the key-word of faith " Jesus is Lord," wherein
the Measiahship of Jesus is acknowledged, and
that too as a dignity divine (comp. Rom. x. 9).

[" The confession inoludes the acknowledgment
that He is truly God and truly man. What the

Apostle says is, that no man can make this ac-

knowledgment, but by the Holy Ghoet. This of
course does not mean that no one can utter these
words unless under special Divine influence;
but it means that no one can truly believe and
openly confess that Jesus is God manifest in the
flesh, unless he is enlightened by the Spirit of God.
This is precisely whatour Lord Himself said when
Peter confessed Him to be the Son of God.
" Blessed art thou, Simon Barjona; for flesh and
blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but my Fa-
ther who is in heaven," Matth. xvi. 17. HodokI.
Ybb, 4-7. He here enters upon the more defi-

nite exposition of his subject. After having pre-
sented a true test of a genuine utterance by the
spirit, he points to the diversity of the spirit's

operations, which yet converge to one end, even
as they all have but one actuating principle. The
advance in his argument, or perhaps, also, the
contrast between the diversity he is about to

speak of with the one fundamental characteristic

mentioned in ver. 8, is denoted by a 6k.—But
there are distributions.— By duupioett is

meant either distribution* (comp. dtatpovv ver. 11)
which would make this clause imply that one gift

was imparted to one person, and another to an-
other ; or distinctions, diversities (comp. Bom. xii.

6, x<*P*0f*<*ra drifyopa). Both renderings amount
to about the same thing. The former, however,
which ought to be preferred on account of ver. 11,

involves the latter. [This expression is repeated
three times in connection with three different

classes of objects

—

xapl°fiaTa* AtaKovUu, evepy^fiara,

severally rendered gifts, ministries, operations'].

But what are we to understand by these terms?
Much the same thing? as though the Christian
virtues, of which he speaks afterwards, were con-
templated from three different points of view;
first, as gift8 of divine grace, as elements of the
new life which, with all its varied capacities, is

mediated by the indwelling Spirit of God; se-

condly, as ministries,—means or instruments by
which one member contributes to the good of an-
other; or, as Meyer says, wherewith Christ is

served— •' that same Lord to whom service is thuB
rendered,"—contrary to the analogy of the other

clauses; thirdly, as effects in which the gifts

manifest their efficiency? Or thus, that the se-

cond and third classes are subordinated to the
first—'* services" and "operations" being the
two characteristic forms in which the " gifts

"

are exercised, and in which these exhibit them-
selves, viz., as services in their relation to Christ,

and as operations in relation to their effects,

whether miraculous or not? (Meyer).—Or does
the Apostle allude to various sorts of the Spirit's

operations, such are afterwards particularly spe-

cified in ver. 8 ff.—so that by «* gifts " we are to

understand " the word of wisdom and of know-
ledge, prophecy, divers kinds of tongues," and
the capabilities belonging thereto, and intended
for instruction ; and by "services," "the helps

and governments," &c, appertaining to the ma-
nagement and polity of the church (ver. 28);
and by "operations," the miraculous powers
mentioned in ver. 10, and the faith of ver. 9,

among which we find the gifts of healing reck-

oned, but which are expressly referred back to

the first class of " gifts," showing by this very cir-

cumstance the arbitrariness ofthe interpretation ?

Since the first of these methods of construction

has also its difficulties, and " ministries " cannot

be included under the head of " gifts," another

mode of interpretation and arrangement is re-

quired. The xapfof*aTa > 9*/**' *re qualifications

or capabilities peculiar to Christianity (comp.

on i. 7)—["Eminent endowments of individuals

in and by which the Spirit dwelling in them ma-
nifested Himself:—and these either directly be

stowed by the Holy Ghost Himself, as in the case

of healing, miracles, tongues, and prophesying,

or previously granted them by God in their un-

converted state, and now inspired, hallowed, and
potentiatedfor the work of building up the church,

as in the case of teaching, exhortation, know-
ledge. Of all these gifts faith working by love

was the necessary substratum or condition."

Alfobd].—" And here we must distinguish be-

tween such gifts as are repeated throughout all

time, and such as involved the supernatural also

in form according to the peculiarity of the first

century. Hence we see the erroneousness of Ir-

ving's stand-point by whom the restoration of all

the gifts collectively was desired for the regen-

eration of the church, just as they existed in the

apoBtolio period. But we, at any rate, will re-

cognize in those gifts the types of such as shall

exist always in the Christian church, only, in-

deed, in another form." Niandib. The dtaxovlat,

ministries, are the manifold offices or functions

in the church, (understood in their widest sense)

in which these "gifts" were employed, and
which indicate a division in the spheres of labor

corresponding with these "gifts." ["These
must not be narrowed to the ecclesiastical orders,

but kept commensurate in extent with the gifts

which are to find scope by these means, see vv.

7-10." Alford]. Finally the evepy^/iara, ope-
rations are the various effects resulting from
the exercise of the " gifts " in these particular

"ministries." [" These are not to be limited to

miraculous effects, but understood commensu-
rately with the gifts of whose working they are

the results." Alford]. Very instructive is the

reference of the first of these classes—the gifts

—

to the Spirit as the principle which reforms the

inward man, and qualifies and disposes our na-
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250 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

tural endowments for carrying forward the ob-
jects of God's kingdom, awakening, developing,

and sanctifying them for their several uses

—

but
the same Spirit,—so., 6 duup&v oomp. v. 1 1, who
distribute* them as He will;—and so also the re-

ference of the various ministries or offices to

Christ as the Head of the Church from whom its

organization and regulation proceed (comp. Eph.
iv. 11),—bat the same Lord,—so., 6 dtaipwv,

who appoints and assign* individual* to them as

He will; and not less that of the operations to

the all-working God,

—

but the same God.—
And He in consistency with the term " opera-

tions" (evepyrjftaTa) is represented as the one
,who work3th (6 kvepyw) all things in all.—
This clause may be taken in its widest sense, as

referring to God's activity in the universe ; or it

may be interpreted more restrictedly, in relation

to the gifts and ministries above specified ; or,

which might be more correct, in relation Bolely

to the operations spoken of in this clause ; since

God is the efficient cause of all the effects which
are produced by those who, by virtue of the gifts

of the Spirit, work in the various offices of the

church. What is here affirmed of God is not in

conflict with that asserted in ver. 24, where God
is said to be the one who tempers the body to-

gether; since it is God who ordains and fixes all

things, even what the Spirit inwardly works,
and what Christ ordains in the church. Nor, in

like manner does that which is said of Christ in

Eph. iv. 7., that " grace is given to every one ac-

cording to the measure of the gift of Christ,"

derogate from what is here ascribed to the Spirit

Christ is the one who commissions the Spirit

(John zv. 26) and all the effects of the Spirit re-

fer back to Him. [ " Thus we have God the

Father, the First Souroe and Operator of all spi-

ritual influence in all ; God the Son, the Ordainer
in His Church, of all ministries by which this

influence may be legitimately brought out for

edification; God the Holy Ghost, dwelling and
working in the Church, and effectuating in each
man such measure of His gifts as He sees fit."

Alford. "Once are these Three known thus

solemnly to have met, at the creating of the world.

Once arain, at the Baptism of Christ, the new
creating it. And here now the third time, at the

Baptism of the Church with the Holy Ghost.

Where, as the manner is at all baptisms, each
bestoweth a several gift or largess on the party

baptized, that is, on the church ; for whom and
for whose good all this dividing and all this ma-
nifesting is. Nay, for whom and for whose good
the world itself was created, Christ Himself
baptized, and the Holy Ghost visibly sent down."
Wordsworth]. Having thus set forth the di-

Tersities and the one fixed ground of these gifts,

he proceeds to point out the one chief end of the

manifold operations of the Spirit.

—

Bat to each
one,—i. e., who is endowed. This stands first

by way of emphasis. With this, again, the idea of

diversified allotments is again taken up, but only

as related to the unity of purpose. That which
is given to each one He calls

—

the manifesta-
tion of the Spirit,— by which the unity of the

actuating principle is again specified. But it is

doubtful whether the Spirit is to be regarded as

manifesting Himself, or as being manifested.

The latter accords with the use of the word in 2

Cor. iv. 2, the only place where Qavipuotc else-

where occurs in the New Testament. That in

this way too much would be conceded to humaa
self-aotivity, is a groundless objection, which is

already set aside by the use of the verb " it

given" with which also the other construction

better suits. What is meant is, that each one

manifests the Spirit dwelling and working in him

through the exercise of gifts. [ Wordsworth
unites both ideas. " These spiritual gifts are

the manifestations of the Spirit actively, because

by these the Spirit manifesteth the will of God
unto the church, these being the instruments and

means of conveying the knowledge of salvation

unto the people of God. And they are the ma-

nifestations of the Spirit passively too ; because

where any of these gifts, especially in any emi-

nent sort, appeared in any person, it was a ma-

nifest evidence that the Spirit of God wrought

in him. As we read in Acts x. 45, 46, They of

the circumcision were astonished when they saw that

on the Gentiles also was poured out the gift of the

Holy Ghost. If it be demanded. But how did

that appear? Itfoiloweth in the next verse. For

they heard them speak with tongues, etc. The spi-

ritual gift, then, is a manifestation of the Spirit, as

every other sensible effect is a manifestation of its

proper cause"].—for the oommon profit—
avfi<pipov denotes : the good of the Church, its

edification. [**Tbis is the common object of all

these gifts. They are not designed exclusively

or mainly for the benefit, much less for the gra-

tification of their recipients ; but for the good of

the Church. Just as the power of vision is not

for the benefit ofthe eye, but for the man. When,
therefore, the gifts of God, natural or superna-

tural, are perverted as means of self-exaltation

or aggrandizement, it is a sin against their giver,

as well as against those for whose benefit they

were intended."

—

Hodge]. np6c as in vii. 85,

Ver. 8-11. He here proceeds to unfold in de-

tail what is said in ver. 7, appealing to facts as

they existed in the Church. Hence the yap, which

is explanatory.

—

For to one indeed.—In £ fih

==T(f) pkv the old demonstrative use of 6f appears

(comp. Passow. II., p. 1546). In what follows

the expressions denoting the various parties to

whom the distribution has been made, occur in-

terchangeably. We have &t tptp 6i and & /. X 9
Si. Since the former indicates a stronger dif-

ference than the latter, there is a disposition to

mark out the chief divisions according to these,

so as to make three classes of gifts in the enume-
ration (see Meyer). [I. Gifts having reference

to intellectual power: 1, the " word of wisdom ;"

2, " the word of knowledge." II. Gifts condi-

tioned on an exalted faith: I, faith itself; 2,

practical workings of faith

—

viz.: a. healings ; b.

powers ; 8, oral working of the same

—

viz.: pro-

phecy ; 4, critical working of the same

—

viz.: the

discernment of Spirits. III. Gifts having re-

ference to tongues: 1, speaking with tongues;

2, interpretation of tongues*]. But shall we

[* The following classification following the distinction im-
plied in «rep? and aAAtp it suggested by Dr. Henderson sj

tending to show the u beautiful symmetry " of the ]

I. To one, the word of wisdom.
2. to another, the word of knowledge.

IL To another, faith.

1. to another, gifts of healing.

2. to another, workiug of miraclea
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assign prophecy and the discernment of spirits

to that class of gifts which are conditioned on a
heroic faith? This will hardly do. We will

here state in advance our ideas of whether and
how the classification can be made. First, we
hate two gifts evidently belonging together, or

nearly related, viz.: "the word of wisdom " and
< 4 the word of knowledge."

—

A&yoc thus rendered
" word " means lit. discourse ; according to the

sense here, a capacity for discoursing; and the

words in connection denote the subject matter of

discourse. But there is a difficulty in distin-

guishing between wisdom and knowledge. Cer-
tainly we cannot admit the view which takes

l6yo{ aoetiac, the discourse of wisdom, as=
to aoQia %6yov, the wisdom of discourse, i. 17, and
which interprets Aoyog yvboewc as meaning
knowledge communicated in the simplest style.

Rather, we might take the distinction between
these two to be that of theoretical and practical

knowledge. But then it would be doubtful by
which term the one and the other was denoted.
Paul's usage declares for our taking yvfoie,

knowledge, theoretically (in opposition to which
the practical import is plainly to be assumed in
1 Peter iii. 7 ; 2 Pet. i. 6f.) ; but ooQia, wisdom,
can by no means be understood in a practical
sense : in support of which only Col. iv. 5 may
possibly be adduced, and also the adjective
"wise" (<ro>oc) in Rom. xvi. 19; 1 Cor. iii. 10;
Eph. t. 15. According to Meyer, vofia denotes
the higher Christian wisdom in and for itself,

which is not to cease, even at the coming of our
Lord; while yv6otc (ziii. 8), knowledge, denotes
ft speculative insight into truths, their philoso-
phical exposition through the processes of the
intellect. According to Osiander, " wisdom " is

the apprehension of Divine truth in its totality

—

of the aims and purposes of God, of the plans
ftnd operations of salvation, of the entire scheme
of redemption in its inward connection as a well
organized Divine system ; but " knowledge " is

the clear apprehension of particular things Di-
vinely imparted through an inward appropria-
tion and experimental acquaintance (comp. John
vL69; xvii. 3; Phil. iii. 8)—the former being
rather the objective, extensive, all-comprehen-
sive form of knowledge, the latter the subjective,
intensive, and special form. Adhering now es-

sentially to both these interpretations, we take
" wisdom" to denote the direct intuition into
Divine mysteries, and "knowledge" as that
kind of apprehension which is gained by reflec-
tion, and which therefore belongs only to the
present dispensation. [So substantially Hodge
ftnd Alford. "According to Neander, * wisdom

'

u the skill which is able to reduce the whole
practical Christian life into its due order, in ac-
cordance with its foundation principles (see
Plant, and Train., p. 444, 445); * knowledge,'

3. to another, prophecy.
4. to another, discerning of spirit*.

HI. To another, divert kfndfof tongues.
1. to another, Interpretation oftongues.

Than the ftrst elan inclndes « the word of wtadom " and
the word of knowledge." Under the head of faith—that

•Tlii?
**,th of miracle*—fonr kinds of gift* are enumerated

:

fi*» of heating," ** working of minwlee," «• prophecy," and
wrutng of spirit* ;" while the tMrd clara indud** " di-*« klnrie of longiips." »nd ** the Interpretation of tongue*."
*• Htaroamsox on Inspiration, pp. 186-187j.

the theoretical insight into Divine things ; and si-
milarly Olsh. and Billroth. But Bengel, et aL,
take them conversely—'knowledge' for the
practical, 'wisdom' for the theoretical. Both,
as de Wette remarks, have their grounds in
usage. * Wisdom' is practical, Col. i. 9, as is

'knowledge' in Bom. xv. 14, but they are theo-
retical respectively in eh. L 3 7 ff. and viii. 1
Estius explains *the discourse of wisdom,' gra-
Ham de its qua ad doctrinam religionis acpietatis
spectant disserendi tz causis svpremi*,—as ch. ii.

6f.;—and *the word of knowledge,' he says,
* gratia est disserendi de rebus Christiana religionis,

ex its quss sunt humanm scientist vel ezperienlist."

Alfobd]—To another—i r e p p 61—faith.

—

Not that faith which receives salvation in Christ,
t. e., justifying faith, but a strong confidence in
the Divine omnipotence, or in the power of
Christ, as able to make itself manifest in extra-
ordinary deeds, or to afford and insure help of a
supernatural kind ; or, in other words, a confi-
dence which shall enable a man to perform these
deeds or to afford this help (comp. xiii. 2 ; Matin.

xvii. 20; xxi. 21). Osiander says, "the fides
miraculosa, which could display itself in fervent
effectual prayer, also in extraordinaryjoyfulness
and confidence amid dangers and suflerings, or
in readiness to undergo the same. Bengel de-
fines it as "a very earnest and most present ap-
prehension of Qod, chiefly in His will as to the
effects particularly conspicuous either in the
kingdom of nature or of grace." [Alford says,
44 a faith enabling a man to place himself beyond
the region of mere moral certainty, in the actual
realization of things believed, in a high and un-
usual manner." Hodqb: "A higher measure of
the ordinary grace of faith. Such a faith as
enabled men to become confessors and martyrs,
and which is so fully illustrated in Beb. xi. 38-
40. This is something as truly wonderful as the
gift of miracles "].—To another

—

& 'a 7. 9 6 i—
the gifts of healings.—t. e., for healing divers
diseases, hence the plural lapdrov, of heal-

ings. In one a capacity for healing one class of
diseases, and in another for healing another
class, by word and prayer, and the laying on of
hands (comp. Mark xvi. 18 ; Acts iv. 18, h).—and
to another—a a X y 6 e—the woikings of
miracles.

—

[kveoy^uara, a passive noun, which,
if construed strictly, would denote the things
wrought by miraculous power; Hodge trans-
lates the clause, effects which are miraculous, and
here the effect is put for the cause, viz., the
ability to work miracles]. The miracles here
are of a still different kind from those of healing,
such as the expulsion of devils, raising the dead,
and, according to Calvin and others, judicial in-

flictions also, as in Acts v. 6, 9; according to

Olshausen, operations as in Mark xvi. 18; Acts
xxviii. 6 [the safe handling of serpents and deadly
things]. Meyer understands it of miraculous
effects of all kinds (comp. Acts iv. 80), and not
simply healings. How a speculative rationalism
interprets these charisma or gifts, may be Been
from Dr. Baur's Paulus, p. 669 f. "Faith," he
explains as a peculiarly strong trust in Provi-
dence ; "gift* of healing " mean no more than the
ability to pray with peculiar power and earnest-
ness in behalf of the sick, with more or less as-
surance of their recovery, if they please God;
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and the " operations of miracles," are the proofs

of extraordinary strength of soul and vital

power in respect to the deeper things of Chris-

tianity. The relation of these three charisma to

the Spirit is expressed by three different prepo-

sitions : Sid, through ; Kara, according to ; ev, in.

The phrase— through the Spirit— then desig-

nates the Spirit as the power which mediates the

Divine bestowments,—according to the same
spirit—as the power which disposes and regu-

lates them,—in the same spirit—as the power
in which the oharism is founded.—Distinct from
these three charisms are the two following,—and
to another prophecy, and to another
disoerning of spirits,—the latter correspond-

ing with the former. These cannot in any case

be referred, as by Meyer, to a heroic faith ; for

the prophecy alluded to in Rom. xii. 6, " whether
prophecy, let us prophesy according to the ana-

logy of faith," is of a different sort. Prophecy
here (coinp. xi. 8) means the announcement of

things hidden by means of a Divine revelation or

inspiration—in other words, the ability obtained

by the illumination of the Spirit, or through the

opening of the spiritual vision by Him, to unfold

the onward progress of the kingdom of God,

—

especially itB future developments, or even to

open up the mysteries of the inner and outer life.

The inspiration in this case is not a blind rhap-
sodic excitement, but one united with a clear

self-consciousness and the free exercise of the

faculties (oomp. xiv. 82 f.); and the discourse is

carried on in an exalted and earnest, yet per-

fectly intelligible strain. By the side of this en-
lightening (xiv. 24), awakening, invigorating,

inspiring operation of the Spirit, there stands a
judicial and critical power, " disoerning of Spi-

rits," t. «., an ability to distinguish true prophecy
from the false, in the same or in different sub-
jects,—to discern between the pure inspiration

of the divine Spirit and the impure excitements
either of the natural man or of demoniac agen-
cies—an ability which includes in itself a sus-

ceptibility for prophecy and an ability to enter

into prophetio ecstasy. The demand for such
discrimination is indicated in 1 Thess. v. 21 ; 1

John iv. 1. " [It appears, especially from the

epistles of the Apostle John that pretenders to

inspiration were numerous in the apostolic age.

He therefore exhorts his readers, "to try the

Spirits, whether they be of God ; for many false

prophets are gone out into the world." It was
therefore of importance to have a class of men
with the gift of discernment, who could deter-

mine whether a man was really inspired, or

spoke only either from the impulse of his own
mind or from the dictation of some evil Spirit."

Hodge]. The plural "spirits" is to be referred

either to different agencies at work in prophecy,
viz., the divine, the human, the demonic; or to

the manifold operations of the Spirit and by me-
tonymy, to those inspired by the Spirit. The
correct interpretation is problematical. The enu-
meration concludes,—and to another, divers
kinds of tongues and to another the in-
terpretation of tongues.—By yivij, kinds, he
indicates the diversity there was in the tongues

—

a diversity of race, family, speciesand modes. But
what is meant by the word "tongues" (yk&joai)

is much disputed. L The older exposition pro-

ceeds from the definition language, and appeals
for support to the promise of Christ, Mark xvi. 17
" they shall speak with new tongues" and to the
miracle of Pentecost recorded in Acts ii. It un-
derstands this gift to be an ability to speak in
various unacquired foreign languages under the
influence of the Spirit which for the moment dis-

solved all bounds of language, and transported
the subjects of it into a state of ecstasy, thereby
symbolizing the universality of the Gospel. This
view later commentators have modified ; some ex-
plaining the circumstance to be a speaking or
worshipping in acquired languages, falsely re-
garded as a oharism (Fritxsche); and others as-
serting that by the power of the Spirit these
Christians had been qualified to speak in the
original language—a language which contained
the elements or rudiments of the various his-

torical languages, and was the type of the broad
general character of Christianity (Bilroth).

—

Others, who reject the older interpretation as
not well sustained, partly because of the impos-
sibility of the thing itself, or at least because it

was wholly uncalled for by the circumstances of
the Corinthians, and partly because irreconcila-
ble with the various expressions and statements
of our paragraph fcomp. on chap, xiv.), have
abandoned the meaning language, on the assump-
tion either that the phenomenon at Pentecost
was different in kind from that here spoken of
[that being evidently a speaking in foreign lan-
guages, intelligible to the hearers, while this

needed interpretation], or that the account hi
Acts [being much later than our epistle] was a
perverted tradition of the original facts. But
these interpreters themselves start from differ-

ent significations of the word in question. 1L
Some take it to mean gloeeee, i. «., highly poeiio
words and forms that are obsolete or provincial,
[(a sense in which the term is used by the Greek
grammarians; see Abist. RheU iii. 2. { 14)]
(Bleek): or, uncommon and striking expres-
sions, differing from common usage and partly
taken from foreign languages, employed to assist
the utterance of the Spirit which was struggling
for expression under the stress of overflowing
feelings ( Baur) — an interpretation which is

certainly foreign to theNew Testament, and which
in particular passages is fraught with great dif-
ficulties. III. Others, hold fast to the other
fundamental meaning of the term, viz., tongue at
the organ of epeech. In their view the gift im-
plied the special use of this organ for expression,
1. either in its cruder form, as the babbling of
inarticulate tones [where the tongue moved and
not the lips] (Eichhorn and others) ; or 2. as an
ecstatic speaking in low, scarcely audible, inar-
ticulate words, tones, sounds, whereby the in-
spired Spirit gave vent to itself fWieseler)—

a

view whioh is decisively opposed by chap. xiv.
18; or 3. as an act of worship by means of
ecstatic exclamations, and snatches of hymns
of praise and other outbursts of prayer, where
the tongue no longer served as an organ of con-
scious intelligence, but moved independently and
involuntarily under the impulse of the Spirit (Dr.
Schultz, de Wette, Meyer and others); or 4
as an inspired utterance in which the conscious
intellect was held in abeyance and the spirit of
the worshipper overpowered and ravished by the
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might of the Spirit, gushed forth in words and
sentences involuntarily forced upon him, which
were unintelligible to those of his hearers who
were not possessed of the same inspiration. We
shall revert to this point hereafter, [see chap,

xir.]. Since this speaking with tongues was
unintelligible to the congregation, it was neces-

sarily supplemented by another gift, viz., " the

interpretation of tongues." This was the ability

to translate this unintelligible utterance into a
language known to all, and so to explain its mean-
ing—an ability which implied the power of

bringing the understanding (voir) to bear upon
the meaning of the things wrought by the Spirit,

and thus to consciously apprehend them. This
charism belonged either to the person himself

who spoke with tongues (comp. xiv. 6, 13), or,

as one passage intimates, to a distinct class.

Having thus enumerated the several gifts, he
once more refers in ver. 11 to the one original

principle from which they proceeded, the one-

ness of which is brought out emphatically in the

expression "the one and the same."—All these
things works one and the same Spirit.

—

What he asserted of Qod in ver. 6, he here
ascribes to the Spirit,

—

hepyci, he work*, so that

the Spirit here appears as a creative power—as

the Spirit of God working divinely. As in this

verb we have the import of the prepositions "in"
and " through" (vv. 9 and 8) again brought
out, so that of the other preposition " according
to," ver. 8, is again resumed in the participial

clause,—distributing, etc.—The Spirit is here
represented as a voluntary regulating power, in

terms which show Him to be not a blind energy,

but a self-conscious, intelligent agent.—As he
wills—not arbitrarily, but, inperfect consistency

with classic usage, according to a rational and
discriminating self-determination which decides

its action upon the grounds and purposes of a
divine wisdom and love.—to each one sev-
erally.—in so far as He imparts to each one
something special, so that each one has a charism
of his own by which he is distinguished from
others with their endowments. This is in ac-

cordance with that principle of individualization

which pervades the whole economy of creation.

The divine idea pours itself forth in a rich va-

riety of forms which again combine to supple-

ment each other in the exercise of that same di-

vine love which ruled in their creation. This is

what the apostle further sets forth in an in-

structive analogy, whereby it would seem he
aimed to counteract alike the disparagement as

well as the overestimate of particular gifts

—

shall we add also, the misapprehension of the di-

vineprinciple therein T At any rate there is no ar-

gument here against referring the gifts to a variety

of originating causes or principles (Mosheim).
Van, 12, 13. He here proceeds to explain or

confirm what is stated in ver. 11. The unity of

the in-working Spirit in the variety of His gifts

to the Church corresponds to the unity of the

Church itself in the variety of its members as

typified in our physical organization.* [This

thought is again further developed in ver. 14, so

as to exhibit the organic character of the spi-

ritual gifts, and their supplementary connection
with each other. First, the organic unity of the
church is likened to that of the body, showing
that the unity is one which does not exclude di-

versity, and, on the other hand, diversity as not
conflicting with unity.—For as the body is
one, and yet.—By reason of the contrast be-
tween the one/and the many the nai should be
rendered, and yet,—has many members, and
all members ofthe body.—The word •• body "

is here repeated by way of emphasis, in order to

indicate in advance the unity of the members
amid the plurality,—(although) beingmany

—

no Kb a bvr a—is to be translated concessively,

—

are one body.— Short and pregnant is the
concluding clause,—so also is Christ,—not
Christ in His distinctive personality, but sb in-

cluding the church in Himself as His living or-
ganism. As Augustine says, totus Christus caput
et corpus est. " The whole Christ includes both
head and body." " What the state is in its own
sphere as a moral person possessed of corporate
rights, that the church is in its sphere ; and the
name of its collective personality is Christ." W.
F. Bissau. " In the view of the Apostle, Christ
is the archetype of a new and glorified humanity
as it is developed in the church. Hence the de-
velopment of the Christian Church is nothing less

than the progressive development of the image
of Christ." Nxandsr. (Comp. Eph. i. 28 ; v.

30). That here the plurality constitutes a unity
is exhibited by a reference to the facts by which
a church-life is constituted. The first and fore-

most of these is baptism (comp. Eph. iv. 5)

—

a transaction which involves also the dispensa-
tion of the Spirit (Comp. John i. 88 ; iii. 5

;

Tit iii. 6).—for also.—The nal belongs either

to the whole clause, or to the words immediately

[* The proper definition of an organism Is, a whole con-
sisting of parts which exist and work enrh for all end all for

each : in other words whieh are reciprocally related as means
and end. Bnt snch a constitution can only be effected by
the creative power of some rital principle working from
within in accordance with Its own specific law or norm.

tThis it is which assimilates the material of which the or-

ganism is composed Into one substance, preserves its Iden-

tity amid all changes of form, and its unity through all di-

versity, and establishes and maintains the reciprocal action

of the parts combining them in a sympathetic relation, and
making them tributary both to the well-being of each other
severally, and of the whole. In this respect an organism is

essentially differenced from mechanism, which is something
fashioned and pnt together by a power operating from
without.
Now, since it is of the nature of all life to organise, there

exists a striking analogy between all true organizations

;

and one serves well to illustrate another. The figure, there-

fore, which runs throughout this chapter, rests on an es-

sential analogy. The life of nature as operating in that

most perfect of organisms, the human form very properly

typifies the working of the Spirit of life in constituting the

body of Christ, which is His Church. As might be expected,

however, the latter organisation, in proportion as it is higher,

is more complex and far richer in its combinations and re-

sults. It is not for this reason any the lets a real body, and
all that may be asserted of the former holds literally good
of the latter. The main difference lies in the nature of the

vital principle which assimilates, shapes, and joins together

the Church ofGod The Spirit of life here is a Spirit of

love, yea, is love itself, and the law which regulates its ope-

rations is the divine Word. He who Kees in the Spirit

loves;—The two words are no less identical in their root,

than are the things which they describe. And love is from
its very nature organic. It binds persons together in one
vital communion ; and being an intelligent principle, it

binds them together according to their distinctive qualities

and gifts for the same holy end. Thus does it constitute the

body of Christ,—one complex and glorious whole, connt-

le*s1y diversified in its membership, yet fitly joined together
and compacted by that which every joint supplleth, accord-
ing to the effectual working In the measure of every part,

and growing up Into Him in all things which is the Head,
even Christ].
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following, q. <?., 'the union is not simply by
external bonds, but also through the Spirit/

(Meyer).—in one Spirit have we all been
baptised.—The Spirit is here represented as

the element into which the baptized have been
transferred, and in which as the result of their

baptism they ever after live and more (Acts ii.

88 ; xix. 5, tf).—A further consequence of this

is the formation of one body ;—into one body

—

t. e. f
« so as to become one body ;' or, ' in order to

become one body;* thus stating the object for

which the Spirit wrought in it. The latter is to

be preferred as the simpler form.—whether
Jews or Greek*, bond or free.—Here the

strongest contrasts of national, religious, and
social life are specially mentioned as illustrating

the mighty unific power of the Spirit in abolish-

ing them.—" The higher unity designated is an
all comprehensive one. It does not destroy the

distinctions of race and condition, but it assigns

to them a suitable order, and overcomes them in

their sharp and selfish antagonisms. Jews and
Greeks are to remain Jews and Greeks, yet they

are to subordinate their national peculiarities to

a higher Christian unity." Nbander.—and we
all were made to drink one Spirit.—Rv
irvevfia iirorio&rf ficv, for the construction

of the ace, with a passive verb, see Jelf. § 645,

3, or WiNRR, P. III., J 32, 8; for the omission of

the t I ? info, see critical notes]. This statement

is parallel to the former. Accordingly some
think they discover here a reference to the mys-
tery of the Holy Supper as associated with bap-
tism, [and helping to blend believers into one
body], (oomp. x. 4; xi. 2). This reference is to

be recognized in the reading eif ev irvevfia and tv

irdpa. The objections to this are: 1, thepraete-

rite kiroria&Tffiev were made to drink, [which de-

notes a past event],—and cannot be regarded as

the aorist of custom, since it must be taken ana-

logously with eftaTrTiodijpeVi were baptized; (so

Billroth, Olsh. [Hodge]). 2, the contents of the

clause itself; since nowhere else do we read of
the Lord's Supper, and still less of the drinking

of the cup, as a means of partaking of one
Spirit:—But if a union with Christ is effected in

the Supper, and if the communion of His bodily

life offered up for us cannot be separated from
the communion of His divine life, then must
there be in it also an imparting of the Spirit as

in baptism; and, moreover, since the Spirit is

exhibited to us under the figure of a flowing
stream, e. g. y Mhe outpouring of the Spirit/

Acts ii. ; « the living water which Christ gives,'

John vii. 37, ff. (comp. iv. 14) it was natural
that Paul should select this part of the supper,
and not the eating of the bread as specially in-

dicating our participation in the Spirit. If this

explanation holds, we must then suppose the
aorist k-rrorio&quev to have been used in conformity
with the parallel cPairrlo$ijpevr and because be
was speaking of the participation in the Spirit
not as a continuous act, but as something which,
together with baptism, bad already served to

found the collective life of the church. Both are
completed facts, by means of which the union of
the church has been constituted in the Spirit.

And here we may also distinguish between the
operation of the Spirit laying the foundation of

the work in baptism, and the intimate appropri-

ation of the Spirit through the supper (comp.
Osiander). If we reject the idea of an allusion

to the supper, then We either lose the parallel-

ism with the verb " were baptised," or we must
surrender also the idea of any allusion to the

rite of baptism even here, and explain it simply
of the copious effusion of the 8pirit.* But, at any
rate, it is strange that after he had spoken of the
one Spirit as that on which our being baptised
into one body is founded he should again so em-
phatically speak of participating in the same (is

Meyer : " The reception of the one Spirit in bap-
tism is once more emphatically expressed "). "It
is clear from this passage that Paul considers the

unity of the church not as something formed from
without, but as fashioned from within." Nkahdib.
Vbr. 14-26. The proposition that the unity of

organization includes, rather than excludes, a

plurality of membership, is next carried out in

relation to the Human body, and that too in a
way to suggest practical instructions in respect

to the organization of spiritual gifts in the

church. The first lesson is a dissuasive against

discontent on account of the smallness of the

gift, and against a consequent disposition to

withdraw from the church either in jealousy or

in self-disparagement, as though persons so

feebly endowed could do nothing towards inte-

grating the body. The several members are here
introduced as holding colloquy to this effect in a

highly dramatic style. Something like this is to

be found in the apology of Mbnekius Agbippa;
Livy, II., { p. 32.—For the body is not one
member, but many.—["The word « member'
means a constituent part, having a function of
its own. It is not merely a multiplicity of parts

that is necessary to the body ; nor a multiplicity

of persons that is necessary to the church ; bat,

in both cases, what is required is a multiplicity

of members in the sense just stated. No one of

these is complete in itself. Each represents
something that is not so well represented in the

others. Each has its own function to exercise,

and work to perform, which could not so well be
accomplished without it. It is only when the

hand undertakes to turn the foot out of the body
that the foot is bound in self-defence, and for the
good of the whole, to defend itsTights." Hodge].

—

If the foot shall say, Beoanse I am not a
hand, I am not ofthe body; it is not there-
fore not of the body. The final clause ov
irapa roi*ro oitK i&rtv kx fob o6ftaro? f

may be either taken as a question [Alford,

Hodge]; in which' case the double negative

would be equivalent to a single one, [Winik {

[* So Hodge, who argues strenuously against supposing
any allusion in this passage!to either of the sacraments. And
it must be confessed that the thought of such an allusion

does not readily occur to the mfnd of a common reader.

Scripture abounds in soon figures aa are here used without
any possible reference either to the rite of baptism, or, of the
Lord's supper (comp., Matth. fu\ 2; John f. 88; John vii.

87). Tet the fact must be noted that the great body of a»-
Hent and early modern commentators, e. p., Luther, Bean*
Calvin. Henry, Scott, interpret as Kling does, and all later

ones of Sacramentarian proclfvUles like Wordsworth. AJ-
ford maintains an allusion to baptism only, in both the ex-
pressions in accordance with Ofarya. Theoph. Beagel. Rttck-

ert, de Wette, Meyer, and others; while Barnes denies this,

or maintains only the allusion to the supper in the second.

The case hardly admits of being decided by argument, aa4-

will continue to be determined In accordance with the feel,

tags and original preferences of different individuals. See
SoHLBUSNia'8 Lem. XL, p. 671].
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59, 8 b.] f and this would indeed be a more lively

way of constructing the sentence; but whether
grammatically allowable is doubtfui Or it may
be taken as an affirmative clause, in which case,

then, the ovk iariv would form a distinct idea

:

* it is not on that account not of the body.' [So
Stanley, Lachm., Billr., Ruck.].

—

napd tovto [in-

stead of the more common 6ta tovto] on this ac-

count, or more literally, 'alongside of this.'

[Jslf. Greek Or.
t J6S7,III. 8, <*.]—If the ear

shall say because I am not the eye, I mm
not of the body, it is not therefore not of
the body.—As in comparison with the foot the

hand is the nobler member, so is the eye in compa-
rison with the ear. It is the hegemonical (1iyep6~

rmo+) or directing part of the body. The hand
and foot denote the higher and lower gifts of ser-

vice; the eye and the ear, the intellectual gifts.

Particular explanations here are in any case

questionable. [" The obvious duty here incul-

cated is that of contentment. It is just as un-
reasonable and absurd for the foot to complain
that it is not the hand, as for one member of the

church to complain that he is not another ; that

is, for a teacher to complain that he is not an
apostle; or for a deaconess to complain that she
is not a presbyter ; or for one who had the gift

of healing to complain that he had not the gift

of tongues. This, as the Apostle shows, would
destroy the very idea of the church." Hodgx].
That this undervaluation of the lesser gifts, and
this excessive or exclusive estimate of the more
notable gifts was altogether improper, is next
shown from the fact that were the latter to exist

alone, the body of Christ would lack some of its

most essential functions.—If the whole body
were an eye, where were the hearing ?
If the whole were hearing, where were
the smelling ? A gradation is here observed
from the higher to the lower. In the terms
•* hearing " and " smelling " the organs are de-

signated according to their functions
;
[or per-

haps we might better say the functions are
specified in order to set forth the importance of

the organ through which they are performed.
"The application of this idea to the church is

plain. It also requires for its existence a diver-

sity of gifts and offices. If all were apostles,

where would be the Church T " or where the dia-

etmate, or where the eldership?] In contrast

with the condition of things arising from this

one-sided estimate of particular gifts he next
exhibits the nature of a true organization as

ordained by God.—But now,—t. <?., as the case

actually stands,—God set

—

f&ero, not * made/
but set, i. e., gave them a position, and a desti-

nation in accordance with it The divine pur-

pose here presents a silent contrast to the proud
and selfish views and wishes of men as being
one of perfect love and wisdom.—the members
each one of them,—the latter expression is

added in order to cut off all thought of exception

in any particular.—in the body, as it hath
pleased him.— [t. «-., it is not man's fancy that

here rules, but the will of Him whose wisdom
and right are unquestionable. In rebelling there-

fore against our place and appointment we are
virtually rebelling against the Creator and right-

ful Disposer of all things].—And if they were
all one member, where were the body?

—

The exclusive maintenance of one organ virtu-
ally destroys the whole organism

; [and this na-
turally reacts to the prejudice of the organ itself:

for where is the use or even the digniiy of the
organ without the body to which it is attached ?]—Bnt now are they indeed many mem-
bers, but one body.—This is the character of
all proper organisation—plurality in unity.—
He next in ver. 21 rebukes the pride of the more
highly gifted, and refutes their vain conceit of
the dispensableness of the lesser gifts to them.—

-

and the eye cannot.— ov dbvarat, not
44 may not," but absolutely cannot, because the
hand is really indispensable to the eye,—say
to the hand, I have no need of thee : nor
again the bead to the feet, I have no
need of yon.—[He here exhibits " the mutual
dependence of the members of the Church. The
most gifted are as much dependent on those less

favored as the latter are on the former. Pride,
therefore, is as much out of place in the Church
as discontent" Hodge]. In contrast with the
negative he next sets forth the positive side of
the fact.—Nay, much more, those members
of the body, which seem to be weaker,
are necessary :—The adverbial phrase "much
more" does not belong to the adjective "neces-
sary," q. d., 'much more necessary,* as this

would involve an unsuitable thought ; but to the
whole clause, and carries the logical sense offar
rather. The specific class of members here al-

luded to it is neither possible nor necessary to

decide upon. T" They are best left undefined,
as the Apostle has left them." Starlet]. He
certainly cannot mean the eye or the head, be*
cause of what is said in ver. 21 ; neither could
he intend to term the hands and the feet as
seemingly weaker than the eye or the head.
Other suppositions, such as that the brain and
vitals were here alluded to [Hodge], are wholly
uncertain

;
[at least, they are not naturally sug-

gested]. To translate aatieveorepa by smaller, is

unwarrantable. [Alford understands by the
phrase in question, "those members which in

each man's caBe appear to be the inheritor* of
disease, or to have incurred weakness. By this

very fact their necessity to Him is brought out
much more than that of the others." But what-
ever may have been the specific thing had is
view by the Apostle, the lesson is plain. The
very weakliest in the Church—whether it be in
body, mind, or estate—have their use, and are
not to be despised or overlooked. The sick, if

they cannot work, can pray. The poor are need-
ful to the eliciting of charity. And the children,

however helpless, cannot be spared from the fold,

for they are the hope of the future].—and
those members which we think to be*

more dishonorable.—It would be natural here
to think of the arms, feet, and ears which peo-
ple are wont to adorn with all kinds of orna-
ments. [But is there not an emphasis laid on
the expression 'we think/ and a force in the

term artft&repa, which point to other parts of the

body which sin only has associated with a sense

of shame, and which we are therefore more care-

ful to honor by ooncealment ?]—on them we
bestow the more abundant honor,—t. «.,

by means of clothing or adornment. ["It is

observed by Raphelius that rifup ireptrt&kvai
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266 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

signifies in general to give honor; but in this

passage by a metonymy, to cover over vnlh a gar-

ment that which, if seen, would have a disagree-

able and unseemly appearance, and this is a
kind of honor put upon them"]. The word
irepiTf&kvai often denotes dress (Matt, xxvii. 28

;

Gen. xxvii. 16ff. ["by which passage rlfofv may
possibly have been suggested since it is here used

by the LXX. for a covering of eyes." Stan-
ley]). — and oar uncomely parts have
more abundant comeliness.—What are here

meant cannot be doubted. [If the second expla-

nation given above be the true one, we have here

simply an expansion of the statement just pre-

ceding]. Our uncomely parts reoeive a more
decorous regard than the other members, inas-

much as they are more carefully clothed as a
matter of propriety. With all this he gives us
to understand that the lesser gifts in the Church
are not to be lightly esteemed and neglected

;

but should be treated with the greater consider-

ation and care, because they are indispensable

to the whole body, and the honor of the Church
depends no less on the proper care of these than
does the honor of the body upon the adorning
of the less honorable, or the veiling of the un-
comely members. [**It is an instinct of grace
to honor most those members of the Church who
least attract admiration." Hodob]. By way of
completeness he adds,—For onr comely parts
have no need:—t e., to have such oare be-

stowed on them. [They are in fact in a measure
neglected. The face goes uncovered, the hands
and often the feet are left bare, because their

exposure involves no disgrace].—Bnt God
hath tempered the body together,—There
are two constructions here: 1. That of Lach-
mann and Meyer, who take this clause as directly
antithetic to what precedes, and put only a comma
after lx tL- 1Q ^i8 caae tf^«v would be de-

pendent on ov xP eiav *X ei t &nd stand in

contrast with 6 #lor, so as to read: 'our
uncomely parts have no need of us ; but God
hath,' etc. Such a construction, however, would
not conform to the analogy of ra aox4fi0va
jfiuv [and it is rejected by Alford, Stanley, and
Wordsworth.] Or 2., which is preferable, a
period may be put after ix ei* *>na> tne clause may
be regarded as a more comprehensive statement

of the relation of the members to each other in

their higher destination and composition, in

contrast with the view previously taken of them
separately, and presenting the whole from a
teleological stand-point. 'A XX a, but, would
then have a strongly adversative meaning.—[In
his reference to the work of " God " he takes us
back to the original creation of man, and points

to the primitive constitution of things]. 2t>ve-

icipaoev indicates such a mutual adjustment
of the parts in the body as shall counterbalance
differences, so that one part shall qualify another.

So Kepdvwfu is used to denote a tempering of
parts by mixture ; then, a pleasant harmonizing
of contrasts bringing out from them an agree-

able manifoldness and interchange, (compare
Passow I. 2, p. 1707).—By way of more exaot

definition he adds,— having given more
abundant honor to that whioh lacked.

—

t. «., by making the uncomely parts essential to

the well-being of the rest, and by diffusing a

common life to all the members, so as to bring
them into close sympathy one with another, and
awaken in each an interest for all according to

their several characters and conditions.—The
object of this is next stated.—in order that
there may be no schism in the body ;—
t. e.j through the neglect of the inferior mem-
bers on the part of the superior ones ; or by the
separation of the subordinate ones from the
ruling members, because of their not receiving
that consideration and care which is due to them
as members of one body. There is an allusion
here to the schisms in the Corinthian Church,
whose influence was felt also in the matter of
the gifts in so far as they served to undermine
or weaken the common fellowship.—but that
the members should care one for another.
—The use of the plural fiepifivaatv after a
neut. plural nominative, is owing to the fact of
his having personified the members.

—

The same,
rd avr 6> i. «., in a harmony that is opposed to

all schism by virtue of which each member has
the same interest in charge, viz,, the well being
of all the rest. This thought is expressed still

further by setting forth the mutual participation
of all in the good or bad condition of the others
severally, (comp. Rom. xii. 16).—And whether
one member suffer, all the members suf-
fer with it ;—The verbs here fall away from
their dependence on Iva, so as to indicate that
the divine purpose before spoken of has already
been realized. The conjunction "and" joins
this lightly and yet closely to the final clauses,
and to the main verb preceding, as a consequence
resulting of itself, or establishing the truth of
the case. The sympathy here spoken of implies
not merely a common sense of the injury inflicted

upon any one, but also an active effort to abate
the pain and remove the cause. In this way the
care, which one should take for the other, is pro-
perly carried out — or one member be
honored, all the members rejoice with
it.—The honor here may be that which is con-
ferred by apparel and ornament, and the like,

as well as by the recognition of the beauty,
strength, or utility thus obtained, on the part of
the others (Meyer).—The • rejoicing* is that
satisfaction and sense of common well-being
which arises by virtue of the organic connection
between the members. But from this it does not
follow that do^etr&at is=bene et feUciter haberi,
41 to be in prosperity and happiness" [Calvik].
Rather we might here suppose him to mean that
fine development whioh ensues as the result of
human care and divine providence (Osiander).
On the whole, however, we had better abide by
the common interpretation which well suits the
personification employed, and the more so, be-
cause he is just passing over to the practical
application. The Romish expositors with great
impropriety deduce from the expression * rejoice
with ' the doctrine of an overflow of merit from
the saints upon the rest of the Church.—It is

obvious from what has been said that Paul here
meant to mortify the pride of the Corinthians
who boasted of their more noted gifts, and did
not take to heart the welfare or the suffering of
the Church and its members.

Vers. 27, 28. He goes on to apply what has
been said concerning the human body to his
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readers as a church of Christ, composed of indi-

vidual members.—Now ye are the body of
Christ—ff&fia xP l *rovi nQi a °°dy of

Christ, as though the churches were severally

regarded as distinct bodies of Christ; rather

each church is taken to represent the body of

Christ, t. *., the whole of Christendom. Analo-
gous to vdoc *«*, iti. 6 [see Wiitbb, } XIX., 2 *.].

The figure of the church as Christ's body fre-

quently occurs, Eph. i. 28; ii. 16; iv. 4, 12, 16;
v. 2S, 80; eomp. Col. i. 18, 24; ii. 19; Hi. 16.

Of this body Christ is the ruling and quickening
Head.—and members in particular.—This
he adds to distinguish the individuals from the

whole church collectively ; sinoe they, in their

several capacities only, oould be regarded as

members. The expression kit ftkpovq maybe
rendered either individually m particular, as else-

where Kara fitpo? and ewl pkpoo$ ; or, as a more
exact qualification, propordonaUlUy according to

the share which each one has in the body of
Christ, according to his place and function in the

eolleetive organism (Meyer and Osiander) . The
former rendering is obviously the mere correct.

To explain this clause of local churches as ports
of the whole church, or of those more spiritually

endowed, as if they exclusively were members of
the church, is altogether untenable. This gene-
ral application is now unfolded in detail. Pass-
ing from the simple division expressed by
efr C p. i v to a statement of orders in their seve-

ral gradations ; hence no oflc 6k follows (as in

Eph. iv. 11).—And aome God aet in the
enureA

—

i. e., the church as a whole, because of
the mention of Apostles who were preeminent
over the whole body.—first apoetlea—being
possessed of the fulness of all gifts. These oc-

cupy the highest rank (oomp. on L 1). They in-

clude not merely the original twelve, but Paul
also, who, in consequence of the direct calling of
Christ, occupied the same position towards the
churches converted from heathenism, which the
ethers did towards the churches converted from
the Jews. But whether Barnabas and the like

are to be included also, is less certain. [These
have no successors, not even in the bishops, who
are supposed to be their spiritual lineage.

"They were the immediate messengers of
Christ, rendered infallibleas teachers and rulers
by the gift of plenary inspiration." Hodge}.
Next follow those who are limited to particular
gifts, and are only indirectly called—aeoondly
propheta, thirdly teaohere.—These are dis-

tinguished just as the gift of inspired utterance
throng* a direct revelation (oomp. on ver. 9) af-

fording deeper glances into the spirit world, is

distinguished from the acquired ability for
calmly unfolding Christian truth and furthering
its comprehension. While, as a general rule, the
prophet* (as well as the evangelists, Eph. iv. 11)
occupy a more extended sphere of labor, standing
in this respect more nearly to the Apostles
(coavp. Acts xv. 82), the teachers usually dis-

charged their functions in particular churches
(Eph. iv. 11). We find the two classes also as-
sociated in Acts xiii. 1 ; but here those are in*

eluded under the term teachers, who were called
to a mere comprehensive rangeof duty. Out of
the above mentioned gifts the teacher possessed
preeminently " the word of knowledge."— From <

17

the concrete he next passes over into the ab-
stract, designating not persons, but offices (re-

versing Rom. xii. 6 flf.) ; not because there was a
lack of concrete terms, but for the sake of
change. Nbandbe says, however : " because
the gifts he proceeds to enumerate were not so
definitely and continuously connected with cer-
tain persons," ["but were granted promiscuously
to all orders in the church." Axfobd}.—after
that miraelea,—so. i&ero in the sense of idWv,
sues.—after that gifts of healings,—See on
ver. 9.—helpa, governments,—The mention
of these supplements snd ills out the catalogueof
ver. 8 ff. The things themselves belong to the
more practical departments of church life. The
former (oomp. 2 Mace viil. 19; Sir. xi. 12, and
the verb Luke i. 64 ; Acts xx. 86) denotes such
assistance as is rendered by the diaoonate for

the relief of the poor and sick, efc.; and the se-

cond, the functions of church administration and
polity as discharged by elders, bishops, pasters,

rulers, presidents, or moderators. To refer the
former to the higher department of government,
because it stands first [as Stanley does, who
says : " avrtX^tCf as used in the LXX., is not
(like Stattovia) help ministered by an inferior to

a superior, but by a superior to an inferior (see

Ps. lxxxix. 18; Eeoles. xi. 12; li. 7) "], com-
ports neither with the meaning of the word, nor
with the circumstances of the primitive church

;

besides, the order of rank was given up, when
the employment of abstract terms began.—lastly
divers kinds of tonguea.—This is mentioned
last, not for the purpose of assigning the over-

estimated gift to the lowest place ; for, as just

said, the order of rank is not strictly followed in

the enumeration ; but rather because of its sin-

gularity (Meyer), or because he has to deal with
this especially in his subsequent exposition (Osi-

ander).—He passes over the gifts of * interpreta-

tion of tongues ' and ' discernment of spirits,'

but mentions them again in ver. 80, where, how-
ever, 'helps and governments' are omitted.

Were it desirable now to classify the gifts and
offices specified in this chapter, we might ar-

range them thus: 1. The gifts of knowledge, of
word and of doctrine, et*., " the word of wis-
dom," "the word of knowledge," "teachers,"
"prophets," and "the discerning of spirits;"

2. Gifts of power and deed, oie., " miracles " and
"healings*" with their root, "faith;" 8. Gifts

of practical life, vu., "helps" snd "govern-
ments ;" 4. Gifts of ecstatic inspiration and ut-

teranoe, eta,, " divers kinds of tongues " supple-

mented by " the interpretation of tongues." We
might perhaps put under the same head " pro-
phecy and "speaking with tongues," together -

with the gifts belonging to these, viz., gifts of di-

rect inspiration manifesting itself, partly with a .

clear ielf-consciousness, as in prophecy, supple-

mented with the power of discernment for its •

eclsiroissemeut and the maintenance of its purity;

and partly, in ecstasy with unintelligible utter-

ance, t. «., speaking with tongues, supplemented,
with interpretation for the purpose of church
edification, and so for the attainment of the

great end for which all gifts were given—the ge-
neral profit. To reckon the Apostles among the-

first class (Meyer), is hardly fit, since, in accord-
ance with their high comprehensive position in
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the church, they embraced all the gifts in their

possession. It must be affirmed, however, that

more or less uncertainty must always attend

this matter of classification, since there must
have been a combination of different gifts often-

times in the same person, e. g., the word of wis-

dom and prophecy.*
Vers. 29-31. He continues his application,

pronouncing still further against all exclu-

sive regard for particular gifts; since it was
impossible for all to have one alone, but diversity
or distribution were necessary.—Are all apos-
tles ? are all prophets ? are all teachers ?
are all miracles ?—It is debated whether the

last (Svv&fietg) is in the nominative or objective

governed by have (ixovotv) in the next clause,

which, were this so, would occupy a remark-
able place in the series of questions. If, how-
ever, it be nominative, it is the abstract term
for the conorete— ' workers of miracles' (eomp.
Acts viii. 10; Col. i. 16; Rom. viii. 88), just as

we call men of great power, powers.—-do all

speak with tongues? do all prophesy?
["As in the body all is not eye, or all ear, so

in the church all have not the same gifts and offi-

ces. These God distributes as He pleases ; all

are necessary and the recipients of them are
mutually dependent. None must be discontented,

none must boast" Hodge]. Next follows an ex-
hortation.—Bat—i. «., though all gifts have their

value and are conferred by God, yet some are
more valuable than others,—be zealous for

—

such can only be the meaning of the verb £ y-

lovre, as in xiv. 1, 89.—the better gifts,

—

or according to another reading (see critical

notes)—the greater gifts.—By these he means
those best suited to the attainment of the object

of all gifts (ver. 7). This is a remarkable in-

junction when viewed in the light of ver. 11,

where the Spirit is said to «* distribute unto each
man severally as He will." To reconcile the
seeming inconsistency some interpret the 'gifts'

here to mean moral Christian virtues, such as
faith and love, which ought to be sought by all

;

but this is contrary to the use of the word in this

epistle, and also to the context and the exposition

which follows. Others interpret ^rjXovre as
denoting seal in improvement of the gifts be-
stowed, contrary to xiv. 1, 89 (Joel ii. 18 ; Zach.
1, 14; viii. 2; 2 Sam. xxi. 2, do not belong here).

Others, again, translate this verb as in the indi-

cative, q. d., 'ye in your opinion are seeking ;'

others, as a question continuous of that in ver.

[* 8CHAFP proposes " a psychological classification, on the
basis of the three primary facultkt of the sottf—they all be-
ing capable and in need of sanctiflcatlon, and the Holy
Ghost in (act leering none of them ontouched, but turning
them all to the edification of the church. With this corre-
sponds also the classification according to the different
branchet of the church life, ia which the activity of one or
the other of these faculties thus supernaturally elevated
predominated. This would give us three classes of eharisms

:

(1) those which relate especially to feeUnguai worthy; (2)
those which relate to knowledge and thtoUxp; (3) those
which relate to will and church government. To the gifts of
feeling belong speaking with tongues, Interpretation of
tongues, and inspired prophetic discourse; to the theoreti-
cal class, or gifts of intellect, belong the eharisms of wisdom
and of knowledge, of teaching and of discerning spirits ; to
the practical class, or gifts of will, the eharisms of ministra-
tion, of government and of miracles. Ihith lies back of all,

as the motive power, taking up the whole man and bringing
all his faculties into contact with the Divine Spirit, and un-
der His influence and control "].

29, and regarding both as implying rebuke. Bat
thU does not suit; since in what follows nothing
is set over against the thing rebuked ; for the

conjunction which follows is koX not 6i. Nor yet

is thereany need of such a construction. Neither
can we construe the verb as implying merely a

wish, desire or prayer ; for this is contrary to

the meaning of the word.—Paul is here speak-
ing of the duty of cultivating in ourselves those

powers and qualities which may be sanctified

and exalted into eharisms by the power of the

Spirit, [" and we may notice that the greater
gifts, those of prophecy and teaching, consisted
in the inspired exercise of contcwu* faculties in

which culture and diligence would be useful ac-

cessories." Alfoed ] . This of course is far dif-

ferent from the effortwhioh the Pantheistsmake to

turn the exercises of their own spirits into a sort

of divine revelation. What is inculcated is

simply the preparation of the mind which fits it

for the divine blessing, just as tillage prepares
the Boil for the genial influences of the sky.
" Paul everywhere presupposes that the divine

operation can never take place in man without
a cooperating receptivity on his part." Nkax-
dbr. That this endeavor should not be directed

out of vanity to gifts less valuable because less

subservient to the one great end of edification,

but rather to those which are preeminent in this

respect, does not conflict with that unenvying con-
tentment whioh he had inculcated above ; and it

is in any oase more in conformity with the mean-
ing of the word £ p A o v r e than if we said with

Osiander, that it referred more to the exercise

of the gifts already had, than to the seeking for

them, whether we regard the exhortation as di-

rected to the church as a whole which regulated
the employment of the gifts, or to the individuals,

endowed with them.—In this endeavor for the

best gifts a vigorous spiritual life and a pious
teal for furthering the common welfare are apt
to show themselves. This is indicated in what
follows, when we are told that this seal is dis-

played in the way of love which is the true guide
of all these endeavors. As Neandbr says : "Paul
shows us that the best way for discovering the

better gifts is through love. In his estimation

love is the standard by which the worth of the
gifts is to be determined."—And yet—besides
exhorting you to be thus zealous—I show onto
yon a very excellent way.—«a#' inrep-
flo%i)v belongs to ddbv, way, in the sense of

inrepixotxjav, superior, very excellent, as explained
by Chrys. and Theoph., entirely in accordance
with Greek usage. Bengel says : viam maxim*
vialem. If we connect it with the verb as in

some versions, it yields no fitting sense, whether
we translate it * abundantly/ or 'in a remark-
able manner;' it would be a rare compliment to

his own mode of instruction ;—nor yet can we
take the phrase comparatively Amore exeeUmt,*

as exalting love above the eharisms (Rfickert

[and the E. V.]), or as implying something su-

perior to being zealous for the best gifts. For
this the context affords no warrant. ["The idea
is not that he intends to show them a way that
is better than seeking gifts, but a way par ex-

cellenceU* obtain those gifts." Hodgi. 8o also

Alford.]
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CHAP. XII. 259

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Christianity superior to heathenism in the matter

of truth and its teste. In heathenism there rules

a dark and soul-darkening power by which its de-

votees are blindly impelled. There they have no
revelation—no Spirit diffusing life and light, but

only beguiling error and the treachery of priest-

craft and soothsaying, of oracles and magic.

There everything tQnds to keep down the people

in a state of childish ignorance and benighted

dependence. Precisely the opposite of this is

seen in Christianity—the truth and radiance,

the light and life of the Divine Spirit; hence

also an elevation to maturity and independence

;

hence the free offer of tokens by which to test

the truth. For a Christian is one who is said to

know why and in whom he believes ; who does

not suffer himself to accept the fair show of higher

powers without ascertaining the real character of

what thus challenges his confidence and seeks to

influence him—what it aims at, and whence and
with what authority it comes. He is one fur-

nished with a sure token of truth in the relation

which anything sustains to Christ—that Being
from whom ail spiritual light and life descend.
Whatever tends to disparage Christ, or His
words, or His merits, or His exclusive availability

for our religious well being—whatever tends to

set aside His person as He was originally exhib-

ited to us, and as He insists on being regarded
both by His own declaration and that of His ac-

credited heralds—whatever tends to the denial

of His absolute worth for us, and of His un-
rivalled dignity in Himself, can never proceed
from the Spirit of God. On the contrary, what-
ever tends directly to glorify Christ and to con-

firm His truth, and to maintain His saving
power—whatever exalts Him as the all-suffi-

cient Savior and the absolute trust-worthy Lord
—whatever conducts to Him and ascribes to Him
the honor in all things—this is of the Spirit.

By such tokenB are the operations of the Spirit

of God ascertained ; to these can we confidently

hold fast and thus be furthered in knowledge and
in all true piety.

[Herein we see the perfect concurrence be-

tween Christ and the Holy Ghost, and how they

beer witness to each other. The Holy Ghost
testifies of Christ, and the genuineness of His
testimony is ascertained by its relation to what
we already know of Christ in His Word].

2. Nature and grace eeeentiallg harmonious and
analogous. If by nature we understand human
life as withdrawn from the controlling power of

the Divine Spirit, and hence as godless and sin-

ful (as the word is sometimes used), then is there

between this and grace the strongest antagonism.
Bat they stand together in most perfect corres-

pondence when we consider nature as creaturely

life, disposed and ordered by the Creator's will.

This, so far as it is organised and develops itself

in the power of that will, furnishes a fit substra-

tum for all renewing and sanctifying influences

that are to fashion it in harmony with the Divine

idea. Of these influences the chief is that which

we denominate grace, i. «., Divine love in its re-

deeming and healing power; and this in its rela-

tion to nature is a salutary and not a destructive

or disturbing force. This truth is clearly mani-
fested in the gifts of the Holy Ghost. In these

we discover a spiritual organization which has
its proper analogon in our physical organization.

Here there is one whole—a totality consisting of
various parts, mutually supplementing and
serviug each other, all harmoniously articulated

by one common principle, and working for one
and the same end—the preservation of our natural
life. And so, too, is that spiritual organization
one perfect whole, consisting of manifold powers
which, with their functions and operations, have
all the same vital principle, viz., the one Spirit,

the one Lord, the one God ; and they operate for

the same end, etz., the increase of the body of

Christ. For this reason they are joined together
in mutual supplementation and subserviency, as

are likewise those who exercise them—persons
endowed with manifold capacities of soul and
body. These, by virtue of that one Spirit actu-

ating them from within, are all members of the

church,—each one indeed constituting with his

own specialty one self-included whole
;
yet by

the energy of the Divine love, which is shed
abroad through them all, each is united with the

rest, bo that each specialty with its own peculiar

qualities quickened by the Spirit, serves and
helps the others, forming together with them one
higher complex life. This specialty consists in

the peculiar activity or spontaneous movement
of one particular kind of natural talents, while
the rest remain in a passive or recipient state;

so that in respect to the former there is a direct

proffer of good, a furnishing of aid, while in re-

spect to the latter there is a need of help, and a
condition to partake of the good which the others

have to bestow through their particular advan-
tages. In this way a rich manifold spiritual life

is produced. The advantage which each one
possesses belongs in like manner to all the

rest.

In this communion the apparently insignificant

member is raised by a fellowship with the higher,

since it partakes of the gifts which the higher
enjoys, according to its own capacity; and it in

turn comes to their aid, and is by them acknow-
ledged and esteemed as indispensable. Thus a
beautiful temperamtntum—a balancing of parts

—

ensues which gives to the whole a harmonious
character. The high looks not down scornfully

upon the low ; nor does the low look up enviously

at the high, or fling itself away in self-contempt.

But each rejoices in the society of members
whom it can in some way assist with its own
gift

In this spiritual organization, however, that

mutual concurrence which in the natural body
goes on instinctively and unconsciously, is main-
tained with a clear, intelligent self-determina-

tion, and in the exercise of a conscious love, and
through a sense of church union, that goes on

unfolding itself in wishes and efforts for the

common good, all having their common principle

in that faith which recognizes and honors God's

gifts wherever seen, and seeks to improve them
according to the Divine intent

3. Spiritual gifts—their distinctive character. In

these gift8 our natural dispositions and talents

are so possessed by the Spirit as to recover their

original condition and use, as formed in accord
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260 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

ance with the Divine image. This possession bj
the Spirit results, partly, in giving to any talent

already cultivated only a new direction towards
the highest end, viz,, the kingdom of God, so

that its capacities are exercised within this

sphere; thus the matter on which it acts is

changed, and its form also somewhat modified;

and, partly, in arousing a slumbering talent to

action, so that it appears as something new
which the Spirit of Christ has for the first time

summoned forth. In thus awakening and sanc-

tifying our natural talents, the Spirit acts as a
voluntary agent, according to His own free will,

directed with reference to the necessities of the

church or of the individual, so that no one
deemed worthy of so gracious a gift, can pride

himself by reason of it, and no one on whom a
lesser gift has been bestowed, has occasion to

complain of himself.

The various endowments, however, stand re-

lated to the manifold forms and powers of our
natural life. In one person an intuitive know-
ledge is awakened and fashioned into an ability

to apprehend profoundly and comprehensively
the plans and purposes of God's providence. In
another, a capaoity for investigation and scien-

tific statement is awakened and directed towards
the highest problems of human thought. In
another, the shaping power of imagination—an
ability to speak in a vivid and glowing style, is

employed and sanctified to set forth the myste-
ries of the kingdom of God and its future deve-

lopments, or the hidden experiences of the in-

ward life. In another, the critical, analytic

power is so enlightened that it is enabled to se-

parate between the true and the false in religious

things, discerning between genuine spiritual in-

fluences, and spurious excitements. In another,

the energies of the will are roused, so that by
taking hold believingly on the Divine omnipo-
tence as proffered in the promises, it can, through
prayers and strong consolations, work out su-

perhuman results, heal diseases, relieve infirmi-

ties, and oreate or remove whatever needs to be
established or put away for the glory of God and
the interests of His kingdom. To these we may
add a talent for all sorts of charitable service in

rendering timely and suitable aid to the poor,

the sick, and the distressed. And finally, a talent

for governing within a greater or lesser sphere
with all circumspection, and power, and energy,
and patience, according to the requirements of

times and persons. In all this there exists a
wealth of spiritual operations and a copiousness

of moral tasks, through the performance of which
the highest ethical work of art is brought to its

completion. There is here a Divine operation

running through every thine and determining
our natural life in its manifold capacities, which,

however, as the operation of a personal God in

beings destined to a personal life, is one which
develops a free individual action, and is glorified

by it.

[4. One peculiarity of the Gospel, as contrasted
with the law, is, that church office* presuppose spi-

ritual endowment*; the office falling not, as of

old, to the next casual successor, but to those

qualified for it; and the qualifications springing
directly from Christ, present by His Spirit in

the midst of His people. The warrant for exer-

cising the office is, in the first instance, and be-

fore it is any thing elBe, the possession of the

gifts of the Spirit, who, in this matter, refuses to

be tied to any external prescription, and divideth

to every man severally as He will. See Littox,
Church of Christ, p. 872 ff.].

[5. Gifts and office* not commensurate eitker in

number or kind. The gifts were numerous, be-

stowed in accordance with the necessities of

particular times and circumstances. Some were
transient and some permanent, but the offices,

with the exception of that of the Apostles, are

permanent ; and what they are is to be ascer-

tained from other portions of Scripture. Hence
it must be supposed that several gifts were con-

ferred upon the same individual, and that they

were exercised often by private persons, without

any official authority, but under the simple war-
rant of possessing the gift].

[6. The gift* with which (he early believers were

endowed were all earnests of the promised Redemp-
tion,—pledges presented to the church at its

very start, of the final victory which it will

achieve over the whole realm of nature, when its

true idea as the kingdom of God shall be fully

realized, and all things shall be made subject to

it in Christ. They were at the same time designed
to be signs unto the world of the presence of a

Divine power in the church, demanding of it faith

and homage; and must ever be had in the

church according to the exigencies of her posi-

tion—some permanent, some transient. See Ed-
ward Irvino's Discourse on The Church with

its endowment of Holiness and Power. Collected

writings, Vol. V. p. 450ff.].

[7. The doctrine of the Trinity. In this chapter,

especially in vv. 3, 4, 6, 12, 13, 27, 28, we have
the three factors of the Christian Godhead plainly

brought to view : L in their diversity, under sep-

arate names and functions ; II. in their perso-

nality as acting with conscious intelligence ; IIL
in their unify, as testifying of each other, per-

forming parts of the same great work, and all

carrying the attributes of divinity, yet in such a
way that there are not three Gods, but one God.
Thus we have God the Father, the first Source
and Operator of all spiritual influences, and in

relation to Him these influences are called *• op-

erations ;" God the Son, the Lord of the Church,
and the Ordainer of all the ministries therein by
which these influences are brought into exer-

cise; and in relation to Him they are termed
"ministrations ;" God the Holy Ghost, proceed-
ing from the Father through the Son, dwelling
in and animating and sanctifying and binding to-

gether the whole church into one body—one living

organism, and imparting to each member such
measure of power and grace as pleases Him;
and so in relation to Him these influences are
termed " gifts." Thus we have the Trinity in

unity shown to underlie the whole work of Re-
demption in its original plan and continued exe-

cution].

Obs.:—The subject of speaking with tongues
is reserved for further inquiry, and has not
therefore been taken under consideration in
these comments.

HOMELBTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Stabkb :

—

Ysk. 1. Gifts of miracles, and gifts

for sanctification are to be distinguished ; witk
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CHAP. XIL 261

the former not only apostlee, but also many be-
lievers have been endowed for the sake of win-
ning unbelievers ; but the latter are necessary
for all, in order to faith, love, and the worthy
exercise of all Christian virtues.—Ver. 2. Well
is it for him who knows what he has been, what
he is, and what he shall be.—To think of our
origin, and our former state, incites to humility,

and keeps us from becoming elated with the gifts

we have received (Chap. iv. 7; Gen. xxxii. 10).

Hkd :—Ver. 8. He who honors and confesses

Christ, and shuns no danger for His sake, gives

strong evidence of his sincerity. Nevertheless
we must distinguish between saying and doing,

boasting and performing. Many have only the

show and speech of Christians; it is all nothing,

their aim and action betray Ihem. Rub the

coin, and you will see the copper.—Ver. 4. If

there is one Spirit, why enviest thou ? It is a
shame for those who work on the same building

to take it ill, because one builds above and an-
other below. Let each one pass for what he is

worth. Be thou nothing in thine own eyes, but
faithful in thy work, according to the extent of

thine ability. O, that the members might once
agree! What an amount of good would then
ensue ! But no, the devil sunders all through
envy, and avarice, and ambition.—Ver. 5. Divine
grace is the true oornuoopia out of which we can
obtain all blessings, yea, a superabundance of

gifts, and powers, and goods.—Ver. 7. All gifts

and aptitudes are conferred for the benefit of the

church. He who perverts them to his own ho-

nor and use, perpetrates a sort of church-rob-
bery, and is deserving of punishment (Eph. iv.

15).—Ver. 8. The glory of the Lord shines forth

out of the gifts wherewith He has endowed one
in preference to another. Hast thou great gifts,

boast not ; through small gifts God can accom-
plish great things. Hast thou small gifts, be
not impatient and envious; God knows how
much oil suits thy little cruse* The faith of mi-
racles helps nothing towards salvation. Art
thou blest with a sanctifying faith, thank God
for this glorious gift (2 Thess. L 8).—Ver. 10.

Watchful men, who have understanding to prove
all things, are to be highly regarded as a gift of

God ; and they must withstand the introduction

of false prophets into the church of God for true

ones.—Ver. 11. He who is not content with his

gift, finds fault with the all-wise God, and vexes
himself about it in vain.—Ver. 12. As the head
is united with the body, so is Christ united with
his faithful ones (Col. i. 18).—Ver. 18. Baptism
and the Lord's Supper should remind us of our
brotherly union. Through the former we be
come Christ's members; through the latter we
are ever more closely united with His body ; and
the longer it is observed, the more do we partake
of the Spirit of God.—Ver. 14. Let the number
of thy bodily members awaken in thee much holy
astonishment, much gratitude, and much care not

to offend thy Creator with any one of them.

—

Ver. 15-20. As in the human body each mem
ber has a special function for the good of the
whole, so has every Christian a special gift from
the Holy Spirit for the use and edification of
Christendom. As one member has a larger and
higher capacity than another, so also among
Christians, one has more and richer gifts than

another.—Ver. 21. Those who have a keen in-

sight into divine things (eyes) cannot dispense
with those who hold practical offices (hands)

;

the rulers (the head) cannot dispense with those

who above ail others bear the bnrdens of the

churoh (feet).—The number, variety, and needB
of the members and servants of the church, are
in their interdependence necessary to it.—The
highest of all needs the lowest of all, and so vice

vert* (Phil. ii. 25).—Ver. 22 f. Those members
in the spiritual body which are the weakest, and
from which the churoh derives the least honor,
should for this reason be maintained with the

greatest care and patience.—Ver. 24. God has
wisely ordained that each one should abide in

his own order; but men disturb the order, and
dishonor the members which might and ought to

be held in the highest honor, and adhere to

others with a foolish pride, even when they have
but little need of them (chap. vi. 15, 18; Is. iii.

18 f).—Ver. 25. The humblest Christian has as

much in Christ, and is as truly a member of His
body as the most distinguished. For this reason
also there ought to be no divisions among Chris-

tian believers, but rather a loving union (Eph.
iv. 8, 15).—Ver. 26. This is the true communion
of the spiritual body of Christ, when we feel and
experience its weal and its ill, the one to our
joy, and the other to our sorrow (Rom. xii.

16 f).— Ver. 27. Believers are all members of

Christ, have one Head, and stand together in the

unity of the faith and of the Spirit, so that they
serve themselves of each other, and take part in

each other's joys and sufferings. But each one
is a distinct member who has his own peculiar

gifts and qualifications, and with these he should
serve the others.—Ver. 28. The office of teacher

is the most universal, and the most lasting, and
embraces in itself, in part, professorships of the

the higher and lower schools, wherein the teachers

themselves are trained, and, partly, the office of

pastor in the churohes. Iheir position ought
even at this day to give evidence of its divine

character, in the true spiritual qualification and
fidelity they exhibit, and in their simple obedi-

ence to the divine call, not running unless sent.

—

Ver. 29 if. Because no one has everything, but
each has need of another, it becomes all to use
their own gifts for the service of others in hu-
mility, self-discipline, order, and love.—Ver. 81.

A church-minister, indeed every Christian, may
well bestir himself to excel others in gifts, pro-

vided he only use such gifts well and piously

for the good of the church.

Spehir :—This " excellent way" is a simple,

true-hearted love, which in the eyes of many
lofty spirits is a contemptible thing ; yet it leads

to the highest gifts, winding up a height so gra-

dually that it takes a man at last to the loftiest

summits without the slightest danger; while, on
the contrary, those who are resolved on mounting
straight up the rocks, fall headlong for the most
part, or at last, cease from climbing, and find them-
selves obliged to choose the more gradual path.

Bbblbnb. Bibbl:—Ver. 1. Such spiritual gifts

afterwards became altogether unknown ;
yet this

same God is still Lord over all, and just as

gladly distributes His spiritual gifts, provided

only faithful recipients can be found, who would
use them in love and fidelity, and put them to
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interest for the general good. Man readily

S
ounces on that which strikes the eye, and
ence is very apt to leave out of account those

gifts which belong to the very essence of Chris-
tianity.— Ver. 2. What is leading you now?
Whither are ye bound? Take oare lest under
the name of Christianity you be betrayed into

devious paths.—Man precipitates himself into

idolatry, and even makes an idol out of himself.

—

Ver. 8. If the Spirit of the crucified Saviour does
not speak out of thee, then is all thy speech a
disgrace to Him. The true knowledge of Jesus
Christ in Spirit is the chief gift which will serve
you as a proper sign. Other gifts without this

even the devil may use for his own kingdom

;

but the Holy Spirit does not lead to the achieve-
ment of great things of which a man can boast,

but to the humility of Jesus, who walked in
the midst of sufferings. An infinite blessing
is it, if the soul first recognises Jesus as its

Lord through the Holy Spirit ; for as it is the
Spirit Himself in us that confesses Christ to

be a Lord, so does He fill us with faith, and love
to Him. This is the blessed commencement
of salvation.—Vv. 4-6. God gives Himself to the
church in manifold ways ; but Satan seeks to

pervert everything which God does.—If God
confers extraordinary gifts, take them and learn
to use them in subordination,—just as the Apos-
tles did who abode in the Spirit of God, walked
in His presence! meant well with the people, and
so were in condition to oppose all abuses.—The
various officers of the church should conspire to

one result, for it is the same Lord on whom they
all depend.—There may be never so many mat-
ters in hand, and never so many instrumentali-
ties, yet all issue from the same God from whom
the Spirit proceeds, and by whom the Son is be-
gotten. The power of the Spirit works by the
command of God in the name of Christ.—The
more we allow our working to yield to His work-
ing, the greater will be our successes. It is idle

to suppose that we can mark the presence of the
Spirit in a little religious knowledge and in a
few efforts though good in themselves; there
must be in us a new spiritual life to give assu-
rance of this. We must yield entirely to the influ-
ence of the Spirit, if we would have ourworkfound
porfeci toward God.—Our growth is conditioned
on holding fast to God by His Spirit. Those
who have received Him, already understand this

mystery, and see how it is that the Spirit always
asks and receives in believers.—Ver. 7. Let us,

first of all, take care that we be found pure and
well qualified before God, so that He may trust

us with what is right Above all things, let us
remain humble and in the exercise of the best
gifts ; for it is not the gifts which make us
blessed, but faith which works by love. There-
fore let every one see that he is made properly a
partaker of Christ himself, the highest gift.

The incidental gifts will then come to us as sup-
plemental. That which God finds ready in the
boul, He can purify and elevate and make use-
ful for His service. He works what and how
He wills with our own peculiar endowments, so as
to evoke our praise in view of His own wonder-
ful doings.—Something good lies with every one
by which he may serve God and his neighbor,
aud also earn to himself a good degree in the fu-

ture. But it requires industry and constant self-

watchfulness to be able to observe and trace oat

the object to which the dear God calls and draws
us, and discover what His motive, His gift is,

which works in us.—Ver. 8. As wisdoneia the gift

of insight that enables us to look profoundly into

things; knowledge on the contrary goes to the

right appropriation of all the various divine doc-

trines, disciplines and testimonies.—As in God
there is a depth of riches, both of wisdom and

of knowledge, so there will also flow such power

into the sucklings of his wisdom as to make
them luminous within.—Ver. 9. That saving

faith, which seeks for mercy and purification

through the blood of Jesus in the Holy Spirit, we
all must have.

a
But with this we can enter

courageously upon everything, since the power

of the Spirit waxes so strong in the soul through

the new birth, that it is able to do all things in

Christ, yea, even bind and constrain God Him-

self in faith, that He may show the wonders of

hie Omnipotence, Holiness, Wisdom, Goodness,

in any particular matter, and in all circumstan-

ces in which His honor is involved. To this it

may be added that by means of earnest prayer,

many *' a spirit of infirmity
11 may be driven out

in faith.—Ver. 10. In as much as there is such

a diversity of spirits and powers, and the evil

one gets up so many strange shows, and practises

such trickery both before and in men, especially

where something good exists, or is just coming
to light, it is very needful to have the gift of test-

ing and distinguishing between them. And this

gift is imparted to many friends of God. Yet it

becomes every Christian also to pray for some-

thing at least of this gift, in order to guard him-

self from treacherous men, who even transform

themselves into angels of light—By the gift of

tongue* the Spirit snatches again from Satan's

hand the plurality of tongues. Indeed, it is

favor enough to be able to express the mind of

the Spirit, and the divine mysteries, ways and

purposes according to their proper grounds.—
Ver. 11. The chariot of God has several wheels;

but it is one Spirit which drives the wheels and

works all in ail.—The Spirit leaves none empty

save those whom it finds incapable and closed

against His influences. In this matter He deals

" as He will;" but He wills no otherwise than

as He finds good and needful for each one.—If

we would enjoy the true source and compendious
summary of all divine gifts and powers, we ought

continually to beseech God for His holy love,

which is the inexhaustible treasure of all good.

He who seeks this, hits the thing most surely,

and continues guarded against the temptations

which accompany all the higher gifts.—Ver. 12.

The members together with the Head form one

Christ (Gal. iii. 28). Christ Btands for alL On
this account His personality is preserved and

the singular number maintained.—Ver. 18. The

two sacraments, t. «., the objects themselves

which they represent, should so unite Christians

that they will never suffer themselves to be sep-

arated from one another in regard to particular

powers.—Vv. 14-27. Do not be envious because

thou canst, not be as active as others. The

question does not turn upon the magnitude of

the work done, or upon thy sharp-sightedness

or keenness of wit, but upon the state of thy
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heart and the quality of thy faith. Atlead
to thy business and be satisfied with thy lot.

God will reward according to His will—Since

the church is a Lazaretto, we have most to do
with the weakest. Nevertheless no man there

exists in vain. The more humble and lowly a
man is, the more does he deserve our esteem.

Many a man whom the world despises, does

greater works in secret than some great saints

who parade themselves before the eyes of men.
The wretched should be looked alter. Those
members whioh are the most needy, should be
moat cared for.—Members of one body should

hold together in joy and sorrow. Insensibility

is the mark of a putrefied or dead member. A
true heart is not satisfied at having things go
well with itself alone ; hence it is wont to in-

trude unsolicited upon the wretchedness and sor-

rows of others. Those who maintain the appella-

tion "Christ's body and members" in truth, are

of one heart and mind with the Head, follow Him
wherever He goes and do what He wills.—Ver.
28 if. All must have the will to be helpers ; but,

in actual practice, some are better equipped for

help than others.—Ver. 81. All proper gifts

come to us through the cross, or must be pre-
served by means of it.—Knowledge is not the

best gift. God is love, and this is the first and
most distinguished among the gifts of the Spirit

(GaL v. 22).

RiEGzn :—Vv. 1-6. The spirit of the world
has sometimes observed that it can never crowd
Christ, and His kingdom, and the truth of His
gospel entirely from the earth ; for this reason it

endeavors to introduoe its spirit and work into

Christianity. Hence the necessity, at all times,

for proving false spirits and separating from
them. The world of to-day has become so impa-
tient and incredulous in respect to any great ad-

vantage arising from spiritual knowledge, gifts,

operations, and experiences, that it is disposed

to deride and bring into contempt everything
which cannot be included under the law of na-

ture and reason. The labor of proving much,
and the danger of being betrayed strip it of

everything. But on this very account does it

Slunge into the greatest self-deception. Lord
asns ! whether I live or die, my communion with

Thee is my boasting and my hope. This have I

learned from Thy Holy Spirit, and in this truth

do I ever desire to be led onward.—Vv. 4-11.

From the one fountain of the Spirit, opened
through Jesus, ought we to learn to draw mani-
fold streams, preserving the unity in the variety

of the distribution. By means of gifts, offices,

and powers, the Spirit commits Himself to the

church for the common endowment of the saints,

for the edifying of the body of Christ, and these

things stand related to each other, and help to-

wards the attainment of a common end. This

mutual cooperation of powers, offices, and gifts,

it is the more necessary to observe, the more se-

cretly grace works, and imparts its blessings

through the employment of our natural powers.

Grace and its gifts certainly improve and elevate

nature, but do not altogether change or absorb

it. People of great nntural powers often remain
without grace, and hence without the gifts of

the Spirit. With others the natural powers are

comparatively small ; but grace, and the gifts of

the Spirit abundantly compensate for the de-

fects. By wisdom we learn to recognize and ex-

perience the truth in its broader scope, and in

its emancipating power. Knowledge occupies
itself more with the truth in faith and act, and
with instruction unto salvation, and draws more
from the word of God than from all the works
of God, and the wisdom manifest therein. As it

regards the gifts of the Spirit, nothing can be
merited, nothing affected, nothing forced. The
Spirit gives and works as He will.—Vv. 12—81.
Men of the world love to overshadow the gifts of

others by their own. Christians love to serve
each other with the gifts which God has given
them. The manifold necessities of our condition
require a diversity of gifts. For the poor and
the suffering, there is needed pity, and the ability

to sympathise ; for the sick, the old and weak,
hands to give, and feet to carry ; for the young,
the ignorant, the erring, teachers who are fur-

nished with eyes, and who are furnished with
tongues, to speak at the right time; for those
who are still afar off, but whom God will never-
theless call, those who are ready to proclaim the
gospel; for those who are desirous of wisdom,
help is furnished by still other gifts.—No one
should undervalue himself, and still less should
any one contemn another's practice ; all the mem-
bers should care for each other, should rejoice

and suffer in common. Away with that self-

loving, self-pleasing creature, who thinks to

make himself independent of his brethren

!

Away with all exultation in another's fall, with
whispering and slandering, with everything
which leads to provocation, and jealousy, and
separation, and confusion.—We strive after the
best and most useful gifts when we approach
the dear God with humility, faith, and prayer,
beseeching Him that He will never Buffer either
His church, or ourselves to be wanting in good
spiritual gifts, or in obedience, or in aptness to

devote self to the common good; and when, to

this end, we put out of the way everything
whioh tends to produce contempt, and envy, and
offence. There is more utility in the most per-
fect love than in all the highest gifts without it.

Ah, Lord Jesus, show Thy living power in me,
so that I may be found a steadfast, friendly, and
useful member in Thy body !

Heubhbr:—Vv. 1-11. The unity of all spi-

ritual gifts.—Ver. 1. Spiritual gifts may further

much, and also do much daniag< . There is need
of warning to prevent our being misled by gifted

ones.—Ver. 2. The living God only speaks and
reveals Himself by His Spirit. He who does not

know the true God and Christ is, nevertheless,

betrayed, bewitched, or blinded by some idoL

Satan leads men blindfold ; they are compelled

to go, with eyes bound, whithersoever sin leads

them.—Ver. 8. He who is truly inspired, can
never doubt the truthfulness, the Word, or the

divine mission of Jesus; he must entirely agree

with the Word of Jesus. Where the church is

in general repute, there men do not openly curse

and anathematise it ; but the secret hostility in

the depths of the heart remains the same. Where
Jesus is evil-spoken of, there a good spirit is

wanting. The more sympathy exists with Christ,

and the more harmony with the gospel, the more
there is of the Spirit of God. In order to believe
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on Jesus with the whole soul, there is needed a
heart enlightened and purified by the Holy
Ghost.—Vcr. 4. In the various spiritual gifts

vouchsafed by Divine grace, or pervaded by the

Holy Spirit, and destined for the service of the

church, God glorifies Himselfjust as wonderfully
as in the manifold works of nature.—Ver. 6. In
the call to any office there is this holiest and most
constraining thought, the Lord chooses thee for

His servant. This alone makes the office great

;

not external honor, and glory, and influence. A
faithful school-master has just as high an office

as the highest spiritual bishop.—Ver. G. In the

office everything is wrought by means of the

gifts. Of these God is the primal source. Thou
canst not stir a finger except God wills.—Ver. 8.

Even the gift for inquiry and speculation must
proceed from the Holy Spirit, otherwise it leads

away from the truth.—Ver. 9. It is not every
believing Christian that has faith's courage.

Melancthon believed as much as Luther did in

the atonement through Christ, but Luther's he*
roic spirit he had not.

Be8ser:—Vv. 4-6. As the sevenfoldness of
the Spirit of God (Rev. i. 4; iv. 6; v. 6; Zech. iv.

10) does not break up its unity, but is only an
image of the manifold fulness which lies included
in that unity, and which works itself out in a
series of revealing acts, so the distinction or di-

vision in the gifts of grace does not destroy the
unity of their origin and end ; rather the per-
sonal unity of the Giver as well as the united
membership of those endowed with the gifts, are
thereby made known, so that the various gifts are
part8 of one whole, the one pointing to the other,

and each completing each. The triune control

of the three Divine persons runs through the
church in the matter of its edification (although
sanctification is in particular the work of the
Holy Spirit) ; the Spirit kindles the fire of the
gifts of edification, the Son orders the rays of
the offices for edification, and the Father creates
the warmth of the powers for edification. In-
separable in being, the triune God rules His
church ; what a crime then is it to produce
schism therein.—Ver. 7. Woe to the selfish and
the carnal (Chap. iii. 8), who employ for schis-

matio ends that which was given them to sub-
serve the general good of the whole body! And
woe to that idle servant who buries his talent !

—

Ver. 12. Christendom is not a collection of in-

dividual Christian persons who walk beside each
other, each one for himself in his own way;
neither is it a union of Christian friends, who have
arbitrarily or voluntarily associated themselves
after that they had separately become possessed
of Christianity. But they are in a spiritual way,
what the body is in a natural way ; —one whole
consisting of many parts that exist for each
other, and subsist through each other.

[8cott:— Vv. 15-25. "Our kind Creator hath
effeotually provided that there should be no
schism in our natural body, but He has for wise
reasons seen good to make trial of the members
of the mystical body of Christ in this respect
and through the remainder of error and Bin in real

Christians, through the intrusion of hypocrites
and the artifices of the enemy; many disgraceful

and lamentable divisions still prevail, which we
should pray against and endeavor to heal to

the utmost of our power and with persevering
earnestness"!.

Vers. 1—11. Pericope for the seventh Sunday
after Trinity. The Holy Spirit it the highest ef ail

OotTs giflt: 1. In Himself, because the foun-

tain of ail true life ; a. for without Him, man is

far from God, a slave of the evil spirit (ver. 2)

;

b. through Him, man first learns to believe in

Christ and to worship Him (ver. %). 2. Through
His particular operations; a. He is the cause
that everything serves for one end, vts., the

glory of God and the salvation of men (w. 4-7)

;

b. He awakens the gifts and powers residing

in each individual, and sanctifies them (ver. 11).

The manifettstiont of the Holy Spirit in the hearts

ofmm: 1. In general, by regeneration and re-

newal ; a. turning from sin and idolatry ; b. turn-

ing to Christ. 2. In particular, by imparting
various powers for the use of the Christian

church; a. He arouses spiritual activity; b.

He designates each one to his office; e. He
makes each one am instrument of God ; d. ren-

ders him a blessing to the congregation.

—

Vv. 12-81. The perfect unity of Christians ie

grounded in Chriet
t
and it preserved through Him*

The church is a spiritual body : 1. One whole
like the body ; 2. Pervaded by the Spirit of its

Head, as the body is by one living power ; 3.

Diversity of powers and functions, as of mem-
bers ; 4. All serving one as all members work
toward one object; 5. Mutual imparting of the
powers of life,—edification, (health),—contami-
nation, (disease) ; the more sound blood in the
rest, the more ready healing of the sick ; 6.

Combination, even for particular objects, socie-

ties, brotherhoods, which may not, however,
sever themselves from each other, but must re-

main united in one whole,

—

Baptism and the
Lord's Supper, the means of union, their efficient

principle, the Spirit.—Neithor lowliness nor ex-
altedness of station release* from obligation to the
church. Every legitimate and necessary calling

forms a member of the same ; a sorry notion is it

to think of withdrawing oneself under certain

pretexts from taking part in laboring for its wel-
fare.—All love is service, living for others. Thia
pro-supposes manifoldneas ; without manifoid-
ness there is no society, the very essence of
whioh is the union of the manifold for one end.
What each one should be and do, that God has
ordained ; to each one has He appointed his po-
sition and calling and activity and worth. No
one prescribes to Him aught. Let each one only

learn what God wills of him. He who is die-

satisfied with this arrangement, quarrels with
God. The glory of each one consists in being
that for which God has called, endowed, and
created him.—Without a variety of members, the

body would be one formless lump.—No member
should think that he stands in no need of an-
other.—The mutual influence of the members is

grounded upon the most intimate sympathy.
The life of a Christian church should be a con-

stant spiritual intercourse, a circulation of spir-

itual blood. The more intimate this mutual par-

ticipation is. the more perfect the life and
soundnesss of the whole. Should stagnation oc-

cur, the whole suffers. Each person can be only

one thing, and should therefore not desire to

have another office.—The office, not even though
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it be the highest, gives no claim to salvation.

Only the absolute gift, that of love, of the pure
heart ensures this. The most excellent way is

not that which leads to eternal preferment, but
that which gives the highest value to the heart.

[Harlsss, Sen*.;—Vr. 1-11. The blessings

accruingfrom the communion in Christ. L It de-

livers us from the dumb idols which we serve.

II. This it accomplishes through the unity of the

Spirit—which, III., teaches ns to serve in the
manifoldness of our gifts, offices and powers

—

IV., the one Lord Jesus Christ.

BocTfl:—Ver. 4. The Christian Pentecost, or the

solemn effusion of the HoUj Ghost in the several mi-
raculous gifts conferred upon the Apostles andfirst

Ckriitians. I. What those gifts were. II. What
is imported and to be understood by their diver-

sity. 1. It includes variety. 2. It excludes
contrariety. III. What are the consequences of
this emanation of so many and different gifts

from one and the same Spirit. 1. We infer the
deity of the Holy Ghost. 2. We infer the duty
of humility in some, and contentment in others.

8. We have here a touchstone for the trial of
spirits.

Kobkbtson:—The dispensation of the Spirit.

1. Spiritual gifts conferred on individuals. 1.

Natural

—

L e., those capacities originally found
in human nature elevated and enlarged by the
gift of the Spirit. 2. Supernatural

—

e. g. t gift

of tongues and of prophecy. Obs. 1. The high-
est of these not accompanied with spiritual fault-

lessness. 2. Those higher in one sense were
lower in another. II. The spiritual unity of the

church—" the same spirit." 1. All real unity
is manifold. 2. All living unity is spiritual, not
formal — not sameness, but complexity. 8.

None but a spiritual unity can preserve the
rights both of the individual and the church.
4. The sanctity of the individual character re-

spected.

Owkh:—Ver. 11. Ministerial endowments the

work of the Holy Spirit. I. Our Lord hath pro-

mised to be present with His church unto the

end of the world. II. He is thus present prin-

cipally and fundamentally by His Spirit. III.

This presence of the Spirit is promised and given
by an everlasting covenant. IV. Hence the mi-
nistry of the Gospel is "the ministry of the Spi-

rit." V. The general end why the Spirit is

thus promised. VI. Particular proof of the

proposition that the Holy Ghost thus promised,

sent., and given, doth furnish ministers with
spiritual abilities in the discharge of their work.
VII. Spiritual gifts as bestowed unto this end
are necessary for it. VIII. That there is a com-
munication of spiritual gifts in gospel ordinances
supported by experience. Prae. Obs. 1. The
ministry of the gospel most difficult ministration,

and great as difficult. 2. A glorious work. 3.

The only effectual ministry.

Baxter :—Ver. 12. The true Catholicand Catholic

Church described. Doct. The universal church being
the body of Christ, is but one, and all true Chris-
tians are members of which it doth consist. I. Di-
versity ofmembership as to, 1. Age, or standing in

Christ. 2. Strength. 8. Gifts. 4. Mental com-
plexion. 5. Spiritual health. 6. Usefulness. 7.

Office. 8. Employment. 9. Title to be loved
and honored. 10. Glory. II. The unity of the
membership. 1. All have one God the Father.
2. And one Head and Saviour Jesus Christ. 8.

One Holy Ghost dwelling in, illuminating and
sanctifying them. 4. One principal, ultimate
end. 6. One gOBpel. 6. One kind of faith. 7.

One new holy nature. 8. The same objects of
affection, and the same affections. 9. One rule

or law. 10. One and the same covenant 11.

The same instrumental founders of his faith un-
der Christ. 12. Membership in the body. 18.

Habitual love to every other member. 14. Spe-
cial love to the whole body of the Church. 15.

Special love towards the nobler sort of members.
16. An inward inclination to hold communion
with fellow-members, so far as they are discerned
to be members indeed. 17. An inward inclina-

tion for the means of grace. 18. The same holy
employment. 19. An inward enmity to what is

destructive to itself or to the body. a. to sin in

general; b. to all known sin in particular; c.

specially to divisions, distractions, and diminu-
tions of the church. 20. The same crown of glory,

the same blessed God, the same celestial Jerusa-
lem, the same services ofjoy and praise. Appli-
cation: 1. To those who deny the very being of

the Catholic Church. 2. To those who are per*

plexed to know which is the church. 8. To the

several sects that would appropriate the church
to themselves only. 4. To the papists that ask
for a proof of the oontinued visibility of our
church, and where it was before Luther.

Melville :—Ver. 21. The least of service to the

greatest'].

2. The measure of the worth and the rule of the nee of the gifts ; love, its worth (ver.

Iff.), nature (ver. 4ft\), and eternal duration, in oontrast with the transient
gifts (ver. 8ff.).

Chapter XIII. 1-18.

Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and have not charity [love,

2 <r/-(£;njv], I am become [have become, /iyovai] as sounding brass, or a tinkling [clat'
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2 tering, alaXdZov] cymbal. And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand
all mysteries, and all knowledge ; and though I have all faith, so that I could remove

3 mountains, and have not charity [love, ^cbnH, I am nothing. And though I bestow

all my goods to feed the poor [have fed out (in morsels) all my goods, tpwfiiata vdvra

to. Lndpxovcd],1 and though I give [have delivered up, itapadw] my body to be burned,*

4 and have not charity, it profiteth me nothing. Charity suffereth long, and is kind

;

charity envieth not ; charity vaunteth not itself [sheweth not itself off, nepTteptbtrai],

5 is not puffed up, Doth not behave i'self unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily

provoked [whetted up to anger, napoguvtrai], thinketh no evil [makes no account of

6 the evil, AortXtrat rd zax6v~\ ; Rejoiceth not in [at the,M rg] iniquity, but rejoiceth in

7 [along with, auyxaiptt] the truth ; Beareth [puts up with, ori/tt] all things, believeth

8 all things, hopeth all things, endureth all things. Charity never faileth [falls away,

Ixxiimi] .** but whether there be prophecies, they shall fail [come to nought, xarapp^
#7j<rovrai] ; whether there be tongues, they shall cease; whether there be knowledge,

9 it shall vanish away [come to nought, xarafrpi^ctrat]. For4 we know in part, and we
10 prophesy in part. But when that which is perfect is come, then [am. then] that which
11 is in part shall be done away [come to nought, xarapYylhftrtTai]. When I was a child,

I spake as a child, I understood [perceived, lypdvouv] as a child, I thought [reasoned,

UoYtZdixyv] as a child : but [om. but] when 1 became a man, I put away [brought to

12 nought, xa-njppjxa] childish things. For now we see through a glass [as by a mirror, oV

Mirrpoulj darkly [in an enigma, Iv ahirpari]; but then face to face: now 1 know
in part ; out then shall I know [fully know, iirtrvanrofiat) even as also I am known

13 [was fully known, kntyvoxr^v']. And now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three;

but the greatest of [greater among, futCtav tooths] these is charity.

* Ver. 8.—The Bee. has +mnt(m, but In opposition to the most decislTS authorities. [The Elterlr form dtjmptQ* l>

sustained only by B. (Mai), K., eome cursiTee, end Damasc. (Par.)- The colloquial nee of the lnd. Present for the SnbJ. Aor.
JreTailed in the later Greek, as Is common in a similar form in English, but It could hardly hare been allowed by PauL
t may hare come Into the text from the similar pronunciation in dictation.—C P. W.].

* Ver. 3.—Some old MSS. (and with them agrees Laehmann) have «avxq*»uat. The evidence in its fltvor Is not, how-
ever, quite satisfactory. 8ee Bxeg. notes. [For the reading xav^wfuu, which Is given in the Bee. and adopted by
Bloomf^ Mcytr, A1fcrd\ flfcmJqr, and Wordsworth, we have C. K., a number of versions. Chrys^ Theodt, several Lei. Fa-
thers, and Jacob (Misib.). For xavjpfewfuu (which ifeyer snys that even Laehmaim has now given up) we have A. B.
(though Mai has Kavxijvopcu), 81orit., Aeth., Copt., (MS.), Ephr., Jerome (who remarks that among the Greeks the copies
differ, and that among the Latins an error had crept In on account of the resemblance between xavtoyawfuu and «avjpjaw#tat.
On internal grounds, aaanpf*. seems like an addition to make prominent the possibility that such sacrifices might be per-
formed without love, ana to avoid the objection that martyrdoms by fire were almost unknown in the Apostle's time. The
Suhj. Future was. however, a barbarism which could not be expected in writers as early as those of the N. T., and as pure
as the Apostle Paul. Tisehendor/, Qriaback, and Stanley (in his note) hate preferred the lnd. Put. (Kavfrfaofiat), which
might be easily changed by a careless copyist into the Subjunctive. This reading is supported by D. B. F. G. L., eome
cursives. Macar., Max., and Clemens Alex.—€. P. W.]

* Ver. B.—Laehmann has *4*T«t after A. B. C. [Sinait. 17] and some Fathers. Meyer regards Ikvitth. (Rec.) as a gloss

to define more particularly what the Apostle meant. [TUchendorf prefers wrivrei, as it haa in its favor C. (3d hand), D. B.

F. Q. K. L., almost all the cursives, many versions (Vulg. has txcidit, and different copies have txcidet, txecdit and cadtt)

and most of the Greek and some Latin Father*. Comp. Rom. lx. ft.—C. P. W.J.
* Ver. 9.— Teschendorfhu M, but the best MSS. are in favor of yAp.
* Ver. 10.—The Rec. inserts tot* before re ix pipovc, bnt against the largest number, and to some extent the beat, of the

MSS. It appears to have been an addition from ver. 12. [It is found in D. [2d and 3d hand) E. (rort «c«i)K. L. Syr. (both),

Orig., Meiet. (in Eptph.), Theodt; but it Is omitted in A. B D. (1st hand) F. G. and eight others, the Ital, vulg, Goth, Copt,
Aeth. (both), and a number of the Greek Fathers.—0. P. W.l.

* Ver. 11.—In the Rec. «* njirioc Is put before the verb In each of the three clauses. TUchmdorf, in each case, sets

these w>*rds after the verb. The MSS. are not decisive in behalf of either arrangement. [These words are before the verb
In D. K. F. G. K. L. H al; the Ital., Vulg. (Fuld.), Syr. (both), and a number of the Greek and Latin Fathers. A. B., Sinait,

the Vulg., Copt, Aeth., and a similar number of the Greek Fathers, with Jerome and August., place them after.—
C. P. W.J.

> Ver. 11.—The Rec. Inserts a &i after the second arc, but In opposition to the best authorities.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

[The " supremely excellent way," by which
to ascertain the best gifts and to regulate their

use, is the subject which occupies the whole of

this chapter. This way is in the original termed
a) dm], unhappily translated in our version in

accordance with the Vulg. by the word charity,

which is by no means its English equivalent.

The substantive ayamj from the verb aycirdo is,

as Trench remarks, " a purely Christian word,

no example of its use occurring in any heathen
writer whatever," and it was employed by the

inspired writers, to denote love in its highest

and purest sense—a love which embraced as its

proper objects both God and man. And this is

the rendering adopted by the translators Tindal
and Cranmer as well as in the Geneva version

;

and it is to be regretted that the precedent here
set has not been followed in the version of King
James, inasmuch as the word "charity," adopted
in this connection, has given rise to many errors

of thought and practice. Many have in conse-

quence been led to think that alms-giving and
kindness to the sick and the poor is the sum
total of all religion, because of the superior
worth here ascribed to charity, exalting it above
both faith and hope. But what the Apostle here
speaks of; is not any one particular virtue or
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grace, but that which is the root and spring of
all virtues and graces, and which to possess is

to be both like God and in God. In describing
and recommending this fundamental grace, there-

fore the Apostle might well be expected to en-
large most eloquently. Accordingly, we have
here presented to us a chapter which, as Hodgi
well remarks, "for moral elevation, for rich-

ness and comprehensiveness, for beauty and
felicity of expression, has been the admiration
of the Church in all ages." Paul here exhibits

to us love after the manner of a jeweller hand-
ling the most precious gem of his cabinet, turn-
ing it on every side, shewing it in varied lights,

and holding it up to view in a way best fitted to

awaken desire for its possession. As Tkrtullian
saya, " his description of love is uttered totti Spi-

rittu triribus, with all the strength of the Spirit "].
Vbr. 1. The worth of love is first set forth

negatively, by the assertion of the utter worth-
leasness even of the highest endowments and of
the greatest self-sacrifices, when not associated
with it. ["In this passage there is a climax
throughout. He begins with mentioning the gift

of tongues, as it was against the exaggerated
estimate of this, that he had chiefly to contend."
Stajilet.].—Though,— Bdv, tupporing that;

he here imagines a case which might possibly
occur—«« a case in the future," as Meyer says,
" the realisation of which must be known by the
event."—I speak with the tongues, ralq
yXuooatc; the article indicates the thing in

general-- 4 with all possible tongues.' And these
he exhibits in their highest conceivable develop-
ment,—of men and of angels.—If we adopt
the rendering language*, we shall have to insist

on the idea that there were various classes of
angels, and then assume either various modes of
spiritual communication among them, or a diver-

sity in the forms of expression used, according
to their various orders and ranks without in-

volving, however, any such rupture or dishar-
mony as appears in human languages and dia-

lects. But if we adopt the rendering tongue* as
meaning organs of speech, then we must suppose
s reference here to some mighty jubilation, rung
out in all the fullness of tone of which angels
and men were capable. Besser says, "with
angel tongues whereby the glory of God's face,

as beheld by them, is set forth." Ewald says,
** with tongues far more wonderful and enchant-
ing than those employed on earth by the ordinary
speakers with tongues who could not like the

angels adopt a purely heavenly strain." We are
at any rate to reject the interpretation of Hey-
denreich, who takes the expression to denote all

sorts of tongues in general, and that of Calvin,

who regards this as " a hyperbolical expression
to denote what is singular or distinguished;*

or that of others, who take it simply as implying
some eloquence higher than human. [Alford
says, " it is hardly possible to understand y\do-

am here of anything but articulate forms of

•[This is also Stanley'! view, and it certainly commends
Itself to a persou's common sense; and is moreover sustained

by the order ot the words, " though with the tongues of

men 1 speak, or eveu of angels." The latter seems thus to

come in as an after-thought, added simply for the sake of

making the statement as strong as possible, and not with
•J.y distinct idea that angels used either tongues or lan-

guages].

speech," and so also Hodge].—and have not
love.

—

ay&irr) in this connection means that

brotherly affection which excludes all self-seek-

ing in the possession and use of gifts, and is di-

rected exclusively to the furtherance of the wel-

fare of the brotherhood. It implies a perfect

acceptance of the divine life as the principle of

all action—a pervading of the entire disposition

by the fundamental moral nature of God, while

in the particular gifts the several sides of human
life are laid hold of and fashioned by the opera-

tions of the divine power ; or, in other words,

special forms of life and action are combined
with divine powers which all necessarily pre-

suppose a perfect union of the human will with
the divine will, and that perfection of the divine

life which is implied in love. (Comp. also Matt,

vii. 22). Osiander states the matter somewhat
differently, p. 580. Neamder well asks here:
" how shall we conoeive of that which can only

prooeed from the power of a Christian life as

existing, where the very principle of that life,

even love, is wanted ? " To this he replies : " it

may indeed happen that the Christian life actu-

ally existed in a man, though in a troubled state,

love having departed, while yet the power it gave,

continues a while longer, just as a chord con-

tinues to vibrate after it has once been smitten.

It is possible also that the particular gift itself

may lead to the fall, through the selfishness

which fastens upon it and perverts it to its own
ends."—I have become, y i y o v a , t. «., by the

reception of such gifts as that mentioned ; [or

as Hodge better says, "through the mere want
of love which notwithstanding the gift in ques-

tion would reduce me to a level with-—sounding
brass."]—This denotes, not exactly abrazenmu-
sical instrument, but any resonant piece of brass.

The instrument is first specified in the following

—

or a olanging cymbal*—an instrument like s
hollow basin which struck by another of the same
sort emits a shrill, clanging sound (comp. 2 Sam.
vi. 5). [Foradescription of the cymbal in its sev-

eral varieties see Smith's Die. of the Bib.']. The
verb dXaXaXetv is onomatopoeticand was formed to

express the loud yell with which an army rushed

into battle ; and then from this it came to mean
the making ofany loud noise. The epithet here is

certainly suggestive rather of loud and confused

exclamation on the part of the speakers with

tongues [so Hodge, referring toxiv. 28], than of

any such muttering in low and scarcely audible

tones as some have ascribed to them. But to

suppose an intimation intended of the repulsive-

ness and annoyance of the din occasioned by
them, as Chrysostom does, is hardly warranted.*

The point of the comparison is, as Miter states

it, that 'the man who speaks with never so

many tongues, and is at the same time devoid

of love, becomes but the organ of a foreign im-

pulse, without independent worth,' and, as Bes-

ser adds, " having neither emotion nor consci-

ousness."—and though I have prophecy,

—

• [Why not f If there are any who deserre to be u counted

as giving impertinent trouble, as an annoying and weari-

some sort of persons," to use Chrysostom's language, they
are those loud-mouthed talkers and exhorters who some-

times appear in the church as possessed of a marvellous gift

of tongues, but utterly devoid of the wisdom and modesty
of love; ''sounding brass and clanging cymbal "are not
more intolerable than they].
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268 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

t. t. y
the gift of prophecy. ThiB in Paul's view

was something higher than the former, because
it contributed more to the edification of the

Church, and furthermore, because itwas combined
with a clear self-consciousness which was want-
ing in the other case. Yet, excellent as this gift

was, we see in the instance of Balaam (2 Pet. ii.

15 ; Num. xxii.) [also of Caiaphas, Jno. xi. 49 ff.]

how worthless it is when not united with love.

But how are we to connect this with that next
mentioned ?—and know all the mysteries
and all knowledge.—Are these particulars

only designations of the degrees in which the

gift of prophecy was had ? or are they special

gifts? The former is apparently sustained by
the fact that the particles " and though " are
not repeated until we come to the next gift, and
so the three seem included under one head (so

Meyer). But although * the knowledge of mys-
teries,' as implying a supernatural revelation

like that in prophecy, may suit with this con-
struction, yet the other expression " all know-
ledge " is just as far the other way (see on xii.

8). [Besides, Paul elsewhere distinguishes be-

tween prophecy and knowledge (ver. 8 and xii. 8-

10) ; and to this it may be added that the words
< mysteries ' and ' knowledge ' depend not on " I

have," but * I know ']. Hence it were better to un-
derstand him as speaking of separate gifts pro-
ceeding from the divine illumination and serving

to enlighten others. The first of these, « the know-
ledge of mysteries 1 (which possibly may be the

same as •* wisdom," xii. 8), implies a direct in-

sight into the secret counsels of God as brought
out in the great plan of redemption. This, in-

deed, could not be had without revelation, such
as that which forms the basis also of prophecy,
from which it is distinguished also by the nature
of the objects involved ; while it itself forms the
basis rather of instruction. But inasmuch as
the prophet may be at the same time an earnest
inquirer, and through the help of the Spirit,

may beoome a profound explorer into the truth
of God's revelation, there is nothing in the na-
ture of the case to prevent our accepting Meyer's
view as expressed above. The extent of these

gifts is represented as the greatest conceivable
by the repeated use of the term "all."—The
union of the words **and all knowledge" di-

rectly with the verb " I know," gives rise to the
construct*) eonjugati (Osiander), or a zeugma*
(Meyer), so that instead of " I know " you must
supply some such verb as 'I have.'

—

And
though I have all faith,—t. *., faith in its

whole extent and fullest measure. The word
here means a power of will energized by faith

(Neander).

—

so that 1 could remove moun-
tains,—i. «.« so as to be able to accomplish that

which transcends our natural powers, and ap-
pears impossible. (Comp. Matt. xvii. 20; xxi.

21). The expression can hardly be derived
from a supposed tradition of Christ's speeches,

but must rather be taken as a current proverb.
[Inasmuch as the term faith is used in a variety

of senses, we must be careful to observe the
special signification in which it is here employed.
Chrysostom calls it "the faith of miracles,"

* [A figure of speech by which an adjective or verb which
acrees with a nearer word, it, by way of supplement, referred
to another more remote and perhaps lea* raited to it].

that which apprehends Christ simply in His

wonder-working power, and may sometimes
exist in an unsanctified person, like Judas.

Nothing can be inferred therefore from Paul's

statement here to the disparagement of faith as

the fundamental grace of the Christian life

(Calvin)].—I am nothing.—A short and ex-

pressive statement of the result. 'Without love,

though endowed with these most remarkable
gifts which are so highly esteemed and cap-

able of such use, and which seem to indicate

a special divine favor,.a person is in fact a mere
nullity. [*• They do not elevate his character,

or render nim worthy of respect or confidence.

Satan may have, and doubtless has, more of in-

telligence and power than any man ever pos-

sessed, and yet he is Satan still. Those, there-

fore, who seek to exalt men by the mere culti-

vation of the intellect, are striving to make
Satans of them." Hodge].— He advances in

the climax by next mentioning acts which are

regarded as the exercises of a love of the most

ardent and self-sacrificing kind, but which are,

nevertheless, affirmed to avail nothing when de-

void of their proper actuating spirit. Such acts

are but the outward forms of love, which may be

performed under the prompt iugs of a refined

selfishness and vanity ; or, as Besser says, " are

the forth-puttings of a self-will, which, being de-

void of love, expends itself in empty, fruitless

blossoms." Since he is here speaking of tran-

sient acts, he employs the aorist forms ypufiicu

and ir a patio .

—

And though I dole ont all

my goods.—The verb iffufii^etv, when used

primarily with a personal object (Rom. xii. 20),

means to feed as a mother does her babe, by put-

ting into its mouth little morsels previously

chewed; then, to feed in general, to nouruL
When used with the accusative of the thing, it

means to feed out, to distribute to thepoor.*—And
thongh I give my body that I maybe
burned.—The reading Iva Kav& fjoofiai is

st ronjrly supported—but Kov&foufiai is a barbarism,

though found in several editions. [See Winer
II., { 18, I. e]. The burning here may be either

a burning to death, or simple torture by fire.

Perhaps Paul had in mind such events as are

recorded in Dan. iii. 19 S. ; 2 Mace. vii. The
history of his time had not yet furnished any in-

stances of martyrdom at the stake; but in ac-

cordance with the precedents just alluded to, and
through the outlook which he cast into the fu-

ture, he might here have anticipated something
of the sort in spirit.—It is entirely erroneous to

suppose that the reference here is to branding,
as that of slaves ; the usual words for this are

crifriv and oriyfiarifciv. And still less can he
allude to the casting of one's self into the fire in

presumptuous expectation of Divine deliverance.
The parallelism with the first clause naturally
suggests the idea of a self-sacrifice for the good
of others. [This is the thought which Hodge
considers to be presented here]. But this does

* [Coleridge In a MS. note on this postage, given by Stan-
ley, says : The true and most significant sense is, * Thongh
I dole away In roouthfulls all my property, or estates.'
Who that has witnessed the alms-giving in a Catholic mo
nastery, or the court of a Spanish or BidHan bishop's or
archbishop's palace, where immense rerenuea are syringed
away in farthings to herds of beggars, but most feel the
force of the Apostle's half satirical ^Mfuaw]?*'
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CHAP. XIII. 1-13.

not exclude the idea of a martyr-doath, inasmuch
as such a death may serve to manifest both an
unwavering confidence in God, and also a readi-

ness to devote one's self, body and life, for the

benefit of others. But if such self-devotion did

not spring from love, it is obvious that the mar-
tyrdom thus suffered would be only of a kind

that often occurred later in the history of the

church—[a mere parade of heroic endurance or

defiance]. Thus the gloss early arose, tva *av-

XfcuficiL, in order that I may boast; which
then would have so much the more easily come
into the place of the more difficult, and gramma-
tically singular Kav&qooftai since it would have in-

volved the change of only one letter. This gloss

would also, in such a connection, be both flat

and disturbing to the sense.—X am profited
nothing.—Thus he takes down all conceit about
the meritoriousness of such works. The divine

reward, i. e., the crown of righteousness (1 Tim.
iv. $)> can only be given to a humble disinter*

estea love.

Vebs. 4-7. In this paragraph we have a eulogy
of love in a description of its qualities, setting

forth its superior excellence both positively and
negatively. The beauty of the description is

heightened by a personification of love, to which
those things are ascribed teat are found in such
as truly love. Throughout the whole there are
occasional side^glanoes at the faults in the Co-
rinthian Church, which stood in contrast with
the excellences set forth. — Love euffereth
long, and is kind;—Here we have opposite as-

pects of the same quality. The former ex-

pression denotes the withholding of anger, or
displeasure at the offences or failings of others,

and thus implies the overcoming of a natural in-

dignation ; the latter denotes the exhibition of a
mild, gracious, tender disposition. The word
XPiarehtrat [from xpharos, useful] occurs
only here in all the New Testament ; and else-

where we find it only in the Church Fathers. It

primarily means disponed to be usefuL Calvin ex-

hibits the oontrast thus

—

in tolerandis malis—in

eon/erendis bonis. Next follows a series of state-

ments in which several bad features are denied
to love.—Iowa envieth not ;—The word ^Xovv,
as here used, denotes the exhibition of wrong or
unpleasant feelings in view of advantages pos-

sessed by others, giving rise to strife and sonism

;

so C^Ao? in Rom. xiii. 13, and elsewhere.—love)

waunteth not itself,— rcepitepsisrat is

onomatopoetio ["and comes from the old Latin
word perperus, a braggart.—See Polybius xxxii.

6, 5 ; xl. 6, 2 ;" Stanley]. It means to show off

one's self—to cut a swell, make a display, especially

with false pretences, to talk big, to swagger.*
Next we have an allusion to the inward ground
of all such conduct.—ia not puffed up,—t. «.,

inflated with vanity. As this expresses the sub-
jective state of conceit and self-exaltation, so

•[This, bowcrer, it contrary to um meaning gtreo by
Chry»., and no* of tee 0r«ek commentator*, by all tba
older Eoglfeb vtniooa, except the Generao, and by SchlfttM-
Ber, Snldae, Bloomfleld, and otbera, who all agree in the
ease: ' doth not act precipitately, frowardly, rashly, focon-
atdecbtely.' Cbrye. comments: "Lore renders Mm who
lovam both considerate, and grare, and steady in his more-
meats." The balance of authority u In faror of this Inter-
pretation. Amid such disagreement It is difficult to form a

does the former express the natural manifesta-
tion of this in boasts over advantages possessed,
and in attempts to get honor for them. [Of
course there is a contrast here implied. Through
these negatives he would give them to understand
that " love is modest and humble ; modest be-
cause humble." Or as Chbysostom beautifully
says: "He adorns love not only from what she
hath, but also from what she hath not. For he
saith that she both brings in virtue, and extir-
pates vice, nay, rather she suffers it not to spring
up st all".]—does not behave itself an-
seemly,—The word aoxvpovrlv does not allude
precisely to such conduct as is rebuked in xi. 6,

but rather to an unseemly obtrusiveness in the
use of gifts (comp. xiv. 27 ff. ; 89). [Mkteb and
Hodoe interpret the word of unseemly conduct
in general, i «., " love does nothing of which
one ought to be ashamed ; its whole deportment
is decorous and becoming."]—aeeketh not her
own,—Here we have the exact opposite of the
real nature of love, a selfish seeking after one's
own advantage, honor, and influence as the great
thing to be obtained (comp. x. 24, 88).—" Love
seeks not its own pleasure, its own enjoyment,
its own reputation, its own advantage, its own
freedom—yea, not its own blessedness, for, as a
general thing, it seeks nothing which it would
have alone for itself." Bessbb.—is not pio-
voked to anger,—[irapof i vera t; "the ex-
pression is a strong one, and denotes all those
feelings of violent Irritation, and bitter exacer-
bation, whioh are so easily excited in an irrita-

ble man." Bloovfield].—It points back to the
long-suffering spoken of in ver. 4. Osiander
distinguishes it from the former (which he ex-
plains as shewing meekness under wrong in ge-
neral) by the explanation * love does not allow
itself to be aroused even into a transient passion,
such as arises from the supposed infringement
of one's own claims and interest.' Hence this

declaration is closely connected with the one im-
mediately preceding; and as much so with what
follows.—iinputeth not the evil ;

—

o v \oyl-
$erai to kok6v; this does not refer to the evil

which proceeds from one's-self, as though h>yl-

{edoai meant to think upon, to meditate, as in Jer.
xxvi. 8 ; Nahum i. 9 ; and as Luther renders it:

"Sie traehtet nicht nach Schaden;" but it re-
fers only to the evil done to it, q. d., * love does
not charge the evil inflicted/ 'does not carry it

ever in mind, but forgives it.' (Comp. the word
as used in Rom. iv. 8 ; 2 Cor. v. 19, and else-

where). The rendering * suspect ' '[given by
Grot, Heyden*, and adopted by Jon. Edwards in
his celebrated discourses on this chapter] is, to
say the least, doubtful. It is opposed by the
article before hck6v, « the evil,

1 [which evidently
implies the actual existence of some particular
evil that was to be dealt with; so Alford,
Hodge].—rejoioeth not at the iniquity,—
Here, too, the thing spoken of is found outside of
the subject, as may be seen from the positive an*
tithetie clause which follows. [Jon. Edwards
takes the opposite view, and understands the
passage as affirming that love, so far from de-
lighting in the practice of iniquity, tends to-

wards holiness in the life. This is to overlook
the general drift of the passage, which is rather
to represent love in its relations to others]. But
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270 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

the iniquity to which he alludes is not iniquity

in general—iniquity as it triumphs and spreads,

and because it is in the ascendancy [Stanley,

Wordsworth] ; but, more suitably with the con-
text, iniquity as perpetrated by particular indi-

viduals, and rebounding to their own hurt [Al-

ford]. The trait here brought out, is that disposi-

tion to rejoice in the downfall or injury of others
(Schadenfreude), which springs out of ill-will or
jealousy, and which is gladdened when those who
are envied for their advantages are compelled
through some mis-step to come down from their

high position and incur disgrace. This expla-
nation is more natural than to suppose such a
love intended as blindly or falsely approves even
the errors of others, applaudit male agentibu*

(Grot.) ; comp. Rom. i. 32 ; xii. 9.—As a contrast
with this, he says,—bat rejoiceth with the
truth;

—

<Tvy^atpe« o*£ ry aky&ela, not "at
the truth/' thus making the aw in composition
only intensive [as do most of the commentators
and the E. V., altogether overlooking the force
of the verb and the altered construction] ; nor
as though the persons concerned were also taken
into the account as Bengel: gratulatur [justie]

juttitiam; but, "with the truth," truth being
here personified. It is taken either to denote
the absolute truth contained in the Gospel (Col.

i. 6 ; 4 Thess. ii. 12, etc. ) the aim of which is to

make morality prevalent and which rejoices in

the attainment of this end (Meyer) ; or in an
ethical sense, as the good. Burger says : " the
truth in the fullest sense (John iii. 21 ; viii. 32-
44) as the ground of true morality ;" and Nban-
dbr: " Paul here traces back the idea of the
good to that of the divine truth." Or it is in-

terpreted subjectively, moral good in the con-
crete, t. t., men who hare been rescued to mo-
rality (Riickert); or the heart filled and sancti-

fied by the truth and by obedience to it (Osian-
der). The ethical interpretation suits best with
the antithesis ; to that immorality, which is a vio-

lation of the divine righteousness and the divine
will, there is here contrasted the harmony of
human life in will and act with God and His will,

t. «., truth in a moral sense. With this, where-
ever it appears, love rejoices ; it holds fellowship
with it, and shares in the joy of its success. [So
Hodqb, who says: "the sympathy of love with
the Gospel, therefore, does not seem to be appro-
priate in this connection, for it is of love as a
virtue of which Paul is speaking"].—The conclu-
sion of this description is made up of four posi-
tive statements. The first w&vra or k yet is

variously rendered. The verb may be construed
either as in ix. 12, " it suifereth ail things," and
so be referred to the pains and privations en-
dured for the benefit of others (Burger), in dis-

tinction from the virofiivei, enduretk, that follows,

which is referred to the trials and persecutions
inflicted by others. Or it may be rendered
« covers up all things," t. «., -conceals and is si-

lent about those faults of others which a malig-
nant selfishness would gladly expose ; as Bbnobl
very finely says : " hides to itself and to others."
So rendered it would stand in easy connection with
the "rejoicing not in iniquity" of ver. 6, and
also would suit well with what follows. [Jon.

Edwards interprets the clause as denoting a dis-

position which makes us willing for Christ's

sake to undergo all sufferings to which we may
be exposed in the way of duty ! But this, how-

ever, truly it may be asserted of love, is hardly

consistent with the drift of the passage. It is

better to adhere to the strict meaning of the

verb criyetv, to cover, which, as used by Paul, car-

ries with it the idea of covering over and bearing

in silence whatever may be put upon one. 8o
Stanley and Wordsworth]. — believeth all

things,—t. «., shows a trustful disposition which

instead of suspiciously and malignantly surmis-

ing and exposing faults, is ever inclined to sup-

pose the existence of a good not seen, and in

failures to presume the existence of a right inten-

tion. — To this then is added,—hopeth all

thinga.—This denotes the disposition to hope

for all good by looking unto God (comp. PhiL i.

7); confidently to expect the future victory of

good in others, whatever may be the faults and
imperfections which for the present bar such

hope. [Many commentators are disposed to

widen the acceptation of these two last qualities,

and to give them a religious significance. So

Jon. Edwards who regards the Apostle as here

connecting love with faith and hope, thus show-

ing how all the graces of Christianity are con-

nected together in mutual dependence ; and ni
Wbttb says: "the religions ideas, faith, hope,

patience, are too well known not to be supposed
to come into play here. A proper confidence in

our neighbor passes over in many respects into

the faith we have in the wisdom and goodness of

God ; the hope, by virtue of which we anticipate

good in relation to our fellow-men, mounts up
into the hope we have in the final victory of the

kingdom of God ; and the patience with which
we endure opposition for our neighbors' sake,

partakes of our steadfastness in doing battle for

the kingdom of God. The true way therefore

will be to interpret these statements both morally

in relation to our neighbor, and religiously in

relation to God." But, however true in itself

this expansion of thought may be, it is question-

able whether the Apostle intended to give his

language this scope].—From this there follows

the ability for that which is expressed in the

next clause,—endursth all things,—whether
it be taken in the sense of expecting in patience,

or of calmly enduring everything painful and
trying that appears in the object of our hope.

[" The verb imofitvetv, as Hodge says, is properly

a military word, and means to euetam the as-

sault of an enemy. Hence it is used in the New
Testament to express the idea of sustaining the

assaults of suffering or persecution, in the sense

of bearing up under them, and enduring them
patiently (2 Tim. i. 10; Heb. x. 82; xii. 2).

This clause, therefore, differs from that at the

beginning of the verse ; as that had reference to

annoyances and troubles [or, still better, to

faults and offences], this to suffering and perse-

cutions." Edwards, however, in consistency with
his previous exposition interprets this clause as

expressing the final perseverance of love, en-

during to the end ; this likewise must be consid-

ered as transcending the Apostle's line of thought
The union of faith and patience appears also in

2 Thess. i. 3, comp. 2 Tim. ii. 25. The expression
" all things" is of course to be taken with s de-

gree of allowance. In the first instance it im-
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CHAP. Xni. 1-18. 271

plies « all things' which may be endured or con-
cealed so far as duty and conscience do not re-

quire their exposure; in the two following it

means * all things ' so far as truth allows, so that

a person does not impose on himself, nor yield
to groundless fancies ; and in the last it is to be
understood so as not to exclude that earnest re-

proof which circumstances may demand, [or,

taking the second explanation given above, so
as not to exclude such a resistance to injury and
wrong as the public good or the interests of
righteousness may require]. In this way the
whole description becomes beautifully consistent.

Besides, in this way the first explanation of
criyetVy which has in its favor Pauline usage, is

not set aside. To suppose a close connection
here with ver. 6, is by no means necessary ; the
voluntary enduring of all possible labors and
hardships for the good of others, in striving for

their salvation, expressed in the first clause of
this verse, is naturally joined with the acts ex-
pressed in what follows. Besides, we need not
understand by the last clause [as Hodge does]
the endurance of persecutions and the like, and
can hold last to the second of the explanations
given above. Mark the climax of expressions in

this beautiful verse. "Whatever love may en-
counter from others that is calculated to make
it impatient, all this it bears; whatever can
make it distrustful, all this it trusts for ; what-
ever might serve to destroy hope in a neighbor,
all this it hopes for ; whatever might oause it to

sink in weakness, beneath all this it holds its

ground in firmness and endurance." Meyer.—
After having exhibited the excellence of love by
portraying those fundamental features of it which
are found also in its divine Archetype (Rom. ii.

4; 1 Tim.i. 16; 1 Pet.iii.20; Titus iii. 4; Eph.
ii. 7 ) he proceeds to display its excellence still

further by showing the permanence of those
things in respect to which it stands preeminent.

Yjs&s. 8-13. The main proposition in the fol-

lowing exposition here stands first. As to the
original text, critics are not yet agreed as to

whether, with the Rec., it is to be read ktarlirru

(Tisch. Ed. 7. [Words.]), or with A. B. C. [Alf.,

Stan.] TTiTrrri; the sense is the same,

—

ov Karap-
yeirat, ov naverai (comp. Luke xvi. 17). It states

negatively what is positively asserted in ver. 1 8.

—

Love never faileth;—The compound Uiriirretv

is applied to denote the fading of flowers, the
falling of trees, the dislocation of the limbs and
the like ; also displacement from one's position,

becoming void, in Rom. ix.6, spoken of the Word

of God, corresponding to the Old Testament ^£jJ,- T
(Job xxi. 43 ; xxiii. 14). " There failed not aught
of any good thing which the Lord had spoken ;"

and similarly xxiii. 14. The simple form wiirreiv

means to fall, as houses, stars and the like fall.

Here continuance in use is not the thing meant

;

nor yet simply, that love never fails of its object

;

but, actual existence. As Neandeb. expresses
it, "All manifestations of the higher life are
transient, save love. It endures for ever."—In-

stead of continuing in regular sequence, as might
be expected, 'but the gifts of various kinds
will all cease.' he introduces the mention of par-
ticular gi ts by el r «—e Ire, whether—whether*

By this the general idea of gifts is split into

its species, followed by distinct assertions re-

specting each,—bnt whether (there be) pro-
phecies,—t. e., the gift of prophecy, in all its

varied forms.—they shall oome to nought ;

—

t. <J.
f when their contents are all fulfilled, when

all that was once hidden is dearly revealed, and
" every one is taught of the Lord. ( Jer. xxxi.

84).—whether (there be
J

tongues, they
shall oease ;—Not human languages as such,

but the special gift of speaking with tongues,

whatever it be.—'whether (there be) knowl-
edge,—the reading yvtioetc, knowledge*, is not
sufficiently accredited, and the plural was used
perhaps in comformity with the previous word.

—

it shall oome to nought.—On Karapyelv see
chap. i. 28. All these gifts belong to the present
state of imperfect spiritual operations and will

cease when the period of perfection has come.
This he fully asserts in relation to those of
knowledge and prophecy in ver. 9, lOff. For the
oessation of the gift of tongues such assurance
was unnecessary, sinoe it was evident of itself

that this partial ecstatic and unintelligible man-
ifestation of the Spirit was not to be regarded as
anything perpetual and destined to continue in a
state of perfection. [Chrys. and others, however,
understand these futures, of the time when, faith

having spread abroad, these special gifts will be
no longer needed; hence, as belonging to the
present age. And this has been the practical con-
struction put upon them by a large portion of
the Protestant church. Whatever may be the

exegesis given this passage, the prevailing belief

is that these gifts, especially those of a miracu-
lous nature, were destined only for the apos-

tolic period, and have already ceased. But this,

certainly, it was not the intention of the Apostle

to assert here. The time alluded to is undoubt-
edly that of ' the age to come,' ushered in by the

second advent of the Lord]. Since the assertion

that these gifts were to terminate, would seem
most strange when applied to knowledge, he pro-
ceeds to enlarge on this first.—Forwe know
in part and we prophesy in part.—[Here
we have the reason why knowledge and prophecy
were to cease. As here exercised, they were
partial and imperfect, and therefore in their

present form must necessarily pass away when
the state of perfection arrived. The most that

the most enlightened and inspired seers of the

present revelation could boast of, were but mo-
mentary glimpses, whether they were into the

mysteries of the spiritual world around them,
or into the future beyond them].—But when
the perfeot has oome, that in part shall
oome to nought.—By "the perfect" (rd rifotov)

he means the consummation of the kingdom of

God which is to take place at the appearance of

Christ, and not the state of believers after death.

See Hab. ii. 14, " For the earth shall be filled

with the knowledge of the glory of the Lord as

the waters cover the sea." [At that time all

partial illumination will be quenched by the su-

perior effulgence of the divine revelation then

made, just as the light of lamps and stars is all

quenched by the shining of the sun].—The re-

lation of our present defective condition to what
it will be in this future state, is next set forth by
an illustration furnished by comparing the sev-

eral stages of human development — that of
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ignorant and inexperienced childhood with that

of ripe manhood, which is elsewhere described

by the epithet "perfect" (comp. ii. 6; iii. 1;

xit. 20 ; Eph. iv. 13 ff.).—When I wa» a child,
I spake as a child, I felt as a child, I
thought aa a child;—["He here once more
returns to himself, as the representative of man
in general;" and the verbs employed io express
the infant condition may be thus defined and
distinguished. AaXelv means to use the voice,

without any necessary reference to the word
spoken, and is as applicable to the prattle of

children as to the speech of men; fpoveiv de-
notes the internal state of the mind, heart or
will, which expresses itself through the former,
and means not only to think, but also tofed or to

be inclined in any particular direction ; aad Xo-

yiZeoScu implies a continual process of thought,
a course of reasoning, and means to judge, also to

purpose ; and it may also denote behavior, so far
as the result is established and reckoned on].

To refer these three acts of childhood to the
three charisms mentioned in ver. 8, vtis., of speak-
ing with tongues of prophecy and of knowledge
[Bong. , Olsh. , Stan. , and others] , is to say the least

very problematical ; for although the first may
allow of this, it is hardly allowable of the other
two, even though with Osiander we give to fpovetv

a merely intellectual significance,' tenUre, sa-

pere.—We might also be tempted to apply the
condition of infancy, in its contentedness with
its own prattle and acts and thoughts, to illus-

trate the self-sufficiency of the Corinthians in
the possession and use of their gifts; so that
then the Apostle would give us to understand in

what follows, how everything of this sort, like-

wise which belongs to a period of immaturity,
must be done away in riper manhood when the
state, of perfection has come. But the course of
thought here forbids such an application of the
analogy, and allows only that appertaining to

the point in view. He means to say, that as one
who has become a man has put away the child-

ish character in every respect, so, in the future
age, those forms of thinking, feeling and speaking
which belong to the present age, will give place
to something far better. [Tne comparison here,

it must be observed, is not as between the false

and the true, but between the more and the less

in regard to what is true. The thoughts and
feelings of a child may be correct as far as they
go, sufficient for it at its stage, but utterly in-

adequate when compared with the objects with
whioh it is concerned : all error, if error exists,

will be that arising from the limitation of Us
powers ; and this will be gradually removed as
its powers expand. Just so our views of divine

things at present are not to be suspeoted and
disowned as though they were false because im-
perfect ; but if formed under the guidance of the
word and of the Spirit, they are to be relied on
as practically sufficient for us in our present
condition, even though destined to be greatly

modified in the future].—The inadequateness of
the present state of knowledge is mere fully il-

lustrated in ver. 12, in two contrasts—one as to

the directness of knowledge, and the other as to

its completeness.—For now we aee through
a mirror in an enigma ;—Here knowledge is

spoken of under the form of vision (fiXhretv) ;

but it is not human knowledge in general that is

intended, but Christian knowledge as a gift.

Whether this «' seeing " refers to prophetic vision
in distinction from simple knowing, is, to say at

least, doubtful. 'Eaowrpov some interpret to

mean a window-pane, whether of isinglass or
some other translucent substance. But the
word for this is dioirrpov, never iooirrpov. The
latter denotes a mirror which, according to the

fashion of the time, consisted of a bright metallic
plate, which, however, reflected dimly at the

best. The prep. Sid, 'through' [by which some
support the interpretation of a window-pane], is

used in accordance with that optical illusion

which makes the object reflected seem as if be-

hind the mirror, and so, as if seen through it*
The expression kv awiyfiart is not to be oonstrued
adverbially [as in the E. V. and by Heyden,
Billr. and others] < enigmatically,' « darkly ' (afiav-

puc); but here the Apostle passes out of the
sphere of seeing into that of hearing, and shows
us the nature of that in which the objects alluded
to are seen. This he calls an • enigma'—a word
denoting obscure phraseology, some mode of
statement that only hints obscurely what is

meant* or propounds a riddle to be solved. And
by this term he characterises the objective me-
dium of Christian knowledge, viz., the revealed
word in which divine things are seen reflected
as in a mirror. The appropriateness of the
designation is seen in the fact that the divine
word does not oonvey to us these things in per-
fect clearness, but only suggests them, leaving
much still problematical. As Melahothon says:
"The word, as it were, veils a wonderful fact

which in the heavenly state we shall contemplate
fully disclosed to our sight." And Burger:
" The revealed word is called an enigma, because
it necessarily sets forth divine truth in modes of
expression borrowed from human conditions and
natural phenomena—consequently in a sort of
figurative language, the import of which our
minds but partially apprehend. [And Hodge:
" We do not see the things themselves, but those
things as set forth in symbols and words which
but imperfectly express them."] Delitzsch, also,

interprets the phrase in question of the revealed
word. Perhaps there was floatingbeforethe mind
of the Apostle that passage in Num. xiL 8,
where the Lord says of Moses : " With him will

1 speak mouth to mouth, even apparently, and
not in dark speeches (Si alinypdruv, ixx.), and
the similitude of the Lord shall he behold."
Compare with this Gen. xxxii. 80: " I have seen
God face to face"—where, indeed, we have the
expression in the antithetic clause of our text,

which designates the immediateness of vision.—
but, then face to face :—On this point see 1
Jno. iii. 2: ** We know that, when He shall
appear, we shall be like Him; for we shall
see Him as He is." Essentially the same con-
trast is expressed in 2 Cor. v. 7.—now I know
in part;—[As bofore, the point of comparison
was as to the directneet of knowledge, so here it

is us to its extent. The imperfeotness of know-
ledge is owing, however, to its indirectness].—
bnt then shall I know

—

tn lyvooopai;

* [Bat is not this an unnecessary refinement on the mean*
tag F Instead of the toeal why not giro ltd tho o
mom by meane qf9 Bee Jar. Qr. Oram. I «87,3. <L]
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the hi in composition is intensive, thall I tho-

roughly know, pernotcam.—even as I also was
known.—Here, too, the same verb is employed,
iircyv6<y& ? v, wag thoroughly known. Supply
'by God.' The perfection of human knowledge
is compared with that of the Divine knowledge
which apprehends its object not from one side or
the other, but is central and total. " We should
not hesitate to assert the entire fulness of the
promise which the Holy Scripture gives to the
soul that is related to God. The New Testament
occupies the proper mean between deism and
pantheism; it never allows us to divest our-
selves of the character peculiar to •personality,
with its limitations; but, at the same time, it

points us away to the highest exaltation of the
human spirit by virtue of the fellowship it ac-
quires with God. This statement of Paul cor-
responds with the beatitude of our Lord in
Matth. v. 8: " Blessed are the pure in heart, -for
they shall see God." Neander. As the object
of the verbs "see" and "know," some supply
' God' or * Divine things,' or « God in Christ,' but
there is no necessity for such specification. The
objects of vision and knowledge are obviously the
things contained in the revealed word. The tran-
sition from the plural to the singular number is

occasioned by the change in the mode of exposi-
tion. The aorist knEyv&o$Tjv, I was known,
does no prejudice to the eternity of the Divine
knowledge. It is employed simply to express
the priority of that knowledge in respect to that
ofman in the future state, as a thing then past
(Meyer, Ed. 3^. It points back to the time of his
conversion, when he became the object of the
divine knowledge that then was turned directly
on him (chap. viii. 8). Respecting the relation
of this passage to others, where the clearness and
perfection of the Divine revelation, and of the
Christian's knowledge of God are prominently
brought out* comp. Osiander, p. 601.—But what
is the meaning of the concluding verse, and in
what connection does it stand with the preced-
ing?—And now— vvvl 61. Is this to be
taken in its temporal acceptation as equivalent
to the " now " {jkpri) of the preceding verse, and
in contrast with the " then ?" * If so, to what
extent does he emphasize the continuance of the
things specified in the present dispensation of
the world ? Does he intend to put them in con-
trast with the other gifts which were soon to
cease? This can hardly be, for in the Apostle's
view the advent of Christ was ever at band—so

* £So Poole. Bloomfleld, and others (contrary to its use
just after In xlV. 6), who interpret thie verses* asserting the
iMrauuMot character of the threegraca in contrast with the
transtantoess of the gifts, and that for this dispensation,
while the eternal duration of love is set forth by implication
in the last clause: "the greatest of these is love*' "The
dtflsastty," as BLoonriKLD says, " hinges on this : the Apostle
has omitted to mention the caves of the superiority ; yet he
hints it Id the words ' now abideth,' ru., since faith and hope
wily remain in use note, in this world only, love wOi o/wbe
•xertAsed in another world, and to all eternity. The sense,
then, atay be thus expressed : • Faith, Hope, and Lore, these
three together exist in the present scene only; but in the
fhtura world Faith and Hope will he done away, and there-
»re fb« greatest of these is Lore.' " This interpretation
•srtafaOy obviates some difficulties attendingthe other, and
snatpfm t£e theory of the temporary nature of the gilts in
yyptfon ; but is it not adding to the letter and import of
wilbture something not found there f And is it not opposed
•by the change of particles, wWM being used instead of ipn
,Ja et£er to avoid such construction]?

"
' ' 18

'

imminent, indeed, that he regards the gifts as
continuing until then. And apart from this, in
what goes before, he has proved that they would
cease then from the fact that they have no place
in a state of perfection. "We are therefore com-
pelled to take the words " and now " in a logical

sense (Burger says, "as an inference from what
precedes ")=' under these circumstances,' i. e. t

since these gifts are appropriate only for this

dispensation, and must cease with the incoming
of the period of perfection.

—

there (therefore)
remains permanently faith, hope, love.—
Thus what he has said of love in ver. 8, he ex-
tends now to the other fundamental graces of
-Christianity that are also elsewhere associated
with love (Col. i. 4ff. ; 1 Thess. i. 8; v. 8). The
chief objection to this construction arises from
the fact that Paul elsewhere exhibits to us faith

and hope as belonging to the present life in con-
trast with the future. So in 2 Cor. v. 7, where
* walking by faith ' is opposed to * walking by
sight ;' and Bom. viii. 24, where we are said to

be *• saved by hope," which was hereafter to be
merged in sight. Shall we then put the Apostle
in contradiction with himself? Various attempts
have been made to obviate this. Some would
abstract from faith and hope their results or ef-

fects, and take these simply into view as the
things which were to remain; but this will not
do since they must be construed in the same way
that love is, which is here taken in a subjective

sense. Others would construe the verb " abide "

in other than a temporal sense, g. d., « so there

is left to us these three fundamental virtues;

these three alone have an abiding significance

(Burger), are the essential and sufficing elements
of the Christian life. But all such interpreta-

tions are in this connection arbitrary (comp.
on ver. 8ff). Others still maintain, indeed, the

temporal sense of the verb, but, so far as faith

and hope are concerned, only relatively. They
abide only until the advent But here again the

old difficulty arising from the gifts occurs.

Others still interpret the verb to denote per-

petual duratipn, in contrast with the practical

and spasmodic character of the gifts; which is

somewhat arbitrary*. Others suppose a distinc-

tion between the glorified kingdom of Christ upon
earth and the absolute perfection of heaven, and
refer the verb to the former state ; but this can-
not be, since the previous verses plainly point to

a state of absolute perfection. In our exposition

we must settle upon this, that the Apostle ascribea

to faith and hope the same permanent character

which he ascribes to love. But the faith he
speaks of is not opposed to sight, (as in 2 Cor.

•v. 7) ; still less is it the faith mentioned in verse

2; neither is hope to be taken in contrast with

actual possession and enjoyment (as in Rom. viii.

24). But faith here is the everlasting foundation

.

of the state of blessedness—faith as the trustful

apprehension, and fast-holding of Christ, the

sole ground of salvation for each and all ; and
hope is the perpetual expectation of ever new and
delightful manifestations of God's glory, as such
expectation must also exist in the future state—
a thing impossible only under the supposition

that God's glory was at once enjoyed to the full,

and admitted of no further unfolding. But this

stage of perfection no more excludes progressive
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developments in sight and knowledge, than does
the maturity of manhood in the natural life.

Such mainly is Meyer's view. He interprets

faith as an abiding trust in the atonement ef-

fected by Christ, which preserves the glorified

in the perpetual enjoyment of salvation, and
forms the living bond of an eternal fellowship

with their Saviour ; and hope he explains of the

eternal duration, and progressive unfolding of

the glory conferred upon them ; and also from
chap. xv. 24 he seems to find such developments
in the future state indicated. And Nsakder says,
" precisely because faith anticipates a higher
stage of development in life, is it certain that

that which it now has only as an object of faith

is not to be had as a perfect possession of know-
ledge." Somewhat different is Menken's view ;

he assumes the eternal duration of both faith and
hope in relation to ever fresh revelations of God,
and to ever new degrees of blessedness also in

the higher state. Accordingly we need not, with

Osiander, refer baok simply to the general state

of mind underlying both : viz., that of a true and
blessed attachment to God in Christ, which is to

go on unfolding itself even in yonder world.

—

these three ; but the greater of these.

—

pel(ov Tobrov; t o v r u vt -of these, is commonly
referred to faith and hope, so that it is trans-

lated ' greater than these.' But the nearer re-

ference is to the words " these three," and the

proper rendering is as above. Of them all the

greater, the one possessing higher worth— is

love.—From the fact that love has nothing to do
with the justification of the sinner, and that here
faith alone comes into the account, no inference

can be drawn in respect to the relative worth of

faith ; hence also the inquiry which Calvin insti-

tutes in respect to how far, also, on the other
hand, faith is greater than love, is here super-

fluous. The superior worth of love, which is

the sum and substance of all virtues, and is the

bond of perfectness Tver. 4ff.; Col. iii. 14), does
not rest on the fact tnat it Includes in itself faith

and hope, as one would infer from ver. 7 [as de
Wette, who beautifully remarks, " we have faith

only in one whom we love, we hope only for that

which we love "] ; but rather on this, that in it

the image of God, who is love itself, is most per-

fectly exhibited, in so far as, unlike the other

two, it does not relate to the receiving of our sal-

vation with all its blessings, but is essentially

imparting and eelf-beetowment. It is to this that

Benoel finely points : " Love is of more advan-
tage to our neighbor, than mere faith and hope
in themselves (comp. "greater," xiv. 5);—and
God is not called faith or hope absolutely, but
He is called 'love;' " and Meter in Ed. 3 says:
" Since, in relation to faith, the love by which it

works conditions its moral worth as well as the
moral fruitfulness of the Christian life, faith
without it would be mere show ; and hope can
spring only from a faith that is active and loving
(comp. Matth. xxv. 85)." And Burgee : " Love
is the greater because it is the fundamental form
of the Divine life itself, which, in us, should be
set forth in the ways of faith, and of hope."
[And Hodge : " Throughout this chapter the

ground of preference of one gift to others is

made to consist in its superior usefulness. This
is Paul's standard ; and judged by this rule, love

is greater than either faith or hope. Faith saves

ourselves, but love benefits others "].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1* Love the essential principle of all moral excel-

lence. The personal worth and eternal welfare

of an individual consists not in any thing which

he may have or be capable of, whether it be

called talent, or endowment, or aptitude, or ca-

pacity, which may enable him to accomplish any

thing of greater or less importance in any sphere

of life, in the way either of thought or know-

ledge, of willing or working. In this matter it

makes no difference even though the person may
act as an organ of the Spirit of God, who for the

time being may take possession of his natural

powers and employ them upon Divine things.

Let him do, or say, or think, what he will under

such circumstances, from this alone no personal

worth, no true salvation ensues. This rests

solely and alone in an actual likeness to God as

evinced in the whole tendency of a person's life.

And this likeness is found in love, by means of

which a man patterns after God in his whole in-

ner and outward conduct, becomes fundamen-
tally united with God, thinks and acts like God,

and purposes to have and to hold nothing good

for himself alone, but to impart it to others

also, gives up all excluBiveness, and devotes

himself with his utmost energies to works of be-

nevolence, seeking therein not his own advan-

tage, nor honor, nor influence, but bis neigh-

bor's good, and so also the fulfilment of the Di-

vine ends, even the glory of God. So long, then,

as Christ, who is the revelation of the Father's

love, is formed in a man, does he possess a

worth which nothing else can confer; and in

company with Christ is he admitted into the

very fulness of the Divine blessings, to share in

Christ's salvation and enter on a life of everlast-

ing blessedness. Has he any particular qualifi-

cations, with these he serves the body of Christ,

and devotes himself and all he has to promote
the welfare of that heavenly communion into

which he is incorporated. Thus does he become
a veritable member of this holy and blessed so-

ciety, and participates in the Divine fulness

which fills it.

But he that is devoid of love, however great

his gifts, however superior his knowledge or his

performances, is in consequence void of worth.

The Spirit of Christ is not the life of his life—not

the vital bond of his union with God—not the

power which possesses his heart and draws it

out from its selfish isolation and sheds abroad in

him that love by means of which he in the very

image and frame of his mind shall be conformed
to the Divine image. In acting npon him the

Spirit of God operates from without, and em-

ploys his particular powers only as the instru-

ments for the accomplishment of specific objects,

and only so long as it may please Him. Be-
maining fast in his own selfishness, and be-

coming an end to himself apart from God, he for

this reason forfeits all claim to regard, and de-

serves to be used only as a means by that Being
whose honor he has thus violated. All the re-

ward he has is in the pleasure and reputation he
may have acquired by his gifts ; and shut up in
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himself he lives and moves untouched by that

stream of Divine blessing which flows in upon
and fills the body of Christ, and makes every
member rich to his profoundest contentment
through the interchange of benefits which goes
on between the members. The same holds true

also in relation to such actions as are supposed
to betoken a stronger love, viz., extraordinary
sacrifices, both of property and of life itself, and
that too amid martyr sufferings. Should these

be made in a loveless temper, and in a selfish

spirit, though never so refined, they secure no
adfantage. The person forfeits his crown, be-

cause instead of honoring God he sought only to

glorify himself.

2. The excellent quality of love. That which
thus conditions our personal worth and salvation

must in itself be supremely excellent. Accord-
ingly we see that love displays itself in a nobler

array of glorious attributes which are but the

outgoings of its inmost nature. Indeed, its

beauty is seen not only in what it has, but also

in what it is devoid of. If with disinterested af-

fection I devote myself to my brother's highest

welfare, then will there be no room in my heart

for fpite or ill-will, and no relaxation in my labors

and prayers in his behalf. Even though his

progress be slower than I anticipated, though he
exhibits all manner of weakness and imperfec-

tion, though he fails and backslides again and
again, though he evinces an unteachable or

ungrateful disposition, though he causes me
weariness and disgust, though he grieves and
provokes me, though he betrays my confidence

and disappoints my hope often, yet for all this

will I not turn from him in indignation. Love
teaches me to endure, and to restrain my impa-
tience, and to cherish and manifest my benevo-
lence still, according to the example of my God.
It prompts me to go on and bear all things, and
endure labors and crosses in His behalf, on the

ready supposition that where God's work has be-

gun, however concealed from me, some good
must exist which calls for my persevering effort

even when the danger of failure seems most im-
minent. Again, if in cordial love I have given
myself up to the communion of saints in Christ,

then I shall feel neither envy nor jealousy in view
of the preeminent gifts, or greater influence,

or higher honor of others.—So, too, I shall be ex-
empt from pride and boasting on account of my
own superior advantages; nor will I unbe-
comingly obtrude myself on others' notice; but
every where maintain a modest and decorous
deportment ; neither shall I be seeking mine
own honor, or power, or enjoyment, nor give
place to bitterness and evil passion when disap-
pointed in such attempts or baffled by rivals.

Moving continually in the sphere of that grace
which freely and abundantly pardons all sin, I

too shall not be ready to impute the injustice I
suffer from, but rather shall seek to aid and
bless in return, and requite good for evil.

Moreover, having been made free by the truth
myself, I shall sympathize with truth in every
victory it gains, and take no pleasure in un-
righteousness, nor feel a malignant satisfaction

when others fall, as though their fall redounded
in some way to my credit. Thus is love su-

premely beautiful, both from what it lacks and

from what it possesses, shining forth in contrast
with the sins and imperfections of the world,

like a visitant from heaven.
8. Faith, Hope and Love alone permanent. Par-

ticular gifts which afford us only transient

glimpses into the depths of the Divine plans and
purposes, serve well for the wants of the present
life, and satisfy certain needs of the church
during its earthly career; but for this reason
they are not suited to that state of perfection

where the partial gives place to the complete, and
where, instead of a knowledge mediated by inade-

quate words and signs, we enjoy the direct vision

of God and of all things in Him. That only can
endure which may be regarded as a conclusive

union of our renewed nature with the lite of

God—with eternal grace, and truth, and glory.

And such is faith which firmly and trustfully

clings to God's redeeming grace in Christ as the

sole foundation of safety both for time and eter-

nity; such is hope, which reaches out joyfully

after ever fresh manifestations of the Divine

glory ; such, too, is love, the union of the regene-

rate soul with the Triune God, in which the very

life of God gushes forth in inexhaustible streams,

and which must have the preeminence, even as

the Divine principle of distribution and self-be-

stowment must have the superiority over the

earthly principle of receiving and enjoying, be-

cause "it is more blessed to give than to re-

ceive."

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Chrts. :—Ver. 6. As a spark which falls into the

sea hurts not the sea, but is itself extinguished,

so let any thing evil befall the loving soul, and
it will soon be extinguished without disquietude.

Luther: — Ver. 8. Giving is indeed a fruit

of love, but it is not love itself: love is a
spiritual gift which involves the heart and not
the hand alone ; love denotes not that which the

hand does, but which the heart feels.—Ver. 6.

* Not to seek its own ;' behold, this is the nature
of love where it is sincere; but it is sincere

only where faith is sincere. A Christian lives

not in himself alone, but in Christ and in his

neighbor—in Christ, through faith; in his neigh-

bor through love. Through faith he passes be-

yond himself into God, and out of God he passes
again below himself through love, and ever
abides in God and in Divine love.

Starrs :—Ver. 1. Glorious gifts make no man
a Christian, but it is love that makes and proves
him such (Gal. v. 6 ; John xiii. 86).—What is

the knowledge contained in that speech which is

not used through love and unto love, but the

confusion of Babel. Oftentimes there is great

sounding in the ear when there is no profit be-

fore God. Many a man speaks to his neighbor
in pure angelic words, while his heart is devoid

of love ; and to God he daily draws near while
his heart is far from him.—Ver. 2. The knowl-
edge of divine mysteries is a remarkable thing

;

but take away love and it loses its praise.—

A

wonder-working faith is not the faith which
makes blessed. Though possessing it, we may
yet be plunged into the prison-house of unbe-
lieving souls (Matt. vii. 22 ff.).

Hbd. :—Ver. 8. Letnoonebe charmed with giv*
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ing and suffering. Inquire after the disposition

—

the ground and the aim. Love gives weight to all.

—

Though I do all the good aman can, and suffer all a
roan may ; without love it is no good work for which
I can hope a gracious reward.—To hazard life

rather than the truth is indeed in itself some-
thing commendable ; but he who might on this

ucjount endure the severest martyrdom without
love, would nevertheless derive therefrom no
profit.—There are true and false martyrs—God's
and the devil's.—Vv. 4-7. As in a crown there

are many precious stones, so in the single virtue

of love there are imbedded many virtues. But
to no wickedness must love be so hostile as to

wrath and revenge, which it encounters in the
beginning ("long suffering"), middle ("is not
easily provoked"), and end (" endures").—Whom
we love, we highly esteem; how then can we ex-
alt ourselves above him T—O, how sadly is the
sweet name of love abused in that it is made to

serve as a veil for all unchastity and wanton-
ness (aaxvf^ovelv) !—Love is so far from making
unrighteous demands that it rather yields its

rights and imparts itself, with all it has and can,
unto others. That which is called love and
friendship is oftentimes nothing but a trade

—

with one hand it gives, but with both hands it is

ready to take again. Behold how rare true love
has become (x. 24).—Love does not 'laugh in the
sleeve' when it sees a neighbor fall into sin

;

rather, it rejoices when men act uprightly and
it goes well with them.—Void of love are they,
who for the sake of peace in the ohuroh would
readily sell the truth of the gospel. This is far
too precious a jewel to be thus bartered.—Be-
cause love wishes all good to every one, it oan
surmise evil of none, but ever hopes well of a
neighbor. Although often deceived in its good
opinion, yet does it fill out the measure of its

goodness by enduring everything, and labors
still to set him right with all mildness and meek-
ness. It does not readily despair of any sinner,
however bad, and keeps hoping thatGod will still

preserve him, and that he will yet acknowledge
and reform from his unrighteousness.—Love has
a broad mantle which it spreads over a multi-
tude of sins and guards itself from the curse of
Ham with all diligence.—Ver. 8 ff. : Love pro-
duces its fruits here without intermission and is

a foretaste of eternal life ; yonder it will beoome
perfect ; and in this our blessedness will consist.
Although we possess everything in faith, and do
now paroeive something of what God is, and
what He gives us, yet is this knowledge scant
when compared with the clear vision of the fu-
ture. Here we have only a few drops out of an
ooean of divine knowledge ; and who does not
often find in these very drops an abyss which he
cannot fathom (Rom. xi. 33) ?—The imperfect
knowledge is as far surpassed by the perfeot as
a wax light is by the sunshine (Hed.).—If thy
knowledge is but patchwork, why dost thou boast
thereof? Heaven is the school where we shall
first become masters.—Even prophecy, although
it is the perfection of an enlightened mind, is yet
imperfect, inasmuch as it does not behold the
promised blessing as present, but only contem-
plates it from afar. This will cease when we
shall behold the chief object of all prophecy ful-
filled, even our redemption.—By reason of our

childish apprehension even the otherwise clear

word of God comes to us as a veiled speech ia

which we ever look with industrious contempla-

tion and only gradually discover the import; but

in that perfeot state we shall have God and all

heavenly things present to our view and behold

them as they are.—Ver. 13: Faith receive* good,

love dot* good. Faith and hope profit me only,

but love serves many. It alone of the three is an

attribute of God, and in men it is the most dis-

tinguished feature of the divine image.—Faith is

the ground of a holy life and of good works

;

hope builds the edifice of the same ; and love

perfects aud crowns it.

Beblenb. Bebel:—Ver. 1. It is better to appear

foolish and weak before men, than to speak with-

out the spirit of Christ ; better to lack speech,

than to lack love.—Ver. 2. In comparison with

love everything is small, even the miracles of a

wonder-working faith. Wherefore? Because

our nature arrogates to itself all these works.

But love ever bows low before the object loved,

both God and man, and so is secured against all

temptations to this.—As even the most plausible

words are dead without love, so without love the

best knowledge is also unfruitful ; yea, it serves

to enhance man's condemnation. Without it the

glorious gift of prophecy especially is nothing,

since God designs to be praised only in the Son

oPHis love ; and without love no words, however

excellent, do Him service. The love of God, as

it is His very nature and life, we may well

call the mystery of mysteries. For who can

rightly compute its power, attributes, and opera-

tions? Hence the knowledge of all mysteries

and all other science, otherwise never so good,

is cheap in comparison with it.—With all your

spiritual gifts, always consider how far the one

divine power of love may yet be wanting in thee

for softening all your wild natural enthusiasm.

Love makes the heart true and obedient. The
greatest works may be performed from false mo-

tives, or even may be perverted to our own self-

seeking.—Ver. 8. Love surpasses all sacrifice.

A person oan still love himself in the highest

degree, be seeking his own honor, and the praise

of men, even when dividing all his property

among the poor, or complying with other reli-

gious requirements only for the purpose of being

praised as a zealous Christian. So out of self-

love may a person fling away his life, and suffer

martyrdom, only that he may gain an immortal

name. Such, indeed, have their reward.—But

what boots it for them to cast away all their

goods, if they do not also cast away their self-

will ? All formal sacrifice profits nothing, be-

cause it is without the true love of God, which

indeed admits of no such self-love ; and by it

one becomes worse instead of better. Lore is

the disposition of God ; as common the word, so

uncommon is the thing itself. Set over against

it the most extraordinary things are overtopped,

and seem undesirable. From this we may infer

the greatness of love, and how much it is to be
preferred against all else. But, O Love, man
knoweth thee not, because thou art hid behind

thine own simplicity. Only by thy workings

canst thou be recognised.—Ver. 4 ff. Love is in-

vincible. By impatience the strongest and the

wisest, when devoid of love, may be overcome
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of evil ; but lore is able to endure the keenest
sufferings, and it is this that makes it strong. It

shows itself, therefore, in those who hare Jesus
dwelling in them, partly by the manifestation of
good, and partly by the enduranoe of evil, and
in both meekness and long-suffering as exhibited
in the heart and life of Jesus.—Ver. 4. By virtue

of its soft, gentle nature, which shuns all rash-
ness and haste, love is in itself long-iufftrxng,

eien as God Himself is (Rom. ix. 22), especially

in its dealing with difficult eases in the church

;

not that we are to let all evil pass, but only not
to overdrive reform. Love it kind (Gal. viii. 22)

;

this is its nature. The love of God, infused at

the new birth, makes the soul kind, so that it

gladly affords others the means of enjoyment
also. It says not : " I am not bound to do this and
this;" but where there is no law it makes one, in

order to do as mueh good as it can, and to pour
itself freely upon all men.—With lore envy, re-

venge, wickedness, and pride can find no room.
Love feels no jealousy in seeing another achiev-
ing great things.—Its whole notion is modest.
Its tender spirit allows of no arrogance. It

boasts not of its divine nature, since its disposi-

tion is only to serve. It makes itself small and
child-like ; it bows its temper to a low estimate
of itself, and a high estimate of others. It aims
not at the praise of men, nor at self-pleasing

;

bat strives, in every way, to please God, and all

who are loved of God.—Ver. 5. According to a
common proverb, the final end of love, in which
it rests and is content, is the satisfaction and
pleasure of the object beloved. True love has
no separate interest of its own, but it gives itself

entirely, with all its being and means, to its ob-
ject. His good is its good, his joy its joy ; it

Uvea solely and alone in him and for him. If it

knows that it has occasioned him any displeasure,
then is its all embittered ; and it cannot rest until

it is assured that he has become reconciled again.
Love allows itselfin no violence, nor any inordi-

nate desires after anything, nor in any ill humor
even against evil.—It can forget ; has no memory
for evil ; strikes it out of mind.—Ver. 6. Love
takes no delight in seeing a person stumbling,
so (hat it can raise a hue and cry after him.
Antichristian spirits rejoice when anything goes
wrong with those who do not co5perate with
them in all things. Love is righteous, and re-

joices when the spirit obtains a conquest over
wickedness.—The love which does not rejoice in
the truth, is no love.—Ver. 7. Love is not credu-
lous, but believes all good of another sooner than
allow itself easily to believe, or to imagine any-
thing wicked, because love ever inclines to the
side of the good. Love trusts God for final vio-

tory in all things. What it does not see, it awaits
in patience; it exercises itself in prayer, and
does not soon become weary of fidelity and pa-
tience towards others, but quietly endures the
sufferings meted out unto it.—As in good, so in
evil, is it invincible. It would rather bear, be-
lieve, hope, suffer all things than allow evil to
triumph. Away, therefore, with your passion-
ate, false, wrathful natures!— Thou eternal
Life, in the midst of Thine enemies rule Thou in

us, through Thy lamb-like loving Spirit, in the
patience and faith of Thy saints, in mildness and
meekness, and tranquility!—Ver. 8. Love is un-

ending and ceaseless as God's own eternal life,

even so far as He imparts it to His believing

creatures. It continues in eternity as an eternal

essence and life in God, and in all blessed spi-

rits. Other spiritual gifts are indeed from God,
but they are not God's essence and life as love is,

and they retire before it in eternity.—All other
gifts are only preparations for perfect love ; in

it all those things terminate which have not in

themselves the entire divine life. — Vv. 9, 10.

One knows this, another that, none everything.
The Church of God anticipates a summer which
shall never pass away. At last the tree produces
ripe fruits, the child loses himself in the youth,
and the youth in the man. When the veils which
now curtain us are all taken away, then will the

perfect come. To abide in that which is frag-
mentary when age is matured, is childishness.

When we hold to special gifts for their own sake
alone, then are we liable to become extinguished
with them.—Ver. 11 f. Mature manhood in Christ
exchanges the patchwork of the outward exer-

cises in speech and knowledge for the perfect
essence of love. This makes us Christ godly-
minded, and glorifies in us Christ, in the Father.

—Ver. 18. Faith, hope, and charity, all three,

are the simple cleaving of the loftiest disposition

to God, as that Being who alone can and will

help us through Himself. In love we have joy
in Him as the highest good which can satisfy all

our longings, and we strive to please Him su-

premely. In faith we commit ourselves wholly
to Him on the ground that He loves us, and con-
sequently will help us. In hope we patiently

expect that He will love us in eternity, will im-
part Himself to us, and be our help forever.

Rikger:—Vv. 1-8. That a person may have
gifts without communion with God is a witness

of the general disposition on the part of God
to do good and simply to give. If a man en-

dowed with many gifts is nothing without love,

what must that man be who is utterly estranged
from the life of love, and has nothing at all

wherewith to clothe his nakedness. As long

euffering%
love can consume much time over the

failings of others ; sb kind, it considers how it

can make itself acceptable to them for their im-
provement. It desires not to be and to do every-
thing itself; but it looks gladly on when its de-

fects are supplied by the assistance and gifts of

others. Together with this, it avoids all that

petulance which characterises those who love to

please themselves. It is not puffed up with the

breath of human applause, and in all it does, has
referenoe rather to the Father who seeth in

secret. Hence, it never behaves itself rudely,

neither by making too common of high things,

or by being too free with equals or by looking
contemptuously on what is low ; but it keeps in

the place where -God has put it as a member. It

neither seeks its own in selfishness, nor fails to

prefer the general good to its own. It imputes
not evil, holding others aloof in suspicion or in

revenge. It helps the truth, and it suffers much
that is unjust towards it to pass as though un-
observed. As far as it can, without prejudice to

others and without injury to the public peace, it

believes all things and hopes all things : and un-
til this hope has become a joy, it endures all

things and holds fast ;—mercy rejoicing against
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judgment.—Vv. 8-12. All knowledge and pro-
phecy is patchwork; tnese can represent the

truth only in partial aspects without giving a
complete survey, because God has determined
to draw men to Himself through His word, and
the gradual revelation of Himself therein, and to

operate upon their hearts under these external

presentations, according as men allow them-
selves to be brought thereby to the obedience of
faith and to heed the partial revelations given.

After the light that was quenched in the fall,

God purposed to restore man not through a di-

rect illumination that would have rendered faith

and conviction, obedience and love unnecessary.
As he sinned through hearing and through diso-

bedience, so was he to be saved also by hearing
and faith and obedience. Therefore God showed
to him so much as was necessary to awaken
faith and obedience, left it so far obscure as to

allow room for the excuses of unbelief in case he
ceased to have pleasure in the truth.—All of us
are too ready to engross to ourselves everything
with the desire of becoming perfect ourselves;
but the Scriptures admonish us to hold every-
thing as a common good which has been con-
ferred on us and others. The perfect descends
upon me—even the kingdom of God, into which
I enter, and which brings with itself something
far beyond that which I could hitherto attain

unto with my partial knowledge in prophesying.
Ver. 13. Among the perfected righteous, love
will remain as the bond of perfection. He
who abides in love abides in God, and God in

him.
Hbubnbr:—Ver. 1. Love alone has uncondi-

tioned worth, it carries in itself its own contents;
everything else, even the highest spiritual ad-
vantages obtain their worth through it. All

speech without it is lifeless. The most beauti-
ful orator devoid of heart is but a beautiful in-

strument unconscious of what is played on it.

The simplest words spoken in love are of more
worth than the most charming speeches void of
heart. Those who are eminent for insight
should not forget to love. And to whom this in-

sight is denied, let him not trouble himself if he
has love.—Indeed, there is a service which offers

up all things and endures all sufferings and yet
obtains not the graoe of God nor any eternal re-

ward, because love is wanting—because the thing
was done for love of fame.—Ver. 4 ff. As the
worth of love shines forth by a comparison with
other excellencies, so is itseen also from its blessed
fruits. Its chief attributes are a sparing tender-
ness, a gentleness which never injures, a sim-
ple self-forgetfulness, holy sympathy, invincible
courage,—Division: I. according to the subject:
benevolent (ver. 4), true (ver. 6), holy (ver. 6), in-

vincible (ver. 7) ; II. according to its objects: the
failures, infirmities, follies of others (ver. 4), inju-
ries (ver. 5), needs (ver. 6).—Ver. 4. Love is not a
transient ebullition, but a benevolence which does
not allow itself to slumber, or kindle into wrath
oa account of the failings or indocility of others.
It so associates with others that they can ob-
serve and feel the inner affection in its friendly
ways.—It does not deal petulantly with the
weaknesses and follies of others, nor make them
tho subject of ridicule.—It is free from conceit
and self-consciousness, and is willing to let

others feel its own weakness.—Ver. 5. Amid
injuries it does not break out into wrath and

contemptuous expressions, nor does it allow it-

self in anything by which another's sensitiveness

or feeling of shame can be wounded, nor is it

unseemingly obtrusive. It asks not, " what is

that to me ?" nor disavows the natural relationship
among men, nor measures the iniquities of

others according to the damage suffered. — It

does not allow its benevolence to be disturbed

by the pains which others inflict upon it. It

hunts not after e?il to insist on an atonement, but

cherishes thoughts of peace.—Ver. 6. Observe

its holy interest in the spiritual welfare of others:

while the evil-minded rejoice over other's sins

and punishments and disgrace, and narrate

them with laughing lips, love delights in be-

holding the sincere piety of others clearly dis-

played.—Ver. 7. Love does not secretly impose

severe labors upon others, but performs them

itself, and bears their brunt.—It gives the best

credit possible to others for their doings and

hopes always for their improvement, and under-

takes to promote it in all possible ways.—Yer. 8

ff. The worth of love is seen thirdly, from its

eternal duration. It alone avails in Heaven

where all that is here learned is useless.—In

Heaven there is no preaching, since only one

spiritual tongue is there spoken. We shall read

each other's thoughts in our souls. The highest

human knowledge is in its extent and depth and

connections but mere patchwork.—Now God has

given us a problem to solve; we are to find

its solution in nature, in History, in His word

where His holy love exhibits itself to us in the

image of Christ. Then shall we behold that

which is now unseen, face to face.

W. F. Bessbb :—Ver. 1. As the life blood of

the body is poured from the heart into all the

members, and as every heart-beat pulsates in all

the veins, so is love the heart of the body of

Christ. God has love without measure. His

essence is love. The Christian lias only drops

from this divine sea of love, some small portion

of the divine fulness. And Paul is strenuous that

the love of the Spirit which renews the human
soul in Christ, shall move the tongue of him

who pray8 and sings praises ; that love to the

Lord Jesus, love to the church, love to all man-
kind shall give to the sounding instrument its

living tune.—Ver. 8. 0, how many works of un-

tying fame perish before God and follow not

their authors, because they are not quickened by
that love which is alone imperishable!—Vv.

4-7. The twioe-seven graces of love here shine

like the seven colors of the rainbow. The rain-

bow is the token of the triumph of the sun over

the rain ; so love shows itselftriumphant over all

hostile obstructions in manifold ways. The
heavenly daughter of the Spirit triumphs over

that which is carnal and earthly.—The varnish

of a worldly polish is nothing in comparison
with the culture of the heart in the Christian,

however humble his condition may be ; love

ennobles the whole conduct of him who has it.

—

0, Thou true Savior, in our poverty we cry te

Thee I Turn Thyself to us ! From being wrath-
ful, unfriendly, envious, haughty, conceited,

rude, selfish, implacable, revengeful, cold tem-

pered, unmerciful, suspicious, mean, impatient
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do Thou make us loving in heart.—Vv. 9-10.

The edifice of evangelical doctrine has many
openings which will remain unclosed, for they

are the windows out of which we look toward
Heaven and for the coming of that which is per-

fect.—Ver. 13. The Christian life is subject to

the triumvirate of the three here lauded (comp.

1 Thess. i. 3; Col. i. 4, 5; Heb. x. 22-24).—
Faith lays hold of the promise of eternal life

;

hope waits for the appearing of the object of

faith ; but love is eternal life itself in its power
as manifested toward God and man. It is greater

in duration ; its being has no end.

Ewald :—Vv. 4-7. The. worth of love. There
is not a Christian virtue which is not strength-

ened by its power, not an evil which it cannot

keep aloof, not a condition in life to which it

cannot impart a Christian character.

Vv. 1-13. Pericope for Esto Mihi Sunday,
Obtingbb, Sermons on the Epistles p. 1G1 ff.—I.

True love distinguished from attachment and par-

tiality; II. overcometh all wrath and judgment.
Hcubxer.—I. Love is the highest gift of grace,

on account of: 1. its inward worth ; 2. its blessing,

and 3. its influence upon eternal life. II. Lovois
the consummation of Christianity : 1. it puts the

crown upon all excellencies ; 2. it exhibits pre-

eminently the power of Christian faith ; 3. it

sets us in connection with eternity and God.
III. The comparison between the excellencies of

the mind and of the heart : 1. the former have
in themselves no unconditioned worth ; without

love they may inflict injury ; the latter alone

impart worth, and united with it the former be-

come truly renowned; 2. the forme* do not

make a person beneficial to the public ; love

only makes one ready to serve and generally

useful ; 8. the former confer no claim for salva-

tion; love alone makes us worthy of heaven.

IV. TheChristianroadto true fame (comp. chap.

xiL 31 ) : 1. It is a holy road, different from the

ordinary one ; 2. it is a truly difficult road, re-

quiring much labor (comp. vv. 4-7), often not

remunerative, often losing itself in the dark

;

but yet 3. it is safe, and certain of leading to

heaven. V. The worth of true love: 1. often

eclipsed by glittering gifts and showy acts ; 2.

its peculiar spirit, being often occupied in un-

seen labors, is not visible; 8. its eternal reward

•till hidden.—Vv. 1-8. SermonsbyJ. G. Krafft.

VoL 1, p. 165 ff. Love : L Its peculiar char-

acter: 1. as to its ground (humilityV, 2. as to
attributes. II. Its higher worth : it sanctifies

knowledge ; is the soul of faith ; is the conse-
cration of every good deed. III. How we
shall partake of the same: 1. by the contempla-
tion of its archetype in Jesus Christ ; 2. by re-
ceiving love from Uim who is the fountain of
grace and love.

Ver. 7. Schleikrmachbr's Collected works. Vol.
I. p. 40. The limits of forbearance : I. in our
judgment respecting men : II. in our behavior
toward them. " It is only justice toward the
good and the pious, when you look upon them
with the eyes of love, all glowing with faith and
hope ; it is only love to the evil, when you show
strict justice towards the evil which is in them."

[Jon. Edwards. Charity and it* fruits. Vv.
1-3. All the virtue that is saving and distinguishes

true Christians from others, is summed up m
Christian Love. I. The nature of this love: 1. in
all true Christians is one and the same in prin-
ciple; a. from the same spirit; b. wrought by
the same work ; c. has the same motives. II.

Proof that all true virtue is summed up in it

:

1. from what reason teaches of its nature: a.

that it disposes to ail proper acts of respect to-

.wards God and men ; b. that whatever seeming
virtues there are without love are unsound and
hypocritical ; 2. from what Scripture teaches :

a. of the law and word of God in general,
b. and of each table of the law in par-
ticular; 3. from what the apostle asserts of
faith that "it works by love:" a. love is the
most essential and distinguishing ingredient in
a true and living faith; b. all Christian ex-
ercises of the heart and works of love are
from love. Application: 1. by way of self-

examination ; 2. by way of instruction, a. It

shows us what is the right Christian spirit,

b. Professors of Christianity may be taught as
to their experiences whether they be real Chris-
tian experiences or not. c. It shows the amia-
bleness of the Christian spirit; d. also the plea-
santness of a Christian life ; e. the reason why
contention is so destructive to religion ; f. hence
the need of watchfulness against envy and malice
and all like passions

; g. hence no wonder we
are commanded to love our enemies ; h. we learn
the importance of seeking a spirit of love, and
of growing in it more and more.]

3. comparison of the gifts of prophecy and of speaking with tongues, in respeot
to their worth for the edification of the Church. Rales for the right regulation

of their use according to their end, and according to the benefit they render
to the Church.

Chapter XIV.

Follow after charity [love, rijv dydjnjv], and [but, d£\ desire [the, tSl] spiritual

2 gifts, but rather that ye may prophesy. For he that speaketh in an unknown tongue
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[a tongue] speaketh not unto men, but unto God : for no man understandeth [hear-

3 eth, axouet] him; howbeit in the spirit [Spirit] he speaketh mysteries. But he that

prophesieth speaketh unto men to [om. to] edification, and exhortation, and comfort.

4 He that speaketh in an unknown tongue [a tongue] edifieth himself; but he that pro-

5 phesieth edifieth the church (congregation, hzAytiav]. I would that ye all spake

[Now I wish you all to speak, QiXat dk ndvras 6/ias AaXetv] with tongues, but rather

that ye prophesied [might prophesy, Kpo^reu^re] : for [Imt, de] 1 greater is he that

prophesieth than he that speaketh with tongues, except he interpret, that the church

6 [congregation, ixxXrjffta] may receive edifying. [But, dk] Now, brethren, if I come
unto you speaking with tongues, what shall I profit you, except I shall speak to you
either by revelation, or by knowledge, or by prophesying, or by doctrine [teaching,

7 hfaxy] 1 And [om. And] even things without life giving sound, whether pip* or

harp, [yet 8/uoq id*] except they give4 a distinction in the sounds,8 how shall it be

8 known what is piped or harped ? For [also, xa\] if the trumpet give an uncertain

9 sound, who shall prepare himself to the battle ? So likewise ye, except ye utter by
the tongue words [a word] easy to be understood, how shall it be known what is spoken ?

10 for ye shall speak into the air. There are,4 it may be, so many kinds of voices in the

11 world, and none of them5 is [none are] without signification. Therefore if I know
not the meaning of the voice, I shall be unto him that speaketh a barbarian [foreigner,

12 fidpftapoq], and he that speaketh shall be a barbarian [foreigner] un»o me. Even so

ye, forasmuch as ye are zealous of spiritual gifts [spirits, nveuixdrw], seek that ye may
13 excel [abound, 7re/>«<r<reui?re] to the edifying of the church [congregation]. Where-

fore let him that speaketh in an unknown tongue [a tongue] pray that [in order that,

14 ha] he may interpret. For if I pray in an unknown tongue [a tongue], my spirit

15 prayeth, but my understanding is unfruitful. What is it then? I will pray with the

spirit, and7 [but, dl] I will pray with the understanding also : I will sing with the spi-

16 rit, and7 I will sing with the understanding also. Else, when thou shalt bless8 with

the spirit [shalt have blessed in spirit, ebXorfs ttvcu/juztc], how shall he that occupieth

the room [place] of the unlearned [one not so gifted, Idubrou] say [the, rd] Amen at

17 thy giving of thanks, seeing he understandeth not what thou sayestr For thou verily

givest thanks well [verily thou docst well to give thanks, <rb p.ev ydp xaX&s ed^apttrrel^

18 but the other is not edified. I thank my [om. my]9 God, I speak10 with tongues
19 [a tongue, yXdxrtrrf^1 more than ye all : Yet in the church [congregation] I had rather

speak five words with my understanding," that by my voice [orally, xan^Vw] I might
20 teach others also, than ten thousand words in an unknown tongue [in a tongue]. Bre-

thren, be not children in understanding [minds, reus <pps<riv] : howbeit in malice
[wickedness, xaxia] be.ye children [babes], but in understanding [minds] be men [full

21 grown,riXstot]. In the law it is [has been, ffypanTot] written, With [in, h] men of other

tongues and other18 lips [in lips of others, iv xe(Xe<rtv iripot^] will I speak unto this

22 people ; and yet for all that will they not hear me, saith the Lord. Wherefore [the,

at] tongues are for a sign, not to [for] them that believe, but to [for] them that be-

lieve not : but prophesying serveth [the prophesying is] not for them that believe not,

23 but for them which believe. If therefore the whole church [congregation] be come
together into one place, and all speak with tongues,14 and there come in those that are
unlearned [not specially gifted, idt&rat], or unbelievers, will they not say that ye are

24 mad ? But if all prophesy, and there come in one that believeth not, or one un-
learned [not miraculously endowed], he is convinced of [by, £*<*] all, he is judged of

25 [by] all : And thus16 are [om. And thus are] the secrets of his heart [are] made ma-
nifest ; and so falling down on his face he will worship God, and report that God is

26 in you of a truth [in truth is in you]. How is it then, brethren ? when ye come to-

gether, every one of you [each one, 2xa<no<;, om. of you]16 hath a psalm, hath a doc-
trine [a teaching, Ma%i)v], hath a tongue, hath a revelation [hath a revelation, hath

27 a tongue],17 hath an interpretation. Let all things be done unto edifying, tf any
man speak in an unknown tongue [a tongue, ^Arffftfg], l*t it be by two, or at the most

28 by three, and that by course ; and let one interpret. But if there be no interpreter,

let him keep silence in the church [congregation] ; and let him speak to himself, and
29 to God. Let the prophets speak two or three, and let the other judge.

30 [But, dk] If any thing be revealed to another that sitteth by, let the first hold his
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31 peace. For ye may [can, duvaur&e] all prophesy one by one, that all may learn, and
32 all may be comforted. And the spirits18 of the prophets are subject to the prophets.

33 For God is not the author of confusion [tumult, £xara<tT(Uria<;\ but of peace, as [peace.

34 As], in all churches [the congregations, rate ixxXyetatc;'] of the saints.19 Let your
[saints, let, om. your]* women keep silence in the churches [congregations} : for it is

nol permitted81 unto them to speak ; but they are commanded to be under obedience

35 [in subjection, uxoTcuTffiir&aHTav]** as also saith the law. And if they will learn any
thing, let them vmk their [own, Moos'] husbands at home : for it is a shame for wo-

36 men [a woman, yutouxYy* to speak in the church [congregation].*4 What ! came the

37 word of God out from you ? or came it unto you only f If any man think himself to

be a prophet, or spiritual, let him acknowledge that the things that I write unto you
38 are the commandments [a commandment, lariv IvtoXtJ] of the Lord.* But if any man
39 be ignorant, let him be ignorant.* Wherefore, brethren, covet to prophesy, and forbid

40 not to speak with tongues. [But, <W] Let all things be done decently and in order.

t Ver. 5.—Rec. has v*p, and It has many MSS. in its favor, but the oldest (A. B.) read ft*. [To these must now be added
Sinait, a cursive of the 11th century, and the Copt, version. On the other hand, D. B. (F. G., the Ital. and Vulg., and some
others, have yap itrnv, or est enim) K. L. Sinait., (3d hand), many cursives and versions, with Chrys., Theodt., Jerome and
Ambrst, favor y&p.—C. P. W.J.

* Ver. 7.

—

Rec. has &?, TtKhendorf has 6toy; and this has strong bnt not decisive rapport. The &» might very natu-
rally be an attempt to conform to the &y in ver. 8. [Laehmann and Afford receive 6? on the authority of A. B. D. (1st

hand), 8inait, many cursives, Orig., Chrys., Oicum.—C. P. W.].
•Ver. 7.—Lachm. has tow +B6yyov, but it is not sufficiently sustained. [His principal evidence is B. (which, however,

shows its uncertainty by omitting the row), and some Italic and Vulgate copies (which, With Pelag. and Bede, give tomtnum,
or as pkUtonffi*). After the preceding 4>»vt)v 6*A6rra the change of this dative into the genitive, and of the plural into the
singular, was very natural (Meyer).—C. P. WJ.

* Ver. 10.— Tieehendorf edits eiatV after the best M8S. The lart* of the Ree. was probably a grammatical correction.

Jfcycr, on the other hand, reasons that the singular verb is an amendment to suit the neuter plural noon. [Sao also At-
ford. In behalf of the plural we have certainly the predominance of documentary proof: A. B. D. B. F. G., Sinait, seven
eursiv*, with Clem., Damasc and Theophyl.—C. P. W.].

* Ver. 10.—The avrwr of the Rec. has against it the best MSS. [A. B. D. F. O. SinaJt., eleven cursives, Vulg., the Lat
version of B., with Clem., Damasc., Ambst., Bede.—0. P. W.J.

[* Ver. IS.—Rec. has Atoavp instead of Ate, which is edited by Alford. The evidence in favor of Ati> (A. B. D. E. F. G.,
Sinait, 17, Damasc.). Is, on the whole, decisive, though the ancient Greek expositors are nearly all for Ziovtp.—C. P. W.J.

I Ver. 15.—The & is left out in both instances before koX by many and excellent MSS. But there appear to be no sa-

tisfactory reasons for the omission. ("The former is inserted by A. B. D. E. L., Sinait., many cursives, the Peschito. Copt.,
and several Greek Fathers; and the latter by A. D. B. K. L., Sinait, the later Syr., Copt., and the same Gruek Fathers.
Alford inserts both, and Lack cancels only the second.— A. D. B. F.G., Sia., and three cursives have vpoocv£a>/i<u before
t$ rptvfi^ but B. K. L., many cursives, the Vulg., and many Fathers have spoar<v£ouat.—0. P. W.J.

* Ver. 10.

—

Lachm. has evAoyjk. The evidence for cvAoyijoip is by no means convincing. [It has F. G. K. L., many
cursives, Chrys., Theodt., (Ecuin., Theophyl., but evkoyps has A. B. D., Sinait. and Damasc.—C. P. W.].

* Ver. 18.

—

Rec. inserts j*ov after 0««, but in opposition to the most decisive authorities. It was probably taken from
chap. L 4 and Rom. i. 8. [It is omitted in A. B. D. E. F. G., Sinait., nine cursives, several Latin and Vulgate versions, the
later Syr., Copt., Aeth., Chrys., Theodt (codex), Jerome, Sedulius and Bede, bnt it is given In K. Ln many cursives, Pe-
schito, Ital- Vulg , Copt., and many Latin Fathers.—C. P. W.l.

Ver. 18.

—

Rec. has AoAmf, but it Is feebly sustained. Others have oti AoAu. JThe principal witnesses for the Jfec.

are K. L , a number of cursives, Chrys., Theodt., Damasc. Reiche defends it. Bnt B. D. B. F. G., Sinait.. 17, 67 (2d hand),
the Ital., Vulg., Copt, Syr. (both), (Ecum., Orig. and the Latin Fathers are decisive againbt it. A. omits both words. The
insertion of on and the change into the participle are intelligible, if the original had been the difficult present, whereat
the contrary change would have been without motive.—C. P. W.].

II Ver. 18.—Many and excellent M88. have yAwro-at? with the Rec., bat Meyer thinks it " probably a change to favor a
prevkms prejudice." [It has for it B. K. L., many cursives, Syr. (both), Copt., Chrys., Theodt., and Orig.: but ngainst it A.
D. B. F. G., Sinait., Dama*c Ambst., Pelag., Bede. The Vulg. has quod omnium ventrum lingua loquor.—C. P. W. j.

P* Ver. 19—Rec with Tuehendorf hns &td tow *»od* pov, but the evidence is stronger in favor of rw vot pov. [It must
be conceded that the documentary evidence preponderates in favor of the dative (A. B. D. B. 9. G., Sinait., 12 cursives, with
the Vulg., Syr. (later), Copt, versions, and Oleum., Orig., and the Latin Fathers), and that the harshness of saying that the
understanding was the instrument of speaking supplied a strong motive for a change. And yet Itsch., Meyer and Bloom-
JUld think it more likely that the dative was an attempt to conform to ver. 15, and that Marcion's reading (&& top uoVor
without fiiov) shows that the copyist must have had before him otA rov vo6*.

*» Ver. 21.—Ree. has Iripoit, but it was probably occasioned by the preceding datives.
14 Ver. 23.—There are various positions of the words vdvrt* yAitaraic AaAMOHir, but the sense of the passage is not af-

fected by them. [A. B. F. G., Sinait^ Boern., Basil, Theophyl., have tramt AaA. y\unr C. P. W.l.
* Ver. 25.

—

Ree. has xal ovrw ra Kpvnra (taken from the following *al ovrw), but with Inferior evidence of the MSS.
(coarp. Meyer). [Meyer thinks that " the result or consequence of which the Apostle was about to speak was thought by
many moat properly to commence here ; and hence the subsequent «al ovrw was anticipated here and left out in its proper
place (at ft is by Chrys.). Afterwards this second ovrw would be in some cases reinserted without the removal of the first

feat e*vs»." The MSS. which are against the words («al ovrw) in the beginning of the sentence are A. B. D. K. F. G. Sinait,
twelve cvroivea, the Lat, Syr. (Pesch.), Copt, Aeth., Arm. versions, Basil, Chrys., Cyr., and the Latin Fathers.—
C. P. W.J.

» Ver. 28.—Ree. baa vpuStv after fcaorov, bnt It remains quite uncertain. [It is omitted in A. B. Sinait (1st hand), 74,
and Copt, but is inserted by D. E. F. G. K. L., Sinait (3d hand), almost all the versions and cursives, with Chrys., Theodt.,
Damasc nod the Latin Fathers.—O. P. W.].

n Ter. 2&—Roe. has yhmevaw egst ainuc. §x*i, but this order of the words is feebly supported. [A. B. D. E. F. G., 81-

naft, enrsives, Vulg., Copt, Syr. (both), Aeth. (both), Arab., Bas., CBcum., Theophyl. and Lat Fathers have avo*. €v«u
yfciwyy ex*1-—<?• *• w l-

* Ver. 32—Rec. gives as a Var. Reading, wcvpa instead of trvtv^ar*. This was a correction, because the plural
seemed strange. [Alford says : "As one Spirit inspired all the prophets, wevfiara was not understood/' A. B K. L., Sinait.,
many cursives, Vulg., Copt, Syr. (later)., Orig., Epipb., Chrys., Theodt, Damasc., OJcam., Theophyl., Tert., Didym. have
the plural.—C. P. W.].

[>• Ver. 3&—The words «t ev v&raiv r. incX. r. kyiuv are joined with ver. 84. and a period is put at eipijvip by Laehmann,
TUchendorSt */1*r> Stanley. Qmybeare, Hodge, Kling, and most of the later commentators. (Lachm, puts a comma after
iutAif*^ so that ayutv becomes emphatic, and al yvvatKtf. without vp&v belongs to it). Ostander, Neander, Bloomfleld,
Alfnrd and Wordsworth adhere to the punctuation of the Fathers and of all modern Comm. until Caietan, sccording to
which tneaw words areJoined to the preceding. Some MSS. (F. G. Vulg., Syr. (later), Arm. and Chrys.) add 6to^o*icw after
•&*&' It was probably taken from chap. fv. 17.—C. P. W.].
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*> Ver. 84. Here, as in ver. 26, vitmr Is very doubtful. Neither here nor there are the MSS. decldre against the word.

[Tischendorf and Eeiche defend It, with D. B. ¥. 0. K. L., curaires, Syr. (both), Arab- Slav., Chrys , Theodt^ TheoplijL,

(Ecum., Amb., Ainbut.; bnt it is left out by Lachm. and Alton), with A. B , Sinait., Volg., Copt., Aeth., Arm. and sum*

Fathers. It seemed superflnons, but Its antiquity, especially in the Bast, makes it probable —C. P. W.j.

» Ver 84.—Jfoc and Teschendorf have «*-tr*rpa*rat, but it is not so well sustained as the present iwtrphnrai. [It bad

become common to regard the law as of only former validity, and yet in tliit matter it was natural for the Apostle iu hie

time to speak of its present signification. The authority of the oldest and best uncials (A. B. D. B. f. G. Sinait.), the

Vulg., Ital., Basm. versions, all the Latin and some of the Greek writers, is in fcvor of the verb in the presents-

C. P. W.l.
M Ver. M.—Lacltmann, on the authority of some good MSS., edits vitoTwrvioBmv**. Meyer, however, considers it a

gloss. [It has for it A. (adds rote arlpaa*), B., Sinait^ seven cursives, Copt., Basm., Marc., £piphM Damasc. The infinitive

has tor it the weight of the cursives, the versions, and the Fathers.—C. P. W.].
» Ver. 86.—Bee. with many MSS. has yvvmtfip for yvr+ud, but it was probably a correction to make the word oanfom

to the preceding plurals.

[** Vers. 34, 85.—These two verses are placed after ver. 40 by D. E. F. G„ ItaL, Ambst. and Sedul.—C. P. W.].
* Ver. 37.

—

Rec. has tow icvpiov <i<r\v ivroXai. Lachmann has more authority for forte sVroAq. But both are probably

glosses. Some MSS. have 9*ov instead of icvpiov, but their authority is very feeble.

» Ver. 38.—Lachmann. after many Greek and LaUn MSS., has avwxiTat, instead of iyros£rw. It was probably sa

oversight of transcribers. See Meyer una exeg. notes. [In favor of the indicative Is: A. (1st hand—the present -a* seems to

be a rescript for a former -*» of the 1st hand). D. (1st hand), F. G., Sluait, Orig. and the Latin writers. Some versions (in-

cluding the Vulg.) and fathers have ignorabitur, and Hilar, has turn cogwmcetur. The *> might easily have fallen out, at

ayrostrat and the followiug wort were anciently written continuously and without punctuation, and then the ax could be

supplied. On the other hand, it is difficult to Imagine a sufficient motive for changing the indicative into the imperative.

The sense of the indie would also have been quite ambiguous, while that of the imper. was very much in Paul's spirit and

manner.—C. P. W.j.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vsns. 1-5. [He now turns from his digression

to the main topic on hand, viz., the proper ma-
nagement of spiritual gifts. ' Before entering on
this, however, he presses a final exhortation in

regard to that which he had been so warmly
eulogizing].—Pursue love,—i. «., use all dili-

gence in obtaining and cultivating it ; chase it

as a hunter pursues his game ; press towards it

as your chief good, as men make for the goal in

a race ; such is the force of tiotuiv here (Rom.
ix. 80; xii. 18 f., 19; PhiL iii. 12, 14). The
omission of all inferential particles like ovv adds

to the energy of the injunction.—but be zeal-

ous for the spiritual gifts,—the same lan-

guage as is used in xii. 81. But it is not simply

to resume what was there said, as though ail

that intervened was but a parenthesis [so Stan-

ley]. Rather, the 6 k, but, is designed to set the

second clause over against the first, by way of

showing that though they were to pursue love,

still this was not to prevent their seeking for

spiritual gifts also. In urging the former he was
not intending to disparage the latter, as they

might be disposed to infer. Hence we may ren-

der 6 1 by meantime, however, or nevertheless. Ne-
ander takes the second injunction in the light of

a permission, rather than of a positive command,
and supposes that Paul chose the stronger word
in the first instance in order to teach his readers

that a Christian's main endeavor should be to

become quickened ^y love. ["He observes,

therefore, an admirable medium by disapproving

of nothing that was useful, without at the same
time preferring, by an absurd teal, things of

less oonsequence to what was of primary impor-
tance/' Calvin].—In regard to spiritual gifts

see on xii. 1. A more restricted application of

the term here, to denote simply * the gift of ton-

gues,' mijrht, indeed, be favored by the contrast
implied in the "rather" directly following, and by
ver. 2, and also by ver. 14ff., inasmuch as the
gift of tongues, because it was a speaking and
praying in the spirit, might well be called by way
ofpreeminence ' spiritual.' But the plural form,
as well as the more extended connection had with
th* foregoing chapter, declare for the broader
interpretation of: gifts in general.—bnt rather

—(i a "k X o v is to be construed comparatively and

not a8==u&Wra, q. d., 'more than all the other

gifts.
1—that ye may prophesy.—Instead of

using the noun * prophecy,' he employs the verb

with the telic Iva, as the object of ^rjXovre, be

zealous for. In this there was undoubtedly a

design ; but not such as to warrant Meyer's ren-

dering, * in order that ye may prophesy.' [Stan-

ley says, that I v a is here passing into the Ro-
maic sense, in which it is used as a substitute for

the infinitive. Comp. for this use, ver. 12;

Matth. vii. 12: Mark vi. 8, 25. See also Winer,

P. 1, xi. i lxiii. 2, 1]. The reason of the prefe-

rence he next assigns.—For he that speaks
with a tongue,

—

i.e., in some strange language
prompied by the spirit. [Bloomfieid takes ihc
•' speaking " (Xfativ) to signify preaching, exhort-

ing, and says, * the context requires this ;' but it

must be the context only as read in the light of

a certain theory. There is nothing in the lan-

guage to warrant it, and to construe it thus would
be to make this the only passage where the gift

of tongues must be supposed to have been used

in addressing others directly].—speaketh not
to men,—t. e., not with the design of imparting

anything that the hearers can understand and

profit by.—but to God:—It is with God that

he is in communication, [" according to the pro-

verb : * He sings to Himself and the muses '
".

—

Calvin]. Of this the proof—first, negatively.—

for no one heareth.—By this he does not

mean literally * heareth not,' as though the words

were inaudible, like those muttered by Hannah,
1 Sam. i. 13 ; since this would neither suit the

expression 'speaketh;' nor yet the context, es-

pecially of ver. 7 ; nor yet the corresponding pas-

sage in Acts ii. 10, 19. The word axoveiv rather

denotes here the inward hearing, the mental ap-

preciation of what was uttered. [So the word
is used in Acts xxii. 9, where the attendants of

Paul are said not to have ' heard the voice' which

in Acts ix. 7 they were said to have heard—an

ambiguity which can be explained only by taking

the word in the former instance to mean 'un-

derstand.' See also Mark iv. 88. '< He spake

as they were able to hear:" also Gen. xL7;
xlii. 23 ; Is. xxxvi. xi. where for « understand

*

the Ixx. has aiwvetv]. The negative " no one

"

is not hyperbolical as if signifying ' very few,
1

but absolute ; the exoeption arising from the as-
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sistance of some interpreter will of coarse be
understood.—bat in the spirit he speaketh
mysteries.—The ' but ' is not designed to ex-

press a contrast, as though equivalent to son-

dern (Ruckert) ; but it is explicative, introducing

a further specification, viz., "in the spirit;"

while the remaining words alone state the anti-

thesis to what is asserted in the previous clause.

The word 4I mysteries" is not to be understood
a9 in ir. 1.; xiii. 2. [As Stahlbt, "Here, as else-

where, it means * God's secrets;' here, however,
not as elsewhere in the sense of secrets revealed, but
in the sense (nearly approaching to the modern
word mystery) of secrets concealed. The only
other instance is Rev. xvii. 6." And Alford :

" Things which are hidden from the hearers, and
sometimes also from the speaker himself"]. So
understood, the statement would, as related to

the previous one, appear tautological ; hence the
words " in the spirit " must here be so taken as
intended to bring out more fully the character-
istic of the gift in question. Accordingly they
must be interpreted not simply of the inward
man, q. a\, 'he speaks to himself in his own
thoughts ' (Le Clerc, Locke, Semler). Still less

can 7T v e b fi a r t be the objective dative either to
XaXei, or to fiver j/pta, q.a\, 'bespeaks things
which are mysteries for the spirit of others.'

Rather the expression is used here as in ver. 14,

of the activity of the higher religious conscious-
ness, uninfluenced by reflection (Meyer), ["of
the spirit as opposed to the understanding, his
spirit as the organ of the Holy tfhost while the
understanding is unfruitful" (Alford)], of the
inner life as abstracted from the outer world
(Beek), " of a state of inspiration only through
the medium of the intuitional side of the human
spirit directed God-ward—a state in which the
self-consciousness is, as it were, suppressed or
overpowered by the divine influence completely
taking possession of the humsn soul; in short,
of a state of mystio ecstasy whioh, when par-
taking of the characterx>f a gift, creates for itself

a form of speech in whioh the soul breaks forth,

as it were in holy dithyrambics " (Delitisch v.

{ 5J.*
[So also De Wette; irvcvfiari he ex-

plains by " through the spirit," t. e., his higher
unconscious spiritual faculty which is filled by
the Holy Spirit, and is without the vovc. Bloom-
field and Hodge, however, follow the Greek com-
mentators, and most early modern ones, in taking
the word " spirit" to mean, not the higher spiri-

tual powers of our nature, but the Holy Ghost
as in chap. viii. 14. "In favor of this interpreta-
tion is : 1. The prevailing use of the word Spirit

in reference to the Holy Ghost in all Paul's epis-
tles and especially in this whole connection. 2.

That the expression to " speak in" or " by the
Spirit," is an established Scriptural phrase,
meaning to speak under the guidance of the
Holy Spirit 8. When spirit is to be distin-

guished from the understanding, it designates the
affections ; a sense whioh would not at all suit

this passage. 4. The meaning arrived at by
this interpretation is natural and suitable to the

* fThte work of Delituch presents a masterly analysis of
Biblical doctrine on this and all kindred subjects, and de-
serves a better translation than that it has suffered from
the h»nds of Dr. Tfallis. It cannot be understood in that
Sngtish dress].

connection. "Although he who speaks with
tongues is not understood yet guided by the
Spirit, he speaks mysteries." Hodgb. To this

it may be replied in order 1. That nvebfia, when
used without any qualifying term in Paul's writ-

ings, more commonly denotes the higher nature
of man, especially as quickened by the Holy
Ghost. 2. In every instance where the idea of
speaking "in the Holy Ghost" is intended, it is in-

dicated by the use of the prep, kv, in, and usually
with the addition of the article (as in Rom. i. 9

;

viii. 9; xv. 16; 1 Cor. vi. 11). Wherever the
simple anarthrous dative irvebfiart is found as
here, to denote that in reference to which a
thing is done, it stands for the spirit of man, as
might be expected (Jno. iv. 24 ; Rom. viii. 13

;

1 Cor. iv. 21 ; vii. 84 ; Gal. v. 5, 16). It is in
this broader sense that the word is here to be
understood. It means not simply the intellect,

but the higher nature of man in all its emotions
as stirred by the Holy Spirit. 4. While the
meaning "in the Holy Spirit" gives good sense
even here, still the other meaning is more in ac-

cordance both with the usus loquendi, and,, with
the train of argument, and should therefore be
adhered to as it is by all English TerBions, and
by nearly all commentators].—The case is other-

wise with the prophet.—He that prophesies
speaks unto men—In the prophet who is

called to be the mediator of divine mysteries in

behalf of others, there is united with the state

of ecstasy (which however is not the exclusive

mode of revelation with him), the ability of re-

producing that which he has seen in the spirit,

by the aid of his understanding and psychical
faculties in adequate and intelligible language
(Delitzsch { 6). What the prophet imparts is

threefold,— edification, and exhortation,
and comfort.—The first of these terms (oiko-

6ofi.ii), properly implying a building up of the
Christian life in its successive stages, may be
taken as expressing the genus of which the other
two express the species, though not all the spe-

cies. By irap&K%tio ic, exhortation, we under-
stand that by which the will is aroused to greater
earnestness in self-culture and to greater Chris-
tian activity and to more tealous endeavors.
[Stanley who unites with exhortation the mean-
ing of consoling or strengthening as in the word
irapojchfToc, Comforter, says : " how closely con-
nected this gift was with prophesying may be
seen in the faot that the name of ' Barnabas,'
•the son of prophesy,' is rendered in Acts iv. 86
vlbc irapwckfjaeoc, ' tie son of consolation.' " By
irapapv&ia we understand that by which the
spirit is quieted and cheered. Though sharing
with the former, the sense of consolation, it im-
plies something more tender and soothing. As to

the conjunctions nai-tcai, the first may be taken
as annexing to the chief word something further
explanatory, like and indeed; or they may be
taken as distributive particles, both and. Osi-

ander follows the earlier commentators in co-

ordinating the three particulars, and gives to

the first a relation to faith as implying the

furtherance and strengthening of the Christian

life therein ; to the second, a relation to love as

implying a stimulus to the cultivation of it, as in

the more active duties of Christianity; and to

the third, a relation to hope, as the source and
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284 THE FIRST EPISTLB TO THE CORINTHIANS.

effect of all comfort ; furthermore, he subordi-
nates the two last to the first as their root.

—

That a subordination here is intended is sus-

tained by the fnct that the word "edification"

returns again alone in ver. 4.

—

But he that
peaks with a tongue edifies himself;—
He here refers to the effect of those inward ex-

citements and elevating impressions which a
person experiences in this intercourse with
God—in this state of prayer and praise, or of

mystic ecstasy wherein the operations of the

Holy Spirit reach their culminating point (comp.
Delitzsch, as above). " This does not imply a
benefit derited through a distinct understanding
of that which he speaks; but there is left upon
the spirit of the speaker an impression made by
the whole experience, of a quickening and ele-

vating though mystical kind." Meter. And
in like manner Osiandbe : •« He could allow the

total impression and feeling of his discourse to

work on in him." [" This view is necessary on
account of what is said in ver. 6, that if he can
interpret, he can edify not only himself, but the
church." Alford. Hodoe, on the contrary,
ignoring the fact that any benefit conld be de-
rived excepting through a distinct intelligence

of what was uttered, says, '• this verse proves
that the understanding was not in abeyance, and
that the speaker was not in an ecstatic state."

But this is a mere assumption, against which
might be put the following counter testimony

:

44 The gift might and did contribute to the build-
ing up of a man's own life (1 Cor. xiv. 4). This
might be the only way in which some natures
could be roused out of the apathy of a sensual
life, or the dulness of a formal ritual. The ecstasy
of adoration which seemed to men madness,
might be a refreshment unspeakable to one who
was weary with the subtle questionings of the in-

tellect, to whom all familiar and intelligible

words were fraught with recollections of contro-
versial bitterness or the wanderings of doubt.

(Comp. a passage of wonderful power as to this

use of the gift by Edw. Irwing. « Morning Watch,'
v. p. 78.") See Smith's Bib. Diet. p. 1658].—but
he that prophesies edifies the church.—
The article before kKK^ijalav is unnecessary.
The church as a collection of individuals is here
brought forward in contrast with the speaker
himself. [Not so however Alford. " The arti-

cle," as he says, "being often omitted, when a
noun in government has an emphatic place be-
fore the verb ; accordingly in ver. 6 the article

reappears"]. —Lest any should think that he was
here seeking to set aside all speaking with
tongues as calculated to provoke envy, he pro-
ceeds—I would that ye all spake with
tongues,—This must be regarded as a hearty
wish and not an unworthy concession to the Co-
rinthians, on the score of their partiality for

this gift. This is evident from the fact that he
goes on at once to adduce prophecy as the higher
and worthier gift which he still more earnestly
desires that they should have and exercise.

—

bat rather that je prophesied.—He here
passes over into the telle construction with Iva,
" indicating a stronger intention towards' the
higher object" (Osiander). According to the
common reading uti(uv y&p, for greater, he adds
a reason for what has just been said. But if

with some good authority we read 6k, but, instead

of yap, we must regard him as simply continuing

his discourse.

—

but greater is he that pro*
phesieth than he that speaketh with
tongues,—The greatness here consists in use-

fulness, and hence also in dignity. This how-
ever is qualified by the exception,

—

except—
ijtrd? el fifa The a £ here appears pleonastic

(xv. 2; 1 Tim. v. 19). [This redundant ex-

pression arises from the blending of two con-

structions, eardr el and el /iff, instances of which
are found also in the classics. Hence, not a
Hebraism. Winer iii. J 66 8 c.].

—

he inter-
pret.—The subject of the verb is not any other

person, but the speaker himself who could unite

the two gifts of speaking with tongues and in-

terpretation in himself. By the exercise of the

latter gift for the purpose of edifying the church,
he put himself on a par with him that prophesied.
In regard to the subjunctive form after el comp.
on chap. ix. 11, (retpectumeoinprchrndit experieniiae.

Meyer). [Hodgb says: "this passage proves
that the contents of these discourses delivered
in an unknown, tongue were edifying; and
therefore did not consist in mysteries in the bad
sense of that term, t. e., in enigmas and dark say-
ings. The absence of the gift of interpretation

does not prove that the speaker himself in such
cases was ignorant of what he uttered. It only
proves that he was not inspired to communicate
in another language what he had delivered."
The reasoning is not conclusive. It is grounded
on the assumption that no benefit could be de-
rived from any experiences that were not dis-

tinctly intelligible and capable of being commu-
nicated under the ordinary forms of thought and
language. And it may be asked if that which
was spoken in the unknown tongue was distinctly

intelligible to the speaker, what need was there
of a special gift of interpretation to enable him to

communicate it to the church ? The understand-
ing (vovc) is the parent of language; and what a
person understood he surely could utter. Would
this not be in violation of a well known rule, • not
to introduce a divinity upon the stage unless the
occasion required it'] ?—Ver. 6-11. Bnt now,—
vvvl 66 here also as in xiii. T8 in a logical

sense, q. d., 'since in speaking with tongues the
edification of the church depends altogether upon
the interpretation which followed, then without
this,'

—

ifloomeunto yon speaking with
tongues,—he uses himself as an illustration

without laying stress upon his personality, [as
Chrys.], in which case ahrbc ky&, Imyteff, would
be required ; or it is a mode of individualizing

the case as is found in vv. 11, 14; xiii. 1, 12.

—

what shall I profit you,—This question here
forms the main propos lion which (as often hap-
pens in the classics) is inserted between the two
hypothetical clauses, the second of which stands
in contrast with the first, or is its negative paral-
lel (not its subordinate so as to indicate how the
speaking with tongues must take place ; nor yet
does it stand in any closer internal relation to
the main proposition).

—

unless I shall speak
nnto yon either by revelation,—The h>. m,
or, by, denotes as in Matt. xiii. 8 the form which
his discourse might take, or the sphere in which
it would move.

—

or by knowledge, or by
prophesying, or by doctrine?—The four
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things specified may be referred back to two
gift*: first, to prophecy, whose ground and
contents is revelation ; and secondly to doctrine

which rests upon knowledge and furnishes its

fruit : [as Hodob says, "there are notfour, but only
two modes of address contemplated in this Terse.

Revelation and prophecy belong to one, and
knowledge and doctrine to the other. He who
received revelations, was a prophet ; he who had
the word of knowledge, was a teacher." So like-

wise Calvin. This construction is derived from
the sense, and not from the grammar of the text.

There the four items stand coordinate as though
distinct and independent]. Revelation is to be
understood as in ver. 26, subjectively (otherwise
in i. 7). It signifies occasional disclosures re-

specting anything which concerns the kingdom
of God, or an unveiling of mysteries. As what
is thus disclosed is uttered in the ardent and
rapt discourse of the prophet, so, that which
an enlightened inquiry affords for furthering our
insight into divine things, is expressed in the
calmer diction of the teacher, and is termed doc-
trine. As Bengel says : " prophecy relates to

particular facts, not well understood before, to

mysteries to be known only by revelation.' 1

Doctrine and knowledge are brought from the
common storehouse of believers, and refer to ob-
vious things in the matter of our salvation.—He
next proceeds to illustrate his point by various
analogies; and first from musical instruments.
Some difficulty arises as to the proper rendering
of what follows, in consequence of the unnatural
position of 6 fi i» c . Some take this as equivalent
to bpn'iuq, in like manner; but this would be
unsuitable and unnecessary. The signification.

nevertheless, yet even, would fit better. But still

it is questionable whether the word mainly af-

fects or gives prominence to r a ajtvxa, lifeless

things, as its position appears to indicate; so
that this drawn out in full would be ra aijrvxa

jubVep &i>vxai 6/M^f, « lifeless instruments, though
lifeless, yet give sound ' (Winer); or whether by
it the thing introduced in proof is set up as ab-
solutely valid against all objection, q. d. t

4 one
cannot yet understand/ t. s., *this must at any
rate be conceded, that we cannot understand

'

(de WetteJ ; or, whether, by virtue of a transpo-
sition which appears also in Gal. iii. 15, and
elsewhere in the classics, the word is placed first,

while it properly belongs before e & v; so that
the concessive protasis is formed by the words
4(jvi}v 6id6vra f which then would be equi-
valent to Kaiwep ^uvfjv 6i66vra. The last con-
struction is the correct one, being the only one
which corresponds to the use of language, and to

the course of thought.—Things without life,

although yielding sound, whether flute
or harp, yet if they do not—Respecting the
various positions occupied by o>uf, how the
word or clause limited by it sometimes precedes
and sometimes follows it as here, comp. Passow ii.

1 p. 77. By being put first it carries an empha-
sis. " There is an inference drawn from the
less to the greater, 11

q. <*., if, indeed, such is the
ease with Sfeless objects, how much more must
it be with men ?—giwe a distinotion to the
tones,

—

i. «., by various distinct modulations of
high and low, strong and weak.—how shall it

'be known what Is piped or harped ?—

This refers to the significance of that which is

played on each instrument (comp. ver. 8 ff. )

:

i. e., 'a person will, in that case, not be able to

discern or perceive what tune is played.' [The
article is here repeated to show that two distinct

instances are contemplated, not necessarily one
tune either piped or harped. Meyer regards
this passage as decisive against the opinion that
the tongues used in the gift in question were dis-

tinctly articulated foreign languages, end that
the utterance in this case was a confused jargon
of sounds, such as that which would be made
through the instruments without observing their
proper modulations. But this is pressing the
analogy too far. The point made is simply with
reference to the unintelligibleness of the things
played, unless the well-Jtnown laws of the in-

strument and of the music were observed].
The argument is confirmed by another example
of the same kind, whioh sets the case in a still

clearer light—For also,—[The « for" serves for
a climax, the higher confirming the lower].—if
the trumpet gives an uncertain sound,

—

The trumpet, so strong in its tones, and unmis-
takable in its character, even this requires a
certain definite modulation when giving its va-
rious signals, if it is to be known whether the
signal is one for battle or not. The adjective
44 uncertain " expresses the antithesis to the pre-
vious expression, "give a distinction to the
sounds." [Different sounds of the same trumpet
summoned soldiers to different duties, one suc-
cession of notes giving the signal for attaok, and
another for retreat. Hence the question] .—who
shall prepare himself for the battle?

—

The application to the point in question he next
proceeds to make.—So likewise ye, through
the tongue,—These words are put first by way
of emphasis, as contrasting the Corinthians in

the exercise of their divine gift with the lifeless

things whioh he has just been speaking of.—un-
less ye give a word easy to be under-
stood,—This clause unquestionably stands op-
posed to the assumption that inarticulate sounds
are implied in the gift, if for no other reason
than on account of the use of the term " word,"
which denotes a rational, articulate utterance,
even though we would wish to take the qualify-

ing expression in with it. Nor is it favored by
the other expression «* through the tongue," as
though this meant the simple organ of speech

;

for in that case it would only be used as in con-
trast with the musical instruments specified.

—

how shall it be known what is spoken ?
for ye shall be {ioeede so long as ye speak)
a speaking into the air.

—

etc &6pa XaXovv-
r«c; the phrase denotes the uselessness of an
unintelligible discourse. It dies away into the
atmosphere, reaching not the mind of the hearer.

—He next pushes his range of analogy still far-

ther, so as to include the various human lan-

guages whioh can furnish no means of inter*

course between man and man, so long as their

meaning is not understood.—-There are, it may
be,

—

el rifxoti * phrase commonly found with
numerical nouns, and never means for example ;

it only states the number as problematical, or
denotes uncertainty in the .more definite state-

ment.—so many—

r

ooavra. ["The word here
has- the force of a definitenumber. If men could
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ever have counted the number, Paul would hare
set it down here; but he leaves it indefinite."

Bbnobl].—kinds of voices in the world,

—

fatvfj, voice, here signifies * speech/ or 'language,'

(as also in Gen. xi. 1, 7 ; and in the olassics of-

ten, and ykvjj +(jv£>v denotes the * various lan-

guages,' of which each one forms a yivoc, genus.

He does not use the word yXCMjaa, tongue, because
in this whole paragraph this is employed to de-

note the special gift which is under considera-

tion.—and none

—

o bdlv refers to y k v ij. It

does not mean * no rational creature ;' but the
right relation is expressed by the avr&v, of them,

of the Rec. which, however, is not original.

—

is without signification.—£ fovov, literally

speechless (like fl
;
oc. a/ftarof), t. c, * without that

which is tho essential thing in speech,' * unsuited

for the purpose of intelligible communication.

'

44 The Apostle intends to say that every language
has its definite signification; inasmuch as it is

designed to be the vehicle for communicating
thought." Nranubb, [Hodqb says, "The il-

lustration contained in this verse goes to prove
that speaking with tongues was to speak in fo-

reign languagos." If by 44 foreign languages"
is meant languages of other countries on the

globe, then spoken, the inference is too broad.

It supposes that no other language was possible,

save such as were then in vogue. If language is

God's gift, and not a mechanical contrivance of

min, why could not the Spirit inspire men to

utter their new experiences in a new and 4< clean

speech," which, though used by none others, was
fully entitled to be called a language? And may
it not have been one intent of the Spirit in the

production of this new language to furnish a sign

that the thing* it reveals were such " as eye had
not seen, nor ear heard, nor had entered into

the heart of ram" to conceive, and such there-

fore as required to be expressed in forms cor-

responding? To understand these "tongues"
to denote foreign pagan languages, most of which
were but the defiled vessels of impurity and
falsehood and idolatry, and utterly inadequate
to convey spiritual truth, is to miss the import
of this remarkable phenomenon].— From the

fact that, none of the various languages of earth

lacked the character of language, viz., the power
of communicating thought, he goes on to infer i

that where one person was incapable of under-
|

standing another, there was reason to believe

that they stood in the relation of foreigners to

each other. This would not be inferred were
the " speech" ** without speech" (fyovoc), u «.,

in itself unintelligible, since the speaker in this

oase could be understood by no one. He might
be looked upon as one deranged, but not as a
foreigner. The very foroe (dbvapuc) of the lan-

guage, its sense, its significance, vii., is pre-
cisely that thing which would be excluded by its

being 4 * without speech" (d^wvof).—Therefore,
if I know not the foroe of the language, I
shall be to him thatspeaketh abarbarian,—
Bipfiapoc, the common term to designate one not a
Greek, one who stood outside the sphere of the
Greek language and culture. Here it is used in no
bad sense, but simply to denote a stranger.—and
he that speaketh a barbarian in me.—As in

the former clause, rtf XaXobvr iib the dative of
judgment, meaning, 4 in the estimation of him that

speaketh ;' so i v kft o I, in me, must be construed

* in my ejw, f

or 'according to my judgment,'

(oomp. Passow i. 2, p. 909.)
Vbe8. 10-19. The connection with the previous

verse is more correctly determined by making
the conditional clause here refer to what was

perverse in their desires and efforts as corres-

ponding with the relation set forth in the pre-

vious verse, where it was shown that by reason

of not understanding the language spoken, one

appeared to the other as a foreigner; and by

regarding the injunction which follows as urging

them to the adoption of a contrary course,

—

first, in an indefinite general way ; from which

he at once proceeds in ver. 13 to draw the in-

ference in relation to the matter in question, tru.,

speaking with tongues.— So also je,—This

expression is used as in ver. 9 ; the 44 so " in-

dicates that which corresponds to the analogy

previously introduced, and for this reason it

stands at the beginning of the clause to which

it belongs, as there. It is as if he had said

:

4 in this way, as ye are foreigners to each other

from not understanding each other's language,

and no intercourse can take place between you

—

a condition of things whioh is palpably wrong.'

etc. So Meyer. Proceeding from this interpre-

tation of the word "so," some insert a colon or

period after 44 ye," making the clause mean
* such barbarians are ye who speak with tongues

without interpreting ; but this would be to sepa-

rate unnecessarily matters belonging together.

Others construe the clause 44 so also ye " as an
apodosis, implying that the Apostle meant to

have them entirely avoid, making each ether as

barbarians. But in such a construction not

only would there be no suitable relation to form

the ground of a parallel, but a contrast would

be introduced. We should have to insert that

in thought to which the * 4 bo" should refer,

somehow after this fashion

—

4 in order to avoid

coming into the relation of barbarians, it will

be necessary to introduce an interpreter, so also

should ye endeavor to make yourself plain.'

But where is the necessity of such a subaudition,

if another explanation offers itself which is sus-

tained by the analogy in ver. 9? [Alford and

Bloorafield in accordance with the great majority

of commentators from Chrys. interpret the con-

nection more simply. They give ovtoc the

s«nse of therefore, t. «.,
4 after the lesson conveyed

by this example,' or, *to apply this to your

case,' whioh has the advantage of simplicity].

—

since ye are sealots of spirits—-C^urai
TTvevfidruv, i. «., *are ardently devoted to

them and admire them ;' so the objective geni-

tive often ocours in classical writers, * 4 0f

spirits " is a bold expression, adopted in accor-

dance with the diversity whioh appeared in the

operations of the Spirit The principle at work
is itself spoken of as manifold. As Obiandbr

says: * 4 the individual gifts are designated as

active powers, existing independently in those

endowed with them." Or as Mbtbr: "what
were in reality diversities of gifts, and therefore

only different manifestations of the Spirit, pre-

sented themselves to the popular apprehension

as diversities of spirits." That Paul himself

actually believed in a plurality of spirits (Hil-

genfeld) is at variance with xii 4, 7. Some,
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arbitrarily, limit the word to denote simply the

gift of tongues. It is here, howerer, to be taken

in it 9 broadest sense as standing by metonymy
for spiritual gifts in general.—He now comes
for the first time to the practical application of

his argument The duty he urges upon them
corresponds to the object for which spiritual

gifts were given.—for the edification of the
Church,—The end to be aimed at is put first

by way of emphasis. But the words are not to

be joined simply with the following imperative,

—seek,—as though this was to be construed ab-
solutely, and the words after it,—that ye may
abound.—were to be construed as a final clause
(Meyer), as though the meaning were: strive for

the edification of the Church in order that ye
may abound!—for the verb ^rjrelv, seek, can
hardly be used without an object. This object

is rather to be found in the verb following it,

which is introduced in accordance with a later

lax usage by iva, that*— 'Seek that ye may
abound/ or, « seek to abound.' Then the words,—for the edification of the Church, — would
belong to the combined phrase 'seek that
ye may abound,' and not to the latter verb ex-
clusively, although this conveys the chief idea;
at least not so that vrpbc should be made equi-
valent to eic, and the sense this, 'that the bless-

ings of their gifts may be poured out more and
more abundantly upon the Church for its edifi-

cation.'—Next comes the application of this fun-
damental principle to the matter of speaking
with tongues.

—
"Wherefore, let him that

speaketh with a tongue, pray that he
may interpret.—irpooevx&o ,&o, Iva Step-
fievevrf. [This passage, simple as it seems,
has caused no little perplexity among commen-
tators. The mode of interpreting it has a de-
cided bearing upon the theory a person may
form in regard to the nature of the "gift of
tongues;" and it in turn has been determined
largely by whatever theory has already been
formed. There are three ways of explaining it

1. To take Iva in its laxer sense, and construe
the verb diepjtevevn with it as the object of
frpoeev xia&o, q. d., 'let him pray that ho
may be able to interpret/ •*. «., for the gift of
interpretation. This is the sense given it by all

the Greek commentators, and is adopted by most
of the modern ones. Among these Grot., Beza,
Hamm., and Hodge. Adopting this view, we are
at liberty to suppose that the person speaking
with a tongue was not necessarily engaged in
worship, but was addressing the assembly ; and
so to infer that this gift was used not only for
the purposes of prayer and praise, but also for
popular discourse. The objection to this view
is, that in the subsequent argument in support
of the injunction here given, the act of praying
is spoken of absolutely ; and standing, as the
next verse does, in close logical connection with
this by means of the " for," we are constrained
to interpret the praying spoken of in both verses
in the same absolute or general sense, and that

*[Tbls would hardly comport with the theory that Iva
always has to a greater or less degree a telle force, and so
Bloomfaid rabandlts ravra. referring to s-pevprfraiK, the
object of CVtrttrc. q. d., « seek thene things thst ye may
abound.' This corresponds better with its nse in the fol-

lowing clause].

the nse of the gift was in the act of prayer.
Hence it will not do to limit the praying in this

verse to the object specified in the final words,
as though the Apostle meant that the person who
was employing the gift-, should pray that he
might interpret. Besides, it assumes a purely
eobatio signification in Iva, which it is question-
able whether it ever has in the New Testament.
(See Winer, p. III. J 68. 10. 6). 2. To take
Iva in the sense of bore, so that, q. d., 'let him
so pray, that he may interpret/ t". e., let him not
pray unless he can interpret. So Luther, Rosen.,
and others. But the propriety of giving this

sense to Iva is very doubtful. The only way
left us then is 3.] to construe Iva titeppevevy,
that he may interpret, as a final clause. [So Meyer,
Winer, Alford, and others]. This would give to

the whole injunction a meaning of this sort,

'In the outgushing of his emotions in prayer
and praise let the person who speaks with a
tongue, make it a point to edify the Church
through interpretation.' In other words, 'let

him pray, not in order to make a display of his

gift, but with the intention of Interpreting his

prayer.' This, of course, implies that the person
alluded to has already the gift of interpretation,

and very rightly, for otherwise he was not at

liberty to allow himself to be heard in Church
meeting at all (ver. 28).—The reason for this

injunction is next more clearly set forth in ver.

14, where the Apostle, agreeably to the hint al-

ready given in ver. 2, enters more fully upon the

inward character of this gift, and from what he
says there it is clear that the mere speaking or
praying with tongues without interpretation ex-

cluded all relation to the external world, and in

this case, to the congregation.—For if I pray
with a tongue, my spirit prays, but my
understanding is unfruitful.— Here the

vovc denotes that faculty of the soul by which
we have to deal with the outer world, [that

which reasons, conceives and begets the thought
that is coined into words] (Beek, Bibl. SceUn-
lehre, p. 49). This is said to be unfruitful in that

it confers no benefit on others (comp. Eph. v.

11 ; Tit Hi. 14; Matth. xiii. 22). The passive

interpretation, ' experiences no benefit,' does
not suit the connection. As the words "my
understanding," so must also the words " my
spirit" be interpreted of that which belongs
to our nature, and not be understood as meaning
'the spirit of God in me* [as Hodge]. On the

other hand the antithesis with "my spirit" does

not allow of our interpreting the word vovc to

mean sense, that is, of the words. Bekgbl has
already presented the essentially correct view:
" The irvevfM, spirit, is the power of the soul,

when it sweetly suffers the Holy Spirit's opera-

tions; but the vovc, understanding, is the power
of the soul, when it goes abroad, and acts, with

our neighbor : as also when it attends to external

objects, to other things and persons, although

its reasonings may be concealed." [The distinc-

tion is more thoroughly given by Delitzsch,
Bibl. Psychologic, iv. { 6. In explaining this

passage he says: "The exercise of self-consoious-

ness is here suppressed by the divine influence

which entirely takes captive the person speak-
ing with tongues. The thinking power of the
v o if f, as it t>rings forth fruit in words and
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thoughts profiting both itself and others without
any further intervention, ceases, and the divine

influence goes on exercising itself in the human
sphere of direct feeling and intuition, and ex-

p.iStes itself also in a language that corres-

ponds to this directness, and is not pervaded by
the understanding (vovg) of the speaker, and is

therefore unintelligible to the understanding
(vovc) of the hearers. This sphere of direct

feeling and intuition the Apostle calls the spirit

(nvevfia) in distinction from the understanding
?vot)f). It is the spirit in the narrower sense
distinguished from the spirit in a wider sense

(1 Cor. v. 3; vii. 84; 2 Cor. vii. 1), as feeling

and especially as directly beholding—a copy as

it were of the divine Holy Spirit'*].—He next
proceeds to draw an inference for the regulation

of the conduct of the Corinthians in this matter.

—

What then is it?—Some supply 7rpajtriovt to

be done, which is unnecessary. [He means,
* what is the practical conclusion at which we ar-

rive?* This he gives in what follows].—I wiU
pray in the spirit,—[On the reading xpooebgu-

ficu (subjunctive instead of Ind. fut.) which is

strongly attested by A. D. E. F. G. and the Cod.

Sin., Alfoed remarks : that »' the use of the sub-
junctive in this as well as in other places grew
out of a tendency in those who transcribed seme
of our MSS. to give such assertions a hortatory,

or where interrrogative a deliberative form.' 1

Meyer calls it "tchlechte Betecnmg" It is

note-worthy that the important Codex Sinaiticus

has the subjunctive form here, while in the next
clause it has the indicative future. In this casewe
should take the first as conditional, * let me
pray,' or, ' if I am to pray with my spirit, I will

pray also with my understanding.' The pro-
priety of this is seen in the fact that praying in

the spirit was not always optional with the indi-

vidual, nor a matter of resolve. It came by gift,

was the inspiration of the spirit who distributed

unto each as He would ; whereas the use of the
understanding (vow f ), which combined in itself

both intelligence and will, was voluntary. It

seems to be with the perception of this fact that

Winer, who adopts the future form, says: " this

-sentence expresses not a resolution, but a Chris-

tian maxim which the believer intends to fol-

low."]—and X will pray with the under-
standing also ;—By this is meant praying with
the U83 of " interpretation" which would make
the contents of the prayer intelligible to others,

and so edifying. It will be seen from the antithe-

sis that the " understanding" alluded to is that

of the person praying and not that of others,—as

though the dative were that of the remote ob-
ject, q. d. y

'to the understanding of others.'—

I

will sing with the spirit, and I will sing
.with the understanding also.—A proof that

the prayer was accompanied with song and harp
also fcomp. Osiander). "We see here two, forms
of Olossolaly—prayer and praise; it mounted
therefore into the poetic mood ; and there was
involved in it that whioh resembled what ap-
peared later in Christian poesy." Nbakdhr.—
[That these were the main, if not the only forms
in which this gift was exercised, and very rarely,

if ever, in discourses to the church-assembly, is

here pretty clearly proven. Had it been other-
j

wise, as Hodge and others maintain,—had the i

person 'who spoke with a tongue* undertaken
to address the audience in his unintelligible lan-

guage, how much more pertinent to Paul's argu-
ment would it have been to show the uselessness

and absurdity of speaking to others in words un-

known, than to instance only the oases of pray-

ing and singing in a foreign tongue. Here the

words uttered affected the audience only indi-

rectly, and the speaker might plead that he was
engaged with Qod; but in the other case he

would profess to be communicating what he
could not hope to have reach the hearer's mind
and heart without interpretation. Here there-

fore was the point where speaking with tongues
without interpretation would touch the extreme
of inappropriateness, and whioh in the case sup-

posed Paul would most likely have alluded to.

As to the distinction between worshiping "in
the spirit" and worshiping "in the under-
standing," we must abide by the views already
given. The former denotes the state into which
the Holy Spirit lifts the person inspired—a state

wherein he sees and feels things which it is im-
possible for him to utter, inasmuch as they
transcend the scope of his understanding ; and
which break forth in a language that the spirit

form 8, suited to give them utterance ; and which
none can understand and interpret save he to

whom it is given,—whether it be the person him-
self or some other one].—The resolve expressed
in ver. 15, which partakes at the same time of

the nature of an exhortation, is next cor-

roborated by a reference to the indecorum that

would be occasioned by pursuing the opposite
course.

—

Else,—eirel, for then, in that case;

[such is the meaning the word takes before
questions implying a negative (see Rob. Lex.)].

Here the conditional clause, which in the use of

ItteUs usually omitted (comp. v. 10), is fully

stated.—if thou shalt have blessed,—cu*e-

yeiv
t
to blest, (x. 16) is essentially the same as

evxaptorelv, to givt thank*, (v. 17) ; only here the

idea of praise is more prominent.—in spirit,

—

as in ver. 15, here with the exclusion of the un-
derstanding. [Hodge, to maintain his consist-

ency, interprets this of the Holy Spirit where of

all places such an interpretation would appear
least appropriate, since the word is evidently

used to express an abnormal condition].—how
shall he who occupies the place of the
private,—

r

ov 16 i6t ov; some commentators
interpret this word as expressing simply an an-
tithesis to him 'who speaks with a tongue,' as
denoting one who did not come within the sphere
of this gift;—just as in other connections, e. g.*

one not a physician is termed an I6i6rrfct idioiy in

comparison with one who is; or one unacquainted
with art jn comparison with an artist ; or any
unskilled ignoramus in comparison with alearned
person. If now, with Meyer, we interpret the
word " place" in a local sense, then the person
in question would be one of the congregation
who sits anywhere exoept in the seat of the
speaker. But as the phrase, * to fill the place
of a friend' (<ptXov t&jtov ix£lv ) *8 a common one,
it is questionable whether the idea of locality

can be well insisted on. More correct perhaps
would it be to say that the word was expreaaive
of a distinotion quite current at the time, be-
tween the active members of the church who
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engaged in speaking and praying, and the silent

recipient members ; and that it here stands for

the whole multitude of those who did not under-
stand the person who was speaking with a tongue.

[So Alford, Stankj, and Hodge who adds, "The
context shows that Paul does not refer to laymen
in opposition to churoh officers ; for the officers

were just as likely to be idtfrrat, unlearned, as to

the language used as others."]—how shall he
say—The question implies the impossibility of

the thing.—the Amen,—r b £ /* ? v ;
[the arti-

cle here is specific and points to a customary
use of the word in the church at that time].
** Amen" is a Hebrew adjective, meaning true or

faithful, and was employed in the synagogue by
the whole assembly in concert to express its ra-

tification of what was said by one in the name of
all, or its confidenoo in being heard if that thing
spoken was a prayer. The formula thus used
was equivalent to * so let it be/ or * so it is.'

[In illustration of the importance attached to it,

8ta9let gives the following citations from the
Rabbins : •' He who says Amen is greater than he
who blesses." (Berashoth Tiii. 8). Whoever says
" Amen," to him the gates of paradise open, ac-

cording to Is. xxvi. 2, * open ye the gates that the
righteous nation, that which keepeth the Amen,
may enter in' ( Wetstein ad. loc.\. An «« Amen" if

net well considered was an 'OrphanAmen' ( Light-
foot ad. Joe). Whoever says an * Orphan Amen'
his children shall be orphans ; whoever answers
'Amen' hastily or shortly, his days shall be short-
ened; whoever answers "Amen" distinctly and
at length , his days shall be lengthened (Berashoth,
47, 1 ; Schottgen ad. loc.). So in the early Chris-
tian liturgies it was regarded as a marked point
in the service ; and with this agrees the great so-

lemnity with which Justin speaks of it, as though
it were on a level with the thanksgiving: 'the
president having given thanks, and the whole
people having shouted their approbation/ And
in later times, the Amen was only repeated once
by the congregation, and always after the great
thanksgiving, and with a shout like a peal of
thunder"].—upon this your thanksgiving,—itrl tj; a$ ebx&piOTla\ the kirl here
denotes immediate sequence. ["Thy" would
seem to be emphatic, to make prominent the
peculiar manner in which the thanksgiving was
pronounced by the one who spoke in an unknown
tongue, or perhaps still better, to distinguish be-
tween the prayer offered by such a speaker and
the regular thanksgiving which was pronounced
at the institution of the Supper. If the latter, it

would go to show that whatever prayer was of-

fered by those who employed the gift of tongues
and interpreted, was responded to by the congre-
gation as offered also in their behalf; or that
the Apostle intended to assert that this ought to

be the case and that in consequence no one
•hould utter a prayer in presence of the congre-
gation which they could not be made to under*
stand and could not intelligently respond to. It

is » question whether with this precedent before
as amounting almost to an authoritative precept,
mo large a portion of the Christian church have
not done wrong in entirely omitting so important
s> psvrt of the public service].—sincehe knows
sot what thon sayest ?—[Men cannot as-

% to what they do not understand, because a#-
19

sent implies the affirmation of the truth of that
to which we assent. " It is impossible, there-
fore, to join in prayers uttered in an unknown
tongue. The Romish church persists in the use
of the Latin language in her public services not
only in opposition to the very idea and intent
of worship, but also to express prohibition of
the Scriptures. For the very thing here pro-
hibited is praying in public in a language which
the people do not understand. It is indeed said
that words may touch the feelings which do not
convey any disthiot notions to the mind. But
we cannot say "Amen" to such words, any
more than we can to a flute. Such blind, emo-
tional worship, if such it can be called, stands at

a great remove from the intelligent service de-
manded by the Apostle." Hones].—The question

thus asked is still further explained and that

too with a concession in reference to the cha-
racter of the thanksgiving.—For thou indeed
giwest thanks well,—The k aX & f, well, is not
to be taken ironically, but is earnestly meant;
si no© he regards the act as truly an operation of
the dirine Spirit The only difficulty in regard
tc it is expressed in the next clause.—bat— In-

stead of dk as the antithesis to fih, we have a A X 4,

which expresses a more emphatic contrast.

—

the other—t. «., the private person just spoken
of,—is not edified.— The thanksgiving not
being understood can never promote devotion,

nor lift the soul to God ; and therefore it cannot
prompt to the right utterance of the Amen. The
declaration just made he goes on to confirm by
hie own example ; and in so doing he first recog-

nises the worth of the gift in itself, and magni-
fies his own distinguished endowment with it.

In this way he obviates all misconception as to

his own estimate of the gift, or as to any per-

sonal jealousy which might be supposed to move
him to speak as he did.—I thank God,—He
thus renounces all claim to merit in reference

to what he is about to assert of himself. The
verb here is followed by an objective clause

which, according to the original reading, has no
conjunction to unite it, as is often the case in the

classics. 'That* is to be supplied. The read-

ings bri hfi.6 and XaX&v are merely different at-

tempts to conform the text to grammatical rules.

TheomiBsion of Xa?.& in Cod. A. is to be explained

on the ground that the copyist thought it neces-

sary to continue the use of evx^ptard in the

•

same absolute sense in which it stands in ver. 17,

ft. «., * I utter thanksgiving' just as the person

before spoken of; and in this independent sense •

some commentators construe the word]. But
if this sense had been intended, the Apostle would
not hare added the word "God."—I speak
with a tongne more than yon all:— [It is

worthy of note that, according to the correct

reading—"a tongue" and not 'tongues—both
here and elsewhere, when an individual is spoken
of as endowed with this gift, he is said to speak

only with a single tongue. This shows that the

giftin question did not signify a faculty for speak-

ing in various languages as some suppose—not

even in the case of a Paul ; but that each one
had his own language whioh constituted his

specialty. Have we not here s significant hint

in confirmation of the theory that the gift de-

noted an ability conferred by the Spirit to utter
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290 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

thoughts and feelings awakened by His inspira-

tion in forms peculiar to the individual himself,

which might be termed his tongue? Hodge, it

must be observed, utterly ignores the more au-

thenticated reading here, and tacitly adopts the re-

ceived text in proof of the theory that the speak-
ing with tongues meant speaking in foreign lan-

guages, in which respect Paul asserts that he
surpassed all others. If this were really so, it

is very strange that we find not a particle of evi-

dence to prove that he really used any of these

languages in his preaching tours, but every-
where seems to have spoken and written either in

Aramaic or in Greek. The gift appears to have
stood him in no service in proclaiming the Gos-
pel. If he spoke with these many tongues at all,

it must have been not to man, but to God—where
they were the least necessary. For the Apostle's

power of speaking with a tongue compare the de-

scription of his visions and revelations in 2 Cor.

xii. 1, 2].—But—whatever I may do in private

—

in church I prefer to speak five words—
The ' five* stands tropically for "a few" (comp.
Ua. xvii.6; xxx. 17).

—

with my understand-
ing,—The reading did rov vodg fiov may with
Meyer be considered as an interpretation of the

more strongly attested t& vot fiov. On the
contrary de Wette deduced it from ver. 16.

—

in
order that I might teach others also,—
Karkx^tv

t
whence our word ' catechism,' means

to instruct orally, and shows what is meant by
* speaking with the understanding,' and what
most contributes to edification.— than ten
thousand words in a tongue.—As Besser
says: " rather half of ten, if of the edifying sort,

than a thousand times ten of the other."

Vers. 20-25. In winning style he introduces
an earnest admonition in reference to their own
estimate of the gift of tongues,

—

Brethren,—
and their high valuation of a gift so fitted to ex-

cite great astonishment, but yet so profitless for

the church as a whole, he denounces as some-
thing childish, as a mark of immature judg-
ment—become not little children in your
minds.—r aig <p pe <rlv, [the only occurrence of
the word in the New Testament], fphec means
the outgoings of the mind, the inward movements
of thoughts and feelings in their most diversified

aspects. Regarded as a whole, the word is

nearly synonymous withvovf ; hence fphmc £;kmv,

to have insight. He here intimates to them that
by their conduct they were virtually setting aside
that superior intelligence in which they so much
gloried, and were descending to the level of
childhood ; since they were estimating the worth
of a thing not by its ends and uses, but by its

outward show. The childlike state belonged to

the Christian, only in another respect.

—

how-
beit in wickedness,—tuuda is the direct op-
posite of love, that fountain of all good ; and in
respect to it babes may be considered most inno-
cent.

—

be babes,—v nir id^er e is from vfyrioc

which denotes a more infantile state than naidtov,

and is used to denote an advance upon the pre-
vious expression " children." Burger explains
the whole to mean :

•' know nothing of the moral
corruption that is in the world, to say nothing
of an experimental acquaintance with it"

—

but
in understanding become mature.—rk-
Xetot, ic, full-grown men. * * To plant and pro-

pagate childlike innocence and maturity ofunder-

standing both in one—this is the great problem

of Christianity. (Comp. Rom. xvi. 10; Malt.

x. 6)." Neander.—He next appeals to Scrip-

ture by way of teaching them how they ought to

regard the gift of tongues.—In the law it is

written,—ykypan rat, flit, has been writim,

but inasmuch as what has Deen written is sup-

posed to abide permanently the perfect, is here

equivalent to the present]. The term "law" is

here to be taken in a broader sense than in Jolm

x. 34 ; Rom. iii. 19, as including also the pro-

phecies. This use is grounded on the fact that

prophecy was but the development of the funda-

mental revelation both of law and of promise

given in Pentateuch.—With (men) of other

tongues and with the lips of others will

I speak to this people ; and neither so

will they hearken unto me saith the

Lord.—The citation is from Isa. xxviii 11;

but it accords precisely neither with the LXX.
nor with the original text. The original passage

is a threatening pronounced upon the children

of Israel for their unbelieving and contemptuous

treatment of God's messengers. They had asked

derisively, whether it was thought they ought to

be treated like little children in that they were

perpetually dinned with line upon line and pre-

cept upon precept after the fashion in which

little children were instructed. In reply God
threatens that because they had despised this

simple teaching, He would hereafter instruct

them through persons of a different language

and foreign utterance. The persons here meant

were Gentile nations especially the Assyrians,

by whom they were to be treated just as

contemptuously as they had treated God's

Word.— But how are we to understand iLe

application made by the Apostle to the case

in hand ? Meyer, in his 2 Ed., assumes thai the

Apostle here disregarded the historical and em-

pirical sense of the word irepdyXucoof, and

applied it to those who spake with tongues, since

they spake as if they used other tongues than

their own, and the lips of others, so that their

utterances were strange. But this is a very ha-

zardous assumption. In bis 3d Ed. he takes the

historic sense of the original typically, as though

the phenomenon of the Apostle's time was fore-

shadowed in the prophet's language :—1. as to

the essential fact, that in both cases "other

tongues " were employed; 2. as to the effect,

since in neither instance "would the people

hear." The analogy between the type and the an-

titype i* founded on the extraordinary phenome-

non of God's speaking to His people in a foreign

tongue—formerly it was through the Assyrian

language ; now it was through the gift of speak-

ing in a manner at variance with the ordinary

intelligible language. [Hodob on the contrary,

and apparently for the purpose of obviating an
inference fatal to his theory, says: "Paul does

not quote the passage as having any prophetic

reference to the events in Corinth "—which cer-

tainly it has not—" much less does he give an

allegorical interpretation of it in order to make

it a condemnation of speaking with tongues."

But why not? The whole drift of the argument

goes to show that he is here appealing to the law

for the purpose of sustaining his own disappro-
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val, not indeed of the gift of tongues, in itself,

but certainly of their use of it without interpre-

tation; and he is here showing that as they em-
ployed it they were virtually carrying out that

divine threatening in relation to the church,
which was pronounced upon the unbelieving
Jews of old. There was, therefore, great perti-

nency in this citation]. From the analogy, thus
understood, Paul proceeds to draw his conclusion
applicable to the case in hand.— so that —
[«fre serves to connect more closely than &f
a following clause with the preceding, express-
ing an event, result, consequence, whether real

or supposed. It here shows that the following
clause is to be construed in harmony with what
precedes, and is an inference from it. This is

important to be observed, for in the interpre-
tations given of ver. 22, commentators seem to

have felt at perfect liberty to deviate from the
fair implication of the prophecy used in the argu-
ment].—tongues are for a sign, not to be-
lievers, but to unbelievers ;—[For a sign,

in what sense? Here interpretations greatly
vary. De Wette, and Alford, and others insist

that no emphasis is to be laid on the word,
and that the meaning is much the same as if it

were omitted, and still further that in not see-

ing this commentators have differed widely about
the meaning]. Others construe it to mean a
token by which not believers, but unbelievers
were to be recognized. Here the correct view
is aimed at, but the error lies in the subjective
reference, as though the persons speaking with
tongues were branded as unbelievers. In this

ease the genitive would have been used instead
of the dative (aniarois). The same is true of
that explanation which regards the " sign " as a
penal token ; here a meaning is foisted into the
word which can hold good only as it stands con-
nected with unbelievers as a whole. [It cannot
be maintained in the following -clause where "a
sign " is to be supplied, and the word is used in
connection with " believers." Hodgb says: " the
most satisfactory explanation is to take 'sign*
in the general sense of any indication of the di-
vine presence. ' Tongues are a manifestation of
God, having reference not to believers but to

unbelievers.' " And by interpreting the word
" tongues " as denoting not « the gift of tongues,'
but « foreign languages,' he draws from the whole
the meaning, «* that when a people are disobedi-
ent, God sends them teachers whom they cannot
understand." This approaches the correct view.
But if by •• unbelievers " we are to understand
the world at large, it would seem as if the ton-
gues, t. e. t the foreign languages which he sup-
poses the gift to imply, were especially designed
for these, and that not in the way of judgment,
but in the way of instruction. And, so under-
standing it, we destroy the force of the analogy.
Hence it will be necessary to restrict the mean-
ing of the word " unbelievers " as denoting those
who, having known, refuse to believe—to the
incorrigible, and to the hardened]. The mean-
ing, then, is this, that when Goof speaks unin-
telligibly, He exhibits Himself not as one that is

opening His thoughts to His faithful ones, but
as one who is shutting Himself up from those
-who will not believe. The speaking is indeed a
powerful one, but nothing is accomplished by

it; the ear and mind are not directed to Him;
" neither bo will they hearken unto me." So
was it formerly in the speaking of God to His
people by men of other tongues. They, indeed,

called themselves His, but in this very circum-
stance they showed that they had incurred His
judgment. In like manner it also appeared here,

if a person spake unintelligibly to the church;
he made it appear as if God had withdrawn from
His people—as if they, by reason of unbelief,

had incurred His judgment—as if they were per-

sons for whom the most powerful divine mani-
festations—such as speaking with tongues—were
useless, and who could not be brought by them
to reflection. [Such would be the effect of em-
ploying the gift of tongues in the church with-

out interpretation. And here the force of the

passage would be all the same whether we in-

terpreted the gift of tongues as an ability to

speak in foreign languages, or as the endowment
of some heretofore unknown formal speech. The
main thing here, which stands as a sign, is the

use of language unintelligible to the hearers.

And this may exist in either case].—bnt pro-
phecy (is for a sign) not to unbelievers,
but to believers.—[The E. V. overlooking the

fact that the two clauses of this verse were alike

in structure, and stood antithetically, has sup-
plied the ellipsis by the word " serveth," therein
following the earlier versions of Tyndale, Cran-
mer, and Geneva. This somewhat embarrasses
the interpretation. The two clauses should be
rendered alike as above. Here "prophecy"
stands in contrast with the gift of tongues as de-

noting intelligible communications. Hence, if

what was spoken by a tongue were only inter-

preted, it too would stand on a par with pro-
phecy. This served as a sign not for unbe-
lievers, but for believers. But in what sense

are we to understand this ? Observing the ana-

logy furnished in the previous clause, we must
say that prophecy was a means of divine com-
munication to those who either did believe, or

were disposed to believe, and was to them a to-

ken of favor, and a source of blessing, while it

was withheld from those hardened in unbelief.

By such interpretation we both preserve the an-

tithesis, and carry out the signification of the

prophecy in Isa., which is here applied].—If,

then, the whole chnrch should come to-

gether in one place, and all should speak
'with tongues, and there should come in
common people, or unbelievers, would
they not say, ye were mad?—[The ovv
may be taken either as strictly inferential, or as

simply transitional. The latter most accords

with the course of thought]. It would be a mis-

take to suppose that what is stated in ver. 22, is

still further enlarged upon, and explained in this

and the following verse, by showing the different

effects of speaking with tongues, and of prophecy
upon unbelievers and the believing, as though

these had been already intimated there in a con-

cise way ; as if he had said: ' tongues are for a

sign not to believers for the purpose of producing

faith, but for unbelievers for the purpose of

strengthening them in their unbelief.' There is

a severity of meaning here which ought not to

be concluded upon, if in any way avoidable. So
also is it a mistake to suppose that the Apostle
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meant to say that the gift of tongues was in-

tended to be used for the conversion of unbe-
lievers, t. <?., those not Christians, and that this

result was hindered by such a use of the gift as

was contrary to its original intent, it being em-
ployed by Christians collectively (all speaking
together, and not one by one) and for Christians

merely, in a style fitted only to be for a sign to

those who are not Christians, so that in this case

an effect would be produced upon the minds of

casual observers directly contrary to that in-

tended, and the whole phenomenon would be
made to appear to those common persons and
unbelievers who might come in to witness this

abuse, as something exceedingly absurd, and in

fact a most crazy piece of business (Meyer).

—

The assumption that the gift of tongues was de-

signed to lead to the conversion of those who were
not Christians, [whether it be as Hodge says,

through the use of foreign languages which the

various nations ofunbelievers could understand,
or, as others think, through the remarkable cha-
racter of the phenomenon itself as an ecstatic

utterance], is wholly groundless. It is neither
probable in itself (Acts ii., furnishing no proof
of this opinion) ; nor can it be inferred from
ver. 21, except by a most arbitrary interpreta-

tion. That passage from Isa. is the announcement
of a judgment ; the prophet there asserts that the

most powerful speaking on the part of God would
effect no change upon the people hardened in

unbelief. So the Apostle argued that in his day
the speaking with tongues was a sign from God
to unbelievers, of a like sort—an instrumenta-
lity in the form of a judgment which, however
cogent in. itself, would produce no salutary re-

sults. The supposition, therefore, that the gift

in question was intended as a means of conver-
sion, is contrary to the line of the Apostle's argu-
ment.—Still, in all this no condemnation is at aU
implied of the gift in question, viewed by itself;

nor are the recipients of the gift in any way dis-

paraged. Paul is only speaking of the relation

which the gift sustained to the church, and of
the absurdity of their using it there without an
accompanying interpretation. Employed in this

way, no gracious communication came through it

from God, as was the case in prophecy; but, ra-

ther, God appeared as one who shut Himself
from their apprehension, just as He was wont to

exhibit Himself towards unbelievers. Accord-
ingly, we are not to regard the passage before us
(ver. 23) as designed to show how a gift, which
was intended to convert unbelievers, had failed

of its intended effeot by a wrong use; but what
the Apostle aims at here, is to exhibit the pic-

ture of a church abundantly endowed with the
gift of tongues, even to the fullest extent its admi-
rers would deem desirable, and putting it in fullest

exercise in its assembly ; and then to show the
impression which such a scene would make on
casual observers. He imagines 'the whole
church convened in one place'—" a rare occur-
rence in so large a city," as Bengei observes,

yet one calculated to produce a strong impres-
sion of the solemnity of the occasion), and ' all

speaking with tongues'—not neoessarily simul-
taneously [as Stanley supposes] any more than
in the next verse they are to be regarded as pro-
phesying together, but one after another—and

then the coming in of private persons (\6wrm)

and unbelievers (amaroi) to watch the proceed-

ings. What the impression on them mubt be, he

leaves for his readers to decide in answering the

question, " would they not say ye were mad ?"—

an assembly of crazy people rather than a church

possessed by the 8pirit of God ? On this point

there could be no doubt. And here he finds a

fresh argument for their not employing this gift

of tongues without interpretation.—/* aivtatiai

is not to be interpreted as sometimes in the old

classic Greek, to be possessed by a god, with the

additional implication that no one was present

to explain what those thus possessed were tav%

ing ; but it means, as above, to be mad, as in

Acts xxvi. 24.—But who are intended by the

idi&rat and anioroi who come in to obsem
and take the impression? As to the second

word a ir i a r o i, unbelievers, we are not to under*

stand it in this and the following verse in the

same sense which it bears in the one preceding,

where its meaning is determined by the connec*

tion with verse 21, and by the antithesis with

*• those who believe." Here the import of the

verse must govern. Such variations in the sig-

nification of the same word in passages closely

connected are not without a parallel. A similar

one occurs in xv. 1, 3, in the use of irapalafclv.

In the previous case (ver. 22) the word carried

a strongly ethical force denoting those who
would not believe ; but here, as is evident from

its being associated with IdUrnis, and especially

from the import of the next verse where it is

used in the same sense and connection, we most

understand by it simply those not Christum,

heathen, it may be, who out of curiosity, or

from a desire to learn, or by reason of a mys-

terious longing after truth, might have been in-

duced to enter the church. But i di €>t at can-

not in like manner be taken to denote those not

Christians (whether as Jews, or as persons ap-

proaching near to Christianity, or as those who

are perfect strangers to it, nor yet that class

who were in a transitional state (such as cate-

chumens and neophytes) ; but simple laymen or

common people in distinction from those who
spoke with tongues or prophesied ; or even per-

haps Christians from abroad since it is pre-

supposed that the whole church belonging to that

locality were in the assembly. [The meaning

here given to idi&rtx is its primary one, implied

in the root Idioc ; but the rendering unlearned ii

in accordance with its secondary signification,

and is adopted by all who hold to the theory

that " the tongues" employed were foreign lan-

guages. Hence Hodqb says in reference to the

distinction between the words in question:

—

" The two classes (the unlearned and the unbe-
lieving) are not so distinguished that the same
person might not belong to both classes. The
same persons were either tdtdrai er &r«rroc, ac-

cording to the aspect under which they were
viewed. Viewed in relation to the languages,

they were unlearned; viewed in relation to

Christianity, they were unbelievers.
9 * This is

consistent with the general theory, but can
hardly be admitted.—The superiority and so the

greater desirableness of prophecy is next shown
by way of contrast in the effect it would be
like\y to produce under thesame circumstances,-^
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Bat if all prophesy,—Here let it be remem-
bered that "prophecy" not only implies the use
of the vernacular and the exercise of the vovc,

toe understanding, but was also a disclosure of
the hidden things of the spiritual world whether
in God or man—not simply a prediction of fu-

ture events].—and there should oome in
some unbeliever or private person,—As
in the former case, a full meeting of the church
is here presupposed to enhance the impression
made. Observe also a change in the order of
the words and of the number in which they are
introduced. As Mbybb says: 1. "In the former
instance common persons are mentioned first, and
unbelievers afterwards, since the common persons
being Christians and supposed to be acquainted
with the object of the gift, naturally step into

the foreground, and the opinion expressed would
fall from them first; on the contrary here "the
unbeliever" appears first, because he is speak-
ing of conversion, and therefore he is the one
principally intended ; the other party is added
by the way, inasmuch as his case is not alto-

gether dissimilar." Bbngel : 2. " In the former
case we have the plural, where the aim is to set

forth a general impression which was to be
made and expressed—one speaking to another

;

with equal suitableness the singular appears in

the second case, where the aim is to exhibit a con-
verting effect in its progress, which can best be
shown in the instance of a particular indivi-

dual"—he is convicted by all,

—

kMyxtrai,
is made conscious of his sin and unbelief. The secret
movements of his heart—concealed more or less

from the subject himself—are exposed in so strik-

ing a manner by the speakers as one after

another goes on prophesying and deepening the
impression, that the individual feels himself to

be one pointed at, is compelled to see himself in

his true light, and at last is forced to confess the
correctness of the delineation.—is judged by
all :

—

a va k privet au, is examined and searched

into; this is closely connected with the preced-
ing. The conviction brings with it a judgment
on the man's moral character. He hears it

already pronounced in the speeches he listens to,

and conscience compels him to accord therewith,
and acknowledge its propriety.—the seoret
things of his heart beoome manifest ;

—

There is no further chance for disguise. The
revelation scatters all darkness and solves all

doubt. The three verbs and their relation to

each other are more fully explained by Osiander;
i/JijX*w expresses the inner conviction and re-

proof— this is the whole work; dvaxpiverai the
more searching investigation, as it were the in-

ward trial—this is the chief instrumentality

;

4av€pa yh. t the disclosure of what is within that

eta all at rest,—this is the result. Or we have
here coordination and gradation: 1. the first

strong, but yet general impression of the truth,

the sentence passed through it ; 2. its develop-
ment,—the investigation and judgment of the
individual, or besides, the refutation of his re-

ply to the charge; 3. the advance to the in-

terior, the centre of the moral life, where each
particular is set in full light and the trial reaches
ita consummation. All is as one inward revela-

tion, designed especially to overcome the per-
son's unbelief; mediated by the power of divine

truth which spoke inspiringly through the
mouth of the prophets, and by the force of his

own moral consciousness as apprehended by the

truth and strengthened through the depth of his

own inward experience and through the abund-
ant outpouring of the Holy Spirit It is doubt-
ful whether there may not also have been search-

ing glances, as of a seer, into significant circum-
stances of the inward moral lile of the unsatis-

fied one (Grot. )—and so~-t. «., in consequence
of this conviction,—falling upon his face, he
will worship God,— [•* Comp. the effect of
Samuel's prophesying on Saul, " He lay down all

that day and night. 1 Sam. xix. 24." Stanley].—
lepoitinf—an ayyt XX ovf a plain emphatic
avowal, suitable to the mighty impression made;
and what is reported is directly the reverse of
their being mad.—that God is in you— [not,

'among you,' but in your minds working there

"this inward illumination and spiritual power,

—

a most conclusive argument in favor of religion

from the divine operations." Bengil. " It is

through this in-dwelling of Ood in the indivi-

duals through His Spirit, that He dwells in the

church as a whole, which thereby becomes His
Temple." Mbybb]. See for a like effect the con-
fession of the woman of Samaria, Jno. iv. 19.

—

of a truth.

—

dvruc appears also in Mark xi. 82.

Vbbs. 26-33. From what has been said he pro-

ceeds to draw some practical lessons for regu-
lating the use of spiritual gifts in the church.

—

What is it, then, brethren ?

—

rl olv konv,
as in ver. 16. ["It is a conclusive phrase, intro-

duced at the end of discussion, the sense of which
is always nearly the same, but which requires to

be accommodated to the context." Bloomfield.
Its meaning here, then, is not, " what is then the

condition of things among you? How, in point

of fact, do you conduct your public worship?"
(Hodge), as though abeut to introduce a descrip-

tion of a state of things he was about to disap-

prove. But it means • what, then, is the infer-

ence to be drawn from what I have said? What,
then, is to be done V—The clauses which follow

have beva variously interpreted. Some like

Locke, Doddr., Stanley, Hodge, regard Paul as

here exposing a state ofthings which needed to

be corrected. They lay stress upon the use of
the present tense, as though intended to exhibit

the eager haste of the parties endowed with
gifts to exercise these gifts in unseemly haste

and forwardness. This, however, would be to

foist into the words a meaning or a force which
does not readily appear, and which seems un-
necessary. All we can fairly find there is] s
statement of the case in a protasis and apodosis,

[in view of which he lays down the rule he wished
to enforce].—when ye oome together,—[t. <?.,

' as often as ye come together 7 (Meyer, Hodge)].
—every one of you—The cuaoroc must be
understood of those endowed With spiritual gifts,

and be interpreted distributively—not that every
one has all the gifts about to be enumerated, but
that each one has something—one this and an-

other that.—has—as ready for communication.
[Locke adds: " so that he is not able to endure
any delay." But this is an unnecessary intensi*

fication of the present].—a psalm,—[not one
taken from the book of Psalms, as though none
other were allowed to be used in public wor-
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ship, as some of our Scotch brethren imagine],
nor one previously composed and committed for

the occasion; but the meaning is, that he comes
to church in a state of mind inspired by the Spi-

rit, to produce and pour forth some song of praise

(after the mariner of Miriam, Deborah, Simeon],
nasmuch as having a tongue is particularly

mentioned afterwards, we are not here to un-

derstand a soug in the spirit, i. «., with a tongue,

as in ver. 15.

—

has a doctrine,—i. e. f is ready
to give an exposition of some particular portion

of Christian truth.

—

has a revelation,—i. «.,

same disclosure from the unseen world, which
forms a basis of prophecy which some lake as

synonymous with this.

—

has a tongue,—t. «.,

has the inspiration on him to speak with a tongue.—has an interpretation.—t. *., the qualifica-

tion to interpret what is spoken with a tongue.

[Some would end the apodosis here ; but, as db
Wkttb well says: " The reader cannot well stop

bore, but is forced on by the opening question
to the concluding thought which follows, and
which forms, as it were, a second apodosis "].

Let all things happen to edification.—
[*'. «., * let all these gifts be so employed and timed
that the whole church shall be built up and per-
fected thereby ; and let no one seek to employ
them either for his own private edification, or for

his own glory.' This is a general rule which he
lays down for the regulation of all their public
services], and which he now goes on to apply
more particularly in relation to glossolaly, and
to prophecy. — Whether any one speaks
with a tongue,—The eire, whether, which in-

troduces the first instance, has no "or" corres-

ponding to it in the second—an anacoluthon
which arises from the manner in which he car-
ries out his instructions in regard to the former.

—

by twos, or, at most, by threes,—The plu-

ral refers back to what is* implied in the previous
clause, t. «., 'if there are any speakers with
tongues/ Hence we are to supply the verb, 'let

them speak.' We can also take this as declara-

tive (with de Wette and Meyer): * In case a per-
son wishes to speak with a tongue, let him know
that two or three ought to speak, i. «.. not more
than two to three in one and the same assembly.'
[** This limitation implies that there had been a
danger lest the whole assembly should be en-
grossed by them," Stanley; and thus the time
be spent in the use of this the least useful of all

the gifts] —and in turn ;—This is the second
direction instructing them not to speak at once

—

a thing they might be disposed to do in the glow
of their inspiration—but one after the other. A
third direction is,

—

and let one interpret.—
Not ' one after the other,' for this is contrary to

the usage of the language ; but one who has
the gift of interpretation, whether it be one of

those who speak with a tongue, or some other

person. By the employment of only one person to

interpret the discourses of the successive speak-
ers, time would be gained for other discourses.

According to Osiander, this direction may have
bien grounded in the fact that the fulness and
manifoldness of the creative power of the Spirit

manifested itself in this productive charism in a
rich variety of forms, and in an inspiration that

wrought in many individuals; while the repro-

ductive charism of interpretation referred back

the variety of form to the unity of the Spirit,

and the iundamental contents of that spoken;
and also in the fact that the gift of the Spirit

made itself known much more powerfully if one

person interpreted several tongues. Whether
the composition of the verb dup/ir/veveiv is to be

pressed, as Osiander thinks, so as to make it

mean an exact interpretation extending to all

points, is doubtful.

—

But if there be not an
interpreter,—i*. «., either in the person of him
who speaks with tongues, or of any other,—let
him keep silence in ohurch ;—Here there

is a change of subject. It is not the interpreter

that is to keep silence, but the person who has

a tongue; as is evident from the context. If we
assume that the latter person is meant in both

clauses, as though the first read, * but if he be

not an interpreter,' then it would be supposed
that interpretation was exclusively the gift of

one who spake with tongues, which is contrary

to xii. 10. ["The gift of tongues and the in-

terpretation of them appear to have been usually

imparted to separate persons, for thereby the

power of the Spirit was more conspicuously ma-

nifested ; but it seems too much to say that these

gifts were invariably distiuct." Quoted from

Blade by Bloomfield, who goes on to say: "Cer-
tainly the present passage does not compel us to

suppose they were distinct. For the Apostle's

injunction might only be given on the supposi-

tion that the person had, as in ordinary cases,

the gift of tongues without the power of inter-

pretation. But the phrase in question no more
precludes the possibility of a person being his

own interpreter, than the phrases in w. 5 and
18 preclude the possibility of interpretation by
others "].—But though compelled to keep si-

lence in church, his gift need not be wholly sup-

pressed.

—

but let him speak to himself and
to God.—That this cannot be explained of an
inaudible, or altogether mental communication,
is refuted by the verb AaXeZv, which alwnys
denotes loud utterance. The thing here meant
must therefore be private devotion at home. The
datives here iavry—r£ #e£ *re not dat. coin-

modi, as though they meant *for his own im-

provement, and for the glory of God ;' but they

are to be rendered either ' to himself,' and * to

God,' or 'for himself,' and 'for God.' The whole
injunction presupposes that the person who epoke

with a tongue was master of himself, and not

entirely overruled by an irresistible impulse;

also, that he knew for himself what he felt and
uttered (comp. on vv. 2, 14).—[But if "the
tongue " was some foreign language, why should

he speak " to himself, and to God" in it, when in

all probability it was not half so suitable a vehi-

cle for uttering religious thought as the Hebrew
or Greek ? and not reserve it till he found some

foreigner who could readily understand him

without an interpreter? On the condition sup-

posed, the latter would be the more natural

course to be pursued].—An analogous direction

he gives in regard to the prophets.

—

And let the

prophets speak two or three,—i. e., in one

meeting. Opportunity would thus be given lor

other edifying discourses, such as doctrine.

—

[He does not add " at most," because he docs not

wish to appear as if limiting this most edifying

of the gifts. Alfobd] —And as in the fortitr
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case interpretation was to be used, so here judg-
ment.—and let the others disoern.

—

u e. f

judge what in the discourse proceeds from the

Spirit of God, or from a foreign spirit (Neander
and Burger). By "the others" we most natu-

rally understand the rest of those possessed of

the gift of prophecy who are not discoursing,

who possessed also the gift of discernment ; not
members of the church generally, since all could

not be regarded as qualified for this ; nor yet

such as possessed the gift of judgment without
that of prophecy, although there must have been
persons of this class likewise. [The original

subject " prophets " here runs through the whole
sentence].—In what follows the duty of speaking

in turn is still further insisted upon. And first

we have the precept itself.—And if anything
be revealed to another sitting by,—and
thereupon his spirit was moved to prophesy,
then—let the first be silent—and sit down

;

for the speaker stood (comp. Luke iv. 17). "The
fact that the Spirit impelled another to speak
was a hint to the first speaker that it was time

for him to be done." Burgee. [" It was of

more importance to catch the first buret of a
prophecy than to listen to the completion of one
already begun." Stanley. But this would im-

ply that an inspired discourse reversed the

order of ordinary discourse where the perora-
tion is generally the most eloquent part]. By
this injunction the Apostle does not intend that

the second speaker should wait until the first had
finished [Hodge*], but that in case he gives some
token, perhaps by rising, that he has received a
revelation and wishes to speak immediately, the
first should not then prolong his speech, but
should give way to the first gush of inspiration

in the other, although perhaps not so as to break
off too abruptly, f Besides, the revelation is not
to be regarded precisely in the light of a new
disclosure occasioned by the speech just heard ;

although, as a general thing, a susceptibility for

further revelations would be awakened and
furthered by the prophetic discourse of another.
The injunction just given is next sustained by
offsetting to the disinclination to restrain the
impulse to speak the thought that, while avoid-
ing the confusion occasioned by several speaking
at once, the opportunity might thus be afforded
for all to exercise their gift ; and he encourages
them to the exercise of self-denial in this re-

spect by pointing them to the result which would
thereby be attained.—For one by one—He
here takes up again the import of the injunc-

tion just given, laying a stress thereupon, as well

as upon the word "all" which follows.—ye
can all prophesy,—The possibility here im-
plied is simply an outward one, that ofan oppor-
tunity to express themselves if not in one meet-
ing yet, at least, in several subsequent ones (and
also, perhaps, to finish out what was left unsaid

• C
u Two reasons may be urged for thin rlew. The Inter-

ruption of a speaker vu itself disorderly, and therefore con-
trary to the whole drift of the Apostle's directions; and
secondly, what follows is most naturally understood as as-

signing the reason why the receiver of the first revelation
tnonld wait." Hodob. The strongest objection to these

s is the force of the imperative <nv*r», lei him be, not
,$iUnL]

f (Did not the Apostle also Intend here to suggest a con-
venient way by which tedious and long-winded speakers
could have a period put to their too protracted harangues ?]

when they were compelled to be silent). A sim*
pier explanation than this which properly sub-
audits irpofqreiovec after nati' kva% is that which
emphasizes 6 to v a a & e and k a tf' e va

t q. d., 1 you
can indeed all individually prophesy; there is

nothing to withhold you from it forcibly.' [So
Alfobd, who explains it, "you have power to
bring about this result—you can be silent if you
please, and so prophesy one by one."]—The
result of thus bringing the prophetic gift into
full exercise would be that all the members of
the church would find nourishment and satisfac-

tion for all their intellectual and moral wants

—

a result that could not be obtained in case sev-

eral spoke at once.—that all may learn, and
all may be exhorted (or comforted).—Ac-
cording to the first of the interpretations given
above, this result would be reached by the tact

that all had had the opportunity of speaking.
["The discourse of one might suit the wants of

some hearers ; and • that of another might be
adapted to the case of others. Thus all hear-

ers would receive instruction and consolation."

Hodok]. Besides, the second irdvreg, all, may
possibly include also those prophets not pre-

cisely active. [Was their comfort to consist in

the chance for speaking, or in the opportunity

of hearing others?] To think of these exclu-

sively is inconsistent with the change of persons,
' ye may prophesy/ * all may learn' (fjav&dvo-

atv).—In ver. 82 he proceeds to show that the

nature of prophetic inspiration did not hinder
the maintenance of such order, but rather pro-

moted it. His meaning is 1. 'ye are abtl to do
this ;' 2. * it becometh you also as prophets to do
this by virtue of the character of your gift.'

This character is thus set forth,— And the
spirits of the prophets are subject to the
prophets.—The "and" connects this verse to

the preceding as containing an additional rea-

son for the injunction given above. In regard to

the expression "the spirits of the prophets,"

it is a question whether he means the inspiring

Spirit, in the variety of its manifestations

[Hodge, de Wette and others], or, the inspired

spirits of prophets themselves which, because he

is here speaking of prophets in general, are na-

turally put in the plural [Meyer, Alford, Stan-

ley]. The latter interpretation is the more
probable as is seen by the drift of the argument
since the statement that the spirits are subject

to the prophets would hardly be suitable on such

a construction. The meaning 'inward motions/

'excitements/ 'inspirations' ['Wordsworth] can-

not be admitted. But who are the prophets to

whom the spirits are subject ? Some understand

by these other prophets, and interpret the verb

vicoTdaoerai of that mutual subordination

which is implied in the silencing of the one by
the rising of another ; or, according to Bengel,

in the learning of the person silenced; er, ac-

cording to others, in the subjection to the 'dis-

cernment' exercised over them by others—which

howeveris too farfetched. Others understand by
these prophets the individuals to whom the spirits

belonged; so that the expression "to the pro-

phets" would be equivalent 'to themselves/ only

being more emphatic and pointing, as it were,

to the circumstance that this subjection was
grounded in the very essence of the gift itself.
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The ' subjection' he speaks of is that which is

involved in a sound Christian disposition and ac-

cords with the true prophetic spirit.—In the

first explanation, viz, that which supposes the

subjection to be to other prophets, the reference

to (he injunction "let him oe silent/' as that

about which he is treating, is the only correct

one, q. d,, 'let him bs silent inasmuch as the

spirit of one prophet i* subject to that of another ;'

neither can we say \\i u Meyer, that that injunc-

tion would have been superfluous in this case

;

since indeed it is only confirmed by pointing to

that which is becoming to the Christian prophet

as suoh. But the sooond interpretation deserves

the preference as the finer one, q. d , "ye are

able all of you, by restraining your impulse to

speak, to prophesy one after another; and such
control over the spirit, however powerfully ex-

cited, belongs to the prophets themselves who
are no mere enthusiasts obeying their own im-

pulses involuntarily, but voluntary agents." [" In
this way he distinguishes these impulses from
those of the heathen pythonesses and sibyls."

Stanley]. The absence of the article before

irvebfiara n po^qrov ir po<p^rai( is ac-

counted for by the fact that these words are
used qualitatively. [It generalizes the asser-

tion making it applicable to all Christian pro-

phets].—The position thus taken is still further

substantiated theologically by a reference to God
whose Spirit is the active prinoipleof prophecy.

—

For God is not of oonfuaion, bat of peace.
—By not maintaining this control over their spi-

rits, they would appear as not true prophets
moved by the Spirit of God ; sinoe by allowing
their impulse to speak in an unbridled way, there

would arise a state of things that could not pos-

sibly coma from God, viz., disorder; that peace
which is essentially God's work would be broken
up. aitaraarao ia (& Cor. xii. 20 ; Jas. iii. 16

;

Luke xxi. 9) is disorder, confusion, whioh also in-

volves disunion; hence the antithesis elpijvfj

in whioh order and subordination are implied.

These are put in the genitive, as indicating both
what belongs to God as an attribute, and what
proceeds from Him as an effect. God is not a
being who either has in Himself or produces
confusion ; but who both has and produces peace
(comp. the genitives Heb. x. 89 and the ex-
pression "the God of Peace" Rom. xv. 83).

—

Here some commentators directly annex the
clause — as in all the oharohes of the
saints —[So likewise the E. V.]. In this case
something must be supplied in order to put it in
relation to the altogether general proposition
just laid down. For example, < God is suoh a
being among you as in all the churches of the
saints.' * This His character must show itself

among you, just as in all the churches, through
this subjection I am speaking of.' But whether
we effect the connection in this or in some other
way, there will nevertheless always remain in

it something peculiar and harsh. Whereas, on
the contrary, what is said in. opposition to unit-

ing It with what follows, viz., that Paul elsewhere
does not use a protasis with «?, without follow-

ing it with a ovroc, and that the word 'churches'
would occur close together with diverse signifi-

cations, ought to be of little weight ; to this it

may be added that afterward, in ver. 86, there

ooours a reprimand founded thereupon. ["I am
compelled," says Alford, "to depart from the

majority of modern critics of note, e. g , Lachr
mann, Tischendorf, Billroth, Meyer, do Wette,
and to adhere to the common arrangement of

this latter clause. My reason is, that taken as

beginning the next paragraph, it is harsh be-

yond example, and superfluous, as anticipating
the reason about to be given oh yb\p a, r. X. Be-
sides whioh, it is more in accordance with St.

Paul's style, to place the main subject of a new
sentence first, see 1 Tim. iii. 8, 11, 12; and we
have an example of reference to general usage
coming in last, in aid of other consideration*,
ch. xi. 16; hut it seems unnatural that it should
be placed first in the very forefront of a matter
-on which he has so much to say." To this it may
be added that the clause standing where it does

in the E. V., as connected with what precedes,
seems to famish a demonstration of the general
position assumed and especially of the conclud-
ing assertion. The peace and the order which be-

longs to God and comes from God, might be seen

manifested in all the churches of the saints, and
ought therefore to have been manifest at Corinth
in like manner. Hodge and Wordsworth follow

the old punctuation without comment. So like-

wise does Bloomfield who however takes the

words, "for God is not, etc." as parenthetical;

and in the words, "as in all, etc." he would un-
derstand the law, viz., " for the prophets to have
in subjection the spiritual influence for good."

As to the new punotuation. ht adds: "it occa-

sions a very offensive tautology, and derogates

much from the weight and gravity with which
the direction is brought forward." But see be-

low.]

Vans. 84-86. This little paragraph, prohibiting

women from speaking in public assemblies, forms
an adjunct to the precepts in vv. 26-38, and
its connection with these would be still closer, if

we suppose Paul to have had in mind each wo-
men as had the gift of prophecy (comp. Acts xxi.

9), or of tongues. Both Greek and Roman as

well as Jewish custom forbade the public ap-

pearance of women (comp. Grot, and Wests, i.

h. 1). Christian church order attached itself to

this custom (1 Tim. ii. 11), suitably to the eld di-

vine order (vdfioc, Gen. iii. 16) which strictly im-

posed upon woman subjection to man, since she,

by her voluntary act, had involved him in apos-

tasy. To this belongs the duty of keeping si-

lence in public assemblies ; while public speaking,

whether in the way of holding discourse, or of

asking questions, appeared, on the contrary, as

an effort at independence calculated to foster

woman's vanity, and to take her out of the sub-

ordinate position appointed her by God. Bven
in the matter of putting questions, this was the

more true in proportion as the question was keen
and pert. Aside from this, also, it involved a
sort of intercourse with men on the part of the

women, and a renunciation of their dependence
upon their husbands, from whom, or through

whose aid they ought to obtain the knowledge
they were in quest of—a matter important for

preserving the integrity of the marriage relation

;

while, on the other hand, this holding direct

communication with other men in public assem-

blies, even on spiritual subjects, might serve to
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disturb it.—Unmarried women are here not taken
into the account. That these had more freedom
than the married, cannot be inferred from Acts
xxi. 2, since nothing is there aaid of public pro-

phesying. In th»m a modest less-restraint is

naturally presupposed. Their desire for know-
ledge might also be gratified in ether quiet teoys,

#»y., through their fathers, relatives, friends,

teachers, deaconesses, etc. The same held good
of the converted wires of the heathen.—As in all

ohurohes of the saints.—FOn the oenneetion
of this clause see above. As Stamley j •« J hough
in the older texts joined to the preceding, it has
since the time of Cajetan, and rightly, been
joined to the following, the connection being the

Baste as in xi. 16"]. These words stand first by
way of emphasis, in order to cut off all objec-

tions in advance. Nothing here needs to be sup-
plied, since from the context we readily under-
stand it to be meant * as the women keep silence

in the churches.' [The early Greek fathers, the
Vulgate, Wickliffe, Oranmer, and the Rheims'
version, who all connect this clause with the
preceding, subaudit « I teach,' apparently, to ob*

viate the otherwise natural, but hardly allowable
inference, that the Apostle was appealing to the
condition of things in other churches to prove a
conceded and undeniable truth, that God was a
God of peace and of order. The necessity felt

for supplying some such expression to render
the sense pertinent in such a connection, is a
strong argument in favor of the other punctua-
tion here advocated]. The ritv iylov belongs
to r v to<c k KKlTjolaiQ (comp. ayiot i. 2) and
serves to add force to the reference. That which
obtains in the churches of persons consecrated
to God, t. «., of the saints, is more than an ordi-

nary human custom; it is a higher divine ordi-

nance which must be ascribed to the Spirit of

God ruling in them.—let the women keep
silence in the 'ohurohes;—To connect r£>v
ayiuv, as Lachmann does with what follows,

omitting ifiuv as though it were ' let the wives of
the saints,' etc., is too forced, and is not de-
manded by the somewhat emphatic expression
" their own husbands," in ver. 86. If we main-
tain the reading vfiuv, your, an antithesis would be
implied therein between the special designation
of ' women," and the more general mention of
•*ali the churches." This, however, does not
well suit, since the emphasis lies upon the word
«* women." Paul does not intend to say that

thtxr women, in distinction from all others, were
to keep silence in the churches ; but the point
made is in reference to women in general.—It is

a question, however, whether "your " may not
be put in relation to ** churches," and then, also,

the word •* churches" in the protasis be under-
stood only of the assemblies.—The prohibition is

confirmed by a reference to the established order
in this respect.—for it is not permitted unto
thorn to speak :—of course it is public speak-
ing that is here intended as the context implies.

[•* In the 0. T. it had been predicted that * your
sons and your daughters shall prophesy ;' a pre-
diction which the Apostle Peter quotes as verified

on the day of Pentecost, Acts ii. 17 ; and in Acts
xxi. 9 mention is made of four daughters of
Philip who prophesied. The Apostle himself
seems to take for granted in xi. 6, that women

might receive and exercise the gift of prophecy.
It is therefore only the public exercise of the
gift that is prohibited," Hodge]. Inasmuch as
in such publio speaking there would be mani-
fested s certain degree of social independence,
we see the propriety of his putting in contrast
with this,—but to be under obedience,—We
here have an instance of brachylogy. Comp. 1

Tim. iv. 8, Instead of " it is not permitted," we
must here supply seme expression corresponding
with the second clause, such as * it is commanded
them/ or * it is incumbent on them.' The varia-

tion vmrraociotiuoav, let them ketp silence, though
apparently well sustained, was no doubt intended
as a grammatical correction through ignorance
of the above construction.—ss also saith the
law. [See Gen. iii. 16, "and he shall rule over
thee;" also Numb. xxx. 8-12. The speaking of
women was also strictly forbidden in the Syna-
gogues].—But if thej wish to learn any-
thing,—[a thing most certainly to be antici-

pated in quick, sensitive, eager natures; and
which, to repress altogether, would be both in-

jurious and painful, and was therefore to be pro-'

vided for, yet, in consistency with that refine-

ment and delicacy which is the beauty and the

glory of the sex].—let them ask their own
husbands at home ;~-<* This is on the suppo-
sition that their husbands were Christians,"

Buboes ; [and were able to answer them. Their
incapacity in this respect is either passed over
as not to be supposed, or as an evil which was
remediless]. The verb intpurgv generally means.
to enquire, and is not to be taken as expressing

a •• desire to hear yet mors in addition to that

which they had heard in the church." Osiamder.
["Their own" (idiovc) is emphatic, confining

them to their own husbands to the exclusion of

other men]. The teachings of the law he shows
to be sustained by the public sense of propriety.

—for it is a shame for women to speak in
the church.— [«* The word used is a l a % o 6 f,

which properlymeansugly, deformed. It is the pre-

dicate of anything which excites disguBt. As the,

peculiar power and usefulness of women depend
on their being the objects of admiration and af-

fection, anything which tends to excite the op-

posite sentiments should, for that reason, be
avoided." Hodge]. Any objection that might
possibly be raised against what was thus

founded upon the general custom and order of

the churches, he encounters with a question.—Or
went the word of God ont from you ? or
came it unto yon only ?—i. #., * are you the

original church, so that your wisdom is to set

the standard of propriety ; or are you the only

church, so that you are at liberty to stand alone

by yourselves and your own conceits?' This
question which so plainly exhibits the imperti-

nence of any opposition on the part of the Co-
rinthians, cannot be put in relation to the fore-

going precepts (ver. 26 ff. ), but only to the shame-
fulness of the conduct in question just spoken
of. This is required by the close grammatical
connection, q. d y

* this public speaking is in

violation of the publio sense of decency ; or, are
you the original or the only church of Christ?'

t. «., you can oppose this only on the ground that

you are such, so that either all the other churches
must conform their regulations to yours as the
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mother-church, or you, as the sole depositaries

of the revelation of God, are at liberty to set

yourselves up as the only rule of what is be-

coming. Now, since this was not the case, it

was incumbent on them, as a part of a commu-
nity of churches of Christ, to put themselves in

agreement with the rest in regard to their rules

of divine worship.—In respect to the language of

the text comp. Isa. ii. 3 ; Micah iv. 2.— " The
word of God " here means Christian doctrine as

being preeminently the revelation of God (2
Cor. ii. 17; 1 Thes. i. 8).

Vers. 87-40. These verses form the conclusion

to the whole discussion concerning spiritual gifts

and their use. He here sets himself against all

such spiritual presumption as would exalt the

impulse of the free spirit above apostolic pre-

cepts, and affirms that the person who recognizes
what has just been written to be a precept rest-

ing upon the authority of Christ, indicates

thereby the reality of his own inspiration, so

that in the opposite case all claim to such inspi-

ration would prove itself to be but a vain fancy.

This is what the word 6 o k e i points to in what
follow8, which here, as in xi. 12, does not mean
* appear,' but think, involving a possibility of

self-deception.

—

If any man think himself
to be a prophet, or spiritual,— In conse-
quence of the disjunctive " or," many take the
word "spiritual" in a restricted sense as denoting
one speaking with tongues. [So Stanley] ; but
fjt or, is equivalent both to and, as well as to vel.,

t. e., it serves to separate ideas which might be
taken for one another as well as those which,
exclude one another (Passow. I 1820). Ac-
cordingly the term ** spiritual" might designate
the genus, under which " the prophet" might be
included, denoting any one endowed with the
spirit, and implying therefore the possession of
any other gift which together with prophecy
belongs to this class, and certainly not the gift

of tongues exclusively.

—

let him acknowl-
edge what things I write to you, that—
emyivcxj k£ to & yp&Qo—brt, a case of
well known attraction for bri & yp&fo, i, «., 'let

him acknowledge that the things which I write
to you.' [But what are the prescripts referred
to ? those in the verses just preceding ? or to the
whole contents of this chapter? Plainly the
latter, as may be seen from the characters speci-
fied— * prophet' and 'spiritual person' which
show that he had in mind all the regulations
given in relation to the exercise of spiritual

gifts].—they are the (oommandments) of
the Lord.—There are various readings here

;

the most probable is Kvplov eariv, ' are of the
Lord.' To this there was then added as a gloss

kvrokriy 'commandment,' which then crept into the
text, and was there changed into the plural with
a verb to correspond, elaiv evroXai to accord with
the antecedent d, 'what things.' The meaning
however is all the same. The Apostle here gives
them to understand that the regulations pre-
scribed by him came from the Lord and were
His ; yet not as though Christ (for He is the
one meant, not God) had in person ordained the
rules in this matter, but that he in enjoining
them had spoken as one who " bad the mind of
Christ" (ii. 16; comp. vii. 40), and so acted

upon the authority of Christ (comp. Osiander

and Meyer). ["The continued influence of

Christ by the spirit over the minds of the apos-
tles, which is a divine prerogative, is here as-

sumed or asserted." Hodge]. It was precisely
of such as claimed to be spiritual that Paul
could fairly demand that they should acknowl-
edge the ordinances laid down by him to be the

dictates of the Spirit of Christ—the expressions
of His mind and will. ["Here, as in 1 Jno. iv.

6, ("He that knoweth God heareth us ; he that

is not of God, heareth not us") submission to the

infallible authority of the apostles is made the

test of a divine mission and even of conversion.
This must be so. If the apostles were the in-

fallible organs of the Holy Ghost, to disobey
them in any matter of faith or practice is to dis-

obey God." Hodob. "No more direct assertion

of inspiration can be uttered than this." Al-
fobd.]—The requirement just made he next en-

forces with severity.

—

But if any man be
ignorant, let him be ignorant.—The igno-

rance here may be taken absolutely, as denoting
the possession of erroneous views ; or it maybe a
simple lack ofknowledge or intelligence ; in which
case then it must be understood as a guilty igno-

rance, since the words "let him be ignorant"
clearly express a penalty.—Some (Beza) interpret
this verse as simply a contrast to the preceding,
and so put the clauses in counterbalance. " The
' ignorant persons' here would thus be the oppo-
site of the ' spiritual' spoken of in ver. 37, who
is, in this case regarded as one possessed only
of an ordinary illumination ; and then the phrase
Met him be ignorant' stands antithetic to 'let

him acknowledge.' The whole would then
mean : ' But if a person is unintelligent, being
neither a prophet nor a spiritual person,—then
will he not be able to perceive that these injunc-

tions are from the Lord and authorixed by Him,
and for this (?) let him have his ignorance as his

punishment'" (Osiander). Tne artificiality of

this interpretation is not to be mistaken. It is

better to take ayvotl transitively, and put it in

relation to the second clause of ver. 37, q. <L, 'if

any one is ignorant and so does not acknowledge
that the things which I write are of the Lord,

then the state of ignorance to which he is given
over must be regarded as his punishment ;

' 'let

him remain ignorant at his peril/ As Bison
says: "let him keep it to himself ; we cannot

oast away all things for such a man. Those
who are thus left to themselves, repent more
readily than if you were to teach them against

their will." The Apostle here expresses his

despair of further instructing a person whose
ignorance he is constrained to regard as a refusal

to learn. A similar use of the imperati?e we
have in Rev. xxii. 11: "He that is unjust, let

him be unjust still, he which is filthy, let him
be filthy still,—and he that is holy, let him
be holy still."— Instead of the imperative a
number of authorities, some of them impor-

tant, have the indicative form ayvoeirai, he it

ignored. This reading may be explained on the

ground of offence taken at the imperative ; or

that in the succession of o g (ayvoeiru uffre)

one was dropped out and then ayvoeirat was
adopted, so as to obtain a sort of relation between

the active and the passive, such as is found in

viii. 2 ; Gal. iv. 9. If this reading be adopted,
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it may be interpreted either: 'so he beoomes
ignored, disregarded, abandoned to hie own
self-will,' or: 'he will be ignored by the Lord in

the day of judgment' (Matt. vii. 23; x. 88).—
Wherefore, brethren, oovet to prophesy,
and forbid not to speak with tongues.

—

And here again the old preference for prophecy
is expressed. This gift is to be decidedly pre-

ferred and sought for, the other is only not to be
hindered. " We recognise here an advance in

the development of thought. At the start Paul
said: * covet earnestly spiritual gifts/ and
planting himself on the stand-point of the Corin-
thians, he had included among these the gift of
tongues. But after having explained how pro-
phecy subserved the welfare of the church far

more, he here gives this preference and only ex-
presses the wish that no obstacle be put in the
way of the other." Nbander. For the proper
order of the text see critical notes. Ver. 40
sums up the whole of what is stated in ver. 26
and onward.—But let all things be done de-
cently and in order.—In the term * decently*

he does not refer exclusively to the duty of
women's keeping silence in the churches, ver.

84. To decency in church there belongs also

the preservation of order enjoined in ver. 26 ff.

which is more pointedly expressed in the words
following: "in order" (icarl t&£iv), which
refer to what is suitable as to time and measure,
i. e., ['not tumultously as in a mob, but as in a
well ordered army where every one keeps his

place and acts at the proper time and in the
proper way.' Hodgb].—"It might seem as if

the instruction given with such minuteness by
Paul in these chapters was of little importance,
and had but little practical bearing for us, now
that the gifts alluded to are no more dispensed.
A high value is nevertheless to be attached to it:

1. because it affords us a glimpse into the condi-
tion of the first Christian congregations, their
rich endowments, as well as the dangers con-
nected with them ; 2. because it is easy for us
to draw practical inferences from it suitable to

our existing states and relations; and much
that is said is still pertinent to the present time

;

3. because it furnishes us, as in a mirror, a pic-

ture of that we have lost, and thus serves as a
spur to urge us on to recover it again by earnest
prayer. Moreover, it contains a warning that
we should not in our prayers put what is non-
essential on a par with that which is essential,

to say nothing of preferring the former to the
latter." Bubgkb.
Excubsis on the Gift of Tonqub8.—In chap,

xiv. we have exhibited to us the essential cha-
racter of this remarkable gift. We see that it is

preeminently a form of worship, a mode of
speaking, praying, and offering thanks, which
goes on in spirit (ev irvebfiari), and not in the un-
derstanding (r^voi); and that it is unintelligible

without interpretation, consequently contributes
nothing towards the edification of the church,
but is simply a means of self-edification in com-
munion with God (vv. 2-4; 5-19). We must
now consider the question which of the theories
broached in relation to this gift is best sustained,
or whether we must pass beyond these in order
to hit the truth in the matter.—In the observa-
tions already made (comp. on xii. 10; xiii. 1),

the hypotheses of Eichhorn and Wieselermay be
regarded as having been already disproved and
set aside. The view of Bleek, even as modified by
Baur, [that the word "tongue" (yXiJooa) stands

for a foreign word imported and naif naturalized

in the Greek], is opposed not only by its being a
use of language both rare and altogether foreign

to the New Testament, but also by such express-
ions as divers kinds of tongues, " tongues of an-
gels," and the like ; and Baur contradicts himself
when in one place he takes " tongues " to mean
" organs of speech," and in another " the utter-

ances of those organs," i. e. y forms of language.
Meyer's theory (also that of Schultz and others),

which starts from the signification " organ of
speech," is sustained by no inconsiderable argu-
ments. His view is, that the tongue, set in mo-
tion involuntarily and independently of the un-
derstanding by the power of the Holy Spirit,

spoke apparently of its own accord. It was not
the person, but the tongue itself which spoke,

—

such was the aspect of the affair, and hence its

designation. And because this mode of praying
manifested itself with various characteristic mo-
difications (which certainly cannot be explained,
owing to our lack of experience),

4
and because

the same speaker was obliged to vary his manner
of speaking according to the ever-changing de-
grees, impulses, and tendencies of his ecstasy,

so that he seemed to be speaking with different

tongues, there arose such expressions as : " to

speak with tongues," " divers kinds of tongues."
The unintelligibleness of a speech thus discon-

nected and mysterious is readily conceivable. But
aside from the particular, modes of expression
which refuse to accord with this view, such as
" he hath a tongue," xiv. 26, it is opposed by the

fact that it compels us to regard the narrative of
what took place on the day of Pentecost (Acts 2)
as a traditional perversion of what actually oc-

curred: since its advocates cannot—with pro-
priety, at any rate—undertake to deny the es-

sential identity or similiarity of the Pentecostal

miracle with the gift of speaking with tongues at

Corinth.—[The theory that the gift of tongues
was an ability to speak in foreign languages, and
was conferred to assist in propagating the Gospel
in foreign parts (Chrys., Calvin, Hodge, and
others) is encountered by difficulties sufficient

to render it untenable. 1. There is not the
slightest evidence that it was ever used for this

purpose. 2. So far as it bore on unbelievers, it

was a sign of reprobation. 8. Its only ubo seems
to have been in worship—in prayer, and praise,

and thanksgiving. If there was no interpreter,

its possessor was to speak in it to himself or to

God. 4. There was needed a special gift for its

interpretation, which would not have been the
case were any foreigner present who understood
the language. 5. It seems strange that the Spirit

should have bestowed a giit designed for use in

foreign parts so abundantly upon a church where
it does not seem to have been specially needed.
6. Wherever an individual is spoken of as en-

dowed with this gift, he is said to have " a
tongue "—even in the case of Paul (according to

the right reading) which clearly implies that this

manifestation of the Spirit was in accordance
more with individual peculiarities than with ex-

ternal demands. 7. On this theory the gift would
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be quite on a par with the natural ability of
multitudes in the city of Corinth, who, from
their commercial intercourse with foreign na-
tions, must be supposed to have learned many
foreign languages. Hence in that city would
this gift have been least needed, and have in it

nothing striking. 8. Paul desired that all had
this gift. Why so, if it was not for personal
edification, but for the sake of preaching the
Gospel? Did he want all to become missiona-
ries ?] — If, now, we proceed from the earlier

phenomenon, then we get as the full expression
of it, "to speak with other tongues," to which
there corresponds that in Mark xvi. 17, "to
speak with new tongues." A more abbreviated
expression occurs in Acts (which we maintain to

be the work of the Pauline Luke) x. 46, " to

speak with tongues" with unmistakable refe-

rence to the first outpouring of the Spirit, with
the effect it produced (oomp. xi. 15). The
same expression occurs xix. 6. But here it will

be impossible to avoid taking the word " tongue "

to denote a form of speech, and the " speaking
with tongues " to mean speaking in languages,

viz., in other than the ordinary ones {iripatg

yX&oacuc), or in so far as they were something
before unheard in that place—"new tongues,"
(icaivaic yTUxjoatg). Neither can we maintain the

supposition that one person and another, while
struggling for expression under the overwhelm-
ing stress of feeling, wove in words and forms of

speech taken from some foreign language to him
otherwise unknown. Rather we feel constrained

to recognize in this church of heathen converts

the reverberations of the great miracle of Pen-
tecost ; in which the power of Christianity, over-

coming the distinctions of nationality in language,

made itself known as the absolute religion which
was to lead mankind out of their apostasy from
God, and out of their mutual alienations, into

their primitive unity. It was, however, no such
speaking in any particular foreign language as

-would furnish to a person acquainted with it at

once an intelligible meaning (oomp. xiv. 2,

"no one understands him "); but it was some-
thing entirely aloof from the reach of the under-
standing (while in the phenomenon of Penteoost

we may assume an operation of the Spirit which
ensured at once the interpretation, whether in

the speakers or in the hearers) ; and it was un-
intelligible for this reason, because those powers
of reflection whioh condition the intelligibility of
speech, and unfold the subject matter to others,

were suspended in their action, and the ordinary
consciousness of self and of the world was kept
in abeyance. In so far as this consciousness was
always exeroised within a particular national

peculiarity and form of speech, the suppression

of it involved the possibility of being lifted out of
this particular sphere into a higher and broader
one. The Spirit of Christ, which embraced hu-
manity in all its various nationalities and lan-

guages, and possessed the power of uniting them
all in one, effected a momentary dissolution of

all these limitations in the inmost depths of the

individual spirit, and so let it forth in various

degrees and measurea into this unity whioh made
itself known in the ability to produce signs of
thought or forms of speech out of other spheres

of language, and to express in these the spiritual

feelings and views which had been awakened.
This, nevertheless, was done in a oonsinuunl
manner, corresponding to the nature of the i %

sUsy, or in forms and connections so new nut
foreign to the ordinary modes of thought and
speaking that no one could obtain from it any
clear connected sense, unless specially qualified

for the work by the Holy Spirit.— Something
akin to this we see in clairvoyance; whioh, in-

deed, even in its higheajt form is essentially dis-

tinguishable from these spiritual states in the

fact that the gift of the Spirit was conditioned

upon no physical peculiarity, that no cataleptic

states were connected with it, and that its pes*

sessor was perpetually master of himself (xi?.

18 ff., 28) ; to which may be added, that he was
in no communion with the outward world, but
was wholly absorbed in communion with God
(Delitssoh, p. 817 ff.). If we assume that the ?a-

rious languages of earth are but the ditjecta ma**
bra of the original speech of humanity, then was
this gift of tongues a symbolic anticipation of

the unity which is to be restored when humanity
is perfeeted-t-a unity which will include in itself

a boundless diversity in the most perfect har-

mony.—At any rate we are not to regard the

utterances made through this gift as a promis-

cuous medley, a mere mish-mash of sounds. The
individual inspired either took his parts ofspeech

out of one language, as is shown in the sphere of

clairvoyance ; or, if he took them out of several

languages, he took them in such a way as not to

make them appear a crude amalgam of words,

but a harmonious combination of terms most ex-

pressive of deep spiritual emotions all wrought
together with a plastic skill and creative power
that removed their separating peculiarities.

—

[And so far as its practical use was concerned,

may we not take these tongues in their uninteli-

gibility to have been a sign that in the kingdom
of God, and under the mightier influences of the

Spirit, there was a sphere of thought and feeling

transoending the ordinary one, into which the

saints would one day be brought, and which now
could only be imperfectly interpreted to our

common apprehension by means of earthly ana-

logies, and the common forms of speech ? as a
convincing token that a new and marvellous

power had come down on men to lift them into

direct communion with God, and impart to them
the experiences and mysteries of a higher life

for the expression of which no existing human
language was adequate ? And was it not to give

assurance of this that persons immediately, on
their conversion, began to speak with new
tongues?]—With such an understanding of the

phenomenon, it cannot surprise us if, in relation

to the unintelligibility of what was uttered, a
reference should be made to human language aa
not understood by foreigners (xiv. 10 ff.); and,

as contrasted with musical instruments, thetongue
as the organ for exercising this gift, should be

mentioned in its most direct signification (xiv.

9). Besides, the various expressions used in

respect to this gift suit very well with this view

—

even the one "he has a tongue"—which would
thus mean, * be has a speech in readiness,' t. *.,

is prepared to hold discourse in a language which,
as is evident from what has hitherto been said,

was unintelligible to the hearers.
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[The whole subject is one of peculiar interest.

One can hardly avoid the supposition that it

stands in some way related to the remarkable
phenomena witnessed in clairvoyance and animal
magnetism, or to those ecstatic states observable
in times of deep religious excitement. There is

nothing disparaging to "the gift of tongues " in
such a supposition. The Spirit of God, we know,
employs the various susceptibilities and faculties

of our nature for accomplishing its own ends,
and moulds its operations on human conditions*

He communicated His will through dreams and
visions, and, as in the ease of Peter (Acts z. 10,

compared with 18), even shaped the form of in*

struction to the bodily state of the person acted
upon ; yet what is more illusory than a dream ?

And why should not these, as yet so little un-
derstood powers of our nature, be made the ve-
hicle of these supernatural gifts? Why should
the fact thai they are so wild and strange, so
often partake of the animal passions, are so often

perverted to bad ends, serve for an objection to

the supposition that they were so employed?
Indeed, does not the power of " discerning,'' as-

sociated with these spiritual gifts, clearly imply
that there was danger of confounding the natu-
ral with the supernatural by reason of this very
thing, and that there was need of a sharpened
critical faculty to discriminate between what
was from the Spirit, and what was not? We
need, therefore, have no hesitation in looking in

this direction for some explanation of this re-

markable phenomenon of the early charoh, as
though by so doing we should invalidate its di-

vine character. Certain it is that there is some-
thing nbout it more mysterious andawe-inspiring
than the simple ability to speak in one or more
unacquired languages. We can in no way bring
the Apostle's method of dealing with it, and
speaking of it, into harmony with the idea that

this was all that was meant by "the gift of
tongues." Whether a recurrence of this gift can
be looked for, is another question, not to be here
discussed}.
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Stud, und Krit. 1888, p. 628 ff. ; Wieseler: ibid,

1888, p. 878; Sehults 1889, p. 765 ff. ; ibid. Spi*

GtfUy p. 67 ff.; Zeller: TheoL Jahrb,

1849; Ncandor; Hist, of planting and training

•/the Christian church, L 14 ff., 240 ff. (4 Ed.)

;

Hilgeafeld : Olossolaiy in the primitive church,

1860 ; Rossteuscher : The Gift of Tongues in the

emoetoUe time*, I860; Steinbeck: The Poet a
Seer, p. 647 ff. ; Pabst: A word about Ecstasy

1884, p. 29; Delltsseh: Psychol, p. 814 ff, 148
ff. ; Fabri. : The Rise ofHeathenism, etc. 1859, p.
18 ff., 60 ff. ; Kahnis: The Doctrine of the

Holy Qhost, L 61-68; who like Delitzsch assumes
a double farm of cbarism in Acts 2, a speaking
in actually existing languages; in 1 Con 12-14,
in newly formed languages. [Owen's Works,
VcL It. p. 472 ff. ; Smith's Did. of Bib. Ant.
** Tongue*" / E. Irving's Works Vol V. p. 509
ff. ; " GifUoftkeHohg Ohott called supernatural"
Heraog's Eney. Vol xviii ; " Zungenreden "].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Language is the articulate expression of
man's thought and feeling ; in it there is concen-
trated that whole spiritual life which lifts him
above the brutes. Hence, it is a gift conferred
on him directly, in his primitive condition, in
and with his spirit itself; it is, as it were, an
innate organ or faculty—" no mechanical pro-
duct of his own ingenuity, but a spontaneous
emanation of the spirit" (W. v. Humboldt). In
the beginning man possessed the word, and this

word was from God ; and from the vital power
which was bestowed on him in and with this

word, there streamed forth the light of his exist-

ence" (Fr. von Schlegel).* In the original
unity of men's convictions respecting God and
the world, was grounded also the unity of lan-
guage. With the rupture of that unity by reason
of man's hostility to God, in which mankind, be-
fore united, went their several ways and strove
hy their own power to bring Heaven down to

themselves (Gen. xi.), the unity of language was
also lost. A criminal pride—the root of hea-
thenism,—was also the cause of divergence both
in nations and languages. It was a divine judg-
ment by which Ihe historical development of the
race was revolutionized in its fundamental prin-
ciples.—Only by a new and wonderful conde-
scension on the part of God could the salvation
promised to man be still brought to pass in the
earth. In Christ alone does man wake again to
a universal divine human consciousness. A re-
union of man with God can only be perfected in
and with the reunion of men among themselves

—

a union which is to take place first morally and

* [" The four or five hundred roots which remain es the
constituent elements in different families of'language, are
not Interjections, nor are their imitations. They arc DAonetts
types produced by a power inherent in Iranian nature. They
exist as Plato would say, by nature ; though with Pinto we
should add that when we say by nature, we mean by the
hand of God. There is a law which runs through nearly the
whole of nature, that everything which is struck rings.
Each substance has Its peculiar ring. We can tell the more
or less perfect structure of metals by their Tibrntions, by the
answer which they give. Gold rings differently from tin,

wood rings differently Irrm stone, and different sounds an*
produced accordiug to the nature of-each percussion. It
was the same with man, the most highly organised of Na-
ture's works. Han in his prlmithre and perfect state was
not only endowed like the brute with the power of ex-
pressing bis sensations by interjections, ' and his percep-
tions by onomatopoeia. He possessed likewise the faculty
of giving more articulate expression to the rational con-
ceptions of his mind. That faculty was not of his own
making. It was an Instinct, sn instinct of the mind aa
irresistible as any other instinct. So far as language Is the
production of that instruct, it belongs the to realm of na-
ture." Max Mulls*. **The origin of*language is shrouded
in the same impenetrable mystery that conceals the secrets
of our primary mental and physical being. We cannot say
with some, that ft is of Itself an organism, but we regard it

as a necessary and therefore natural product of intelligent

self-conackma organisation.— But though the facility of
articulate speech may be considered natural to man, It

differs from most other human powers, whether organic or
Incorporeal, la that: that it is amenity beloogii>a to the
raoe, not to the individual, and that the social condition is

essential,, not to Its cultivation, but to its existence.** G. P.
Marsh. If such be the nature and origin of language,
how absurd to suppose that this which was the product of
the Spirit's inspiration which was to be the sign of a new
power bestowed on men, could beany other than a clear

distinct, articulated utterance worthy thename of language
and corresponding to the dignity of the Being from whom
itemanatedl.
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spiritually, and then really, in vivid outward
manifestation, so that the end shall refer back
to the beginning.—On the day of Pentecost,

after Christ's mediatorial work was finished, the

heavens descended in a plentitude of spiritual

influences upon mankind already prepared for it,

knitting together the ruptured bond.—Pentecost

was Babel reversed. The mighty baptism 1 f the

Spirit wrought at once a powerful convulsion.

The consciousness of those on whom it fell was
for a while overwhelmed and swallowed up by
the power of the divine Spirit, so that all par-

ticularism vanished, and the most perfect unity
of spirit combined them all in one. As the re-

sult of this real unity of the God-consciousness

—

in ot her words of experience and convictionin re-

gard to Qod—the one primitive language again
disclosed itself, and in this they all with one
mouth proclaimed the wonderful works of God

;

Parthians, Medes, Elamitesand the rest hear (he

proclamation each in his own language. They
hear it; for even in their ruptured state the

several languages are but the torn, and as such
mutually unintelligible members, of the one
primitive language ; yet however, in such a way,
that* where this primitive language as the com-
mon mother of them all sounds forth again, even,

the stiffened members are, as it were, breathed
into and made resonant by the original Spirit.

—

Hence, even the hearers, thongh speaking the
most diverse languages, understand, each one
in his own language, what the apostles proclaim.
But at the same time the unity is not yet per-

fected into something real and permanent. We
have here not the beginning of the consumma-
tion, but only the dawn of a new day for the
kingdom of Qod upon earth. Speaking with
other tongues is, as it were, only a powerful gust
of the Spirit, heralding what is to come,—a pro-
phecy or a pledge that, according to the divine
purpose, mankind, though now rent asunder, must
be and would be restored to a perfect union by
means of that redemption which was made man-
ifest through Christ. (According to Fabri and
others).

2. The kind of address suited to a Christian as-

sembly. The value of any disclosure in a Chris-
tian assembly is to be estimated according to its

general intelligibility and the impression which
it makes upon the hearts of those present. Mere
rhapsody of a mystic theosophio kind, all at-

tempts to enwrap men to the heights or to take
them down to the depths of knowledge and
learning and subtle exposition, all flights of poe-
try and rhetoric, all dazzling display of fine

talking and the like, which make the listeners

stare, or may attract people of merely secular
culture and imaginative tastes, or which go to

foster intellectual curiosity, or which pay court
to that folly which delights in what is.dark—all

things of this kind have no place in a Christian
church. To the enquiry of a young and gifted
preacher who was just entering upon his minis-
try at the Capital of the nation as to how he
could best insure success, an old experienced
clergyman replied : "So preach that even the
servant girls can understand.—that will be good
for all." This is a thing which a preacher must
lay to heart ; and it will impress itself upon
him, the more he enters into the spirit of the

Holy Scriptures and their style as set forth in

Luther's version [and we may add the English
version too, ] and the more he studies the works
of this great master ofpopular speech and preach-
ing.—Another thing to be considered and striven

after is what may be called the prophetic ele-

ment of discourse—that which touches the heart
so as to lay open its mysterious ongoings, its in-

nermost impulses and feelings, its hidden move-
ments and propensities so that the hearers shall

be constrained to ask, ' Has he then seen through
us ? through our secret thoughts and purposes
and acts ? Has he, while withdrawn from ob-
servation, been spying out our sayings and do-
ings ? or had any one been informing him re-

specting us?' To the attainment of this skill

there is required above all things a spiritual en-
dowment and illumination. But this can be ac-
quired only by a more and more searching self-

scrutiny and by a more thorough acquaintance
with men in their various conditions and rela-

tions; these things are obtained in the light of
that Divine Word which reveals to us both the
ways of God and man, and is a discerner of the
thoughts and intents of the heart. And in order
to make his speech still more impressive, the
preacher mast go to school to the prophets, and
make himself acquainted with their style and
language, and so become qualified to use it ac-
cording to his measure and existing necessities.

8. The public speaking of women is not to be
easily reconciled with a truly feminine character,
and with woman's position in a divinely consti-
tuted social state. Particular exigencies and
extraordinary endowments may here and there
go to form an exception; but, as a general rule,
such an independent forth-putting of the female
sex in public is unseemly, as all ecclesiastical

discipline has maintained ever since the times
of the apostles. Even in domestic worship it

indicates a bad state of things, if the woman
takes the lead, whether it be from the fact that
she assumes it to herself from the love of ruling,
or is constrained to do it by reason of the un-
christian character of her husband, or of some
other incapacity on his part. And still more
must it be regarded as indecorous for women to
pray and exhort in those social meetings which
occupy a middle ground between domestic and
public worship, «— presupposing, however, that
these meetings are of a promiscuous character,
and not wholly confined to women and children.
At all events it is important for women, in case
there should be any occasion for their thus taking
part in public services, to watch over themselves
with care, lest they lose their modesty and expose
themselves to perilous temptations.—-On the other
hand, it greatly enhances the beauty of a Chris-
tian home, when there exists between the hus-
band and the wife a confidential intercourse in
respect to the important questions and problems
of Christian experience, such as are discussed
in the public assembly; when the woman asks
her husband for further explanations respecting
any point which has struck her mind and awak-
ened her thought, and exchanges views with him
in regard to the topic. In such a case, that
which was spoken in public will be the more
deeply impressed on the heart ; Christian know-
ledge will be promoted in the family ; and the
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wife also will gain in that independence which
belongs to her as a mother within the domestic
circle, and become the more capable of contribut-

ing her part towards the edification of the whole.

4. A Test. The distinction between men truly

enlightened and spiritual, and those who, with
all their gifts and attainments, are still carnally

minded or mere fanatics and sectarian, is seen

in this—whether they modestly recognize and
respect the divine order, as laid down by
Christ and His Apostles, or as established

throughout the Church in the mind and Spirit

of Christ; or whether they, under the pretext of

being impelled by the Spirit, proudly disdain it.

With the latter, when once they have become
stiff in their opinions, it is in vain to dispute;

since they pay no regard to reason and set up
their own will in opposition to the general order,

as though their will were the mind of the Spirit.

Such persons must be given over to the blinding

of their own spiritual pride.

[4. Primitive Christian Worship. Of this, as

observed at Corinth, we have a vivid picture

afforded us in this chapter. Indeed, it is the
only one extant of the kind, giving us a clear

and instructive glimpse into the nature and
workings of Church life in those early times.

The first thing that strikes us is the absence of
all fixed order. No hint is given of the super-
intendence of any individual or class of persons
regulating the services in the Church assem-
blies— even where the mention of such would
most naturally be made—as in the case of the
disorders spoken of in vv. 26-34. The exercises

seem to have gone on spontaneously—very much
as is now the case in many social gatherings
where "the meeting," as the saying is, "is
thrown open." Individuals employed their gifts

under the promptings of the Spirit, as seemed to

them best, governed only by considerations of
mutual regard and general utility. All enjoyed
the right, yea, felt it a duty, to contribute some-
thing toward the public edification according to

the ability conferred on them severally. The
idea that a special priesthood was necessary to

mediate between the worshipping assembly and
God, is not for a moment entertained. Indeed,

.it is altogether ignored and excluded on the sup-
position that all were now made priests unto God
by the unction of the Spirit, and had an equal
right to speak the truth that was in them, and
to offer prayer. The disorders arising from the
fullest concession of this right, were not regarded
an evil so great as would have arisen from the
repression of the Spirit that wrought in all the
members "severally as He would." The Spirit
was not to be quenched

; prophesyings were not
to be despised ; and whatever there was of the
carnal and selfish element mingling with what
was spiritual and divine, was to be separated
and rejected by the critical faculty of the more
discerning. The hearers were expected "to
profe all things, and hold fast that which is

good." This fact should be commended to the
attention of those who in their excessive regard
for having "all things done decently and in
order," proceed to the extreme of repressing the
spontaneous life and activity of the Church as a
whole, by putting the meeting entirely under the
control of a special order of individuals.

The exercises consisted of prayer, praise,

thanksgiving, prophesying, and speaking with
tongues, accompanied by interpretation, — to-

gether with the celebration of the Lord's Sup-
per at stated seasons. The several parts of the
service seem to hav,e followed one another with-
out settled plan. The only rules to be observed
here were non-interference, so as to prevent
confusion, and a regard for the edification of the
Church as a whole, rather than for that of the
individual. The latter necessarily excluded all

that was unintelligible to the majority of the as-

sembly. No language was to be employed which
could not be understood by all alike. It is a
rule which by implication condemned in advance
the practice of the Romish church in using a
liturgy composed in a language wholly unknown
to the great mass of the people, and thus pre-
cluding them from participating intelligently in
the service. Hence, in this anti -Christian church
worship the necessity of a little bell to notify

the congregation when to give their responses,
instead of that free intelligence which having
understood what was spoken, expresses its

hearty assent in the loud "Amen," with which
the early Christians were wont, to ratify the
prayer and the thanksgiving, thus making it the
act of the whole assembly].

[5. In all true Christian worship, that is honor-
able to God, or beneficial to man, the Holy Spirit

is the efficient agent. It is only so far as He helps
our infirmities, and teaches us how to pray, only
so far as He enlightens our understandings, and
gives us an insight into divine truth, only so far

as He inspires our songs and praises, that our
worship is truly spiritual and edifying. Hence,
the prime and indispensable necessity of pre-
paring for these services by seeking His presence
and aid. No amount of learning, no natural
gifts, no acquired skill, no refinements of art
can compensate for that unction of the Holy One
which is promised the believer to teach him all

things].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Stabkb :—Our lack of love measures our lack
of true Christianity (1 John iv. 7).—The Holy
Spirit indeed imparts to us spiritual gifts, yet it

is on the condition of our striving after them
in the use of suitable means, such as prayer,
reading, meditation.— Ver. 3. The preacher
must aim chiefly at improvement in life and doe-
trine, and, to this end, he must sometimes ex-
hort and sometimes warn, and sometimes comfort.
Hed : — Ver. 6 f. God reveals Himself in

various ways ; rejoice in Him and learn to re-

cognize Him who thus seeks to make Himself
known to thee ; thy salvation consists in this.

—

A preacher should so preach as to be understood.

What does all your art avail for rustics !—the

chaff of human wisdon for souls hungering after

the Bread of life? Step down from your arti-

ficial heights and do not be ashamed of sim-

plicity in the presence of a thousand illiterate

persons, because of a few whose hearts seek

after wisdom, and whose ears itch for novelty.

—

Ver. 8. The reason why many do not strive

against their spiritual foes, is that they are not

urged to it by their teachers.—Ver. 18. So to
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sing and pray thai all who are present may Un-
derstand, and be able to sing and pray with
yon—this is the best kind of singing and pray-
ing (Col. iii. 16).—Ver. 16. 0, the wretched,

sapless worship, when the poor laity comprehend
nothing, and see nothing besides ridiculous ges-

tures and all sorts of attitudinising t Let us re-

cognise it as a high and noble gift of God, that

we have His Word presented to us intelligibly

in our mother tongue.—Ver. 20. To lust for

things which are void of meaning, is childish.

—

Well is it for those who in referenoe to sins re-

main simple-minded, yet daily grow in the liv-

ing knowledge of God (2 Tim. iii. 7 ; CoL i. 9).

—

Ver. 21. Unknown tongues may become also a
token of God's wrath, when God lets a person
come among a people whose speech they under-
stand not.—Ver. 22. The Church of God, being
already planted and established, no longer stands

in need of tokens and wonders, but rather re-

quires the exposition of Scripture for its edifica-

tion.—Ver. 28. A Christian must nowhere al-

low himself to be the subject of mockery,—least

of all, in a publio assembly ; he must strive to

conduct himself wisely in all things. To direct

all discourses to an unbeliever, would rather em-
bitter than benefit him ; but the Holy Spirit does
not allow himself to be without a witness, and
brings believers to so testify *f Him that the
unbeliever shall be rebuked and judged.—Ver.
25. Praised be God, who gives power to His
Word, and reveals His true teachers before many
consciences (2 Cor. iv. 2).

Ibid :—Ver. 26. Observe what should be the
aim of all Christians—teachers, counsellors,

fathers—in their labors, vim., edification.—Ver.
27. All things are not given to all; one must
tolerate another at his side, and one must be
ready to follow another, and all things be di-

rected to the edification of the Church.—Ver. 28.

If we see that we oan be of no use to our neigh-
bor, then it is best for us to be silent, to be by
ourselves, and to pray and to be content with
our own edification, and deal with God in behalf
of our neighbor. — Ver. 29. Divine worship
allows of no disorder. To speak without gifts

and oalling, is improper.—Ver. 80. Let a person
have what gift he may, yet he should be willing

to let others speak, and be content to hear (Job
xviii. 2).—Ver. 81. He who has failed in the
exposition of Scripture, should allow himself to

be corrected, and if he hears something better,

aeoept the true in place of the false.

Luther :—Ver. 82. Some think thai, because
they have understandings and gifts of the Spirit,

they should yield to no one, nor be silent. But,
since the gifts of the Spirit are in their own
power, they certainly should not use them to

disturb harmony, and then urge as a pretext
that the Spirit constrained them.—Ver. 88. An
irresistible impulse should be regarded as im-
pure, since a carnal passion is mixed with it

which ought to be restrained by grace* God
designs that we show ourselves peaceful in all

our conduct, and especially in divine servioe

;

otherwise we give offence, and allow place for

the evil spirit—Ver. 84. To teach in public, is

an exercise of a certain kind of lordship in the
place of Christ; and it is so nraoh the less suit-

able for women, since there is in men much to

be rebuked. At home, they may instruct their

own, as far as they know and can.—Ver. 36.

The man is the bishop of his famil*. Men ought
to surpass their wives in divine knowledge, and
be prepared to assist them therein; and the

wives ought themselves to be willing to receivt

instruction, and to this end make inquiry on
m

points which they do not understand (1 Tim. ii.

'

11).— Ver. 86. Art thou adorned with gifts,

think not thou hadst them of thyself, and pos-

sessest (hem alone ; they are God's, and are still

more abundant with others. Be humble, and
use them rightly. He who stiffly Opposes the

truth, has not the Spirit of Christ, however
much he may make pretension to it.

Hxdinubu:— Ver. 88. Go henoe, thou who
refusest to learn ! Do not grieve, my friend, on

this account. It is with many obstinacy, stupi-

dity also, and is for the most part a judgment
of God Upon them.—'Ver. 40. Both in and out of

the assemblies everything should be done dec**

rously, out of respect to the presence of God,

and the holy angels, and the sanctity of the things

themselves ; and orderly, with a becoming regard

to time and place and other circumstances, so

that no offence may arise.

Berlbnbcrgbr Bibxl: — Ver. 1. "Pursue
after love 1 " We must urge ourselves to it, that

we may pray ourselves into a fight of love. For

it will always appear to us as if the others were

not striving for the same thing. Therefore onr

love will naturally shrink back ; hence, the ne-

cessity of pursuing after it. And by this, there

is indicated the true vessel wherein spiritual

gifts should lie, viz. y lore. Among these t «e

best is the possession of the prophetic word,

and an ability to investigate further in reference

to its meaning. He who means to be diligent,

will find spiritual work enough ; but begin with

yourself.—Ver. 8. The Scripture calls all pro-

clamation of the truth, prophesying ; since God
has revealed to us in his word both how it will be

with us, if we obey, and how, if we disobey, all

those who speak to others in the name of God,

are virtually prophets.—Ver. 4. Thou sayest

well: 'I edify myself for myself;' but where is

thy neighbor ? Love seeks not its own.—Gifts

should always flow into the Church.—Ver. 6.

We can impart something to others for their edi-

fication : 1. when we remove the oovering which

hangs over the inmost recesses of their hearts,

and show the substratum, and disclose the things

hidden there (revelation); 2. if we produce

what we have experienced of divine truth, and
the mysteries of faith in our hearts (knowledge
—a result of the former) ; 8. If we open up the

prophetic word and the promises of the future

world, and seize the continuous thread of all

prophecies, even the pathway ofGod ; from Which

it can be inferred whether a person is in the

right way, both in teaching and hearing; 4. by
instruction in the catechism, or by doctrine also

which isgathered out 6f all theforegoing points.-—

Ver. 12. Zealots have need to take care that in

seeking light they do not> like the devil, fall into
.

the fire.— Ver. 17. "Not edified "— a di»f*rt

which Christianity has suffered from, far and
wide, in empty teaching.—Ver. 18 f. Tit* reach-

ing should be such that others oan apply it **

themselves, and it should be as simple and hearty
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u if it proceeded from a father to bis children,

for which no miraculous gifts are needed.—Ver.

20. Spiritual childhood consists in that simpli-

city, innocence, and uprightness which makes a
nun perfectly guileless ; and with all this there

jnay exist the perfection of wisdom, which is

sbto to answer everything, and to assign reasons

for all things.—Ere we can become children pos-

sessed of this divine simplicity, qualified to re-

ceive the kingdom of God, all ambitious desires

to display our piety must be exterminated, and
all heights be laid low.—Ver. 21. The most fun-

damental truths are, to most Christians, a foreign

lmgaage.—Since for a long time there has ex-

isted but little lore for the truth (2 Thes. ii. 10),

God hen in judgment suffered teachers, without

Dumber, to arise, whose speech has departed
heaven-wide from the simplicity of the apostles

(2 Tim. iv. 1-3).—Ver. 22. Believers must not

boast of that which is appointed of God, because
pf unbelief.—Ver. 24. The Word of God carries

a convincing power among those who give heed
to it. It must go to the heart. It pierces very
deep. The Word of God shows its power when
it discloses the hidden things of the heart.—If ye
will be a church of God, then prove by the spirit

and power of your word that God's Spirit quick-

ens you, so that others also maybe convicted by
it.—Ver. 26-88. To judging there belongs the

spirit of proving in suitable measure. But this

faculty all the sheep of Christ ought to have
who, by this means, can detect the voice of.

strangers. Sheep can also distinguish one herb
from another.—All have need of edification and
instruction ; and this one person can obtain bet-

ter through this one, and another, through that

one, and the process is assisted by inquiry.—Let
each one guard his own impulses; where peace
reigns not, there God is not present with His
gracious rule.—Ver. 84. As a general rule, wo-
men should be silent in church, provided God
Himself has not pointed out a different course,

as He sometimes has done in the instance of

some heroic women whom He has awakened to

aet for the public good. Apart from these in-

stances, the rule holds good.—Ver. 85. But where
do you find such husbands ? If their wives are
to inquire of them, they must first hare learned
something.—According to the real mind of the
Spirit, many men must also learn to keep silent.

They, indeed, are called men, but they are not
able to testify of* the truth as it is in Jesus, and
know nothing of the new birth, because they
have experienced nothing of it, neither have
they the will or the courage to go to the death
in a manly spirit— In Christ there is neither
man nor woman, but all are one in Him, in

whom the Word of life itself testifies, as the
right man.—Ver. 40. Prudence is an important
part of piety.

Rieqer:—Vv. 1-11. Spiritual gifts stand,
for the nklst part, in the freedom of the Spirit

who imparts to each one as He will. Tet much
depends upon the spirit in which they are exer-
cised.—Prophesying in its broader sense is the
gift of explaining the wonders and mysteries
lying in God's word, for general use, so that
others can derive from it, partly, growth in
jrraee and knowledge, partly, incentive to the
cultivation of Christian virtues, and, partly,

20

strength to endure under manifold temptations

;

and this can be awakened by diligence, prayer,

practice in Goos Word, and watchfulness o?er
one's own heart. The gift of speaking in foreign

tongues serves as a beautiful reminder of the
fact that the distinctions introduced among the
nations by diversity of speech, has been removed
by the blessing of the Gospel, and all have been
brought to praise God with one heart and mouth*
—Vv. 12-22. Special regard must be paid to the
larger, and commonly the weaker portion of the
Church. In church matters it isGou's ordinance
that everything shall be so constituted ss to make
the stronger and more giited lowly, and to raise

the weak. Nevertheless, there must not be suoh
a concession to weakness as to hinder growth

;

nor yet must the lead be so rapid that the weaket
shall not be able to respond Amenl Many a
one may have too little knowledge of anything,

to express himself suitably in regard to it, wba
yet may be able to assent to the testimony of an-
other, observe that it is true, and that the se«4
of faith already so far exists in his heart that be
can join in prayers and wishes for the succesa
of the truth. A man of sound understanding
accords to everything its value, sccording to the
use which may be had of it—Vv. 23-40. PnV
He testimonials and confession respecting the
power of the Divine Word upon the heart, have
become, at this day, very rare. In the early
churches the contributions made in this direc-

tion, were richer than would be the case now,
were any to undertake to edify others in this

way. Yet, still much may be done in aid of the
truth.—He who casts oft" all regard for others,

and insists on pushing everything according to

his own views, falls into a temptation to become
more and more ensnared by this habit (80 ff.).

—

Much may be done without speaking, through the
exercise of love, by quietness, obedience, mo-
desty. This is often loud preaching enough.
Women also can be employed in the kingdom of,

heaven, in carrying glad messages, in awaken-
ing and confirming faith (see the Hist, of the ;

resurrection) ; and we should use tin ir aid in the ..-

education of children, in caring for h Kick, etc.

—He who will not yield, had better be icit awhile _•

to go on in his own self-conceit, than be pevpe- -

tu&Jly contended with.

W. F. Besskb:—Ver. 1. Love is so precioun^-
that to hunt after it is the chief thing in the *•

Christian life ; and even he who has attained to .

love, must still follow after it, since there is no

.

one who does not daily have to put off the old

man with his lovelessness, and to put on ih* new
men with his love. We most continue the pur-
suit (Heb. xii. 4), until we rest in simple love.

If we follow after love, we are on the way to*

spiritual gifts (xii. 81.)—Ver. 8. Edification has.

for its particular end, faith ; exhortation, love;

consolation, hope. — Vv. 10, 11. Speech serves,

not to conceal, but to express thoughts.—The
tongue* at Pentecost were given as a sign that
God had sanctified the languages of all nations
for the accordant confession of the one right
faith; and the speaking with tongues (which, in

order to be intelligible languages, needed expo-
sition), serve for a sign that in the future world
there awaits us a language which stands in th*
relation to all present speech, as the utU'i-«,uco
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of a man to the prattling of a child.—Vv. 25,

26. Nothing is more powerful and quick than the

Word of God; and that sermon is a true miracle

of graoe which has the effect to make the hearer

feel that he was addressed by one cognizant of

the hidden things of his own heart, even as Na
thaniel felt (John i. 48).—Ver. 87. What serves

for peace and good order, will be maintained for

the sake of the Lord, even though resting on
human authority. The love of the Spirit teaches

us both to find out the regulations which are

profitable for every season, and to maintain
them in obedience to the Godjof peaoe.—Ver. 40.

Because faith works in love, so does it work also

in order.

Hiubnbe:—Vkr. 1. Admonition is mostneeded
where the spirit of ambition has place.— Vv.

15, 19. Both prayer and sermon must be in-

telligible, and serve for edification. It is better

to be understood than to be wondered at.—Ver.

20. To be incapable for wickedness is a blessed

incapacity.—Ver. 84. The grounds for this: 1.

It lies in the nature of the woman ; her softer

nature renders her more fit for receiving than for

giving; 2. her weakness forbids her teaching;

8. sin came into the world by woman ; 4. there

is danger of being captivated.—Ver. 87. A true

prophet is shown by his attention to God's Word.
—Ver. 88. A stiff-necked person deserves to be

left to his own ignorance. Chief practical

thoughts of this chapter : 1 . Shun all parade in

the use of spiritual gifts, especially in public

worship. 2. Seek after and promote simple edi-

fication in divine service. 3. For this, there is

needed above all things that simplicity of heart

which seeks not its own. [See on these points

Hare's Miss. Com. p. 950.] 4. Such divine wor-

ship makes an impression also upon unbelievers,

touches and awakens their hearts, and makes
them feel the sanctity of a Christian assembly,

and the presence of God. 5. In divine service,

outward order and decorum must be main-

tained in order that disturbance may be avoided.

XVI.

DOCTRINE OP THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD.

A. Refutation of its deniers (I) from the well attested facts of the resurrection of Christ, which with aU
connected therewith,presupposes its possibility, and is thepledge of its actual occurrence.

ChaptibXV. 1-28.

Moreover, brethren, I declare [make known, yvatpiZto'] unto yon the gospel which I

preached unto you, which also ye have [om. have] received, and wherein ye stand [have

2 been standing, £ffrrjxars] ; By which also ye are [being] saved, if ye keep in memory
[hold fast, xar^ere] what [with what discourse, rtvt X6yat~\I preached unto you, unless

3 ye have believed [became believers, litKntbtare] in vain. Fori delivered unto you first

of all that which I also received, how that Christ died for our sins according to the

4 Scriptures : And that he was buried, and that he rose [has risen, tpjreprai] again the

5 third day1 according to the Scriptures : And that he was seen of [appeared to, d><pfc)

6 Kwa ] Cephas, then of [to] the twelve* : After that, he was seen of [appeared to]

above five hundred brethren at once ; of whom the greater part remain unto this

7 present, but some* are [have also, xai ixoiprj&rjfav] fallen asleep. And after that, he

8 was seen of [appeared to] James ; then4 of [after that to, htstra] all the apostles. And
[But, dk"] last of all he was seen of me also, as of one born out of due time [as to the

9 untimely-born-one, he appeared to me also, a*<ntepe\ rw topd/ian, &<pd^ xdjEioQ. Eot
I am the least of the apostles, that am not meet [sufficient, fxavdc] to be called an

10 apostle, because I persecuted the church of God. But by the grace of God I am
what I am : and his grace which was bestowed upon [was towards, el?] me was not in

vain ; but I laboured more abundantly than they all : yet not I, but the grace ef God
11 which was [om. which was] with6 me. Therefore whether it were I or they, so we
12 preach, and so ye believed. Now if Christ be preached that he rose from the dead/
13 how say some among you7 that there is no resurrection of the dead ? But if there be

no resurrection of the dead, then is Christ not risen [not even Christ hath risen, oddk

14 XP- tyrfrsp™] : And if Christ be [hath] not risen, then is our preaching8 vain, and*
15 your faith is also vain. Yea, and we are found false witnesses of God ; because we
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have testified of [against, xara] God that he raised up Christ: whom he raised not up,

16 if so be that the dead rise not. For if the dead rise not, then is not Christ raised :

17 And if Christ be not raised, your faith is vain [fruitless, fxaraia] ;
ye are yet in your

18 sins. Then they also which are fallen asleep [fell asleep, xoqi^ivreq] in Christ are

19 [om. are] perished. If in this life only we have hope [If only in this life we have

20 been hoping] in Christ', we are of all men mobt miserable. But now is Christ risen

[has Christ been raised, IpjyepTat] from the dead, and become10 [om. and become]
21 the first fruits of them that slept [have been sleeping, xtxotix^iiiviov]. For since

22 by man came death, by man came also the resurrection of the dead. For as in Adam
23 all die [are dying, ajto&vTjaxouoi^ even so in Christ shall all be made alive. But every

man in his own order [orderly rank, rc^/tart] : Christ the first fruits ; afterward they

24 that are Christ's at his coming [appearing, itapouaia]. Then cometk the end, when
he shall have delivered up [he delivereth over, napadtdq)'] the kingdom to God, even

the Father; when he shall have put down [done away with, xarapy^ffrj] all rule, and
25 all authority and power. For he must reign, till he hath put all enemies under his

20 feet. The last enemy that shall be destroyed is death [Death, the enemy, shall at las-

27 be done away with, xarapfZirat]. For he hath put all things under his feet. But
when he saith, All things are [have been, vi:or(raxTat] put under htm, it is manifest

28 that he is excepted, which [it is with the exception of him who, ixrds too unoTd^avToq']

did put all things under him. And when all things shall be subdued unto him, then
Bhall the Son also himself be subject [subject himself, bxoTapjtrerai] unto him that put
all things under him, that God may be [the, ra] all in all.

P Yer. 4.

—

Laehmann, Teschendorf, and Alford put rg rpirn after wipa. Alford thinks that the Rec. (which ptit» those
words before it^pa) was an alteration to conform to Matth. xvi. 21 ; xvii. 23; and from not perceiving the solrniuity and
emphasis of the other arrangement. Lachmann's rending is best sustained by the nncials (A. B. D. E. Slnait.), but the
Bee has in its favor F. a. K. I*, with the Vulg., Peach., Goth., Basm., Chr., Theodt , et ai.—C. P. W.j.

[* Y>r. 6.—For 6uS*kol, D. E. V. O., the Ital., Vulg., Goth., later Syr. (Marg.), Arm., Slav., and a number of the Fathers
hiTe«'rj««a. Augustine mentions "nonnnUi codices" of this kind. It was, however, a correction for greater accuracy,
while the Apostle used the official designation. Comp. John xx. 19: com p. 24.—C. P. W.].

* Ver.o.

—

Laehmann throws out *<u; but it lias important HSS. in its favor, and it was likely to be left out as su-
perfluous, [or from the copyists confounding « «ai with the first two syllables of the next word. It is omitted by A. (pro-

bably). B. D. F. 0. f the Ital., Vulg- Goth*, Copt, Basm., later Syr., Aug., Ambst—C. P. W.].
* Vrr. 7.

—

Teschendorf has cs-ctra, but the Rec. and Laehmann have <lra. The MSB. are about equally balanced.
* Yer. 10.

—

Laehmann has avv iftoi without the q before them [with B. D. K. F. G., BinaitM Ital., Vulg., Orig. (latin),

and the Latin writers]. In like maoner Meyer, who thinks that " the article was inserted partly, perhaps, in a merely
echan-cal way after ij <cc ifU, but also to some extent Intentionally, from a dogmatic prejudice, to bring out more com-
pletely a contrast to owe cyw. A reason similar to this last was probably the occasion for the more feebly supported
scream. Before etc c^ also, the q Is wanting In D. ( 1st hand), F. G. The Vulg., Ital., and the Latin Fathers read gratia
guimsw. In this case, however, its Introduction was not occasioned by the context, but the article seemed suptr-
flaons, and it was therefore omitted."—0. P. W.].

* Yer. 12.

—

Teschendorf ban « vtxpwv ore, but the Rec. and Laehmann have ore U v*kq£>v. The latter is best sustained.

[It is thus found in A. B. D. (2d hand), K.L., perhaps all the cursives, the Vulg., Goth., Chrys., Theodt., and Ircn. (transla-

ttonV-C. P. W.I.
* Yer. 12.

—

Tiachendorf, with very good MSS., has iv vp.lv rtWc, but the Rec. has nvit iv v/uv. [The former order is

fcead In A. B. Slnait., 8yr. (both), Orig., Chrys., Damasc—C. P. W.j.
* Ver. 14.—The «ol before to Kijpvy/ta is doubtful, as also is 6« after kckij. Tftchendorf has both ; Laehmann has «ai,

bat [brackets it, and] leaves out the 6i; probably correctly. [A. D. E. F. G. K., Sinait., 20 cursives, G< th. and Basm. ver-

sions, Dial* and (Bcum. have apa «al (some Latin writers omit apa also), and A. B.D.F.G., Siuaiti, 6 cursives, the Latin,

Coat, versions, and a few Fathers omit ««.—C. P. W.j.
* Ver. 19.

—

Laehmann And Teschendorf, with a great preponderance of authority, place iv XP**T¥ after vavrn. The
Bee. puts these words after «*>«>, although this is not the lectio difficilicr, [and hence it is likely to have been a transpo-

sition for perspicuity. Lachmann's reading (iv vp. ^AiriicoTec ioetiv p.6vov) Is also adopted by Afford, Stanley, and Wards-
•orfa, in accordance with A. B. D. E. F. G., Slnait., 6 cursives, the Vulg. and Goth, versions, and some Latin Fathers. The

" aon into which this text early fell, is apparent from the evident attempt (in Orig., the Vnlg., Ital., Goth., Ambr.) to

aeeor precede iv Xpurry, so that it may be referred more distinctly to iv ry £»# ravTwalone, and not to the whole
,jee, as it would, be if it were placed after icetiv. See Exeget. notes and Meyrr.- €. P. W.l.
» Ver. 20.—The Rec adds eyevero at the end of the sentence, but it Is Jeebly attested, and Is pronounced by Meyer "a

supplemental gloss.*'
n Ver. 21.—In several important MS8. the article Is wanting before laparot. Meyer thinks it was derived from Bom. v.

12; but it might have fallen away on account of the parallel avdar. vtttpwv.
. «.«« . .

» Ver. 2£—The Rec has vapatfi but better authority exists in favor of wapodioy. and some good M88. have wopa&e-

•sL The aorhrt was occasioned by a conformity to «aTapy*rn [without observing that hrav in the one caw requited an
fodefuute present, and in the other an aorist in the sense of a Fut. exact Instead of wapab* (defended by Reiefte, with K.

IsOrit, tnseb. (com.). Eplph. (often Bamaws). we have wapmSebot in B. F.G., and *apao40> in A. D. Slnait., Goth., Basm.,

«* ftund. versions, and the rest of the Greek Fathers.—C. P. W.j. *

» Yer. 25.—The authority for a> in the Rec before By is feeble. It is from the Sept. of Ps. ex. 1.

» Ver. 25.—The authority for avroe after ix9poi>s is not sufficient. [A. F. G., several codices of the Vulg., with the

Goth-, and a few Greek writers insert it, but it is omitted in B. D. K. L., Slnait. the Vulg. (best M8S,), the later 8yr., and
*s most important Greek Fathers.—C. P. W.].

% m M A ^ A

f» Ver. 28.—This verse is transferred by D. B., Slnait. (lit hand), one copy of the Vulg. (tolet.), Jerome and Ambrst., so

ss to stand after to** vtfftac avrov In ver. 27. Two cursives entirely omit ver. 26 and 27, doubtless in consequence of co-

pyists mistaking the tnrb t. vttac avrov of the one for that of the other (homceoteleuton).—C. P. W.J.
» Ver. 27.—Some good MSS. [B., two cursives, the Vulg., the Lat. translations of Iren. and of D.] omit the first an.

i brackets it.

P* Ver. 27.—Slnait. inserts rl before the second wdvra: F. G. omits It before the third.—C. P. WJ.
» Ver. 2*.—Laehmann brackets xa\ after t*t«. but Teschendorf, with very good authorities [A. D. (8d hand), K. L., 81-

Ut- Vulgn Syr. (later), Copt., Basm., and many Greek writers], retains it.
mremet ^^» Ver. 28.—The Ree. and Teschendorf have t« before the last iravro. Laehmann, with some good MS8. [A. B. D. list

htad)17, Hippol.1, omit it. [I). (3d hand) E. F. G. K. L., Slnait. and nearly all the Greek Fathers insert it,and rightly, for

a aight easily fall out, and it adds great force to the Apostle's expression.—0. P.Wl
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SOS THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

[We now come to what may be called the

crowning glory of this Epistle, vis., a demon-
stration of the truth of a future resurrection.

Forming, as it does, a portion of the burial ser-

vice in nearly every Christian church, it has
come to be associated with our tenderest and
most hallowed recollections, as affording to us
precious consolation in regard to dejparted

friends, and laying the foundation for our own
triumph in the hour of death. It is not surpris-

ing, therefore, that it should have been made
the subject of more earnest study than any other

portion of this Epistle, and that every line and
word of it has been searched for golden meanings.
Happy will it be for us, if we shall be able to set

forth its deep significance in any thing of its

true light, and so contribute some share towards
increasing and strengthening the faith of the

Church].
For fuller information respecting the opponents

of the dootrine of the resurrection, who are here
refuted, see what is said on yer. 12.

[The points of the argument are as follows

:

1. Whether there is any resurrection of the
dead (vv. 1-34). The affirmative is proven

—

first, by a reference to the fact that Christ did
rise from the dead with the evidence which
establishes it (vv. 1-11); secondly y by showing
the absurdity of the contrary dootrine in several

particulars. 2. What will be the nature of the

bodies that shall be raised up (vv. 85-61 ). This
is illustrated by various analogies, and also set

forth in direct statement as to some of the pe-
culiar characteristics of the risen body. 3.

What will become of those who shall be alive at

the second advent (w. 51-54). 4. The practical

consequences of this doctrine].

Vers. 1-4. Paul here begins to lay the founda-
tion for his demonstration, which rests upon a
fact not denied by the opponents of the doctrine

ef a general resurrection, viz., that of Christ's

resurrection. First of all, he reminds the Co-
rinthians that this doctrine had formed a part
of the fundamental contents of that Gospel
which he had proclaimed among them from the
first.—Moreover,

—

tit here indicates an ad-
vance in his discourse, a transition to an entirely

different subject; for there iB no connection
between this and the preceding chapter.—bre-
thren, I declare unto you

—

yvopl£o; the
word is neither equivalent to imofufarfytiw, I re
mind you, [Chrys., Bloomf., Billr.] ; nor yet to

I call your attention to [(Ruck.); both which
meanings are inadmissible from the usage of the
word, as maybe seen in Rob. Lex.; though Stan-
lay affirms that in all the passages, where it is

used in the earlier epistles, it carries these signi-
fications]. It means, / make known, I declare.

The expression has something of solemnity in it,

as though he were about to make a new procla-
mation. What he intend*, however, is to remind
them of something already known, about which
their recollection needed to be refreshed

; [un-
less there is a latent sarcasm in the word, inti-

mating that though professing Christians—"bre-
thren," they had so far forgotten one of the fun-
damental tenets of their faith that they needed

to have it proclaimed to them anew].—the Gos-
pel—[Not indeed the whole Gospel (as Alford),

but that which so lies at the foundation of the

whole Gospel, that which is its main condition

and verification to suoh an extent that by meton-

ymy it might be said to be the Gospel, so that

the expression is here used for the purpose of

showing the essential importance of the subject

of which he was about to treat. And, also, by

applying to the doctrine of the resurrection the

designation of Gotpel he teaches them that it is

not a point on which they were at liberty to form

any opinion they might choose, without prejudice

to their own salvation]. —Respecting this he

mentions four particulars, in regular climax, by

which he exhibits its claim upon their faith.—

which I preached unto yon,—[«. *., when

he first went among them to lay the foundations

of the Church].—which also ye received,—
[not 'have received.' The aorist signification

must be adhered to as important, pointing to

what took place at the first—their cordial recep-

tion of his proclamation].—in whioh also ye

stand ;—He here indicates the firm maintenance

of what had been accepted as truth on the part

of the great majority of the Church (2 Cor. i.

24 ; Rom. v. 2). [This remark is not intended

to flatter them; because all to whom lie wrote

firmly believed that Christ died and rose again.

Were it not for this, he could have built on the

fact no argument that was valid for them. But

though believing this, all had not drawn the

same conclusion in respect to a resurrection at

he had ; so that he is here pointing to that faith

among them to whioh he was about to appeal in

support of what he had to say. And then, to

finish his climax by showing the personal im-

portance of that faith, he adds,— through
which also ye are saved,—By the use of the

present tense the attainment of salvation is here

presentiated, as though it were something alto-

gether certain]. Tet that he means hereby an

attainment still future, is clear from the condi-

tional clause appended. The repetition of the

/cot, also, serves to introduce the successive par-

ticulars which form the climax, [and also to

strengthen the assertions].—withwhat word
I preached nnto yon, if ye hold fast,—
There is a question as to the connection in which

this clause stands with what precedes. Luther

and some after him take this to be a further de-

finition of what is alluded to in the opening

clanse of the first verse, q. if., 'I remind you of

the gospel, in what form I proclaimed it to you;'

but the conditional words "if ye hold fast "do
not suit with the expression "I remind you."

They also contradict'the assertion that they were

standing still on the doctrine in question, and

they furnish no point of junction with what fol-

lows, •'unless ye have believed in vain." We
must therefore connect the clause before ns with

what immediately precedes, recognizing here an

inversion of the natural order of words for the

sake of emphasis, q. ef., "if ye hold fast with

what word I preached the gospel unto you."

To be understood, we here see the condition

stated upon which their salvation would be se-

cured; [so that it is an argumentum ad homimem,

put in advance for the purpose of conciliating

their interest in the truth he was about to
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demonstrate].—By the expression " with what
word" (rivt teyv) he denotes either the con-

tents of what he had delivered to them
(Meyer) [so that it is equivalent to "what,"
m in the B. V.] ; or the grounds out of
which (Acts x. 29), or with which he established
his argument. So Bengel: " qua ratione, quis ar-

gumentu." The latter iB the more correct inter-

pretation j sinee in what follows he not merely
gires the contents of his preaching (the funda-
mental facts of redemption), but also he brings
emphatically to view the grounds or its truth
and validity. Luther's weleher Gefttalt may em-
brace both significations. To suppose an allu-

sion here to the simplicity of his style, is a little

toe far fetched. By * holding fast' (/carl^m?) he
means, not simply an intellectual retention, a
preservation of the thing in the memory, to

whkh the interrogative rlvi appears to point,

but a holding fast, in such a manner that a per-
son is oertain of the thing. [Moy it not go still

further and point to the practical regard for the
truth in their life and conduct, so as to signify

their perseverance in string faith ?]—That the
Act of their salvation is admissible only on the
condition of a steadfast maintenance of this

truth, is still further exhibited apagogically.

—

unless ye bellowed in wain.

—

L e. their fail-

ure of salvation was conceivable only on the
hardly snpposable condition that their exercise
of faith was a vain and fruitless thing.—e i k 77, m
mm (comp. Gal. iv. 11 ; iii. 4). [It may mean
either without canst, or without effect, t. e., to no
purpose. If the former, then Paul means to say,
4 unless ye believe without evidence? 'had no
ground for your faith/ * If the latter, the mean-
ing is ' unless your faith is worthless,' and this

was a thing not to be supposed. The latter best
suits the connection]. On Iktoc el fii} see
xiv. 6. This clause is more correctly attached
to the main proposition contained in the word
" ye are saved," to which that which follows is

subordinate, and to be taken as confirming it

together with the condition annexed. The act
of believing stands in the closest relation to the
gospel as the subjective appropriation of its

proffered salvation ; and to assert itsfruitlessness

(which from the Christian standpoint is utterly

unconceivable) would be equivalent to the denial
of all salvation through the gospel. But, if we
attach the wordsbefore us only to the conditional
clause immediately preceding, and that too in re-

lation to the phrase " with what word I preached
10 you," then would eiKybe equivalent to rashly,

i. *., without sufficient grounds, q. d., *if ye hold
fast the grounds on which I preach the gospel to

jon ; otherwise it would follow that ye believed
without grounds, in a shallow, superficial man-
ner/ Or, if we connect it with the words " if

ye hold fast," then some such clause must be
supplied as «but ye do hold it fast altogether,'

—

which would not suit. Adopting the former re-
ference, the connection is indeed simple, and the
sense good and strong, but it is calculated rather
to awaken confidence, than to warn against

*!Thh Accords with the classic use of the word. Thus
Plutarch tovto ^m«<* cls-ojier iv ri ruv tMrij ne*urrrvn«vuv—**thfs we mid was one of the things bettered without
Itood nntharitv." Similarly the Latins use creder* frus-
m-a.* 'to believe in vain' or 'rashly.' Alsx. Paraphrase}.

danger (Meyer assumes both ? !) f or to hinder
their abuse of it to a false security (Osiander).

—

Por I delivered to you—The question here
arises, first of all, with what is this to be con-
nected? Is that here set forth an' explanation

of his manner of discourse (r i v 1 X6y 9), either

as to its contents (Meyer and de Wette), or as to

its grounds? or is it to be referred back to the

main statement in the first verse, " I declare

unto you ?" The latter is to be preferred, inas-

much as the manner of discourse is spoken of in

a subordinate clause. His meaning is, ' what I

now hold up before you, viz., the truth of Christ's

resurrection in its bearing on our salvation, is

only a proclamation of that gospel which I

preached unto you at the beginning.' Here he
speaks in relation to the fact itself, and that too

in its significance for the faith, according to the
Scriptures.—Catholic expositors use the word
rrapiduKa in support of the legitimacy of tra-

dition.—among the first (things),—in the
order of time [Chrys.] ; or still better, in im-
portance, imprimis, before all, " as belonging to

the weightiest articles of faith. Bubqeb: "as
one of the first points." Neandeb. [Ruckert con-
nects the words directly with "to you," as
though the Corinthians were *' among the first"

to have the doctrine preached to them ; which is

not true. The following passages from LXX. may
throw some light on the expression : " and he
placed the two maid servants and their children

first, hv irp6rotc (Gen. xxxiii. 2) ; " and David
said whosoever smiteth the Jebusites first," iv

7rp6Toig (2 Sam. v. 8).] He here takes into ac-

count, not simply the order of time, but also the
momentousness of the thing communicated.

—

what also I have received,—n apiZapov,
because it stands correlative to n a p 16 una, is

to be understood otherwise than in ver. 2, as de-
noting the simple reception of a thing imparted

;

and this, not through human tradition only, but
also by special inward revelation from the Lord.
The fact itself, t. e., of Christ's death which he
was about to speak of, he had undoubtedly
learned before his conversion ; but he is here
treating not solely of the fact, but likewise of its

significance for a life of faith, and this he had to

learn bv revelation. So too in regard to the re-
surrection. This he had heard of and flouted as
fable ; but its verity was at last disclosed to

him in such a manner by the glorious appear-
ance of Christ in the way, that all doubt in re-
ference to it as though the death had been only
one in appearance, or a deception, was entirely

dissipated ; and by a subsequent illumination,

which explained to him the bearing of Scripture
upon these facts, they had obtained his full and
firm faith as the fundamental articles of his re-

ligious creed. [And in saying that « he deli-

vered' only what *he had received,' he was but
asserting the faithful discharge of his duty as an

I apostle, which was to proclaim at first hand, as
it were, the truth of Christ].—that Christ
died for oar sins,—Here the expiatory power
of Christ's death is clearly indicated as in i. 13;
Rom. v. 8 (by the simple vnty t>//ah>) ; comp. Gal.

i. 4 ; 1 Pet. ii. 24 ; Rom. iii. 24 ff. ; iv. 26.—
forep==irepl, for the sake of. [Stanley bsts, " for

our sins," not merely «in our behalf,' which
would have been imip fyuv, as in Rom. v. 8 ; nor
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* in our place' which would have been avrl fyuv;
but * as an offering in consequence of our sins/

« to deliver us from our sins.' "'Ttt^o has the

same ambiquity as the English for, in behalf of;

but the idea of service and protectiou always
predominates. Whenever in speaking of Christ's

death the idea of substitution is intended, it is

under the figure of a ransom ; in which case it

is expressed by &vtI (Matt. xx. 28; Mark x. 46).

Whenever the idea of covering or forgiving sins

is intended, it is under the figure of a sin-offering

in which case the word used is Tcepi, as in Rom.
viii. 3; 1 Pet. iii. 18; 1 Jno. ii. 2; iv. 10; irepi

dfAairritu; or dfiapriuv,—But what connection has
this with the doctrine of resurrection ? Much
every way. Christ's death could not have availed

to expiate sin had he remained under the power
of death. In order to prove that He died not for

His own sins, but for the sins of others, and to de-

monstrate this ability and right to confer pardon
and blessedness as the Lord of life, it was neces-

sary for Him to rise again. Hence though atone-

ment is secured by His death, yet righteousness

comes through His resurrection (Rom. v. 25).

To deny his resurrection, therefore, is to annul
also the efficacy of His sacrifice, and with this all

hope of pardon through Him. And the fatal

extent to which the denial of any fact must carry
us, should be shown as a part of the argument
in its defence].—according to the Scrip-
tures :—He here intimates that Christ's death for

our sins was the fulfilment of the divine counsel
foretold in the Old Testament Scriptures. The
use of the plural points to the long line of wit-

nesses which runs through the various portions

of the sacred record (comp. Matt. xxvi. 54;
Luke xxiv. 82). "We must keep in view the
manner in which the calling of the Messiah was
regarded. It was one towards which the entire

development of the theocracy was continually

tending, and which therefore might be found in-

dicated in various ways. The apostles do not dis-

tinguish between the ideal and the literal refer-

ence, as this was not the way of the Holy Spirit,

but only of scientific investigation." Neander.
Paul here undoubtedly had in mind, not simply
such prophecies as Isa. liii., but also such types
as the offerings and the paschal lamb. (Comp. v.

7). [Paul protested before Festus that in preach-
ing the Gospel he had said, " none other things
than those which Moses and the prophets had said,

should come that Christ should suffer, and that

He should be the first that should rise from the
dead, and should show light unto the people and
to the Gentiles." And he assured the Romans
that his gospel was *• witnessed to by the law
and the prophets." Thus it will be seen that the
doctrine of atonement for sin by the death of

Christ pervades the entire Word of God. Hence
not to believe in it was declared by our Lord to

indicate " folly and slowness of heart" (Luke
xxiv. 25, 27)].—And that be was buried,—
[This is an important fact, both as indicating
the undoubted truth of His having died, and as
the necessary antecedent to the resurrection.

In entering the grave our Lord but finished the
course appointed for all mankind, and it was the
natural fulfilment of His earthly career. The
fact, therefore, properly forms a distinct article

in our creed].—and that he has been raised

on the third day,

—

i yvyeprat. The per-

fect indicates that the fact is not a transient one

like that of dying and being buried,—marks the

continuation of the state just begun, or of its

consequences— * has been raised and is alWe.'—

according to the Scriptures :—The testimony

here referred to bears primarily on the fact of Uii

having risen (comp. Ps. xvi. 10; Acts x iii. 84

ff. ; Isa. liii. 8-1 Off.), including also the time of

His rising which is hinted at in the type of Jo-

nah (comp. Matt. xii. 40; xvi. 4). But this

type, as well as the prophecy in Isa. liii. 9, allows

also of a reference to the burial ; but the repeti-

tion of' bri before ey^yeprat forms an ob-

jection to this reference. Besides, it is only the

two essential factors in the work of redemption,

viz. : the death and the resurrection of Christ

that are sustained upon Scripture testimony.

So Meyer Ed. iii. [But how can this be, when

Peter referred in his speech at Pentecost to the

declaration of David, •• thou wilt not leave my
soul in hell neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy

One to see corruption," as a prophecy ol Christ's

burial and resurrections!]

Vers. 6-7. And that he was seen of Ce-

phas,—The bri, that, shows that in grammati-

cal structure the dependance of the clauses upon

wapidoKa, ver. 8, is still maintained; while the

independent statements begin at the next verse.

From this, however, it does not follow that be

had delivered to them merely that which is as-

serted in ver. 5. He undoubtedly is here reca-

pitulating the whole testimony in proof of Christ's

resurrection, as he had often given it to them.

That he is following the chronological order of

the evidence, is clear from the use of the definite

adverbs of sequence, "then," "after that," "last

of all"—The appearance of the risen Saviour to

Peter, recorded Luke xxiv. 84, is mentioned first,

not "because the authority of Peter was the

chiefest, as being the prince of the apostles"

(Estius), but in accordance with the historical

order of occurrences, passing over, however, the

manifestation previously made of Himself to

Mary Magdalene (John xx. 14 f). "Mary
Magdalene was, indeed, a witness to the brethren,

but not to the people at large,"—W. F. Bessie;

[and to have cited her testimony would, with

multitudes, at that period, have tended to call

out a sneer, rather than strengthen belief].—

then of the twelve :—This was the common
designation of the smaller circle of disciples,

although it was not then complete ["twelvt being

a name, not of number, but of office"] ; and the

manifestation here alluded to (Luke xxiv. 86 ff.;

John xx. 19 ff.) is not to be confounded with that

which followed eight days after (John xx. 26).

Thomas also was not present. The apostles ap-

pear also here as witnesses of the resurrection

of Christ (Acts ii. 28; iii. 16; x. 40 ff. ; xiii.81).

By &0tf J7, wa$ teen, we are to understand a

literal perception by the senses, and not a vision.

After that, he was seen of above five hun-
dred brethren at onoe;—The manifestation

here spoken of is nowhere else recorded; in

Matt, xxviii. 16 mention is made only of "the

eleven." The expression " at once " implies that

the "more than five hundred" saw Him, not sep-

arately, but altogether; and this probably took

place at a time when numerous Galilean disciples
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were still at Jerusalem, and therefore before the
termination of the festival season. The fact that

about the time of Penteoost only about one hun-
dred and twenty disciples are spoken of, does not
militate with this supposition. [Hodos says,

"This manifestation may have taken place on the

occasion when Christ met His disciples in Gali-

lee." Before His death He told them, "After I

am risen again, I will go before you into Galilee,"

Matt. xxvi. 32. Early in the morning of His
resurrection, He met the women who had been
at His tomb, and said to them, " Be not afraid

;

go tell my brethren, that they go into Galilee,

and there shall they see me," Matt, xzviii. 10;
and accordingly in ver. 16 it is said, "Then
the eleven went away into Galilee, into a moun-
tain where Jesus had appointed them." "This,
therefore, was a formally appointed meeting,
and doubtless made known as extensively as pos-
sible to His followers ; and it is probable, there-
fore, that there was a concourse of all who could
come, not only from Jerusalem, but from the
surrounding country, and from Galilee. Though
intended specially for the eleven, it is probable
that all attended who knew of the meeting, and
could possibly reach the appointed place. Who
would willingly be absent on such an occasion ?"

—Hodge].—of whom the greater part re-
main until now,—This is added to show that

a large number of witnesses of the resurrection
could still be called upon for their testimony.
[And here we have a most striking proof of the
fact before us. Had the resurrection of Christ
been only a fiction, "so many false hearts and
tongues would never have acted in concert ; nor
would they all have kept a secret, which remorse,
interest, and perhaps often torture, might urge
them to divulge—especially as there had been
one traitor among the twelve; *on account of
which, had they been conscious of a fraud, a
general suspicion of each other's secrecy must
have arisen." Doddridge].—Mhetv, as in John
xxL 22; Phil. i. 25).—but some are fallen
asleep.—[The sweet language of the gospel for
expressing the nature of the believer's death

—

transforming its very terrors into attractions.

It carries in itself also the implication of an after-

awakening, and hence is the only term that could
be used when speaking of death in a discourse
on the resurrection].—After that he was seen
of James;—This manifestation, which happened
to a single individual, is also alluded to only
here. This James is undoubtedly the brother
of our Lord mentioned Gal. ii. 9, as among the
"pillars" of the church; he is also introduced
in Acts xv. 18; xxi. 18 as a specially important
personage, one of "the brethren of the Lord,"
ix. 6. It was this manifestation of the risen
Saviour that proved indeed for him and his

brethren the turning-point of their lives, so that
they at once became His decided followers (Acts
i. 14). According to the legend in 'the gospel
of the Hebrews, 7

cited by Jerome, James was
honored before all others with a manifestation
of Christ. This story is a product of the Jewish
tendency to hero-worship.—then by all the
apostles.—Inasmuch as the twelve have been
already mentioned, the disposition with many
(Chrys., Calvin, and others) is to take these
words in a more comprehensive sense, so as to

include James also, and other eye-witnesses of

the life of Jesus. It is a question whether this

manifestation occurred immediately before the

ascension. There is nothing in the narratives

of this fact to contradict the supposition. ['* The
word 'all' may be used to indicate that the ap-

pearance was to the apostles collectively ; and
this, from its position, is the most natural explan-

ation. Or the meaning may be, He appeared to

James separately, and then to all the apostles,

including James. If the James intended was
James of Jerusalem ; and if that James were a
different person from James the eon of Alpheus

(a disputed point), then the former interpretation

should be preferred. For *the apostle' answers

to * the twelve, ' and if James of Jerusalem was
not the son of Alpheus, he was not one of the

twelve." Honas]. "It was a providential

circumstance that Paul was led to adduce these

witnesses for the appearance of Christ after the

resurrection. Should any one be inclined to

doubt the genuineness of the testimonies of the

Evangelists on this point, and to assume in these

a mythic element, he is here entirely debarred

from so doing ; since nobody ever haa doubted, or

will doubt the genuineness of this epistle, and
Paul is here speaking of historical facts through-

out. Accordingly, we may say that the resur-

rection of Christ is a fact as well attested as any
in the past Without it there would be a gap in

history unfilled ; since the resurrection is essen-

tially presupposed in the very existence of the

Church as built up by the Apostle." Neander.
Vers. 8-10. He here mentions himself as the

last apostolic witness of the resurrection. In

one respect, indeed, he stood after the others

;

but in respect of that which he had wrought by
the power of divine grace, he had become dis-

tinguished above them alL—But last of all,

—

navruvy of all, is not to be taken as neuter

(as de Wette, [Hodge, Alford, who take the whole

phrase here as an adverb of order, winding up
the whole series] ), but as masculine, and is to

be referred in accordance with the context to the

apostles.—as itwere by the untimely born,
—voire p el precedes for the sake of modifying

the strong and remarkable expression which fol-

lows. The rip is neither to be taken for tw=t/w,
since this form no where occurs in the New Tes-

tament, not even in 1 Thess. iv. 6; neither is it

equivalent to the indefinite article; but it is

here emphatic, the, and by it Paul designates

himself as preeminently the unworthy one among
all the rest, ["the only abortion in the whole

company—the one whose relation to the rest in

point of worthiness was as that of the immature
and deformed child to the rest of the family."

Alford]. The point of comparison is not in the

matter of a suitable education, such as was fur-

nished to the other apostles by a longer inter-

course with the Lord wherein he lacked [Eusts-

tius, Bloomf., and Macknigbt] ; nor yet in the

suddenness and violence of his conversion

and appointment to the apostleship (Calvin);

and still less his diminutive form (Wetstein);

but as ver. 9 shows, bis unworthines.i in compa-
rison with the other apostles. [" The correspond,

ing word abortivue in Latin was metaphorically

applied as here to such senators as were ap-

pointed irregularly. Suet., Oct. o. 85, 2). The
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word itself is of Macedonian Greek and corres-

ponds to the Attic "aupAoua ". Stamlby].—he
was seen also by mo.—The seeing here con-

not be regarded as a mere mental vision, [as

some are inclined to interpret the event which
took place on the way to Damascus ; but in con-

sistency with all the previous manifestations

here spoken of, we must regard this appearance]
as an actual objective one, just such as we are
to anticipate from the glorified Redeemer in His
second advent. [There is a meaning not to be
overlooked in the order of the words here. " Also

by me" forms a sort of climax expressing the

great wonder in the oondeeeneion of Christ to

him in this manifestation of himself. Paul could

never advert to the grace of Christ shown
towards him without being brought both to feel

and express in contrast therewith bis own great

unworthiness. See Tim. i. 12, 18. On the

subject of ** Paul a witness for the resurrection

of Jesus," see an able article by Prof. G. P.

FI8HBR,intbe"i?a.&lc. ,,
Vol. XVII. p. 620 ff.]

And now comes the reason for this self-disparage-

ment.—For I am the least of the apostles,

—

(comp. Eph. iii. 8). '0 i"k6.x iaroc* &* least,

as contrasted with fiiytaroc, the greatest ; without

any reference to the order of time, as though
implying *the last'; for the word is never used in

this sense in connection with persons. It is more
fully explained in the following relative clause.

—

who

—

br=quippe qui, * inasmuch as I '—am not
fit

—

iicai>bc=a£ioe, worthy (comp. Matt. iii. 11;
with Johni. 27). lit. sufficiently qualified,fit,suitablet

as in 2 Cor. iii. 5.—to be called

—

KaXeicrdai
here denotes honorable designation <to bear
the name of—an apostle,—The reason of this

is—because I persecuted the Church of
God.—[This is the sin which Paul never forgave
himself, and from it we see that the forgiveness

of sin does not obliterate the remembrance of

sin, neither does it remove the sense of unworthi-
ness and ill-desert (Hodge)]. Comp. 1 Tim.
i. 18; Aots viii. 8; ix. 1 ; xxii. 4; xxvi; Gal. i.

18 ff. [•* Paul does not refuse to be the most
worthless of all, as next to nothing, provided
this contempt does not impede him in any degree
in his ministry, or does not at all detract from
his doctrine/' Calvin]. But the lower he
humbles himself, so that no opponent might see

him lower, the more decidedly he brings to view
the other side—the glorious operation of divine

grace in him or through him. "His apostolic

office he will not allow to be contemned inas-

much as God had through him wrought more
abundantly. By reason of opposers he feels

constrained to array himself in his calling and
boast."

—

Luthsb.—But by God's grace I am
'what I am:—j dp* r*, grace, stands first by
way of emphasis. No article is needed. What
he means to say is, * God's grace it is which has
made me what I am.' Grace presupposes un-
worthiness in the recipient. It is unmerited
love, favor; here as forgiving, renewing and
qualifying for office (comp. iii. 10). The latter

element, grounded upon the two former, appears
more prominently in what follows. In "what
I am " he refers to his office as an apostle and to

his qualification for it; (or as Meyer, Ed. 8, his

whole present state and condition as distin-

guished from what he was before his conversion.

This is further developed in the following clauses,

where he points to the consequenoes of the

divine favor towi r Is him in fitting him for his

work; first, negatively.—and his gracewhich
was (manifested) toward me wms not
made vain ;—*. *., was not void of fruit Bat

that this negative statement was far below the

actual facts of the case, he goes on to show.—
bat more abundantly than they ail did I

labor :—And this was precisely the fruit of the

operation of the divine grace. And lest this

should seem to be regarded by him as an occa-

sion for boasting, he at once repudiates all daim
to honor in the most emphatic manner, shewing

that, after all, the efficient agent in all his labors

was not himself, so much as it was the grace

of God working in him and through him.—yet

not I, but the grace of God with me.—
If we read avv tuol without the article then it

must be taken as connected with some words to

be supplied as the following : ' labored more

abundantly with me,' i. «., standing by me, or in

active cooperation with me (Meyer). [See the

oritical notes on this point. Calvin attributes the

omission of the # to the blunder of some old

translator, and insists on its maintenance to

obviate the inference of Semipelagians from this

text, who would ascribe half the praise of success

to God and half to man as being joint-laborers

in the work. But the preponderance of authori-

ty is for the omission of the article, it being

obviously inserted apparently for the purpose of

vindicating the absoluteness of Divine Grace.

But it is not needed for this. The language of

the Apostle is decisive enough without "this

—

"not /, but the grace of God did it "]. Comp.
Mark xvi. 20. By this antithesis, which is not

to be weakened into, • not only I, but also,' or

into, « at well \ at,' the entire glory of success-

ful achievement if attributed to Divine Grace

(comp. 1 Cor. iii. 6 ; Phil. ii. 13 ; Matt, x 20, and

elsewhere). irepiaobrepov, neuter accusa-

tive, not to be taken adverbially [(Alford Stan-

ley)].—a vriiv t&vtuv, not, than any tndmsWI
of them, but, than all put toyether. The explaaa-

tion of this is to be found in his widely extended

sphere of labor.

—

Koirigv properly means tebs

weary, or, become weary ; then, to exhaust one's telf

by working, to strain one's eel/; but here on ac-

count of the contrast, "not in vain," and because

afterwards the Divine Grace is shown to be the

real subject, it can only denote the work with its

results ; while elsewhere it denotes the work as

an exhausting effort (comp. iv. 12; Gal. iv. 11).

—From this digression, introduced no less by

the fervor of his spirit than on account of the

condition of affairs in the Corinthian church—

a

digression, however, not to be construed as a

grammatical parenthesis—he now returns to his

main theme.
Vers. 11, 18. Whether, therefore,—ovv as

in viii. 4.—I or they,—i. e., the other apostles

with whom he henceforward associates himself.

44 Such was the perfect agreement among all the

apostles in reference to the appearance of the

risen Saviour." Nbandbr. In the expression

"I or they," the Apostle casts a polemic glance at

the oppugners of his apostolic office.—no we
preach,—The "so" is to be explained from

what is said from w. 4 to 12. It refers to the
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grmA fact in question and its proofs.—and bo
ye believed.—Tke "so" here is equivalent to

"thereby," vis., that such doctrines have been
preached to yon ; [or, it may be like the previous

•« so," meaning after thU manner, viz., as above
stated].

—

i niartbaart, as in ver. 2. "The ac-

cordant and powerful testimony of the apostles is

here accredited by its fruits; the Corinthians

themselves are here summoned as witnesses

through the faith they onoe exercised." Osian-
i>er. ** Faith once accorded often strengthens

subsequent faith; and its former strength not

only obligates, but often retains the wavering."
Bkngbl.
Ten. 12. Over against the preaching of the

eye-witne9see of Christ's resurrection, and the

faith it secured, he new exhibits in contrast the

denial of any resurrection from the dead on the

part of some in the church. And he mentions it

as something in the highest degree strange and
incredible that such a denial could be made,
when (as he afterwards shows) it involved a de-

nial also of that which was the burden of the
apostles' preaching, and lay at the foundation of

their faith.—Bat if Christ is preached

—

ei diXpeorbf Ktfphaatrai—not a hypothetical

but an actual condition (Passow, ti, 1. A. 1. a.),

q. d., 'since Christ is preached/—Christ is men-
tioned first by way of emphasis: for the contra-
diction lies here between the preaching of Christ

as one risen from the dead, and the denial of any
resurrection from the dead.—that he rose from
the dead,—8ome readings put in vexp&v
before br t ; if this were critically established, the
transposition of the natural order would be for

the sake of emphasis also; but snch a double
emphasis is hardly probable.—how say some
among you—i. e., how is it possible that they
can say? It does not comport with the fact

supposed, that in the midst of you, a Christian

church, there are any who say—that there is
so Teamrreotlon from the dead?—ok Ion,
4* net, *is not to take place* (oomp. Eph. vi. 9).

The whole exposition proceeds on the supposition
that the fact of Christ's resurrection was not a
matter of controversy. Hence, the Apostle was
able to plant himself on this well-attested theme
of Apostolic preaching, and controvert opposers
on the ground that their assertions would, by
implication, go to undermine the foundations on
which both stood, and with it overthrow the
whole scheme of salvation by Christ. That these
people were Sadducees, is altogether improbable,
ernoe this class, by reason of their peculiar views,
altogether ignored the preaching of the resur-
rection of Jesus (Acts iv. 2), and kept far aloof
from Christianity. Besides, had they been con-
templated, the mode of argument pursued would
have been far different From what is said in
er. 82, we might suppose them to have been
Epicureans ; but these persons whose anti-chris-.
tian tenets would have required a still more
definite refutation, remained at as great a remove
from Christianity as did the Sadducees; and
what is read in ver. 82, is no more than a prac-
tical deduction of the Apostle from the premises
assumed, and it naturally follows upon his des-
cription of a practical Epicureanism (Isa. xxii.

18). So, too, we can hardly look to find in

Corinth Jewish Christians of a theosophic class,

who denied the doctrine of a re-incorporation of
the soul on the grounds of a false spiritualism.
44 The Essenes certainly may have accepted the
doctrine of a personal existence after death, in a
form not involving the doctrine of the resurrec-
tion ; but there is nothing else here which points
to the elements of their faith." Nkahdbr. It is

more natural to suppose that these opponents
were heathen converts of a certain philosophic
training, who sought to impose, or taught doc-
trines that were very seductive to the Corinthians,

predisposed as they already were to them. Such
would regard, with abhorrence, the idea of a
restoration of their material part, and hence for

such, an argument like that in ver. 85 ff. was
entirely suitable. Among the philosophically

educated of all ages we discover a disinclination

for this doctrine; and in this question, to seek
out a reference to the several parties that existed

in the Christian church, would be uncertain

business. In any case, these opposers could not
have belonged to the party of Cephas, or of Paul

;

and they could be reckoned in the Christ party,

only on the doubtful supposition that this was
characterized by a theosophic spiritualism.

And if we assigned them to the party of Apollos,

they could only have been certain individuals of

this party who denied the doctrine in question

by reason of their philosophical peculiarities,

and not the party as a whole. It was, in fact,

no party question. Besides, there is no warrant
for supposing that, like the false teachers men-
tioned in 2 Tim. ii. 18, they regarded the resur-

rection as past already. Moreover, we are not

to infer from ver. 19 that, together with the

resurrection of the body, they also denied the

immortality of the soul. Rather we are to infer

from this verse only this, that in the Apostle's

view the immortality of the soul was inconceiv-

able without assuming the possibility of a re-in-

corporation or of a restoration and glorification

of the bodily life, that the continued existence

of the simple personality (Ichheit) was no true

life.

Vena. 18, 16. That the preaching of Christy
resurrection was inconsistent with a denial of
the resurrection of the dead, the Apostle proceeds
to show by a chain of conclusions and conse-

quences connected bv<5£—But—["the 6zi*argu-

mentandi frequent in mathematical demonstra-
tions/* Alpobd.]—if there is no resurrection
of the dead, then not even Christ is risen:

—[First consequence—a palpable absurdity, not
only in view of what a being Christ was, but
also in view of all the testimony offered to the

contrary.] He here argues from the general to

the special, since the denial of the former natu-

rally involved that of the latter, it being in-

cluded under it. < If there is no such thing at

all as the resurrection from the dead, then must
this hold good also *of Christ. He also has not

risen from the dead.' "The identity of Christ's

nature with that of mankind at large—a fact

which underlies this whole argument—is not

suspended or dissolved by His Divine Sonship

and His slnlessness. For, in that He emptied

Himself of His former glory, He became a verita-

ble actual man ((t4/>£); and if He died, though
sinless, then can the restoration of His body not

be affirmed, if such a restoration is impossible
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for men in general who are dead. Of Christ as

the first-fruits (ver. 20) nothing is as yet said, so

that an argument can oe drawn of this sort: 'If

t he effect is done away, then also must the cause

go with it.' The statement, " then is Christ not

risen/' is not put forth here as a premise (Osi-

aader) ; but with the exhibition of the impossible

conclusion here set forth his whole series of in-

ferences, as it were, celebrates its first triumph.

What consequences must arise if Christ be not

risen, if he still remains in the grave, he now
goes on to show.—And if Christ has not
arisen, vain then is our preaching,—[A
second consequence—the absurdity of holding
that the Gospel with all its provisions and prom-
ises, with all it had done, and yet proposed to

effect, was a delusion], Kevdv, which stands

first by way of emphasis, means here groundless,

untrue, without reality, not 'fruitless'—a thought
which first appears in ver. 17. Still less are we
to take the two meanings as here combined.
The thought is this: since the redemption in

Christ is the grand theme of gospel preaching,

and has the resurrection of Christ as its essential

foundation, therefore, all preaching without this

must be empty, groundless, unreal. c\pa, then,

brings the inference yet more prominently to

view. If the nal is genuine, then the meaning is,

• if the former be not true, then the latter is not
true also.

1—The same inference holds good also

of the subjective reception of the preaching.

—

vain also is your faith.—The two refer back
to what is said in ver 11; although the preach-
ing must here be taken in a more comprehensive
sense.

—

vu&v, your is undoubtedly the correct
reading; not fifitiv our.—To the former clause
there is added a third inference, which sets the

preachers in a very bad light.—And we are
found also false witnesses of God ;—Prom
the fact that this again is to be inferred from the
supposition that Christ is not risen, it does not
follow that this clause belongs in with the pre-
vious apodosis, and that simply a comma is to be
put after vuov (Laohmann and Meyer), [or
after * faith,' as in our version]. Such punctua-
tion and construction is also inconsistent with the
6Z nal; [besides, as Alford says, ver. 15 does
not depend on the condition expressed in ver. 14,

"if Christ be not risen," but has its reason given
below.]

—

ebpioKdfie&a is put first for emphasis,
and means we are found, or proven, as before a
tribunal of investigation.

—

tyevdoudpTvpec. rob
&eov, either false witnesses concerning God (gen.

obj.,) or false witnesses belonging to Ood (gen.
8ubj.), t. e., who pretend to be witnesses and are
not. The former interpretation is sustained by
the following explanatory clause.—

[

u Observe,
false witnesses, not mistaken witnesses. Paul
allows no loophole of escape. The resurrection
is a fact, or else a falsehood ; and it is such per-
sons as Peter, and John, and James, and himself,

that are guilty of perpetrating it—a monstrous
supposition, when we think of the men, and the
truthful ring of their earnest declarations, and
the seal they put to them." Robertson.]—be-
cause we testified against God that he
raised up Christ :—If a person says of God
that He has done something which He has not
done, and yet could have done, then is he a false

witness in relation to Him, and the false testi-

mony given is a testimony against Him (nard as

in Matt. xxvi. 59-62 not equivalent to ropi, m
respect of [Alford], nor yet as summoning God for

a witness like bufoai nard Heb. vi. 13). For,

knowingly to ascribe to God anything untrue, U
a wicked and hostile crime against Him; and

this would be a veritable lie, since they had an-

nounced something as an act of God actually

witnessed by them, which yet never did take

place, and indeed was impossible,—whom he

did not raise, if in reality (as they assert)

—such is the force of el ire p, the strengthened ei;

and a p a which means accordingly.—the dead

are not raised.—The last statement is con-

firmed in ver. 16, which is almost a literal repe-

tition of ver. 13, and is introduced for the sake

of precision. ["But why is this? Why may

not a man admit that Christ, the incarnate Sou

of God, arose from the dead, and yet consistently

deny that there is to be a general resurrection of

the dead ? Because the thing denied was that

the dead could rise. The denial was placed on

ground which embraced the case of Christ"

Hodgb].
Vkbs. 17-19. Here follows a new series of in-

ferences exhibiting the sad result of the doctrine

of his opponents upon the salvation of Christians

themselves. As before he expressed the ground-

lessness, and hence the falsity of the faith, on

the supposition of these deniers, by the word

Ktvij, empty, idle; so now he expresses its fruit-

lessness by the word uaraia.—And if Christ

is not risen, vain is your faith;—Vain 1. «.,

without any beneficial results (comp. iii. 20;

Tit. iii. 9; Jas. i. 26), as is clear from the clause

which follows.—ye are yet in your sins.—
Here we see that his reference is mainly to the

matter of justification, which is primarily a re-

mission of sins. All this is frustrated by the de-

nial in question, since, as Paul asserts (Rom.

iv. 26), Christ was raised for our justification.

If Christ was still detained in the power of death,

then could no pardon be pledged by Him; He
could not act the part of Redeemer and Recon-

ciler, but like all other sinners, would appear to

have fallen under the doom of sin. Thus that

expressed in 1 1 . 2 : " Ye are justified in the name
of the Lord, and by the Spirit of our God," is all

done away. The ethical side of Christianity,

viz., sanctification and liberation from the domi-

nion of sin, does not lie in the context.—The

frightful consequences are shown to extend yet

farther, affecting not only the living, but also the

departed.—Then they also who nave fallen

asleep in Christ,—i. e., who have died in com-

munion with Him, being united to Him by faith

(comp. 1 Thes. iv. 6; Rev. iv. 13). By these he

means, not the ancient saintb who lived before

the time of Christ, but deceased Christians, and

these, too, not simply the martyrs (ev=6d). but

believers in general.— perished. — Perdition,

according to the Scripture, is not annihilation,

but the state of flamnation, remaining in Gehen-

na; and this is here brought forward as a conse-

quence of being yet in sin. If Christ did not

rise for our justification, then those whose death

seemed but a blessed sleep to a happy awaking

in fellowship with their living and glorified Re-

deemer, so far from having been received into

eternal life, were doomed still to abide under the
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wretched dominion of death. A consequence like

this must have made too profound an impression

upon the loTing disposition ofChristians to be light-

ly allowed. Whatever doctrine constrained them
to regard their beloved associates in the faith as

lost, must needs appear to them as in itself highly
questionable. [*• Here," says Stanley, " we find

the climax of the whole argument. As may be
seen from 1 Thes. iv. 13, one of the most har-

rowing thoughts to the apostolic Christians was
the fear lest their departed brethren should, by
a premature death, be debarred from that com-
munion with the Lord which they hoped to en-

joy; and in itself nothing could be more dis-

heartening to the Christian's hope, than to find

that Christians had lived and died in vain"].
The method of proof here adopted, ' though in-

deed not carrying the force of a mathematical
demonstration for unbelievers, is nevertheless

fitted to strengthen the hearts of the faithful

against the doubts of unbelief. It concludes
with an impressive reference to the sad state of

those Christians whose hope of eternal life,

pledged through the resurrection of Christ, was
thus cut off. This touching assertion is introduced
without any verbal connective. Comp. vii. 24 ff.

—If only in this life we have been hoping
in Christ,—And here we must, first of all, take

into consideration the correct order of the words.

The received text puts kv xriotv after kopkv.

In this arrangement, which is feebly attested, we
anight be tempted to unite the pdvov with XP 1 °"

tv as if equivalent to kv fiSvy t<j> xpt&rfr ?• <*•»

'in Christ alone,
1 which would be the better ex-

pression (Ruckert). But in order to obtain a
correct relation of the apodosis to the protasis,

we must supply that on which it is properly con-

ditioned, vu. f 'and Christ is not risen.' But
if iv xP taT9 *8 t0 De put after ravry, which is

the more critically authorized order, then might
we dispense with this otherwise not probable
explanation. But then the question arises, to

what does fidvov, only, belong? Is it to the

words: "if we have hope," so that it serves to

express simply a hoping which remains unful-

filled, q. d., 'if we have hope only?' or to the

words: " in this life," putting it in contrast with

eternal life : q. d. t
« if we have hope in this life

only [Hodge] ? Or, finally, does it belong to the

whole clause; q. d. t 'if we have no more than

put our hope on Christ in this life, and do not

hope in Him even after having gone to our rest;'

or, as Meyer says, "if the hope of future glory

which the Christian grounds upon Christ in his

earthly life perishes with this life, inasmuch as

death but transfers him to a state where the Chris-

tian hope proves but a deception " [Alford, Stan-

ly] ? The last interpretation deserves the decided

preference. According to the first, it is not easy

to perceive why the words: kv ry £«# ravry,
" in this life," are put first. Indeed, they ap-

pear to be altogether unnecessary. The second

is opposed by the position of ftdvov, only. The
expression kXm&iv kv appears also in Eph. i. 12,

(tpc* reposita in Chritto), and is analogous to m-
erevtcv iv. The use of tofj to denote the present

period of existence as distinct from a elate of ex-

istence, occurs only here and in Luke xvi. 25.

Very short and impressive is the conclusion.

—

more miserable than all men are we.

—

i. «., all men, aside from us Christians that still

live. In this statement, the Apostle by no means
stoops to the level of a common eudemonism,
[arguing here from a main reference to happi-
ness as the ultimate end of life] ; but his mean-
ing is this: 'Christians who live as strangers in
this world, denying themselves in every way,
and bearing life's heavy load, and enduring all

manner of sufferings, and this in the hope of an
eternal reward in the. kingdom of heaven, are, in
case their hope is a vain dream destined to va-
nish with this life, more miserable than all those
who take enjoyment in earthly things: for these
things have some sort of reality ; while, on the
contrary, the salvation for which Christians
forego all, and fight, is but a delusion. (Comp.
Osiander). [If by kXeeiv6repoi vre understand
a positive wretchedness, this declaration must be
limited as applicable only to Christians as they
were in the times of the apostles— exposed to

all manner of privations and sufferings ; for it

can hardly be affirmed as true of Christians in

general, that their faith makes their temporal

condition more miserable than that of men of the
world. Godliness hath the promise of the life

that now is, as well as of that which is to come.
This is a part of its glory—a glory which is not all

eclipsed even amid the greatest tribulations ; for

martyrs rejoice and triumph even amid tortures

and flames, " not accepting deliverance." The
inward happiness they experience is some-
thing which no mere outward circumstances,
however painful, can wholly overcome. Would
it not, therefore, be more appropriate to abide
by the original signification of kfeeivfa pitiable,

and understand it as referring to the delusion

under which Christians would live, and the great

disappointment they were destined to experi-

ence ; in case, having given up all for Christ, and
exulted in hope of living and reigning with Him
after death, they should find at last that He had
not risen, and there was no resurrection for them.
Taken in this sense the declaration would admit
of universal application. Some commentators,
like the translators of the £. V., instead of con-

struing the adjective in the comparative as go-

verning the genitive irdvrov avdpunuv
y
sup-

pose a Hebrew idiom here, and take the genitive

partitively, and construe the adjective as though
superlative— ' of all men most miserable ' (J elf.

Or. Gram. { 684)].
Vers. 20-22. In contrast with the whole de-

plorable results which would follow on the sup-
position involved in the denial of his opponents,

Paul now triumphantly sets before them the ir-

refragable faot of the resurrection as established

by the testimony previously adduced (ver. 4ff.)

and also the significance which it has for the

faith and hope of Christians— a significance

which is itself a refutation of all skepticism.

As Neander says: "He passes on to untold the
chain of consequences arising from the resur-
rection of Christ, and to exhibit it as the begin-
ning of a new creation which is to find its con-
summation in the life to come. Nor does the
rapture of the apostle, borne on as he is by the
contemplation of the glorious theme, allow him
to stop at the point where the argument first con-
ducts him ; but he follows out the truth onward
to its final ground and goal."

—

But now,—vvvi
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<5i, logical as in xiii. 13 ; xiv. 6 ; and elsewhere.
It suggests the subaudition : * If Christ has not
risen tuen does it go ill with us.' But now, as
the matter stands, the case is far otherwise;
these sad consequences cannot be admitted ; our
faith is not Tain ;—Christ is risen from the
dead, the first fruits of them that have
slept.—Instead of confronting gainsayers with
a negative assertion, he strongly lays down a
positive, which involves the denial of all the evil

consequences above pointed out. Not only u
Christ risen, but, as the risen One, He is the be-
ginning of a whole line of those whc are destined
to arise out of death's sleep to life eternal—the
first fruits, as it were, of a resurrection harvest.

The expression: "first fruits" stands in apposi-
tion with the previous clause, and contains the
theme of the whole subsequent exposition. 'Arrap-

Xn *a >n xvi. 16; Rom. viii. 28; xi. 16; xvi. 6.

The same thought is expressed In Col. i. 18;
Rev. i. 5, by the words, "first born of the dead,"
or, "from the dead" (comp. Acts xxvi. 23).

—

That the primacy of time includes also a primacy
of worth, and a causal relation to all that fol-

lows, is clear from the position which Christ
holds as the Head of humanity, as well as from
what is asserted in ver. 21 f. But whether there
is such a reference here to the waving of the
first sheaf on the day after Easter Sabbath by
way of consscrating the harvest (Lev. xxxii. 10),
is a matter of question. In favor of it there is :

1. The typico-symbolical interpretation which
the apostle elsewhere employs (x. 8 ff. ; ix. 8
ff.); 2. That Christ rose on that very day; 8.

The composition of this epistle about the time of
Easter (comp. v. 8). In this case the statement
would involve the idea of a consecration and
pledge of the coming harvest ["The apostle

does not mean merely that the resurrection of
Christ was to precede that of His people : but,

as the first sheaf of the harvest presented to

God as a thank-offering, was the pledge and as-

surance of the ingathering of the whole harvest

;

so the resurrection of Christ is a pledge and
proofof the resurrection of His people." Hodge. 1

Neither the resurrections from the dead recorded
in the Old and New Testaments, nor yet the in-

stances of Enoch and Elijah are in contradiction
with what is here said of Christ as the first

fruits. In the case of the former, there was no
arising to an immortal life ; in the case of the
latter, there was no dying, so that a resurrection
could occur.—But whom are we to understand by
"them that have slept?" believers, or the dead
in general ? The latterseem to be implied from
what is said in ver. 21 ; but that the former are
meant is evident both from the expression "first

fruit 8," and also from the designation " sleep,"

which is used in the New Testament to denote
the death of believers only. The question must
be decided by the interpretation we put on the
following verses, [where we find the explanation
of what is here asserted], in a parallel drawn
between Adam and Christ,—first, in the form
of a general proposition stating a rule of the di-

vine administration, that what has been taken
away from us by man shall be restored to us also

by man. — For since — hnei6fj
t a particle of

cause, not of time (as in i. 21 ; Acts xiii. 46)

;

so that here we have a fundamental principle

stated, apart from all relations to time, requir-

ing in the following ellipsis only the supply of

the ordinary copula.— through man (is)

death, also through man (is) the resur-
rection of the dead.—The antithesis shows
that by " death" is here meant only the death

of the body. [The underlying truth here is that

community of nature is requisite for the trans-

mission of powerful and all-pervading influences.

Like can best act on like. The nature of the

causal connection is, however, not stated. Meyer
thinks that a knowledge of this is presupposed
in the readers, as having been imparted to them
by oral instructions of which they are here re-

minded].—The general fact grounded on the

organio union of the race, on the one hand,

with the head of its natural development, who
introduced death into it, and, on the other, with

the head of its spiritual development whobrought
about the destruction of death, he proceeds to

exhibit more fully by referring to the actual

fulfilment of this law as it took place in the

former instance, and as it is to be anticipated in

the latter. And here we have the formulas of

the comparison,—As-so—The headship in the

one case is Adam, in the other is Christ.—in the
Adam—Instead of did we here have i v ts, de-

noting that each of these processes of develop-

ment has it8 ground, or source, in its peculiar

head. Accordingly, "in the Adam" means 'as

partakers of his nature which is doomed to death

as united with him.' The nature of this union

as expressed by did, through, and its consequences
are more fully exhibited in Rom. v. 12, 15, 17,

" Through one man death passed upon all men."
all are dying,—[In what sense ? Hodge extends

the meaning of the word so as to include moral
death. The scope of the apostle's argument,
however, requires us to abide by the literal sig-

nification. He is here speaking solely of death

natural and life natural, and We are to construe

his language as bounded within this province

(so Calvin and others). As Alford says, "The
practice of Paul to insulate the objects of hitpresent

attention from all ulterior considerations must be
carefully borne in mind." Barnes also argues for

the same limitation with great pertinence].—As
the other member of the comparison we have—so
also in the Christ shall all be made alive.

In the former case, since death was ever in pro-

gress, the verb was in the present, dnodvijo-
Kovotv, but here on the contrary the restoration

is spoken of as something yet to be,—hence the

future ^uoiroin^^aovrai. Here, however,
commentators divide. Some, starting from the

idea of a vital communion with Christ which
reaches its perfect consummation at the resur-

rection, understand by « being made alive' an
introduction into a state of supreme blessedness.

In this case, they interpret the term "all" either

relatively, taking it to denote all believers only,

who alone are spoken of in the context ; or ab-

solutely, finding in this passage a statement of

universal salvation (comp. ver. 28)—"the resto-

ration of all" (a7roKaT&<rratJiC irdvruv). The ques-

tion is, Ought not the word " all" to nave
the same scope in the two clauses ? The context

does not justify our limiting it to believers

in the first clause; for he is throughout treating

of the resurrection of the dead in general, what-"
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ever may have been their religious state, and of

Christ as the person who in this respect has
taken the lead, and by His resurrection has fixed

a point in history from whence death as the

separation of soul and body should date its

cessation, even as from Adam it dated its com-
mencement. But whether the dogma of a gene-

ral restoration is a Pauline doctrine is, to say the

least, very problematical (comp. vi. 9 ff.; 2 Thess.

i. 9.) As Burger says, "It is not possible to

prove from our text, nor yet from the whole
context, the doctrine of a so-called restoration

of all things, which asserts that all at last, both
good and bad, even the devil and his angels,

shall be made partakers of divine grace/'
Elsewhere, Paul speaks of "a resurrection of

the dead, both of the just and of the unjust

"

(Acts xx iv. 15). Of this mention is made also

in Jno. v. 28 if., where it appears as the work of

the Messiah whom the Jews expected to be the

general quiokener of the dead (eomp. Liicke on
Jno. v. 21 ff. ; and de Wette, Bill. Doom., p.

208).—But the expression, " be made alive" might
be used to signify the resurrection of both
classes (Rom. iv. 17). It means to be restored

to U/e in general; its specific application must
be determined by the context : an ethical, natu-
ral introduction into life generally, and into a
truly blessed life. Accordingly we must side

with those who take the word "all" in its

broadest sense, and understand 'the being made
alive' of a general resurrection. For to inter,

pret the second clause of the comparison ideally,

of the original destination of all men to a blessed

resurrection and of the power of the Redeem-
er to make all share in it (J. Muller Stud, und
Krit. 1835. p. 751) would hardly be doing lull

justice to the expression.—But is not the above
interpretation opposed by the words "in Christ ?"

No ; for we might say, the whole race obtains in

Christ the principle of the Resurrection. He, the

second Adam, has been implanted in humanity as

the destroyer of death ; and the result of this

will indeed prove glorious or fearful according
to the relation which the individual may sustain

towards Hun, whether positive or negative.

Nothing, it would seem, can be decisively ad-

duced against this broader interpretation, from
the fact, that in the onward course of his argu-

ment the apostle brings into view only the res-

urrection of believers ; since the problem before

him by no means required a complete unfolding I

of the whole subject, in aU its aspects. With all

this, however, it still remains doubtful whether
"the resurrection unto damnation," which is

contrasted with "the resurrection unto life"

(Jno. v. 29,) can be covered by the expression
" made alive." At all events, a consistency with
the main clause (ver. 20) would be preserved if

we interpreted " all " in the second clause of the
antithesis to mean the totality of those who shall

be made alive, whoever they are, as in the first

clause, to mean the totality of those who die.

Accordingly the main thought would be, that

Christ, as the risen One, isthe informing principle,
and commencement of all restoration to life in the
race on the part of God. In this respect, He
constitutes a parallel to Adam, who was the in-

forming principle and commencement of all

death. It is tru#, the expression " each one "

in the next verse, so far as it may stretch even

beyond "those that are Christ's," seems to re-

quire us to take " all " in the broadest sense, and
also to give the broader meaning to " make alive

"

(Meyer); but, opposed to this, there stands,

again, the word " first fruits," the inco'nsistsncy

of using which in relation to those awaking to

" the resurrection of damnation," reasonably
awakens doubt. [Hodge, interpreting the word
ttjoirioieiotiat in a moral as well as physical sense
on grounds hardly tenable, restricts the term
"aU" to believers. But the great majority
of commentatators, ancient as well as modern,
(Chrys. Theod. Theoph. Beza, Olsh. de Wette,

Meyer, Bloomf., Barnes) abide by the universal

reference, preserving the parallelism in both
clauses. "As the death of all mankind came
by Adam, so the resurrection of all men came by
Christ ; the wicked shall be raised by Him offi-

cio Judicis, by the power of Christ as their Lord
and Judge : The righteous shall be raised benefi-

do Mcditatoris, by virtue of their union with Him
as their head." Valpt. The necessity for adopting
this view will more fully appear as we proceed. J
Vkrs. 28-28.—Passing on now from the suc-

cessive stages of the resurrection, the apostle

proceeds to open a view into the final consum-
mation of the divine economy, at the conclusion

of the ways of God with man. First—we have
the several steps of the great process of restora-

tion in Christ set forth. Bat every one—sc.

* shall be raised,' or 'made alive '—in his own
order :—The word r&yua does not mean series,

but a veil ordered multitude, a division of the army,

a cohort ; and only in this sense can it be trans-

lated order. Those who are raised at successive

periods of time are conceived of as coming
forth in troops or bands, in some one of which
every one will be found. [Hodge says, however,
that "the word is used by later writers, as

Clemens in his epistle to the Cor. i. 87 and 41, in

the sense of rd*£*f, order of succession. And this

best suits the context, for Christ is not a band.

All that Paul teaches is, that, although the res-

urrection of Christ secures that of His people,

the two events are not contemporaneous."]
'1 6

1

4>, his own, that which belongs to him, and fits

him==&zvrov. [If we adopt the meaning of band
or cohort for raffia, then the implication is that

those in Christ will come forth by themselves, and
the wicked by themselves—those of a kind keep-

ing together. And this will be the natural

order, since " those who sleep in Jesus, God will

bring with Him."]—Christ the first fruits;—
He forms the first division, [as being a host in

himself], which leads the ranks of those who are

te be made alive hereafter. The expression

corresponding to the figure would be apxvyoc,

leader, captain (comp. Meyer hoc loco.) The res-

urrection of all, Christ's included, is a great

fact.—The next division is composed of—those
that are Christ's—The expression is found
also in Gal. v. 24.—The time of their rising is

at his coming.—By the irapovoia here, is not
meant Christ's continued presence on earth (Matt,

xxviii. 20) onward unto his " glorious appear-

ing;" but, as elsewhere (1 Thes.; 2 Thee.;

2 Pet.; 1 John; James; Matt. xxiv. 8, 27, 87,

89), His revelation in power for the setting up of

His kingdom. With this the first resurrection,

that of the dead in the Christ (Thes. iv. 16;

| comp. Rev. xx. 6) is coincident, and it follows

^ ..
, ( c\c\cs\c>
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upon the destruction of the anti-Christian

powers (Rev. xix.; 2 Thes.iL). By those who
are Cli rial's, we may understand either true Chris-

tians or Christians in general. Meyer says, the

latter, referring to 2 Cor. t. 10 ; Rom. xhr. 10.

But it is a question whether the expressions,
** those who are Christ's," and, " the dead in

Christ," can be used of formal Christians who
finally perish.

—

Afterwards—elra introduces a
new epoch (analogous to tireira) which follows

after an interval, when we have tne conclusion of

the whole development. [Hodge questions this,

and says, " it has been the constant [?] faith of

the Church that the second advmt of Christ, the

resurrection of the just and of the unjust, the

final judgment and end of the world, are parts

of one great transaction." But to interpret

thus, would be both to make the rdy\ia (z=zTa\te),

series, very short, consisting of only two items

!

and also to contradict the constant use of elra
which never stands for r6rt, then, as indicating

a point of specified time, but always afterward,

next, denoting successive occurrence (Mark iv.

28 ; 1 Cor. xii. 28). It is a singular illustration

of the power of a theory to warp the mind from
the fixed meaning of words, that Calvin, while
using the Latin text which rightly translated

elra, postea, yet goes on to comment in the use
of tune, utterly ignoring the difference of signi-

fication. By the words i ire it a and elra, two
separate epochs are distinctly marked ; and it is

a violation of all usage of terms to construe
them otherwise. The interval between the first

and second is stretching beyond 1800 years;
how many ages will intervene between the
second and third—who can tell ?]—the end,—
rkXoc in this connection means the termination

of the process of the resurrection, and stands
correlatively to ** the first fruits ;" it marks the
period of the resurrection of the rest of man-
kind who do not belong to Christ, yet among
whom may be found some that are susceptible

of the divine quickening (comp. Matt. xxv. 81

;

[where, at the general judgment, those on the
right hand, by reason of their declared igno-

rance of Christ, are supposed, by many, to be
those among the heathen who, by their fidelity

to the light within them, and by their general
kindness and charity, had evinced a state of
mind which qualified them for a welcome into

the society of believers. Consult Stier, Olsh., and
Alford on this passage.]) The period, thus des-
ignated, is one which coincides with the end of

the world, with the entire destruction of the pres-

ent order of things, and with the coming in of the
"new heavens and the new earth." [Alford,

Hodge, and others, however, interpret to ri?.oc

absolutely, thb bxd, i. e., of the world, when all

shall be accomplished, and the mediatorial work
of Christ is come to its conclusion]. As to what
shall intervene between these two points—the
first and the second resurrection—and as to the
duration of the interval, there is nothing in the
apostolic writings (save what is contained in the
Apocalypse) clearly determined as yet Thns
far this whole subject Ib enveloped in darkness

—

just as in the prophets, the ooming of Christ in

the flesh, and His coming in glory were not defi-

nitely separated; but the intervening period,

with all its history, lay for the time concealed.

In the parousia or revelation of Christ, we may
distinguish between the beginning of that mani-
festation of the Lord's power in the first resur-

rection, and in all that which is to precede or is

connected with it, and its conrummatwn in the ge-

neral resurrection of the dead, and in the great

events connected with that (Matt. xxv. 31 ff.);

and this, in fact, amounts to a aistinction between
a second and third advent Respecting "the
end," he explains himself more fully by men-
tioning that which is to occur contemporane-
ously with it. —when be shall deliver up
the kingdom to the God and Father,
—From this passage some have unwarrantably
inferred that we are to understand " the end "

to be the end of Christ's kingdom, and so supply

the words, ' of his kingdom.' But that which is

asserted here of His kingdom is something ap-

pended, to which the course of the Apostle's

reasoning does not immediately conduct him.

The transfer of the kingdom to God and Father
(who is at the same time the Father of Jesus

Christ— the article prefixed embracing both

words (r£ Gey ical Uarpl) as in Rom. xv. 6f.)

presupposes that revelation of Christ as the So-

vereign of God's kingdom—as the Possessor of

a power that covers heaven and earth (Matt
xxviii. 18), which takes place at His advent;
and it is itself the termination of the mediatorial

reign (t. e., of that progressive struggle with the

hostile powers of darkness, and subsequent sub-

jection to God in the power of the redeeming and
atoning work of the Lord, who is the royal The-

anthropos, the God-Man, the perfect Vicar of

God), and the commencement of the absolute,

immediate. Divine rule, when the Son is to trans-

fer unto the Father the whole universe as a realm

made entirely subject to Him, Jbaving in it no op-

posing force, where He can rule with majesty

serene and undisturbed; inasmuch as the Son
who entered into the course of its history, and
took part in its strife, has overcome all opposi-

tion, so that resistance no more is to be found.

—

[*' Nothing is here said which can affect either

(1) His co-equality and co-eternity with the Fa-

ther in the Godhead, which is prior to, and in-

dependent of this mediatorial work, and Js not

limited to the mediatorial kingdom; or (2) the

eternity of His humanity: for that humanity
ever was, and is subordinate to the Father; and
it by no means follows that when the mediatorial

kingdom shall be given up to the Father, the hu-

manity in which that"kingdom was won, s'nall be

put off; nay, the very factof Christ in the body
being the first-fruits of the resurrection, proves
that His body, as ours will endure for ever; as

the truth that our humanity, even in glory, can
only subsist before God by virtue of His Huma-
nity, makes it plain that He will be very man to

all eternity." Alford].* Baa i?. el a here

* [" The Scriptures constantly teach that Christ's kingdom
is an everlasting kingdom, and of His dominion there is no
end. In what sense, then, can He be said to deliver up His
kingdom? It mast be remembered that the Scriptures
speak of a threefold kingdom as belonging to Christ. 1.

That which necessarily belongs to Him as a Divine person,
extending over all creatures, and of which He can never di-

vest Himself. 2. That which belongs to Him as the incar-

nate Son of Ood, extending over His own people. This also

is everlasting. He will for ever remain the Head and Sove-
reign of the redeemed. 3. That dominion to which He was
exalted after His resurrection, when all power in heavea
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means not the subjects of kingly rule—the king-

dom so far as its contend are concerned, but the
royalpower itself, in its exercise—the reign of

Christ. "Inasmuch as the work of Christ,

founded upon His redemptive acts, proceeds to-

wards a definite goal, it must needs come to a
termination when this goal is reached." Nean-
dkr.—The transfer takes place,—when he
shall have put down all rule, and all au-
thority and power.—Of course such only are
meant as are anti-Christian and anti-Divine

—

the kingdom of Satan, with every thing apper-
taining to it, which holds supremacy and exer-
cises power, whether it be demoniac (Eph. vi.

12; Col. ii. 15). or human that has become sub-
ject to demoniac powers. Calvin's supposition,
that " powers legitimate and ordained by God,"
or Olshausen'B, " that all rule, good and evil, even
that of the Son," is here meant, is inconsistent
with the connection (ver. 25), and also with the
signification of Karapyeiv, to put down. The ex-
termination of the powers of the higher spiritual

world can be understood to denote only the de-
struction of their external activity—the stripping
them of their power, but not of their existence
(Neander).—But the whole idea of a transfer and
of a kingdom is altered, if we assume the meaning
here to be, that God shall be generally acknow-
ledged as the Supreme Ruler (Theod. Estius, etc.

;

comp. per contra Osiander, p. 711). Unsatisfac-
tory, also, is Meyer's conception of Christ as the
under-regent—as it were, the life-bearer of God.
—The explanation of the Fathers who interpret
it of the leading of the elect to behold the face of
God, the transfer of the heirs of the kingdom into

the immediate communion and glory of God the
Father; and that of the Reformers, who take it

to denote the presentation of the risen members
of the divine kingdom before God, e. g., " He pre-
sents the elect to God, in whom, henceforth, the
Father will reign per tese without intervening
token, and in whom He will reveal His glory per
sae, and not in Christo only,"—transcend the
correct meaning of the words and the scope of
the context From this surrender of the king-
dom, we are not to suppose that the eternal king-
ship of Christ is disowned or denied ; for He is

indeed the Eternal associate with God on the
throne (avv$povo$). This relationship is only, as
it were, taken up in with the glory of the Father.
After the great battle has been victoriously
fought through, and the work of the Mediator
has been finished up, then that rule which has
been occupied in the conflict and mediation, na-
turally ceases. But inasmuch as every thing has
at last been brought into subjection to the Father,
and so the purpose of the mediatorial reign has
been accomplished, the regal glory of the Son,
so far from being annihilated thereby, has only
been enhanced.
The fact of such a transfer of the kingdom en-

and earth was committed to His hands. Thlt kingdom,
which He exercises an the Theanthropoe, and which ex-
tends over all principalities and powers, He is to deliver ap
when the work of redemption is accomplished. He was in-

eated with this dominion in His mediatorial character for

the purpose of carrying on His work to its consummation.
When that is done, *.«., when He has subdued all His ene-
mies, then He will no longer reign over the universe as Me-
diator, but only as God ; while His headship over His people
is to continue for ever." Hodoi].

suing upon the putting down of all alien rule,

and not before, is next referred to a higher ne-
cessity, even to a divine decree, and on this it is

made to rest (y d p).—For it must needs be
that be reign until he hath pat all ene-
mies under hia feet.—The authority had in
mind by the Apostle is Ps. ex. 1, "The Lord
said unto my Lord, sit Thou at my right band,
until I make Thine enemies Thy iootstool."

From this it might be inferred that the subject

of the verb #p, hath put, is God; and then, inas-

much as this verse expresses essentially the same
thought as is found in the last clause of (be pre-
vious verse, "when He shall have put down all

rule," etc., we must likewise suppose that God
was intended there also. But it is evident that

He who "puts down all rule," must be the same
as the one who " gives up the kingdom ;" and nei-

ther the reference to the Psalm (which is here
not literally eited, but only appropriated, and
freely handled], nor yet ver. 27, (where indeed
God is the subject of vKlragev, put under\ but so
that a passive clause intervenes) constrains us
to suppose that there is any other subject than
Christ in this verse. And were it otherwise in-

tended, we would, for the sake of clearness, na-
turally expect that God would be definitely men-
tioned both here and before Karaptfoy (ver. 24),
because these clauses are so closely connected with
clauses where Christ is the expressed subject.

From the phrase "all enemies," it is perfectly

clear that the words " all rule " (itaaav ap x*1 v)

are not to be taken in a middle sense. The ne-
cessity here spoken of (6 e i) is founded on a di-

vine decree (Neander). Comp. Luke xxiv. 26,

46. The arch-enemy of all is he from whom all

opposition to Christ and His kingdom proceeds
(comp. Matt. xiii. 89) ; with him are connected
all powers instrumental in carrying on this op-
position, and every thing wherein this opposi-

tion is manifested— hence, also, death itself.

Comp. what is said in Hebrews ii. 14, "that
through death He might destroy him that had
the power of death, even the devil."

—

a%pic ov
marks the point of termination. Only in case

hxpic av stood without ov could it mean also to

long at; but such a rendering is decidedly op-

posed by the context (ver. 24) as well as by
the aor. subj. (dy). The putting under foot de-

notes the most perfect subjection in connection
with the deepest humiliation. Comp. Josh x.

24, where Joshua bade the captains of the men
of war come near and put their feet upon the

necks of the conquered kings of Canaan. A si-

milar expression occurs in Bom. xvi. 20, " The
God of peace shall bruise Satan under your feet."

That which already has taken place in its essen-

tial principles through the incarnation, death,

and resurrection of Jesus Christ (comp. Luke
x. 18 f. ; Jno. xvi. 11, 33), comes at last gradu-
ally to its fulfilment, being realized onward, step

by step, until the grand termination is reached.

Or, we may say, that that which was consum-
mated by those acts in relation to Christ's per-

son, and which His followers may regard as
having been accomplished also for them (comp.
1 Jno. v. 4), is carried out at last in relation to

the whole sphere of redemption along the lapse

of ages, and finally comes to its complete fulfil-

ment after the fearful conflicts of the last times
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820 THE FIRST EPISTLB TO THE CORINTHIANS.

Out of the whole number of foes here alluded

to, the apostle brings prominently to view that

one whose destruction forms the close of the

ibrementioned subjugation.

—

The last enemy
(that) ahaU be destroyed (is) death.—
[So the English version renders 'Ea^aroc ££-
vpbc Karapyelrai 6 ddvarsc. ~Eox aTO C

is an adjective used for an adverb of time.

(Jelf. gr. gram. § 714, 2, b). Accordingly we
should perhaps better translate : " Lastly, death,

the enemy, shall be destroyed." Tyjtdalb:

"And at the laste, death, the enemy, schal be
distried." Rhsims: "And the enemie death

thai be destroied last."*] This enemy is

destroyed when the resurrection is com-
plete. By this event the power of death is

forever annulled, and there is no such thing

more as dying or being dead. Death is here
personified as in Rev. xx. 14. He is termed an
enemy, inasmuch as he entered as a disturbing

force into the original constitution of God, which
was one of pure life and the unfolding of Hfe.

Moreover, in the destruction of death, the devil,

—he who has the power of death—is rendered
utterly powerless, as it were, in his last bulwark,

and incapacitated for any injurious reaction

upon the kingdom of God. But from this fact

we are by no means justified in identifying death
and the devil, as Usteri does.

That all hostile powers are finally done away,
is still further established (ver. 27).

—

For he
hath put all things under his feet.—The
argument is either this, "He hath put everything
under Him, hence also death;" or, more indi-

rectly, " Inasmuch as God hath subjected every
thing to Him, by this means a perfect harmony
has been established, which would not be possi-

ble, unless death were done away." The apostle

here introduces, without any formula of citation,

words taken from Ps. viii. 7. (Ixz. "navra imkra^ag
vtwk&to) ruv iroduv avrov" "Thou hast put all

things under his feet") That he intended these

words as a quotation, is seen from what follows.

What the Psalmist said in relation to man whom
God had endowed with divine majesty and worth,
and established as lord over this lower creation,

is referred anagogically by Paul to that person in

whom the idea of humanity is perfectly realised

;

and in so doing he takes the word "all," on
whioh the emphasis rests, in its most comprehen-
sive sense. ["This may be called the hidden
meaning of the Psalm, because it never would
have been discovered without a further revela-
tion, such as we find in the exposition given by
the inspired apostles." Hodge], To under-
stand "God" as the subject here was, in part,

very possible, ("since, indeed, He is the One
who works through all things," Nbasdbb), and,
in part, very natural, because of the obvious

[W« here glre E. Hall'* criticism, which It worthy of
note In this connection. " It may not Iraimproper to remark
that there is an inaccuracy in onr ooramon version, which
so vitiates its application that it does not seem to sustain
the conclusion to which the Apostle had arriTcd. It was
his purpose to establish the perfection of our Saviour's con-
quest, the advancement of bis triumphs, and the prostration
of all enemies, whatever beneath his power. Now to say
that "the l*u onemy that shall be destroyed Is death," bv
no means affords a proof of this position. Though death
might be destroyed, and he the last enemy that should be
destroyed, it wonld not thence appear bnt that other ene-
mies might remain not destroyed. But the proper render-
ing is,

u Death, the last onemy, shaH be destroyed ">

suggestion of the text of the Psalm.—He now
turns back to the subject of the surrender of

the kingdom, showing more fully that it included
also the subjection of Christ himself. But before
exhibiting this point positively, he obviates an
unsuitable extension of the word " all," as though
God himself might be included therein. This
exception he states as something self-evident,

and then introduces the positive counterpart.

—

But when he ahaU have said,—6rav 61

kinri; the subject here is God. The point in-

tended is differently interpreted. Some take it

that Paul here meant to explain the language of

Scripture, and to obviate any misconception in

regard to it, so that the word " said" refers back
to the Scriptural expression, which is thus desig-

nated as a declaration of God himself. (Comn.
on vi. 16.) In this case, "wA«i" (brav) would
be equivalent to, «in so far as,' or, ' in that/ q. J.,
1 in that he said.' Others, like Meyer, regard it

as an expansion of the thought, and as designa-
ting a future point of time, * when he shall hare
declared,' i. «., has publicly announced that the

subjection has been complete, and the work of

Christ finished,

—

that au things have been
subjeoted,—Since this yields a good sense, it

is not necessary to deviate from the ordinary use
of " when," which prevails in the context.

—

it

is evident that—We are here to supply, * all

things have been subjected,'

—

excepting him
who subjeoted all things to him.—This
observation might be attributed to the germs of

the Gnostic view, which elevated Christ above
the Father as an imperfect O. T. God. It is,

however, unnecessary to suppose such a refer*

ence; and the remark may have also a purely
dialectic significance, as implying, ' so far from
this expression meaning, that God should be in-

cluded in the "all," that, on the contrary, when
he shall have said : all things have been subjected,

the exception is manifest,' etc.—And when all

things shall have been subdued unto
him, then shall the Son also himself be
subjeot to him,—The verbs in or ay y and
viroTayjtoerai maybe both taken as middle,
subject themselves, only with this difference, that

in the former case the subjection is one grounded
in the consciousness of a perfect weakness, and
in the latter case, as an act of the highest wil-

lingness; or both verbs may be passive, be sub'

ducdy only with the distinction that in the former
case the subjection is one of constraint, and in
the latter of free self-determination. Both inter-

pretations amount to the same thing. The self-

subjection of the Son coincides with that surren-

der of the kingdom mentioned in ver. 24 ; and
we must here either limit the idea of the Son to

the human nature of Christ, from doing which
the expression "the Son also himself," is suffi-

cient to restrain us ; or we must refer it to the

church, the mystical body of Christ, for doing
which, xii. 12 gives us no justification on ac-

count of the diversity of the expressions, " Son"—
"Christ;" nor yet are we warranted in inter-

preting the self-subjection into the perfect one-

ness of thought (iroXXj 6fx6vota) between the Son
and the Father, or into a manifestation of His
dependence on God in respect to His glory. The
Apostle here points to one of the deep things of

the Godhead, viz., that the coequal Son, who is
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Himself essentially God, even when at the high-

est point of His glory, subjects Himself, with all

that has been subdued under Him, unto the

Father, choosing eyen in His majesty as Lord of

all to be dependant upon the Father wholly and
forerer. The title Son is given to Christ in our
epistle, in only one other passage. "Christ

S'ves the power conferred on Him, back into

is Father's bands, not to possess it no more,
but in order to possess it again, as He possessed
it in communion with the Father, from all eter-

nity, before the foundations of the world were
laid." Burger. " The historic Christ, as such,

is perpetually distinguished from Qod. Christ
will subject Himself, yet not in the same way as

He subjected His enemies." Nkandkr. ["The
subjection here spoken of is not predicated of
the eternal Logos, the second person of the
Trinity, any more than the kingdom spoken of
in Ter. 24, is the dominion which belongs essen-
tially to Christ as God As there the word
Ckritt designates the Theanthropos, so does the
word Son here designate, not the Logos as such,
but the Logos as incarnate." Hodge]. The
adjuncts "also himself," serve to set forth more
prominently the exalted character of the Son.
["Himself"—voluntarily. "Himself" is con-
trasted with "all things," so that it denotes the
infinite excellence of the Son; and besides, as
often, it signifies something voluntary; for the
8on subordinates Himself to the Father; the
Father glorifies the Son." Bengkl]. That by
this subordination the Trinity itself becomes, as
it were, dissolved, is a very strange assertion

{de Wette) ; on the contrary, the absolute unity
in the distinction of persons will only become
the more entirely, conspicuous. Now comes the
final clause with which this survey concludes,
stating tbe object to be obtained— in order
that God may be the all things in all.—
This statement is used as the main authority for
the support of the doctrine of a final restoration
of all things. The expression, "be the all

things," signifies primarily absolute supremacy,
or rule, [without the intervention of mediators
or subordinates, such as acted with a sort of
delegated authority under God in the mediatorial
kingdom.] But how are we to understand the
other expression—" in all?" Is the adjective to

be construed as masculine or neuter? On the
former supposition its scope must be limited to

believers, members of the kingdom that has been
hitherto ruled by Christ (Meyer) ; and this en-
tirely excludes tbe doctrine of restoration. On
the other supposition, all created existences must
be here understood, in which God will be the all

determining power,—hence, also Satan and his

angels included ; and thus with this will come
the cessation of damnation, and so the resto-

ration of all things. But could the Apostle
Paul, who puts the lost in contrast with the
saved, as he does in i. 18 (comp. Phil. Hi.

I9j, have had such a doctrine in mind?
8tiU less indeed could he have intended any pan-
theistic absorption of all creatures in God, and
so the annihilation of all distinct personality,
since this is already opposed by the doctrine of
the resurrection. If we take the words "in all"

in a narrower sense it is natural to include in
them also the angels (comp. Eph. i. 10), and to

21

suppose not only the absolute supremacy of the

divine will among them, but also an absolute
communication and perfect revelation of tbe di-

vine love, as intended. In both these things to-

gether there is included the complete manifesta-
tion of God's glory. According to Rom. viii. 1

9

ff. the expression "in all" might be extended to

the entire irrational creation making the adjec-
tive neuter. The immediate context however
does not conduct us to such an interpretation,

though the idea is in itself correct and appro-
priate. Neander explains the thought thus:
44 that God may work with all things without the
intervention of a Mediator."—If we take the
expression «* in all" in its widest sense, inelm-

ding therein also beings until then hostile te
God, then we might with Calvin explain the ex-
pression " be all," so far as it bears oa suck
parties to imply " that in their destruction the*

glory of God will be conspicuous." But al-

though we may variously modify and limit the
words " be all" according to the various capaci-
ties or receptivities of the creatures contem-
plated, yet we cannot include in it both the idea
of glorification as shown in the highest seK-eem-
munication of the Deity and -also that which is

shown in the destruction of the creature ; and
only when we look away from the subjective
side, or have in view the absolutely objective

universal sovereignty of God can we take the
words " in all" in this comprehensive sense, so
that in referenoe to beings that are hostile to

God there will be meant here the removal of all

opposition on their part and their absolute im-
potence. But the question is, whether io setting

forth the consummation of the ways of God, or
of His entire economy, such an interpretation of
the expression " be all" suffices?—The problem
here presented is, so to understand the word de-

struction (&n6Xeta) that God's being 'all in all'

is possible when understood even in the wider
sense, and not simply as a controlling power in

the hearts of the faithful; and so to explain the

being ' all in all' that the idea conveyed by the
destruction of the wicked shall not be altered.

And it is a question whether this problem has
been solved in the doctrinal method proposed by
Beck, according to which the Scripture exhibits

the destruction (QTrAAeta) of the lost (unspiritual)

soul as an ultimate result in which, as a second
death, the whole being becomes pervaded by
death, and so the very personality ceases in dy-
ing; or, in other words, the personal conscious
life becomes annihilated, although all existence

itself does not cease (Bibl. SedenUhrc, pp.
19, 40). This will then be more accurately con-
ceived thus ; * that the kingdom of heaven, by
means of a regeneration which with the purging:

away of all dross restores a pure state of life,

obtains for itself a new organization of the hea-
vens and the earth to be the theatre for the dis-

play of its own peculiar glory, and so becomes
an immediate theocracy in the absolute and per-

petual reign of God, without the human media-
torial form of Christ which had been assumed
only for a season, but not therefore without His
distinctive character as a Son which He holds

in the being of the Triune God, where God is the

fullness of life in all its purity and perfection in

all the living. To enter however more fully into
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this subject does not fall within the proyinoe of

exegesis.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

[1. The Qospel—its historical character. In its

essential elements the Gospel is not a system of
abstract truths deduced by reason, but a sum-
mary of marvellous facts which have occurred in

the history of the world through the direct in-

terposition of God, and which were designed for

man's salvation. Of these the great central ones

are the appearing, expiatory death, resurrection

and ascension of the long foretold Messiah, form-
ing altogether the good tidings of great joy
which shall be to all people. It was mainly in

the proclamation and attestation of these facts

that preaching originally consisted; and such
must ever be one of the chief characteristics of

evangelical preaching, differencing it from all

other kinds of discourse. The ground on which
it relies for acceptance must be, therefore, pri-

marily of a historical kind—the testimony of

sound and competent witnesses declaring plainly

that the facts announced are so as stated. And
in accordance with this, evangelical faith must
ever have the form of a cordial belief in the tes-

timony adduced, and of an acceptance of the facts

unto the ends contemplated in them. If, then, the
testimony be such as stands the test of the most
searching scrutiny, and seems altogether unim-
peachable, we may go on preaching and believ-

ing, undisturbed by any objections which human
science or philosophy may be disposed to make,
No argument can have available force against
any stupenduous fact of which it may be said,
" thus "^Mvas foretold ages ago, and thus it has
come to pass as witnessed by a large number of
honest and sane men." And in regard to such a
fact we may feel assured that, let objectors argue
as they may, it will prove its consistency with
all other facts and truths of the world's history,

and will also vindicate its importance by other
manifestations accordant in dignity and kind
with itself. It cannot stand alone. If e, g. it

be a fact that " Christ died for our sins accord-
ing to the Scriptures," there was manifested here
in human nature a power over death which, as
happening by itself and for its own sake only,

must ever remain an inexplicable phenomenon.
Therein we behold a revelation of Divine Omni-
potence and Love, which at once inspires hope,
and seems to render the resurrection of others
both possible and probable. The inference is

one which nothing can hinder us from drawing
and resting in. The main thing which concerns
us, therefore, is the certainty of the underlying
fact ; and in regard to this we are not left in

doubt. The resurrection of Christ is one of the

best attested events in history. The skepticism
which discards this must, to be consistent with
itself, at the same time set at naught all history.

And the faith which accepts this must, to be
consistent with itself, accept the whole Gospel
which centres in Jesus Christ, "who was de-

clared to be the Son of God with power by the

resurrection from the dead."]

2. The Resurrection of Christ,—its import and
bearings. This great fact which, next to that of

ear Lord's atoning death, formed the main topic

of the apostle's preaching, serves at once to il-

lustrate and confirm the truth of man's salva-

tion in a two*fold direction. 1. Rctrospectivdy.

That Christ rose from the dead in fulfilment of

what He had, in part, hinted, and in part, defi-

nitely predicted before His death, furnishes

abundant proof in favor of His incarnation and

atoning death. Had He remained in the grate

the conclusion would have been that He was

nothing less than a false prophet, a betrayer, a

blasphemer, who had suffered death justly ; bat

then, what an inexplicable riddle his life would

have been ! Besides, how fatal to the faith and

hope of Christians would such continuance un-

der the power of death have been! There

could be no forgiveness of sins through His

blood, no life, no blessedness through His

name ! To follow Him in self denial and de-

votion were but to make life more misera-

ble, and those who died believing in Him
only perish like all the rest of mankind. But

now having in truth arisen to an endless

life by the power of God, He appears before as

God's Holy One who could not see corruption— is

the servant of the Lord, who, in his death, has

been commissioned to bear our sins—as the

righteous One who, having made His soul an

offering for sin, would still prolong His days

and see His seed, and through His knowledge

justify many—as the Son to whom the Father

hath given to have life in himself, and so could

impart life to others—in short, as the one who

is to abide forever as " the Way, the Truth and

Life." 2. Prospectively, in relation to what must

yet happen for the fulfilment of God's gracious

consel. Through Christ, as the risen One,

death, the wages of sin, is essentially destroyed.

It has been so already, in so far as by

His resurrection the atoning power of His

death has been sealed. But it will be so still

more, in so far as He, the Head of a new
humanity, redeemed and restored to God, had

passed out from under that death in which He
had suffered the judgment of sin for all, into an

imperishable life, and has thereby, been, as it

were, set up, both in humanity and for it, as the

principle and power of a new life, capable of

vanquishing death and enduring unto immortal-

ity, and is now carrying on a most comprehensive

work, first, inwardly, in creating the new man
through the regenerating and quickening power

of His Spirit, and, next, in developing this spir-

itual life throughout our entire organism. The

life thus begun and developed, will be manifest,

first, in those who belong to Him, when he shall

appear again in glory (this is called the first

resurrection); and then it will show itself in the

rest of mankind—so far as through all the rev-

elations of His life onward to its onward con-

summation some susceptibility for these can be

awakened—until the work of redemption is ac-

complished, and all opposition is vanquished,

and the power of death is entirely destroyed,

and a new external realm is organised, suited to

the inward perfection of the whole mass of

redeemed men and celestial spirits, who are

united in Christ as their Head, and in and with

Him are made absolutely subjected to God—

a

realm pervaded in all its parts by the power of

the Holy Love of God that is henceforth, to reg-
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ulate all things. All that is not included in this

new organization will utterly perish through ob-

stinate resistance, being excluded from all the

blessed realities of a universe that has entered
into the Divine life with and in Christ.

[8. The mediatorial reign of Christ. The risen

8aviour is declared in the Scriptures to have
" ascended on high " and to be "set down on the

right-hand of the throne of the majesty in the

heavens," •• far above all principality, and power,
and might, and dominion, and every name that

is named, not only in this age, but also, in that

which is to come." His ascension was, there-

fore, the inauguration into universal sovereignty

of the incarnate Logos, the God-Man, or Thea-
thropos—a sovereignty which had indeed been
prepared for from the beginning, and also had
been in a measure, exercised in another form
(for the Word or Logos had been in the world
before, as a Light which lighteth every man),
but which was not actually entered upon until

after the successful achievement of the priestly

work on which it was conditioned. It was be-

cause '* Ho had been found in fashion as a man,
and had humbled himself, and become obedient
unto death, even the death of the cross, that

God exalted Htm and gave Him a name above
every name, that to Him every knee should bow
and every tongue confess that He was Lord."
And the ulterior end of all this was "the glory

of God, the Father." But, although now reign-

ing in heaven, it cannot yet be said that His
kingdom has come, since its glory is not
manifest This is an object still to be anticipated

and prayed for. Meanwhile, a great preparation

is making for its advent by the ministration

of the Spirit; and this dispensation will go on until

He who has gone to take unto Himself the king-

dom, shall return in power and great glory,

gather about Him the servants whom He had
entrusted with His gifts, and appoint the faithful

to their larger trusts of dominion under him. It

is at this point that the Redeemer's kingdom may
be fairly said to begin in its perfect form upon
the earth ; as it is then that the proclamation
will be made, " The kingdoms of this world have
become the kingdom of our Lord and of His
Christ, and He shall reign unto the ages of
ages." What the particular nature of this admin-
istration will be, this is not the place to discuss.

But as this reign will have a beginning, and a
* specific object, it is natural to conclude that it

will also come to an end, when this object shall

have been accomplished. And that there will be a
fixed period for its perfect accomplishment, when
Christ can say " it is finished,"—just as when
He made this same solemn declaration on com-
pleting His work as Mediator and Sacrifice on
the cross, we have every reason to infer from the

ery fullness of power that dwelt in Him. To
be ever doing and never to have done, especially

in such a work as the overthrowing of rebellion,

would be an imputation upon His all-suffi-

eiencj. We must, therefore, look for a time
when the object for which He took upon Himself
our nature shall be accomplished, and the glory

of His victory shall shine forth in unquestiona-

ble splendor and majesty At what moment this

crisis will arrive, we know not ; but we know
that it will not come until after a long series of

mighty events, both blessed and awful, of the

nature of which we have some foreshadowing in

the book of Revelation. The conclusion of all

these will be the general resurrection, and the

final judgment which shall determine the ultimate

destinies of all the righteous and the wicked.

This will be " the end," when Christ shall deliver

up this mediatorial reign unto the Father that

appointed Him, and God shall rule, just as He
did before the apostasy of Satan and the fall of

man, throughout a universe, untroubled by the

presence of evil and hence not needing the in-

tervention of a theanthropic Mediator and his

subordinates.

Here certain questions arise. (1) What shall be-

come of the wicked when God is the •* all in all ?"

Shall they be restored ? or annihilated ? or still

continue to exist in some place outside the sphere

of God's presence and glory? Certainly not
restored ; for in the general judgment they are

sentenced to "depart" as "cursed into everlast-

ing fire." Not annihilated; for then where
would be the necessity of the everlasting fire?

We must, therefore, suppose them to be shut up,

as it were, in some prison house, in some outer

darkness, where they shall be as if they were
not ; and neither the sight, nor the bearing, nor
the influence of them shall, in any way disturb

the blessedness which shall reign supreme
throughout the realms of God, the Father, in

whose presence there will be a fullness of joy
forever and ever.

—

(2) What are to be the rela-

tions of the glorified God-Man unto the people

whom He has redeemed ? That the Logos will

cast off the nature which He had assumed, and
become as before the incarnation, can hardly be
supposed. If not, how will the surrender of the

kingdom to the Father then affect His previous

position as the head of the Church? —Is His sov-

ereignty over believers to cease, and His follow-

ers to be brought into any more direct con-

nection with God the Father, than before?

The intimations of Scripture in regard to the per-

petuity of Christ's Headship hardly allow of such
a supposition. And yet, a change of administra-

tion in some sort is very plainly predicted. God
is to be the " all in all " in some special and
more perfect sense than He was before the sur-

render. It may be that on the quelling of rebel-

lion, and on the ingathering of all the redeemed
(the veil of all mediatorship being removed) there

will shine forth upon the immediate apprehension

of saints and angels, as the result of this long

and wonderful history, far richer displays of the

Divine wisdom, power and glory, than ever were
witnessed before, and that in that beatific vision

their happiness is to be perfected. But on this

point the wisest course, perhaps, will be to sus-

pend all speculation,and leave the subject in that

sublime suggestiveness where the language of

the apostle leaves it—" God shall be all in all."]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starke :—Vv. 1, 2. Hid. : Do not forget

what you so often hear, nor yet adulterate the

savor of the word. Thousands hear and receive
not—receive and keep not—keep and feel not

the word of life. This is the great condemna-
tion and blindness of these times !—If thou re-
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ceivest the word, then thou art already blessed,

not only because thou hadst a sure hope of

blessedness, but also because thou hast within

thee the earnest of the future world, and with
this the foretaste of blessedness in thine heart

(Heb. vi. 5).—It is not enough to have begun
well, if the end does not also accord with the be-

ginning. He who apostatizes from the faith,

has believed in vain, and incurs a greater dam-
nation than if he had never believed (2 Pet. ii.

21).—Vv. 3, 4. Christ is the center of the Holy
Scriptures, the foundation of our faith, especi-

ally in His death for our sins and His resurrec-

tion for our righteousness. Without Ihe knowl-
edge of these facts all science is ignorance.

—

The Holy Spirit explains through the apostles

what He had formerly spoken through the pro-
phets concerning Christ.—Ver. 5 ff. Upon sor-

row follows joy : thou weepest because Jesus thy
Friend has concealed Himself ; thou wilt rejoice

again when He shall reveal Himself unto thee
(John xvi. 22).—Hast thou sinned, repent; then
will Jesus appear to you with His grace (Matt,
xxvi. 76).—Who can doubt the resurrection of

Christ? It has been confirmed by some hun-
dreds of witnesses.—Though thou hast not seen
Jesus the risen One with thine eyes, yet behold
Him in faith, and thou wilt hereafter be certain
to behold Him in glory (John xx. 29 ; 1 Pet. i.

8).—Ver. 8ff. The grace of^God is shown where
the greatest of sinners are ; and such often be-
come the most edifying preachers, when through
the grace of God they have been led to cast off

the yoke of sin (Ps. Ii. 18).—The sins committed
before conversion are indeed forgiven ; but they
leave behind them a troubling remembrance for
our humiliation, especially when others have
been scandalized thereby, and the world knows of
them.

—

Hid : Humble boasting, holypride,to say
to Satan, * God has become strong in us !' But
what does this word mean in the mouth of the
godless ? Are they partakers of Divine grace ?

Does it work in them to God's glory ?—Ver. 12 f.

It is all the same whether we deny the resurrec-
tion by word or deed. — The articles of our
Christian faith bang together like a chain.
When one is broken, the whole is broken. This
is what makes error so fearful. Let a person
guard himself at the start, lest he fall from one
error into another.—Ver. 16. Preachers should
see to it that they do not make themselves false

witnesses for God by producing lying fables, and
turning aside from the truth of the Gospel in

their teachings.—Ver. 16. Those who deride
the resurrection of the dead are like wild boars
of the forest who would root up and overturn
the very foundations of the faith. But they will

not succeed. The truth will stand while they
perish.—Ver. 17. Faith must lay hold upon
Christ as a living Saviour, and enter with Him
into eternal life.—Ver. 19. The simple life of
the children of this world is indeed more mis-
erable than the cross-life of believers. Nev-
ertheless that man is to be deemed the most
miserable of all, who, while not believing
in the resurrection of Christ and eternal
life, yet subjects himself legally to the rules of
Christianity and endures persecution for its

sake.—Ver. 20. A true member of Christianity

who, without any self-deception, carries in him-

self the witness of his spiritual resurrection has

no cause to be afraid of death—no more than

he has to be afraid of that natural sleep, which

the weary court for their refreshment.—Through
the resurrection of Christ we receive all power
unto life, and upon this there follows the fall

harvest of the general resurrection.—Ver. 22.

Let no one be astonished that we shall all be made
alive on account of the Lord Jesus : for if one

man was able to introduce death upon all; why
should not also one man, who is at the same time

God, and who makes all things alive, restore

life to all the dead?—Ver. 24. Spikes: The
Lord lays aside His previous sway over His

kingdom, where he commanded His gospel to

be preached, and equipped and sent out His

servants into the work, and poured out

His Spirit and His blessing upon the word
given, in order that men might be con-

verted, enlightened, regenerated, justified, sanc-

tified, disciplined by the cross, and protected

against the devil, and where He now wins over

him one victory after another—this supremacy
he lays aside with the public and actual attesta-

tion in heaven before God and all the angels

and saints that He had fulfilled His Father's will,

and had finished his work; and, together with

this he will then, as their Head, present his be-

lieving ones to the Father as henceforth fully

blessed and fit for the enjoyment of a perfect

felicity for ever more. Regnum non cessavit, ted

modus regnandi per fidem. (Chemnitz ).—Ver. 26

ff. After Christ has overcome everything in the

subjects of His kingdom, there yet remains

Death, who, so long as they lie in their grates,

still in a certain sense holds them captive ; but

in the resurrection Death too is destroyed,

and in its place there reigns eternal life (Rev.

xx. 14 ; xxi. 4.—Ver. 28. In the surrender of

his kingdom, Christ, as the God-Man, the Head
and Mediator of the church, will show also His

own subjection to the Father.—For the present,

and so long as the work of restoration endures,

Christ is called "the all in alT (Col. iii. 11);

but when the saints are made perfect, and, having

been freed from all sin and its consequences, are

surrendered to the Heavenly Father, then, by
virtue of Christ's accomplished mediation, will

the Heavenly Father together with the Son and
Holy Spirit, become directly " the all things in

all" to them, and fill their understanding with His

Divine wisdom, their wills with His Divine holi-

ness, their desires with His Divine sweetness and
%joy, their bodies with heavenly glory and delight,

and, in short, their entire selves wholly with

Himself forever and ever. Spiner: God will

then hold converse with His saints without any

mediation, since they will see Him as He is, and
He, without obstruction, will have glory over all,

and shine in all and through all.

Bkelinburger Bibel :—Ver. 1 f. The Gospel

must be inwardly received, and for this result

God must prepare, enlighten, and sanctify the

heart. This happens when we yield to the Holy

Spirit. Then the hungry heart receives the

Word with joy, and learns to behold Jesus and

His salvation there, because it sees itself to be

so empty and destitute of grace.—It belongs to

the proper acceptance of the Word that we learn

to abide fast in known truth ; since the know-
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ledge of our need ever drives us to our own
Hearts, where the Lord Jesus and His holy word
are implanted. God's gift and calling are without
repentance. Qod has taken us once for all into

His care. If we will only abide therein, nothing

can be wanting to us in the future, for our sal-

Tation will never cost Him more than it did at

the beginning. For our Bakes, however, it is,

said, " Hold fast that which thou hast "(Rev.
Hi. 11).—The tidings that 'Christ lives,' and thai
this brings after it the resurrection of the others

is so important that, for the sake of it, Paul is

willing to let every thing else go. If the truth

of Christ's history is not inwardly confirmed,
then an hour of temptation may easily come
when, for many, all foundat ion in Christ may be
shaken by reason and unbelief, as well as by the

assaults of foes.—Vcr. 8. When the soul wrestles

against sin, it will often appear to it as if Christ
had not died for our sins. But Christ has died,

and thereby expiated our sins, in order that we,
being planted together with Him in the likeness

of His death, may die unto sin, and live unto
righteousness (1 Pet ii. 24). We then truly ex-

perience that Christ was slain for our sins in the
flesh, when, through His death, our own sin is

also daily slain. How can we comfort ourselves

in the death of Jesus Christ if we still live in

those sins unto which we must die?—Sharp com-
punctions of heart in repentance under the law
are needed, ere we can become fit for, and par-
ticipate in the super-abundant grace of Christ.

This pearl belongs only to the pure, and not to

swinish hearts which trample it under their feet.

—Ver. 4. Where the new life does not exist,

there can be no power or certainty in the re-

surrection of Christ. Indeed, men are rather
ashamed of it in works, when they -confess it

only with the mouth.—If we believe not the

power of Christ's life, then we have neither the
will nor the power to be free from sin. But if

such truths are not made known in power, how
will men be disposed to receive them, and to

stand therein ?—Ver. 5. It was necessary that
Christ should reveal Himself also as a living one

;

for in so doing He has adapted Himself to our un-
derstandings ; for he, who proposes to impart a
great light to any one, does this gradually, for

the sake of those weak eyes which could not en-
dure a strong light let in upon them at once.

—

The seeing of Christ bodily did not help those
Jews who believed not. We must therefore know
Him in Spirit, and learn to recognize Him as pre-
sent in our hearts.—He must dwell in us by faith,

speak in us and through us, enlighten, sanctify,

and purify us, as He needs did it in Paul.—Ver. 9.

This is what a scholar of ChriBt learns from his

Master, when, as a weary one, he comes to the
" Lowly in heart," ©£*., the deepest humility.

—

Ver. 10. Whatever of good we have or do, is all

owing to the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ. This
grace, then, by which Christ designs to live in

as, we should not suffer to remain in us to no
purpose.—When we are in Jesus, we learn to

arrogate nothing to ourselves exclusively, but to

lay the greatest gifts of grace humbly at the feet

of God, and to be as if we had them not. Only
the grace of God must not be suffered to lie idle

in us. This is an essential part of holiness, to

unite with the holy and the glorified in heaven

in casting all crowns, all praise, and honor, and
glory, at the feet of God and the Lamb, and to

confess, " Not unto us, Lord, not unto us, but
Thine be the praise." In this way a soul sinks

and loses itself in God, who is the source of its

being, just as a drop of water is merged in the
great sea, and becomes again what it was in the
beginning.—Ver. 14. If we have no living Sa-
viour, whereupon then does the whole Christian

religion rest? All grace, forgiveness, righteous-

ness, springs from the resurrection of Christ, and
is founded thereupon.—Ver. 17. The greatest

fruit of the resurrection is deliverance from those

sins for which Christ died. Then does our faith

become true, and firm, and actual. — Ver. ] 9.

Men who long after pleasure and worldly de-

lights, and riches, and honor, have some actual

good here ; but it is only a seeming good. But
if Christians, who make the life of God, even
eternal life, their chief end, and hope for the

same, and strive after it, have only a hope of it,

and not the actual enjoyment and the substance
of it, then are they of all persons the most miser-

able.—Ver. 26. " He must reign "—this is not
yet fulfilled, but it is in process of consummation,
and it must pass through many stages ere it comes
to the end.—Ver. 26. The appropriation of the

ransom involves the removal of all that which
deserves to be called death. The full consum-
mation of this is indeed to be deferred unto the

end: but since so much precedes, we cannot
doubt the result.—Ver. 27. All created things,

in the end, become subordinate to their rightful

Lord, and become so subject as to stand under
Him in whom God had created them in the be-

ginning.—Ver. 28. The divine subjection of the

Son of God unto the Father will bring with it

something more glorious than His previous sove-

reign rule. Sin and imperfection will no more
be found in any creature; but every thing will

be directly ruled by God, each in its own mea-
sure, just as the humanity of Jesus was ruled by
His divinity: hence, there will be no more any
need of governing through the person of a Medi-
ator.—When God shall become " all in all," and
when the creatures made subject to God and
Christ are thoroughly penetrated by the Spirit

of God in all their being and powers, so that

they with God. and God with them, shall be-

come one spirit, then will the future holy and
righteous world, wherein Christ has ruled, lose

itself, as it were, in the still all-blessed eternity;

yet, it will not thereby pass away, but only enter

into the sweetest state of peace, where we shall

know by experience as little of what is meant by
devil, sin, death, wrath, or hell, as was known
of these things when as yet all creatures lay con-
cealed in the eternal creative power of God, or
when, in the beginning of their creation, they
were all alike very good.—0, what a depth of

riches, wisdom, righteousness, mercy, and love

in God

!

Hkubmer :—Ver. 1 f. In regard to every new
doctrine that is propounded, we must inquire

first whether it is consistent with the original

apostolic doctrine, and whether we have reason

for changing the old faith. Thoughtlessly to

change our faith is a matter which touches our
salvation. An unchanging adherence to primi-

tive Christianity must be a fundamental principle
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with the Christian; he who objects to this,

ceases to be one.—Ver. 3 f. Christianity is : 1.

established upon accredited facts ; 2. exceeding-
ly simple. Its sum is: I. the atonement through
Christ ; 2. the divine acceptance of it proved by
the resurrection ; and 3. the fruit of redemption,
vix., our future glory. If Christ's death purifies

us from sins, justifies us, and obligates us to die

unto sin, so does His burial show us how we
should conceal ourselves from the world, and
avoid its temptations ; and the resurrection gives

us new eternal life, that we may long after

heavenly things and strive to obtain them.—Ver.

9. In all that we have become through Qod, we
should never forget what we once were. The
greater our former humiliation, the more won-
derful the height to which God raises us.—Ver.

10. The humble recognition of divine grace
characterizes all saints.—Humility does not re-

quire the ignoring of what we are, and what we
have performed; but we must give God the

honor.

—

Luther : «* Of myself I have enough to

humble and crush me ; but on and in God I have
reason to be proud, and to be glad at His gifts,

and to rejoice, and triumph, and boast. But it

is all to the praise and glory of God." Without
humility, high achievements, distinguished suc-

cess and labors bring us into great danger, and
make us the more guilty before God.
W. F. Bessir :—Ver. 2. All, all is given to us

by the grace of God. He calls us through the
gospel ; He works faith ; He makes us happy in

the fellowship of His dear son, and not so much
forces us into such happiness as keeps us back
from the iniquity, and the unfaithfulness, and
the unthankfulness of those who refuse the gos-
pel (Heb. xii. 25), or who turn from it after they
have received it.—Vv. 2-4. Preserve us, Lord,
by thy Word ! Grant us such a hearing of the
Word that we may derive from its proclamation
a clearer knowledge of its chief facts, the proper
seat and fountain of gospel life, and may look
ever more profoundly, even to the very founda-
tion whereon our salvation is based.

Vers. 1-20. Pericope for Easter. 1. The
Christian's faith is a well-grounded one ; it rests,

a. upon our own experience of its beatific power
(vv. 1, 2) ; b. upon Christ's holiness and truth,

confirmed by His death and resurrection (3) ; c.

upon several divine confirmations of the mission
of Jesus, among which the resurrection is the
chief, established by many witnesses (4-7); d.

upon the continual operations of Christianity
(the conversion of Paul, the spread of Christi-

anity), which are evidently a work of divine
grace (8-10). 2. The progressive stage* of Chris-

tian faith, a. The knowledge of the gospel from
its preaching, which one has often heard and
considered (1), and has understood as to its

great object (2) ; b. a firm conviction of the
truth of the history of Jesus, His death and res-

urrection ; o. experience of the power of the
grace of God in one's own heart, which sheds a
light in the soul (8) ; and puts us to shame, and
discloses our former hostility to God (9) ; but
also creates us anew unto good works (10). 3.

The close connection between doctrine and history in

Christianity. On vv. 8, 4, compare Dr. Stein-

kopf in " One Lord, one faith" p. 189 f. Three

chief pillars of the Christian faith, a. Christ's

death for our sins sweetens to every believer that

death which appears so fearful to the unbeliever

or formal Christian, b. His burial and rest in

the grave eolaircises the view of the Christian as

he looks into the grave so dark and fearful, c.

His victorious resurrection has stamped upon

the Saviour's person a doctrine and word the

seal of divinity, and is the sure pledge of our

resurrection. On ver. 10th see Harm's " Winter-

postille." Man's work, without God's grace, is,

a. low, bad and vain; b. through, with, and in

God's grace it is glorious, righteous, and endu-

ring.— Ver. 13. In all the propositions which we
receive, we should consider their bearings upon
faith.—Ver. 17ff. He who takes from us faith

in Christ, snatches away all consolation. The
Christian faith, without a future life, is a thing

most irrational and comfortless ; since Christi-

anity would then impose upon its confessors the

severest self-denials, conflicts and sacrifices, and
in earthly things insure us nothing ; and Chris-

tians would then cleave to a deceptive image,

and contemn the only real thing which remains

to them. Earthly life, without its consumma-
tion in eternity is a vain sport.—Ver. 20. The
resurrection of Christ as the entrance into an

eternal, indestructible life, is the pledge of eter-

nal life for us—not simply a proof for the possi-

bility of our resurrection.—Ver. 22. Our mor-
tal first parent begat mortal men. Christ has

the right and the power to quicken all again

;

this happens through our spiritual union with

Him.—Ver. 24 ff. The history of Christ will not

come to its end for a long time. The most im-

portant thing is still in advance.—So long as the

Messianic kingdom stands, God's glory is medi-

ately bound to this economy. Every thing which
God does, He does through the Messiah. This

economy, when it has fulfilled its object, will

give place to the immediate reign of God. God,

as Lord and Father, will reign immediately over

all, and impart Himself directly to all, without

the intervention of a mediator. The use of the

Scriptures, and of the sacraments, will cease,

because no more needed.—Ver. 26. The victory

which Christ has achieved over death: a. What
death had been for us without His resurrection.

6. How Christ has conquered him through His

resurrection.

[I. Barrow:—Ver. 8. The death of Christ. 1.

Its nature—a true and proper death. 2. Some
peculiar adjuncts, which commend it to our re-

gard as being, a. a result of God's eternal de-

cree ; 6. a matter of free consent and compact
between the Father and Son ; c. anciently pre-

figured and predicted; d. executed by God's

hand and providence; man concurring; *. the

death of a person so holy and so excellent. 3.

The principles and impressive and meritorious

causes thereof, a. It originated in the love of

God the Father, and in the love of the Son. 4.

The ends aimed at, its fruits and effects, a.

The illustration of God's glory, b. The digni-

fying and -exalting of the Lord Jesus, c. The sal-

vation of mankind. 6. The practical influences

which its consideration should have ; a. should
beget the highest degree of love and gratitude

toward God and Christ; 6. should excite in us

great faith and hope in God~} c. should comfort
us and satisfy conscience in regard to guilt; d.
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should discover unto us the heinousness of our
sins; t. should work in us kindly contrition and
remorse

; /. should deter us from the repetition

of sins ; g. should engage us to patient submis-
sion and resignation to God's will; h. should
oblige us to the deepest mortification in con-

formity to Christ's death ; t. should engage us
to the fullest measure of charity toward our
brethren ; /. should bind us to yield us up wholly
to the serrice of our Saviour.]

R. Stieb:—Vv. 1-10.—The three pillars of our

faith. 1. Scripture—giving the account of
Christ beforehand. 2. History—proving Scrip-
ture fulfilled. 3. The effects of grace in con-
verting the bitterest of foes, such as Paul.

[I. Niwton:—Ver. 20. The Lord is risen, in-

deed; as proven by reliable testimony. 1. The
witnesses were competent judges of what they
asserted, as is evident : a. from their numbers

;

b. from the nature of the fact. 2. They were
faithful and upright witnesses, a. Their wri-
tings proved them well meaning, b. Had no
advantage to gain. c. They met with success

such as God only could give. 8. There is be-

tides the witness of an ever-present Spirit, which
takes of the things of Christ, and shows them to

ns.

L
Ibid:—Vv. 21-22. Death by Adam, life by

Christ. 1. The malady, a. Death moral, b.

Death natural, c. Death eternal. 2. The cure.
a. Deliverance from condemnation, b. Deliver-
ance from the power of sin. c. Deliverance
from the fear and power of death, d. Eternal
blessedness and glory.

A. Butleb :—Ver. 22. The power of the resur-
rection of Christ. 1. A great public manifestation
of His authority over the power of physical de-
cay and death. 2. This power exercised with a
view to the beings He came to redeem. 3. Con-
sequently, the resurrection power did not cease
after Christ's departure, but, on the contrary, it

was not till then adequately in action. 4. The
final consummation of the resurrection work to
be greatly desired.

E. Hall:—Vv. 26. Death, the last enemy,
shall be destroyed. 1. Nature of this enemy, and
why called the last. 2. The manner and the
successive stages in which our Lord has already
conquered in part, and will completely conquer
this last enemy.
H. Melvill:—The termination of the media-

torial kingdom. 1. Christ is now vested with a
kingly authority, which He must hereafter re-
sign. 2. As a consequence of this resignation,
God himself will become all in all to the uni-
verse].

£. Refutation of the impugners of the resurrection of the dead (2) from the inconcewableness of certain

facts, except on its supposition,

CHAP. XV. 29-84.

29 Else what shall they do which are baptized [have themselves baptized, ol pa7rrtZ6fie-

voi] for the dead, if the dead rise not [are not raised, oux iytipovrai] at all ? why are
they then baptized [do they have themselves baptized, /fturrt'Covrat] for the dead ?

30 [om. the dead. ins. them, abrojvl
~} ? And why stand we in jeopardy every hour ?

31 I protest by your1 rejoicing [by the boasting which I have concerning you,1 brethren,

mj ttjv uperipav xauzyfftv, a9sX<poiz
'] which I have in Christ Jesus our Lord, I die daily.

32 If after the manner of men [with the views of common men, xard foftptonov] I have
[am. have] fought with leasts at Ephesus, what advantageth it me, if the dead rise

not ? let [me ? If the dead rise not, let] us eat and drink ; for to-morrow we die.

33 Be not deceived : evil communications [associations, 6pd(at\ corrupt good manners
34 [useful habits, ijfiy zwrcd*]. Awake to righteousness [awake at once, as it is right,

ixvrjfffare dtzaiojs], and sin not; for some have not the knowledge of God : I speak5 this

to your shame.

* Ver. tt^-The See. has r*r ret/A* Instead of «vt»k, but the reading ia feebly attested, fit has for it D. (3rd hand), L. 8yr.
(Peach-) Chrys. Tbeodt. Oecuni. Theophyl. and Jacob (Nisib.) ; bat against it A. B. D. (1st hand), E. ¥. K. Sinait. 20 cnr-
siTe*. Ital. Vulg. Goth. Copt. Beam. 8yr. (later), Arm. Orig. and several Greek and Latin writers. Aiford calls it a me*
chanlral repetition of the last words of the preceding clause,—C. P. W.J

* Ver. 31.—Others hare rftieripav. Meyer thinks that vh*t4(xw was not understood, and ijpeWpai' seemed demanded by
s)r «*«•. It has however, the weight of evidence against it.

* Ver. 31.—The See. leaves oat aocA^ot with D. K. F. O. L. several Ital. versions, the later Arm. Orig. Chrys. Tbeodt.
. Ambrst. ; bat A. B. K. Sinait. Valg. Syr. (both) Goth. Basm. Arm. Aeth. Arab, and Slav. Dial. Aug. Pel. Bede in.

•art it. Some of these add pov. 0. P. W.I
[* Ver. 33.—The Sec. has xpif"*'* •»« Laehmann edits xm**' hot they have no good MSB to support them. Clemens

Alex, and Aniphilochias (of Leon.) have the word thus abbreviated to constitute with the previous syllable a spondee ; in
oar paaemge read as an iambic trimeter acataletic, which the Latins call senarius. Winer, Gram, of the N . T. > 6S.—C. P.W.]

• Ver. 34— Laehmann and Teschendorf have AaAi. The Sec. gives My* on equally good authority. [The former Is

•attained by B. D. E. Sinait. Dial. Several Latin versions and Armbrst- have loqwtr. The latter Is favored by A. F. G. JL
L, Chrys. Tbeodt. The Vulg. (Flor.) and two Latin and one Valg. Md8. have d*co—C. P. W.J
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828 THE FIRST EPISTLB TO THE CORINTHIANS.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ybr. 29.—Else what shall they do, — The
connection here with what precedes involves

some difficulties. [As Stanley remarks : " it is

one of the most abrupt to be found in St. Paul's

Epistles. He leaves the new topic just at the

moment when he has pursued it, as it were, to

the remotest point, and goes back to the general

argument as suddenly as if nothing had inter*

vened. The two instances most similar are v. 9,

ii. 6, 8: 2 Cor. vi. 14; vii. 1. Here, as there,

the confusion may possibly have arisen from

some actual interruption in the writing or the

material of the letter ; the main argument pro-

ceeding continuously from ver. 20 to ver. 29, and
the whole intervening passage being analogous
to what in modern composition would be called

a note"]. Inasmuch as i w t i, tinea, ordinarily

indicates a connection with what immediately
precedes, Meyer insists upon our interpreting it

so here, q. d. t 'for if there is nothing in this de-

velopment of human history onward to the end,

when God shall be all in all, then what shall

they do, etc.' Such a construction can be
maintained only in so far as we regard the re-

surrection' as the chief event in this final con-
summation. Neander, on the contrary, says:
" We must suppose a digression to begin at ver.

22, since, at that point, there opened upon the

Apostle's view a prospect of the whole process

of the world's development proceeding from the

redemption of Christ. He started with the idea

of the necessary connection which the resurrec-

tion to eternal life has with Christianity ; and
with this he now proceeds." [The ellipsis here
may be thus supplied : * The dead are certainly

to be raised, else what shall they do, etc.
1

(Hodqb) ; or, inserting it after "else," * if it be
as the adversaries suppose, what, etc.' (Alford)].

—The question here suggests the utter useless-

ness of the practice he is about to adduce in con-

firmation of his position. "Every baptism that

you perform in behalf of the dead, would be
without meaning, if those who deny the resur-

rection were in the right. He indicates the sub-
jective absurdity of the proceeding in this case."

Mbybb.—who are baptised for the dead,
—How are we to understand these words ? The
simplest explanation of the act here spoken of

is, the suffering of one's self to be baptised for

the benefit of deceased persons, or in their stead,

so as to redound to their advantage, i. e. t that the

salvation mediated by baptism, might fall to their

lot, so that those who themselves died unbap-
tized, might pass for baptized, and thus have
part in the resurrection and in the kingdom of

Christ. A custom of this sort is discoverable in

subsequent times; yet, however, only among
heretical sects, such as the Cerinthians and the
Marcionites (corap. Epipb. haer. 28, 3 ; TertulL
de reeurr. 48; adv. Mare. 6, 10 ; Christ, i. h. 1.).

The article before ve Kpov, dead, points to defi-

nite cases ('for the dead' in question). "We might
imagine that many, having come to the exercise
of faith, resolved to receive baptism, but died
ere the rite could be performed. This was so
much the more likely to have been the case, inas-
much as according to xi. 30, there was an epi-

demic prevalent. If, then, a relative had suffered

himself to be baptized in the conviction that he
was only doing what the deceased would have

done had he survived, the proceeding would not

have been quite so superstitious." Nbakdbb.
But it is probable that this custom could have
sprung np so early, and could have been men-
tioned by the Apostle without disapproval, when
it was so inconsistent with his fundamental
views of faith and of its efficiency for the at-

tainment of salvation ?—The latter, indeed, is

perhaps suppoeable, since he has here primarily

to do only with the testimony which might be

adduced from an actual occurrence ; respecting

the relation of which, however, to the truth,

there was no need of his explaining himself.*

Bisping considers the use of the third person

(" what shall they do ") as an indirect intimation

of disapproval. [And so Alford : '-There is in

these words a tacit reprehension of the practice

which it is hardly possible altogether to miss.

Both by the third person and by the article before

jiairr. he indirectly separates himself and those

to whom he is writing from participation in, or

approval of the practice." He translates ©I

fiairT i$6 fitvot 'those who are in the habit of

being baptized,' not ol ftazrUT&evTeg. The dis*

Unction, he says, is important as affecting the

interpretation]. Indeed, that Paul, as well as

the other apostles, exercised a counteracting in-

fluence upon this custom, may be inferred from
the fact that it afterwards vanished out of the

orthodox church, and was perpetuated only

among heretics. It is by no means improbable,
that the high estimation of baptism, at so early

a period, had acquired a superstitious taint.

Since the deeply-rooted heathenish notion of the

magical influence of sacred rites might easily

have been preserved, or at least, have re-ap-

peared, among those of whom the Apostle

asserts that they were yet carnal, and who took

so low a position in their estimate of spiritual

gifls. This view is to be maintained all the more
decidedly from the circumstance that all other

views are, in part, opposed to ihe ordinary use of

terms, and in part, improbable, and arbitrary

on other grounds. But what we have adduced
cannot well be questioned.—Proceeding from the

signification of vtt tp here pre-supposed, wis

:

in behalf of, Olshausen could have interpretated
it to imply that it was donefor the benefit of the

dead, in so far as a definite number (pleroma)
must needs be baptized ere the second advent

* [In similar style Hodge account* for Paul's appeal to a
wrong custom. ** This method of arguing against others

from their own concessions, is one which the Apostle fre-

quently employs. When his mind is full of a particular

subject, he does not leare it, to pronounce judgment on
things incidentally introduced. Thus, in chap. xL 6, when
treating of women speaking In the church unrolled, he
expresses no disapprobation of their speaking in public,

although be afterwards condemned it. A still more strik-

ing example of the same thing is to be found x. 8, where he
speaks of the Corinthians "sitting at meat in aa Idol's

temple," without any disapprobation of the thing itseJt bat

only" of its influence on the weaker brethren. Yet, in i.

14-22, he proves that the thing itaelf was an act of uWiijrj.

The entire disappearance of this custom in the orthod*»*

church, although other superstitious obserran<rss, aoiless

objectionable, soon prerslled, is probably to be referred te

the practice, having been forbidden by the Apostle as soon

as he reached Corinth. This may hare been one of the

things which he left to be set in order when he came.
*i. 34."]
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and resurrection could ensue ; bnt this view
appears in itself questionable, since there is

nothing in the context intimating it, and it

inclines to another signification of words, vit :

instead of the dead,* i. «., to fill up the gap made
by these deceased. But this interpretation

would be devoide of significance, and also, in

respect to the use of language, very doubtful.

Luther's translation, "over the dead," t. *., over
their graves, is opposed: 1. by the N. T. use
of language which no where takes imkp with the
genitive in a local sense ; 2. by a lack of all

historical trace of any such burial ceremony in

apostolic times. Still less admissible is the ex-
planation that applies it to the baptism of the

CUnieL, those upon the bed of death, jamjar*
morituri (Estius), or, quum mortem ante oculos

poritam hebeant (Bengel) ; since the words could
not mean this, and besides we hear nothing of

the baptism of the Cliniei at this time. Equally
untenable is the reference of the words "in
behalf of the dead " to Christ (the plural here
being taken in a general sense to designate the
category [as Wordsworth,] ; since water-baptism
would require the preposition etgt and to the blood-
baptism no allusion whatever can be found in

the context, and the word is never used in this

sense by PauL Besser interprets still differently

:

" Not a few heathen [convinced by the sight of

a believer's triumph over death] would allow
themselves to be baptized for the sake of those
deceased ones whom they had seen to depart in

peace and joy—and before the dying beds and
graves over which there seemed to flourish an
unfading hope; in order to pass from death
into life in company with those who slept in

Christ." Here lirlp is taken in the sense of,

on account of, because of, [not, to their advantage,

but, out of admiration, or love for them], as in

Rom. xv. 9. «* That the Gentiles might glorify

God for (vnkp) his mercy ; as it is written, For
this cause I will confess to thee among the Gentiles
and sing unto thy name."*
[The most favorite interpretation for the last

half century is that of Lightfoot and Rosenmiil-
ler. adopted by Robinson in his Lexicon, which
takes paxTt£6uevoi in the sense of ' being
immersed in sufferings,' as parallel to * being in

jeopardy,' in the next clause. Referring to

Mark x. 88, 89, and Luke xii 50, it takes virip
in the sense of hveKa, and r Ov veicpovfoT death.

The complete meaning of the words then would
be, 'those who have been overwhelmed with
calamities, trials and sufferings, in the hope of

the resurrection or with the expectation that the

dead 'would rise.' But the objections to this

view are that the words are here taken in an
unusual and unnatural sense, to which we are
not to resort, unless compelled by some most
evident reason ; and also, the ellipsis implied is

much too harsh to be admitted. Bloomfield and

• [8ee this riew wrought out with great originality and
convincing argument by the Rev. H. D. Gnnse, in the Amer.
JVe* and Theo. Review, 1868. p. 88. It merits the preference
over all others, because, while answering all the require-
ments of grammar, and conceding to each word its full and
proper meaning, it rests on a natural hypothesis and relieves
us of the difficulty of supposing that the Apostle here
appeals for support to a practice wholly at variance with his
fundamental doctrines. The whole article merits attention
a* a masterly specimen of exegesis, and as illustrating other
points in this chapter with great beauty and force.]

Barnes follow the interpretation of Chrys., and
the early Greek Fathers, supported by Hammond
and Wetstein, which takes the baptism here
alluded to as that which is applied to all believers,

who, in receiving the rite, witness to their faith

in the resurrection of the dead. Here an ellip-

sis of the word " resurrection " is presupposed.
The great objection to this view is, that in this

case the persons alluded to, instead of being, as
they obviously are, a distinct class in the church,
are the whole body of believers, leaving us no-
thing special here as the ground of the Apostle's

appeal]. The latest attempt now only remains
to be mentioned (Theol. Stud, und Krit. 1860. 1
8. 186 ff.) There we have the interpretation,
" why should a person suffer himself to be bap-
tised on account of the dead," i. e. t to belong to

them, to come to them, so as to form a kingdom
of the dead ? However easy and simple this may
appear, yet such an interpretation of the phrase
pairr. v ir k p t uv v e k p o v is an artificial one,

and not sufficiently well grounded. Properly it

should read, * who are baptized on account of the

resurrection and in the hope of the same ; be-
cause death, or coming into the kingdom of the
dead, was the only thing to be anticipated with-

out any further hope for this life. Something
similar to this appears in Chrys., Theod. and
others. Other interpretations may as well be
passed over. [For a full list of these, see Pool's

synopsis and also Notes by Stanley and Barnes
on this text].—The correct parallelism requires
that the next clause, which in the Rec. is

connected with that just considered, should be
joined with what follows.—if the dead rise not
at all ?—6 X « f as in v. 1.—why are they even
yet baptised for them ?

—

k a I is intensive,

still, even yet. The meaning is, [if we adopt the
explanation first maintained above,] in this case
nothing at all could be accomplished for the
dead ; it is therefore, perfectly useless any Ion*

ger to submit to baptism in their behalf.'

Vers. 80-84. As a second argument in his apo-
gogical demonstration he refers to the perilous

self-devotion and the hazards of martyr-death
which were incurred by himself and his associates.

The utter uselessness and folly of such conduct, in

case the dead rose not, are indicated in the form
of a question.—And why also do we stand
in jeopardy every hour?—[With baptizing
for the dead, he had nothing to do. But he, no
less than those before mentioned, were pursuing
a most absurd and irrational course, if they could
count upon no compensation for the pains of
their self-denial in a resurrection state. Here,
it will be observed, all the way through, that, in
the Apostle's mind, future existence, apart from
the resurrection, was as nothing. The doctrine
of the immortality of the soul seems with him to

have been identified with that of the restoration

of the body. What he looked for was the glorifi-

cation of his entire constitution, body, soul, and
spirit; and to be bereft of any part, was with
him a marring of the whole. He " would not be
unclothed, but clothed upon," with a nobler ves-

ture than that he had here. His reasoning is of
force only on this supposition]. Dropping his

associates he now passes over to himself individ-

ually.—Daily do I die.—As he before speaks
of himself and his associates being in hourly
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830 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

jeopardy, so here he expresses the continuance
of his own still worse condition, by exhibiting it

as a daily death. And this dying may be ex-

plained, either of the extreme danger he was
ever in, being so muoh greater than that just

spoken of, q.d.
y

' I daily hover on the brink of

death' (comp. Rom. viii. 86; 2 Cor. iv. 10; i.

10); or, it may be construed subjectively of his

sense of dying (Osiander, according to Luther).

Meyer explains it: "I go about dying; I am
moribund,'—a vividly symbolic designation of

the fatal dangers by which Paul saw himself to

be daily threatened." This explanation also

slides over into the subjective, which is sup-
ported by the parallels adduced by Wetstein on
this passage. This suits well with the adjuration

following—(I protest) by your rejoioing,

—

This is the only place in the New Testament
where v% occurs ; but we meet with it frequently

in the LXX. It belongs to the Attic style, [and
occurs in the celebrated oath of Demosthenes,
where he swore by the shades of those who had
met death in the field of Marathon, exhorting
the Athenians to defend the Republic (Calvin)].

It is here used for strengthening the previous
assertion [—" an oath by which he wished to

arouse the Corinthians to be more attentive in

listening to him as to the matter in hand, q. d.

* brethren, I am not some philosopher, prattling

in the shade. As I expose myself every day to

death, it is necessary that I should think in good
earnest of the heavenly life. Believe, therefore,

a man who is thoroughly experienced/ " Calvin.
And, in explaining the nature of the oath, Theo-
phylact acutely observes, that, in swearing by
his boast over them, " he meant to remind them
that he expects them to maintain with constancy
this their faith

; q. d. « If I boatt on account of

your improvement, so shall I be ashamed, if, at

last, ye so wretchedly act as to disbelieve the
resurrection,' " (cited by Bloomfield)].—That by
which he protests, is the boasting which he had
over the Corinthians; for we are here to take
Ip&repav, your% as standing in place of the geni-

tive of the object, bfiuv, as in Rom. xi. 81 ; rb

tcauxvpa jfiov rd virkp vji&v, 2 Cor. ix. 8. In
reference to this boasting, comp. 2 Cor. iii. 1 ;

x. 15. There is something very touching in this

declaration, which is still further enhanoed by
the affectionate address.—brethren,—[On this

see Critical Notes]. This boasting over the
Corinthians, over their subjection to the faith,

and his great success in establishing a church so

renowned and gifted, he says, he holds—in
Christ Jesus our Lord.—t. «., in virtue of his

fellowship with Christ, as a servant, who had
accomplished great things by His power. The
meaning then is, *as truly as I can boast of you,
in Jesus Christ our Lord, do I daily tremble
amid the dangers of death.' Meyer Ed. 8, laying
particular emphasis on "you," explains it some-
what differently :

*« So truly as ye, yourselves,
are the object of my boasting." "The Corin-
thians, whose conversion was an apostolic tri-

umph for Him, could themselves bear witness
what fatal dangers beset him in his apostolic

work" (?). From the general he now passes
over into the special.—If after the manner of
men—Here is where the emphasis in this clause

lies. The meaning is not, ' if, according to man's

ability, with the exercise of the utmost strength'

(liiickert); since neither the contrast points to

this, nor is the phrase ordinarily used in this J
sense. Nor yet does it mean * to speak after the

manner of men,' for there is no llyu or hdu
connected with it; [nor yet, <as far as man was
concerned.' (Wordsworth)]. But it means, «ac-

cording to the ways of common men,' * according
to those interests and views by which men are
governed,'—aiming, for example, at reward, or
glory, and the like ; or, as Neander : " with a
merely human hope, and without any expecta-
tion of eternal life."—I fought with beasts at
Ephesus,—Respecting the allusion here, ex-

positors are divided. Some take the words lit-

erally, and understand by them that the apostle,

when at Ephesus, had been actually condemned
to fight with beasts in the amphitheatre, from
which contest he had been marvelously rescued;
others, construe metaphorically, understanding
the apostle to speak of a conflict with violent and
dangerous men, or with strong and embittered

foes. Expressions implying the latter are found
in Appian (ouug $qpioii fiaxope&a), and in Igna-
tius Ad. Rom. v. (comp. 2 Tim. iv. 17 ; Tit. i
12 ; Matt. vii. 6}. The former interpretation is

rendered improvable, not only because of the
rights of Roman citizenship, which Paul enjoyed,
which precluded such punishment, and to which
he would have appealed, in case he had been
condemned to it ; but also from the fact that no
mention of any such extraordinary occurrence is

made in the Acts, nor in 2 Cor. xi. 23 ff.—But in

adopting the metaphorical explanation, we are
not. to suppose the allusion here to be to the up-
roar exoited by Demetrius (Acts xix.), which did
not occur until after this epistle was written, and
in which Paul incurred no personal danger; nor
yet, perhaps, to any one particular circumstance,
but rather to his whole conflict with his Jewish
opponents. (Comp. Acts xx. 19.) [The argu-
ments for its being taken literally are thus set

forth by Stanley, who, however, regards the

metaphorical interpretation as the more likely."

1. The metaphor would be more violent here
than in Ignatius, where it is evidently drawn
from the actual prospect of the wild beasts in

the amphitheatre; 2. The Asiarchs, who are
mentioned xix. 81 of Acts, as restraining the tu-

mult of Demetrius, appear in Polycarp's Martyr-
dom to have had the charge of the wild beasts

;

8. Although there are no remains of an amphi-
theatre at Ephesus, yet traces of a stadium are

to be seen ; and in the case of Polycarp, wild

beasts were used in the stadium at Smyrna; 4.

the young men at Ephesus were famous for their

bullfights. Artimedor. i. 9 (Wetstein) ; 6. that

iv X0ioy seems a forced expression, if the allu-

sion is merely to opponents generally. Whatever
be the danger, it must be the same of which he
speaks in Rom. xvi. 4 ; 2 Cor. i. 8; Acts xx. 19."]

what advantageth it me,—a strong way of

putting the negative. His conflict was an aim-

less, useless hazarding of life.—if the dead
rise not ?—This clause is not to be connected

with what preoedes [as in the E. V.], as though

designed to explain the words " after the manner
of men ;" or as forming a second condition to

the question just put—although according to the

sense, it belongs with it; but, because of the
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concinnity of the clauses, it must be connected
with what follows, where it gives a frivolous turn
to the question, " What advantageth it me ?" in

the spirit of a light-hearted unbelief, in order to

exhibit in its proper light, how unsuitable, even
in a moral aspect, that supposition was, and how
it involved the most absurd consequenoes. — let
as eat and drink ; for to-morrow we die.

—

These words are taken literally from Isa. xxii.

13, where they occur as the utterance of a God-
forgetting light-mindedness. The meaning is
4 He who denies the resurrection of the dead, by
thus robbing himself of all the consolations of

faith and hope, comes by natural consequence
to surrender himself to the constant enjoyment
of the present life, since death was soon coming
to put an end to all enjoyment. We are not,

however, to infer from this that the Corinthian

opponents of the resurrection had actually

preached such doctrine. All Paul intends is to

let them see the consequences of their own posi-

tion ; and he here intimates that this denial was
not altogether unconnected with the cultivation

of too great intimacy with the profligate society

around them. Similar expressions of Epicurean
frivolity occur in Isa. lvi. 12 ; Wisdom ii. 1 ff,

and in the classics;''1' (Comp. Wetstein i. h. 1.)

The words "rise not," and " die," do not neces-

sarily involve annihilation. Even existence in

Hades, without the hope of resurrection, was a

joyless state.

That the frivolous tendency indicated in the

foregoing words actually existed among the Co-
rinthian deniers of the resurreotion is clear

from the warning which follows; for in the "evil

communications" he speaks of, he no doubt has
these persons in mind, and by reference to a
verse of the comedian Menander, expressive of

a general truth which perhaps had also taken

the form of a proverb among them, he admo-
nishes his readers that they had reason to guard
against the influences of such people.—Be not
deceived :—The caution implies a strong temp-
tation [inherent in human nature and its social

tendencies, by which many are insensibly be-

guiled into the formation of views and habits

from which they would at first have strongly re-

coiled], — Evil communications oorrupt
good manners.—'OfiiMa means association, in-

tercourse, and conversation which arises from
it ; the plural form is found in the New Testa-

ment only here. *H#of, a mode of action, cha-

racter, disposition, moral quality. Xpiferdc. else-

where in the New Testament means kind, mild,

good, suitable, etc., here being contrasted with
Kami it implies moralgoodness (Plato : xpV°T&nfc=s

• [The following inctanccf may be quoted m a specimen

:

"ObeateSestil
Yitae tumma brevl» noe vetat incheare longam,
lam te premet nox, fabnlaeqne Manes
Et dooms ex Ilia Plntonia:

O happy Bestins ! the brief span of human life forbids us to
indulge a distant hope. Soon will night descend upon thee.
and the fabulous Manes, and the shadowy mansion of Pluto."
J&r. Our*. 1. 4, 13-17.

" 8epias, Tina liquet, et spatio breri
Speram longam reseces. Durn toqulmur, fugerit lnrida
Aetas. Carpe diem, quam minimun credula postero.

Be wise; rack off your wines; and abridge your distant
bop<M in adaptation to the brerity of life. While we speak,
envious age has been flying. 8elte the present day, depend-
ingm little as possible on any future one."—Bar. Garm* i.

11,6-S.J

if&ovc oirovSaidnx). Lachmann gives the read*
iQg XPtvd

1

' So it reads in the original of Me-
nander ; but it is a question whether the apostle
observed the metre. The authorities are not
sufficient to decide. [" The quotation shows the
apostle's acquaintance with heathen literature,

and to a certain extent his sanction of it, as in
his quotation from Aratus in Acts xvii. 28, and
Epimedes in Tit i. 12. Menander was famous
for the eleganoe with which he threw into the
form of single verses or short sentences, the
maxims of that practical wisdom in the affairs

of common life which forms so important a fea-
ture in the new comedy. In the sentence cited,

each word is emphatic ; character (?#?) may be
undermined by talk (dfitXiai) : honesty (xpwrd)
may be undermined by roguery (Kauai)." Stan-
ley].—To those already contaminated by the
treacherous influences of such frivolous men he
now calls out abruptly

—

eKv^^are diKaiog
lit:—sober out rightly,—["An exclamation
full of apostolic majesty." Bknokl.] By this

he gives them to understand that the suscepti-

bility to such trifling communications lies in a
state of spiritual drunkenness, out of which they
ought at once to rouse themselves. The same
expression is used of drunkards in Joel i. 5.

[The aoriBt form adds force to the imperative,
implying that the act must be done instantly.]

AikoJuc means as it befits them, in the right way.
By this he indicates, not so much the degree as
the kind of sobriety he would have them culti-

vate—in contrast perhaps with the false sobriety

of their new light which might appear to them
as an emerging from the narrowness of their

traditional notions into a state of luminous
thought and feeling. Others explain the word
of the direction which they were to take ; or they
refer it to the object to be pursued. So Calvin

:

* Turn your mind to good and holy things.
1 But

this transcends the simple meaning of the term.
[Alford says, however, " The last meaning is

well defended by Dr. Peil from Thuc. i. 21:
airioroc. rn-J rb pvdu&es eKvevucrjudTa,—where the
adverb airloruc. must be rendered 'so as to

become incredible,' and seems to be the best"].

and sin not ;—The imperative is here in the
present, and so implies the continued and per-

petual abstaining from all sin. The words con-
vey an exhortation, and not in inference, [as
Bengel, who says that the imperative after an
imperative has the force of a future (John vii.

87. Note)], 'so ye will not sin.' Nor are we to

understand by ' sin,
1 a mere error of the under-

standing (Bengel), (this may accord with the

classical use of the word afiapravnv, but not with
its Biblical and Pauline use) ; but a turning aside

from the ways of righteousness, moral error in con-
sequence of unbelief and a denial of the resur-

rection. "In the ,apo8tle's view, a frivolous

mind appeared as something sinful." Nbander.
—The reason for this admonition he further as-

signs by referring that treaoherous unbelief

which appeared to them as the result of pro-

founder knowledge, to a lack of that true know-
edge which is the ground of all other knowledge.

—for some have ignorance of God.—As his

previous admonition was directed to those in the

church who were in danger of being ensnared

by the talk of the frivolous deniers of the resur-
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332 THE FIEST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

rection, so does this statement here point to the

false teachers themselves, setting them in each

light as to open the eyes of the others in regard

to their true character and to bring them to see

the vanity of this unbelief. Accordingly, by the

word " some/' we are not to understand another

portion of the church, but those mentioned in

ver. 12, and of these, not simply a portion, but

the whole. ** The ignorance ofGod" which they

manifested and which was nothing less than a
practical alienation from God, is exhibited as an
abiding trait by the use of the word "have," t. e.

they are permanently affected with it They are

thus represented as having settled down upon
the platform of heathenism. The thought is es-

sentially the same as in Matt. xxii. 29. " Ye do
err, not knowing the Scriptures nor the power
of God." Not knowing God as the Living and
Omnipotent One, is the reason why people assert

the impossibility of the resurrection.—That such
persons should be found in the church of God was
a disgrace to tbe whole church. This he gives

them to understand in the words annexed.—To
your shame do I speak.— ["boldly— he
speaks more severely than at the beginning on
another subject." iv. 14. Bbnoel. There is no
need of adding " this," as the E. V., since the

language here refers to what i« said in the whole
passage].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

Thepower of the believer't faith and hope. Faith

in a living Saviour, who was dead and rose again,

and now lives eternally to take His own into the

fellowship of His eternal and perfect life,—and
also the root of this faith, even the knowledge of

the living God, who is exalted above all changes
of life and death, and lifts His kindred creature

man out from his transient, mortal state, into

His own unchanging felicity, through the redemp-
tion of His incarnate Son,—awakens in the be-

liever a lofty, cheerful courage, which shrinks

from no danger, which readily exposes itself to

the most painful and appalling conflicts, and
which is willing to lead a dying life, yea even to

lay down body and soul when the Master's cause
requires it. For what is temporal life, with all its

joys and pleasures, with all its needs and strug-

gles, in comparison with that eternal life, from
whence all that is transient has vanished, and
where all that is now upon us and in us worthy
of preservation, is insured and perpetuated after

having been purified, developed and matured for

unspeakable blessedness and glory T

Far different is it, where that faith and know-
ledge are wanting, and where a person is con-
strained to give up the hope ofsuch blessedness.

In such a case all sacrifices of whatever is tran-

sient, all hazards and self-denials and conflicts,

must appear useless and absurd. The sole rea-

sonable course is to seize the passing moment,
and enjoy to the full whatever this life may af-

ford, and to use all means for obtaining, pre-

serving and increasing such enjoyment.—Experi-
ence teaches, also, that that system of speculation

which abandons the true Gospel foundation—

a

pantheistic gnosis, for example—however spiri-

tual it may sppear at the first, and even though
asserting an ethical character, sinks at last gra-

dually, if not suddenly, into downright material-

ism and carnal license. Its earlier aspects and
attitude, both in its theoretical and practical

bearings, must be ascribed to a previous know-
ledge, and regarded as the lingering result of

the truth which has been essentially abandoned.
We may also say, that the higher moral altitude

maintained by any system which lacks the true

faith and its attendant hope, is owing to a hid-

den faith and hope, still slumbering in the depths

of the spirit, which, however, in consequence of

the prevailing views can attain to no settled

form in the thoughtful mind. But those who
are of a frivolous nature, and who shamelessly
proclaim their folly in word and deed, form a
dangerous class for the unsteadfast to associate

with. Against these it is needful to guard,

since by them the fruit of a good education is

often destroyed. And these influences are the

more dangerous, in proportion as they carry the

appearance of a high tone of spirituality, or fall

in with the current of the time. In such a case

we may well call to mind the language of the

apostle where he speaks of Satan as " the prince

of the power of the air, the spirit that now
worketh in the children of disobedience."

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Luther:—Ver. 84. "He who would recog-

nize God, must learn to know Him through Hi9
Word. This they [the worldly-wise] don't do;

but they go directly at the articles of faith with

their own understandings, and with their own
thoughts, and so presume to judge of God, and
of all things concerning Him. Hence they never
hit Him."
Starke:—Ver. 80. No pains, or labors, or

watchings, or strivings, to serve God are lost

As surely as God is a righteous judge will there

come a resurrection of the dead.—Ver. 81. What
is the daily spiritual dying of the faithful, and
their constant familiarity with sufferings and
persecutions other than a confirmation of the re-

surrection to a life eternal ? Ver. 82. Hostile,

dangerous men are worse than wild beasts. If

thou hast to deal with such, sigh to God; be
watchful, circumspect, and patient.—Unhappy
man, who believest not in the resurrection of the

dead ! For such a one grows secure, falls from
one sin to another, and slides on towards dam-
nation.

Hed. :—Ver. 88. If we flee the plague and con-

tagion, why not also evil companionship? Is

temporal life more than the soul ? Ordinarily,

men guard against disease more than against

sin. (2 Tim. ii. 17).— There are words and
speeches which, under cover of worldly respect

and courtesy, conoeal a dangerous poison to

faith and life. Whoso is wise let him take heed.

(Jas. iii. 8).—Ver. 84. All who have the means
ror knowing God, and still are blind, are in-

volved in disgrace. Oh! that they may not

thereby be brought to shame and everlasting

contempt! (Dan. xii. 2).

BBRLEiiburger Bibil :—Ver. 81. Dyingmenus
to hate one's own life in true self-denial, and to

give it over to death and destruction, with every-

thing which is in and upon man from the fall.

—

The faot itself is well substantiated, but what a
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CHAP. XV. 29-84. 883

groat, deep, rich mystery of God is in it, that

faith alone can see. This is already a kind of

secret dying, when we dare not even reckon upon
our own righteousness before God, but condemn
it as a filthy rag. (Phil. iii. 8-10). Accordingly,

it is a sort of dying when we abandon ourselves

in contradiction to, and beyond our own reason,

solely to the unseen, and rest upon the simple

promise of God, and that, too, after we have been
accustomed to stand upon our own gifts and
works. And these secret crucifixions of nature,

in its pride and self-willedness, and seeming
sanctity, must take place daily, yea, momenta-
rily, in the very best of Christians if they would
not backslide. Yea, in all believers there is no
surer safeguard against all kinds of pride which
may arise easily in connection with much grace,

than this daily dying to self, and one's own
life. But traces of this are manifest only in the
children of light. Crude and unbroken spirits

know as little of this as do hypocrites, who put
their Christianity in much outward show. No
one can occupy himself in this save he who is

trained in conflict against the mysteries of ini-

quity hidden in himself.—He who does not of his

own accord daily die unto the old man and his

evil lasts, constrains God to lay hold on him with
power and humble him ; but he who willingly

resolves to follow Christ, and confesses him ho-
nestly before men, will not long be exercised with
tribulations.—In sum: Every thing with which
man has to do, gives a believer cause and oppor-
tunity for mortifying his own life, and hastening
to a complete separation from the false things of
this world.—Ver. 32. The Christian's life-walk,

which consists in the constant renouncing of the
works of darkness, in the mortification of the
flesh and sin, in turning away from the godless
ways of this world, and in the denial of all lusts,

desires, and vanities, is an earnest preparation
for the resurrection. Hence Christians prefer
the Cross of Christ, and all the shame, and per-
secution, and contempt which may be heaped
upon them daily by the children of unbelief, to

all the treasures, and honors, and enjoyments,
and friendships of this present life. And this

they could not certainly do, if they believed in no
resurrection. The last refuge and comfort of the
world is, to take what one can get.—But is there
so much depending upon the resurrection ? Could
not the simple happiness of the toul after death
recompense every thing? No. However much
of enjoyment it may have, the soul must still al-

ways miss something, and through its natural
inward longing, must ceaselessly urge God to

bestow upon it again a suitable body.—Ver. 83.

There are many spirits who transform themselves
into angels of light, and go about in sheep's clo-

thing, by whom many persons are befooled into

dancing around some Aaron's calf that has been
set up. But if any one imagines that he is fully

competent to take care of himself, such a person
is altogether too confident, and will be certain
not to escape unharmed.—Man has in himself
enough which should humble him. But if he in-

sists on spreading his feathers, alas ! it is all over
with him. The excuse: 'I was young then,

does not exonerate a person.—Ver. 84. Ah I

what charm is there not for throwing men into

a deep sleep ? Hence the necessity of holding

fast, betimes, to what is fundamental. Wake at

once out of such a fool's sleep ! Oh, how will-

ingly does man linger in the haven of carnal se-

curity and indifference ! From such places of
ease does He who walks in the midst of His
Church summon all to come forth to earnest la-

bor, and to advancement in their holy calling.

—

People deem it a disgrace if they are told, * they
know not God/ but it should only shame them
into improvement.—There are two sorts of di-

vine knowledge; the one is external, literal,

dead, and unfruitful ; the other is internal, spiri-

tual, living, and fruitful. The former is grounded
simply in natural knowledge, in learning, or
speaking of God, as when one can use the lan-

guage of Scripture, or repeat it again to others
without experiencing its power. But if that

which has been externally apprehended is sealed
upon the conscience through the Holy Spirit, and
if all the testimonies of God awaken in one a new
life, so that he is actually changed and improved
thereby, then does God appear before the eyes of

the heart, and the man becomes inwardly con-
vinced how righteous, true, good, and holy He
is; then are the eyes of the understanding
widely opened to see what and how much God
does for him, and what he is bound to do in re-

turn—what God has promised, and what we have
to expect of Him.
Rieger:—Ver. 80 ff. In all the joy won by

communion with Christ, there is daily opportu-
nity to bear about in the body the dying of the

Lord Jesus. Now if, with all this, I could not
set my hope upon the living God who raises the

dead ; if I could not regard all the steps I take
in the communion of His sufferings and in the

likeness of His death as well-measured approaches
to the resurrection of the dead ; if all this is

only for the maintenance of my own opinion,

and only with reference to this, short life, what
availeth it for me? To suppose that Divine
blessedness and also the sufferings endured in

behalf of righteousness should avail nothing, is

a thought which destroys all religion and sun-
ders the connection between God and man. If

we hold not to the word of promise, and to the

hope afforded therein, we have no certainty

for eternity, and consequently no assurance (hat

we shall not slide into the old forms of fpeech,

wherein everything runs to the enjoyment of this

life, but where death, and its sting are frivol-

ously denied, and all the weighty things which
follow thereupon, together with all Christian

hope, are thrust out of sight, and all exhorta-

tion to diligence in salvation will be heard no
more.—That which deserves to be. called good
morals, and sound knowledge, and correct taste,

should aim at what is unseen and eternal, and be
sustained and be kept in exercise by a spirit of

faith and self-denial. But how full the world is

of such idle talk which turns us away from this,

and makes us uncertain and credulous, as if over-

come by some magic potion. Error, slumber and
indifference towards God and his counsel, and the
observance of His ways, are the cause ofmuch sin.

Heubnbb: — Ver. 80 ff. Without faith in a
future life, many acts of the Christian life,

many sacrifices and hasards, would be foolish

and purposeless. This faith and steadfast virtue

are inseparable. Without this faith that virtue
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884 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.-

which looks not to the unseen*, would be a Tain
Over-straining and fanaticism; and a prudent
enjoyment of life would be the highest wisdom.
Ver. 84. Sobriety, is the elear consciousness of

God and His will. A correct self-knowledge

leads to a correct faith. Unbelief comes from
thorough self-ignorance, dissipation and unre-

strained frivolity.

W. F. Bbssbb :—Ver. 88. If traitors to God
find ready helpers in our own lusts, then is it

a Christian duty to avoid all needless intercourse

with them, and not allow ourselves to purchase
their vain words for the sake of setting forth

our own hateful inclinations in a seemly garb
(Eph. v. 6, 7.).—Ver. 84. The poison of all

erroneous doctrine is intoxicating ; and in imbibing

it, we allow ourselves to be intoxicated. Well

for us, if we properly awake when the voice of

truth arouses us, in order that we may spue out

the poison of sin, ere we die therein !
—" God is

not the God of the dead but of the living "

(Matt. xxii. 82). Hence, he who denies the

resurrection of the dead knows not the true God.
[Rosertsox:—Ver. 82. "How many of the

myriads of the human race would do right for

the sake of right, if they were only to live fifty

years and then die for ever more ? Go to the

sensualist, and tell him that a nobler life is better

than a base one, even for that time, and he will

answer : ' I like pleasure better than virtue
;

you can do as you please ; for me, I will enjoy

my time. It is a matter of taste. By taking

away my hope of a resurrection you have
dwarfed good and evil, and shortened their con-

sequences. If I am only to live sixty or seventy
years, there is no eternal right or wrong. By
destroying the thought of immortality, I have
lost the sense of the infinitude of evil, and the

eternal nature of good.' Besides, with our hopes of

immortality gone, the value of humanity ceases

and people become not worth living for. We
have not got a motive strong enough to keep us
from sin. Tell the sensualist that, though the

theory of the life to come be a dream, yet that

here the pleasure of doing right is sublimer

than that of self-indulgence, and he will answer:

' Yes, but my appetites are strong ; the struggle

will be painful, and at last, only a few years

will be left The victory is uncertain, the pres-

ent enjoyment is sure, why should I refrain!

Do you think you can arrest that with some

fine sentiment about nobler and baser being.

No, the instinotsof the animal will be more than

a match for all the transcendental reasonings of

the philosopher " (abbreviated).

Hodqe :—Ver. 88. " It is only when men as-

sociate with the wicked with the desire and pur-

pose of doing them good, that they can rely on

the protection of God to preserve them from

contamination."]
[Sermons.—J. Owiw:— Ver. 81. The Chrit-

Han's work of dying daily. This to be done

cheerfully, comfortably, and triumphantly in the

Lord. To this three things requisite: 1. The

constant exercise of faith as to the resignation

of a departing soul unto the hand and sovereign

will of God. 2. A readiness and willingness to

part with this body on the grounds: a, That

to depart is to be with Christ ; 6, That the body is

dead because of sin. 8. Constant watchful-

ness against being surprised by death. R. Hall:

—Ver. 88. Mature -and danger of evil commumca-

tions. 1. What these communications are; a,

such as tend to sensualize the mind ; 6, such as

utterly lack a religious spirit; c, such as abound

in skeptical objections to Christianity ; a\ such

as are full of hatred to Christianity ; e, such as

are loose with respects to fundamental moral

principles. 2. The way in which they corrupt

through the natural suceptibilities of the human

mind. 8. The need of the warning, " be not

deceived "
: a t by the adduction of false pre-

cedents; 6, by your past experience; e, by any

complacent reference to your age and attain-

ments in piety ; a\ by any supposed strength of

resolution].

C. Refutation of the dental of the resurrection of the dead, in referent* to its mode; and the constitution of

the resurrection body.

Chaptbb XV. 85-50.

35 Bat some man will say, How are the dead raised up ? and with what [kind of, *m«]

36 body do they come? Thou [am. Thou] fool,1 that which thou sowest is notquick-

37 ened, except it die : And that which thou sowest, thou sowest not that body that

shall be, but bare grain, it may chance of wheat, or of some other grain [ of some

38 of the other grains, ttvos twv Xoutwv] : But God giveth it a body as it hath pleased

39 him [he willed, y&lXijeev], and to every seed his own body. All flesh is not the same

flesh : but there is one kind of flesh [om. kind of flesh]' of men, another flesh of

beasts, another of fishes9 [another flesh of birds], and another of birds [fishes]*.
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40 There are also celestial bodies, and bodies terrestrial : bat the glory of the celestial is

41 one, and the glory of the terrestrial is another. There is one glory of the sun, and
42 another glory of the moon, and another glory of the stars; for one star differeth from
43 another star in glory. So also is the resurrection of the dead. It is 6own in corruption,

it is raised in incorruption : It is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory : it is sown in

weakness, it is raised in power : It is sown a natural [an animal, </h>zix6v\ body, it is raised

44 a spiritual body. There is
4 a natural body, and there is [if there is an animal body, there

45 Is also] a spiritual body. And so it is written, The first man* Adam was made [became,
lylvero efc] a living soul ; the last Adam was made [om. was made] a quickening spirit.

46 Howbeit thatwas not first which is spiritual,but thatwhich is natural [animal] ; and after-

47 ward that which is spiritual. The first man is [was] of the earth, earthy : the second
48 man is the Lord6 [om. the Lord]6 from heaven. As is [was] the earthy, such are they
49 also that are earthy : and as is the heavenly, such are they also that are heavenly. And

as we have borne [wore, tyopisafxev'] the image of the earthy, we shall also bear [we will

50 wear, <popi<sop£»^ or, let us wear, fopi<rwp.ev] the image of the heavenly. Now this I
say, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God; neither doth
corruption inherit8 corruption.

' Ver. 36.—The Rec. has itppov instead of <typ»v. It is however feebly attested, and is a correction. [The more Infre-
quent nominative was more likely to be altered, as in several instances it has been, into the vocative. It is however
Joand in A. B. D. B. F. G , Sinai t. and some cursives, while the vocative is given only in K. L., many cursives, Orig.,
Kpiph^ and some others.—C. P. W.J.

* Ver. 89.—The <rap( which some [Rec. et at] have pnt before av9pwwwv is thrown out [by Malth., Lachmann, Teschen-
dorf, Alford, and BloomJUld], on the authority of the best MSS. [A. fi. D. £. F. O. K. L. Sinait., 60 cursives, Syr. (later)
Copt., Aetb., Greek and Latin Fathers, and indeed is sustained by no important MS.]. The same word before m~qyin> is bet-
t«c sustained [B. D. E. F. G. Sinait., several copies of the Vulg., Copt., Theophyl., Tert., Anibrst.], but it is rejected by Meyer
as a mechanical addition.

8 Ver. 89.—The position of iXXn & ixSvmv before aAAif Hi <r. imp**? is not so well attested as the reverse order. [It has
for it only F. G. K. L , the larger number of cursives, the later Syr., Theodt., Oecum., but against it A. B. D. £. Sinait

,

6 cursivea, 8 Latin MSS., the Vulg., Copt„ Syr., (PeschA Chrys., Dam., Theophyl., Orig., Tert. The order of the words in
this verse appears much deranged in many MSS., though the general sense is not thereby affected.—C. P. W.]

* Ver. 44.—The Rec. has *<mv o&pa ^vx""*"* *** 'OTl^a irvevftarurtfr, but a better attested reading is it tcrtv o&juu
fvvn i<mr *ai vvtvfiaruc6v. [The uncials A. B. C. D. F. G. 8iuait., 9 cursives, the Ital., Vulg., Copt., Aetb., Aim., are nil
iulavor of the latter reading, which is adopted by Lachmann, TUehendorf% AJJbrd and Stanley. It was natural from
the similarity of the preceding and the commencement of the succeeding clauses that a transcriber should omit «. It
niust however be conceded that the Internal evidence Is acatnst Lachmann's reading, for as Reiche aud Bioomneld re-
mark th«* sentiment thus becomes Jejune and hardly like Paul's usual style: The whole sentence is omitted in several
cursives and Chrys., bat Meyer accounts for the omission by the homoeoteleuton.—C. P. W.].

* Ver. 45.—According to the best MSS. avBpwwot is to be retained. Its omission in some [B. K. 8 cursives, Did.
Ires., (Lot.) Tert., (once)], may be explained by an attempt to conform to the contrasted 6 Sax- 'AflAjt.

* V«r. 47.—The Rec has b avpto? after o Stvr. arfp., but according to the bestMS8. it should be thrown out as a gloss.
pt was suspected by GrUtkach, and erased by Lachmann, Tuchendorf and Jtford, following B. C. D. (1st hand) E. F. G.,
Sinrit., (1st hand), 17, the Ital., Vnlg., Copt., Aeth„ Arm., and many Greek and Latin writers. In the Dialogue against
the Marcionites printed among Origan's work*, and in Tertul. against the same the insertion of 6 *vp, is ascribed to the
heretics. Comp. Tisch. N. T. 7th edit.—0. P. W.].

7 Ver. 49.—The evidence for fapimiitv instead of fapfooner Is strong, but the word does not seem suitable In tbls place.
See Exegetical Notes. [The documentary autboiity for the subjunctive (adopted by Lachmann and Stanley seems abso-
lutely decisive (A. C. D. B F. G. K. L. Sinait. above 20 cursivea, the Ital., Vulg., Copt., Goth., 81av^ Theodt., Orig , (de
la Rue), Cyr., Macar., Caes., Bas., Moth., Chrys., (In expos.), Max., Epiph., pseud-Athan., Damasc, Iren., (Latin), Tert.,
Cypr., Hilar., Jerome). The Rec. however has for it, the important testimony ofB.. a number of cursives, the Syr., (both),
Arab., Aeth., Arm., Orig.. (other editions) Cyr., (glaph. and nest.), Theodt., Theophyl., Oecum. These two last especially
mention and explain both readings. (See their remarks in Teschendorf's N. T.). The subjunctive certainly seems untena-
ble, aa an ethical exhortation at this point would appear wholly out of place, and was adopted only to avoid making the
apostle contradict what he had said in ver. 60.—C. P. W.].

* Ver. 60.—Lachmann reads KAipopofu^et, but it is not satisfactorily attested [0. (1st hand) D. (1st hand) F. G. Ital.
Vulg., Copt., Syr^(Pesch). and theLatin writers. Meyer thinks it was occasioned by its similarity in sound with jcAipoityii^at.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL

Vims. 85-38. After having established the be-

lief in the resurrection of the dead, on the ground
of Christ's resurrection—a fact well attested and
lying at the foundation of the whole Christian

salvation—and, besides, having exhibited the

untenablenes8 of the contrast on other grounds,

he next proceeds to enoounter those objections

which related, partly, to the process itself, and,

partly, to the result.—But some one will
say,—He here introduces his opponents speak-

ing in the character of persons who, not satisfied

with the argument hitherto, now, for the first

time, come in with their own reasons for doubt-

ing. [These persons are not to be confounded
with sincere inquirers ; rather, they belong to

the class of mockers, such as Paul enoountered

at Athens. As Calvin says, "nothing is more at
variance with human reason than this article of
faith ;" and, hence, there is hardly one which
provokes such ridicule and calls out so many
cavils].—How are the dead raised up?
and with what body do they oome ?—The
present tenses are not to be explained as setting
forth the future in the form of the present
because of its certainty, [Stanley] ; but as exhi-
biting the case simply as a matter of thought.
"'Epxovra *=« Come into manifestation. ' Two
distinct objections are here introduced, yet
standing in close connection, as is seen from the
copula 6 k. [The first originates in a sense of
the impossibility of the resurrection, and so asks
for the " how," as a demonstration of the possi-
bility of it; and the other seeks to puzzle by
asking for the details of new organisation,
which, when given, it hopes to prove absurd.
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886 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

Alford resolves the two into one, regarding the
second as only stating specifically what is in-

volved more generally in the first. But certainly

the mode of the Apostle's reply implies two dis-

tinct points here]. The answers to both these

questions now follow, so as to illustrate, first,

the process of the resurrection by analogies

drawn from vegetable life, and, next, the pecu-

liarity of the resurrection body in its distinction

from the present, partly, though analogies taken

from the several spheres of creation, and, partly,

from the difference between the first and the

second Adam. He begins with an address to the

deniera or the doubters of the resurrection,

expressive at once of strong disapprobation and
contempt.—Fool !—By this epithet he charac-

terizes as irrational those who are inclined to

boast of a high degree of rationality, inasmuch
as they ought to have convinoed themselves at

once respecting the matter in question by an
analogy so obvious. [The term does not neces-

sarily express any bitterness of feeling, for our
blessed Lord used the like to his doubting disci-

ples (Luke xxiv. 16). It was the senselessness

of the objection that is here attacked ; for it was
folly to say, the body could not live again because
it died. The case of the seed showed that disor-

ganization was the necessary condition of organ-

isation. If the seed remain a seed, there is an
end of it ; but if it die, it bringetb forth much
fruit (John xii. 24. So with the body (Hodge)]-
What thou sowest—2 0, thou, belongs not
to fool, as if it were an emphatic addition to the

vocative; but it belongs to the relative clause,

and it is placed first to show that the readers

ought to understand from their own experience
the unreasonableness of the objection (Neander).
[It is the pointed finger aiming at the objector

present to the author's mind.—'Thou.'] The
human sowing is here contrasted with that of

the divine in the implanting of human bodies in

the grave (as Klopstock sings : " The seed by God
is sown, To ripen till the harvest-day

"J,
but not

the work of God in the development of the seed
Uoonoielra i)—is not made alive, unless
it die :—What he means is, * From the faot that

the seed sown by man is not made alive without
having first passed through a process of death
and corruption, thou oughtest to infer that it is

just so with the human seed—that dying and
corruption furnish no ground for asserting the
impossibility of the resurrection.' By the use of

the verb *' is made alive," instead of * springs up

'

(&yart\Xti) the type is brought closer to the anti-

type.—After this reply to the first question, he
turns to a more extended explanation of the
nature of the new body, in answer to the second.
From the prooess itself, he passes over to its con-
tents and results by showing that, as in the
process, there was a contrast in the develop-
ment (first, death, and then life) ; so here there
was a contrast between the seed corn and the
plant which sprung from it The former is

brought prominently to view in the construction
of the sentence, since it is set before us at the
first in an absolute clause.—And what thou
sowest,—1.«., • as to that which thon sowest.'

—

not that body whioh is to appear dost
thou sow,—In view of the fact of which he is

treating, the plant is here designated as a physi-

cal organism by the term "body;" and in con-

trast with this he calls that which is sown as,

naked oorn;

—

yv/ivbv, t. e. t either undevel-
oped, or separated from its proper covering and
from the life of the plant ; the former explana-
tion is better suited to the context,—it may be—el ri>xoi, Conip. on xiv. 10.—of wheat or
some of the others :

—

r £>v Aotxwv.ic, cirep»

fidruv. In opposition to a gross identification of the

present body with the resurrection body which
lies at the ground of the objection urged, he
here asserts a distinction between the two—

a

distinction, however, which does not exclude
the identity of the fundamental substance or
the germ. [That which springs up differs in

•outward form from that which is sown ; yet it is

so far the same, that we oan say that that

whioh is sownis precisely what springs up. The
analogy here, therefore, is sufficient to dastroy
the force of the objection raised.]* M tiller in-

terprets ver. 87 of the intermediate state between
death and the resurrection. He remarks "Just
as the old seed corn which is sown into death
retains a sort of corporeity in ever changing
forms (in the germ, in the blade, in the stalk)

all through an intermediate state, until it, as it

were, attains to its resurrection and glorification

in the fresh, green corn, so also do human souls

pass through their intermediate state, not with-

out a certain sort of corporeity. But as the old

appears again in a rejuvenated form, only when
it has attained to a new and perfected kernel, so

also, do those who sleep come to their full and

••[But it may bo asked, wherein consists the tcfentfy

between the natural and the spiritual body? Certainly
not in the material particles of which the two are composed,
nor yet in the sameness of structure. All suppositions of
this sort, which find a picture of the resurrection in Est*kiel's

Tision of the dry bones, are set aside by the force of the
analogy which the apostle uses. Not eren during our
earthly state can it be said that the identity of our body in

the several stages of existence, consists in the identity of
the particles which compose it. These, as science teaches
'us, are in continued flux day by day. By some mysterious
prooess of life, are we gathering to ourxelves new msterisl
and passing off the old ; and as to the matter of our com-
position we are no more the same in two successive momenta
than is the river that we call by the same name and yet

»

ever passing. Yet, no one think* of questioning the
identity of our persons, or of our bodies. Amid thin con-

stant change there is something fixed which makes us
recognisable as the same from the cradle to the grave-
something which gives form, and feature, and organisation,
to this ever-moving current of matter which is momentarily
condensed into what we call our bodies. And what is this

but the plastic principle of life which is ever shaping the
materials which nature gives it for its own uses, and in ac-

cordance with an inward law which moulds us after oar
kind ? Here then we have the true substance of the body-
that which Hands underneath the outward phenomenon of

a corporeal form and imparts to its sole reality. And if

this be so. It Is easy to see that when by death the materials

of our present structure are all dissolved and scattered

abroad, this vital, organise principle, abiding still in con-

nect J^n with the spirit, and in the presence of Christ, may,
by V e >ower which He, through His eternal Spirit, worketh
in on. spirits, at the resurrection gather to itself and assim-

ilate new materials of a wholly different kind, suited fo

that new condition of things which shall be ushered in at

the glorious appearing of our Redeemer. How far this

new form may resemble the old, so as to enable us to identi-

fy acquaintances and friends. Is a matter on which Scripture

(rives us some faint hints. At our Saviour's transfiguration

Moses and Ellas seem to have been recognised for what

they were ; and after His resurrection. His disciples were-

enabled to know their Lord. And there Is nothing unrea-

sonable in supposing that the resemblance between our

present and glorified bodies will be sufficiently strong to

enable us to know our old associates again and so keen up
a continuity between our earthly and heavenly state. It is

at sny rate, a pleasant thing to think such an Identification

possible].
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CHAP. XV. 86-60. 887

gbrtfied state in the resurrection of the bodj,
which will take place at the end of the world."
He next proceeds to show the divine causation
in respect to the future body, thereby showing
wherein all development, even the resurrection

of the dead included, ultimately rests.

—

But
God giveth it a body—"The Holy Scrip-
tures know nothing of an independent develop-
ment of nature without God, about which modern
philosophy has so much to say." Bispihq.—
aa he hath pleased,—The past tense here
points back to the original determination of the
Creator, in accordance with which He goes on
perpetually giving to each seed or germ a body,
after its own fixed kind, or conducts it onward
to the development of the same. [In all the
continued processes of nature, the Creator abides
by the primitive constitution of things. The
uniformity of His operations should not lead us
therefore, to ignore His perpetual free agency,
and to regard the universe in the light of a dead
mechanism. Nature is alive with an ever-present,
ever-active God].—and to each of the seeds—oirepfiarov, lit., sperms, not only of fruits, but
also of animals—a gradation to ver. 89. (Bengel).—its own body.

—

1 6 to v, own, i. «., suited to

the species, peculiar to the individual, produced
from the substance of the seed. The argument
here is this : that inasmuch as this is the way of
God's working, we may expect something of the
like sort in relation to the germ of the human
body, and that it is absurd to dispute this.

[And still further; inasmuch as we cannot infer
from looking at a seed what the plant is to be,
so it is Yery foolish to attempt to determine from
our present bodies what is to be the nature of
our bodies hereafter. (Hodge)].
Vans. 89-44. The diversities of organisation

in |he several spheres of creation, and also the
diversities in their glory, are next exhibited as
analogous to the diversity between the present
and the resurrection body, as that of a new and
higher organization. He starts from the animal
life, where man occupies the first position. With
the unity of the genus (o* <£p f, flesh, ) there exists

a striking difference in the species.

—

All flesh
is not the same flesh ;—[De Wette explains
41 flesh " as the animal organism].

—

but one is
of men, and another flesh of beasts,

—

KTf/voc, tcriavov, Krrjpa properly, animals owned by
man, such as sheep and oxen ; but here in dis-

tinction from what follows, the word denotes
quadrupeds in general.—and another of birds,
and another of fishoa.—The difference pre-
dicated here is not as to substance, but as to
quality (Calvin); and this is manifold and
marked. [If, then, we see such a variety in the
organization of flesh and blood here, the infer-
ence is that we may find a still greater variety
of organizations existing in other spheres. God
is not limited in His power and wisdom, so that
He must make all bodies alike.]—(There are)
also bodies celestial :—It is not agreed wheth-
er the apostle here means the bodies of angels, or
heavenly bodies, such as the sun, moon and stars.

The first interpretation, taking the expression to
mean 'bodies found in heaven/ is maintained by
Meyer and de Wette (comp. Matt. xxii. 80) ; the
second is the more common one, followed by Osi-
ander and Neander, [Hodge and Alford]. The

latter has no support in the usage of antiquity,

and is vindicated, partly on the ground that the
heavenly bodies were regarded by Plato, Plu-
tarch, Galen, and others, as animated beings

;

and partly on the ground that in ver. 88, the
term "bodies" is applied to plants; and to this

it may yet be added, that not only the clearness
and the beauty with which the stars shine, but
also the interest attached to this whole treatment
of the idea of corporeity, explains this rare use
of the word a up a, body, as denoting a material
whole bound together in unity of being. But it

may be asked, whether the contrast between the
stars viewed as heavenly bodies and the world of
men, animals and plants, viewed as earthly
bodies, is a suitable one? Perhaps, indeed, not
so suitable as that between the bodies of angels
and those of men and beasts. The latter ** would
also touch and explain far better the distinction

between the earthly body of death and the su-
pramundane body of the resurrection " (Osian-
der) ; and nothing unsuitable, nothing disturbing
to the symmetry of the whole analogy, can be
found in it. Moreover, we are led to the suppo-
sition that angels have bodies, from what our
Lord says in Luke xx. 85, 86, of the equality be-
tween angels and the children of the resurrection
in the future worW. So far as the unfitness of
this analogy to meet the case of the skeptics is

concerned, it must be remembered that the
apostle has not so much to do with these, as with
a congregation established in the faith, to whom
such a view of angels would be neither strange
nor incredible.*—This comparison between the
two kinds of bodies is followed by an exhibition
of their diversity in respect to glory. In the one
case it is a heavenly radiance ; Matt, xxviii. 8

;

and in the other case it is strength, beauty,
grace, artificial culture, in their several manifes-
tations (Meyer).

—

There is one glory of the
sun, etc.—Not only do the heavenly bodies differ

from the earthly in glory, but there is great di-

versity among the heavenly bodies themselves.
The sun has one degree of lustre, the moon an-
other, and even the stars exhibit a wonderful
variety of size and brilliancy among themselves.
The allusion here might naturally lead us to

think of the various degrees of glory in the res-

urrection bodies, as compared with each other;
but the context does not point to this, and all the
allegorical deductions, such as we find in Tertul-
lian and others, must be pronounced erroneous.
[So Calvin:—"A mistake is here commonly
fallen into in the application; it is supposed
that Paul meant that, after the resurrection, the
saints will have different degrees of honor and
glory. This, indeed, is perfectly true, and is

proved by other declarations of Scripture; but
it has nothing to do with Paul's object." Paul is.

*[But with nil tbese arguments in fkvor of regarding the
apostle as meaning angelic bodies, Kline prefers the other
acceptation. And so Calvin, Bloom field, Henry, Poole,
Barnes, Hodge who, while speaking of it as doubtful, gives
it the preference. Bnt one natn rally Inclines to go with
Meyer, De Wette, and Alford, Stanley, In supposing angelic •

bodie.t to be meant All the accounts given of the angels,
imply the possession of a material vehicle, more subtil and
glorions than that ofman, capable of visibility or invisibility,

at the option of spirit within ; and Paul speaks of being
'clothed upon with his house, which is from heaven' (2
Cor. v. 2): and certainly this view suits the case in band far
betterJ.
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arguing here from existing diversities in the

various organizations found throughout the uni-

verse, to prove that there may be still other and
greater varieties yet to appear*—that neither the

wisdom nor power of God has been exhausted in

the production of different kinds of bodies, and
will be made more signally manifest in providing

for saints a vesture suited to the glory of Christ's

coming kingdom]. In the next verse we hare
the apodosis of the comparison.—So also (is)

the resurrection of the dead.—The connec-
tion is this: as we see so great a variety of forms
above and below, there is abundant room for

modifications of every sort in the human body,
and it indicates only great narrowness of mind
to infer from the condition of the dying human
body that it could undergo no transformation.

( Burger). The general proposition to which the

comparison leads, viz., that there is a distinction

between the constitution of the earthly body and
that of the heavenly, is now more fully carried

out.—(It) is sown in corruption,—The sub-
ject of the sentence is indicated by the connec-
tion. Instead of saying, 'it is buried/ as perti-

nent to the case of the human body, he borrows
hi8 expression from the analogy above employed.
[The bodies of the saints are as seed sown is the
ground; and, hence, every graveyard or ceme-
tery is most aptly termed, in German, "God's
Acre." The dissolution that is there quietly

going on, out of sight, is but preparing the way
for a more glorious appearing, when the winter
is past, and the millenial spring breaks upon us. ]

As the antithesis we have— (it) is raised in
inoorrnption:—'Eye tper at, it raised,—the ex-

pression is not inconsistent with the figure.

For we may take it in the middle sense, ' it raises

itself,' or, * it rises,' just as the plant does out
of the seed corn. On account of what is said in

ver. 86, Neander interprets the sowing, not of

burial in the grave, but of the development of
life upon the earth ; [and so Hodge: " it is now
a corruptible body, constantly tending to decay,
subject to disease and death, and destined to en-

tire dissolution." In this case the whole earth
must be taken for God's seed-field, and our pres-

ent condition must be regarded as, in some sort,

an underground one]. The preposition " in,"

in both clauses, expresses the condition in which
the body is found in the two stages ; in the first,

the elements hitherto organically united are dis-

solving and scattering ; and in the second, we are
raised above all corruption and harm, above all

pain, and disease, and suffering, into a state im-
perishable and fixed.—It is sown in dishon-
or,

—

'Arifiia, not simply denotes the unseemli-
ness of the earthly body, and the humiliating in-

firmities of its corruptible state, by reason of
which Paul elsewhere calls it "our vile body"
(Phil. iii. 21), but also, since he is speaking of
burial, the foulness of the corpse, which is a re*
minder of the disgrace incurred in the penalty
inflicted by death.—it is raised in glory :—By
this he means the revelation of the dignity of the
ohildren of God in the resplendent brightness of
their resurrection bodies, pervaded and glorified

by the divine life. It is to be fashioned like unto
the glorious body ofthe Son of God.—it is sown
In weakness,

—

'Aadtveia does not refer
simply to the feebleness of the earthly body

when living [Bloomfield], but also to its perfect

powerlessness as a corpse, its inability to resist

corruption.—it is raised in power:

—

Aitvaws
denotes a fullness of strength, energy and elas-

ticity, which a renewed vitality will confer on

the resureection body, enabling it to execute tU

the purposes and volitions of the spirit with the

utmost ease and readiness.—All that is implied

in these contrasts is condensed into the final one.

It is sown a natmral body, it is raised a
spiritual body.—Respecting the term "natu-
ral,'

1
[or, more properly, * animal, 1

'psychical,']

comp. on chap. ii. 14. The expression, "natural
body" (aufia tyvxtttv), denotes, in general,

an organization that corresponds to the soul

{tyvxv) » and "spiritual body" (aw/* a nvevpa-
ri k 6 v) one that corresponds to the spirit (m/evfia).

The former is one which carries the impress of

the soul ; the other, the impress of the spirit.

The soul is that by means of which our spiritual

part is linked to a physical life—a life of impulse
and sensation, dependent for its nourishment
upon a world of sense. The corporeity corres-

ponding to this and determined by it, is precisely

on this account made dependent upon this out-

ward world, and is affected by it ; and by reason
of it, it is exposed to all that which has just been
expressed by the words "corruption," "dishon-
or," and " weakness," of which death is the ca-

tastrophe. The nature of the spirit is, on the

contrary, a free, supermundane life of light and
love in God ; and the spiritual body is an organ-
ization suited to its character, being lifted above
all dependence on the outward world, and the

consequences following from it, and displays it-

self in incorruption, glory and power. The an-

tithesis to the animal or natural body forbids

our explaining the epithet "spiritual" here, as

though it meant ethereal, or refined, ["much less

made of spirit, which would be a contradiction."

Hodge].—According to the ordinary reading,

the following sentence would be simply a short

and emphatic confirmation of what has already

been said. But the better authenticated text,

which we are by no means justified in setting

aside as an easier reading, or as a correction,

presents us here with two clauses—the second

conditioned upon the first, which is supposed to

be conceded.—If there is an animal body,—
which the soul has as its corresponding organism
—a thing perfectly obvious—there is a spirit-

ual body.

—

i «., the same must hold good also

of the spirit ; this likewise must have its corres-

ponding organ as its means of expression, and as

the instrument of its operations, [suited to the

new order of things introduced by the coming of

Christ]. The emphasis here lies upon the word
"is." [If the one exists, so does the other].

Vebs. 46-49. According to Ewald, the sense

and connection of this passage may be given

thus: * This order of succession in the whole

course of the world's history, it is impossible

should be otherwise. The finer forms abeays

follow the grosser ; those more spiritual succeed

the more sensuous. Christ, could appear only

after Adam; snd the purely heavenly Christ,

as an external manifestation, is yet to be looked

for. In like manner, the entire glorified humani-
ty can only follow upon the present.'—And so
it is written, The first man Adam was
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made a living sonl,—The citation is from
Gen. ii. 7, with the addition of the qualifying

words •'first" and "Adam;" [eyirro elg

1>i>xyv (oaav, from the LXX, being a literal

rendering of the Hebrew f^p| tJ^SJ y» ***•,

for, or, unto a living soul; and to this the follow-

ing expression is accommodated : elg KveJvpa
£uo 77 o lovv—The expression living soul, as
used in Genesis, is often taken to indicate an
order of being superior to the brute, and is the
text of many an argument to prove the immor-
tality of the soul. The incorrectness of this

assumption will be readily seen by referring to

Gen. i. 20, 21, 24 and elsewhere, in which pas-
sages the words translated "living soul " are
applied also to the entire lower creation. They
are used indifferently of man and beast to ex-
press animal life in general; and it is in this

light that the apostle uses them as the very
course of his argument shows. Adam is spoken
of as a living soul, not to prove his immortality,
but rather his mortality. It is by means of the
soul that he and all descended from Him, are
linked to this changing and corruptible world,
and so become the heirs of corruption. The
only superiority ascribed to man in the history
of creation, is found in the fact that 'God
breathed into him the breath of life,

1 and in this
it is intimated that in the act of becoming a
living soul, man at the same time was endowed
with higher capacities, which brought him into
relationship with God, and made him capable of
communing with Him, and so of rising to a spir-

itual existence. But the possibilities here in-

volved for leading a true, spiritual life, could
only be carried out by his abiding in fellowship
with God and partaking of the Divine Spirit.

And had this been maintained by obedience,
there is every reason to believe that the higher
life of the spirit would have glorified the lower
and made it partaker of immortality without the
intervention of death. But by reason of the
fall, this possibility was cut off. and man becom-
ing animal (V^^wcoV) or as our version renders it

•* natural" in the very elements of his cnarao-
ter, or in the springs of his existence, became
at the same time mortal. Herein lay the, neces-
sity for the new creation through the interven-
tion of a Redeemer who shall be nothing less

than a quickening spirit]. That the Apostle
-wished to have the following clause also, regarded
as a scripture quotation, is an assumption as
groundless as tnat the whole was taken out of
the Apocrypha. That which was affirmed in
scripture respecting the first man Adam, suggests
to his mind the thought of Christ, the antitype
of Adam ; the lower plain upon which Adam
was said to stand, points to the higher. Already
by the addition of the epithets "first" and
••Adam," the apostle gives us to recognize the
significance of the scripture language, and intro-

duces the contrast which he wished to set up.

—

tbe last Adam, a quickening spirit,—" He
attaches his own words directly to the passage
from Scripture, as if to intimate, that the latter

as necessarily followed from the former, accord-
ing to its typical significance, as though it had
been already spoken. He, therefore, merely
gives expression to the inference which is im-

plied in the passage itself, without any intimation

that it also did not belong to the language of

Scripture—it being a self-evident result plainly

contained there. ("Let a person read the first

clause," and man became a "living soul," dwelling
thoughtfully upon the expression " living soul,"

and then repeat, " the last Adam, a quickening
spirit," somewhat less slowly ana* loud," Meter,
Ed. 3.) The whole sentence, however, is by no
means, to be regarded as a logical parenthesis,

as though ver. 4t>, were to be connected immedi-
ately with ver. 44 ; but it enters directly into

the whole course of thought, and was designed
to be a confirmation of the preceding statement
(ver. 44) from Scripture, which, by its declara-
tion in regard to the first Man, that he became
a living soul, from whence the soul-body or
animal organization proceeded, points directly

to that higher state which was first realized in

the last Adam, viz., to the quickening Spirit on
which the spiritual body was founded.—The
adverb "so" introduces the scripture text a-

corresponding to that which had just been assert-

ed and likewise confirming it. Adam's becom-
ing "a living soul " is represented as the effect

of God's breathing into him "the breath of lives,"

D^n nouO- Tnis is Uie term used to

express the principle of life taken absolutely,

which has its source in the divine Spirit, of
which the soul of man is the efflux forming the

bond or nexus between his body and his spirit,

[See Delitzsch, Bd. 2. Part II. Sec. 8, and Heard,
Tripartite Nature of Jfitm, p. 86—46]. The man,
however, is j"PpJ {J^£)J»

living toul, wherein

body and spirit meet in living union. By means
of this union is he constituted and made capable
of a spiritual life ; or in other words, herein
consists the foundation of his moral and intel-

lectual culture and final glorification into a
divine life (Beck, Seelenl., p. 9.) "This life of

the spirit as it increases in intensity is destined

to- make the soul, and by means of it the body
likewise ever more and more, the proper image
and exponent of itself, so that the two-fold life

of man, as in a natural -and necessary way it has
the soul for its uniting bond, so also in nn
ethical and voluntary way it has the spirit as an
all-pervading and controlling principle." [See
Delitzsch, Part II. Sec. 61. The first man, not as

yet having transcended the character of a living

soul (with which, however, sin must not as yet

be supposed, nor even the necessity of its occur-

rence, but only the susceptibility for it, Meyer,
Ed. 8,) since his personal life, by a free act of

his own, had not appropriated as it should the Di-

vine life of the spirit, but had apostatized from
it through sin, which ran its fatal course in sub-

jectingman more and more to the power of death,

required now a new beginning which should

actually lead to that glorification for which he

was originally intended. This was to be achieved

by such an appropriation of the Divine life of

the Spirit that the result should be a quickening

spirit. And this is just what we find in the

other and second Adam who winds upthe history

of the race ; since soul and body are in Him
thoroughly pervaded by the Divine life and He
as the perfected and glorified One, has the power
continually to beget this same life in others, and
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so by renewing and transforming them, actually

to develop the original capacities and intent of our
common nature. " But for the very reason that

this quickening Spirit was obliged to assimilate

every thing to itself, there arose a necessity for its

bursting this earthly covering in order to fashion

for itself a new and glorified organ." Nbander.
—Now, it is evident, that the point of time from
which Christ became this " quickening Spirit"

was, not His birth, but His resurrection ; for

until that moment He was in the likeness of sin-

ful flesh and had an animal body ; and it was not
until after He had solved the problem of main-
taining the original sinlessness of the spirit

through all the stages of His natural life in a
world of sin, that He, who, by a living resem-
blance, was the representative of a humanity
that had become flesh in all its natural suscepti-
bility to sin and death, became in like manner the
representative and head of a humanity spiritu-

ally and divinely glorified, by virtue of having
glorified human nature through the power of
the Spirit, and in the maintenance of a perfect
obedience, and of thus having overcome the curse
of sin (Beck, Lehrwist., p. 46*5 ff. 472). The point of
transition from the one to the other stage is His
resurrection. Through this, in the very might
of that love which led him to incur judgment and
lay down His life for the deliverance of the lost,

He became henceforth in His newly quickened
and glorified corporeity the divine organ for
that life-renewal, that quickening of the dead,
which reaches its perfect realization at the res-

urrection, and so, "a quickening spirit" (oomp.
Rom. viii. 11). The verb to be supplied is not ioriv,

is, but hyheroy became. While it belongs to the
soul to be only " living," and that through the
spirit ; so, on the contrary, does it belong to the
Spirit " to make alive," to impart the divine life-

power which it has in itself, or which it w in a
personal way (Osiander and Meyer). As the
expression, "the first roan," designates the
founder of the human race whose type is im-
pressed upon all who spring from him, so does
the expression, " the last Adam," designate Him
from whom issues the second final development
of humanity that leads on to perfection.

And now, since it were natural to wish that
the perfect had existed from the beginning, he
proceeds to state the law of the divine order.

—

Howbeit, not first the spiritual, but the
animal; afterward the spiritual.—Such is

the established order in the development of hu-
manity ; and this order he means to set forth as

something necessary, [founded in the very plan

of the entire creation, the analogies of which
were to be seen everywhere. Nature, through
all the stages of existence, forms an ever-ascend-

ing series. In all the realms of life we mount
from the lowest organizations to those more re-

fined and complete. Why this was so ordered,

the apostle does not pretend to say. The reason
for it is deeper than science can go, and is among
the hidden things of the Eternal Wisdom. All

that Paul means to assert here is, that such is

the order required by the general constitution of

things]. First, the earthly nature must needs

manifest itself in Adam, and then only could it

attain afterwards to a higher development

(Neander). The adjectives, " spiritual " and
"animal," had better be taken here in a general

way, as designating different stages of life, with*

out supplying- the noun " body."—That the natu-

ral is first, and then the spiritual, is shown in

the instances of the two great heads of humani-
ty.—The first man (is) of the earth, earthy;
—By the epithet " earthy," which relates to the

body, and not to the whole man as imbued with

earthly affections, he designates that- physical

conformation which corresponds to his origin as

taken from the* earth. With this is connected

the animal state. But the inward quickening of

the body, which proceeds primarily from the

spirit, does not take place directly ; but through

the operation of the bouI, which, in man, by

virtue of the breath of the Creator; is, as it were,

formed out of the essence of the spirit in the

body (Beck, SeelenL, p. 81). Now, inasmuch as

in the creation of the first man there existed,

first of all, a body fashioned out of the dust of

the earth, this, at.the start, could only bear the

impress of the soul, which mediated the quicken-

ing power of the spirit. And such a body car-

ries in itself the possibility of death, which,

however, is only realized through sin (Gen. Hi.

19; Comp. Rom. v. 12 ff.), i. e., the alienation of

the soul, which determines the condition of the

body, from the Divine Spirit-life. Apart from

this, however, it has the possibility also of not

dying, which might have been realized through
the perpetual appropriation of this spirit-life

by means of which, as the soul advanced in

spiritual glorification, it would become ever more
qualified for the progressive quickening and

glorification of the body (comp. Osiander, p. 777).

As the antithesis we have—the second man
is from heaven.—The fuller reading of the

received text, "the Lord from heaven," is op-

posed by an overwhelming balance of authorities

;

and the rejection of the words " the Lord " is

not to be explained on the ground that it did not

seem to Buit as the proper contrast for " earthy."

It is far more likely that some transcribers at-

tempted to fill out what appeared to be an im-

perfect, antithesis, by adding "the Lord" in the

margin by way of a gloss, and that this after-

wards crept into the text. By the term "Lord"
(which would belong not to the subject, but to

the predicate, and as the nobler designation

would be put before the other), there would be
exhibited the divine glory, the supramundane
exaltation and power of the second man coming
from heaven, in contrast with the earthly imper-

fection and weakness of the first man springing

from the earth; and this certainly would not

simply refer to his bodily life, but to his entire

personality, which carries in itself the fulness of

the spirit, and ofdivinely quickening power; from
which, then, it might be inferred in regard to

the expression "earthy," that it denoted the

earthly constitution and characteristics of the

entire person of the first man.—In the case of

the shorter reading, however, the question arises

whether it means the heavenly origin of the sec-

ond Man, in relation to His human life; which*

then, in case the term " earthy " refers to the

body of the first man, might be referred in like

manner to Christ's corporeity (hence the hereti-
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eal assumption that Christ's body was from hea-
Ten) ;* or whether it means the final appearing of
the second man, His second advent, for the perfec-

tion of His work, of which the resurrection of
the dead is a part. The whole context appears
to imply the latter (comp. vv. 22, 23, 45, 49).f
What is here meant, therefore, is His coming
from Heaven at His second Advent, which will

take place in celestial glory and in His trans-

figured humanity. And this presents to us the

real antithesis to the earthiness of the first man.
The following verses express the fact that the

peculiar qualities of each of these two heads are

reflected in those of the persons who belong to

them severally, viz., in respect to the natural

body on the one side, and the spiritual body on
the other. This is what is meant by 6 1 o c and
r

o

to v rot.—As the earthy, such they also
that are earthy:—By the latter are meant those

who have descended from Adam, and like him
are ofan earthy nature.—and aa the heavenly,
such they also that are heavenly.—By the

latter are meant those belonging to Christ in

their state of heavenly perfection, or those who
are taken up with Christ, the glorified, in the

fellowship of His glorified life in heaven. Comp.
Eph. ii. 6, *'and hath made us sit together in

heavenly places in Christ Jesus ;" and Phil. iii.

20, "Our citizenship is in heaven;" to which
may be added still further, ver. 21. "Who shall

change our vile body, that it may be fashioned

like unto His glorious body." The latter is here

carried out in ver. 49, in the same antithesis as

in ver. 48.—And as we bore,—namely, during

our earthly life,—the image of the earthy,—
i. e., the animal body (Phil. iii. 21, '< the body of

our humiliation")—we shall bear—namely,
at the time of His appearing, from the resurrec-

tion onward,—the image of the heavenly.

—

i. e., the spiritual body which is made like unto
His glorious body. In the verbs ifopkoapev
and fopioofieir, he places himself and his

readers at the turning point of the second Advent,
when they will have the life which they led in

their earthy state behind them, and that of their

heavenly state just before them.

—

Qopeiv,—an
image taken from dress. It means to wear as a
garment ; it occurs also in tragedy in relation to

bodies (fopeiv Mfiag), and particular parts of the

body, such as the hair. The more feebly attested

reading fopeoofiev, we shall bear, corresponds to

the entire connection and force of thought. The
other, fopioofiev, let ut bear, would introduce a
peranesis, whLh would constrain us to take the

word "image" in an ethical sense. So Chrys.,

and Theoph.: "By the image of the earthy he
means evil deeds, and by the image ot the heav-

en £•• This passage wm used by the early heretics of the
GsMMtic to sustain their doctrine that our Lord was not
really born of the Virgin Mary, but was clothed in a body
derived from Heaven; in opposition to whom the early
creeds declare that He was as to His human nature consub-
tinn*1*1 with man, and as to His divine nature consnbstan-
tial with God." Home].

f [This is the rlew given by Meyer and other commenta-
tors, both ancient and modern. Bat Bloomfield, and Alford,
and Hodge, and de Wette.and meny others, profer the refer-

i-ac« to the heavenly origin of His entire personality as the
God-Ifan. This view is ably supported by Bp. Bull, in his
Jmd. Eod. Cathol. v. 6, end is also rendered probable from
Jno. iii. 13, where the Son of Man is spoken of as u He that
casne down from Heaven.**]

enly, good deeds." It ie in connection with this
reading also that the following verse is inter-

preted in an ethical sense, which, however, is in
contradiction with the uniform usage of the
word8 "flesh and blood." Perhaps, however, it

was the ethical interpretation of ver. 50, that
gave rise to the reading. [Stanley, in obedience
to the preponderance of authority, gives prefer-
anoe to the hortatory form of this sentence,
which he acknowledges to be in no connection
with the context].

Ver. 60. He here winds up the whole of this
exposition respecting the body in which believers
should come forth, and confirms the declaration,
" we shall bear the image of the heavenly," by a
solemn asseveration.—Now this I say,—It is

a formula for emphasizing a subsequent state-
ment, and implies no concession to his opponents.
6tl, as in chap. vii. 29, not 'because, 1

but,

—

that—Ver. 49 rests on ver. 45, not on. that
which here follows.—flesh and blood—By
these words, according tcTheodoret, are intended
[not our sinful, fallen nature, as some, like

Chrys,, understand it construing the words in an
ethical sense ; but] our mortal nature, which, as
such—cannot inherit the kingdom ofGod

;

—or, as Lange, «• the constitution originating in
natural birth." It is the animal body in its

present organization. "Flesh" denotes the
earthly substance of the "body and blood," the
animal element in it, according to its corruptible
nature. That this corporeal constitution cannot
enter the kingdom of God without change, is

still further shown from the incompatibility be-
tween the two.—neither doth corruption in-
herit incorruption.-Corruption, not asdistinct

from flesh and blood, as the dead are distin-

guished from the living; but the word exhibits

to us prominently a characteristic of our present
state, which sets it in marked contrast with the
constitution of the kingdom of God, as that of an
imperishable life— # 6pa is here the abstract for

the concrete f&dprov. The present KXtfpovofiel
expresses a constant relation (Meyer), and an
established truth. The idea of time is not here
taken into account.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Skepticism would fain wear the aspect of an
enlightenment that transcended the ordinary
scope of faith, of a more comprehensive and
loftier view* of the world which was justified in
looking down upon a belief in the doctrines of
revelation as a sign of narrowness and bigotry.

But, regarded rightly, the narrowness will be
found on its part. It is skepticism that betrays
a lack of sound reason, which, at the same time,

includes a lack in the higher moral constitution.

There lies at the foundation of it a dullness of
thought, a dislike for the labor of profound con-
templation, a disposition to be readily satisfied

with what is most obvious, and to abide within
the wonted circle of human notions. Nay, still

more, there is at the bottom of it a pride of un-
derstanding which delights in the supposed dis-

coveries of truth, and is opposed to the acknowl-
edgment of a wisdom surpassing its own range of

thought and opinion—even a wisdom to which it

is the business and duty of the human under-
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standing to submit, cordially accepting its doc-
trines and endeavoring to understand them more
and more, if it is ever properly to come to itself,

since it here enters upon its own proper ground,
the Spirit of God, and in the light of truth is

enabled to recognize more and more, on every
side, the nature and laws of Divine providence,
and the manifold ways of God, and the corres-

pondencies which exist between the natural cre-

ation in its varied developments and the king-
dom of grace or the work of redemption in all

its rich unfolding.

2. The resurrection of the dead, stands in close

analogy with various phenomena which constant-

ly present themselves to our notice, and in which
the creative omnipotence of God displays itself

from year to year. In these death, dissolution,

and corruption, are seen to be the conditions of a
new life—stages of transition to new forms of
existence. The kernel contained in the ripened
fruit, conceals a vital germ, which, when the
kernel is planted in the soil and there dissolved,

bursts forth and springs up into a new growth in

conformity with the constitution originally given
it by the Creator, and by means of His ever-
present, everywhere active, power. Essentially
the same process occurs in the resurrection of
the dead. Corruption is only the dissolution of
that which was the result of a previous vital de-
velopment, in order that the germ of a new
body which was included in the inmost kernel
of the old, may break forth and unfold itself into

a new and living organism. But the new is not
[as some suppose, the restoration of the old, a
recoraposition of the same particles that existed

in the old body,] but of another and nobler
quality [and better suited to be the organ of a
perfectly sanctified spirit]. In the resurrection
body we enter upon a distinct and higher stage
of life than that occupied by the body which has
been laid in the earth. [The apostle calls it " a
building of God, a house not made with hands"
in contrast with (he former, in which, as the seat

of pain, and suffering, and sin, we groaned
being burdened. What its particular attributes

and peculiarities are, it doth not yet appear. It

is sufficient for us to know, that it will be like

unto Christ's glorious body ; and from the hints

afforded us in the account given of His several

appearances to His disciples, we may obtain

some idea of its superior adaptation for the service

of the spirit]. It must be understood that we
are here speaking only of those who have been
taken unto a fellowship with the new divine life

in Jesus Christ, and have come within the sphere
of His redeeming grace ; or, in other words, who
belong to that new development which proceeds
from the last Adam. [What the condition of
those will be who are to come forth to the resur-

rection of damnation, we are not here informed,
and on this point to offer oonjeoture would be to

go beyond our province].
This higher stage of corporeal existence has

its analogies in the broad range of creation

:

since here also, we behold manifold distinctions

and degrees of organization, as well in the
sphere of animal life as among the higher orders
of being, including man and angels, and also

among the celestial bodies shining with varied
glory. Somewhat corresponding to the distinc-

tions here observable, will be the superiority of

the resurrection-body in the comparison with

the earthly body—a superiority, which viewed in

the contrasts presented at the time of death tod

of resurrection, is expressed in the antithesis

between corruption and inoorruption, weakness

and power, dishonor and glory.

S. The resurrection as illustrated by the account

of the divine plan in man's creation. Much light is

cast upon the great distinction between the pres-

ent and the resurrection-body, by the divinely

revealed economy of the Creator, or, in other

words, by the divinely ordained development of

the human race, as set forth in Scripture. The
all-quickening Spirit of God first produoed a

creature with a living souL The soul, as the

vehicle and instrument of his life-power, by
which being quickened, the earthly body pre-

pared for it by God becomes animal or psychical,

i. e. conformed to the character of the soul, is

the organism of a personal life which is capable

either of appropriating to itself ever more and

more that divine spiritual life in which it is

rooted, or of apostatizing from it. In the case of

apostasy, such as actually occurred, instead of a

progressive glorification of the earthly, physical

body into a heavenly, spiritual one, there would

ensue a progressive mortality and corruption.

And such man has already incurred. Neverthe-

less, that condition for which he was originally

constituted and destined, was still bound to come

to pass. Through a Divine act of love, a new
process of development was introduced into the

human race, which, as in the first instance, en.

tered into life through the quickening power of

the divine Spirit, and in the like manner, in.

volved the possibility of a free self-determina-

tion in both directions, t. *., a true human life

according to soul and body. But by a style* of

conduct opposed to that pursued in the first

stage of development or by its head, the first

Adam—by the perpetual appropriationand main-

tenance of the divine, spiritual life amid all

the temptations of our lower nature, and amid

all the difficulties, struggles and necessities which

attended upon a loving entrance into the accursed

state of the first Adamio humanity, this reached a

height upon which the animal nature, glorified

into a truly spiritual condition, becomes the

principle of a like glorification for the earthly

animal race of man (in so far as this enters into

the fellowship of the second Adam), so that every-

thing which had been corrupted by means of

sin is again restored, and aims at rising to the

highest stage of life which had been ordained

from the beginning as the proper goal of all

human endeavor, but which had become unat-

tainable after the apostasy. Now after that we

have become incorporated into the second Adam
by faith, by means of which His Spirit as an

inwardly sanctifying power takes possession of

our personal life, and delivers it from all selfish-

ness, and all entanglement with our earthly

sensuous being, and attracts it with all its pow-

ers and entire organism into the service of the

Divine life, and assimilates it to that ; there

then follows, as the natural completion of tbin

process, an unfolding of the germ of this Divine

spiritual life that has been implanted in this or-

ganism (after the process of dying which be-
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longed to the old Adamic state, has been gone
through with) into a new organism which cor-
responds to the glorified body of the second

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

8TAmKE:—Vor. 85. Hbdibobb: Shall I rise
sgain out of the grare, the dust, the fire, the
Abyss of the sea, and appear in beauty and
glory? Reason says, No. Oh, blindness! Ask
the beautiful fruit-bearing stalk, what and where
it was a short time ago.—Ver. 86. "Thou fool."
Paul here calls conceited reason by its right
name, in order to rebuke unbelief (Gal. iii. 1).
To him who believes in the infinite knowledge,
wisdom and power of God, and in the creation
where God brought all things out of nothing, it

will not be hard to believe that God knows where
•very little partiole of dust of this or that body
or member is, and how that which has been
mingled in with the seeds of other bodies is to
be again separated from them, and how each
particle is to be brought again to its place, so
that each body may be the same body.* If it is

possible that a corrupted little seed of corn shall
spring up to new life and verdure, and bring forth
new kernels, although thy reason cannot com-
prehend how this can happen ; then it is not im-
possible that God should quicken again the
bodies that have been dissolved.—There is such
a depth and breath in the works of God, that
our feeble understanding becomes lost in them,
eTen as a little drop of water is swallowed up in
the great sea.—Ver. 87 f. That the nature of
e?ery plant, with all its peculiarities is included
in the little seed-corn, and springs from that, is
certainly a work of God's wisdom and omnipo-
tence. If He now produces from the buried
kernel a particular plant which bears upon its

stalk many other like kernels, how can we doubt
that God would be both able and willing, ac-
cording to His own infinite power, to bring forth
out of the seed of a decaying human body a like
result once more? (Luke xviii. 27.)—Ver. 48.
The most beautiful of mankind, during their
whole life, are but dirt, and are obliged to con-
ceal much that they have both upon and in
themselves; but the resurrection will glorify all
that, and render our bodies perfectly pure ves-
sels,—Ver. 46. We must carry about with us
this mortal body in humility, endure it with
patience, and let it die with fresh courage. In
this way we rightly labor towards transforming
it into that glorious and spiritual body which we
expect from the second Adam.—Ver. 47. Hedin-
«bb: 8ince the earthly Adam, endowed with
earthly attributes, came first, and the second
spiritual Adam followed after, so must that body
which we inherit from Adam first be earthly and
born, ere it become spiritual according to the
image of the second Adam.—Ver. 48. Every
thing in its own time—the body must first lay
off its earthly qualities through death, and after
that spring up anew.—What at last is born anew
** the resurrection—should not this be glorious ?
Ver. 49. Here upon earth the glory of the

*JTM* comment is founded on the Arise Mamnption once
©pweleot, that the Identity of the present and the resux-
wcuon bodies was to consist in the Identity of the material
partfclei out of which the present body is composed].

divine image mirrors itself in believers to some
degree ; but at the resurrection they will possess
all this glory in its perfection.—Ver. 60. Per-
haps thou wouldst gladly journey on to heaven
with thy body and soul without dying, and so
inherit its glory (2. Cor. v. 4); but that which is

to live there must first perish, ere it be made anew.
Bbblbnb. Bibbl :—Ver. 86 f. Man takes too

much upon his phantasy, and means to see
every thing thereby. Happily such are first point-
ed to the operations of Nature. For the lower
and the transient world is an image of the higher
and the enduring. If such wise spirits would
investigate more exactly the operations of Na-
ture, this would enable them to read in living
characters, what follies they, with their wisdom
perpetrate before God. Even in natural things
we do not succeed in understanding how one
thing and another transpires; and how much
more will this be the case in heavenly mys-
teries (Wisdom ix. 16).— It is a folly which
emanates from the pool of our corrupt
hearts to be always inquiring—«how? how?*
If we take our reason only with us and
use it {beyond its' proper limits, it turns to un-
reason. We should learn to understand that
things come from a higher hand, and abide in
the way of faith.—Ver. 87. The outer hulls do
not germinate, but are sloughed off from the
inner germ, decay and mix with earth ; but the
germ itself springs up again in living green.
Accordingly it is not precisely the same body
with all its dust that is to rise again. Yea, even
during this life, this mortal body is subject to a
perpetual change, so that in a short time not one
particle of that which we once were, remains in
us, [so it is not necessary in maintaining the
identity of the body to preserve the same mate-
rial particles of which it was at any one time
composed]. Though our bodies are in continual
flux, yet no one says that we become new men
every quarter of a year.—Ver. 88. . The best is

concealed in order that we may not confound
Nature with God. Nature hides itself. There
God alone is master, and has the key. If we do
not go to Him we shall bring nothing out—Ver.
44. We must not draw our conclusions from
one body to another, and say : A body is a
body. No; great distinctions exist among
bodies. There is a spiritual body which is through
and through like pure spirit, as well as a nat-
ural and beastly body.—Ver. 46. God has crea-
ted men not purely spiritual, in order that they
may not exalt themselves, but ever be mindful
of their dependence. The natural life is, in re-
spect to the other life, only as a field ; but in the
field a spiritual seed is sown which shall hereaf-
ter spring up through the power of the second
Adam.—Ver. 46. The state of weakness comes
first: otherwise, we would not know how to esteem
that of highest glory, nor yet to distinguish
between the two. Hence, this order is good

;

and he who takes it into account will avoid the
miserable snares which are spread by reason.

—

Ver. 47. The first and the second man—these
two are as wide asunder in their nature as hea-
ven and earth, yea, as God and the creature

;

and yet one has come to the other, so that we
have share in both.—Ver. 48. We must not
become more earthly than Adam was. Th«
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Heavenly Adam was prorided in order that we may
and should again erect ourselves upon Him. In
this way, then, do those that are heavenly spring
from Him by a new birth and life in Him. But
if this is to happen, our old earthly man, must
and will, in thought, word, work, become uni-
ted to Christ, in his sufferings and death, and
the new man arise in us.—This is the great mys-
tery, on account of which God became man, and
proposes now to exhibit us as the children of
God through His incarnation.

Riiobr:—Ver. 35 ff. In inquiring after the
exact ground, how amy event comes to pass, every
thing for the most part turns upon the intention

of the inquirer—whether he inquire from a desire

of learning, and a delight in the truth, or from
doubt and pleasure in mocking; whether he does
it from faith and for the sake of advancing in

knowledge, or simply to find pretext for unbelief.

The difficulty in respect to the resurrection is

the dying and the dissolutton ; but this, indeed,
in a thousand cases, is the only way to new life

and verdure, and fruitfulness. This thou wouldst
question, if thou hadst not seen it so often.—It is

enough that now the way through death to life

is so pictured before our eyes. What God does
daily and yearly in the realm of Nature, this He
does in the kingdom of His Son, for the destruc-
tion of the last enemy. Let the change and ex-
pansion and manifold increase in the seed that

is sown be what it may, yet all this has had its

ground and oause in the seed itself. Even so the
resurrection is but a quickening and up-spring-
ing of that very thing which has died.—What
else is the denial of the resurrection but an ig-

noring of the power of God, which can produce
out of its inexhaustible fulness just what it will.

Ver. 42 ff. Precious foundation for our patience,

—to suffer under the body of this death, because
the germ of a future spiritual body exists therein

!

How deep down into the inheritance of Adam

:

until thou returnest again to dust ! How highly
exalted in the inheritance of Christ: until we
shall become like unto His glorious body! Lord
Jesus, prepare me that I may bear thy heavenly
image.—Ver. 50. The natural life which we
have in common with other living creatures upon
the soil of earth, is not fit for the kingdom of
God ; it would be far too weak to sustain the
powers in exercise there.

Heubneb:—Ver. 85. All question after the
how in the mysterious doctrines of religion must
be asked with modesty, with a recognition of the

limits of our knowledge, with the design of
warding off unbelief and strengthening faith

;

and hence, not in those cases where all compre-
hension on our part is absolutely denied. Close
reflection, strictly carried out, will never stumble
at revelation.—Ver. 37. The present and the

future life are related as germ and fruit ; hence,

the resurrection is not the creation of a new or-

ganism. The study of nature should help reve-

lation, and should lead us to the Lord of Nature

and the Giver of Revelation. Especially does

the ever-recurring change from death to life,

which we see in nature, assist a Christian's faith

in the resurrection.—Ver. 39 ff. The inexhaus-

tible manifoldness of the kingdom of God opens

to our contemplation an unfathomable sea.—Ver.

42 ff. The fundamental stuff remains, but de-

velopment gives it another body. We know
nothing of the innermost, finest parts of the

body, and it is from these that the main stuff of

the future body is formed. Since the heavenly

body will not be like the earthly, it will be no

burden to man. Finite spirits also must neces-

sarily have an organ (contrary to Kant).—Ver.
45 AT. Christ, the Regenerator of man, gives the

spiritual life—He creates in us not only the new

life of regeneration, but His spirit and His power

will directly quicken our bodies.

W. F. Bksseb:—Ver. 47. Great is the miracle

of creation, by which God called the first man
out of the earth into a natural life ; but greater

still is the miracle of Redemption, by which God

has created a spiritual body, of which the sinful,

earthly children of the sinful, earthly Adam were

utterly destitute. Although now the work of re-

demption is greater than the work of creation,

yet is it not more difficult to believe that the Lord

will make our natural body a spiritual body, ac-

cording to the likeness of His perfected spiritual

body, than it is to believe that He made our nat-

ural body from a clump of earth?—Ver. 49. The

true Christophori, or Christ-bearers, are Chris-

tians, here, in faith; there, in sight.—Ver. 60.

The flesh and blood of the lost may and will rise,

not to the inheritance of the kingdom, but to

suffer the pain of eternal fire. But, in order

that flesh and blood may rise to the inheritance

of the kingdom, the present form of flesh and

blood must be done away ; first, through spiritual

regeneration in baptism, and then through the

physical change in the grave, in order that a

spiritual flesh and blood may spring therefrom,

according to the fashion of the flesh and blood of

Christ^Tbe Christian burial is the blessing of

the body to be redeemed from corruption (Rom.

viii. 28).

[Robertson :— Vv. 46-49. The natural pre-

cede* the spiritual. I. The universality of this

law, as seen: 1. In the order of creation; 2. In

the progress of the Jewish nation; 8. In the

progress of the human race. II. The spiritual

instances of this law: 1. Our natural affections

precede our spiritual ; 2. The moral precedes

the spiritual. III. The stages through which

we pass: 1. Through temptation; 2. Through
sorrow].
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CHAP. XV. 51-68. 845

2). Conclusion in reference to those who survive at the advent Final exhortations.

CHAP. XV. 61-68.

51 Behold, I shew [tell, Xlyw] you a mystery; We shall not all sleep [We all shall not

52 sleep, Trcfvrec ob xoc/oytf.1
], but we shall all be changed.1 In a moment [an atom, aro/iy/),

in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump : for the trumpet shall sound, and the

53 dead shall be raised* incorruptible, and we shall be changed. For this -corruptible

54 must put on incorruption, and this mortal must put on immortality. So [But, &],
when this corruptible shall have put on incorruption,8 and this mortal shall have put
on immortality,8 then shall be brought to pass the saying that is written, Death is [was,

55 xarexo&T)'] swallowed up in victory. O death, where is thy sting ?
4 O grave [death,

56 fofcare], where w thy victory?* [But, oe] The sting of death is sin ; and the strength

57 of sra is the law. But thanks be to God, which giveth us the victor?4 through our

58 Lord Jesus Christ. Therefore, my beloved brethren, be ye steadfast, unmoveable,
always abounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye know [knowing, etfcire?]

that your labour is not in vain in the Lord.

(P Ver. 61.—The Bee. is satisfactorily authenticated, [«-*>rtc iiir ov jrotpi)6ifae>e$a, wd'vrcv &i ak\ayr}c6fi<9a]. The
origin of the other readings is easily explained from the apparent difficulty ofthis. Laehmasm [and Stanley] have irame
air] KCttLT{9rfa6ft90a, ov v&vm ii aAAay. Others have w&m? /iiv apaoTifo*67u0a, ov vavref 61 dAAay. [The fxev has in
tofew A. C. (2d. hand), D. (2d and 3d hand), & F. O. K. L. 8inait., Vulg.. later 8yr., Copt., and a few eccles. writers, but
against it B. C. (1st hand), D. (1st hand), the 8yr. (Peach.), Aeth., and Orig. Jerome testifies that in his day all the Latins
had omnes quidem rewrgemut, bnt that the Greeks were divided between omnei dormiemus, and non omnes dormiemm.
Augustine also mentions that both Greeks and Latins were divided about it. It was very likely to have originated in an
attempted conformity with the subsequent to. For placing the ov before xotfii)*., so that it may qualify that word, and not
after, with the comma before it. so that it may quality dAAay., we have B. D. (2d and Sd hand), £. K. L., almost all the
cursives, with the Goth., Syr., (both), Copt., Aeth.. Arab, versions, and many of the best Greek and Latin writers. Among
the other MSS. there is an almost inextricable confusion, suggesting that they are not reliable. They appear to have
sprung from the idea that otherwise Paul would assert (contrary to tact) that he, and those to whom he wrote, were not
to die. See all the readings discussed elaborately in Jteicfie end Tisehendor/.—C. P. W.l

• Ver. 52.—Laehmaim has Ivae^aovra^ but the evidence for that reading is not quite convincing, fit is sustained by
A.D. E. F. G., 2 cursives, Orig. (one ms\ Cbrys. (one ma.), Damasc., Theophyl. (margO; but B. C. K. L. M., Sinatt, several
copies of the Latin, Vulg. (resurgvnt), Orig. (5 times). Dialog., Cbrys. (one ms.X Cyr.,Theodt., have tyep^aotnai.—C. P. W.]

PVer 64.—The whole sentence to +Baprbv r. ivSvo. a^Bafxr. «oi is omitted in C. (1st hand), Sinatt., (1st hand), 2 cur-
sives, the Vulg., Goth., Copt., Aeth. (both), Marcion (in Eplph.), Athan., Iren. (Lat.), Hilar., Aug. (once), Ambrstl, Fulg.,

Oroe-, Bede. By A., the Arm., version, and,some unimportant M8S., it is inserted after to Ovtfr. r. iv6v*. adav^ D. (1st hand,
met in the Lat. 1st hand), entirely omits this latter sentence. Doubtless by homoeoteleuton.—C. P. W.l

« Ver. 65^—The Kcprpor and viKot are arranged in the reverse order by a number of good MSS. FB. C. J. M. Sinait. (1st

hand), Vulg., Copt. Aeth., Arm., 81av., Bus., Athan., Didym., Cyr., Damasc., Iren. ( Lat.), Tert., Jer., Anibr.] This was done
probably, to make the sentence conform to the Septuagint. Such, too, was doubtless the oiigin of the substitution of
«fc| for the second tevart [in A. (2d hand), K. L. M. Sinait., (3d hand), several corsh es, the Goth., Syr. (both), Orig.,

A than, (once), Cyr., Epiph. For tfdVare twice we have B. 0. D. B. F. G. I., 2 cursives, the Ital„ Vulg., Copt., Aeth., Arm.,
Eueeb^ Athan. (once), Nyss., Iren. (Lat.), Tertul., Cypr., Ambr., August. Wordsworth, gives as a reason for the change of 4ft*

into 0ararf. that the primitive Christians, who would not be surprised at a personification of 0avaro«, would have been
shocked at such r, bold apostrophe as the Apostle here derived from bis Hebrew Scriptures to Hades, on the ground that
it would countenance the heathen notion of a personal deity so named.—C. P. W.]

EXEGETTOAL AND CRITICAL.

Vbh. 51. He now proceeds to reveal to them
something of the process of the resurrection.

And what he has to say is introduced in a man-
ner solemn, and calculated to awaken attention.

—Behold,—The word points to an object pre-

sented for inward contemplation, and at the same
time extraordinary, q.t d. t 'behold, look my
words full in the face—they contain a truth

which we are slow to recognize, but which is

true notwithstanding.' The thing to be an-

nounced he calls—a mystery— not simply
something hitherto unknown to the reader, but

something ascertained only through a divine

revelation, or the illumination of the Spirit (iv.

1 ; xiii. 2).—tell I unto you :—This mystery

was, that those who are alive at the coming of

the Lord will experience a change that shall fit

them for participating in the kingdom of God,
just as those would who arose from the dead

;

hence, that that which was said in ver. 49 was
applicable also to them. The same truth is set

forth in 1 Thes. xv. 1-17, save that the idea of
a change, which, in the latter text, is only pre-
supposed, is, in our passage, definitely brought
to view. In both places he gives his readers to

understand that the disclosure made rested upon
revelation (1 Thes. iv. 16, "by the word of the
Lord").—The received text of our passage has,

from the earliest time, created difficulty.* It

•fCalvin remarks: "There is here no difference in the
Greek MSS. [which is true, so far as those he had to deal
with went], but in the Latin versions there are three differ-

ent readings. The first is, We shall, indeed, all die, but we
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846 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

seems to assert that the Apostle expected, not
death, but a sudden change both for himself and
for all his ootemporaries—a thing not reconcila-

ble with actual events. Hence, o v has been put
after KoinTjdijodpe&a, connecting it with the

following verb ; [so Stanley, who renders : «« we
shall all sleep, but we shall not all be changed "]

(besides, some put ovv before Koi{iq&f which is,

perhaps, only a trace of the original position of

ob); but this reading would be unsuitable by
reason of the more exactly denning statement of
time, immediately following in ver. 52, which
could only be joined to a positive clause. [It

would hardly do to Bay, * we shall not all he
changed in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye,'

etc. It was perhaps with a view of obviating this

difficulty that the reading dvaarrjodfieda, we shall

arise, [found in D., and adopted by the vulgate],
was introduced ; but which even in this way be-
trays its non-authenticity, and, besides, is less

sustained. In the case of the reoeived text,

irdvreg (ilv ob Koifjuj&Tjaofie&a, irdvreg
b*l aXXaxvad/ie & a,—there still arises, how-
ever, the objection, that the apostle could not
assert concerning himself and all his readers, or
all Christians of his time that they would not
" sleep," but would rather all "be changed,"
[as is implied here by the position of the nega-
tive ob, which bears directly upon the verb, and
not upon the adjective irdvreg all—making it

mean, * all of us shall not sleep']. Henoe, a tra-

jection of the negative is here assumed, irdvreg

ob, standing for ob irdvreg, and the clause taken
to be equivalent to ob irdvreg KotuTj&., meaning
not all of us shall sleep ;' and aWayij a 6 fie^ a
is interpreted in a broader sense, as including
the idea of rising from the dead, which is op-
posed by the stricter signification of the term,
and by the more exact intimation given in ver. 62,
where it is said that the dead also shall rise.

Nor yet can the above-mentioned trajection of
the negative be justified on the ground of giving
the word irdvreg, all, a more emphatic position,

or from Numb, xxiii. 13 ; Josh. xi. 18 or Sir.

xvii. 30 (where it does not occur) ; and, besides,
the assumption of a various range of meaning
for aXXayrjod fie # a in such close succession
has something arbitrary in it. The same is true
also of the expedient of putting ob Kotfitf&. not
sleep, in a parenthesis, q. d., * we all (shall, in-

deed, not die, but yet) all shall be changed.
{So Hodge, who, as above, broadens the scope of
the verb rendered ' changed/ so as to denote not
simply the transformation of the living, out also

the reinvestiture of the dead, thus making it

apply to all Christians generally. Stanley is

singularly confused here, following Lachmann
in his text, and rendering •* we shall all sleep

;

but we shall not all be changed ;' yet, in his
note, giving a decided preference for the Reo.
Text, and rendering it, " We shall, all of us, not
die, but be changed." In the latter he follows
Meyer and Winer (Or. Oram. Pt. iii. { 61, 4f.)

haTI not all be changed. The second is, We shall, indeed,
all rise Again, bnt we shall not all be changed. [This U the
reading of the Yulgate followed by Wickliffe and the Rheim's
version.] The third is. We shall not, indeed, all sleep, bnt
we shall all be changed." This diversity he ascribes to the
fact. " that some readers, who are not the most discerning,
dissatisfied with the true reading, ventnred to conjecture a
reading which was more approved by them "J.

who insist that the only translation consistent

with Greek is as Kling gives it in his version—
We shall all not sleep, but we shall be
changed,—The intention of the apostle is to

answer a question, which would naturally occur
to some in view of the declaration that " flesh

and blood could not inherit the kingdom of God."
If this were so, it might be asked, what would
become of the living? While the dead would
rise with new bodies, what would become of

them who were expecting to survive till the ad-

vent. These are the parties whom he now has
solely in his eye, and since the great crisis was
Bupposed to be near at hand, he speaks here in

the first person, and says * we.']. The difficulty

in regard to irdvreg, all, is relieved by the sup-
position that he had in mind the sum total of the

survivors (among whom he also reckoned him-
self), to wnom alone the whole context relates.

But that the words uiv 61 should stand in

connection with the same emphatically repeated
word irdvreg, all, when they appear to relate to

the contrast between * not Bleeping* and * being
changed,' is entirely in accordance with Greek
usage (comp. Passow upon the words II. i. 176,
b, above). They had better remain untrans-
lated.—By * being changed * he indicates the im-

mediate transition from the earthly into the

heavenly body, without .the intervening process
of death and the resurrection. This is to take

place—In a moment, in the twinkling of
an eye,—Both these expressions indicate the

same thing, and set forth, in a most striking

manner, the instantaneousness of the transition,

excluding the possibility of death coming in be-

tween, drouov, an indivisible point of time. In
this change a prevenient qualification, a prepara-
tion for this glorification, by the operation of the
Spirit of Christ, is indeed not excluded; it is

only asserted that this glorification would take

place suddenly.—A second particular relating to

the time of this change, is expressed by the

words—at the lasttramp:

—

kv r$ kox- e&Xw.;
kv is used as expressive of the time in which the

last trumpet sounds, as in 1 Thes. iv. 16, where
it is said of the Lord that He will descend from
Heaven kv odXirryyi &eoi>, " in the trumpet of
God;" whereupon the dead will rise. [For this

use of kv, see J elf. Or. Gram. {622, 2. fin.]. The
word aakirl^etv is used to denote tho trumpet
blastaccompanyingthe Theophanies,and resound-
ing over the whole region of their manifestation,

arousing and shaking all things there (comp. ex.

xix. 16 ; Isa. xxvii. 18 ; Zech. ix. 14). The last

trumpet refers to that great Theophany, orChris-
tophany, by which all the revelations of God in

this dispensation will be brought to their close.

That this will coincide with the seventh trumpet
(Rev. xi. 16), is, by no means, improbable; be-

cause, there also John is speaking of the end of
the world-power, and the coming in of the

kingdom of God and of Christ.—an event with

which that here mentioned must synchronize.

From this, however, we are not to conclude that

Paul had in mind the seven trumpets of the Apo-
calypse, of which he supposed this to be the last

;

for it is hardly proper to ascribe the peculiarity

of John's vision to the apostle Paul, as though

the doctrine of the latter were moulded by th«

former." Burgbb.—But in no case are we *•
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CHAP. XV. 61-58. 34T

suppose anj allusion here to the seven trumpets,

according to which the Rabbis were wont to ex-

hibit the seven stages of the resurrection—the

last announcing the instant when the dead were
to stand upon their feet—since the apostle fur-

nishes not the remotest hint of the kind. More-
over, to interpret the trumpet sound of those

commotions and revolutions which were to intro-

duce and accompany the judgment; or, as 01-

suausen does, of a powerful all-shaking operation

of the Spirit; or, of an all-agitating icfXevoua,

command, or vevua, nod, of God (Theoph.); or in-

definitely of some sign that the judgment is to be
held, is arbitrary. The trumpet blast, elsewhere
spoken of as the signal for .battle, (oomp. xiv. 7),

or for assembling, or for judgment, here comes
as the signal for the great act of the all-victorious

king, who will call his people out from among
the quick and the dead into the glory of His
heavenly life, and bo shall gather them about
himself. But Neander says: " We shall not be
able to take the statement of thetrumpet literally

It denotes the call to the last act of Divine om-
nipotence."—for the trumpet shall sound,

—

aa/.vtcei is impersonal, it shall sound, like iiet,

it rams, and the like. It is unnecessary to sup-
pose any definite subject here, whether God, or
Christ (comp. "the trump of God," 1 Thes. iv.

16 ; and " the Lord God shall blow the trumpet,"
Zech. ix. 14), or an angel (comp. Rev. viii. 2).

—

The events following upon the sound of the trum-
pet are introduced by tcai; first, the resurrec-

tion of the dead according to 1 Thes. iv. 16,

"the dead in Christ shall rise first" (oomp.
above ver. 23), and that, too, in a state of incor-

ruption (comp. ver. 42).—and the dead shall
be raised incorruptible ;

—

then, the change of

the living, which, as is shown from what follows,

is also a transition into a state of incorruption.

[This is in exact accordance with 1 Thes. iv. 15.

"Those who are alive when Christ comes shall

not prevent," •'. e. f take the precedence of, " them
which are asleep "]. But to take the term " we

"

as a sort of generalisation, by which he did not
intend literally to denote himself and his cotem-
poraries, but only those living at the time of the
Advent, and who belonged to an entirely differ-

ent period, and so, as equivalent to 'we Chris-
tians,' L e., those who shall then be alive [as

Hodge and others], is entirely arbitrary. It is

unquestionable that the apostle, although op-
posed to all fanciful expectations and designa-
tions of time (2 Thes. 11), regarded the second
Advent as near, and hoped to survive to it ; nor
does what is said in chap. vL 14, at all conflict

-with this (see above).—The eventthus predicted
is confirmed by a reference to the neceetity of this

change, pointing back to ver. 60.—For this
corruptible must put on incorruption,
and this mortal must put on immortality.—The epithets "corruptible" and "mortal" re-

late to the human body in its present state ; but
they are not to be distinguished, as though the

former applied to the dead and the latter to the

living ( BengelJ ; for that which he designates as

a mystery ana has just made known, and that

whereupon, therefore, the emphasis lies, is, that
'*«» shall be changed" Hence, he is speaking
mainly of the living. To "put on" (kvdvoao-
tf^ci) a figure borrowed from clothing (comp.

ver. 49; 2 Cor. v. 8, "not for that we would be
unclothed, but clothed upon"). The mainte-
nance of a personal identity, with a change in
the quality of the vesture, is here unmistakably
implied ; according to de Wette, the figure is one
of an inward purification (Luke xxvi. 49; Rom.
xiii. 14; £ph. iv. 24; CoL iii. 10); according to
Osiander of adornment and manifestation of the
change—both doubtful. The aorist infinitive in-
dicates the instantaneousness of tbe process.
The repetition of the verb gives emphasis, and
preserves the symmetry of the sentence.

Vbes. 54-57. He here announces in a solemn
manner, enhanced by the literal repetition of
what he has just said, that this event will con-
summate the victory over the last enemy, and in
it will be fulfilled the prophecy which predicts
the cessation of all death at that time. [" The
argument closes in a burst of almost poetical

fervor, (as in the corresponding passage, Rom.
viii. 81 )." Starlet].—And when this cor-
ruptible shall have put on incorruption,
and this mortal shall have put on immor-
tality,—["a repetition in a triumphant spirit,

of tbe description of the glorious change." Al-
fobd].—then shall come to pass

—

ytvfjoc-
rai here expresses the thought elsewhere con-
veyed by irWypovodat, reXelo&ai.— the
saying that is written, — The declaration
is found in Isa. xxv. 8, in a passage announcing
the final consummation of God's kingdom, and is

cited, not aocording to the LXX., but according to

the original Hebrew, except that /"flgft V/3,

he will destroy death, is turned into the pas-

sive " is swallowed up ;" and pjVJ7 is trans-

lated as elsewhere in several passages in the LXX.,
e.g.,, Amos i. 11 ; viii. 8, eic. visas, into victory;

while it properly means entirely, altogether (oomp.
Hupfeld on Pa. xiii. 2), which also suits the pas-
sage in Isa. (others: "altogether")—Death is
swallowed up into victory.

—

Karen 6$

y

tbe same idea that is expressed in Karapyelrai
(ver. 26). " It is a remarkable expression, de-
noting the 8wallowing up of the all-swallower."

(Vitringa).—

E

I c v I k o c can here be interpreted
neither as equivalent to 'forever,' nor yet to
'entirely;' nor can we take it as an adverb,
'victoriously ' (Flacius); but it indicates the re-

sult of being swallowed up —"into victory,"

L e., so that victory is gained, and the enemy is

overcome. To this the following triumphal song
is well appended, An argument may be urged
against Osiander's local interpretation of e l g, (by
which victory is personified and represented as a
ravenous beast, as though the expression meant
' swallowed up in the jaws of victory '), from the
want of the article, as also from to vIkos of
ver. 55. Inasmuch as in this whole context
death must mean physical death, the doctrine of

the restoration of all things, as suggested by 01-

shausen, has here no support.— The reference to

the prophecy fulfilled at the resurrection culmi-
nates in a triumphal song, in uttering which,
the Apostle seems transport rd in spirit to the
moment of that grand consummation.

—
'Where,— kov, i. 20; Bom. iii. 27.—thy sting,—By

tcivrpov we are not to understand a goad, which
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848 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

death may be supposed to use in tilling his field,

since without sin he could have no power oyer

us [Billr. and Scholt.]; nor yet as something
which calls out the power of death over us,

awakes its slumbering might to tyrannize over

us (Olsh.) ; but death is here figured as a veno-

mous beast, armed with a poisonous, deadly
sting—a scorpion, for example, for a serpent

like a viper in allusion to Gen. iii., and Numb,
xxi.]—O Death!—In this direct address the

personification of death comes out more forcibly

than in ver. 64.— Where thy victory, O
Death ?—In this clause the Rec. Text has gdy,

Hade*, the kingdom of the dead, instead of $ a -

vare repeated. By " victory," in this case, we
would understand the detention in Hades of
those who had departed to it; and this would be
destroyed if Hades were compelled to give up
the dead in a resurrection. But the reading ptfy

is perhaps a correction made in accordance with
the LXX. version of Hosea xiii. 14. This passage
undoubtedly floated before themind of the Apos-
tle, and apparently in the form in which it ap-

pears in the LXX. in so far as we translate the

passage, "From the power of Sheol will I ransom
them; from death will I deliver them," thus:
"0 death, I will be thy plagues ; Grave, I will

be thy destruction." But *ftt$ [translated /

in our version] may be also=fp{i$, as in Hos.

xiii. 10, [where it occurs in the sense of rr o v,

where,'] (comp. Fiirst, Handworterbuch, s. v.,

tjffj, i. 30). But instead of ?TH3T %
plagues (plural of ^yj ==stne n^e v** **'•»

the thousand ways of death), others appear to

have read ?]}3*V1» thy sting, (Fiirst, s. v.,

*0*1)j ftn(* ?]3lbp ma^ De tomslated %
overthrow, viz., that which thou workest; in

which case it is=rd vZicoc oov, thy victory,

(comp. Schmieder on Hosea xiii. 14). This
prophecy opens for us a bright view into the

last glorious epoch, like as Isa. xxv. 8 ; and the

thought mounts from the state of not dying, im-
plied in the loss of death's sting, to that of resur-

rection from the dead (Meyer Ed. 8). If we now
unite this passage in Isa. to the citation from
Hosea, which is not inadmissible, then we have
here a combination of texts as in Rom. xi. 8,

and eleswhere. [Hodge says the Apostle does
not quote Hosea, but expresses an analogous
idea in analogous terms].— To this triumphal
song there is appended, first, a short explanation
respecting the sting of death, which serves to

confirm the statement that death is swallowed up
( ver. 66). «• It affords," says Meyer, "a firm

aoctrinal basis for the certainty of viotory over
death, furnished in the Gospel system."—The
sting of death is sin ;—The parallel here be-

tween Kivrpov and Abvapic might seem to in-

dicate the propriety of taking the former in the

sense above given, viz., that of a goad, implying
that that which set death in motion, and ren-
dered it active, is sin. But there is no necessity

for this; and the connection with ver. 55, where
j

" sting" being parallel with " victory," cannot I

denote that by which death is goaded, does not

'

allow of it. The meaning is, rather, that death, ;

like a scorpion, has a sting, a fatal power im-
parted to it by means of sin (comp. vL 23 ; v.

12). But in relation to sin he adds—and the
strength of sin is the law.—This has been un-

derstood, either of the sin-awakening, and the sin-

strengthening power of the law in the sense of

Rom. vii. 7 ff. ; or of its condemning power (2

Cor. iii. 6 ff. ; chap, ix.); or both ideas have

here been combined (Osiander). The first in-

terpretation is the correct one. As death has no

sting, no fatal power, when sin is done away,

and therefore is destroyed, as death; so sin has

no power, is become weak and nullified, when
the law is removed. The law is indeed the re-

velation of the Divine will in the form of a com-

mand orprohibition, which both presupposes, and

calls out the opposition of man against God. So

long as this stands in authority, sin, and accord-

ingly death, has power. And here the question

arises, Does the Apostle intend to infer from the

nullification of the power of death at that period,

that then sin and the law are done away ? Or
does he presuppose this as a matter evident of

itself, and from it draw a conclusion in support

of the destruction of death, and for the resurrec-

tion? Or does he mean to indicate that sin and

the law stand in the way of this consummation?
The following verse most readily connects itself

with the last supposition ; since here God is

praised as the one who, through Jesus Christ,

ensures a victory over every thing which ob-

structs the grand consummation ; or, more ex-

actly, the victory over death, of "which mention

has been before made ; since in communion with

Him we are delivered from the law, and, toge-

ther with this, from the power of sin, and henoe

also from death (Rom. viii. 1). Thus is this

complete victory exhibited to us in connection

with the redemption secured by Christ, which is

nothing less than a deliverance from law and sin;

and the whole is referred back to God, the Au-

thor of our redemption, with ascriptions of

thanksgiving.—But thanks be to God which
giveth as the victory through our Lord
Jesus Christ.—The present participle t<j dt-

66vrt, he giving us, may be taken as a vivid

representation of the future in the form of the

present, showing the absolute certainty of the

thing ; or it may denote the simple fact consi-

dered by itself apart from all idea of time; or,

finally, it may represent God to us as the One
who continually gives us the victory by taking

away the condemnation of the law, and so des-

troying the power of sin in a life of faith, which

is nothing less than a fellowship with Christ,

who is the end of the law, and the destroyer of

sin's power. ["This He is: 1. Because He has

fulfilled the demands of the law. It has no power

to condemn those who are clothed in His right-

eousness. " There is no condemnation to those

who are in Christ Jesus." (Bom. viii. 1). Christ,

by His death, hath •« destroyed him that had the

power of death, that is, the devil, and delivered

them who, through fear of death, were all their

lifetime subject to bondage" (Heb. ii. 14, 15).

That is, in virtue of the death of Christ, by which

the demands of justice are satisfied, Satan, the

great executioner of divine justice, has no lon-

ger the right or power to detain. If, therefore,

it be the law which gives sin its reality and
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strength, and if sin gives death its sting. He who
satisfies the law destroys the strength of sin, and
consequently the sting of death. It is thus that

Christ deprives death of all its power to injure

His people. It is for them disarmed and ren-

dered as harmless as an infant. 2. But Christ

net only gives us this victory through His justi-

fying righteousness, but also by His almighty
power, He new creates the soul after the image
of God; and, what is here principally intended,

He repairs all the evils which death had inflicted.

He rescues our bodies from the grave, and fash-

ions them like unto His glorious body, even by
that •« power whereby He is able to subdue all

things unto Himself" (Phil. iii. 21). Honoi].
Tkr. 58. He concludes with an earnest exhorta-

tion to stedfastness and to advancement in Chris-
tian activity. And this which he introduces
with an endearing epithet—My beloved
brethren,—he joins first to a thankful allusion

to the God who gives us the victory through
Jesus Christ ; and thus the whole exposition

comes at last to its close. This is evident also from
the corroborative clause.— "wherefore—since
God gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus
Christ.—be ye atedfaat immovable,—suffer

not yourselves to be shaken from the foundation
of your faith and hope by any person or thing.

"'Ed/Muot, etedfaet,— • do not turn yourselves from
the faith of resurrection;' afUTOKimjToi, immov-
able,—' be not led away by others/ " Bimoel.—
To this still another quality is annexed.—al-

ways abounding in the work of the
Lord,—This is not to be taken as subordinat-
ing what precedes, as Meyer, who interprets:
"so that ye distinguish yourselves in furthering
the work of the Lord by your stedfastness in the
Christian faith and life ;" but it is still another
feature of good conduct resulting from the convic-
tion spoken of in ver. 67, viz., excelling in ac-
tivity for the cause of Christ. By kpyov rov
tvpiov we are not to understand, either
Christ's work in a preeminent sense, t. «., the
church (as the Romanists) ; nor yet a divine and
blessed life (de Wette); but the work which
Christ Himself undertook in obedience to the
Father's commission, and which He has com-
manded His followers to carry forward. In this

are comprised both the proclamation and spread
of the Gospel and the furtherance of the common
weal by the reformation of individuals and of
society. «« It is something in which every Chris-
tian should cooperate through word and work
in his own sphere." Burgs*. To such activity

he encourages them by a general assurance of
success.—knowing that your labor U not
in vain in the Iaord.—By k6kos he means
tn activity full of effort, involving burdens and
self-denials for the advancement of the Re-
deemer's kingdom. All this were vain and
fruitless if our salvation were not to be consum-
mated in triumph, if no victory over death and
no resurrection were to be hoped for. But since
this hope is sure, we know that our efforts will

not mil of their goal,—that the glorious end will

be reached at last which will compensate us for
all our toil. The phrase "in the Lord" belongs,
not to the subject (Meyer), but to the predicate,
or rather to the whole clause. The profitable-

ness of oar labor is established in Christ. In

fellowship with Him is its objects surely at-

tained.

[Obs. 1. In order to appreciate the force of the
Apostle's reasoning throughout this whole chap-
ter, it will be necessary to connect it with that
general scheme of historical development in

which his great argument moves. In speak-
ing of the "other world," or "the world to

come," it is common to understand by these ex-
pressions some mysterious realm existing out-
side of, or apart from the material world into

which we are introduced by death, and where
departed spirits are supposed to be now living.

Not unfrequently are these terms used inter-

changeably with "eternity." On such an inter-

pretation, it is not easy to see why the Apostle
should make a future happy existence so con-
tingent upon the resurrection ; or, indeed, what
necessity there is for a new body, if-in our disem-
bodied state we are so completely introduced into

fellowship with Christ, and the glories of hea-
ven. Nor can we discover a reason why the re-

surrection should not take place with every indi-

vidual immediately after death, according to the
theory of Bush and the Swedenborgians. To
keep the soul, that would "not be unclothed but
clothed upon," waiting for centuries before it

oan assume its new vesture, seems almost like

an arbritrary and needless appointment. But
the difficulty here presented is all removed
when we come to reflect that the term translated
" world" (aluv) is not a designation of space,

denoting any particular realm in which people
live, but of time. It properly means an age—

a

distinct cycle of years through which certain

great transactions similar in kind are carried on
to their consummation, and which is to be followed
by another of a different kind. Now it is through
a series of these ages, or aeons, that Paul con-
siders the work of the world's redemption to be
progressively carried on, all separated by cer-

tain great crises. The " present age" is that period
which dating from the Fall is to last until the

second coming of Christ. At this point the "future
age" will begin to date, and this will be the age
of redemption completed—the age of the Mes-
siah's Kingdom and Glory. And the expression

for * eternity' is generally in the plural—'ages',

or ( ages upon ages,' to signify the ceaseless pro-

cession of time, under which conception eternity

was ordinarily represented.

From this exposition will be seen the impro-
priety of speaking of souls at death passing at

once into " the other" or "future world" or age.

That future world or age has not yet come in

;

and no one can be said to enter it until Christ

appears to set up His Kingdom. It is then only
that the earth will be in readiness for the recep-

tion of the risen saints. And inasmuch as the

glory which they are waiting for is to be found
here, it will be seen why a resurrection is neces-

sary,—why they want a body at all, and a glori-

fied body, since it is in this as their organ that

they will be fitted to dwell in a glorified earth

and enjoy the felicity of that age. According to

Paul's theory, man is not to be separated from
this lower creation of which he forms a part and
of which he is the lord. The world was
viewed by him as one complete whole, termed in

Rom. viii " the creature" (sx/ox) which as it had
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860 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

been involved in the curse of the Fall was also

to be restored in its completeness as the theatre of
the Redeemer's glory. But the time of its resto-

ration could not occur, until aU the redeemed of
earth were brought in and the number of the
elect completed. It is then that the Redeemer
will appear to set up His Kingdom, and around
Him the whole church will be glorified together,

none "preventing," t. #., anticipating the other
in the fruition of future glory.

On such a scheme we discover a foundation for

the Apostle's argument which, identifies a blessed

immortality, with the fact of a future resurrec-

tion, and seemingly ignores the possibility of

an existence in some purely spiritual state,

such as Pagan philosophy dreams of. The pro-
cess of redemption underlying this scheme of
history has been well represented by Fairbairn
(ffermeneutical Manual, p. 367) under four suc-

cessive stages and developments indicated by
four fundamental gospel terms. " We see it be-

ginning in the region of the inner man—in the

awakening of a sense of gnilt and danger, with

earnest strivings after amendment (fier&vota, re-

pentance) ; then, through the operation of the

grace of God, it discovers itself in a regenerated
frame of spirit, the possession of an essentially

new spiritual condition [naTuyytveaia^ regenera-

tion) this once found, proceeds by continual ad-
vances, and fresh efforts to higher and higher
degrees of spiritual renovation (dvajcom*Kf, re-

newing), while according to the gracious plan and
wise disposal of God, the internal links hself to

the external, the renovation of soul paves the

way for the purification of nature, until, the

work of grace being finished, and the number of
the elect completed, the*bodies also of the saints

shall be transformed, and the whole material
creation shall become a fit habitation for re-

deemed and glorified saints (airoKar6aTuancy resto-

ration). What a large and divine-like grasp in

this regenerative scheme! How unlike the little-

ness and superficiality of man I How clearly be-
speaking the profound insight and far-reaching

wisdom of God! And this not merely in its ulti-

mate results, but in the method also and order
of its procedure! In beginning with the inner
man, and laying the chief stress on a regen-
erated heart, it takes possession of the fountain
head of evil, and rectifies that which most of all

requires the operation of renewing agency. As
in the moral sphere, the evil bad its> commence-
ment, so in the same sphere are the roots

planted of all the renovation, that is to develop it-

self in the history of the Kingdom. And the spi-

ritual work once properly accomplished, all that

remains to be done shall follow in due time;

Satan shall be finally oast out; and on the ruins

of his usurped dominion, the glerte&of the new
creation shall shine forth in their eternal lustre."

For a list of works on this whole subject of
the nature and destiny of the soul, the reader
may consult the appendix to the History of the

Doctrine of a Future Life, byAlger, where nearly
five thousand works on this-engrossing theme are
enumerated and described by Bxra Abbot.

Among the best of the moderns are Dbutzsoh,
Psychologic, 2. Ed. ; Blkkk, Seeknlehre; Hba&d,
on the Tripartite nature of man. Consult also ar-

ticles in Bib. Sacra, xvii. 808; xiii. p. 159].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

The ristfr saint's retrospect and triumph. From
the heights of a salvation completed the spirit

looks back, in thought, on the dangers and diffi-

culties through which it is to pass, and then, in

contrast, to the deliverance provided for it in its

several essential particulars; and such a review

awakens it anew to the praise of God's grace

which through the power of Christ removed all

obstacles, and gave it that victory in which it is

to obtain the fulfilment ofall the divine promises.

But from this also there springs the earnest de-

termination to remain stedfaefc in the mainte-

nance of the grace conferred, and constantly te

excel in furthering the great word of salvation

in the joyful confidence that every sincere effort

will result in securing at last a perfect commu-
nion with Christ who in Hisown person has over-

come all obstacles and invites His followers to

share in His victory.

The attainment of our salvation proceeds

through three inseparably connected Btages—

the doing away: 1. of the law; 2. of sin; 8. of

death. The law is dene away (so for as it calls

out and intensifies an opposition to God),

through the revelation of the perfect love of God,

who sent His only-begotten Son, the holj and

righteous One, to take upon himself and endure

the curse of the law, or to become sin and a curse

for us, and so to redeem us from curse and from

judgment, and to secure our justification. Thus,

sin is forgiven ; we are accepted in the belored:

and a loving child-like communion is established

which involves a participation in the divine

glory. Through the manifestation of this love,

the law is changed from being a summary of

stringent exactions and prohibitions enforced

by fearful threatening*, into a proclamation of

the will of a Father now reconciled to us in

Christ, and who is thus recognised as meaning

kindness in every requirement, who forbids no-

thing but what is injurious, enjoins nothing bat

what is necessary and beneficial, obliges us to

suffer nothing but what is subservient to our

best good, and disciplines us because He loves

us.—By this means, also, the power of sin is

broken, and instead thereof a disposition to love

awakened, which grows ever stronger and stron-

ger, masters more and more perfectly all oppos-

ing tendencies and impulses, and brings the

whole life with all its organs and powers more

resolutely and undividedly^ more willingly and

joyfully, into the service of God's holy love, and

thus promotes the sanetifieation of the whole

man.—By this same means also death is robbed

of its sting. For believers who pursue after

holiness, death appears no longer as an extinc-

tion of life causing pain and fear, and making

us dreary and desolate; but as an entrance into

the rest of Christ, which leads to a glorious re-

newal of life (comp. Jno. viii. 51; xi. 25 £;
Rom. vi. 8 ff. ; viii 11, 88 ff.), in which our per-

fect victory over death, and, together with this,

the consummation of our redemption, is

gloriously manifest
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HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starks :—Ver. 51. Hid. : Who then will fear

the last great day ! To become whole at once,

is this a plague ? In an instant mortal will be
swallowed up of life.—At the resurrection men
will have indeed new, yet not other bodies; their

own, only changed.—Ver. 68. What after all is

beauty of body, and the finest garments; all

must molder;—the resurrection will, for the

first time, clothe us in beautiful and lasting ar-

ray.—Ver. 54 f. There are three it it finished:

1. at the creation, — for then all was very

good; 2. at the redemption—achieved through
the blood of Christ; and that was better; 8. at

our sanctification and the eternal joy and glory

which follow thereupon ; which is the best of

alL Then our mouth will be full of laughter and
our tongue full of praise.—Death lies prostrate,

and has now no more power. Life leaps aloft

and exclaims: 'Thus subdued, where, Death,

art thou now ? and where that sting wherewith
thou didst give men their deadly wound ?'—Be-

lievers are now delivered from all dying. Won-
drous triumph !—Ver. 57. Through His perfect

obedience and atoning work Christ has rendered
satisfaction for our sins, and conquered death.

Of this fact His victorious resurrection is a wit-

ness. This victory becomes ours through faith,

and gives us the power to overcome sin ana
death likewise. This will be made manifest)

when Christ has raised our bodies to glory.—No
one can confidently expect this victory but he
who can say, * my faith also has overcome the

world both within and without me' (1 John v. 4
f.).—What can be more comforting to a Chris-

tian than that there should be granted him such

a victory over physical death through Christ

—

that from being the punishment of sin it should

become to him a blessing, a happy exit from all

misery, and a joyful entrance into glory, and so,

a triumph ?—Ver. 58. So long as we do not

seek to become steadfast in Christianity, to be
well grounded in faith, upon the Rock Christ,

and to be immoveable against all the storms of

temptation, so long will all labor in the practice

of Christianity be, for the most part, useless.

Indeed, not so much as earnest labor, as idleness

and sleepy existence.

Bkrlenb. Bibkl:—If we do not put on Jesus
Christ and the new man from day today, then the

corruptible and the new incorruptible humanity
of the glorified Saviour will not be so speedily

fused together. He who would share in this

much wished for change must have bis heart

changed here.—The art of transformation God
alone understands. What happens now is only

preparatory. Hence, no one must regard such di-

vine operations and purifications as a burden.

—

Ver. 54. The victory of Christ will then first be
fulfilled in us when the corruptible shall have
put on incorruption (regeneration in a complete

sense Matt. xix. 28). This victory has already

taken place ; but it must be fulfilled in all for

whom it has been achieved separately and actu-

ally, both in this world and in the next. It will

be actually begun in each one, when, in his soul,

sin and its wages, death, have been subdued in

victory over sin, through Christ's new resurrec-

tion power, and, on the other hand, an innocent
divine life has been begotten in us.—Ver. 55.

A consolation which is now concealed from our
eyes, in order that we may walk by faith. Death
must be disarmed of its means of hurt if we can
appropriate this language.—Ver. 56. This he
introduces after his song of triumph in order
that we may not jubilate after too wild a sort.

If the stmg of death is to be entirely renounced,

sin itself must be once for all entirely annihi-

lated.—The power of sin shows itself in the tor-

ments of conscience and in its urging men against

their will and better resolutions to do what
they know to be wrong. This power, especially

that of accusation and condemnation, which
every penitent experiences at his conversion is

given to sin by the law, when it shows to him
what be has merited from God, in all his thoughts,

and words, and deeds. And although now such
a person earnestly resolve to deliver himself

from sin and begin to guard himself against his

old habits, and to strive against his evil inclina-

tions, he will nevertheless not often succeed.

The law of sin in the members strives against

the spirit, so that we do not that which we gladly

would.—Ver. 67. God gives us victory, one
after the other. If we at any time have already
overcome any lust, this happened not from any
power of nature, but of grace which has been
secured through our Lord Jesus Christ. He
who has this grace strong in him may boast in

the Lord and in the power of His might.—What
boots it, though we daily console ourselves with
all these sayings respecting Christ's victory, and
are yet not daily obedient to him?—Our enemies
are not overcome for us in any such way that

they need not also be overcome in us through the

power of Christ.—Ver. 58. Firm and immovea-
ble shall we become, if we earnestly hold to the

centre.—Striving, watching, praying, the work
of faith and the labor of love—this is what will

preserve God to us. Let us only be found dili-

gent therein.—The work is ours in respect to its

exercises; it is not ours in respect to its origin.

Rieqbb :—Ver. 51 flF. Every divine truth fur-

nishes its own contribution to faith, partly, in

preparing the heart for it; partly, in actually

awakening it ; partly, in promoting its growth ;

partly, in furthering its activity and fruitfulness

;

and partly, in leading it on to its glorious end.

—

Ver. 54 ff. God's work cannot remain unfinished.

The patient waiting of believers, and the sighing

of*God's oreatures will not remain unheard.
But far this, we must give God time.—The power
of*hope brought to light we have to enjoy in the

extremities of death ; but the song of victory :

O, Death, where is thy sting f will chiefly be
sung amid the joys of the resurrection. There
is no encouragement in the scriptures for a
haughty contempt of death. Even in the New
Testament, all comfort in reference to it, is de-
rived from communion with Christ, and from that

fellowship in love, in which death can effect no
break nor separation.—Ver. 66. Faith bows
itself beneath the judgment of God ; seizes the

shield of the hope of salvation ; and everywhere
shews that it has more to do with God, and His
honor, and the sanctification of His name and
the fulfilment of His work, and that it is enough
for us that with all this, God has intimately in-
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woven our salvation also. The sting, by which
Death can do us the most hurt, is sin, or the

sentence, that death through sin has come into

this world, and is now its wages. And the law
on its awakening in the conscience, first shows
this enemy in its full strength. Do not, however,
try to avoid it on this account. He who shrinks

from entering into the pain and anguish occa-

sioned by the law, will be deficient in consolation

and joyful thanksgiving to God. To become
free from the fear of death at a bound, would
to many a one seem right ; but the victory given

us through Christ, has its stages. We are called

out of sin into grace, die unto the law in its pow-
er, come into subjection to Christ Jesus and the

rule of His Spirit, learn thereby how there is no
condemnation for those who are in Christ, and
also what is revealed to our hope even for this

mortal body. Therefore (ver. 68), he who has so

learned to know sin and grace, death and life,

and discovers in himself the germ of eternal life

through the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ,

can stand fast against all inward fickleness, be

immovable against external temptations, and
avoid all weariness, and instead, rather abound
more and more in the work of the Lord, faith in

whom is the spring of every thing else.

Hbubner :—Ver. 64 f. The Christian expe-

riences indeed the natural dread of death, but

not its inward terrors. Through Christ he be-

comes stronger than nature. Death has for him
no more terror, because it brings to him no de-

struction of being, no judgment, no pain and
punishment. Such a song of triumph no
wisdom of this world can strike up. Only the

fact of redemption tunes us to such peans.—Ver.

66. That which makes death so fearful is the

consciousness of sin, and the fear of damnation.

But sin is terrible on account of the holy law of

God. This law shows us at once its guilt and
its curse.—Ver. 67. With this song of praise the

Christian celebrates the victory over these great

enemies, Death, Sin and Satan. These enemies
Christ has already overcome, and celebrated His
triumph in the unseen world (Col. ii. 15). With-

out his aid, no one could overcome these mighty
enemies. This victory is not our merit, but

a graoe given us by God through Christ. The
atonement, and the hope of eternal life are

closely connected. Everything which Christ has

is ours, and this should be our daily medicine.

—

Ver. 68. The work of our Lord is, a. what
works in us ; b. what we bring to pass in His
strength. No pure, humble work is ever in vain.

The Lord's work succeeds, and he does not suf-

fer his followers' work to fail.

W. F. Bbssbr:—Ver. 66. For him whom
hell no more frights with its torments there is a

victory over hell also at the last day, when
Christ will be revealed as the Man who has the

keys of death and of hell. Whenoe now have

we the right, and derive we the courage to sing

such a song of triumph as we feel welling up
even in this our mortal body ? It stands not in

our power to avoid the sting of death ; but what
is impossible with us has been made possible by
God in Christ.—Ver. 68. In order to become
stedfast through faith in the hope of the Gospel,

and to stand immovable in the citadel of Aposto-

lic dootrine we should seek the aid of the Holy

Ghost But in the Christian life there is no
firm endurance without constant watchfulness.
If we would abound in the work of the Lord,
we must allow the work of His great love to

operate in us, and stand in faithful co-operation
with that love, in order that every one according
to his gift and office, may devote himself to the
edification of the ohuroh, with the word of truth

and with the labor of love (ch. xii. 14). He
who works in the Lord, and directs his eye to

the day of harvest says with Paul : «« / die

daily" and quiets his heart in patience, being
joyful in hope.

Gb&ook:—Faith's song of triumph at the
grave of the risen : " 0, Death, where is thy
sting?" Thy sting whereby thou, a. robbest me
me of my dearest (ver. 62) ; 6. and threatenest
my own body (ver. 61 ) ; e. and frightenest my
poor soul (ver. 66) ; d. and destroyest the work
of my hand8 (ver. 68).

Luther :
—" Thanks be unto God," etc This

may we also sing, and so keep perpetual Easter,
that we may extol and praise God for such a
victory, which was not achieved through us, nor
won in fight (for it is too high and great ), but
has been graciously given to us of God—who
pitieth our sorrows out of which none could
help us, and sent unto us His son, and let Him
undertake the conflict. Sin, Death and Hell has
He overcome, and given unto us the victory, so

that we may say: 'It is our victory,' so that we
may accept it with earnestness, and not give

God the lie, neither be found ungrateful for it,

but maintain it with 'firm faith in our hearts,

and strengthen ourselves therein, and always
sing of this victory in Christ, and go on, joyful
therein until we see Him also in our own body.
To this, may God help us through His own dear
Son, and to Him be all glory and praise forever
and ever. Amen!"

[Sermon*. — Maiuiiho: — Ver. 61. The Com-
memoration of the faithful departed.— Newton :

Ver. 61. The general resurrection. I. The mys-
tery. 1. "Beyond the reach of fallen man to

discover without a revelation from God. 2.

Still unintelligible without a further revelation

through the influence of the Spirit. II. What
to be expected—universal changes. III. Sud-
denness of event—in a moment. IV. The grand
preceding signal—the trumpet sound. Improve-
ment. 1. A joyful day to believers. 2. In view
of it what manner of men ought we to be.—Ver.

64. Death swallowed up in victory. How predi-

cate of Christians. I. They were once dead in

law—but forgiven. II. Once dead in sin—but
quickened. III. Once under the tyranny of
Satan—but made conquerors over him. IV.

Once subject to woes and sufferings—but sorrow
and sighing are turned tojoy and gladness. V.
Once reaped the bitter fruits of sin—bnt grace
triumphs over every evil.—Vv. 66-67.

—

Trnmph
over death and the grave.. I. Death armed with a
powerful sting. 1. What the sting is. 2. How
sharpened by the law. II. Death disarmed by
the death of Christ. III. The doxology—em-
phatic in every word. 1. Thanks to God—His
work. 2. Who giveth us the victory—a victory

indeed. 8. Through Jesus Christ This song
best sung when the whole redeemed are collect-

ed together.—Howi :—Ver. 64. The Ckrutum's
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CHAP. XVL 3*8

death. I. The explication of its

rational import. L The imports-God's general

determination to put a perpetual end to death,

a. Death as here spoken of supposes a certain

Hailed Babjeet, xxt. : such as are Christ's, b.

U extends to the whole of that subject—the

iaaer and the outward man. c. Presupposes a
war. d. Where this war ends not in victory on
the one side, it ends in victory on the other. 2.

The reasonableness of die Import, a. 6od*s
glory Tequires it. b. The felicity of the redeemed
requires it. II. The use of the doctrine. 1.

If asserted to he believed. 2. Full of oomJbrt;
a. in reference to departed friends ; $. in refer-

ence to our own death. III. A monition to us
eiace spoken only of some and not of all. TV.

This doctrine should cause us to abstain from
rash censures of providence that God lets death
reign over so great a part of His oreation for so

long a time. John Looah:—Vv. 55-67. The
Chmtum'i victory over death. Christ sets us
free: L From the doubts and fears that are

apt to perplex the mind from the uncertainty in

which a future state is involved. II. From the
apprehensions of wrath proceeding from the
consciousness of sin. III. From the fears that
arise in the mind upon the awful transition from
this world to the next. Spubgbok :—Vv. 56-57.
Thought* on the last battle. L The sting of
death—Sin. 1. Because it brought death into
the world. 2. Because it is that which shall
make death most terrible. 8. If sin in the re-
trospect be the sting of death, what must sin in
the prospect bet II. The strength of sin—the
Law. 1. In this respect that the law being
spiritual it is quite impossible for us to be with*
out sin. 2. It will not abate one tittle of its stern
demands. 8. For every transgression H will
exact a punishment IIL The victory of faith.

1. Christ has taken away the strength of sin in
that He has removed the law. 2. In that, He
has completely satisfied it by His perfect obedi-
ence, i. By having brought life and immortali-
ty te light through the vesametioou

xvn.

INSTRUCTIONS RESPECTING THE COLLECTIONS FOR THE SAINTS IN JERUSALEM ;

INTIMATIONS OF HIS INTENDED VISIT AND OF THE TREATMENT DUE TO HIS
FRIENDS AND HELPERS; FINALLY GREETINGS AND PARTING WISHES WITH
EARNEST EXHORTAT10N8.

ChaptbrXVI.

Now concerning the collection for the saints, as I hare given order to [arranged

2 throughout, dtiraZa] the churches of Galatia, even so do ye. Upon the [every, ««rd

plwi] first day of the week1 let every one of von lay by him in store, as God hath
prospered him [whatsoever has gone well with him, 8 rt av tdodwrat], that there be no

t gatherings when I come. And when I come [am arrived, impay£vu>pai], whomsoever
ye shall approve hjyour letters, [om. by your letters] them will I send [with letters] to

4 Ming your liberality unto Jerusalem. And [But, cV] if it be meet that I go [worth
5 my going, dftov too xdjik izoplutrfrat] also, they shau go with me. Now I will come

unto yon, when I shall pass through Macedonia : For I do pass through Macedonia.
6* And it may be that I will abide, yea, and winter with yon [in order, fva], that ye may
bring me on my journey [send me forward, nponifii/^rs, om, on my journey] whither-

7 soever I go. For I will not {I do not wish to, ob HXui] see von now by the way; but*

I trant [for I hope, il*Kw yip] to tarry a while with yon, if the Lord permit [shall

8 hare permitted me, bnrpiftj].* But I wiH tarry at Ephesus untu Pentecost.

9 For a great door and effectual is [has been, dviwys} opened unto me, and there are
H) many adversaries. Now [But, tej if Timothens come, see that he may be with yon
11 without fear : for he worfceth the work of the Lord, as I also cfa. Let no man there-

Jbea despise him : but conduct him forth [send him forward] in peace, [in order, tva)

12 that lie may come unto me : for I look for him with the brethren. [But] As touch-

ing our [the] brother Apolloa, I greatly4 desired him [besought him much, noXXfr

xofttdXtaa] to come unto yon with the brethren : bnt his wiD was not at all to oome at
13 that time; but ho will come when he -shall have convenient time. Watch ye, stand
14 anat ia the faith, quit yon like men, be strong. Let all your things [every thing yon
i* A>J be done with charity [m love, ev &pkKrj\. FBot] I beseech yon, brethren, (yn

know the house of Stephanas, that it is die first fruits of Achaia, and that they have

.
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854 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

16 addicted themselves to the ministry [the service] of the saints,) That ye [also, xat]

submit yourselves [be subject, faorflfftyerfc] unto such, and to every oneth at helpeth

17 with us, and laboureth. I am glad of the coming [But I rejoice at the presence, /ays*

di lx\ tj itapouai<f\ of Stephanas and Fortunatus and Achaicus : for that which waa

lacking on your part [the want of you, t<* 6/iirtpo^ 6<rripyjpta] they* have [om. have,

18 dyeicXrjpaHFav'] supplied. For they have [om. have, dviitaoaaA refreshed my spirit

19 and yours: therefore acknowledge ye them that are such. The churches of Asia stlote

you. Aquila and Priscilla7 [Prisoa, Ilpt^xa] salute* you much in the Lord, with the

20 church [congregation, ixxXyata'] that is in their house. All the brethren greet you.

21 Greet ye one another with a holy kiss. The salutation of me Paul with my

22 own hand. If any man love not the Lord Jesus Christ [om. Jesus Christ],' let him

23 be Anathema, Maranatha. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ10 be with you.

24 My love be with you all in Christ Jesus. Amen [om. Amen].11

f The first epistle to the Corinthians was written from Philippi by Stephanas, and Fortunatos,

and Aohaicus, and Timothens. [om. this whole tubtcription.'} 1*

lYer. 2L—The JZechas <raS6«fwr, bat It to feebly attested, and was probably derlTed from Matth. xxriiLl; Hut
xvl. 2; Luke xxiv.l. [The singular cafifidror has been adopted by Qruiback, Laehmann and Tiechendorf, on the w-
thorlty of A. B. 0. D. fl. F. O. I., Sinait., the Ital, and Vulg. versions, Chrys. and the Latin writers. The plural has the

support of K. L., many oursires, the Ooth. and Copt, versions, Theodt. and Damasc.—C. P. W.].
» Ver. 7.—For the second yap, the Bee. has W, but with inferior evidence in its behalf.
• Ver. 7.—The Bee. has imrpirn, but In opposition to the best MSS., and derived from Heb. vi. 8. [Lachm., Tuckmderf

and Al/ord ftvror fotrptyi) after A. B. 0. L, 8inaitn Vulg. [permuerii], Chrys., Theophyl.; but the present to given In D. 1
F. G. K. et at, as Alford suggests because M the force of the aorist was not perceived."—G. P. W.J.

[* Ver. 12.—Before voAAa, the words l*Km viu¥ in. are inserted by D. E. F. G., 81nait. several Latin MB&, the Toig.

Goth, and the Lat. writers.—C. P. W.].
• Ver. 17.—The Bee. has vp£r instead of ftperepor, but against much preponderating evidence; comp. Phtt. fl. 30.

[For vftMr we have A. K. L., Sinait., a number of cursives, with Chrys., Theodt. and Damasc. ; but for iiUrcpor B.CD.1
F. G., 17, et aL—C. P. W.I.

• Ver. 17.—The Bee. has otroc, [with B. C. K. I*, Sinait., many cursives, Theodt. and Damasc.] instead of cml [with

A. D. B. F. G., Vulg. Syr. (Pesch.) Chrys., Oleum., Ambrst., Pelag.j; but it is not so well authenticated.
» Ver. 19.—The Bee. has vpt<ncOAa and it to well sustained. Bven Lachm. in his ed. major has adopted It [Bet

tpfna is preferred by Teschendorf, Kling, on the authority of B. M., Sinait^ 17, three of the best MSB. of the Vulg., ths

Copt and Goth, versions, and Pelag. This form appears on the authority of all the uncial and cursives (except oss) In

Rom. xvi. 3 ; and 2 Tim. iv. 10 ; and the other (s-ptVffiAAa), on unvarying authority in Acts xvili. 2, 18, 2S. From the Acta

it appears to have passed into some MSS. of Paul's Bplstles. Lachm. (in the earlier editions), BioomJUld, Alfvrd, Word*
worth and Stanley prefer the diminutive form, with A. 0. D. E.F.Q.K. L., et aL—C P. W.j.

• Ver. 19.—The Bee. has AoTra^orrat, and Laehmann has adopted it, but It to probably an attempt to correct the text.

[It has in its favor, B. F. G. L., and numerous cursives, versions and fathers j but against It C. D. B. K., Sinait^ and the

Gothic and Theodt.—0. P. W.j.
• Ver. 22.—The Bee. after xvpeor adds Ino-evr xptoreV. but in opposition to the best MSB. [A. B. 0. (1st hand) M. toett.

Sit hand), 4 cursives, Aeth. (both) Cyr. Chrys. (moec.). These words are inserted in 0. (3d hand), D. B. F. G. K. L,

nait, (3d hand), Ital. VulgM later Syr. Oopt., and Goth, versions, and some Fathers. Some of these (including K. L^the
Vulg. Chrys. Theophyl.) insert )n»*> before\mr. Xp—0. P. W.].

"> Ver. 23.—The Bee. and Laehmann have I^rou rao-rov, and they are sustained by weighty testimony, [A. C. D. B. F.

G. K. L , Sinait. (3d hand), mauy cursives, 4 Latin MS3. the Vulg. Copt, and 8yr. (both), Chrys. Ambrst. Many of then
(including A. L. 20 cursives, the Vulg. Copt, and Syr. and Fathers) insert yii&v after jcvptoS. Some (including B. Slnsft.

(1st hand) 10 cursives, Goth. Theodt) add only liproi after *vptov<—C. P. W.].
u Ver. 24.—The Bee. has *>*>. after important authorities : [A. 0. D. B. K. L., 81nalt., with the majority of c

versions and writers, Titchendorf (mad Dr. Clarke decidedly) cancel it, and It to bracketed by BioomJUld, Afford, Qmjenm
and Stanley],

[Subscription.—The most ancient and best MSS. (A. B. C. Sinait.) have simply DOP2 KOPINftlOYS *; to which F.O.

prefix irtkio&i; D adds foAifettfii; some MS8. of the Vulg. add immediately after *% explicit. No subecription of say

kind is found In M. and the Vulgate. The Bee, has wph* *op. wp&ni iypifo awe ftXiwwmr 6U ore^mra k. +wprmrmm c.

evatxov k. rtpoftov, on the authority of K. L., 7 cursives, 8yr. (later), Arab, (later), and Damasc. ; two other cursives bars

the same, substituting invent for $iA; and Theodt. the same, omitting rut. B. (2d hand) and Chrys. (com.) haveypi+s
aire tytrov, some others adding ra> ioia* and others substituting this for «*Wov. E- a few cursives, Slav. Theodt. (spuri-

ous) (Beam, have tyxtyl **• •Aiawwr. to which D. (2d hand) and the Syr. (Pesch.) adds Mojceooytoc. The Copt says : * it
»; verumpoUui videtur secundum tpti** apottoli tMUcwmecriptaetee ex Ati*.—C. P.Vi.].Kppa, ut duoerwti qvidam;

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vibs. 1-4 [" The conclusion of this Epistle,

as of that to the Romans, Ephesians, Colossians,

and 2 Timothy, is taken up with matters more
or less personal and secular. Of these the first

is the collection amongst the Gentile churches for

the poorer Christians in Judea. From whatever
cause, there was at this period much poverty in

Palestine, oompared with the other eastern
provinces of the Roman Empire. The chief al-

lusions contained in the apostolical Epistles, to

the duties of the rich towards the poor, are those
which we find in connection with the contribution
here mentioned. And in the Epistle of St. James
and that to the Hebrews, both addressed, if not
to Judea, at least to Jewish communities. And

with this agrees the great stress laid in the Gos-

pels on the duty of amis-giving. We learn also,

from the account of the last struggle for inde-

pendence in Josephus, how deeply the feelings

of the poor were embittered against the rich in

Jerusalem, so as to give to the intestine factions

of that time something of the character of a
social war. This was, in part, occasioned by

the greater density of population in Palestine,

compared with the thinly inhabited tracts of

Greece and Asia Minor; in part by the strongly

marked distinction of rich and poor, which had

been handed down to the Jews from the earlier

periods of their history, .where we are familiar

with it from the denunciations of Isaiah, Jere-

miah and Nehemiah. The Christiana, besides,

were, as a general rule, from the poorer classes

(Jas. ii. 6), and would be subject to persecutions
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CHAP. XVI. 855

and difficulties, on account of their religion

(Heb. x. 24). From the mention of the poor as

a distinct class in the Christian church, in Acts
ix. 86, and in the passages relating to the con-
tribution now in question, it would seem that

the community of property at Jerusalem must
have either declined or failed of its object; and
may have even contributed to occasion the great
poverty which we thus find prevailing in the

period of twenty or thirty years after its first

mention. So pressing was the necessity at the
time when St. Paul first parted from the church
of Jerusalem, that an express stipulation was
made in behalf of this very point (Gal. ii. 10).

'To remember the poor,' was the one link by
which the Apostle of the Gentiles was still bound
to the churches of Judea. This pledge was

S'ven, probably, before his second journey.
at it was not till his third and last journey that

the preparations were made for the great contri-

bution of which he now speaks. From this pas-

sage, confirmed indirectly by Gal. ii. 10; vi. 10,

it would, appear that he had first given orders
for the collection in the churches of Galatia.

From 2 Cor. viii. 10; ix. 2, it also appears that

the orders here given to the Corinthians had
been received by them a year before the time of
the Second Epistle, and therefore some months
before this Epistle." Stanley].
How ooncerning the oolleotion for the

saints,—These words may either be connected
with those immediately following, so as to be
rendered, * as 1 gave order concerning the col-

lection,' etc. (oomp. xii. 1; viii. 1; 2 Cor. ix.

1} ; or be taken absolutely, as in ver. 12, and
vii. 1. ["The irepi dk, now concerning, rather
serves to introduce the new subject than to form
any constructional part of the sentence." Al-
fobd. "Observe the beauty of the connection
with , what has gone before. The Apostle had
just been preaching consolation to the faithful,

from the certainty of a glorious resurrection of
the body; and in accordance with our Lord's
declarations concerning works of mercy (Matt.

xxv. 84-46) he had taken occasion from that

doctrine to enforce the duty of laboring sted-

fastly in the Lord in deeds of piety and charity,

in order to a blessed immortality. He now ap-
plies that Christian doctrine and duty to a par-
ticular work, in which he himself was then en-
gaged, and in which he desired to engage the
Corinthians." Wobdswobth]. The entire form
of the introduction, as well as the article before
JoyloQi the collection, indicates that he had spoken
before in regard to the matter, and the Corin-
thians had, perhaps, inquired how they were to

carry it forward. The word Xoyia no where else

occurs: in Scripture, ["and seems to have been
Hellenistical and idioticai, it being rarely found
in the classical writers." Bloomfield]. The
design of the collection is indicated by the pre-
position etc. The saints were the poor Chris-
tians in Jerusalem (ver. 8; Rom. xv. 26; comp.
Acts xxiv.

17
J. The mother church had been

impoverished in part by the community of goods
that took place soon after Pentecost, and in part

by persecutions, and perhaps also ' by contribu-

tions for the mission work among the dispersed'

(Osiander) ; and the support of it was an act of

filial piety, calculated also to promote a brotherly

Union between the Jewish and Gentile Christians*

The supposition that Paul wished to quiet the
opposition of the Jewish Christians, who had
been aroused against him, by this work of love

(Cath.), is to be rejected as contrary to that
simplicity of purpose manifest in this Epistle.

—

as I gave order to the ohnrohes of Galatia,
—This order was issued probably during his

residence among the Galatians (Acts xviii. 28);
or it may have emanated from nim at Ephesus.
[Nothing of the sort appears in the Epistle to

the Galatians; the allusion to it there (ii. 10) be-
ing only incidental]. The mention here of this

order, thereby indicating what the Galatians
were doing, was simply for the purpose of stimu-
lating one church by the example of another.
As Bengel remarks, "To the Corinthians he pro-
poses the example of the Galatians ; to the Ma-
cedonians, the example of the Corinthians; to

the Romans that of the Corinthians and Macedo-
nians (2 Cor. ix. 2 ; Rom. xv. 26). Great is the
power of example."—even so do ye also.

—

-Koiijaare—The aorist here imparts urgency to

the exhortation. The thing is to be done at

once; "bis dat, qui eito dat," who give* quickly
y

gives twice.—Next comes the specific direction as
to what they were to do.—Upon the first

(day) of the week—icard, ftiav oapfidrov,
Ut. "upon one of the Sabbath." odpparov, a
designation for the week, occurring also in Luke
xviii. 12. fila% one, is for irptrn?, first; a Hebraism,

fOtrS iHt< (Lightfoot on Matt, xxviii. 1).

"This passage is important as the first in which
there occurs a clear trace of a distinction put upon
the first day of the week, as our Lord's resurrec-
tion day. Yet we cannot find here any special ob-
servance of the day, as Osianderdoes. " Neandeb.
Inasmuch as he says nothing of laying by in the
church assembly, it does not follow from what is

here said, that the churches convened on that day.
But the passage certainly implies that this day of
the resurrection of ourLord was for the Christians

a holy day, out of which all other observances of
the sort naturally developed themselves. [Comp.
Jno. xx. 10, 26 ; Acts xx, 7 : Rev. 1. 10.J—let eaoh
one of you lay up by himself,—™^ i.nr£, at

home (oomp. *p<H lavrdv Luke xxiv. 12) ;
[like the

French ehez soi (Rob. Lex. under »o^), or the Ger-
man bei sich sdbst (as Luther's version gives it).

The phrase is therefore conclusive against the

prevailing opinion that the collection was taken
up in the church. It was an individual and private

affair. "This is confirmed by the exhortation in al-

lusion to the same subject, in 2 Cor. ix. 7, * Every
man, according as he purposeth in his heart, so

let him give ; not grudgingly, or of necessity

;

for God loveth a cheerful giver.** "* Staklby].
—treasuring np— From the fact that some-

* [Hodge, however, objects to this, ** that the whole ex-
pression Is thus obscure and awkward. * Let every one at
home place, treasuring up what be has to give.' The words
mean to lay by himself. The direction is nothing moie defi-

nite than let him place by himsetf, i. e^ let him take to him-
self what he means to give. What he was to do with it, or
where be was to deposit It, Is not said. The word ftpuv-
pi(mr memos putting into the treasuryt or hoardina up, and Is

Serfectly consistent with the assumption that the place of
eposit was some common, and not every man's house."

This is well argued in behalf of the public solemn observ-
ance of the Lord's day; but we can no more change the
meaning of wap9

iavrxf than we can the parallel phrases in
the other languages. They are the idiomatic expressions
for ' at home/ and honestly require that we should so in-

terpret. This is the rendering which even the ancient
Syriac version gives it].
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ODD THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

thing was laid aside every Sunday, there would
naturally result an accumulation, %hpavp6c, hence

the part. &t}oavpi$uvt [rendered in the E. V.

"in store."].—whatever he has been pros-
pered in,—ft, ri av evuditrai; [6, ft is for

«a#' d, or *a#«ft according as, or, w rcepect

to whatever. The addition of ov gives it a
general and potential character: evudelo&at, lit.

• to he set forward on a journey ' 1 ; hence, *what

fee has gained by the success of business.' This

he regards as a devine blueing, which he would
have redound to the beneit of their needy
brethren [as may be seen from the use of the

passive implying the reception of some good from

a source too obvious to require mention]. The
object of this gradual accumulation was, as he

says,—in order that there may be no gath-
erings when I oome.—By this preliminary

work, the whole business of collection would be

lightened, the voluntariness of the contribution

be preserved, a greater amount perhaps collected,

and time gained. [The order of the Greek would
indicate an emphasis not observed in the En-
glish translation, 'in order that when I come,

thbn there may be no collections made,' as

though he wanted the time of his nest visit for

something more important. The taking up of

the collection, though a very important part of

his business, was still only incidental to the far

greater one of preaching the Gospel. Hodge
draws another argument from this, in favor of

the position that this passage is proof of an early

observance of the Lord's day for worship. "But
if every man had his money laid by at home, the

collection would be still to be made. The prob-
ability is, therefore, Paul intended to direct the

Corinthians to make a collection every Lord's

day for the poor, when they met for worship."
There is some force in this. But must not this

be interpreted in consistency with the settled

meaning of irap' lavrfa and it be supposed to mean,
as Barnes says, "that there should be no trouble

in collecting the small sums ; that it should all be
prepared; and all persons be ready to hand
over to him what he had laid by?" Or, while

the "laying by" was to be at home weekly, may
not " the treasuring up " refer to the depositing

of the sum in the church treasury at some time
previous to Paul's arrival, so that it should be
there ready for him. This seems the fairest

method of interpretation].—And when X have
arrived— He here goes on to mention some
further arrangements respecting the guardian-
ship of the collection, [as it were to pledge in

advance the utmost care of what might be be-

stowed, and to preclude any allegations on the

part of his enemies of any personal interest in

the matter].— whomsoever ye may ap-
prove—(o$c idv, vi. 18). 6oKOfi&arjrc^ 'ap-

prove after suitable examination.' ["The
Corinthians themselves were to choose their

agents, probably to prevent the possibility of
misappropriation, as ethers had been chosen for

a like purpose by the other churches. See 2 Cor.

'viii. 18-20, *And we have sent with him the

brother—avoiding this that no man should blame
ns in this abundance which is administered by
as.'*' Stanley]. Thus all suspicion would he
•obviated.—by letters, them will I send—
eV kirioroXov is not to he joined with what

precedes [as in E. T. and by Beta, Cabin, and
Chry8.] (quo* ffieroeolyvutame per tpietofa cm-
mendaveritie), but with what follows. It it pre-

fixed by way of emphasis ; also perhaps in allu-

sion to the ether possible alternative mentioned
in the next verse, which was already in mind.
These letters would be for the purpose of ac-

crediting the messengers, and commending
them and their object to friends at Jerusalem.

[" Hence, we see how common Paul's practies

was of writing epistles. And who knows low
many private letters of his, not addressed to

churches, have been lost! The only letter ef

the kind, whioh remains to as (except the Fss*

torsi Epistles), vts., that to Philemon, ewes hi
preservation perhaps to the mere ciramstanat
that it is at the same time addressed totkeckmk
w the Kouh of Philemon (ver. 2)." Maria].—
to convey your favor.—* <* p « »• used by me-
tonymy for your « charity, ' or 'token ef lota1

(Plato : evepytola hcobotoc) ; likewise in 8 Cot.

viii. 4, 6, 19. To thiB he adds another prepesal,

conditioned upon the magnitude ef tbeceOeetioa,
as making the thing worth while.—Bat If ft

shoeld be worth my going also,—*. *., «tao

collection, or its gross amount be large enougk
to warrant my taking such a journey in person;*

for only this wealft justify has participating is

the thing. He says this from a just sense of hk
dignity as an apostle ; and it by no means con-

flicts with a real humility. [«A just estimate

of one's self is not pride." Bxxoxx]. To ascribe

his readiness to accompany the gift to a desire,

either to look after its distribution, or to seome

for himself by means of It a kind reception, n
altogether gratuitous. He intimates nothing ef

the sort. But it were reasonable to suppose that

he took this as a delicate way of stianuatieg

them to make the collection as large as possible.

That he actually carried out this purpose, mty
be seen from Rom; xv. 26; ootnp. Acts xxi. (al-

though nothing; is said here of the collection}.

Vans. 6-9. Taking up his declaration in ver.

8, about being present with them, he here ei-

plains himself more fully in regard to his pur-

pose, especially as' to the time of his visit. H»
earlier plan, which he did not carry out (1 Cor*

i. 28), was, as we see from 2 Cor. i. 16, a very

different one. [It was to go to Macedonia by

way of Corinth, and then to return to then si

Corinth. This he had made known to them

either by the lost Epistle, or by an oral met-

sage. But now he tacitly drops this, (thereby

exposing himself to a charge of levity ef purees*,

2 Cor. i. 17 C), and proceeds to state another,

reversing the order of his going, 4o Corinth temd
by way of Macedonia]. Thai here announced hi

did execute (cesnp. 2 Cor. ii. 18 ; vwJ. 1 ; is. %
4; tt.1; xH. 14; xiii. 1). [Here we Sad kin

already in Macedonia, when the 2 Subtle tothen

was written ; and in Acts xx. 1 ft -there is usee-

count of his journey].—How I win oosne to

yon when X have passed tasvugh snaee*

ctania ;—[And this he was to do without stop-

ping by the way, cc awy beseenintkeuTCKtoen-
tence, which is net to he rend, as it often ievpe-

routhetioaUy, as though repeating in a peeatrt

manner what had been just mentioned as a con-

dition of time].—For I ehafl perns through
laaoedontaL—dtl/»;ro/*a< is here present far
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the future ; [and ft mutt be read in its strictest

sense, g.d.
t 'lam going right through, as] it

stands in contrast with the w*papev£> of the

next clause as indicated by <J*.—Bat with
you,—[npbc 6/iaif comes first, because designed
to express the antithesis to Maitedovia i>].—it

may he,

—

rvx6v shows his determination was
net settled. He takes into account oircum-
sUnees which might possibly prevent his doing
ss he desired.—I shall tarry, or even pass
the winter,—As his language in speaking of

sis plan breathes an affectionate and winning
spirit, so he goes on in what follows, where the

position of the words is expressive of feeling.

—

In order that ye—in preference to every other

church,—may send me forward whither-
soever I may go.—In this way he shows how
very close to his heart they stood. It was a cus-

tom, as may be learned from many passages,

(Rom. xr. 24 ; Acts xv. 8 ; xvii. 16 ; 8 Jno. 6),

for members of the Church to show their respect

sod love by accompanying the ministers that

west from them, a little way on their journey,

probably by a deputation chosen from their

somber, ov [with a verb of motion
J,

for torot,

Luke x. 1. [The adverb of rest is joined with a
verb of motion in a pregnant way, to signify the

place of rest after the motion is accomplished.

8ee Jelt. Or. Gram., ( 647, 6, 8, a. irpoiripireiv,

to tend forward, a common expression for denot-

ing that helpful attendance on departing guests

which was wont to be done in token of regard].

—For I am not willing at this time to see
you by the way;

—

L e., 'only make you a

lying visit. Inasmuch as hpn does not stand
before ov ^iAw, it is evident he is not here
speaking of any change of plan in regard to his

journey, as though his previous wish had been to

see them only in passing. And since it reads

cor i and not n6fav, there is nothing to warrant
the inference that he made a brief earlier visit.

The reason of the determination just expressed
he next gives.—for I hope to tarry a while
with yon,—An expectation which the appear-
ance of things, as they then were, seemed to

warrant, w p b e vpa q^x-nap1
iplv, as in ver. 6

;

eoBp. 11, 8.—ifthe Lord permit.—An expres-

sion of that pious feeling which always led him
to realize his dependence on the will of the Lord
ia whatsoever he undertook. [Comp. Jas. iv.

15. " For that ye ought to say, if the Lord will,

we shall live, and do this, or that"—a condition

which the early Christians were wont to append
to all expressions of their determination in refer-

ence to anything future, in the deep conscious-

ness that all events were under the direction of

that God to whose will it was their purpose ever
to submit With finite creatures no resolution

can or ought to be absolute. Every act is con-
ditioned on Him who is the sole absolute Sove-
reign]. He now states his plans still further.—
But I will tarry at Ephesus until Pente-
cost.— [In this revelation of his intentions

Chrysostom detects an indication of his confi-

dence and affection toward the Corinthians].
There is no reason to infer from Acts xx. 1,

as Osiaader does, that he left Ephesus earlier

than the time mentioned in consequence of the

uproar occasioned by Demetrius. Two reasons
' are assigned for his tarrying.—For a door has

been opened before me,—By the open door
(comp. 2 Cor. ii. 12; Col. iv. 8; Rev. Hi. 8),

he signifies the opportunity that was gi?en him
for laboring in the cause of Christ.—laige—By
this he indicates the extent of the opportunity
before him. It was a wide field,—and effec-
tual—By this he denotes the intensive aspect

of it, or perhaps also the influence which his ac-

tivity seemed destined to exert (Meyer). He
here passes out from the figure to the real as-

pects of the esse, and that, too, not in a logically

consistent manner. Hence the reading hapyf/c
(also in Philem. 6) which appears in the Latin
authorities, and so the Vulgate has cvtdtns [and
the Rheims version, evident]. The meaning is,

that there was a rich opportunity for labor, and
that, too, of the most abundant and energetic

sort And is there not an intimation here also

of the power of divine grace in opening the door*

(Oeiander) ? A second reason for lingering at

Ephesus is,—and there (are) many adversa-
ries.— The great success of the Apostle pro-
voked strong opposition against Him. This only
stimulated the Apostle, who felt himself strong
in the Lord, to remain rather than to leave. [Be-
sides, his presence was the more needful lor the
strength and support of the infant church, which
he had gathered]. Neander, however, thinks

1

that no motive is here assigned for a longer stay,

but only that the Apostle intended to have the
Corinthians infer from it that matters were not
going so very comfortably with him, and that he'
was obliged to struggle with many obstacles.

[«* The opponents of the Gospel varied very much
in character in different places. Those in Ephe-
sus were principally men interested in the wor-
ship of Diana. The pressure of the heathen
seemed to have driven the Jews and Christians

to make common cause (Acts xix. 22). Whereas,
in Corinth Paul's most bitter opposers were ju-
daisers." Hodge].

Vers. 10, 11. Now if*Timothy come,

—

Timothy's visit to Corinth was to precede his

own (comp. iv. 17). He, together with Erastus,

had contemplated making a visitorial journey
first to Macedonia (Acts xix. 22). Him, there-

fore, he here commends to their friendly and re-

spectful reception, and to their peaceful further-

ance of him on his way. Instead of, •• if he
come/ 1 he might have written ' ichen he comes,'

thereby simply indicating the time of his arrival

;

but in using the conditional form, he expresses
some doubt in reference to his coming, in conse-

quence of the uncertainties of the journey.
["And though Paul had sent him forward thith-

»er, yet he had many churches in Macedonia to
visit by the way." Bloomfibld].—see

—

fiteir-

etv, to look to tomething, is generally followed by
iiC or frptc; but here by a clause beginning
with 2 v a, signifying intention.—that he may
be with yon without fear:—This request re-

fers not to protection from unbelievers, still less

is it a warning against hostile attacks from op-

ponents (Mosheim); but it is aimed rather at

the haughty, overbearing conduct ofproud par-
tisan leaders, and their followers. He may also

bave had in mind Timothy's timid nature. This
request is supported by a reference to the high
calling of Timothy. — for he worketh the
work of the Lord,

—

ipyov tov kvdIov, as
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in xt. 58 ; it may mean either the work in which
the Lord himself is engaged, or that which He
has prescribed.—as I also do.—By this he ex-

presses either a similarity of office, or that Ti-

mothy evinced the same seal and fidelity to the

cause of Christ which he also felt (Osiander).

The first explanation would perhaps be the more
correct. [Hodge combines them both]. Here-
upon follows a more definite injunction.—Let
no man therefore despise him :—whether it

be on account of his youth (Tim. iv. 12), or on
account of his natural modesty (Burger, refer-

ing to 2 Tim. i. 6, 7), or out of party zeal be-

cause he came from Paul.—but send him on
—[In regard to the manner of sending on, see

abo?e, ver. 6].—in peace,—These words are
not to be connected with what follows (Flatt).

They do not mean, simply, in safety and in good
condition, but still more, « without annoyance,'
* with good understanding and kindly affection.'

And the object of this is,—that he may oome
to me:—And the reason for his coming to him,

and not going elsewhere is,—for I am wait-
ing for him with the brethren.—These bre-

thren were not with the waiting Apostle, but
with Timothy, who must have had other compa-
nions besides Erastus (comp. ver. 12). It was
common to send several (Meyer).

Veb. 12. — As touching our brother
Apollos,

—

jt e pi *A rco XX o>, stands absolutely

as ver. 1. Each of the new topics of this

Epistle being introduced by nepl. In reference
to Apollos see Int. No. 2 ; and also, i. 12

;

iii. 5 if. ; iv. 6 ff. That which he said in regard
to the coming of Timothy prompts him to give

information now respecting Apollos, because
perhaps, of a wish that had been expressed in

regard to him by the Corinthians.—I greatly
exhorted him to come to you—He here
wards off in advance all suspicion in regard to

any reluctance of his own about the visit of

Apollos at Corinth, and gives them to understand
his perfect confidence in him, and the brotherly

relations which they mutually sustained, [not-

withstanding the party strife that was waged
under their names at Corinth. So far was he
from desiring him to stay on this account, that

ho was urgent he should go; it may be in the

hope that he might contribute something towards
settling the difficulties. And here we have an-
other illustration of the nobility of Paul's spirit,

his entire freedom from all petty jealousy and the

loving confidence which he reposed in his fellow-

workers]. Apollos must have been at this

time at Ephesus.

—

Iva denotes not only the pur-
port, but also the aim of his exhortation to Apollos.

with the brethren :—These brethren are the

ones mentioned in ver. 11. [" Besides the mis-

sion of Timothy there was another later mission
despatched at the time of his writing this Epistle

with the view partly of carrying the Epistle and
enforcing the observance of its contents, partly

of urging upon the church the necessity of com-
pleting their contribution before the Apostle's ar-

rival (2 Cor. viii. 6 ; xii. 18). This mission was
composed of Titus and two other brethren (2 Cor.
viii. 18, 22, 28), whose names are not mentioned

;

Titus having been chosen for this, as Timothy
for the other, probably from his greater energy
and firmness of character. That the mission

thus described is the one to which he here al-

ludes can hardly be doubted. The words " ex-

hort" and "brother " are used in the same em-

phatic and recognized sense in both passages;

and as the mission there spoken of was previous

to his writing the second Epistle, it can be re-

ferred to no occasion so obviously as that which

is here described. These accordingly are " the

brethren " who would, as he expected, find or

wait for Timothy at Corinth, and return with

him. It would seem, however, that the Apostle's

original wish had been, that the head of this

mission should have been not Titus, but Apollos.

Apollos, since his visit to Corinth (Acts xviii.

27, comp. with 1 Cor. iii. 6) must have returned

to Ephesus; and he, both from the distinction

which he enjoyed in the opinion of his fellow

Christians, and from his previous acquaintance

with the church at Corinth, would have been %

natural person to send on such a mission. It is

a slight confirmation of the identity of this mis-

sion with that of Titus, that the only later oc-

casion on which the name of Apollos occurs in

the New Testament is in the Epistle to Titus, iii

18, where they are spoken of as living together."

Stanley].—but (his) will was not at all to

oome at this time ;—Some here take the word
" will," which stands without further designa-

tion, to mean « the will of God,' appealing for

support to the inconvenience mentioned in the

next clause, and to the analogy of Rom. xii. 28

;

but the context clearly shows the will of Apollos

to have been meant. Here, too, Iva is not to be

taken in the strict telic sense, but it simply

indicates a degree of determination in the resolve

taken. The reason of the unwillingness of

Apollos to go to Corinth may have lain, partly,

in his fear of encouraging the factions at Co-

rinth, and, partly, in other duties which he re-

garded as more pressing. The latter seems to be

indicated in the next clause.—but he will

oome when he shall have convenient
time.

—

evKcupelv, a word of later Greek, meaning

to have opportunity, leisure, or occasion, for any-

thing. Here, it refers, not to the removal of

difficulties at Corinth, as though it meant, * when

you have become united again'—but to other

circumstances and engagements which were then

holding him back.
Vsrs. 18-1 4.—Watch ye, stand fast in the

faith, act like men, be strong.—Hastening

now to the close, he aims to impress upon his

readers briefly and earnestly theduty of devoting

themselves to the service of the Lord—whether

he or Apollos were present to observe them, or

not. This exhortation—called out ; as Burger

thinks, by the mention of Apollos, whose name
might serve to awaken the recollection of mat-

ters already rebuked (i.-iii.)—revolves around

two main points, faith and love. Sted/astneu in

the faith essentially presupposes walckfulnest—

that Christian circumspection which keepson the

look-out for all attacks of treacherous foes, both

from without and from within, abandons itself

to no false security, and fortifies itself against

temptation from whatsoever source (comp. x. 12).

And this watchfulness is even associated with a

wakeful, courageous, manly attitude* and with a

summoning up of strength to resist the might of

every foe. These two qualities are no less aa
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i of faith, than they are the conditions of a
true steadfastness. The expressions used, all

imply the figure of a spiritual combat in which
they are supposed to be engaged. The " stand-

ing" (artfKetv) here does not denote a standing
in readiness for the fight, but a standing firm in

it, and not suffering one's self to be forced aside

from that faith which is the basis of the Christian

life—the fixed attitude of the warrior in the

ranks or at his post (comp. xv. 1, 68).

—

avdptfco-

&m, to be manly, in deportment and action, occurs

only here in the New Testament ; elsewhere in

the Classics and LXX. Josh. i. 61 ; 1 Mace ii.

64.

—

Kparaiovo&e, be strong (comp. Eph. iii.

16. " Be strong in might through his spirit in

the inward man"); in the older Greek, the

word for this was Kparbveo&ai. The word is

suggestive of conflicts with open enemies, such as

Jews and Heathen and also, of persecutions en*

dured on account of the faith (Osiander).—Let
all your things be done In love. After what
he has said already, on the duty of love he needed
only to express himself briefly on this point in

concluding. The allusion is primarily to their

divisions and strifes, q. d., 'in all you do, instead

of being governed by a selfish partisanship, suf-

fer yourselves to be actuated by a love which looks

to the well being of the brotherhood ' (comp. xiii.

1, 11; xL 18; viii. 1; x. 24, 83 ). ["He says,
* watch ye/ as though they were sleeping ; * stand
fast,' as though they were wavering ; < be manly
and strong,' as though they were effeminate and
delicate ;

« let all your things be done in love,'

as though they were at strife." Chrts.1
Vek8. 15-18. After the above concluding ex-

hortation he turns to speak of some personal
matters. And first he enjoins a respectful be-

havior towards certain prominent members of

the church and one in particular.—And I be-
seech you, brethren,—The particular point

of his exhortation is introduced by I vain the

16th verse ; and what follows must be treated as

a parenthesis, referring to what was already
known by them and formed the motive for their

complying with his request.—ye know,—ol-

Sare; this cannot be a part of his exhortation,

for the simple reason that it cannot be shown to

be the imperative form for lore.—the house of
Stephanas that it is the first fruits of
Achaia,

—

i. e., the first in that province who
were brought to the faith (comp. Rom. xvi. 5,

where the words "unto Christ" are added).

From i. 16 we learn that Paul himself baptized
this family. It was the first sheaf of a great
spiritual harvest in Corinth, indeed in that

whole region ; hence a family most readily dis-

posed toward the Gospel, and from which no
doubt a saving influence emanated. As it dis-

tinguished itself in respect to faith, so also in

respect to love.—and that they have ad-
dicted themselves to the ministry of the
saints.—The plural here occurs, because the
term "house" is a collective noun. By ** minis-
try" we are not to understand any official ac-
tion such as is carried on in the capacity of a
presbyter, for which indeed such first fruits

were as a general thing preeminently fitted.

There is nothing in the following verb •* submit
yourselves" to constrain us to this supposition, as
though the meaning here were that the Corin-

thians should subject themselves to these per-
sons just as other churches submit themselves to

their rulers; rather the injunction here—That
ye submit yourselves unto suoh—corre-
sponds to what has just been said of the house
hold of Stephanas: 'as these had addicted
themselves unto the ministry for the saints—

a

thing which involved a sort of submission so
also do ye devote yourselves to them/ In what
way^ this ministry had been exercised is uncer-
tain ; probably in services of love to individuals
such as the poor, the sick, in hospitality towards
brethren visiting from abroad, and in the under-
taking of various responsibilities in behalf of the
church, as for example, the journey of Stephe-
nas to Ephesus for the purpose of seeing Paul.
The word iiroT&ooeo&ai denotes not simply
the showing of respect in general but like obsequi,

following a person's advice or opinion, conduct-
ing in accordance with their wishes. ["No-
thing is more natural than submission to the

good." Hodge]. By the expression role., roi-
o(r r o < f he brings to view more prominently the

excellent qualities of the parties referred to, q.

d., Ho persons of like excellence with these.'

That it does not refer to a class is evident from
the clause appended,—and to every one that
helpeth with us and laboreth.—It is de-

bated to what the aw, with, in avvepyovvri
is to be referred. There is nothing in the con-

text to justify our referring it to God. Rather
we are led to refer it to the apostle, and, next,

to those just mentioned. The participle k u it t-

£>vTi implies that this cooperation was an ear-

nest and laborious one. ["Those who serve

should be served." Hodge]. He enforces his

injunction in relation to the family of Stephanas
by mentioning what he and the Corinthian

brethren with him, Fortunatus and Acbaicus,
had done for himself, thereby enchancing their

respect for these worthy men.—I am glad of
the coming of Stephanas and Fortunatus
and Achaious :—These men had been sent as

a deputation to him from Corinth, and had
brought the letter alluded to in vii. 1. In regard

to them we can determine nothing more defi-

nitely. 'Whether it was the same Stephanas of

whose family he had just spoken (as is probable),

or a son of his ; and whether the two others be-

longed to this family or not ; and whether this

Fortunatus was the same as the one mentioned
in the first Epistle of Clemens to the Corinthians

or another of the same name, is all uncertain.

The reason of his joy at their presence was,

—

because your ,want they have supplied.

—

For a like expression see Phil. ii. 80. But what
are we to understand by the expression rb vuir-
epov vorkprjua^ your want? It would be
inconsistent with the whole spirit of this para-

graph to suppose the Apostle to imply a bitter

charge against them by translating the words,

[as in the E. V.] "that which was lacking ou
your part," as though they had failed in suit-

able tokens of love, or the like. It is better to

take vfiirepov as the objective genitive (comp.

xv. 81), and translate 'the want of you/ t. e.,

your absence. This it is which was in part

made up by the presence of these brethren.

This is more fully explained in what follows

—

For they have refreshed my spirit and
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yows :—avairavetw, lit. to cause to rest, to relieve

from core or trouble, and in general, to refreeh (2

Car. Tii. 18; Matt xi. 28; Philem. vii. 20). But
how far did they refresh his spirit, and that of

the Corinthians f The latter certainly, does net
refer to any earlier services of love which these

men had shown to the Corinthians; and just as

little, to the assurances of love from the apostle

which they carried back with them ; 'since this

was mot contemporaneous with theirrefreshment
ef his spirit: hence, also, not to the influence

which the information and assurances they had
conveyed to him had had upon the shaping of
this Epistle. The point is best explained upon
the ground of a fellowship between the apostle

and the church (comp. 2 Cor. 11, 8), q. d. f « while
they refreshed me, they also refreshed you.'
The quieting of his spirit by the information
they had brought and by their personal presence
which served to exhibit anew the love of the
church toward him and awaken in him the hope
of their improvement, must also have been bene-
ficial for them ; and the consciousness of a fel-

lowship thereby renewed and strengthened must
have proved exceedingly refreshing alike tor

them and for him (oomp. Osiander and Meyer
ed. 8, who remarks, "that their interview with
the Apostle must have been refreshing to the
feelings of the whole church, inasmuch as they
had come to him as representative* of the whole
church." As they through their presence had
provided for Paul a sweet refreshment they had
also done it for the church, which, by their
means, had come into communion with him and
was indebted to them for this refreshment, whioh
must have been felt by it in the consciousness of
this communion. [" However understood it is

one of the examples of urbanity with which this

Apostle's writings abound." Hodge]. To this he
adds the exhortation— therefore acknow-
ledge ye them that are such.—brrytvtxTKetv
does not mean precisely to highly value, but to

rightly recognise, viz. : in their true worth and
according to their deserts, from which indeed es-

teem naturally follows. The reason for this is the
thing of which he has just spoken—their services
and the refreshment which had been administered
by them both to himself and the church.

Vims. 19, 20. He presents a three-fold greet-
ing whereby Christian fellowship is expressed
and confirmed.—The ohnrohea of Asia sa-
lute you.—Asia is here to be understood,
either in the narrowest sense as designating
Ionia and the region round about Ephesus ; or
suitably to Roman usage then current, as ap-
plying to the whole region of Asia Minor border-
ing on the western coast, including Caria, Lydia,
Mysia (Asia proconsularis). 8inee a regular in-

tercourse was maintained between Ephesus and
those regions, and since the apostle stood in
living relations to the churches here planted,
beth by personal visits and by means of breth-
ren visiting him from thence, it is probable that
they seat greetings by him to the Corinthian
church on his giving them information respect-
ing it and announcing his intention of writing.
Next comes a greeting from that excellent Chris-
tian couple who formerly tarried with him at
Corinth, and were intimately connected with the
Christian church there, but who had left and

Come to Ephesus (Acts xviii. 2, 26). The greet
ing here is a hearty one, and founded upon a
Christian fellowship.—Aquilla and Priaoilla

salute yon mnoh in the Lord,—As bound
together by faith in a common Lord, they here

send the benedictions of a fervent love.—and the
Church that la in their house,—t. «., not sim-

ply their numerous household, but that portion

of the Bphesian church which was wont to as-

semble under their roof. Owing to the lack of

accommodations, the larger churches, like those

of Ephesus and Rome were obliged to divide, and
meet in several rooms furnished by the more
wealthy members.—All the brethren greet

yon.—i. «., the Ephesian Christians collectively,

apart from those just mentioned specifically.

The fellowship thus extended from church to

church, he next insists on their maintaining

among themselves.—Greet ye one another
with an holy kiss.—("" This was the conven-

tional token of Christian affection. In the

East the kiss was a sign either of friendship

among equals, or of reverence and submission

on the pari of an inferior. The people kissed

the images of their gods and the hands of

princes." Hodge]. This token the apostle

would have them give to each other immedi-

ately upon their hearing the Epistle, as a pledge

of their freshly awakened brotherly love, and

m connection with the assurances of love con-

veyed to them in the salutations from abroad.—
aoirdCeotiat, to manifest a cordial love, especially

at times of meeting and parting. " A holy kiss"

means the token of Christian fellowship aad

holy love, as contrasted with that prompted by

natural or impure affections. The expression

occurs also in Rom. xvi. 16; 2 Cor. xiii. 12; 1

Pet. v. 14. In the century following Christians

were wont to welcome each other after prayers

and at the love feasts and before the communion
of the Lord's Supper, men greeting men, and

women women, as brethren and sisters. "The
kiss which they were to give," as Bengel ob-

serves, "was one in which all discord and die-

sention must be swallowed up."
Vers. 21-24. The salutation of (me)

Panl with mine own hand.—As Paul com-

monly wrote by an amanuensis, he was accus-

tomed to write with his own hand the conclud-

ing sentences of his Epistle by way of authenti-

cating them (2 Thess. iii. 17; Col. iv. 18).

Accordingly he here appends his own greeting

with his own hand in token of the genuineness

of the Epistle. "The salutation," as it were

the main one—the greeting par eminence. Next

follows, in the first place, an earnest word of

warning, written still undoubtedly with bis own

hand.—If any man love not the Lord
Jeans Christ,—He here excludes all formal

Christians from any part in his salutation and

blessing. Since his language does not apply to

those who are not Christians professedly, and

nothing can be said about positive hatred to the

Lord among Christians, the expression "love

not" cannot be interpreted as equivalent to

hate ; but it is to be understood of decayed af-

fection, which betrayed itself in party strife, as

well as in fostering other carnal tendencies;

and in doubting or denying different portions

of Christian truth. "Wherefore does the Apostle
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Speak thus here f Because in his view love to

Christ is the very soul of the entire Christian

Hie ; and the Corinthians needed to be specially

reminded of this lore ; for their divisions ori-

ginated in the foot that the love of Christ did

not sufficiently unite them." Nbandbb. fifeiv

means to tow with a peculiar intensity of affeo-

tion, and the word is used by Paul only in this

place in relation to Christ. (John designates by
it, ehap. v. 20, the love of the Father to the Son,
and also the believer's love to Jesus, xvi. 27

;

ixi. 16, 17). In Eph. vi. 24, Paul employs the
word ayandv, which is the term common with
him to denote the love of God and Christ, and
also our love to God, and to the brethren, and
to wives. While the latter word which properly
means to highly eeteem, is never used to express
a sensuous, passionate affection, fthilv is found
k this sense, yet rarely however. It here means
to value highly, to regard in the Ught of a dear

friend, a token of which regard was a kiss,

flXifua, which probably suggested the use of

ftXeiv. Short and sharp is the denunciation
pronounced.—let him be Anathema,—Not
Simply, 'let him be expelled from the church,
but let him be devoted to God's wrath and judg-
ment,'—let him become a curse, accursed. The

word avadepa correspond to the Hebrew O^fJ,
a ton, i. e., one put under the ban—irrevocably
devoted to destruction—to be given up to God
without power of redemption, which, ifthe thing
wept animated, involved a putting to death
(eoinp. xii. 8 ; Gal. i. 8, and Meyer on Rom. ix. 8).

This imprecation or malediction is confirmed by
an allusion to the judgment which will introduoe
it — Iffaranatha. — Syriac for •• our Lord

comes (tf/IN W)0)» " not
»

'he has come,'
T -: T T T

so that obstinate hatred and conflict with him
are all useless " (Jerome). Why Paul here em-
ploys the Syrian can only be conjectured. It

can hardly be said that it was for a stronger
confirmation of the genuineness of his Epistle

by the use of Hebrew letters ; such extraordi-

nary confirmation when his Epistle was to be in

charge of trusted friends, is wholly superfluous.

Or was it because this formula was one current
among the Jews as expressing their strongest
bant Mktub says, "perhaps it conveyed an
important reminiscence to his readers from the
period of his residence at Corinth; or it was
aady the thought of the moment to give a more
solemn character to his declaration." Bispino
says: " perhaps Maranatha was the mysterious
password of the early Christians (comp. Rev.
jlk. 22)." For other improbable oonjectures see
Meyer and Osiander. Luther's Maharam Moths,
meaning maledictue ad mortem, is a groundless
alteration. Heubner says: "that Luther ap-
pended this as the Hebrew formula for excom-
munication." [By translating the expression
into Greek, 6 Kbpwf tpxerai, we are at once re-

minded of the epithet 6 kpxoftho^, the coming One,

mm applied to the Messiah in Matth. xi. 8 ; Luke
xviL 19, 20; John vi. 14; xi. 27; and also as
•constantly recurring in Revelation, where the
coming of Christ forms the refrain of the whole
book, and where at the close John winds up the
amnon of Scripture with a reference to the solemn

fact, "He that testifieth of these things, smith,

Behold I come quickly. Amen. Come, Lord
Jesus." Here in fact is the key-note of the
Apostle's constant mood. In all the changes of
thought and feeling we hear It ever returning;
and what is more natural than that in uttering
it, he should use the Yewy terms in which the
thought was always ringing through his soul?
They had acquired with him the character of a
solemn formula, for whioh nothing else could be
substituted]. After this severe exclusion of the
unworthy there fellows a benediction.—The
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ (be) with
you.—As to be anathema from Christ is ever*
lasting perdition so His favor is eternal life.

The prayer here is therefore a prayer for all

good. To this he adds assurance of his own
love as felt toward all in Christ Jesus.—Iffy
love be with yon all in Christ Jesus.

—

As in the previous clause eln is to be supplied,

so here we must insert kariv, w, as a positive de-
claration of what he actually cherished toward
them. Met?1 vpov, with you, a designation of
communion with them, or of the presence of his

spirit in the midst of them, q.d., < is among you
all'—a harmonising, reconciling expression used
in view of his strong rebukes and of their par-
tisan distrust. " The expression forms a strik-

ing contrast to the strifes and divisions among
the Corinthians whioh the Apostle here is re-

solved to ignore." Nxandeb. [The closing

word in the Reo., "Amen," was an after-addi-

tion. It being originally a word of response,
the Apostle could not well have appended it to

his own production. The adoption of it falls in
with the current inconsistent usage of closing

one's own prayer with an Amen—a thing which
ought to be left to the congregation at large.

But though the word forms no part of the Epis-
tle, it still fitly oomes in at the end to express
the cordial, emphatic assent whioh every Chris-

tian heart must feel constrained to utter as he
finishes an epistle so replete with Divine Wisdom
and Love issuing from one of the noblest spirits

thateverwrought on earth in the csuse of Heaven,
with whom it has been good to hold communion.
Yes, let the Amen stand the abiding testimony of
the faith of the Church in the teachings of the
greatest of the apostles ; and the whole world
come at last to say as they read verse after verse,

chapter after chapter, epistle after epistle, in ac-
cent strong and clear, Ana*].
The subscription is later. The statement of

the letter being sent from Philippi arose from
a misunderstanding of what is said in ver. 5
about his passing through Macedonia.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. [Chrutian Beneficence. 1. Itt oource. It fol-

lows as the natural exercise of that divine love
which is shed abroad in the heart by the Spirit,

and which likens us to that Redeemer who freely

gave Himself np for us all, and demands of us
that we give as freely as we have received. 2.

Its ecope. It goes beyond—yea, ignores—-aU
natural limitations of family, or neighborhood,
or country, or nationality, and is governed sim-
ply by the providential calls made on it and by the
opportunities opened to it. Christianity breaks
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862 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

down all barriers, obliterates all distinctions be-

tween Jew and Gentile, and brings the whole
race into a*sympathy that makes us regardful of

the welfare of our fellow-men wherever found.

In the text we have the first instance of this

broad charity ever known—Gentile Christians

in Greece, contributing to supply the destitution

of Jewish Christians at Jerusalem. It was the

commencement of a work of charity whioh is

destined to spread with the church, and will go

on increasing in vigor and intensity, just in pro-

Sortion as the Spirit of Christ prevails in the

earts of believers. 8. It should be systematic,

forming a part of the Christian's duty as regu-

larly as his prayers and worship. Inasmuch as

the demands for it are constant, and the disci-

pline of it is ever needful to the character as a
counteractive to our natural selfishness and for

the development of charity, it is only by habitual

practice that the ends contemplated in it can be
properly.answered. The time prescribed for it

by the apostle is the first day of the week—the

day commemorative of our Lord's resurrection

and victory, and the day of the church's joy,

and gladness, and praise. And surely no time

can be more fitting for the exercise of our grate-

ful charity than this ; for it serves, to remind us
in an especial manner of God's redeeming grace,

and, so, of the love which we ourselves, have
experienced. In fact, alms-giving ought to be
made a part of our Sabbath worship, com-
ing in there as a tribute, not so much of kind-
ness towards the needy and the destitute, as of
thanksgiving and honor unto the God of our
salvation. It thus becomes a matter not of im-
pulse, performed under the influence of emotions
excited by special appeals, but of principle, rest-

ing upon established grounds, and furnishing a
reliable foundation on which to carry forward
the great work of the church. 4. Its measure.
" According as God hath prospered"—so writes

the apostle, prescribing no fixed proportion as

under the ancient dispensation, but leaving it

with every man to determine with, himself what
the amount shall be. The right use of the liber-

ty of judgment here granted is a part of the
Christian's probation ; and the manner in which
he improves it will serve to show his sense of
obligation to the God that has prospered him,

and the strength of his love. The beauty and
the worth of Christian charity are seen in its

voluntariness, and also, in its freedom from all

parade. Hence, the requisition of the apostle

«« let each one lay up by himself," in the privacy
of his own home, settling the matter with quiet
reflection amid the abundance of those blessings

whioh constitute the sum of his domestic happi-
ness. It is there that he can best ascertain how
much he owes to his Lord].

2. Conditions of success in Christian life. If the
Christian life is to be successful it must, on one
hand, abide immovably fixed on the foundations
of faith, ever keeping in view the temptations to

which it is exposed, not allowing itself to be
turned aside from known truth, and resisting

every assault with manly courage and mighty re-

sistance. On the other hand, it must give love the
sway in every particular, so that the same person
who, in one case, shows himself a courageous
hero in the fight of faith and powerful to pros-

trate every foe, shall in others, prove himself a

willing servant and subject himself to the wishes

of others—being a lion in conflict, and a lamb in

tenderness and patience, the image of him who
is at the same time the Lion and the Lamb (Rev.

v. 6, 6).

8. Mutual concurrence in the Church. In a
true ohurchly life it so happens that the more we
exercise our love in serving others, the more will

those who are thus served be disposed to submit
to us. Such love makes the recipients of it, not

haughty, but lowly in spirit The fact that

others do for them, constrains them, and inspires

them with seal to requite the service shown, and
to respond to the slightest wishes of their bene-

factors. Counsel and exhortation ooming from
such a source, even though it be in the form of a
request, appear to them as sacred commands.
In such rivalry of humility lies the wonderful
harmony of the Christian church life.

4. The fervor of a true seal. The more ardent

our love for the Lord, and the more profound our

regard for souls, the more fervidly will our seal

burn for Him, that He should be loved by all

as He deserves—that no soul shall be wanting in

affection for him, and that none suffer his love

for Him to grow oold. And however severe may
be our seal in its indignation against those in

whom love dies out by reason of the prevalence
of sinful affections, prompting us to rebuke
them with words of burning condemnation, yet

all this will be nothing less than a sincere, ar-

dent love for the souls themselves, which urges

a person on to ascertain whether he cannot in

some way bring them back to reflection, so that

the flame which has died out may be kindled

afresh and made to burn with new brightness on
the altar of the heart.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starke:—Ver. 1. 'Pious and poor often gt

together.'—We ought indeed to enlist ourselves

in behalf of all that suffer, without always in-

quiring whether they are worthy ; but worthj
ones, such as true members of Christ, ought U
be regarded in preference to others, especially at

the dear Saviour has given us so precious a pro*

mise in reference to them (Matt. xxv. 85). Wh<
would deny his Saviour such a service of love ?—
One church ought readily to follow another ii

good and praise-worthy conduct (1 Thess. ii. 14).

—Ver. 2. There is none so poor but he may find

some one poorer, towards whom he can show th«

works of love and compassion (Mark. xii. 42; 1

Kings xvii. 10 ff.), and thus oultivate the grace at

charity. Hbd. : — Ver. 8. Paul cares, writes

and entreats for the poor ; and should it be a dis-

grace to imitate Him?—Ver. 4. We should

grudge no labor bestowed for refreshing the piom
poor, since we do it to Christ.—Ver. 6. Although

the servants of the church have at this day no

command to go about the world as the Apostle

did, it is nevertheless necessary that the state of

the churches should be investigated at times by

those who are appointed for the purpose, in

order to improve what may be improved (2.

Chron. xvii. 7 ff).—Ver. 6. The church should

care for its true servants that they come not into

peril of their life, since one such is a great tree-
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sure.—Ver. 7. We should subject our plans and
purposes to the will of God, and either carry them
out or abandon them according to His pleasure
(Jer. x. 28 ; Jas. It. 15). When in populous re-

gions the whole counsel of Ood is powerfully
proclaimed by earnest preachers, and such pro-
clamation is enforced by their own holy walk,
and God opens to them a door for the conversion
of many souls, Satan commonly stirs himself
up against them in his instruments. But by
this means the open door is still more widened

;

since opposition proTokes inquiry and observa-
tion, and this begets oonviction (Phil. i. 12).

—

Ver. 9. A true servant must not shrink from foes.

He who is astonished and offended at oppositions

and persecutions, forgets that he is a servant of

the crucified.—We should prefer the honor of

God and the good of our neighbor, to our own
advantage and convenience; for love seeks not
its own.—Ver. 10 f. Faithful hearers deal faith-

fully with their preachers, and do not despise

them when young, if learned and pious. Chris-
tians seek after, honor and love one another.

—

The crude multitude are astonished at this and
cannot endure it.—Ver. 12. It is well for

preachers to visit their hearers separately, as
opportunities occur, and converse with them for

their best good.—Ver. 18. Circumspection, faith

and manly energy go well together. Faith as
the chief thing occupies themiddle place ; and as it

requires a careful circumspection, so does it also

involve, and at the same time beget strength

—

the strength of the spirit.—A Christian is a sol-

dier who is surrounded by foes. He must
watch if he would not be surprised.—He must not
abandon the post of faith, but strive on manfully
and strengthen himself, and fill up the gaps after

each attack in order to hold out against a new
one.—Ver. 14. Love imparts to our actions their

proper adaptations and right profit among men,
as faith gives them their due weight (Gal. v. 6).

Ver. 16 f. Divine Providence has raised up
many gallant men who have made themselves of
great service to the church ; and this fact should
be recognised with gratitude, while we hearken
to, and follow such.—Ver. 17 f. The best satis-

faction of a true preacher is the faith and love

of his hearers.—Ver. 19. Christian churches
should maintain friendship and communion with
each other, edifying and precious in the sight of
God (Col. iv. 15; Acts xv. 28).—Ver. 20. What
else is a true greeting but the wishing well to an-
other ? Christians ought to desire and invoke all

manner of good for each other.—Why should a
kiss, the token of a pure spiritual and divine
love, be made the token of a carnal, unchaste
and devilish love? (Prov. vii. 18).—Ver. 22.

Amen ! yea cursed be he, who loveth not Thee.
Oh thou friend of my soul ! Take heed to thyself,

thou poor creature I Paul's seal is discriminating
and has shown its power in countless instances.

But what thou, Lord, blessest, is, and remains
blessed.—Since most persons persist in a state

of prevailing worldliness and selfishness, incon-

sistent with the love of Jesus, we can easily see

how many there are whom this imprecation will

hit—Ver. 23. Grace ! grace ! To this everything
comes at last in the restoration of sinners, as be-
ing absolutely necessary for the forgiveness of

iins and the recovery of fallen nature.—Ver. 24.

He is a true, dear man, in whom love dwells ; he
loves and is loved. Well, for him 1 he will ett
the fruits of love in eternity.

Bbblbnbubqbb Bibel :—Ver. 2. An illustra-

tion of that wise moderation which belongs to
Christianity everywhere. A reckless seal never
prospers. The case may be pressing, bnt the
method of meeting it must be unconstrained.—
Ver. 4f. Christians are ready for all manner
of business ; but they are no rovers who drive
their traffic with their religion.—Ver. 6. What
is done in faith through love, though apparently
small, is in the sight of God a great thing.—
Ver. 7. True Christians watch for the Lord's
hour.—Ver. 9. Resistance sharpens the seal of
God's servants. When adversaries are many the
spirit becomes more eager to preach the word,
and hopes to find a yet more open door. God's
word will be confirmed by the cross.—But there
are two kinds of opposition: 1. When many re-
ceive the word with joy, others appear who
resist the word and the good done—a sure sign
that advantage has been gained. Then ought
we to increase in courage as difficulties present
themselves. 2. But when no one profits by the
word, and will not so much as hear it, then
must we take it elsewhere, and not desecrate it,

by casting it before the unthankful—Ver. 10 f.

It is not well for Christians not to be free with
each other.—Ver. 12. Christians are ready for
everything, but they do not act blindly.—Ver. 18.

Watchfulness is the ground upon which all the
rest is built. We must perpetually take heed to

our own hearts; otherwise it will not be possible
for us to stand and maintain our attitude as
men.—Ver. 14. There is many a one who aims
to be manly, but does not do it in love. Love
is free, and seeks the good of a neighbor. Even
the best and greatest duties toward God and our
neighbor, if not prompted by love, are, in God's
sight, nothing worth—Love is the salt without
which everything which we have and do is taste-

less.—Ver. 15f. The most eminent must devote
themselves to the service of the poor. But such
persons are not to be abused, and to be regarded
as common pursuivants ; but they ought to be
gratefully recognised and honored.—Ver. 19.

Greeting serves for a genial bond of love.—Ver.
22. Who is there that loves Jesus so that he aims
to please Him and to follow Him and to become
like Him, and think of Him constantly and
occupies himself with Him I Oh, how many fall

under Paul's ban !

—

The Lord comeihl Let Him
judge; He will know how to avenge Himself
on His unthankful servant, because he is absent
people think themselves safe.—Ver. 28. This
wish is hedged about by the previous warning,
and such a warning must grace and love have,
on account of our perilous condition.—Ver. 24.

From this we see that the rebukes given have been
a work of pious affection. Oh, what a bond is

this ! (John xvii. 22-26).
Ribobb:—Ver. Iff. To be obliged to seek assist-

ance, and to receive favor from others, makes
us of little account; but when persons, in such
condition, are saints of God, and we know that
God constrains His dearest children and most
assured heirs of salvation to perform their pil-

grimage under such circumstances, this awakens
consideration.—Imitation in such oases must not
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be on the score of shame, but it must be grounded
on love in the heart; yet good examples do their

part in exciting to good works (Hcb. x. 24).—
The word "beneficence " reminds one of the wise
eonstitiuion of God, who allows His gifts to run
through other hands, and gives to us that we
may have to give to such as are needy, and does
not Himself supply the wants of the needy, in

order that others may have the opportunity of
testifying* through these of their faith, and hope,

and love.—Ver. 12. We must carry nothing by
force, nor interfere too much with the ways of

others.—Ver. 18 f. The word 'watch' belongs

among the master-pieces of the Holy Ghost, since

with this one word he enjoins the perpetual at-

tention of the Christian to his whole duty, and
so can awaken and arouse him to so great a de-

gree.—To abide in the saving knowledge of God
and of Christ and in constant trust toward God
through Christ, expresses the whole of the Chris-

tian state.—All a Christian's strength, magna-
nimity, seal and earnestness, must be regulated

by that love which seeks the honor of God, and
the salvation of our neighbor.—Ver. 18. Even
the most honest laborers and helpers of the truth

may become so involved under disparaging trials,

and be so overwhelmed with slanders, as to re-

quire that something be spoken in their behalf.

—Ver. 22. Love to Christ is the chief source
from which the communion of saints derives its

true form and character.—Ver. 28. A holy
dread of the curse is sweetened by a cordial ad-

dress to the believing friends of Christ. Grace
helps us out of many sins; strengthens us against

many a fall; sets dislocated members; removes
difficulties; disconcerts Satan's plans; stops

scandals ; maintains love in its course amid all

varieties of gifts, until, through grace, we are

made meet for that Kingdom, wherein the mani-
foldness of gifts and benefits in all the saints

shall be a subject of eternal wonder and praise.

Amen!
HiuBNin :—Ver. 2. Christian thrift collects

together its spare money for others. To the

Christian nothing is too small which has a value

for love.—Ver. 9. God only can open an en-

trance into the heart.—Where goodness prospers,
wickedness is aroused.—Ver. 18. The conditions

of growth in Christianity : 1. Watchfulness and
prayer ; 2. Stedfastness in the faith ; 8. A de-

cided, manly strength of will and independence,

which, without regard to another's will, does
what is known to be good and right, and stands

by it; 4. And, with all this, love.—Ver. 22. A
want of love—coldness, indifference, makes a
person unworthy of Christian fellowship. The
Lord comes to judgment ever such lukewarm
souls.

W. F. Bbssbb :—Ver. 12. From this We may
learn that Christian office-bearers of the right

sort do not rule over those subject to them arbi-

trarily, as over servants ; but exhort them as
brethren, and respect their counter views when
they are Christian.—Ver. 20. The Christian

greeting draws those who are greeted into Christ.

—Ver. 22. This word of condemnation stands
written as a holy threatening for us alL That
word of God, which is able to implant in our
souls the love of the Lord Jesus Christ, is read
by each one of us, either for a blessing or a
curse.

rCALYi* :—Ver. 16. If we wish to secure the
welfare of the church, let us always take care
that honor be conferred upon the good ; let their

counsels have the greatest weight; let others
give wsy to them, and allow themselves to be
governed by their prudence. This Paul does in

this instance, when admonishing the Corinthians,
to show respect to the house of Stephanas].
[Robbbtsob:—Vv. 1, 2. A Jewish object

supported by Gentile subscriptions!—a new
thing in this world. To scattered races and di-

vided peoples, to separate castes and ancient en-

mities, Christ was the magnet that united all.

—

Benumbed and paralysed till then, the frame of
humanity was made to throb with a common life.

Hitherto men were combined by war and trade-
now by religion and love.—La God's counsels
sorrow draws out good. Pain and sorrow are
mysteries. Inexplicable often, why we are af-

flicted; but sometimes the vail is withdrawn,
and we see the reason clearly.—Charity must be
systematic—a matter of principle ; to give from
impulse, often a mere luxury, costs but little,

—

whereas a true Christian economy involves self-

denial—an abridging of pleasure to give to God.
—Men do not give as God has prospered them,
because they de not give eyetematically. It is a
fact, the more we have the less we give. System
is easier with little than with much. The man
of thousands squanders, and his indulgences,
grown into necessities, leave him little to spare.

—Vv. 10-24. With Paul personal considerations
were not lost in general philanthropy. He put
value on the courtesies of life. There are minds
which are indifferent to such things, and fancy
themselves above them. But love is dependent
on forms—courtesy of etiquette guards and pro-
tects courtesy of heart.—-Ver. 12. " As touching
our brother Apolios,"—mark the perfect absence
of all mean jealousy in St. Paul's mind. This
is magnanimity and true delicacy of heart. Vv.
18, 14. If you think Christianity a feeble, soft
thing, ill-adapted to call out the manlier features

of character, read here, "Quit you like men."
(Abridged)].

[Sermon. — Jon. Bdwabds:— Vv. 1, 2. The
perpetuity and change of the Sabbath. Complete
work*, voL iv., p. 616 ft J.
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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

As far as the following work professes to be a translation, the aim of the writer has been

simply to transfer into his own language the meaning and spirit of the original. From this he

has not felt at liberty to depart especially in the Critical and Exegetical department. In the

Doctrinal and Homiletical portions he has ventured to throw out a few sentences which seemed

to him repetitions of what had been better expressed. But on becoming thoroughly possessed

of the idea of any sentence, he was quite careless of the peculiar forms and words of the original

German, and only anxious to express that idea most perfectly in his own style and language.

A single sentence only, which the author extracted from the Berlenb. Bible (Horn. Note on Chap.

VII. 1), he has ventured to suppress on account of its irrelevancy and objectionable sentiment.

With respect to the additions included in brackets, his object has been to fulfil, as far as his

humble abilities and opportunities would permit, the promise of the general Editor, " to prepare

en an evangelical basis, the very best commentary for practical use which the combined scholar-

ship and piety of Europe and America can produce." This seemed to him to demand that

everything of real value relating to our Epistle in the writings of English and American com-

mentators and divines should be incorporated in his work. If the amount of these additions (more

than one fourth of the whole printed matter) should seem disproportionate to the general execu-

tion and plan of the work, we are confident that to one who considers the amount of materials

to he used, it will appear rather sparing than redundant. They are derived not merely from

sources beyond the range of the German author. Greek, Latin, and even German writings have

been drawn upon, although they must have passed under his eye, and been consciously omitted.

He was, however, writing for a circle of readers, among whom a kind and degree of knowledge,

and controversial questions were presupposed, very different from those which are common in

this country. The authors of these suggestions are not always referred to in these notes, partly

for brevity's sake, but more frequently because they were derived from a variety of sources, and

because it would now be difficult to trace them to their original authors. No small portion of

the matter now used in biblical criticism has passed through mediaeval and patristic channels,

and has now become the common property of the learned world. Were we to name any indi-

vidual from whom we have immediately received any of this, we should probably give him a

credit which belongs to some distant predecessor. The Translator has, however, enjoyed no

small degree of pleasure in drawing from those ancient Greek expositors, whose works not only

display an unusual freshness of illustration, but have a special authority on all questions relating

to their own vernacular. A complete library of the Greek and Latin fathers has been opened

to him (Patrologie, par J. P. Migne, Paris, 1844-65), and has been thoroughly consulted on

every part of our Epistle. d by Cj



TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

The plan announced in previous volumes required that the English authorized version should

be the basis of our exposition. The present translator sympathizes with the desire so exten-

sively felt that general confidence in that version should not be impaired. He maintains with

its warmest admirers that the actual necessities of orthodoxy and godly living have not yet

sufficiently called for a revision of that version for common use. And yet the more one loves

the precise words which the Holy Ghost has given to the church, the more anxious will he be

to receive nothing in their place. The truest friends of inspiration and of divine truth, are those

who will endure as little imperfection as possible both in what we call the original text, and in the

translation we give to our children and our fellow- Christians. They will not be satisfied

with the freedom of our Bibles from fatal errors, but they will be anxious to present God's word

in the purest form possible for spiritual edification. Every shade of revealed truth will be pre-

cious to such as long for the whole mind of Jesus.

In a work intended principally for those who aim at a high degree of Scriptural knowledge,

the first object must therefore be to obtain an accurate, original text. The Translator, with his

earlier associates, believes that the recently awakened and rapidly increasing interest in sacred

criticism demands a tolerably full statement of the reasons on which the more important critical

conclusions are founded. Special manuals on this subject are not as common in this country as

in Germany. He has therefore usually added to the author's general statements the documentary

evidence which may be adduced to sustain them. Since Dr. Kling published his commentary,

some works have appeared which must also modify some of his conclusions. Among these may be

mentioned especially the much enlarged seventh edition of the New Testament, and the Codex

Sinaitieus, with the various readings of the Vaticanus, which Tischendorp has published ; the

collations of the Sinaitieus, with the text of Robert Stephens in 1550, by the Rev. F. H. Scri-

vener ; and the numerous collections of Dean Alford in the fifth edition of his Greek Testa-

ment. Not only has the Translator made use of these, so as to supply a few new readings, and

to change some former decisions of our author, but he has carefully verified many statements by

a reference to the Codices in his own possession (A. B. D. Sinait.), the Vulgate, and the Greek, and

the Latin fathers. He regrets that the works on which Tischendorp (N. Test., 8th edit., and

a new version of the Vaticanus), Treoelles, and Ellicott are now employed, have not yet

reached that portion of the New Testament to which the present commentary relates. Emi-

nent English examples would have warranted a much fuller list of various readings, but only

such have been inserted as were thought obviously to affect the. force or beauty of the original.

.

The next object would be to present as perfect an English translation of the original text as

1

possible. In the present work, this has hardly been attempted. It would have seemed incon-

sistent with the use to be made of the authorized version. He has therefore contented himself

with inserting in that version some of the most important emendations required by the critical

notes. We have, however, thrown into black letter type in the midst of the exegetical notes

an almost continuous new translation. In a few instances we have here used paraphrastic rather

than literal renderings, and often have sacrificed the elegance which a common version would

have required, that the objects of the commentary might be more perfectly secured. The inser-

tion of this translation Has sometimes necessitated a slight alteration of the author's sentences.

In the Exegetical department he has usually been satisfied with the judicious, condensed,

and often admirably expressed comments of the author on all subjects embraced by his design.

On other points the Translator's object has been to supply what the author took for granted in

the studies of his readers, but which hardly exists among our hard-worked clergy with their
" ° gitizea byv^j w
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scanty libraries. The more extended notices of particular words or passages, which would have

broken too much upon the course and proportions of the author's comments, have been thrown

into notes in the margin. As our readers will perceive, special importance has been attached, to

the grammatical forms and the uniformity of meaning to be given to each word. The last thirty

years have done much to give precision to the language of the New Testament. It has been

found to be very far from the indefinite and vague thing which older interpreters sometimes

represented it to be. No longer will it do to say that the apostles used one* case of a noun, one

tense or mood of a verb, or one particle, for another ; or that the position of the words at the

beginning, middle or end of a sentence is a matter of indifference. The more scientific principle

must doubtless prevail, that they used words with a uniform signification, and placed them in

the position which emphasis and truth required, so that no change in these particulars could be

made without perverting the writer's meaning. Many of the Greek and Latin words and sen-

tences have been translated, so that even the merely English reader will not find it difficult to

follow the author's comments.

In the Doctrinal and Homiletical departments he was tempted to make considerable changes,

and was only restrained by the nature of his position as a translator. They do these things so

differently in Germany, that if their work might sometimes instruct us by contrast, it seems too

far removed from our track of thought essentially to aid us. He oommenced with marking many

passages for omission, and with substituting an equal amount of extracts from our English and

American divines, but he soon discovered that he was going beyond his proper limits. He has

therefore seldom attempted to curtail our author's extracts, and has contented himself with the

addition of a few doctrinal inferences bearing upon the literature of the day, and a single series

of expository hints which the habits of some of our churches happily demand.

Cablisle, July 4, 1867.

0. P. WING.
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SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

{ 1. ITS GENUINENESS AND INTEGRITY.

[The external evidence in behalf of the Second Epistle to the Corinthians is incontestable,

and has never been assailed by the most unfriendly criticism. It reaches as far back as the

generation immediately after the Apostles themselves. From the peculiar character of the Epis-

tle, we should not expect to find it quoted as frequently as some other portions of the New Tes-

tament, and yet it is easy to select abundant testimony to satisfy us of its authenticity. Clement

of Rome (A. D. 91-101), in his Epistles to the same Corinthians, assumes the existence and pe-

culiar contents of Paul's two Epistles, and in his Epistles ad Virgines (in Syriac and Latin, Ep. I.

cap. xil) he quotes the exclamation (2 Cor. xi. 29) : Quis infirmatur, et ego non infirmor, etc.,

and in cap. xiii., fin., the words (2 Cor. viii. 21): providentes bona, non solum coram Deo, etc.,

and in Ep. ii. cap. iii. fin., the two passages (2 Cor. vi. 3 and v. 11) : Nemini dantes uttam offen-

sicnem, etc., and Scientes ergo timorem Domini, etc. Polycarp (A. D. 169), in his Ep. ad Phi-

Upp. { 6, uses the words (2 Cor. viil 21) : irpovoovvrec &el tov koXov kvbniav Beov kclL hvBp&nuv.

Afchenagoras of Athens (A. D. 177), in his treatise De resurr. mort. { 18 (Migne. Patrol. T. VI. p.

1012), says: evdqXov iravrl rb Xetirdftevov, ori-del kot<L rbv 'AtrdoroXov rb fdaprbv tovto teal diaoKedacrrbv

kvdiieaoBai cupttapalav, Iva, ^oxyiroufdivTuv k£ avaor&aeuf tov veKpudhxwv, koX ndXiv huBivruv tup

uxupiffftivuv, $ jco2 ir&vnj dtdfeXvftivov, Inaaroc KOfih^rai Sucaioc a did, tov oAparoc hrpa^ev^ dre hyaBd,

Art kokL Irenseus of Lyons (A. D. 177-202), in his treatise Contra Hoer. Lib. II. cap. xxx. J 7

quotes and comments upon Paul's account of his rapture to the third heaven (2 Cor. xii. 2 f.);

in Lib. III. cap. vii. { 1. he mentions our Epistle by name (in secunda ad Corinthios), and com-

ments extensively upon the expression : in quious Deus sceculi hujus ezcoBcavit mentes infidelium;

in Lib. IV. cap. xxvi. J 4 he says : Qvto TlavXoc * * K&ireXoyeJro opivBhtc ov y&p fofiev &c ol woXXol,

KamjXthovrec rbv Myov tov Beov. * * koI per* 6hyb\* obdbta fyducfaafiev kclL t& igfc (2 Cor. ii. 17); in Lib.

V.cap.v. { 1 : AtKOiotc y<Lp avdp6irotc, koI irvevftarofdpoic ^Totfidafhj 6 Uapddeujoc, htfucal UavXoc &w6otoXoc

elaKOfucdeh; fjKovcev apfrrra frrjfiaTa, &c *P&C tipac *v r<i> ifapAvri (2 Cor. xii. 2) ; in Lib. V. cap. xiii. {3:

Hal SuL tovto ffotv Iva KarairoBvy rb Bvijrbv inrb rtfa £w>7r. *0 it Karepyaodfievoc $pac *'f <^rd tovto

Oioc, 6 km dove jfjuv rbv ap/xt/toya tov irvevpaToc (2 Cor. v. 4, 5, and i. 22) ; and in Lib. V. cap. xiii.

{ 4, he quotes 2 Cor. iv. 10, and iii. 3, and in Lib. IV. cap. xxix. { 1 he quotes again 2 Cor. iv.

4. Clement of Alexandria (A. D. 191-202) quotes from our Epistle not less than twenty diffe-

rent times, as e. g., in Pasdag. Lib. X. cap. vi. he refers to Paul's rapture in the third heavens;

.

in Lib. II. cap. viii. he cites in full 2 Cor. ii. 14-16, and a few sentences afterwards 2 Cor. v. 7; in

Strom. Lib. III. capp. xii and xiv. he quotes what Paul says of Satan's beguiling Eve; in Lib.

IV. cap. vii. Paul's description of the weapons of his spiritual warfare; in Lib. IV. cap. xvi. what

6 *Aic6croXoc—elpqtctv h ry dtvripa wpbc xoptvOlovc, etc. (citing the whole of 2 Cor. i. 12, and ii. 14,

and a few sentences after 2 Cor. iii, 14). See also Pcedag. Lib. III. cap. iii. (2 Cor. xiii. 5), cap.

xi. (2 Cor. viii. 21 f.), Strom. Lib. I. cap. i. (2 Cor. vi. 4, 10, 11), cap. xi. (2 Cor. i. 9 f.), Lib. II.

.

cap. xix. (2 Cor. viil 12 t), Lib. III. cap. L (2 Cor. xi. 13, 15), cap. xi (2 Cor. vii. 1), Lib. IV.
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2 INTRODUCTION TO THE SECOND EPISTLfe TO THE CORINTHIANS.

cap. xx. fin. (2 Cor. xi. 23), cap. xxi. (2 Cor. iv. 7-9; vi. 3-7, 16-19, vii. 1, 9-11), cap. xxvi. (2

Cor. v, 1-3, 7-8, 9). Tertullian of Carthage (A. D. 190-220), frequently quotes our Epistle, as

in Pudic. cap. xiii.: Revera enim suspicantur apostolum Paulum, in secunda ad Corinthim,

eidem fornicatori veniam dedisse, quern in prima dedendum ScUanoe inleritum carnis prvnun-

ciarit impium patris de matrimonio hceredem; quasi quce ipsam postea stylum verterit scribens:

Si quia autem conlrislant, non me contristaui6>-Qtc. (as in 2 Cor. ii. 5-11).—With respect also

to the internal evidence for the Pauline origin of our Epistle, there can be no ques-

tion. Every part of it breathes the very purpose and spirit of the great Apostle to the Gen-

tiles, his. peculiar position with reference to the Mosaic Institute (chap, iii.), his joyfulnesa amid

extreme labors, perils and distresses (chapp. iv. and xi..), his views of reconciliation by Christ

and the preaching of it (chap v.), his delicacy in the treatment of erring brethren (chapp. vii.

and viii.), his refusal to build on the foundation of others (chap, x.), and his estimate of his in-

firmities and revelations of the Lord (chap. xii.). Probably no portion of the New Testament

exhibits the peculiar character of the writer, even when under Divine inspiration, better than

this. Dr. Paley, in his Hor<z Pavtiinw, has here found unusually rich materials for his work,

of exhibiting undesigned coincidences with the history in Acts, and with Paul's other Epistles.]

It is only with reference to the wnity of oar Epistie, that some doubts have been raised

The earliest of these were advanced by Semler, who makes the first eight chapters [with Rom.

xvi.], and chap. xiii. 11-13 constitute one Epistle; the tenth and as far as ver. 10 of the last

chapter a second ; and chap. ix. [a small circular Epistle, addressed not to the Corinthians, bat

to the Christians of Achaia]. Weber, near the same time, contended that there were only two

distinct Epistles, viz. : the first composed of the first nine chapters with chap. xiii. 11-13, and

the second composed of the remainder of our present Epistle. At a later period, von Greeve, of

the Netherlands, made the first Epistle consist of the first eight chapters with chap. xiii. 11-13,

and the second of the remainder of our present Epistle. [Quite recently C. H. Weisse (PhUos.

Dogm. Vol I. p. 145) maintains, with much confidence, that our Epfetle is composed of three

distinct circular Epistles directed at different times to the Corinthian Church, of which the first

and main part of the present Epistle (chapp. i. vii. with xiii. 11-13) was the latest; and that

these were put together in their present form by some other hand (perhaps Timothy's, and possi-

bly with the Apostle's own approbation and direction)]. These views are, to some extent, in

opposition to the best critical authorities, and, even where they have some plausible grounds for

their support, will not bear a thorough investigation. [They are derived from the conceded feet

that two or three subjects of a very different character are discussed, and that a spirit of an

almost opposite nature pervades the different parts of the Epistle. So obvious are these that

even Wieseler (Chron. d Apostelgesch. { 857 f.) felt constrained to recognize a chronological di-

vision of the Epistle, and to suppose that the first part as far as chap. vii. 1, was written under

the depression which the Apostle felt before the arrival of Titus, and that the remaining portion

was composed under the excitement which thejoyful tidings then received produced upon his mind].

But we discover no decisive evidence of such a new commencement at chap. vii. 2, nor is it pro-

bable that the triumphant passage which occurs in chap. ii. 14 would have been written under

depression. The abrupt transition from the first to the second verse of chap, vii., and the slight

connection between the thirteenth and fourteenth verses of the sixth chapter, by no means jus-

tify the assumption that the Apostle inserted the intervening passage (vi. 14; vii, 1) "in conse-

quence of the sudden occurrence of these thoughts to his mind.
1
' But we regard the opinion

which Schrseder has advanced, that this passage is unworthy of the enlarged spirit of the Apos-

tle to the Gentiles, and must have been added by some later hand ; and the similar one which

Ewald has advocated, that this paragraph was an extract from an Epistle of some unknown

Apostolic writer, but was hardly worthy of the profound and generous spirit of Paul, as the off-

spring of an arbitrary and peculiar prejudice. Even if the connection between the different parts

of our Epistle were more indistinct, and the transitions from the one to the other were much

more abrupt than they actually are (comp. Osiander EM. J 7), they, ought to awaken no sur-

prise in an Epistle [composed in the midst of a journey, under overwhelming cares and circum-

stances of extraordinary vicissitude, by a writer of more than common sympathies, and with

reference to classes of persons so different as were the sincere but erring brethren at Corinth and
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their corrupt and schismatical seducers. And yet, notwithstanding the varieties of subject and

tone which are found in our Epistle, the whole is pervaded by a single purpose and spirit, the

object of which was to heal the divisions which had commenced and threatened such serious con-

sequences in the church, and to establish believers there in their former confidence in Paul. We
discover nothing but the various actings of the same mind in its necessary changes, while con-

templating what it loves and what it abhors ; and the very fact that some passages in our Epistle

have been fitted into their connections with so little an appearance of design, indicates that they

were the natural outpouring of a spontaneous but conflicting emotion].

I 2. TIME AND PLACE OF ITS COMPOSITION.

That the Second Epistle must have been written soon after the First is evident (comp.

Osiander, EM. j 3) from its entire spirit and contents, from the course and condition of things

at Corinth, and from the anxious suspense which the writer shows with regard to events imme-

diately anticipated. [In that first Epistle (chap. xvi. 8) he had announced that it was his in-

tention to remain at Ephesus until Pentecost, but (chap. xvi. 5) that he expected soon to reach

Corinth by way of Macedonia, and to spend the winter there. His actual departure from Ephe-

sus may have been hastened by the insurrection against him there, but we know that he tarried

for a short time at Troas on his journey to Macedonia. From his extreme anxiety to meet Titus

(2 Cor. ii. 12) he did not tarry as long as he had intended at Troas, but he pressed forward to

Macedonia. There he must have continued long enough before he wrote the Second Epistle to

ascertain the mind of the churches in that region, and partially at least to make the collection

(viii. 1-5). Then it was that he wrote our Epistle, and soon after went to Corinth where he

abode three months (Acts xx. 3), and then returned so as to be in Macedonia at Easter on his

way to Jerusalem at Pentecost. It is evident from these facts that our Second Epistle must have

been written when he was in Macedonia, some time during the summer or autumn after he left

Ephesus. But the year on which he wrote is not quite certain. Whatever be the year on which

the First Epistle was written (either A. D. 57 or 58, see Introd. to the First Epistle) it is plain

that the Second was written only a few months later. Even if it must be assigned to a different

year (comp. 2 Cor. via. 10, and ix. 2), we are not obliged to suppose the intervention of a whole

twelvemonth between the two (Osiander p. 23).] We are not, however, quite sure that the pre-,

cise place was Philippi [as the Vatican and most of the later MSS. with the old Syriac version,

assert. That the bearers were Titus and his associates, is apparently substantiated by chap. viii.

23, and ix. 3, 5; Ellicott in Smith's Did. Art. Corinthians, II. Epist.].

i 3. OCCASION AND DESIGN OF THE SECOND EPISTLE.

About the time the First Epistle had been despatched, the Apostle was induced probably

by the representations of some mentioned in 1 Cor. xvi. 17, to send Timothy, who was going to

Macedonia and Achaia, to the Corinthian Church, in order to revive in them "the remembrance

of his ways in Christ" (1 Cor. iv. 17), and to induce them to follow out his policy. But as our

Epistle contains no reference to Timothy's visit or to its results at Corinth, nor to any account

through him of the effects of Paul's First Epistle, some have concluded that he must havebeen either

interrupted in his journey, or recalled by the Apostle himself. Such a reference, however, ought

not to have been very confidently expected in an Epistle where Timothy was associated as a

writer. Certainly if Paul had recalled a messenger whose coming had been so distinctly an-

nounced, we should suppose he would have felt called upon to justify such a proceeding against

the objections of his opponents. We conclude, therefore, that he had received through Timothy

some account of the state of the Corinthian Church, and that these had produced disquietude in

his mind (chap. ii. 12; vti. 5 ft), especially when he found that Timothy had been obliged to cut

short his visit there, and to hasten to meet Paul at Ephesus (1 Cor. xvi. 11). It was not until

the return of Titus, whom he had sent after Timothy (perhaps after Timothy's return) and after

he had sent off his First Epistle (according to de Wette and others from solicitude about the im-

pression that Epistle had produced), that he could hear any thing to quiet his apprehensions.

This must have been the more painful and protracted, inasmuch as Titus had tarried beyond the

expected time in order to make arrangements for the collection (2 Cor. viii. 6).
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Between the First and Second Epistle, Bleek and others have supposed that the Apostle

was induced by the unfavorable account through Timothy to write and send by the hands ot

Titus another Epistle, and that this was the occasion for the anxiety with which he looked for

Titus' return. We see no occasion for such a supposition, inasmuch as there had been quite

enough in his First Epistle (chap. iii. 2 ff.; iv. 8, 18 ff.; v. 1 ff.; vi. 8, xi. 17; ii. 16, iv. 1 ff.; ix.

14, 18; xv. 8, 10), to give occasion for excusing his apparent severity toward them and his

boasting of himself (comp. in opposition to Bleek, an Art. in the &ud. u. Krit. 1830, p. 625 if

;

Mueller, de tribus P. tien. p. 34 ff.; Warm, Tub ZeiUchr. 1833, I. 66 ff.; Wieseler, Chron. <f.

apost. Zeii. p. 368 ff.; Baur Paulvs, p. 327 ff. [Comp. { 6].

To bring the Corinthians more completely to a proper state of mind, and that on his antici-

pated visit he might have no reason for severity but unite with them in joyful and sincere

thanksgivings to God, the Apostle now wrote them a Second Epistle. In this he endeavors, in the

First Part,to present before them their true relations to him and to his office, by reminding them

of their common sufferings, consolations and prayers (chap. i. 3 ff.), by removing from himself

all appearance of insincerity, duplicity and instability, and by showing that the change in his

plans respecting his journey which had exposed him to such imputations, sprung from a desire

to spare them unnecessary pain (chap. L 12 ff). He assures them that the severity which had

characterized some portions of his First Epistle, had no other origin than his love to them, and

he now comes to a friendly understanding with them with reference to his main design to pro-

duce in them the state of mind which they had actually attained (chap. ii. 1-11). He then re-

minds them that his work was acceptable to God both in them that perished and in them that were

saved (chap. ii. 3 ff), and that they themselves had witnessed his sincerity in handling the word

of God and the effects of his labors at Corinth, he extols the glory of his office, brings to their re-

collection the honesty and purity of conduct with which he had performed the duties of that

office among them, and contrasts both the office and his conduct with the legal services of the

Old Testament dispensation. He accounts for the different results of his preaching, by ascribing

the one to the blinding influence of Satan and the other to the illuminating power of God (chap,

iv. 1-4, 6), assures them that both his present afflictions and his future glory would redound to

the divine honor and their benefit, and takes occasion in passing to set in its true light the gene-

ral bearing of present afflictions and infirmities upon the heavenly state (chap. iv. 7 ff; v.l, ff).

He then directs their thoughts to the connection between his hope of future, glory and his con-

tinual efforts to please the Lord; and this brings him to another avowal of the sincerity with

which he had performed his official duties. This he traces to the essential nature of the scheme

of salvation, whose excellence leads him to admonish them with great earnestness not to receive

the grace of God in vain, but to appropriate to themselves all its benefits (chap. v. 9; vi. 10.)

Having demanded, therefore, of them a reciprocation of his overflowing love and confidence, he

urges them to renounce all fellowship with every form of idolatry, and gives utterance to his joy

over the final effects of his former Epistle though it had at first so much disturbed them (chap,

vi. 11 ; vii. 16). The confidence they had thus reposed in him he endeavors to confirm; and he

begins in the Second Part of his Epistle to interest them in the collections he was then making;

and endeavors to awaken in them a spirit of emulation by reminding them of what other churches

had done. He does not, however, leave this point without presenting before them higher mo-

tives, and pointing them to the benefits which beneficence would surely bring. In the midst of

these exhortations he takes occasion to explain his own proceedings with reference to these col-

lections (chap. viii. and ix.).

In the early and more apologetic portion of his Epistle he had given some attention to pole-

mical questions as they came across bis track of thought, but in the Third Pari, he devotes to

these a more special discussion. Even here, however, he mingles with his assaults upon his op-

ponents, earnest admonitions of those who had listened to such teachers and occasionally defends

his personal and official conduct (chap. x. et seq.). With some severe reproof for immoralities

yet remaining in the church (chap. xii. 20; xiii. 6), he subsides into a milder and more hopeful

tone, and concludes with cordial encouragements and an all-comprehensive Benediction (chap,

xiii. 7 ff).
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Prom this general view of the contents of our Epistle, its Design becomes quite evident.

Every thing was directed to the restoration and confirmation of the Apostle's authority which
had been sc~ bitterly and obstinately assailed, and the removal of all hinderances to his efforts for

their welfare. The majority being won over to his side, the way was open to bring back to obe-

dience those among the people who still opposed him. To do this he was obliged to clear away
the prejudices which had been raised against him, and to discover the insincerity and perverse-

sess of those who had seduced them. These were evidently Judaizers (comp. chap. xi. 22). It

is still a matter of controversy whether they belonged to the Petrine or to the Christ party.

Against those who maintain that they belonged to the former (Meyer and others), it has truly

been objected (Osiander), that our Epistle never hints at Peter as the head of their party, and

even the phrase t&v vtrepXiav &7rwrr6%uv (chap. xi. 5, and xii. 11) cannot refer to our Lord's Apostles.

That they belonged to the latter party is also argued from the fact that the idea of the Christ

party seems to be implied in chap. x. 7, that a rejection of all apostolic authority seems hinted

at in the words rwv vrcpMav &iro<rr6Xtn>, and that a number of indications are given that they had

departed from the commonly received doctrine with respect to the person of Jesus (chap. xi. 12;

iL 17). They seem, however, to have been especially distinguished for their opposition to Paul's

apostolic authority, and for their zeal in behalf of the Jewish law and for Christianity as a

merely legal system (comp. Osiander J 4).

{4. STYLE.

[" The contrast between the First and Second Epistle is in no respect more obvious than in its

style. Not only are the subjects perpetually varied and the characters rapidly shifting, but the

manner and spirit of the writer are remarkably diverse. Consolation and rebuke, gentleness and

severity, earnestness and irony succeed one another at brief intervals and unexpectedly." Alford.

Meyee remarks: "The excitement and interchange of the affections and probably also the haste

under which Paul wrote the Epistle, certainly render the expressions often obscure and the con-

structions difficult ; but they serve only to exalt our admiration of the great oratorical delicacy, art

and power with which this outpouring of Paul's spirit, especially interesting as a self-defence,

flows and streams onward, till its billows finally overflow the whole opposition of his adversaries."

Eea8MU8 remarks also, that "the difficulty of grasping the precise mind of this divine rhetorician

far exceeds that which is felt in comprehending that of ordinary poets and orators; that he is so

full of turns and delicate allusions, that one is constantly at a loss to know what he is doing, whither

he is driving, and what he is opposing. So skilful are his arts that you can hardly believe he is at

different times the same man. Now he boils up like a limpid spring, suddenly he rolls away with

a great noise like a mighty torrent bearing all before it, and then he flows gently along, or

expands like a placid lake over all the land. Sometimes he quite loses himself as it were in the

sand, but all at once he breaks out at some unexpected point."

—

Paraph., p. 58. " Though this

Epistle is, perhaps, the least methodical of Paul's writings, it is among the most interesting, as

it brings out the man most distinctly before the reader, and reveals his intimate relations to the

people among whom he labored."

—

Hodge.]

J 5. ITS CONTENTS AND IMPORTANCE.

[The interest of the Second, even more than that of the First Epistle to the Corinthians, is

principally historical. From the peculiar circumstances which called it forth, the Apostle was

led to dwell much upon what was personal to himself and to those whom he addressed. We
have nowhere else so clear an insight into the character and life of an apostle, and it is remark-

able that while no other portion of Paul's life could have been more active and eventful, we
have scarcely any notice of the period which here comes before us, except what is contained in

our Epistle. Many circumstances here supplied seem indispensable to the understanding of what

is related in the Acts and the other Epistles (comp. Paley in Hor. Paid.). We are especially

here shown the high moral and religious spirit of the Apostle, his self-sacrificing devotion to the

welfare of his converts, and the honorable principles which governed his conduct towards his

fellow-laborers. All this, however, is mingled, as usual in his writings, with evangelical maxims
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6 INTRODUCTION TO THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

and doctrines of a general nature, which make our Epistle of no small importance to theological

science; and certainly no portion of the Epistles has supplied richer materials for homiletic use.

Among the historical notices of great value may be mentioned Paul's abounding consolations

under severe afflictions, his probable visit and letter to the Corinthians of which we have no

other account, and the*narrative of his ecstasy and revelations. Important doctrinal statements

are also given respecting the testimony of conscience (i. 12-14), the power of the Church in cases

of discipline (ii. 3-8), the contrast between the Christian and the Mosaic dispensations (iii. 8-18),

the prospect of a building of God, a house not made with hands, in the heavens (v. 1-8), the

objects of the death of Christ and the nature of the reconciliation effected by Him (v. 14-21; viii.

9), the duty of separation from the world (vi. 14-18), the nature of godly sorrow and repentance

(vii. 8-11), the true method of charitable contributions (viii. 1; ix. 15), the limits and nature of

inspiration (viii. 8, 10), and the signs of a Divine Apostleship (xii. 12)—On this whole subject,

however,] we may adopt the animated representation of Osiander (EM. { 5). Having given us

his view of the contents of the Epistle, he proceeds to point out, first, the admirable psycholo-

gical order and psychagogical [persuasive] method which the Apostle must have had in his mind,

and then the ample range of subjects through which the discussion of an occasional topic leads

him, the excitement which his immediate relations to his readers awakened, the grouping together

of special and general, of temporal and eternal, of historical and didactic subjects ; the animated

introduction of historical incidents, and the felicitous blending together of his own official and

private affairs; the gradual combination of these with the interests of the Church, and the affairs

of each congregation with those of the general Church, and of all these with the cause of Christ.

We have then an admirable picture of the Apostolic office, standing out so prominently in the

Epistle as to control every part, sometimes in the representation of the Apostle himself, wisely,

lovingly and energetically performing the hardest services in the most trying situations; but

sometimes also in profound theoretic statements of its essential nature (chap, iii., iv.). We are

then presented with a beautiful and thorough confirmation and completion of some discussions

which had been only broached in his First Epistle (chap, iii., iv., xii. 5), as, e. g. t
the power of

the keys, there to bind, here to loose; the object, influence, institution, trials, consolations,

distresses, helps, toils and fruits, dignities and burdens, of his office. In the midst of these

discussions, however, he is very naturally led to a consideration of the doctrine of the cross (iv.

6), of the power of the Divine Word (chap, ii.), of the law and the Gospel (iii. 4), of the resur-

rection, of reconciliation and justification (v.), of regeneration (v. 6), of repentance (vii. 10 f), and

of Christian beneficence (collections), every thing and every subject is contemplated only as it is

related to Christ; and He is the measure of all things. Profound analogies and demonstrations,

as well as typical illustrations, are taken from the work of creation (iv. 6), and from the Jewish

dispensation and its ministers (iii. 7ff), and his arguments are confirmed by examples and testi-

monies from the Jewish Scriptures (vi. 16 ff; viii. 15; ix. 7, 9). In the principal passages, we

have sometimes startling illustrations for the development of his subject, derived from sacred

history, from nature, and from common life (iii. 3; xi. 3; ix. 6, 10); more frequent solemn affirma-

tions for the confirmation of his assertions than he is accustomed to give (i. 18, 23; xi. 31; xii. 2)

produced by the fervency of his zeal and his absolute certainty with respect to what he was saying

and the falsehoods against which he was contending. We have every vicissitude of feeling, deep

depression and high exhilaration, humble prostration and lofty enthusiasm, painful apprehensions

and satisfying consolations, etc-, all apparently united by a very slight thread of association, but

really forming a harmonious work of art in the most perfect unity of truth and love. Finally,

with respect to language, we recognize the influence not only of the limited knowledge and

movements of the age, but of the intense mental agitations of that period; and yet with all its

harshness, rigidity and broken sentences, our Epistle is an admirable mirror of the Apostle'i

actual state of mind, filled as it was and made eloquent by the Spirit of God. Truths of th»

utmost importance are communicated in a style of eminent, though frequently anomalous, beautj

(comp. Meyer, EM. p. 5).
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( 6. THE APOSTLE'S VISITS AND LOST LETTER TO THE CORINTHIANS.

[| 6. THE APOSTLE'S VISITS, AND LOST LETTER TO .THE CORINTHIANS.

Two questions, necessarily raised in the interpretation of our Epistle, seem to demand
consideration in this Introduction. The First relates to the number of visits which the Apostle
made to Corinth. "It seems distinctly implied in chap. xii. 14; xiii. 1, 2, that he had been there
twice before the time at which he was writing. St. Luke, however, only mentions one visit

prior to that time (Acts xviii. 1, sq.), for the visit recorded in Acts xx. 2, 3, was confessedly

subsequent If, with Grotius and others, we assume that in chap. xiii. 14 rpirov belongs to
troi/iuc lx<* and not to iMtiv irpbc vftac* we still have in chap. xiii. 1, the definite words rpirov rovro

ipx°f^f which seem totally to preclude any other meaning than this—that the Apostle had
visited them twice before, and was now on the eve of going to them a third time. The ordinary

subterfuge that ipxopat is here equivalent to holfiuc lx<* MBlm (so actually A. and the Arabic (Erp.),

and Coptic versions), is grammatically indefensible, and would never have been thought of, if

the narrative of the Acts had not seemed to require it. "We must assume, then, that the Apostle

made a visit to Corinth which St. Luke was not moved to record, and which, from its probably

short duration, might easily have been omitted in a narrative which is more a general history of

the Church in the lives of its chief teachers, than a chronicle of annalistic detail So Chrysostom

and his followers, Oecumenius and Theophylact, and, in recent times, Mueller (de tribus Fault

dtn.), Auger (Rat. temp, p. 70 sq.), Wieseler (Chronol p. 239), and the majority of modern
critics. It has formed a further subject of inquiry whether, on this supposition, the visit to

Corinth is to be regarded only as the return there from a somewhat lengthened excursion during

the eighteen months' stay at that city (Auger), or whether it is to be referred to the period of the

three years' residence at Ephesus. The latter has most supporters, and seems certainly more
natural" (EUicott, in Smith's DicL of the Bib.). On the other hand, it must be conceded that

Paul's expressions in chap. i. 15 and xiii. 2, seem to imply that he had been there but once, and
can only be explained on the supposition that his visit was so short and sad (chap. ii. 1), that it

was not brought into consideration (comp. Wordsworth on ii. 1 and xiii. 1).

The Second question relates to the number of letters which Paul wrote to the Corinthian

Church. We can hardly hope to attain a certain answer to this question ; and so far as reference

is had to one supposed to have been written before our extant First, and referred to in 1 Cor. v.

9, we have nothing at present to do. Our only inquiry is, whether the numerous allusions in

the Second Epistle to a letter which he speaks of by way of eminence as "the Epistle," was not

one sent at some time between the First and Second, but now lost? Neander (Planting and
Training, Philada., 1844, p. 156), contends that it was, and that it was sent by the hands of

Titus. He thinks that Paul would not have sent Titus on such an errand without some words

of explanation however few ; and that in this Epistle, so brief and so temporary in its interest

as not to be thought worthy of preservation, the Apostle used expressions of severity which

caused intense anxiety as soon as it was gone. On this supposition he explains much of the

language of the Epistle (which seems to him so strong as to be extravagant, on any other suppo-

sition), respecting his severity and his solicitude regarding its effects (2 Cor. vii. 8, 12, etc). He
also thinks that, Timothy having failed to reach Corinth, and reports having come to Paul of

the unhappy state of the Corinthians, Titus was sent to supply the place of Timothy and to do

something to recover them, and Paul himself declined going at that time lest he should have to

proceed to extremity. Either the incestuous person had proved rebellious andwas raising parties

there, or persons had come from abroad who had conducted toward the Apostle with great

insolence. Paul wrote words of stern rebuke, not for his cause who had done wrong, nor for his

cause who had suffered wrong (either himself or the father of the incestuous person), but for

their good (vii. 12). With Neander agree also Olshausen, Credner, J. L. Davies (in Smith's

Diet, art. Paul). Alfordsays: "It may have been so," but many (Kling and others) think

that more decided allusions to such an Epistle might have been expected had it existed and been

of so much importance in Paul's mind.]
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THE

SECOND EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE CORINTHIANS.

1. Apostolic Address and Greeting.

Chaptkb I. 1-2.

Paul, an Apostle of Jesus Christ [Christ Jesus] 1 by the will of God, and Timothy
our [the] brother unto the church of God which is at Corinth, with all the saints

2 which are in all Achaia. Grace be to yon and peace, from God our Father, and /ron»
the Lord Jesus Christ.

i Ver. 1.—The collocation of the word* : 'Iifewv Xpurrov has better authority In Its furor here than It hat In 1 Oor. L 1,
hot Paul appear* uniformly to hare put Xptorov before 'Itj»ou immediately after aurrforoAof or Sovhot, in accordance with
the natural train of thought: theme—

e

ager of the Messiah, the divinely commissioned King.

EXKGKTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Comp. on 1 Cor. i. 1 ff. The salutation in ts.

2 is precisely like that in the former Epistle.

The address in vs. 1 is briefer: &7rd\rroAof is

without kXi?t6c, and baiXtala with only a local

definition. Timothy has the same position which
Bosthenes had there, and it is evident that he
must have returned to the Apostle from his mis-
sion to Corinth (1 Cor. iv. 17 ; zri. 10 f. Comp.
Introd.). The persons addressed are designated
with more particularity than in 1 Cor. i. 2, as
" all the saints which are in all Aohaia." From
their being addressed as rcic dyiotc, and not as
ixxXqaiai (as in Gal. ii. 2, comp. Eph. i. 1) it does
not necessarily follow that they were only iso-

lated individuals, or small companies without a
distinct ecclesiastical organisation. And yet we
should have no greater certainty in maintaining
the contrary. [Alford suggests that the word
" saint* " is used rather than " churches " as in

Gal. i. 2, because the matters principally to be
discussed in the Epistle concerned only the Co-
rinthians as a church, and those living in the
province generally merely as individual saints].

In either case they were all connected with the
Church of Corinth as the mother-ohuroh. With
respect to the name Aohaia, the common usage
of the time as it is seen in Acts xiz. 21, and
especially the phrase ev ton rg 'A^oia, abun-

dantly warrants us in assuming that it is here
used in its most extensive meaning.*—Moreover,
this expression does not justify us in concluding
(with Neander) that our Epistle was enoyclical
in its object, for the entire scope of its contents
would be opposed to such a view, and we should
be obliged to infer that all Christians through-
out the province [inoluding those at Athens,
Cenchre®, and perhaps Sicyon, Argos, etc.]

were involved in the censures directed against
the mother-ohuroh (comp. Osiander, Introd. { 8).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

(See on 1 Cor. i. 1-8).

* [At some time between the conquest of Greece by the
Romans and the reign of Augustas (B. C. 169-147), the whole
region south ofThessaly and tipirus, nearly co-extensive with
the modern kingdom of Greece, became a single province of
the Empire under the name or Achaia. After the strong
expression of the pro-consul's, and the Gentiles' disapproba-
tion of the accusations made against Paul (Acts xviii.), he
appears to have labored freely and with such success in the
whole province of Achaia^that a number of churches were
established in it (comp. 1 Thess. I. 8 ; 2 Thess. i. 4). Smith's
Diet. art. Achaia, Comra. and Howaoir, vol. 1, p. 416, chap,
xii. A. R. Fausset in Port. Cbm., vol. 2, p. 316. If, however,
we recollect the general contents and aim of this Epistle, we
may well donbt (with Osiander) whether we ought not here
to take the word Achaia in the narrower sense which It

sometimes even then bore and which is almost certain In 1
Cor. xvi. 15 (comp. Acts xviii. 1.)]

9
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10 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

INTKODUCTION.

2. Thanksfor Divine consolations under his tribulations ; the blessings conferred upon Mm Herebyfor

the better discharge of his official duties, and the fellowship between him and

his readers (w. 8-11).

3 Blessed be God, even the Father ofoar Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of mercies, and

4 the God of all comfort; Who oomforteth us in all our tribulation, that we may be able

to comfort them which are in any trouble by the comfort wherewith we ourselves are

5 comforted of God. For as the sufferings of Christ abound in us, so our consolation

6 [comfort] also aboundeth by Christ. And whether we be afflicted, it is for your con-

solation [comfort] and salvation, [or whether we be comforted, it is for your comfort]

which is effectual in the enduring of the same sufferings which we also suffer: [om.

or whether we be comforted, it is for your consolation and salvation] : and our hope

7 of you is steadfast,1 knowing that as1 ye are partakers of the sufferings, so shall ye be

8 [are ye] also of the consolation [comtort]. For we would not, brethren, have yon ig-

norant of* our trouble which came to us4 in Asia,that we werepressed out of measure,1

9 above strength, insomuch that we despaired even of life. But we [ourselves] had the

sentence of death in ourselves, that we should not trust in ourselves, bnt in God which

10 raiseth the dead: Who delivered us from so great a death, and doth deliver:* in whom
11 we trust that he will yet deliver us: ye also helping together by prayer for us, that

for the gift bestowed upon us by the means of many persons thanks may be given by

many on our behalf. 7

l Ver. 7.—The Bee. altogether without authority makes xal ^ Skirts farip vpmr follow immediately the second vepscA.

Bee. bee generally been aecribed to Erasmus who, In his 2nd edit, of the Greek Test., mast have obtained it by <

several Latin versions with some Greek H8&, since no single Greek MS. has been found which gives exactly his reading.

Having been received from him by Besa fin his 3rd, 4tb and 6th editions), and by the Bhtevir, it passed into our early Ger-

man and English versions. Of course. It has no documentary authority. The reading of Bengal and Griesbach was that

which Erasmus and Besa had adopted in their first editions, and it is sustained by A.CM. Smelt, and other less issportsat
man and English versions. Of course. It has no documentary authority. The reading of Bengel and Griesbach
which Erasmus and Besa had adopted in their first editions, and it is sustained by A.CM. Siaeit. and other less fe-

nnels! MSB. together with the Syr., Copt., Aeth., Arm., and a number of the Vulg. and Old Italic versions. The
of Lachmann and Tlschendorf(7th ed.) has been adopted by de Wette, Olshaueen, Bloomfleld, Alford, Oslander^nybesre,
Wordsworth, Stanley and Hodge, and is sustained by B. D. E. F. G. K. and L., by numerous cursives, the gyro-Phylox., sad

the Gothic versions, and by Chrysost., Theodt., Damasc, TheophyL, (Ecum. (though some of these Insert *ai owrnptac bsfere

r%t iyipyovniyt, etc.). Meyer thinks that Griesbech's was the original form of the text, but that the copyist easilv passed

from the first to the second wopajcAJj<r«*K, omitting all between them, and that an emendation was then attempted by intro-

ducing the omitted words later in the sentence. Bloomfield's conjecture Is much more natural and scientific, «&, that

Lachmann's reading being more difficult was more likely to have been amended, to avoid the interruption of the antithe-

sis between «tr« 0Atjlop«0a, etc and firs irapaxaAovpcffo, etc., by the clause koX ij «Awtt

—

v^wk, and that those who transposed

the clause ttk irtpy.-^rbrxopjv,make the Apostle absurdly assert that his readers would be consoled by enduring the suds

sufferings with himself, instead of saying that his affliction and consolation were calculated to profit them. Stanley rag-

gests, that in this whole section the force of the thoughts depends on rendering irepajcoAeu', and its derivatives, by the anas
corresponding words in English. We, therefore, use the word "comfort" throughout].

* Ver. 7.—The wowepof the Bee. is not as well sustained las •*, which has in its favor A. B. 0. D. E. Sinait, ef at, and as

Tisch. observes : "wnrtp subslittttum videtur ut planius eutl cum lore, etc., wen arctim emu goiwrei conjwtffmdim em .*).

* Ver. 8.—For the first vWp Lochm. reads wept, and he is sustained by A. C. D. S, V. G. 8inait, at at, and IbUowed by

Meyer and Stanley, but Tlschendorf, Bloomfleld, Wordsworth and Alford retain vs-cp as the more difficult reading. (Sea

Webster's Synt.and Synn.of the Gr. Teat., p. 172].
4 Ver. 8.—Lachm., following the preponderance of authorities, throws out i^uv from the text. [It is rejected as a ss>

perfluous gloss to vcyo^vi^ by Meyer and Alford, Wordsworth and Stanley according to A. B. C> D. F. G. and Sinait, bat it

Is retained by Tlschendorfand Bloomfleld, and is suspected by Griesbach].
* Ver. 8.—On the authority of A. B. 0. [Siiiait.l tt aL. Lachmann puts trie (some put rapt) Mropiy before 4Asp*j*V**

[Alford and Stanley (as usual) agree with Lacbm., but Tiscbendorf, Bloomfleld and Wordsworth, sustained by a few uadala

and a number of the best versions and fathers, agree with the Receptus].
* Ver. 10.—B. C. [and Sinait.] have cal pve^era*. Others omit it. It is probably achange of the ptfere* by a mistake ft*

the form in the following clause, and then It would naturally be thrown out as superfluous, or be left out through oversight
[Tisch- Meyer, Bloomf. and Words, have «ai pverac, Lachm. and Stanley have **t pvverea, but In brackets: and Aim
contends that these last words would not be superfluous, since they would look u to the immedimh future, while ass m
pvaerai would look to the oontlnuanoe of help in distant and uncertain time**].

» Ver. 11.—The Var. vm*W Is not sufficiently sustained, [and yet it is adopted by Tlschendorf (7th ed.) and Kekhe, and it

has the authority of the revised Vat, the Sinait, Clarom. (2d cor.), at aU and no small support ofversions sad Fashera].
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CHAP. I. 8-11. 11

EXEOETICAL AMD CtBITIOAL.

This ascription of praise and thanksgiving dif-

fer* from others of a different character (Eph. i. 8

if.; 1 Pet. i. 8 if.), in those respects in which our

Bpistle is peculiar. It gives special prominence

to what was personal to the writer, and what per-

tained to his individual fellowship with his rea-

ders. We are not, however, to seek in it for a di-

rect and studied design to gain the esteem of his

opponents, by excusing his delay in coming to Co-

rinth by way of captaHo benevolentim, or to bring

his readers to see thai the love which formerly

burned in his heart was still glowing there. It

was rather the spontaneous effusion of a father'

3

love toward achurch which he had been compelled

soseverely to reprove, and which he still feltbound

to address with some severity ; and an earnest ef-

fort to awaken in them a hearty reciprocation of

his affection. It is, however, possible that it con-

tains an incidental and indirect parrying of the

insinuation that his sufferings might be an indi-

cation of the divine displeasure (Osiander).

Van. 8 a. Blessed be the God and Father
of oar I*ord Jeans Christ.—The meaning of

the word Blessed (ri>Aoys/r6c) is not: God is worthy

of praise, with tariv understood, but : Blessed, or

Praised be God, with dif understood. The word
is not unfrequently used in the 8ept. as a render-

ing for TtH3- ?** £<"* *** Fathcr signifies, He

who is both God and Father (1 Cor. xv. 24). Tdv

Kvpiw fouv, etc., is governed by izarrjp alone, al-

though in other passages the dependence of Christ

thn Lord upon 6 vt6q is obviously expressed (Comp
Eph. i. 17; Johnxx. 17).—In addition to the more
general idea in 6 £«£ (the God), the Apostle

wished to remind them, as in Eph. i. 8, and Rom.
xv. 6, of the more special source of that fellowship

whioh exists between God and believers (v. 2).

Neander : " It is quite in accordance with Paul's

usual manner to express, first God's general rela-

tion to the religious spirit by the name of 6 #e<$f

,

and then the special relation in which God stands

to the Christian by the phrase, The Father of our

Lord." This is followed by a more detailed specifi-

cation ofwhat God had done, and what he had him-
self experienced : the Father ofmercies, and
the God of all oomfort (ver. 8 6). These geni-

tives (top oikt. and naoys xapat.) intimate thatGod
was the source from which both the mercies and
every comfort mustproceed, or, moreprobably, we
have in oiKTippuv (as in Rom. xii. 1, wheie the word
is equivalent toQ^OTll) the genitive of the attri-

bute, as in tiptop rfc S6ftK (1 Cor. *ii. 8), equiva-

lent to 6 irarifp olicripfiuv, and in trdoffc irapatcXfoeuc

the genitive of the effect. From the mercies pro-

ceeds the comfort, inasmuch as he becomes, of

course, the God of all comfort by being the Father

of merciee.—In such a connection (comp. v. 4)

-jrapojsXrfaic signifies that kind, tranquilizing, ani-

mating encouragement one needs in the midst of

sufferings (comp. the use of irapaKaXitv in Isa. xl.

1, as the rendering of QHJ' an(* al8° *n 0A*P*&
6).—This consolation was procured by the Holy
8pirit's influence upon the feeart by means of the

word of God, special providences (deliverances,

etc. ) and human ministrations (oomp. oh. vii. 6).

—

[We here meet with an application to God in gen-

oral of the idea of the Kapiisfyaic» whioh in John's

writings is commonly ascribed to Christ and to

the Holy Spirit. The whole work of the Paraclete

or Comforter (Consoler) is accomplished by an
application of the entire work and consequences

of redemption to the believer. Comp. 8tanley

;

also Wordsworth on Jno. xiv. 16 ; and Braun on
1 Jno. ii. 1 ; Hare on the Comforter]. Its extent

and copiousness is expressed by iram^ (all), since

it is thus related to all kinds and degrees of trou-

ble (v. 4). What he here asoribes to God in gen-

eral he asserts in v. 4, that he and his fellow-la-

borers had enjoyed not only at special seasons, but
at all times. Who is oomforting ns in all

onx afflictions (ver. 4 a). The present who is

comforting implies especially that these consola-

tions were repeated and continued without inter-

ruption. In jfriof he referred more particularly

to himself, but not to the exclusion of his com-
panions in labor and suffering, and certainly he
meant more than would have been implied by the

use of the first person singular (comp Meyer and
de Wette). The preposition t-xl introduces either

the things by means of which (=h>), or (better),

those with respect to which he was consoled TJelf.

Gr. Gram. { 684, 1 a]. Afflictions of every kind,

and as a whole (comp. #fcy? in 1 Cor. vii. £6), are
included under thephrase,m all our affliction*. He
thus recognises what had been the divine aim in

conducting him through such an experience. As
he had been made to feel his need of divine con-

solations, so the enjoyment of those consolations

was of great benefit to him ; that we may be
able to oomfort those who are in any afflic-

tion by the oomfort wherewith we our-
selves are comforted by God (ver. 4 6).—The
idea is not merely that others would be encour-
aged by the example of "patience and constancy
which those divine consolations had enabled him
to present, but rather that his experience had
qualified him to assist those who were in any kind
of trouble, by imparting to them the same consola-

tions. He could now point them to the answers
which hisown prayers had received, to the rational

foundation of a Christian's confidence and hopes,

and to the promises and tender assurances God
had given to His people. Neander: " There was,

in fact, no way of making a deeper impression
upon others than by testifying to them in this man-
ner whathe had realised in his actual experience."

In fc we have a remarkable instance of relative at-

traction, the irregularity of which can bo obviated
only by referring to the construction of napaKoXeiv
nap&KXyoiv (see Winer's Idioms, J 14, 1, p. 186).

We have a similar instance in Eph. iv. 1 (and i. 7,

according to the readings ofLachm. and Griesb.).

Ver. 5. For as the sufferings of Christ
abonnd toward ns, ewen so through Christ
our oonsolation also abounds.—A reason is

here assigned for what had been asserted in the

preceding verse (ori being equivalent to y6p). But
to what part of v. 4 does this reason refer? Osi-

ander regards it as an explanation of the way in

which it is said in the final sentence that he had
been qualified to oonsole others in their suffer-

ings. But ao reference is made to this until the

sixth verse. The true answer probably is, that

the Apostle is here endeavoring to place in a
clearer light the main thought whioh he had
brought out in v. 4 with respect to his experience
of divine oonsolation, and which he had expressed
in the two phrases, who i$ comforting, and whero*
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12 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

with wejtrejsonifortsd by Qod, and that thus hewu
naturally led back to the thanksgiving he had of-

fered in the third Terse. He describes the degree
of oonaolation as commensurate with the distress.

The distress itself he prooeeds more particularly

to characterise as the sufferings of ChriH. This
expression may mean sufferings endured either

for Christ's sake, or by Christ Himself, or by
Christ in His members. The words themselves
will hardly bear the first of these interpretations

:

the idea conveyed in the third is not very clearly

consistent with ^he doctrine of the New Testa-

ment ; and we may regard the second as essen-

tially correct. Those sufferings of Christ which
are shared by His servants, and in which they
may have fellowship with Him (Phil. iii. 10 : Col.

i. 24, etc.; Matth. xx. 22; Heb. xiii. 13; 1 Pet
iv. 18), tare such as they endure while struggling
with the world and its rulers, and such as are
inflicted on them for the cause of God (for right-

eousness' s&ke). " Whoever suffers such things
endures the same kind of evils with those whioh
Christ underwent" (Meyer). The idea of these

sufferings of, Christ is further extended by Ne-
ander: " We must concede that all those suffer-

ings which the believer endures in the spirit

of Christ, nt whatever nature they may be, may
very properly be looked upon as a part of his

following of Christ"—To these sufferings the
consolation through Christ is said to correspond.
Those who enter into the fellowship of Christ's

Bufferings will experience His sympathy, and
through this a degree of oonsolation proportioned
to their sufferings. Suoh as suffer with Christ
(Rom. iii. 17), will receive divine oonsolation
through Christ. Both are said to overflow (irepur-

oefai), to be always realised in abundance. This,

however, does not imply that the measure of these
sufferings was greater than that which Christ en-
dured (analogous to the "greater works" men-
tioned in John x*iv. 12). The depth and delicacy
of the Apostle'8 piety are admirably exhibited in

his mention of divine consolations, at the same
time and with an equal degree of prominence.
Comp. Bengel : [" The words and their order are
sweetly interchanged : ira&fffiaTa- frapaKfa/otc, suf-

ferings ; consolation—the former are numerous

;

the latter is but one, and yet exceeds the former.
In this very Epistle, as compared with the former,
is shed forth a far greater amount of consolation
for the Corinthians, and ofcourse the whole inner
man was more perfectly renewed, and increased
more and more "].

Vbr. 6 a. Batwhetherweare afflicted, itis

for your comfortandsalvation, or whether
we are comforted it is for your comfort;

—

TheApostlenowprooeeds to apply what he hadjust
said to those whom he was addressing. His afflic-

tions and his consolations would be alike produc-
tive of good in their behalf. In the two inferential

or minor propositions of the sixth verse, the verb
of the preceding sentence must be supplied, or
briefly :

«« this was" etc, Tirip has here the sense
of : for the advantage,for the interest, in behalfof of

any one—whioh iseffectual in the enduring
ofthe same sufferings whichwe alsosuffer
(ver. 6 6. ).—Irrespective of the differentreadings
of this passage, we may at once mention as settled

points : 1 . That rife kvepyov/UviK (which are effectual)

is to be construed, as in every other part of Paul's

writings, as an active and not a passive partici-

ple (comp. Rom. vii. 5; Gal. v. 6; Eph. iii. 20;
Col. i. 29 ; 1 Thevs. it 13 ; 2 Thess. it 7). 2. Thst
eMrec (knowing) refers to the knowledge which
Paul, not the Corinthians, possessed. 8. That top
avruv Uhesame) does notimply that their sufferings
were literally the same, as if he were speaking
merely of their sympathy; for tsal jj/ieif (we also)

would be directly opposed to such an interpreta-

tion, and kv imoftovy (in the enduring) would hardly

seem appropriate to it The words imply simply
that their sufferings were of a kind similar to tin

sufferings of Christ ( v. 6). Ifwe receive the strongly

attested reading which Lachmannand Tischendorf
have preferred, and especially if we construe tr
kvepyovpbnn with a passive signification, the parti-

cipial sentenoe will present us with the explana-

tory definition of the minor term of the previous

proposition which is so muoh needed, and without

which that proposition seems rather strange and
indeterminate with respect to the part of v. 4 to

which it should be applied. In this case also euMn?
is connected very appropriately, and without an

anacoluthon with the irapaxaXoipeda of v. 4 which

is to be supplied before eMOec here ; and finally,

the several members of the sentence appear to pos-

sessa moreperfect congruity, inasmuch as the first

acquires a more extensive definition by means of

rifc kvepyovfUvffc, etc, and the second by means of

eld&rec, etc. These advantages, however, are to

some extent only apparent ; since the connection

of etS&rec with irapaKaZovpeda cannot be logically

justified (since it could be followed only by or/).

On the other hand, its connection with ical j itaf?

jfi&v fepala would be grammatically natural

foomp. Meyer) and logically correct. For the

b.Tri$ refers here not to its ultimate object, i. e. t

the eternal glory, but to the more immediate con-

solation which he anticipated, when they should

enter upon the same kind of sufferings with those

he was enduring, and which he was assured they

would endure with faoftovfy, u «., with steadfast-

ness and perseverance (comp. Rom. v. 8).—
By

accepting the reading whic^ Bengel, Griesbach
and Meyer have defended, and which is sustained

by equally strong documentary and more pro-

bable internal evidence, we should have in rye

forty rfc ifiuv napoKtyoeos koX curifpiac, a resump-
tion of the Bubject of the design of his afflictions

in v. 4 (elf rb SbvaoG., etc., t. «.), " that we may
be instrumental in promoting your consolation

and salvation.*' The reference here would there-

fore be to the Apostle's instrumentality in this

respect, and to his qualification therefor by an
experience of suffering. Certainly such a view

has more in its favor than that which maintains

that Paul's afflictions were beneficial only to the

degree in which they promoted the cause of thai

Gospel on which their whole consolation and
salvation depended. The meaning might pos-

sibly be that the Apostle's afflictions were of

advantage to the Corinthians, on the ground that

they made a profitable use of them, inasmuch as

they might be encouraged and strengthened, by

his example of faith and steadfastness, to perse-

vere like him unto final salvation. Or, with still

greater simplicity, we may suppose that the Corin-

thians would be sustained under their afflictions,

for the Gospel's sake, by seeing that their spiri-

tual father had endured similar afflictions ; and
hence by seeing that these were so far from indi-

cating that God was displeased with them, they
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rather implied that they were truly the Lord's

servants, and belonged to Him whom the world
hated. This last, we believe, will be found the

most correct interpretation of this passage.

That which was so effectual for their consolation

was equally effectual for their salvation, inasmuch
as it strengthened them for that endurance to

. which the promise of salvation was annexed
(Matth. xxiv. 18; comp. Jas. i. 12). In the

second member of the sentence ko2 oortfptac does

not probably belong to the original text Were
it genuine we should be thereby informed that

this salvation also was, when the Apostle wrote,

working in the endurance of sufferings, because

the hope of salvation gave them power to perse-

vere under them. We may explain it is for your
comfort—either by a reference to ver. 4, and
making it allude to the consoling influence of the

Apostle, or by giving it a meaning like that of the

first member of the sentence, viz., that the Corin-

thians were sustained and encouraged, in the midst

of their sufferings, by seeing how the Apostle

was comforted under similar sufferings.—In
the sentence: And our hope of you Is

steadfast, the words, of you belong not exclu-

sively either to the subject or to the predicate,

but to both of them. In ver. 7 the word partakers
must imply not merely a sympathy with, but an
actual participation in, the outward (objective)

Bufferings. It relates however not to Christ (as

in Phil. iii. 10) nor to believers in general, but
as the connection shows, to the Apostle himself.

They were his companions, not only in suffering,

but in. consolation. Nbandir: « 4 If the Apostle

is here speaking of what is essential to Christian

fellowship, he could hardly have presumed, that
' the great body of the congregation were in the

exercise of it ; but he must have spoken of what
ought to be, and of what he would fain hope was,
the fact, rather than of what he knew to be a
reality."

y-sas. 8-11. Particular peril through which

he had pasted.—The Apostle had spoken in

the previous verses of his trials and consols,

tions only in general terms; he now pro-

ceeds to give them some details (yap) with refer-

ence to his most recent experience. [Stanley :

" The moment he begins to address the Corin-

thians (directly), two feelings arise in his mind,
and cross each other in almost equal proportions.

The first is an overwhelming sense of gratitude

. for his deliverance from his distress ; and the
second is the keen sense which breathes through
-both the Epistles, but especially through the
Second, of his unity of heart and soul with his

Corinthian converts. This identity of feeling

between the Apostle and them, must be borne in

mind throughout. It accounts for a large portion

of the peculiarities of the Apostle's style; the
double self which creates as it were a double

. current of feeling and thought, now taking the
form of passionate sympathy, now of anxiety,
'now of caution and prudence ; the plural number
which he employs in this Epistle even more fre-

quently than elsewhere for himself, as ifincluding
hi* readers also."] For we would not have
yon ignorant : comp. on I Cor. x. 1 ; as in II.

Thess. ii. 1, Mp has here the sense of : concerning,
or with respect to. The more fluent nepi was sub-
stituted as a correction at an early period and is

found even in A. C D. [Sinait.] etal. The par-
ticular affliction which the Apostle had in view,

cannot now be determined. The context (ver. 4f.)

is decidedly against any reference of these words
to some severe sickness (Ruckert, Bisping, [Al-

ford, Stanley]). The tumult raised by Deme-
trius at Ephesus produced no immediate danger
to his person, inasmuch as he was persuaded by
his friends not to appear in publio (Acts xix. 80).
We are informed of no serious disturbances before
or after that event. The general expression, in
Asia (1 Cor. xvi. 19), seems to favor a" reference
to some incident in another place. The most
probable suggestion is that he was alluding to the
efforts of his many adversaries to lay wait for
and ensnare him (1 Cor. xvi. 9). The details had
probably been made known to the Corinthians by
Aral accounts (through Titus}. The point on which
lie here insists, and which he presents in strong
terms, is the greatness of his affliction. The es-

sential idea is contained in the phrase, we
were pressed ont of measure beyond
strength. The word Papeur&ai includes within
its meaning the feeling of oppression and distress

produced by any kind of affliction and persecu-.

tion (comp. chap. xi. 26). The specifications

contained in the expressions, out of measure, and
beyond strength, may eitherbe coordinated so that

the first of them shall present the objective side

of the affair, i. e. t the exceedingly great load
which weighs one down out of all measure ; and
the latter the subjective side, i. «., that which
surpasses all his power of endurance ^ or the first

of these may be taken as a more particular .defi-

nition either of inrkp dbvafuv, as is intimated by
the position of the phrase before hpapffdmtfv in
some copies (according to Lachmann's reading,

sustained by A. B. C. [Sinait] et al.), or of c/3ap-

jfoquev farlp dbva/uv, as certainly deserves the
preference if the words be arranged according to

the well sustained ordinary reading. The omis-
sion of the conjunction (asyndeton) is no argu-
ment against the coordination of -the phrases, for

we may (with Osiander) regard the second as s
climactic expression, q. d., "an exceedingly great
burden, yea, surpassing all my power of endur-
ance." Such an expression would not necessarily

be in conflict with 1 Cor. x. 13 (comp. xii. 9).

In saying : despaired of life, the Apostle meant
that he was completely at his,wits' end, and
that he saw no way by which his life could be
saved. It is only in another and an absolute

sense that he denies, in chap. iv. 8, that he was
ever in despair. - He intensifies the same idea in

ver. 9, in a positiveform and in an independent sen-

tence. *A%Xa indicates a negative: not only saw
we no method by which our lives' could be saved,

but we had in our own hearts the conviction that

we had been condemned to death; t. e., we were
satisfied that the time had come when we were
to die. 'Airdnpipa is not precisely equivalent to

KaT&KpifM fa sentence of death), but it signifies an
authoritative sentence, a decree, oran answer [the

substance of the decision, the tyffiov (Chrys.) the

vote or judgment which our affairs spoke forth].

To the question whether we should escape death,

we could ourselves return nothing but a negative

answer. The idea expressed in avrol h lavrdic

is : no way of escape seemed open to us with our
lives, forwe had adjudged our own selves to death,
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14 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

and we were sure that nothing bat death awaited
ua. Toi> davarov denotes the object of the an6-
Kpiua. [The historical perfect iax^Kafiev instead

of the aorist toxofuv, indicates, the continuance
of the feeling: "We have had" this consciousness,

and have it still, as a permanent state of mind,
comp. Wordsworth.] It is not precisely said in

anj part of the context, that this was a divine sen-

tence ; and yet the whole state of mind and the

distinct expectation of death is probably so far

to be referred to God, that it was the special

design of God to produce the confidence mentioned
in the next clause:—that we should not
trust in men, Ac.—The consciousness of perfect

helplessness, and of an entire surrender to the

power of death, took away every motive or trace

of confidence in himself, in his own power or

skill, and prepared him to throw himself exclu-
sively upon the God who raiseth the
dead.—The raising of the dead is here spoken
of, because it is one of the highest exhibitions

of divine power, and because it was something
perpetually accomplished and characteristic of

God, and not merely something to be done in

future (comp. Rom. iv. 17). And yet the literal

and general resurrection may have been indefi-

nitely before the Apostle's mind, as the model and
pledge of a temporal deliverance from certain

death (Osrander, Meyer). Such an epithet also

very well corresponds with the subject on which
he was about to discourse.—Who delivered us
from so great a death (ver. 10).—The Apostle
appeals to his own actual experience to prove
that such a confidence was well grounded^ and
that God had been such a deliverer to him. T?-
facnvToc primarily signifies : so old or bo young,
and then : to great. [By its lengthened form it

seems, as it were, to picture forth the continuity
and accumulation of the extreme perils. Osian-
dkr.]. He conceived of himself as in such danger,
that he was completely embraced by a deadly
power, whose violence and terror is indicated by
such a word. The reference is back to ver. 9. In
l&eo$(u U he describes his forcible rescue from
this power as if from the wrath of death. Kal
{Aercu implies by its present form that the machi-
nations of his enemies had not yet ceased, and
he implies that he expected similar perils in his

future course; but from them all he was firmly
convinced that God would continue to deliver him:
—in whom also we trust (yXiruca/itv 1 Cor.
rv. 19: John v. 45), that He will yet deliver
us.—The perils heTe alluded to were similar to

those recorded in Acts xx. 8. The enemies who
thus pursued him with their wiles were the Asi-
atic Jews, [whose influence and hatred against
him as the greatest enemy of their national cus-
toms, extended even to Macedonia (comp. Meyer)],
and never ceased until they had nearly accom-
plished their purpose at Jerusalem (Acts xxi. 27
IF).—For the sake of the great work he had been
sent to accomplish, he was anxious to be delivered

from these evils; and though he never shrunk
from any peril he considered necessary to be
encountered, he made use of every possible pre-

caution to secure his safety (Acts xx. 8; xxi. 18).

As in another Epistle he earnestly pleads with
the Roman Christians that they would intercede

in his behalf, with reference probably to these
same perils ; so in this place he exhibits his con-

fidence in the intercessions of his Corinthian
brethren (ver. 11).—Ye also helping together
by prayer for us.—His hope of future de-
liverance was intimately connected with the as-
surance that they would cooperate with him and
with others in prayer for that object This may
not have been precisely the sole condition on which
he expected divine assistance, and yet he seems
to have regarded it as the medium through which
a real assistance might be expected (comp. Phil,
i. 19; Rom. xv. 80 ff). He had no doubt that God
would be pleased with, and answer those inter-
cessions, which were offered under a divine influ-
ence with faith and love. The obv has reference
to an association in prayer, either with himself
or with others in his behalf. The latter view is
favored by the icai, (also) and is probably the cor-
rect one, since the relation to the Apostle is
pointed out rather by iirkp fyuv, which cannor be
drawn into connection with defoei by a hyperba-
ton without a needless harshness of construction.
[Chry8ostom: "He neither ascribes the whole or
the good work to them, lest he should lift them
up, nor yet deprives them of all share in it, that
he might encourage them and animate their zeal,
and bring them together one to another."3

Having thus given prominence to this aspect
of the fellowship between him and the Corinthians,
he now directs their attention to the ultimate de-
sign of God in delivering him by such means:

—

that thanks may be given, &c.—The jrfp/cr^a,

the deliverance so graciously bestowed by God,
ought to be followed by thanksgiving. Et^op-
i<rr7/dfj may indeed be translated: to get thanks
(comp. Passow and de Wette). With rb eJf v/xac.
/in the sense of: what is for our part), corresponds
irrtp ijfiCnf: for our sake, or for our good, inasmuch
as the payment of a debt of gratitude will result
in further benefits. But what would then be the
sense of in irofowv Kpootinw and 6ta rcoXkwv? Do
both of them refer to persons, or is the second
to be taken as a neuter in the sense of: proUxe,
with many words f This last would seem very
feeble and unsuitable to the intimate relation of
the one phrase to the other. But neither can /*
iroTikCnf irpoo6iTwv signify: from many considera-
tions, nor in many respects. There remain, how-
ever, several ways in which the words may be
connected : 1. *E* tto77jjv irpootmuv may bejoined
with rd—£<ip«T//a, under the supposition of a hy-
perbaton equivalent to rb e#c, and 61a no?Xuv may
be joined with evxapumr&g [f. d. that for the
gift bestowed upon us by many persons, thanks
may be rendered through many on our behalfj.
In this case, <Jm would not have precisely the
same meaning as vtt<5, but those rendering thanks
would be looked upon as representatives or organs
of the Apostle.

—

Osiander. 2. *E*c itoTJJjv irpGH-

6iruv may be joined with evxapam^^ and &&
iroXkvv with ;rdpux//d, [q. d. that for the gift be-
stowed upon us through many, thanks may be
rendered by many persons on our behalf]. In
this case the want of the article (rd 61a) would
certainly be remarkable, but would not be incon-
sistent with the analogy of other places. 3. Both
may be connected with evp^a/McriT^y, but in differ-

ent relations. The same persons may be under-
stood as referred to in both phrases, but in im
iroXkvv 7rpoe6irtn> they are regarded as the per-
sons from whom the thanksgiving proceeds, and
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in did noH&v they are spoken of as the medium

or occasion for the thanksgiving, because the de-

liverance had been effected through their inter-

cessions (Meyer), [q. d. that for the gift bestowed

upon us, thanks may be rendered through many,

by many persons on our behalf]. If we adopt

this last interpretation, it cannot but seem

desirable, that at least a not had been thrown in

before &ta icoXkuv, for without it the whole ex-

pression appears too elliptical and unmeaning.

On the w"hoie we prefer the second method, which

connects Std rroXkHiv with rd x^?u5lUL even without

the article, to the always harsh hyperbaton

which the first method renders necessary. Ac-

cording to later usage, irp6au>Trov had the sense of:

person; properly, the man, quatenus aliquam

personam obtinct. Here it means : qui partes tuv

evx<*purro(jvTuv agunt (Meyer). [The delicacy

and beauty of the prominent and related phrases:

in iro?J.£wt and did. ;roAA£v, etc lipac and vxtp j^u£v,

X&ptaua and ebx^pt(mf&^ should not be overlooked

(Osiander). On all these deliverances and thanks-

givings the Apostle says he had set and was set-

ting his hope (fj7.iriicafm>, the perfect expressing

the continuance and permanence of the hXnhs,

and etc marking the direction of the hope, with

perhaps some faint (locative) notion of union or

communion with the object of it), Ellicott on I

Tim. iv. 10.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

Christians enjoy a threefold fellowship, in suf-

fering, in consolation and in prayer; but this

only proves that their life of faith and love is es-

sentially one in Christ Their life is derived

from what Christ has suffered for them. This is

the source of all their peace and strength, and this

brings them into affectionate communion with

him, so that his cause becomes their own. Just

as he took on himself the load of their guilt, they

appropriate to themselves the cause of righteous-

ness, of God and of his kingdom for which he
contended and suffered, and share in all his strug-

gles and sufferings. It is their highest joy and
glory to endure reproach and persecution for his

name's sake. And as this fellowship and unity

with him is common to them ail, the suffering of

any one of them for the common cause is shared

also by each : they all wrestle in prayer for him,

and they all become sharers in his consolation

and joy. They will look upon the assistance

vouchsafed to him as a gracious answer to their

united intercessions, and of course they will unite

with him in thankful ascriptions of praise.

There is a wonderful power in this fellowship.

It is not merely the highest realization and
brightest exhibition of God's great scheme of

mercy, but it glorifies his power by binding hea-

Ten and earth in one great communion. What-
ever Bufferings are encountered within the Chris-

tian fold, they must necessarily tend to the com-
mon welfare. Mighty results, too, will be accom-
plished in answer to' their united prayers, yea,

these do for them " exceeding abundantly, above
all thai they can ask or think." They may, while

In the flesh, be not unfrequently weighed down
by infirmities, be misunderstood by one another,

and have grounds for mutual offence, but as long

as this threefold chain maintains its power, all real

discord must finally be removed and all thing*

must work together for their good.

HOMILBTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Luthbb, ver. 8: Paul sometimes exhibits a cou-
rage which fears nothing, and despises all danger
and agony. But, again, we find this same man,
so full of the Holy Ghost* speaking and acting as
if he had no spirit at all. The same faith which
at one time is great and strong, and full of confi-

dence and joy, is at another small and feeble.—
Such are the changes which occur in the life of

all the saints, that all may learn to trust not in

themselves, but in God alone.

Melancthon, Vv. 3, 4 : Three things make
a theologian : oratio, mecktatio, tentaiio.

Starrs, ver. 3, (Spenjce) : The holiest part of

divine worship is praise; and every Christian

should have his heart so pervaded by recollec-

tions of God's merciful dealings, that his mouth
shall be always pouring forth ascriptions of
praise. Our heavenly Father has shown himself
the God of all consolation by making all consola-

tion possible through his Son, and by sending
forth the Holy Spirit as a Comforter, to offer us
and bestow upon us Christ's infinite righteous-

ness.—God is not only merciful, but "the Father
of mercies,' ' yea, mercy itself. Where, then, but
in him can we find the best consolation when we
are disappointed and in trouble ? Never, then,

should we be at a loss where to find true rest and
all-sufficient consolations.—He has a comfort for

every one of our numerous afflictions, and he
only demands that we should appreciate the

riches of his mercy, and freely use it for our con-

solation.—Ver. 4 : It has always been a part of

the mystery of tho cross to which man's reason

never gets reconciled, that God's people should be
harmless, and yet suffer persecution; and that

they should do good, and yet suffer evil. But
true light from above enables us to see that from
the nature of things it could not be otherwise,

and that the members must inevitably share the

lot of the great Head.—We should never be satis-

fied with a personal experience of support under
trials. The cross was laid upon us, that we
might learn also to sympathize with others, and
show others by our example where to find the
surest support in seasons of calamity. We should,

therefore, observe what affords us consolation

under our varied crosses, and carefully preserve

it as we would a thoroughly tried medicine; for

a time may come when we shall need it not only

for ourselves, but for others (Luke xxii. 82).

—

Though God is the original ana proper Source of

consolation, and tenderly sympathizes with his

people, as a mother with her child (Isa. lxvi. 13),

he frequently makes use of human instruments,

especially faithful preachers and experienced

Christians, for the comfort of such as are in dis-

tress.—A good shepherd can receive nothing

which he will not turn to the advantage of hi*

flock.—The truest kind of consolation is that

which not only sustains, but sanctifies the suf-

ferer, and fills his heart and mouth with praise

(Ps. cxix. 82).—Ver. 6 : It is in itself a great con-

solation to know that our sufferings, are Christ's
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16 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

sufferings, and that he regards as his own what-
ever befalls his members.—Our eup of anguish is

never more overflowing than our oup of oonsola-

tion; for by a proper use of the means of grace
our sufferings become proportionally tokens of
our adoption and of our everlasting life (Bom. viii.

16f. Phil i. 19).—Vt. 6, 7: When called to suf-

fer severely, be comforted ; for if you will look
at those godly men who in ancient times were
thrown into the furnace of tribulation, yon will

find that they were abundantly refreshed from
above. Doubt not that the Lord will, in like

manner, comfort and relieve you ! If He counts
us worthy to suffer for Christ's sake, and enables
us to obey Him and to be patient, we may be sure
that He will sustain us and keep us unto the end.
When we feel the burden pressing, relief is

surely coming.—Vv. 8, 9: Hbdinoir: God often

allows his people to suffer, but only to inflame and
stimulate their faith and prayers. He lets them
sink where no human arm can reach them, that
when they are delivered they may praise Him
and not themselves.—He who gives a great bless-

ing may reasonably be relied upon for a smaller

:

if God has promised to raise the dead, we may
surely trust Him in any temporal calamity (Isa.

lix. 1).—Vv. 10, 11: If we have twice and
thrice been in trouble and found deliveranoe, let

us take heart and courage for the future ; for the
same God yet lives, and will not leave us (1 Sam.
xvii. 87; Deut.vii.18f.; Job v. 19). He has, however,
determined that his help shall be given in answer to

prayer and intercession; not merely that we may
learn our helplessness and dependence upon Him,
but that our faith and lore may be exercised, and
we may be constrained to praise Him (Ps. 1. 16).

—

If we have known and sympathised with those
who are in danger and distress, and have heartily
interceded with God for them, we shall more
heartily render thanks for their deliveranoe when
our intercessions have been graciously answered.

Beel. Biblb, Van. 8 : To know God as the God
of the afflicted is called knowing him truly. Such
a name is appropriate to him in relation to such
beings as ourselves, and he must bear it unless
he is ashamed to be called our God. Great will

be the joy of those Who know Him in this charac-
ter. Whoever has learned to praise Him has an
all-sufficient treasure, and no one knows Him as
he is revealed in his word, who has not learned
to receive Him in the midst of distresses and
temptations. These are the best laboratories in
which God can dispense bis grace, and even those
who are without will soon experience the benefit
of the new power with which we shall address
them.—Ver. 6 : Who would shrink from suffering,

if he knew the proportionate comfort with which
it is accompanied, and which he must lose, if he
should be excused from bearing the cross? Alas!
no wonder that so few ever taste the sweetness
of the cross when so few know what it is to have
the mind of Christ! If we have no consolation,
we naturally struggle against our afflictions, but,
until we are quiet and poor in spirit, how can we
hear the inward voice of the Comforter !—Vv. 6,

7. It is no small consolation to know that we
share in the sufferings which come upon even
the most approved of Christ's members (1 Pet v.

9; Rev. L 9\.— Heavenly consolations abound
to those whose consciences are thoroughly

awakened, who hunger and thirst after them,

and who have been emptied of the world.—Vv.

8, 9: The Lord sometimes allows his people to

be so overwhelmed with sorrows, that created
strength is completely overcome, and even those

who have borne their burdens with vigor despair
even of life ; and yet so great are divine consola-
tions that the cross loses all its heaviness, and
divine strength is manifested in their weakness.
Even the best of them are allowed to experience
such trials inasmuch as these spring not from
defect in purpose, but from infirmity of nature,

that they may learn to build their hopes on God
alone. When they have made shipwreck of all

things, they are compelled to cling to Him as

their last anchor, and to fix their thoughts
upon no less a power, even in Him, than that

which raises the dead.—Vv. 10, 11: As we suc-

cessively enter upon our seasons of trial, we may
say to one another, "It is my turn to-day; to-

morrow it will be yours." We should therefore

pray one for another.—" Here is the faith and
patience of the saints." In such a community
of loving fellowship, when any member receives

a blessing, there are many to lift up their faces

in thanksgiving; for every gift is common to

them all.—Unbelief beholds only the divine curse

upon every one who bears a cross, but true faith

says of them, " It is well ; it is well!"
Rixoin, Via. 8 ff. : The names of God, as they

are revealed in the Scriptures, are each an im-
pregnable fortress, where we may always rever-

ently and confidently find refuge. The highest
glories of the Deity become a comfort to us when
they are brought down to our lowliness.—Our
great High Priest was tempted in all points as

we are, that he might have a true sympathy with
his people. We need not think it strange, there-

fore, that every one ordained to the evangelical

priesthood should be conducted through every
variety of condition, that he may have a fellow

feeling for every class of his fellow men. Those
only can impart comfort who are experienced in

the ways of God, are familiar with the word of

God, and are zealous for the honor of God. AU
others are sure to miss those very consolations

which are most sustaining to those whom God's
sword has pierced.—Ver. 6: Troubles for Christ's

sake and for the gospel's sake are Christ's own
sufferings. Our Lord looks upon them as in-

flicted upon his own person, and as likening us
to Himself.—Vv. 6, 7: To share in a brother's

suffering, brings us nearer to his heart, than any
external intercourse.—Vv. 8, 9: We often flatter

ourselves that we or others are of importance,

and we promise ourselves and undertake much
in relianoe upon our strength, but when we be-

gin to despair of life, all such flowerets and
blossoms will fall away, and nothing will remain
for us but the main trunk of a solid confidence in

the living God. This will at such times only grow
stronger, and we shall feel that it is all we need.

—Vv. 10, 11: Many a path which begins in suf-

fering and weeping terminates in thanksgivings

and praises. The Lord grant us many such ex-

periences, and if our way has already been
darkened by sorrows, may its end be brightened

with praises and everlasting life

!

Hsubkbb, Van. 8 : The God of the Bible is one
who sympathises as a father with his children,
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especially with those who are straggling with

difficulties ; and never will he allow them to want
ample resources for consolation and strength.

He will, however, convince them that he is the

source of their truest life, and that every thing

else is an illusion, and will leave us in a deeper
night.—Ver. 4: Of all persons in the world, the

minister of Christ should know what true conso-

lation and a oheerful spirit is. Only those who
have comfort can impart it A theology* non ten-

taiuty a minister without an experience of personal

trials in religion, lacks an important qualification

for his work. The more affliction, the more power
he has; and the moment he enters the furnace of

affliction, he has a virtual announcement from
the Lord, that some great work is before him,

and that God is preparing him for higher useful-

ness. The soldier who is allowed to remain con-

tinually around the camp-fire will never learn

true bravery. —Vv. 6, 7 : A minister's afflictions

deepen the impression of his discourses. The
admonitions of a veteran general have a power
which no young captain can ever have.

W. F. B888 br, Vers. 8, 4: The fruit of praise

whioh is borne by our troubles is always sweet.

Then, when the Redeemed of the Lord are com-
forted, they praise the Lord for his goodness, etc.

Ps. cvii. 8, 15, 21, 31. Our merciful God and
Father in Christ reserves his choicest comforts

for his afflicted children, that with the tender-

ness of a mother (lea. lxvi. 18) he may cause
them to persevere under every sorrow and con-

flict with sin and Satan, and, finally, that he
may redeem them from the affliction itself.—Ver.

6 : The unity between Christ and his members is

so perfect that the Apostle gives the name of

Christ to the whole Church (I Cor. xii. 12). The
Church's sufferings, then, are Christ's in a dou-
ble sense ; for not only does it actually suffer as

its Lord's bride and oompanion, in opposition to

a Christ-hating world (Rom. viii. 17; Oal. vi. 17

;

PhiL iii. 10), but Christ accepts of those suffer-

ings as if they were literally his own. Many,
indeed, experience distress and calamity who
know nothing of Christian suffering, and of

course nothing of Christian consolation, but the

truly believing heart knows how to rejoioe in the

Lord when all human consolation and joy are
impossible (PhiL iv. 4).—Ver. 6: The fires of
persecution which the devil kindles can never
consume the ohurch, but only confirm its faith

and patience. God's people have a common
partnership both in consolations and sufferings,

and in the Scriptures, as Hunnius says, they
have a great storehouse of comfort, as they read
how apostles and prophets found comfort for

themselves, and learned how to comfort their

companions in tribulation.—Ver. 9: The true end
of faith is unwavering confidence in God. and
when she has her own way all self-confidence

must be renounced.—God's almighty power and
cordial love of life is shown in his raising even
the dead to life (Rom. iv. 17; Heb. xi. 17). He
will of course deliver his people when he pleases
from death.—Ver. 11 : The Spirit freely helpeth
our infirmities when we pray, and especially

when in the spirit of our common priesthood
(Matt, xviii. 19) we intercede unitedly for those
who particularly entreat us to plead for them.

—

So precious a thing is thanksgiving, and especi-

ally united thanksgiving, that the Apostle
makes the ultimate object of God in granting
our prayers to be the obtaining of our thanks.

[In this whole passage we have, I. A Chris-

tian's afflictions.—These may be 1. very severe,
" above measure " (ver. 8), a " sentence of death "

(ver. 9), and "so great a death " (ver. 10). 2.

They are always under divine allotment, ("that
we should not trust," etc., ver. 9). II. Their bene-

ficial uses, as a sohool of experience, for pro-
moting, 1. Comfort, This is, from God as their

proper source (ver. 8),- proportioned to the afflic-

tion (ver. 5) and to increase our usefulness (vv.

4, 6) ; 2. Confidence, by throwing us upon our
consciences (ver. 12), by driving us from ourselves
to the living God (ver. 9), by imparting hope for

the future (ver. 10), and by strengthening our
hopes for others Tver. 7) ; 8. Sympathy inasmuch
as they open our nearts to our brethren (ver. 8),,

lead all to prayer and thanksgiving for one an-
other (ver. 11) and to mutual joy in the day of
the Lord Jesus. Comp. F. W. Robertson's Lectt*.

on Corr. Lect. xxxiv.]

HI.—THE APOSTLE'S VINDICATION OP HIS CONDUCT IN GENERAL, AND OF HIS
EPISTLES AND JOURNEYS IN PARTICULAR (Vv. 12-24).

Chaptib I. 12-24.

12 For our rejoicing [glorying] is this, the testimony of our1 conscience, that in sim-

plicity [holiness]1 and godly* sincerity, not with fleshly wisdom, but by the grace of

God, we have had our conversation in the world, and more abundantly to you+ward.

13 For we write none other things unto you, than4 what ye read or acknowledge;
14 and I trust ye shall acknowledge even6 to the end ; as also ye have acknowledged us

in part, that we are your rejoicing [glorying], even as ye also are ours in the day of

15 the Lord Jesus. And in this confidence I was minded to come uoto you before' [be-

16 fore unto you], that ye might have8 a second benefit; and to pass9 by you into Mace-
donia, and to come again out of Macedonia unto you, and of you to be brought on my
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18 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

17 way toward Judea. When I therefore was thus minded,10 did I use lightness? or the

things that I purpose, do I purpose according to the flesh, that with me there should be

18 yea, yea, and nay, nay? But as God is true [faithful], our Word toward you was [is]
u

19 not yea and nay.7 For the Son of-God, Jesus Christ, who was preached among you by

us, even by me and Silvanus and Timotheus, was not yea and nay, but in him was yea.

20 For all the promises of God in him are yea, and in him" Amen [For how many
soever may be the promises of God, in Him is the yea; wherefore also through him is

21 the Amen], unto the glory of God by us. Now he which stablisheth us with you in

22 Christ, and hath anointed us, is God ; who "hath also sealed us, and given the earnest

23 of the Spirit in our hearts. Moreover [But] I call God for a record [witness] upon

my soul, that [it was] to spare you [that] I came not as yet [no more] unto Corinth.

24 Not for that we have dominion over your faith, but are helpers of your joy : for by

faith ye stand.

p Ver. 12.—Instead of the 2d qftwp, Al.ord and Scrivener (in Wordsworth) say that Cod, Sinatt., In the ed. by Tfsch. of

1868 has vumv by the first hand and ^mv by the second. In the edit, of 1865 by Tisch. no notice is taken of any raria-

tlon here.]
* Rec. has airAorifri instead of ayiorirri, and it is strongly sustained [by D. E. F. 0. L. 8in. (cor.*), the Latt Syr.

Vulg. and Goth. vss. Chrys., Theodt., Jerome, Ambrotrfaet, Theophyl. and Oecnni. Tisch. lias r«etored it in his later ed.

and says :
" Probability* est aytdrip-i utpote quod e*»et mullo plus quam airAonrri, aliena manu irUatum quam svblutttm

use." Paul uses it more commonly especially in 2 Cor.]. And yet ayidnrri is adopted by Lachmann [Alford and Stanley]

after A. B. G. K. M. [Sinait. (cor.1
), the Copt, and Arm. tss., Clem., Orig., Danuiec. and Didyninn]. It is a more uncommon

word, and so (sumo have argued) less likely to be inserted, a<id is used nowhere else except in Heb. xi. 10 and II

Mace. xr. 2.

[* Many recent editors (Tisch., Bloomf., Alt, Stan)., Wordsw.) insert tow before the first 0eov after A. B. C. D. E. Kn,
With a number of vss. and Fathers. Bloomfield thinks that internal evidence is also strongly in its favor1.

* Ver. 13.—Tho reading of the Rec. is satisfactorily attested. There are no sufficient critical authorities for the

•mission of either aAA' or ^ or a.

* According to the best authorities, iral before *W should be omitted.
* Ver. 14.—The last ^pwr is an addition by a later hand. [Sinait., and B. et al. have it. Alford inserts it, Bloomf. tnd

Wordsw. omit it, and Stanley brackets it as suspicious.]
7 Ver. 15.—The best authorities put irperepor before tXQtiv; Rec. puts it before Iva. [Tinch. and Wordsw. read : wpi/r.

M. irpoc vpac: Bloomf. retains the Rec. but inserts to before wp&rtpov, Lachm.^ Meyer, Alf, Stanl. and Kling read: vper.

»pot vnat i\$9iv; Sinait. omits wportpov altogether, and reads; ipovk. irp&f vpaf «A0ctf.j

[• For tgir*, Alford has o*x^tc with B. C. and Sin*, but Tisch. thinks that the latter was conformed to the tense of

ifiov\6fLt>y.]
* Ver. 16.—lee. has faafrcr; Lachmann, with good authorities, has awt\$hr. The former was possibly derired from

1 Obr. xvi. 5. [Tisch. thinks that " U*\8«v was disliked by some transcribers because the 6i* seemed sufficiently impUed

in 4V vuZv; hence aw«\0tlv or i\$tlv (which is found also in many MSS.), seemed more appropriate. Comp. Rom.xv.28,

where no one has taken the liberty of changing ttirtAtvo-o/aatii'v/tii'"]
10 Ver. 17.—Rec. has 6ovAn/d>ei'Of with many authorities, in some respects, of great weight. The original reading was

probably poi/Arfpei/of (Lach. after A. B. C. [8in.l et al.) The other was prolmMy a correction from the following sentence.

[With quite equal plausibility Tisch. suggests that " the e/fcwAdMV of tho previous sentence was more likely to have in-

duced a change than the subsequent 0ovA«vopai."]
11 Ver. 18.—The weight of evidence is decidedly in favor ofhrw instead of cytvtn in the Rec., which was probaWy

an accommodation to the following verse. [Alford thinks it a correction to suit the supposed reference to the past. Bat

Bloomf. thinks that ivriv is quite as likely to be a correction to suit what the critics thought a required reference to tbe

present, not recollecting that the Imperfect Is often used to designate hahitual action, so as to be nearly equivalent to the

present lie also adds, as a confirmation of this view, that one ancient MS. (Cod. C > has itrri instead of ey»Vero in ver. fl,

where it is manifestly a critical alteration. The authorities, however, in favor of *<rnv (A. B. C. D. F. Sin., Ac) are alto-

*** UYw aT—Rec. has koX iv avr*» ; Lachm ., after the oldest M88. [A. B. C. F. 0. 8in., Vulg., Goth., Copt. Damasc, *cA

has «io kou oV avrow. Meyer thinks that «to has accidentally been left out (a number of MSS. have *oi & avrov); and

that the words were then conformed to those just preceding. [De Wette thinks that Lachmann's reading originated

in Theodoret's comment: oC *ij x*P»> ««* **' «*»w *>* *W «vXapi<ma« airy wpov+ipofitv vn™*l but it Is not certain

from this what must have been the text on which Theodt. commented (see note to Migne s IheodU p. 383). Al.ord

concedes that the weight of external authority is with Lachm., but thinks that in that case ^v must mean w»r «u

vumv, which without notice it could hardly do.]

ested in him to assist him by their intercessions.

He now gives them to understand that he was

justified in such an assumption, for he was

not unworthy of their sympathies and their

prayers. Such is the connection which we infer

from the ydp.

Ver. 12. For oar rejoicing is this.—
The word Kabxwt* R8 ft '8 U8eu< *n * Cor. xv. 31,

and frequently in this Epistle, is not equivalent

to Kal<xv{*a : that of which one makes his boast, for

it signif *s rather the act of boasting, the external

expression ofjoyful confidence. It here relates to

the whole moral conduct of the Apostle, as Bengel

has it: even in seasons of adversity and in Sis

conduct towards his opponents. The inward

feeling of which it is the outward expression is

the testimony of oar conscience, to

which it is emphatically directed by ovny. The

word oweidqcig (here rendered conscience) is

BXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

In that which the Apostle has thus far said we
may notice an apologetical element. He had

spoken of those troubles which his Judaixing

opponents represented as a token of the divine

displeasure. He had implied that these were so

far from being such a token and a reason for the

withdrawal of confidence from him, that they

were rather an indication of his fellowship with

Christ and a reasonable ground for an affectionate

communion between him and the church. But in

whatever way we regard the preceding verses,

the Apostle's vindication of himself evidently

commences with this section, though it is in inti-

mate connection with what he had just taken for

cranted, t*z., that they were sufl&ciently inter-
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CHAP. I. 12-24. 19

found also in 1 Cor. viii. 7; x. 25 et aL It is

here closely connected with the objective sen-

tence:—that in holiness and godly sin-
cerity, we have had our conversation in
the world.*

—

'AvaarpeQiaOai occurs here and
in Eph. ii. 8; 1 Tim. iii. 16; Heb. xii. 18; 1

Pet. i. 17 ;2Pet. ii. 18. In the Sept. of Prov. xx.

7, it is used as a rendering for trJiinfT an(*

signifies the conduct, the way in which one acts.

By h is indicated the path in which the move-
ment takes place, and which determines and di-

rects the mode of action referred to. If we ac-

cept of ayidrrjc as the true reading, the idea will

be that of a religious purity, arising from an un-

reserved surrender of the heart to God. On ac-

count of the numerous and independent critical

authorities in its favor, and because dytdrqc has

too general a meaning in connection with el'kt-

Kpiveloy and might have been suggested by rov &eov,

ttt. % Ouanler gives the preference to d-rrXorric,

signifying a freedom from all irrelevant and pri-

vate views, i. «., a plain single mind. JSi?Mcp:veia

rob &sov9 godly sincerity, is either a' purity like

that which is in Qod, or one which comes from him
or is wrought by him in those who submit them-
selves to him. Tow deov designates the source

and the consoquent resemblance. The idea of be-

ing acceptable to God necessarily follows from
this, but it is not strictly contained in the ex-

pression. Still less does it signify what is de-

manded by God, and least of all what is superior,

as if it were merely a superlative. The subjoined

antithetic definition of the same idea:—not in
Carnal wisdom, bnt in the grace of God,
—more precisely explains what is meant by kv

ayiSrqc. The aoQia oapniKj) (1 Cor. i. 20 oo<f>.

rob kocuov; 1 Cor. ii. 6 ©*o0. avdp&Truv; 1 Cor. ii. 6

rob cuCtvog rohrov) forms in this passage a contrast

on the one hand, to t he holiness andgodly sincerity,

[* The word tfwlt&pn?, lignifles etymologically, a man's
knowledge of or conversation with himself. Hugo de St.

Victor says : Qitando ear t*. notcit, appellator corucientia

;

owndo pratxr tt alia notcit, apptllatur tcientia. 1 1 refers.

Bowerer, only to that part of our self-consciousness which
1s practical, moral ami religious, vis.', to what ought or
ought not to he done. Thus far it is only what Antoninus
(Florentinus) called <rvvrypri<ris, i. «., careful wntching or ob-
servation. **the phylacto y, orkeepur of the records," and
hence a witness wi»h a faithful testim <ny, as in the text.

Beyond thi<, it is, as In Rom. ii. 16, ajudge of that which is

right or wrong in these records, as the facts are understood.
Finally, it rewards or punishes by the pleasure or pain
which its decisions produce, as in the text it was Paul's re-

joicing. Origen includes all this when he calls <rvvtil. **a

pedagogue to admonish the soul of better things, to chastise
her for her faults and to reprove her." The Schoolmen
turned these three Scriptural functions into a syllogism.
The Inspired writers make faith indispensable to a good
conscience, to give us right views of our relations, and so of
our duties and sin*. They sometimes speak of one being
jadged by another man's conscience, inasmuch as the deci-
sion* we have passed upon our own conduct may be applied
to another's. Bp. Jer. Taylor's Ductor Dub. B. I. Chap. 1;
fJenenkel, Art. Oewlssen in Hertuog's Encyc; McCosh, Div.
Gov. IIL 1. 4; Chalmers, Mor. Phil. Chap. V^ Kotm>, Theol.
Etb. I.J 147.1 [Tyndale renders avAor^: " singleness," on
which Trench remarks (Synn. 2d Ser. p. 23) that it would be
Impossible to Improve it. Its literal meaning is: simpler,
«w/WHfc, one-folded. 8uicer: " cuiimus alienus a txrtutia,
frauds timmlatione, doto mate, et studio noemdi aUis.n

Beagel defines stAueptrsto. " sincerity, without the admixture
of any foreign quality." Trench fSynn. 2d Ser. p. 172) and
Sltfeott (Phil. I. 20) prefer Stallbaum's derivation from
«tAi» and (cpivM, according to which it means : "that which is

cleansed by much rolling and shaking to and fro In a
sieve:"—•* not that which is proved »»y being held up to the
sunlight, bnt the purged, the winnowed, the unmingled."]

and the elXtupiveta rov &eoi>, and on the other, to

the grace of God. This last phrase signifies

God's free grace; in which, however, is in-

cluded a surrender and communication of his

own infinite self with all the blessings of salva-

tion ; just as the holiness and thmiicerity had in-

volved a power which moved and directed the
Apostle from within himself.—In contrast with
this divine disposition, is presented that impure
fleshly wisdom which belongs to our sensuous
and selfish nature, and which inclines us- to pur-
sue our own enjoyment, profit, honor or applause,
and hence leads us off into inconsistent courses
of conduct. Osiander thinks that here is also an
allusion to that theoretical kind of oo$ia (1 Cor.

i. 3) which made use of the various artificial

methods supplied by the Rhetoric and Logic of

that period to gain influence over the minds of

men. [Thbopiitlact: "words of stirring elo-

quence, and twist ings of sophistries."] But evi-

dently a more practical kind of worldly wisdom
was then uppermost in the Apostle's mind.—The
sphere of the conversation is the world, which,
according to Meyer, is the profane portion of

men, inasmuch as the Apostle's object was to

make his holy walk more prominent by the con-

trast. We may certainly regard the non-christian

element in society as intended, in distinction

from the churches, which were represented here
by the Corinthians (Tpoc vfidc). Htpiaaorkpuc (more
abundantly) has reference to a higher degree,

and not to a higher quality. Ilpoc vfidq has the

sense of: in intercourse with you, and it is there-

fore equivalent to, with you; Neander: "with
reference to you. We may conclude from this

verse that his opponents had charged him with

practising a spurious kind of worldly wisdom,
which indicated a lack of uprightness of heart."

—W. F. Besser: "Not as if his Christian inter-

course with them had been characterized by any
thing extraordinary, or beyond what he had
shown in other places. He intended simply to

say: "If there are any to whom I have not been
manifest as a single-hearted and sincere minister

of Christ, surely it cannot be you (1 Cor. ix. 2),

for where in all the world have I been more com-
pletely known than among you ?"

Vers. 13, 14. Por we write none other
things unto you—Ho now confirms his avowal
that he had been sincere in his treatment of

them, so far as relates to his Epistles. He
probably has reference to the suspicions which
his opponents had awakened, that his language

meant something very different from that which

they seemed to mean to an unsuspicious reader.

—

The full and well at tested reading: dAX' y d, equi-

valent to rj a or d?Jl' d, is a blending together of

two constructions: ovk aW—7 and ovk aXka—
dJUd (comp. Meyer) [Jelf. Gram. J 773. Obs. 1-3].

—But we are writing;—He here refers (as

in 1 Cor. v. 11) to that which he was then

writing, and to the meaning which it properly

conveyed : we have no other meaning in what
we have written than what you yourselves read,

and what is the literal signification of the lan-

guage before the eye of the reader.—No other
things unto you than what ye read, or in-

deed acknowledge.—The words or acknow-

ledge, refer to what they had known, in other ways,

of what he then meant. There is no need of an
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20 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

artificial distinction between hvayivkoKiiv in the

sense of recognotcere, and kncytvCtOKeiv in the sense

of agnotcere (Calvin), a distinction which is, more-
over, opposed to the uniform usage of avayivfaicciv

in the New Testament.*—In the succeeding clause

another object of discussion is introduced. It is to

be derived not from the preceding a, as if it were
equivalent to all that the Apostle in his sincerity

had performed and suffered among them fOsian-
dor), but it comes before us in the form of a dis-

tinct proposition, viz.: that we are your re-
joicing. This sentence grammatically depends
upon iiriyv6oe<r&e [as that which they should
continue to acknowledge unto the end], and
not upon the intervening clause with which
it might be connected according to the sense.
The words might indeed be taken as a causal
sentence, giving a reason for what is said in the
previous clause (comp. Osiander), but the logical

connection would certainly be less forcible.—The
phrase, unto the end, means, as in 1 Cor. i. 8,

and Heb. iii. 6, the absolute end of all things, and
not merely the Apostle's close of life. In part,
in the intermediate clause, expresses a limitation,
not in opposition to unto the end, nor with respect
to the recognition itself, as if equivalent to: in some
degree ; but with respeot to the persons recog-
nizing, implying that only a part of the Church
recognized him in his true character. This is the
only view which accords with the facts. A re-
proaoh would not have been here appropriate.
Kabxyua occurs in 1 Cor. v. 6 and ix. 15f. In the
day of the Lord Jeans, belongs to the principal
proposition, but requires also to be joined to the
incidental clause. He meant to express his con-
fidence that they would steadfastly acknowledge
that he was indeed the object of their glorying,
and would continue to be so even to the last day,
when teachers and churches shall stand before
the great Chief Shepherd, and when all events
and the way in which they have been brought
about shall be open to inspection. He had no
doubt that they would point with joyful triumph
to him as the one through whom they and so
many others had been brought to Christ, and to
all the enjoyments and honors which have been
derived from him, as the one to whom they owed
their spiritual life with all its benefits and digni-
ties ; just as he on his side even then pointed to
them as the honorable fruit of his labors (Comp.
1 Cor. ix. Is; i. 8; Phil. ii. 16; 1 Thess. ii. 19).

[ There is a peculiar play upon the Greek words avm.- and
iwi-yivv*<rKm which is well brought out by Chrysostoui

:

ivayivJxTKoyTtf yap iwiyiruKriceT*, 6ti a ovvurrt mil* iv to<"«

«pyoi«, Tavra /cat iv roUypafifiaffi AtfyofMr* xal owe €ko*to» -

rax vitMv ^ naprvpia rait iirurroAatf, «AA« <rvrfjct tTf aya-

ye read ye acknowledge that we write the rery things
which ye are conscious that we are in our conduct ; and this
yonr testimony is not contradicted by what we write but
what ye previously knew of us corresponds with what ye
read." ftJigne't Chrys., Vol. X., p. 405. The idea of the
Apostle is : we have no esoteric meaning, no meaning at oue
time which we hare not always, none In speaking or acting
which we have not in these Bplstles, none indeed which
you will not find ia the confessions you are in the habit of
reading publicly in your meetings. Oonybeare thinks that
Paul was referring to some insinuations that he wrote to
ffOtte priyate individuals in a different strain from that of
his public letters. Bcngel and Hodge think that iviyvwrit
is more than avayvwris, inasmuch as the former combines
the ideas of recognition and complete knowledge. Comp.
chap. iii. 2, and 1 Cor. jcftr 12; for not only the force of the
words yuwrffi* and i*iyv> but also the use of the Aorist for
the present.]

Vv. 15-20. Having thus drawn their hearts

to a firmer confidence in him and to withstand

more successfully the influence of his opponents,

the Apostle now proceeds to repel the charge of

inconsistency and fickleness which had been
made against him because he had changed the plan
of his journey in coming to them.—And in
this oonfidenoe I was minded before to
oome unto you.—Most recent commentators
refer the wewofthpnc fconfidence, trust) to what has

been expressed in iA-mfc, &c; as if he was intend-

ing to say that under the influence of this confi-

dence in their steadfast recognition of his true re-

lation to them, he had at first formed the design

to pay them a visit, &c.—Some would draw the

npdTepov into immediate connection with tyfcwM-

fjjjv [q. d. I was before minded], but not only

would this be incoherent in itself, since he
was yet desirous of this thing, but it would
also be unsuitable to devrepav x^P™-—The position

of the words irpfy ifiag kMelv, by which vfta^ is

more properly contrasted with Macedonia, is at-

tested by good authorities.—This had been the

Apostle's original intention, but it had been given

up as early as when he wrote his first Epistle,

Comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 5. This alteration of his plan

had become known to the Corinthians either by
letter or by personal conversation, and it hud

been represented to them as an evidence of his

general fickleness of oharacter. Hence the pro-

priety of this defence of himself. That ye
might have a second benefit.—He here

refers to what had been the object of his

original plan.—Every visit he might make to

them would be the occasion of many blessings, -

and would manifest the divine favor toward them.

Had he visited them a second time, his presence

with them would have been a second grace. Such

had been his aim when he formed that earlier

plan, the only motive of which they might see ia

the confidence he had just expressed. And now
when he declares that that confidence always

animated him and had prompted such a friendly

purpose, he implies that no thought of a miscon-

struction of his motives could have crossed his

mind when he changed his plan. X&pn (grace

or favor) has not the same meaning with ;rupa,

(as some would have the original read, signi-

fying /oy, or a new delight which his visit would

give), nor does it signify an exhibition of human
favor, but it is equivalent to ;rd/Moyja irvevparucfo

(a spiritual gift) in Rom i. 11 (comp. xv. 29).

The meaning of devrepav is not the same here as

that of dtnXrjv would have been. We need net

suppose that his first residence in Corinth, or his

first Epistle is referred to as the firtt graet, for

the context (ver. 16) shows evidently what he had

in view, and this seems inconsistent with the other-

wise probable hypothesis thai wpdrepov implies

that tbe Apostle had been at Corinth since his

first residence there. In ver. 16 we have more de-

finite information regarding this earlier plan, and

light is thrown also upon what is meant by their

receivinga second benefit, but weare not therefore

t o conclude that this latter expression stands out of

its proper place.—With respect to hisbeing sent on

his way, consult 1 Cor. xvi. 6.—Tovro, in ver. 17,

has reference to the earlier plan which had been

spoken of in ver. 1 6f. He is meeting the objection

whioh had been raised against him on account of
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CHAP. I. 12-24. 21

his change of purpose. The amount of this objec-

tion was, that he could not have reflected suffi-

ciently upon his plan and the way in which he was
to acoomplish k, and so that he became guilty of
light-mindedness; or that if he had really in-

tended to visit them, he either could not have
been very strenuous in carrying out his purpose,
sad so had changed his mind without sufficient

reasons, or he had not much regard to his pro-
mise. That such an objection had been made to

him, in fact, is not to be inferred, perhaps, from
the article r^", as if this referred to the particular

lightness which had been imputed to him, for

this may also be pointed to the levity which
would generally be suspected in such cases.

—

Did I use lightness.—'EAaftwi (lightness) is

foand nowhere else in the New Testament,
although the adjective occurs twice (chap. iv. 17
sad Matth. xi. 80), but not with an ethical sig-

nification. XpqcrvaL, when used with reference
to moral states or qualities, means to have a hand
in, to be occupied with, to enter upon, some
business, and is equivalent to : behaving or con-
ducting one's self in a certain manner. 'Apa, in

sa interrogative sentence, implies that the in-

quirer will wait for an answer (well, really! in-

deed! comp. [Jeif. Gr. Oram., { 873, 2.] Passow
L, 377

J,
and hence indicates necessarily no logi-

cal deduction (a consequence from this state of
things). The second question,—or the things
whioh I purpose, do I purpose aooording
to the flesh ?—is either coordinated with the
first (in which case fj is equivalent to aut), or
subordinated to it (# having the force of an) t and
implying that the contrary would lead to an ab-
surdity : " if, then, you would not charge me with
levity, you must suppose that I form my purposes
according to the flesh" (Meyer). This subordi-
nation would agree very well with the expla-
nation whioh refers kxprpAfflv to the purpose
itself; but the coordination would suit best the
interpretation which refers that word rather to

the carrying out of the purpose, and introduces
here the additional point respecting the improper
spirit shown in the formation of the purpose.
And yet this last is probably the more correct

meaning. Kara a&pKa, however, Tefers to that

which determines the mind when it is coming to. a
decision, or it is the same as to say that the con-
clusion was reached in the way in which the <rdp£

usually determines us, t. e., in a carnal manner.
The real meaning would be essentially the same
on either interpretation. The opposite of this is:

aord nvevfia. Where the spirit controls a man in

all his conduct, the sole object of his consulta-

tions and conclusions is the honor, the kiugdom
and the will of God, but where the oopf, (t. e., the

nature of man, when it is confined to the pursuit
of external and selfish objects), controls his de-

cisions, nothing will be regarded but outward
relations, selfish inclinations, personal interests,

or something to accommodate, please, profit, or
flatter himself.—A spiritual mind always makes
a man decided, consistent, true to himself, and
uniform in all his conduct ; but a carnal mind
makes him uncertain in all his ways, and involves

him in many contradictory courses. This neces-

sary result, the Apostle presents as if it were the

object of the person's design or aim, Iva 4> &c «

If we follow the correct reading vol val—hv bv

(the Vulgate and some other verss. have simply vai—6v), the second vol and bv might belong to the
predicate: that the yea with me should be yea,
and the nay should be nay (comp. James v. 12);
and the whole might refer to an obstinate and
presumptuous course of conduct, in which a man
adheres to his determination, and resolves that
his yea shall remain yea, and his nay shall con-
tinue nay. The idea would thus be that he will

never change his mind, whether he had resolved
upon a yea or a nay, a promise or a refusal, a
doing or a declining to do something. But, ac-
cording to the context, the objection the Apostle
was here meeting was not so much to his con-
sistent obstinacy as to his inconsistent fickleness.

The double form of vai, vai and of), ob is merely
to give additional force to the simple form in

ver. 18, as in Matth. v. 37. The predicate is

either, should be with us also, nay, nay; t. e. the
yea, yea, may beoome with us nay, nay; that is,

the purpose or the promise may change about into

just the opposite according to convenience; or
(better) merely should be with us; in which case
Kal has the ordinary sense of, and:—that there
should be with me the yea, yea, and the
nay, nay.—[Chrysostom forcibly gives the ob-

jection whioh is met by the Apostle in this passage
( vv. 18-22) thus : " If when you promised to come
to us, you failed to do so, and your yea is not yea,

nor your nay nay; but what you say now you
change afterwards, as you have done in regard
to your coming to us, woe to us lest this also

should be the case with your preaching! In
order, therefore, that they might not think thus,

he assures them that God was faithful, and that

His word to them was not yea and nay ; for in

his preaching such changes could not happen,
but only in his travels and journeyings.l Their
objection must then have been that the Apos-
tle had both these intentions together and at the

same time, and hence that he could not be de-

pended upon, was equivocal, self-contradictory,

and took back at one time what he had just be-

fore promised (not as Olshausen arbitrarily as-

sumes, that truth and falsehood were blended
together).—Very different from all this was
the actual conduct of the Apostle toward them,

based as it was upon motives of the highest love

and wisdom, ver. 23.—As God is faithful, our
word towards you is not yea and nay.

—

He here proceeds in the first place to meet the

objection in a very solemn but lively manner (ver.

18), introducing his assertion with a 6i (which,

however, has not the force of paXXov 6k, as if be
would give a still further denial to the question).

Tliarbg 6k 6 &e6g, or*, &c, may here be taken
either as saying that God's fidelity was the reason

he ventured to assert such a consistency for him-
self, t. e. he asserted such things of himself be-

cause God was faithful—God is faithful in this

(«S tovtoY and this fact makes it impossible that

we shoula speak in this uncertain manner among
you (Meyer)—or, as a solemn protestation: as

surely as God is true, our word toward you, etc,

de Wette, Osiander). The former seems harsh,

and is not grammatically confirmed by a reference

to John ix. 17, where bn has the force of: be-

cause, since. Uurrfy 6 defy may be a form of

solemn affirmation as well as lartv atydeia xptcrdw

iv ifsoL in chap. xi. 10, and it goes probably on
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22 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

the assumption that God was a witness. Comp.
Bom. i. 9; Phil. i. 8; 1 Thess. ii. 5. He thus

brings forward the fidelity (reliableness) of God
as a security for the reliableness of his own %6yo$

.

But what does he mean by this Myoq ? Does it

refer to his promise to visit them, or to his dis-

courses generally, t. e. to everything he had said

to them in any way ? or finally does it refer to his

doctrines and public instructions (icqpvyfia) ?* We
are decidedly in favor of the last for the reason

assigned in the next verse, in which the Apostle

maintains that his instructions must be perfectly

reliable because they consisted of truths which
were incontrovertible and irresistible. Neander:
" Every way in which he held intercourse with

the Corinthians, his instructions as a whole."

But suoh an assertion of the credibility of his

teaching should have an influence also to ward off

those accusations which had been made against

those decisions which related to his official work
(such as his apostolical journey*), just as these

latter had created a prejudice against his teach-

ings.

For the Son of God, Jesus Christ, who
was preached among youby us ( Vek. 19).

—

["In place of the preaching he here puts Him
who was preached (metonomy); and says that

the doctrine concerning the Son of God which
he and Silvanus and Timotheus had preached
contained no discrepancies, nor did they at one
time preach this and at another time that, but
they brought forward always the same doctrine."

Theodorkt]. Tw #£o£>, according to the true
reading, precedes yap, and thus becomes em-
phatic, in order to give prominence to the Divine
part of the subject of their preaching. It evi-

dently has reference to what had been said in

ver. 18, respecting 6 &e6g. KrjpvxOetg relates to the
preaching by which they had been at first brought
to believe in Christ. He describes this as the
common testimony of the three organs of Divine
revelation who had been associated at that time
(Acts xviiL 5). It should not, however, be sup-
posed that the Christ thus preached signifies the
same thing as the preaching of Christ, for then
yap would serve only to introduce an explanation
or further exposition of what had been said in
ver. 18. Comp. ver. 20. [In describing "the
Son of God, Jesus Christ," the epithets are accu-
mulated ** to express the greatness of Him whom
they preached, and so to aggravate the impossi-
bility of His connection with any littleness or
levity." Stanley]. Of Him, as he had been
preached among the Corinthians, the Apostle
says : he was not made yea and nay, but
has been made yea in him; t. «., He has
proved Himself among you as among others, not
an untruthful, untrustworthy and ambiguous per-
sonage, saying yea and nay at the same time; but

• [Wordsworth remarks that Paul " doe* not say (rer. 15),
that ft was his settled purpose /3ot?A«vpa, nor yet his
BiKyina or will, to visit thorn. Bee Matth. 1. 19, whore
40ovAij0i) signifies only: was minded, and Philem. 13.
where ifiov\6nrii> signifies: it wat my toish, where the
wish was finally controlled and overruled l»y the will, lie
does not say he wrote that he was resolved to pass by thorn
into Macedonia but only that he was wishing (itnperf.) to do
so. In t. 17, there is a contrast between jSov'Aofiai and
0ovA«vopai, and bis defence Is, that instead of being
lightminded, his wishes were controlled by his will, which
was regulated by right reason and the will of God, so that his
fiovAynaT* were clearly subject tohis/SovAsv/iara

."J

one in whom an everlasting yea, a pure, steadfast

affirmation might always be found (comp. Heb.

xiii. 8 ; Rev. iii. 14). " The whole Old Testament
revelation has proved to be true by means of the

Christ who has been preached among you. And
yet, what is thus true of the objective Christ, must
be applied with equal truth to the word preached
respecting him." Neandeb. [The verb here used,

yiyovev, signifies not mere existence, but a transi-

tion from one state, or character, or condition, to

another (Webster's Synn. of the Gr. Test, p.

199). Being in the perfect tense, it implies that

the change spoken of is not only completed, but

that the result of it is conceived of as permanent
(Winer, j 41, 4). It hath become yea, and it re-

main yea in Him forever. My plans and pur-

poses may change, but the subject of my preach-

ing remains the same under every mutation
of its preachers].

The more particular declaration and reason

assigned in the next verse shows that what had
just been asserted had reference to the experi-

ence, not merely of the Corinthians, (who had
been spoken of in the phrase, preached among
you), but of Christians in general; For how-
ever numerous may be the promisee of
God (in the Old Testament), in Him is the yea,
(i*. «.,the affirmation ofthem, ver. 20); inasmuch as

they are actually fulfilled in Him, or He secures

their fulfilment in the future. By means of His

person and work, the certainty of all God's pro-

mises has been practically confirmed (comp.
Rom. xv. 8; Jno. i. 17; Acta iii. 21). To this

external confirmation in Christ, corresponds the

Amen, which is not added merely to strengthen
the yea (as the Rec. would make it), but it ex-

presses the unanimous assent which believers

yield to the objective truth, the confession they

make with respect to the actual fulfilment every-

where taking place at the time, with an allusion

also to the Amen which the primitive Christians

were in the habit of responding in their public

assemblies. Even this confession is by means of

Christ, for inasmuch as the fulfilment itself takes

place in Him, the confession must be drawn from
believers by Him through our means to the glory

of God. Or: all God's promises are yea in

Christ's person and work, «'. <?., in His name, as

it is proclaimed in the Gospel, and are Amen in

the Church which confesses His name (Beeser).

—The words oV fy&v [through or by means of

us] might possibly be referred to believers in

general, but the context more naturally connects
them with those only, who are Christ's ministers;

and the Amen is either the joyful and believing

testimony of such ministers, or (more correctly

and more strictly conformed to the usage with

respect to apf?v), the public expression of confi-

dence which all believers gave. The phrase to
the glory of God by us is in apposition with

that which precedes it, and signifies, that which
glorifies God by our means, t. e., when we who
proclaim the Gospel are the instruments of pro*

during the confidence thus expressed (Meyer).

—

The article is placed before vol and atnjv in ver.

20, because the yea has here acquired a definite

position with respect to the kirayyeXlat. There is

no necessity of supplying a subject for the affir-

mation in this yea (as e. g. in oAXd vat kv avry
yiyovev), nor of understanding by it that which
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CHAP. I. 12-24.

He (i. «,, Christ) has affirmed (the preceding yea),

but it is itself the subject. [Bengel: Christ

preached, t. «., our preaching of Christ became
yea in Christ Himself]. [Obviously, then, the

Apostle would argue, there could be no variable-

ness in the subject (X6yoc ) of His preaching, sinoe

God who gave it was faithful, and Christ who is

its substance is the same in all ages, however the

promises respecting Him might vary. The
whole revelation of Christ, whether in Old Testa-

ment writing or in the preaching of the Apostle
and his companions, had been one everlasting

affirmation from Qod to men like a mighty yea
poured forth from heaven through all genera-
tions. He was then, had been, and ever would
be the same (Ex. iii. 14 ; Jno. viiL 58). Even in

the experience of those to whom the Apostle was
writing, this was manifest, for they were accus-
tomed in all their assemblies to join with be-

lievers of every age and country in responding
their hearty Amen to the instructions and wor-
ship of the Church. Thus the earth's Amen re-

sponded to heaven's yea in Christ]. In ver. 20,

eTcayyeAiat refers to the promises not of the New,
but of the Old Testament, such as the Apostle
speaks of in Gal. iii. 16 ff. and Bom. iv. 13; to

the promise of salvation in all its clear details,

and not merely to that of the Holy Spirit.—Even
with the reading given in the Recep.: aal tv avr$
to apyv (retained by Osiander, with Tischendorf
and Reiche), we need no other explanation than
that we have just given. We shall not need to

refer the yea to the God who promises and the

Amen to the Christ in whom the promises are
fulfilled (Beza); nor to regard the Amen as an
expression of what is complete truth, t. e. t an
idea expressed in two languages (as in the case
of Abba, Father), with reference to both Jewish
and Gentile Christians; nor yet to make the

Amen God's seal to man's Amen, t. e. t to the con-
fidence they thus expressed (?) (Osiander). Even
on the supposition that the Amen refers to the
subjective confidence of believers, it would not
be inconsistent with the Apostle's aim to set forth

the complete objective certainty of the Divine
promises, secured as they were in all their

strength through Christ, and so forming a basis

on which he could claim confidence for himself.

That internal confidence which the Corinthians
had yielded to his preaching, and which they had
openly confessed, was a sufficient proof of his

trustworthiness as an Apostle. Nkandeb: "In
this way he met in the most effectual manner the

suspicions which his opponents had cast upon
his instructions, by appealing to the experience
which the Corinthians had received of the power
of Divine grace through Christ upon their

hearts." But after all the arguments which
have been urged against the reading, did ml oY

avrov, we do not regard them as of sufficient

weight to induce us to set it aside, or to give

us entire confidence in that of the Recepta. [The
sense of the two readings is somewhat different.

By Lachmann's reading (preferred by Calvin and
most of the ancient expositors), it is asserted,

that, however various God's promises might be,

their yea was in Christ, and hence that the

Amen which expresses human experience must
be in Him also. According to this, not only do
the promises receive their confirmation in Christ,

but we experience and assent to their truth. By
the common reading the Apostle simply asserts,

that the promises had received their verification,

(their yea and Amen), in Christ. Certainly the

tenor of the Apostle's argument is most strength-

ened by the former reading].

Vx&. 21, 22. [One thought still lingers in the
Apostle's mind, which he must express before
he returns to his personal defence (comp. Stan-
ley)]. The firm faith which Christ had effected,

and which had brought such glory to God by
means of the preaching of the Gospel, he now
traces back to its ultimate author (ver. 20).

—

Now he whioh stabliaheth us with yon
in Christ, and hath anointed na, ia God.
—In the first place he represents God as firmly

establishing, so far as related to Christ (1 Cor.

i. 6), not only those who preached the Gospel,

but those who had been brought by them to the
Christian faith. The former he had enabled to

preach Christ in such a way as to deserve and
to secure the confidence of their fellow-men;
and the latter he had induced to exercise a
steadfast faith, and to hold forth an unshaken
confession of the truth. In the next place he
presents God as anointing the Apostle and his

assistants ; that is, as bestowing upon them that

spiritual inspiration which was needful for their

duties. [There is certainly nothing in the mere
language or grammatical construction which in-

timates that he associated all Christians with
these inspired teachers in the enjoyment of these

blessings. In the confirmation (fcfiauov), indeed,

he expressly includes the Corinthians to whom
he was writing, and this is spoken of as an event
which was then (present participle) taking place.

But with an almost evident design he extends
this participation to none of the remaining facts

(the anointing, the sealing and the earnest of

the Spirit), which are represented as having
taken place (aorist participles) once for all at an
earlier period (probably when the Apostles and
the other teachers were consecrated to their pub-
lic offices, and when, of course, the Corinthians

were unconverted). As we know that miraculous
gifts had been conferred upon the Corinthians,

a special reason may have existed for applying
the confirmation alone to them (avv vfiiv). And
yet it must be conceded, that nothing in the na-
ture of either of these benefits, so far as they are
known to us, would necessarily limit their appli-

cation to any class of believers. Even if the
unction in 1 John ii. 20, 27 be explained of a
miraculous endowment, it would be difficult to

give such an interpretation to Eph. i. 13 f, Dr.

Hodge also calls attention to the fact, that when
an official anointing is spoken of in the New
Testament, it is only in relation to Christ and
never with reference to the Apostles or other
preachers, whereas all believers are said to re-

ceive the more ordinary unction of the Holy
Spirit. The ancient expositors (Chrysostom,
Theodoret and Ambrosiaster) attached much im-
portance to this passage as a special description

of the privileges of all believers as the anointed
prophets, priests and kings of God. On the
whole, although we must grant that the Apostle
has expressly limited the anointing, the sealing

and the earnest of the Spirit to himself and his.

fellow-laborers in their official capacity, and the.-
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24 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

confirmation to them and the Corinthians, we see

nothing in the endowments themselves or in the

analogy of similar passages, which should pre-

vent us from giving these expressions a much
more extensive application, since they refer to

those spiritual benefits which are promised to all

Christians as well as their public teachers.]

With respect to the anointing (icpicac), comp.

Jno. ii. 20-27, where the unction of believers

(Kplapa) is spoken of; and Luke iv. 18; Acts iv.

27; x. 88; Heb. i. 9. Preachers of the Gospel

should be imitators of Christ, and this they can

be only as they partake of the Divine Spirit

(official grace).—The <tt indicates that an addi-

tional subject is introduced, for it is here meta-

batio (or transitional), and not adversative. The
phrase etc Xpicrrdv has in this place the sense of:

in respect to Christ, or, in the direction of Christ,

and not of: within or in Christ. The former

signification is undoubtedly the simplest, but the

representation of the Apostle requires that we
should conceive of the union with Christ as a

continuous and progressive one, and it may be

doubted whether elc will Dear such an interpre-

tation. 2vv ifilv (with you) is used here, not

merely to conciliate the good will of the readers

(Meyer, Osiander), but it enters much more es-

sentially into the course of the argument. W.
F. 8b88Br:—"He takes the Corinthians them-

selves for his witnesses, from theirown experience,

that the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ makes
the course of His people sure by the Holy Spirit."

—It would be altogether inappropriate and even

contradictory to the spirit of the text to suppose

that the Apostle had here a collateral reference

to those who affected to regard him as a reed

shaken by the wind (Riickert).—In the second

and in the next succeeding jftae the Apostle does

not include his readers with himself, for in the

previous part of the sentence he had expressly

distinguished fruag from them, and had made it

refer exclusively to himself and his fellow-

laborers.—The anointing refers not merely to

the original vocation but to the subsequent

spiritual endowment of the persons spoken of.

The expression [paronomasia] intimates that

there was a resemblance between the anointed

ones and Him who was in a preeminent sense

the Anointed One. Neandbr: " As it was cus-

tomary to transfer every predicate of the Old

Testament Theocracy, in a spiritual sense, to

Christianity, we have the chrism which was used

in the consecration of priests and kings applied

to the spiritual consecration of the Christian by
the presence of the Holy Spirit in his heart. The
reference is to the consecration of all believers

to the general priesthood."—It is rather an over-

straining of the word when it is made (Bengel)

to imply a communication both of strength and
of fragrancy (chap. ii. 15) ; or, in addition to

this, the clear and accurate discernment of truth,

which was sometimes given from above, and
which made its recipients inaccessible to all

forms of error and falsehood (comp. 1 Jno. ii. 27);

or some character indelibilis in the evangelical

sense, a permanent Divine endowment by which
one became holier and more inviolable, on ac-

count of some special prerogative or dignity

which he acquired as the Lord's anointed (Osi-

nder; comp. Ps. cv. 15); or, finally, the quality

imparted in the three-fold office, t. *., the re*
freshing and cheering influence (Ps, xl. 15), which
all Christians receive when they are made pro-
phets, priests and kings unto God, and are
strengthened for their conflicts with the world,
sin and Satan (anointing of the athletae). Ver.
21 can be correctly construed only as an indepen-
dent sentence, of which ver. 22 was designed to
give an additional explanation. If we take ver.
21 as the subject and ver. 22 as the predicate, so
that the idea should be: God who stablishes end
hath anointed us hath also sealed us, the pefiaUjv,
which now forms the connecting link with the
preoeding passage, ceases to be the principal
and becomes a merely incidemal thought.—In
ver. 22 the phrase—Who also hath sealed u»
—has reference to the Christian character of all
those who had been ordained to the office of
teaching, and points out the true source of those
peculiar endowments which qualified them for
their work. The sealing {a<f>payi$t<r&at\ signifies
in general the act by which a man aeeignaxes
something as his property. Here, as in Eph. i.

13; iv. 80, it signifies that Divine assurance of
adoption which is effected by the communication
and inward witness of the Holy Spirit. Osian-
der describes it as the complete consecration of
one to the service and fellowship of the Lord and
his uninterrupted continuance therein (comp.
Rev. vii. 2; 2 Tim. ii. 10). The phrase—and
hath given the earnest of the Spirit in
our hearts—is here added epexcgeticalljr, for
in this communication of the Spirit lies the true
power of the sealing. The whole phrase is a
brachylogy [a concise expression] in which the
act and its result are taken together; for it is
implied that the Spirit is in such a way given
that he abides in the heart.

—
'Ap/xz/tov is pro-

perly the earnest-money, e. g.> in a bargain,
when some part of the price agreed upon is paid
beforehand, in token that the contract is ratified
and that the purchaser is bound for the payment
of the whole. It is therefore a pledge or se-
curity.* If we take the genitive (rov irvcbfumts)
partitively, the sense will be, that a communica-
tion of the Spirit is begun, and that the portion
given is a pledge that the communication will be
completed hereafter. If we follow the analogy

[* The original word here used (and which it found in Um
New Testament only here, and in 2 Cor. v. 6, and Eph. i. 14)
is one of the few Hebrew words which passed into the Greek
and Latin languages. As the founders of ancient contaercs
in the West, the Phenicians introduced it among the Qreeka
(appapttfp), from whom it passed into Italy (arrhabo, arrha),
Gaul (Fr. arrhes), and even England (Earl's, or more pro-
perly, Arle's money). The Sept. nse the same Greek word
for P^nj^ 1° °*n- xxxviii. 17, 18, 20, and yet it appears

to have had a meaning In Greek somewhat dlsflngmeihable
from that which it tore either in Hebrew or in other lan-
guages. In these it had the general signification of jrfeeFpe
(Gen. xxxvlii. 17 ff.), surety (Prov. xvil. 18), and even host-
ages, (2 Kings xiv. 14). The Greek derivative seems to have
bfen restrained to signify only the deposit or part pejmuiaf
(Hesyeh. wp66po§ia) which the purchater made to the render
on taking possession of his property (Puidas. Lexicon). It
was therefore identical in kind with the payment which
was due, whereas other kinds of pledges might be something
of a totally different nature. Blackstone notice* the lent
significance of an earnest, ss a payment which place* the
buyer and the seller in a position to enforce the carrying
out of the contract. (Comm. Ii. 30). Comp. also Kobertsom
(Lect. XXXV.), who points out that " Baptism is apfoctoe of
heaven

—

4 a sign and seal '—while the Spirit of truth fa «q
earnest of heaven, and heaven begun." Smith's and Kitto'sj
IHctt. Art. Earnest; Robinson's Heb. Lexicon].
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of chap. v. 6, we mast regard the communication
of the Spirit as the proper warrant for expecting
a complete salvation, the actual inheritance (the

MX/ipovofua). The Spirit therefore should be
looked upon as the earnest of the whole salva-

tion; properly speaking, the earnest is, or con-
sists of, the Holy Spirit, and the genitive here is

one of apposition [Winer, Gr. d. N. T. { 48, 21.

Comp. on this subject Rom viii. 2, 10-11, 15—1 7.

It seems altogether too contracted a yiew of this

passage to make all that is here said refer exclu-

sively to the testimony which the Spirit bore in

the hearts of the original preachers of the Gospel
to the truth of their official character. [The ex-
pressions more properly relate to the complete as-

surance which they possessed that they were, both
as believers and as preachers of the truth, under
the direction of an infallible Divine Spirit.]

Vers. 23, 24. In the two preceding verses, the
Apostle had set forth the firm basis God had
given for the confidence his hearers might repose
in him, and in consequence of which he had been
so abundantly authenticated both as an Apostle
and a Christian. This had prepared the way for

the appeal to God which he now makes with an
irresistible power:—Moreover I call God
for a witness against my soul.—This is a
solemn affirmation respecting his failure to visit

Corinth according to his previous intention and
the reasons which kept him from going. In-

stead of the general us, he now uses the singular

/, because he is about to speak of personal mat-
ters in which no one but himself was involved.

The prominence of the kyo is increased by its

close connection with cte (comp. Osiander: ["As
God had placed a divine seal upon him and his

word, according to ver. 22, so he now peals his

own word with the name of God."]) En-t has
its peculiar sense of against, Meyer makes it

mean for (comp. 2 Maccab. ii. 87), but here it

means in respect to; Neander: over my soul.

The former sense is more appropriate to the
nature of a solemn affirmation or oath (comp.
Josh. xxiv. 22), The sense is: "If what I now
say is untrue, may God appear as a witness
against my soul, and may I fall under his con-
demnation."— The condition was necessarily
implied and hence was not expressed. The
phrase, my soul (rr/v iu^v tfwx^v) does not apply
to the inmost spirit, that which the Apostle al-

ways regarded as especially akin to, and con-
scious of, God, and which he therefore places
here in this sacred relation to the Omniscient
God (Osiander). According to Beck (Scelenl. g
2) the soul is that in which the life is fouud, and
hence is always named as the subject when a
preservation, deliverance, peril or loss of life is

spoken of.—This solemn asseveration was justi-

fiable on moral grounds, because his credit as an
Apostle had been called in question, and with
this was essentially connected the honor of Christ
who had sent him. and the cause of God which
he represented at Corinth. In like manner, Gal.

i. 20; Rom. ix. If, and other places. W. F.

Be88er: Even Augustine, in his day, refers to

this solemn oath of the Apostle, to prove that

our Lord could not have intended in his Sermon
on the Mount (Matth. y. 84) to prohibit every
kind of swearing, but only those oaths which
wero useless and were an unhallowed profanation

of God's name, and hence were arbitrary and
uncalled for. In this place Paul made use of an
oath, as Christ did (Matth. xxvi. 64), when the
honor of God called for it.

—

O'vidn implies that

he had been in Corinth before he' wrote his First

Epistle (comp. Meyer). [Our A. V. translates

ovk£tl as if it were=otart>; Tyndal*, more cor-

rectly : " not eny moare ;" Conybearb: •« I gave
up my purpose;" Alford; "No more, t. e. y after

the first time." Paul does not deny that be had as
yet been at Corinth, but only explains why he had
not gone there at the time, and on the journey, of
which he was speaking. It seems probable from
this whole passage (vers. 15-23) that Paul had
paid no visit to Corinth between the sending of the
First and Second Epistles. See Introd. 2 6.1.

The reason he had not gone directly to Corinth,
according to his earlier intention, but had visited

the Macedonian churches first and had contented
himself with writing to the Corinthians, is ex-
pressed in fetddfievoc bftav:—that I came not
to Corinth any more, in order that I might
spare yon.—He had hoped that they would be
induced by that Epistle to return to their right
mind and would be so completely restored to their

proper relation to him, that he would not be
obliged to treat them with a rod of severity (I

Cor. iv. 21). He was not, however, even then
without anxiety on this point (chap. xii. 20 f;

xiii. Iff.)—Not that we have dominion
over your faith (ver. 24).—He here anticipates

aud meets any misconstruction which might be
put upon what he had just said about sparing
them (Qeid6fievos), and he obviates the appearance
of domineering which some might find in it.

—

Ovx ort is equivalent to saying: I say not that etc.

(a common brachylogy), t. e., "the words Qeidd-

fievoe bfiijv are not intended to imply," etc.—Kvpt-
eboficv is not here to be so connected with vfivv

as to make evexa necessary to bo understood be-
fore rfc maret&c [as if he had meant: over you
with respect to your faith] ; nor is rfc irforeog to

be considered as equivalent to ruv iriorevovruv :

them that believe. His object was to say that

when he spoke of sparing them, ho meant not to

use his apostolio authority in a lordly way to

control their faith, their inward religious life,

and their spiritual action with respect to Chris-
tian truth. All this he knew must be the result

of a free surrender, and a voluntary determina-
tion, of their own minds, not merely at first, but
ever afterwards, on each renewed act of faith.

A positive expression of his meaning is given in
the words:—bnt are helpers of your joy.

—

'Your joy, your "rejoicing in the Lord," can
thrive and maintain its existence only by your
putting forth all the energies of your faith in the
work of progressive sanctification, in abstaining
from all selfish and fleshly desires, and in the per-
fecting yourselves in love and a positive likeness

to Christ.' In this way not only would their faith

be proved, but their hearts would be filled with
Christian cheerfulness, and they would become
conscious of a genuine and established spiritual

life. In all this he had endeavored to assist them
by the exercise of discipline, by earnest admoni-
tions, by a strict adherence to the upright course
which a genuine love demanded, and by strenu-
ously persevering in the path of duty, whatever
censures he might find it needful to inflict on
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26 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

them for their remaining inconsistencies. [As
inspired men the Apostles had power to prescribe

what ought to be believed, the objective truth on
which all right faith is grounded, but they

claimed no other authority over men's subjective

faith. "He claimed no right to control their

spiritual convictions, but only their outward
conduct, and hence he might speak of having
spared them only in respect of external discip-

line" (Erasmus1 Paraphrase). Thus careful was
he to recognise the right of private judgment
even under the spiritual jurisdiction of inspired

men. The reason he gives is, that Christians

were steadfast only when they exercise a free

faith in God alone, without the attempted con-

straint of human authority.] The ovv in awepyoi
refers neither to God nor to Christ, nor to his

companions in office, as if he had said that he
worked in common with them, but to his readers
for whose welfare he was concerned, and whose
activity in their own behalf was presupposed.
That he was here speaking of nothing but a co-

operation with them in promoting their joy (in

this sense) and not directly of faith, is confirmed
by the final clause :—for by faith ye stand,—or
rather, in respect to faith ye are steadfast. The
Dative here shows wherein or in what respect

they were steadfast (comp. Gal. v. 8), and does
not point out [as our Euglish A. V. makes it]

the reason, or the efficient cause of their stead-

fastness. [See, however, Winer, Or. d. JV. T., {
81, 8].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. How pure the relationship between minis-
ters and their congregations, when the eye of
the former is kept steadfastly upon the day of

Jesus Christ, and when the latter attend strictly

to the doctrine preached to them. The thought
that we are both to appear together before the
great Shepherd to whom we all belong, who has
united us together, and who perfectly knows all

that we do to one another, will have the effect,

1 ) to repress in those who have been intrusted

with tho pastoral office all motives unworthy of
fellowship with God, to render them indifferent

to the empty honors of the world and to fleshly

indulgences, and to make them long with purer
and more intense desire for the salvation of souls,

to whom they might be able in the last day to

point with satisfaction as those whom they had
been instrumental in leading to, and confirming
in, the way of life ; and 2) to induce the people to

make such a profitable use of their instructions

and admonitions, to grow in grace, to free them-
selves from every thing which will .not bear the
light of the last day, and to abound in the fruits

of righteousness, that their ministers may per-

form their duties with joy and not with grief,

and finally be able to point to them as to a
thriving and fruitful field which will not dishonor
either the great Master or the under shepherds.
—But the formation and continuance of this re-

lation must depend very much upon the charac-
ter of the instruction which is given. When a
people are supplied only with opinions derived
from the preacher's own heart or the teachings
of men, they can never know with confidence

where they stand or the true foundation of their

hopes. But when they are supplied with the

pure G08pel of Jesus Christ in the ever consist-

ent words of the Apostles and prophets, and with
those promises of God which, however ancient,

are perpetually fulfilled and confirmed before
their eyes and in their own experience, they
will always know where to look for direction,

will be established in the truth, and will acquire
a confidence which no insinuations or calumnies
can shake. As his course will never be ambigu-
ous, they will not be obliged to be on their guard
against every thing which proceeds from him,
his words will be received in their natural signi-

fication, and if at any time suspicions are raised

against him, they will confidently anticipate from
him a satisfactory explanation.

2. The proper relation of a pastor to his peo-

ple is not that of a lord over his subjects. It is

no part of his business to interfere directly with

their external social relations, to lord it over

their private judgments in respect to God and
the Divine word, or to hold them in a state of

slavish dependence upon himself. A hierarchy

is an apostasy from the mind and spirit of the

Apostles. These felt that their office was most
honored when they became helpers of their peo-

ple's joy, extended a helping hand to such as

were weak and struggling, and enabled these to

walk securely along the way of righeousness.

Their object was to render believers more and

more capable of using God's word and grace for

themselves, and to become increasingly skilful

and zealous in good works. Their official power
depended not upon external accompaniments,
but upon the amount of assistance and coopera-

tion they could afford to those around them. It

was the power of love and a participation in the

sufficiency of God. Of such a hierarchy, those

who love to have dominion over men's faith pre-

sent only a miserable caricature, and an apish

device of Satan, who endeavors thus haughtily

and violently to recover what our Lord and

those who have our Lord's Spirit have gained by
works of humanity and love. Such ministers

boast themselves only in that God who establishes

them with all true believers in one great fellow-

ship with Christ, calls them and qualifies them

for their office, and bestows on them the Spirit

which witnesses to their adoption and is an in-

ward pledge of their eternal glory.

[8. «* The joys of a Christian on earth are of

the same nature with the joys of heaven. They
are an earnest, a part of that which he is to en-

joy forever. There will bo no other heaven than

that which would be constituted by the expanded
joys of a Christian. Of course, he who has not

such a character, such principles, and such joys,

as, if fairly developed, would constitute heaven,

is not a Christian." Barnes.]
[4. ** If the inspired Apostles recognized not

only their subjection to the word of God, but

also the right of the people to judge whether

their teachings were in accordance with the

supreme standard, it is most evident that no

Church authority can make any thing contrary

to Scripture obligatory on believers, and that the

ultimate right to decide whether ecclesiastical

decisions are in accordance with the word of

God, rests with the people. In other words,

Paul recognizes even in reference to himself the
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CHAP. I. 12-24. 27

right of private judgment. He allowed any man
to pronounce him anathema if he did not preach
the Gospel as it had been revealed and authenti-
cated to the Church." Hodge.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starke, Vbr. 12: Hedinger:—What an excel-
lent pillow for the soul is a good conscience

!

Well may we seek for it, purify it, and keep it!

An indispensable means to this, is never to ne-
glect the duties of our stations.—With a good
conscience, simplicity and sincerity are cardinal
virtues by which, no less than by faith, all virtu-

ous conduct is ennobled.—He who has the witness
of a good conscience, thereby lives continually at

the bar of that omniscient Judge, who tries the
reins and the heart. (Rom. ix. 1). Nothing
tranquilizes a man under manifold sufferings,

like the consciousness that he brought not his
troubles on himself; but even when he is con-
scious of some defects, the grace of God will

sustain him if he is engaged in a good cause; and
is suffering, not on account of those defects, but
for Christ's sake.—Ver. 13. A Christian's speech
Bhould never be ambiguous or distorted (Ps. xxv.
21; John i. 47).—The great matter is, to be
faithful even to the end; but it is a sad thing to

be perhaps faithful to-day, and to-morrow to be
like salt which has lost its savor (Matth. v. IS),

relapsing into entire worldliness (Heb. x. 88f.).—Ver. 14. Many despise and hate the preacher
who is faithful, and yet fancy that they love God,
but the time is coming when the preacher will

be honored, and they will be put to shame (Luke
xix. 16)!—Happy is it when the minister and
his people have reason for mutual glorying, but
alas! when he is obliged to labor in the midst
of perpetual sighings (Heb. xiii. 17)1—Ver.
16. Even when we have the sincerest and best in-

tentions, our whole conductmay be misinterpreted

and ascribed to base motives. But go thy way,
perverse world ; thou shall yet see and confess the

truth, though perhaps too late!—Ver. 19. The
Church has now many builders; oh, if all would
build on the same plan and would hold up the

Lord Jesus Christ in the same way! But with
some it is yea, and with others it is nay; some
pull down what others build up.—Ver. 20. Jesus
Christ is the seal and the realization of all God's
promises and predictions. In him we have the

manifestation of God.—Ver. 21. To be called the

Lord's anointed, and yet not have the Lord's

anointing, is to have a name to live while we
are dead.—A genuine Christian stands upon a
firm footing, and has no reason to doubt, much
less to despair, that God will enable him to hold

out faithful to the end; for the Holy Spirit which
dwells within him, is the pledge of his establish-

ment, anointing and sealing by the Father.—The
Holy Spirit is the precious love token* which
God gives his people that Christ may be glorified

in them, and to shed abroad the love of God in

their hearts, diffusing in them a peace (Rom. v.

5) which assures them of an inheritance of simi-

lar blessedness in the world to come.—Ver. 23.

'• MaAlschtitz, la the gift which i* presented to the bride*

lit ta'T I etrothal. hv her affianced Kpou.-e, iw »i pledge that he
will at tfooio future lime bring her to his uoraej.

On important occasions, when the honor of God
and the welfare of our neighbor is concerned, we
are warranted in taking a solemn oath (DeuL vi.

13).—Ver. 24. Faith cannot be forced. Fetters
and chains are the instruments which antichrist
uses for instructing his followers and for en-
suring his decisions in the hall of judgment.

—

Nothing can exceed the joy which true Chris-
tians derive from the pledge God gives them of
their glorious inheritance by sealing them for it.

All true servants of the gospel are helpers of this

joy, and never will imagine themselves the peo-
ple's lords (1 Pet. ill. 3).—Those who truly stand
in the faith will also withstand the enemy (1 Pet.
v. 8f.). But let him that thinketh he standeth,
take heed lest he fall (1 Cor. x. 12; Rom. xi.

20).

Berlenbueq Bible, Vbr. 12:—A minister of
Christ must look mainly to the approbation of
his own conscience, for he will be obliged to live

as if he cared nothing for the opinions of worldly
men.—All things in this case have a mutual de-
pendence; the simplicity of the dove is united
with the prudence of the righteous, and with an
understanding so purified from above that it will

receive or endure nothing corrupt or incongruous
in its nature. The eyes are turned always to-

ward God as He is in Christ, and the whole con-
duct is regulated by the Divine will. This is

walking by faith. In it the believer will not be
disposed to get up intrigues, and will have no
occasion for doubt or fear. Like charity (1 Cor.
xiii. 4) he has none of the serpent's spirit, and
he keeps constant hold on God. He walks in

the light, and he has no corrupt by-ends, for his

eye is single. Did we all walk thus we might
traverse the world without injury.—Ver. 18 ff.

No reproof is so severe as the words and the ex-

ample of consistent Christians. The faithful

minister will, therefore, be always in conflict

with men. We need never expect to be without
some root of bitterness and suspicion.—Ver. 17.

The distinction between those whom God leads,

and those who walk according to their own coun-
sel, may be seen in the steadfastness with which
the former keep, and the fickleness with which
the latter change, their resolutions. The stabi-

lity of the Christian depends upon the immuta-
bility of that Divine Spirit who leads him, and
who will allow of no Yea and Nay in Him.
Those who have not that Spirit will be subject

continually to change, resolving sometimes upon
one thing and sometimes upon another, but con-
stant to nothing.—Ver. U>. In Christ and His
gospel there are no contradictions. What He is

in himself, He will manifest himself to be in us,

ever the same. Such will he prove himself to be
in all those temptations which we sinners must
endure with patience.— Ver. 20. God's promises
are all connected with Christ. Those then who
heartily lay hold of Christ can easily overcome
and make their way through all possible offences.

—Ver. 21. Our eye should be fixed not so much
upon the instruments God uses, as upon the work
He accomplishes by them.—Ver. 22. By the scal-

ing which God gives us, we become so assured of

His promises and of the salvation effected by
Christ and revealed in the gospel, that no
creature can separate us from Him.—Ver. 24.

Whoever imposes burdens upon the necks and
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28 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

endeavors to have dominion over the faith and
consciences of God's people, thereby puts him-
self in the place of Christ and becomes an anti-

christ.

Rieokr, Vers. 12-16:—The reproach of the

cross has always something oppressive and
crushing to a man. Then those who see him will

write upon his cross all manner of superscrip-

tions. But then it is that we may make our
boast and stand erect with a right royal and di-

vine spirit. This is not self-exaltation, but in

our troubles glorying in the Lord. Such a faith

which glories in fellowship with Christ and in

His righteousness alone, arms us against the ac-

cusations of conscience, and yet so purifies con-

science itself that it will allow of nothing which
would interrupt our fellowship with a God -of

light. It will make us diligent to maintain a
good conscience along with our faith, that its

friendly testimony may be our rejoicing under
the unfriendly judgments of men.—The man who
faithfully performs the work assigned him by
Providence, and never corrupts himself with

sinister and selfish views, may be said to act

with simplicity and sincerity. As it is in the di-

vine government, every thing here proceeds from
a single principle. The Christian may be severely

tried, but he will always be an object of divine

com pi ic^ncy. Confidence in himself will some-
times b .'guile a man into expedients of a worldly

nature, into subtle schemes and strenuous en-

deavors to obtain relief, but a true confidence in

the living God will support him all along his

course with the assurance that grace will be
sufficient for his day, and that all things shall

work together for his good. He will have no
need of concealments, corrections of former er-

rors, double meanings to his words, and forced

explanations of what he has done, but his honest

meaning is what every one would easiest under-

stand it to be.—Ver. 17 ff. Nothing can be no-

bler than the common fellowship of all Chris-

tians in the gospel, but nothing can be more
disgusting than a perversion of it to promote ob-

jects of a worldly nature. The purer a man's
intentions are, the more unsuspecting will he be,

and the more freely will he adjust his course to

new circumstances. While, on the one hand, a
worldly spirit in its eagerness to maintain its in-

fluence over men, will not unfrequently persevere

with fatal obstinacy in the course it has once

chosen, a light mind, on the other, changes its

purposes without reasons. A proper regard for

the guiding hand of God will preserve us from
both extremes.—Even in his primary principles

no one should presume that he can attain by
himself infallible truth. God will, however,
faithfully see to it that we have enough in his

word to rest upon. The Gospel is no mere play-

thing, which asserts at one time what it denies

at another, and which approves at one time what
it condemns at another ; but as it proceeds from
an unchangeable source, it presents always the

same warrant for faith.—Ver. 20. The whole
mystery of God and of Christ has been contrived,

so far as we are concerned, with the special ob-

ject of giving us promises amply sufficient to af-

ford us perfect peace; but all these promises
find their fulfilment in Christ and in the accom-
plishment of this divine mystery. It is by the

work of redemption that God has preserved His
own name from dishonor and vindicated His
glory in creation ; and when He sends forth men
to preach His Gospel, it is that they may make
known the glory of God in the face of Jesus
Christ—Ver. 21 f. Christ the Son of God has
arranged all things in such a way as to promote
His Father's glory; but the Father, as the true
Husbandman, watches over each branch in
Christ, that it shall be purified and bring forth
more fruit. He is tho source of all the assu-
rance and certainty, and of all the joy and con-
stancy, which as Christians and ministers, we can
possess.—Ver. 22. A father sometimes averts his
eyes from that which may cause too much shame on
the part of a well-disposed child.—Ver. 24. Mat-
ters of faith and of ecclesiastical order must not
be subject to men's caprices, and changed ac-
cording to the convenience of kings or subjects.
(Matth. xx. 25, 26).

Heubnkr, Ver. 12.—The only condition on
which we can claim the intercession of our fellow
Christians or speak in our own behalf; is the
possession of a pure conscience. This can exi^t
only where there is a simplicity which has but
one aim and one desire, i. c, to please God, a
divine sincerity or purity of purpose which re-
nounces all selfish and extraneous objects, and
an uprightness which can bear the divine in-
spection.—Ver. 13. The Christian is always con-
sistent with himself.—Ver. 15. The honorable,
conscientious man can present himself even be-
fore his enemies with cheerfulness.—Ver. 17.
The Christian should be prudent and conscien-
tious when he promises, that he may never en-
gage to do more than he can perform.—An
honest man is consistent with himself even when
he changes his plans, for in all his changes he
has no selfish ends.—Ver. 19. Christ himself is an
example of a witness, absolutely faithful, upright
and reliable (Rev. iii. 14).—What can impose a
stronger obligation to speak the truth, than to
be the messenger of such a faithful and true wit-
ness ? Those who have constant intercourse with
Christ, and in whom Christ dwells, must surely
be expected to have something of His truthfulness
and fidelity.—Ver. 20. Christ has honored God's
veracity. Every one, then, who brings another
to Christ, contributes something to the glory of
God's veracity.—Ver. 21f. Stability of character
is a grace which belongs to those who are up-
right and pious in heart, to those who humbly
and firmly maintain confidence in God.—It is the
anointing of the Spirit which makes us Chris-
tians.—Like every other creature, the Christian
has his distinctive signature (mark). The Spi-
rit, the pledge of divine grace and of adoption,
is the invisible stamp which every one must
bear.—Ver. 24. The Apostles would not for a
moment have dominion over men's faith, how
much less should those who act only as their re-
presentatives? Every Christian should be led
by the Spirit freely through the divine word .

The Apostles imparted to others nothing but
Christ's own word, and the Spirit had to confirm
it in their hearts.

W. F. Bbsser, Ver. 12. A Christian may have
confidence in the testimony of his conscience, for
the eye of his conscience is directed by the Holy
Ghost to the clear and faithful glass of the divine
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CHAP. II. 1-11. 29

will in the heart. (Rom. ix. 1).—-Ver. 18. The
Scriptures e?idently teach ua that holy men of

God have not concealed their thoughts among
the written letters, but plainly expressed them
in intelligible words.—Ver. 18. How could we
know God's faithfulness and veracity, if not by
means of what prophets and Apostles hare told

us? Through their writings which are not yea
and nay, but are in their essential nature only a

single word, the Church is a pillar and ground
of the truth (1 Tim. iii. 15), the faithful witness

of a faithful God, and the spotless Bride of the

spotless Lamb.—Ver. 19. Christ is not a reed

shaken with the wind, but a rock. From the

mouth of our Lord Jesus Christ, no poor sinner

ever heard a yea of promise at the same time

with anay ofdenial. Just as He was when He stood

among His disciple* and said (Jno. xiv. Cj : I am
the truth, so is He to-day, and will be rorerer;

the preached Christ identical with the preacher
Christ.—Jesus Christ the Son of God is the sub-

stance of all prophetio and apostolic announce-
ments, the rery heart and kernel of the whole
word of God; He who has come in the flesh is

undoubtedly the one who was promised in the

word of prophecy. —Ver. 24. Faith cannot be
extorted by force or by authority.

[F. W. Robertson, ver. 12:—The testimony of
conscience. Paul is here speaking, not of the
faultlessness of bis personal character, but of his

ministry—not of the blamelessness even of this,

but of its success; he had been earnest and
straightforward in his work, and his worst ene-

mies could not prove him insincere. This sin-

cerity excluded, 1) all subtle maneuvering and

indirect modes of teaching, whioh, in the end,
seldom succeed. Such straightforwardness is

more than a match at last for all the involved
windings of deceit ; 2) all teaching on the ground
of mere authority. The truth he taught com-
mended itself tomen's consciences, and made them
feel a flash which kindled all into light at once.

Of his words men said, not, * How can that be
proved?' but, *It is the truth of God, and needs
no proof/—Ver. 15-22. Paul defends himself
from the charge that he had trifled with his

word, on the broad ground that, as a spiritual

Christian, he could not do so. It would have
been acting according to the flesh, whereas he
was in Christ; and Christ was the Christian's

yea, the living truth, and so his life. To be ve-

racious was therefore simply the result of a true

life: the life being true, the words and senti-

ments must be veracious. To be established in

Christ, anointed, is to be free from self and self-

ish motives. A blow is therefore struck at the

root of all instability. The course of such a
man, like that of the sun, can be calculated.

Observe, too, that all this arose, not from his

Apostleship, but from the Christianity, which
the Corinthians shared with him. It was the

gift of the Spirit, which was "God's seal" to

mark him for God's own, and an "earnest''

which assured him of his future glory. The
true are His, and none else are blessed. We
need not ask, therefore: Will the true, pure,

loving, holy man be saved ? for he t* saved, he
has heaven, it is in him now. He has a part of

his inheritance now, and he is soon to possess

the whole].

IV.—MORE PARTICULAR EXPLANATIONS OF HIS REASONS FOR NOT VISITING THEM;
THAT HE MIGHT SPARE THEM AND HIMSELF NEEDLESS PAIN. DIRECTIONS
WITH RE3PECT TO THOSE WHO HAD ESPECIALLY CAUSED TROUBLE.

Chapter II. 1-11.

1 But I determined this with [for] myself, that I would not come again to you in hea-

2 viness [in sorrow come again to you].1 For if I make you sorry, who is he then* that

3 maketh me glad, hut the same which is made sorry by me ? And I wrote this same
[om. unto you1], lest when I came I should have sorrow from them of whom I ought

4 to rejoice ; having confidence in you all, that my joy is thejoy of you all. For out of

much affliction and anguish of heart I wrote unto you with many tears ; not that ye
should be grieved [have sorrow], but that ye might know the love which I have more

5 abundantly unto you. But if any have caused grief [sorrow], he hath not grieved

[caused sorrow to] me, but in part, (that I may not overcharge [him]) you all.

6. Sufficient to such a man is this punishment, which was inflicted of many.
7 So that contrariwise ye ought rather [om. rather4] to forgive him and comfort him,

8 lest perhaps such a one should be swallowed up with overmuch sorrow. Wherefore I

9 beseech yon that ye would confirm your love toward him. For to this end also did I

10 write, that I might know the proof of you. whether* ye be obedient in all things. To
whom * ye forgive any thing, I forgive also6 : for if I forgave any thing, to whom
[whatever] I forgave it [om. it], for your sakes forgave I it, in the person [presence]

11 of Christ; lest Satan should get an advantage of us : for we are not ignorant of his

devices.
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80 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

l Ver. 1.—The arrangement of the words, should be, ace >rdlng to the best MS&: cr kvwjf ikBiZ*. The Rec. on \em
""Meyer: ** almost uo "1 authority has i\6tlv iv Avirn. The best authorities aUo put vpbe vfta? before cAScir. Tlficlt. tsiill

adheres to : iv Ai/irn «A0«ip irpo* vftac, and he is sustained by D. E. F. U. the Ital. Vulg. Syr. and Goth, vss., Chrys. ami
Theophyl. and most of the Lat. father*. Nearly every recent critic has adopted the order: iv Ainnj iXBttv vpof vjm«. [There
app«ard to be no sufficient reason why Awinj and Avweiv sboull not be rendered into English uniformly by the same gene-
ric words, as is contended for by Stanley (p. XXL; and the editor* of the Bible Union. In the eight times in which those
words occur in our section, our A. V. has the different English words ** in heaviness," ** sorrow," grief, etc.]

t Ver. 2.—The best authorities have no iariv after rtf. It was added by a later hand. [Only Bloomfield, among
later critics defends it both on documentary and internal evidence. He contends that the idiom and the interrogative use
of Kal demands a verb or its equivalent.]

* Ver. 3.—The l>est authorities have also cancelled vfiiv after iypcuf/a [but Bloomfield defends it as less likely to have
been interpolated where it is found, than to have fallen ont where it is wanting.]

* Ver. 7.—Tn the best MSS. fioAAov is wanting, and in others it stands after vfias. It is a gloss upon rovvavriov. [And
et it is found in C. K. L. and Sinait the Vulg. the Penchito 8yr. Chrys. Theodt. Damasc. Theophyl. Oecum. and other
-1SS.; and it is inserted by Tisch., Stanley, and Meyer. The latter thinks it was omitted on account of its apparent super-

fluity.]
* Ver. 9.—Lachmann following A. B. has 4} instead of «£. The «i might easily have alien out before sit (both are want-

ing in oue MS. [of the 11th cent.]) and was^then supplied in various ways. (Due Md.Jalso of the llthjrent.] has **.)
* Ver. 10.—The best authorities have o *exopi<rM«", ** ti *<x*Pl<TMa*- Bee. has «t rt jrexapi<r/uuu, y re^apta-p-ai. Meyer

thinks that «i rt ««xap. WM Ieft oat OQ account of the occurrence of x«x*>* twice (in several MSS.it is found wanting), and
then that it was reinserted in difierent positions.

£

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-4. Having given the reason which had
prevented his visit to the Corinthians (viz.: that

he might spare them, feiddfievoc vp£n>, chap. i.

28), the Apostle now proceeds to inform them
that one reason for thus sparing them was for

his own sake.—Bat I determined this for

my own sake.—The 6k indicates simply an ad-

vance in the course of the argument. Kpiveiv is

here used as it is in 1 Cor. ii. 2 ; vii. 87 [in the

sense of: to determine, to form a decision}. The
meaning of efiavry is not here [as in the Luth.

and all the Eng. versions] : with myself, for then
the words should have been nop' k/juivry; but
it is rather the dat, commodi: for my own sake:

**a thoughtfuj, affectionate turn of expression"
Meter. Toito is emphatic and anticipates

that which immediately follows, and which is ep-

exegetical or explanatory of it (comp. Rom. xiv.

18 et. al.—That I would not again come to
you in Borrow).—The irdXiv belongs to the

whole phrase: in sorrow come to you, and not
merely to the verb to come independently of the

words in sorrow. Critics have been led to this

violent removal of the word from its natural con-

nection by their unwillingness to concede that

the Apostle had made a second journey to Corinth
before writing this Epistle (comp. chap. i. 15).

Nbander: "Paul intended to sny that he would
not a second time in sorrow come to them. But
when had he been with them the first time in sor-

row? Such a phrase could hardly be applicable

to his first residence at Corinth. We must there-

fore believe that Paul had been a second time
in that city, and that many sad things had then
taken place there. We shall be obliged to accept

of Bleek's explanation, that Paul had made one
journey to Corinth not only before the Epistle to

the Corinthians, which stands first in our canon,
but another before writing our Epistle, which
must have been actually first written, but which
has been lost." [Comp. what is said of this

second visit in the Introd., g 6]. We must also

conclude from what follows, in the second verse,

"for if I make yon sorrowful "—that the
sorrow here referred to must have been a sorrow
of the Corinthians and not of the Apostle himself
nor one shared by both parties. To come in

sorrow, thfen, was to bring with him that which
should cause sorrow (comp. Rom. zv. 29, and h

fxipSo iMeiv, 1 Cor. iv. 21).*—Who is he then
that maketh me glad but the same who is

made sorry by me ?—The koi in the beginning
of the apodosis or the concluding clause of ver.

2, is remarkable ; and the connection of this sen-
tence with the protasis which precedes it is not
easy to be determined. Many have therefore
concluded that we have here an aposiopesis, and
that the Apostle, led off by his strong emotion,
suddenly breaks off from his previous sentence
and commences here a new interrogative sen-
tence. The sense then would be: he could not
think of giving them pain, for that would be un-
grateful and unkind, since he would thus give
pain to those who were giving him joy. In such
a case, however, the expression ought to have
been : teal tic 6 Xtmob/ievoe hi; cftov, ei fit) 6 eixfrpaivuv

fie: who is he then that is made sorrowful by me,
but the one who makes me glad ? We not unfre-
quently meet with ml before the concluding clause

(apodosis) ofaconditional proposition in the works
of the epic poets, in order to indicate that both
transactions mentioned take place at precisely

the same time (comp. Passow, sub voce koL, p.

1539 a. [Jelf, J 769, 2]). It might be translated

[as in our Eng. vers.], then, and the sense would
be: there would be then no one to make me glad,

etc. He intends to say that both things could
not be at the same time, that he could not be
making them sad while they were making him
glad. The absurdity of expecting that they
would then make him joyful is made still more
evident by the phrase, el ^ 6 Xwrobjievoc «f ifimn

"he must be the very one who is made sad by
me." If I, your spiritual father, make you sor-

rowful, I thus deprive myself of the joy which

[•Althongh our author's construction of Avmj actively

(: causing grief) is sanctioned by a number of ancient (espe-

cially Chrysostom) and modern critics, it is certainly not the
natural meaning of the word, and is utterly inappropriate in
the remainder of this section, and in other part* of Pant's

writings. We much prefer that of the majority of inter-

preters, which makes the sense ot vers. 2 and 3 to be :
M I

determined not to come to you again in sorrow ; and there-

fore I refrained from visiting yon at a time in which I
should have lieen obliged to inflict on you a chastisement

which would have been painful to me. I therefore then

wrote an admonition to you. that ye might correct the evil,

nnd thst when I should actually come to you I might have

Joy In you. In this way, though ray Utter caused some
sorrow, it was like the process of healing which finally givee

joy to both patient and physician, and did not subject me
to a personal intercourse of sorrow. For ye are the only

nources of my Joy when 1 come In person to Corinth, and If

ye are thrown Into permanent sorrow, who will there be to

irfve me any satisfaction? See our interpretation farther

defended in Hodge's Cos*.].
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you, my children, afford me; and I must be des-

titute of it entirely, for I cannot expect joy from
one who has been saddened by me, The singu-

lar 6 Xvirdvfievoc is rendered necessary not only

by the r/f, but by the abstract form in which the

matter is put. The reference is not to the case

of the incestuous person (1 Cor. v. 1). 'Ey& is

contrasted with vpac, but it is not otherwise em-
phatic, and contains no allusion to some other

persons who might be occasioning them sorrow.

The ex in i£ kfiov indicates the person who was
to be the source of sorrow, and the phrase is

equivalent to v^ e/iov.—I put in writing this
same thing, etc.—In this verse iypaipa refers

to the first Epistle, and not to the one he was
writing (comp. vv. 4-9). It stands at the com-
mencement of the sentence that it might be em-
phatic, and it is contrasted with i%&6v. But is

tovto avrd equivalent to elc tovto avrd, as in 2 Pet.

i. 5, and frequently in the classical authors ; or

is it the objective accusative to lypa^at The
first would be the easier interpretation, but such
a construction occurs nowhere else in Paul's

writings (in ver. 9 it is elc tovto). The tovto avro

refers to that which forms the theme and object

of this section, fir} kv Kmy kWelv (ver. 7), and
respecting which he had already written in 1 Cor.

iv. 21. (Osiander). The reference to what had
been said in 1 Cor. iv. 21 does not seem very
properly indicated, even if we suppose that the

following censures have reference to the incestu-

ous person. On the other hand it seems very
natural for him to mnke this reference to the

censures contained in his first Epistle (especially

those in chap, v.), as matters in which they had
a painful interest and which might grieve them,
and to assure them that he now wished to avoid

a repetition of this unpleasant experience when
he should be present with them, and that his

coarse in that matter had sprung from the con-

fidence he had in them all. He therefore goes
on to remind them of the frame of mind in which,
and the object with which, he had then written

{ver. 4). Meyer thus explains it: " This matter
(so well known to you that I need not particu-

larize it) I have writtm and not deferred to speak
of until I should be present with you, in order
that I might not,

1 ' etc.—That when I came I
should not receive (suffer) sorrow from
those who ought to give me joy.

—

'A<p uw
is not exactly as if he had written airi toIituv oJc

or ty ok, but—fr<m those who ought to be the
source of my joy. 'E-fa has reference to the re-

lation of a spiritual father which he sustained
toward them.—For I had confidence in
yon all, that my joy was the joy of you
all.—In most other places ireirotdtic is followed
by an em with a dative, but here, as in Matth.
xxvii. 48, and 2 Thess. iii. 4, it is followed by an
hri with an accusative, indicating that the confi-

dence extended to them and beyond them. The
Apostle would thus make them see that he had
written the sharp reproofs contained in his first

Epistle not from a disposition distrustfully to

draw back from them, but with an assured con-
fidence that they were really and in heart so at-

tached to him that his joy would be the joy of
them all. He felt assured that they would, after
hi* written admonition, arrange every difficulty

which had troubled him, so that there would be

no necessity for any oral reproofs which would
be as painful to him as to them. His Love rose
entirely above those parties which had apparently
become so prominent in the Church, and especi-
ally above that portion which had t urned away
from him; and in the spirit "which believeth all

things' 1

(1 Cor. xxii. 7), he had fastened upon
the then latent power of filial affection, which he
was satisfied would soon be strong enough to
overcome every hinderance in their hearts (comp.
Meyer and the admirable remarks of Osiander).
Hence the phrases em ndvrac vfidc and ir&vruv

vftov [the first expressing his confidence in them,
and the latter their confidence in him]. In ver.

4 he mentions first of all the spirit which had
actuated him when he wrote to them :—For I
wrote nnto yon nnder great tribulation
and oppression of heart, with many
tears.

—

Kapdiac is dependent upon both the pre-
ceding nouns. 2vw>xy is stronger than ifrAty/f,

and signifies restriction, oppression, anguish, as
in Luke xxi. 25; and Gwkxofjat in Luke xii. 60.
The greatness of the inward suffering is made
still more evident in 6ia ttoMuv daKpiuv, from
which it appears to have broken forth "with
many tears." Neander:—The did designates the
accompanying circumstances (comp. Acts xx. 19,

31). Stanley:—'Ek and dia, " out of the heart,
through tears." The connection with ver. 3, in-
dicated by the yap, is explained by Meyer and
Osiander to be, that the Apostle might present
the evidence of the confidence he had reposed in
them: for if, in writing that Epistle, I had not
had this confidence, the Epistle itself would not
have been to mo the occasion of so much anxiety
and so many tears. It was precisely because he
had had this confidence, and yet was under the
necessity of writing, that the whole thing was so
exceedingly painful ; and yet it would probably
be simpler to refer the remark primarily to the
main sentence in ver. 8. His object in writing
to them was, Iva fifj kWiw Xvirtjv Ix** (

cX*>)i tic'

His great anxiety when he wrote was to be
spared this affliction when he should visit them.
Among the things which had influenced him when
writing thus with so much solicitude, he now
proceeds more expressly to mention the love
which had already been hinted at in irenoid&c,
etc.—Not that ye might be made sorrow-
ful, but that ye might know, etc.—His
object had then been not to make them sorrow-
ful, but rather by writing to them to let them see
how deep was his affection for them. There is

nothing in this ovx Iva "kvTnj^fjTe inconsistent with
what is said in chap. vii. 8 ff., for even there the
famtlv is not presented as the final aim of the
Apostle, but simply as a means indispensable to
their recovery.—The love which I have
more abundantly toward yon.—Tr/v ayd~
irrp> is put at the commencement of the clause
that it may be emphatic Uepiaaorkpuc i8 cer-
tainly comparative, and yet his love was not com-
pared with his sorrow, as if in consequence of
this, or in connection with this, it became pro-
portionably intense, or with his seal, as if that

seal became more glowing as his love was greater

;

but his love to the Corinthians was compared
with his love to other churches. It was analo-
gous to the special love which parents bear to

those children who are objects of peculiar hopo
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82 THE SECOND EPI3TLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

and therefore of peculiar care, or who for any
reason stand in need of special attention. What
he here says of the spirit which had induced him
to write to them, does not seem quite applicable

to our present Epistle, in which great calmness

and perspicuity are predominant. Some have
therefore contended that another Epistle must
have been meant Rttckert, however, supposes

that " the Apostle had deliberately and prudently

put such restraints upon his spirit at that time

that his style of writing was no true exhibition

of his feelings." We see no necessity for such

an expedient, which seems so inconsistent with
the Apostle's general character, for it is the very
spirit of holy love to put restraint upon its own
action that the object of its affection may receive

no detriment. (Comp. Meyer and Osiander).

Vers. 5-11. Digression with respect to the

incestuous person. The expressions he had used
respecting the Xirny, the Xvnslv and Xvirela&cu,

naturally led him to speak of the difficulty which
had been the occasion of most of his sorrow, and
of the severe oensures he had been obliged to

inflict, •. «., of the incestuous scandal Neander,
on the other hand, asks : " Why was Paul under
any necessity of vindicating himself for his

anxiety respecting the incestuous person ? The
matter wears a very different aspect, if we sup.

pose that in the meantime another case had come
up, and that some one had made his appearance,
who insolently defied Paul's Apostolioai author-
ity, and was likely in this way to produce a di-

vision in the Church. Every thing may be natu-
rally explained if we assume that another Epistle

had been sent by Titus, in which such a state of
affairs had been the topic of discussion." Ewald
concludes from vers. 6—11 ; chap. vii. 2, 12, ; iii.

1 ; i. 13, 23, that after a brief and unexpected
visit of the Apostle at Corinth, some distinguished

individual had made use of every circumstance
which could be turned to his disadvantage, an4
that this calumniator had charged him especially

with duplicity in his public discourses and with
an attempt to acquire notoriety, power and pe-

cuniary profit among the people. [Comp. Introd.

| 6]. The spirit of his address is gentle, in con-
sistency with all the previous proceedings in the

case, and the conciliatory strain in which he was
writing. As a revocation of the extreme penalty
was not excluded by what he had said in 1 Cor.

v. 6, 18, provided the offender should be brought
to repentance, the Apostolioai authority would
not be endangered by his restoration. The fifth

verse is connected, not with the third (Olshau-

senj, but with the fourth verse, where he had
said that it was not his design to grieve them.

—

But if any (among you) have caused
grief, lie hath not grieved me (ver. 5).—
Not only is the offence not specifically named, but
the terms used to describe it are of the mildest

signification, and the el r<? is purposely made inde-

finite, though without necessarily implying that

the persons were unknown. There is no contra-
diction with ver. 4 when he says: he hath not
caused sorrow in me, for by those words he
means to say, that it had not been merely a per-
sonal (kfti) grief. He wishes it to be regarded as
a calamity to the whole congregation. (oi)K-a%16,

therefore is not equivalent to ov pdvov—dAAd koI).

Hence irdVraf i>pag stands in contrast with epk.

The idea of tekhmjitev nSvrag vpac is softened still

more by the addition of airo pkpov$i partially, to

some extent; an allusion to what he afterward*

expresses in ver. 6 by virb r£v irtet6vuv
t
viz.: that

although some of them had taken part in the

public condemnation of the criminals with too

little seriousness, they could not, after all, be
unaffected by its unhappy results. Thi clause:

that I may not overcharge, has reference only to

the having caused grief; and the relative airruv

(him) must beunderstood as its object [i. «., batin
part (that I may not overcharge him) you
all].—This is a fine turn, for he thus says: in so

saying I would impose no intolerable burdenupon
him, as if he were one who had injured you more
than airb p&povc, in full measure. The word knifia-

pelv has the sense of: to load, to overburden, as in

1 Thess. ii. 9 ; 2 These, iii. 8 ; Bengel: ne addam
onus gravato; not exactly in the sense of: to say

too much, or to express himselfharshly. Not only

because it violently separates the words you all,

but on account of the tone of irony or even of keen
reproach implied in it, we regard as altogether

unsuitable the interpretation which makes the

Apostle say : but partially, that I may not throw
the burden on all [t. e. t may not accuse or grieve

you]. Finally, the interpretation which makes
the Apostle say: he hath not grieved me (pro-

perly speaking, or alone), only in part (for he

has grieved you also), that I may not lay upon*

you all the burden or reproach, as if you were
all equally indifferent to the offence ; has against

it the fact that the kpk which is there so emphatic
has no suitable contrast, and it would have been
necessary to say: el pi} dn-d pkpovs. This last

objection would also lie against making the words
mean: but by way of general participation, ut

membrum ecclesim, etc. Neander completes the ob-

ject of this final sentence thus: "that I may not

make the matter too important" * In accord,

anoe with the mild expression in ver. 6, the

Apostle explains his views still further in ver.

6 regarding the proceedings against the offend-

ing person.—Sufficient nnto snch a one
[one who has such a spirit as this offender now
shows] is this very punishment which has
been inflictedbythemany (ver. 6).—Theuca-
v6v stands at the head of the sentence for the sake
of emphasis, and is designed to say that nothing

[• To understand the author's criticisms we need to have
the several ways in which this passage has been punctuated
and rendered distinctly before us. All that are important
may be reduced to three : 1. That ofChryeostom, and advo-
cated generally, especially by de Wette, Meyer, Oeiandec,
Bloomfield, Neander, Alfbrd, Stanley and Hodge, *&.: E* 64

Tit AcAv*., ovk ipi AsAvr., AAAA curfr ftipovt (era m>* infiafm)
wavra\ «/***, i. «^ If any hare caused grief; he hath
grieved not me, but more or lees (that I be not too heavy oa
him) all of you. Theophylact says: the Apostle skilfully

brings them all In as partakers of the injury, that be may
have them partakers in the absolution." 2. That of Tbeo-
doret, the Vulgate, Luther's translation, and the A. Y., and
advocated by Bengel and Wordsworth, vis^ AAA* 4*o jutoovc,

(Iva. f*n etri/Jopw wavrae vp£«), i. &, He hath not grieved me,
(t. Sn not so mucli me personally), but in part, (i. «^ only at
a part of the whole Church, and hence on account of the
share I have in your griefs), that I may not lay the load of
guilt ou all of you. 3, That of Mosheim, Olshaueen

t
Billroth

and Conybeare, vxs^ aAA* avb fUpovt (fre Me J*t0ap» sAVve*)
vpa«, i. e., he hath not grieved me, but in part (that I may
not accuse all) you. Billroth: M Whether he has caused
grief to me is not a matter for present consideration : it Is

not I that must suffer for htm, but you, at least a part of
you, for I will not be unjust and charge you all with having
been indifferent concerning his offence."]
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farther was needed by way of punishment. It

is need substantively like apturdv in Math. vi. 84,

and means that which is satisfactory. The
Catholic interpretation makes it refer to the suf-

ficiently long continuance of the excommunica-
tion. Both the context (ver. 6, anb pipove, Iva p?)

hripapo and ver. 7 if.), and the Uav6v lead us to

suppose that unlike the same words in 1 Cor.

v. 5, r£> Toiobrtf) is designed to intimate that the
offender had begun to exhibit some signs of peni-
tence. 'ExiTLfda signifies, not threatening, but
punishment, and in this place at least it implies
that this consisted in very decided censures
(Ecclus. ii. 10, where it means punishment gene-
rally). Ab-nj has reference to something well
known to the Corinthians. The itktiovtq by whom
the punishment had been inflicted could not have
been the eldership, but the majority ofthe Church
at Corinth. Probably the action had been the
more severe, possibly amounting to a withdrawal
of fellowship with the offender, in consideration
of the fact that an antipauline minority refused
to take part in his punishment The ntelovuv
shows that the excommunication could not have
been complete (1 Cor. v. 8 ff.), and so that ikou&p
could not have referred merely to the time in
which that had continued. But it would be ut-
terly inconsistent with the honesty of Pauls
character to suppose with Buokert and Baur that
he was here arresting the proceedings, after they
had been commenced, from mere policy, to avoid
a rupture with his opponents; and that he
was now therefore affecting to be satisfied with
the measures which the majority had adopted.
The only motive he had for the milder proceed-
ing which he now advises, was simply that which
he himself afterwards avowed, viz., that the
thorough repentance of the offender had ren-
dered severer measures unnecessary. It would
have been altogether unapostolio, not to say un-
christian, to drive such a one to despair. The
whole object of discipline—that which had been
aimed at in the punishment inflicted by the ma-
jority—had been attained, (oomp. on 1 Cor. v.

and Osiander and Meyer on our passage). As the
result of these proceedings, on the one hand, the
large majority had shown their cordial disap-
proval of the offence, the honor of the Church
had been vindicated, and their non-participation
in the sin and so their purity had been made
evident; and on the other, a penitent spirit had
been called forth in the bosom of the sinner him-
self (comp. ver. 7). These things constitute a
sufficient reason for an entire change of proceed-
ing, vix. y for his forgiveness.—So that on the
oontrazy yeought rather to be kind tohim
and to comfort him (ver. 7).—The tore here
implies that what he was about to say, was the
essential and necessary result of the Uav6vy and
it includes the idea of an obligation on their part
Still there is no necessity of supplying a rfriv, as
if the Apostle would say : it is sufficient to show
on the contrary your favor (to him) ; or: so that

ye may show, on the contrary, kindness. [Wi-
ner's Or. N. T., { 46, 2d note]. Tobvavriov refers

to hrcrifiia, but xop/caooVu does not imply exactly

to give up or to remit the punishment, for it

means properly to show favor or kindness. In

the present case, however, this must, by its own
Bsvture, have involved a forgiveness of the injury

8

done to the congregation, as the word is often
used by Paul sometimes with (adudav, chap. xii.

18; TcapaicT&fiara Col. ii. 18), and sometimes
without (Eph. iv. 82 and CoL Hi. 18) the men-
tion of the object. HapoKaXioat denotes here the
friendly intercourse and consolation which would
correspond with ;rap«ya<r#<M. This is still further
euforced by the Apostle when he points out what
would be the consequence if this kind treatment
were neglected: lest, perhaps, auch a one
should be swallowed up with an excess
of sorrow.—The ireptoooTtpa Xbirr? expresses
the greatly increased sorrow which would be
the effect of a continuance or an aggravation of
the punishment. Of course it is here presumed
that a high degree of punishment had already
been inflicted, for otherwise all increase of it

would not drive the sufferer to despair. It is to

this, the renunciation of all hope of salvation

and of all efforts to attain eternal life, and so the

utter ruin of the man himself, that the swallow-
ing up has reference, and not directly to his

apostaoy from the faith (being devoured by the

Prinee of this world), nor to death by his own
hands, and still less to his sickness or death.

The sorrow is compared to a wild beast (comp.
1 Pet. v. 8). By the words: such a one, (6

Totovroq\ he designates the man as an object of

sympathy. As the result of the bcavbv—tore

Xapiaaadai v/*ac, and the apprehension he hsd
given as a reason for it, the Apostle now urges

his exhortation.—Wherefore I exhort you
to make good [substantiate by action] your
love toward him (ver. 8).

—

Kvpovv (as in Gal.

iii. 15) signifies to establish in a valid manner
and by a formal decision, so that the man might
be solemnly restored to the communion of the

Church. To suppose that the Apostle was hero

merely going through the form of approving of

a decision which the Church had already made,

and which would have been valid without his

authority (Riickert) ; is not necessarily implied

in the language, and would imply a worldly poli-

cy, of which we have no reason to think him ca-

pable. In ver. he probably meets a possible

or actual objection against the directions con-

tained in his former Epistle, for he there informs

his readers what had been his object in writing

so severely.—For to this end I also wrote,
that I might know the proof of you—lie

means to say that his present request or admo-
nition (ver. 8) was not only reasonable, but en-

tirely consistent with what he had before writ-

ten. In his earlier Epistle his purpose had been
to ascertain their doictfifa i. e., whether ye axe.-

obedient in all things.—It was not, therefore,

a main point with him in what he then had said*

to carry his apostolical authority to its utmost

.

limits. Or more simply: inasmuch as the pun-

-

ishment which the majority had imposed was
not very severe, I propose that ye should now
bring your love to bear upon him, for the whole
objeot of my former Epistle, which was to find,

out whether you would be true and obedient, has
been attained by the punishment which the ma-
jority have inflicted. [In these words it is not
meant that the direct object of his writing had
been simply to put the matter to the test whether
they would obey him, any more than when God
sends afflictions on men that the entire otgeot is
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to prove them and to know all that is in their

hearts, but simply that his great and final aim
was thus virtually accomplished (Billroth)].

The xal belongs not to elq roirro (as if he had
written koX ydp) ; its object is not to indicate that

his aim in his former Epistle was the same with
that of his present request, but to suggest a con-
trast between his writing (lypatpa), and what he
had arranged (orally) by deputies. The effect

of the koX is thus to give prominence to lypatfrn.

The whole context also shows that typaifja must
have reference to the former and not to the pre-
sent Epistle. His object was to say that he was
anxious to prove whether they would cheerfully

comply with his directions in all things, the pre-
sent mild, as well as the former severer require-
ments. Eif ndvra : in relation to all things, even
those rigorous measures which might be some-
what difficult of execution. KoKififj here as in

Rom. v. 4, and Phil. ii. 22, means the goodness,
or approved quality ; i. e. whether they would
turn out to be upright Christians, his genuine
children in Christ, and obedient to their father
in all things (comp. 1 Cor. xi. 2 ; and Col. iii.

20). [Trench, Synn., 2d Ser. { 24, Ellicott on
Phil. i. 10; ii. 22].—Having made this reference
to his earlier Epistle, the object of which had
now been attained in the course of the recent
disciplinary proceedings, the Apostle proceeds
(6k of progress) to a further recommendation of
the oourse implied in Kvpuoat aydirqp, by assuring
them that he was willing to be united with them
in their public act of forgiveness (ver. 10). This
idea he expresses at first thus briefly.—Now to
whom ye forgive anything, I forgive it

also.—*ay& (so. xapKofiai). He afterwards,
however, strengthens the thought in the causal
sentence—for if I have forgiven anything,
whatever I forgave for your lakes I
forgive it in the presence of Christ, lest,

etc.—According to thecommon interpretation, he
confirms the Kay& (xapiCofiat) by saying that what-
ever he had forgiven, he had forgiven it entirely

on their account. Kexdpurfuu is, on any interpre-
tation, to be supplied in connection with 6C ifiac.

It is not, however, precisely implied that he was
induced to do this at their request, for nothing is

•aid of their actual intercession. He wishes in
this way to show them that his love was directed
to the highest good of the whole congregation.
For after every thing necessary to maintain holy
ordor, and the injured honor of the Church had
been accomplished, and all necessity for further
severity had been removed by the cordial repent-
ance of the offender, his affection for them
prompted him to heal the breach which had
troubled them by forgiving the sinner, and to

recover a member who had been temporarily
sundered from them. Thus the confidence of
the -Church would be raised, and their former
love would be revived etc. By the phrase : If 1

have forgiven anything : he intimates, that in the
present instance he leaves it rather doubtful to

what extent he had received any injury (ver. 6).

He does not say, " if I have anything to forgive,"

but simply, "if anything ought to be said in

general of my having forgiven any one." There
was no need of repeating the iyu here, for it has
been already made sufficiently prominent in the
*al yip ky6. The addition of h npoc6ir<f> sug-

gests a still deeper reason why he had delayed

his journey. He had been induced to do so in the

presence of Christ; from regard to Him who was
the Author of all reconciliation to God, to whom
he owed his own forgiveness as a sinner, and

who had intrusted to him the duty of preaching

reconciliation to men (the SioKovia dtxaiooinnx opp.

KaraKpUreug, comp. chap. v. 18 ff. ; iii. 9; Eph. W.

32; I Tim. i. 15). This is not a solemn affirma-

tion or oath (for Paul nowhere else swore by

Christ), but simply a strong assertion of his up-

rightness. It merely showed how he had either

had Christ and Christ's cause before his mind in

this affair, had acted tanquam mapeetore Ckrislo

or had virtually done all in the name or in the

commission of Christ; though if this had been

strictly intended he would probably have used

the phrase iv 6v6/aan. In the Sept. the phrase

here used is employed as a rendering for
*J£)7,

Prov. viii. 30. If we take the words in the sense

first given, we have conveyed to some extent, the

idea which Meyer and Riickert find in 6 Kerdpw-

fitu. They take the words in a passive sense-

that which has been forgiven to me (a construction

ana1agou8 to b irrrriorevpat). We meet with the

word in this sense in the classical writers, bat

in the New Testament, at least in Paul's writ-

ings (Gal. iii. 18) and in the Acts (xxvii. 24) it

is always used in the active sense. At* itpas would

then signify that the pardon which had been be-

stowed upon him had been for the advantage of

the Gentile, and especially the Corinthian Chris-

tians, inasmuch as his forgiveness had been the

occasion of bringing them to salvation. In this

case, when Paul introduced the words kv irpoctoy

Xpiaroif, he wished to remind them not only that

Christ was a witness of his forbearance, but that

he was himself nothing but a pardoned sinner

before God. EI n nzx^ptapm would then be an

expression of his humble recollection of the great

guilt which continually oppressed him and made

him a perpetual suitor for pardon (Meyer). In

favor of this general interpretation maybe urged

the xal y&p ky6, which certainly creates a diffi-

culty in the way of the ordinary explanation, in-

asmuch as it seems to lay a special emphasis

upon the perf : jce;r<Sp/oyuu, rather than upon the

ey6, which otherwise seems so prominent. (Isl-

ander endeavors to remove this difficulty by

suggesting that Paul aims to represent his own

act of forgiveness (ty6) as something quite dis-

tinct from and independent of that which they

were to exercise, and that he here passes from

their forgiveness, as one which was then in pro-

cess and incomplete, to his own, which was com-

plete and already certain (kv npootmy Xjnotw).

But is not this rather a concealment than a re-

moval of the difficulty ? Having previously taken

it for granted that they were disposed to forgite,

and having conceded to them the initiative in

the affair, in the full confidence that they con-

tinued of the same mind, and in order that their

act might be complete having given to them his

own authorization and consent («?>£), what call

was there for the following sentence as a reason

and confirmation of the same thing (xal yap iytyl

Then if we take the clause passively, how can

we explain the doubt implied in d n ae^dpar/iat,

when everywhere else we find Paul expressing
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himself so confidently as to bis own forgiveness?

But if Meyer's interpretation must therefore be re-

garded as unsatisfactory, we are still less prepared

to regard Paul as here referring to some oppo-

nents who had denied his forgiveness through

Christ Even if we allow of his explanation of

6i vftac, and urge nothing further in opposition

to kv npoo6ir<t> on the ground that it is a mode
of expression altogether unusual with Paul on
such a subject (everywhere else the phrase is kv

Xpterijh or 6td, xptGTov), we must certainly regard
the way in which Meyer endeavors to connect it

with Iva p*) irfeoveiLTii&ufiev (ver. 11) as altogether

too artificial. The idea would then be that it

had been God's will that Paul should be par-
doned in the presence of Christ [-—**God is said to

forgive for Christ's sake, and Christ is said to

forgive, but Christ is never represented as the
mere witness or spectator of our forgiveness"

—

Hodoi], simply for the sake of the Corinthians,

that they might be aroused to resist the wiles of

Satan, t. «., that they might not be tempted to

act inconsistently with the design of God and of
Christ by refusing to pardon the offender, and
so overwhelming him with an excess of sorrow
(ver. 7). The way in which Riiokert connects
this clause (Iva pf) ir?*oveicr.) with the first half of
ver. 10, i. «., by passing over the whole last part
of ver. 10, is even yet more violent. Osiander
has probably hit upon the correct explanation,

although the train of thought needs to be more
particularly developed, when a slight modifica-

tion of his view will become indispensable. The
Corinthians had no reason to doubt that he
would unite with them in their act of forgiveness,

for he had already forgiven the man for their

sake (the remainder as above).* But that he
might present in a clearer light the importance
of their granting, or of the man's possessing, this

forgiveness, tho Apostle adds (ver. 11), lest Sa-
tan should get an advantage of us (of you
and me)—i. e. lest the great adversary of God's
Church should get an advantage at our expense.
Should any person be driven to despair by ourlong
continued severity, not only would they them-
selves be lost to us and be gained by Satan, but
in the Church itself we should be exposed to in-

creased bitterness and alienation on the part of
the members, and many would become estranged

• [Paul, Id thl* cue, assumes that man had been tinned
against by this offender, nnd so man might forgive for thif
offence. He denim that he alon* would either feel aggrieved
(aa-6 tUptfvt) or grant pardon. He refuses to absolve themo until the Church u-td acted. He was ready, however,
to forgive tmjf one (£) or any thing (o the better reading),
when the Church had forgiven. If they had forgiven (and
he speaks of this as if it were past, xapt£«*0«, open perf.),

he bad done so (and for their sakes), if they had not forgiven,
he had w* (he makes his action hyp thetical on theirs,
«* t» c«x«purpat. Ilodjce), and yet he seems to regard hit
action as equally indispensable to the completeness of theirs.
If «V vpoftisy x,wctov he translate) I "in the name," or "by
the authority of Christ," the Apostle acted as Christ'* repre-
sentative : bnt If. as is more likely, it means u In Christ's pres-
ence, as if Christ were looking on" (Stanley). Paul assumes
that be was acting for the Church and himself, so far as
each bad been sinned against. From this we get the Apos-
tle's true Idea of absolution. First, there was repentance
and Divtne forgiveness, then confession in some way so as
to satisfy the congregation, and finally, the forgiveness
and formal announcement (absolution) on the part of the
Church or its representatives. Nothing Is said of M ecclesi-

astical satisfactions" in the Roman sense. Oomp. W. F.
Beaver. BtbeUtunden ; and F. W. Robertson, Ser. V., 8d series.

Lect. 87th, 4th series.}

from an Apostle who seemed inclined to such
extreme measures. Nbandeb :

—
«« If the utmost

severity should be exercised, it would be used
for an occasion for all kinds of evil in the con-
gregation."—Inasmuch as Paul here speaks
throughout not of Divine forgiveness, but only
of his own and the Church's forgiveness; and in-
asmuch as neither Paul nor the Church could
have pardoned an offence like that of incest,
Neander has here found an argument for his
opinion that some member of the Church had
risen up against the Apostle personally (and of
course against the whole Church). On this in-
terpretation also the objections which Riickert
and Baur have derived from w. 6-10 against the
character of Paul and against a belief in miracles
sink into insignificance. The necessity of being
on their guard against such overreaching arts is

pointed out in the brief causal or final sentence
—for we are not ignorant of his devices
(thoughts, schemes).—The vor/juara of Satan are
those thoughts or plots which he directs to the
injury of Christ's cause, to the recovery of those
who had been wrested by grace from his grasp
(1 Peter v. 8), to the creation of dissensions, etc.

[" The personality and agency of the adversary
can hardly be recognised in plainer terms than
in both these passages."

—

Alford.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

It is a mark of admirable wisdom in one who
exercises authority in the Church to be able to
distinguish clearly between God's purposes and
Satan's devices, that he may so proceed as to
promote the one and give no advantage to the
other. God's thoughts are thoughts of peace,
and their aim is to deliver and to cure the souls
of men. But the means by which he seeks to
accomplish His benevolent designs seem not un-
frequently severe, for His medicines are some-
times very bitter. It is often necessary to be
harsh, and to decline all ordinary considerations
of delicacy. And yet the severity should not be
allowed to exceed the proper limits which love
prescribes. If the demands of justice are satis-

fied, if the honor of God and of His Church have
been vindicated, if a sense of sin and true re-
pentance have been awakened, if guilt has been
openly confessed, and a desire for forgiveness
and restoration has been decidedly expressed, it

is time to exercise gentleness and to restore the
offender, and to open to him a heart of love and
to extend toward him the hand of support In
this way the government and discipline of a con-
gregation is directed to the same end with
Christ's own purposes, and are the means of ful-

filling His designs. Satan's arts, on the other
hand, are all with a view to thwart God's plans
of mercy, to unsettle the peace of a Church, to

destroy faith, hope and love in the hearts of its

members, to turn away as many as possible from
the Lord and from His grace, and, in a word, to

produce general corruption. Every one gi ves bis

aid to these arts, who for any reason, from de-
fective zeal, from selfish convenience, the fear of
men, or party spirit, takes so little notice of sins
and offences, or resists them with so little ear-
nestness, that full opportunity is given to the
diffusion of the corrupting leaven. But quite as
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30 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

great advantage is given to Satan's schemes,
when the proper limit of severity is exceeded,
when discipline is carried to an extreme, when
no forgiveness is exercised, and in order to

maintain apparent firmness and consistency,

every offence is rigidly dealt with, without re-

gard to consequences. It is always bad policy

to allow any occasion for suspecting that we are
selfishly maintaining our own authority by reck-

lessly pressing forward to an extreme. By such
means the hearts of many will be embittered or

driven to despair, and increased division and ir-

ritation will be sure to ensue. Satan, too, will

thus accomplish what he most wishes. That
which had the semblance of prudence and holy
earnestness, turns out to be foolishness and a
severity very unlike that of heaven. The result

is that God's plans of mercy are dishonored, and
the character and influence of those who pursued
such a mistaken policy is seriously impaired.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Luther, Veb. 7 :—It is much harder to com.
fort a troubled conscience than to raise the dead.

—While, therefore, ministers ought doubtless to

reprove and punish with some severity those who
have fallen into sin, they ought by all means to

comfort and restore those whom they discover to

be penitent and anxious to reform; especially

when we remember that God spared not His own
Bon, but delivered Him up for us all, and that

His mercy had been made to exceed all our
sins, that those who have fallen may not be swal-

lowed up by too much sorrow.

Stabkb, Vbr. 1 :—A pastor who has the salva-

tion of his people supremely at heart will be
careful to show great indulgence to the weak, to

avoid every needless occasion for punishment,
and to do nothing likely to produce ill-will or in-

jury to any one, without the prospect of a greater

ultimate benefit. Ecclus. xx. 1; xxii. 6.—Ver.
8. A true minister of Christ rejoices over nothing
so much as the spiritual prosperity of his peo-

ple, and nothing will trouble him more than their

spiritual declension. In like manner, an honest
and upright hearer may be known, by the joy
which his minister feels and the praises which
his minister renders to God, on his account, and
by the readiness with which he removes by a
speedy amendment all occasion of disquietude

which he may have given to the heart of his pas-

tor (Heb. xiii. 17; Rom. xvi. 19). The real mo-
tive for carnal zeal in the infliction of punish-
ment is hatred, and we need not be surprised to

find those who possess it, restless in disposition

and followed by continual opposition. True
spiritual zeal, on the other hand, may be equally
earnest, but it will be moved and pervaded by
love, it will be always calm, and it will remain
loving and beloved unto the end.

—

Hbdinobb :

—

How much sorrow and how many tears Paul gave
to the case of one offender ! how many hast thou
bestowed upon the many wandering and lest ones
of thy flock? The Lord have mercy on the poor
sheep of such a shepherd !—ver. 7. Unseasonable
comfort is like a new pieoe of cloth upon an old

garment (Matth. ix. 16), but excessive severity

will probably throw the sinner into despair and
drive him farther away. Much wisdom is needed

to apply both law and Gospel in an appropriate

manner.—God alone can forgive sin (Ps. cxxx.

4) ; the Church can only point out the conditions

on which God forgives, administer consolation

to the penitent, and absolve those who confess

their faults in the presence of such as have been

scandalized by their offences.—Ver. 8. Hidih-
geb:—The penitent should be received to full

public favor, and never afterward upbraided for

his offence. Our Lord Himself never broke a
bruised reed nw quenched the smoking flax

(Isa. xlii. 3).—Ver. 11. Satan is exceedingly

crafty, and watches every opportunity to do an
injury (Eph. vi. 11). We should therefore be

always forecasting how we may deprive him of

every such opportunity (Acts xx. 28).

Bbblknb. Bible, Veb. 1:—Our absence on

certain occasions may be as important as our

presence on others.—Ver. 4. It ought to touch

our hearts to be told: I wrote this unto you with

many tears; and we should instantly inquire:

Have I really given occasion for this?—We
should never hesitate to lay hold of and deliver

those who have fallen into error before it is too

late, and yet we must not expect that they will

readily regard our reproofs as kind and loving

acts.—Ver. 7. Our love to our neighbor should

be like our Lord's, whose long suffering is our

salvation. He oan hold the balance so accurately

that the sinner is allowed to sink neither into de-

spair nor into false security.—Ver. 8. How sel-

dom do we meet with that loving spirit which
shrinks not from the fallen, but goes to them,

and seeks to save even the lost. Such a one,

however, knows how to lay the iron so gently on

the wound that the patient bears even a deep in-

cision.

Riegbb, Vers. 1, 2. Suspicion can sometimes
enter the heart so deeply, that it oan give off a

web of dark thoughts for many years. It is

better to crush the heads of such serpents as

soon as possible.—Many are too tenacious of

their own freedom. They follow simply their

own convenience and advantage without refer-

ence to the consciences or the suspicions of

their brethren ; while others freely exercise their

right of judgment upon everything they see,

and when they find nothing to censure in the

outward conduct, they fasten upon some trifling

thing to be impeached in the inward spirit.

Thus the hearts of men are thrown continually

further and further apart, and there can be no

such thing in life or death as mutual confidence

or assistance. Those who are grieved for the

affliction of Joseph (Amos vi. 6}, will feel disposed

to save as much as possible the reputation of a
servant of Christ whose character is suffering.

—

Nothing can more cheer us under the trials of

our work, than to find that those afflictions which
spring from a man's own or others' faults, have

become the seed of a saving repentance.—Vv. 8,

4. It is never well when those who watch for

souls are compelled to labor in the midst of per-

petual sighs and discouragements. On the other

hand, when they are cheerful, their joy will be

the joy of all, and every plant of grace will be

revived.—In the kingdom of Christ truth should

never be spoken with a simpering and trifling

manner, but an imperious and a lordly style of

address is quite as inappropriate. Those dis*
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courses, whose object is to reprove others and to

bring offenders to repentance, should be the off-

spring of the preacher'8 own sorrow, ' and be

brought forth with much anguish of soul. He
must himself know what it is to confess, his sins

before the Lord with many tears.—Love makes
us zealous, and zeal will admonish and reprove

our best friends and brethren—Ver. 5 ff. Pre-

cious fruit of the righteousness revealed in the

Qospel ! While we justify the condemnation of the

sin, we sympathize with, and long to s*ave the

sinner! When the conscience of a child of God
has been awakened, and his heart has been
softened by discipline, he should have not only

a gradual restoration of individual love, but an
assurance of the common fellowship he once en-

joyed.—What a difference there is between deal-

ing with a sin which is concealed, justified or

praised, and one which is recognized, con-

fessed, and already put away with godly sorrow.

—Ver. 11. Satan has always further trials and
temptations for those who have no meekness or

tenderness of heart. Ministers must continually

take precautions against these.—Lord, how many
things are done on our account by our enemies,

and by Thee as our Advocate, of which we have
no conception ! Thy faithfulness alone can save

us!

Hbttbhib, Vans. 1-4 :—Painful as it may be,

we are often bound to grieve others, that we
may do them good. We must not always be
giving sweet meats.—The highest enjoyments of

a minister are those which he feels with refer-

ence to his people. Between him and them
there should be the most intimate communion.

—

A faithful pastor should have a very tender

heart, and he must know what it is to weep in

solitude over his people. Such tears have their

source in the spirit of God. None but faithful

shepherds know what such distress is ; for those

corruptions which allow him no peace, make the

hireling indifferent and cold.—Ver. 5. Public

scandals are a disgrace which the whole congre-

gation should deeply feel. And yet how little of

this public spirit is there in most of our commu-
nities.—Ver. 6. There is great power when many
are united to remove offences. The discipline

which needs no outward force is the most effec-

tive.—Ver. 7. The moment we perceive that an
offender has submitted to his punishment, and
become penitent, we should change our conduct
toward him.—The discipline of the Church should

always be directed to the reformation, and not

to the mere punishment of the offender. What-
ever makes him worse, is opposed to its true ob-

ject.—Ver. 8. The same spirit which once
caused sorrow, now comforts.—Ver. 9. A genu-
ine Christian spirit may always be known from
its readiness to comply with Apostolic direction.

—Ver. 10. Ministers should never disregard the

united voice of their people. Its utterances are
a great consolation when they speak forgiveness
to those who have fallen.—Ver. 11. It is the
business of the Wicked One to injure, and, if pos-
sible, break up the spiritual association of God's
people (the Church). He therefore tempts them,

sometimes, to be slack, but sometimes to be ex-
cessively severe in discipline, and thus to drive
souls into despair. Force, intolerance and per-
secution, have been his favorite arts by which to

rend and destroy *<he Church; and unfortunately
ecclesiastical history is principally occupied with
accounts of them.—The Christian should never
forget that this evil spirit knows of no rest, and
he should ever be on his guard against Satanio
wiles. Those who have been enlightened from
above, are not ignorant of these devices, and
know well how to thwart such schemes. Onlv
those who are short-sigh led and simple will look
upon warnings against them as vain fancies, and
hence be taken by surprise.

W. F. Bssskb, Ver. 4. A mother's love will be
seen in the most delicate attentions to her inva-

lid child, and no better test of a shepherd's love

can be given than when he hastens with especial

earnestness after the sheep which has gone
astray.—Ver. 10. The rock on whieh all true
comfort is founded, when we are absolved from
our offences, is the great truth, that whoever the
public minister may be, the absolution is not
man's but God's.

[Here is an example of the difficult duty and
right of blame, or of correcting our fellowmen.

1. Every one has something of this kind to do.

A more than common share of it falls upon min-
isters and those in public stations, but there are
occasions when every one is called to it. Society
should not be turned into an arena of distrust,

where each one is zealously watching over others'

conduct, nor yet should it be one of cold indiffe-

rence towards each others' sufferings and welfare.

Where another's faults are forced upon our at-

tention, itmay be our duty to attempt their correc-

tion, 1. for the offender's own sake (vv. 6-8); 2.

for society's sake (ver. 4) ; and 8. even for our
own sake (ver. 1), since we may be misunder-
stood if we show no interest in the case. II. But
much depends upon the way in which it is per-

formed; as, 1. by the right person; 2. at the

right time (Paul declined even to be present at

one time) ; 8. by the right means (by a visit or
by Epistle) ; 4. in the right spirit (not from love

of censuring, love of dominion, personal pique or
jealousy, but from love to the offender and to

Christ's cause.—We have here (vv. 6-11): I.

The Christian idea of punishment; When it

should be inflicted? 1, when the good of the of-

fender demands it, for even if he has forfeited

all rights, be has claims upon our benevolence

;

2, when society is threatened with injury, and
8, when a righteous indignation at crime calls

for an expression. When it should be dis-

pensed with or remitted? When the ends of
punishment are secured, 1, by the private suf-

ferings or repentance of the offender, 2, by his

partial punishment, which corrects the offender

and vindicates public sentiment II. The Chris-

tian idea of absolution: Man's declaration of

God's forgiveness—man speaking in God's stead

;

1, its use to save from remorse and despair ; 2,

its representative character (ver. 10). After

Robertson and Lisco].
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88 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

AN ADDITIONAL EXPRESSION OP HIS FORMER ANXIETY RESPECTING THEM (ver.

12 f.), BUT OF HIS JOYFUL ELEVATION OF MIND WHEN HE HEARD FROM THEM
BY TITUS, ver. 14 ff.

Chapter IL 12-17.

12 Furthermore when I came to Troas [the Troad] to preach Christ's gospel 1
, and a

13 door was opened to me of [in] the Lord, I had do rest in my spirit because I found2

not Titus my brother; but taking my leave of them, I went from them into Macedo-

14 nia. Now [But] thanks be unto God, which always causeth us to triumph in Christ,

15 and maketh manifest the savour of his knowledge by us in every place. For we are

unto God a sweet savour of Christ, in them that are saved and in them that perish:

16 To the one we are the savour of1 death unto death ; and to the other the savour of*

17 life unto life. And who is sufficient for these things ? For we are not as many,4

which corrupt the word of God; but as of sincerity, but as of God, as in the sight of

God6 speak we in Christ.

P Ver. 12.—Instead of «tf to (vayy&tor the two kindred codd. F. Q. and Daman, hare &« to evoyy., and the Italic and

Yulg. vsras. and the Lat. fathers have propter evang. Two other affiliated codd. D. B. hare At* tw «v«yy«A*ov. Moat of

©nr Old English verse, hare "for Christ's gospel's sake."] .».»•. ^ „
[* Ver. 13.—In place of t? M4 wptiv, Sin. has tov m* «vp. (though the 3d aor. has v* Ml ««?•)• It also has Maxatoortar

(as throughout the New Testament, except chap. ix. 2, and 1 Thess. iv. 10)J.

» Ver?16.—Hec. omit* tV before both tororov and 6*7*. And yet the word has the best authorities [A. B. C. Sia.et

al 1 1n its favor, and wis probably thrown out on account or its difficult construction. [It does not appear in D. B. f. G.

K. L., and the omission is confirmed by the Vulg., Syr- Ooth. and Aeth. Teres, and by very many of the ancient interpre-

ters. All the more recent critics, except Reich^ and Wordsworth, insert It.]

* Ver. 17.—The reading Aotiroi instead of iroAAol has the best authorities [A. B. 0. K. Sin. et a .] against It, [HoAAei

was probably thought too strong an expression. But Didvmus of Alex. (A. D. 370) takes much pains to justify the Apos-

Ue in the use of voAAot in this passage. See note on p. 41.] mw_
6 Ver. 17 Rec. has smrsMMnov. and it is strongly sustained by authority; but Lachmann following the best MSB.

gives us aarfrwrt (without row). [Alford and Bloomfleld think the article was left out to correspond with the previous

U feov, but that the Apostle's solemn assertion hore needs it. It U however omitted in A. B. a D. Sin. and 13 cursives.)

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vebb. 12, 18. The Apostle'* anxiety for intelli-

gence from Corinth.—But having oome to
the Troad to preach Christ's Gospel.—
The 6k implies that the former subject is here

resumed after the digression, (vv. £-11). That

which follows is not to be connected with ver.

1 1 {pv yap—ayvoobfuv) so as to make 6i equiva-

lent to aMA, for that would not correspond

with the tenor of the discourse. Nor is it to be

referred back to chap. i. 16, nor to chap. i. 28,

but to chap. ii. 4. In this latter passage he
had spoken of the anguish with which he had
written his first Epistle, and he here says that

when he was going from Ephesus to Macedonia,

he could not throw off his anxiety for the Corin-

thians. [He had not intended to make a direct

journey to Corinth, but to make a missionary

tour in the interest of Christ's Gospel (elf rb evay.

r. Xparrov), Tyndale: for Christ's Gospel's sake].

Though he had doubtless intended to preach the

Gospel at Troas, he now lost the opportunity on
account of his solicitude for the Corinthians.

—

[The Troad was the region of the country, of

which Troas was the principal city.* The arti-

[* The city was called by its original founder, Antigonia
Troas, and by Lyslmachus, who much improved it, Alexan-
dria Troas, frequently simply Alexandria. It was on the
great Roman road, by which it had an extensive trade into
the interior and the South. It was a Roman colony, with
the jut RdUcum, or right of Roman citisenshlp, and was
much favored by the Romans., from a conceit that their an-
cestors came from Troy, the site of which was close by.

ole, which was generally used in the New Testa-

ment with names of countries {Jelf. \ 460 5),

Stanley thinks may possibly indicate that only

the country of the Troad was meant here. It can

hardly be possible that Paul did not visit the city.

The same expression (elf rip Tpodda) is used in

Acts xx. 6. Paul had been there once before

(Acts xvi. 8), and he was there a longer time on

his return from Greece to Jerusalem (Acts xx.

6-13), and once after the close of the Apostolic

history. (2 Tim. iv. 18). It was the usual port

at which those passing from Greece to Asia

landed. A church must have been established

there at least on Paul's second visit, fcomp. the

word dirorc^dfievoc with Acts xx. 6 ff.)j. He had

tarried there with the express design of preach-

ing the Gospel of salvation. Tov ;hmotw is the

genitive of the object : Nbahdbe : " the Gospel

which proceeded from Christ." He intends to

say that with such a design he would have felt

bound to remain for some time, inasmuch as he

found there a fair prospect of an unusual success

in his work.—And a door was opened to

me in the Lord.—(comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 9). The

kcU also is equivalent to Kalirep, 'Bv KvpUp has

the name meaning as Xpurrt^ and it is added to

define more particularly, the sphere or element

of activity for which an ocoasion had then been

presented ; the department in which a door had

Gibbon says that Constantino once thought of making it the

seat of his empire. Its modern name, Bsai 8tamboul (Old

Constantinople), seems to commemorate this thought, Cony
beare and Howson's Ufe o/ SL BmhI, ToL L p. 2id-Sl, and

Uowson in Smith't Diet,]
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CHAP. II. 12-17. 89

been opened for him. and not the Agent by whose
power the door had been opeued.—I had no
rest in my spirit when I found not Titos
my brother.

—

'Effxyna is used here, as in chap.
i. 9, and frequently in an aoristic sense (Meyer:
as was the frequent practice of the Qreek ora-

tors in order to bring the past before the mind
with greater vividness). 'Aveeic (used also in

ehap. vii. 6; viii. 13) means properly relaxation
or relief, and it is here contrasted with the in-

tense strain which had been put upon his feel-

ings, by his solicitude on their account. He
could not perform his ordinary duties as in
other places, until this anxiety should be re-

moved. The meaning of iy irvehpart in this con-
nection is: for my mind. (daL eomm.). The ex-
pression is more suggestive than ry i>vxy jiov

would have been. (comp. Beck, Seelenl. p. 45).

The Apostle means to say that it was "one of
those violent assaults upon his vital energies
which come upon us in certain states of the
mind and body when we have been acted upon
for a long time by terrors and a want of rest,

etc.—those powerful agitations which affect the
very seat of life." In r£ fa) evpelv k. t. A. he

Slves the reason for ovk lax^ta iveotv. [Winer,
r. | 45, 5.] He had expected to meet at Troas,

or at least in Macedonia, his assistant Titus, to

lei him know what effect his first Epistle had
produced at Corinth. Not finding Titus, his

anxiety was so great that he could remain there

no longer, but he hastened to Macedonia, where we
know Titus soon met him (chap. vii. 6 ff.)—Bnt
taking leave ofthem Iwentforth into Ma-
cedonia.—

'

ATTo-daoEodat nvt is an Alexandrian
form of expression for aoir&Ceo&at, and occurs also

in Luke ix. 61, and Acts xvii. 18-21. It signi-

fies to separate one's self, to take leave of some
one. [The expression is peculiar, however, since

it is taken from the effort usually made by those

taking their departure, to put every thing in

order, and to give their last directions. fOsian-

der)]. Avroic has reference to the people, and
especially to believers in Troas.*

Vsrs. 14-17. ["All that follows, until the

writer returns to his historical statement in

chap. vii. 6, is on the subject of the Christian or

rather Apostolical ministry as exemplified in

Paul's special relations to the Corinthian
Church. This apparent digression is really the

main topic of the Epistle. It was the Apostle's

object to set forth and maintain the importance
of his office and work and his personal claim to

spiritual authority. This object is kept in view
throughout, and after the instructions in matters
of business whioh follow the recurrence of the

mention of Titus (chap. vii. 5), it is continuously

[* Stanley suggests a rivid picture of Paul In this anxious
state of mind, " uu the wooded shores of that classic region
under the heights of Ida." All associations connected with
IU ancient history had but " slight effect upon the mind of
the ApostlV which whs either upon the open door to preach
Christ's Gospel, or " vainly expecting the white sail of the
ship which was to bring back his friend from Corinth." If
the lore of Christ had not dispossessed Paul's heart of erery
oth«r interest, such scenes would hare had a peculiar charm
for him. See also Cunyb. and Howson, Introduction, Tol. I.

p. 16 and p. 362. Such conflicting emotions and changes
of purpose are not incomtititent with Paul's being under the
guidance of the Holy Oh<«t (Webster and Wilkinson), inas-

much as that divine agent works out his own guidance of
wisdom by means of. ami in consistency with, the purely
human feelings of the subject.]

and openly pursued to the end of the Epistle."

Webster and Wilkinson.].—But thanks be
unto Gtod, who always causes us to tri-

umph in Christ.—By a sudden transition the

Apostle now turns aside to render thanks to God,
not for the results of his visit at Troas, where he
could not have remained long enough to accom-
plish any thing worthy of being thus mentioned;
but either for the accounts brought from Co-
rinth by Titus, of which he makes no express
mention until chap. vii. 6; or for the blessing

upon his Apostolic labors during his journey,

especially in Macedonia (Osiander). The context

rather favors the first of these, since thanks seem
quite appropriate after his liberation from the

distress and uneasiness of which he had given

such a picture (Meyer). That he makes no direct

mention of this, and expresses himself only in

general terms, is accounted for by the fact that

he was anxious to make no unpleasant impres-

sion by a more obvious allusion to the state of

things at Corinth at this point of his discourse.

The view which seems best to correspond with

both the context and the form of expression,

would seem to be, that he had been much de-

lighted with the good account from Corinth, to

which he had slightly alluded in ver. 6 (tTUTtfiia

jvTrb t€w ntetovuv), and he now pours forth his

thanks for the triumph of which he always and
everywhere was a partaker. The favorable turn

of affairs at Corinth and the accomplishment of

his main objects there were of course involved in

the irdvrore and the kv iravrl r<5iry, but they are so

concealed in the general expression that nothing

offensive would be noticed in his iHumph* 1 ex-

ultation. It is questionable whether &piufipe{>ovri

is to be taken according to the usage of the word
in other places (also in Col. ii. 15), in the sense

of triumphat (de nobis), or according to the ana-

logy of fkunXehuv, 1 Sam. viii. 22; fiadrrrei'itv,

Matth. xxviiL 19, and some other words, in the

transitive sense of triumphare facit. As the result

of the first method, Meyer presents the idea of

the passage thus: who never ceases to exhibit us
(the Apostolic teachers) in all the world as those

whom He has overcome. God had overcomo
them in their conversion, and He was continually

triumphing in the results which they as His
servants were accomplishing in His kingdom, and,

especially in the happy results of his first Epistle

at Corinth. With Paul, such an idea would natu-

rally be expressed when he remembered with

sorrow his earlier persecution of the Church, and 1

it would accord with his humble desire to give

God the honor of all that he had done. Although
this explanation is rather artificial, it has better

-

ground for itself than others, which represent,

this leading about in triumph as fulfilled when
they journeyed from place to place according to

the good pleasure and will of God (Wetstein) ; or

as a triumphal exhibition of them, not as con-

quered persons, but as servants taking part in

God's triumph ; or as a Divine triumph over Paul
by showing the folly of all his cares and anxie-

ties when all things came to a fortunate result

;

or as a leading him about in triumph in the per-

secutions he was made to endure. On the whole
we feel compelled to decide in favor of the tran-

sitive signification of the word, whioh makes
Paul a leader appointed by God to struggle in
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40 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

the spiritual conflict, and by the success of his

preaching and the confusion of all his opponents
making him a uniform conqueror before the

world. (Comp. Osiander).* 'Ei> ry X/war£ de-

fines the sphere in which the victory and the

triumph takes place. This is Christ, in whose
service they are employed and whose Gospel

they preached with such triumphant success.

What is here intended by ftpiafifieveiv will be m.aclo

more evident under the figure of the succeeding
metaphor:—and maketh manifest the sa-
vour of His knowledge by us in every
place.—In this sentence abrov has reference, not
to God, as has sometimes been concluded on ac-

count of chap. x. 5, but to Christ on account of

h Tif. XpujT(f> and kvudia Xpiorov in ver. 15. This
knowledge of Christ is set forth under the figure

of an odor which God diffused in every place by
the ministry of the Apostles. Such a figure well

illustrates the pungent nature of this knowledge,
the facility with which it is usually diffused, and
perhaps also the refreshment it affords. Nban-
der: "bafifj signifies any thing which has a pun-
gent odor, an essence; it may correspond with the

later Jewish QQ which is just as applicable to a

refreshing aromatic essence as to a fatal poison."
It is hardly probable that the Apostle was led to

use this figure by the idea of a triumph in which
the air was filled sometimes with the fragrance of

[•The word Bpvmfavovrx has been explained in: (1). a
neater sense, triumphare de nobis, to triumph over us : (2),
a transitive sense, triumphare nos, to lead us In trinmph

;

(3), a causative sense, triumphant** not facere, to make us
triumph. Ancient Qreek usage among the classics is proba-
bly uniform in favor of the first, and the only other instance
In the N. T. where the word is used (Col. li. 16) look* in the
same direction. But though It is adopted in the Vulgate,
and is given as the first definition by several Latin exposi-
tors, it seems hard to make good sense with such a meaning
in our passage, where the idei certainly is not that of a sub-
dued and captive enemy led about in humiliation and fimtlly
to death. Bveu with this idea eliminated, and remembering
that Paul sometimes speaks of himself as a subdued am)
willing captive to Christ, we never find him thus speaking
of himself with others (plnral ). His object here seemsxather
to be, to show how he and his companions, and not merely
Christ, were triumphing. If this makes us inclined to favor
the second signification, with Calvin (In his comments, not
in his translation), Bengel, de Wette and Wordsworth, we
are mot by the fact that neither early nor late tireek usage
fa in favor of such a construction. Some Greek father*, in-
deed, whose opinions on a question of N. T. language or Ro-
man usage Is entitled to great consideration, give it this
meaning. Though their definitions favor No. 1, they usu-
ally iuterpret it simply of a triumph over afflictions and
persecutions, and leading the Apostles about the world in a
triumphant victory over every kind of endurance Thus
Ohrjftottom (and after him substantially TheophyL and
Oecum.): r<£ v*o% iroiovm n-cpt^apet?, •'Who maketh m
eonspicnous to all;" and Tttemtortt : aofc*; rft «a9* ^at
wpvrartvwi', ri>«€ xa<cif« wtptdyit, tykovt rj^ arra<rir iiro-
tatrur, •• Who manages all our affairs in wisdom, leading us
about so as to make us manifest to all ;" Damage: o yap
0p(a(i.p\K, Tourd* i<rri, to wa<n yev4<r0*t wtpttpavj, " For evi-
dently he has triumphed, who has been made illustrious and
oonspicu >us to all men." If, however, we depart from the
simple No. 1, we must prefer No. 3. which has somo ancient
authority in its favor. Thus Jerome (comm.): Deum per
Apnttoiot triumphant in Orristo, vietores iUot faeent in fide
CkrisU; and Ambrose: Triumphare facit not per Christum,
*el in nobis ipne triumphal. In Alexandrian usage (Sept. and
N. T.) neuter verbs often acquired a causative meaning
Sse Winer, Idd. ? 40, n. 2, and many instances in A1ford and

oyer). This gives an idea suitable to the connection. It
was adopted by Luther, Beza and Grotius, and is defended
by Osiander, Neander and Hodge. The majority of recent
commentators (as Meyer, Alfbrd, Oonybeare, Silicon, Stan-
ley) favor the first meaning, but it very easily runs into the
second.]

incense (Meyer, comp. Osiander). Still less did
he intend to remind us of the custom of anointing
with oiL Even the idea of the fragrance given
forth in the sacrifices seems inappropriate, since
Qod himself is represented as active in diffusing

it (favepovvTi). As an illustration of an internal
experience the figure of an odor would seem no
more appropriate than something presented to

the sight, iffc yvwreur is in apposition with nyc

bofifjs. 'Ev navrl ro*y corresponds wil h irtbrorr.

God is evidently the one who "always caused
him and his fellow-laborers to trinmph in Christ,

and made manifest the savor of his knowledge
by them in every place/' for Paul represents
them as the instruments by which Ood acted
(oY fifiuv), and the promulgators of this know*
ledge. He also describes them as acceptable to

God, and so not. to be depreciated, though the
result of their labors was sometimes the reverse
of what they aimed at This acceptableness in

God's sight is expressed in the words—For we
are unto Qod a sweet savour of Christ—
in which the figure of a sacrifice (Eph. v. 2 ; Phil,

iv. 18; Levit. i. 9-17) probably begins to be dis-

cernible. Those who possess and diffuse the
knowledge of Christ are a sweet savor unto God,
not because they are properly prepared or offered

to God, but because they are themselves filled by
Him and made to diffuse the savor of Christ
For the sake of emphasis Christ is mentioned
first, and is represented as the substance of the
sacrifice, t. «., a service consecrated to God and
pleasing in His sight. Bbnokl says: "The savor
of Christ is mode to pervade us as that of aro-

matics pervade garments.'*—In them that
are saved and in them that perish, in-

troduces the sphere in which they were moving
or the object of their preaching. The correlatives

of outffievot and 6iroXkvuevot (comp. on 1 Cor. L
18) are iriartbovrec and awurrou The whole idea
became more impressive by this reference to the

final destiny of each, when the redeemed shall

be saved and the lost shall be cast away. He
speaks further of the effect of this bourj upon
both these classes in ver. IB. He there com-
mences with those last mentioned.—To the one
indeed we are an odour arising from
death and tending to death.—(oic fiev—^c
o7, are equivalent to what was in the later usage
ro7f ftkv—role 8k). The point at which the influence

commences, or the source from which it springs,

is indicated by kit, and the end toward which it

tends, or the effect produced by it, is pointed out

by eir. It begins in death and must lead to and
terminate in death. In like manner the expres-
sion—to the other we are the odor arising
from Ufe and tending to life.—In the worths

from death and from life, we have death (Q&varor)

and life (C&>#) set forth as the principle or power
in which corruption or salvation has its origin,

and in the words unto death and unto life (etc

d&varov, tit fafflt) we have the corresponding re-

sult which each of these powers produces. But
neither in ek tiavdrov nor in U Zvifc is it exactly

intended that Christ is in such a sense the effi-

cient agent, that in U {rap&Tov He is the direct

source of death (Meyer). The idea rather is,

that those who presented Christ, or made knows
His Gospel to their fellow-men, are to one class
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CHAP. II. 12-17. 41

like those who convey an odor which is deadly

in its origin and deadly in its result. The mean-
ing is thus the same with that conveyed by the

words, the savor of death and the savor of life

(oofiq Oav&rov—C^f)» *a the Rec, where both

genitives should be taken as genitives of quality.

This contrast between the fatal and quickening
effects of preaching has an analogy in the phy-
sical world. So far as relates to the lost, the

result is accidental, t. e., it is not caused by any-
thing in the Gospel itself, but must be ascribed

to the peculiar spirit of those who hear it. [" We
convey to all the sweet odor of Christ, though all

who participate in it do not attain salvation.

Thus the light is noxious to diseased eyes, and
yet it is not the sun which produces the injury.

It is said that vultures avoid the fragrance of

myrrh, and yet the myrrh is no less myrrh for

being shunned by vultures. Even so the preach-
ing of salvation tends to save those who believe,

though it brings perdition to such as believe

not"

—

TheodobktJ. Where the word is pressed
upon an unsusceptible and perverse heart, it

provokes opposition to the truth, just as in other

cases it brings into activity whatever is suscep-

tible of Divine life and engenders faith (comp.
Matth. xxi. 42 ff.; Luke ii. 34; Job ix. 89). The
same figure has been used by the Rabbins for

illustrating the different effects of the law. This
strong contrast between the different effects of

evangelical preaching suggests to the Apostle's

mind the various dispositions of those who pro-

claim the Gospel. No one can produce such an
influence upon these two classes of hearers and
be acceptable to God whatever may be the re-

sult of his preaching, unless he proclaims the

Gospel in a right manner and with a right spirit.

This idea he introduces in a sudden and striking

manner (teat) by a question

—

And who is

sufficient for these things?—In this sen-

tence irpty rairra is put first because it is em-
phatic. He meant to say, that among those

who acted as teachers, all were by no means
sufficiently qualified for such a part, for he was
obliged to plaoe himself and his companions,
who honestly presented God's truth, in strong

contrast with the many who presented it in an
adulterated form. The answer to the Apostle's

question is in ver. 17, and is presupposed in the

ydp. Such are not the ones who adulterate God's
word, but they are myself and those who are
like me.

—

For we are not like the many
who adulterate God's word.—01 itoMm'i

does not mean the majority of all teachers of the

Gospel, for this would either exhibit the Apos-
tolic Church in a very unfavorable light, or

(with Ruckert) would make Paul guilty of a
passionate extravagance. The article is demon-
strative, and is intended to point to those who
were well known. Those Judaizing teachers are
meant who had set themselves up against Paul,

and whose number must have been considerable
at Corinth (comp. ch. xi. 18; Phil. iii. 18). With
respect to the reading fotiroi, comp. Osiander,

who regards it as more feebly sustained by docu-
mentary evidence but as easier to explain, inas-

mnch as it simply designates a number of per-

sons to whom the Apostle wished to be considered
an exception; and he explains ol iroXXoi by say-

ing that Paul had set up a very high standard

for the purity of Christian doctrine.* The par-
ticipal sentence commencing with KairyXevovref

should be connected, not with ol iro'AXoi, although
the character of these is indirectly given in it,

but with kofitv. The word designates the busi-
ness of a K&ir7?%oc, a huckster or a trader, but
especially of a wine merchant ; and it was used
with an accusative to signify one who traded by
retail or in small articles (more particularly to
obtain a living). In accordance with the usual
habits of such people, the word finally attained
the meaning of practising usury or bartering
with anything (as with oo+iav> fiadfyiara). It

therefore signifies here—to deal dishonorably
and deoeitfully with the word of God, adulterat-
ing it by mingling together men's opinions with
the Divine word (Chrysostom), [probably with
the additional thought of making a trade of the
Gospel from mercenary and corrupt motives], as
the K&mjhoi were accustomed to mingle water with
their wine (com. Isa. i. 22). It is implied that the
Gospel had been vilified and adulterated by be-
ing mingled with Judaistic opinions, and that too
with the sordid design of obtaining some personal
profit, applause or authority (comp. Rom. xvi.

17 f.; Phil iii. 19; Gal. vi. 12 f. ; 2 Pet. ii. 1-13).

[Comp. Adam Clarke and also Bentley and
Trench, Synn. 2d ser. pp. 62 ff.]. In contrast with
such impure motives the Apostle says

—

but as of
(from) sincerity, but as of (from) God we
speak before God in Christ.—Our discourse
is such as might be expected from men who speak
from pure motives and under Divine inspiration,

t. e. t moved by God and inspired by His Spirit

[Trench, Synn. 2d ser. p. 72 ff.]. 'Qf is here used
as in Jno. i. 14, to express conformity. The repe-
tition of akX <jc forms a powerful climax (comp.
1 Cor. vi. 11). He rises, from the hearty sin-

cerity which is in strong contrast with all cor-
rupt and selfish aims, to the Divine Source of
Christian truth, with which no mingling of sel-

fish or human elements was conceivable (comp.
Osiander). The holy awe which those feel who
act under the recollection that God judges and
knows all things, and under a consciousness of
the Divine presence, is pointed out in the phrase
narkvavri deov. The words iv Xptarfi denote the
element in which the discourse of such a one is

supposed to move. Comp. ch. xii. 19. Nkandeh:—" Probably the Apostle intended also to imply
by this phrase that he held himself entirely aloof

from everything which did not come from Christ."

[* Teschendorf quotes here a remarkable passage from
Didymus Alex, to proye the genuineness of the reading oi

iroAAol, but which is equally striking as a comment :
u Paul

calls these deeeirers many (s-oAAov?) on account of their
abundance. For when instead of naming them he desig-

nates them by this word, he intimates that they were mora
numerous, as when our Lord uses it instewd of™*'* : Many
(woAAot) snail say unto me In that day, etc. (Mntth. rii. 22).

But this word informs us that they are not a few, as when
our Lord says, Many (voAAoi) are called, but few (oAtvoi) are
chosen. It is erident that the word sometimes even signifies

ail, as when the Apostle says in Rom. v. 19: "The msny
(oi voAAoi) ware constituted («ar«<rr«e>pai') sinners," for it

is evident that all men are under sin in consequence of
Adam's disobedience. Clearly then the word signifies a
great number, not only in the passage before us but in

another, where it is said, M Be not many masters" (James ill.

1.) Damascene adds in paraphrase :
*• We are not like those

false apostles who claim to be so numerous (ra s-oAAoi).

For then we should have to adulterate the Gospel, like some
who corrupt or who sell for money the wine they hare been
employed to distribute freely."—Jtyne's FMrol. Grmc. T.

xxxix. p. 1001, and xcv. p. 719.J
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42 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

The word of God, not only in the individualheart

(Heb. iv. 12, 13), but in the world, exerts a se-

parating and judicial power. Its influence upon
different individuals is not unfrequently very

different—for while it enlightens and warms
some, gives them a clear, tranquilizing and sanc-

tifying knowledge of divine things, and raises

them to a life of true light and love, it blinds

and hardens others; just as the sun's light warms,
makes fruitful, and quickens some things, while it

blindsand destroys others. This decisive influence

which must always accompany the full revelation

of God in Christ, may be preceded by many divine

announcementsand influences, whether internally

through the conscience, or externally by means
of natural objects, or striking providences; but
among those who enjoy a special revelation, it is

principally through the presentation of the law
and promises of God with all those influences of

the Divine Word and dealings, which are usually

so administered as to aid and bless, or punish
and discipline the children of men. It is by
such means that men become more or less recep-

tive of God's word, and it is by the Gospel, by
the presentation of the highest truths of revela-

tion, that this susceptibility for good or evil will

be most rapidly brought to perfection; since

under its power they will speedily surrender
themselves to the truth, or they will soon reject

that truth and revile the way of salvation. This,

however, can be the result only when the truth

is presented properly, and in its purity. 1. It

must come from a heart thoroughly pervaded "by

Christ himself, honestly directed to the glory of

God, and regardless of personal and temporal
advantages. 2. It should hold forth God's word
and nothing but God's word, mingled with no
human speculations. God will recognize as his

own, only what flows from a heart which is pure
and filled with Christ. But this will always and
everywhere be attended with glorious results.

Its preachers will soon show that they are the

organs of a divine power which can penetrate
through all obstacles, and that their proclama-
tions of Christ's truth and their spirit are ac-

ceptable to God, whether those who hear them
are saved or lost. But when those who speak are

not upright, if they mix up With divine revela-

tions the doctrines and opinions of men, and if

they are governed by every kind of selfish and
inconsistent ends, the proper influence of the

Word will be hindered and enfeebled; men will

be undecided and half-hearted; there will be no
evidence that God is at work and of course no
Divine victories, and old things will not pass
away; or, things will sink down into a stupid
and lukewarm state, in which none will be dis-

turbed in their spiritual slumbers, or learn with
any distinctness the true state and wants of their

souls ; real peace will be unknown, and no firm
support will be found for human confidence. In
such a state, men will make all kinds of efforts

to satisfy themselves with dead works, and will

fondly seek support in the authority of their fel-

low men. Nothing could be more opposed than
such a state of things is, to that manly maturity
which is to be found in Christ (Eph. iv. 18), and

that establishment of the heart which true grace
affords (Heb. xiii. 9); and it will not be difficult

therefore to distinguish between those who are

Christ's true shepherds, and those who are mise-

rable hirelings.

[
4t In this statement of St. Paul, we have an

inspired declaration of the freedom of the hu-

man will. As Jerome says (ad Hedib. IV. p. 188):

The name of Christ is ever fragrant; but men
are left to their own freedom of wilk' So Christ

himself was set for the fall of some and for the

rising up of others in Israel. Indeed it is a
solemn truth that in the Christian scheme nothing
thatGod has done, is indifferent. Everything is as

a two-edged sword. All Christian privileges, and
all the means of grace are according as they are

used, either blessings or banes, either physio or

poison. Comp. August Serm. 4, and Serin. 278.'*

Wordsworth.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starks:—Vkr. 12. None but those who are

Christ's, who have been anointed by Him and
have fellowship with Him, know what it is to

have doors opened to them in the Lord and by
the Lord. Ver. 13. When the Church is suffer-

ing some great affliction, we should each one in

our proper place, cheerfully give her our utmost
aid, that Satan may not overthrow in a few days

what has been built up with the toil of years.

Ver. 14. It is the mark of a true minister to

labor faithfully and with all his might and soul,

and then ascribe nothing to himself but every-

thing to God (1 Cor. xv. 10). It is one of the

mysteries of the cross and of Christ's kingdom,
that those who preach the gospel may have never

so much opposition, and yet may always be sure

of final triumph.—Vv. 15 and 16: Hbdingbk:
We are a sweet savor of Christ, though our

preaohing results only in the perdition of our

hearers. True, if none are converted to Christ,

they must be perverted to Satan; yet such is the

natural effect of God's word; for if the wicked

are hardened and the blind become yet more

blind, it is God's righteous judgment upon their

own wickedness (Isa. vi. 9 and 10). Spbnbr:—
When the world is displeased with the word, and

those who will not become sincere Christians

become worse, and become more opposed to the

truth, we may be sure that the word preached is

genuine, and like that which the Apostles preach-

ed: for men feel its power, and are obliged to

receive a fragrance which they abhor. But when
wicked men like to hear and praise our sermons,

when everything is dull and no one grows in

grace under our ministry, it is a sign that what-

ever savor we have had has lost its power. The

gospel may not convert all who hear it, but it

will produce excitement—and wicked men will

proportionably hate it. Ver. 17. Hrdinqeb:—
Take care that you do not corrupt God's word!

Even those who hear, must attend to this. How
many thousand streams are daily flowing to re-

fresh and sustain those who are secure in their

own vain fancies and in the way of the world.

Maxims to keep alive the old Adam are in every

one's mouth. Alas! that so many must repent

only when it is too late (1 Pet. iv. 11). Four

things at least should ever be on the heart of the
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CHAP. II. 12-17. 43

true minieter: that he speaks, 1, in all purity,

with respect to his motives, his doctrine and his

manner ; 2, as from God, as if anointed and born

of Ood; 8, as in the presence of God, with all

reverence and zeal, feeling that God is always

present and is the greatest of all his hearers;

and 4, as in Christ.

Berlenb. Bible, Ver. 14:—He must be a

happy man, with whom everything, even the

greatest perils, work for him only a perpetual

triumph. Whenever truth and falsehood are

most exposed, Christianity has its greatest tri-

umphs; and this usually takes place when she is

most severely afflioted. All Christians should dif-

fuse around them wherever they go the fragrance

of dirine knowledge—and if they are the Lord's

anointed, how can they fail to do so?—Vv. 15 and
16. The sweetest words of the Gospel become a
savor of death unto death to those who resist the

Holy Ghost. Such will have it so ; they lay hold

on death, and oast eternal life away. If this

powerful odor of divine knowledge had not been
diffused around them and arrested general atten-

tion, they had not had sin; but now they have
no one but themselves to blame, for they have
only the due reward of their own doings. Not
every one who intellectually possesses the truth

and has the form of knowledge (Rom. ii. 20), is

prepared to present it profitably to his fellow-

men; but only he who has himself put on the

Lord Jesus Christ, is familiar with the mysterious
cross of self-subjugation, and has obeyed the

form of doctrine he has received. The spirit of
God alone can prepare us for doing His work.
Ver. 17.—True repentance, death, and pure truth

will seem but trifling matters to hypocritical

teachers; a good conscience, repentance, and a
knowledge of Jesus Christ may fare as they may,
if such men can only retain a hold upon the

world's favor, and have Christ in peace without
his cross and with their pleasures. Those who
handle God's word should themselves be holy.

Riegbr:—Vers. 12-14. Even afflictions are
sweetened when we are enabled by them to pro-

mote the cause of Christ and share in his victo-

ries. When God opens such doors for the preach-

iog of the Gospel that all its adversaries are
ashamed, and we present such evidence that we
have the truth that it sets men free and awakens
them to activity, reflection and admiration, it

should be looked upon as a triumph to the cause
of Christ. Such results commonly take place

especially in the place where the word is preached,

but sometimes the odor of them extends to a dis-

tance, and induces multitudes to inquire after

Christ. Vv. 16 and 16.—Our Lord sometimes
allows his beloved ones to know that he is about
to use them, more especially as the light of the

world and the salt of the earth. The Apostle
therefore could say that the whole work and call-

ing of himself and bis companions, had an influ-

ence upon every department of society, and was an
honor and a pleasure to God himself. But it was
according to the way in which men met the pro-
posals of the Gospel, that it became to them at
every step an omen ofeither salvation or perdition.
Those who heard that the way to glory must be
through suffering, might assume such an attitude
toward it that it might seem to them worse than
death—and hence, ihey might foolishly remain
under death. But where the Gospel meets with
no such opposition it tends only to life. The very
first inclination towaid the truth is produced by
this savor unto life, and from that moment the
course is from life to life, and from one degree
of power to another.

Heubneb:—Ver. 12. The Lord only has the
key to the heart, and if he does not open it we
may rattle around it as we please, it will remain
closed against us.—Ver. 14. The triumphs of
the Gospel are unlike every other (Ps. lxxxiv.

7, 8), for in them both victor and vanquished re-

joice together. When the Apostles preached, the
whole infected atmosphere of this world was pu-
rified by a balmy fragrance, and an acceptable
incense mounted up to heaven. Why is it not
always so, when the same Gospel is professedly
preached ?—Ver. 16. How can Christianity be
a deadly poison? Only by being resisted, until

the last spark of spiritual life is quenched in

men's own wickedness. To refuse all direction

from the word of the cross, is to harden ourselves

against everything else. The same odor or medi-
cine may kill or cure in different cases, and
Christianity shows its real power when it arouses
the opposition of wicked men.
W. F. Besseb:—Vbbs. 16 and 16. When the

sweet fragrance of Jesus' name is shed forth

upon all men, without respect of persons, and in
its full power, if any are saved, it is because
they inhale it by a faith which the fragrance
itself produces; and if any are still lost, it is

not merely because they fail of receiving it

(Acts xiii. 46), but because the fragrance itself

becomes fatal, and avenges itself upon those who
despise it. The power of God's word and the
accompanying influence of God's Spirit are de-
monstrated, when that word leaves no one as it

found him ; but when its despisers become more
wicked, and the indifferent become furious and
abusive. God is not responsible for men's unbe-
lief, but when they fatally injure themselves and
sin against the word of life (Prov. viii. 86), we
may regard it as a retributive judgment upon
their own malicious and spiteful treatment of his
mercy.
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44 THE SJ3C0ND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

VI. HE MEETS THE CHARGE OF SELF-RECOMMENDATION BY POINTING TO WHAT HK
HAD DONE AT CORINTH. THE DIVINE SOURCE OF HIS CONFIDENCE; EXCEL-
LENCE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT MINISTRY AND ITS SUPERIORITY TO THAT
OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

Chapter III. 1—11.

1 Do we begin again to commend ourselves1 ? or* need we, as some others [om. others],

2 epistles of commendation to you, or [om. Utters of commendation8
] from you ? Ye are

3 our epistle written in our hearts, known and read of all men : forasmuch as ye are

manifestly declared to be [being manifested that ye are] the epistle of Christ minis-

tered by us, written not with iuk, but with the Spirit of the Hying God; not in tables

[or tablets] of stone, but in fleshy tables of the heart [on hearts which are tablets of

4, 5 flesh]. 4 Aud [But] such trust have we through Christ to God-ward: not that we
are sufficient [om. of ourselves] to think anything [from, a<p, ourselves] 6 as of [out

6 of, e£] ourselves; but our sufficiency is of God: who also hath made us able

[sufficient as] ministers of the New Testament [Covenant] ; not of the [a] letter, but

7 of the [a] spirit: for the letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life. But if the min-
istration of death

;
written and engraven [engraven in letters] in stones was glo-

rious [in glory £v M5y]> so that the children of Israel could not steadfastly behold
the face of Moses for the glory of his countenance; which glory was to be done

8 away [is passing away, rr)v xaTaproo/iiv^v]', How shall not [rather] the ministration of

9 the spirit be [om. rather] glorious [in glory]? For if the ministration 9 of condem-
nation be glory, much more doth the ministration of righteousness exceed [abound,

10 nepieesuet] in io glory. For even that which was [has been] made glorious had [has

been having, dM--a<nai] no glory in this respect, by reason of the glory that ex-

11 celleth. For if that which was done [passing, rd xaraffyovfihov] away was glorious,

much more that which remaineth is glorious [abideth is in glory, to fUvov h dozy].

P Vcr. 1.—Two important MSS. (B. and D.) et al. have <rvvurr£v which is accepted by Lachman: bat avriar&vir it
bettor authenticated, and is now almost universally received.]

' Ver. 2.—Rec. lias «i fiij according to A. B. et al. and it is preferred by Relche, Meyer. Osiander. [Bloomfleld and
Wordsworth. Our author is wrong in inferring (e HUntio) that the Vat. favors the Hec. Its authoiity (as revhed,) is

with C. D. K. F. O. and Sin. et al., the Ital. Syr. Vulg. (aut memquid) and Arab. Versa. Theodt. and the Lat. fathers
decidedly in favor or if /**», which is adopted by A Iford, Stanley and Teschendorf (7th ed.) The interrogative $ would
seem to a transcriber more natural after a question and easier of explanation than the conditional si. It is remarkable
that all our Bng. rerun. (Bagster's Hexapla,) though following the Rec, translate the passage as if the text were * »*.
Wycllffe has: "or whether we need:" Tvndale, Grannier, Geneva and Amer. Bib. Union, have ; "or need we as some,"
and the Kbeims has : " or do we need " etc.]

* Ver. 1.—The second <tvoth.tik*v i« probably an explanatory gloss, to which some MSS. [F. and G.J add still farther
iinvroXuv. [Tisch. retains owraTuriy, but most critics reject both words.]

* Ver. 3.—Kap&ait has strong manuscript authority In its favor, but it was probably a mistake of some transcriber.
[The MSS. evidence may well be called strong, for A. B. 8ln. G. D. E. G. L. have /captious. Meyer calls it an error of the
pen, and Bloomfleld a critical correction, but AIford thinks the internal as well as the external evidence Is too strong in
Its favor to be rejected, as it is the harsher word and the more difficult of construction.]

t Ver 6.—The position of *4> iavrwv after Koyivturtau n is sustained by the best authorities. Rec puts the words
After t<rn«v. but B. C. [and Sin.] place them l>efore Uaroi. [Tisch. agrees with our author, bnt he has changed c«vtm*
after <I»* i( into airrStv on the authority of only B. F. O. et. al.]

[' Ver. 6.—Rpr. 1ms airorrct^fft with B. et. al. and Orig. Tisch. and Alford have awotcrlvrtt with F. G. K., and Sin.

Lachraann from conjecture givos us avocratucs and he is followed by 8tanley ; but A. 0. D. B. L. have avoxrtVti. Meyer,
Bloomf. and Word*, follow the Rec.]

* Ver. 7.-Lachm. on the authority of B. D. (first cor.) F. G. has ypdVpari, but the reading was probably occasioned

bv the sing, ypaynna of ver. ft". [Alford and 8tanley adopt it, but Tisch. on the decisive authority of A. C. D. (2d and
8d Corr.) K. K. L and Sin,, with nearly all the Ital. Vul. Syr. versa, and Greek and Latin lathers, agrees with theBcc
and most continental critics In giving us ypdfiiuurtv.]

* Ver. 7.—-Ev before Attfot? is not genuine: the best authorities are against It.

* Ver. 9.—Urhmnnn on important authorities [A. C. D. (1st Cor.) F. G. 8ln. with some Greek fathers and verss.] has

rtf &a«oPta. but thl« reading was probablvnn attempt to remove a difficulty, and to explain the text. For a similar reason

others have iv &£n *<rnv or tfv instead of '&<£a.

w Ver. 9.—The best nntliorities leave out br before M£a. It may have been brought from ver. 11. [It is not found

in A. B. C. Sin., (though 3d Cor. inserts it and 1st Cor. has 3b£n). and It nowhere else follows n«pur; and yet Tisch. after

wavering In his different edition* restores it in his 7th. and regards the evidence as decisive in its favor here. Lachmann,

Alford nnd Stanley cancelled it as brought from iv 66&1 in ver. 8 and ver. 11.]

» Ver. 10.—Rec. has owW «eW|a<rrat. The weight of evidence Is decidedly In favor of o* ©eW^ac-re*; the W in

•ves was probably taken from the first syllable of oV6ofoot<u.
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CHAP. III. 1-11. 45

EXBOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-8. What the Apostle had said in vv.

15-17 was liable to misinterpretation by ill dis-

posed persons, on the ground that it was a boast-

ing or a commendation of himself. He guards
against this by reminding the Corinthians that

he felt no necessity of recommending himself to

them or to others, inasmuch as the work which
Christ had accomplished by him in their city was
a sufficient recommendation for him in every
part of the world.—Do we begin to com-
mend ourselves.

—

'Apx^fieda is capable of an
invidious meaning, such as might be insinuated

by an opponent ; do we presume etc. (comp. Luke
iit 8). ildXiv qualifies the infinitive, and refers to

something which might be regarded as self-com-

mendation either in his first Epistle (chaps, ii.-iv.

vii. 25, 40; ix. 14, 18; xv. 10), or in his earlier

discourses or letters.—Or need we like some,
epistles of recommendation to you, or
from you?—The verb awiardvuv (nvi) signi-

fies: to bring together, to introduce, to com-
mend (Bom. xvi. 1, and frequently in our Epis-

tle). Self-commendation in the sense of praising

one's self, is mentioned with disapprobation also

in chap. x. 18. In the following sentence, if we
accept of el p% as the true reading, we must sup-

pose that a decidedly negative and ironical an-

swer was presupposed in it, or that the previous
question goes on the presumption of an absur-

dity, [Jelf. Oram. J 860, 5. Obs. Webster Synt.

and Synn. of N. 71, chap. viii. p. 126.] q. d.:

"unless it be that we need," u e. only under
such a presumption could such an idea be enter-

tained. This reading is not really more difficult

than the strongly authenticated tj (*%. although
the latter is grammatically incorrect, inasmuch
as nowhere else in the New Testament does /4
occur in such a question after a $, which must
necessarily exclude all which precedes it. It

makes very prominent the absurdity of the ques-
tion: or do we not yet need? and it may be
regarded as combining together the two construc-

tions # xptt°fuv an(* pk XPft !***. [Without the

it fdj, the previous question (which we might ex-

pect the Apostle to repel by a decided ow5a/*&c),

remains almost entirely without notice, and a
new one is started which only inferentially nega-
tives it. If el fit) is taken (as all usage requires

it to be,) in the sense of nisi, (unless^ the interro-

gative character of the sentence it introduces

(according to our English version) ceases, and it

notices the previous question in the only way it

deserved notice, viz: ironically or even deri-

sively. The sense would be : "I can need no com-
mendation either from myself, for that would be
introducing myself, or boasting where I am al-

ready well known; or from others to you, for

none know me better than you ; or from you to

others, for your conversion and present state are
better known as our work than anything you can
say. Surely then the mere mention of such a
thing is enough to show its absurdity."] We
often read of avoranical imoroXai in the church
after the death of the Apostles. When members
of the church travelled from place to place they
were usually recommended from one bishop to

another, and the letters thus given became a

meaus of maintaining fraternal intercourse be-
tween the bishops and their congregations. [Paul
himself appears to have recognized the com-
mencement of such a custom. In Gal. ii. 12, he
speaks of some " who came from James/* as if

even then some authority was expected from the
Apostolic College at Jerusalem. Two years be-
fore, Apollos passing into this very city of Co-
rinth, did bring " letters from the brethren " of

Ephesus (Acts xviii. 27); and as many of the
Corinthians professed to be followers of Apollos,

it is no impossible thing that such were here
aimed at. The 13th canon of the Council of
Chalcedon (A. D. 451) ordained that "clergy-
men coming to a city where they were unknown,
should not be allowed to officiate without letters

commendatory ( Epistohe Commendarix, ) from
their own bishop." Comp. Neandbr, Chr. Rel.

vol. I, pp. 205, 360 ff. In the Clementine Homi-
lies Peter warns his hearers against " any apostle,

prophet, or teacher, who does not first compare
his preaching with James, and come with wit-

nesses ;" where Paul seems especially aimed at,

and we have perhaps a specimen of what Paul
was contending against in our epistle.] W. F.

Besssr: " Were the Corinthians inclined to reck-

on their own Apostle among those strangers

who needed such letters?" The absurdity im-
plied in the question lay in the supposition that

the Apostle [havrov^'] who was well known not
only at Corinth but everywhere, should need

any commendation from others or from him-
self, as if he were a stranger. By the words
Lx; nvtq he evidently alludes to those antipauline

teachers, who, as his readers well knew, had
brought letters of recommendation to Corinth,

and had taken such letters from Corinth when
they departed. He thus not only shows that he
needed no such letters, but he shows this in a way
which throws confusion upon his opponents,
while it honors and encourages the Corinthians
themselves—our Epistle, t. «., the Epistle of

commendation (gen. possess.; not: which we
have written, for he speaks not of his own part

in composing it until ver. 8, but which we have)
is yourselves.—By placing the predicate first

he makes it more emphatic and connects it more
immediately with the preceding verse. The
close collocation of the emphatic ifielg with i)nuv

is also very significant. A similar arrangement
of words may be seen in 1 Cor. ix. 2. The large

Church which had been founded by him, and
which had become so rich in spiritual gifts, was
a glorious work of the Holy Ghost, and so a Di-

vine Epistle which would commend him to all the

world without any letters from men. Besser : " it

was an Epistle of a peculiar kind, for Paul was
at the same time its writer and its receiver."

—This metaphor he carries out in the subsequent
verses in accordance with the nature of his sub-

ject, noticing first the complete certainty which
he and Timothy possessed (this is the reason that

xapdiaic is in the plural as in chap. iv. 6 and vii.

3) for the commendation of their work, and
then the general notoriety of this work in all the

churches:—written in our hearts.—In these

words his own feelings are alluded to, inasmuch
as he speaks of the writing in his own (iftuv) and
not their (ifi&v) hearts (although vftav may be
found in some authorities of no great import-
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46 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

ance, comp. Meyer).* "Paul meant that be
carried this Epistle, not in his hand to show at any
time, but continually with him, inasmuch as he
bore the Church upon his heart." It is not of
his love that the Apostle is here speakiug (as in

chap. vii. 8, and Phil. i. 7), and it would seem
altogether inappropriate to make him allude here
to the official breast-plate of the high priest (01-

shausen). On such an interpretation we could
trace no connection between it and the following
sentence, [in which the Epistle is said to be
known and read, not by God, but by men]. The
phrase: in our hearts, is equivalent to: in us,

and the meaning of the whole expression is: So
inscribed upon us and so carried about with us
everywhere, that it becomes known to all. This
idea is yet further defined and explained in the
words :—known and read by all men :—it is

a work which will be universally recognized, a
letter which every one will know to be his, and
which all will read as his [Grotius: the hand-
writing is first "known" and then the Epistle is

"read"] (Ewald: read within and without, tho-
roughly). Events which had taken place in one
of the principal cities of the world would neces-
sarily have a world-wide notoriety (comp. Rom.
i. 8).—In this prominent relation to all the world
we must not suppose that the Corinthians were
themselves included, as if the irpix; vpiu; of ver. 1

were here again referred to, for as the Epistle
was made up of the Corinthians, they would not
be likely to be included also among its readers.
—Forasmuch as ye are manifested to be
an Epistle of Christ, ministered by us,
(ver. 3).—Grammatically the participle: mani-
fested (favepobfievoi), the object of which is to

give a reason for their being known and read of
all men, is to be connected with the nominative
of the previous sentence (vfteis fori). xPlOT°v *n
imoroty X9iaro^ is the gen. of the author, and it

is implied that the Epistle came from Christ, for

it is of the origin and not of the contents nor of
the proprietorship of the Epistle, that the Apos-
tle is speaking. He now speaks of himself in the
words: ministered by us, as Christ's instrument in
the composition of the Epistle; and he no longer
thinks of it as a letter of commendation, but sim-
ply as an exhibition of the way in which their
faith had been drawn forth and their Church
had been founded. It had been prepared and
sent by the Apostle and his companions, acting
as the ministers and servants of Christ (comp. 1

Cor. iii. 5 if.). Xicucovelv tc is here used as it is

in chap. viii. 19. The difference between this
and any ordinary Epistle was evident from the
materials with which and on which it was writ.
ten.—written not with ink, but with the
Spirit of the living God ; not in tablets
of stone, but in fleshy tablets of the heart.
—The Epistle itself, the new spiritual life they
had experienced, had been produced by the Holy
Spirit, whose continual agency is here pointed
out This agency wrought with great power, so

[* Since onr author wrote, tho Slnaittau hat added Iti
authority to that of two cursives of the 12th cent., one copy
of the Vulgate, the Aeth. of the Rom. Polyglot, and one
MS8. of the Slavonic, in favor of vp£r. Bnt a* the Corin-
thians were themwives the Epistle, they could hardly be
confounded by the Apostle with the material on which it
was written.]

as to renew their hearts, but through the instru-

mentality of the Apostles and their testimony re-

specting Christ. It seema inappropriate and al-

together too dogmatic to find in the ink here
spoken of the figure of those lifeless and impotent
means which were sometimes made use of, such
as the law and those doctrines which have no
quickening power, or the shadows and ceremo-
nies of the Jewish ritual. Some representation
of the Jewish law and the Sinaitic legislation

must, however, have been floating before the
Apostle's mind, when he brought out the addi-
tional figure of the tablets of stone. This repre-
sentation is not strictly consistent with the meta-
phor of an Epistle and of ink, and we can ex-
plain it only by the recollection that the Apostle
was contrasting the work of the Spirit under the
New Testament with the work of the law under
the Old Testament, i. e., the effecting of a Divine
life in the heart by the Spirit of the living God,
with the outward engraving of the Divine pre-
cepts upon tables of stone. There may also have
been in his mind some recollection of such pas-
sages as Jer. xxxi. 81-33 (comp. Heb. ix. 4). The
phrase irhdicec napdiac occurs in the Sept. of Prov.
vii. 8. Fleshy (a&piuvm) in contrast with stony
(Vidivai), designates a living susceptibility (comp.
Ezek. xxxvi. 26). [The ending

—

n-oc refers tc

the substance or material of which a thing is

made, in distinction from

—

iko? which refers to
that which belongs to that thing. Our Lord was
aapKivdc (fleshy, of human flesh subsisting) but
not capture (fleshly, subject to fleshly lusts and
passions). The word is used only in this place
according to the Receptus, but it is given for
aapKiKdr by many MSS. in Rom. vii. 14, and
Heb. vii. 16. Trench, Synn., Series II., p. 114;
Webster, Synn., p. 282, and Web. and Wilk.
Com.]. The word hearts (Kapo*iac) expresses
also more definitely the nature of the substance
made use of. In speaking of their spiritual
life, he could very significantly say : ye are an
Epistle (a writing) inscribed upon heart-tablets.
He docs not exactly say: your hearts (xapdeae
vptjv) but generally Kapdiac, and he thus describes
the peculiar nature of the Epistles of Christ,

t. «., they are Christ dwelling in the heart by
faith (Eph. iii. 17).

Vers. 4-6. In vers. 2 f. Paul had expressed
great confidence with respect to what had been
accomplished at Corinth through his instrumen-
tality, and he had claimed it as an evidence of
his Apostolic power. In what he now says he
recurs to his assertions there:—Such confi-
dence, however, we have, through Christ
towards God.—The same word, rcTroi^r/f, oc-
curs in chap. i. 15; viii. 22; x. 2. Totals is

stronger than avnj would have been. The refer-
ence here may be to chap. ii. 17, or ii. 15 ff.; at
least so far as chap. iii. 1 ff. may be giving the
reasons for what is there said of the Corinthian
Church, but not so as to make chap. iii. 1-3
cither a parenthesis or a digression.—He in-

tended to say that he owed this strong and joyful
confidence of which he was speaking (Neander : a
confidence that we are able to work such results)

entirely to Christ; for it was Christ whom he
served and under whose influence he accomplished
every thing he did; and it was therefore through
Christ that he had such confidence in what he
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CHAP. III. 1-11. 47

could do.—But he had this confidence, he says,

towards God (irpoe rbv &e6v), i. «., not before
God, as a matter which was right in God's sight,

but in the direction of, or in respect to God
(Rom. it. 2) the Author of the work and the One
to whom nil the results were due (Osiander,
Meyer).—Not thatwe are sufficient of our-
selves to think any thing of ourselves, as
if from ourselves (ver. 6). Here oi>x ort is

used as in chap. i. 24. If this sentence had been
intended to be the object of ireiroi&ijotv, or to be
simply a development of the thought contained
in trpdf rdv #eov, the phrase ought to have been
bn ovx- Even if he gave God the honor of gov-
erning and guiding all the circumstances and ac-
complishing all the results of which he had
spoken, he might still without impropriety have
referred to his personal qualifications and have
commended, and had confidence in, what .he had
done. On the other hand, he is on his guard here
and he gives to God all the praise. He more
particularly defines what this sufficiency orability

is {Uavfy occurs also in chap. ii. 16) by loyiaao-
dot, (Lachmann: Xoyifrodat) tl <ty\ iavruv, etc.

AoyiZeo&at signifies to consider, to reflect upon
[with the notion of a result, to make out by rea-
soning}, and refers here to that which proceeded
from him And properly belonged to himself as an
Apostle, in distinction from the results which
depended upon the Divine blessing (1 Cor. iii. 6).

It was the discernment of the best means and the
best manner for the performance of his official

duties, and a fixed purpose in the accomplish-
ment of them (Meyer); or more comprehensively,
the intellectual and moral qualification for his

duties—the thoughts which were indispensable
to the proper performance of his Apostolic work
(Osiander). On no construction can we regard
him as here ascribing this vreiroi&Tialc and his

Uavdrrx for maintaining it to God, as if his object

was to say that God was the source of this trust

and of his confidence in his own qualifications

[RuckertJ. Nor should the assertion be limited
to his work of instruction, for this is required as
little by the context as is the doctrine which our
older dogmatists were accustomed to derive from
this passage, respecting the inability of the natu-
ral man generally to think any thing right or
good.* The cup

1 iavrov which makes their ability

Xoyiaaodai tl dependent upon themselves, is more
clearly defined by dc if iavrwv, which designates
the original source or efficient cause; as if our
sufficiency had its origin in ourselves (Meyer).
[Hodge : " There is a difference in the preposi-
tions : a*f iavTov cjc i£ iavr&v : notfrom ourselves,
as if out of ourselves. We should express much
the same idea by saying, our sufficiency is not in

or of ourselves"]. The of kavrov belongs not
exclusively to Uavol ieftev, nor to 'koyiaaohai rt,

but to both of them in conjunction. If we accept
of the reading e£ avruv (with B. F. G. et. a/.), we
should translate: as those who are sufficient of
themselves («jf Uavol ovtcc, etc.). The positive

[• Though the context does not oblige oa to Interpret thla
Meertloa of any thing but Apoatolioal , sufficiency, ret it is

quit* oonrittent with Paul's usual freedom, to break from a
special to a general subject. The language is quite general
(A*yt*a«6«t n), and the word refers to the lowest form of
busman mental actirity : it is not merely to judge or deter-
mine, hot to think (Hodge: "much easier than to will or

assertion contrasted with this is:—But our
sufficiency is of God.—The word sufficiency

here (f«cvd>tff) refers to the same object with re-

spect to which they were sufficient as kawt does.

With this sentence must be connected the relative

sentence—who also hath enabled (Uawoev)
us as ministers of a new covenant (ver. 6).—The object of real is not to introduce a new,
higher, or more general thought in contrast with
Tjoyioacrfrai r/, for then the expression would have
been: be koI Sicucdvovg—Uav. tffiaq, but to intro-

duce a sentence to confirm and explain what had
gone before: "who has even (or truly) made us
sufficient," etc. [Conybeare : comp. Ikov6c; (chap,

ii. 16) Uavol (iii. 15) and Uavuaev (ver. 6). Ad.
Clarke: a formal answer to the question: Who
is sufficient for these things ? God (replies the
Apostle) hath made us sufficient as ministers].

Alokovovc (ministers) is a concise expression for

etc rd hvai duueovove, etc., (to be ministers), or
etc SiaKuvcav (for the ministry, comp. Uavovv elf

in Col. i. 12).—The object of the ministry [i. «.,

#c. AtafhpoKy the new covenant] is put in the geni-
tive, as in chap. xi. 15; Eph. iii. 7; and Col. i.

28, and is without the article because it is the
genit. of quality. [The article is wanting also

before ypdfiftaroc; and irvebftaroc] t. «., **of a new
covenant." It was new because it was altogether

different from the old covenant which Moses
founded. The basis of the former covenant was
the law (v6fioc), whereas the later covenant was
founded wholly on grace and reconciliation in

Christ ; the condition of salvation in the former
was obedience to the law, whereas in the latter

it was faith in Christ (Rom. x. 5 ff.). [Neander:
&ia&f}KTK is not to be explained here according to

its pure Greek signification (arrangement, will),

but in accordance with the Heb. ^^^» which

denotes a mutual transaction, an agreement
(covenant) in which God promises something on
condition that men fulfil what He requires of
them]. This ministry of a new covenant is ex-
plained immediately by an antithetical sentence:
—not of the letter, but of the Spirit.—As
this expression is in explanation of and in appo-
sition with the phrase, a new covenant, it must
depend not upon 6iad%ia?c (covenant) but upon
Siokovovc (ministers). Comp. vers. 7 and 8. We
have here the same contrast as in Rom. ii. 29 and
vii. 6. The ministers of the Old Testament were
busied principally with a letter, an inflexible,

lifeless and written law ; and they were bound
to present and to inculcate with much zeal the
duties of that covenant ; whereas the ministers
of the New Testament were concerned mainly
with the Spirit They had to do generally with
a Divine power which wrought in the mind, re-
newed the heart and brought men into fellow-

ship with God ; and their work was to induce as
many as possible to enter into this covenant and
participate in its blessings. These two ministries

gave a peculiar character respectively to the two
covenants.—In the sentence—for the letter
kllleth, bnt the Spirit giveth Ufa—we
have the reason for what had just been said,

vii: God has made us sufficient for a ministry
which is not of the letter but of the Spirit, for
the letter kills, etc. (Flatt: what was written
killed, but the Spiritual quickens into life). The
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*8 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

connection must be sought by referring to the

great aim of the Apostolio work, which was, as

Paul's readers well knew, to bring men into a

holy fellowship by a Divine life (comp. Rom. i.

16 f. et. al.). There is no need therefore of sug-

gesting in addition that the ministry of a new
covenant, not of the letter but of the Spirit,

must be higher and far preferable, for, etc. The
reason which the Apostle assigns is not that the

ministry of a higher economy requires higher

qualifications; nor, that under this higher

economy the ministers must have a capacity for

higher endowments (Osiander). Nbandkr:
"These words have been commonly applied to

the contrasted literal or spiritual understanding
of Christian truth. But Paul says nothing here

directly on this subject. His words strictly re-

fer merely to the law as a letter which gives

commands, and the spirit of faith which makes
alive. But probably this relation of the letter to

the spirit may be applied to every precept of a
merely ethical nature, with which Christianity,

as the religion of the Spirit, is contrasted."

Light is thrown upon the whole passage by re-

collecting that the Apostle had in his eye those

Judaizing teachers whose motives were derived

from the law, and who vaunted themselves over

Paul because he proclaimed nothing but grace.

Such teachers were in danger of leading souls

astray by pretending that their influence was
salutary, while his was dangerous and corrupt-

ing. In opposition to such he gives the reason

why God had qualified him and his fellow-labor-

ers to be ministers of a new covenant which was
not of the letter but of the Spirit. Exactly the

opposite of what they pretended was found, in

fact, to be true. The letter to which they de-

voted their energies killed, while the Spirit to

whose service he was addicted made alive. This
killing refers, not merely to a negative power-
lessness or inability to awaken that life in the

Soul through which men freely perform works
pleasing to God; nor merely to the introduction

of a moral death, t. «., an opposition to the Di-

vine will, produced by the sense of guilt which
the commandment excites; nor even to a killing

in a spiritual sense, because sin is the death of

the soul ; but to the sentence of condemnation
and the exclusion from all hcpe of life and sal-

vation which the law pronounces. Such is the

idea of death (d&varog) in Rom. vi. 21, 23 ; vii 6
et. aL This death is indeed occasioned by those

moral influences (Rom. vii. 7 ff.), and is in other

passages pointed out under the phrases: the

curse of the law (Gal. iii. 10), and, the law work-
eth wrath (Rom. iv. 15}. This introduces also

a death of the heart which paralyzes all moral
power (Beogel, Osiander). The question, how-
ever, is, whether the Apostle has reference to

this in our passage. He certainly had no thought
of bodily (physical) death, as the wages of sin

(Rom. v. 12), and produced and demanded by
the law (1 Cor. xv. 56; Rom. vii. 9), for such a
death takes place also independently of the law
{Rom. v. 13) ; nor as a penalty of the law, for

such a killing (anoKrkvetv) would not be a proper
antithesis to the giving of life (Cuoirotelv). But
ihe giving life or quickening is the effect of the

eternal life (Cw*}««iwoc) which is quickened in

the soul (Rom. viii. 2; vi. 10, 11), or of the in-

troduction of the soul into that fellowship with
God which is completed in the resurrection.*

Vers. 7-11. The Apostle now proceeds (de)

to show that the ministry of the New Testament
was far preferable to that of the Old, both in the
effects which it produces and in the spirit which
it reveals. For the sake of comparing them he
brings them face to face with each other, and
then from the glory of the Old Testament ser-
vice which appeared with such splendor in Mo-
ses* face, that the children of Israel could not
look upon him (ver. 7), he draws a conclusion,
a minori ad maju*.—But if the ministration
of death, engraven in letters upon stones,
was in glory (ver. 7).—Instead of the simple
designation the ministry of the letter, which he
had used in ver. 6, he now uses the phrase, the
ministry of death—which works in favor of, or
as it were, under the direction or authority of,

death. He thus attributes the consequences of
the letter directly to the ministry under it, and
so anticipates the reason for the inferiority which
is set forth in ver. 9. The definition : engraven
in letters upon stones, shows that we must not
here think of the Levities! priestly service
(Ruckert); and the express mention of Moses
leads us to understand the ministry of Moses
himself. We are to regard him, not as a mediator
in contrast with Christ, but as a minister (Sidxavoc)
representing all teachers under the law in con-
trast with the Apostles and ministers of the New
Testament By a bold turn of expression be
combines the ministry itself with its object, and
designates the whole as one which was engraven
in letters upon stones (the only point on which
we can here agree with Meyer, who regards the
Decalogue as Moses' commission or mairicula

officii).f The ministration of Moses and of all

his successors consisted in the presentation and
enforcement of the law whose letters had been
engraven upon stone (tablets). In this way he
brings out in strong language the stiffness and
externality of the ancient service. Nbaxdbb:

[* The Apostle intends no disparagement of a written law,
or of the letter of either Testament. God was the author of
both, and both are perfect for their proper objects. The
letter of the N. T. was not written when Panl wrote this,
and the contrast was therefore more striking. Chrysostom
(Horn. VI., rer. 5; and VIL, rer. 8) notices that the law it-

self was spiritual (Rom. vii. 14), but the Apostle here means
that it does not bestow a spirit, but only letters, whereas the
Apostles were Intrusted with the firing of a spirit. The law
only punishes the sinner, the Gospel saves him and gives
him life. Panl does not say that the law itself, but only the
ministration under it, produces death ; it is sin alone which
produces death, and the law only shows what sin is and then
Smilshes it. As Instrumentalities of grace, forms and mln-
ters and letters are indispensable. For the historical facta

and the objects of its faith, Christianity is as dependent upon
the lettar as Judaism. - Bat these and all educational influ-

ences are as dead and unquickening as syllables engraven
on stones, without the spirit; and yet the spiritualism
which would do without them will be as dead and destitute

of the 8pint as the deadliest letter of Rabbinical Judaism.
A religion with only a letter Is powerless, but without that
letter it will hare no spirit or life. It was the very written
word which has since been "a stereotyped revelation."
which the Apostles made a judge of conscience (Acts xrftL
11; 1 Pet.iv. 11.)]

/ft Our Bngl. Terse, hare hero** written and engraven in

stones," which Is hardly a literal translation even of the
Bae.(*Vy0a>MMeHi' JrrtTV*. AlsW). A literal rendering woaM
be: •* In letters engraven on 810000." But on l*rhmann'»
reading (if ypa/*pen,) the reference would be to the general
writing of the whole ministration, whose essential germ
however, was in the Decalogue. The plural AtSetr seems to

imply that there were two tablets used.]
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chap. m. 1-11. 40

"The article before yp&fi/uuKv was designedly

left out by the Apostle, because he intended to

imply that a ministration which was conveyed

only by letters must hare been of a very general

nature." If kv yp&pfiaotv (or ypd/jiftan) were
connected directly with to& oWorou, as Luther

and some others contend the words should be

[the ministration of death in letters, or the min-
istration which produces death by means of

letters], the article would hare been required

(rev iv yp&p.). The predicate iytvtfhr iv 66fo is

essentially the same as if it had been iytv, *W<i£oc.

Boi we are here evidently directed to the divine

glory ("7133) within whose radiance the min*

istration was performed. Of an essential dignity

or eminenoe the Apostle was not in general

speaking, for in the next sentence:—so that
the children of Israel could not keep
their eyes fixed on Moses* face (ver. 7),

there is no representation of the consequences or

of the visible tokens of the glory, but of the

remarkable degree in which this ministration

participated in the divine radiance. In ver. 8

also (iarai hv 66*n) it is the heavenly glory which
is spoken of. [Webster and Wilkinson think that

tee earm refers to the future, not from the time of

writing merely, but to a future from past time,

or rather a future of inference, as, if that were
so, what will this be:] Then, amid the glories of

the great day of revelation, when the kingdom
of Clod shall be perfected, and when all external

form shall correspond with essential excellence,

the dignity of the New Testament ministration

will be especially manifested* The narrative in

Ex. xxxiv. 29 n". is rather freely quoted, inasmuch
as we are there merely informed that when Aaron
and the children of Israel saw that the skin of

Moses* face shone they were afraid to oome near
him. But everything essential to Paul's, and
even to Philo's account, is there. For even the

armoYM, the fixed gase upon his face, was too

much for them. The reason for this is further
given when it is added—for the glory of his
countenance—but with the important addi-

tion—whioh was to be done away.—This
addition gives us a new point in the comparison,
and places the inferiority of the legal ministration
in a strong light (comp. vv. 11, 18). Nsakdeb:
*' In this Paul discovers a symbol of the fading
glory of Judaism." But he has not yet com-
menced speaking of the discontinuance of the
ministration and its glory, but only of that fact

in whioh he saw a hint of this. He there makes
use of no purely present participle (Luther:
that which nevertheless is ceaeingV, but, in ac-

cordance with the history, an imperfect participle
signifying—that whioh was passing away. The
Apostle presumes that this radiance was transi-

tory; and with great justice, since it always
became visible when Moses came from the Divine
presence [Estius: passing away when the occa-

sion was over]. The inference from this is briefly

and simply expressed in ver. 8—how shall not
the ministration of the Spirit be yet
more glorious ?—In row mxhu&roc the Apostle
resumes the subject of the ministration of the
Spirit in ver. 6, which had been interrupted
by the enlargement in ver. 7 with respect

to the letter: engraved la letters upon stones.

But the idea is not that the Spirit rests upon
this ministration (though this is silently pre-
sumed), but that the ministration was the medium
through which the Spirit, and the life he bestowed
were communicated and enjoyed (in opposition
to rov dav&Tov, comp. chap. vii. 6). [The verbs
yivofuu and u\d are here brought into striking

contrast \ kytv^&n ev 66fy —iorai h 66%j). Bin-
on*: yivofiait fioy et elfd sum, are quite different.

Stanley: iyevifttj, came into existence. Elli-
oott (on 1 Tim. ii. 14): "the construction ylvca-

dai h occurs oeoasionally, but not frequently in

the New Testament, to denote the entrance into,

and existence in, any given state." Wbbstbei
" tytrf&i} iv <M£gfc=awas made to be in glory for a
time; iarai iv do^^taeshall be in glory perma-
nently" (Synn. sub. )**.)]• As iarat leads the
mind to the future (comp. "this hope" in ver.

22), we must not refer the glory (66£a) to the

miraculous endowments and works of the Apos-
tles. NBorw, however, need not be regarded as
the fut, corwequentim, or as equivalent to ewe m-
venietur («' rem reeteperpenderto), and we are hardly
safe in understanding it of a progressive de-

velopment. In the Apostle's mind the second
advent of Christ (Parousia) was so constantly
present, that it would seem to bim needless to

give a more particular explanation of his lan-

guage. The kind of ministration of the spirit,

which he had in view, and the argument from
the less to the greater, which he applies to it,

will be accounted for or confirmed when he comes
to explain more particularly the two ministra-

tions, the first, as a ministration of condemnation,
and the other as a ministration of righteousness.

—For if the ministration of condemna-
tion be glory, much more does the mi-
nistration of righteousness abound in
glory (ver. 9).—[If Laohmann's reading (rrj 6ta-

kovIq) be adopted, the translation would be, 'if

to the ministration of condemnation be glory,' etc.,

but the sense would not be essentially altered].

Here the former corresponds to the killing and
the death, and the latter to the making alive, of

w. 6 and 7. The condemnation refers to the

curse of the law. The ministration which was
employed in the enforcement of the letter, i. e.

the Old Testament law, was compelled todenounce »

condemnation against transgressors (comp. Dent.,

xxvii. 26), and by its enforcement of a law which*

brought the sinful passions into active opposition!

to its requirements, it brought men under the

curse. The righteousness, which is hero conr

trasted with the condemnation, is the same as

the being just (or righteous) before God, and is

the great object of the proclamation of Divine

grace under the New Testament ministration.

Under that ministration, faith is awakened, and
man's relations to God are rectified, so that he
caa be justified, and attain everlasting life in the

Divine kingdom (comp, Rom. i. 17; iii. 22 ff, SO

et at.). The Apostle, however, partially modifies

what he had thus said of these two ministrations,
by withdrawing all roferenoe to time in the use

of Jiyev^&n and iarai. Instead of h 66fy we have

the nominative <Mfa, with iariv understood. The
meaning is the same, and the expression is mere
forcible than the adjective rVrfofor would; have

been (comp. Bom. viii. 10: rd mtevfta £«#). On
the other hand the expressionos strengthened by
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#) THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

the use of nepteoebei, signifying: overflows or

abounds in glory.—For even that which
has been glorious, is not glorious in this

respect, on account of the glory which
excels (ver. 10).—Here the previous idea is

further strengthened by saying that the glory of

the contrasted ministration was abolished, al-

though that ministration had previously been
declared to have been made in glory (yzvrj&Tjvai

h <M£y), or to have been glory (A$£a, vv. 7 and

9), on account of the superabundant glory of the

other. The ml (even) indicates a climax and
qualifies the verb: is not glorious, or has no
glory (ov 6e66£aoTai\ which expresses a single

idea (that which is deprived of glory), and goes

beyond the minus of the comparison. A more
rrticular explanation of the idea is given in

Tobru T(j> fiipei, which signifies: in this parti-

cular, i. e. with respect to the relation which the

Old Testament ministration bore to that of the

New Testament.—The phrase, that which has
been glorious (rd dedogaofUvov), [" shows a
strange use of the perfect (as does 6e66^aar€u)

t

and is taken from Ex. xxxiv. 29, 35 of the Sept."

Stanley], It does not stand here for the whole
Old Testament economy, but simply the Mosaic
ministration, or that which was surrounded by,

or shared in a Divine radiance.—Having said

that this was not glorious in this respect, the

Apostle adds the reason for that deprivation, by
saying that this was on account of the surpassing
glory. He here refers to what he had said of

the ministration of righteousness abounding in

§lory (xepuToebei h &6%y). Before the superabun-
ant glory of the ministration of the New Testa-

ment, the glory of the Old Testament ministra-

tion entirely disappears as the moon's splendor
vanishes in the sun's radiance. There is, there-

fore, no necessity of taking the phrase, that

which has been glorious, in a general and abstract

sense (Meyer), without an allusion to the Mosaio
service in the concrete sense, until it comes up
in the predicate, where h Toirru tq fiipei has the

sense of: *« in this respect (». e. when we compare
the glory of the Mosaic ministration with the

Christian, ver. 9) the glorified becomes unglori-

fied." In ver. 11 the expression, the surpassing
glory (rrjs vnepfia>JXobotK dti-w) is still further

justified by the introduction of a new element
into the comparison, although it had been sym-
bolically suggested in ver, 7.—Por if that
which is transitory was with (passing
through) glory, much more that which
abides is in glory.—This new element is the

permanent in distinction from the temporary, that

which is vanishing : " on account of the super-
abounding glory." For each ministration there is

presupposed an economy or dispensation, one of

which is passing away, and the other is abiding.

The Old Testament ministration with the law
itself, is supposed to pass away with the entrance
of the New Testament ministration (comp. Rom.
x. 4). The latter must remain until the second
coming of our Lord, when it will be eternally

glorified in His heavenly kingdom. [Neander

:

The Apostle probably had a special design when
he used the different prepositions Sta (66$i%) and
h (66fy). Aid designates a point of transition

and hence implies that the thing spoken of, was
passing and transitory, while h implies that

which is permanent.] A/d S6^ signifies stricilj

that the glory merely accompanied the object

[Winer { 61, i. p. 806. Webster (Synn. p. ItHS)

says that it indicates particularly an object in *

state of transition, while passing through a
state] whereas h 66i-y implies that the object

continued in glory. Sometimes, however, even

6th is used to designate the fixed condition or

state of a thing (chap. ii. 4 ; v. 7), and hence it

is possible that Paul used both expressions ss

nearly equivalent, for we know that be not un-

frequently changed his prepositions even when
he referred to the same reUtion. In either case

6ia seems appropriate to the Karapyobpevov, and
h to the fi&ov. In the translation, the distinc-

tion can with difficulty be made perceptible

(comp. Osiander).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

When nothing but Christ, and Christ in his

completeness, is preached, and when the preach-
ers know by experience the reality of what they

preach, all who have learned the deadly condem-
nation and inefficiency of the law to save the

soul will feel the power of truth, will be rescued,

forgiven and renewed by Divine grace, and will

become animated by a spiritual life which win
know no limit but the perfection of God. Such
results will need no proof that they are from
God, for all who have eyes to see will not only

commend the human laborer but give honor to

the God who bestowed both the success and the

power to labor. Those legal task-masters who
exalt themselves so much above the preachers of

free grace, will never disturb the common se-

curity nor bring anything to real order; and in

due time, even in this world, it will not be hard

to distinguish between the preaching which saves

and that which destroys the soul. But a day is

coming when all things shall be made especially

manifest, when those who have turned many to

righteousness shall present before the Lord a

great company of enlightened, justified and sanc-

tified ones, who shall shine as the stars forever

and ever; while those who preached nothing

but the law shall (Dan. xii. 8) be filled with un-

speakable horror and confusion, as the lamenta-

ble and fatal consequences of their course shall

be fully brought, to light.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

StAim:—Ver. 1. No one needs a belter letter

of credence than that testimony of men's own
consciences and works which are sufficient to

praise him.—Vv. 2, 8. Every believer is an epis-

tle in which the Holy Ghost reveals the know-
ledge of God in Christ; he is an open epistle in

which all can learn something of what God can
produce in the heart; and he is an epistle of

Christ, for the hands and tongues of all true

teachers are the instruments which the Holy
Spirit uses to form him into the Divine image.

If God's writing is in the heart, the willing heart*

the faithful obedience and the ready tongue will

not fail to discourse of God. In such cases there

will be real life, and not mere letters upon stone.

Preachers should never doubt, that when they

perform their parts, the appropriate fruits o*
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CHAP. III. 1-11. 61

their labor will infallibly follow.—Ver. 5. No
one can speak of God as he should, until he has
been taught of God (Jno. vi. 46). Whatever gifts

we have, and whatever praise we gain, should

therefore be ascribed entirely to God (James i.

17). Oh how many make idols of themselves.

—

Yer. 6. Luthbr:—The letter is to teach us, that

while the mere law of God and our own works
give us knowledge, they cannot show us that God
can be gracious ; but it shows us that everything

we are and do is condemned and worthy of death,

since without Divine grace we can do nothing.

The Spirit, on the other hand, is to teach us that

grace without law or personal righteousness

gives us knowledge, but in such a way as to give

as life and salvation. Hbdingee:—The Gospel
is accompanied by a penetrating life, which en-

lightens and gladdens those who are awakened
and condemned to death; it is therefore from
the Spirit and is the source of spirit and life.

Every word of God, as It comes from the Divine
heart and hand, has some special design and a
power of its own. In some cases it is to com-
mand and in others to produce obedience; in

some it is to threaten and in others it is to com-
fort; in some it is to chastise and wound, and in

others it is to heal and revive. To every work
which His wisdom has ordained He has also

adjusted just that measure of power which is

precisely adapted to the end he has in view.

The word which created the world is not the
word which creates a new heart. For this is

needed a word of far greater power (Eph. i. 19).—Ver. 7. HsdIxMOER:—The law also has power
and light It has a terrible thunderbolt for those
wuo have awakened consciences, and where
Christ does not comfort them and anoint them
with His Spirit, they are struck down to the
mouth of hell. Those who would partake of the
Divine nature must mount up in spirit often to

God, become familiar with Divine things, con-
verse much with God in prayer, and listen in

their most secret souls to God's voice in His
word, and it will not be long before their souls

will be full of Divine light.—Ver. 8. The Gospel
is indeed a quickening and a saving power, by
me ins of which Christ is glorified, and rises like

a clear morning star (2 Pet. i. 19) to shed upon
His people's hearts the full beams of His eternal

glory (Rev. xxi. 23 ff.).—Ver. 9. Hedinger:—
When the word of the kingdom casts its clear

light upon thee, look steadily upon it. Many
love darkness and shun the light (Jno. iii. 19).

Walk in the light lest darkness come upon thee
(Jno. xii. 85).—Ver. 10. The Gospel is the source
of an indescribable glory when it is truly applied
to the hearts of God's people, for the glory of the
Lord is even now shed forth upon them; but
when Jesus, who is their life, shall be fully re-

vealed, their glory will be complete (Col. iii. 4).

—Ver. 11. The spirit of life is better than death,

righteousness than condemnation, and that which
is permanent than that which vanishes away;
how much better then is the ministration of the

New Covenant than that of the letter?

Bbrlenb. Bible, Ver. 2:—Real candor and
frankness of manner can spring only from a con-

sciousness of innocence. A preacher's success
must be estimated not from the multitudes who
attend upon his ministry, but from the sound

conversions which take place under it. Many
may, and certainly will condemn him; but this

is no evidence that he is wrong. Let us only be
coacerned that we are begotten by the Word of

truth to the {glory of God, and that men may say
of us : The Lord hath created and formed them
for himself.—Ver. 8. The minister who fails to

point men from himself to Christ, is trying to

make himself a pope. We should never stop at

what is external, but press forward to the in-

ward spirit of everything. Let men see that

those hearts of ours which were once of stone,

are now fleshly tablets, and that this is the Lord's

work. The heart which takes no impression
from the Gospel, has no part in the New Cove-
nant.—Ver. 4. True confidence in God, is not of

ourselves, but comes through Christ.—Ver. 6.

The spiritual man finds that a union with Christ

gives him an invincible power, in proportion as he
sees that he is not sufficient of himself to do
anything, as of himself, t. e., to know and over-

come the subtle assaults of spiritual pride and
self-will. Few persons possess this power, be-

cause they never thoroughly know themselves, or

understand how utterly insufficient they are even
to think anything which will convince them of

God's grace and truth. This is wholly a spiritual

and divine work, and can be accomplished only

by divine instruments. When this fact is fully

recognized, we can no longer endure in ourselves

those contrivances and counterfeits which the

ingenuity of man has devised; for every degree

of credit we take to ourselves, only hinders the

growth of grace in our hearts. Whatever bene*

fits the renewed man attains, is in consequence
of his new creation, and never will he hesitate

to cast the crown at the feet of God and of the

Lamb. And yet this subjugation of the vile spirit

of self-love, self-sufficiency, self-flattery, etc., re-

quires the severest struggle to which our natures

are ever called. If Christians in general need
to be divested of all confidence in themselves,

surely those who lead them should seek to be
especially free from it.—Ver. 6. The letter which
supplies nothing but intellectual knowledge, can
impart no life—but inasmuch as it reveals only

condemnation and death, it must actually kill the

soul. The law can never be anything but a dead
work to those who regard it in a Pharisaic spirit,'

and set it in opposition to the Gospel. Hence'

the great object of the Gospel (and the law itself,

'

when properly used, shuts us up to the same result

Gal. iii. 24), is to reveal to men a Redeemer, in

whom they may find life. The spirit of the Gos-
pel of grace, of faith and of the Lord, gives us
life, opens to us a way of righteousness and re-

conciliation in Christ, and makes ns able to

receive and use the benefits of Christ's kingdom.
This living voice of the Lord stirs the sinner's

heart, so that he must hear and obey. Those
who have been slain by the law, will penitently

recognize Christ, and the Holy Spirit will glorify

the Father and the Son in their hearts, and make
intercession there with groanings which cannot

be uttered. The law alone produced disobe-

dience, opposition, and consequently wrath ; bnl;

the Spirit works nothing but a cheerful obe-

dience, life and love, blessings and blessedness.

The more Christ requires of ns, the more he
does for us; Under his influence we become oon-

r^ ,( r\r\cs\c>
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scious of new increments and new motives; our
whole nature is renewed, and we take delight in

those divine, pure and innocent enjoyments,

which we never had, and could not have before.

Then we shall gradually attain an incomparable

treasure of divine life in a refined and good
heart, from which we can derive light and power,

victory over all sin, motives to diligence in every

duty, and comfort and strength for every extrem-
ity. In a word, we have the whole power of the

Holy Ghost, to make us partakers of the divine

nature (2 Pet. i. 3 and 4).—Ver. 7. Not unfre-

quently, rather than stand on the ground of the

Gospel, men prefer going out of their way to

Moses—the glory of whose face at a distance

attracts them; but they soon find that that glory

is too strong for them, and shows those who love

darkness rather than light, as in a glass, how
treat is their corruption. Thus God sometimes
nds a way to accomplish his own work. The

old dispensation of the letter must always be
forsaken, that we may attain a true evangelical

state in the new dispensation of the Spirit. This
requires an honest recognition and confession of

the truth, and a sincere repentance.—Ver. 8.

Such is the glory of the spiritual word, that

even the angels love to study it. Where once it

enters the heart, it remains forever. The glory

of the Lord so brightly illuminates it, that every-

thing which speaks and acts without the Spirit

will seem like utter darkness. Under such a dis-

pensation everything begun or promised before,

comes to its fulfilment; there is no abolition of

the law and its various ordinances, but only an
exaltation of them all into something spiritual

and everlasting. And yet it often costs us much
before our oousoiences apprehend the true dis-

tinction between the law and the Gospel, and the
main power of the new covenant in the heart

depends upon the clearness with which the pro-

mises are understood.—Ver. 9. So sublime and
excellent is the glory of Christ in the new cove-

nant, that no sooner does any man apprehend it,

than he will feel humbled in utter amazement, as

he beholds the majesty, the holiness, the wisdom,
and the goodness of God; and thus God receives

back from restored and redeemed man the honor
of which sin robbed Him.—Ver. 10. From the

nature and origin of the Mosaic law, it would
not be hard to infer that it would necessarily

come to an end. Equally evident is it, that the

Gospel contains what must endure forever ; and
all the assaults of its enemiesbaveonly served to

evince its perpetuity. It is therefore called an
everlasting Gospel, and the redemption it.pro-
claims is an eternal redemption. As what is

good may not be permanent, we should not be
satisfied until we have found what can never be
moved. As everything else is passing away,
the soul can never find eomplete rest until it re-

ceives that word which lives and abides forever.

Riegeb, Vkes. 1 and 2:—Gladly would we so

speak and act that no one should take offence,

but no one can always be so circumspect as to

be beyond suspicion. It is well, therefore,

sometimes to meet those misunderstandings
which we know have arisen respecting us. "The
first in his cause is righteous, but his neighbor
Cometh and searcheth him" (Prov. rviii. 17).

—

Ver. 3. What God has joined together, should

never be put asunder. Among these are : preach-
ing and the word of Christ ; the Spirit which
glorified that word, and the ministry through
which that Spirit is shed forth. Stone tablets
are comparatively easy to be written upon, for
only the surface needs to be changed. But only
the finger of God can write His law upon the
heart, since the soul itself must be softened and
subdued, not only at first, but continually. We
need not therefore be surprised that the dispen-
sation under which God has promised to do this
is the highest, and that every thing which pre-
ceded it was only preparatory for it (Jer. xxxl
83; Eiek. xxxvi. 26-27).—Vers. 4 and 5. When
a man really holds communion with God, he will
be so emptied of all confidence in himself and so
united to the source of all light and power, thai
even when he is triumphing in a Divine suffi-

ciency, no words can express his consciousness
of utter insufficiency in himself.—Ver. 6. Even
in connection with the law and other clearer
declarations of God's will and of His claims,
many promises of the Spirit were given through
the prophets, so that the New Covenant was al-

ready partially developed in the Old. All who
made a conscientious use of the letter of the Old
Covenant found in it abundant directions to the
Spirit, and through the Spirit breathed forth
many sighs for the New Covenant. And yet the
Spirit was not in it, for before our Lord's return
to the Father that Spirit was not fully given, and
the ministration of the Old Covenant was neces-
sarily a ministration of the letter. Such a fact,

however, is no reason for despising that dis-
pensation, but rather a ground for praising that
graoe which reaches its perfection by successive
periods of progress.—To slay the sinner who is

living without the law in a worldly course of
life, is really to prepare him for life and health.
Unless the process stops there, he will be brought
to a state in which he is willing to renounce the
law and his own righteousness, and he will seek
for that Gospel through which the Spirit is im-
parted.—Vers. 7 and 8. The more any institution
or worship gives evidence that it came from God
and leads to God, and the more the Lord uses it

to reveal and communicate Himself to men, the
more it can be called glorious. Hence that min-
istry which was set up at Pentecost, proclaiming
peace through the blood of the cross, and impart.
ing the Spirit, which is the only source of spi-
ritual freedom and power, is possessed of a
transcendant glory; for it has most plainly
evinced its Divine origin, and its power to con*
trol the heart and bring the soul to God.—Ver. ft.

It was a terrible thing to preach nothing but
condemnation; and yet under the law such
preaching was glorious. May we learn to make
a right use of the law ; not to show us the way of
salvation, but to drive us through the door of
mercy which the Gospel opens for us to the
righteousness in which there can be no con-
demnation, but peace with God, the law estab-
lished, and the Spirit of life dwelling continually
in the heart!—Vers. 10 and 11. The law was
originally designed to be only a provisional dis-
pensation to prepare a way for the Gospel. Its

fragmentary revelations of truth must unques-
tionably find their completion and their termina-
tion in the Gospel; and yet the law itself can
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never lose its place in every subsequent dispen-
sation, and it will find its absolute perfection

when God shall reveal Himself to His creatures
without a veil.

Heubner, Vers. 1 and 8 :—However disagree-

able it may be to a Christian to commend him-
self, if his personal interests are connected with
God's cause, he may without vanity vindicate his

character before his fellow-men. When his me-
rits are manifest, he may dispense with letters

of commendation, and certainly he will never
truckle or beg for them by low arts. To be really

useful, especially in the work of saving souls,

will be our best commendation and will generally
be the best known ; for what work can be more
honorable than that of transforming and impress-
ing a new character upon the very spirit of a fel-

low-man ?—Ver. 4. God will be the friend of all

who are endeavoring to honor Christ All such
therefore have the best of reasons for confidence
in God.—Ver. 6. Our sufficiency for every spiri-

tual act is from God ; for when He withdraws
His Spirit from our hearts, they are lifeless, bar-
ren, and incapable of any good thought.—Ver. 6.

Even among Christians (papists, coldly ortho-

dox), the letter is served with slavish fear, where
God's will is known only from the written word
without the Spirit's testimony. In such cases
nothing but precepts and threatenings are dis-

pensed, and the written word is believed and
obeyed from a regard only to authority and from
terror without inward conviction and persuasion.
In contrast with this stands the ministration of
the Spirit; under which the will of God and His
grace is cordially accepted; an inward witness
accompanies the word, and under the leadings of
the Divine Spirit, faith and obedience are de-

lightful, sincere and earnest—Ver. 7. That which
is external and legal has frequently more influ-

ence upon rude dispositions than that which has
more intrinsic grandeur.—Vers. 8 and 9. A judi-
cial and admonitory severity has a dignity which
is by no means to be despised, but unspeakably
greater is that of a love which has compassion
on the miserable and seeks to save them and give
them spiritual life. No honor, therefore, is like

that of the minister of the Gospel, under whose
labors God's Spirit is communicated, and righte-

ousness, pardon and grace are afforded to all

men. Contrast between Dent, xxvii. 15 if.;

xxviii. 15 ff.: and Matth. t. 3 ff. (Cursed, etc.

Blessed, «/<?.).—Ver. 11. If, then, God's glory is

reflected from all who proclaim His love, how
glorious must be that ministration which pro-
claims nothing but love.

W. P. BessEH, Vbe. 8 :—As the savor of Christ
diffuses Christ Himself, so a congregation of real

Christians are an Epistle in whioh Christ is

Himself inscribed and communicated to men.
The letters which He writes are deeds and men
(Ps. xlv. 1, " My tongue is the pen of a ready
writer"). — Ver. 6. The whole ministration
{Auuoovia) to which the public servants of the
Church are regularly called, is simply for the
purpose of presenting and applying the New
Covenant or the treasures of grace which are

promised through Jesus Christ to men.—Our suffi-

ciency is not oonferred by the office, but must be
brought to the office itself. Those whom God
calls to it are able to teach others, or are endowed
with a sufficiency when they are called (2 Tim.
H. 2).—The letter kills, and even ought to kill,

that the Spirit may quicken those who are dead.

—Ver. 9. The glory of the ministry of the letter

was terrible, because every letter of the law was
emblazoned with tokens of Divine wrath (Rom.
iv. 15). As the executioner of God's curse
against transgressors (Gal. iii. 10), it can pro-
claim nothing but condemnation. But now,
when grace abounds and*is much stronger than
wrath, the ministration of the Spirit is propor-
tionably more glorious ; for now even righteous-

ness proclaims that God must absolve the guilty

when they are reconciled to God through the

blood of Christ (chap. v. 18-20).—Ver. 10. The
glory of the legal ministry was by itself intolera-

ble for its brightness; but when the ministration

of condemnation and the ministration of righte-

ousness are combined together, that which was
so glorious becomes unglorified, and Sinai's ra-

diance vanishes before that of Golgotha.—Ver. 11..

The ministry which vanished away passed
"through glory," and its glory was extinguished
when the law had accomplished its end in Christ
and His people; but the ministry which remains
until the coming of the Lord abides in glory, that
the whole world may behold its inherent excel-

lence.

Vers. 4-11. Lesson for the 12th Sunday after

Trinity. Heubnbr:—I. The glory of the evan-
gelical ministry: 1. In its origin: a. It rests

upon Christ's own institution (ver. 4) ; b. Christ
alone can qualify us for it; 2. In its object: it is

not of the letter, but of the Spirit; 8. In its

means: it relies upon, not an external glory,

whioh for a while blinds the eye and then van-
ishes away (ver. 7), but the cooperation of the

Holy Ghost (vers. 8 and 9) ; 4. In its reward : a.

even in this world it has more glorious rewards
than any other employment (ver. 10) ; o. but
finally it conducts to eternal blessedness. II.

The superior glory of the Church under the New
Testament above that of the Church under the
Old Testament: 1. It was founded by the Son,

and not merely by the servant of God ; 2. It is

the ascendancy of the Spirit, and not of the let-

ter ; 8. Its worship and dignities are of a spiritual

nature, and are sustained not merely by worldly
influences ; 4. It will continue forever.

—

Obttin-
gbr:—The glory of spiritual instruction and the
weakness of that teaching which has reference

merely to morality, the law and the outward let-

ter (Serm. on the Epist. for the 12th Sunday af-

ter Trinity).—A. F. Schmidt:—We should never
separate by arbitrary and nice distinctions what
God has wisely and graciously arranged toge-

ther; especially: a. letter and Spirit (ver. 6);
h. the preaching of the law and of the gospel

(ver. 8) ; e. confidence in God and despair of our-

selves (vers. 4 and 5) ; d. fidelity to our calling

and an assurance of success.
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VII.—DIFFERENT RESULTS OF THE TWO KINDS OF MINISTRY. HARDENING OF THE
JEWS.

Chapter HI. 12-18.

1

2

Seeing then that we have such hope, we use great plainness [unreservedness] of

13 speech: And not as Moses, [onx. which] put a veil over his1 face, that the children of

Israel could [might] not steadfastly look to [upon] the end of that which is abolished

:

14 But their minds were blinded [hardened] : for until this day* remaineth the same

veil untaken away in the reading of the Old Testament; which veil is done away in

Christ [upon the reading of the Old Testament remains the same veil untaken away,

15 because it is taken away (only) in Christ]. But even unto this day, when Moses is

16 read*, the veil is [lies, xe?rac] upon their heart. Nevertheless, when it shall turn

17 [turns] to the Lord, the veil shall be [is] taken away. Now the Lord is that [the]

18 Spirit: and where the Spirit of the Lord is lorn, there]4
is liberty. But we all, with

open [unveiled] face beholding as in a glass [mirror] the glory of the Lord, are

changed into the same image from glory to glory, [om. evett'] as by the Spirit of the

Lord [the Lord, the Spirit].

t Ver. 18.—Rec. has iavrov ; but the best authorities have evrou. [Since our author wrote, the authority of Sin. has
been added to that of D. K., and Chrysost.. and Thcodt., (Oflander, Bloom!.), Id favor of iavrov. A. B. C. F. L-, 4 cuniTrs,

one MS. of Chrys., Damasc, Theophyl. and Oecuni., (Lachm., Tisch., Alf., Meyer, Words.), are for avrow. D. (l»t Oor.) and
F. omit to before /aij-1

* Ver. H.—The boat authorities insert i»Upaf . [Omitted as superfluous, comp. ver. 15. D. K. F. O. Chrys. (Ital. Vulg.
etc. have in) instead of ciri have cr. "Ori in Stephens and Oriesb. is written o ri, and it is translated in the old Ital.

and Vnlg. quoniam; Wycllf: "for it is avoided in Christ;" Rheims (in parenth.): "because in Christ it is made voids."]

* Ver. 16.—Lachm. [Alford] following excellent authorities [A. B. C. Sin. et cd.] has a* araytittrarnu. Hut some [D.

S.] have the subjunctive avayw&riciiTc* without av; and others have the Indicative—(terot with the ay. The first syllable

of ayaytv. was probably written first by mistake twice ; then the verb was made to agree with it in the subjunctive, and
sometimes it remained so when the aV was erased, it being looked upon as governed still by the qpuea (Meyer).

* Ver. 17.—Rec has Utl before JAtvtfepia contrary to the oldest and best MSS. [A. B. C. D. (1st Cor.), Sinait (1 Cor.),

the Copt, version, and Cyril and Nyssa. Lachm., Tisch. and Alford reject it, but Qriesb. inserted It on the authority of B.

(2d and 3d Cor.) E. F. Q. K. L. Slnait. (3d Cor.) Goth, and Syr. versions and most of the Greek Fathers}. It was inserted

according to the analogy of Matth. xvjii. 20, xxiv. 28; James ill. 16, et aL But Paul does not commonly use it after st.

Comp. Horn. iv. 15, aud v. 20.

that we should injure your sight as Moses did

that of the Israelites." The Greek word wapjnjoia

embraces the three ideas of openness, candor,

and boldness. Moses' address was interrupted

by intervals of concealment, and was constantly

reserved on aocount of his want of full confidence

in his people. We have no reason for fears, dis-

trust or concealment]. The connection is: The
glory which is connected with the New Testa-

ment ministry, makes us unreserved in our com-
munications with the people, and induces us to

present divine truth unveiled before them. The
very spirit of our religion also demands this, for

God'8 people could never reach the glorious pri-

vileges he has promised them without an oppor-

tunity of looking freely and without reserve

upon all that our system of religion contains.

(Emmerling).—The phrase ^piprfou irapfao** •**

<5ur8 more than once in Plato. The idea con-

tained in irapfaoia £p<4u£iya (Indicative, not

Subjunctive) is carried out into more detail in

ver. 18, though negatively by referring to an

opposite kind of proceeding by Moses,—And
not as Moses pat a veil over his face,—
This principal sentence is elliptical, because its

predicate is to be found in the incidental re-

mark made in connection with it. Such an

ellipsis may be found in other Greek writings,

but must here be supplied from the words used

and the connection following. We may supply

after teal ov, simply iroiovficv (we do), or more
freely, rl'&efiev xaXvufta M rb irpdriunrw ijfu-*

(we put a veil over our faces). The allusion i*

to a veiling process, quite different from the

great boldness which had just been professed.

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Vbes. 12, 18. Having, therefore, snoh
hope.—The fome (hope) has reference to the

future glory of the New Testament ministry as

it had been alluded to in ver. 8. This glory had
been called permanent in ver. 11, and was to be
for the glorification of Christ when he should
come to judgment. Some interpreters regard
ver. 6 ff. as a digression, and think that we have
here a resumption of the subject (ovv) there

broken off, and that efartc is here equivalent to

ireiroidijois there. This is, however, directly op-
posed to the peculiar and essential signification

of cA?r/f, and to the connection. [That trust,

even if we regard it as " filled out into hope by
the intervening vision of tbe glory of his work"
(Stanley), had reference rather to the results of
his work, while this hope looked forward to

somethiug future and undeveloped]. The there-

fore (ow) introduces us to the practical results

which were to follow the glorious ministration
of the Gospel, and rotaimjv (such) indicates the
greatness or superiority of the hope.—We use
great boldness of speech.—The whole tenor
of the discourse shows us that ttapfaoia cannot
mean the internal confidence or joyfulness which
the Apostle felt, but the frank, open and unre-
served manner which characterised his outward
deportment, and the plainness or perspicuity

tevidenlia) whioh distinguished his addresses.

Chbtsostom: "We speak out everywhere with
all freedom, abating, concealing, mistrusting
nothing; with confidence, as if we had no idea
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CHAP. IIL 12-1B. 55

It is said that Moses put over his face a covering
(veih ; that the children of Israel might not gnxe
at (clearly see) the end of that which is passing
away. By rl^of rov Karapyovfih>ov is meant either

the end, the literal fading away of the splendor
which was on Moses' face (though such a view
would not correspond with the subsequent part
of the representation) ; the end of that splendor
regarded as the symbol of the whole Old Testa-
ment ministration (office) and possibly of the
Old Testament dispensation (Religion) itself; or
(throwing aside the whole idea of a symbol) of
the ministration or institution itself; or the end
of Moses himself as the representative of that

institution (in whioh case the masculine would
not agree with the neuter rb narapy, of ver. 11)

;

or the design, the purpose which that ministra-
tion or even the law itself was established to

accomplish, the result to which that institution

led, and for which it was prepared, viz., the di-

vine glory to be unveiled in Christ, and of which
the veiled radianoe on Moses' face was a symbol
and reflection. (Comp. w. 14, 18, chap. iv. 4, 6).

Well established usage will not permit us to take
irpdf rd fir) arevioat ecbatically [implying a mere
consequence of a course of action, without refe-

rence to the views of the actors] in the sense of:

so that, but we are obliged to understand by
them the aim or purpose which the agents had
in view. In every instance in which the phrase
occurs in the New Testament it probably has re-

ference to a subjective Divine purpose (comp.
Meyer), and not to a merely objective result of
divine arrangements. And yet we may suppose
that so great a prophet as Moses, profoundly ac-
quainted with the general scheme of the Divine
administration, may have known that he was
fulfilling a divine purpose, or at least that he was
promoting such a result. That he was practising

an intentional deception (Fritzsche), or was
guilty of an improper dissimulation, the Apostle
was far from implying. Even if we make the end
of that which is passing away, refer to the end of

Moses* ministry (comp. ver. 11), and suppose that

Moses saw that end (r£Ao() typified by the dis-

appearance of the radiance from his face, such a
covert proceeding (lecte agere) must be regarded
simply as a pedagogic or disciplinary course of

conduct. The same may be said of an interpre-

tation proposed by Meyer (but which need not
include a reference to a Rabbinic allegory), ac-

cording to which Paul recognizes in riXog, what
he afterwards brings out more fully, viz., a judi-

cial or retributive proceeding, at least on God's
part. This implies that a sight of the Divine ra-

diance on Moses' face was withheld from the

children of Israel, because their previous con-

duct had made them unworthy of such a favor,

ouch a concealment was a symbolical represen-

tation of the fact that in consequence of their

sins, Moses, i. «., the law represented by him, or

the Scriptures of the Old Testament read by
them, would remain so veiled before them, that

they could never perceive the Divine glory which
rested especially upon those Scriptures and those

rites which testified of Christ; and accordingly

they would continue in unbelief and have no part

in the salvation by Christ. Nbander: "The
mind of the Apostle was entirely taken up with

the symbolical meaning of this incident. Moses

is in his eye simply a symbol of the whole legal

economy, and from this point of view everything
in the history is regarded. The covering which
Moses used to conceal his face, represents the
entire veil of symbols under which divine things

were represented. As long as these divine things

could be seen only in the light of the Old Testa-

ment, there was noway of distinguishing eternal

truth from, the temporary form in which it was
represented to men (essence and symbol). The
contrast here implied may therefore be carried
out thus: we who make known the Gospel to

men need never fear that its glory may some day
come to an end. We may allow our hearers the

clearest and freest inspection of its mysteries,

and its radiance will only shine forth the more
brightly."*

["The whole subsequent section (14—18) is

parenthetical. Before and after it, the ministry

is the subject ; in it, they to whom the ministry is

directed. But it serves to show the whole spirit

and condition of the two classes, and thus further
to substantiate the character of openness and
freedom asserted of the Christian ministry"
(Alford)].
Vers. 14-16. Bat their minds (mental per-

ceptions) 'were hardened (made callous).

—

The words distinctly announce that this was a
divine judgment. No^/mra signifies not the al-

ready formed thoughts (chap. ii. 11), but as in

chap. iv. 4 ; xi. 8, the spiritual sense, the power

[* Without reporting to the explanation that Paul was
here allegorizing to such an extent at to be inconsistent
with the literal account in Ex. xxxiv. 29-36, wo have only
to give a correct translation of the original Hebrew of that
account to get clear of all difficulties. Such a correct trans-

lation was given by the Septuagint, which was evidently need
by Paul, fur he has in every corresponding place of our pas-
sage, used the very words of that version, (comp. Words-
worth). According to the history in Rxodus, Moses came
down from the mountain with his face irradiated ; and when
the people shrunk from him, he put o\er his face a veil

(either the Kenaa, which covered the whole head and was
in subsequent times worn by persons of eminence, as by
Mahomet, Mokanna and others, or the Latham, which con-
cealed only the face. comp. Rosenmueller), *tfirst, to relieve

their fears, but a/Urwaras, in his ordinary intercourse with
them (vv. 84 and 36) to conceal from them the termination
(reAoc) of the radiance, or its cessation until he went again
into the Dlviue presence. Our English version translates

the three first Hebrew words of ver. 83 thus : "And ttZJ

Moses had done speaking;" and other Protestant versions

render the verb in the last part of the verse in a Pluperlect
sense, and translate: "he had put on a veil." This makes
the historian say that Moses did not put on the veil until he
had ceased speaking to the people, and that he resumed it

when be reentered the Divine presence, which is in direct
contradiction to Paul's view. The true rendering of the
Hebrew and the Sept. is : " and when he bad made an end
(Piel) of speaking with them, lie put a veil • n his face." The
Vulgate is correct in its rendering of this verse (ivtpMisqu*
trrmonibiis, posuit relamen superfacum suam), but a confu-
sion is thrown upon the whole by its strange mistake in

translating JHp (a denominative verb, signifying to emit

rays, from Mp * horn) as if it signified, to have home

{ignarabat quedenmuta esset facie* sua). Paul's nse of this

incident as an illustration (not an allegory) of the people's

inability to endure the full glory of Divine truth aud the
consequent veiling of that truth under the types and shad-
ows of the Old Dispensation, is perfectly natural. But as

Clemens Alex, remarks, this veil was simply against the
reading of the Old Testament while the heart remained rude
and unsusceptible, and rot Kara tV a-pbc rbv Kvpiov iwtarpo-

4>ifr, i. «., not against tboae who were inclined to see Christ

In the Gospel, and to return to that Lord who was concealed
behind that veil. Stanley In Omm. and in bis LeeU. on th*

Jewish Church, 1st series, p. 72, and in his article on Moees
in Smith't lh'ot. Also Hodge on Corr. and Bosenmueller on
Ex. xxxiv. »-35J.
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6* THE 8EC0ND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

used in thinking and willing (Beck, Seelent. p.

69), oir the various activities of the vodt (Meyer).

We may furthermore conceive (retaining the sig-

nification usually given: thoughts, intellectual

perceptions), that these powers become petrified

or hardened, t. «., are put so completely into

stocks, and made immovable, that they no longer

yield to pressure, and can make no progress to-

ward that clear knowledge on which everything
depends. Tlupoiw, (from Ilupof, callus, an indu-

ration of the skin which destroys all sensibility),

obdurarc, to harden, to blunt (Isa. vi. 10; Mark
vi. 62; viii. 17), is sometimes used with respect

to the heart (napdia. Rom. xi. 25), and sometimes
of the Jews (oi Xotiroi). We are left in doubt
when this hardening took place, for this depends
upon the relation given to aXkd. If this has re-

ference to napjirjaia xpup?&<*i and particularly to

km ov (ver. 13), meaning: "We act in an open
manner, with no such concealment as Moses
practised, and yet their vofjpara have become
hardened," we must suppose that the hardening
had but recently taken plaoe when the Apostle
wrote. But if wo refer it to irpbc rb p% arevioai,

(t. *., to their gazing, etc. ), the hardening must
have taken place in Moses' time, though the sub-
sequent remarks show that it had continued to

the Apostle's own time. It is in favor of the
latter reference, that the veil is immediately after-

wards the subject of discourse. In this case it

is said directly that the minds of the people
were hardened, that they might not look npon
the end (scope, object) of that which is abolished.

He proves and illustrates his position, that the
hardening was not abolished, by an appeal to the

actual facts before their eyes, in the condition of
the nation at the time he was speaking:—for
until this day, the same veil remains on
the reading of the Old Covenant.—That
these facts resulted from the same causes which
were in action in Moses' day, he assorts by
saying that the same veil (r« abrb KAhvppa)
remains: for as a veil was interposed between
the divine radiance on Moses' face and the eyes
of the Israelites, so has the divine radianoe of
the Old Covenant been concealed from that people
down to the period in which he was writing. [It

is not directly implied that this veil was over the
heart, under the preaching of the Gospel. The
reference is solely to the Israelitish nation under
the hearing and reading of the Old Covenant.
But the change of the medium of communication
makes necessary a change of figure. After Mo*
see oral communications ceased—it was a book
which spoke to them. The reason any do not see
the glory when they ready is not in the book
which addresses them, but in the heart of the
reader. The active influence which obstructed
the proper understanding of the truth was in
the other direction, and the veil had to be on the
heart. Comp. Alford. ] It is as if a veil had been
thrown over the reading, for the great truths of
the Old Covenant were not recognised even when
they were plainly read, and the glory of God ac-
tually contained in that dispensation remained a
mvstery to them. [In opposition to Theodoret,
who maintains that the power which hardens,
was entirely from within the heart itself, Meyer
endeavors to show that the passive enopb&rf dearly
implies that the hardening was the act of an-

other (comp. Rom. zi. 7). The word signifies

blindness (as in our authorised English version)
ouly by a double metaphor, t. *., by supposing
that the intellect and heart lose their perceptive
power. Chry80stom says the nation became •• rb

icarf koI xafMl&Zov, stupid and grovelling," be-
cause they prided themselves on the superior
glory of Moses.] 'Em may refer either to place,

i. e. t over the reading, which would here corres-
pond to the face of Moses when he spoke to the
people; or (better) to time, i. e., during the read-
ing. Comp. ver. 15, faina avaylwoKercu, etc. We
meet with the phrase iraXatd. 6iad^icif (Old Cove-
nant) nowhere else in the New Testament ; and
it must here designate, not the original Scrip-
tures, the collection of books which now bear the
name, but the Covenant itself; the substance of
what was read in the synagogues (the writings
of Moses and the Prophets), whose types and
promises contained the divine glory afterwards
revealed in Christ [Such an expression shows
how deep was Paul's conviction, that that ancient
covenant was now becoming antiquated, and was
about to be superseded.]

In the remaining part of ver. 14, pi} avaKa-
7.vrrr6pevov may be construed as if the participle
were to be taken absolutely—it not being un-
veiled (or discovered to them) that it (the Old
Covenant) is done away in Christ.—Or, inas-
much as it remained concealed from theJews that
the Old Covenant was to be abrogated in conse-
quence of theappearance andwork ofChrist (Rom.
x. 4; Col. ii. 14). Such an expression would be a
particular determination of what had been meant
by saying that the same veil remains, etc. These
wordsmay, however, be joined with the previous
words so as to say: "the same veil in the read-
ing of the Old Covenant remains not taken away, 9 *

and then 6rt h XP^1"^ KarapytlTat* gives us the
reason: ''because it is taken away in Christ."
That this would actually take place only in Christ
was a self-evident thing to the Apostle and his
readers; and that this "only" is sufficiently in-

dicated by the emphasis which must be laid upon
kv XPl(JTV> cannot be doubted. It is very natural,

however, from the example of ver. 13, to refer
KarapyelTOi to the Old Covenant, and an entirely

different word (ireptatpetrai) is used with respect
to the removal of the veil. On the other hand
the structure of the sentence makes it natural to

connect avamhmT6pevov with Kd?.vppa ; and even
if we have a right to use the participle in this

case absolutely (since it is not common for any
verbs to be used in this way except l£6vt eipnphxrv,

and Buch like), it is hard to justify the use of
avaKaXvwTiiv in this absolute manner, inasmuch
as everywhere else it has with it an accusative

of the object. The attempt which Ruckert has
made to combine the two constructions together,

and to make the Apostle say: "and will not be
taken away, that they (the people) might see
that it (the Old Covenant) has its end in Christ,"

has no claim to our acceptance. The reading 5 tl,

which Luther [and our Eng. translators] followed,

and which makes the nature of the covering itself

the reason for its not being removed (—quippe
quod, Meyer) has opposed to it all the old versions,

whose testimony on such a point Bbould have
especial importance. The positive contrast to

the negative pi) 6voko1vxt. is given in ver. 15—
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Bat •von until this day wh«n Moses is

read, a veil lies upon their heart.—This
means, According to the previous construction,

either, " it will not be disclosed that, etc., but
until this day the veil is upon their hearts; " or

"sad will not be discovered, because it will be
takea away in Christ, but until this day a cover-

ing lies," etc. The latter interpretation would
not seem to have required the repetition of

ndhyiua. The want of the article may be ac-

counted for on both interpretations on the ground
that the veil is transposed from the object looked
upon to the persons looking. This change may
hare been in the Apostle's mind when he wrote
ver. 14, if brl (rg avayv.) be taken with respect

to tame, and then the present clause is only a
more complete definition of that idea. In no
case (even if M has the sense of on or over)
eould the Apostle have spoken of two coverings
in order to imply a high degree of incapacity.

This would have required an additional icai be-
fore km t$v icapS. ctvruv. This is the only time

fyka is found in the New Testament, but in the
Sept. it occurs frequently, and in this very pas-
sage in Ex. xxxiv. 84 it is used in the sense of a
space of time =when. The name Mufor?? signi-

fies here the writings of Moses. The covering
said to be extended [" xeirat kin with the accusa-
tive* pregnans: involving the being laid on and
remaining there"

—

Alpobd] over the hearts of
the people, signifies not an obstruction to their

moral powers i. «., of the will, but a defect in
the intellectual faculties of understanding.—But
when it tarns unto the Lord the veil is

I taken away (ver. 16).—Here the veil in fact

is said to bo removed in consequence of an act of
the will The heart (icopoVa), which is the sub-
ject of iirurrpk^ (for as T«f or 'lopaqX have not
yet been mentioned, they cannot be made such a
subject), seems to be regarded here in two as-
pects: first as the seat of intelligence, and then
as the seat of the will or of self-determination.
The hrurrp&peiv eirl rbv tcbpwv, is the turning of
one's self to Christ, and this is a conversion just
as far as it had been preceded by a turning
away. In the rejection of the Lord the heart
of the children of Israel was regarded as com-
pletely apostate, and hence its conversion to
Christ would be looked upon as a return to the
Lord. This conversion is supposed to have taken
place before the veil is taken away, inasmuch as
the latter is said to be the consequence of the
former (%vUa &i>). Luther's translation: " Went)

[*Ot the three explanations given of pij avaxaXvwr. that
of Lather and our Kng. version is now n Iversally given up
by all critical scholars for want of authority for its reading.
That of oar author (

u the veil remains untaken away be-
came it (the veil) Is removed (only) by Christ") is adopted
by most of the ancient expositors, de Wette, Neurnler,
Wordsworth and Hodge, but U weakened by the awkward-
Bess of saying that the koAv^o. Is m»? «r«xaAvirro>crev,
by this transitive participle having no object, by xaropy.
being wed three times (vv. 7, 11, 13) with reference to the
Old Covenant, and by the fact that it is not the veil but the
dispensation which the Apostle is saying was abolished by
Christ. On the other hand the third explanation (" the veil
remains not taken away in the reading of the Old Covenant,
h not being unveiled to them that it (the Old Covenant) Is
done away in Christ") is adopted by Chrysostom, Meyer,
BioimfleM. Osiander. Conybeare. A Iford and Stanley, makes
* natural a*e of apcutaA since the end of the 0. T. was thewr thing which wai under a veil r makes good sense ; and
*•" only the difficulty ofthe absolute participle, but is quite
cm«btent with the syrabo'ism of the entire section. Comp.
Mpeeially Stanley and Hodge.

es mch bekehrte, to vriirde," etc., (if it shall turn,

the veil will, etc.), is incorrect, and would
not perhaps hare been made had the author
of it not been influenced, probably unconsci-
ously, by the idea that such a conversion be-
fore the removal of the roil was impossible. But
the same assertion is found manifestly in Rom.
xi. 25 ff. The Apostle is not speaking of those
individual conversions which take place in every
age. But when this general conversion shall

be brought about, when that aversion to Christ
wbioh springs from a carnal mind and proud
self-righteonsness shall be overcome, and when,
consequently, they shall confidingly and with
sincere acknowledgements of their guilty error
and unbelief, turn to Him, they will clearly dis-

oover as they read the Old Testament that it

everywhore bears testimony for Christ. The
Divine glory Teally contained in its types and
prophecies, and now more fully revealed in
Christ himself, will shine so clearly that they
will be able to look upon it with a steadfast gaze.

The expression reminds us of Ex. xxxiv. 84. In
the mind of the Apostle the removal of the cover-
ing from Moses' face when he went again into

the Divine presence seemed a type of the future
removal of Israel's blindness. Tlepiatpetv con-
tains an intimation that the veil was completely
around the heart. [As this is the verb used in
the Sept. of Ex. xxxiv. 84, and as irepiyphro

there and almost uniformly throughout that ver-
sion can be taken only in an active sense, Stan-
ley contends that the word here (irepteuptrrai)

should have an active and not a passive sense
(strips off—not, is stript off). He also thinks
that the only nominative whioh both im&rpbfo
and irepiapeirai can have is Mwitofr (and in this

Calvin and Estius agree with him), since 'Iffpar}X

is too remote, and $ xapdta is not sufficiently pro-
minent. He thinks that then each clause begin-
ning with fpUa will correspond, and thatthe paral-

lel with Ex. xxxiv. 84 will be preserved. He takes
Moses as the representative of not only the Old
Covenant but of the nation, and makes the sense
to be : " when Moses, in the person of his people,

turns again to Him who is our Lord now as he
went of old time to Him who was their Lord in

Sinai, then he strips off the veil from his face and
from their hearts, and then the perishable nature
of the law will be made manifest in the full blase

of the Divine glory." But ff napdia is quite as
natural a subject for kmcrrpltyy, and as likely to

be prominent in the Apostle's mind as Mufaifc,

and the idea of iinoTpbpj is Certainly that of a
thorough conversion, and not a mere change of
opinion about the law. The careful adoption by
the Apostle of the words of the Sept., some of
whioh were strange to him, shows that he was
closely copying the imagery of the history; and
he here intends to say, that as Moses had on a
veil when his face was turned away from God,
and took it off when he went in to God, so the
heart of the people when turned from the Lord
was veiled, and when it turned to him had the
veil removed. Both hnxnphpif and neptaip. should
be rendered as an indefinite present and not in

the future as in the authorized version. The
turning and removing of the veil was in process

of completion. The process was continually

going on by the turning of individuals in every
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age, though the general conversion was in the

distant future.]

Vers. 17-18.—Now the Lord is the
Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord
is, is liberty—(ver. 17). This sentence is con-

nected with ver. 16, and explains or gives the

reason for what is said there. We have in fact a
syllogism, though its several members are not

given in their regular order. The major premise

is: Where the Spirit of the Lord is, is freedom;
the minor is: as the Lord is the Spirit, whoever
turns to the Lord has that Spirit; and the con-

elusion is: therefore such a one must be free,

and will no more be enveloped by the covering
which veils and checks the action of the soul

(Meyer). It is evident from ver. 18 that the

liberty connected with the removal of the cover-

ing which obstructed the people's open insight

into the divine glory, is not a new subject of

discourse foreign to what had been discussed, as
e. g., a freedom from the yoke of the law (though
this must be virtually communicated during such
an insight). '0 6i k6/9/oc is intimately connected
with ver. 16 : 'But the Lord, to whom their

heart thus turns, is the Spirit.' Many artificial

explanations have been given of this verse. With-
out noticing those attempts which have been in

direct contradiction to the meaning of the words
and the scope of the context, (one of which went
so far as to conjecture that the reading must have
been ov Si kvpio*;) we find here such an identifica-

tion of Christ and the Holy Spirit, that the Lord,
to whom the heart turns, is in no practical re-

speot different from the Holy Spirit received in
conversion. The fellowship of Christ into which
it entered, when it turned to the Lord, was in
truth the fellowship of the Holy Spirit Christ
is virtually the Spirit, inasmuch as He communi-
cates Himself in conversion, and at other times
by means of the Spirit; the Holy Spirit is His
spirit : the animating principle of the Lord's in-

dwelling and influenoe in the hearts of believers

is this Holy Spirit (oomp. Rom. viii. 9 ff.; Qal. ii.

20, iv. 6; Phil. i. 19; Acts xx. 28 comp. with
Eph. iv. 11 ; John xiv. 18 et. al.) % In favor of
this explanation is the immediately following
phrase: ov 6k rd wveiffia tcvpiov (where the Spirit

of the Lord is), in which we may notice also,

that the article before nvivfia indicates that every
thing which is certainly the work of the Spirit,

must be exclusively from Christ (Neander). But
such a virtual identification of Christ and the
Spirit, can have reference only to Christ in His
state of exaltation (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 45) ; for it

is only in that state that He is the independent
source of all divine light and power to the bodies
and souls of believers. He is then no longer
dependent upon any source beyond Himself, for

the divine light and power which he possesses

or dispenses : and the Son of man is no longer
the Son of God in a state of self-renunciation,

dependent upon the influences of the Spirit, but
a perfect centre of divine fulness. Hence, we
may say of Him: he is the Spirit, (not merely
quasi) because he is glorified in the spiritual

vorld. From this it moreover follows (for the

idea is essential to that of the Spirit of God),
that the new birth, (in which what is here called

liberty, i. «., the free action of the mind, a free

intuition of the divine glory, and a release from

the impediments of a fleshly nature, is included)

must have its source in Him. He it is who makes
like Himself those who turn to Him, and' from
Him proceeds the pure free light of life (the

truth which makes us free). Hence no sooner
is it said that the Lord is the Spirit than He
is called the Spirit of the Lord. [Paul had
been speaking of a spirituality in the ancient

dispensation, which had been entirely missed
"by the ancient Jews. This abstract spirituality

he wished to connect with a concrete reality, and
henoe he here says that the Lord (to whom the

heart of the people must turn) is that Spirit.

Even this Lord, he also wishes to identify (not

in his essential nature, but in his activity in this

special department) with the Holy Spirit (who,

the next verse shows, is here meant). Comp.
Alford. The ancient fathers (especially Chry-
8ostom and Augustine, see Wordsworth) were
led by their extreme dogmatic seal to press this

verse into a proof of the Holy Spirit's divinity.

They almost universally construed rd wvtifta as

the subject, and 6 tcuptoc as the pred icate ofthesen-
tence. Grammatically this is allowed to be per-

haps possible, (Alford, Meyer), but it is evidently

forced, and the sentiment so expressed would be
entirely foreign to the course of the Apostle's

argument. It is only inferentially from the iden-

tity of our Lord's and the Spirit's operations,

that such a doctrine here e'nters]. In ver. 18 he

refers still further to the way in which this free-

dom, whioh has its source in the Lord and his

Spirit, is produced among those who believe in

Christ. In illustrating this he now recurs to the

figure of the glory and the free looking upon it

—But we all with open faoe.—The object

of 6Z is, not to put what was now to be said m
contrast with what had been said of the Israel-

ites or of Moses, (as if his idea was: "this is

true not only of one, but of all,") but simply to

indicate a continuance of the discourse. 'H/tri?

(we) includes not merely the Apostle and his

fellow-laborers, or the Apostle and all who preach

the Gospel (Catholics appeal to chap. iv. 1, and

contrast trovref (all) with the single individual

Moses), but all believers, who, the connection

shows, must be included in the iravrec. (Chap iv.

8 and 6). In correspondence with the removal of

the veil and the liberty ofwhich he had been speak-

ing, he now speaks of an open or unveiled face

(dvoKBKakvfifmKfi npnatiirfft). This implies that the

covering which had been extended over the heart

of the people might be taken off, and that the

spiritual face might thus be freed from the veil

which prevented its vision of the glory. In con-

sistency with this, must be our explanation of

the next clause:—beholding in a glass—
(icaToirTp&ituvot). This word, which is not found

at all in the Septuagint, and occurs in the New
Testament only in this place, has the sense in the

active voice of: to show in a mirror, or, as in a

mirror, to reflect; and in the middle: to reflect

one's self, to see one's self in a glass [Wihie, {

89, 3; Jkff., { 862 ff.]. With reference to the

example of Moses, we may interpret the words

thus: we show to ourselves in a mirror the glory

of the Lord ; and in doing so we are not veiled

as Moses, but we have uncovered faces. We are

compelled, however, by both the preceding and

the succeeding context, to think of a looking of
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believers, 1, in contrast with the Israelites, who
were kept from looking upon the Divine glory by
a covering upon their hearts ; and 2, with refer-

ence to the being ohanged (fierafiofxpov^a) con-
nected with this looking (comp. 1 Jno. iii. 2).

KaroirrpiZetr&ai has therefore the meaning in this

place of: to perceive as in a mirror (we meet
with the word in this sense in Philo.; see
Mejer). There is no imperfection of vision ne-
cessarily implied here, as in 1 Cor. xiii. 12. The
glass is not the internal spirit, i. *., the heart of
the believer (for the eye whioh looks is supposed
to be there), but the Gospel—The glory of
the) Iioxd (i. f. v of Christ, not of God) is the
representation which is given of Christ's life,

greatness, power, loveliness, etc. (Beck, Chrittl.

Lehrwis*. I., p. 67), or of His grace and truth
(Jno. i. 14), His holiness and Divine fulness

(Col. ii. 9), as these were manifested among men.
These are exhibited to us in the Gospel as in a
mirror. And as we look into this by faith, freely

and unobstructed by any covering of a fleshly

mind (such as impeded the vision of the Jews)

—

we are ohanged into the same image.—
The image here is the image of the Lord, and
that with which it is said to be identical (airrr}i>),

is not the traVrr? (as if he would thus say that all

were made alike), but that which they had been
•aid to look upon, viz., the very same image which
we all behold, for we all behold the glory of the
Lord as in a mirror. While thus looking we
shall be changed : we shall be like Him, for we
shall see Him as He is (1 Jno. iii. 2; comp. Rom.
viii. 29). Neander: "We have here a beautiful
contrast: the Jews who looked with covered
faces upon the glory in Moses* face, did not
really look into it, and so remained as they were
before, unchanged. But when Christians look
with unveiled faces upon the image of God in
Christ, this very looking implies that they are
already in communion with Christ, and neces-
sarily reacts upon their internal and spiritual

life. The more they penetrate by such a be-
lieving contemplation the Divine glory, the more
will their hearts be pervaded by what they be-
hold.*' There is no direct reference therefore to
the final transformation which believers will ex-
perience when Christ shall oome in the Parousia,
but only to the gradual assimilation to Christ
which takes plaoe in them during the present
life: the becoming partakers of the Divine na-
ture (2 Pet. i. 4) and the putting on, of Christ,

and of the new man (Rom. xiii. 14 ; Eph. iv. 24).

The accusative does not require that any word
like mrd or etc should be understood ; nor need
the whole phrase be taken in an adverbial sense
analogous to tovtov rdv rpdirov (in this wise);
for in the very idea it is implied that the develop-
ment or change is according to a particular form
(Meyer). In the phrase: from glory to glory,
the words from glory (aird*66i;w) may designate
the causal source from whioh the influence pro-
ceeds, i. e. f "the glory of the Lord;" and to

glory (etc 66%av) the glory which is produced in
us. thnl to which it brings us (comp. chap. ii.

16) ; or the whole phrase may signify the con-
tinuous development as it advances step by step.

The former explanation reoelves support from
the sentence which immediately follows:—as by
the Lord the Spirit (xa&Strep dn-d xvpiov

icvebfiaroc). And yet the other explanation har-
monixes very well with perafiapfovfteda, and on
etymological grounds may readily be conceded,
inasmuch as hnb 66%rx etc 66fav would be quite as
allowable a form of speech as in dwofiecq ei$

Suva/up (Ps. lxxxiv. 8). The Kad&irep airb imp. irv.

may also be made to harmonise very well with
this explanation: we shall be changed from one
degree of glory to another just as might be ex-
pected from the Lord (or according to the nature
of what comes from the LordV The icatidirep has
a more forcible signification than 6$, and denotes
the agreement of the effect with the cause (like

<j? in chap. ii. 17). We may inquire whether
irvevjiaroc in the phrase and xvpiov trrrfymrof is

dependent upon and and tcvpiov upon irvevftaros

[by the Spirit of the Lord], comp. ver. 17,

irveifia icvpiov; or whether irvebftarog is governed
by tcvpiov [by the Lord of the Spirit], in which
case we may also inquire whether the words
nvevfi. and tcvp. are in the relation of dependence
(by the Spirit which is from the Lord), or in that
of apposition (by the Spirit who is the Lord).
To govern irvevparos directly by airb is not allow,
able evidently on account of the position of the
words. We must certainly concede also that
the relation of apposition is not as natural as
that which is commonly given to the genitive.

The relation of dependence whioh has commonly
been acquiesced in for our passage gives us like-

wise a very good sense : "very much as we might
expect from one who is the Lord of the Spirit

"

(comp. Kvptoc nfr Sdgix in 1 Cor. ii. 8). Kvpiog
(Lord) furthermore implies that the Lord not
only has or possesses the Spirit, but that He has
complete power in this matter to direct in the
dispensation and communication of the Spirit ac-

cording to His pleasure in ever growing fulness.

If we so construe it as to make this Spirit the
same as the Holy Spirit, even that Divine agent
is Hit Spirit (Rom. viii. 9 f.; Gal. iv. 6), for the

Spirit is shed forth or sent, by and through Him
(Tit. iii. 6; Acts ii. 88; Jno. xv. 26); so that

the Spirit's agency among men is dependent
upon Him. If, however, the words are taken in

a qualitative sense: "by one who is the Lord of
the Spirit," i. *., of the Divine light of life, this

Divine light of life is no other than the irrevfta

dytov which He communicates from the infinite

fulness of His own Divine life. The want of the

article before both icvpiov and irvevfiaros makes
this qualitative signification most probable. [As
Meyer well remarks, however, this qualitative

meaning is entirely inadmissible here, since

throughout our passage the word nvevpa must
mean the Holy Spirit (the Divine Spirit) in His

personal subsistence]. Both interpretations,

however, terminate in the same general sense.

Neander: "Paul has before his mind in this pas-

sage the whole course of the Christian's progress,

commencing here on earth and attaining its per-

fection in the heavenly world."

[Each prominent word in this passage has been

made the object of special attention and difficulty.

1. The object beheld, was the glory of the Lord.

Paul had shown this to be Christ (ver. 17), but

He is here contemplated as an image (etKova) in

a mirror (not "a glass," but Kar&irrpov). An
image is usually an imperfect likeness (1 Cor.

xiii. 12), and the Gospel must imperfectly repre-
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sent Him. It is not the objective and glorified

Christ Himself that we see. 2. The act of behold-

ing, is here (not arcvifa as with Moses, but)
KaroKTp%i». The rays are reflected and not di-

rectly received free Chrysostom's beautiful com-
parisons in the Horn, notes). The ancient exposi-

tors usually interpreted this word in the sense of:

reflecting as in a mirror, meaning that believers

reflect the glory of the Lord, and they are fol-

lowed by Luther, Olshausen, Billroth and Stan-
ley. But most modern commentators have felt

compelled to disregard their authority, high as
it is on such a question, and to take the word in

the sense of beholding as in a mirror. Though
they have been able to appeal to but one well

established quotation (Philo) to sustain them in

such a usage, one instance especially in Alexan-
drian Greek is sufficient, with the obvious neces-
sities of the context, to warrant us in adopting
such a meaning. Certainly no instance has been
found in which the word has the meaning: to re-

flect, and we can see no connection between reflect-

ing the Divine image and being changed into the
same. 8. The persons beholding, are many, "all
(itawec in contrast with one Moses), with open
face." Both Christ and the heart are avaKena-

fofifievot. 4. The effect of the beholding is, " we
are metamorphosed into the same image " (accu-
sative without a preposition to show the imme-
diateness of the transition, and the present in-

die. to show the beginning but not the comple-
tion of the change, Webster, 8yn., pp. 81 ff.). All
become like their Lord, and of course like one
another. 5. The reason for the change, " as by the
Lord the 8pirit" Suitably, as might be ex-
pected from the Lord (Ka&axtp), and efficiently

(anb) from Him as the source of influence. We
cannot but sympathize with Alford when he
says of the rendering: the Lord of the Spirit,

that it "seems to convey very little meaning, be-
sides being altogether unprecedented. " We add
that Paul had been preparing us for the expres-
sion: the Lord the Spirit (apposition, the Lord
who is the Spirit) by expressly showing that
Christ was both the Lord and the Spirit of the
Old Covenant (rets. 16, 17 and 18). Such an
expression seems as grammatical and suitable as
"from God the Father" (airb tfeev mrpdc) in

Rom. i. 7; Eph. 1. 2; Phil. i. 2* H alic. comp. 2
Cor. i. 2].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1 . Even in the understanding of revealed truth,

there is a clear distinction between legal bondage
and evangelical freedom. Until the mind gets
extricated from that bondage it is concerned only
with a multiplicity of special details; the living

unity formed by the general truths, in which all

these concentrate, is covered by a veil—-and no
proper conception of the divine system as a whole,
is possible. The glory ef Christ which constitutes

the true aim of every part of God's word can
never be appreciated or discovered by a heart
thus confined and lowered, for sueh occupations
Will be like a veil over the internal eye. But no
sooner does one attain the position of evange-
lical freedom than his eye is opened upon the
general system and principles of truth. And such
a position is gained when the heart is turned to-

ward Christ, in Whom the fulness of the God-
head substantially dwells, all particular rays of

truth concentrate, and each truth acquires a self-

evidencing power. The moment we thus recog-

nize and surrender our hearts to Christ, we re-

nounce all idea of satisfaction in ourselves or our

doings, and we lay hold on ChriBt as the only

source of peaceor life. The veH immediately drops
from our spiritual face, the divine glory in the

Scriptures acquires a wonderful lustre, our souls

become thoroughly enamored of God in Christ,

and we begin to grow fnte the image of holy love

as it beams from the Gospel. A living likeness

of Christ is formed within, oM things pass away,
and all things are created anew. A quickening
light brightens up within us, from glory to glory

unto the perfect day of the celestial life.

2. This legal position may be illustrated in all

those who turn from the more perfect revelation

God has given us in the Gospel, but especially in

the Jewish people still clinging to a dispensation

which was intended to be only provisional and
shadowy. In religions matters, their intellectual

faculties have always been torpid and inflexible;

and they seem unable to leave the schoolmaster,

whose only business was to direct them to Christ

himself (Gal. iii. 24). They know only the law

as given by Moses, and nothing of grace and truth

by Jesus Christ (John i. 17). By minute acts of

obedience to many particular precepts they hope
to merit the divine favor, and they fail of recog-

nizing that righteousness of faith which renounces
all merit and trusts to mere grace, though it was
often illustrated in the lives of their own saints,

and in all the dealings of God under the ancient

covenant In like manner when they contem-
plated their prophetic Scriptures, their minds
were occupied only with such particular expres-

sions as best accorded with their carnal notions,

and they failed to comprehend that general king-

dom in which all such specifications find their

right position and unity. But a time is coming
when not only a few individuals, as in past and
present times, but the whole nation shall become
tired of such things, and with humble hearts and
broken spirits shall turn to Him who was pro-

mised and offered first, and who still offers Himself,

to them as their Messiah. In His own time He wiH
so present Himself to them, that they will confess

with shame, that He, and He alone, is their Mes-

siah ; with a free and clear insight they will read

that Word which has so long been a sealed book

(Isa. ixix. 10 ff); the covering shall be taken

away from their hearts ; and they will look with

unveiled faces upon that Christ who is not only

their true Lord, but the Spirit, and communicates
the Spirit and spiritual liberty to all who turn

to Him.
[8. The Old Testament should be studied tinder

the New Testament light Not only should we
throw ourselves back among the persons and

scenes there portrayed, so as to understand whit

was real and necessary for them, but as much as

possible look en them in their relation to the

whole future ef God's kingdom. As a part of a

preparatory system, directed by a Ruler who sees

the end from the beginning, all persons and

events have quite aS much significance with refer-

ence to something in the future, as with reference

to the age and circumstances in which they were
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A Grotius therefore, who found a Christ nowhere
in the Old Testament, fails of reaching its true
significance, quite as much as a Cocceius, who
found Him in everything.

4. The Lord Jesus was as fundamental a reality

under the Old Covenant as under the New. He
" was that Spirit " which was truly under the let-

ter, and " the Lord " from whom the people then
turned. The Incarnation was not the first and
abrupt entrance of a divine Person into our hu-
manity. Christ was not only " the body " to every
"shadow" (Col. ii. 17) but the agent in every
event and institution of the ancient covenant.

Every redeemed sinner of erery age must owe
not only his redemption to "the blood of the

cross," but his recovery and conduct unto actual

salvation, to him as the " Captain of the Lord's
host." He is the only Mediator between God and
man ; and whatever falsehood we discover under
the Rabbinic fables of the "Angel Jehovah," we
must recognize "the Lord the Spirit" under the
"Jehovah" of the ancient covenant.

5. And yet there iB an essential distinction be-

tween the Old and the New Dispensation. If we
refuse to go with many who would totally divorce
Christianity from Judaism, we equally shrink
from those who look upon it simply as a devel-

oped Judaism. Though every dispensation of the

true religion must be built upon the same funda-
mental principles, their outward forms may be
radically different. The patriarchal and Mosaic
ministrations were predominantly and charac-
teristically legaL The latter especially, was a
system of minute rules, and but few principles.

Little was left to discretion or free affection. Par-
don was shadowed forth as well as human guilt

under the sacrifices, but these were a veil which
concealed a mystery not to be trusted to men's
weakness. An esoteric reserve was in every rite

and symbol. The New Covenant abolishes all

this. God's people are entrusted with the highest
mysteries. The diseiplina of Hellenism, of Rab-
binUm, and of Sacerdotalism generally, is en-
tirely abjured. All idea of a pedagogic system,
preparatory to something hereafter, is renounced.
God's people are no longer in pupilage, but in

their fuU majority. Christianity is an everlast-

ing Gospel, and the last of all oonceivable dis-

pensations of the true religion among men. See
a Sermon of Dr. Emmons, on "The Mosaic Dis-

pensation abolished by the Christian Dispensa-
tion." Works, Vol. VI. Ser. 13.

6 Congeniality of mind is indispensable to a
perception of the truth. No one is prepared to

study theological truth until he has " turned to

the Lord." When he yearns after the Lord and
salvation, then the veil which confined the view
to what is selfish and individual, drops off from
the heart, and a full system of truth and an ever-

lasting kingdom beams upon an "open face."

John vii. 17.

7. The Jewish people are yet to be converted
to Christ. It is % wonderful prophecy which
the ancient Prophets and Apostles have given us,

that amid the wreck of all ancient nations, the
Jewish, the most unlikely to do so of them all,

should survive ; and that the heart (the collec-

tive national heart) would turn to Christ. This
is a separate matter from the assertion, that as

the "Covenant people," they are to have special

privileges and honors among other nations in the

kingdom of Christ.]

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Chrtsostom:—Vee. 18. "As soon as we are
baptized, our souls being cleansed by the Spirit

are illuminated so as to shine brighter than the

sun ; we not only look into the divine glory, but
we receive a degree of lustre from it, as a piece

of pure silver receives the rays of the sun when
it is placed within its beams and reflects them

—

not merely because of its own nature, but be-
cause of the sun's luminousness. In like man-
ner the soul w.hioh has been purified and made
brighter than silver, receives a beam of the Spi-

rit's glory, and reflects it." [Theodobet:—As
clear water presents an image of those who look
upon it, of the sun itself and of the vaulted sky,

so the pure heart is converted into a kind of
copy and mirror of the divine glory.]

Staekb:—Veb. 12. Whoever would cheerfully

speak of divine truth, must first receive Christ
freely and joyfully to his own heart, and believe

that salvation is freely offered to all men (1 Tim.
ii. 4). Hedingeb:—ver. 13. Israel's blindness

was more than common ; they had much preach-
ing and but slight impression; Moses' face shone
brightly upon them, and why could they not be-
hold him ? A brutish habit, a dull intellect, in-

veterate,wickedness, and an irreconcilable anti-

pathy to God and His Word, had formed a thick
covering around their hearts (chap. iv. 3). Ver.
1 4 :

—

Hedingeb. Israel's blindness was nota mere
natural effect, but a judgment of God that they
might henceforth be ever reading but learning
nothing. What multitudes seem in haste to hard-
en their hearts by their abuse of hearing and
reading ! Why do they read at all, if they have
no desire to be healed (Mark iv. 25) ? If we
would derive any profit from reading the Old
Testament, or get rid of Moses' covering, we
must become acquainted with Jesus Christ and
seek for Him there. Then shall we perceive that

the law was never given us to justify us, and that

the only justification which will avail before God,
is not in ourselves, but in Christ by faith.—Ver.
16. It is a terrible thing to be blind, but to be
blind with no desire to see in the midst of clear

light, is far worse (John ix. 39; Rev. iii. 17).

—

Ver. 16. We can never have a true practical

knowledge of God except by turning to the Lord.

Ver. 17. To have Jesus alone, is to have the Gos-
pel comfort and the sweetest pleasure. The surest

refreshment is found in the way of godly sor-

row. Glorious triumph of faith ! The curse is

abolished, Satan is vanquished, and sin is taken
away ; every cord is cut, and we are free !—Ver.

18; A knowledge of God's love, holiness and
goodness as they are presented in the Gospel, is

like a clear reflection of the sun, it produces a
copy of those divine perfections in the soul,

which receives the impression as naturally as the

eye does an image from the mirror. The more
we receive of such knowledge, the more perfectly

are those attributes reproduced in our faith and
life.

—

Hedingeb: Imprint, Jesus, thine image
on our souls, and make us more entirely like

thyself!
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Bbrlknb. Bibls, Vbr. 12:—A spiritual mind
knows in whom it has believed, and the Spirit of

the Son will lead it directly to the Father, that it

may know and make known to others, both the

Father and the Son. This is the perpetual well-

spring of an ingenuous spirit.—Ver. 13. Why
should any now be kept back by a slavish, timid

and hesitating spirit, when they have a right to

claim all the blessings of divine grace ?—Ver. 14.

"They have eyes, and yet they see not." It is

all the same as if they could not read. This is a

righteous judgment upon them for shutting them-
selves from the light, and refusing to be drawn
by the Father. " Ye search the Scriptures, and
ye do well; but ye will not come to me"—(John
y. 39-40). Tlius it is among many at the present

day; indeed a double covering is now in their

way, for it rests not only upon the Old, but upon
the New Testament. They have never been
anointed with the Spirit; they will not humblybow
before the Lord, and their own righteousness al-

ways stands before them as an idolatrous pillar.

Ver. 15. Let us by all means get out of tl at old

Judaism which receives nothing but what pleases

us—for it is under the influence of such a spirit

that the hearts of many are hardened, and hypo-
critically indulge in a thousand prejudices against

the truth and its proper spirit. «• Are we not

Lutherans," they exclaim, «« have we not been
baptized, etc." Those who resist the truth, tell us
much of certain intellectual powers with which
mm is endowed (reason). We would not despise

these, but we dare not appeal to them as the final

arbitrators and sources of religious truth. And
yet this is what has bewitched multitudes of

our learned men.—Ver. 16. Let men cease to

prescribe barren rules and institutions for the

Lord, and let them turn to Him prayerfully

and with all their hearts, and they will soon
find that their light will brighten, a host of

prejudices will vanish, and darkness and error

will be cleared away—(Isa. xxv. 7). Though
the covering may have wrapped itself com-
pletely around our spirits, if we will but turn

to the light and seek wisdom from God in sin-

cere faith, it will be torn away. (Eph. v. 14;

Acts ix. 11, 18).—Oftentimes when an intelli-

gent man imagines that he has attained a perma-
nent and lively conception of sacred mysteries,

he receives the 'Divine anointing, and finds that

a number of coverings had been formed upon his

heart : he is surprised to gain entirely new views

of God's word, and as the salve of God's Spirit

gradually extends over his mental eye, one film

of legal an I figurative forms after another falls

off.—Ver. 17. The Lord is the Spirit who gives

us spiritual life, and delivers us from all con-

straint of external authority, all unwillingness,

indolence and feebleness, etc., in the performance
of our duties. (John viii. 80). The glory of the

Lord then sheds its beams upon an open face.

—

Whoever truly looks into the ministry and law
of liberty, can never be out of harmony with the

Divine will, for the Spirit directs him and sup-

plies him with all he needs. He can have no
fellowship with any thing which is impure, for

the Spirit is always directing his mind to those

higher and better things which satisfy him.

Such is the spiritual freedom which withdraws
us from the slavery of sense, and not only sub-

jects the body to the spirit but the spirit itself

to God's Spirit.—The way by which we reach

it is very likely by a painful experience of what
a legal bondage is. Under such sorrows faith

in Christ puts forth its power and finds deliver-

ance in Him. Then the humbled heart knows
how to appreciate the freedom of a pure service,

and yields a cheerful obedience. Without making
a sinful conscience of any thing, it will indulge

in no sin, and will rather renounce its own free-

dom on account of another's weakness.—What
before seemed a severe discipline and torment, is

now a light which drives away all darkness.

The soul is in the light and walks in the light-
Where the Lord is, He has a sanctuary in which

He and His Spirit dwells; a glorious ministra-

tion of the Spirit is carried on; God is wor-

shipped in the beauty of holiness; and a new
life, and a new freedom, and a blessedness never

known before, is enjoyed.—Ver. 18. As sun-

beams produce an image of the sun, so the beams
of Divine glory produce a Divine likeness.—If

we will but stand before the mirror of our cruci-

fied Lord, His lovely image will so impress itself

upon our hearts that we shall partake of His pe-

culiar Spirit. Loving Him with all our hearts

we must become like Him. We shall thus in

our measure see God as we walk, and possess a

more than ordinary enjoyment of God and of

His glory.—And yet such a transformation must

not be expected at once, but gradually, from one

degree of glory and Divine blessedness to an-

other (comp. iv. 16) ; and always in a way which

makes us feel our dependence upon grace (as by

the Spirit of the Lord). The moment we take

our eyes from Him we shall fall back into stiff

and legal forms.—All true Christians, in propor-

tion to their susceptibility, must even in this life

have a part in Christ's glory. Obstinate sinners,

on the other hand, will be overshadowed by the

image of Satan, from one degree of darkness to

another as by the Spirit of the pit.

Riegkr, Vbr. 12:—We must often think of the

permanent results of our preaching in another

world. (1 Thess. ii. 19). "If we make it our

constant and all absorbing aim to please the

Lord Jesus and to stand approved at His coming,

we cannot but be more earnest in our work and

more untiring in our diligence and patience.

If I would not lose my own soul and be rejected

as an unprofitable servant, I must be sure of

finding some souls who have been benefited by

my ministrations. The Lord grant it for Christ's

sake." (Sbitz)!—A sincere and honest preacher

will not hesitate to speak boldly from the fulness

of his heart whatever he thinks may be useful

to his fellow men.—Vv. 18-16. It is not uncom-

mon for those to become hardened in heart (and

this is nothing but one kind of blindness, or at

least of unsusceptibilty) who are ignorantly fa-

miliar with God's Word, but are obstinately set

upon their own way and make use of that word

only for a pretext—Vv. 17-18. Turning to the

Lord is turning to Him who gives the Spirit.

He secures to us the righteousness which the law

demands, and enables us to serve God under a free

dispensation of the Spirit. This is spiritual

freedom, seeing every thing without a covering,

and coming boldly to a throne of grace. We
look with an uncovered face upon the glory of
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CHAP. III. 12-18. 63

the Lord in tbe Gospel as in a mirror, and we
convey the image which thus falls upon our

hearts to our fellow men, that their eyes also

may be opened, and their hearts may be won for

Him.—Tbe lustre of Moses' face was liable to

fade away and cease forever, but our glory ad-

vances from one degree to another, until that

shall appear which we shall be, when we see

our Lord as He is.

Heubxer, Ver. 15: A perusal of the Scrip-

tures without intellectual energy or susceptible

hearts can do no one any good. And yet even

many nominal Christians may unhappily fancy

that they are models of virtue; and from that

moment the true Christ, who is our only available

righteousness, is under a veil. The very law
which should teach them their poverty and drive

them to Christ and His righteousness, serves only

to make them fancy themselves rich and able to

get along without Christ.—Ver. 16: Believe in

Christ, and then the soul and the whole Bible

will be full of light.—Ver. 17: The same Christ,

in whom the Spirit dwells, must bestow that

Spirit upon men. There can be no Spirit with-

out Him. He alone can free us from the fetters

of error and delusion, and then we shall know
what a free faith, a free will and a free enjoy-

ment and love are. True freedom is wherever
a man is not hampered by selfishness, t. «., by his

own opinions and purposes, and when Christ has
the supreme control of his whole being.—Ver.

18: Has thy soul the features of Christ: truth,

love, meekness, fidelity (Matth. xi. 29)? The
looking upon Christ has this power, because the

image which the Gospel presents of Him is spiri-

tual and quickening. The Spirit comes from
Christ.

W. F. Bbsser,Ve&s. 12: The evangelical min-
ister's joy is the dawn of an eternal day begun
in time. It is the joy of our Lord, the faithful

Witness from the bosom of the Father, showing
us plainly of the Father (Jno. xvi. 26).—Ver. 14:

God often gives up (Rom. ix. 18) those who are
obstinate and disobedient to be hardened and
blinded by the preaching of the same word whose
softening and enlightening influence they had
resisted. The law will be a school-master to

bring those to Christ (Gal. iii. 24) who commit
themselves to its discipline, and never think of
blunting the point of its deadly letter by their

self-righteous performances; but it will only har-

den those whose perverted and carnal minds
fancy that they are righteous before God, be-

cause they externally keep His commandments
and go through certain forms of worship. It de-

pends not so mueh upon tbe kind of Scripture

which we read, as upon the manner in which we
read it, whether it shall be unmeaning and sealed

to as.—Ver. 15: Even to the present hour God
is punishing the sins of the wicked children of
wicked ancestors with the veil which Moses put
upon his face. The heart's covering is woven
out of those delusions into which the natural
man so often falls with respect to the merit of
free will and the goodness of merely outward
works.—Ver. 16: It is only "in Thy light that

we Me light" (Ps. xxxvi 10) ; for the glory of

Moses and the prophets has not been uncovered
even by the appearanoe of the true Light Him-
self. It is not in the light of common sense nor
the light of philosophical schools, says Hamann,
that we see light, but only in the light of the

Lord who is the Spirit.—Ver. 17: The Lord is

wherever the Spirit converts, enlightens and
quickens the hearts of men. This is in the Church
of the New Testament, where He Himself dwells
by His word and Spirit, and where He has de-
clared that He is to be found. And yet where
the Spirit of the Lord is, is freedom (Jno. viii.

86; Rom. viii. 15) from every legal letter which
kills and oondemns, or obliges and compels any
one.—Ver. 18: We look upon the Lord's glory
with uncovered faces: the covering upon our hearts
has been removed, for we see ourselves, sinful and
condemned as we are in the flesh ; and then the
covering has been removed from before the Divine
heart, for we now see Him, our gracious God and
merciful Father, as He is in Christ. However
many of us there may be who with uncovered
faces behold the glory of the Lord, we shall all

be ohanged into the single image of our common
Lord, although its manifold glories are shed forth

in separate features from the various members
of His general Church ; and its collected radiance,

like the seven-fold colors of the rainbow, are

given forth, not from any single Christian, but
from the whole collected body of Christ.

[Whitby has given us Bix particulars in which
the Apostle presents the superiority of the Gospel
to the law (in substance) as follows: "1. Sinai's

glory only made the people afraid, the Gospel's

gives confidence and joy; 2. Moses gave only
a letter which killed, the Gospel gives spirit and
life ; 8. Moses' glory diminished and finally van-
ished forever, but the glory of the Gospel in-

creases and has no end; 4. The law sought re-

serves under many shadows and ceremonies, the

Gospel has but few fixed forms and seeks only a
complete display of its truths and spirit; 5. The
law could not remove the veil from men's hearts,

the Gospel gives us all open faces; 6. Israel

looked only upon Moses* radiance, Christians

look directly upon a glorified God-Man, whose
lustres transform them into His own likeness.

Stanley's beautiful summary of the Apostle's

imagery in this chapter, though slightly affected

by his peculiar interpretation of ver. 1 6, is yet
worth transcribing (much abridged). We have:
1. The commendatory epistle, written on the

Apostle's heart; and, 2. the same written on the
hearts of the Corinthians. 8. The contrast be-
tween this Epistle of the Spirit on the heart, and
the lifeless engraving upon the Sinaitio stones.

4. The grand figure of Moses with his face irra-

diated by Divine glories. 6. The same, but
veiled, to hide its fading splendors, and sur-

rounded by a multitude of veiled figures with

eyes turned upon him. 6. The same, but un-
veiled, and entering the Divine presence with
more than rekindled radiance ; and 7. The same
figure multiplied in the Apostle and his brethren,

with unveiled faces turned toward Christ, whose
light transfigures them into glorious images of

Himselfc"]
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THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

Till.—GLORY OP THE APOSTOLIC MINISTRY, WHOSE DUTIES WERE OPENLY AND
HONESTLY PERFORMED, NOTWITHSTANDING THE INJURIOUS INFLUENCE OF ITS

ENEMIES.

ChaptieIV. 1-6.

X Therefore, seeing we have this ministry, as we have received mercy, we faint not1

;

2 But [we] have renounced the hidden things of dishonesty [shame, t£c afo?wi?c], not

walking in craftiness, nor handling the word of God deceitfully [falsifying (doXoumq)
the word of «God]; but by manifestation of the truth, commending* ourselves to every

3 man's conscience [conscience of men] in the sight of God. But if [and even if] our

Gospel be hid [veiled, xcxaAiyW""]? it is hid [veiled] to them that are lost [perishing]:

4 In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them which believe not, lest

the tight of the glorious Gospel [gospel of the glory] of Christ, who is the image of

5 God, should shine8 unto them [should shine forth]. For we preach not ourselves, but

6 Christ Jesus [as] the Lord ; snd ourselves your servants for Jesus' sake. For [that

same] God, who commanded the light to shine4 out of darkness, [said out of dark-

ness light should shine] hath shined in our hearts, to giv* the light [in order to the

shining forth, npoq tpatTurjidv] of the knowledge of the glory of God6 in the face of

Jesus [om. Jesus]* Christ.

i Ver. 1.—The Becep. has fatftxovper, bat larhmsnn and Tisohendorf have tpMKovfM*. Meyer thinks the letter en
emendation to make the text accord with general usage among all Greek writers, with the exception of some doebtnri
passages of the New Testament, and some writings of the Fathers. [A similar, though not quite the same variety of read-

ings is tbnnd for the same word in Luke xviil. 1 ; Gal. tJ. 9; Bph. Ui. 18; and 2 Thess. iii. 18. Meyer thinks that esxec.w
firobably more used in oral speech in Paul's time, though it appears in no Greek writer before him : and that Paul and Lnke
utrodured it into ecclesiastical usage, where it sometimes occurs, but still less frequently than rytcaic. The Codd. A.B. D
(1st Cor.) F. G. (the three last hare it written circa*). Sinait. and some curslres favor iyumjc. but 0. D. (3d Cor.) K. K. L. et

aL with Ghrys., TfaeodU Dainaec., et aL have <mw. Among the versions some of the old Ital. have non deferim**, and
others with Tertul. ana the Vulg. have turn deficimtu, still others with one copy of the Vulg. and Ambrosiast, have Hon
dsficiamtu; August, lias non it\firmemur, the Gothic nonjiamus Kg***, the Syriac non est nobis tsuHunh, Erasmus no* dtgen-

eramits. Wycliffe and the Rhemish have we fait not ; Tyndale and Geneva with our A. V. and Bib. Union, tee faint ntt;

and Cranmer, we go not out ofkynde. The difference of meaning between the two readings is not very serious; for which
see Exeg. notes]

p Ver. 2.—The Rec. has ov¥xmvr*% with D. (8d Cor.), E. K. L. Chrys- Theodt., et at, A. and B. seem uncertain
whether the reading should be -Arret or -diwro, but C. I). (1st Cor.) P. G. and Sinait. and three cursives, have owievsmc,
which is edited by Lachm., Tiseh. and Afford, romp. chap. vi. 6 ; and x. 18].

* Ver. 4.—Aiavyae-ot and «er«vy*>at are both glosses to define more precisely the simple verb. (The principal autho-
rity for the former is A., four cursives, and some copies of some Greek fethers of the Antiochian school : and tor the letter,

C. D. et at The Recep. avye>ai Is sustained by B. F. K. L. Sinait. and the best MSS. of the Greek Fathers]. The Rcccn.

has avretf after afryeVrcu, but without much MSS. authority. It Is evidently an interpolation.
* Ver. 6.-~Lachmann has Aa>fci instead ofAo^at, on the authority of A. B. [D. (1st Oor.) 8inait (let Cor.) et a/.] It is

probably a suggestion from Gen. I. 3. [Bloomfleld, Meyer. Wordsworth, Tlschendorf, agree with the Recep. and most of the
versions and fathers In preferring Aa>«>at, but A 1 ford and Stanley agree with Kling In thinking this a quotation of the
creative fiat. Some respectable MSS. omit at].

* Ver. 6.—Lachmenu has avrov in place of roy •see. but the MSS. evidence for it is not satisfactory, end the Interna!

evidence is against it, since no one could have been uncertain of the antecedent of avrov, [and hence would have had no
motive to put tov 6eov in Its place for an explanation. Its only uncial authorities are P. G. and the 1st Corr.of

C. and D].
* Ver. ft.—'lifvov before Xpterov Is not genuine. [And yet It is Inserted before xptvrov by C. K. L. and SinaJU and after

xpurrov by D. E. P. 0., the Italic and Vulgate versions, and the Latin Fathers; A. B. and some Greek writers nave only

XP«rrov].

insincerity whioh had occasioned the digression

in chap. iii. 1-18, still lingers in his recollection,

and accordingly he turns round upon it, as if to

give it one parting blow before he finally dis-

misses it from his mind. Hence chap. iv. 2-0

are still closely connected with iii. 1-18, while

the new subject begun in this first verse is not

resumed till verse 7. where it is expanded in

all its parts* so thai the true apodosis or close of

the sentence commenced here doea not occur till

verse 16, where the same words are repented;

for tku oaus* toefaint not.'
1 Stanley]. Return-

ing from his digression respecting the harden*

ing of the Jews* he now resumes his eotennt

(chap. iii. 12, 16) of that course of action which

he was now pursuing, and which he thought suit-

able to the glory of the evangelical ministry (and

EXEGETICAI, AND CRITICAJi.

Van. 1, 2. [Paul "now resumes the thread of

the general argument, which be had twice before
taken up (ohap. iii. 4 and 12); but with the
difference that from the confidence whioh he
possesses in the greatness of his task, he now
draws a new conclusion; not *we use great
plainness of speech/ as in chap. iii. 12, but * we
faint not;' a conclusion whioh, as it is more
directly an answer to the original question, 'who
ia sufficient for these things!' in chap. it. 16, so
is it the basis of the ensuing chapters W 7.; t.

10. But with one of the inversions peculiar to

this Epistle, he has hardly entered on this new
topic before he drops it again. The charge of
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CHAP. IV. 1-d 65

to the Apostolic office).—Therefore having,
through the meroy of God, received this
ministration, we faint not.—What he means
by Sid rovro is more distinctly expressed in what
follows: haying received this ministration. This
ministration (ouuoovia) he had spoken ef as a
ministration of the Spirit (chap. iii. 81, of righ-
teousness (ver. 9), that which remainetn (ver. 11),
and that which produced the results described
in ohap. iii. 18. Aid rovro therefore finds its

original reference as far back as chap. iii. 7.

The boasting UavxWiS ) which seems implied in

this, is r^iuood immediately to a glorying in the
Lord, and male to involve an actual humiliation
of himself, when he adds the words, ae we have
received mere// ; implying that he had been per-
sonally unworthy of such a ministry, and owed
it entirely to Divine grace that he bad been
called anl ordainel to it (oomp. 1 Cor. vii. 25;
xv. 9, 10; 1 Tim. L 12-16; GaL i. 15, 16). The
course of conduct which he had suggested in

chap. Hi. 12, and which was suitable to a min-
istry thus graciously bestowed upon him, he
describes first negatively : ovk tKKOKovuev, we are
not faint-hearted or cowardly. The reading
iyiui<ovusv would have substantially the same
significance. [The former word can hardly have
in this place a strictly moral signification (kojcoc*

bad% wicked) as Biiokert contends it should
have, contrary to its usage and the connection

;

but it seems to signify here that the conscious-
ness of such a high calling would not allow him
to turn out bad, to prove recreant, or te act in-

consistent with it (Luke xviii. 1; Gal. vi. 9).

Osiander notices that the word has two distinot

meanings : the one to slacken or flag, and the
other to be discouraged or dispirited. The
former agrees very well with the explanation in

the next clause ; but perhaps the latter agrees
equally well, since the disoouragement is evi-

dently one which springs from an anxiety about
difficulties and opponents, and so leads to deceit

and an adulteration of the word of truth. The
etymology of the word also confirms this mean-
ing, since the word kok6c signifies bad not only
in a moral sense, but especially with respect to

war. Accordingly the Greek expositors and the

more modern strict philologists (Billroth, Meyer,
de Wette), embrace both meanings in the ren-
dering: segnescere, to become slow and dull.

The connection with the subsequent negative may
be regarded as a litotes in which he modestly
expresses a high degree of courage by denying
the contrary. Thus Theodoret (and Chrysostom,
see below): Oh di} x^Plv» QW& \ <$pottev yexvdiu^ ra

irpovKLTTTovTa 2virqpd. "On which account, he
says, we endure what befalls us with a noble spi-

rit." *EyiMKobfiev signifies the opposite of irup-

fnj7i&fct i. e. to shrink from plainness of speech
or action (Alford), to behave in a cowardly
manner]. The positive contrast to what is here
claimed, 19 not dulness or indolence in the per-

formance of his duties (and above all, RUckert's
interpretation, which makes it involve something
generally and morally base, is entirely inadmis-
sible, or at least not proven), but from what we
find is repelled in ver. 2, we are led to believe

that it is discouragement or faint-heartedness

under difficulties. Chrysostom: We are so far

from being without heart, that we are rather full

of joy, and held in speaking and in labors].

—

But we hawe renonnoed the seoret things
of shame (ver. 2],—These secret or hidden
things of shame (rd Kpvwra rfc aurxfaK) were
either, in accordance with the original meaning
of aiax^ft * feeling of shame, or that sense of

honor which hides its own shame, and will net

let thai come to- the light which may cause dis*

honor (Meyer after Chrysostom) ; or better and
more in accordance with predominant usage in

the New Testament (Phil. Hi. 19; Heb. xii. 2;
Jude ver. 19; Rev. iii. 18; Luke xiv. 9), a dis-

honor, the concealment of a diBgraoe, t. e. of a
dishonor done; or, still better (inasmuch as the

emphasis lies upon rd «pvnra) disgraceful secrets,

hidden things which would produce or bring
dishonor if they were known (camp. Rom. i. 26).

There is no need of supposing that the Apostle

had his eye directly as yet upon particular acta,

such as plots, intrigues, suppressions or perver-

sions of the truth, or even obeccna* vohtptatea?

but he probably alludes simply to those general

matters whioh are mentioned in the participial

sentence, those secret things which would infal-

libly cause shame if they were brought to the

light. Nbandeb: " those disgraceful and secret

arts of carnal wisdom whioh had been falsely at-

tributed to him." 'Amiirdpeda is an oiraf Xey6*

ftevo* so far as it relates to the New Testament.

[On the reflexive force of the middle voioe, im-
plying that "the act belonged to the inner men-
tal world of the agent rather than the actual

world without.'' See Jelfs Oram. 2 868, 6; and
Winer, Id. g 89, 8, and on the aorist, " as dene-
ting what is done at all times alike, and is

habitual," see Bloomfield]. The word by no
means implies that he had acted in this manner
at an earlier period of his life, but it simply
means that he declined or refused such things

{iTrop/Hirreodai, irapatrehj&eu).—Wot walking
in craftiness, nor adulterating the word
of God.—(Comp. chap. i. VI ; x. 2). He refers

here to his own official ccurse, but he unques-
tionably alludes very significantly to a very dif-

ferent kind of oonduot in his more sordid oppo-
nents. Uavovpyiuy here rendered craftiness

[from irac and Ipyu] (I Cor. iii. 19), signifies

adroitness, dexterity ; but it is used generally in

a bad sense to signify a cunning craftiness, a
shrewd use of those intrigues and schemes by
which a man makes a way for himself and ac-
quires and maintains influence [

ki a iravovpyog is

one who can do every thing and is witting lo do-
any thing to accomplish his ends." Hodqr]*
A seooud point in which his conduct differed from*
that of his opponents, was, that he did not adul-

terate the word of God (furfk dofonnrrec rbv X6yok>

rob #£o»), a kind of dealing essentially the same
as the Karrr/Xevuv repudiated in ohap. iL 17.

Men were in the habit of saying: a man adul-

terates his wine (dolovv rbv olvov). In contrast

with suoh deceit, neseys ef himself and his com-
panions:—but by manifestation of the
truth commending ourselves to every
man's oonaolsnoe.—The truth here spoken «et

is the word of God, the Gospel in its unadulteis

ated purity; and the way in whioh he had
preached it was the reverse of such adulterations

of the word of God* Zwtortoat iavr&v sign4-»

fies to gain confidence and esteem in this regular. -
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66 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

way, as opposed to the self-commendation im-

puted to him by bis opponents (chap. iii. 1). The
way he pursued was directed to every man's
conscience (rpbc tcaaav oweiSqatv 6v$p£mun>;

comp. Rom. ii. 9: M naorjv iwx^v hvdpbnov). In

this way of interpretation, oweidijoic becomes
•more prominent. The word is used to signify

that mental power which makes us conscious of,

«nd certifies to us those thoughts and emotions

which pass through our minds, shows us what is

truth and duty, and enforces its assertions and
claims only on the ground that every thing it ap-

proves must be true and right, and that our spi-

rit and motives.must be conformed to our concep-

tions oftruth and duty (Beck, Bibl. Scelenl., p. 75

;

comp, 73 and 77). The Apostle intended to say,

therefore, that the way in which he preached
was such that every man's conscience approved
of him, and hence that all who attended to the

verdicts of conscience, and were not led by cor-

rupt inclinations to rejeot such decisions, would
be obliged to confess that his conduct sprung
from a true and honest heart. Such an explana-
tion seems to us more conformed to the context

than that of Osiander, who defines the oweldrpic

here to be the "essential organ for the recogni-

tion of truth, and which must assent to the Gos-
pel as the truth and power of God, because it

corresponds) to man's necessities and is effectual

to awaken and tranquilize his moral nature." The
phrase : in the sight of God (h6moi> tov &eoi>t

comp. chap. ii. 17; vii. 12) is not a solemn oath,

but simply implies that the assertion he had
made respecting his commendation of himself

to every man's conscience, was eminently pure,

inasmuch as he made it under a full sense of

God's presence to hear him. Nrandir : " There
is Indeed a moral intelligence in every man to

which we may appeal as to the impression he re-

ceives from us ; and yet as every thing human is

fallacious, Paul made his final appeal to God
himself as the infallible witness of his upright
motives and his honest deportment." [It was
not the truth directly which the Apostle says he
and his associates commended to the aweiS. but
htvrovf, themselves, their whole persons, conduct
and preaching and this by means of the afor&ela

which they preached. By recognizing the truth
and the honesty of the preaching, men were
obliged to commend them. Ivvkto*. then is more
than "consciousness," for it recognized the mo-
rality and truth of things not only in ourselves,

but in others. (See note on chap. i. 12). The
only condition of the recognition was that truth
and its relations should be correctly apprehended,
t. e.j that each case should be truly presented at

the bar of conscience. (See Serm. of Chalmers
and J. Howe on this passage), liaaav ewliS.
ford, is every conscience of man, the universal,

or the public conscience. Chrtsostom: "not
only to believers, but to unbelievers, are we
manifested, since we are presented before all,

that every thing belonging to us may be scruti-

nised according to their pleasure." Nor was it

merely " to every good conscience (Grodus), for

the Apostle expressly implies that it was even to

them that are lost?"].

Vbrs. 8-6. The Apostle now meets (ver. 8) the

objection, that what he had just said would
hardly harmonise with the fact that his preach-

ing was not successful with a large portion of his

hearers, and was not recognised and receWed by
some as the truth. He does not deny this, and
he now recurs to the figure of the covering (cbap.

iii. 14).—But if oar Gospel be veiled, it is

veiled to them that are perishing (rer. 8).—He concedes no contradiction in this to what
he was saying, since those who failed of recei?-

ing him were among those who were perishing

on account of their blindness by Satan. There
was no defect in the requisite clearness of his

preaching, but only in the mental perceptions of

his hearers (ver. 8, 4). The fact objected against

him is made emphatic by putting Itrrtv at the

very head of the major proposition (the protasis).
4'Our Gospel" has here the same signification

as the manifestation of the truth (ver. 2). The
word ^uckv tells us who were engaged in pro-

claiming the Gospel, as in Rom. ii. 16; x*i. 26;

1 Thess. i. 6; 2 Thess. ii. 14; and it is equivalent

to the Gospel which I preached (b eifmcfaeafip)
in 1 Cor. xv. 1 (comp. Gal. i. 11). In the con-

clusion the emphasis should rest upon h roif

a-xol'kvfihmn (among them who are perithiog),

and hence these words are placed at the begin-

ning. Comp. chap. ii. 26; 1 Cor. i. 18. PArro?.-

Ivukvotc does not necessarily mean the finally lost,

those who deserve to be lost (Grotius), but those

who are perishing (Alford), those who were then

lost. In Mstth. x. 6; xv. 54; xviii. 11; and Luke

xv. 4, 6, 24, 82, the lost were such as were a|

that time lost to the Church, to God and to good-

ness, but might afterwards in some cases be re-

covered. Henry: "The hiding of the Gospel

was both an evidence and a cause of their ruin,

and if the Gospel did not find and save them,

they were lost forever]. 'Ev is equivalent neither

to the dative, nor to in respect to9 but to, n/A,

coram; since the persons spoken of did not recog-

nize the Gospel on account of inward darkness,

a covering on their own hearts, it has the force

of in ; or, since the hnoTikvfitvot expresses the

sphere or the department within which the Gos-

pel is veiled or not recognized, of, among (mm).

Indeed, all these significations come to the same

general result. The fact alluded to is still fur-

ther developed when he goes back (ver. 4) to its

original cause.—Among whom the god of

this world hath blinded the minds of

the unbelieving (ver. 4),—t. e., the blindiug

of the mental perceptions (vofyaTaS and the au-

thor of the blindness, the god of this world (tfric

tov altivoc robrov). The blinding of the voyiivra

implies that the mental perceptions of these per-

sons had been impaired and so blinded that

their understandings were deluded with sophis-

tries until all original inclination to truth was

gone (comp. Matth. vi. 22), and their minds (voix)

had no correct intellectual views (Beck, p. 68, 64).

Tel vofjpara (comp. chap. iii. 14) may here very

appropriately be translated, "the perceptive

powers, the understanding." The blinding is

the work of the god of this world (6 Oeoc to*

a\&voc tovtov), by which phrase is meant not the

spirit of the age, or anything of that kind, but

Satan fas in chap. ii. 11), the prince of this

world (Jno. xii. 81: xiv. 80). Similar expres-

sions occur in Eph. ii. 2; vi. 12. Nbandii:
" It was with a direct purpose that Paul gives

Satan this appellation, for he intended to imply
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that the selfish principle, here represented by
Satan, was to such men all that God should have
been." The word &e6c in other places signifies

the principle which absolutely determines things

(comp. Phil. iii. 19). Bengbl: Qrandis et Aor-

ribilis descripHo Satanse, grandi ejus, at horribili

operi respondent. Quis alios putaret, ilium posse in

hominibus tantae luei ojlceret [Augustine tells

us that nearly all ancient commentators were
of the opinion that the word &e6c was too

exalted to be applied to any created being,
and hence, that it must here have meant the
8uprerae Jehovah. Crrvsostom, in opposition
to Maroion and Manichees, says: "We assert

of this passage that this is spoken neither of
the devil nor of another creator (in distinction

from the just and good), but of the God of
the universe, and that it is to be read thus:
God hath blinded the minds of the unbelievers of
this world; for the world to come hath no un-
believers, but the present only. He blinds them,
not by working unto this end (away with the
thought) ! but by suffering and allowing it." As
the Arians argued from this passage that a cre-

ated being might be called God, even Augustine
and others would not concede to them the natural
construction of our passage ; on which Calvin re-
marks: M we see how far the spirit of contro-
versy can lead men in perverting Scripture."
Among moderns, Dr. Adam Clarke was of a simi-
lar opinion, and he refers to 1 Tim. i. 17, as a
similar phrase, reminding us also that aiuv does
not necessarily mean a wicked age or generation
(Matt. xii. 32 ; Luke xx. 34). Even on the com-
mon rendering, however, it is not implied that
God had surrendered to 8atan the rightful or
actual sovereignty of any ono age, but only that
men have yielded him such a sovereignty. Arch-
bishop Trench (Synn. 2d ser. p. 40) regrets that
the difference between alkv and noopoc has not
been preserved in the English version. He as-

signs to the former in all cases a reference to

time, but in a secondary and ethical sense ; he
thinks it embraces all which exists in the world
under the conditions of time, the course and cur-
rent of this world's affairs, often with an evil sig-

nificance (Eph. ii. 2). It includes all that floating

mass of thoughts, opinions, maxims, speculations,
hopes, impulses, aims, at any time current in the
world, which it is impossible to seize and accu-
rately to define, but which constitute a most real

and effective power, being the moral or immoral
atmosphere which at every moment of our lives

we inhale, agiin inevitably to exhale; what we
often speak of as " the times," attaching to the
word an ethical signification; or still more to the
point, "the age" the spirit or genius of the
ago]." Comp. further upon this rov aluvoc rovrov
what is said on 1 Cor. i. 20; ii. 6. The sphere
in which this alienation from God takes place is

one which originally was completely dependent
(ethically) upon this power. But the expression
has a peculiar sharpness in application to the
Jews who thought they knew and appropriated
to themselves the true God in some special sense,
bat who were here in their unbelief consigned
with the heathen to this mock deity (the simia
Dei of Tertullian), as if they belonged to his
special department {comp. Jno. viii. 44). Instead
of uv ra vofjaara krvqtfajoev (in whose minds) the

Apostle writes: among these lost ones, Satan hath
blinded the minds of them that believe not (kv bic

kr'vtpjjfre ra vofjuara rov aniaruv). By them that

believe not, we are not to understand those whose
unbelief was the direct consequence of the blinding,

as if the expression were eicrbelvai avrovc cittIotovc.

According to the analogy of other places, the

word in this case would have b*»en airtara (comp.
1 Thess. iii. 13; Phil. iii. 2). We may remark also

that such an idea does not accord with that which
foliows etc rbut} avy, etc.). Nor is it precisely a
designation of the cause of this blinding, as if the

expression had been did rb elvat avrovc inriorovc.

T&v amoruv implies a self-determination toward
falsehood, and a turning away from the truth,

the reason of which must be traced finally to a
perverted will. In these words is brought for-

ward another aspect of the case, viz., that in

this blinding process Satan was not alone active

and guilty, but that the subjects of it cooperated
with him, and were guilty during the process

and before it. (comp. Jno. iii. 18 ; 2 Thess. ii.

10). [Dr. Hodge, while conceding that the doc-

trine is Scriptural, that unbelief provokes judi-

cial blindness, contends that the connection here
demands a different interpretation, inasmuch as

Paul accounts for the hiding of the Gospel to

them that are lost, by saying that Satan had
blinded their minds. The blindness, therefore,

precedes the unbelief, and is the cause of it].

The h oic is perhaps equivalent to bri tv rovroic

(for, because, etc.), and indicates either the ob-

ject of the blinding, the persons who could be
blinded (Satan's great work, the blinding of the

vofa. of unbelievers has to be carried on in the

hearts of the lost, for such a work cannot be per-

formed in the hearts of the saved ones, with re-

spect to whom the Gospel is not veiled, Meyer)

;

or, is equivalent to among whom, and so points

out the sphere or department in which Satan
thus acts. The meaning, however, would be es-

sentially the same on both interpretations.

There is no carelessness or tautology in this lan-

guage. Paul means to give special prominence
to the idea that Satan carries on such a work
among those who are in air&teta (perdition).

The clause might be translated : in the depart-

ment of lost souls, where the understandings of
unbelievers are blinded by the god of this world.

—In order that the shining light of the
Gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the
image of God, might not shine forth, (ver.

4 6.). Here we are informed what Satan's design

is in all this ; but inasmuch as what he accom-
plished was the infliction of a Divine judgment
(Jno. xii. 40; 2 Thess. ii. 11, 12), it may also be
looked upon as an announcement of God's pur-
pose. According to the reading of the Bee.
avy&oat abrolc must be rendered : might not irra-

diate or shine upon them, etc. But avrolc is

very feebly authenticated, and betrays evidence

that it is only a gloss. In like manner the com-
pound verbs diavy&oat and Karavyaaat seem at first

more appropriate : (to shine through, to beam
upon), inasmuch as the simple verb appears
never to have been used intransitively among
the Greek authors. Others, therefore, take the

simple form as equivalent to, to see (properly':

to beam upon something with the eyes, to cast

the light of the eyes upon an object, sometimes
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with an accusative and sometimes with irpdg ti).

But as we never meet with it in this sense ex-

cept among the poets, the intransitive meaning
(which is favored by the attempt to make it out

by the insertion of the compound forms) is to be
preferred, especially as it then gives a more sui-

table predicate to rbv tpurhfiSv. The ai>Toie,

which we are sorry to be obliged to throw out,

is nevertheless implied by the context. In the

later Greek, and frequently in the Septuagint,

(pcrrca/idg has the sense of: the imparting of light,

an enlightening, light (a translation of T)£$ in

Ps. xxvii. 1; Job. iii. tt al.), i. <., light when
in movement and in communication. (Osiander).

The words rfjq 66^ do not here express merely
a quality of the Gospel itself (the glorious Gos-

Eel),
but rather an attribute of Christ, and

ence the object or substance of the Gospel
(Xptarov). The glory of Christ is the same as

the glory of God in the face of Christ (ver. 6),

and the glory of the Lord (chap. iii. 18). We
are to understand it not exclusively of Christ in

his glorified state, for the glory of the only Be-
gotten Son of God is exhibited during his whole
manifestation of Himselfamong men, full of grace
and truth (Jno. i. 14); and it was shed forth

even in His earthly life, and especially in Hia
death on the cross, which is set forth as the very
essence of the Gospel (1 Cor. L 18). Henoe
Christ in His glory signifies what the Gospel sets

forth as the entire revelation of God through
Him in His various conditions. The whole sal-

vation revealed in the Gospel depended on this

state of humiliation, including His obedience

unto death, and His subsequent exaltation (Phil,

ii. 6-11 ; Rom. v. 10; iv. 25; viii. 84; Luke
xxiv. 26). Comp. Meyer, Osiander. This Christ,

whose glory is revealed in the Gospel, is yet

further said to be the image of God. On twin*

comp. 1 Cor. xi. 7. ["The article is idiomati-

cally omitted after hrnv" Ellicott]. The same
expression is used respecting Christ in Col. i.

15 (from which some manuscripts have bor-

rowed the adjective aop&rov), and Heb. i. 8.*

We are not necessarily required by what is said

in Phil. ii. 6 ; iii. 21 ; and Jno. xvii. 5, to refer

this with Meyer exclusively to Christ in His ex-

altation for the glory of God beamed from Him
even during His earthly life (Jno. ii. 11 ; xiv. 9).

Although Christ in His exalted state is more per-

fectly the image of God, yet this expression

must be looked upon as a particular representa-

tion of Christ in every condition. To justify the

Apostle's language in calling his Gospel (ver. 8,

rb tvayy. jffiCrv) a proclamation of the Divine

glory, and to show how inappropriate were the

insinuations referred to in chap. iii. 1, he now
proceeds to say (ver. 6) :—For we preach not
ourselves bat Christ Jesus the Lord.

—

From the context, we conclude that Kvpiovg ought
to be understood after eavrodr Kqpboeoftev, t. e. f

we do not preach ourselves as your lords (in

[• la Got. i. 16, and Heb. 1.8, the reference is to the Aeyoc,

•ad hence aep^rev wu appropriate. The word in the Utter
pnsssge (xojmjctw) it different, but the idee it nearly the
tame. An image is more than a Mtenees f&pofo<rif. Trench.
Synn. let Ser. p. 77): things may be alike, but not linage* of

oaa another, an image matt hare a prototype after which It

wat drawn, and which it mutt more then ret»mb1e. Greg.

Na».: avrrf y&p *U6vo* 4v<m, pfctyta €%»*». tow Apyrrvnov,

The present hm* signifies that the thing spoken of wat al-

ways present].

contrast with do^/ovc vjiuv, your servants). Had
he in his preaching set forth himself as a lord
(hvpwv), and made his authority, his power, and
his lordship over them (chap. i. 24, comp. xi.
20) his main object, instead of commending
Christ in his glory as the only Lord over them,
he would have adulterated God's Word (ver. 2 ;
chap, ii. 17). If we prefer not to supply «i*p*ov(,
we may explain the sentence with Osiander thus

:

" The substance of our preaching is not our cwi
light, or wisdom, or merits, and hence we do not
commend ourselves, nor seek our own interests."
Both explanations come to the same thing in the
end. Kvpcov is here used in the sense of Lord,
because in consequence of Christ's redemption
the Church belongs exclusively to Him (comp.
Acts xx. 28). The positive side in relation to
tavTobc (ourselves) is expressed in the phrase

—

and ourselves your servants (fobXovc Ifxw)
for Jesus' sake—where there is an allusion to
a very different position which some opposing
teachers had arrogated to themselves (chap. xi.

20). He thus gives expression to the deep hu-
mility which he felt, and shows how entire was
the surrender he had made of himself to his
work; comp. 1 Cor. ix. 19. The phrase Ad
'lyoovv (through Jesus) gives us the reason he
was willing to sustain this servile relation to
them; it was because the love of Christ eon-
strained him to be their servant. It is possible
that he meant thus to say that it was by the au-
thority of Jesus that he had been invested with
this official dignity (by, on account of) ; or we
may even regard the expression as equivalent to
benefieto Jesu (this blessing was due to Jesus).
The first of these meanings suits our connection
the best, and according to it the sense would be

:

that the Apostle gave himself to be their servant*
for Jesus' sake, and to retain possession of the
property he had already won for the Lord, or to
bring them to a better acquaintance and more
intimate fellowship with Jesus. The reason as-
signed in ver. 6 seems to point to this last inter-
pretation, for it is there implied that this was the
Divine purpose regarding him when he was first

enlightened:—Because God who called
forth the light to shine out of darkness

—

(ver. 6). It seems quite needless and arbitrary
to make this refer back to ver. 4, and regard
ver. ft as a parenthesis. But perhaps we may
more completely bring in the contents of ver. e
in another way. The reason that we preach
Christ as our only Lord, and are willing to be
your servants for Jesus' sake, is, that God has en-
lightened us:—hath shlned in our hearts
for the shining forth of the knowledge of
the glory of God in the faoe of Christ.

—

[Our explanation of this verse will depend on
the answer we give to the question, for what
purpose the Apostle introduced it. If his otyeet
was to assign the reason for his being the servant
of tbe Corinthians Tver. 6, 6), then he intended
to say here that Goa, who commanded, €tc^ had
shined into his heart that he might diffuse it ta

others. But if his object was to give his reason
for preaching Christ (ver. 6 a), it was because
(6r«) God, who commanded, etc, had shined in

men's hearts (as our version has it) to give us the

light, etc. On either interpretation the sense is

good. The first accords with Gal. i. 16, and is
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generally adopted. But surely the main idea of

the passage is that Paul preached Christ, and the

mention of his being a servant to the Corinthians

was only incidental; the phrase "our hearts"

(plural) ean hardly mean here merely Paul's own
heart ; and +wriofi6$ rfc yu&reu? seems naturally

to mean the objective light which came from
Christ and would be obstructed by blindness.

(Comp. Hodge and Billroth)]. There are also

considerable difficulties in the grammatical struc-

ture of the sentence, especially on account of the

*C before i\oft^ev. This is probably the reason

that this relative has been left out in a number
of manuscripts, though for external as well as in-

ternal reasons, it must be regarded as unques-
tionably genuine. The easiest way would seem
to be to supply iortv before 6 elw6v : q. d. it is God
who commanded, e/c, who shined, etc. And yet in

this way, that which was designed to be merely a
type of something higher becomes the principal

object of the statement. Certainly the phrase

:

who commanded the light to shine out of dark-

ness, should be looked upon as describing neither

a mental illumination nor a breaking forth of the

light of the Gospel from the obscurity of the law,

but what took place in the first act of creation

(Gen. i. 8) ; and even then it must be taken in

such a way that U will express not a special,

but a causal relation.—The idea then expressed
would be that he who was the Creator of physi-

cal light, and caused it to break forth out of

darkness, is the same Being who has caused a
light of a higher nature to rise in the heart of

the Apostle. Or, if we take iAapfev, like X&prfxu

in a preceding passage, and every where else in

the New Testament, intransitively (for the tran-

sitive use of the word is confined to the poets, and
even among them is infrequent), the idea will

be : He hath shined into ourhearts (dwelling in us

by His Spirit; comp. I Cor. iii. 16; xiv. 25; Jno.

xiv. 23). There will then be no need either of

an ovroc or of an 5c, and the preceding 6 e'nruv-

X&firfHtij which gives a transitive sense, will not

stand in the way. That we may gain this sense,

we must either supply an loriv or an ovroe lortv

before 5c IXa/iiprv: the God who commanded, etc.,

is the one who has sained, etc. (de Wette) ; or

the 5f ITia/ufep, etc., must be taken from this and
repeated in the principal sentence before irpdc

furtafibv, i. «., the God who commanded, etc., and
who hath shined in our hearts, hath shined with

the light, etc., (or: hath done this with the light,

etc., supplying rvvro kKoiqoev). But will not this,

after all, be more difficult than to complete the

sentence by supplying kariv before 5c k"Kaptyev (is

the one who hath shined) ? The analogy of

chap. iii. 13 would not perhaps be decisive in fa-

vor of this, since the completion of the sentenoe

is much easier there. The easiest way would
be, to take 5f as equivalent to bvroq or avrfy: he
has shined. But this is only a poetic, and par-

ticularly a Homeric usage, and only in special

cases is 5? ever met with as a demonstrative pro-

noun (comp. Pastow e. v. 5c 1). The logical ob-

jection, however, to the completion of the sen-

tence by kortv before 5c iXafiipev, viz., that this

sentence would then hare an emphasis which
does not belong to it, inasmuch as the principal

stress must be laid upon irpbs $urriofi6v ( Meyer),

h not very convincing ; for we must certainly lay

an emphasis also upon the Divine agency which
is here so solemnly introduced, and by means of
which Paul had been directed to, and fitted for,

the +urt0ft6c. This shining of God into his heart
is the same thing which he describes in Gal. i.

15, 16, thus: it pleased God to discover (or re-
veal) His Son in me ; for it is his own experience
which he probably has uppermost in his mind.
What he there says in plain words : that I might
preach Him among the Gentiles (comp. Acts
xxvi. 16-18), he here expresses by a figure of
the light moving itself, thus: by the shining
forth of the knowledge, etc. By these words he
certainly intended to say that he was the medium
through which such a knowledge was communi-
cated to others. But may ^cma/i6c be regarded
as meaning : to make light, to show, or intransi-

tively to shine ? The latter is the only meaning
which accords with its use in ver. 4, and the
uniform usage, at least, of the Hellenistic

writers.—The question may still be raised, whe-
ther in the face of Okrut (h irpofftiwy Xptorov)

ought to be connected immediately with irpbe

<f*jTt<j[i6v or with nyc <M£?T (*'. «., so as to mean the
shining in the face of Christ, or the glory which
was in the face of Christ) ? In the first case, yv&wc
must be taken objectively (not as the subjective

knowledge of the Apostle or the Apostolic teach-

ers, but) as the knowledge of the glory of God,
irradiated from the face of Christ, the image of
God (ver. 4). The sense then would be: if any
one converts others to Christ, he makes the

knowledge of the Divine glory beam from the

face of Jesus Christ (Meyer after Fritzsche).

But this explanation of the yvdaiq (knowledge),

as if it were entirely objective, is not indispensa-

ble, inasmuch as the words : the glory of God in

the face of Chriei, so naturally follow : who is

the image of Ood (ver. 4), and so precisely cor-

respond with these, that the article was not ne-

cessary before iv Kpocbry, especially as the idea

of the glory of God in the face (h irpoohica, rov

npootezov) in the Mosaio type {chap. iii. 7) was
yet present to the Apostle's mind. The know-
ledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus

Christ (love, power, wisdom) was therefore sub-

jective to the mind of the Apostle by a Divine re-

velation to his heart (iXafnjtev kv raig xapSUuc^),
and then it shone around him so as to lead others

to know Christ as their Lord, and to have fellow-

ship also with Him. [" Christ is oalled the image
of God in two respects : first (as in Col. i. 15)

with reference to the %6yoc which is in him the

perfect representation of God; and secondly

with reference to that human manifestation in

which the XSyoc itself was revealed (comp. chap,

iii. 18). We have in this place to think of the

latter relation, although the other is included in

the idea of the historical Christ. The glory of

God is manifested in the absolute image which
the historical Christ sets forth." [Nbander.]

DOCTBINAL AND ETHICAL.

The only persons who can so preach that the

Divine glory in the Person and life of Christ,

shall shine into the hearts of men, and cause

them to recognise Him as their Redeemer and
Lord, are those who have had their own hearts

illuminated by that glory, and have mercifully
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been delivered from condemnation. But a per-

sonal experience of that grace was never designed

to be the limit of this revelation. When once

the stream of Divine love has flowed into a sin-

gle heart, from its very nature, it cannot be
confined there, but it must struggle for commu-
nication. If I have myself been delivered from
destruction, I shall long to commend the mercy
which has saved me, to all who need the same
experience. For the sake of Him who has saved
me, and who has purchased those precious souls

which are perishing around me, I shall strive to

make men acquainted with Him in whom all

fulness dwells, and who can satisfy all their

wants. I shall cheerfully give myself to the

work of winning souls to Him, and not esteem
life itself too dear, if thereby I can bring them
to salvation, or confirm them in its possession.

In such circumstances the servant of Christ will

have no room for preaching himself, that he may
take the place of Christ by making His people
dependent upon Him, and usurping a lordship

over them. He will never wish to impose his

opinions upon others, so as to impair the autho-
rity of God's word ; and be will never be guilty

of those tricks and intrigues which gain esteem
at the expense of those who have a better right

to confidence and honor. He will have no heart
for those hypocritical arts by which others seek
to become all things to all men (I Cor. ix. 19-

23), and under the guise of disinterested benevo-
lence, flatter men's sinful passions, and accom-
modate themselves to the weak sides of their

followers. Never will he think of evading by
such arts the real difficulties of the Christian
life, and shunning all earnest labor and self-

denial in the pastoral work. Those who have a
holy calling to bring their fellowmen to behold
the Divine glory, and thus to transform them
into Christ's image, will rather encounter all

cares, and reproaches, and afflict ions with cheer-

fulness. They will renounoe those impure mo-
tives which cannot bear the light, and they will

so act and speak as to commend themselves to

every man's conscience. All things will be done
as in the presence of that God who sees and
judges the secrets of the heart.—And yet even
when they are most faithful, their words may
not get access to every heart. Some love dark-
ness rather than light, and will, therefore, turn

away from their testimony. Satan takes advan-
tage of their aversion to truth, to bewitch them
and to blind their understanding, so that the

light of Christ, the image of God, cannot reach
their hearts. God then gives them up to this

blindness for their abuse of His testimony. As
they would not yield to the attractions of grace,

they are oast out of the sphere of gracious in-

fluences, and given up to those arts of the father

of lies, for which they have such a predisposition.

As they had no pleasure in the truth, and would
not believe it, they become more and more un-
susceptible to its influence, they willingly yield

themselves to every kind of delusion, and fall

into superstitions in which nothing but lies can
be received (comp. 2 These, ii. 10-12).

[** The Gospel may be said to be hidden when
it is never preached to a people at all, when it is

not understood, when it does not take hold of

the conscience, and when the heart doth not

entertain or give reception to it. Hence this

hiding may be either sinful or penal—sinful,

when men hear the Gospel but will not set them-
selves to understand it, or will not receive con-
viction or a suitable impression from it ; and
penal, when God gives up such sinners to their
chosen way. Such a hiding is a sad token that
they are lost, for it is evident that they are not
recovered and saved, and hence that they are in

a state which both excludes what is necessary to
their salvation, and includes what promotes
their destruction. There can therefore be no
hope that their state will be safe at last who live

in the neglect of those methods which the G os-

pel prescribes for their salvation ; and there can
be no ground for them to fear that they shall be
finally lost, who, with dependence on grace, are
using these methods to their uttermost." Con-
densed from Howe's Six Sermons on the Hidden
Gospel and Lost souls].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starke:—Ver. 1. The most faithful servant
of Christ may become tired* in his work but not
of it But he has only to strengthen himself in

God and perform his part to the best of his
ability. It is upon the end, upon the glorious
crown that he should fix his eye.—Ver. 2. Lu-
ther:—False Apostles sometimes make a fine

show, but look within and they are full of filthi-

ness (Matth. xviii. 27 f.J!

—

Hedixger:—Many
vain talkers cover up their pride, avarice, envy,
malice and bitterness, under a pretence of good
intentions, and by this very thing show that they
are ashamed of their own dishonesty. They
therefore paint it up in false colors, and they
twist and pervert the word of God so as to please
men and sanction their carnal objects (Tit. L 9 ff.

;

Phil. ii. 21).—Ver. 3. Alas! that even in the
Church the glorious Gospel should be so covered
up! How few have so truly turned to the Lord
that the glory of the Gospel has dawned upon
their spirits!—Luther:—Ver. 4. The devil is

this world's prince and god, and therefore God
in righteous judgment has given it up to serve
and to be ruled by him.

—

Hedinqer:—Dost thou
feel, man, no touch of God's word? Know
then that the enemy is covering up thine eyes
and thy heart (Heb. iii. 1Z). In the voluntary
blinding and hardening of the unbeliever's heart,

there is a concurrence of his own guilt and the
malignity of Satan; for if he were not guilty Sa-
tan could do nothing. Above all things, then,

beware ofunbelief.

—

Spenkr:—Satan can hardly
keep men from knowing God simply as God, for

all nature proclaims that it has a Creator and a
Governor. But the point on which he has a
special desire to blind them is the knowledge of

Christ the Son of God, and the work of salvation

by Christ.—Ver. 6. The sum of all true preach-

ing is Jesus Christ. Everything must run into

Him (CoL i. 27).—Ver. 6. The best eye can see

nothing without light. "In Thy light, God,
shall we see light" (Ps. xxxvi. 10).—If we would
lead others to Christ, we must ourselves turn to

Him, and receive the clear beams of faith into

our own hearts. If we would know the mind of

our heavenly Father, and especially how he feels

toward men, we must direct our eyes to the face

(i. e. f
to the words and life) of Christ, for there
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we have the best expression of His heart (Jno.

xiv. 9).

Bbblbnb. Biblb :—Ver. 1. It is a great mercy
when God calls a man to such a work. We
should not, therefore, make much account of

what we have to endure in it.—Ver. 2. Ministers

should never attempt to draw the people by going
around the cross and flattering them. God's
servants hare no need of intrigues and impure
arts.—God's word is always the same, but it is

rery easy to add to it something of our own. It

can be corrupted either by addition or by subtrac-

tion, especially when one has some evil design, and
wishes to accommodate it to a corrupt world.

The truth is our own best evidence, but it is

effectual only when we cooperate
1

with our con-
sciences and open our hearts to it. The truth

and we must meet face to face. No true minis-

ter will be without this test of himself: that

when he merely manifests the truth, he can ap-
peal to every, man's conscience. If he cannot do
this, he can do nothing.—Ver. 8. The Gospel is

covered to those who spend their lives to no pro-

fit and seek for life in the enjoyments of the

flesh and in the evil suggestions of a carnal

reason.—Ver. 4. The god of this world is sure
to blind those who believe not and who will not
listen candidly to God's kind invitations. He
will suggest to them: 4«Ifyou choose that way
you will never get along in the world." Such a
god they will serve, and we need not wonder that

their thoughts and hearts should be so occupied
that they can receive no light Even if the light

shines upon them and they feel it, they turn
away from it Though God may penetrate
through every obstacle till he reaches the con-
science, he never works absolutely, i. «., irre-

sistibly, and the result is not necessarily saving.

Light may shine clearly and yet a man may not
perceive it: 1, If the windows of his house are
closed and all around him is darkened (false

principles and erroneous views) ; 2, If his eyes
(the windows of his body) are so closed that no
light can enter them (misunderstandings and
perversions of revealed truth). The first obstacle

is removed when the armor of light is put on;

and when with the help of a Stronger, the strong-

holds of reason are demolished. The other is

removed without violating the established laws
of moral and intellectual freedom, when the pre-

venting grace of God destroys Satan's work in

the heart and prepares it to welcome and enter-

tain the light of revealed truth. God therefore

first makes an assault upon our wills. When the

sun is admitted the darkness flies of course. God
does not arbitrarily force us to reoeive the light,

but we must receive it by a free faith. The only

reason that many have no light is, they love the
world more than God. The spirit of the world
holds possession of them. The arch-deceiver
makes the poor soul think: «• Sorely it is not

necessary to give up everything; we may retain

this thing and that, and still be Christians;

others do so, and are nevertheless very good
people; God does not require us to be so very
strict." These are the lies which many admit
with greater readiness than they do the truth

and the glory of the Gospel. God is resisted by
them as if He were an enemy, and was preparing
to inflict on them some great calamity and injus-

tice. When the love of self is the reigning prin-

ciple in the heart, there can be no interest in the

glory of Christ, and the image of the sinful

Adam will be inscribed over the whole man.

—

Ver. 6. Where shall we find those who preach
nothing but Jesus Christ? We meet with many
who are eager to obtain honor and personal com-
fort ; but so absorbing is their interest in them-
selves, that they have very little time or heart
to give to Christ.-—Ver. 6. God's works are all

in harmony. The illumination of a soul like

that of the natural world is a Divine work, a
new creation, and can be effected only by the fiat

of the Almighty. Our hearts are at first in

chaotic darkness, and the type of the process by
which they become temples of God must be
sought in what took place at the beginning. As
the first day's work was the separation of the

light from the darkness, so the first work of

grace in the heart is to give it light. We must
allow Christ to break through the darkness of

our hearts and discover it to us, or we shall never
see the light. But the mere admission of the

light is not enough; it must be received into the

meat secret recess of the heart. Then, when the

light of a true knowledge is received, how clearly

do t we see our poverty, but how clearly also

the wonders of grace! The darkness is past

and the true light shines (1 Jno. ii. 8). But
this light of Jesus Christ must necessarily shine

beyond ourselves. Others also will see it and be
enkindled and won to Christ One great object

of the vocation wherewith we are called is to

make us God's witnesses.—God is to be known
only as we look upon the face of the only begot-

ten Son (Jno. i. 18). God never presents Himself
to us iu an absolute manner, but only through this

face. Such is the old but sublime theology which
was always so precious to His humble ones.

There we may look upon God and our lives be
preserved (Gen. xxxii. 80). But such a sight can
often be gained only by a wrestling like Jacob's,

and with a painful discovery of our poverty.

But no sooner is this sight gained than we are
drawn toward God. We can bear to look upon
the Deity Himself, even in His glory, when we
behold Him in the face of a Mediator (Ps. lxxxix.

16; Ex. xxix. 10 f.; xxxiii. 14).

Riegeb, Vbb. 1, 2:—The unjust treatment
which the word of faith sometimes receives, and
the unhappy results which sometimes follow its

dispensation, are no reason why those who are
called to preach it should renounce their hope or
their enjoyment of it; nor should they thus be
tempted to use means which are unsuitable to.

their work. Never should they keep back doc-

trines or precepts whioh belong to the mind of

Christ, from a fear that they might injure His

.

cause. Let them never show punctiliousness in

matters which are known and judged of by their

fellowmen, while they tolerate great imperfec-

tions in those which none but the eye of God can
discern. Let them use no means to please men
which would not be commended by God and ap-

proved of in the consciences of all who see them,

and which would not tend to bring out the truth,

in still clearer terms.—Ver. 3, 4. The god of

this world has a great variety of instruments

conspiring together to promote his wicked pur-

pose of covering up the Gospel from the eyes of
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men.—Tbe unbelieving world 1b always inclined

to throw out the suspicion that ministers are
seeking only their private interests. But those

who have accepted Jesus as their Lord, will

cheerfully confide in His servants, and in the
arrangements He has made respecting them.

—

Ver. 6. In one of His first aots God acquired a
peculiar name : "He who called the light out of
darkness." That ancient name He still main-
tains by similar manifestations of His power on
a larger or smaller scale ; but especially by the
revelation of His Son in the hearts ofmen through
the Gospel. In the life of Christ we have eoaoen-
trated as in a single person, and everything given
which we need to reveal God to us, and to make
us trust in Him as our Father. The Apostles
have given us so complete and so credible a tes-

timony of what they saw of Christ, that we may
have from their preaching and writings the same
impressions which they had from His personal
presence. Truly blessed is every reader whose
faith looks Bteadily and with an unveiled face
upon Jesus!
Hbubneb, Vb*. 1 :—Keep your eye upon the

greatness and sanctity of your calling, and you
will be in no danger of falling.—Ver. 2.. The
only way for a preacher, is always to be open
and honest.—God's word should be preached in

its purity as it was preached at first, with no
recent improvements or disfigurements ; for not
only must it be a great sin, in the Lord's sight,

to present in His name what is not His, but we
shall thus deprive His word of its real power.

—

Lbthbr: Counterfeiters of money are burned,
but falsifiers of God's word are canonized.

—

Ter. 8. Though the truth and power of the Gos-
pel are hidden from the eyes of many, it is only
to them that are lost, and because they would
not believe.—Ver. 4. A good or an evil spirit

rules all men. Why it is by tbe one rather than
by the other, must ever remain one of the mys-
teries of human freedom, for the result is not
always according to the power of the outward
influence. The corrupt mind may truly be said

to be blinded, when the world is regarded as the
only thing real or glorious, when the world's
vanities appear to be all that is substantial, and
when the Gospel and Christ's glories are counted
as nothing. Christ, His glory, His love, His
holiness, His power, His government, and His
Divine excellence, are the substance of the Gos-
pel. He is the image of God, so that as tbe Son
is, the Father must be.—Ver. 5. The Gospel has
an enlightening power, for it is not a system of
human inventions; and those who preach it are
not founding systems of philosophy, nor leading
off new sects or schools of religious belief; but
they present Christ as the Master of every other
master, and the only Rock of all wisdom, right-

eousness and salvation.—Ver. 6. When Christ
enlightens a soul, it is as great a miracle as tlie

creation of a world. As the physical light

enables us to discern God's power and glory in

the natural universe, so the light of faith enables

us to recognize His glory in the spiritual uni-

verse.—The highest grace is that look of grace
God gives us when we experience His grace.

—

Every thing which belongs to Christ's manifesta-

tion to men, is a reflection of the Deity. What

then was the lustre upon Moses' face compared
with the light in which God manifests Himself?
W. F. Bbssjek, Vee. 2:—An ingenuous deport-

ment is the glory, and an artful concealment is

the shame of a minister of Christ. Every man's
conscience recognizes with more or less distinct-

ness what God commands or forbids ; and hence
when the Gospel is manifested to it, a ready
witness there gives an affirmation to the truth

;

and when this affirmation is withheld, the con-
science of the lover of lies feels the penal brand
(1 Tim. iv. 2). The consciousness of his guilt is

indelibly fixed in his soul. The conscience of
believers is good ; it is polluted with no corrup-
tions, and it is restrained by no fears; while
that of unbelievers is vicious, defiled and bur-
dened ; it perpetually accuses them that are lost

because they obey not the truth.—Ver. 8. It
may do us no harm to remain ignorant of seme
truths, but we are lost forever if we know not
the GospeL—Ver. 4. The special work of the
great Corrupter is to corrupt still more them that
are lost. In this work, however, he is only
God's executioner. This blinding is nothing but
a punishment for the sin of unbelief (Eph. ii.

2), for loving darkness so much that the light
was necessarily hated (John iii. 19, 20), and for
being so much detoted to earthly things, that all

the blessings of heaven offered in the Gospel, are
rejected with acorn. The blindness itself is

effected by covering up the Gospel, by mystify-
ing God's clear word, by misconstruing the
obvious meaning of what God has done, and by
closing the eyes against the truth as it ia dis-

pensed in the Church.—Yer. 6. The very cen-
tral point of man's nature, his heart's treasure
(Matth. xii. 86), has been darkened ever since
he became a sinner ; the Spirit of God, the light
of his life has been put out. It is indeed true
that the heart (where the conscience has its

laboratory) is always aware to some extent, that
its life and rest thould be in God, but this light
of conscience cannot give life; it is rather a
deadly lightning (Rom. i. 32) to those who have
fallen from Divine fellowship. If in our hearts
there ever springs up a spiritual light by
which we recognise spiritual things, just as we
behold the works of creation by the natural
light, it must be by the act of that same Qod
who in the beginning commanded the light to
shine out of darkness (Pa. xviii. 29). This work
of the Almighty Creator, in which He irradiates
man's darkened heart, is just the counterpart of
that work of this world's god in which the mind
of the unbeliever is blinded.

["The Christian ministry: I. As a ministry
of Light. It does not make the objects of faith;
it only unveils or manifests them as they are.
To live in sin is to live a false life—a life of lies

—in which a man is untrue to his own nature.
The Gospel does not make God our Father; ii

only reveals Him as He had ever been, is, and
ever shall be; not a tyrant but a Father; not s>

chance or a necessary thing but a Person; and
in the life of Christ the love of God has become
intelligible to us. So it throws light on man'*
nature; shows him with God-like aspirations and
animal cravings ; a glorious temple in ruins, to
be re-built into a habitation of God through the
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Spirit. It throws light upon the grave and the

things of that undiscovered land beyond. Hence
our life is to be a perpetual manifestation of the

Gospel, and a diffusion of the light of the Gospel;

while the evil and worldly heart is ever hiding

the truth. This light is the true evidence of

Christianity. II. As a reflection, in word, and
experience of the life of Christ." F. W. Robert-
son, Leot. XL.J.

IX.—THE WORTHLESS AND FEEBLE APPEARANCE OF MINISTERS. CONFIDENCE
IN VIEW OF THE GLORIOUS RESULT OF THEIR AFFLICTIONS.

Chapter IV. 7-18. V. 1-10.

7 But we have this treasure in earthen vessels, that the excellency [exceeding great-

8 ness] of the power may be of God, and not of us. We are troubled on every side [In

every way we are hard pressed], yet not distressed [inextricably straitened] ; we are

9 perplexed, but not in despair; persecuted, but not forsaken; east down, but not de-

10 stroyed; always bearing about in the body the dying of the Lord [om. the Lord]1

11 Jesus, that the life also of Jesus might be made manifest in our body. For we which

live are alway delivered unto death tor Jesus' sake, that the life also of Jesus might be

12 made manifest in our mortal flesh. So then [that]1 death worketh in us, but life in you.

13 We [But] having the same Spirit of faith, according as it is written, "1 believe, and

14 [om. and]3 therefore have I spoken ;" we also believe, and therefore speak ; knowing
that he which raised up the Lord4 Jesus shall raise up us also by [with]8 Jesus, ana

15 shall present us with you. For all things are for your sakes, that the abundant grace

might through the thanksgiving of many redound [that the grace, becoming more
abundant in consequence of the greater number, might multiply (nspetnreotnf) the

16 thanksgiving] to the glory of God. For which cause we faint not8 ; but though our

outward man perish fis wasting away, dtapOttptrai], yet the [our] inward7 man is re-

17 newed day by day. For our light affliction, which is but for a moment8
, worketh for

18 us a far more exceeding and [om. and] eternal weight of glory; while we look not at

the things which are seen, but at the things which are not seen : for the things which
are seen are temporal [temporary, itpdcxatpa], but the things which are not seen are

eternal.

V. For we know that, if our earthly house of this tabernacle [tent-dwelling] were dis-

solved, we have [in the heavens] a building of [from, ix] God, a house not made with

2 hands, eternal [,] in the heavens [om. in the heavens]. For in this [also] we groan, earn-

3 estly desiringto be clothed upon with [to put on over this] our house which is from

4 heaven: if so be that [since indeed, efye xa)]9 being clothed10 we shall not be found naked.

For [even] we that are in this [the] 11 tabernacle do groan, being burdened: not for that

we would be unclothed, [because we are not willing to be unclothed], but clothed upon,

5 that mortality [our mortal part] might be swallowed up of [by] life. Now [But] he
that hath wrought us [out] for the self-same thing is God, who also Tom. also] 1* hath

6 given unto us the earnest of the Spirit. Therefore toe are [Being] always confident,

7 knowing that, whilst we are at [in our] home in the body, we are absent from [our

8 home in] the Lord : for we walk by faith, not by sight [appearance] : we are confident,

9 I*ay
y
and willing [well pleased] rather to be absent from the body, and to be present

with the Lord. Wherefore [also] we labour, that, whether present or absent, we may
10 be accepted of [acceptable to] him. For we must all appear [be made manifest] before

the judgment seat of Christ; that every one may receive the things done in [through]

His body, according to that he hath done, whether it be [were'] good or bad. 18

1 Ver. 10.—Rec. has tow rvptow 'Iip-ou in opposition to the best authorities [«&-* A. B. C. D. B. F. O. Sin. et aL It it
. . ........._.

l(| tj

........... -. . - . ......
I only by K. L. and tome Torsions and three of the best Greek fathers. Sin. has rote o^uurw instead of the se»

eond vi owpart.f
[> Ver. 12.—Bee. has o^ Mmros, but it to feebly sustained. [Alford thinks it was "inserted to correspond to *»

[* Ver. 13^—Sin. alone has *al after the first Bio. After ytypaii. of tot. 18, the Cod. Alex. (A.) is entirely lost until
?.xii.7.]
* Ver. 14.—Without sufleieat authority, Lachm. has thrown oat rlr «vpcor.
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* Ver. 14.—The &A of the Bee. is not as well fustalned as <rbv before 'It^tov. It was intended probably for a eorrectioi

fAlfoed :
•* on account of the difficulty found in <rin> 'Iiprov being Joined to a future verb, his resurrection being ImsI."

2v¥ isriven in B. C. D. P. Sin. (1st cor.).

J

* ver. 16.—As in ver. 1, lacaxovfMr is preferable to fyecueoGpci', and for reasons similar to those there given.
» Ver. 16.—Lachm. has good authorities for his reading: o i<n* wu»r» and yet his reading is probably not genuine, bat

arose from an attempt to make it correspond with o <£<•> ihimv- (The same reason probably produced the rending <£mOcp
instead of ef«*, t. «., to make it correspond with 6 9<r**0tv alter the latter had been accepted as the true reading. But even
t<Tu>e«v is not satisfactorily sustained. 'H/u*k is also inserted by high authority (B. G. D. K. F. Sin.) after com. Tiscb. and
Bee. omit it after iautBtv. Alford (but with a doubt) and Stanley insert it with #*». Meyer suggests that it was inserted
for uniformity.]

[* Ver. 17.—Before ikafpbv D. (1st cor.) E. F. G., the Vulg. Syr. and Goth, versions, and some of the Latin fathers read
wpeo-xaipop col, but it was probably a gloss upon wapavrut*. Comp. 6tA tow wapavrixa e&i£c to fipaxy tc asl

Tpwrnaipov in Theodt.]
* Ver. 3.—Lach. has clirsp, Bee. has clyc. The latter is sustained by the testimony only of G. K. I*, but by the strong

authority of nearly alt the cursives and all the Greek lathers. Meyer, however, thinks it an arbitrary change by sums
transcriber. [Sioaiticus has since given its testimony for ctyc. The great majority of the recent critical editions now adopt

#Iy«.J
f° Ver. 3.—Bee and Lach. have iy&v<r*iJ*voi instead of c«6Wa>eyot. Both readings are well supported. See ExegeL

Notes.
11 Ver. 4.—After orc^itt Lachmann inserts Tovry; the evidence is not decisive. Meyer thinks It was added more clearly

to define ovnjvci.
11 Ver. 5.—Excellent authorities are In favor of o &ovt.—Bee. and Tiscb. hav* o *c&i tovt with equally good authority.
w Ver. 10.—Kec. and Lachm. have kojcov. Tisch. has ^avXov, but without sufficient authority. [B. D. E. F. G. K. L.

fltvor KoxoV, and G. and Sin. favor ^av\ov. The Greek and cursives aro divided nearly equally.

thing made of it, a piece of tile, and especially

the tablet used in voting (hence ostracise), or

the hard slrcll of the testacea. The latter seems
to have been the most ancient meaning, and the

two significations are connected, perhaps because
shells were at first used as vessels, or were the

material from which vessels were made. Chby-
sostom: " Our mortal nature is nothing better

constituted than earthen ware; for it is soon
damaged, and by death and disease, and varia-

tions of temperature and ten thousand other

things, easily dissolved." Dr. Hodge, Neander
and Billroth think that earthen vessels here

signify not the frail bodies merely, but the whole
human nature of ministers since it is not solely

onaccountof their corporeal frailty that they are

incompetent to produce the effects which flow

from their ministrations. But though the fact

here assumed is true, the mind of the Apostle

was evidently here fixed upon the body alone; as

is clear from the usage of borpaiavov okcvoc, and

from the equivalent phrases (our outward man,

and our earthly tent iu which we dwell) in ver.

16 and chap. v. i.]. In the apparent unsuitable-

ness of such an arrangement, he discovered a

Divine purpose of an exalted character.—That
the exceeding greatness of the power
may be seen to be God's and not ours.-—

[On the telic and not ecbatic signification of ha
consult Winer J 67, p. 855]. The exceeding

greatness of the power (vireppoZr/ (found also in

chap. xii. 7) -rife dwdfieuc) signifies the power

which was so triumphant in the whole sphere of

the Apostolic ministry to convert and enlighten

men, notwithstanding the afflictions, persecu-

tions, difficulties and conflicts which had to be

endured, (comp. ver. 8 ff.). It was in these

very circumstances that its superiority to every

other agency had been shown (Sirvapig 1 Cor. iv.

20).—The y like yhrfrat in Rom. vii. 18, and

t)vat in Rom. iii. 26, has the logical import of

$avy or evpijdy waa [t. e. % may appear to be.]. The

genitive deov has the force of, belonging to God;

and it is contrasted with cf jfr/iwv: going out

from us.

Vebs. 8-10. [All the sentences in this passage

are participial, and yet they are not inappropri*

ately rendered in our A. V. in the first persos

of the present Indicative. " In each of these

pairs of antitheses the signification of the second

is cognate to that of the first ; in those in chap,

vi. 9, 10, contrary: each second is also here the

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 7. [This glorious ministry was intrusted to

weak and decaying vessels. "As the Apostle had
spoken many and great things of the indescribable
glory, there was danger that some would say,
* How can those who have such glory continue
in these mortal bodies?' He, therefore, says
that this is indeed a matter of chief surprise, and
a remarkable instance of Divine power, that an
earthen vessel should be able to endure such ex-
treme splendor, and to hold in custody so great
a treasure." Chbtsostom. He insensibly passes
to the Divine supports which he experienced
under the weaknesses of bis body and the diffi-

culties of his work].—But we have this trea-
sure in earthen vessels.—The 6k leads us on
to the exhibition of the contrast between the
glory of which he had just been speaking, and
the infirmity and afflicted state of those who were
its possessors. We can hardly suppose that he
is here directly defending himself against objec-
tions which had been formally arrayed against
him (see Meyer) ; and yet he doubtless had his
eye on those opponents who had endured much
less for Christ's oause. (comp. chap. xi. 28 ff.).

—The word treasure indicates the great value
of the Divine illumination (ver. 6), and of course
implies the importance of the office which is di-

rected to the diffusion of the light of the know-
ledge, etc. In contrast with this is the borpaiuva
OKebri, clayey vessel, which is of a cheap and fra-
gile nature. We naturally expect that a valua-
ble possession will be deposited in precious and
valuable vessels. In this he has no reference to

some special insignificance or weakness of his
person, or to some peculiar sickliness of his bo-
dily frame, nor indeed to himself exclusively
(oiceheoiv

9 napdiaic, ver. 6), but according to his
usage, to the general state of the human body,
perishable as it always is, and destined to disso-
lution, (comp. ver. 16; chap. v. 1 ff.).—[The
word oiuvoe, as applied to the human body, had
almost lost its metaphorical character among
the Greeks, (comp. Rom. ix. 22, 28; 1 Pet. iii. 7 ;

2 Tim. ii. 21). The Platonists spoke of two bo-
dies ; one (bxvfta fvxvc) was the external chariot
or vehicle of the soul, and the other (borpaiuvov
OKtvoc) was the frail body which the soul inhabits
as the testacea do their shell. The substantive
darpoKov signifies either burnt clay, with any
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extreme of the first." Wbbster & Wilkinson].
They are connected in signification with the pre-

ceding verse, in which had been announced the

design or end God had in view. He thus asserts

that the superabundant power which was exhib-

ited in his Apostolical work belonged entirely to

that God who helped him and carried him
through all his distresses and infirmities.—We
are pressed in every way bat not strait-

ened.—'By Tzavrl signifies here, not in all places,

but in every way and on every occasion, as

in chap. vii. 5. [Dr. Hodge also suggests that

the words belong to all the following clauses,

and not merely to the first]. Xrevoxvpeio&ai
signifies to be hemmed in a narrow space from
which there is no exit. [Stanlbt: pressed for

room, but still having room]. The noun occurs
in chap. vi. 4, and xii. 10. As ov orevoxupobfievoi,

in which God's power is displayed, is related to

-&?u{iouevQL, so is owe k^arcopobftevoi to biropob/uvoi :

—perplexed but not despairing.—The word
arropobfievoi signifies, to come into perplexities,

and igairop. to come into such extreme despair,

that one knows not what to do or where to look

for help. [Stanley : losing our way, but not en-

tirely; bewildered, but not benighted]. There
is probably in this antithesis an allusion, not

merely to his external, but to his internal state

;

for under distressing and straitened circum-

stances, under fatigue and hostile assaults, the

mind becomes oppressed, and hence perplexed

and in despair. In such a condition God's power
had been revealed, so that in the midst of his

human infirmities, he had not been reduced to

extremity, nor been without counsel or hope.

—

Persecuted, but not forsaken (ver. 9).

—

He here begins to speak of outward circum-

stances. In StuKdfievoi and kyiuiTciXeiirdfieiw. the

metaphor is not that of a foot-race [pursued, but
not left behind, (Olshausen, Stanley,) for the

Apostle is speaking, not of rivalry from those

who as runners had the same end in view, but

of troubles and persecutions" Alford] ; for

SiuKsaOcu^ as in 1 Cor. iv. 12, signifies to be per-

secuted (so dtuyftoi in chap. xii. 10), and cy/caro-

XeiTceoOai, to be left under persecutions, to be
abandoned without help (see Meyer). The
word occurs also in 2 Tim. iv. 16. The figure

of a conflict runs through both clauses of the

verse:—cast down, but not destroyed;
tsara3aX^6tievoi is an advance beyond the mean-
ing of 6t(Mc6fievot, for it asserts that he was not

only chased, but pulled or stricken down to the

ground. Nkandbr: " We have here the compa-
rison of a combatant who is indeed thrown down
by his antagonist in the conflict, and is awaiting

his death blow, but who, after all, succeeds in

rising again." The Catholio interpretation is

:

" one who is seized in his flight, and is prostrated,

but not slain.*' Not being destroyed was the con-

sequence of not being forsaken. In ver. 10 the

apostolic sufferings are set forth in their highest

degree of intensity, as an extreme peril of life it-

self, a perpetual hanging in suspense:—always
bearing about in our body the dying of
Jesus, (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 31 ; Rom. viii. 86).

—

IHiKpuatf is a killing, or putting to death, but it has

also an intransitive signification, a dying ; here

in a physical and not an ethical sense, (comp. ver.

11). The dying of Jesus is represented as per-

manently connected with his body in such a way
that he was never without it, and always carried

it with him. [It was a perpetual v£k/mjoyc, a
dying, but never a ddvaros, death]. It was some-
thing which attached to him in consequence of

his common fellowship with Jesus in his mode
of life and his office, and accompanied him
wherever he was. [Chbtsostom: we are shown
every day dying, that we may also be seen every
day rising again]. Those explanations miss the

true sense of the Apostle, which describe it as a
violent death from wounds (Gal. vi. 17). or a sick-

ness which contained the seeds of death (Rue-
kert). The antithesis is introduced in the follow-

ing final sentence—that the life also of Jesus
may be manifested in our body—where we
are told the purpose or design which God had in

view when He permitted such sufferings (comp.
ver. 7). The life of Jesus, the £w#, contrasted with
the vtKpuatc, signifies that life which is the trium-
phant result of the death of Jesus, viz: the life

which He had in His resurrection. Its manifes-
tation in the body of the Apostle was probably
noihing but the fact that although he was always
in danger of death, he always came forth alive

out of his deadly perils. The idea is that of

unity with Christ or resemblance to Christ in
His life, as before in His dying. The context
and the contrast suggest this. Though Jesus or
the life of Jesus may have been the source of this

life, such is not the assertion of the text, and
such an assertion would not be suitable to the
context. If we attempt to unite the two ideas in

one explanation, we only mingle together two
distinct representations (life in its unity and
resemblance, and life in its energy). In a sub-
sequent part of the Apostle's discourse (ver. 14 ff.

)

the glorification of the body in the resurrection

is perhaps a topic of consideration, but no allu-

sion is made to it here. Still less is there any
reference to a spiritual or moral influence, as

though the Apostle would assert that the same
living power through which Christ was raised

and now lives, might be seen in the invincible

energy of soul which he exhibited in the midst
of all his adversities (de Wette). It is inconsis-

tent with such a view that he uses the phrase, in

our body (kv r£ a6fiari ^/u£v), and the correspond-

ing expression, in our mortal flesh (kv ry #vprp
aapici 4fi£n>, ver. 11, comp. also chap. vi. 9); and
it is not a sufficient explanation of this idea to

say, that his official influence is conceived of in

its outward manifestation, in connection with
and acting through the feeble members of his

body (Osiander). [It is, however, against this

wholly natural view of the life of Jesus acting in

Paul's body that, in ver. 12, he speaks of it as
acting through him upon the Corinthians, and in

them producing spiritual effects (comp. Alford.

But see notes on that ver.). ** Perhaps Paul
does not refer to any single thing in the life

of the Lord Jesus, but means that he did this in
order that in all things the same life, the same
kind of living which characterized the Lord
Jesus might be manifested in him ; so that he
resembled Him in his sufferings and trials, in

order that in all things he might have the same
life in his body."

—

Barnes].
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76 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

Ver. 11. For we which live are ever
delivered unto death.—This is an explana-

tion and a confirmation of what bad been said in

ver. 10. Corresponding with the bearing about

the dying of Jesus in the body, we have here a

being delivered unto death for Jesus' sake. And
yet it does not follow that the dying of Jesus

was precisely the same as the dying for Jesus'

sake. The thought (ver. 10) of the identity of

the dying (in behalf of the same cause) is modi-
fied in ver. 11 by becoming a deliverance unto
death for Jesus' sake. Both ideas, however, are

fundamentally the same, so far as the cause of

God's kingdom, for which both Jesus and His
Apostle endured such deadly sufferings, snd the

person and name of Jesus himself, were essen-

tially connected. In dVd "Ujcabv, here rendered,
for Jesus' sake, 6id indicates the true reason but
not the object had in view (to glorify Jesus), al-

though the cause and the design are closely

united. Much less does this preposition mean
the same thing as: nuctoritate Jeeu, for it cannot
have reference to the motive of the action, inas-

much as the deliverance (napadi66[ie&a) is pas-

sive, and can have no allusion to the voluntari-

ness of the subject of the action. The being de-

livered to death (eig &dv. iradid.) is intensified by
the contrast implied in, tee who are alive (jfieie

ot Zuvreg), as if they were delivered up to death
in full life. Neandxe: "Now we seem in the
midst of life and a moment afterwards we are
given up to death.' ' This is neither an anticipa-

tion of what is said in the succeeding final sen-

tence (as if the Apostle had intended to say: we
who are kept alive), nor is it the same as to say:
14 as long as we live;" nor is it a feeble expres-
sion by which he would inform us: we who are
still alive while so many of our fellow-Christians

are dead; nor, moreover, is it to be taken as an
emphatic description of the spiritual life (Osian-
der, Bisping) ; those in whom Jesus' life acts to

make them His organs of communication with
men must have life through the spirit and power
of faith (Jno. iii.36; xi. 25; Gal. ii. 20). Such
a view as is contained in this last mode ef inter-

pretation could derive support only from the final

sentence in ver. 10, as it is explained by de Wette.
The deliverance to death was accomplished
through the agency of men, but it must be re-
ferred ultimately to God (vrb rob #ew), inasmuch
as the final sentence indicates that there was a
Divine purpose in the case.—that the life also
of Jesus may be manifested in oar mor-
tal flesh.—In the inference which is drawn in
this final sentence, the words, in our mortal
fUeh \b> ry tivt/ry oaptu fatiw), are emphatic, and
are an augmentation of the thought expressed in

ver. 10 respecting the manifestation in our body
(h Tjto&ftart); or perhaps they are a stronger
expression to bring into more striking contrast
the revelation of Jesus' life, inasmuch as this life

must become more manifest in the midst of this

weakness and frailty ef the body.
Vxa. 12. So then death worketh in us

but life in yon.—We have here the result of
what he had just described, and its relation to

the Corinthian Church. We should naturally

have expected in such an expression b ficv &6va-
roc (lect. rec), but the particle was probably
left out by the Apostle intentionally, that the

contrast might be the more striking. Death and
life were both active powers (as in every other
part of the New Testament faipyehw must be
taken in an active and not in a passive significa-

tion.) Death was working in the Apostle, inas-
much as he was always exposed to death (w. 10,

11), but life was working in the Corinth ions.

But in what sense was this true of the Corin-
thians? Net directly bat mediately, in the de-
gree in which Jesus' life was revealed in the
Apostle's body. The connection with tv. 10, 11

seems to demand this. It was by the Apostle's
dangers that he came into just the position to

exert his apostolic powers for their good. While,
therefore, he felt the continual influence of death,
they were receiving a perpetual stream of quick-
ening energies from his death. We are neither
compelled to understand (with de Wette and Osi-
ander) the life ({«£) here spoken of as meaning
the higher spiritual life, the Divine power which
was glorified in the Apostle's sufferings and its

working (foepyeirai), as expressing the beneficial

influenoe of his ministry in implanting and
strengthening their faith, nor would we be justi-

fied in giving such a turn to the thought. [On
the other hand Alford contends that the idea of
Christ's natural life acting upon the Corinthians
through Paul, is much forced. " In Rom. viii.

10 f., the vivifying influence of His Spirit, who
raised Jesus from the dead is spoken of as ex-
tending to the body also; here the upholding in-

fluence of Him who delivers and preserves the
body is spoken of as vivifying the whole man

:

life, in both places, being the higher and spiritual

life, including the lower and natural. 'And in

our relative positions—ye are examples of this

life since ye are a church of believers, alive to

God through Christ in your various vocations,

and not called upon to be 6earpi^6fievot as we are,

who are (not indeed excluded from that life—*

nay, it flows from us to you—but are) more
especially examples of conformity to the death of

our common Lord, in whom death works."
" Death and life are personified, and the one is

operative in Paul and the other in the Corin-

thians."

—

Hodge]. Entirely unsuitable to the

whole tenor of the Epistle and of this particular

section would be the supposition of an irony in

which the Apostle contrasts his own extreme
perils with the peace and prosperity of the Co-
rinthians. Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 8 (Chrysoetom, Cal-

vin).

Vims. 18, 14.—Bnt having the same spi-

rit of faith (asj it is written, I believed,
therefore I spoke).—The Apostle now passes

on to the spiritual side of the description he was
giving of the Divine power in him (ver. 7). [But

though you might think this working of death

disoouraging to us, it is not so in fact ; for we
are animated by two great principles : first, an
assured faith that we shall participate with you
in the benefits of the Gospel (vers. 18-16), snd
secondly, a confident hope of a glorious renova-

tion (vers. 16-18). Our version omits the con-

necting particle Si which expresses the contrast

between what follows and what precedes: death

worketh indeed in us, but] the same spirit of

faith impels us to speak to our fellow-men and to

make known the Gospel, which bad been ex-

pressed in that passage of Scripture, in which it
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U said: I believed, therefore I spoke. The di

also introduces an additional point in the dis-

course. The Spirit of faith denotes, not the spi-

rit or disposition of faith, but the Spirit of God,
which produced faith in the heart, the Spirit

which he had received, which dwelt in him, and
whose organ he was in the ministration of the

8pirit» Chap. iii. 8 ; comp. the spirit of meek-
ness in 1 Cor. iv. 21 ; Gal. vi. 1, et aL Nban-
der: " the Apostle is here speaking of that pe-

culiar influence of the Uolj Spirit by which he
acquired a confirmed confidence in God that he
would come forth triumphant over all death, and
that every thing would promote the welfare of
himself and of the whole Church." Td avr6 re-

fers not to the faith of the Corinthians (the same
which ye have), for the context suggests nothing
of this kind, and the Apostle is speaking of the
Corinthians only as the receivers or objects of
his beneficial agency, but to the rd yeypafip&vov

with its contents : the same spirit of confidence

in God which is expressed in the following pas-
sage of the Scriptures. The passage is found in

Ps. crvi^lO, though it is taken from the LXX.,
and does not give us the precise translation

of the original Heb. "I^ltf ^ V\)©KJ> " l

believed, for I spoke." [Comp. Hengstenberg on
the Psalms.]. This, however, conducts us essen-
tially to the same idea, for the speech, the dis-

course of the psalmist, expressive of prayerful
submission, thankfulness and hope (vers. 1-9),
is something in which faith is shown, and must
have proceeded from faith. Bbnobl says: "No
sooner does faith exist than she begins to speak
to others, and while speaking recognises herself
and grows in power."—Like the Psalmist, we
also believe and therefore speak.—The be-
lieving of the Apostle, like that of the Psalmist,
was a firm assurance that the quickening power
of the Lord would help him through, and deliver
him out of all his distresses. From this proceeds
a spirit of praise for the deliverance given him;
for in his preaching and in his testimony before
the Church, his great object was to glorify God.
—But the faith which moved him to speak in-

volved also a confident hope that the power of
God would ever afterwards be manifested in
him, ver. 14:— Knowing that He who
raised up the Lord Jesus.—We have eld6rec
in like manner in 1 Cor. xv. 68. The basis of
this hope was the Divine fact on which all his
faith and his salvation rested, 1 Cor. xv. 18 ff.;

Bom. viii. 11, et at. The substance of this con*
ftdence was, that he who had raised up the Lord
Jesus, will raise up us also with Jesus.

—

The most natural and probably the correct view
of this passage leads our thoughts to the general
resurrection. The fact that in other passages
Paul holds before himself and his fellow-be-
lievers of that period the possibility that they
night be changed without dying (1 Cor. xv. 62

;

1 Thess. iv. 16 f.), does not militate against such
a view, for he also intimates (chap. v. 8) that they
"iht possibly be called to die, and we may in-
clude under the general idea of being raised up,
the more special one of a simple change (comp.
on 1 Cor. vi. 14). Instead of oirv one would
more naturally have expected Ata or iv, 1 Cor.
xr. 21, 22. But just as in aju ovv ovrvs 1 Thess. I

iv. 14, the fellowship with him into which they
were to be introduced, was pointed out, so the
resurrection with Jesus in this place is a pattern
which, in like manner, is founded upon a fellow-

ship with Him, and is its highest realization and
glorification, Eph. ii. 6; Col. ii. 12; iii. 1. Of a
resurrection with Jesus, in some other sense
than that of a bodily resurrection, the Apostle
never speaks, except in the past tense. No inti-

mation is given of a deliverance from the peril of
death (Meyer), and the words, with Jesus, are
at least no more fitted to such an idea than they
are to iyeipeiv in the sense of a literal resurrec-
tion of the dead. If the former is a common
fellowship in the lot of the risen Jesus, the latter

is still more so. It is for this reason that he im-
mediately adds :—and will present us with
you.—This must refer to a presentation before
the judgment seat of Christ for the reception of
the great prise (chap. i. 14; v. 10; comp. 2
Tim. iv. 8 ; 2 Thess. ii. 19), or, which comes to

the same result, a presentation of them as the
companions of Christ in His kingdom. [This
presentation by Christ is not the same with stand-

ing before His bar for judgment. The Apostle
has here no allusion to the more awful scenes of
the last judgment (chap. v. 10) but only to the
more animating presentation with Christ and
by Christ for final acceptance by the Father].

Vhb. 16. For ail things are for your
sakes.—This is immediately connected with the
preceding phrase, in which he had declared that

he would have fellowship with them in the future
glory. The all things has reference to what he
had said of his afflictions and his deliverances,

of his faith and its fruits, and of his speaking
and witnessing for the truth in the power of
faith. In ver. 12 he had said that life was ener-
gizing in them, and he now declares that all

things he had mentioned (rd irdvra), would turn
out for their good. (comp. chap. i. 6 ; Phil. i.

26 ; 2 Tim. ii. 10). He will present us with
you, for all these things take place for your
sakes. In the final sentence he tells them of the

ultimate result to which all things would be con-
ducted:—in order that the grace which
abounds through many, might multiply
thanksgivings to the glory of God.—The
grace (x6p*s) is here not the whole salvation

sealed by the resurrection of Christ, for such aa
idea would not be expressed by a phrase like rd
navra, but the gracious assistance of which he
had just spoken, (ver. 10 IF.). WKeovaaaaa d\d

tuv ir'XetAvuv signifies that the grace was in-

creased or enlarged by the greater number of
those who participate in it, or to whom it is ex-
tended. The persons here spoken of are not
those who would beoome interested in the bless-

ing in consequence of the Corinthians' interces-

sions in his behalf, for his subject did not call for
such an allusion (as in chap. i. 11). The same
general sense of tne passage would be gained if

we should conneot Std t&v irXtifivw with the

following trtfuaotixyy}-.—that the abounding
grace might multiply the thanksgivings
by means of many.—in this case the in-

creased number, who participated in the blessing,

were those through whom the grace, extended
or enlarged by their participation, would be the

means of a more abundant thanksgiving. This
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78 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

is certainly better than passing orer the inter-

Tening ritv ir?*ei6vovt to gorern r#v er^a/wor/av by
did (in which case the genitive would hare been
more grammatical; comp. chap. ix. 12), and to

take wepioaebay in an intransitive sense. The
word, however, is frequently used in either a
transitive or an intransitive signification ; comp.
ix. 8, 12. On the phrase, to the glory of God,
comp. 1 Cor. x. 31. [Alford presents us with

four ways of translating this clause: 1. "that
grace having abounded by means of the greater

number (who have received it), may .multiply the

thanksgiving to the glory of God;" 2. "that
grace having abounded, may, on account of the

thanksgiving of the greater number, be multi-

plied to the glory of God." (Luther, Benokl,
etc.); 8. "that grace having abounded, may, by
means of the greater number, multiply the

thanksgiving to the glory of God." (Dn Wette) ;

4. " that grace having multiplied by means of

the greater number, the thanksgiving may
abound to the glory of God." (Proposed as pos-.

bible, but not adopted by himselfj. He prefers

the first as " most agreeable to tne position of

the words and to the emphasis."]

Vers. 16-18. For which causa we faint
not.

—

Aid refers back to ver. 14. (ver. 15 was
only an explanation of ver. 14). We faint not
(oi>ff eKKOKovfirv) occurs here in tne same sense as

in ver. 1. In positive contrast with this, he
says:—bat even if oar outward man is

wasted away, our inward (man) is never-
theless renewed day by day.—The outward
man ('o t£u din?/jo>7rof), is an expression found
only in this place, and it denotes the whole per-

sonal existence, so far as it is embodied in na-
ture and the laws of the external common life.

On the other hand, 6 lau&ev av&p. denotes the

same personal existence, so far as it is deter-

mined by the Divine law, and participates in

the fulness of the Divine life. Comp. Rom. vii.

22 ; comp. 23 (where vovc is an equivalent word)

:

Bph. iii. 16 comp. 19. (Beck, Seelenl., 68 f. comp.
42, 37). Meyer thinks the former expression

denotes that which is visible in us, i. e., our cor-

poreal nature, and the latter, our intellectual,

rational and moral selves. Osiander under-
stands by the latter term, the essential nature

of man, kindred with God and capable of rege-

neration. [Hodge: "man's higher nature—his

soul as the subject of the Divine life."] Comp.
Delitz8CH, Bibl. Peychol., pp. 145 f. 381, 838.

[Alford, Stanley, Barnes and Bloomfield under-
stand by it simply the soul in distinction from
the body]. The doctrine of Collenbusch and
Menken, that the inner man is an invisible body,
existing in some concealed form within us, can-
not be sustained by any natural exegesis, or by
the plain meaning of these words. The attempt
which Osiander has made to devise an interme-

diate doctrine according to which the inner man
is the sphere of the higher spiritual life, which,

however, communicates itself to the whole man
by perpetually acting in an outward direction,

and which, tnerefore, contains the germ of a
higher bodily life and of a corporeal resurrec-

tion, is certainly problematical. The wasting
away (dtatp&eipetr&at) of our outer man, ». «., the

destruction of the outer man by the consuming,
fretting, and disintegrating conflicts which his

sufferings involved, is here alluded to as an ae»

tual process in the ei koi (which cannot mean

:

even tuppoeing that. Buckert), and was an ac-

tual fact of the Apostle's experience, notwith-

standing the salvation asserted in ver. 10 f. In

contrast with this perishing of the outer, he now
places the renewal (avaxacvovcrdai) of ihe inner

man. Neardee: "the &vd presupposes an ori-

ginal image of God in man/' Both processes

are represented as perpetually going on, but the

inward man is said to be continually endued
with new power, t. «., to be renewed, and sus-

tained by the quickening Spirit (irvev/ia Zuoxotoiv)

which came to him from Christ, (chap, iil

17 f. and ver. 6). 'Hfitp? xal ijplpa is like the

Hebr. 0«jt
JJj*,

Ps. lxviii. 20; Gen. xxxix. 10;

Esther hi. 4). The second fold is equivalent

to : yet, nevertheless, as is frequently the case

in hypothetical conclusions in which the apodo-

sis contains a contrast to the protasis, (comp.

chap. v. 16; xi. 6; xiii. 4; 1 Cor. iv. 16; ix. 2).

—For our light affliction which is but for

a moment, worketh for na exceeding
abundantly, an eternal weight of glory.

(Ver. 17).—He here notices what it was which

gave such continual refreshment to his inward
man, under the exhausting influence of his suffer-

ings. It was the hope of glory with which the

Spirit of Christ had inspired him, and which show
ed him that these suffering were only the momen-
tary and slight inconveniences of a transition

state, and the necessary means of attaining a state

of glory. (Comp. ver. 14; Bom. v. 6; viii. 17ff.).

Inasmuch as this view of his sufferings contained

the reason for the renewal of which he had spo-

ken (avoKaiwate), he introduces it with a yap.

The verse contains a sharp antithesis. There ia

on the one hand rd napavrlKc, efaxQpibv nyc #?./$«*,

the momentary* (coming and going in a moment)
lightness (in respect to weight and therefore

easily to be borne) of the affliction (an oxymo-

ron, since #fcy>/f, oppression, implies something

heavy), and on the other, the eternal weight of

glory (rb oUjvwv p&poq 66&C). Bdpoc signifies

weight, and therefore pressure, and would

seem more appropriately connected with the

affliction (^Xlxffig ), but is here applied to the glory

(cfofa) on account of the great extent or high

degree of the glory. The meaning is: the afflic-

• [Bloom field notice* that the natural meaning of i
.

rUa (trap at, and avrUm. present) Is "at present, 'and that

the Syriso translators and most recent commentator! there-

fore assign to the passage the sense of: **eur trment light

affliction." Bat the ancients generally, and almost all tas

earlier moderns took wapavrixa to mean mrmuntarj. The

idea, M for the present," readily suggests the notion of what

it temporary, and such a Yerskra seems reqnised hy the an-

tithetical ouMtior. Chrysostom's observations on this pav
sag* are admirable : " The Apostle opposes things present to

things future: a moment to eternity: lightness to weight;

affliction to glory. Nor is he satisfied with this, bat he ad*
another word and doubles it, saying, ««J* vntpfi. «« v*ca0<

This is a magnitude excessively exceeding. The repetition

is intensive, after the Heb. "Jj(Q "tKD2 wcc•ed,*,^,,

Dr. A. Clarke says: "It is every where visible what Into-

ence 8t. Paul's Hebrew had on his Greek: *|33 signiisi

to be heavy and to be ghriem: the Apostle in his Greek

unites these two significations, and says, " weight of p****'

Comp. Hodge. Barrow has two passages finely illustrating

this favorite text of his, In 8ermm. 4th and 40th (Works by

Hamilton Vol. I. pp. 3* and 384). Also Bp, J. Taylor, Ooo»

temp, on the State of Man, Lib. 1L chap. L].
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tion is soon over and light, while the glory is

everlasting and weighty. Possibly the affliction

was called momentary on account of the near-

ness of Christ's second coming, t. e. the Parousia
(Meyer). Certainly the everlasting duration

and the magnitude of the glory, when contem-
plated by a steady eye of faith, would make
afflictions seem but momentary and light.—But
we must understand the Apostle as implying that

the afflictions are the actual cause of the glory.

The &?u\pig is the means of producing and bring-

ing to pass the rfdfa, t. e. the glory of the hea-
venly kingdom. This is a consequence of that
What is represented in other passages as a re-

ward (com. Matth. v. 10; Luke xvi. 25; Rom.
viii. 27; 2 Tim. ii. 12; Rom. v. 2-5), is here re-

presented as a natural result. The affliction so

exercises and purifies the believer, that he is

qualified to enjoy the glory, or, it promotes the
sanctification of both soul and body. Nothing
is said, however, to imply that the sufferings

have any merit in themselves, or have any in-

trinsic value in the matter of our justification.

—

The qualification Kad' vKepfiokfp* elg iirep(}6}.fp>

does not seem applicable to aioviov, and it must
therefore be connected with Karepyd^erai ; they
work in a superabundant manner, even to a
superfluity. Meyer explains it as: the measure-
less energy and the measureless results of the
working (KnTspyd^erat, comp. chap. i. 8; x. 15;
1 Cor. xii. 81; Gal. i. 13; Rom. vii. 13, el al).

It may then be indirectly connected with the

Sofa (Osiander). A separation of the words so
as to make the first icad' vrrepp, have reference to

rfo d/ufous (the exceedingly intense affliction),

and the second el? vrcepji. to the 66$av (Bengel) is

not sustained by grammatical usage.—Such an
accumulation of epithets indicates the highest
possible degree, but not a development of the
glory from one super-eminent position of glory to

another still higher. In ver. 18 he notices still

farther the subjective reason for such a result:

while we look not at the things which are seen,

bat at the things which are not seen. To take
this in the sense of something which must be
presupposed as a condition to what had just
been said, is not called for, since the Apostle in

the context is not exhorting his readers, but is

simply describing a fact, and rj/zCtv can be taken
only by way of application to a more extensive
class (to believers generally). Xicoireiv is: to

take in sight, particularly to look upon the ob-
ject of our exertion, as in Phil. ii. 4. The things
which are seen (ra pXetrdfieva) are the blessings
of the aujv ovro$, the things we perceive by our
senses; the things not seen (ra fii) ^7jeiz6fieva)

are those of the diw /uXauv, things which are
beyond the perception of our senses, and yet
not precisely the same as the adpara (invisible

things). Bengil says: "many things which
•re at present unseen, will be visible when faith's

journey is accomplished." The [it) in connec-
tion with ftr) OKoxobvTuv tjfwv describes the sub-
jective position in which believers are supposed
to be (Winer*).—For the things which are

[•What the author allude*" to here Is expressed In Wln«r
(Oram.

J
W, Andover ed. p. 866) :

u Of the negative particles
•v stands when the intention is to represent something
exactly and directly (as a reality). *ii| stands where "ome-
tiung Is only conceived of (according to the idea) in the

seen are temporary, bat the things whioh
are not seen are eternal (ver. 18).—He here
gives the reason for the not looking at, etc.,

irp6sicaipa (temporary), is applicable to a definite

period of time, that which continues only for a
limited season, and hence means not so much
temporal as transitory. It occurs also in Matth.
xiii. 21; Mark iv. 17 ; Heb. xi. 25.

Chapter V.

Ybb. 1. Forwe know that if the earthly
house of this tabernacle were dissolved.—-We have here the reasons assigned for what
had been said in chap. iv. 17: "We have said
that our temporal afflictions worked for us an
eternal weight of glory, and the reason is, we
know," etc. Or, it will come to the same end, if

we take the idea thus: Our afflictions accomplish
the result we have mentioned ; for we have, as
we know, etc. Gidttftev, " we," t. «., the Apostle
and his companions " know/' for there is no ap-
peal here to the general consciousness of men, as
in some other places. 'Edv expresses the possible

occurrence of an event, the actual occurrence of
which he leaves to the future to determine. This
event is his not living until the Parousia, the
second coming of Christ. It was the death of his

present body, here figuratively called the destruc-

tion of his earthly tabernacle. Tov oidjvovc is here
the genitive of apposition, for the house was the

same as the (well-known) tabernacle. The body
is thus described as a dwelling of the spirit

which is easily broken up. There is no allusion,

however, to the tent habitations of the Israelites

in the wilderness, or the tabernacle of witness
there. In the same way we have oidjvopa in 2
Pet. i. 13 f. The word OKyvoc (tent) was fre-

quently used among the Greeks for the earthly

habitation or covering of the soul, but invariably

with reference to the earthly body, and always
with some allusion to the fundamental notion of
a temporary tent. (Meyer).* 'Eirtyitoc, as in 1

Cor. xv. 40, means that whioh is on earth. [Stan-

mlnd; the former is the objectire. the latter the subjective
negation. This usage, he thinks, is uniform, especially in
the New Testament. Thus he points out that in our pas-
sage to, fii) 0A«w. signifies the mere idea of what cannot be
seen, while In Heb. xi : 1, ra ov SAtir. signifies what actually
is not seen. (Idd. p. 870), Stanley, on the other hand, thinks
that the only reason why m>» is used in this passage and ot*

in Heb. xl. 1, is " merely from the Greek usage, which re-

quires pfe after the article, and ov where the article is not
used." Alford thinks that m* is used here only to "express
what is hypothetical: u on the supposition that." etc. There
can be no question that in these two passages Winer's view
throws light and beauty over the thought. Faith 'In Heb.
xl. 1) looks to that which Is beyond the reach of bodily Blent
and (in 2 Cor. iv. 18) turns away so as not to look upon what
wught be seen.]

[* 8tanley suggests that the mingling of the metaphors of
a tent and a garment may have been caused by Paul's fa-

miliarity with the Oilician materials used in tent making.
Sometimes these were oftkin*, which Wetstein thinks were
suggestive also of the human Aotfy, often called by the
Greeks a tent ; and sometimes they were of hair cloth, which
was almost equally suggestive of a habitation and of a ves-

ture. When such tents were separated into their parts
(*ar«Av*p), If they were not strictly dismlved (Stanley!
they were at least taken dmm and made away with (Alford).
Chrysostom says that M by these means Paul shows how
superior future things were to the present. For to the
imyttov he opposes the ovpariav. and to the oixiar rod
ffdipov?. which was easy to be dissolved and was made for
the present occasion, he opposes the atwrtar; for the name
of tent often indicated something only for a special emer*
gency; hence Jno. xlv. 2."

J
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60 THE SECOND BPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

let : " farl not of but upon the earth (comp. 1

Cor. xt. 40), opposed to kv rolf ovpavolg and e£

ovpavov"]. In case this earthly habitation,

which was given him only for a time, should be
destroyed, he expresses his certain assurance
that we have a building (which is) from God

—

a dwelling not made by band*, eternal,
in the heavens.—The words in &eov are not
to be joined with Ixopev, as if we received it from
God, and yet the dwelling was said to be of a
directly Divine origin. This is said in the
highest sense, as if it were the result of an im-

mediate Divine agency ( I Cor. xv. 88); and was
not like the present body, merely or a general
Divine origin (1 Cor. xii. 18-24). In this re-

spect it was like the heavenly city of which it is

said that its builder and maker is God. Heb. xL
10. But this building (oucodoufi) is not the city

of God nor the house or the Father, Jno. xiv. 8
(in which case the phrase: our earthly dwelling
of this tabernacle, would imply that the earth
itself is a transient place of residence), but the
resurrection body, the result of a new Divine
creation. This is still further defined as aa
house not made by hands (oltua &xetPofro^T°c)'
In this expression, the lower human origin is

denied, but in a way corresponding to the figure

and not to the thing spoken of. It is not needful
here to recur to the original formation of the
body in Gen. ii. 7-21. Nsahdbb: "He is hefe
speaking of a higher heavenly organ to contain
the soul, instead of the earthly body." [* The
use of aivvtoc (comp. chap. iv. Iff.) forbids us
to understand by the oIkUl, a temporary lodgment
of the soul, to be succeeded by the glorified body
at the resurrection. It must mean a permanent
spiritual corporeity (bo to speak) capable of co-
existing with the body of the resurrection. It is

something which is not the soul, but essential to

its perfect consciousness of personality and iden-
tity. The human being, it is probable, cannot
exist as pure spirit. A vehicle or form, perhaps
an organisation, may be necessary to its action.

(See Taylor's Physical Theory of Another Life,

chap. i.). Hence the use of the varied terms
oUodofii), oUia, oliarHjpiow also the expressions
brevSto. hvfiva&fi. and the deprecatory language
of ver. 3, and intt6%—hirevd. ver. 4."

—

Webster
and Wilkinson]. But this dwelling is said to be
eternal in contrast with the dwelling of this ta-

bernacle. [In our English version a comma
should separate " eternal" and " in the heavens."
Faussbt]. The last qualification,h rotf ovpa-

vole (opp. kiriyetoc) should be joined with ixopev,

so as to say that we have this dwelling in the
heavens. But how is this to be understood?
The present tense would seem to refer to some
period immediately after death. But if the soul

is to have a body corresponding to its condition
at that time (of which, to say the least, the
Scriptures distinctly say nothing), then the
dwelling here mentioned cannot be eternal. Nor
would what is said in ver. 2 of our house which
is from heaven, agree very well with such an
assertion. Comp. Delitxsch, Psychol, p. 874 ff. It

is possible indeed that ^o//cv refers to a mere re-

version or expectancy, t. «., to an ideal possession
like that which is spoken of when it is said : Thou
shalt have treasure in heaven (Luke xviii. 22).
In such a oase the dwelling would merely be se-

cured for believers, just as the life mentioned in

Col. iii. 8 (comp. i. 6, and the crown of righte-

ousness in 2 Tim. iv. 8) is said to be. Or it may
be alleged that the intermediate state between
death and the resurrection is entirely lost sight

of in the Apostle's mind, inasmuch as we know
that he looked upon it as altogether temporary,
and hence that the perfection to be attained after

the resurrection was the absorbing object of his

attention in this passage (Osiander}. It is hardly
probable that such a man would nave changed
his mind so soon after writing the fifteenth chap-
ter of his former Epistle to the Corinthians, and
so should now have believed that he was to pass
immediately at death into the blessedness of the

resurrection body. And yet how can we recon-
cile what is here said with what is said in that

chapter respecting the development of the resur-
rection body out of the earthly ? It was doubt-
less his deliberate conviction that in the Parousia,
when our Lord shall return, the heavenly bodies
prepared for all who belong to Christ, shall be
brought down to this earth, and a power shall

be imparted to those then alive of changing,
and to those then deceased of uniting with, the
essential germs of their bodies, and that these
shall thus attain their proper fulness and form.
NxANDsa: " There is certainly a marked distinc-

tion between what Paul here says and what he
had taught in his earlier Epistles. During that

earlier period his most ardent thoughts had been
directed to the second coming of Christ Now,
however, when he was oppressed by apprehen-
sions of death (chap. iv. 10-12), his mind was
more impressed with the feeling that he might
not live to see this second coming of Christ. In
this state of mind he had new and additional dis-

coveries of Divine truth on this subject, either

by means of his own reflections under the direc-

tion of the Holy Ghost, or by means of direct

revelations from heaven. From the promises of
Christ, and from the very nature of fellowship
with Christ, he was now satisfied that death
would be only a progress toward a higher state

of existence, and this thought had been developed
into a conviction that the soul must come into

possession of an organ adapted to the active con*
scious life immediately after death/'*

[* Dr. Hodge has recently very elaborately defended the
interpretation which makes ihe house not made with hands
to be heaven itself. In this he agrees substantially with
Araelm, Aquinas and Rossnmneller. His arguments are
(1), the frequent Scriptural comparison of heaven to a house
In which are many mansions (Jno. xiv. 2), a city In which
are many homes (Heb. xi. 10, 14; xlli. 14; Bev. xxi. 10), or
more generally a habitation (Luke xvi. 0) ; (2), the appro-
priateness of the metaphor ; (8). the agreement of the de-
scription here given with other descriptions ofheaven. Heb.
xi. 10 (comp. Heb. rx. 11), et. al.; (4), any body after death
or m the resurrection could not be spoken of as at present
in the heavens, or as to be received from heaven : whereas
Christ expressly authorises such language respecting the
mansions He is preparing; (5), the building here spoken of
is evidently to be entered upon at death. When Paul died
this was to save him from being found naked, and this could
not be at the final resurrection ; (61 believers are said to
pass Immediately into glory at death (Mattn. xxii. 82; Lukn
xvi. 22; xxili. 48; Phil. i. 22 f.; Heb. xii. 28). In fever of
the common view, which makes the house not made by
hands the same as the body to be received at the general
resurrection, it is alleged (1). that as the earthly nousa of
this tabernacle is a body, the heavenly bouse saust he a
body also. Paul's object was not to inform his readers that
he expected a new place of residence or to be in heaven, but
that he looked for something In the place of his present
corporeal tenement; (2), the building was not to be beaten.
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CHAP. IV. 7-18. V. 1-10. 81

Ties. 2-4.—For In this also we groan—
earnestly desiring to pat on over it oar
house which is from heaven:—We have
here one proof or sign that what he had asserted

in rer. 1 was a reality. This proof was the fact

that even while we remain in our earthly bodies

we have an intense longing for a house from
heaven. 'Ev tovtQ has here not the sense of

therefore, on this account, as in John ivi. 80, as

if the succeeding participial sentence were merely
an exposition of the previous verse ; nor is its

object simply to explain what Wad meant in ver.

1 by the dissolution of the earthly habitation. It

rather refers (comp. ver. 4, we who are in this ta-

bernacle) to the tabernacle (OKfjvoq) of ver. 1, and
presents a contrast to the supposition there made
that H might be dissolved. The accent, there*

fore, should be placed upon kv; and koI should be
looked upon as belonging to it. The sense
would then be: we know this to be so, and the

proof of it is in the fact, that even now in these

bodies also we show our longings after the object

of that confidence by our sighs.—A similar style

of argument may be found in Rom. viii. 22 f.

The earnest desire here spoken of gives us the
true reason for tae sighing. That Which he had
called in ver. 1 a building from God, S house
which we have in heaven, he here calls a habita-

tion from heaven {oiKtjTijpiov ktfovpavov) not merely
on account of its origin, but because it was ac-

tually to come down from heaven to earth.

Oucfa is somewhat more absolute, whereas
daiHjptov, « domicile, expresses its proper rela-

tion to the inhabitant (Bengel).

—

'Eirevdi'aaff&at

(to superimpose, to put on over, in which he
passes to the figure of a garment) is not a putting
on of one garment after another has been laid

aside, but a putting on of one garment over ano-
ther, comp. ver. 4. The longing is for a trans-

formation in which the earthly body will not be
laid aside (in death), but the heavenly will be
thrown over it. The idea is that of a new embo-
diment without a destruction of the corporeal
system which had been possessed on earth. ["The
expression rd ef ovp. compared with Ik Oeov lx°-
ftev and ev role ovp. sufficiently distinguishes the
ouofnypwv spoken of from the resuscitated body."
Wib. and Wilk.]—Since, in faot being

bat H «y then in the heavens, And wu to be received from
heaven, (3), the reason why the Apostle did not especially
refer to the intermediate state between death and the
Pvooito, was that he had yet received po revelation on the
point whether he and his fellow-Christiana of that ape
wooW Hve until the Parousia, and so whether there should
be any such state to those of whom he was sneaking; (4), in
contrast with cr6v« In this conectlon tvtv&vm mnpt have a

j

pedal meaning which It need not have in 1 Cor. xv. (A t
for it seems to have the Idea of an investiture over the whole
person and state of the individual, and not that of a general
Inhabitation of a people. In spite of the obvious difficulty
teat Pan! seems to speak of receiving the investiture At
death, or at least to regard It as ideally at hand when he
should die, we cannot but regard these arguments as con-
desire In favor of the common interpretation. Neither
Calvin nor Olshausen advocated the idea (sometimes Imputed
to them and here avowed by Neander) of a body hrepared
to the soul at death and to be inhabited until the Parousia.
ThesDirftual interpretation that the building to be received
from heavch Is the glory of Christ's righteousness, needs no
refutation. It cannot be denied that Paul was familiar with
the Rabbinic fancy, that " Adam lost the Image ofGod by
hu fall, and so became naked." Tn the 8?nop. 8ohar, it is

•sJd that *4 when the time draws near In which man is to
fcftrt from this world, the angel of death takes off this
"pit*! .garment and clothes him with one from Paradise."
We cannot howerer suppose that Paul was much Influenced
by such prevalent opinions.]

6

clothed, we shall not be found naked.
(Vr. 8). We hare here a crux interpretum. If we
adopt the two readings, elxep—kicdvoatievoL, we
shall have a natural meaning by giving to direp

the sense of: although, albeit ; in which case the

idea would be : although we may be unclothed,

(dead), we shall not be found naked, t. «., with-

out a body ; for we shall be clothed with a resur-
rection body. With the reading kvdva&fievoi we
obtain the same general idea, if we contrast that

word with kKevd'uaatr&at, and regard it as the
putting on of the resurrection body : If indeed
we shall be found clothed and not naked (Flatt).

Such a method, however, would be of very doubt-
ful propriety. But it would be quite unallowa-
ble to interpret liye as a concessive particle, or

to concede no force to the ye, as if the word were
equivalent to el Kal. Fritzsche regards kvtivc&tie-

voi as having the same force as knevSvo., and elye

the sense of quandoquidem, and he then looks

upon this verse as giving a reason for the longing
mentioned in ver. 2 : since we shall attain the

possession of our imperishable bodies just as well

by putting on our immortal bodies when we shall

be alive, as by putting them on after we have laid

aside our earthly bodies (i. «., in consequence of

death and the resurrection, 1 Cor. xv. 52). Such
an announcement would be grammatically ap-

propriate, but 1, such a use of hSvodfievoi in

connection with knevdvaao&ai before and after it,

vers. 2, 4, Is not very probable ; and 2, the re-

mark itself seems so self-evident and trivial, that

it would be unworthy of the Apostle. But Rlick-

ert's interpretation : " as it is certain that we
shall not be without a body (USwduevot) after

death," breaks up the logical train of thought,

and with many the assertion thus made would
not be looked upon as quite certain from the
Scriptures. Meyer (who adopts the readings of
the Rec. ktye—kvSvc-) thinks that the Apostle has
reference occasionally in this argument to those

who denied a future resurrection (1 Cor. xv.), for

otherwise he cannot account for the insertion of
ver. 8. He thinks the Apostle intends to assert

here his belief, his absolute certainty (dye) that

not only those Christians who shall finally be
changed, but those who shall then be raised from
the dead, shall meet the Lord at His second
coming not destitute of bodies (yvpvoi), but pro-
vided with corporeal coverings: " we have these

longings (t. e. t for the inevovocur&at, ver. 2) on
the presumption that, being clothed, we shall not
be found naked (ktye has the sense of : if indeed,

or if so be, implying a certainty, not by the force

of the particle itself, but in consequence of the
connection of the idea and the tenor of Paul's

discourse). Kou would also have in this case the

sense Of: "truly."* 'tovtiwj&fieiwt would denote an

[* Hermann {ad Viper, p. 834) expounds the difference be-
tween the two particles thus; "Simp corresponds to the
Germ, toam andert (provided that) and tlyt to the Germ,
wean denn (since). The former is used of a thing which is

assumed to be, but the writer leaves it in uncertainty whe-
ther it is so or not, while ton lattnr, on the other hsnd, is

used of that which is correctly assumed to he.*' Nkandsr
says that "in the later Greek this distinction was not al

ways observed, since the words were not nnfreqnently used
in each other's piece." For Paul's disregard ot the distinc-

tion, Dr. Hodge appeals to 1 Cor. viii. 5 ; Gal. ill. 4 ; Pol. 1. 28

;

2 Thees. i. 6. The Apostle had no doabt about his i***<T<x<r-

0<u) and we therefore incline to think he must hsve used
etyc. Thin suits the general tone of confidence which runs
through the passage. If the other word was used, it raunt
have been because be conceded something either ironically
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actwhich had taken place before the evpe&qo6pe$a,

and it is therefore an aorist participle. Such an
interpretation has nothing grammatically against

it. But a reference to the deniers of the doc-
trine of the resurrection cannot be presupposed
without a high degree of improbability, and as

the whole interpretation becomes feeble and
forced without such a reference, it must there-

fore be considered very doubtful. It is still more
difficult to agree with de Wette, who thinks the

idea of the passage is : as we confidently expect
that our heavenly house will also be a body.
For it is evident from the words themselves that

those who are kvdva&pevoi are not yvpvoi; but if

the idea of the body had been prominent, yvpvoi

would have been followed by o6paro{. Nean-
der: " We take these words in connection with
those which precede them as merely an inciden-

tal expression : wo are passing on with believing

confidence to a higher state of being, for we shall

in no event be destitute of a higher organ when
we lay aside our earthly body; and it is only to

this necessity of laying aside our earthly body
that our natures now feel such a repugnance."

—

As the participle is really in the aorist and yet
must in such a case have the sense of the perfect
Medvphot^ there are strong reasons against re-

ferring evSvadpevoi and ov yvpvoi exclusively to

those who shall be alive and clothed in earthly

bodies when Christ shall appear in the Parousia
(Grotius: if we shall be found among the
changed, and not among the dead). Finding all

these interpretations unsatisfactory, Osiander
gives in his adherence to the figurative meaning
which had been proposed by many ancient and
some modern commentators. Thus Chrysostom
et al. have yvpvoi d6$w; Ustkri: "under the
presumption that we are clothed, we shall not be
found naked in a different sense, i. e. t without the
crown for which we have struggled." Ewald :

"criminally naked, as Adam and Eve were"
(Gen. Hi. 11). Others make out a similar mean-
ing by taking ov yvpvoi as explanatory or epex-
egetical of hSvo&pevoi, and referring both words
to Christ or the garment of his righteousness

—

an idea which Hoffmann (Schriftbeweis), following
Anselm, understands of an ethical application of
Christ. But neither the authorities which have
been adduced for this, nor the arguments by
which it has been supported (as e.g. that it is an
allusion to the secret Divine reasons or condi-
tions in chap. iv. 14 ff., and an introduction to
the mysteries of faith in ver. 14 ff.) are sufficient

to warrant such an explanation of evdvo&pevoi and
ov yvpvoi in this connection (where the figure of
a garment is used in application to a new
heavenly body), without the express addi-
tion of some such word as Xptorov or cW£?f.
We would prefer either to accede to Meyer's
interpretation, or to adopt the very well sus-
tained and anoient reading elntp—eicdvcdpevoL,

giving tiirep the sense of: although [u «., we
earnestly desire to be clothed with our house
from heaven, even if (or although) being un-

•r for the argument's sake at the time. Ka\ connects with
the previous clause, and may be rendered with either of the
particles, "if in tact," or «• since in fact." as In chap. iii. 6,
and in rer. 6. A specimen of the same half doubt on a mat-
ter really certain to his own mind may he seen in Phil.

clothed we shall not be found naked], (comp. 1

Cor. viii. 5). Here, if anywhere in the explana-
tion of the Scriptures, we may be allowed to

say: Non liquet.—In ver. 4 the assertion in ver.

2 is again taken up, and is more particularly de-

fined, and confirmed by reasons :—Forwe that
are in this tabernacle do groan, being
burdened.—The words oi ovrer, being put at

the head of the sentence for the sake of empha-
sis, have the meaning of: we who are in earthly
bodies, t. e., while we are yet in them. The
word fiapovpevoi, oppressed, feeling ourselves
burdened, gives a reason for the groaning.
Benqel: "a burden forces out sighs and
groans." This is to be referred partly to the

oppressions caused by our earthly bodies (comp.
Ecclus. ix. 15), and probably also partly to the

sufferings which we have to endure while we
are in them (but of which no mention is made in

the context). 'E^' <£ would then have to bear
the meaning of: wherefore (quare), and per-
haps be equivalent to M Tovry 6—we sigh over
that which, etc. This, however, could hardly
be allowed, inasmuch as the earthly body would
not then be the object which was to be clothed
upon (eirevdvaaadfu).—Since we do not de*
aire to be unclothed, but (we desire) to
be clothed upon.—We may find a partial in-

terpretation of this expression in what follows,

which would incline us to make i<f £ equivalent
to because that (propterea quod), as in Rom. v.

12 (not; in whicn, or although), and to refer k
to the oppression which produces sighs on ac-

count of the dread of death. And yet this natu-
ral horror which all men feel in prospect of
being unclothed, must be carefully distinguished
from an unmanly fear of death, which would be
unbecoming to the Apostle. The phrase oh -diferw

tKdbaao'&ai in the sense of: not wishing to die, is

the more intelligible, since the Apostle, per-
haps, supposed that he might live till the time
of Christ's coming, and hence he might easily

think of being spared the pains of death. (The
word kicSveotiai occurs in profane authors as a
figurative expression for death. Comp. Wetstein
on the passage). The reason why the Apostle
wished to be clothed upon, is given in the final

sentence:—that what is mortal might be
swallowed up by life.—That which in 1 Cor.
xv. 54 is expressed by a putting on of immorta-
lity and a swallowing up of death, is here called

a swallowing up of all that is mortal in us in the
life, u e., in the new imperishable life which be-
comes manifest when the body is changed, and
its mortality is forever abolished. The earnest
desire expressed in ver. 2 is again alluded to

when it is said that they did not desire to be un-
clothed ; but when it is said that they were bur-
dened (fiapobptvoi), the Apostle shows that a
feeling of oppression is connected with it, inas-

much as they might be called to encounter the
dreaded process of being unclothed (iia5vcao8<u).

And yet another way of construing it in which
€<p' <£ is taken in the sense of since, deserves the
preference, inasmuch as it is not easy to see how
the oppression caused by our present bodies, so
much disturbed by sin and the many evils of our
present lot, should make us long not to die, but
to be changed. If it be said that it is precisely

in death that the oppression of the tabernacle is
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CHAP. IV. 7-18. V. 1-10. 83

the greatest, inasmuch as it is then as it were
breaking down over the head of the inhabitant

(Qsiander), we reply that the expression: we
that are in this tabernacle, seems to refer rather

to troubles to be encountered in the midst of our
present earthly life.

Vir. 5. Now he who has completely
wrought us oat for this self same thing is

God.—[The de here is transitional. The exalted

expressions he had used were not made because
of any thing in himself, or without a deep foun-
dation being laid in his. renewed nature]. He
traces all those things of whioh he had been
speaking to a Divine origin. The self same
thing (avrb rovro) of which he speaks, was not
the groaning of the previous Terse (comp. Rom.
viii. 23), as Bengel and Hoffmann contend it was,
for this would oompel us to distort the significa-

tion of Karepyd&oOai so as to make it mean to

impair by severe labor (to wear down), to break
doirn the spirits and so to make one sigh over his

bodily state and its troubles; the words rather re-

fer to what he had just said about being clothed
upon, that our mortal part might be swallowed up
by the life. Tue meaning of the Apostle is: this

looging to be clothed upon is not exclusively
from an internal source, for it has a profound
Divine origin. Karepyd^ea^ai means to work
out, to finish, and so to make ready. [The pre-
position Kara in composition often introduces the
idea of completeness, as in Karaprifa in 1 Pet. v.

10. Our word also implies a powerful effort as
if against opposition]. In no other place in the
Neir Testament is it used with a personal object.

It has reference not to the first or natural crea-
tion, but as the further qualifying expression
(who hath given us the Spirit) teaches us, to the
Divine agency in man's redemption; and it com-
prehends that whole process of renovation and
sanctification through which we attain and enjoy
everlasting glory. But the actual entrance into
this everlasting glory, the glorification itself, is

accomplished, as the context informs us, by means
of a transformation.—Who also hath given
unto its the earnest of the Spirit.—If we
adopt the reading of 6 teal 66vs in the following
clause, the teal will introduce another qualifica-

tion, i. e. the warrant on whioh we expect a state

of glorious perfection in the future world. But
if we accept the reading 6 66vc merely, the sen-
tence becomes an additional point, in the de-
scription of Him who had wrought them ; t. e.

" who has given us the Spirit as an earnest."
The condition for which God had wrought them
out, had already been described as one which was
not in fact permanent. This temporary oharacter
is more distinctly brought forward in the word
earnest (apfalteva comp. on chap. i. 22). But the
Spirit itself is the Divine principle by which they
were thus wrought and prepared—the Divine
8pirit who by the word and all means of grace
enables us to attain everlasting glory (comp.
chap. iv. 6, 17, 18; Eph. i. 18, 14; iv. 80, 81).
Vbe. 6-8. Therefore being always con-

fident, and knowing whilst in oar home in
the body we are absent from onr home in
the Lord.—We have here an inference (ohv) from
what has been said in ver. 6, in reference espe-
cially to his disposition or frame of mind. He was
always confident (ver. 6), and he was willing to

be absent from the body (ver. 8). In consequence
of this well-founded expectation that we shall be
so gloriously perfected, we are willing, in spite of
our reluctance to be unclothed, to be absent from
the body and to be present with the Lord (ver.

8). This desire or willingness, however, is

founded not merely upon the cheerful confidence
in such a prospect, but also upon the knowledge
which is expressed in ver. 6, viz., that while we
are in our home, etc. ). But as this knowledge was
itself founded upon a peculiar faith, the Apostle
leaves the construction which he had commenced,
that he might give the reason for this knowledge
in an independent sentence (ver. 7). The asser-

tion of his confidence (dapfelv) is repeated in a
new sentence, but not in a participial form, but
in the first person of the Indicative. Originally

he was ready to write: being therefore confident

and knowing, etc., we are willing to be absent
from the body, etc., but he was diverted from hie

train of thought by his desire to give a reason
for this knowledge (ver. 7), so that the original

sentence was left unfinished. The passage is

therefore anacoluthic; and ver. 7 is not a paren-
thesis (still less are vv. 7 and 8), but indispensa-

ble to the argument. [Being therefore (in con-

sequence of having the earnest of the Spirit)

always confident, and knowing by our walk of

fatyh and not of sight, that while we are here in

the body we must be absent from the Lord, we
are well content to be absent from the body that

we may be present with the Lord]. The word
Sapfreiv in its various forms occurs frequently in

our Epistle, and is used also in Heb. xiii. (5; but

the older form which predominates in the Gos-

pels and the Acts is Oapoetv. It has the sense of,

to be full of confidence and courage, to be cheer-

ful and undismayed under disheartening circum-

stances (comp. chap. iv. 8ff. ; vi. 9, 10 ; xii. 10).

[Tyndale translates it: we are always of good
cheere]. The word always (irdvrore) does not ex-

clude a variety of feelings in the frame of our
minds, but only signifies that confidence is

always predominant in our hearts (comp. Osian-

der). The phrase koI elSdreg is not of the same
signification as Kalirep eltidree [even if, or although

we know, ete.], nor should the sentence it in-

troduces be understood as assigning a reason for

the eourage just expressed, but simply as intro-

ducing an additional thought. The substance of

this knowledge was that their being at home in

the body was the same thing as an absence from
the Lord. He returns to the metaphor of a ha-

bitation. The first expression (kvSrifielv, etc.)

was the same as to say : we are at home in our
native place ; the other was the same as, to tarry

in a strange land, to be in a foreign country. To
be at home in the body is to be abroad, or away
from home with respect to the Lord. The words
tnrb tov icvpiov are a pregnant expression for

being away from the Lord. Or, as long as we
have our home in the body, we cannot be with

the Lord. The same general idea is brought
out in Phil. i. 23; iii. 20, and 1 Thess. iv. 17

(comp. Heb. xi. 18, and xiii. 14). He explains

himself more fully [with respect to the nature of

this kKdrifiovfuv] in ver. 7.—for we walk by
faith and not by appearance.—The spheres
in whioh we move are, that of faith (irloris) on the

one hand, and that of sight (rfo*of) on the other.
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la that faith we hare fellowship with the Lord
(comp. Gal. iii. 27; Eph. iii. 17), but it is a veiled

fellowship, in which Christ is beheld not imme-
diately, but concealed in His heavenly glory. In

another state of existence our Lord will permit

His people to behold Him without obstruction,

they shall be at home with Him, and they will

participate in His glory (Rom. viii. 17; 1 These,

iv. 17; John xvii. 24; Col. iii. 8, 4). The pre-

position Aia directs to the means: we walk by
means of faith, Neander. [It generally denotes

any attending circumstance or quality, particu-

larly in a state of transition (Webster). Here
the states themselves are named those of faith

and appearance, because these are the prevailing

guides, and we are passing through them]. The
life on earth is a walk did, ir/orewr, inasmuch as

Christ having entered into His heavenly glory,

is invisible to His people, their corporeal natures

prevent them from beholding directly His hea-
venly form, and they know the fact that he is

glorified only by means of His word and their

spiritual enjoyment of His power in their hearts

(comp. Col. iii. 3; 1 Pet. i. 8; Rom. x. 14).

'EWof does not signify either in classical or sacred

writers (Luke iii. 22; ix. 29; John v. 27; and
often in the Old Testament) the act of seeing or

looking, but the form or prospect beheld (Hebr.

*TfcWl> rrcOS)- ^he mcanin£ is: we are

moving in the sphere of visible objects, where
our senses have no perception of the form, or the

actual appearance of Christ's person. The ge-

neral sense, however, of Luther's translation,

"em schauen" [and of the authorixed English

version, " by sight,"] is correct With reference

to the contrast here, comp. 1 Cor. xiii. 12 f. (where
it is implied that the faith will, in a certain

sense, continue even after the seeing has com-
menced). The interpretation whieh represents

ver. 7 as intended to give a reason for the con-

fidence ($apf>etv)f and which regards faith here
as the certainty itself whioh we have with regard
to the future and the supernatural world, and
sight as the phenomenal world, *'. e. those things
which are present to our senses and are empiri-
cally perceived, is certainly in opposition to

grammatical usage and to the spirit of the con-
text (comp. on the other hand Meyer and Osian-
der). Inasmuch as this concealment of our Lord
within His glory, and His consequent withdrawal
from their immediate possession and enjoyment,
might produce despondeooy on the part of His
people, the Apostle proceeds in ver. 8 to say :

—

But {6i is adversative) we are confident and
are willing rather to leave our home in
the body and to come to oar home in the
Lord.—The reason for this oheerful confidence
is the same as that whioh had been assigned in

ver. 6. But then from this confidence also, and
from the consciousness of the insufficiency of
the present life to afford us what we consider
our supreme good, there springs up what he here
Connects with tiapfxritfuv 6ef

viz., the willingness
rather to be from home, etc. BMokbIv occurs also

in 1 Cor. i. 21, and here means, to be satisfied that
something should take place* and hence to wish,
to long for it. The ftakhv (rather) should be
connected with his absence, etc., so as to mean
that he was willing rather to be absent, etc. The

desire which he had expressed in ver. 4, had
implied that he would prefer to remain in the

body (until the Parousia) rather than to be sepa-

rated from it. In view of the confidence jest

expressed, and the consciousness that if he were
present in the body he must be absent from the

Lord, he now changes this desire into a longing

(no longer a groaning and being burdened)
rather to depart from the body, and hence to die

ikicdfoff&ai, ver. 4), and to be present with the

<ord. 'BKdfjftciv is the opposite of hipfuiv (ver.

6), and hence is not merely a change of the body
(ver. 4), but death. The words to be present

with the Lord, have the same meaning as to be

with Christ in Phil. i. 28, for there also it was
necessary to die (avafoaat) before he could be

with Christ Upb? rtv d>ptxn> is* in relation to

the Lord, a pregnant expression, and it signifies:

to depart, to go to another country, in order to

be with Christ. He entertained the hope that

immediately after death he would be in heaven

with Christ. Such was the happy state which

he expected in its perfection at the approaching

Parousia.

Ysns. 9, 10.—Wherefore we make it our
ainbitlon that whether at home or absent
from home we may be aoeeptabl* to Him.
—The particle 616 (wherefore) should be con-

nected back with ver. 8 (evSonovfup). Wherefore,

since we have such a desire, and in order that

we may realise such a desire, we, etc. The verb

ftkoripLelotku signifies properly to love and seek

for honor, to be ambitious; and with an infinitive,

to strive after what one regards as his honor or

reputation, and to give one's self much trouble

about it. It is used in the same way in Rom. xv.

20 and 1 Thess. iv. 11. If in the phrases rfre

kvdffftxAvr^ elre iwfy/iovvref, sny thing is to be

supplied, 1he two participles should be made te

refer to the same noun ; and of course this should

be either the body (otyja), or the Lord (jayxor).

The latter seems the most natural from the con-

nection, but the former is probably allowable.

As he had last spoken of an absence from the

body, it is rather easiest to refer the absence

here mentioned to the same object, and sues a

reference would control also the object of kvi^L

The reason that e»otyKowr«c is mentioned- first is

most naturally explained by the fact that being

acceptable to the Lord would of course be first

thought of when speaking of one who was elite

on earth, and would therefore be first sought af*

ter by such a one (provided the participles are

connected with ih^ finite verb $tXorip*, u a, we

strive, whether in or out of the body, en?.). Bat

it must be remembered that Miffu from Its pe-

culiar signification (to leave a country, to set out

on a journey) must refer not to the state after

death, but to the very process of dying. And we

may very well conceive that the Apostle might

speak of a laboring to be acceptable to Christ,

even in this act of dying, sines the mind of a be-

liever is supposed then to be active and to be

striving to maintain Its hold on Christ end to

avoid whatever might displease Him. The idea

is furthermore an important and an appropriate

one ; and we shall find it essentially the same,

whether the participles are connected with

AiXorifi. (see above), or with the infinitive sen-

tence (i. e.» we strive to be acceptable, whether
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CHAP. IV. 7-ia v. 1-10. 83

we are in or out of the body.) [The sense of the
passage is in fact virtually the same, whether
these participles be joined with the body or with
the Lord; for the Apostle assumes that an ab-

senoe from the one involves a presence with the

other. Alford's objection that we cannot be sup-

posed to labor to be acceptable to Christ after or

in death, sinoe we are then saved, is of no great

force, inasmuch as the labor is present in this

life, that we may be acceptable after this life is

closed]. In this way we are not obliged to de-

part from the meaning which kvdtiueiv and Udtjfuiv

has borne throughout this connection (together

signifying thesameas irdvruc or did irdvroc i wher-
ever we may be, without regard to place), and
with Meyer to take these words in their original

meaning {analogous to that which they bear in

1 Cor. v. 10; comp. vers. 6 and 7), without sup-
plying any thing as understood. In ver. 10 the

Apostle sets forth also the objective side of what
he had said in ver. 9 :—for we must all be
made manifest before the judgment seat
of Christ :—i. «., the reason why he so earnestly
endeavored to please the Lord, was because he
regarded this as his highest honor ; or, (if i

prefer to go further back), he shows how the ef-

fort te please the Lord would spring from his de-
sire to be present with the Lord (ver. 8). In
other words, he here shows that such a desire
could only be fulfilled by his being found ap-
proved at that tribunal where he and his fellow
believers were shortly to appear. The whole
connection shows that by rove navrae $[m he
means not ail mankind, but only all Christians.
He enlarges upon this point, probably to excite
his readers to diligence and to impress upon their
minds the importance of laboring to be accepta-
ble to Christ (ver. 9). Tot* it&vtoq makes the
•object apply to the whole body of Christians.
Nbander: "This is said with special emphasis
in relation to the Corinthians, who were disposed
to give judgment arrogantly against their fellow-
men, without remembering how bad their own
ease was." To be manifested (favtpt&jvai) is not
precisely equivalent to rapaarrjvai (to be pre-
sented, Rom. ziv. 10), for it looks to a complete
manifestation of all that transpired within us or
m the external life (comp. 1 Cor. iv. 6). Our
Lord will show that He looks through every indi-
vidual part as well as the whole body of His peo-
ple. The words iftirpoaSev rov Pfffiarog (as in Rom.
xiv. 10), are a solemn expression, and have a
real significance; for if we ought not to make the
tribunal of Christ merely a cloud, it certainly
implies something more than a judicial inquiry
with respect to each man immediately after death
(Piatt), respecting which we have no intimation
elsewhere in Paul's writings. [In classical Greek,
fata always signified, not ajudgment seat, but the
raised place or step from which public speakers
addressed the people at the great iravfiyvpeic or
ether popular assemblies and courts of law. In
the Sept. it still retained this signification (Neh.
Hi. 4; 2 Mace. xiii. 26). In Roman usage it

passed from the tribune of the orator to the tri-

bunal of the judge, which was an elevated seat
on a lofty platform at one end of the Basilica in
the forum. In the New Testament it always
means (except in Acts viii. 6, where Luke gives
H a meaning something like that of the classic

Greek), a judgment seat where a formal trial is

held. See Stanley's note]. In 1 Cor. iv. 5 also,

it is said that Christ will be our judge, aud in

Rom* xiv. 10 [where the true reading is rov tfeoii]

nothing inconsistent with this is necessarily im-
plied, inasmuch as Christ is described as the re-

presentative or the organ of the Father (comp.
v. 2^, 27; Acts x. 42; xvii. 31; Rom. ii. 16).

But the judicial office of Christ is perfectly con-
sistent with His being the absolute revelation of
God and the Redeemer of men.— The neces-
sity of this judgment on the part of God is ex-
pressed by del : the only way to secure suoh a
righteous retribution as would be honorable to
God, is to have such a revelation of the hearts
and conduct of us all The object of this general
manifestation was that all who were thus judge*!
might be properly rewarded, and now in accord-
ance with such a view he points each individual
to his own particular interest in such a judgment
(comp. Rom. xiv. 12):—that each one may
receive the things done in Aw body.—The
meaning of Kapf&o&tu fc> to bear away, to re-

ceive; also, to bring back (for himself), to re-

ceive again ; an4 thus it signifies a reward or re-

compense. The moral actions of a man ere
something laid up with God in heaven, and must
be reoeived again in a corresponding retribution,

Comp. Eph. vi. 8; Col. iii. 25. A similar idea if

expressed by the figure of the sowing and reap-
ing in Gal vi. 7, and of the ^oavpi^uv in Matth,
vi. 20 and 1 Tim. vi. 19. A fuller expression
may be found in 1 Pet. i. 9; v. 4; 2 Pet. ii. 13.

— The things given in this recompense are sai4

to be rd did rov o&parog. The body to be received

in the resurrection cannot be the one here in-

tended [as if the Apostle would say: that each
one may receive back through or by means of his

(resurrection) body according to the things

which he did. This view was much favored by
some ancient expositors (the Syrian, Tertullian,

Theodoret, Ghrysostom and Oecumenius). It

must be conceded that such a construction avoids

some harshness, and Osian4er seems inclined to

favor it. He, however, concedes that it is diffi-

cult to believe that the new body should be desig-

nated by the simple word gC^jux] for that word
is throughout our passage used for the earthly

body. The word to be supplied is not exactly

ttpax&tvra, although this would be consistent

with the proper sense of the passage, but bvra:

that which took place by means of the body as an
organ (comp. Plato: fyhvtiv, aX did rov aufiar^
iiacv). Keander: while in this body. The
reading of the Italic the Vulgate and some other
versions

J:
ra Wta rov o&paTog, propria, etc] may

have originated in a mistake, or ra did r. o. may
have seemed difficult of construction. Certainly

rd did is critically well authenticated—accord-
ing to that he hath done, whether it be
good or bad.—In this sentence irpdg has refer-

ence to the rule or standard according to which
the reward is given. The ellipsis in elre—kok&u

must be supplied by a word from the relative

sentence, viz., Inpa^ev.—If the Apostle had his

eye on some mongrel kind of Christianity,

KOfiimfToi might imply that those who adhered to

it would be excluded from the kingdom of God.
But on the supposition that he was speaking of

real Christians in the restricted sense, he must
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have been distinguishing between different de-
grees in their rewards according to the different

degrees of fidelity on -earth. Such distinctions

are not inconsistent with the idea of a justifica-

tion and salvation by grace ; for in the economy
of grace the law of righteousness prevails. Even
if the atonement by Christ extends to the whole
life of those who believe in Him, its influence

upon individuals must be exerted by means of a
progressive repentance (fieravota) ; and though
they may be secured against condemnation, and
though they may actually be saved, they may yet
have their gracious reward diminished in pro-
portion to their want of faithfulness. Such a
humiliation will be as nothing in comparison with
the gratitude they will feel for a salvation which
will be greater in proportion as they recognize
it as a free gift of grace (comp. Meyer and Osi-
ander on ver. 10).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. It is a fundamental law of the Divine king-
dom and the leading aim of the faith by which
it is implanted in the heart, that man the crea-
ture should be seen and known as the feeble and
powerless, and God as the only mighty one.
Hence it is that those whom God makes use of
for the advancement of His kingdom and His
cause must sometimes experience much infirmity
of body and of spirit, that all may see that God
alone is strong, faithful and wise, and that He
will help through every trial, and never will for-
sake his people. He brings salvation and deli-
verance when all hope has failed; He manifests
the power of a divine life when nothing but
death is anticipated, because while death with
its distresses and infirmities is seen working in
them, that life exhibits all its energies in those
who receive it. Thus while the work of grace is

witnessed in many and is accomplished in many
by such means, abundant thanksgivings redound
to that God who achieves such results. In
this way they are never left without courage
under the greatest difficulties, for though the
outward man may waste away, the inward spirit

is endowed with ever freshening energies. Then
while their eye is directed steadily to the things
which are unseen and eternal, and to those hea-
venly glories which God has promised His peo-
ple, they are taught by the spirit of humble
faith to speak and to confess Christ before men
with cheerfulness, and to regard their trials in
a very different light from that in whioh the eye
of sense perceives them. Those trials seem ex-
ceedingly light and transitory compared with
the eternal weight of glory, for which God is

preparing them even by such means, and for
which no suffering can be properly endured here
without fruit there, (comp. Heb. xii. 11).

2. The sure hope of eternal life and the expec-
tation of a perfect bodily nature, must make the
Christian breathe forth many a longing sigh
while he remains in this mortal body ; and the
horror which nature feels in prospect of the vio-
lent dissolution of its corporeal life, must awaken
in him a desire to escape the dying process and
to be clothed with a glorious life by an immedi-
ate transformation; but such a hope will teach
him also to be of good courage under all his

trials. Yet this courage arising from the hope
of future glory on the one hand, and the con-

sciousness that he must be, during his present
pilgrimage, without a complete and an imme-
diate fellowship with his Lord on the other, will

finally change all such longings (after such a
superimposed body) into a single great desire to

leave this state of alienation in a foreign land,

and to be at home with the Lord. Though in

this life we have many animating experiences of

Christ's graoious nearness, and have access by
faith to His throne of grace, we have neverthe-

less to encounter many hinderances in conse-

quence of our life in the flesh (Gal. ii. 20) and
we cannot behold our Lord in His essential glory.

But when a desire for a higher life has been

awakened, we shall make the moat earnest ef-

forts, in every possible way, to please the Lord.

Indeed every thing which is an essential condi-

tion to the enjoyment of our future glory will

give intensity to such efforts, for every one,

without distinction, must expect a full revelation

before the judgment seat of Christ. Every ac-

tion, even of God's children, during their bodily

life, must there be judged according to the law

of strict righteousness, and each believer must

be rewarded according to his good or evil con-

duct.

[3. Though our passage does not say that

" holy obedience is our only title to eternal life
"

(Emmons), it does distinctly assert that believers

are to be fully "manifested" at the judgment seat

of Christ, and that the reward of grace will be

proportioned exactly to that which they did in

(did) the earthly body. These ** things done

in the body " are neither expressly nor impliedly

confined to any period of life after justification,

whether this be placed in conversion or bap-

tism].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Stabu, iv. 7 :—If God had set angels or glo-

rified men to preach the Gospel, we should easily

have been astonished at such instruments, and

have ascribed the power to such glorious perso-

nages. But now when so muoh is accomplished

by poor and feeble men, the honor must be the

Lord's alone, (comp. 1 Cor. ii. 6).—Ver. 8. En-

lightened souls are full of courage, and know
how to aocommodate themselves to crosses, Ps. iii.

7 f. xxvii. 1. If afflictions arise, they suffer not

themselves to be overcome nor to cast away
their confidence. If they become involved in

dangerous circumstances, so that they know noi

how to extricate themselves, their courage will

not fail, for they know that when all human aid

is farthest, God's hand is nearest—Ver. 9. God
often protects his servants and his children in a

wonderful manner, and helps them by means of

other men. This is especially accomplished by

means of those believers who pray for them

(Acts xii. 5), minister to their temporal necessi-

ties (Phil. iv. 14-20), and afford them the means

of safety (chap. xi. 88), but it is not unfrequently

accomplished also even by means of unbelievers

(Acts xxi. 81 1).—Observe the blessed fellowship

of the members with their head! Christ's lite

was nothing but a series of sufferings, a perpet-

ual dying, for he was poor, despised and pained
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bdth in body and soul. His followers meet with

the 8ame trials, and they get no release but with

their lives. Yet he preserves them, makes them
joyful, often plucks them from danger as if by
miracle, and thus proves that he is indeed alive.

—Ver. 12. Hedinger:—Faith seeks not conceal-

ment, for it speaks, teaches and warns. The
nearer we are to death, the more diligent we
should be in our callings and our work. Hear-
ers are strengthened and confirmed in their spi-

ritual life by witnessing the sufferings and death

of those preachers who steadfastly hold to the

Gospel in all their trials.—Ver. 13. Faith gives

us the right discourse, and therefore the best li-

berty in speaking. Many speak much, but they*

will endure nothing in behalf of what they say,
' for they speak not as they should, and never
speak from faith. (Gal. vi. 12).—Ver. 14. Since

Jesus is the head of all true believers, they can
no more remain dead than a member can remain
separate from the head.—What a joy, when we
shall all be presented before Christ and be for-

ever in his society!—Ver. 15. Where much suf-

fering, and much consolation and help are expe-

rienced, thanksgivings will also abound to the

praise of God.—Ver. 17. In thy distress thou
sayest, Ah ! Lord, how long! But it is not long.

It is only in thine infirmity that it seems long.

What is time to eternity?

—

Hedingkr:—Light,

light indeed, is the cross ! Thou sayest No. it is

heavy. Lift up thine eyes to the glory. What
sayest thou now!—The more suffering on earth,

the more joy in heaven; and yet all this is of

grace and not of works, Rom. vi. 23. We de-

serve as little for our sufferings as for our
works. God makes use of them as of a file to

rasp away all that is useless in us. They are

His blessing to make the good seed germinate
within us and grow up into glory. Our earth

has many beautiful things to the praise of its

Creator, but in heaven are things a thousand
times more beautiful. Let the believer see and
admire the earthly beauty, but let him believe

and rejoice in the heavenly far more, for he will

possess and refresh himself with them forever

and ever. Are all visible things only temporal ?

then give thy heart to no creature. So use
everything you have that it shall fix your heart

more on God ; and be able and willing to let it go
when He shall see fit to remove it. The children

of this world seek satisfaction only in what is

visible, in money and property, and reputation

and worldly pleasures, but our spiritual natures

can never be satisfied with such things. If the

Divine light of faith has risen within us, we shall

turn our thoughts to our spiritual welfare; we
shall be more concerned that we may be sancti-

fied and properly adorned in God's sight, and
that we may have the heavenly joy and glory he
has promised ; and hence we shall choose a higher
and better portion.—Chap. V. 1. We have here
a salutary lesson for those who have health, that

they may not calculate with confidence upon
their health, but frequently think of their per-

ishable tabernacles, and may be always ready
for a blessed departure. Equally salutary is it

for the sick, that as their tabernacle begins to

break up, they may by faith lay hold upon the

dwelling God has built for them in heaven, and
joyfully be invested with it.—Ver. 4. A man

must be a great hero who feels no terror at

death; and although the paints have overcome
it, they are not altogether free from apprehen-
sions.—Ver. 5. All do not die happy, because
they are not all prepared, and some have not
the earnest of the Spirit.

—

Hedinger:—Heaven
will be glorious! Have wo the seal and the let-

ter for it? This is the Holy Spirit who con-
vinces us of the truth, and so sweetens the bit-

terness of death.—Ver. 6. Although Christ is

every day with his people (Matth. xxviii. 20),
and they live in communion with the Father, Son
and Spirit (Chap. xiii. 14), they are not yet where
they can behold his glory, and are only aliens so
far as relates to such a revelation of God.

—

Hedinger:—Wilt thou not go home, my child?

Away, for the danger is pressing ! Go home to

God and get out of trouble! Array thyself in

such garments as will please the Lord! Get
ready, Pilgrim, for thine eternal home ! Heb.
xiii. 14.—Ver. 7. To walk by faith is not a per-

fect life, but it is essentially a great and glorious

thing; for whoever desires it must be born of

God and be united with him. In the future life

of spiritual vision, the brightest object will be
the Son of God, in whose glorified humanity we
shall behold not only the majesty of his eternal

Godhead, but also the Father and the Holy Spi-

rit.—Ver. 8. Our home is where the place of

blessedness is, where all believers have their

home, where our Father, (James i. 18) our
mother (Gal. iv. 26), our brethren, Christ, and
those who have entered into glory are (Col. iii.

1; Heb. xii. 22 f.h and there is our habitation,

for we shall remain in it forever (Heb. xi. 14),

and it is our inheritance (1 Pet. i. 4).—Rightly
to wish for death is a mark of one who belongs
to God and is ready for his departure to a blessed

eternity (Phil. i. 23). Try thyself by this ! Who-
ever gives all his time and attention to the body,
and so thinks nothing of his soul, how can he
"have pleasure in the thought that he is to jour-

ney forth from the body (Rom. xiii. 14)?—Ver.

9. Only when we are by faith in Christ, and all

our works are from Him, can our walk be pleas-

ing to God. The best evidence that we are en-

tirely acceptable to God is, that we are striving

in all things to please Him; and that we are dis-

pleased with our own imperfections, and so are
always humble.—Ver. 10. We are even now per-
fectly manifest at all times before the Lord, but
we need to become manifest hereafter, that the
whole world may see what we have been, whether
we were good or bad. Many can now play the
rogue under their disguises, but in due time
every thing shall be revealed before the eyes
of angels and the whole world. Without fault

of thine own thou mayest suffer, but God sees it,

and he will surely bring thine innocence to light.

Ve unjust judges who.turn aside the righteous

cause, and ye Epicurean worldlings who live

without shame, and sport yourselves in sin, how
will it be when you stand before Christ's judg-
ment seat? Turn or tremble (2 Chron. xix. 6 t;

1 Pet. iv. 5) ! In this world it is often with the

godly as if they were ungodly, and with the un-
godly as if they were godly (Eccles. ix. 2 ft).

Should not the leaf some day be turned? God
is righteous; and He must have a judgment day
to give each one his due reward (Rom. it 6-9).
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Bbblbnb. Bibli, Vkel 7:—We need to be
convinced of our inability, that grace may shine
the brighter, and that we may not confound the

creature with the Creator and nature with grace.

God is not a God for seasons of prosperity or

court favor merely, but a God of patience. We
should bless Him for such methods with us as

are indicated in Matth. xii. 20.—Ver. 8. A genu-?

ine triumphal song. Let no one ever despair;

only be faithful. Though God never overburdens
His children, they must expect sometimes to be
in perplexity. But when our passions cease to

boil, the impurities which might otherwisebecome
sedentary, are driven off. Anxiety and doubt
will retire before the spirit of faith.—Ver. 9.

We must often be thrown like a bail hither and
thither, but we need fear no evil for we have a
Lord who delivers from death.—Ver. 10. Wo
must not be ashamed of a sanctified cross-bear-
ing. But first we must take up the cross, have
fellowship in the death of Christ daily, and
never shake off from our necks what God lays

upon them.—Death before life! such is God's
inviolable law.—Our fallen nature cannot receive

the blessed life of God in Christ, until we have
given up our own mind and will to God.—Rea-
son says: "What to me is a life which can be
gained only by death ? " and it praises the scorner
who merrily enjoys the world. Others despise
the, idea as a vain fancy. But the believer

knows better whom he has believed, and by what
power it is that he must live.—Unless thou
holdest before the eye of thy heart every day,
hour and moment-, as thy only true glass, the de-
spised cross of Jesus, and His perpetual renun-
ciation of Himself, no permanent rest canst thou
know, and the Holy Spirit who is the Spirit of
Christ and not of the world, can never dwell
with thee.—Ver. 11. Thou art no longer in the

state in which God made thee, but thou must be
cured of disease before thou canst be blessed.

Blame not God then and call Him cruel when He
is carrying thee through this process. He never
makes us experience the power of this death,

until He bestows upon us a power to live a spi-

ritual life. Christ therefore gains over our wills

that He may subdue them in spite of the oppo-
sition of the flesh. But a Christian always soars
in spirit to the eternal and heavenly world, and
thence derives strength for a new and secret

life.—Ver. 12. God allows the Christian, on his

first conversion, to enjoy much spiritual delight,

that h« may perceive the advantages he has
gained, and may be encouraged to go forward in

face of death.—It often seems a great mystery
when the watchman suffers for those committed
to his trust (Col. i. 24). And yet a good shep-
herd is willing to give his life for the sheep
(John x. 12), not indeed to redeem them, for

Christ alone can do that, but because He is

stronger and must go before them that are weak.
—Ver. 13. Faith in Christ gives the believer a
new life, for it draws down living and active

energies from God ; and while it allows Him no
rest but in God, it gives him true rest there,

with life and strength, victory and complete salva-

t ion. No one must attempt to live without this

Spirit, for nothing else can give us the beams of
Divine light and cheer our souls, with the

radiancy of a heavenly life. Where this exists

deeply in the heart, it will find expression in

the lips. It will take away all our timidity, and
make us willing not only to confess Christ for

ourselves, but to carry the Gospel to our fellow-

men.—Ver. 14. He who raised up Jesus from
the dead, imparts to all who put faith in Him,
the confident assurance and lively feeling that

they too shall not be left- in the grave.—Christ
has acquired the right to represent and intro-

duce His members wherever He is Himself. He
will hereafter bestow upon us blessings, far sur-

passing what the Gospel now gives us, for as
yet we have had to endure very much of the

shame of the cross—Ver. 15. Ministers should
strive to make all their sufferings as well as their

labors a means of edification to all around them.

—In no way is God more glorified than when .

man gives up himself in his utmost glory as no-
thing, that he may be made what infinite wisdom
and love may think best.—Ver. 16. A Christian

should not voluntarily bring troubles upon him-
self, for a false nature may of its own choice
involve itself in difficulties, and then make a
martyrdom out of it. If our heavenly Father is

pleased to let our outward man, in connection
with which God has in His wisdom decreed that

all our spiritual and corporeal troubles shall

take place, fall into decay and perish. His will

be done. The renewal of the inner, the hidden
man of the heart (1 Pet. iii. 4), is usually in con-

nection with the aecay of the outward man. In
proportion as we are daily melted in the fire of

affliction, we grow in the kingdom of God. Ac-
cording to the crucifixion of our flesh will be the

activity of the spirit and the life of the man in

Christ—Nothing more promotes the daily reno-

vation of even the converted man, than the.

cross.—Every pain, sorrow and trouble is a
needful birth pang, for the production of a new
life and for its healthful growth.—Ver. 17. The
fear of the cross, which young converts and
many who are patiently pressing on in the Divine

life, are accustomed to feel, outweighs all they

can endure in this world, and is not worthy of

mention if they think of making a merit or a
matter of importance of their afflictions. How-
ever long or severe any trial may be, it sinks to

nothing, the moment we catch a reflection of the

future glory. Our choleric tempers cannot long

bear the fire of affliction. The suffering will seem
intolerable because our sense and reason cannot
get beyond the eternal and temporal.—You who
complain so much of the weight of our sufferings,

can yet bear very well the weight of glory which
is to be found under the cross —Rejoice rather,

for death, pain, sickness, and loss of honor, of

property, of friends and of comforts, if for con-

science's sake, are nothing but gain. The mo-
ment we begin to enjoy the fruits of our suffer-

ings, we see the cross in a new light and are

ashamed that we were not always faithful In-

deed, it ought to have been glory enough to bear
reproach with the Son of God. But who can
tell the glory which in another life follow these

brief sufferings? Even a foretaste of these has
often been sufficient to carry God's people alto-

gether beyond themselves, and to cause them to

break out into the highest strains of exultation.

—Ver. 18. We must get accustomed to raise our

thoughts above our outward state and seek in
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God, where our treasure and best portion are,

the motives of our daily life, our consolation,

our counsel and our peace. Our troubles will

then seem very insignificant. As when a man is

on a high tower or mountain, objects far below

him seem very small and even invisible, so to a

mind in communion with God, all temporal

things and all sufferings of course will seem
small indeed. We very soon find, when our car-

nal minds try to make something interesting of

the things that are seen, that they are indeed

fleeting and vain. How easy then to use such

things as a test whether we have true faith or

not (Heb. xi. I). Chap. V. 1. How will it be

with us when our present mortal bodies are dis-

solved ? We say indeed, we hope for the best

feut what reason for hope have we ? Those who
in this life have been dead to sin, have put off the

old man with its affections and lusts, when they

come to die, give honor to Him who in His death

gave them life ; they have put on a new man, which
after this life shall be invested with another

body, a habitation in the Jerusalem which is

above, an angelic body, formed indeed from this

earthly one, but endowed with such heavenly at-

tributes that it shall never be destroyed. He
who is unwilling to have his old house demolished
may well tremble when his Lord shall come, and
after all shall break it up against his will.—Ver.

2. Our sighs, which seem now so painful, are

nevertheless longings which spring from a sight

of something better and can be satisfied with
nothing here. They are a kind of necessity for

man; for after all, a great treasure, something
supernatural, is concealed under them. Eternity

is thus at work in our souls, for its eternal long-

ings have taken possession of them. These may
be faint and confused at first, and hence they
must be direoted and brought to distinctness.

The longings have reference to the great end of

our existence, but the sighs to our present con-

dition along the way.—Ver. 8. The spirit of man
appears to be by itself naked, as it were un-
clothed. It is therefore incomplete before God
until it is invested with a new body of spiritual

Sowers and light. Those who desire to enter the

iew Jerusalem must have within themselves that

spiritual building which belongs to the new crea-

tion, viz: the character and image of God, by
which this mother can recognize her child.—Ver.

4. Our mortality is now a burden, but God so

changes its nature that when it is assailed we
think of something very different. It is natural
for us to wish we could avoid the separation of

our souls from our bodies, and by an instantane-

ous change (1 Cor. xv. 61 f.) be with Christ in

the resurrection state. But ere this.oanbewe
must be unclothed. The mortal must be dried
up, but life must enter its remains. It is right

to love life, but we may hasten too fast, or go in

the wrong direction in pursuit of it. Here it is

that sense is likely to intermeddle and do mis-
chief. But Christ took upon Himself even this

fleshly nature, though without sin. It is no evil in

itself, but only a token that a man has life in

himself. Christ assumed it not that He might
retain it forever, but that he might in due time
lay it aside. "Not my will," He said, "as far

as it is a human will, but Thy Divine will." In
that ffreat conflict He maintained His ground,

and His success should be our encouragement.
We may, indeed, eee in Him what it costs to bring
the will into its proper state. But just as He
overcame, by subjecting the lower to the higher
nature, so must we.—Ver. 6. God does not aban-
don His work, and His spirit puts His seal upon
our hearts that we may have, what we very much
need, a certainty for the future.—Ver. 6. Just
as far as we succeed in making the present
world our home, we shall be absent from the

Lord, and without the complete enjoyment of

Him.—Ver. 7. Faith unites us with God and
gives us as high a knowledge of Him as is

possible in the present life. But clear as this

faith is in itself, it is in fact dark to us. We
do not behold the face of God with an unob-
structed vision. And yet this obscure faith

gives us a fur brighter light than can ever be
attained by seeking to find out God by the high-
est exercise of merely human reason.—Ver. 8,

Though we are yet far from our native land, we
are full of cheerful confidence. We are citizens

of it still (Eph. ii. 19; Phil ill. 20), and in some
respects are already there (Heb. xii. 22).

—

Ver. 9. Wherever we may be, our only honors
are in another world ; let us, then, for the pre-

sent be satisfied with God's allotments, and give

ourselves completely up to be led as He pleases.

—

Ver. 10. This is a stimulus which the believer

always needs, for he has always some remnants
of an evil nature.—Everything which is now
conoealed must one day come to light, and be
either condemned or approved. It is surely a
righteous thing that God should recompense
to every man what he has thought, spoken, or
done, according to all that he has done by means
of the body. Everything which men have done
—all the evil which the redeemed as well as the

good, which the lost have done, will be investi-

gated and scrutinised with the strictest justice.

—Blessed, indeed, will they be whose works shall

be found right. And yet those in whom Christ
Jesus lives, reigns and works will own Him as
the source of all their goodness. Such a bles-

sedness and dignity will be of the most exalted

nature. No worlts will then be recognised or
accepted before God except those which belong
to believers justified by faith, and saved by
grace; for all others will be traced to some false

principle.

Rieger:—Ver. 7. God conceals His choicest

instruments under the lowliness of the Cross-
not that they may be undervalued, but that they

may show their unshaken dependence upon the

Lord Jesus.—The ability and disposition to un-
dertake the work of the ministry, the knowledge
of Christ by means of a Divine enlightenment,

the honesty not to seek our own selves, the wil-

lingness to spend and be spent in the service of

another, the courage never to be ashamed of any
of Christ's words, the good conscience which
nevertheless avoids all private dishonor, the sin-

cerity which never corrupts God's word, and the

untiring patience which never gives out—all this

treasure Christ's servants have in a frail outward
man (chap. iv. 16) in an earthly tabernacle which
is liable to be broken up at any moment (chap,

v. 1 ). Such an earthly vessel may have a spe-

cial fragility of its own (comp. x. 10) in addition

to the general weakness of its kind. If wc are
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never weary, if our spirit and power is demon-
strated in the consciences of other men, and if

we are sufficient for all our duties, it is because

we continually receive from God a stream of in-

fluences which keeps us in dependence upon Him
and sustains our inward life. Thus our weak-
ness and the Divine support are always seen in

mutual relations.—Ver. 8ff. As the Apostle re-

peats his " not, not," we not only see the encou-

ragement which faith supplies and the victory

he gained over his own natural feelings, but the

happy issue of each trial tends to bring to light

and to refute those secret objections which other

men are apt to feel with respect to the humilia-

tions of the Cross.—Ver. lOf. The infirmities

which our Lord Jesus took upon Himself, and
which continued with Him until death, the pur-
pose never to use His Divine powers for His perso-

nal relief, whatever contempt might be heaped
upon Him on this account by carnal-minded
men, are now the proper medium through
which we have fellowship with Him in His life,

and we must now bear them about with us,

and never intentionally conceal them.—Ver. 12.

It is in Christ's ministers that we may most im-
pressively see the fellowship of Christ's suffer-

ings and the likeness of His death ; but in the

conversion of souls, in the powerful effects of the
Gospel, in the awakening life and flourishing

condition of the Church, we have a proportionate
proof of His life.—Ver. 18. Those who openly
tonfess the truth and cheerfully suffer for it,

must have a believing spirit and a firm hold upon
invisible realities.—Ver. 14. Faith always finds

access to God only through Christ. The resur-

rection and glorification of Jesus is the true
ground for hoping that God will raise up and
present us also. Only in this light shall we be
able to estimate what each one gains or loses un-
der the sufferings or unclothings of our present
state.—Ver. 15. Every thing we ministers ac-

quire by our spiritual treasures is intended to

win, to confirm, and to relieve, as much as possi-

ble, you the people. The more, then, you observe
how this abounding grace of God sustains us un-
der our trials, the more you have reason to give

God thanks.—Ver. 16. Our bodies, lives, health,

strength, comforts, prospects and all that we
have on earth, may be gradually wasted in con-
sequence of our fellowship with Christ's suffer-

ings ; but the heart, the spirit which animates us
in it, and the willingness to spend every thing in

the service of God, will never be changed, be-
cause it is always enlivened by hope.—Ver. 17.

According to the great principle of the Divine
kingdom: "Through suffering to glory," every
trouble we have gives us a pledge of the glory, a
salutary foretaste of the powers of the world to

come, such as we could never obtain without the

decay of our outward man.—Ver. 18. Every mo-
ment, in all our public discourses, testimonies,

ministerial work, and intercourse with our peo-
ple, we are making our choice and laying hold
upon and aiming at either the temporal or the

eternal.

—

Chap. v. 1. The word of God and the
spirit of faith which it produces tends uniformly
to humility, but never to feebleness of spirit ; and
it teaches men to think but little, but not con-
temptuously, of the body. Inasmuch as houses,
tents, clothing, are very necessary and very con-

venient, we should learn that our bodies are not
to be hated. But as such things can be laid

aside and be changed without tearing away any
portion of our hearts, we should learn that our
bodies ought not to be over-valued.—The house
which is from heaven, that portion of the hea-
venly glory which every believer will have for

an ornament and a covering, and the residence
in which the inward life of his spirit manifests
itself to others and receives from them its high-
est enjoyments, is not given him until the earthly
tabernacle fails off; for it has been prepared,
designed and promised only for that occasion.

As this is of heavenly origin, it will never be
dissolved, and can perceive heavenly things.

—

Vers. 2-4. Our heavenly calling gives us the

hope of a house above, while we are enduring
the oppression of our earthly tabernacle, that we
may under both influences sigh to be clothed

upon by the higher house.—Our spiritual nature
has always abundant reason to long for a deliver-

ance from our present bodies. Great as our en-

joyments may be on earth, we cannot but sigh

for something better. Our reluctance to be un-
clothed may therefore be beneficial in moderating
nnd purifying our longings for deliverance.

—

Ter. 6. By faith and the dealings of His provi-

dence, God is always preparing us for this glory,

always cherishing our hopes and longings for it,

and always chastening and purifying the expres-
sion of our desires. Oh, bow wisely has God
combined together in our worldly and spiritual

experience these after throes of our troublesome
life and these longings for future glory !—Vers.

6-8. True faith prepares us for either alterna-

tive ; whether to remain in the flesh, or to lay

aside our present tabernacles.— We walk by faith,

and we are therefore cheerful during our pil-

grimage ; but. the feeling that our Lord is not in

sight often makes us forlorn and desolate when
we are in trouble.—Nothing that we can do or

enjoy on earth can be compared with being ab-

sent from the body and at home with the Lord.

—

Ver. 9f. The effort to be, and the consciousness
that we are, accepted of the Lord, is our strength

along the way, and will be our satisfaction when
we rer.ch our home.—This Divine approbation
will be publicly awarded when we stand at the

judgment seat of Christ.—Great power of faith,

which makes us joyful even in the day of

judgment!
Heubner:—Chap. iv. 7. In these dying bodies

great and glorious treasures are hidden. We
are never perfectly pure and true, except when
we ascribe every thing good to God.—Ver. 8.

The Christian's superiority to the world and his

peculiar skill are owing to his watchfulness,

steadfastness of purpose, cheerfulness and calm-

ness of mind.—Ver. 9. The more persecution

and ill-will we receive from our fellow-men, the

more cheering is God's favor, and the nearer is

His aid. When the danger is most imminent,

His servants may feel sure of a speedy deliver-

ance—Ver. lOf. The death and the life of Christ

should be revealed in every Christian by a con-

tinual self-sacrifice for others, and by a power to

overcome all temporal Bufferings.—Ver. 12. The

more a man sacrifices himself, the more power he

has over others. In this case life comes from

death.—Ver. 18. When faith urges thee on, let
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not thy mouth keep thee back. But without

faith, thy speech will displease God and bate no
blessing. Without faith no one can give a true

testimony for God; but with faith no one can re-

frain from it.—Ver. 14. The hope of an eternal

life makes us strong to give up a temporal.

—

Ver. 15. The reason that pious men are kept in

the world is that they may bring the wandering
to the path of safety. God's grace should be ce-

lebrated by well-filled choirs. It is sad to hear

His praises from such feeble choirs on earth.

Thank God, it will not be so in heaven !—Ver.

16. The more our life of sense is renounced, the

purer, the stronger and the more triumphant
will be the life of the spirit. Piety always re-

juvenates the inner man (Isa. xl. 80 f.).—Vers.

17, 18. Troubles are light when they come from
men, and affect only the outward man. All that

earth can do is as nothing to him who has God's
grace; but God's wrath is terrible indeed ! Our
indemnification for all sufferings and sacrifices is

infinitely greater than our pains, our reproaches,

and the loss of all earthly things could be ; for God
gives us everlasting joy and honor. The only
condition is a heavenly mind, directed to the

eternal world as the needle to the pole. We
should see no reality any where else.-—CHAP. v.

1. The hope of a glorified body comforts the sick

and holds the spirit as if it were a foreigner in

the (earthly) body.—Ver. 2. The worldly man is

terrified at the thought of losing his body, and
he wishes it might be his home forever; but the

Christian sighs for its dissolution. A truly pious

longing to die is the Christian's home-sickness,

hut the desire which many have to die is only a
desire to be free from trouble.—Ver. 8. A body
is necessary to the soul, and the resurrection of

the body will bring an inconceivable augmenta-
tion to our bliss. Ver. 4. Nearly all the troubles

and oppressions which we experience during our
earthly life spring from the body. Ver. 6. God
has reserved to man a better portion than this

world can give. The Holy Spirit, by a celestial

birth, makes us children of God, ana, of course,

immortal. Whoever knows by experience this

Divine life, can never think of its interruption or
cessation. A Divine life must be an eternal life.

—Ver. 6. Our earthly life of care is only a brief

pilgrimage.—Ver. 7. Our only fellowship with
the Lord must be by faith. On earth we cannot
behold Him immediately, nor hold direct inter-

course with Him through any of our senses.

None but a fanatio will think of a visible intui-

tive enjoyment of Him here.—Ver. 8. The Chris-
tian's home-sickness never paralyses, enfeebles or
effeminates him, as a natural home-sickness fre-

quently does the worldly man; but it rather
sanctifies and strengthens him.—Ver. 0. The
assurance of being united to Christ makes the
believer long more earnestly to please the Lord.
This will not leave him even in the future world,
for even there shall he remain in the service of
the Lord.—Ver. 10. 1. We must all stand before
Him, for none can escape Him. Whoever is in-

clined to call this right of Christ in question will

mrely experience its terror in his own heart. 2.

The thought that thy heart will be revealed is

either joyful and comforting or terrible (John v.

24. We read elsewhere of a condemning, but

here of a revealing judgment The latter is ra-
ther a Christian glorification).

W. F. Bisskr:—Ver. 7. The transcendent
power which triumphs over all earthly things
which makes the ministers of Christ superior to
all suffering, and which sometimes is communi-
cated from him to others, is owing not to the ex-
cellence of the vessel, but to the preciousness of
the treasure it contains; not to the person of the
preacher, but to the name he proclaims; not to
the natural ability of man, but to God's grace and
word of power. The saying the Apostle uses re-
specting the treasure in earthern vessels is true in
general of all Christians who possess the precious
pearl, Christ Jesus, in the shell of this natural
life.—Vers. 8-10. "I shall never die," says the
Church, as she bears forth the treasures of
Christ's kingdom, "but live to make the Lord's
work known to all men" (Ps. cxviii. 17).—Vers.
18, 14. Though much distress may follow her
confession, faith can never withhold the confes-
sion itself (Rom. x. 10), and in making it she
becomes conscious of herself and grows.—Ver.
15. The more thanksgiving, the more grace (Ps.
1. 23}.—Ver. 16. At no time do the energies of a
new life stream forth so freshly and with such
quickening power upon the heart of the Christian
as when he is in the vale of adversity. " Day
by day!" Paul was not "already perfect."

—

Ver. 17. In God's hand is a pair of balances;
one scale of which is called Time and the other
Eternity. In the former are weighed earthly
afflictions, and in the other future glorv.—Chap.
v. 1. Christ gives Himself to His people, even in
this life, in such a way that they may be one
spirit and one body with Him spiritually, and
also sacramentally by faith ; but when we behold
Him in our spiritual bodies, He will prove Him-
self to be that perfect Love which communicates
its whole self to its loved ones!—Ver. 8. We
need to be clothed and covered in this life, or we
can never be clothed upon with our house from
heaven in the day of the Lord. We must put on
the Lord Jesus Christ, as He gives Himself now
for a spriritual clothing to all who receive Him
by faith through the word and sacraments (Gal.
iii. 27 ; Rom. xiii. 14). Only thus shall we be
able^n the day of final visitation, to put on the
same Christ in His glory (Rom. viii. 80), over
our present mortal nature, whose original naked-
ness will be covered by grace and so will be ca-
pable of the further investiture of a glorious im-
mortality (Rom. iii. 18).—Ver. 4. As in Spring
the green branches and leaves are thrown over
the trees and transform the rigid mourning ha-
biliments of Winter into the fresh garments of
Spring, so will the Lord Jesus Christ, our life

from heaven (Col. iii. 4), triumphantly lay hold
upon all that is mortal in us and abolish it in an
immortal nature (1 Cor. xv. 64 f.).—Vers. 6-8.

The native citixens of heaven are foreigners on
earth, just as the heirs of the promised land were
wanderers without a home in the wilderness
(Heb. xi. 13-16). Our residence in earthly bo-
dies necessarily implies that we should have pos-

session of and perceive our Saviour in no other
way than by faith. Sense and reason cannot^
apprehend Him ; only faith, the new sense which
God gives to the new man, and which is conver-
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sant with things unseen, can discover or receive

Him as He is presented in the Gospel.—Yer. 10.

Just as in this life our body is the vessel and in-

strument for all that we have and do by faith, so

in another life will the body be the vessel and
instrument for possessing and enjoying by means
of direot vision. Gloriously will the blessed-

ness of these bodies be manifested, when those

features of sorrow which have been imprinted
upon our mortal bodies, so as to make us like

Christ here, shall be brightened up in our risen

bodies with the reflected radiance of our Lord's

glorified body (Rom. yiii. 29).

X.—FURTHER ASSERTION OF THE PURITY OF HIS CONDUCT AND OF ITS PRO-

F0VNDER REASONS. THESE DEPEND UPON HIS RELATION TO CHRIST AND HIS

SPECIAL WORK TO MAKE KNOWN GOD'S METHOD OF RECONCILIATION BY
CHRIST.

ChaptuV. 11-421.

11 Knowing therefore the terror [fear] of the Lorfl, we persuade men; but we are

made manifest untQ God; and I trust also are made manifest in jour consciences.

12 For [ooi. For] 1 we commend not ourselves again unto you, but [we say this to] give you
occasion to glory on our behalf, that ye may have somewhat to answer them which

13 glory in appearance [in face, h 7rpo<rd>xu>]
}
and cot in* heart. For whether we be

beside ourselves, it is to [for] God : or whether we be sober [of sound mind], it is for

14 your cause. For the love of Christ constraineth us; because we thus judge [judged],

15 that if [om. if]
9 one died for all, then [therefore] were all dead [all died] : And that

[om. that] he died for all, that they which live should not henceforth live unto them
selves, but unto him which died for them [om. for them] and rose again [for them],

16 Wherefore henceforth know we no man after [according to] the flesh: yea [om. yea]4

though [and if] we have known Christ after [according to] the flesh, yet now hence-

17 forth know we Aim no more [so no longer]. Therefore [so that, wart] if any man he

in Christ he is a new creature: old things are passed away; behold, all things [they]*

18 are become new. And all things are of God, who has reconciled us to himself by

Jesus [om. Jesus]6 Christ, and hath given [gave] to us the ministry of reconciliation

;

19 To wit, that [because, ws 8rt] God was in Christ, reconciling the [a] world unto

himself, not imputing their trespasses unto them; and hath committed unto ns the

20 word of reconciliation. Now (hen we are ambassadors for Christ, as though God did

beseech you [om.ytm] by us: we pray you [om. you] in Christ's stead, be ye [om. ye]

21 reconciled to God. For [om For]7 he hath made Trim to Jc sin for us whcuknew no

sin; that we might be made [become]8 the righteousness of Qod in him.

i Ver. 12,—The testimony In behalf of yap it not convincing; II it omitted by the beet authorities fB. C. TX (1st Cor.)

F. Q. Sin., the Lat. Syr. and Copt versions^ Corysott. and Theodoret ef. aL Titch. ioserts it however, and thinks it betrayt
no evidence of being an emendation].

* Ver. 12.—Lachmann has ftij iv before aapstf [and he Is snstained by B. and Sin. et alJ) but it is not sufficiently

authenticated. It was probably an emendation to adapt the passage to the subjective explanation [Winer's Gram. { 69, i
In D. (1st. Oor.) E. F. we have instead ovk e>J.

* Yer. 16.—The ct before *U is left out In the best M8S4 It was probably an Interpolation to make out a better logical

connection. Do Wette thlnkf it was left out by a mistake of transcribers, or because a hypothetical form of expression
seemed Improper on such a subject [Teschendorf inserts et, but acknowledges the high authority of B. and D. (to which
must now be added Sinait.) against him. He was much influenced by the testimony of the Volg. and Copt. Versions and bis

fcvorite C. Alford and Meyer omit the word].

* Verse 15.—Ai after « was probably inserted for the sake of the oonneotiea, but strong testimony is against it. Soms
MSS. have ft 6e, and others cot <u [Lacuna, and Alford have ft icai ; Rec has si W sol].

* Ver. 17.—Lftchni. throws out vft nirra on the authority of B. 0. ef. al., end by others these words are placed before
Koiva. Meyer thinks that transcribers passed over them on account of the following tA W vivra. fTisch. agrees with thf

Bee. in inserting them, but Alford and Stauley (with B. 0. D. (1st Cor.) F. and Sin. d aL) omit them].

P Ver. 18.—Rec. has 'I^asO before xpt?rov, but the best MSS. B. 0. D. (1st Oor.) f. and Sin., most of the versions and
Chrysost.) omit it].

1 Ver. 21.—In the best MSS. yap It wanting.

* Ver. 31.- Authorities are decidedly in laror of yttmfirta. Bee. bat yuxsjKfta, [Alford tayt, " with none ofourMSS.;"
but it hat many cursives to sustain It}.
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EXEGKTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Viae. 11, 12. Blowing therefore the
fear of the Lord.—This is probably an infer-

ence from tv. 9 and 10, but doubts have been
raised respecting not onlj that inference but the

interpretation of the individual sentences and
their relation to one another. Some take rob

Kvplov as the genitive of the subject, t. e. since we
know the terror of the Lord, and are acquainted
with the fear which it inspires, or since we are
not ignorant of the fearful things we must meet
when we stand before Christ's judgment seat,

and behold His awful majesty. In this case our
minds are turned to the fearful judgment which
is to reveal all things and to arraign all who
have done evU (ver. 10). It must be conceded
that the expression never has such a meaning
any where else in the New Testament and espe-
cially in Paul's writings, where it evidently sig-

nifies the fear we have for God. And yet with
this latter meaning eiS&rec—[which always refers

to beholding (or knowing in consequence of be-

holding) what is visible to the external sense]

—

does not seem to correspond ; we should rather
have had kxovre^. Riiekert's explanation, know-
ing the true fear of the Lord, •. e. in what it

consists, introduces something new, for in the
context we have had no reference to any false

fear to which this would be opposed. But the
interpretation proposed by Meyer et al. vi». 'since

we are no strangers to the feeling of a holy reve-

rence for Christ as our Judge;' has no gramma-
tical objection to it, for the perf. etihxu may
have the sense of not only a practical (to under-
stand something), but a theoretical Knowledge
(comp. Phil. iv. 12) [especially when it is de-

rived from an intercourse with the things known].
Neander paraphrases the sentence thus: "we
know what the fear of the Lord (Christ) requires

of a man; for it will make him act under a
sense of his responsibility."— we oonvinoe
Men.—The same words in Gal. i. 10, have the
sense of: to win over to our side by arguments
(comp. Acts xii. 20). The idea of something im-
moral is connected with it there, on account of
the context; and hence some regard it here,

either as a question, (do we persuade men?)
which is hardly allowable, or as an indicative

sentence expressing a bare possibility : " even if

I could deceive men (craftily persuade, or draw
over by talking) I should nevertheless be mani-
fest to God." The mere indicative, howeVer,
eonld not be made to express this, and an arbi-

trary interpolation of some clause like : "as our
opponents say," would become necessary. But
even if the word is taken in the sense of: to

oonvinoe, we are led to inquire, of what? Some
reply : * that we know the fear of the Lord, 1

or,

< that we fear the Lord.! But this is not very
agreeable to the relations of the sentence. Others
Say: «that we are earnestly endeavoring to be
acceptable to God' (ver. 9), and hence •< that we
are sincere in our work." This seems to us
most natural; and Neander thus paraphrases
it : we are called upon to prove what our dis-

position is ;' this can be manifest only to God,
for man can take cognisance of no such matter.

We therefore endeavor to convince men that they

do us injustice (by their bisections), and that

we are actuated by a true Christian spirit.

Certainly the subject of discussion in the con-
nection was the person and the ministry of the
Apostle; and nothing leads us to think of a per-
suasion of the general truth of Christianity, as
if a motive for the better performance of his

work was to be drawn from what is mentioned
in ver. 10. Such a construction would essen-
tially destroy the idea of any thing to be gained
for Christianity.—We now oome to the contrast:

—but to God we have been already man-
ifested,—and the sentence connected with it:

—and I hope also we have been mani-
fested in your consciences,—in which We
have an obvious reference to chap, iv: 2 where
he had spoken of commending themselves to

the conscience of trery man (owtcrtivres iavrctof

irpd? iraeau oweltirfoiv av&pfar). Even this, how-
ever, refers probably to the manner in which
he had discharged his Apostolic duties, and to

the honest and sincere efforts he bad made to

please only God. He knew he was without con-
cealment in the presence of the Omniscient,
whose perfect light will reveal not him alone,

but all things before the judgment seat of Christ

(ver. 10). He also hoped that he was made
manifest in the consciousness, or the conscience
of the Corinthians among whom the Divine light

had shone so brightly, and among whom he had
given so many impressive proofs of his spirit.

'BXiri&tv is here expressive of an opinion that

something was true, and the confident expecta-
tion that it would turn out to be so. Observe
the transition to the first pers. sing, on the
introduction of a matter so purely personal.

From a point which God had so distinctly

revealed that it needed no more attention

to secure a favorable judgment, the Apostle
tarns to convince those who could not see

his heart and who were too easily influenced

by false appearances and the unfavorable re-

marks of others, that he was not actuated in

what he was saying by an idle vanity of which
God would disapprove, but by a pious regard for

the great day of final revelation. In this convic-

tion is involved also the consequences to himself

after all the gain, the confidence and the esteem
he might acquire, and of course the opposite

prejudices he might have to meet, should be set

aside. The object of the sentence, however, is

not precisely to assign the motive of his conduot
(ei66rcf), as if he had said : " Since we know "

(a form which would best suit Luther's transla-

tion: "Sofahren wir schdn mit den Leiiten," [also

Tyndale's and Cranmer's English version: "we
fare fayre wyth men}, i. e.> we do not tyrannise

over and drive the people by excommunications,
etc., but wo teach them by gentle means, etc. ; a
translation and an interpretation which is op-

posed to the grammatical sense); but it is to

define more particularly the ire(&oftevy
and to show

that it was done in a pious spirit So far as re-

lates to the essential meaning, it comes to tho

same result whether rob /cvpfov be taken as the

genitive of the object or the genitive of the subject.

In either case the Apostle intended to assure them
in the participial sentence (ver. 11) that he acted

under a reverential sense of the Divine presence

and with reference to that tribunal before which
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all things were to bo revealed. Wo may, per-

haps, explain it thus: we act in full view of the

awful things connected with the Judge, or under
the reverential fear which the thought of him, t.

«., the terror of the Lord the Judge, awakens.

The common usage of the language would proba-

bly decide us in favor of the former view.—We
are not again oommending ourselvesunto
yon.—The yap, which some important manu-
scripts insert after ovf has induced some com-
mentators to look for an intimate connection

with ver. 11. The Apostle has been made to

say: 'we hope we have been manifest in your
consciences, for we are not oommending our-

selves, etc. He did not commend himself, for he
presupposed that he bad already been made
manifest to their consciences. I am already as-

sured of your confidence, for I am not thus com-
mending myself in order to recommend myself
to you, but it is to give you, etc. But as the

best critical authorities are not in favor of the

ydp, a very good connection is made out, by sup-

posing that he is here meeting a possible mis-

construction of the confidence he had expressed,

or rather of the whole vindication he had made of

himself in ver. 11, comp. on iii. 1.—But we eay
these things to give you an oocasion for

boasting on our behalf.—From the words
iavrovg ovviOT&vofuv

y
we conclude that Myoftev

ravra (not iofitv) must be supplied before hXKa—
6i66vreg. The word a<popfifj occurs also in chap. xi.

12; Gal. v. 13; Rom. vii. 8, 11; 1 Tim. v. 14. It

properly signifies the point from which an un-
dertaking takes its start, a point of support, a
holding point ; hence the necessary means for

doing or attaining any thing, the materials or
means which give occasion for it. In connection
with this, Kabxn\ui must mean, not the matter re-

specting which one glories, but only the honor
or glory which is the result of the glorying.

The words imkp jft&v signify, in our favor, for

our advantage, as in chap. vii. 4, 14; viii. 24;
ix. 2, 8; xii. 6 (giving him the honor due for his

faithful and sincere labors in planting and sus-

taining the Church). This idea is carried out

in the final sentence:—that ye may have an
answer against those who boast in ap-
pearanoe (face) and not in heart.—After

Iva £;ryre, either rl or Xeyeiv ri must be under-
stood. The sense of fretv here *8: t° nav© in

readiness (1 Cor. xiv. 26), and np6g must signify

:

against. They should have something with
whioh they might meet the Apostle's opponents,
with whom they had become so captivated that

they needed to have such an occasion given them
by him. We have here a delicate reference to

the way in which they had been turned against

him by the influence of such men. Those against

whom the Corinthians ought to have boasted in

his behalf, he calls in an antithetical sentence,

men who boasted kv npoa&nu ical ov Kapdip. By
h irpootiiru he must have meant either: in the
sight of men, in contrast with those who had a
true approbation of their own consciences before

God, or (in better correspondence with usage
in other places 1 Cor. iii. 21, et alA: what
was visible in the sight of men. In the latter

case, fTp6aun(1i and Kaodig. would stand in con-

trast with one another, as the external and the

internal. Ilpfocmov would be equivalent to the

face or countenance, and the object of their

boasting would be the holiness, the zeal, the

love, etc., which might be seen in a man's pre-

sence, not what existed in the heart. The hearts

of those to whom he here alluded, he implies

were destitute of all that of which they boasted.

He designates their act not according to its in-

tention, but according to the fact. (Meyer). Or
irpdauTOv may be taken as equivalent to the per-

son (whether it were a man's own or other peo-

ple's person), personal relations, connections,

leaders, ancestors, and particularly his external

relations to Christ (ver. 16; xi. 18 f.; 1 Cor. i.

12); and icapdia, in this case, would signify that

which is internal and noblest in man, that which
God looks upon (1 Sam. xvi. 7) as the seat of

faith, the proper ground of all true boasting.

(Osiander). As frpdouirov almost uniformly bears

in other places the sense of the face, the first in-

terpretation is probably to be preferred. Ths
sense will then be: those who boast not so much
of the heart as of the face, and whose piety,

therefore, is seen entirely in the countenance,

etc. The reference, therefore, is to hypocrites.

[Chrysostom: "He does not bid them glory on

his account absolutely, t. 0., when no cause ex-

isted, and they had no occasion, but when his

adversaries began to extol themselves. In all

things he looks out for a fitting occasion. His

object was not to induce them to make him il-

lustrious, but to silence those who improperly

commended themselves to the injury of others.

Such gloried in what is seen for display. They
did all things out of a love of honor, and they

wore an aspect of piety and venerability, while

they were empty inwardly and destitute of good

works."]
Vans. 18-15. For whether we have been

beside ourselves it is for G-od.—He now
shows them that they had good reason for boast-

ing of him rather than of those who depreciated

him, for if he was to be judged by what he had

done among them, they could not doubt his sin-

cerity. Two different judgments might be passed

upon him, and are pointed out in elre l^tanfptv

and elre ffufpovov/xev. [They referred to his for-

mer (kZhrrqfiEv) and to his present {atxppovoi'fitv)

state of mind. In his former course (either

when he was at Corinth, or when in some part

of his epistles he had commended himself), he

might have seemed to some beside himself with

zeal and earnestness, butmore recently he might

have seemed to the same persons unduly reserved

and sober. In both oases he may have been

charged with acting an interested and artful

part; whereas he maintains that he was governed

by higher motives, which prompted him to adapt

himself to varying circumstances]. The first,

however, may have been more especially the

judgment of his opponents, and showed the low

estimate they had formed of him. It was not

that he had overacted his part (Luther: done too

muoh, dealt sharply with the people), nor merely

that he had been foolish or had acted foolishly.

Nor do we understand by the word here used

that he was charged with going beyond the limits

either of ordinary intelligence (mysterious con-

templations), or of intelligent consciousness (ec-

stasy); for neither of these things are hinted at

in the context Nor does the extravagance si-
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laded to seem to have been a transgression ofpro-

priety by an excessive self-glorification (Schott),

nor an immodesty of deportment (R. Oath. ). The
idea intended is rather that of losing one's

senses, an insanity in contrast with being of

good mind, reasonable (aofporeiv). In like man-
ner ejjiaTij is used in Mark iii. 21, and paiveo&ai

in Acts xxvi. 25. The objection to him was not

that he had commended himself, as in chap. xi.

17 f.) t in which case oufpoveiv would signify, to

be diffident in this respect; to God would then

signify, for the honor of God; and for your sake

would mean simply as a salutary examplo or as

an instance of condescension for you. Such a
sentiment would not have been needful after what
he had said in ver. 12. He probably had before his

mind the whole course of his action, for this had
probably seemed to his opponents as madness.
In contrast with the Judaizers especially, he had
shown a burning seal for the advancement of the

pure Gospel, for the conversion of souls and for

the perseverance and progress of those who had
been converted. Did he then have reference to

his personal experiences, such as his sudden
conversion or his ecstatic state? The contrast as

well as the following sentence seem to favor the

allusion rather to his whole conduct, his general

activity. But even on the supposition that his

opponents were right, he suggests that the mad-
ness they imputed to him was an extreme devo-

tion to God, in the service of his Lord, and there-

fore worthy of esteem. But he adds—whether
we are now sober minded, it is for you.

—

If any one saw his conduct in an opposite light, or

thought he acted in a reasonable and wise man-
ner, he assured them it was all for their welfare.

This explanation, according to which the Apostle

speaks of his conduct as it appeared to others

and was judged by them, seems to us much more
simple and more eligible than that which Osiander
defends ; according to which he speaks on the one
hand of his actual deportment, of his transcen-

daot style of doctrine and practice, and of his

highly exalted spiritual life, which he however
contends actually redounded to the glory of God;
and on the other hand of his more tranquil and ju-

dicious manner of action, which was better under-

stood and more generally useful. IJad such been

the Apostle's meaning he makes use in the first

clause of an ambiguous expression, an amphiboly,

in which he refers ironically to his opponents'

insinuation, that he had been enthusiastically ex-

travagant. The signification of ki-korri, adopted

by Hofmann (Schrigtbew, II. p. 323): "to be in an
exalted state of inspiration" is not favored by
the common usage of the words.—For the love
of Christ oonstraineth us (ver. 14).—He
here gives a reason not for what he had said in

the first half of ver. 13, but for his assertion

that his course of action had been sincere, and
that whatever might be its appearance before

men, it was for the service of God and for the

welfare of his brethren. In this sentence the

words rob Xparrov are in the genitive of the sub-

ject according to the prevalent usage of Paul
with respect to this phrase ; comp. chap. viiL 24

;

xiii. 13; Rom. v. 6, 8; viii. 85, 39; Eph. ii. 4;

iiL 19; Phil. i. 9 et al. (The personal object of

the aydiry is introduced by elf in Col. i. 4 and 1

These. iiL 12). In what follows also it is evi-

dent that the object is to point out the highest
manifestation of Christ's love. Although this

love of Christ is a power which produces love to

Christ, we are not to suppose both points" em-
braced in the expression here. The verb awixei

means either, it presses, it drives, or, it holds
together. The pronoun #/u<w, however, cannot
mean here, you and me (to hold us together in
friendship), but, as the context shows, only me.
This holding together must be the opposite of
those separations which selfishness is apt to pro-
duce or oooasion. Calvin says: constrains our
hearts or affections; Meyer: holds us that we
may not pass beyond the limits which are required
by a regard for God's honor and your welfare

(#e£ and ifiiv). The former interpretation seems
indeed contrary to usage, since everywhere else

the word has the meaning of, to press hard, or

to afflict; but never, to urge or to impel; only
in the passive is it used of the affections by
which one is ruled. But why can not the active

be used according to the analogy of the passive,

of an affection which directly and thoroughly
controls a man? With such a meaning the idea

becomes more expressive. When the Apostle adds
—we having formed this judgment—he in-

troduces the subjective cause of that influence

which the love of Christ had over him. That
love had led him to form this judgment, t. e., had
brought him to this conclusion, to this convic-

tion. Whether this judgment was reached at

the time of his conversion (Meyer), or whether
the whole meaning of the death of Christ became
thus clear to his apprehension at some later

period of his life (Osiander), may be left undeter-

mined. Neander remarks that "the aorist was
here used because Paul intended to speak of

something which happened once upon a time.

He means, that ever since he became conscious

of the saving love of Christ, a new principle of

conduct had entered his heart." The substance

of thisoonviction, or rather of the judgment then
formed was:—that one died for all, and so
all died.—If we socept of the reading of the

Receptus,which gives us el after ftr<, we must re-

gard dn apa—airt&avov as belonging together:

that (if one died for all) then all died. The hy-
pothetical sentence, however, could have been
only formally problematical, since what is there

expressed must have been really certain to the

Apostle. But if ei be left out, bn is either equi-

valent to : because, and so introduces the antece-

dent of a proposition (Meyer); or, it is in this

instance equivalent to: that, and both clauses

depend upon it, i. e., we have judged that one
died for all and that all died. (Osiander). Tovto

appears to favor this latter supposition (wejudged
this that, etc.). One thing, however, which
would go far to determine us in favor of the cau-
sal signification is, that it brings out more pro-
minently the ol ir&vrec airb&avav as the proper
substance of the judgment to which the Apostle

says in the context he had come (we judged this,

that one died for all and so all died). And yet

the whole force of the sentence seems to require

that bn in the sense of that should be made to

govern both clauses of it. This logical relation,

however, would be destroyed if we thus bring
in an independent conclusion by means of apa.

The inference which the Apostle makes from the
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proposition that one died for ail, argues strongly

in favor of its judicially Tioarious signification.

One was in the place of all, therefore all mast be
looked upon as dead ; one has made expiation

for the offence of all, therefore all are to be
looked upon as having suffered punishment.

This usage, by which vwip indicates that some-
thing was done or suffered in the name of some
one, in consequence of which the latter is re-

garded as doing or suffering the same thing,

prevailed even among classic writers; but among
later authors the usage was extended until the

word was introduced in connections in which a

purer style would have required avri. (Paeeow
#. *. imkp, A. XL L p. 2064 a. b.). [Stanley con-

tends that although imep t6vtlw has the same
ambiguity as the English "for," *m behalf o/,'

the idea of service and protection always pre-

dominates. Wherever, in speaking of the death

of Christ, the idea of institution is intended, it is

under the figure of a raneom, in which case it is

expressed by fori. (Matth. xl. 28; Mark x. 45).

Wherever the idea of covering or forgiving sins is

intended, it is under the figure of a sin-offering,

in which case the word used is irepl daaprlat or
ipapriav, as in Rom. viii. 8; 1 Pat. hi. 18; 1

Jno. ii. 2 ; iv. 10. The preposition irepl, as thus
used, has partly the sense of "on account of,"

but chiefly the sense of "covering," as if it Were,

he threw his death "over" or "around our sins."

Such generalizations contain a truth deserving
notice, but we may doubt whether the usage was
so strictly conformed to the etymological law.

In the actual interpretation of our passage Stan-
ley is compelled to confess that there would be
no force to the Apostle's inference that all were
dead because Christ died, except on the idea of
Christ's representing or standing in the place of
those who died with Him. See some excellent

remarks of Trench (Sgnn. 2 Series, pp. 168-166)
and Tischendorf, Boctr. Paul* de vi mor. Chr.].

But as in the final sentence (ver. 16) imep ir&vruv

would belong also to iyepMvri, such a meaning
would not seem appropriate to the connection,

for we should be compelled to understand the
resurrection for all in a sense like that which is

expressed in Eph. ii. 5 (comp. Col. ii. 11; Hi. 1),

t. 6., Christ'8 resurrection would be regarded as

the resurrection of all. Not only the final sen-

tence (ver. 15) but that from which the whole
reflection is derived ("the love of Christ con-

strains us") would probably bring us to the con-
clusion that themain idea of the passage is, Love
is for love, i, «., corresponding to the love which
sacrifices itself for the salvation of all, is a love

which renounces all selfish motives and devotes

itself to the great purpose of the other love. In
such a connection the phrase all died would de-

note a moral death. The Apostle implies that

an essential object aimed at in the sacrifice of

one for the redemption of all, was that the latter

might forsake the fleshly life of sin which was
opposed to this work of love, and which by its

very nature was a life of selfishness, having self

for its central aim, and in direct contradiction

to this self sacrificing and diffusive love. Ols-

hausen says: that death of Christ for all is the
principle or reason for the death of alt for Him.
But when any have fellowship with Christ this

is effected by a faith in which His death for their

sakes becomes actually beneficial to them, and
tbey cease to live for themselves. This is what
the Apostle means in other places, when he says,
we are crucified with Christ, Gal. ii. 19; comp. Col.
iii. 8; ii. 12; Rom. vi. 4. The Apostle speaks of
believers who in the very act of faith have en-
tered into the fellowship of Christ's death, and
hence are dead with Him, and are in the sphere
of His death, because they have the essential prin-
ciple of that death in a love which surrenders its

personal life of selfishness, (comp. Meyer). We
would not be understood as defending that inter-

pretation, which oombines and mingles together
the subjective ethical and the objective judicial
signification of Christ's atoning death, or which
makes out that all are both morally and legally

dead by virtue and in consequence of Christ's
death. (Osiander). The only explanation which
seems to us correct, and to which the whole con-
nection (ver. 18-16) conducts us, is that which
represents the death of Christ, which brings sal-

vation to all, as set forth in this passage, ac-
cording to its ethical meaning, but as s result

of love in Him and as a reason for love in men.
Neander says : The article before irdvrrf implies
that precisely the all for whom Christ died must
have died in Him. That which had been as-
sumed as a principle in ver. 14 (the all died), h
presented in ver. 16 as a purpose or aim. [It

should, however, be remarked that the purpose
is limited to those who live (ol rtorts)* whereas
no limitation is put to the all (ol iravrer) fat
whom Christ died, and who died in Him. See
below]. The Apostle speaks of this living of
some as a moral result flowing from the death of

Christ for all :—that they who liwe should
no longer live for themselves.—He here
resumes the thought involved in the being dead.
In that dying the fleshly life of sin had ceased,
the man no more lived to himself, the object of
all his action was no longer a life of sense in die
service of self alone. The positive side in con-
trast with this is given when the Apostle adds—
but to him who died end rose again for
them

—

u «., Christ who had died and risen
again for their salvation (Rom. iv. 25) should
now become the object of all their efforts. But
the subjects of what is here spoken of ere said
to be ol SSnrrcc. These are such as have entered
into the fellowship of Christ's de.ith; hut, ss the
invariable consequence, are also in the fellow-
ship of his new life: &c vtKpuv rCnrrer. Comp.
Rom. vi. 4 ff. 18. We regard as defective not
only the interpretation which renders 6t £<jvrtc

as long as they live (for the article forbids
such a rendering), but also that which regards
it as meaning those who are alive u *., those
who are conceived of as a part of the same
general multitude who bad been redeemed
and were dead. [It is precisely on account
of the article before fum? that we think
the Apostle intended to emphasise and distin-

guish the living here from the more general
mass for whom Christ died. Those who make
the living in Christ as extensive and the same as
those for whom He died, are obliged to take the
word died (airofhtehr) in ver. 16 in two different

significations, one judicial or literal, and the
other moral. If on the other hand we make the
death in ver. 16 in each esse to mean a legal
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death, then the living signifies tbe opposite justi-

fication; or if we make it signify a physical

death, then the liring must be such as partake
in His resurrection and are alive in Him who rose

again (oWoflev. «. eytpd&vri). We may also ask,

now it follows from Christ's dying in any sense,

that all or any would die in a moral sense? Is

not this making the Apostle assert a mere as-

sumption? Our English A. V. makes the Apos-
tle to have judged, that if one died for all, then
ail must have been dead. This is contrary to the
aorist tease of avidavov which signifies literally

they died. Even with the sense that His death
prosed that all were dying .creatures, we cannot
see how such an argument was pertinent to the

Apostle's line of thought. His object was not

to refer to the original state of man without re-

demption, but to the obligations which that re-

demption imposed on him. Even those who deny
that the dying of all men in ooosequenoe of

Christ's death was merely by imputation (Web-
ster and Wilkinson), acknowledge that His death
indicated what was due to them, and condemned
them unto death; and that the interest of the 6t

fame extended to the resurrection, as well as

to the death of Christ. Camp. Stanley].

Vans. 16, 17.—So that we from tain time
know no man aocording to the fleah.

—An inference is here drawn from what had
just been said. Inasmuch as Christ has died for

all, and so their selfish life of sense, with its ex.

eiusiveness, narrowness, etc., has been abolished;

and inasmuch as believers are dead with Him
who has died for them, and their new life should
be entirely devoted to Him and His cause; hence-
forth we must be expected to know no one, who-
ever he may be, according to the flesh («cord

cdptca). The a&pg is precisely that in relation to

which believers were said in ver. 14 to be dead.

To know according to the flesh, may be taken
either subjectively, as defining the knowledge of
those here spoken of (as a knowledge merely hu-
man without spiritual enlightenment, comp. chap,

i 17; 1 Cor. i. 26, as things appear to the sinful

natural man); or objectively (as in chap. xi. 18;

Phil. Hi. 4 ; John viii. 15), the object itself supply-
ing the rule for the knowledge; in this case the

merely human, the natural in all its narrowness
and exclusiveness as it is found in those who are

known; henoe any natural qualities .which have
no connection with Christ, such as advantages of

Jewish birth, wealth, refinement or outward cir-

cumstances, comp. Gal. iii. 28. Neander says:

"If we confine our thoughts to .those things

which Paul bad in his mind, and,was opposing,

we shall probably find that he meant to say : it is

.nothing henoeforth to me whether a man is by
birth a Jew or a Gentile ; whether he observes
4be Mosaic law or not; whether he.is connected
externally, with those Apostles who were ap-
pointed by Christ during His life on earth or
not." The knowing (eStevat) here spoken of
mast,-however, include a critical .discernment.

Before deciding how much it thus involves, we
must eefer to what the Apostle further says re-

specting the knowing of Christ—reven if we
Jiawe known Christ according to the fleah,

.nevertheless now know we Him (according

to thsfleth) no longer.—In the protasis el xai is

used 'by. way of concession, and in the apodosis

1

oAAd has the sense of nevertheless, as in chap,
iv. 16. He acknowledges he had once had a
knowledge of Christ according to the flesh (ttje

emphasis should be placed upon the praeterite
eyvfaajuv, which on this account ig placed first in

the sentence) ; but he asserts that for the present-,

now (vw, comp. awb rov vvv in the preceding
clause), he knew Christ thus (i. e., Kara odpua) no
longer. The emphasis cannot be laid upon
Xpiordv on account of its position and the rela-

tion between the protasis and the apodosis in the
sentence. [In such a case xputt6v should have
stood before jcard <rdpira]. But Kara cdptca, taken
objectively, refers to the merely human persona-
lity, that which made its appearance on earth.

This defines what kind of knowledge he.referred
to, and consequently also the judgment regard-
ing Christ which was included in it, viz., that
which had preceded his conversion and enlight-
enment when he first learned to recognize Christ
(Xpicrrdv here used as a proper noun, and not as
an appellative) as the risen Messiah and the Son
of God (Gal. i. 16; Rom. L 4). Gerlach: "That
he might say the more forcibly that he knew no
man after the flesh, he applies what he had said
to Christ Himself. He, says that lie had known
Christ after the flesh, t. e., as a natural earthly
man, just as the inhabitants of Nazareth (Matth.
xiiL 65) knew him only too well, tuz., as his ene-
mies and judges." To the same result would
also the subjective acceptation of xarH cdpta
bring us. [Although the word kyvauchai signifies

to know by a personal experience] it does not
necessarily imply that Paul had seen Christ with
his bodily eyes. [It may simply mean here a
personal acquaintance with the outward relations
of Christ, or that Paul had contemplated Christ
only in his outward oondition. A different word
and one much more comprehensive of all kinds
of knowing (olSafiev) had been used when he
spoke of knowing no man after the flesh. It is,

however, difficult to see any important difference

in the meaning of the two. words here]. Nvv de-
scribes his present position as a Christian, com-
mencing with his conversion : d>d rov vvv signi-

fies from that time onwards. With respect to

the objective or subjective acceptation of Kara
a&pxa, the want of the article (chap. xi. 18) is by
no means decisive against the former. Though
both agree together very well in sense, or come
essentially to the same thing, they cannot be-
made to harmonise exegetioally . If in th e second
half we should suppose a reference to a false ap-
prehension of Christ, it could be only in a low
Ebionite sense. Comp. the Introd. to the Epp. to •

the Corr. J 2. With that which he had inferred in

ver. 16 from the preceding argument principally

with respect to himself and his way of viewing -

and judging, the Apostle now connects in ver. 17

another general conclusion : So that ifanyman .

be in Christ he 4a a new creature (h t«c ev •

XjHtrrfa Kaivi) ktiois). Since the flesh is no more •

to determine the nature of a believer's knowledge -

or judgments, it follows 'that if any man is in
Christ, t. «., is in the sphere of Christ's life,, a
new creation must have taken place ; or such a .

man must be a new creature (for the sense of

these expressions is the same). In other words,

.

the man is altogether a different person from:
what he was before, and we need have no refer- •
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enoe to what he was before he became a Chris-

tian (subjectively or objectively). The phrase,

a new creature, occurs again in Gal. vi. 15. In

relation to the thing itself comp. Eph. ii. 10; iv.

21; Col. iii. 9 f.; Rom. vi. 6. The new birth is

spoken of in Tit iii. 5; John iii. 3 ; James i. 18.

Kr/<Hf designates not only a Divine act (creation),

but also the product of such an act (creature).

The latter is the ordinary meaning in the New
Testament (comp. Rom. i. 25 ; viii. 19 ff. 89 et al).

The expression was also used by the Rabbins
with respect to a conversion to Judaism. The
idea of a new creature is carried out in an anti-

thetic form in the following sentence—Old
things have passed away—that is, with re-

spect to those who are in Christ. The old things

refer to the disposition and (theoretically) the

way of thinking which one had before he became
a Christian. Both constitute the whole mental
state of the man, and are comprised in all things,

frd apxaia are the things which belonged to us
from the beginning. Trbnch, Synn. t 2d Ser., pp.
81 ff.]. Osiander comprehensively observes:

"All that the man had and purposed before he
knew Christ, while he was out of Christ, and
when he was not born of the Spirit, all that

seemed valuable to him in his natural state com-
pletely lost its influence and authority over him
as soon as he believed on Christ, and gave way
to the overpowering energy of a new, better and
permanent spirit." Bengel expresses this pass-

ing away by likening it to the vanishing of the

enow in the early spring; a comparison like

that used in Isa. xliii. 18. [The Vulgate and
some ancient expositors include koivt) ktUjis in

the antecedent portion of this sentence (si qua
ergo in ChrUto nova creatura, i. e. t if any man be
a new creature in Christ), but such a construc-

tion makes the whole sentence tautological [in-

asmuch as the second or concluding member
(vetera trarmerunt, i. e. 9 old things have passed
away) assert the same thing with the first]. The
interjection (idoi) gives great animation to the
discourse as in 1 Cor. xv. 51 ; Rev. xxi. 5. ["It
transfers the reader as into the sudden sight of

a picture. The moment a man is a Christian, a
new creation rises up ; the ancient world passes
away as in the final dissolution of all things, and
behold! a new scene is discovered, the whole
world has in that instant become new." Stan-
ley]. If rd ir&vra should "be left out of the text,

yiyovev Kaivd must have its subject in ra apxa/a
(old things have passed away, they have become
new); unless we translate it: a new thing has
taken place. The expression : it (the old) has be-

come new, implying a complete change of the pre-
vious state, is certainly a bold one. [The aorist

(napfjTStv) indicates that the old things passed
away at a particular time, while the perfect

yfyove describes the state which succeeded and
still continues. Calvin has attempted to render
the first member of the verse with a verb sup-

plied in the imperative mood : if any man would
be in Christ, let him become a new creature. He
supposes that the Apostle is rebuking the ambi-
tion of false teachers and telling them that if

they would be what they aspire to be, they must
be much changed. The context, which has no-

thing of an ironical or hortatory character, is

entirely opposed to this view. Comp. Hodge].

This great change the Apostle now proceeds to

refer to its original principle. [Osiander: "he
mounts from this idea of the new creation to

God the source of all life, and traces the mental
change of which he had been speaking to the
great fundamental improvement of all human
relations by the atonement of Christ"].

Vers. 18, 19. And all things [are] of
God.—The " all things " of which he had just
spoken, the whole state in which the old nature
and life had passed away and every thing had
become new, comes to us from God. The way,
however, in which this occurs, is immediately
described more definitely by directing our minds
to the manner in which God effects such a
change—who reconciled us to Himself by
Christ

—

KaToAMaaeiVy according to one class of
interpreters is simply the accomplishment in

man's disposition toward God, of a change in

which he gives up his dislike and his distrust of

God; but according to another class, it is a
change in God's treatment of men, in which He
no longer regards them with disfavor, and causes
His wrath (bpyif) towards them to cease, and
they become His beloved ones instead of enemies
(comp. Rom. v. 10; CoL i. 20 f.). According to

this latter view, it includes what is meant by
showing favor to them (^ap/fcotfat) and forgive-

ness of sins (afydvai rag dfiapTiag) ; and the result

is that, man on his side returns to a state of
friendship with God (comp. Rom. v. 1 ff. ; vi. 1 ff.;

viii. 8 f. ). Both of these views might, however, be

embraced in the KaraXkd^cu, bo that the idea

should be: the restoration of a state of friend-

ship between God and men, but with the under-
standing that the manifestation of grace is first

on the part of God. Thus Neander remarks:
" Paul never speaks of God as man's enemy, but
only of man as God's enemy. God is everlasting

love and from Him can proceed nothing like

enmity. That which separates man from God has
its root entirely within himself, and must be

taken away before he can receive the communi-
cations of Divine love in his heart. And yet

this reconciliation of man to God is by no means
confined to a subjective alteration of man's dis-

position, for even this must be the result of an
objective change in his relations to God. When
Paul uses the word reconciliation he includes a
reference to every thing which has taken place

objectively in consequence of Christ's work of

redemption. The wrath of God (<V>"7 #«w\ the

check which has been given to man's moral de-

velopment in consequence of sin, cannot cease

until it is removed by the redemption through
Christ's death." [It may perhaps be conceded
that in this whole passage (w. 18-21) "not a
word is given about God reconciling Himself to

us, appeasing His anger, satisfying His justice,

or expiating our sins." (J. Young). And yet

ver. 21 involves an idea very similar, and implies

that the ground on which this whole passage is

based (for whether yap is genuine or not, the

erse itself is unquestionably a reason for the

preceding argument) is that Christ has been made
sin for us. The original meaning of KaraAXooou
was doubtless that of a mutual exchange, and
hence a mutual reconciliation of hostile parties.

Some passages in the New Testament (Rom. v.

11, and all those which speak of this reconcilia*
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tion as effected by the death of Christ) seem to

hint also at this idea. And yet we see no injury
but rather a great benefit to theological exegesis
if KaroAXayfj could be uniformly distinguished

from IXaoftAs and its kindred words, and confined

to that part of the redeeming work by which man
is reconciled (whatever may be the means, objec-

tive or subjective; to God. Olshausbn on Rom.
iii. 24; Stanley's Ob*s. on the result of our pas-

sage ; C. F. Sohmid's Bibl. Theol. Vol. II. p. 316 ff.

Ebrard'8 Chr. Dogm. \ 406]. But the phrase by
Christ refers to something which becomes more
distinctly prominent in ver. 21 (not by means of
his doctrine or his example. Pelag). The pro-
noun us (ifidc) siguifies not the Apostles exclu-

sively, but believers generally ; for there is no
limitation implied until the nature of the subject

calls for a limitation in the next sentence—and
hath given to us the ministration of the
reconciliation.—This ministration of the re-

conciliation is analogous to the ministration of

righteousness, in chap. iii. 9. It is a ministry

entirely devoted to the work of reconciliation,

whose business it is to make known that recon-

ciliation, and in consequence of which men be-

lieve in Christ. To define this ministry so as to

make it include all believers (Olshausen) is con-,

trary to the whole analogy of Paul's representa-

tion. One might much rather take tffiac in a yet
more limited sense (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 10; 1 Tim.
i. 12 ff. ); but such a construction is not necessary,

nor would it be consistent with ver. 19.—Be-
cause Gtod was reconciling a world nnto
himself in Christ (ver. 19).—We have here an
explanation and a reason for what had just been
said. The word God (6e6c) stands so emphati-
cally at the head of the sentence as to indicate a
Divine agency in all this preparatory work, and
a special prominence of it. Shall we now take
the words God was in Christ, as if they consti-

tuted a sentence by itself, and regard the whole
verse as asserting that the work of atonement
was accomplished by the Divine being in Christ,

or by the Godhead of Christ (comp. Col. i. 19 ff.)

in opposition to a lower Christological view ? In
this case God would signify the Father (others

make it mean the Myoc, and still others the

Triune God), and elvai iv would designate an
habitual and substantial presence, and not merely
a transient dynamic fellowship (Osiander). Or
is £v KaraXMaauv an emphatio periphrastic im-
perfect (as in Gal. i. 23), by which Paul wished
to iinform us in what things God was acting;

viz., that God was when Christ died, reconciling

the world unto Himself; t. e. God was in the

work of Christ, in that series of acts by which
the world was reconciled to God, and especially

in that great event in which Christ died to atone

for the world (the KaraX\&^ai of ver. 18, Meyer)?
Our decision upon these questions must depend
very much upon what we find in the succeeding
context. According to Meyer, Paul is in that

context assigning the reasons which had induced
him to say thai God was reconciling the world.

These are given when it is said that God was not
imputing to men their trespasses, and had com-
mitted to him and his fellow laborers the word
of reconciliation ; from both which it was evident

that God was in Christ's work engaged in a
scheme to reconcile the whole world unto Him-

self. The words pi} ?Myi^6fievog have the force of

a verb in the present tense, for they assert that God
is not reckoning unto men their trespasses. On
the other hand the committing to us the work of

reconciliation was what God did in applying that

work to men, after it had been accomplished by
Christ. Even Osiander concedes that these sen-
tences are not to be coordinated with but subordi-
nated to Karaftkdoauv, etc., and that fii] koyi£6fievoc

describes a result which is intimately connected
and nearly coincident with the reconciliation.

This is the remission of guilt, a benefit which in-

dividuals may receive through faith, and to corny

municate which is the object of the Divine insti-

tution of the ministry (ml tiijievoc, etc.); and
yet this result of the reconciling act, and the
organ so indispensable to its realization in indi-

viduals, is not, according to him, an elementary
part of it. It must, however, be conceded, that

the way in which Meyer connects the participial

sentence with fjv KaraXteoo. ("it is evident that

God is reconciling the world unto Himself,

inasmuch as He does not impute," etc.), has
something rather artificial about it. Such a con-
nection of the words would have been proper
only if the Apostle had said, God is reconciling

the world, or if he had continued by saying,

God did not impute (imperfect) to men their

trespasses. On the whole we think it best with
Meyer to take #v

—

KaraXkdoouv together, but to

regard the participial sentence as a more par-
ticular description of the way in which God was
reconciling the world to Himself in Christ, "God
was in Christ, (a phrase equivalent to by (Sia)

Jesus Christ in ver. IB, but with the understand-
ing that Christ and what He has done are the only
basis on which the reconciliation is founded),

bringing back the world to a state of friendship

with Himself; for He imputed not men's sins to

them, and He has committed unto us the word of

reconciliation." Not imputing men's trespasses

to them is equivalent to the bestowal of forgive-

ness upon men, and implies that God was apply-

ing the benefits of salvation by Christ to indi-

viduals (avTolc). This is set forth by means of

a present participle (imperf. Winer, { 46), be-

cause the act was continuously to be repeated,

while the word describing the institution of the

ministerial office (tiiftevoc), is an aorist participle,

because the act was accomplished at a certain

time. But the reconciliation, or the restoration

of the happy relation, which was the consequence
of this proceeding, is mentioned as a process

commenced in Christ but not as yet concluded
{rjv—KaT(D.Aaort(jv). As we do not think that this

refers exclusively to the objective facts of the re-

deeming work, the objection which de Wette
urges, that koI "defievoc, etc., is not an expression
quite suitable to those facts [inasmuch as it

implies that they were put into the mouth or
heart (see below)] will not apply to us. Kfofioc,

as in Jno. iii. 25 et al., signifies the human
race, and as it is here without the article,

it means perhaps "a whole world." The word
trespasses (irapairrtifiaTa), as in Horn. iii. 25,

signifies faults, sins, aberrations from the right

way, from the truth, from rectitude, etc. [Trench,
Synn. 2d ser. p. 76]. Hath committed to us th$

word of reconciliation signifies, according to some,
that God had established and arranged the
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doctrines of (be Christian faith m the Church,
t. «-, had promulgated the doctrine of reconcilia-

tion. But the unmistakable reference of this ex-
pression to what had been said in Ter. 18, re-

specting the giving of the ministry of reconcilia-

tion to the Apostle, induces us to understand the

Apostles bjr jjuiv. [The use of the aorist parti-

ciple tiifievog, here, is remarkable. We should
have expected kcu tdero, and a slight anacolu-

thon cannot be denied (Olshausen). The word
cannot be connected back with 0eor $v, since

'such a connection of an aorist part, with-

out an article and an imperfect verb, would
be not only without an example but with-
out an appropriate sense (God hath committed to

us, or deposited in us, etc.). Our English version

assumes that this phrase (Bkfitvoc h> tfuv) sig-

nifies, hath committed or intrusted to us, or laid

upon us, the work of preaching the outward
word of reconciliation. And yet the phrase is

so peculiar that we cannot but look for an addi-

tional and a deeper meaning. Beta long ago
finely remarked, that "among the Hebrews one
was said to put words in the mouth of another
who used his agencym making something known
to others. But when this formula is applied to

God it has a special emphasis, and signifies that

the heart is impellod and the tongue is directed

by the Lord to speak in a particular way, and
that the person is chosen by God and authorized

to speak in the name of God." From the force

of the middle voice, we infer tha't the Apostle

speaks of the mental act or purpose of God, ra-

ther than of the external ordination of the Apos-
tles (Jelf 's Gram. \ 363, Winer, { 89, 2); or as

Worasworth prefers to take it, in a more special

sense reflexively: "having deposited for Him-
self the treasures of His grace in us, as in vessels

chosen for that purpose, earthen and fragile

though we be"]. The words QlaOac tv would
then mean, to put into the mouth (Ex. iv. 15),

or to put within us, to inspire us that we may
communicate it to others [not, however to the

entire exclusion of the idea of a more exter-

nal intrusting of the Gospel to us]. With re-

spect to the impropriety, for grammatical rea-

sons, of connecting di/ievoc with fjv, comp. Meyer.
The word Myoc) of reconciliation in this pas-

sage is similar to 6 \byo$ rob aravpov (the word
of the cross) in 1 Cor. i. 18, and it signifies

here the word, the substance of which Is the re-

conciliation. The particles &r hn are equivalent
here to utpote quod (seeing that, because, for, in a
Very different connection from the same words
'in chap. xi. 21), and connect our passage with
chap. i. 18. Everything is represented as pro-
ceeding from God, "who has reconciled us to

Himself by Christ." For God in Christ has truly
" entered upon a process by which He is reconcil-

ing the world. He makes believers perceive in

their own experience that God has reconciled

'them to Himself by Jesus Christ; He brings them
into the state of reconciliation which He has
'established with the World." The Apostle now
proceeds to describe further the method in which
"this was effected, so far as relates to its general
principles. Or, rather, he gives the reason for

the assertion, that the change mentioned in ver.

17 6, in which old things had passed away and
all things had become new, was to be ascribed to

God, who had reconciled believers to Himself

through Christ. In this way he brings before
us the vast extent of the Divine agency in saving
men. Inasmuch as God in Christ exercised such
a comprehensive agency, that great change must
be referred to the same God who was reconciling
us to Himself by Christ

Vers. 20. 21.—In behalf of Christ then
we are ambassadors, as though God were
exhorting by tis.—["It is indeed doubtful
whether yap,fbr, belongs to the text, as it is omit-
ted in many of the oldest manuscripts. Its

omission only renders the transition more ab-

rupt, for the relation of the passage remains the

same." Hodob]. The particle ovv (then, there-

fore) refers to that which had been said in the

preceding verse. [As God is reconciling mea
and hath committed to us thework of reconciling
men, I turn to you Corinthians as a part of the

community to whom I am sent, and as partially

unreoorered or strayed from the right way, and
I commence my Work with you]. The words, we
are ambassadors for ChriBt, imply as their logi-

cal antecedent that the ministry of reconciliation

had been committed to them (ver. 18). The re-

conciliation (KaraXk.) was in fact communicated
to men through Christ, and had its origin in Him
(vers. 18 f.) : and of course it was Christ's cause
whicb the Apostles represented among men. The
verb irpeofiebetv signifies to be a messenger
("sometimes merely to deliver a message to ano-
ther without being empowered to do any thing

more than to explain or enforce it." Bloox-
pibld). It is found also in Eph. vi. 20. The
preposition vxtp signifies here, not instead cf
(Luther), but ro the interest of another, and es-

pecially in behalf of Him who is the Mediator and
Author of the reconciliation. It refers to those

to whom the ministry of this reconciliation had
been committed, and through whose agency this

reconciliation was to be effected and Christ was
to be glorified. From the same fact that it was
God who had committed unto the Apostles the

word of reconciliation, it followed further that

when those Apostles fulfilled their commission,
it was as though God exhorted by means of them.

[Cruysostom : " The Father sent the Son to be-

seech and be His Ambassador Unto mankind.
When then He was slain and gone, we succeeded
to the embassy, and in His stead and the Father's

we beseech you"]. It is implied here that m
our work as messengers we stand in the place of

God ; our exhortation should be looked upon as

given by God through us; or we perform the

duties of our office with the feeling that it h Gocf

who addresses or admonishes men through us.

This participial Sentence, however, may be easily

connected with what follows : as though God did

beseech you by us, we pray you, etc. But as the

complete sense of this partioipial expression can

be understood only by means of hnp Xpecron, it

seems more appropriate to connect it with that

which precedes it. But even then the idea of

substitution is not the only one which is suita-

ble. The "prayer which the Apostle utters is

presented in behalf of Christ in the sense just

explained. We pray on Christ's behalf:

Be reconciled to God.— We prmy (deipeda)

is the language of the most condescending love

(Osiander ). The tenor of the prayer is that they

would be reconciled to God. This is a most ur-

gent appeal to those who had not yet believed in
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Christy or participated in the blessings of salva-

tion (not to those who had already believed, and
for the purpose of exciting them to continued ad-
vances in repentance and faith). [Dr. Hodge re-

marks that the word KaraXkhynrt is in the passive
voice, and cannot mean, 'Reconcile yourselves

;'

but, * Be reconciled, embrace the offer of the re-

conciliation.' C F. Sohmid (Bibl, TheoL Vol.

II., p. 318) notices that the word has here not
a medial but a passive signification, implying
that we have merely to accept an influence or act,

of God, under which we were originally passive.

We were at first k^fipoi and objects of the Divine

bpyfa and in ceasing to be these we become re-

conciled to God]. According to the way in which
we translate the words, * Reconcile yourselves, or

be ye reconciled (comp Rom. v. 10), or, allow
yourselves to be reconciled, ' the meaning must
be, 'Accept the reconciliation God has extended
to you by Christ, accept what He presents to

you, take the hand of reconciliation He reaches
forth to you.' The Apostle in this passage evi-

dently had no thought of a reconciliation of
themselves by laying aside the minding of the
flesh and putting on the minding of the Spirit

( Ruckert). Such a process was looked upon by
him as merely the necessary result of the recon-

ciliation ; or the application of the reconciliation

by means of faith (comp, Meyer, Osiander).
Him who knew not sin He made to be

sin for us (ver. 21). According to the true

reading of the text, tne Apostle here introduces

without a connecting particle ydp (asyndeton), a
motive which should induce his readers to com-
ply with his prayer or exhortation. This was
the work which God's holy love had accomplished
in Christ for effecting reconciliation. Now en-

ters the notion of the ikaopAs, the propitiation.

Comp. Rom. iii. 25; viii. 3; 1 John ii. 2; iv. 10;
Heb. ii. 17. By rbv fit) yv6vra dfiapriav he means
Christ in His perfect siniessness (what Chrysoe-
tom calls in the positive sense rbv avrodiKaioGvvqv

bvra), He who knows no sin, to whose internal

nature or outward action all contradiction to God
or departure from the Divine will was a complete
stranger, altogether beyond His personal expe-
rience or consciousness. The pfi is here required
[instead of op] not by the participle with the ar-

ticle (comp. 1 Pet ii. 10; Eph. v. 4), but it ex-

presses the denial of the thing as it appears to

the mind, t. «., in the representation of the mind
itself. [Winer's Gram., { 69, 3 6.]. This may
be in the mind of men (». «. in the minds of

Christians) ; in which case it says of Christ that

we Christians regard Him as One who knew no
sin, or it may refer to the mind of God, and so it

tells us how Christ appeared before the Divine
mind. As God is here the subject cf the Apos-
tle's remarks, the latter is undoubtedly the cor-

rect interpretation. Hofmann in his Schriftbe-

wei*, Vol. II., 36, say«: "God has made Him in

His siniessness to be sin. It is from this denial

of sin in Christ according to the Divine judgment
that we must explain the use of the relative ne-
gative particle." When it is said that this sin-

less Being was made sin for us (imhp finuv

apap~iav iirotfaev), itrip iffivv stands first to give

it more force; and it seems very natural to take

the phrase in the sense of a substitution. And
yet this is not absolutely necessary, nor does it

seem quite appropriate in both instances in which,

the word is here used, since God could not make,
us sin at first, inasmuch as we were in our own
selves sinners. The. vn$P is here therefore to bef

taken as equivalent to : for our good, and finds,

its explanation in the final sentence beginning;

with Iva. The idea expressed in making Him to

be sin must be that God made Him the bearer of

sin when He suffered, inasmuch as by His suffer-

ings and death as a malefactor He was treated
as a sinner (dpapru/ify), or was given up to the
fate of those who were sinners. The interpreta-
tion of dfiapriav as a sin offering is consistent

neither with usages with the context (rbv pr)

yvdvra dfiapriav), nor with the contrast (dtmto-

oLyijy Comp. IJofmann* Schriftbew., Ii., p. 329.

Sin becomes actualized in one in whom there is

no sin, when he becomes a sinner in outward ap-
pearance, though he is not so in reality. God
allows sin to become an actual experience to him
who has never committed it in fact. So was it

with Christ when God determined He should ex-
perience what befel Him. In like manner, Gal.
iii. 13. If Paul had intended to say that God
designed to set forth Christ as one in whom sin

is concentrated and represented in its complete-
ness, and with whom it is in certain respects

identified (Osiander), he could do no better than
to say, " He made our sins to be His." The idea
expressed in vxkp ifpdv is further carried out
when it is added: that we might become
God's righteousness in Him.—The righteous-

««« of God is probably equivalent to being
righteous with God (Sucawi napa dey) ; or, provided
we take $eov in the sense of U $eov as in Phil,

iii. 9, it would have the meaning of being made
righteous by -God (StKatu&evreg vxb tov #eov).

Ewald: "we thus become in Christ (to use the
old sacrificial language) a legal offering before

God and well pleasing in His sight; an expres-

sion much like what is used in chap. ii. 15."

From the nature of the case, a righteousness
which came from God must be sufficient in His
sight. Neander: "A perfect righteousness, the

ideal of a holy life, Uke the sufferings in which
this holy life was perfected, is given to our hu-
manity. For ail, and in the place of all, He has
borne the burden of human guilt, and made this

ideal a reality. All who enter into communion
with Him appear in God's sight dittaiot. h X/wot£ ;

for their surrender into His hands is a pledge

that this ideal of holiness will be actualized in

them also." [Chrysostom thinks that there was
a profound reason for using the abstract for the

concrete form here: "the word ducaioaiiq ex-

presses the unspeakable bounty of the gift ; that

God hath not given us only the operation or ef-

fect of His righteousness, but Hi* very righteous-

ness, His very self unto us. Paul does not say

that God treated Christ as a tinner, but as sin,

the quality itself; in order that we might become
not merely righteous men, but the righteousness of

God in Him." TheEeceptus which our English

A. V. follows uses here the present (yivope&a)

instead of the aorist (yev&fxva)]. But as there

is no reference to time in this place, and the ob-

ject is to express the simple occurrence once for

all time without regard to the instant of its ac-

complishment, the aorist was preferable. There
were also internal reasons for using a tense ap-
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plioabie to all time. In kv avr$ is expressed the

fellowship with Christ which takes place by
means of a faith which is by its nature a putting

on of Christ. In fellowship with Him we become
a righteousness of God, for whoever is in Christ

is looked upon by God as righteous, or as pos-

sessed of a just title to life. Comp. on 1 Cor. i.

80. The necessary fruit of this is holiness, but

the two things are not to be confounded. (Hof-

mann, p. 230, says: "We become in Christ the

righteousness of God, because we hare it in His
person. We need nothing else to make it ours

than to share in His fellowship").

[After all the efforts which have been made to

show that this passage (rdv ^ yvdvra dfiaprlav

iirkp ificrv auapr. etroafffev) cannot mean that

Christ bore the punishment of human sin, we
cannot divest it of that essential signification.

Granting that it does not mean strictly that

Christ became an actual sinner, it surely signifies

that He bore the consequences of sin, if not in the

personal anger of God toward Himself, at least in

being surrendered to the malice of evil beings,

and to the endurance of those evils which God
has decreed shall be the curse of actual sin.

Why may we not then use the Soriptural lan-

guage by saying He endures our curse, that is,

the evils which are the ordinary curse of our
sinful humanity ? And why should we not say
in strict accordance with our verse, that God's
objeot was that we might be delivered not only
"from sin. itself " (J. Youho, Life and Light of
Men, p. 309 and 385), but " from the punishment
which is its necessary result;" yea, that we
might be placed in the position of completely
righteous persons, and not only "Tightened in

spirit," but justified from all guilt and invested
with all the benefits of righteousness? While
with Billroth and Calvin, we may concede that

dfiaprla cannot be strictly rendered a win-offering

(for which Paul gives us no example in his ac-

knowledged writings), it is plain that the idea of
an offering, whereby the wrath of God was
turned away, lies at the foundation of all that

Paul teaches concerning the reconciliation of God
to men. Comp. 1 Cor. v. 7 ; Eph. v. 2 etc., with
Bom. v. 9 ; 1 Thess. i. 10 and Eph. ii. 8 "].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. It is a wonderful expedient of holy love
that a sinless being should be given up to endure
the fate of sinners, and so should bring about a
Divine righteousness, a perfect Divine title to

life for all sinners in fellowship with Him. Sin
involves a desire to be as God in the way of self-

exaltation, and it is a complete denial of God's
prerogatives. It necessarily provokes a reaction

of these prerogatives. This reaction is the
Divine bpyfa which disowns the right whioh man
in the image of God originally possessed to have
fellowship in the Divine life, and gives him over
to death. But as this reacting power is nothing
but God's eternal unchangeable love, whioh seeks
to communicate itself to men, and knows how to

bring all that opposes it into subserviency to its

purposes, a restoration has been secured in which
it will find complete satisfaction. Into that very
world in which this Divine reaction against sin

was displayed One has been introduced, to

whose nature all ungodly thoughts and purposes
(sins) were completely foreign. In the bodily
and mental sufferings which His holy love to God
and men led Him to endure while He was in that

state, He appeared to be just the reverse of what
He really was. He appeared to be am, and
thus the reaction against sinners was in fact

abolished. God Himself thus brought it to an
end by means of that Son who is essentially one
with Himself. In accordance with His righteous
will, that Son denied Himself, completely entered
our sinful humanity affected as it was by that re-

action, and as the Son of man, as another Adam,
suffered death for the benefit of all our race.

This abolished the influence which denied the

title of all men to life, or rather restored it to

them altogether. Now every one who enters
into fellowship with that Sinless One, who has
thus been made sin, (u e. whoever believes in

Him) becomes possessed of this Divine title.

When we are in Christ, •'. e., in fellowship with
this Sinless One whom God has made sin for this

very purpose, we affirm or justify that reaction
which fell upon Him who deserved it not, that it

might not fall upon us who deserved it (yv&vrac

dfiaprlav). We justify God in His opposition to

us, condemn ourselves, confess our absolute uo-
worthiness and Christ's perfect worthiness; and
we present for acceptance before God nothing in

ourselves but only what there is in Christ. Such
is the work of holy love by whose efficacy our
restoration has become possible.

2. It is therefore in the work of expiation which
God's holy love has devised and accomplished,
that we must find the basis of the work of recon-

ciliation. This reconciliation is simply a restora-

tion of the friendship which once existed between
God and our race (the world) perverted from
Him by sin and lying under His wrath. It is a
work which must be ascribed entirely to God.
He it was who reconciled the world unto himself,

and two things may be especially remarked in

what He is doing for its accomplishment : 1. He
imputes not to men their sins, He blots out the

record of them in His book ; 2. He has committed
to the hearts and lips of those who are called to

the ministry, the word of reconciliation (comp.

Col. ii. 13 f.; Eph. ii. 17; Rom. x. 14 f.). These
messengers in God's name, with great earnestness

make known the Gospel to men, that they may
procure for Christ the best reward for all His

suffering, as they urgently press those for whom
He died to accept the reconciliation He has pro-

vided, to be reconciled to that God who has be-

stowed such great things (ver. 21 ), and with mil

confidence in Him to renounce every thing in-

consistent with His will.

8. The proper fruit of all this must be a com-

plete change and renewal. The love of Christ

giving Himself up to atone for sin, swallows np

the individual life of all in His own death for

them. The selfishness which made its own gra-

tification the only end and centre of all its efforts,

is exchanged for a life devoted to Christ. In

the eyes of His followers Christ will be sur-

rounded with a glorious radiance. Every un-

worthy thought of Him will be renounced, He
will be glorified by the Divine Spirit in our

hearts, and He will be acknowledged to be ex-

ceeding great, their all in all. Another result

of His influence will be that each of these followers
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will regard his brethren and his fellowmen,

whoever they may be, in an entirely new light,

not aeoording to their natural and external re-

lations, but according to what they are or should

be in Christ, i. e. what they are in consequence

of His redeeming work and the fellowship of His
general mercy. Their hearts will be thus greatly

expanded and strengthened in lore, selfish pas-

sions will be restrained and overcome by the

lore of Christ and a burning seal, for the cause
of God (which will probably seem like insanity

to those who know not the loye of Christ), or, if

the salvation of souls demand it, a wise modera-
tion and a prudent circumspection will be mani-
fested in all their conduct.

4. Augustinb :
—'* Behold our Mediator ! Not

God without humanity, nor man without divi-

nity ; but intermediate between mere Deity and
mere humanity, he is a human divinity, and a
divine humanity " (ver. 19}.

[5. The whole scheme of salvation is the off-

spring of Divine love. No one should imagine
the absurdity that God has changed and become
any more merciful and loving in Himself since

Christ has interposed for our salvation than He
was before. That scheme and Christ's work
only removed obstructions to the manifestation

of a love which was forever the same. By what
Christ does for man and in man, He makes it

consistent for God to pardon and have fellowship

with men. And on the ground of such a mani-
festation of love, we have a right, and we who
have heard of it are bound to call on every hu-
man being, in every possible condition, to be re-

conciled to God. To all who reject this scheme
of mercy it is right to proclaim the terrors of the

Lord still, for there remaineth no other sacrifice

and no power in the universe to save a man who
neglects so great a salvation. Comp. Barnes
Observv. on the whole chapter].

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starke:—Ver. 11. (On Luther's translation

:

tekon fahren). Christ ought to be preached in a
way which is attractive and appropriate to the
nature of the Gospel, but so that men may be truly

converted. Happy is it for that preacher who in

all his duties and aims is so manifest to God that

he can humbly and truly enjoy a good conscience.

A faithful pastor will so walk that the consciences
of all who hear him will be deeply impressed with
a conviction of his ability, his fidelity, and his

uprightness.—Ver. 12. If a faithful minister is

bound to convince his hearers of his uprightness,
they are equally bound to defend him against
every attempt to destroy his reputation (ohap.
xii. in.—Ver 13. Hedinobb:—When a man is

grieved by the severity of his minister, he should
remember that it was done on God's behalf, and
if God was pleased, why should he find fault and
be angry? Jer. vi. 27. Of all persons in the
world the minister of Christ should see that he
is both loving and severe in due moderation
(2 Tun. ii. 24 f.).—Ver. 14. In His incarnation
and in all He did and suffered, our Lord acted as
a Mediator for the whole human race. In God's
sight we are all dead and risen with Him. It is

* glorious mark of a true servant of God when
tlie love of Christ is the moving principle of all

his duties and his zeal. Such a one cannot but
be truly simple and sincere (chap. ii. 17). The
hireling, on the other hand, who loves only him-
self and the world, will be silent when he ought
to speak and speak when he ought to be silent.

—Ver. 15. If sanctification is taken away from
redemption, grace is turned into licentiousness

;

but if redemption is taken away from sanctifica-

tion, Christianity becomes difficult, yea, imprac-
ticable. By a believing application to ourselves

of redemption by Christ, we are delivered from
the guilt and punishment, but by sanctification,

its fruit, we are delivered from the dominion of
sin. Justification and sanctification are always
to be united. The purer and the richer the ap-
propriation of mercy the easier and more perfect

the performance of duties. When faith receives

the mercy, it sets the heart to work by love.

Thus the whole of Christianity consists in faith

receiving and love giving. Whoever receives

much has much to give. To receive much and
give nothing proves that you do not properly re-

ceive, and to give without receiving proves that

you do not properly give. You receive not, and
you give not, from God.—Ver. 16. Hedinobb:—
Christians should esteem one another in propor-
tion as they disoover upon each other the tokens
of the Spirit's presence and of a new creatien.

All else is of no importance (Matth. xii. 46 f.).

—

Hedinobb:—Let it be your first object to know
whether a man is in and through Christ a new
creature. That, and that alone, is what God
looks at.—Ver. 17. Everything depends upon the

new man in Christ, upon regeneration and an
active faith (Gal. v. 6). We may apply to the

kingdom of grace what our Lord says of the king-

dom of glory (Rev. xxi. 6). Hedinobb:—How
often we hear of old usages ! In Christ every-

thing is new and is renewed day by day. What
is old in opposition to the Scriptures, old with-

out growth is good for nothing. Hedinobb:—
Golden truth! God is reconciled, peace pro-

claimed, Christ a sinner for us, and we righteous

and holy in Him. The curse, sin and death,

what harm can they do to one who is in Christ

fEph. ii. 5 f. ; Rom. viii. 1 ) ? The principal point

for those who give instruction under the New
Testament is, in what way reconciliation with

God takes place, and how each of us can have
part in it? But he who is himself unreconoiled

to God, and especially with his neighbor, dis-

penses to others what he rejects for himself.

—

Ver. 19. Hbdinobr:—There are two kinds of
non-imputation: 1, When God lays upon His Son
the sins of the world (Isa. lxiii. 5 f. ), that all men
may be freed from the necessity of satisfying

God's Law, either by perfect obedience or by
punishment This is the general grace which is

prepared for all, but is not actually imparted
to all. But when faith appropriates our Lord's
merits, there immediately follows another and
truer kind of non-imputation ; 2, When the sin-

ner is justified, t. «., is absolved from all guilt

and becomes a partaker in all Christ's benefits,

yea, in Christ Himself and everything that be-

longs to Christ.—Ver. 20. Spbnbb:—If one had
committed an offence against a great sovereign*

and had forfeited his life, it would be looked upon
as a great matter if that sovereign condescended
to give him mercy when he humbled himself to
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ask for it. But what would be said if that sore-

reign should send messengers and entreat him to

be reconciled ? And yet God has done this, and
shown a love beyond all comprehension. Always
present God's word in such simplicity and purity

that all shall see and feel that it is God who
teaches, exhorts and comforts through thee.

When listening to God's ministering servant re-

member that it is God's voice you hear, and that

it is with God you have to do.—Ver. 21. Spe-
cie:—As God made Christ to be sin, who had
no sin in Himself, and hence divine justice saw
none of his own righteousness, but only imputed
sin in Him, so God makes us who are in Christ

to be righteousness, and henceforth He beholds
no more the sins which are in us and have been
forgiven, but only righteousness. We thus be-

come righteousness; not in appearance or in

imagination merely, but in deed and in truth.

Oh, the depth of God's wisdom and love!

Bbblenb Bible, Ver. 11:—The fear of the
Lord makes us anxious to possess those powers
of persuasion which are so needful among men.
tfear and love thus act together.—Ver. 18. Not
unfrequently what seems extravagant, and be-
yond all bounds of discretion, may be really

right, and spring from the exceeding greatness
of one's love to God. A discreet gentleness is

a truly divine gift, for which we have much rea-
son to pray.—Ver. 14. The love of Christ is a
cordial affection which Christ has toward the
new born soul, and which the soul has for Christ.

The one highly esteems, properly recognizes,

embraces and longs for ; the other is willing to

do any thing to please the beloved one; avoids
everything which is likely to grieve, injure or
displease him; adapts himself honestly to his
wishes; endeavors to unite with him more and
more, and has a complete fellowship with him in

all things. It makes each Christian careful and
quick to understand the will of his beloved Lord,
and to know what will be agreeable or disagree-
able to Christ, what will be injurious or benefi-

cial to Christ's kingdom, and what will be dis-

graceful or honorable to Christ's cause. It

makes him compliant and submissive to his
Lord's will ; it frees him from the necessity of
pleasing the world, and takes away all fear when
he is called to testify Against prevailing corrup-
tion. Ministers especially should allow nothing
but this love to control them in their preaching
and in their lives. The surest sign that we have
it is, when it urges us to a loving obedience, to
fidelity, truth and uprightness, to love our neigh-
bor and even our enemies, to be merciful and
forbearing toward those who are in trouble, to
help those who are oppressed, and to give coun-
sel and assistance to all who stand in need.
Those who hunger for Christ's love, have already
begun to love Him, and the more this desire is

awakened, the more will their love increase, un-
til it will become strong enough to overcome all

earthly love. And yet this love is of a delicate
nature and habit, for it can easily be injured and
lost. (Rev. ii. 4). The enemy can never bear to
have a soul know, and hear, and speak only of
the love of Christ. Even well-meaning persons
often think that such a one does too much.
(Martha, Mary). The whole of Christianity ,

springs from the death and life of Christ as our !

Saviour and our Head. The ministry of the"

Gospel is therefore a ministry of death and Hie.

—Ver 16. It is by a profound consideration of
the death and resurrection of Christ that we are
brought most effectually to deny ourselves, and
to renounce what we before loved. The love*

which led Jesus to suffer and die for ns will

so affect our hearts, and His resurrection will

awaken in us a love so peculiar, that we stall

live for Him, depend upon Him, eat and drfnk
for Hint, sleep and awake for Hint, walk in and
with Him, and find every thing sanctified and 1

sweetened by His lore. What a wild fancy to

think of having part in Christ and in His glory

while we continue in sin ! Accursed delusion, to

make the infinitely Holy One a minister of sm!
To live wholly for ourselves is to lire far from
God and in corruption. It is nothing but hell

and death for a man to consult only his own in-

terest, to think of, to love and to hare others

love no one but himself, and to make a god of

himself. Christ's death should draw us off from
all such wretched idolatry as this. Self-denial

takes from us nothing, but it restores us much
which we had lost.—Ver. 16. They who die with

Christ for all, can never more know or depend
upon man according to the flesh. (Deut xxxiii.

9). They love even their own children only in

and for God. The more we are devoted to God,

the more acceptable and the nearer we are to

Him. Childhood must give way to youth and
manhood. We must not always remain satisfied

with Christ's humanity, but venture to be fami-

liar with His Divinity. For the very idea of the

sons of God implies that those who have been

alienated from God are reunited with Him in

spiritual friendship.—Ver. 17. The new creation

is the life of Jesus in us, it is being born of God,

it is a holy life. In it the old must completely

pass away ; and henceforth we must never cr*cp

back, but be ever pressing forward. We live

among shadows no longer, but with Christ Him-
self. (Col. ii. 17).—Ver. 18. God's eternal love

has given us all things and has found means of

restoring peace and friendship between us and

Him by Jesus Christ (1 Jno. ii. 2 f.) whom He
has therefore exalted above all things. (Heb. i.

3).—Ver. 19. God has committed all thinp to

Christ; it is with Him, therefore, that we have

to do, and to Him we must apply. The world

had to be reconciled to God, for His wrath was

upon it. He was not, indeed, our enemy, for

then He would have Sent His wrath upon us

;

but He loved us even when we were His ene-

mies. Had he not extended mercy to us we
should never have turned to Him. The whole

world has now a right to merCy. Christ has ac-

quired for all men a non-imputation of those sins

which they had committed in the days of their

ignorance ; for He has taken them upon Himself

and offered a sacrifice for them, so that God can

now be gracious and extend mercy to sinners.

He has thus become a Christ for vs. The Holy

Spirit may now lay hold upon those sins which

reign in our hearts, expose them, and make

them so painful and grievous to us, that we shall

be willing to renounce them. They are eradi-

cated from our souls, And we are freed from

their power. Kot imputing our trespasses unto

us will not therefore make us feel secure in sin,
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bat drive us in oar extremity to exclaim, Who is a
God like unto Thee, etc. (Mic. vii. 18)? The work
of preaching the Gospel is the moat exalted of all

employments, and yet never exalts the preacher.

As he must always be entreating and enduring
the wrath of his fellowmen, and as he is perpe-

tually dealing with the miserable, he must surely

find enough to smother a spirit of pride. The
creative word by which all things came into

being, is the same word which reconciles and
reunites the creature with the Creator, and
which so sanctifies and justifies all who receive

K, that they become meet for the inheritance of
the saints in light.—Ver. 20. "God's reconcilia-

tion reaches not only to the world in general,

but to each one of our race in particular. Jesus
Christ offers each man abundant means of ac-

quiring an interest in His blood. Those who
are sent to us with the Gospel, entreat us to al-

low the work of saltation in oar hearts, to put
ourselves in the way of reconciliation, and to ac-

cept of its conditions, in order that our disor-

dered minds may hare fellowship with God —
Ver. 21. When the great truth that a sinner may
be looked upon in Christ as righteous, has once
become established in the heart, every other es-

sential truth of the Gospel must follow. Christ
Himself enters the heart, and the sinner becomes
righteous even as He is righteous. (I Jno. iii. 7).

Risoen:

—

Vbr, 11. Whoever lives habitually in

the light of that day (ver. 10), will do those
things from the fear of God which will gain the
confidence of his fellow-men. He feels constantly
open to an inspection far more perfect than that
which he looks for from men.—Ver. 12. Many
can so manage matters in the sight of men as to

gain esteem for their doctrines and lives for a
season ; but not only does God know their hearts,

but occasionally even a human eye penetrates
this outward form, and discovers that such are
not what they seem.—Ver. 13. When we find

those who are condemned for doing too much,
and acting in an extravagant, unreasonable and
irregular manner, if it is honestly done for God
and His truth, we should bear with them, wait
lor more light, and rather leave the tares to

grow than to root up the surrounding wheat.
Let us only be careful that our forbearance
springs from a good conscience, and not from
that lukewarm spirit which our Lord has pro-
nounced so loathsome.—Ver. 14. Love to Christ
should have reference to two very different as-

pects of His character. On the one hand we find

that His zeal for His Father's house made Him
break through established usages, and expose
Himself to the deadly malice of His enemies;
and on the other He yielded much that He might
spare the plants which His Father had planted.
Christ bore us all upon His heart when He suf-

fered unto death, and if we would share in His
passion, we must not find our pleasure in our-
selves and in external advantages, but strive to
exhibit the proper fruit of His life and death by
dying ourselves to sin and living unto righteous-
ness.—Ver. 16 f. Such a knowledge of Christ,
when it has power in the heart, will never more
allow us to judge of things according to the out-
ward appearance, the opinions of the multitude
or the prejudices of our own hearts. A thorough
knowledge of Christ dying and rising again for

us, will destroy confidence in every thing else,

and make ns glory only in His cross (we shall

especially put no reliance upon our own personal
intercourse with Jesus, «lc.).—Ver. 18. The doc-
trine of Christ dying and rising again, one for

all, is doubtless far above human reason ; and
yet we soon learn from experience that it per-
fectly tallies with all that God's law and grace
utters in our consciences. The great work of
reconciliation commenced in the bosom of God,
when he pitied us in our apostasy, our enmity,
and our utter inability to return t<y Him. And
yet the actual work of reconciliation had to be
accomplished by Jesus Christ, whose obedience,
and sufferings, and death glorified God's righte-

ousness, and implanted a permanent hatred to

sin in our hearts, without which we could never
come to God. And yet with all this provision
for our reconciliation on God's part, much would
have been wanting if there had been provided no
means of actually implanting faith in our hearts

;

the work of love was, therefore, not complete
nntil the ministry at reconciliation had been ap-
pointed and sent forth to proclaim what had
been done, and to beseech men to be reconciled
to God.—Ver. 19f. God has Himself provided
the Lamb on which He has laid the iniquities of
us all, and has determined that the Son whbm
He has sent to effect reconciliation must suffer

for us; but He has promised and fulfilled the
promise, that that Son should appear before God
in the Holiest of all with an offering which is

sufficient for the sins of the whole world, and
should send forth messengers to preach forgive-

ness in His name to all who penitently believe on
Him. Whoever now bears the burden of sin and
is lost, it must be because he will not believe, but
despises the offered reconciliation. This word
of reconciliation is the very kernel and substance
of God's testimony in the Scriptures, and if we
desire to promote His designs of mercy to men,
we must seek to bring men to Him through faith

in this word.—'Ver. 21. Bv the utter rending of
the flesh of Christ, the innocent and spotless

Lamb, the sin which has penetrated every part

of our nature has been so condemned, that His
righteousness may be imputed to us. He has
become sin by the imputation of our sins, and
by the imputation of His righteousness to us we
have become the righteousness of God ; and we
now have a legal and unquestionable right to an
access to God in His kingdom, and an heirship

to all things like that which the Son of God
Himself possesses. Hallelujah

!

Bbnobl:—Ver. 14. What an admirable uni-
versality ! ministers constrain, hearers are con-
strained, and both because Christ died for

them

!

HstTBNBa:

—

Vie. 11. The Christian not only
loves but fears the Lord ; and this fear is by no
means a feeble power in his heart. Our conduct
is known to man, our hearts to God. No one
can have infallible knowledge of another's heart;

and yet we may see enough of a Christian bro-

ther to give him our unreserved confidence.

—

Ver. 12. A minister's reputation should be pre-

cious to his people, for it belongs to them; and
they should be supplied with such materials as
are necessary to maintain it.—Ver. 18. A fervent

Christian's seal is sure to seem like extrava-
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gance and enthusiasm in the eyes of the indolent
and lukewarm.—Ver. 16. The ultimate object

of the atoning death of Jesus was a holy
Church, thoroughly consecrated to His service.

A real Christian therefore longs, and his con-
stant prayer is, to be freed from self-will—Ver.
16. Our relationship to Jesus is far higher
than that of family or of country (Matth. xii.

48 fA—Ver. 17. Christ has founded a new
worm in every respect; the world itself is to

have a new form, and society new principles;
and as to an individual man, when the spirit of
Christ takes possession of his heart, he must be-
come a new creature, his mind and heart must
be completely changed, and all his springs of ac-
tion must be renewed (a good text for a new year

:

Have we actually lived to see a new year) ?

—

Ver. 18. God is the original author of salvation,

and the whole scheme was formed by Him, but
Christ executed it In Him God came down to

man. Only by His incarnation oould our free-

dom from sin become possible. The greater
then the guilt of those who neglect so great a
salvation! The ministerial office, through which
the mediatorial work of Christ is itself mediated
to man, must continually hold up the offer of re-

conciliation through Christ alone. This must be
the salt of every sermon.—Ver. 19. It is by
Christ's entrance into our humanity, His suffer-

ings for sin and His fulfilment of all righteous-
ness, that man can be absolved from condemna-
tion and worthy of the Divine favor. God was not
before our enemy, for He is nothing but Love;
but only through Christ is it possible for Him to

exercise complacency as well as benevolence to-

ward man. Only in consequence of His blood
can our sins be forgiven and we be redeemed from
wrath (Matth. xx. 28; xxvi. 26; Jno. i. 29; 1

Jno. ii. 1, 2; iv. 10; 1 Thess. i. 10):—Ver. 20.
Christ cannot in person come to each individual
of our race; and hence he sends his messengers
into all the world, to every creature. Their ex-
hortations are, in fact, God's ; for as He speaks
in Gods name, so must they. And yet the spirit

in which they speak is not that of command but
of entreaty. Their words are words of pleading
love: ** Be ye reconciled to God; accept the re-
conciliation He offers you in Christ; put confi-

dence in God, that He loves you, and that He
can and will forgive you." Whoever thinks of
preaching the Gospel, must present Christ as an
atoning Saviour, and must himself know what it

is to be reconciled to God. If you would be the
trumpets of grace, yield yourselves entirely up to

grace. If we would honor Christ Himself, we
must honor this ministry.— Ver. 21. Only He
who was Himself guiltless, and could bear a
guilt not His own, will be the destroyer of sin.

W. F. Brsseb:—Ver. 11. If we have been re-

deemed from the wrath to come, we need not be
tormented with fears of our future Judge; yet
we should have a holy reverence for that glori-

ous Being who will reward every man according
to his works (1 Pet. i. 17), and we should be
watchful lest we displease Him by unfaithful-

ness to our vows and an unholy life.—Ver. 14.

One for all. Here we have the sweetest kernel
and best sample of Christ's love. Faith in one
who died for me and in whom I died, can only
come by hearing of this wonderful exhibition of

His love. My faith creates no Saviour for me;
it is only the act by which I receive a Saviour
offering Himself to me.—Ver. 17. Although those
who know Christ by faith may endure many con-
flicts with the flesh, they are really new crea-
tures, for the Holy Spirit will keep alive the
spark of faith, even in the hearts of weak be-
lievers. The Apostle's "Behold," refers to

every Christian, though he may be never so im-
perfect. For though our fleshly nature may re-

tain much which is old, it is only what is dead
and dying by a daily repentance; but the old

guilt and the old dominion of sin is gone (Rom.
viii. 1, 12).—Ver. 18. Everything in our salva-

tion begins with God and nothing with us. It is

of God, that he can now receive and love us (Tit.

iii. 5 ; 1 Jno. iv. 10).—Ver. 19. Christ's death was
an act of reconciliation, for it was in fact His
own act.—Ver. 20. As the king's own majesty is

supposed to accompany the ambassador by whom
he is represented, so those who preach the Gos-
pel have something of the dignity of Him who
sends them.—God beseeches us! Such entreaties

have power, because God lays aside all His wrath
and cordially offers us all His treasures with a
fatherly admonition, that we despise them not
but truly accept of them, and turn to Him with
a childlike spirit (Heb. xii. 251. He who prayed
for us in the days of His flesh with many tears,

since His ascension, as our merciful High Priest,

to the right hand of God, directs His most affect-

ing prayers now to us, as the voioe of His blood
comes through His messengers, crying: Be ye
reconciled to God.—Ver 21. Nay, He says not:
"Come and make reconciliation for yourselves J

Bring something of your own! " Nothing of this.

He demands nothing from us. Atonement, grace,
and eternal life, are all prepared through the

blood of the Lamb I Repentance, faith, life and
all needed strength are given and effectually

wrought within us by the quickening energy of

that blood.

Gerock :—Ver. 20. Think how needful it is to

seek, how easy it is to find, and how blessed it

will be to have, this reconciliation.

[We have in this passage : I. Man's original

condition. 1. He was sin (ver. 21), and lived af-

ter the flesh (ver. 16); 2. Was alienated from
God, and an enemy of God (needing reconcilia-

tion) ; 8. Was under Divine wrath, although still

loved and not abandoned by God (ver. 11). II.

Man's redemption by Christ. 1. This originated

wholly in God's love (ver. 18) ; 2. Christ was
made sin for us (ver. 21); 8. Man's trespasses

were not imputed to him (ver. 19) ; 4. He can be
made the righteousness of God through Christ

(ver. 21). HI. Application of this redemption
to man. 1. It must be made known to men
through the ministry of Christ and His people

(vers. 18, 19); 2. Men must be persuaded (ver.

11), and be reconciled to God (ver. 20) ; 8. They
must die in Christ, and live as new creatures

unto Him who died for them (vers. 15-17).

F. C. Robertson :—Vers. 18-21 (Abridged):
I. The reconciliation of God to man. God needed
a reconciliation, for there was wrath in Him to-

wards sinners. This was shown in the punish-

ment of sin, in the oonvictions of our own con-

sciences, and in the anger which Christ showed
toward sinners. God is indeed immutable, but
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when man changes, God's relation to him changes.

Lore to good is hatred to evil. Distinguish the

true from the false notion of the Atonement. II.

The reconciliation of man to God. Hero is first

Christ's priestly work, to which man can add

nothing ; and secondly, the work of the ministry,

which consists in declaring God's reconciliation

to man, and in beseeching men by every variety

of illustration and every degree of earnestness to

be reconciled to God].

XL—THE APOSTLE'S APPEAL IN AN ETHICAL POINT OP VIEW.
RELATION TO IT.

HIS CONDUCT IN

Chaptie VL 1-10.

We then, [om We then] as workers together with Aw», [then, we also] beseech you
2 also that ye receive not the grace of God in vain. (For he saith, I have heard thee in a

time accepted, and in the day of salvation have I succoured thee : behold, now is the

accepted [well accepted, *bicp6<rdexros] time ; behold, now is the day of salvation).

3 Giving no offence [occasion for stumbling, Tzpoaxoirf] in any thing, that the ministry

4 be not blamed : But in all thinys approving ourselves as the ministers of God, [as the

ministers of God, commending ourselves] in much patience, in afflictions, in necessi-

5 ties, in distresses [in straits, mtvoxwpiats], in stripes, in imprisonments, in tumults

6 [tossings to and fro, dxaxaoTaaiats], in labours, in watchings, in fastings; by [in] pure-

ness, by [in] knowledge, by [in] long suffering, by [in] kindness, by [in] the Holy
7 Ghost, by [in] love unfeigned, by [in] the word of truth, by [in] the power of God,
8 by the armour of righteousness on the right hand and on the left, by honour [glory,

£"£3?] and dishonour, by evil report and good report : as deceivers, and yet [om. yet]

9 true ; as unknown, and yet [om. yet] well known ; as dying, and, behold, we live ; as

10 chastened, and not killed ; as sorrowful, yet always rejoicing; as poor, yet making many
rich ; as having nothing, and yet [om. yet] possessing all things.

P Yer. 1.—D. (1st oor.) omiti &p«c, and 0. and SinsJt. (1st cor.) substitute for It j^m*.

* Ver. 2.—?. and O. hare facrtfc instead of cvvp&r&citrot. Their authority, however, is not great.
* Ver. 8.—After if oWon'*, D. B. F. G. and two other MSS., the Ital., some copies of the Vulgate, the Gothic and Sjriac

Tersions, many Greek and the Latin Fathers Insert n*"»"'
* Ver. 4.—Rec. has rvyurrwrrts on the authority of D. (3d cor.). E. K. L. Sin. (3d oor.), with Chrys. Theodt. Damasc.

and others, Lachm. Tisch. and Allbrd (with O. D. (1st 0»r.) F. G. and 8in.), hare <rv»t*T*>rcf. B. with two cnrsiTes and
one MS. of Damasc. hare o^vrurroyoVret. This text is in nearly the same state as chap. iii. 1, which see.]

EXEGZTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vies. 1, 2.—Wo then, as workers to-
gether with Him, also exhort yon that ye
receive not the grace of God in vain.

—

Connected with the exhortation and entreaty

(chap. y. 20) in which he had spoken of an inte-

rest in God's work of reconciliation by Christ,

was another consideration with respect to their

continuance in the grace thus attained. There
is no indication that ovv in ovtepyowrec has re-

ference to the church of Corinth (comp. i. 24
J

;

for had such been the Apostle's idea, vy.lv would
have been inserted ; still less can it be referred
to the Apostle's associates in the ministry; and
least of all can the whole word be made equiva-
lent to tpyo ovpirpdrrovrec with reference to yer.

8ff. in contrast with the Myoc in chap. v. 20.

The only doubt is whether it implies a coopera-
tion with God or with Christ If imkp Xptorov in
Ver. 20 signifies m behalf of Christ, and not m
theplace of Christ; then the preceding passage in

which all things had been traced to the hand of
God, and especially the phrase, as though God
were beseeching by us (chap. y. 20), would be in
favor of referring it to God, comp. also 1 Cor.
iii. 9. In the admonition itself, the whole stress

must be laid upon the words, not in vain, inas-

much as these stand at the commencement of the
sentence. They here signify to be without fruits,

as in Gal. ii. 2 ; Phil. ii. 16; 1 Thess. iii. 6. The
word receive (Si^aaBai) is to be taken not in a
preterite (as if it meant that ye mil not have re-

ceived), but in a present signification, in accord-
ance with the uniform usage. We have here the
moral side of the exhortation, which he had said

(chap. v. 20) the ministry were urging, viz., lie

reconciled to God. God's work of reconciliation

would be in vain to them, if in receiving it tlit y
did not become new men. The grace of God i*

the grace which had been shown in the work of

reconciliation, for God had exhibited in that

work special love to sinners. He gives a reason
also for his admonition in a parenthetical form
in ver. 2 (for ver. 8 is grammatically connected
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with napoKakovfiev), by introducing a prophetical

expression (Isa. xlix. 8, in the words of the

LXX.), which he implies had a fulfilment while

he was writing—for he says : In an accepted
time I heard thee, and in a day of salva-

tion I succored thee : behold, now is the
well accepted time ; behold, now is the
day of salvation.—God must be regarded as

the speaker in this quotation. In the original

passage God was addressing the servant of the

Lord, and through him as their head the whole

people of God. Bengbl : The Father speaks to

the Messiah, in whom are included all believers.

The hearing which was indioated by the succor,

the prophet implies was to be shown in the deli-

verance of the people from the calamities into

which they had fallen (Isa. xlix. 7) ; but it is

here made to refer to the salvation which God
gives by Christ, and which the Apostle exhorts

the Corinthians not to receive in vain. The ac-

cepted time (juupoc 6skt6q, Heb. ft)D F\V)> **

a time of favor, (the grace) ; the same as the
" day of salvation " (the time for the communica-
tion of salvation to Israel (Marki. 15; Gal. iv.

4). It becomes accepted, in consideration of the

impression it made upon the people. The same
idea is intended, only more forcibly expressed, in

the words, well accepted (evirpoadeicrog, used in

chap. viii. 12; Rom. xv. 16, 81). The phrases,

/ heard thee and / succored thee, imply that when
God was making this promise, He looked upon
the future as already past. In Paul's applica-

tion of the passage, the words, Behold, now,

(Idov vvv), present the reason for the admonition
in ver. 1, q. d.: let not the opportunity pass un-
improved ; for if ye allow the grace now given

you to be in vain, there are no other means of

salvation for you (comp. Heb. iii. 13 ff.; Luke
xix. 42). The word, now, embraced the brief

period until the second coming of Christ (Meyer).
A paronomasia is perceptible in the use of

6i£ao&ai and 6ckt6<;. [Hodge : " The Scriptures
contain abundant evidence that inspiration did

not interfere with the natural play of the powers
of the sacred writers. Although they spoke as
they were moved by the Holy Ghost, yet they
were probably in most cases unconscious of His
influence, and acted as spontaneously as the be-

liever does under the power of the Spirit in all

His holy exercises. Hence we find that the sa-

cred writings are constructed according to the
ordinary laws of mind, and that the writers pass
from subject to subject by the usual process of
suggestion and association. So here the use of
the word 6kl-ao(ku brought up to the Apostle's

mind the word 6ckt& as it occurs in the Greek
version of the beautiful passage in Isa. xlix. 8."

Stanley : " Let not your receiving of the favor of
God be in vain; for the language of God in the
prophet is true: < In a time which I receive I heard
thee.' This view is confirmed by the stress the
Apostle lays on the word deicrds, carrying it out
and amplifying it in his own comment which fol-

lows : God has so spoken, and look ! (tfov) the
present is the time which He so receives. You
ought to receive Him, for He has received you,
EvTrp6c<kKTOf is a favorite word of the Apostle;
and as such, and also as being more emphatic, is

substituted for the less familiar and less expres-
sive term of the Sept."]. With reference to

iSov, consult the notes on chap. v. 17. [Trench
remarks (Synn. P. II. { 7) that "icaipc? signifies

time (xpovog) bringing forth its several births, the
critical epoch-making periods, when all that has
been slowly ripening through, long ages is ma-
ture and comes to the birth in grand decisive

events, which constitute at once the close of one
period and the commencement of another. It is

the nick of time ; but whether, as such, to make
or to mar, effectually to help or to hinder, the
word by itself does not determine." According
to this, the Kcupdg of which both the prophet and
the Apostle spoke was an epoch of great import-
ance in consequence of the great events trans-

piring, but rendered favorable and acceptable
(dejcrdg) by the turning of the people to the Lord.
(See also Webster's Synonymne, p. 215)].

Yin. 8-10. Giving no occasion for stum-
bling in any thing, that the ministration
have not a reproaoh oast upon it.—Luther
incorrectly regards this participial sentence as a
part of the Apostle's admonition or entreaty to

the Corinthians; as if he was exhorting them not
to receive the grace in vain, and to give no of-

fence lest, etc. But had such been the Apostle's

mind he would have written dtAdvrtig instead of

SiMvrec, This word is rather to be connected
directly with iropaKaXovfiev before the parent lie-

sis, and it shows how the conduct of the admo-
nishers corresponded with and gave force to the
admonition. In this verse he resumes his apo-
logy for himself. The words iv ftydevi (in no-
thing) are neuter like fa navrl in ver. 4. M? is

not here in the place of ov [for it implies the in-

tention and desire of the writer]. Comp. 1 Cor. x.

88. ILpoenofct is used only here in the New Tes-

tament, but it is equivalent to npSoKQfifia 1 Cor.

viii. 8. It implies that Paul and his companions
would do nothing to lead others into error, or to

impair the proper effect of their work or of their

admonition, and so they would give no occasion

for unbelief and unchristian conduct. (Meyer).

In saying that the ministration have not a re-

proach cast upon it, he intended to say that they
subjected themselves to so much pains, in order
that their efforts as Apostl »s to reconcile men to

God, might be saved from bitter reproaches (for

fiafiy&r; implies that he had in his mind no com-
mon or slight reproaches). Probably he had
reference to those opponents who were inclined,

to make, or perhaps had already indulged in

such reproaches,—But in all things, as the
ministers of Qod, commending ourselves
in much patience, (ver. 4). In owtoravrec

(chap. iii. 1), we have toe positive side in con-
trast with the negative side, which had been
given in ver. 8, and it is placed before eavroi?

because it contains the emphatic point. (Meyer).

The idea is not that they were commending
themselves as minister* [as our English A. V. may
be understood and is usually punctuated] for

then the expression would have been &c (kov

dioKCvove, but we commend ourselves as the mi-
nisters of God commend themselves ; or, as is

appropriate forsuch ministers. [Alford : "When
these words signify to recommend ourselves in a
bad sense (chap. iii. 1; v. 12), iavrovc precede*

the verb ; but here and in chap. iv. 2, where used
in a good sense and without any stress on fovrotY,

it follows the verb. This is only one of many
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continually occurring instances of the importance 16), has the sense of disorder, or in particular
of the collocation of words with regard to the
emphasis.'*] The points on which they com-
mended themselves, are introduced by h. They
are, in the first place, Christian virtues, such as

patient endurance (wro/wvfy, ver. 4)—pureness

(ayvdriK k. t. X., ver. 6). In connection with
patience (perseverance, steadfastness, in contrast

with despondency and reluctance) he mentions a
variety of states in which he had exhibited much
patience, such as m affliction, etc. Augustine
quotes w. 4-12, to show that Paul possessed

those qualities which Cicero makes necessary to

an orator, viz., magna granditer et ornate loquendi.

In proof of what he had said he now adduces

principally the trichotomy contained in vv. 4, 6,

in which he specifies how lie had exhibited pa-

tience in three triplets of conditions. Bengel

says the first triplet of trials, afflictions, necessi-

ties and distresses (straits) were general; the

second, stripes, imprisonments, and tumults were

specific; the third, the labors, watchings, and
fastings were voluntary. These evils consist of

oppressive, hampering circumstances in general,

such as drove him into straits ; and they are pro-

bably mentioned in the order of a climax.

[Stanley divides the Apostle's enumeration into

four clauses, all amplifying tv itavru The first

is an expansion of iv irnou. iroXkrf. The second

enumerates the virtues which accompanied these

outward hardships, arranged in two divisions,

not so much by the meaning as by the form of
the words, the first consisting of one, the latter

of two words. In the third the words are held

together merely by the word did, and by their

antithetical form. The fourth expands the words,
through evil report into a long list of the con-
trasts between his alleged and his real charac-
ter, at once showing his difficulties and his tri-

umphs. The first section gives three triplets of
evils, each growing out of the last word of the
other. The first describes his hardships ge-
nerally. In crushing afflictions (dllipemv) in

pressure of difficulties {hvdyiuuA, in narrow
straits (orevoxupUus). The prevailing idea is of
pressure and confinement: each stage narrower
than the one before, so that no room is left for

movement or escape].—In afflictions, in ne-
cessities, in straits.— Irevoxupiat are men-
tioned also in chap. xii. 10, and are the highest
degree of Mtyetc. Comp. chap. iv. 8. *Av&yicai

are necessities, calamities of various kinds, and
also mentioned in ohap. xii. 10 and in 1 Cor. vii.

26. (Some interpret the word as referring to

want, poverty). ["The three words here used
are cognate in derivation, -BTdfiu to press, squeeze

;

«y;r« to press tight ; ortvoc strait, anguetut. The
fillip, is the tribulation itself of whatever kind
it may be, dvdyn. is the result in circumstances,
and arevox. (** u»e<* DV ^au^ *n Ter * 12; iv. 8;
and Rom. ii. 9) the result in feeling or appre-
hension." Webster and Wilkinson.—"The idea
of 'narrow straits ' suggests the thought of actual

ptriecutiontj of which he- gives the three to whioh
he was most frequently exposed." (Stanley),
t«.].—in stripes, In imprisonments, in tu-
mults.—On the word irXqyatc (stripes) comp.
chap. xi. 2S; Acts xvi. 28 f. *Ajuiraaraeia ac-
cording to the prevailing usage in the New Tes-
tament (chap. xii. 20; 1 Cor. xiv. 82; James iii.

tumults, insurrections. (Lnke xxi. 9). With re-
spect to such things in Paul's life, comp. Acts
xiii. 50; xiv. 19; xvi. 19 f.; xix. 23 ff. Others
interpret the word of expulsions from society,
restless wanderings from place to place, comp.
aoraTtfv in 1 Cor. iv. 11.—In labors, in watoh~
ings, in fastings.—The labors here mentioned
relate, not at least exclusively, tolaborsfor his owp
support (1 Cor. iv. 12), but to the cares and toils of
his Apostleship, chap. xi. 28,27; 1 Cor. Iii. 8; xv.
58. In like manner on watch ings, comp. chap,
xi. 27; Acts xx. 81. Others, however, think that
this word has reference to his sleepless cares and
anxieties for the churches. More particularly it

refers to his public teachings, journeyings, medi-
tations and payers (the whole frame of his
mind^. Fastings also include not those which
his circumstances rendered unavoidable (1 Cor.
iv. 11; Phil. iv. 12), and which he especially
distinguishes from fastings under the name of
hunger and thirst in chap. xi. 27, but those Cast-
ings which were voluntarily endured and con-
nected with prayer, (comp. Acts xiv. 28; xiii. 2
f. ix. 9). There is no reason, however, to regard
these as ascetic acts of self-righteousness. In ver.

6 additional items of moral qualification* for hk
office are given, vis.—in pureness, in know-
ledge, in long suffering, in kindness, in
the Holy Gnost, in love unfeigned, in the
word of truth, in the power of God.—
[" There is no reason for exchanging the en, in,

etc., before each «f these expressions for by, by,

etc., as is done in our English A. V., inasmuch as
the same preposition is used from h viro/i. to

h dwdpet implying not the instrument but the
sphere or element in whioh his ministry moved."
Fausset. It is rendered by the English word
m in Wiclif'8, Tyndale's, Cranmer's, and the
Rhemish versions, and in the translation of the
American Bible Union]. At the head of the s*>

ries in this second section stands dyvdiyc, mora)
purity (comp. Phil. iv. 8; 1 Tim. v. 22; 1 Jno.
iii. 8), or chastity in a more special sense. It

would, however, be too confined a signification

to restrict the word to the sexual passion, an<|

above all to the opposite of avarice or a love of

gain. W. F. Besser says: "As patience had
been shown in the nine proofs which had already
been mentioned, so purity (in heart and inten«

tion, as a cardinal virtue) runs through th*
eight virtues and gifts whicn are now to be sp*
cified." Tv&otc is either that practical know,
ledge which quickly recognises the Divine will

t. e., true Christian wisdom (comp. 1 Pet. iii. 7)
or evangelical knowledge, i. e., a vivid percep-
tion of Divine truth. The latter corresponds
best with the prevailing usage in Paul's writings.

Bssseb: " Notintellectual learning is here meant,
but that sagacity of the heart with respect tc

Divine truth, which enables a minister in all

cases to bring out that mind of the Spirit which
is best suited to the wants of his hearers (Phil. i.

9); and especially that casuistic wisdom which
is so indispensable to the cure of souls." This
knowledge has also an ethical aspect, and in-

cludes that faith which surrenders entirely to the
truth of God. Maicpo&vuia and XPV^^VC are vir-

tues which belong to the sphere of love (comp. 1

Cor. xiii. 4). The former signifies that long en-
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durance or perseverance which is exercised under
griefs or mortifications; the latter is the same a»

gentleness or kindness in social life and the pas-

toral work. Trench (Synn. P. II. { 8) makes

fjuvcpo&f a long holding out of the mind before it

gives room to action or passion (generally anger)

against persons (vno,u6vtf, or. 4, being the same
self-restraint with respect to things. The Rhe-

mish renders fiaicp. by longanimity, a word which

even Bp. Taylor's and Archbishop Whately's au-

thority has not been sufficient to naturalise in

our language. Xpnardrrfe is rendered by Wy-
cliffe, in Gal. v. 22, benignity, and by the Rheraish

in our passage, " sweetnete." Trench, P. II. J
181. Before the Apostle speaks of the origi-

nal grace of love itself, he refers to the source

f all moral excellence, the Holy Ghost, with
which this fundamental virtue is appropriately

connected as its source. This irv. &ytov should
be regarded, not merely as a charism, but as a
power always dwelling and acting in the Chris-

tian, and manifesting itself in all his conduct.

'AvtmdKfarn (unfeigned) occurs also in Rom. xii.

0, as an attribute of love. In ver. 7 he passes

on to notice his work as a minister, and that

which commended him to his hearers. As in

the words, love unfeigned, he probably had some
reference to his insincere opponents who affected

the appearance of muoh love, so in the word of

truth he had a similar reference to impurity of

doctrine, (comp. chap. ii. 17; iv. 2). The want
of the article shows that he must have meant,
not as in Col. i. 5. and other places, the Gospel
objectively considered, but subjectively that

which was spoken or proposed to men, the sub-
stance of which was truth. The power of God
in like manner is not to be limited here to the
working of miracles, but referred to the Divine
power which was seen in all his discourses, and
proved that God was with him. (comp. iv. 7; 1

Cor. ii. 4f.; i. 18, 24).—By the armor of
righteousness on the right hand and on
the left, by glory and dishonor, by evil
report and good report—We have here a
change in the preposition (Sid) in conformity
with the brrXa with which it is connected. The
Apostle now takes up the figure of a conflict, and
hence birTva must mean not any instruments in

general by which one is aided or protected, but,

strictly speaking, weapons. Aid tuv birhju here
stands independently, like all the other clauses
introduced by did, and is not subordinate to h
dw, dew, as if it implied that the power of God
was furnishing all these weapons ("Dei virtute

nobis arma eubminittrante." Grotius). The ar-

mor of righteousness means not merely such
weapons as are lawful for a righteous man to

use, or still less, good works (in the Roman Ca-
tholic sense); but such weapons as are given a
man by his righteousness. Nkandkr: « weapons
which would be useful to a good man." Among
these we may understand either moral blame-
lessness (Billroth), or the righteousness of faith

which makes a man strong and triumphant
against all opposition in attack or defence, comp.
Rom. viii. 81—S9 (Meyer); or that righteousness
of our daily life which proceeds from faith. Its

weapons are, the spirit of confidence, a joyful

consciousness that our prayers are heard, the

strength of a pacified and assured conscience,

the unanswerable testimony of a holy life, a de-

lightful enjoyment and power in every work, etc.

(Osiander). Or, as the Apostle had just been
speaking of the power of God, perhaps he was
here thinking of God's righteousness operating
through him, giving him weapons for every con-
flict, and directed especially to the establishment
and development of good order in the world.
The object of this Divine power was, on the one
hand, to preserve in action all that was origi-

nally beneficial, and on the other to destroy all

that was injurious; and especially in the depart-

ment of redemption to preserve and develop all

that new life which corresponded to the Divine

will, and to remove all which was in opposition

to it. (comp. Beck Chr, Lehrw. pp. 661 ff.). In

this way probably Suuuoobvn is used in Rom. vi.

13, 18 ff. In respect to birXa comp. Eph. vi. 11

ff.; 1 These, v. 8. The Apostle, however, speaks

of two kinds of these weapons: those on the

right hand and those on the left. The former

were for assault (sword, lance) and the latter

for defence and protection (shield). [Alford

thinks this would have required rijv oVf. Kal rwr

aptoT.x whereas now no article being inserted

before hpior., it is implied that the panoply (rd

b-xXa) is on both sides of the person. But e?en

without such a specification by the article the

complete armor for the whole person might yet

imply that he had the sword and spear (f/oof xnl

S6pv) in the right, and the shield (a<nrlc) on the

left hand, so that he was called afiftdlftoi]. Both

imposed upon the Apostle as the organ through

which God's righteousness acted among men the

duty of contending against all forms of error

and immorality which were so injurious to good

order, and of repelling every kind of assault

which might be made upon such order and upon

himself as its representative, (comp. chap. x. 4).

As he commended himself to men by his use of

these weapons, and of all the means supplied by

God's righteousness for the advancement of God's

cause in the world, the result was of course that

he had to pass through glory and dishonor, (ver.

8, Sid 66£tk koL drtfiiac, etc.). At this point he

proceeds to mention the opposite judgments

which were passed upon his conduct in these

struggles. A6£a is the glory or honor which was

awarded him by the friends, and aripia the dis-

honor awarded him by the enemies, of God's

cause. The latter as well as the former, and

not merely his conduct under both, were natu-

rally the means of commending him to those who
had spiritual discernment, (comp. Matth. v. 1 1

;

Luke vi. 22; 1 Pet. iv. 14). Aid stands herein

a different position from that in which it stood

before tuv bvhjv, and means passing through

honor and dishonor, L «., in the midst of honor

and disgrace, (comp. Meyer; the remarks of

Osiander in opposition to this do not seem ap-

propriate). The same is true with respect to Std

before SvoQnpiac ml ev$r/fiiag (through evil report

and good report). [Alford: "Once adopted by

the Apostle the Sid was kept for the sake of the

parallelism, though with various shades ofmean-

ing. I would understand it in Sid oof., etc., as in

Std n6M.uv SoKpinjv (chap. M. 4) as pointing out

the medium through which. Thus understood

these two pairs in ver. 8 will form an easy transi-

tion from the instrumental, through the medial
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CHAP. VI. 1-10. Ill

to the passive characteristics which follow."]

—

As deceivers and true, as unknown and
well known.—These two clauses are connected
with the two immediately preceding, and not
with awicT&v. eavrovc 6c deov diaxovot [t. «., the

author means, it was as deceivers and true, that

thej went through evil report and good report

(ver. 8), and not that they commended them-
selves (ver. 4)]. We may notice, however, that

what is detrimental is mentioned in the first

part of each couplet, as it had been in some of

the preceding clauses (Svafn/uac, ev^nfiiac\. As
deceiver* (6c irtovoi) expresses what was the na-

ture of the dishonorable reports respecting him,

the false estimate placed upon him icomp.

Matth. xxvii. 68; Jno. vii. 12; 1 Tim. iv. 1).

And true (xal afaflelc), on the other hand, ex-

presses what was the tenor of the good reports

respecting him, and at the same time what was
the actual state of the case. But xal has not,

therefore, the meaning of, and yet [as in the Eng-
lish A. V.], for 6c qualifies both words in each
clause, and the two have reference to tvfn^ia

(and 66£a).—In ver. 9 ayvoovfievot has the sense

of, obscure people, persons whom no one knows
[Bloompield: "obscure nobodies"], and not
those who are misunderstood, or for whom
no one cares. In contrast with it stands
brtytvuoK6pevoii those who are well known,
those who have the good report. It refers,

therefore, to the knowledge of men, and
not of God (as in 1 Cor. xiii. 12), to the
knowledge which true believers had of him
in opposition to the judgment of opponents
who undervalued him.—As dying and be-
hold we live, as chastened and not
killed.—In the first members of the several

antitheses which he is about to enumerate,
he properly refers still to the evil report
and dishonor of which he had just spoken;
and in the second he brings forward the
actual state of the case, having reference

to the glory and good report of the ear-

lier clauses. It is for this reason that he
indulges in a greater freedom of expression,

as when he says, and behold, we live. His op-
ponents had passed a contemptuous judgment
upon him, and upon the constant danger of
death in which he was said to stand ; they say
we are dying, and that we are near our last (6c

farodvfanovTeg, but he describes the case very
differently when he gives his own view of it,

ehap. iv. 10 f.; 1 Cor. xv. 81), "and behold we
Uve" This last is said in a tone of triumph in

opposition to the depreciation of his opponents.
Contrary to all their expectations God's won*
drously saving power brings us out of our most
imminent perils, not only uninjured, but with
ever renewed powers of life (chap. i. 10; iv. 10
f.). The phrase as chastened (6c iratdevAfievoi)

does not mean that he was actually purified by
this discipline. On the other hand, as Neander
says: Paul confesses that he was always needing
a chastening discipline. The putative meaning
of 6c is still to be retained. It was one part of
the evil report through which the afflicted Apos-
tle passed, that he was always looked upon as

one punished or chastened of God (comp. Isa.

liil. 4). As to the mode in which this was ac-

complished, we need not imagine that it was by

a literal scourging. And not killed (ml fit) #<mz-
Tobfuvot) means that he was not so severely chas-
tened as to be slain/' The discipline was never
carried to an extreme (comp. Ps. cxviii. 18).

—

As sorrowful jet always rejoioing, as
poor jet making many rioh, as having
nothing, and possessing all things (ver.

10). In this verse 6c Awroty/nw signifies, we are
looked upon as afflicted and sorrowful, and hence
as men of a melancholy temperament; but in
contrast with this distorted judgment, he de-
clares that they were in reality always rejoicing
and happy (comp. Phil. iv. 4; Rom. v. 3; xii.

12; 1 These, i. 6). The last sentence refers to

the contrast between their poverty and their
wealth. In the wealthy city of Corinth, it was
a very uncommon thing to find a Christian pos-
sessed of riches (1 Cor. xi. 21). We are com-
monly looked upon as poor, and yet we make
many rich; as men who have nothing, and yet
we have all things. When he says that they
were rich and had all things, we need not sup-
pose he had reference to the collections by
means of which he had at his disposal all the
wealth of the Christian community, but we must
understand it of those spiritual blessings to

which he had already referred when he said that
they were always rejoicing (comp. chap. viii.

7, 9; 1 Cor. i. 6; Rom. i. 11; xv. 29). Having
nothing (comp. Matth. viii. 20) indicates a high
degree of the previously mentioned poverty
(nruxoi), and it alludes to the fact that Paul
was sustained by the labor of his own hands.
[Wordsworth : " koto in Karkxovrec adds strength

to the meaning of the latter." See 1 Cor. vii.

81. Though we have nothing, we have firm pot-
teeeion of an eternal inheritance, yea, of "all
things." Starlit: "l^ovref" is simply "having,"

Kar^xovrec is "having to the/nil"'}. This hating
all things and being rich must also be understood
of spiritual possessions, and not of earthly pro-
perty in addition, nor probably of the everlast-

ing inheritance (Khjpovoftia). He speaks in a
similar, though not in precisely the same, man-
ner in 1 Cor. iii. 22. Neander says : " The
whole world belongs to the Christian, because
the principle which now governs him is one day
to control everything on earth. What the Stoics

once said of their wise men, was never com-
pletely true except of the Christian; for they
alone have that true greatness which is founded
upon humility, and they can never be overcome,
for they are always in harmony with the will of

God."

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The more exalted the benefits of the atone-

ment, the more important is it that we should not
receive them merely as something brought to ua
by force to pacify our conscience : but without a
sincere repentance and a thorough renovation of

our own hearts. Such a participation in God's
greatest gift throws upon us a tremendous re-

sponsibility ; for if we abuse it we bring upon
ourselves an irreparable injury, since we not

merely lose the opportunity of a great salvation,

but we can hope for no other means of deliver-

ance. Hence those who commend the atonement
should earnestly invite those who hear them, not
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only to accept of it, bat to bring forth all the

appropriate fruits of such amazing grace. Thej
should be exceedingly active in offering God's
mercy to men, and as fellow-laborers with God,
earnestly beseech men not to receive the grace of

God in vain, but diligently to bring forth and
present to God the fruits of righteousness.
4

2. But to this word of exhortation, all that

we are and do should correspond and jgive

power. God's ministers should not onlygive no
such offence, that those who hate their work;
may take occasion to insult and reproach it ; but
conduct themselves so as to gain the approbation
of all well disposed persons. They should never
become weary, hesitating, indolent, or despond-
ing in their work ; but under every discourage-
ment and opposition, even under personal abuse,
tumults, and loss of liberty, they should remain
patient and undismayed. For the sake of such
a work they should be willing to renounce with
cheerfulness those conveniences and enjoyments
which would otherwise be lawful to them. But
whatever may be their exertions or endurances,
they should maintain that purity of heart which
longs for and thinks of nothing but the honor
and glory of God : that familiarity with the
eoonomy of grace which readily and clearly dis-

cerns the Divine purposes and ways for saving
men ; and that forbearance and kindness, which
can be learned and enjoyed only in the school of
the Friend of Sinners. In all their course they
should be controlled by the Holy Spirit shedding
continually into their hearts that love of God,
which produces and maintains a sincere love to

men. Whatever they propose to their fellow-

men will then bear the stamp of truth ; and
whatever they do will be accompanied by tokens
of Divine power. In this manner they will prove
themselves true champions of the Lord, boldly
using the weapons of righteousness, now fear-
lessly assailing whatever opposes Christ's cause,

. and now rigorously defending the truth and laws
of God against every form of sin. and error.
Everything will then also become subservient to
their cause, and will more and more compel men

. to confess that they are from God. Honor and
diehonor, good and evil report, will be equally in
their favor. If they are sometimes represented
as deceivers, it will not be hard to prove them-
selves true men. If their adversaries disparage
them as unknown, (obscure) they will soon prove
themselves well known. If they are vilified as
.sinking, and devoted to death and ruin, they
will ere long show themselves living monuments
of saving and glorious grace. If they are pointed
at as guilty objects of God's frowns, they will

soon prove that their chastisement was not unto
death. If they are sometimes looked upon with
pretended sympathy, as men overwhelmed with

. sorrow, poor wretohes, who can only starve for
want of the necessities of life, they will soon
show that they are not merely joyful in them-
selves, and rich in spiritual blessings, but able
also ,to enrich all their fellow men.

HOMILKTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starik:—Vbr. 1. Since God has chosen min-
isters to be his helpers in the work of the Gos-
epVlet no one think himself too well taught and

holy to need the services of those who seem to be
inferior in endowments, for he can never know
what instrument, or slight occasion God may have
chosen for a work of grace in his heart.

—

Hkdlji-

ohe :—Make use of the time you have, for the
brief hour will soon he past. Whoever thrusts

aside God's grace, or loses it to secure some
worldly advantage, draws down upon himself the
severest judgments of God (Heb. ii. 3, xii. 15).

—

Spknxr:—Ver. 2. God sometimes plentifully

dispenses to men a grace, which will soon give
place to wrath, if they fail to recognize and im-
prove the time of their gracious visitation (Luke
xix. 42 and 44.) Thoughtless persons say:
" We shall have time enough to-morrow, and we
can turn to God even in death ;" but are they
sure that God will then give them true repent-
ance ; that He will accept of the forced repent-
ance of a dying hour ; or that he will ever per-
mit them to see another day?—Ver. 4. A minis-
ter's whole life should be a practical illustration

of what he enjoins upon others. (Tit. ii. 7f.)

He who preaches to others that they must enter
the kingdom of heaven only through much tribu-

lation, must not expect to go before them upon
roses. An effeminate weakling who can bear no
trouble is not fit to serve Christ. In Christ's ser-

vice we shall be oalled upon to endure hardness
and to stand by ,Christ and His word, under all

the assaults of the devil and the world. Bat
althoughsueh things are sometimes hard to bear,
with Divine grace they become light. (Chap. iv. 8).—*Ver. 6. Blessedare t^epeacemakers ; cursed all
rebels. .Every hour has its work: God's word
is to be searched ; our own house is to be built,

the sick are to be visited, and earnest prayer is

to be offered for ourselves, and for all the world!
Think you this will disturb your peace T Never
fear. For God the Lord will be thy rest and thy
strength.—Ver. 6. A minister must cleanse him-
self from all nlthineas of the flesh and of the
spirit (chap. vi. 1.) or he will pull down rather
than build up. He who would teach othersmust
know God, And be well acquainted with himself
and his people (John x. 8 and 14.)—A patient
spirit is the inward light, and kindliness the
outward beams of this sun.—Ver. 7. Behold, the
true way to have the power, and the near pre-
sence of God: It is to be so familiar with Hit
word, that it shall become thoroughly implanted
in our hearts, and engrafted into our spiritual

life (James L 21.) As a well-armed warrior
carries weapons in both hands, is watchful on
every side, and uses his weapons against every
assault, we should bring our spiritual weapons
to bear against every kind of temptation (from
Satan or the world ; from the lust of the flesh,

the lust of the eye . and the pride of life ; from
fears, tribulations, persecution). Where Christ

is, God's power is ; and with this we can tri-

umph over all things. Through God we shall do
valiantly (Ps. lx. 12 ; cviii. 18).—Ver. 8. Stand
firmly in God'a grace when men revile andseek
to injure thee, and they will soon find that they

dishonor themselves more than thee,—Ver. 9.

In severe sickness men will say, " He is dying*"

but with God's help we cry, •• Behold I live!"

Look well, that you,may be able to say, " Christ

liveth in me." etc. (Gal. ii. 20.)—Hxdingxb, Via.

] 0. God's people have reason to mourn over their
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sins, their sufferings, the buffetings of their

deadly enemy, their fellowmen, the abominable

crimes of their day, the perdition of thousands,

and the general blindness and hardness of men's

hearts. But they can always rejoice in the

Spirit, in God and in Christ, in a blessed hope, in

foretastes of future glory, and that their names
are written in heaven (Luke x. 10.) While we
continue in God's grace, we always truly parti-

cipate in, though we may not always be equally

conscious of, its consolations. These, however,

may always be increased by constant prayer.

They are spiritual, pure, uninterrupted, and the

offspring of the spirit of God through spiritual

graces. If they' are sometimes connected with

visible things, they are never dependent upon
these, but are intended to lead us directly to

God. It is for this reason that the enjoyment of

them is so sanctifying. God's true ministers, as

spiritual fathers, enrich their people by their

instructions, their example, their prayers, and
their admonitions to good works and liberality

(comp. 1st Tim. vi. 17 tX He who has God has
everything, for God will provide every needful

temporal blessing.

Bbblinb. Bibli:—Ver. 1. A man must make
a holy use of that grace by means of which he is

first anointed with the Holy Spirit, justified,

sanctified and turned to God ; for if he makes it

subservient to his fleshly lusts, or to his security

in sin, and perverts it to his own pride and self-

righteousness, instead of using it for his growth
in grace and especially for being born into the
kingdom of God, even that which he has already
received will be withdrawn.—Ver. 2. The only

proper result of grace already received is the

bearing of our prayers, the healing of our back-
sliding* and the salvation of our souls. When
Satan is most aroused, then is the time for pluck-
ing souls from his grasp.—There are times in

which God sees fit to give us more than common
manifestations of His grace. Great will be our
blessedness if we make a wise improvement of
such seasons.—The deeper our impressions are,

the greater the injury, if they are despised and
resisted, and so our hearts are hardened against

God. Every one should observe whether, and in

what way Divine grace is acting upon his heart.

If we walk not in the light while it is yet day,
darkness will come upon us, and our perverted
hearts will lead us to ruin.—When Satan can
find an occasion for reproaching God's children,

and especially those who have the care of souls,

he will be sure to make a mountain of it, and
will corrupt the work of God. But never is he
mere insulting than when he finds them feeble

and dispirited. Then he points to them and
cries : " These are the Lord's heroes !" An occa-
sion for offence is thus given, not merely when
we commit some great crime, bnt when we make
no advances, when we are slothful, cold-hearted,
and indolent, and when the people do not see us
in earnest.—Ver. 4 f. Where Christians are
really sealous, they must expect to suffer. They
must then beseech God for patience, and their
prayers will keep them from falling.--God's true
messengers, and even Christians in general, may
be distinguished from the world by their suffer-

ings, and by their being looked upon by those
who are esteemed in society, as the offscouring

8

of all things and as a curse. There is no way in

which they will not be assailed, in mind and
body, in reputation or in property. They will

be perplexed, crushed and beaten (afflictions).—

Circumstances will arise when the servant of
God will be in extreme distress, that as a good
soldier of Jesus Christ, he may be an example to

others of a firm trust in God.—Whoever is pre;
paring for the pastoral office, must make it his

first object to attain a degree of patience, which
nothing but Divine power can give him.—Many
have found evangelical fasting, when entered
upon voluntarily at suitable times, and without
affectation, very profitable, but any other will be
found quite useless.—To abstain from an im-
proper use of even those things which belong to

us, will be an excellent means of purifying and
disciplining us.—Ver. 6. The best protection

against impure thoughts and desires, is to lgive

ourselves thoroughly up to our ordinary emp oy-
ments. Those who have once known how plea-

sant a holy life is, must have an insatiable hun-
gering after purity of heart. The best way to

know and properly appreciate all things around
us, is to gain such a familiarity with them as
God gives us in the midst of Christian activity,

and the trials and temptations to which it sub-
jects us.—He is truly kind who is willing to give

up himself when occasion calls for it, and to re-

nounce his own enjoyments at the call of distress

and love. This can be done, in a pure and
blameless manner, when the heart has been
thoroughly awakened and renewed so as to be
holy before God, angels and men (by the Holy
Ghost).—Many a thing comes to us under the
semblance of love. But the Apostolic spirit was
in truth also. The very nature of love is such
that it makes brethren speak the truth.—Ver. 7.

Truth must be defective if love is wanting.
Where a man is actuated by Icve, he will honestly

speak the truth, and of course will neither flatter

nor needlessly offend or injure any one.

—

ft a
man faithfully pursues his calling, thoroughly
renounces the world, and by the aid of the Holy
Spirit gives no offence, is sincere, pure, chaste,

kind and true, he will possess power, ("by the

power of God") which no one can resist, and hit

faith will be the victory which overcomes the
world. No one can do this who does not make
good use of the weapons of righteousness. With
these he can defend himself against all mischief
from within or from without. God is wonderful
in His resources!—Ver. 8. In itself it is a mat-
ter of indifference to a Christian, whether men*
receive or reject him, if he only has the testi-

mony of a good conscience, and has grace always
to own his Lord.—Ver. 9. The dealings of God"
with His people are so fatherly, that, with all the •

humiliations and chastisements to which He sub-
jects them, they are never given over to death.

Ver. 10. Christians are not without tender feel-

ings when they are in affliction, but they are so <

refreshed by supplies of grace that they can
endure with cheerfulness.—None can understand
how wonderful God's goodness is but those who*

seek for and love Him ; but so abundant will be
the riches of knowledge which He gives, that

many besides their possessors will be enriched.

To have nothing, neither gold, nor possessions*

J
etc., and yet to have all things so as to be unwilt*
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114 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS;

ing to exchange conditions with the wealthiest

of this world, are things so hard to be united,

that nothing but Divine power can combine them
together.

Riigbb:—Ver. 1 1 If thou hast besought men
to be reconciled to God, fail not to admonish
them also, for even those who have been brought
nigh to God by the word of reconciliation are
still in danger. How often is grace obstructed,

and the heart hardened rather than benefited.

—

"I have heard thee," etc. Such a promise was
not for our great High Priest alone during the

single hour of His soul's travail (Isa. xlix. 8),

but for those of every age and condition in whose
behalf he then acted. His prayer for His disci-

ples and for all who should afterwards believe on
Him through their word, has been heard. The
present, therefore, is an acceptable time, etc.—
Ver. 8. Men are ingenious in contriving pretexts

for receiving the grace of God in vain, especially

if they can detect something in those who preach
the Gospel inconsistent with their messages.

—

The minister of Christ must not expect entirely

to escape scandal ; but when the conscience of a
hearer has been offended, so that the Gospel has
no power over him, the cause is not unfrequently
one which oould and ought to have been avoided.

The minister's work should be to him as the very
apple of his eye, to be kept most delicately from
every contact with vice. Many of the judicial

proceedings of the present day fail of success on
both sides on account of the contempt and re-

proach which rests upon the ministerial charac-
ter (Mai. ii. 7-9). The salt which has lost its

savor will be sure to be crushed under the feet of

men. But even those who thus tread upon it

must one day answer for being so easily deprived
of that which might and ought to have been salt

to them, and for being so speedily reduced to a
carcass of corruption in God's sight.—Ver. 4
The best eye forjudging all we do is acquired by
having a desire in all things to act worthy of a
servant of God.—A stupid, hesitating and timid
spirit knows nothing of real patience. None but
those who fear no terrors can maintain such a
spirit under severe trials.

Heubnir:—Ver. 1. To receive the grace of
God (t. «., ail that could save us) in vain, is the
surest way to injure ourselves and to lose what
we have. What an honor and blessedness to be
God's helpers, and to give Him back the tongues
and powers he gave us !—Ver. 2. The acceptable
time is the whole period of the Christian dis-

pensation, for salvation is now free to all, espe-
cially all who hear the Gospel in its clearness

and power. For every one it is now a day of

salvation. Luther:—"The word of God moves
along like a passing shower; wherever it oomes
it must be received at once, or it will be gone."
—How soon a man's *' not now" becomes a "ne-
ver." How many are lost because they put off

the day of their conversion !—Ver. 3. Christianity

has always been much dishonored by the un-
faithfulness and faults of some ministers whose
scandalous walk pulls down faster than their

preaching builds up. Most carefully, therefore,

should they gdard their conduct, for every defect

in this will surely be noticed. No wonder,
therefore, that the world is full of objections to

those who preach the Gospel.—Vers. 4, 6. In

performing the duties of your office, seek not te

please yourself or the world, but God. Faith-
fulness to Him will be seen principally in the
patient and persevering performance of the diffi-

cult duties you have to do. Nothing is more in-

dispensable to a minister of God, driven as he
often must be into straits and with none to coun-
sel him, than patience.—Ver. 6. The severer the

opposition, the more honorable the virtues which
are shown in encountering it; such as purity of

heart, the ready tact and familiarity with Divine
things which always hits upon the right thing;
the good will and courage which perseveres even
when the results do not correspond to our expec-
tations; the unwearied earnestness to benefit

those who make no returns of gratitude and con-
tinually thwart our pains; the kindness (the

outward form of love) which endeavors to win
all to Christ ; the holy seal which remains at all

times equally const-ant, and has a heart for God's
work and man's salvation; and the sincere love

to all men which is the soul of all our graces.—
Ver. 8. The equanimity of the Christian under
the ever varying judgments of the world.—Ho-
nors do not dazzle him, dishonors do not trouble
him.—Ver. 9. To be known by a few faithful

friends, is better than to have a name with the
multitude—Ver. 10. The Christian, though poor
in the eye of the world, has an inexhaustible
treasure to dispense. With no earthly house or
grounds, or possessions, he has a rich inheritance
in heaven. With rapture he can cry : " My heart
leaps!" etc (Luke vi. 23).
W. F. Bkssbr:—-Ver. 1. God has seen fit to

communicate to men the blessing of reconcilia-

tion through the medium of His word and the

preaching of the Gospel. Though He alone can
impart the spirit of faith, and so work upon the
heart that we shall come to Christ and find justi-

fication and salvation, He dispenses His gifts and
influences in connection with the outward word,
and calls those who preach it His helpers or
fellow-laborers (1 Cor. iii. 9).—Ver. 2. When
Paul exclaims: "Behold, now," etc., he must be
understood as saying: "Open your eyes and be-

hold that Gospel which has filled the world with
the precious assurance that God is no more an-
gry or punishing men, but is gracious and ready
to save them; for our Lord Jesus, who has con-
quered all our enemies, and now intercedes for

us, has purchased us for Himself, and entreats

us to be reconciled to God." The whole period
of the New Testament is an acceptable time
(Luke iv. 19); when the buds of promise are
bursting, ana every day is a day of salvation.

We are continually receiving and appropriating
the results of our Saviour's sufferings and victo-

ries. Every Christian may therefore apply to

himself the prophetio word, "I have heard
thee;" for if one is heard for all, then all are
heard ; and if one is succored for all, then all

are succored.—Ver. 6. Among the virtues and
gift8 which distinguish God's servants, we ought

especially to remark the Holy Spirit. From this

Source flow the streams of life, of virtues and of

gifts both backward and forward in ourtexL
He it is who washes the soul from e^ery defile-

ment, and then it begins to shine with intelli-

gence, long suffering and kindness, and He it is

who crowns these virtues with martial glories
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chap. vi. 11-17. vn. 1. 115

and entwines them together in a bond of peace.

—Ver. 7. One part of the work to be accom-
plished by the armour of righteousness on the

right hand and on the left, is to strip from us the

motley garment of our own righteousness, and
triumphantly to maintain the genuineness and
everlasting suitableness of the beautiful and
glorious garment of Christ's righteousness.

—

Yer. 9. When it is objected against the servants

of Christ that they are obscure and insignificant,

that they have no place among the wise, and no
reputation or power in the world (1 Cor. i. 2ft-

28), they are more than compensated by being
well known in heaven (Luke z. 20 ; Phil. iv. 3 ;

Heb. xii. 23) and in the Church below by all

whom they have served with patience and with
the humble graces of the Holy Spirit.—Ver. 10.

Every thing on earth is subservient to the wel-
fare of God's servants; and the future dignities

of the meek who inherit the earth (Matth. v. 5)
may be traced even in this life, when heaven and
earth are nothing but a vast storehouse, the key
to whose treasures is continually given to faith

by prayer. Away with pride and vanity ! Let
ua dread poison when pious people praise us, and
learn to find honey among the nettles of calumny
and lies ; for we have the assurance (Matth. v.

11, VI).

Ver. 1-10 (Pbricopi on Inveeavit Sunday) :

—

The Lord glorified by His Apostles: 1, by their

blameless deportment (vers. 1-4); 2, by their

patience in sufferings (vers. 4, 6) ; 3, by their

holy walk (vers. 6-7) ; 4, by the benefits they con-

fer.—The Apostles are like their Lord : 1, in

their work as preachers and their holy walk : 2,
in sufferings, not only under positive inflictions,

but under privations ; 8, in their excellent influ-

ence, inasmuch as they make use of none but
honorable means —A season of Fasting a time of
salvation: 1. For we should regard it as a time:
a. to awake to the reception of God's grace, as
we contemplate the story of Christ's sufferings
(vers. 1-2); b. to become more holy in our daily
lives (vers. 8-4) ; e. to make use of the trials of
life, for the exercise of every Christian virtue
(vers. 4-6); d. to receive the spiritual aids which
are offered us. 2. Beneficial influence of the
truths then contemplated : a. for our amendment
of life and our confirmation in holiness ; b. for
our real comfort and peace; c. for the increase
of our influence among our fellow-men.—Our
whole life on earth is a season of fasting; for it

is a time: 1, of suffering; 2, of many privations;

3, of discipline in holiness ; 4, of preparation for

the great Easter, when we shall be raised from
the dead and saved forever (Heubner).

L. Hofackie (pp. 80 ff.):—In the midst of all

their outward afflictions, their insignificance and
their vileness in the eye of the world, those who
follow Christ- and labor in His vineyard must ex-
pect to be reviled; but in spite of all their suf-

ferings and shame, a Divine greatness and ma-
jesty will break forth from them, amply sufficient

to prove the reality of the kingdom for which
they are contending.—The hidden glories of •

God's kingdom: 1. That kingdom has a glory. 2.

But it is now conoealed: a. in Christ Himself ; b.

in His Church.

XIL—AN EARNEST APPEAL TO THE CORINTHIANS

;

TATION IN VER. 1.

APPLICATION OF THE EXHOR-

ChaptbrVI. 11-17. VII.-1.

11 O ye Corinthians, our month is open unto yon, our1 heart is [has become] en-

12 larged. Ye are not straitened in us, but ye are straitened in your own bowels.

13 Now for a recompense in the same [by way of recompense in the same kind, rijv 6V

14 a£m}v fortfitirdia*'] (I speak as unto my children), be ye also enlarged. Be ye not un-

equally yoked together [become not united as in a strange yoke, /&u) ybtafo trepoZuyouv-

re?l with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with unrighteousness

?

15 and [or]* what communion hath light with darkness? And what concord hath

Christ* with Belial [Beliar]?4 or what part hath he that believeth with an infidel

16 [unbeliever]? And what agreement hath the temple of God with idols? for ye

[we]* are the temple of the living God; as God hath said, I will dwell in them, and

walk in [among] them; and I will be their God, and they shall be my* people.

17 Wherefore come out1 from among them, and be ye separate [separated] saith the

Lord, and touch not the unclean thing [anything unclean] ; and I will receive you,

and will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my [to me for, pot cfc] sons and
daughters saith the Lord Almighty.

VII. 1. Having therefore these promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all

filthiness [every defilement] of the [om. the] flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the

fear of God.
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tCI? -fee. hM*Mm but «|*ft«r« to better salted to the tent* mod ta more .trongly Baeteined. [The former!,

tor c£formed£ liSa&tio usage, StTihe latter wa. for thU very reeeoa lew likely to ^al^red to it it urbetter^-

[i Ver. 11.- For the eeoood fe*» B. hat *&. Ttocb. in hto Cod. ««•«*« Wj
t

»* £}• *•£ J"LtaSSTrf ^otJT^d
« Ver. M.-Rec. hue W« «, but i? ri* has stronger support [B. C. D. E. F. G. L. Sin. with the majority of versions and

Fathers]. The 61 being more usuat was probably a correction. ^4iw— in th* r^nec
• vir. 16.-Rec. h£ vpurr* but it was probably a correction to oonfonn to 4~r} ^^g^Sj^SSL „dSSS

tion. B. C. et al. [Sinaitl). L. the Vnlg., and Oapt. the Latin mthersl haye^^^^^^^^^Sb%
also adopt it ; but Bloomfield inclines to xpi<rry under an impression that the other was suggested hy tue i*un oop» nr

* ^Ver!l6^C
C
l!e.?authentloated form of thU word is *AA*; tmt so»* cop* hare*W -^**«g; «»£*£

nf th» R« is feeblv sustained. Tit has no M83. and little more than the Vulgate, which adopted it from *]» °f^*™ l

H
.r

bfewfor^: AU Q
y
ri£mtot\*port*n£h*re SeAiop. Kept, treated the word as ^common none.and *£*%*£

The Vulgate and our English version sometime- give it as a proper noun, but they often translate it by *h« ^™***S
OTMm^Smvnlent term. The Hellenistic Jews often changed K into * as in the ^™ ^^J£.***S°J; t^e

<£2
SLSoo oten occurs in the Test, of the 12 ittriorcA*. in the interpolated Ignatiut, in the Apo$L Oanon*y *nd in Ihe reek

KtihTrt generaTly As »he Greeks never ended their proper names .n p, they were not likely to change B«A««A into fl«Ai«*

while the Latins were quite likely to conform the£*<«<> to their vlgate].
^minUcence of1 Cor Hi 16. and an

• Ver. 16.—The Kec has v^«i«-4<rr« instead of iMm*-«*>*i'. It was probably a re™~*?<»
°J

1^r
*J
"; J*rTi!r-

attempt to conform to vv. H and 17. The anthoriti«, however, are about equally balanced. [B. D. L. 81 n. **™>£*S**-
iTonfand Fathers have the Rec. but C. D. (3d Cor.) E. fc. G. K. the Vulg. *J*-*«±™*Z* "g^ ^<*hJlb£J
have the other. No reason can be imagined for changing the v^« into *,m< equally strong with that which baa above

^VVT?6 -l&^^^^ *"• The testimony for the latter is not strong, and it to probably an attempts

conform the text to thl Sr^ceSng avT»/[And yet B. 0. and Sin have ,101/, while I>. F. K. L. with the ver«. and most

Fathers have pot].
T Ver. 17 —R*

better conformed to linguistic usage, buw m« •»*•*» *»«- •• —— «-w y"T~ "
X u«.~ICZ—nPHm ftr Tarhm Ti«eh.

tained bv the best M88. of the 8ept, has B. C. F. G. 8in. and Bamasc. in its favor, and has the sanction or Lactam., Tmch.

and Alfb'rdj.

The same idea is presented in a negative form in

ver. 12, and so makes the contrast on the part

of the Corinthians more striking—ye are not
straitened in us but ye are straitened in
your own bowels (ver. 12).—The ov shows
t hat the verb cannot be taken as an imperative
even in the first clause. [Webster (p. 138):
"ov conveys a direct and absolute, pi) a subjec-
tive and conditional, denial." Winer, J 59, 1].
It is not of anxiety or sadness, the reason of
which is in themselves, that he is speaking. The
meaning of •straitened* is determined by its

connectiou with the subsequent idea of enlarge-
ment: ye are not straitened, t. e. ye have no
contracted space in our hearts ; but in your hearts
it is not so with respect to us ; i. e. ye have no
small room in us, but ye have very small room
for us in yourselves. While our hearts are
enlarged in love for you, it is very different with
you, in respect to us. [Chbtsostom : " This re-
proof is administered with forbearance, as is the
manner of very great love. He does not say,
'ye do not love us,' but 'not in the same mea-
sure/ for he does not wish to touch them too
sensibly. He implies that they have some affec-

tion for him, that he may win them to more. Te
are straitened while I am enlarged. Ye barely
receive one and even him with small space, but
I a whole city, and with abundance of freedom."]
IxX&yXva (bowels) is here used, as in chap. vii.

15; Phil. i. 8; ii. 1, and even in classical

writers, in the sense of napdia (heart), for the
seat of the emotions, such as love, sympathy,
etc. [The Apostle in this passage uses both
words, Kapdij and eirXdyxva for the affections.

In modern languages the latter word has been
entirely superseded by the former. Among
ancient nations, however, it expressed the whole
interior structure of man, including especially

the heart and liver as opposed to what are now
technically called the bowels (brrepa, Stanley \.

In classical Greek the word is used for the feel-

ings generally, and in Hebrew the corresponding

D*Dm was used to designate the seat of the

gentler emotions and affections. The name itself

in Hebrew was derived from a root which signi-

fies to love. Comp. Stanley].—Now by way
of recompense in the same (I speak aa

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vbbs. 11-13. Oar month is open toward
yon, O Corinthians, our hearts are en-
larged.—Before particularly applying to the

Corinthians in their various relations (ver. 14 ff)

the admonition he had given them in ver. I f.,

the Apostle pauses to poor forth to them the

feelings which had been rising in his heart.

We have first a continued expression of the emo-
tions oalled forth by the preceding representa-

tion, and then the earnest exhortation which
oommences with ver. 14. The words to open the

mouth, signify properly, to begin to speak, but
they are here especially emphatic (in consequence
of their connection with what had been said in

ver. 8ff. and what follows regarding the enlarge-

ment of his heart). The idea thus becomes, to

speak openly and without reserve (comp. Eph.
vi. 19 and Ecclus. xx'ri. 22). rCHRT&osTOM:
" we cannot be silent ; we long to be continually

speaking and conversing with you"]. By such
language, he shows how confiding was his love

towards them. A similar thought is expressed
when he adds, our heart is enlarged. [Chbt-
sostom: "As that which warms is wont to

dilate, so also to enlarge the heart is the work
of love. It opens the mouth and enlarges the

heart, for he loved not with the heart only, but
with the heart in unison. He says with great

emphasis, we have not only room for you all, but
with such largeness of room, as he that is be-

loved walketh with great unrestraint within the

heart of him that loveth"]. As Paul had been
opening his inmost soul to his brethren in the

free and confiding manner of the last few sen-

tences he had himself become conscious of the
extent of his affection for them (Meyer, comp.
Osiander). This is the reason that no ydp was
needed in the second sentence. The words should
not be understood to mean simply (comp. ver.

12 f. ) that he felt happy and comfortable, or that

he had now disclosed his whole heart and un-
bosomed himself to them.—The special address
tq them (icopivOtot), without either article or ad-

jective, is a mode of speaking which occurs only
in one passage beside (Phil. iv. 15), and indi-

cates the profound sincerity of the speaker.

—
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CHAP. VI. 11-17. VII. 1. 117

unto my ohildren), be ye also enlarged
(er. 13).—In close connection with what he had
just said, he now proceeds to demand of them
that their hearts should also be enlarged, that

they should "open widely their hearts in love

and confidence for him as he had opened his for

them. The motive for this he derives from the

nature of children, when he adds, I speak as unto
children (oomp. 1 Cor. iv. 14); inasmuch as

children are bound to make a return of love for

a father's love (comp. 1 Tim. v. 4). This idea

is more distinctly brought out when he directly

ealls upon them for their love as an appropriate
recompense (avrtfwr&ia, comp. Bom. i. 21 ; but in

our passage the word is strengthened by the use
of rrjv awrfjv). The construction is here abrupt

1
Meyer calls it a rhetorical anacoluthon [Runner
347, 6, Winer ( 64, II. note]). In order to fill

out the expression, however, we must supply
neither Ixovres, nor eioeviytcare; nor must we
connect the words together by Xtyu (q. d. I am
speaking for an adequate recompense), but we
must regard it as an Aocus. absol., an anacolu-
thon, occasioned by the parenthesis in which he
had paused to say he was speaking as to chil-

dren. Others regard it as the Accusative of the

remote effect : that by which ye should make re-

compense. In t%v avrrjv avTifiicdiav, the two ideas

of the same thing fro avrb) and of remuneration
(avrtfAur&ia) are blended together by way of
attraction. They may be separated thus: re

abrd (uoavruc), 6 iortv avrifuo&ia. [Fbitzsohb:
•• With his accustomed celerity of thought Paul
says, rfjv 6k airr^v avrifuaSiav instead of to di

ovrby 6 iortv avrifuoftiOy itXarvvOriTe^ enlarge your
minds to the same remuneration, instead of, to

the same thing (love) in which a remuneration
might be found." Comp. Jblf, Gram. { 681, 1, %
700, Obs. 1 and 2].

Vers. 14-18. [An admonition to separate them-

selvesfrom unbelievers. Stanley calls this passage
a remarkable dislocation of the train of argu-
ment. On the one hand, the passionate appeal
begun in vi. 11-13 is continued without even the

appearance of an interruption in vii. 2, where the

words ;rujpfaare %pag (make room for us) are evi-

dently the prolongation of themetaphor expressed
in vi. 12, 13, by arevox* and ntorvvOTrre. On the

other hand, the intervening passage (vi. 14—vii. 1 ),

while it coheres perfectly with itself, has no con-

nection with the immediate context either before
or after. 8uch an introduction of an earnest
warning in the midst of an affectionate entreaty,

need not, however, suggest the idea of an inter-

polation of some passage from one of Paul's

lost Epistles, or by some other hand ; for it is the
very nature of a love so ardent, so aroused at the
moment, and now touched with some jealousy,

to make sudden transitions, and to draw towards
itself by warnings of danger as well as by ex-

pressions of endearment]. Probably not without
reference to his demand that they should be en-
larged toward him (ver. 13), the Apostle now pro-
ceeds earnestly to warn them against a kind of

false enlargement of heart which had been shown
in an improper fellowship with Gentiles, and in

consenting to heathenish customs.—Become
not united heterogeneously with unbe-
lievers.—It is possible that he had reference

especially to sacrificial festivals and to mixed

marriages. 'ErepoZvyciv airiorois implies unques-
tionably a communion (it is joined therefore with
tbe dative) ; but it involves also the idea of an
unequal union. It is taken from the figure, not
of a balance, where there is an inclination toward
one side, representing a disposition favorable to

unbelievers (Theophylact, et at.), nor of oars
which are not paired or properly mated, but of a
yoke in which animals are intended to draw to-

gether. Comp. erep6£vya in the 8ept of Lev.
xix. 19 ; Deut xxii. 10. Two animals of a dif-

ferent nature, harnessed together in the same
yoke, are a type of Christians having fellowship

with heathen. W. F. Beeser says that Paul here
derives a spiritual lesson from the legal precept
which prohibits the putting of clean and unclean
animals in the same team, to the effect that

Christians should not be joined with others. The
erepov, however, should not be made to refer to

the yoke itself, as if it meant "put not on a
foreign yoke, one which unbelievers have put on,

and therefore one which does not belong to

Christians " (Meyer). The admonition evidently

points to something habitual, and probably was
intended to imply that their conduct had tenden-
cies in that direction. Neander says that *' Paul
evidently would not have spoken in this way of
that unavoidable intercourse with the heathen
which only served to make Christianity better

known to them ; but he referred merely to a par-
ticipation with them in social usages and excesses.

Nothing in this text confines the application of it

to marriages with the heathen."—The Apostle
now proceeds to justify his admonition by a se-

ries of five questions, in which he endeavors to

convince his brethren of the incompatibility of

the Christian and heathenish systems. Such an
accumulation of questions is very emphatic and
impressive. In the first place, he inquires

—

For what participation hath righteous-
ness with unrighteousness ?—He thus cha-
racterizes these systems by the opposite words,
righteousness and unrighteousness (dticaiooivn

and avoftia). The former signifies, not the righte-

ousness of faith in the theological sense of the

expression, but the active disposition to a Divine
life which springs from a vital union by faith

withChrist; and the latter signifies that com-
plete want of such a righteousness which is seen
in the heathen world, where- the living God is

unknown, and where there is no Divine life. The
same idea is expressed figuratively in the second
question—What communication hath light
with darkness ?—in which <fa and oK&rog are

contrasted. Comp. Eph. v. 8. W. F. Bissbb :

44 These five casuistic questions are so arranged
that the two first relate to the separation between
salvation and destruction, the third to the sepa-

ration between the Saviour and the destroyer,

and the two last to the separation between the

saved and the destroyed." Light is the figura-

tive expression for truth and purity (the intel-

lectual and the moral element united); and
darkness, is the common metaphor for error and
wrong conduct (Greg. Naz. makes ^6p=yv«a/£ koI

(3ioc iv&eog, OK&roc==ayvota koX dfutpria). Meroxfy
has the same meaning as icoivuvia (Luther trans-

lates it Oeniess=Oenossensehaftf i. «., enjoyment
in the sense of fellowship. [Stanley : " Of the

five words used to express the idea of union,
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fierox^i KoivwiOy av[i$6vi}(Ticf fiepict
ovynard'&eotg,

only the third and fifth have any special appro-
priateness, and those chiefly by their etymology;
ov/ji$6vTj<Tic, * harmony of voice/ is appropriate to

persons, and ovyicaT&demc, * unity of composition/
to buildings. The multiplication of synonyms
implies a greater copiousness of Greek than
we should expect from the Apostle's usual
language. Webster and Wilkinson : " Believers
are here spoken of, first in the abstract
(light, righteousness, Eph. v. 8), then in their
Head, then individually, then as a commu-
nity (va6g). The use of koX represents the act
of communication as mutual, of node as offering a
connection, of fiera as accepting it"]. For the
meaning of icotvuvla by classical writers and by
Philo, consult Meyer.—And what concord
hath Christ with Beliar? (ver. 15). This
question, which follows the first pair, is intro-
duced by a Sif which shows that it is an emphatic
continuance of what had gone before it. [Alford

:

"After a question beginning with 7r£f, rig, and
the like, a second question is regularly introduced
by a Si "]. We here rise to the two great chiefs
of the opposing departments (comp. 1 Cor. x.

20 ; Eph. ii. 2).—BeMap is the same as Satan, by
which word the Peschito translates it ; the same

also as novqpk, Heb. 7t^?3> worthlesness,

wickedness. Even In the Sibylline books and in
the Apocryphal writings of the Old Testament it

was used as one of Satan's names. In the com-
mon Hellenistic dialect, in the "Test, of the
Twelve Patriarchs," and in the writings of the
Eocles. Fathers the letters A and p were fre-

quently interchanged. [Jerome derives the word

from " rj£=non
t
and *yj 1f=jupum, i. e.t absque

jugo, quod de collo suo Dei abjecerit servitutem."

It is, however, more generally derived from the

former word, and *Tttt=u8efulness, t. e. t with-

out usefulness, and hence, wickedness. Jerome*s
derivation of the word may account for Paul's
use of it in connection with hepo^vyowreg. But
with the other derivation we have a still better
connection. On the stand-point of the Jews and
the N. T., idolatry was a worship of demons (1
Cor. x. 20), and the name Beliar, both on its ne-
gative and positive side, fits this view, inasmuch
as an idol mas a dead and useless thing, and the
system of idolatry was the concentrated effect of
the devil's art and power. Bengel thinks that
Paul here calls Satan Beliar, but that Satan, as
opposed to Christ, denotes all kinds of antichris-
tian uncleanness (omnem coliuviem antichristia-

nam)]. Zvfif&vrpnc occurs only here in the N. T.,

and never in the Septuagint. In the classical

authors it has the form of cvuQuvla irp6c. It has
the meaning here of, agreement together, accord-
ance of sentiment and feeling, harmony in opin-
ions and effortB.—Or what part hath he that
belieweth with an unbeliever, and what
agreement hath the temple of God with
idols ?—In this last pair of questions the Apos-
tle comes down from the heads of these two great
departments to those connected respectively with
them, and assumes that one who has faith in

Christ can have no part (uepig) with such as

have no such faith. Mepfc here, as in Acta viiL

21, has the sense of share, portion or property.
The two parties have no common advantages;
one has nothing in common with the other, and
their possessions are entirely different, the one
from the other. In ver. 16, however, a question
is asked which sets in the clearest possible light

the holiness of Christianity in contrast with the
impurities of heathenism. The Christian com-
munity is there represented as a temple of God,
and surely there could be no agreement between
it and idols! Such a contradiction was there
between them, that all fellowship would seem im-
possible and all contact a desecration. Ivyttmrd-

tieoic has generally the meaning of assent, ac-
quiescence, but here it has the more particular
signification ofagreement Comp. ovyKaTaTi&e<r&ai

fiera in Exod. xxiii. 1 ; Luke xxiit 61. With re-
spect to the temple of God, comp. 1 Cor. iii. 16.

It is certainly most natural to make this passage
refer to such participations in idolatrous customs
as are censured in 1 Cor. viii. 10. Christians
should as soon think of allowing idols to be set

up in the sanctuary of God, as to permit such
things among those who had been consecrated to

the Lord. These should be looked upon as pro-
fanations like some which took place during the
most corrupt periods of the Old Testament.

—

For we are the temple of the living God.
—From the figures he had employed, and from
the language used in the Scriptures, it was evi-

dent that believers were a temple of God. Ne-
ander remarks that "The particular, externa]

relations of the Old Testament are here applied
in a spiritual manner to each Christian." The
yap implies that the admonition involved in this

question (rig 6k ovyKar&deoic, etc.) is applicable

to us ; for we are indeed the temples, sic. Beov

C«vroc is a designation of the true God who will

in contrast with dead and powerless idols be al-

ways truly active to vindicate the honor of His
sanctuary and to communicate living power to

all His people (comp. 1 Thess. i. 9.) The same
expression occurs also in chap. iii. 8; Heb. iii.

12; ix. 14; x. 81, ft al.—Am Ood said, I will
dwell in them, and walk among them; and
I will be their Ood, and they shall be to me
a people.—The Apostle here shows that his re-

presentation of the Church as a temple of God
was justified by a passage in Levit. xxxvi. 11 f.

(comp. Ezek. xxxvii. 27), which is here cited

freely from memory. He uses the word ^pri?

very naturally in the most enlarged sense, and

we find nothing strange in the fact that he should

address them in the parenthetic clause before he

communicates the instruction). The Apostle

considers the idea of a temple involved in the

expression, I will dwell (have a habitation, hot-

kjjou kv airroie) in them. In the Sept. the pas-

sage reads : oVw rt)v moprfv fwv kv bfiiv. Although

kv has primarily the sense of: among, in the

midst of, as it afterwards has in tfjmeptTrarqouy the

Apostle probably had reference to the presence

of God in the individual believer (comp. John

xiv. 23), inasmuch as the idea of vabg titoi was

in his mind, and the word kvouceiv most naturally

implies this. The word iuireparareiv which was

at first used to describe the movements of God's

residence (the sacred tabernacle) among the Is-

raelites, is here probably applied to the presence
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of God Himself in His Churoh in all parts of the

world (comp. Rev. ii. 1). The promise contained
in this quotation contains the sum of God's cove-

nant with His people, comp. Ex. vi. 7 ; Jere. xxiv.

7; xxx. 22; xxxi. 1, 83; Heb, viii. 10; Rev.
xxt 3, 7. On God's part there is the communi-
cation of Himself and the benefits of His salva-

tion ; and on the part of the people there is fel-

lowship with God and the enjoyment of\ His
blessing. W. F. Besser remarks that << God dwells

in His Churoh when He fills it with His Spirit,

through the instrumentality of His word and
Sacraments ; and as He thus finds an acceptable
rest among them (Ps. cxxxii. 14), their spiritual

influence proves that He is present in their midst
and acknowledges as His own all who are recon-
ciled to Him by Christ's blood. God walk* in

His Church when He acts there as its God
through the gifts, offices and powers which He
bestows upon it; and when he receives His peo-
ple into living fellowship and applies to them all

the benefits of His gracious covenant" In Levit
xxvL this promise is conditional and even here
the admonition is itself a hint that their safety

depended upon their fidelity, and especially upon
their separation from ungodly persons and all

impure praotioes ; ver. 17, comp. ver. 14. This
admonition He expresses in a free quotation of a
passage in Isaiah lii. 11, in which the people
were commanded to leave Babylon.—Where-
fore oome oat from among them, and be
separated, saith the Lord, and touoh not
any thing unclean.—W. F. Besser says that
** The departure of the Israelites from Babylon
was a redemption, a type (like that of the de-

parture out of Egypt) of the great redemption of
which the Apostle speaks (Gal. L 4), when he
•ays that Christ gave Himself for our sins, that

He might deliver us from this present evil

world." The admonition here is that they should
oome out in the most decided manner from the

whole sphere of heathenish worldly life, should
separate themselves in spirit from their heathen
neighbors, should avoid all heathenish practices

which might defile men consecrated to God, and
especially should abstain from all idolatrous fes-

tivals.—And I will receive yon.—This is an
obvious remmisoenoe of Ezek. xx. 84; Zech. x.

8 (not a free quotation of Kai 6 lirunwdyuv vfiaq

mbptoCf Isa. lii. 12), and has reference to the

adoption, of which he is about to apeak further

in ver. 18. Bengel makes it a correlative to

aflA&ere, those who should come out would be re-

tewed as if into a new family or home.—And I
will be for a Father unto yon, and ye shall
be eons and daughters unto me saith
the Lord Almighty (ver. 18).—This is proba-
bly a free and amplified quotation of 2 Sam. vii.

14 (hardly of Jer. xxxi. 9, and still less of Isa.

xliii. 6). The words sons and daughters are a hint

at the religious equality of the sexes under the

reign of Christianity. Grotius thinks that these

words (ver. 16-18) are taken from some hymn.
The whole citation is solemnly closed with the
affirmation, saith the Lord Almighty (Xtyet Kbpioc

6 warrotpdTup), taken from the Sept of 2 Sam.
vii. 8. The expression ooours frequently in the
Apocalypse, but only here in the writings of
Paul; and it corresponds in the Septuagint to

the Heb. flllOV JTJJT* **• **«* of flo8*»-

[" The concluding verses of this chapter are an
instructive illustration of the way in which the

New Testament writers quote the Old. 1. They
often quote a translation which does not strictly

adhere to the original. 2. They often quote ac-

cording to the sense, and not according to the

letter. 8. They often blend together different

passages of Scripture, so as to give the sense, not

of any one passage, but the combined sense of

severaL 4. They sometimes give the sense, not
of any particular passage or passages, but, so to

speak, the general sense of Scripture. There is

no suoh passage in the Old Testament, for exam-
ple, as that contained in this last verse, but the

sentiment is often and clearly expressed. 6.

They never quote as of authority any but the

oanonioal books of the Old Testament" Hodqs].

Chap. VII. 1.—Having therefore these
promises, let us purify ourselves from
every defilement of flesh and spirit.—In
this passage the Apostle, in a more conciliatory-

tone (and with the Corinthians associated with
himself as brethren in the first person plural)

connects with the promises he had quoted in

chap. vi. 16-18, an earnest exhortation that they
would aim at a course of conduct worthy of sucn
exalted promises. [The inference he thus makes
is applicable not merely to some part of God's
people which had become involved in unhallowed
associations, but to all; and hence he includes
even himself in the exhortation. He introduces
also a word of endearment {ayairrjToi), which
perceptibly indicates that he was subsiding into

his usual calmness of spirit]. The promises to

which he had been speaking had been given to

the whole body of the Church ; and as members
of that Church they already possessed them
(present l^ovrcf) by faith, inasmuch as even
those which referred to the future were really as
certain as those which were already realized.

The main substance of them related to a personal
communion with a God of absolute purity. A
full realization of them would require on man's
part a complete renunciation of every thing in.

consistent with the Divine nature, and an earnest
pursuit after perfect holiness. Katiapifciv signi-

fies, not, to remain free from contamination after

having once been purified (Olshausen), but, as
the uniform usage of the N. T. shows, to purify.

[For the original idea involved in ica&apdg, comp.
Trench. Synn. p. 1751. The object of this puri-

fication, which could never be accomplished
without the aid of an indwelling Divine Spirit

(comp. Rom. viii. 13; comp. ver. 9; Gal. v. 10;
Phil. ii. 18), was, every defilement of the outer

and inner man. The former includes every kind
of voluptuousness, intemperance, etc., by means
of which the body would be corrupted ; and the

latter includes thoughts, desires, affections (an-

ger, pride, etc.) by means of which the human
spirit (irvevfia) is defiled. In actual life these

two classes of defilements are never separated,

for as the mental very easily become the fleshly,

the seeds of the fleshly are found originally in

the mental. He uses the word oapntn;, and not

ff6fiaro$y because it is only as odp£ that the body
is the tedet et fomet, the seat and the igniter of

sin, and hence the flesh {oap%) is that to which
every bodily defilement ethically adheres ( Meyer).

The spirit (wvevpa) as we have often seen in 1
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Cor., denotes that spiritual nature which is kin-

dred with God, and which in Christians is under
the influence of, and is more or less directed by,

the Holy Ghost. But as the action of this spirit

may be much impeded or arrested by the defile-

ments here spoken of, the work of purification

was rendered continually necessary by the per-

petual presence of the flesh, and any want of

earnestness in the work of purification was an
urgent reason for admonition (Osiander). An-
cient as well as modern commentators (even

Osiander) assume that the Apostle had a particu-

lar reference to crimes of which the Corinthians

had been actually guilty (comp. chap. vi. 14 f.;

xii. 20 f.; 1 Cor. v. 6). In this case the pollu-

tions of the flesh would refer to unchastity, and
those of the spirit to connections with idolatry.

Both of these were intimately related (comp.

Acts xv. 29), and in fact may be referred to

idolatry, which is so often named in the Old Tes-

tament spiritual harlotry. But not only the ad-

dition of iravrdc, but the positive contrast im-

plied, induces us to adopt the more general ap-

plication ; though we do not deny that the Apos-
tle may have had Borne referenoe to the particu-

lar sins to which this interpretation alludes.

The positive part of the exhortation is—perfect-
ing holiness in the fear of God.

—

'Kytuavvfj

i

holiness) is here, as in Horn. i. 4; 1 Thess. iii.

3, and in the Sept. of Ps. xcvi. 6 and xcvii. 12,

the same as aytaofidc (comp. on 1 Cor. 1 30) ; with
the sense of the quality, and not merely the ac-

tion, of holiness. [Webster: "dyiocbvn differs

but little from dyt&rr^ (2 Cor. i. 12 ; Heb. xii. 10),

except perhaps it represents more the condition

than the abstract quality; while dyiacfifa (I

Thess. iv. 3, 4; 1 Pet. i. 2) points primarily to

the process and thence, with the gradual approach
of the termination in-^or to that ln-abvri which
is bo characteristic of the N. T., the state, frame
of mind, or holy disposition, in which the action

of the verb is evinced or exemplified"]. The
great moral business of the Christian (comp.
Rom. vi. 22) is to complete {tirire'keivj chap. viii.

0) the work of holiness or consecration to God
which was begun in faith' as its principle, and
must be actualized, developed and perfected

during the whole life. The correlative of this is

the Divine perfection which is referred to in

Phil. i. 6. This perfecting of holiness is the at-

tainment of complete holiness, and is a work of

the whole life which we live in the flesh (Gal. ii.

20) ; and can never reach an absolute completion
until the close of life. It must, however, be ac-

complished in the fear of God. The spiritual

ground of all this moral activity, this earnest

pursuit of holiness on which depends all fellow-

ship with God, is a profound veneration or reve-

rence for that Holy One who is continually pre-

sent with us, and from whom nothing is con-

cealed. "This," as Meyer says, "is the ethical

and holy sphere within which righteousness is

perfected."

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

The absolute purity of that God who enters

into such intimate relationships with his people
that he completely belongs to them, walks among
them, is a Father to each one of them, and will

regard them all as his sons and daughters, re-

quires that they should be unreservedly conse-
crated to Him. By their very connection with.

Him they must continually receive a stream of
influences by which the grossest or the slightest

impurities whether of the flesh or Spirit must be
washed away. Those who have entered into the
great scheme of God's mercy, should therefore
have no part with those who entirely reject or
practically abjure it. They have covenanted to

walk with a God who is nothing but light, and
they should have no fellowship with darkness, L
e. with the corrupt practices of men estranged
from the life of God. They belong to Christ, and
they should abhor and renounce every thing
which looks like partnership with the Belial who
is the very ideal of all worthlessness and vile-

ness. They in whom God condescends to dwell
should have no semblance of harmony with the
world's idolatry.* Every attempt to unite to-

gether what is so unlike is an abomination to God
and hurtful to souls. Under no circumstances
can it really promote the cause of God, for it

tends always to obliterate the distinction which
God has taken pains to make prominent, and to

make the requirement of a renovation of heart
seem needless. How could those who are in the
broad road be alarmed, if they were to see thai
believers had the same spirit with themselves.
The work of God would thus be hindered by a
false liberality. Let any one on the other hand
consider what God is doing for the welfare of
His people, and what an exalted thing it is to

have fellowship with God, and he will have such
a sense of God's holy presence and of the gra-
cious privileges of adoption, that he will careful-

ly abstain from everything inconsistent with this

sacred relationship. If he should at any time
contract external or internal defilement, he will

strive by every means to purify himself from it,

and to bring his entire heart and life into con-
formity with his true dignity as a follower of
Christ. Never will such a one remit his efforts

to attain perfect holiness until he shall become a
complete man after the likeness of Him who could
say, " I do always those things which please the

Father " (Jno. viii. 29).
[Nothing in this section should be used, as H

often is, to justify or require a separation from
those portions of the visible church in which
some degree of corruption is found to prevail.

The Apostle had reference only to communities
which were essentially unchristian, yea, as op-
posite to Christianity as light is to darkness, ido-

latry to the true religion. He would never
have sanctioned any separation from the visible

church (1 Cor. i. 10; iii. 8; xii. 25), but that

which was involuntary as e, g. when one had no
access to her pale, or when she exacted as a term
of membership something in faith or practice

which a Christian could not yield with a good and
enlightened conscience. In this latter case,

whatever guilt there is belongs to the portion of

the church which made such a term of communion
(3 John x.). In such a way Rome is responsible

for much of the present division in the ecclesias-

tical world. But we find nothing in our section

or in other portions of the Scriptures to justify

any increase of this division by a state of volun.
tary isolation or withdrawal from any established
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branch of the church on account of minor imper-

fections. "It only justifieth our withdrawing
our communion from idolaters, and from noto-

rious scandalous sinners in such duties and
actions, or in such degrees, as we are under no
obligation to have fellowship and communion
with them in." Poole'* Annotations].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starkb:—Ver, 11. We here see the source and
nature of a true and ready eloquence : a living

faith and a friendly confidence in those whom we
address.—Ver. 12. Comp. chap. xii. 15. Alas! we
have many ministers with hearts open and en-

larged enough to embrace all their hearers, but
their hearers have hearts which are too generally

closed and too narrow to admit them and their

messages (Isa, li. 1; Ps. cix. 4).— Ver. 14.

Hbdinobb :—Who can love a society which costs

him the love of God t—Let us have God, our God,
God in us and with us, and all else may go!

Little then, O world, do we care for your com-
pany or your friendship (James iv. 4)!—Ver. 16.

In Christianity we have the mind and the like-

ness of Christ; can we think of having these

along with our carnal lusts ? There can be no
agreement between Christ and Belial, for the

great object of this unclean spirit is to ruin men,
but Christ's object is to destroy the works of the

devil and to raise men to heaven.—Ver. 16. God's
holy and good spirit, and the spirit ofuncleanness

and wickedness, can never dwell at once in the

name heart (Matth. vi. 24). No one can be a
lomple of the living God, until the living God
gives him spiritual life.—Ver. 17. Sins and vices

of all kinds are impurities in God's sight, and all

CarUiiaiu, as God's spiritual priests, should be
without blemish.—Ver. 18. What can be more
comforting than to have God for a Father, and
to be in Christ His beloved sons and daughters ?

Not only will suoh be filled with joy and peace,

hut they will endeavor to walk worthy of their

high vocation and to be truly devout in all their

intercourse with God (Gen. xvii. 1).—Chap. vii.

1. We become pure only as we exercise true re-

pentance and are renewed day by day ; and this

can be only as we allow the Holy Spirit to accom-
plish in our hearts without obstruction his proper
work of purification (John xv. 2), and as we use

every possible means for putting off old corrup-

tions (Eph. iv. 22; Gal. v. 24), and to exercise

ourselves unto godliness (1 Tim. iv. 7; Col. iii.

10-12).—From the garment of the old man, one
piece after another has to be gradually taken or

rather torn off (Spener). The renewed man
must therefore: 1. Examine himself in every

way to find what sins most easily beset him, and
when they are most dangerous ; 2. Guard against

them aa much as possible; 8. Observe carefully

what states of mind usually precede his besetting

sins, that he may in due time suppress the evil

desire before it has acquired ascendanoy ; 4. Re-
sist every evil passion and overcome it with the

weapons of faith, prayer, and clear representa-

tions of his duty and of his baptismal vows ; 6.

Continue to smite the enemy even when he seems

slain, etc.—The fear of God should make us dili-

gent in the pursuit of holiness, for we should re-

member that only thus can we please Him whose

eye is never off from us.— Hedinger:—The
Gospel should make us never inactive but always
vigorous and lively to advance in godliness. The
pure and thriving are the only ones who perse*

vere. And why should any one stand still ?

—

Are these our thanks for such precious pro-
mises ?

Berlins. Bible:—Ver. 11. The love of God
and of our neighbor, mercy, hope and joy, won-
derfully enlarge our hearts ; and since the Lord,
who makes a man His habitation, fills immensity,
and knows no limits, He must of course expand
the contracted heart and give it some degree of

susceptibility.—Ver. 14. Animals of a different

nature were not allowed to draw in the same yoke

;

and Christians should abstain from all com-
panions who will not work in Christ's yoke. No
heart can be at the same time darkened, ensnared
and polluted by sin, and enlightened, emancipated
and purified by Christ. Darkness hates the
light and flees before it.—Ver. 16. Whoever is

not a temple of God must be a temple of idols

and of Satan. Surely no one can be a temple of

God who makes an idol of the world, and seeks
his profit, honor and pleasure in the world. To
be the Lord's and to be His sanctuary involves

the possession of a divine life and a direct fel-

lowship with God. God is willing to rest, rule

and walk in the heart. Turn to Him with all

thine heart and thou shalt know what this is by
experience.—Vv. 17, 18. No self-denial can be
acceptable to God, if it is merely external and
not in the heart. And yet by these external acts

we give practical evidence to the world that its

own works are evil, and that we have no oom-
munion with the works of darkness but rather
reprove them. The separations which have al-

ways taken plaoe under the preaching of the
Gospel have been produced, not from a factious

spirit on the part of God's people, not because
they despised their fellow-men, not because they
fancied they were better than others, but simply
because they were anxious to avoid what is

wrong. God is willing to dwell in His people,

and if they would dwell in Him, they must con-
tinue steadfast and touch no unclean thing. If

we desire to be children of God, we must com-
pletely separate ourselves from everything op-
posed to Him. And yet, unless we intend that the

world shall have equal power over us, we must
cast ourselves wholly upon the help of the Al-
mighty.—Chap. vii. 1. The power by which our
hearts are renewed is principally derived from
God'8 own precious promises. These are an
essential part of God's covenant with us, but He
demands that we also should heartily observe the
conditions of the covenant (Jer. vii. 3-10). We
are continually assailed by evil, and yet we are
required at all times to be pure. This we ought
to be and have power to be, but not by any
strength of our own, but by the aid of our risen

Saviour. It is important to be freed not merely
from gross vices, but from those spiritual

wickednesses with which the foul spirit some-
times besmears the soul (oovetousness, arro-

gance, envy, anger, etc. ) ; and the more spiritual

these are the more abominable are they in God's
sight. Indeed, unless the work of purification

extends to the most secret thought (Heb. iv. 12),

we shall cherish something which will be false,
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selfish and impure in His eyes. It is the great

business of the new life to be continually becom-
ing pearls of the purest lustre. If we follow as

God leads us, and as he gives us power to walk

;

if we Bubmit cheerfully to His discipline, we shall

doubtless reach at least the complete maturity of

Christ (Eph. iv. 13).

Rieobb :

—

Vers. 1 Iff. No minister should hope
to win the hearts of men by the esteem and the

respect which he commands in society, if he does
not also freely open his heart to them in love.

—Ver. 14ff. Whatever may be the consequences
to ourselves, we should never think lightly of the

separation from a world lying in wickedness and
the superiority to it which faith in Christ and
the possession of God's Spirit gives us. Unless
we receive in vain the graoe of our high calling,

we shall find connected with it the largest pro-
mises. Compared with these, what has the world
to offer?—Chap. vii. 1. Why is it that some times
it takes a long time to fix and tranquilize our
hearts, or to become calm after the excitement
which some arrogant treatment or some offence

has awakened in our bosom ? How much prayer
has thus been hindered? How many hours,
which might have been spent in a Divine peace,
have been spoiled by the torment of cur own
thoughts? All this comes from that filthiness of
the flesh and spirit which we still allow to re-

main in us. Sanctification begins by forsaking
the promiscuous multitude, by drawing near to

God and by giving ourselves to His service. But
it must be continued and completed. The fear

of God is our strong fortress and security ; let

us see to it that we do not presumptuously ven-
ture away from it!

Hjbcbneb:—Vee. 11. It is not like a Christian
to maintain a perpetual reserve toward those
around him, for by his renewed nature he must
long to open his heart to those he loves. Be-
tween friends there must necessarily be a free-

dom of expression, and one of the benefits of

those associations iuto which only a few are ad-
mitted is, that the heart may be more freely ex-
posed there.—Ver. 12. The enlarged and full

heart of a Christian must not unfrequently ex-
perience muoh sorrow when it is misunderstood
and not appreciated by those in whom it confides.

—Ver. 13. The love which never gives by halves
demands the whole heart in return.—Vv. 14, 15.

Christianity claims that our hearts should be
shared by nothing else, and that not only the de-
sires but the whole mind and heartshould be pure.

It calls for the expulsion of all foreign elements
from our natures, and insists upon an absolute
intolerance of everything inconsistent with its

principles and the word of God. Distinguish
here between that disposition to live peaceably
with others, which springs from benevolence,
and that which accommodates itself to them, ap-
proves of their course and imitates their conduct
from fear. Whoever joins with others in what
is sinful, from a love of their society, accepts the

yoke which they received from a love of sin.

See the diametrical opposition between truth
and error, goodness and wickedness. Impure
and weak men would gladly unite these together,

but Christianity says to them: Either receive the

good as a whole, or decline it altogether; there

must be no mingling of them together. Christ

is determined to be our only Master; He calls

for the whole heart or none of it. To receive

the maxims and customs of the unbelieving world

is the same thing as to pay court to Satan. The
Christian is always at open war with everjthing

not of God, and there must be no temporising, so

yielding. Keep thyself pure!—Ver. 16. When
a man yields up his heart to sin, he sets up an

idol there. But God can have possession only

where nothing else is tolerated.—If God dwells

in us, it is by the continual influence of flis

Spirit producing an inward life which is entirely

Divine. If God walks among us there will be s

common form of life in which the mind of the

Spirit will be clearly expressed, and an impres-

sion will be made upon others that God is in the

midst of us. Whoever enters such a community
will feel the animation of a Divine breath, and

will be moved to spiritual activity.—Ver. 17.

Though we were born and grew up in the world,

and though we have caught much of its spirit,

the moment we- forsake it we forsake it entirely,

and henceforth feel a contempt for everything in

it, in which God has no part. This is a separa-

tion of which all must approve. In such a world

we may be looked upon as exiled from God, but

in leaving it we find in Him our Father.—Ver.

18. The whole Christian world ought to be one

holy, divine family. Oh, how far is it from be-

ing so now !—Chap. vii. i. The sanctifying power

of God's promises (1 Jno. iii. 8). Great promises,

great demands; great expectations, great warn-

ings 1 Every sin is a vile spot upon a Christian,

whose whole body and soul ought to be a pure

temple of God. Sanotifioation begins with con-

version, but it continues through the whole life.

God is determined to make something of us, but

not all at once. To the accomplishment of His

purpose it is indispensable that we should cherish

for Him a holy reverence (1 Pet. L 17).

W. F. Bbssee:—Ver. 13. Christians have the

warmest love and regard for us when they ad-

monish us not to receive the grace of God in

vain by a careless association with those who de-

spise religion.—Ver. 14. The yoke in which un-

believers toil is that of carnal will, carnal reason,

carnal inclinations; in a word, everything dear

to the natural heart. But to the believer this is

a foreign yoke (Matth. xi. 29). Righteousness

is the Christian's royal badge (Matth. vi. 88),

the richest of all his possessions (Matth. vi 21);

but unrighteousness is the greatest reproach,

the greatest injury and the greatest guilt of the

ungodly man, however splendid may be his

worldly virtues. To be truly righteous is to be

truly saved, for life and bliss must be where for-

giveness of sin is. On the other hand, to be truly

unrighteous is to be really lost, for he is con-

demned already on whom lies the imputation of

gin. Righteousness must therefore be forever

separate from unrighteousness, in doctrine as

well as in practice!—Ver. 15. It would keep us

from intermingling our thoughts and efforts with

those of unbelievers if we would think much of

the mighty chasm which there is between hea-

ven and hell. Labor not in the same yoke

with men, unless you would be willing to remain

with them forever. The very heart of all idola-
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try is a disposition to glorify man, and the prime
article of the unbelieier's creed is to make a god
of the creature, and to exalt the flesh to honor.

—Ter. 16. The temple of the living God is a
Church of living saints, a spiritual house per-

vaded by the life of the Triane God, and com-
posed of living stones (1 Pet. ii. 6). This in-

scription: "The Temple of the living God,"
should call us away from the disorders of an
idolatry which conceals a real death under the

appearance of life, and from the discord of a
heathenism which is cut up into a thousand
forms of worship, to a Christian unity whose best

representation is that of a spiritual temple (Eph.
ii. 21).—Vv. 17, 18. Christians are no longer the

mere bearers of the Lord's vessels, as were the

priests and Levites of an earlier day, but they
are themselves the Lord's vessels ; their bodies and
souls belong to Him, and they are sanctified by
the Holy Spirit as members of the body of Christ.

Of course, then, it would be unbecoming for such
vessels to remain in a world lying in wickedness.
The union of pure and impure doctrine is the

very worst kind of desecration. Our Father,

the Lord Almighty, has assured us that we shall

always possess abundant satisfaction all along
the way of self-denial and suffering; but he has
also wisely provided that we should be pervaded
by a holy fear of offending Him (1 Pet. i. 17;

comp. 1 Cor. x. 22).—Chap. vii. 1. Even though
we have been partially cleansed from sin, the

grace will not continue with us unless we remain
united with Christ by a true faith, and separate
ourselves from sin. The Christian is called con-
tinually to aim at perfect sanctification, though
he daily finds that he comes short of it (Phil. hi.

12). He must, therefore, persevere in this effort

until he shall reach the rest which God has
.prepared for them that love Him. That fear of
God which urges him forward is not one which
is cast out by love and has torment (1 Jno. iv.

lb), but one which love itself inspires, because it

dreads the torment of a defiled conscience.
[F. W. Robertson, on the whole action

:

—We
have here—1. The exuberance of the Apostle's
affection (ver. 11). He had received a multitude
of provocations from the Corinthians, and yet Aw
love was deep; our heart is enlarged. It was
partly compassion for them as his children, for
whom he had suffered ; and it was partly from
a regard to them as immortal beings, who
should be, and who might become, exceedingly
eminent. Then he was eloquent, his mouth was
open to them. He might have shut his lips and
in dignified pride have refused to plead his oause.
But he speaks freely, not even cautiously, bnt
like a man who has nothing to conceal or to fear.

2. The recompense he desired. This was, first,

unworldliness, or separation from the world. In-
dependent of the impossibility of agreeing in the
deepest sympathies, and of there being no iden-
tity of tastes or antipathies, the first ground was
immorality, unrighteousness, profligacy, and the
second was irreligion, unbelief. This separate-
ness, however is not merely outward, but in
spirit It was, secondly, Personal purification

(chap. vii. 1). The ground on which this request
was made was " these promises (the indwelling
of God, his free reception of us, and His Father-
hood and our sonBhip, chap. vi. 16, 17, 18); the
request itself was for personal purity ; and the
means were, the " fear of God," realizing the
promises and perfecting holiness.—Lectt. XLIX.
and L., abridged].

XIII.—STATEMENT AS TO THE EFFECT OF HIS FIRST EPISTLE, A CORDIAL APPEAL
TO THEM, AND THE COMFORTING REPORT TITUS HAD BROUGHT HIM OF THE
IMPRESSION PRODUCED BY THAT EPISTLE.

Chapter VII. 2-16.

1 Keceive us; we have [om. have, $dtxrj<rafiev] wronged do man, we have [om. have]

3 corrupted no man, we have [om. have] defrauded no man. I speak not this to con-

demn you, 1 for I have said before, that ye are in our hearts to die and live with you.

4 Cheat is my boldness of speech [om. of speech, nafifiyjtn'a] toward you, great u my
glorying of you : I am filled with [the] comfort, I am exceeding joyful [made exceed-

5 ingly to abound with the joy] in all our tribulation. For, when we were come into

Macedonia, our flesh had no rest,* but we were troubled on every side [in every way]

;

6 without were fightings, within were fears. Nevertheless God, that comforteth those

7 that are east down, comforted us by the coming of Titus ; And not by his coming only,

but by the consolation [comfort] wherewith he was comforted in you, when he told us

your earnest desire, your mourning, your fervent mind [zeal, ZyXov] toward me ; so that

8 I rejoioed the more. For though I made you sorry with a [the] letter, I do not

repent though* I did repent: for4 I perceive that the same epistle hath made you
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9 sorry, though it were but for a season. Now [I do not regret it : although I did re-

gret it (for I perceive that that epistle made you sorry though but for a season), yet

now] I rejoice, not that ye were made sorry, but that ye sorrowed to repentance : for ye

were made sorry after a godly manner, that ye might receive damage by us in nothing.

10 For godly sorrow worketh6 repentance to salvation not to be repented of: but the

11 sorrow of the world worketh death. For behold this selfsame thing, that ye* sorrowed

after a godly sort, what carefulness [diligence, moudrj'] it wrought in you, yea, what
clearing of yourselves, yea, what indignation, yea, what fear, yea, what vehement
desire, [longing, ImndOyatv] yea, what zeal, yea, what revenge [infliction of punish-

ment]! In all things ye have approved yourselves to be elear in7 this matter.

12 Wherefore, though I wrote unto you, / did it not for his cause that had done the

wrong, nor for his cause that suffered wrong, but that our care for you [your earnest

13 care for us]8 in the sight of God might appear unto [with, */>£$] you. Therefore we
were comforted in your comfort;9 yea, and exceedingly the more joyed we [comforted.

But in our comfort, we joyed the more exceedingly] for the joy of Titus, because his

14 spirit was [has been] refreshed by you all. For if I have boasted any thing to him of

you, I am not ashamed; [was not made ashamed, ob xaTj^wdfyv] but as we spake all

things to you in truth, even so our10 boasting which Imade \pm, which I made} before

Ti'us, is [was, tyevrjdrj] found a truth. And his inward affection is more abundant
toward you, whilst he remembereth the obedience of you all, how with fear and trera-

16 bling ye received him. I rejoice therefore [om. therefore]" that I have confidence in

you in all things.

* Ver. 8.—Lachm. instead of ov wpbt «ardc. A*y*» has wpfc marixpurtp ov ktym with B. C; but against much stronger
evidence. [Slnait. has since added its testimony to that of B. C, but even such authority is doubtful against all the ver-
sions and nearly all the Greek and Latin Fathers.]

* Ver. 5.—Lachm. has avtaiv fojttv instead or Svjnptw oVew, with pretty strong but not decisive authorities. [The
Bee. has i<rxriK*v with c- D- L. and Sin. with Chrys., Theodt. and Damasc. The perfect (hath bad) is much more likely to
be genuine, as expressive of a continued and not a momentary feeling. The position of ivunv belore e<rx« is sustained
principally by C. F. O. the Ital. and Vulg. Theodt. and the Latin Fathers.]

* Ver. 8.—Lachm. has «i 6i *ai instead of the second «i *<u, with only B. The U was Interpolated in order to make
the contrast with the preceding sentence more prominent.

4 Ver. 8.—A number of MSS. leave out yap, though In opposition to superior authorities. The Vulgate has pXcn*
[videns quod]. This last was a correction to show that the inference or conclusion commenced with vvvx*ipt* ; and yap whs
eft out to show that the inference commenced with &A«v». [The Bee will thus best explain all the variations ; ail

agree that a new subject is introduced with «t «<u p.trtp.t\6^riv ; then 64 was introduced for the sake of contrast and
connection ; then yap was left out by some because the apodosis was supposed to commence with /SAcs-m ; and by others
ftMwttv was substituted for &A6rw ydp, because they thought the apodosis should commence with vvv xatp*». Tiechen-
dorf (agreeing in sense with the Vulgate and Luther) punctuates as Dr. Kling does in his version, with a colon after um.
liAkop.au, and a comma after vpac The punctuation in our Eng. Vers, makes the sense very tame.]

• Ver. 10.—Por «pya£rr<u Rec. has xarcpya^. in opposition to the beet authorities. It was so made that the word might
conform to its forui in ver. 11. [Karep?a£. does not seem demanded here, as it does at the close of ver. 10, even if the
elmpl* rerb had been used in the flnt half of that verse].

• Ver. 11.—Rec. has ftpa* although opposed by the best MSS. It was evidently inserted to complete what was under-
stood. [Inserted by D. K. L. and the Greek Fathers, but omitted by B. C. F. Sin. and the Lat. Fathers].

» Ver. 11.—Recep. has ir before rf a-payjuari, but it is thrown out by some of the best MSS. It was probably an ex-
planatory addition- [It does not appear in B. G. D. (1st Cor.) F. G. Sin. the Vulg. and Goth. versa., and some of the
Fathers I. In like manner, in the first part of the verse. «V Is sometimes put before v^tr, and Lachmann has received it

though lu brackets. (It is omitted by B. D K. L. Sin., with the Copt, and Goth, veres.. and Clem., Damasc. and Oecum.]
• Ver. 12.—Some MSS. have vpMv r. far. iipJ*v, some iipmv—iipjav, and some iipj»¥—vpMv. The decided preponder-

ance of testimony, however, Is in invor of vp»r—jfp&r. which also is to be preferred as the more difficult reading. [Al-
terations from the original may have taken place either designedly to remove a difficulty, or undesignedly from the
reseinhlamv in appearance and sound. Our author's rendering is adopted by Griesbach, Lach., Tisch. and Alford, and
tbey are sustained by B. 0. D. (2d and 3d Cor.) K. L. and many cursives with the Syr., Arm., Copt., Ethiop., Damasc and
Oecum. Tho Sinait. has in the orig. cod. vpMv—vpMv. B. and Sin. (3d Cor.) also insert AAA* before ovSi.)

9 Ver. 13.—Rec. has irapaxtrnk^fxtSa Iwi rp wap. v. -KtpurvoriputK W in opposition to the best MSd. The same may
be said of vpJav which it has instead of i\p.S»v. The latter was a change on account of the erl occurring twice in different
senses. [Alford : **The M was placed after irepto-. apparently to conform to the ixapfo** <«"« below, by joining rapaxerA.
iwl : then also the change of i)n. into tyu became necessary." The reading adopted by Lach., Tisch. and Alford is a-vpa-
icfxAiSjitetfa. *Eiri 6i tjJ vapaxX. i)fi. *«pt<r. fiaAAov, after B. 0. D. F. K. L. Sin. with the Lat. 8yr. and Copt, versions.]

10 Ver. 14.—Lachm. has vp.vv instead of qpAv after ftat/jpTo-tf, but it is feebly sustained. The same is true of the
omission of ^ before 4n\ Ttrov, [although it hss for itself the important testimony of B. and Sin.]

u Ver. 16 —We have sufficient authority for throwing out the ow which the Rec. inserts after xolpw. [It is absent
from every uncial of much authority, and from most of the cursives, and it is an evident correction to assist the connec-
tion].

his nature. The same cause makes this one of
the most rhetorical of all his writings; as may be
seen in his repeated anaphora (vers, 2, 4, 11,

12), the extreme delioaey of many of his allu-

sions, the overflowing and struggling energy of
his expressions (vers. 4, 7, 18, 15), his periphras-
tic designation of God (ver. 6), and the freedom
(irapfryffia) with which he runs from one sugges-
tion to another. See Stanley's note on Paul's de-
light in human intercourse, and freedom from the

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 2-4.—Receive us.—[In this passage
we have Paul's feelings toward his fellow-

Christians presented with more liveliness tl^an

in almost any other passage. His restless anxiety
to possess their love, his solicitude at having
grieved them, and his delight on being reassured
of their affection, show the warm friendliness of
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ascetic spirit, p. 461]. The demand, Receive tu,

is probably a resumption of the idea thrown out

in the similar demand, be ye also enlarged, in

chap. yi. 13, and in it the Apostle intended to

call on the Corinthians for their affectionate

confidence. The original word (xopfoare) signi-

fies, give us room in your hearts ; like £(jpeZv n
in John ii. 6, and xuPeiv* 80 fftr *8 & referred to

personal objects in Mark ii. 2. Others would
render it: understand us rightly: [Tyndale and
Cranmer: " Understand us"]; comp. ^wpelv,

Matth. xix. 11, 12. This certainly could refer to

nothing in the preceding admonitions, for these

had contained nothing likely to be misunder-
stood ; but sufficient attention has not been given

to the possible relation of this passage to the se-

verity shown in 1 Cor. v. Nothing but love and
confidence would be needful to insure their ac-

ceptance of what he then said and did.—We
wronged no one, we corrupted no one,
we defrauded no one (ver. 26).—In these brief

sentences he presents in an animated style, with-

out a y&p, the reason for this demand. Thathe had
an exclusive reference to the incestuous person,

is as improbable as it is that he had no such re-

ference whatever foomp. vers. 8 ff.). Even if

such a denial of doing injustice, or of having
corrupted any one, could be made to fit such a
referenoe (the former by signifying to inflict in-

justice through extreme severity (1 Cor. v. 6),

and the latter by signifying to ruin one, through
the deliverance of him over to Satan), certainly
the idea of fraud contained in itrXeoveicrfaatiev

could not be understood (as Rfiokert suggests) to

refer to an improper assumption of spiritual

powers, and therefore would not admit of such
an interpretation. It is, however, very likely

that in the first denial {jjdiKfaafiev) he had his eye
principally upon that case, and that he intended
to repel the imputation of his having violated any
one's rights by a needless severity of discipline;

that in the second (if&etpaitev) he had some re-

ference to the charges made by the Judaising
teachers, of his having seduced the people by
false doctrines, and especially by his doctrine of
Christian liberty (comp. A? xXdvoiy chap. vi. 8;
also ii. 17 ; iv. 2 et al); and finally that when he
said he took advantage (icXeoveicrelv) of no one,
he was repelling the insinuation noticed after-

wards in chap. xi. 14, 16ff., with respect to his

management of the collections and other matters
(comp. Meyer and Osiander).—I say not this
to condemn yon (ver. 8 a).—He here turns
aside for a moment to notice a possible misap-
prehension of what he had just said, as if he had
denied that they had any affection for him, and so
had utterly condemned and oastthem off for their
ingratitude, their suspicions and their outrageous
offences against him. It would not have been
very difficult to give an offensive turn to his em-
phatic demand that they would receive him into
their hearts. And yet it would by no means
come up to the Apostle's aim if the only con-
demnation which he wished to deny was supposed
to be involved in his denial of such a defrauding
as would be implied in accusing them of covetous

-

ness because they had contributed nothing to his
support. After KartitpuHv we must understand
vftw (not kiceivov, as Rttokert suggests with refe-

rence to the incestuous person).—For X have

said before that ye are in our hearts to die
and live with you (ver. 8 b}.—The Apostle here
proceeds to show that he could not have intended
to condemn them, inasmuch as such a design
would have been inconsistent with what he had
said. The place in which he had said what he
herespeaks of must have been in the present Epis-
tle (comp. Eph. iii. 8), and especially in chap. vi.

llf. The substance of this he now repeats,

when he says that they were in his heart (kv rale

Kaptiiate tjfidv tore) ; comp. Phil. i. 7, [He uses
the perfect instead of the aorist, because what he
had said was still said and remained true up to

the time of speaking]. The sincerity of the af-

fection and fellowship here professed he further
shows by adding: to die and to live with us

eiC rd owaTro&avelv koI av(rjv). The subject of

this infinitive sentence must be supplied. It

must be either pe, in which case, he intended to

say : so that I would desire to die and live with
you (though we could not then understand why
owarr. is placed before av£yv) ; or vfia$y in which
case he intended to say : in order that ye may
die and live with us. The hark of the previous
sentence is in favor of the latter, but we must re-

member that he is not here speaking of their

sympathy with him in his extreme perils, his de-
liverances and his welfare. The main proposi-

tion had reference to the love which he had to-

ward them, not to that which they had toward
him. The expression refers either to the insepa-

rable fellowship which he felt with respect to

them (subjectively) in his own heart, in conse-

quence of which they would never be absent from
his heart, whatever might be his lot, whether to

live or to die (just as we bear within our hearts
those whom we love in life or in death) (Meyer),
or (objectively), to such an intimate connection
with him, that their life and death would be ne-
cessarily involved in his, f. <?., that they would
share in his death and his life, and in all his

sufferings for Christ and his deliverances from
them (possibly also in his eternal blessedness).

Comp. i. 7. With this latter interpretation, the
idea would be that the love which made him bear
them on his heart would make every thing com-
mon between him and them, and hence that they
would be brought into complete fellowship with
him in life or in death. [Meyer : How natural

it was for Paul, in continual dangeT of dying, to

put the owttir. emphatically before the ov$i}v.

There is therefore no necessity of supposing that

ev^fjv must refer to the future life because it

comes after owair. Paul may or may not have
known of the " sacred band " who had agreed to

live and die with each other, or of Roman pro-
verbs of a like nature with what he here Bays

;

but he was doubtless uttering simply the extreme
devotion of every good shepherd to the welfare

of his flock (John x. 11). Grotius: "egregiu*

Xapataiip bom paetorie]. The etc would imply
that such would be the object he would have in

view, and not merely that such would be the re-

sult. This explanation probably deserves the

preference, not only to the former, but also to

another, which makes ow imply a reciprocity of

fellowship, and thus combines the subjective ami
the objective interpretation together.—Great is

my boldness toward you, great is my
glorying of yon (ver. 4). In this verse i..e
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Apostle goes on to show that bis disposition and
conduct toward them were such that there ougbt
to be no such misconstruction of his language.
Hapjytpia here signifies not liberty or plainness

of speech (Luther [the English version] et <*/.),

but inward confidence [Vulgate : mihi, fidueia est

apud vo»] (Eph. iil. 12; 1 John ii. 28; iit 21;
iv. 17; v. 14; oomp. Bleek on Heb. iii. 6). Tho
outward expression of this inward disposition

was the Kavxwnc. Huawdeu: "When Paul was
with others he boasted much of the ample and
thorough results which the grace of God had
produced among them." To regard (with Osi-

ander) this boasting as something entirely within
the Apostle's own heart is not indispensable to

the symmetry of the discourse, nor accordant
with the Apostle*s usual style. It was more
probably the exulting way in which the confi-

dent spirit of Paul usually expressed itself when
his heart was elevated. The object of this boast-

ing was the Corinthians themselves (eeatp. ver.

14 ; ix. 2), the results of his labors among them,
and their subsequent spiritual progress. We
may remark here a climax with reference to the
preceding clause. 8o with respect to the follow-

ing sentences—I am filled with oomfdrt, I
am exceeding joyful ia all oar tribula-
tions (ver. 4 b).—we have irapdefoiffts—+x<*P<*>
ireirtypufiai—imepireptooebofjuu. [Honas: "So far
from having any disposition to upbraid or to re-
criminate, his heart was overflowing with differ-

ent feelings. He had not only confidence in them,
he was proud of them ; he was not only comforted,
he was filled with exceeding joy." Instead of the
third member of the anaphora, the Apostle has,
hy way of a stronger and olimaetio expression,
ireirTJjfxjfiat]. TleirXfypitfuu here, as also in Rom.
5. 29, and sometimes in the classic writers, is

used with the dative. TirepTreptaffehopai signi-

fies: I am made rich, overflowing with, etc.

Ilepiaoeheiv is used transitively also in chsp. iv.

16; ix. 8, and passively in Matth. xiii. 12. The
article implies that the Corinthians were the
source of both emotions (as in ver. 7) : the special
consolation which is from yon and the joy which
is in you (Osiander) ; or it indicates the particu-
lar consolation and joy which he needed (Meyer).
The iirl here signifies, not as in chap. l. 4, con-
cerning (so as to express the relation or object
of*ap«), butro, in the midst (simultaneously), and
it expresses the relation of both the preceding
clauses. The frequent change of the singular
to the plural, and of the plural to the singular in
this section, shows that the Apostle's own feel-

ings were predominant in all that he was saying
of himself in common with his fellow.laborers.
[In this verse the change was to indicate that
he bore the suffering in common with them,
but that thejoy was wholly a matter of his own
experience. Alford also notices that "the pre-
sent tense indicates the abiding of the effect "].

Vans. 6-7. For even as we went into
Maoedonia, oar flesh had bo rest, bat we
were troubled in every way. (ver. 6).—The
Apostle now enters into some details; and, in the
first place, with respect to the tribulation. Kai
has reference to what he had said in chap. ii. 12f.

He had there informed them that on his arrival at
Troas he could not rest, but that he had gone
immediately to Macedonia. He now adds that

even when he came to Macedonia he was unable
to find rest. 'Eaxvuev is here the same as in

obap. ii. 12, and its accordance with the verb ia

that passage suggests the suspicion that fox**
may have been the original reading. The rea-

son that ear flesh (4*epf fytvv) is substituted lor
my spirit (iy irvebparl ftov) as in chap. ii. 12, may
be found in the difference of circumstances on
the two occasions. At Troas the unrest had its

source and seat within, and consisted of anxious
thoughts, etc.; but in Macedonia it was one which
affected the flesh. And yet we must- not suppose
it exactly confined to the body (as Rflokert sup-
poses, e. g. y % sickness), nor that it means his

whole person, and so the same as we; but H
means the whole natural life in its infirmities, its

susceptibilities and its sensibility to suffering;

in a word, the whole sensuous nature, internal

and external (comp. Matth. xxvi. 41), every
thing which can be influenced not only by the
conaiota of the world around him, but by those
cares and temptations- of the inward spirit of
which he was about to speak. In positive con-
trast with this he now says we were troubled ia
every way (aXX h ir<xvrl &fo{36fievot). He uses
the participle, as if he had written owe tytr&m

hvtmv ixovrcc rp oapKl (oomp. Meyer). What he
means by h> iravri (in every condition, in all pos-
sible circumstances) is more fully developed
when he says,—without were fightings, and
within were fears, (it-udev p&x*** &*&* «<*&*).

The latter phrase is more forcible without fcrar).

'Kgu&ev and iaa&tv have reference not to those

who were Christians (weak brethren and errone-

ous teachers), and those who were not ; but ia
the one case to those opponents with whom he
came in conflict, whether in the Church or out
of it, and in the other to various difficulties with-

in the Christian community, some of which, es-

pecially those which pertained to the Corinthian
Church, occasionally became quite formidable.

[It seems more natural to understand these par-

ticles with reference to the Apostle himself, since

he was narrating his personal restlessness and
troubles]. —Nevertheless He who com-
forteth the downoast, comforted, us.
even God comforted us, by the coming of
Titus—(ver. 6). Having considered the trou-

ble to whioh he had been subjected, henow turns
to notice the Divine consolation he had received

under it. This had been sufficient to allay the
8 1omn in his soul. He mentions God in this

connection [not at first under any of the ordi-

nary names of the Deity, for at the moment he
was so full of this peculiar aspect of 0od, that

he deems it sufficient to designate him] as the

One whose peculiar office it is to comfort them
who are cast down (6 vrapaKaXinv rove r^treum^
comp. chap. i. 8). [The present indioates that

this is what is always taking place. In classical

and Hellenistic usage raretvol means not only

those who are humble, but those who are hum-
bled, stricken down ; and it refers not merely to

the outer condition, bat to the reelings of the

heart, the disposition, and probably to both
united (oast down). In the present ease itshould

probably be taken in the meet extensive sense.

In the conclusion of this part of the sentence God
must be regarded as especially emphatic T8»

signifies, as usual, is, the sphere in which the
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CHAP. VII. 2-16. 127

oomfort took place, but it also moans in conse-

quence of. The arrival of Titus was the reason
for his consolation. With great delicacy he
speaks of himself as bowed down on account of

the misconstruction of his brethren, and as if

nothing could relieve his mind but the personal
return of his beloved assooiate. He intimates

also that one essential element in the comfort he
experienced, sprung from the delightful frame
of mind which Titus exhibited on their account.

—And not by His coming only, bnt also
by the oomfort wherewith He was com-
forted concerning yon (ver. 7 a).—'Erri has
here, as in 1 Thess. iii. 7, the sense of: on ac-

count of, in relation to. We conclude, therefore,

that Titus also had been much disturbed and
anxious on account of the state of things at Co-
rinth, and that he had been reassured by what
he had Been during his visit there. The close

connection between the partioipial sentenoe and
napexfy&T}, suggests that the Apostle was here
speaking of the tranquilizing effect which the
visit at Corinth had had upon Titus' own mind.
This was so perceptible, that during the recital

of what Titus had witnessed, the load of care
was removed also from the heart of the Apostle
himself. Of course this implies that Titus had
Sreviously had all his anxieties allayed by what
e had seen of the disposition of the Corinthian

Church. (Osiander thinks that the Apostle in

the tumult of his joy had completely amalga-
mated into a single thought the consolation of
Titus, his own perception of that consolation,

and the account of the whole which he was then
writing). [It is implied that Titus was com-
forted tchile he was reciting the story in the ears
of Paul himself, for the participle 6vayy. is given
to explain how Titus was comforted. The Apos-
tle was comforted while hearing, and Titus while
telling such news]. The oomforting things
which Titus announced respecting the Corinthi-
ans, are given in the succeeding sentence,

—

when he told ns your longing, your
mourning, your seal respecting me, so
that I rejoiced the more. (ver. 7 6).—This im-
plies: 1, their longing to seethe Apostle once
more, increased, as it doubtless was, by his delay
in coming to them ; 2, their Mvpp6c, t. s., the ex-
treme sorrow which they had expressed in bitter

lamentations, when they became aware of the
anxiety their sad state had caused him, and
when they had received the severe reproof con-
tained in his first Epistle ; 8, their xeal in behalf
of the Apostle, the interest awakened in the
Church (as a whole, though not without some
important exceptions), in behalf of his person
and his authority (others say : affectionate zeal
to repair the injury they had done him, to allay
all his apprehensions, and to give him joy by
their amendment). The phrase imlp epov (your
leal for, or in behalf of me), is so essentially
and immediately connected with &Aot>> that it

seemed needless to repeat the article in order to

define it more perfectly. The power of the im-
pression made upon him by the account is shown
in the sentence : iters pe paXhav xaprjvat. If we
regard p&X&ov here as equivalent to : potius, we
must place the emphasis upon xtHW*"* *na> the
sense then would be : * so that instead of being
troubled, I rather rejoiced.' But from the order

of the words we are induced to place the em-
phasis rather upon pbXkov, or at least upon
napcK&XtoeVi which, indeed, contains essentially
the idea of joy, and may be regarded as the cli-

max of this joy [so that the sense would be, so
that I rejoiced or was comforted more than be-
fore]. Others suggest in addition that the in-

creased joy was in consequence of the arrival
of Titus [t. «., my usual joy was much increased].
Such a meaning would be much the same in its

essential result. [In the old Oxford Paraphrase,
the expression here is: so that I rejoiced now
the more exceedingly from the occasion of my
former grief. Chbtsostom: " On these (before
mentioned) he abounds in joy, and was filled

with consolation, because he had made them feel.

These things seem to me to be said, not only to

soften what has gone before, but to encourage
those who had acted well. For although we
doubt not that some among the Corinthians were
obnoxious to his former accusations, and un-
worthy of these praises, he did not wish to dis-

tinguish them, but makes both the praises and
the accusations common, leaving it to the con-
sciences of his hearers, to select what respec-
tively belonged to them."]

Vers. 8-11. Because even though I made
you sorry in the Bpistlo, I do notregret It:

although I did regret it (for I perceive
that that Epistle made you sorry, though
but far a season), yet now I rejoioe.

—

[The word bri compels us to treat this sentenoe
as a reason for the rejoicing of whioh he had
just spoken. The phrase ei koX occurs three times
in this single verse, and in each instance admits
a fact without encouraging a doubt respecting it

:

< I admit I made you sorry, that 1 regretted it,

and that the sorrow was but for a season.' And
yet it is implied that notwithstanding those facts,

there were qualifying circumstances: 'Even
though such things were true, he did not then
regret the sorrow, etc.

1

] The painful impres-
sion his former Epistle had produced, did not
prevent his present rejoicing. He refers, when
he speaks of making them sorrowful, to the effect

of the severe reproofs he had administered in

his first Epistle, especially in the fifth chapter.

[And yet many cannot discover anything in the
first Epistle answering to suoh representations.

The severity there refers mainly to a private

wrong of an individual. They think, therefore,

that an Epistle which had been so severe that
the Apostle shrinks from reminding the Corin-
thians that it was bis own (ry eirtaroXy), must
have been a brief and lost one which was con-
fined to public censures, see Introd., ( 6.].

There is some dispute regarding the way in
whioh the following sentences should be taken.

If we adopt the reading, el not perepeXdp^fu (with-

out the 61, whioh is contained only in Cod. B.),

two different constructions are possible. In the

first place, we may connect this expression with
what precedes, as if he had intended to say : «

I

do not regret it, though I did regret it ;' in which
case fTKhnt yap, bri kMwi/oa vpaiQ is simply a prac-
tical confirmation of the preceding eXbm/oa : 'I

see, from what Titus has told me, that the Epistle

made you sorrowful, though only for a season

;

or we may regard it as giving the reason for his

regretting that he had written (peTtntUptjv)
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128 THE 8EC0ND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

When he says : although for a brief teaeon, he in-

forms them of a cireumstanoe which had dimin-
ished his regrets, and he probably implies also

that his own regret had been only a transient

feeling (and yet it is in the imperfect). Meyer,
however, correctly remarks that /ftiro y&p, etc.,

could not be construed as the reason for any but
the oh fierefieMfjcqv of the preceding clause (with

which, however, on this construction it could

have no suitable meaning [for why should he
give what he now sees as a reason for his former
regrets]) ? In the second place, we may com-
mence a new sentence with el koI peTeueMfitiv, as

we may also, and even must do, if we accept of

the reading el 6k koL Those also who leave out

ydp after -/JAijru, find in the clause beginning
with ffoexo the apodosis of the whole sentence
beginning with el teal fxerau. : q. d. " though I did
regret it, I now peroeive that the Epistle made
you sorry only for a season." Even this con-
struction gives no better specimen of reasoning
than the other. It remains that we should make
the clause commencing with vvv x^P^ (ver. 9)
the apodosis of the whole sentence in which ei

Kai uerau. f etc., is the protasis. [The Vulgate
renders it: Quoniam eUi -contrietavi* voe in epie-

tola, non me pqtnittt : et ei pamiteret, videne quod
epietola ilia, etei ad horam, voe contrietavit, Nunc
gaudeo, etc This is translated by the Rhemish,
" For, although I made you sorry in an Epistle,

it repenteth me not : albeit it repented me, see-

ing that the same Epistle (although but for a
time) did make you sorry. Now I am glad," etc.]

If we adopt the reading which the Vulgate must
have used ['. «., fitenu yapA the participial sen-
tence will very conveniently connect with, and
form a part of, the protasis, to which the apo-
dosis is, *noto I rejoice.

9 The reading /fti?r« yap
is, however, so well established that we are com-
pelled to receive it into our text We may then
regard the sentence commencing with these words
as a logical parenthesis, thus: "Though I did
at one time regret it—(and not without reason)
for I perceive (from the account of you by Titus)

that that Epistle made you sorry—now I rejoice"

(Meyer.) The regret of which he spoke had
been experienced sometime before that in which
his feelings changed and he became joyful. On
this construction, we are struck with the diffi-

culty, that the Apostle used the present pteiru,

rather than the past eflXeirov to correspond with
peraue'k6uw> ; but the reason probably is that
what the Apostle perceived on a former occasion
continued still before his mind, and the peculiar
nature of the parenthesis had introduced some
confusion into the strict logical connection. The
actual course of thought was probably something
like the following: From the first account
brought by Titus he had perceived that the Cor-
inthians were much troubled by the contents of
this first Epistle, and for a while he had been
sorry that he had reproved them bo severely.

But when Titus had brought further information
[on a seoond return from Corinth] he perceived
not only that the disturbance had been essentially

only temporary (irpbc &pav, Gal. ii. 6, for a sea-

son), but that it soon gave way to a feeling of

joy, and was productive of many important bene-
fits. Their sorrow was therefore so far from
being a source of regret to him, that he never

recollected the effects which that Epistle had
produced without joyful emotions. [The word
pXi-rro is more expressive than 6p€t. It refers to
the mental contemplation which his paternal
spirit had of them while he was absent from the
scene. The abruptand disconnected form which
the Apostle's language here assumes gives us a
vivid picture of the inner workings of his heart.
Wordsworth remarks: "that the language is

beyond the rigid rules of ordinary grammar,
and belongs to a higher science, the grammar of
nature and even of inspiration ; and impart an
indescribable grace of tenderness and truth to

these impassioned outpourings of his full heart
If they so touch the soul when read now, what
must have been their effect when they sounded
forth in all their original freshness, with the
living voice, in the public recitations of these

Epistles in the churches of Corinth and Aobaia."
It is not implied that the Apostle's regret in-

volved any moral self-reproach. Dr. Campbell
says it denotes simply " that uneasiness which a
good man feels, not from the consciousness of

having done wrong, but from a tenderness for

others, and a fear lest that which, prompted by
duty he had said, should have too strong an
effect upon them."] Accordingly the hesitation

which some writers have felt in admitting that

an inspired writer would be the subject of such

regrets, springs from a mistake with regard to

the human element in inspiration, i. e. y the va-

riable disposition of the inspired person. As the

nobler human feelings are still supposed to be

in exercise, notwithstanding the essential divin-

ity of the power which moves them, there is no
call for those arbitrary attempts, which some
have made to interpret our passage (com. Meyer
and OBiander). From what we have already

said, it is evident that vvv in ver. 9, should be

taken in a temporal and not in a logical sense.

Not because ye were made sorry, but be-
cause ye were made sorry unto repent-
ance, (ver. 9 6). In ovx &n cXvrrtf&yre: (not be-

cause ye were, etc.) his design was to prevent the

misconstruction which might be put upon what
he had said, as if it were a pleasure to him to

remember that he had given them pain, (cold se-

verity, com. Lam. Hi, 88). The matter which

gave occasion to his joy was that they had been

troubled in such a way as to produce a change of

their feelings, especially with respect to the sad

case mentioned in the former Epistle (1st Cor. v.).

The result of such a change was that they had

made a great advance in Christian morality and

seriousness, and that tbey had been deeply hum-
bled. He proceeds to speak still further on this

point when he adds : For ye were made sor-

ry according to God, that ye might re-

ceive damage fromus in norespeot (ver. 9c).

In accordance with Paul's usage Kara -deov must

be designed to direct our minds to the efficient

author of the sorrow. (Deo efficiente.) It

means: according to God, t. «., according to

the mind or will of God. Thus in Rom. viii. 27.

Bbnobl says: *' The sorrow of penitents renders

their minds conformable to God," and "koto' sig-

nifies the feeling of the mind which has regard

to and follows after God." Such a one "is

grieved because he has done what God abhors."

(Ambrosius). m
Iva H here expressive of the
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CHAP. VIL 2-16. 129

divine intention, with reepeet to their sorrow
according to God ; and it implies, even if it had
not been implied in Kara Bt6v

y that God had had
a hand in producing their sorrow. The object

God had in view was, that they might in no way
suffer injury from their teachers, not ©Ten by
their sorrow. Nbandeb: "It is agreeable to

the theological view every where predominant in

Paul's writings to say that what he had written
with an upright intention should not result in in-

jury to them." Osiandbr : h ftirfevi has the sense
of, t» no part, u «., neither in your joyful con-
fidence nor in the purity of the Church." But
is such a meaning quite appropriate or consistent

with the context? Zyfiiovodat occurs in 1 Cor.

iii. 15, in the sense of, he shall suffer lost. The
preposition he shows the source of the injury
which is denied (Chap. ii. 2). He does not mean
that they would thus be saved from punishment.
He merely implies that they might have been in-

jured if they had experienced no change of mind,
esjseeially if their feelings had become alienated
from him and embittered toward him. On the con-
trary he rejoiced to fiud that the result had been
salutary.—This idea is further carried out in ver.

10. where a reason is assigned for what had been
said in the preceding final sentence: "Ye have been
troubled by God that ye might receive injury from
us in nothing.—For the sorrow which is ac-
cording to God worketh oat repentance
unto salvation not to be repented of, (ver.

10 «),—t. «., a change of heart which leads to sal-

vation." The apostle here refers back to eif uerd-

vota, (unto repentance) in ver. 9, and he describes

this as the effect of a right kind of sorrow. When
a man is conformed to the mind of God, or is

troubled by a regard to God on account ofbis sins,

he will turn from those sins with all his heart ; and
he will become totally opposed to all that once was
pleasant or seemed indifferent to him (fieravota).

But this change of heart which was the result of
the sorrow spoken of, and which in the actual

experience of believers always included faith,

was especially the fruit of the sorrow according
to God and conducted to salvation.* If we con-

[»In this passage (vss. 8-10), the words perayofo and
jft«i«fi4top*« are translated indiscriminately by the English
word : report. The latitude with which this Bngtish word
is popularly used may perhaps warrant this, and yet such a
fact only shows how Inadequate the word is to express the
particular meaning of at least one of these Greek verbs.
The more precise meaning which Theology has assigned to
the term Repentance, is certainly not quite suitable to either
of them. Divines have attempted to show that the original
words were uniformly distinguishable In sense, and yet pas-
sage* from the Bible have been qtsoted to show that each of
themJhas sometimes borne every meaning which has been
given to the other. It must however be conceded that the
predominant wage of each word arose naturally out of its

original meaning, and differs very essentially from that of
the other. Bengal, (on 2 Cor. vii. 10), Bishop J. Taylor, (on
Repent. Chap. ii.j 1), Campbell, (Diss. VLpart III.J 9),
Arrhbp. Trench, (sjnm. Ser. 2 p. 90 IT), and Webster, (S^nn.
p. 2*1 £), have described thto meaning and difference with
the greatest care. Both words have reference to a know-
ledge or feeling after (jt-rra) the event. Mero/iAoMai is from
the simple p4\«t : to be an object of care; perarofa from the
simple voaw to see, to think. There was from the first a
gradual change in the meaning of both words; the hitter
signifying first, after knowledge, then a change of views,
then regret, and finally a complete Change of the whole
mind. Often it was used irrespective of all moral feeling,
but when it came into New Testament language* it gradu-
allr came to mean a change to a bettor mind. The noun
(furirota) occurs there some five and twenty, and the verb
(jMTwvoetv) some five and thirty times. The noon (p.«tom4-
A«mi) does not occur in the 8. X, the ver*, OurqjiiAeaaj.;

nect hfieraftiforrov with aurrfplav, the idea will be
lhat when a man is delivered from his sinful cor-

ruption he thereby attains everlasting life and
must of course be forever satisfied. It would be
absurd to suppose that such a one would ever

regret his course or hare the slightest wish that

he had never come into this state or into the way
which leads to it. It must be conceded therefore

that this epithet is quite suitable to oorrqpiav, and
the order of the words favors such an applica-

tion. But Luther and others connect it with

fierdvotav, and pctnitenliam non pcenitendam is an
expression which makes good sense. [Calvin also

with fine critical discernment remarks : The play

here upon the word penitence, when he says not

to be repented of, is elegant, for however unplea-

sant at first taste a thing may be, it renders itself

desirable by its usefulness. For though the epi-

thet (afierafUX.) may refer as much to the salva-

tion as to the penitence, it appears to me to agree
better with the latter word : q. d. : We are taught

by the very event that no sorrow -ought to be
grievous or troublesome to us; so that though
repentance have something bitter in it of itself,

it is described as not to be repented of because
of the sweet and precious fruit which it pro-

duces." The Vulgate renders the phrase thus

:

pctnitentiam in salutem stabilem operatur, which the

Rhemish translates: worketh penance unto sal-

vation that is stable. This use of afierafi&qroc

in the sense of unchangeable is perhaps sanctioned

by its use in Rom. xi. 29. It is commonly sup-

posed that our English Version favors the refer-

ence of the word to repentance. This however
does not seem quite clear.] It is true we should
more naturally have expected that afurav6rrrov

would have been used in application to fieravouittj

but afurafikhrro^brings out better that part of

the sorrow whicn is painful, and no one can justly

say that it creates any halting or feebleness in,

the course of thought. We may therefore, wit hi

Osiander give the preference to such a connec-
tion. There is an evident reference to the ov>

fterafiiXofiai in ver. 8. As this epistle had drawn*
forth their sorrow and this had produced a change*
of heart which could never be regretted, it had!

only five times; once for the beginning of a true repentance*
(Matt. xxL 29), once of the Jews who "did not repent'*
(Matt. xxi. 32) once of Judas (Matt, xxvii. 3), twice (once,

also as a verbal adjective) in our passage, and once of Oodi
(Ileb. vii. 21). MeraVota then evidently signifies what Ctte-
ridge expressively calls, u tranamentation " in a good sense*
t*. «., to come to a right understanding, conversion so far aa
it relates to the mind; whereas, pcrap&cta Is simply : after
care. In a good or indifferent sense, sorrowful retrospections,

and leading to a good or bad result. QttASDKR: "#M*d>e*.
has reference simply to a change of care or effort, perai^ to

a change of the whole mind and course of thought ; that con-
cerns an individual thing, this everything; that refers prin-

cipally to the feelings and is therefore usually translated
sorrow, while this is the fruit of a true sorrow, and hence
(as what is perfect embraces the whole) is also frequently
used to designate the whole process of repentance. The
moral nature and worth of repentance is represented in
perdV. inasmuch as it includes a change of the entire mind,
and hence Valla with many others mnoh prefer the Greek
to the Latin word pamOentia, (and the-Germ. BOsse). In the

N. T., M*reV. is sometimes and m****"**-** never, employed
to designate this entire change." Panl*» Avvti when It was
Kara 0ibv worked out a pcraVoia which was dMcraplAirror,
i. 1. the sorrow which was according to God would work
out in the soul a mental revolution, which coald never give
rise to unhappy regrets; on the other hand, the Avwij which
was rev «eVpov would at some period of existence work out
a peraptfAeta, a paiafol regret which will continue to eter-

nity, end be in itself a »aww»« >*«ra#iAiffo*4
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been followed by such fruits and had led to sal-

vation (aurripia), he could of course have no re-

grets on account of the effect of his epistle, and he
could only rejoice in the recollection of it.

—

But
the sorrow of the world worketh death.
(ver. 10&).— Hehere brings up nsan illustration of

what he had said, a striking contrast. To the di-

vine sorrow of which he had spoken he now op-
poses the sorrow of rhe world, i. «., the sorrow
which the ungodly multitude sometimes experi-
ence. As Thomas says: "as is the love so is the
sorrow." Tot* koV/zov is the genitive, not of the ob-

ject, t. e. t
a sorrow on account of worldly things or

possessions, but of the subject, and it must be in-

terpreted with reference to the contrast. It here
signifies such a trouble about the apostle's re-

proofs as would have produced no change of
mind, but rather an irritability and a depression
of spirit on account of wounded pride. As this

could only harden the heart, it would lead to the
death which was equivalent to perdition, and of
course the reverse of salvation. Death is here
not merely moral corruption, nor a fretting of
one's self to death, and above all not a mortal
sickness or suicide. Comp. Elwert. Stud, der
Wurt. Oeistl. IX. 1 135ff.—For behold this
very thing, that ye were made sorry ac-
cording to God, what great diligence it

wrought in you (ver. 11).—The apostle here
points out the way in which the good results of
the sorrow had been exhibited among the Corin-
thians themselves. He shows by actual facts the
proof (introduced by y&p) of what he had been
saying. Behold! (ifov) is here the utterance of

a lively emotion. (Osiander). Twro indicates in

advance and in a very emphatic manner, the
matter on which he is about to speak, and the
particulars of which he immediately proceeds to

specify ; and by avrd he designed to say that it

was that precise thing, and that alone which had
had such an influence. The simple dative ifiiv

(in you) is more forcible than h vfitv would have
been, and it must here be regarded as the Dative
of relation, but closely approximating the dat.

oommodi. The substantive onovty signifies ori-

ginally haste, then diligence, activity, and it is

here applied to the case of discipline then in hand,
in contrast with the previous inactivity (Stares:
diligence in recognizing your defects, in comply-
ing with my exhortations, in removing offences,

and in making up for past neglects).

—

Yea,
clearing of yourselves

;
yea, indignation ;

The aXM. which is so many times repeated and
with so much emphasis (comp. 1 Cor. vi. 11), is

not only climactic, but corrective; equivalent to:

yea, rather. He intended to say that anov6fj was
perhaps too feeble a word to express the change
which took place in their minds in consequence
of their godly sorrow. 'Anohoyia here means, not
their defence of the Apostle against hisopponents,
but in accordance with the context, their own
justification before Titus and so before the Apos-
tle. It signifies their answer to the charge of
having apparently given countenance to sin, and
their so.emn disavowal of all fellowship with
crime. It was not, however, their practical jus-
tification of themselves by the actual punish-
ment of the offender, for this would have antici-

pated the idea expressed afterwards by iKdUajotjq.

The ayavdicr^avQ ^indignation) was more than the

airotoyla ; for it implies that they were indignant

that such a thing should have taken place among
them, and perhaps at themselves that they had"

so long tolerated it and had been so careless of

the honor of the church.

—

yea, fear; yea,
longing desire.—The (p6fh$ was in this case a

fear not of Divine judgment and still less of

apostasy, but of the Apostle lest he should come
to them with a rod (1 Cor. iv. 21). (Heubner
thinks incorrectly that it was an apprehension
that new offences might arise, and hence that it

signifies an increased watchfulness and jealousy

of themselves). To this reference of the fear of

the Apostle corresponds the succeeding word, in

which he passes suddenly to the very opposite

;

for eTtir&&7?aic signifies not a joyful longing for

their own improvement, but as in ver. 7, an

earnest desire to see the Apostle himself, whose
love for them they felt even while he reproved

them so severely, but to whom they turned with

confidence as soon as they had removed the of-

fence.

—

yea, seal; yea, infliction ofpunish-
ment.—If (with Bengel and Meyer) we divide

the series of six things here mentioned into

three pairs, in which airohoyia and ayavdjenptz

relate to the Corinthians themselves; [$6poc and
emir6&7joic to Paul], and &<<K and ejcduapttc to

the offender, we must regard ffioe as signifying

something different from what it means in ver.

7. It must signify in such a case a seal to punish

the offender, which attains its end in the USlinf

mc, but which is essentially a zeal in behalf of

God, the Apostle's authority, and the church's

reputation. Bengel makes both of these refer to

the incestuous person, and with a rather excessive

refinement he explains CtfAdf as pro bono onmm
#t«, and kKdiiafotg as contra malum ejus. 'Eicdiiapif

is the infliction of punishment in consequence

of which the law (in this -case the Divine} is car-

ried out, maintained and satisfied in its demands
upon the holiness of God's people. (The attempt

to find in this place the Romish doctrine of satis-

faction is purely arbitrary). If (with Osiander)

we regard the members in the several pairs as

contrasted with one another and rising in each

case towards a -climax, tfXoc would be seal for

the Lord, etc., that the Divine law might be

maintained through the kKdiicqais, t. e. t the punish-

ment of the guilty one. [Doddridge: "Some
divines have taken it for granted that this verse

contains seven distinct marks of true repentance,

to be found in every sincere penitent, whereas

these are not the characters of the temper of

each, but of different persons in different cir-

cumstances, according to the part they respec-

tively acted in the affair in question."] The

result of all this was—In every respect ye
have commended yourselves as clear in

this affair, (ver. 11 6).—In accordance with the

lively and emphatic style in which the Apostle was

here writing, this is introduced without an ovv or

anything of the kind. 'Ev iravrl signifies here

in every respect. Ivvtarfyjart is equivalent to

airtdei^are (Osiander makes it a collateral idea in

connection with what he had said of their con-

ciliatory and just course). With this meaning

the word has sometimes an accusative of the

object in connection with it (Rom. v. 8), some-

times or*, and sometimes as in the present caso

an accus. cum injin. 'Ayvor signifies pure, inno*
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cent. In other places it is used with a genitive

of the offence, but here it is with a dative signi-

fying with reference to, like e^eir&epog rff dtnaio-

Gvvq (free from righteousness) in Rom. vi. 20.

T£ npaytiari is a lenient general phrase to avoid

anything more specific. Bengel: "He speaks

indefinitely because the thing was unpleasant."

Neander uses this passage to confirm his view,

that Paul has reference in this epistle nowhere
to the case of the incestuous person, but to some
individual in personal hostility to himself. [**If

the case alluded to here had been that of the in-

cestuous person, the Corinthians would have had
no need of showing their innocence in the mat-

ter, for no one could have supposed them to be
sharers in such a crime; but if we suppose that

it was the case of some individual in personal

opposition to the Apostle, we can easily see how
they might have shared in this offence, and how
they might have shown themselves clear in this

matter."]

Vers. 12-16. Accordingly, though I wrote
unto you, I did it not for his sake who
had done the wrong, nor for hie sake who
had suffered wrong, (ver. 12 a).—We have here
an inference [apa* consequently] from the effects

which his first Epistle had produced, with refer-

ence to his object in writing it. [The same phrase
(A raxi) occurs here which had occurred thrice a few
sentences before (ver. 8), and in the same sense:

"Even though I wrote unto you; conceding, as I

do, that I did so"]. His first inference, as to

what must have been his motive in writing, is

stated negatively as to what was not his object

From the results which he had recounted in

their own experience, he wished them to infer

what must have been his true design, and to

give up all unfounded surmises with respect to

his motives. He doubtless had reference to his

design in writing that portion of the Epistle (

1

Cor. v.) which treated of the matter in hand,
and its contents ; not to the severity or sternness

of its spirit. The latter could not be alluded to

without some more specific designation of his

object Meyer expresses it thus: "Though I

have not been silent, but have opened my heart
to you by letter on this matter." From lypaiffa

we may readily conclude what verb must be sup-

plied in the final sentence It must be, of

course, *'I wrote." Neander thinks that b/pa\\>a

refers not to the first Epistle to the Corinthians,
but to one which has been lost, and which, being
confined to a single object, may have contained
some severe expressions. Ovk—aXXd in this

place also should not be enfeebled in its mean-
ing, for the Apostle intended to say that his ob-
ject in writing had not been to do justice to

either of these persons, but one far higher.
Meyir : «« He must, indeed, have written in

opposition to the wrong doer (aAudjoaq), and to

the same extent in favor of the injured one
{aiiiajdris), and yet the determining cause which
had prevailed upon him and had induced him to

write, was not the case of either of these per-
sons, bnt the interest of the Church in general."
Most expositors understand adiKJjoae as having
reference to the incestuous person. But who is

the aduof&eIf ? We are not surprised to find it

in the Masculine, for this seems demanded by
its contrast with hiiicfjaaQ. The neuter=a<fc/e£

fMToc would have been not only inconsistent

with grammatical usage, but without a consis-

tent meaning, for he had nowhere said any
thing of the crime itself. That the Corinthians
were not meant is evident from the use of the

singular number. He must, therefore, have
meant either himself, who, as an Apostle, had
been deeply injured by such a blot upon the re-

putation of one of his churches, or the father of

the incestuous person whose conjugal rights had
been so severely violated. But not only chap. ii.

6 (ovk kfih "XtkvKijKev), but the entire absence of

any more particular designation (as efiov), ar-

gues very strongly against the former view,

even though we leave out the improbable exten-
sion some have given it, by reminding us that

the man may have become especially vindictive

against the Apostle, and may have drawn others

into his party. In behalf of the second view we
may also suggest that in other places adiKelodat

is employed with reference to a violation of con-

jugal relations. As a reason for the silence of

the other passages (1 Cor. v. 2, 5 ff.) with re-

spect to the father, we may remark that there

was no occasion, or at least no necessity, for a
reference to him there. If we make the word
apply to him, th#i^)ostle must be understood to

deny that his oftfect was to procure satisfaction

for him. Neander regards the Apostle as the

one who had received a personal offence (comp.
ii. 5). If this were so, Paul would have been
the aducq&eic, and we must understand him to

deny that he wrote under the irritation such an
injury might be supposed to produce. His real

object in mentioning the matter'at all in a letter

to them, is brought before us in the next clause

(which, according to the best established read-

ing of the text, is):—but that your diligence
in our behalf might be made manifest
among you in the eight of God (ver. 12 b)—
i. e., that your care for us and our work, to help

us in accomplishing our aims and purposes, and
in attaining the great objects of our mission,

might be brought into the light (comp. ver. 11;

chap. ii. 9). Very likely irpbg vpac appeared in-

appropriate in this place, and hence the various

reading: ?)uuv rijv iirtp v/aav. But he intended to

say that by their means or under their direction,

in the church and in consequence of their active

exertions in this matter, their zeal in his behalf

had become apparent, tlpdg appropriately desig-

nates what direction this manifestation had
taken. The purity or uprightness with which
this had been done is pointed out by the phrase,

in the sight of God, which evidently was in-

tended to show the presence in which the mani-
festation took place. This intimates that they

ought to make trial of their zeal as in the pre-

sence of God, and see to it that it was no mere
pretence or vain form.—Therefore we have
been comforted: but besides (kni) our
comfort we have rejoiced more abun-
dantly in the joy of Titue (ver. 13).—He
means here to say: On this account, t. «., since

this was our object, and inasmuch as this object

has been attained (ver. 9ff.), we have been com-
forted. [The perfect indicates a continued com-
fort]. If we adopt the reading of the Receptus:M rtf irapaKkfjaet vfiuv irepiaooripijc 6$, we must
take ifiCnf not in an active sense, so that the idea
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132 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

would be: "in oonsequenee of the consolation

afforded me by you;" but in a passive sense,

according to which the meaning would be: in

consequence of the comfort you enjoyed after

the temporary (npbc Ctpav, ver. 8) sorrow my
epistle caused you, you have found peace by
means of the repentance (uerdvota). The word
iratxjKfajjic in this connection has the sense of

comfort, not as Reiche maintains, of an admoni-
tion, as if Paul was comforted on account of the

favorable result of the severe admonition he had
given the Corinthians. But the best established

reading places the 6k immediately after eni; in

consequenoe of which a new sentence most com-
mence with kmf and the preceding three words
form a beautiful, impressive and brief sentence

by themselves (Osiander). We may then regard
kiri as indicating the condition or state in wnioh
the speaker was with the sense of either, m, or
still better, in addition to what had been pos-

sessed before, as in Matth. xxv. 20, and Luke
xvi. 26. That which is added is thus regarded as

based or resting upon that which before existed

(Passow i. 2, p. 1088 b). [There is a general
unity, with a particular diversity, in the mean-
ing which Irzl bears in this section. Its general
signification (upon, Jelf. J 68%MsB8TBn, pp. 174
-6) is obviously at the basis of Inch instance of
its use, and yet this branches out into the special

meanings, with a dative; on account of (vv. 7,

13, second time), in addition to (ver. 13, first

time), and with a genitive : before, or in the pre-
sence of (ver. 14). Comp. Ellicott on 1 Tim. v.

19]. By nepuj<joripu£ paZkov (comp. ver. 7) the

Apostle intended to say thai this new joy which
is added to the previous comfort was more abun-
dant than that of the comfort itself. The double
comparative [for even in the positive a compari-
son is implied, and paXXov (found also in Mark
vii. 86) therefore doubles it] increases the force

of the expression. The object or reason for this

joy was the joy of Titus. The latter is more de-

finitely described when it is added—because*
his spirit had been refreshed by you all.

(ver. 13 o).~These words are not dependent upon
lx&pw*v, *s if Paul rejoioed because the spirit of

Titus had been refreshed; and of course they are
not parallel with kri rp xaP<h t° define more dis-

tinctly what the joy of Titus was; but they are
added to inform us with more precision respect-

ing the cause of Titus' joy. The position of
foairtxavToi at the commencement of the clause
shows that it was intended to be emphatic. We
had avanabeiv to xvevfia (they refreshed my
spirit) once before, in 1 Cor. xvi. 18. The source
from which the refreshment came is pointed out

by ano. Another reason for his great joy on
account of Titus' joy he proceeds to assign in

ver. 14.—For if in anything I have boasted
to him of you I was not made ashamed,
bat as we spake all things to you in
truth, so also our boasting before Titus
was found to be truth.—"E< n does not sig-

nify any doubt as to the fact asserted, but it is

a delicate mode of expression, common also in

classical writers, and equivalent to 6 ri or boov.

The dative abr$ should be explained by means of

the Xabitv implied in xav^oodoi. To the nega-
tive, 1 was not made ashamed, he adds the posi-

tive, our boasting was found to be truth. *£y«-

viftv, in its logical signification, means here:
turned out to be, proved to be in accordance
with facts. 'Eiri has here, as 1 Cor. vL 1, the
sense of, before, in the prttene$ of. His object
was, by way of comparison, to pat by the side

of what he had said to them what he had boasted
before Titus when he sent him to Corinth and
when he was anxious to encourage him. All

that he had said to them and to him was now
proved to have been said uprightly. The whole
passage is apologetical (comp. i. 17 ff.). Ham
must be taken in a general sense, and not applied

merely to the favorable things he had been say-

ing to them respecting Titus. 'Bv aXq&zia has
an adverbial signification (truly), as in Col i. 16

and Jno. xvii. 19. One result of this confirma-

tion of the Apostle's boastful assertions, by
means of Titus' own experience among the Corin-

thians, is mentioned in ver. 16, where it is said

—And his inward affection is more abun-
dant toward you while he remembers
the obedienoe of you aU.

—

XirXdyx™ oc-

curred before in chap vL 12. Ueptaaoripuf sig-

nifies: even more than before. Eif ipac harm

means that he was inclined or attached to them*

In the phrase avafUfanfotsofiivovt etc. (recalling to

himself, Jilf. J 863, 6; Wucsa, { 89, 8), he re-

fers to that which awakened and perpetually sus-

tained his earnest love toward them, via: their

xmanot}, their obedience to Titus, his deputy to

them. This sprung up in his heart when he

learned the spirit with which they had received

Titus, and it was sustained more especially bv

his lively recollection of the same event.—How
with fear and trembling ye received him.
(ver. 15 b.)—With respect to fear and trembling,

oomp. on 1 Cor. ii. 3. The phrase here signifies

that profound reverenoe which they entertained

for one who had been delegated by Christ's own
Apostle, and which made them exceedingly sealoos

lest they should fail in any duty they owed him

(Osiander, Meyer). He concludes this section with
an expression of his joyful confidence in them.—
I rejoice that I hawe confidence in yon
in all things (ver. 16).—[He here gives the

conclusion of the whole discussion. The first

seven chapters had been occupied with subjects

of a personal nature between him and the Corin-

thians, and as he is about to leave the sutyect]

he gives the result at which he arrives in sn

abrupt appendix (asyndeton, without ow). Tee

proper signification of Oapfo is simply, I am of

good courage, not I may or can be of good cour-

age, as if he had meant merely, that he had

ground for encouragement. As in other pas-

sages dapjku is never ooustrued with h, when

the object of confidence is referred to. Meyer if

inclined to consider b> as expressive of the origi-

nal cause or source of the confidence. (I am of

good courage through you), and yet the analogy

of morebew, iXwtfrtv and other words of a similar

meaning, favors the interpretation which seemi

here most natural, vis; with respect to the ob-

ject: I have confidence concerning, with regard

to, or in you. [Dr. Hodge thinks that if #o#*
cannot, when joined with tv, bo rendered, I have

confidence, "kv had better be rendered btf&n:

I stand full of confidence before you, i. e, in your

presence," and he refers to 1 Cor. xiv. 11. He,

however, with our author, prefers the translation
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given in the common English version. Stanley
renders the passage : " I am bold through your
encouragement."] The comprehensive ev navrl,

which must here signify, in all things, forms a
suitable transition to the following section.

DOCTRINAL AND XTHIOAL.

[1. The inspiration ofthe sacred writerswas not
inconsistent with the free exercise of all human
feelings (ver. 8). Even assuming that Paul was
fully inspired when he wrote the lost Epistle, he
appears afterwards to have had misgivings re-

specting it, whether he had acted under an in-

fallible Divine influence. Conceding this, we
may still maintain that every thing which has
been actually preserved as holy Scripture is in-

fallibly true and Divine. Men who claimed to

be, and doubtless were, infallibly inspired in all

that concerned their official duties, seem to have
been left to doubts and infirmities at other times
and in their private relations, like other men
(Gal. ii. 11; 2 Cor. xiL 7; i. I5f.; PhiL ii. 28).
" Holy men," whose free human faculties were
"moved," informed and directed to any requisite

extent "by the Holy Ghost," appear to have been
allowed, even in the moment of inspiration, to

express themselves according to their individu-

ality of character. Paul's style and manner of
expression is unmistakably unlike John's, or
David's, or Jeremiah's. Different instruments
of music, even when played upon by the same
hand, and with equal power, will give forth each
its peculiar tone. The most plenary inspiration

was probably consistent with the freest possible

play of human thoughts and feelings. Comp.
Lee. on Inspiration, Chap. VI., p. 176ff. Hodge:
" Inspiration simply rendered its subject infalli-

ble in writing and speaking as the messenger of
God. Paul might doubt whether he had in a
given instance made a wise use of his infallibi-

lity, as he might doubt, whether he had wisely
exercised his power of working miracles. He
never doubted as to the truth of what he had
written."]

2. Godly sorrow, or the sorrow which is con-
formed to the will of God, is one which directs
the man wholly and only to God. He is troubled
because he has violated God's law, has injured
God's cause, has dishonored God's name, and has
made himself utterly unworthy of God's holy
love. In this mere act of renouncing sin there
must be involved such a radical change of heart
as must, remove all hindrances on man's part to

his participation in God's salvation. It is in it-

self such a thoroughly purifying fire, as neces-
sarily implies that its subject is in the way to

everlasting life. By such a change of disposition,
which every one must recognize as the work of
God's Spirit, he becomes susceptible of, and
Srepared for, every blessing proffered to him by
ivine grace, and purchased for him by Christ's

expiatory work. But there is another kind of
sorrow which is sometimes felt by men who are
alienated and estranged from God. They are
often indignant and offended when their misdeeds
are brought to light, because they apprehend
that their reputation and standing among men
may be injured, when they are brought by pro-
vidential discipline into various kinds of trouble,

and when their honor, their earthly possessions,
or their enjoyments are impaired. They are not
disturbed at the thought of sin itself, in its rela-

tion to God and His kingdom, nor as a violation
of their duty to their fellow-men, and an impedi-
ment or a complete destruction to all intercourse
with God. They who have only this kind of

sorrow are still in the way of death, of eternal
perdition, and of everlasting banishment from
God's kingdom.

HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starke :—Ver. 2. Ministers are bound not to

injure their hearers («. g., by excessive severity),

nor to corrupt them (by false doctrines or wrong
conduct), nor needlessly to molest or trouble
them; but their hearers are equally bound to

love, honor and imitate their ministers.—Ver.
3. Those who have great success in preaching,
and have affectionate hearers, may have obtained
them without any violation of conscience or of
the duties of their office.—Those who are faith-

ful are willing to lay down their lives for the
salvation of their people (chap. xii. 15).—Ver.
4. To be afflicted for Jesus' sake, and yet to be
joyful and confident, implies something above
human power.

—

Hedinqee:—Ver. 5. The life,

the work and the love of the Christian may
sometimes bring him much anxiety ; and yet how
calm can he be in the midst of commotion ! The
flesh may be in the conflict while the spirit is

calm ! Blessed indeed are they who know what
this is! John xvi 83. Spener:—God afflicts His
people in many ways, and we must not suppose
His saints to be insensate blocks; they are
obliged to endure much inward suffering, and
to feel that they are still men.—Ver. 6. Thou
who sittest in the dust and art troubled, listen to

a good friend, whose counsels will cheer and en-
liven thee again! God sent him to comfort thee!

Ver. 7. Blessed indeed are they who make such
a use of their spiritual chastisements ! It is the
mark not only of a good spirit, but of an upright
minister, when nothing troubles a man more than
offences among his people, or rejoices him more
than the removal of them (Jer. xiii. 7 ; $ John
4).

—

Hedinqeb:—Ver. 8 ff. It is never a plea-

sure to a minister to reprove and disturb his

people. But when his words reach their hearts
and produce excellent fruit, it is a blessed of-

fence and the beginning of a glorious conversion.
Hedinqeb:—That goaly sorrow in which the
sinner repents of his wickedness, not because it

brings upon him punishment, torment, fears,

shame and disturbance, but because he has of-

fended the God who loves him and does him
good, and in which he would willingly suffer a
thousand deaths, if he could thereby blot out the

reality of his guilt, has its source in a union of

sorrow with filial love, and in a faith which re-

cognizes the goodness of God and the inconceiva-

ble abomination of sin (Examples in 2 Sam. xii.

13; Luke xv. 21; xviiL 13; Matth. xxvi. 75;

Luke vii. 38). Such a sorrow frees us from
sin, brings us nigh to God, and makes us parta-

kers of eternal glory. We can never regret such
a repentance, even though it occasions us some
temporary pain, if in the end it leads us to great

glory.—The sorrow of the world (on account of
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134 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

worldly losses, fear of punishment, or dishonor)

will never know any thing of mercy from God,

but it will drive the soul to despair, to new and
fretful complainings, on account of its condemna-
tion, and finally to actual hardness of heart.

—

Spener:—Ver. 11. He who is troubled after a
godly sort will have his carnal slumbers driven

from him ; and having thus become conscious of

the power of sin, he will be more watchful

against it, and will press forward more vigorously

in the way of the Lord.—The marks of true re-

pentance are : horror and disgust at sin, delight

in goodness, and diligence in the pursuit of it.

—

Ver. 18. True love rejoices with those who re-

joice, and weeps with those who weep (Rom. xii.

15). Blessed are they of whom their ministers

can testify and boast much which is good. But
alas ! for those over whom their ministers can
breathe forth nothing but sighs! (Heb. xiii. 17).

Uprightness becomes any man but especially

one who preaches the Gospel.

Beblenb. Bible :

—

Vkb. 3. People are very

quick in their rage to take what they hear as

a condemnation of themselves ; but if our own
hearts condemn us not, no man can condemn us.

—Ver. 4. Within a single hour a pious soul may
be in deep affliction and overwhelmed with joy.

—

Ver. 6f. It is one of the mysteries of God's way
that Christians must be comforters to one an-

other. They will thus bo joined together as one

body.—Ver. 8f. (Cassian): "The sorrow which
worketh repentance is obedient, humble, gentle,

loving and patient ; for it comes from the love of

God, and under many and severe trials it will

never grow weary in following after perfection.

But the sorrow which the devil gives is harsh,

impatient, severe, selfish, full of fears, and it is

sure to drive the man in his ignorance in an op-

posite direction." Can God then be served only

in brooding sorrow ? The great point is, what
reason we have for sorrow, and whither our sor-

row tends ? A true child of God cannot but
grieve that, during his whole life, he has done so

little which can be pleasing to his heavenly Fa-

ther.—Ver. 10. Sorrow is usually looked upon
as something disagreeable, and even spiritless

and dull ; and hence most persons strive to be
merry and drive away sad thoughts by worldly
pleasures and luxuries. But while such misera-

ble expedients leave our nature infected with the

evil, they bring down upon us additional judg-
ments, and afford no protection against the gnaw-
ing tooth of conscience. Still less can false com-
fort and mere fancies give us relief. We must
search deep within our souls for the true cause
of our sorrow, or we shall derive no permanent
benefit from it. God never afflicts us willingly

;

but such is our present state, that he can do us
good in no other way ; He is obliged to kill be-

fore he can give us life. Before we can have any
true joy, we must sorrow unto repentance. By
making light of repentance, we only plunge
deeper into an eternal melancholy. The godly
sorrow which springeth from God and his love

leaves nothing behind it but blessedness, for the

repentance to which it leads is unto salvation.

The sorrow itself, and all that legitimately flows

from it, must correspond with the spirit and pur-
pose of the Being who produced it. Hence, if

our sorrow comes from God, it must awaken

.

within us a salutary humility, and a repentance

which excites us to the exercise of true godli-

ness, and makes us prayerful, obedient to God,

patient under trials, kind to our fellowmen, tod
rich in good works; while the sorrow of the

world will make us sullen and unfit for any use-

ful work; and yet in this latter state, sad and
dark as it is, (melancholy), are all those who
live without Goa. Even pious souls are not with-

out temptations to this worldly sorrow. They
are liable to melancholy (the sorrow of the

world) when they are discouraged under the tor-

ments of sin and corruption, under the disorders

and distractions of spiritual and bodily trials,

and under the afflictions incident to an inordi-

nate love of the world. He who has been a mur-
derer from the beginning, and grudges every

happy hour the willing soul spends with its God.

conceals himself behind all these depressions of

the believer's spirit, and aggravates them when
he pretends to remove them. That dark spirit

often induces men under extraordinary afflictions

to forsake that which is good, and deprives them
of all desire or capacity to enjoy it. The recol-

lection of sins committed before conversion fre-

quently contributes much to such a state of mind

;

and hence Christians should pay no attention to

those representations, in which the serpent,

under the guise of humility, reminds them of

abominations, which God himself has blotted

out and cast into the depths of the sea. In tike

manner we should never despair on account of

those sinful remnants of former habits which

continue to beset us even after our conversion.

—Ver. 11. When a man first obtains a correct

idea of his own corruption, and is properly hum-
bled for his sins, his whole heart is aroused, and

everything there is in confusion. One emotion

only gives place to another. We set about cor-

recting everything at once ; the thought of for-

mer sluggishness and security makes us indig-

nant at ourselves ; we tremble under apprehen-

sions of God's wrath ; we are so anxious to clear

ourselves in the minds of those whom we have

offended, that we lose no opportunity to do them

good ; and we burn with zeal to be revenged upon

the enemy of our souls, by a true repentance and

a hearty renunciation of every sin. Every pos-

sible method is resorted to to cast off this hated

evil of sin, and if we are not as successful as we

hoped to be at once, we are apt to be perplexed,

and at a loss what to think or do. Though this

shows our utter weakness, it is a good sign that

we have truly repented of sin. It indicates that

we are thoroughly in earnest, and it is a thou-

sand fold better than the tranquil state of the

hypocrite or the self-deceiver. We need not

doubt that God will be very patient with per-

sons in such a state. " That ye are clear!" Past

offences are easily forgotten when the parties

are thoroughly reconciled. Our Lord himself

said to those who had miserably sinned against

Him, that they were already clean from a regard

to Him and through the Gospel which He was

speaking to them (John xv. 8.). Wherever the

heart is right, He will be satisfied, although He is

obliged to overlook many improprieties in the

outward life of His disciples.

Rieoeb :

—

Vbbb. 2-7. If we are under the di-

rection of the Spirit of love and of power and of
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a sound mind, we shall never be at a loss to eon-

duet ourselves so as to avoid showing undue fear

or favor toward those around us, to meet with
composure whatever they inflict upon us, and at

the same time to maintain as far as is in us lies

their confidence, and to show them that in other

respects we esteem them, and are satisfied with
them. " The Comforter of those who are cast

down!" what a precious name for God !—Ver. 8
ff. How the spirit of a father, jea, of God Him-
self, is apparent here ! For although God does
not afflict willingly, nor grieve the children of

men, yet when He cannot do them good in any
other way He brings them into trouble; and,

like Joseph before his brethren, turns away and
weeps. We are in continual danger pot only of

being too tender with our brethren, and of with-

holding from them the needful salt of Christian

reproof, but of exercising the authority given
us with such severity as will overwhelm them in

overmuch sorrow. Ours is the delicate work of
assisting them in bringing forth godly sorrow.
Blessed are they who can bring about a harvest
of joy from a sowing of tears ! Those whom
God's Spirit makes sorrowful, because they have
lost God, His grace, His way, and the hope of
being with Him forever, must see to it that their

sorrow does not stop short of that repentance
unto life, which can never be repented of.

The sorrow of the world must end in death and
corruption, because it not only fosters erroneous
views and wrong motives, but engenders power-
ful, though often secretly indulged lusts which
mutually strengthen one another.

Hkubnkb:—Ver. 2. We should receive those
who love us and are sincerely endeavoring to do
us good, with the most enlarged affection.—Ver.
8. The affectionate minister never puts forth a
severe expression merely to wound, or reprove,
or condemn any one, but to do him good. To
accomplish this he is willing to risk every thing
else.—Ver. 4. Those who are free and candid
with us, give the best proof that they have con-
fidence in us.—Ver. 6. God bestows His conso-
lations only upon the lowly, because they trust

not to themselves and their own powers, but in

God alone; and because they know their own
wretchedness, and sigh and weep over it before
God. The Lord always looks kindly upon such.
Often when they are in the deepest affliction He
is preparing to help and comfort them.—Ver. 7.

How precious the joy of benefiting others.—Ver.
8. The purer and the more considerate all your
conduct is, the less reason will you have to ap-
prehend future regrets respecting it. A brief
sorrow which leads to amendment saves us from
eternal torment.—Ver. 9. The new birth cannot
be effected without pain.—Ver. 10. The distinc-
tion between a holy sorrow and the sorrow of
the world, springs from their different sources.
The latter is merely a feeling of mortification or
chagrin under the injuries or the dishonor of
which sin has been the occasion. The man com-
plains very little of himself; but against God
and Divine Providence he not only complains,
but sometimes exhibits extreme malice and spite.

On the other hand godly sorrow lays all the bur-
den of guilt upon the sinner, and is full of shame
and grief for the dishonor which belongs to sin
itself. The former only makes the man worse,

hardens his heart, drives him away from God,
and lands him in despair ; while the latter turns

him from his sins, strengthens his powers, and
gives him peace with God. The world's sorrows
and the world's joys are equally worthless. The
joys it vaunts in society, and the sorrows it en-
dures all the remaining time.—Ver. 11. The re-

pentance of a whole congregation for some
offence it has committed, should not be a merely
transient emotion of sympathy, but it should lead
to earnest efforts to remove the offence, and to

withstand the evil. It is no true love which
fears to disturb offenders, and is only anxious
to make their repentance as easy as possible.

—

Ver. 12. Every minister should strive to con-
vince his people that he has no interest at heart
but theirs.—Ver 14. A minister should be very
cautious about boasting of his people or of his

work among them. He is very liable thus to

prepare occasions for subsequent mortification.

Should we afterwards find ourselves deceived,

the reaction will be painful and the great enemy
never feels happier than when he finds us in-

dulging in such boastings.

W. F. Bksseb:—Ver. 8. The Christian life

extends beyond the present world, and does not
attain its perfection until after death. Blessed
is that fellowship in which each one has all

others in his heart to live and to die with them.
—Ver. 4. Deeper than the pain God's ministers

suffer from a persecuting world, is the pain they
feel for straying brethren and unthankful chil-

dren; but they have a joy which no earthly sor-

row can destroy, a joy which is exceeding abun-
dant, when these lost sheep return to the fold

of the Good Shepherd.—Ver. 13. Godly com-
forts are never wanting where there is godly
sorrow. It is by the way of repentance that

God graciously brings to Jesus Christ those who
sorrow after a godly manner over their fallen

state.— Ver. 15. How unfounded the common
impression that a Christian's love to a brother
will grow cold in proportion to his knowledge of

that brother's sins and imperfections! On the

contrary, the more it does for him, the warmer
it grows.

[Vbbs. 2-8. I. Paul's claim to a cordial re-

ception: 1. Its ground; (a) he deserved it, for

his blameless life (ver. 2) and for his self-sacri-

ficing love (ver. 8 b); 2. The way in which he
urged it, (a) so as to give no needless pain fver.

8 a), (b) with open unsuspecting confidence (ver.

4). II. His former experience with reference

to them: 1. He had been compelled to reprove
them, 2. He had been depressed by great trials

(ver. 6, comp. ii. 12 f), 8. God had comforted
him (ver. 6 f.).—Vers. 9, 10. Power of sorrow:
I. The sorrow of the world: 1. It has no moral
basis ; 2. It is irreparable ; 8. It engenders cor-

rupt passions. II. Godly sorrow : 1. Its source

(God in Christ) proves it right ; 2. It estranges

from all whicn really can injure us; 8. It

works out a positive love of goodness ; 4. It shuts

us up into the faith of Christ; 5. It secures

everlasting salvation.—On the whole section : A
minister's joy in his people: 1. When he has a
large place in their hearts ; 2. When they heed
his admonitions ; 8. When their sorrows are not
entirely worldly; 4. When their sorrow is ac-

cording to God; 5. When this works among.
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them all spiritual graces ; 6. When he can safely I ture. Comp. F. W. Robbbtsoit. Serm. VIII., Series

boast of them, and hope confidently for the fa- J II. Lectt. L. and LI., and Lisco's Entwurfe.]

THE COLLECTION. CHAPS. Vni AND IX.

XIV.—AN EXHORTATION TO FINISH IT. MOTIVE: THE EXAMPLE OF THB MACE-
DONIAN CHURCHES; AS A PROOF OF THEIR LOVE IN GIVING THEMSELVES
TO CHRIST. PRINCIPLE OF EQUALITY. COMMENDATION OF TITUS, AND HIS

COMPANIONS IN THIS WORK.

Chapto VIII. 1-24.

Moreover, brethren, we do you to wit of [we make known to you] the grace of

2 God [which has been] bestowed on the churches of Macedonia; How [om. how] that

in a great trial of affliction, [was] the abundance of their joy [;] and their deep poverty

3 abounded unto the riches of their liberality. For to their power, I bear [them] record,

4 yea, and beyond1 their power they were willing of themselves; praying us with much
entreaty that we would receive the gift, and take upon us [with much entreaty beseech-

ing of us the favor (njv z*Plv) ana* tne participation in] the fellowship of the minis-

5 tering to the saints.* And this they did, [om. thU they did] not as we [had] hoped,*

but first gave their own selves [their own selves gave they first] to the Lord, and unto

6 us by the will of God. Insomuch [so] that we [have] desired Titus, that as he had

7 begun.9 so he would also finish in you the same [this] grace also. Therefore, [But] as

ye abound in every thing, in faith, and utterance, and knowledge, and in all diligence,

8 and in your love to us,4 see that ye abound in this grace also. I speak not by com-

mandment, but by occasion of [om. occasion of] the forwardness of others, and to prove

9 [to prove also] the sincerity of your love. For ye know the grace of our Lord Jesus

Christ, that though [when] he was rich, yet for your sakes5 he became poor, that ye

10 through his poverty might be rich. And herein I give my advice, for this is expe-

dient for you, who have begun before [them] not only to d«», but also to be forward a

11 year ago [to will last year]. Now therefore perform the doing of it; that as there

was a readiness to will, so there may be a performance also out of [according to] that

12 which ye have. For if there be first [om. first] a willing mind, it is accepted

[acceptable] according to that a man hath [it may have]8 and not according to

13 that he [it] hath not For / mean not that other men be eased, and7 ye burdened:

14 But by an equality, that now at [burdened, but by an equality at] this time your abun-

dance may be a supply for their want, that their abundance also may be a supply for

15 your want; that there may be equality: as it is written, He that had gathered much had
nothing over; and he that had gathered little had no lack. But thanks be to God, which
put [who is putting, M&nif the same earnest care into the heart of Titus for ye*.

For indeed he accepted the exhortation ; but being more forward, of his own accord he

18 went unto you. And we have sent with him the brother, whose praise is in the

19 Gospel throughout all the churches; And not that only, but who was also chosen of

the churches to travel with us with9 this grace, which is administered by us to the

glory of the same [om. same]10 Lord, and declaration of your [our]" ready mind:

20 Avoiding this, that no man should blame us in this abundance which is administered

21 by us : Providing [for we provide]11 for honest things, not only in the sight of tha

22 Lord but also in the sight of men. And we have sent with them our brother, whom
we have oftentimes proved diligent in many things, but now much more diligent

23 upon the great confidence which / have [he has] in you. Whether any do inquire

of [As to] Titus he is my partner and fellow helper concerning you: or [as to] our breth-

ren be inquired of, [om. be inquired of] they are the messengers of' the churches, und
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24 the glory of Christ. Wherefore shew ye to them, and before the churches the proof

of your love, and of our boasting on your behalf. [Since ye will show1* toward them
proof of your love and of our boasting on your behalf, ye will show1* it before the

churches]-

i Ter. S.—Roc has 6Wp, hut the predominance of testimony it Id **vor of mpdL Meyer thinks the formeru explan-
atory glow. [Bloomfield defend* irrip here** in 3 tor. 1. 8, on the ground that it ia the more difficult idiom and to likely

to bo corrected to make it purer Greek.)
• Ver. 4.—Rec. has £e£a<r6at qp**> hut It wae unquestionably an addition, and should be thrown out.
• Ver. 6.-—Lachmann following Cod. B.hae rfAwUmfitv instead of ftofra***. He also has on similar authority jnjp£an>

lead of vpocnfp^aro. His authority however is quite insufficient.

• Ver. 7.—Lachmann has i$ nttrnv ir vfi.tr instead of e{ Vfiitv iv iyiXv. His authority however is feeble, itnd his read-
log is probably an attempted amendment of the text. [He is sustained only by Cod. B with 10 cursives and the Syr. and
Arm. versions and one Slav. MSS. Ortgen has in the Lat: nottra laws, and Ambrst has: tmnokigdvobis. The oomraon
reading ia sustained by 0. D. E. Jr. G. K. h. Sin. Hal. It was more to the Apostle s purpose to speak of the love awakened
by A*W ia the Corinthians.]

• Ver. 0.—The authorities for iifiat instead of vfiae are much the feeblest.

• Ver. 12.—Rec. hasm after «xjj, *g»>i»*t the best authorities. It lean interpolation. [For 4a* we have *> In B. F.
6. L- Sin-, one MSS. ofChrys. and Damasc.]

• Ver. 13.—Lachmann following B. C. and some other less important MSS. throws out M after vfiiv. Meyer agrees
with him on the ground that it was Inserted to bring out the contrast with th« preceding. [The authority of Sin. (1st

Cor.) has since been added in favor of «. TUch. in his 7th ed. inserts it. Alford puts it ia brackets.}
• Ver. 16V—Maay MSS. in some respeott of importance have Urn Instead of otleVri, but the change can he explained

by an attempt to match the following aorlsts (Meyer). [C. also adds ^up.]
• Ver. 19.—Rec. has <rvv for iv, but It Is not well sustained, and it Is doubtless a glots. [And yet It has for It D. E. F.

6. K. L. and the more powerful Sin. and it is defended by Beiche and Oemnder as the more free and appropriate but more
uncommon word ]

!• Ver. 19.—Bee. and Tisch. have avrov before roD tcvpiov. The weight of authority however Is against it. Meyer
thinks It has come in by writing the rov twice. [It has Sin. in Its favor, with D. (2d and 8d Cor.) K. aud L. the 8yr.t

Chrys.. Theodt. and Damasc. Some cursives have aimjK.l
" Ver. 19.—Rec has «p*w, but it is not well sustained, and was probably so written because wu»y seemed unsuit-

able,
tt Ver. 21.—Rec. has a-popoovperot, but It Is rather feebly supported. Teschendorf after C. and some MS8. of less

weight gives a-porooeVcpot yap. But the best evidence is in favor of wpot+oin** y+o. [Alford :
" Meyer thinks that

vporoovperot was originally a mere mistake, arising from oreAAo|*,«vot above : and thus the yap which was at first retained
from oversight, as in C, was at last erased. Probably a-popoov/i<"H was introduced from Rom. xii. 17, where the same
words occur." Bloomfield still defends Tischeodorf 's reading, as the simplest and best confirmed by Internal evidence.
Wordsworth also thinks the first person plnral too direct a self-condemnation.

]

» Ver. 2tw—Rec. has ir&ii&urti for t^u^rat. It is doubtless a gloss. [It is sustained by (X, Sin., many cursives
of considerable authority and the Vulgate. Wordsworth defends it.]

M Ver. 24.—Rec. hits *ai before <tj vp6<r*wov, but It is an interpolation [for ft hat only an ancient Slav. MS. in Its

favor. And yet it is edited by Oriesb. and SchoU.

EXEGErfCAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-6.—Bat we make known unto
you. brethren, the grace whioh God has
granted among the ohurohea in Macedo-
nia.—The particle tie is here, as in many other

places (1 Cor. rii. 1; viii. 1; xii. 1; xv. 1),

merely transitional, as the Apostle is passing to

a new section ; for although the present section

Is introduced by the concluding sentence of the

last chapter, it is not directlyjoined with that sen-

tence. [We may even question whether the word
has not something of an adversative significa-

tion. He had confidence in the Corinthians, he
had now sufficiently discussed the subjects al-

ready brought up, and he was now of good cou-

rage in their presence, but he had another mat-
ter to introduce to their attention. He wished
to present before them the important matter of
the collections whioh were occupying the atten-

tion of the Macedonian ohurehes. Stanley en-
deavors to show that yvopi^u has always in Paul's

earlier Epistles the sense of, to remind, to call

attention to (1 Cor. xii. 8; xv. 1 ; 2 Cor. viii. 1

;

Gal. i. 11), but that in his later Epistles and
when the word is in the passive (including Rom.
xvi. 26) it has the signification of, to discover. The
evidence he adduces hardly proves this, and we
see no sufficient reason for making this word an
exception to verbs of this termination, whioh are
causative and carry out the act which is proper
to the noun from which they are derived. Ac-
cording to this, the active meaning of our verb
would be, to make or cause to know. The word

is used in Eph. vl 21 tt al. What Paul wished
to make known to them for their encouragement
was [not a matter of which they were already
informed, and needed only to be reminded of,

but] the great liberality of those Macedonian
churches (Pbilippi, Beroea, Thessalonica) among
whioh he was then laboring, in contributions for

the impoverished Christians at Jerusalem. He
says that this was altogether beyond their ordi-

nary ability, and he gives the honor of it to the
Divine Author of every grace. In calling it the

grace which God had bestowed on these churches,
he does not mean that the donation was extraor-
dinarily large, nor to magnify the generosity

which had been enkindled, but simply to awaken
admiration for the grace which had enkindled it.

Nor are we to suppose that he wished to imply
that this was a grace confined to those churches,

for it was the same general grace whioh was
acting in other churches, but was especially

powerful among them. We should not supply an
kfioi after 6*6ofikv7[Vi nor take kv in the sense of a
dative. The idea is that Divine grace (*<W rov

&eov) was liberally communicated in the midst
of these churches. Meyer confines the expres-

sion to the influence of grace in its distinctive

character; as if the Apostle's object had been to

point out how gracious God had been in bestow-
ing upon them such a generous spirit. [The
word x&PG has in this section a special applica-

tion doubtless to the gifts or contributions of the

people, but these are so named always with re-

ference to the Divine favor manifested in them.

Every enlargement of heart among the people of

a place may properly be characterised as a put-
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ting forth of Divine grace. And yet it requires

some constraint to render the word as Stanley

does in every instance of its occurrence in our
section by the English term grace (see especially

ver. 16). In some instances it refers to human
kindness, and some additional words (as rot)

Veov) are used to define the subject of its exer-

cise. Chrysostom suggests that Paul here makes
prominent its Divine origin to avoid all invidious

human comparisons, and to stimulate the Corin-

thians by the hope of being sharers in the com-
mon grace. We may also remark that the use
of the word kKKhjalat instead of the more common
&d£X<poi suggests that even at this early period
Paul was aiming at an ecclesiastical unity. He
attaches an importance to this collection in the

churches quite disproportionate to its immediate
relations. He evidently views it as an expres-
sion of the common fellowship of Jewish and
Gentile Christianity. As such he uses it and
urges it to break down the false views and exclu-

sive prejudices which had sprung up on both
sides. He here informs the Corinthians that the

Macedonian Christians who had suffered much
from the Jews (Acts xviii. off.), had surmounted
these prejudices. In this way, too, he lets them
see that he had not been a disappointed man or

forsaken of God in his recent labors, and that he
had some other work than that of -correcting

abuses and vindicating his Apostolio authority].

—That in a great trial of tribulation they
had an abundance of joy, and their deep
poverty abounded to the richee of their
simplicity (ver. 2). The Apostle here specifies

in greater detail what he had only asserted in

ver. 1. As his object was not to prove what he
had there said, we must make or* equivalent not
to for, but to that. Critics, however, have been
at a loss whether to construe this verse as two
distinct sentences (supplying ijv after irepiaaeia

t. x&P* atrrwv [Syriac, Vulgate, fuit], so that the

idea shall be that in a great trial of affliction

there was an abundance of joy); or as only one
[our English version]. The insertion of ^v to

complete the first of these sentences is by no
means unnatural ; and if we attempt to unite $
irepiaaeia r. x^P' ovt&v and rj irrox* avruv, so as to

form one subject of a sentence, the whole appears
harsh and stiff. We prefer the former construc-
tion. We are partially induced to do so because
the two subjects harmonize so well with the two
predicates which are then presented, and be-
cause the other construction requires us to

combine together two such contrary things in a
single subject, and to make such a word as
irepiaaeia the nominative to a verb so cognate with
itself as kxepioaebaev. But. these are not our
main reasons for this preference. For even if,

by adopting the latter construction, we must
unite such expressions as irepiaaeia ttjc £<&/cxif and
exepiaoevaev as subject and predicate (making
the xap« either the joyful preparation for the
collection, as Meyer does, or the happy enjoy-
ment of religion after conversion, as Osiander
does), it seems nevertheless more appropriate to

find expressed in the double subject of a single

sentence those factors which complete one an-
other in the irepiooevetv, and which unite and co-
operate to prove that the grace of God and some-
thing higher than mere human kindness was

moving the actors. This will be still more ap-
parent as we proceed to explain the individual

expressions. The first thing to which the Apos-
tle draws attention is the condition or state of

the congregations in which this liberality so

abounded. They were in a great trial of afflic-

tion (kv iroXky dotufty tfAtyewf). This word
doKifitf which Paul uses in a number of other
places in his Epistles (chap. ii. 9; ix. 18; xiii.

A ; Phil. ii. 22 ; Rom. v. 4), in the sense of verifying

or proving a thing to be real, has here rather
the sense of subjecting a thing to a trial or lest.

It is true, indeed, that the verification or

proof might be looked upon as the moral basis

of their joy (Meyer), but it is more natural here
to regard the affliction as that which tended to

prevent their joy, and hence as showing that

their joy must have been the result of a mighty
faith triumphing over such hindrances. The
dotufrfi, therefore, would be properly the trial

which subjected them to a test. We allow, how-
ever, that in all other passages of the Apostle's

writings, the context requires that the word
should mean, a verifying or proving a thing to be

true. The idea is the same as that contained in

chap. vii. 4, viz.: "in all our affliction." With
respect to this affliction, comp. 1 Thess. i. 6 ; ii.

14ff.; Actsxvi. 20 ff.; xvii. 6. Uepiaaeia rye X°P°t
signifies, the overflowing or abundance of their

joy, i. e., of the joy they had in the fellowship of

Christ and in the assurance of their salvation

(chap. vii. 10; Phil. iv. 4). This opened their

hearts to contribute liberally for the relief oftheir

brethren (comp. Melancthon in Osiander, p. 299),

and so completely raised them above all thought

of their persecutions and the poverty of their

own means, that they went far beyond those

who possessed a greater abundance. There was
energy enough in this joyful faith to make deep
poverty an abundant source of benevolent ac-

tion. In the following words the joy and the

poverty are represented as conspiring together

for this result. The plural if Kara fl&tiovc htcj^ko

signifies properly a poverty which goes down to

the very depths, and it presents us the figure of

a vessel which is almost empty and into which
we must reach down deep. And yet this vessel

is made to overflow as if it were full. [Adam
Clarke : " Poverty and' affliction can scarcely

ever be spoken of in an absolute sense;

they are only comparative. Even the poor are

called to relieve those who are poorer than
themselves; and the afflicted to comfort those

who are more afflicted than they are.*'] It

abounds etc rbv irfovrov rye axX&nrroc airrdv. The
word airMnjc signifies not exactly goodness of

heart, benignity generosity, but the disposition

which includes true charitableness, or gives it

an external form. Comp. Rom. xii. 8 (6 /utooU-

Aovc ev dTrXdrnrt). It is the simplicity which is

superior to all selfish considerations or interests,

and confines its attention entirely to the wants
of our brother, gives itself completely up to the

will of God, delights to be the instrument of His

meroiful providence, and has no fears that God
will ever allow such a one to be in want [comp.

Trench Synn. 2 Part, p. 28]. The simplest ex-

planation of eirepioaevoev eic is that which makes
it assert that the riches which in their simplicity

they possessed, and the liberal contribution
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which in their simplicity they had made, was in

reality the overflowing stream of their deep
poverty transformed by a joyful faith into an
abundance. In vv. 8-6 we have an explanation

of this frepitroeveiv, [Stanley remarks that
" this sentence is completely shattered in pass-

ing through the Apostle's mind. If restored to

order it would be, * how that to their power and
beyond their power, they voluntarily gave, not
as we trusted the gift (or grace, riyv x&ptv, t. «.,

of their possessions), but their own selves.'"

But as the Apostle wrote this, his mind glowed
more and more as it proceeded, and he attached
to each phrase some additional thought, until

the whole completely breaks down under the

weight of extraneous matter.]—For according
to their power, I bear witness, and be-
yond their power, of their own accord,
with much exhortation beseeching of us
the grace and fellowship of the ministra-
tion to the saints—(vv. 8, 4). We might,
indeed, regard ore for as parallel to the same
word in ver. 2 ; " that they," etc. But we think

it better to regard ver. 8ff. as an explanation
(a proof) of the way in which their deep poverty
had abounded. 'Oti would then be equivalent

to, for. He proves that they gave /card dvvapjv

by inserting fiaprvpu in a parenthesis, thus im-
plying that he was well acquainted with their

pecuuiary ability. The reason they were so re-

duced in circumstances probably was, that they
had been the victims of persecution and had
found it difficult successfully to pursue their or-

dinary callings on account of the hatred of un-
believers. W. F. Besske: "They were poor for

Christ's sake, because the Macedonian Chris-
tians had been obliged to renounce all dishonest
arts of trade (1 These, iv. 6), and had been per-
secuted with the loss of employment, dismissal
from service and apprehensions of complete des-
titution (Phil. i. 28). [Dr. Arnold mentions
that Macedonia was the especial theatre of three
successive civil wars not far from this time, that

the people were heavily taxed by their conquer-
ors, and that the mines from which much of

their wealth was derived were in the possession
of the government. So desolate had their fine

country become, that it was fit only for pastu-

rage. On the petition of the people for relief,

they were transferred from the senatorial to the

imperial jurisdiction that they might escape
taxation. In the meantime Corinth, under the
special favor of the emperors, since its revival

under Julius Caesar, had been growing rapidly
in wealth. Comp. Stanley and Hodge]. And
yet these Macedonian Christians had gone not
merely up to, but beyond the ordinary measure
of their power. Uapd dvvafitv has the same
meaning as imep dbvafuv in the Textus Recep.
(comp. i. 8), t. «., beyond their power (rrapd sig-

nifies first, one thing going along by the side of
another, thea something not in contact with an-
other, or rather something remaining external
to another, and finally in opposition to another.
Pa*iow and de Wette). The only correct con-
struction assumes that Idunav of ver. 6 is the
principal verb, to which all the other clauses
form only a detailed qualification (and not
ab&aipeToi with %oav understood, since with this

the preceding expressions would not agree j nor

Sed/uvoi with faav understood; nor yet ko&us
tjXirioafitv with kykvtro or ei?o!7?oav understood).

After these quantitative phrases (Kara—Kat trapa

dvvafuv) we have those which are qualitative, i.

«., describing the way or manner in which the

gift was made : av&alperot, freely, in opposition

to over-persuasion or necessity [excluding all

human, but not Divine influences]. Such an
assertion is not inconsistent with what is said in

chap. ix. 2ff. For he does not, in this latter

passage, say precisely that he had requested

them at first to contribute, but that his boasting

of them the year before had been the occasion

which God had used (did, &e%f}p. tfeov, ver. 6), for

exciting the churches of Macedonia of thoir own
accord to resolve upon their action, and then
that the seal of these churches had reacted upon
the Corinthians. The proof and the more full

explanation of av&aiperoi is given in ver. 4.

"We prayed not them, but they us." Cubysos-
tom. aIo/uu, with the genitive of the person
entreated, and the accusative of the thing asked
for, occurs not unfrequently in the classic

writers, (among whom, however, the accusative

is always a pronoun). The object of the

prayer was the £<V><f, by which was intended

the favor or kindness. This is immediately

defined more particularly by the phrase koivu-

viav tt}<; dtoKov.— ayiovf, which is connected

with it by koI ("even"). The Apostle might
have written: ;rdp*v rffc jwwvwv/oc, but this

would have been too great an accumulation of

genitives, btcuwvia has here the sense of, minis-

tration, support (comp. Acts vi. 1 and xi. 29)

;

and it is the same as the toyia spoken of in 1

Cor. xvi. 1, where etc rove dyiovg is subjoined, and
reveals what must have been the motive of the

prayer here (Meyer). But the Kotvuvia indicates

a participation in the service. [The main idea

of Kotvavta undoubtedly is that of a common
unity in sympathy, labors and responsibilities.

But the ancient Greek expositors make especi-

ally prominent the idea that in all communica-
tions of assistance there was a mutual benefit.

Thus Theophtlact: "as if it were a common
gain for both the givers and receivers;" and
Obcumsnius: "he calls almsgiving a Kotvwiav

because those who give and those who receive are

joint participants in a divine blessing."] If we
govern these accusatives (r. ^d/wv k. t. Koivwviav)

by tduKav (Bengel) the construction becomes un-
necessarily confused, and we have no definition

of the object of dedjuvot. The true object of

IdwKav is easily understood from its own idea.

—

The free self-determination of the Corinthians is

brought into very clear light here when it is said

that they entreated with much importunity (perd,

irofaffc irapcuclfaeug) as if it would be a favor or
kindness to them, that they might have some part
in the common work of relieving the impover-
ished members of God's church (ay«wf).—If we
receive the reading of the Receptus: di£aofiai

ilfiaq (after dyiovg); the meaning of x<*pt£ (the fa-

vor) would be: the contribution; and in the sub-

sequent sentences it will be shown to consist of

collections taken up also in other congregations.

—Finally, the apostle says—And not as we
ezpeoted bnt themselves they gave first

to the Lord and to us by the will of God.
(ver 5).—They gave beyond his expectations*
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[The middle and aorist qXirioapev refers to the

feeling as "belonging to the inner world of the

agent" (Winer \ 39. 8. J elf. \ 368. 6, 6), and
shows in a lively manner how the apostle, after

granting their prayer, had been busy in forming

expectations and desires respecting the manner in

which they would participate in the work. The
verb expresses more than an anticipation (Cros-

by) or expectation (B. Bible Union); and it is not

incorrectly translated in the English, the German
(hofften), and the Vulgate (speravimus) ver-

sions. The positive reason for this surprise

was, that ** they gave their own selves." This

refers not to their conversion, which mast have
taken place some time before; nor does it imply
that they then proposed themselves as the bear-

ers of their alms; but it simply asserts that they

surrendered themselves and all that they pos-

sessed to the disposal of God and the apostles.

This was a self-dedioation which involved a com-
plete renunciation of all personal interests. They
gave themselves, first to the Lord and then to

His apostle; for they were anxious above all

things thus to show their grateful love toChriBt,

their Redeemer. With this was inseparably
united a desire to honor the man who had brought
them to Christ and had originally suggested to

them this charity (nai here means simply: and,

and it implies the intimate connection of the two
acts; comp. Ex. xiv. 81, Acts xv. 28). Hpurov
(first) is not designed to say that they did this

before he asked them, for this had already been
said in ver. 4, and would require that irp&rov

should stand before iavrobc; nor does it mean
[as seems implied by the position of the word
"first" in our EngL A. V.] that they gave them-
selves before they gave their alms, and then left

it to the apostle to determine the amount they
should give ; for to bring out such an idea some-
thing more needed to have been said. Moreover
the Apostle does not mean that they gave them-
selves first to the Lord and then to him, making
Kai equivalent to hretra ; for not only would this

imply an unsuitable separation of the two objects

of the action, but no instance can be found in

which tcai stands for iiretra. It is to be taken as
in Rom. i. 16 and ii. 9f. in the sense of a gra-
duation. If anything is to be supplied it must
be expressive of some relation to the objects of
the bounty, [Osiandbr: "who were unknown
and of no interest to them except through the

Lord and the apostle."] Aia QeTJiiiaros $eov is

added, not merely to explain koX iipav (as if he
had said: God, who made me an Apostle, re-

quired them to give themselves to me also); but
as a reason for the whole transaction, to show
that they had been induced thus to surrender
themselves by a regard for the will of God.
Such a meaning of did implies also the sense of
Kard.—So that we have besought Titan,
that as he had before began, no he would
complete among you the same grace (cha-

rity) also (ver. 0).—In this verse the apostle
passes from the Macedonian to the Corinthian
church, and shows how he was induced by what
he saw among the former, to request Titus, etc.

El? t6 does not designate here a continuation
of what the Macedonians were praying, for
there is no probability that they had any such
design in their surrender of themselves. Nor

need we even suppose that the apostle intended
thereby to signify what was the divine will in

the case. Elc merely expresses the product and
the reanlt; that which proceeds from or is

reached by something (Pauov, etc v. 1, 4); it is

therefore equivalent to &cre, and is much the
same as *wo. The thing requested, of Titus, and
which is expressed here as if it was the object

intended (Ipa) was, that Titus would complete
what he had commenced when he was before in

Corinth, t. «., that he would complete this grace,

this charity, or demonstration of their love.

The Kai before rrfv %dpw refers not to raim/p* as

if there was some other x&P^ which Titus had
begun and now needed to finish, but to this

among other proofs of love which he was to bring
to perfection. The irpo in irpoev^p^aro has refer-

ence not to a priority to the irapa*a?.elv, nor to a
priority to the efforts made to collect fundB
among the Macedonians and the earlier com-
mencement of the Corinthian collection (for the

latter idea would need to have been more dis-

tinctly expressed.) [Osiahdeb: "but it probably
contrasts the present journey of Titus bearing
the epistle, with the former. Osiander also calls

attention to the fact that "kvapx* with *ts simple

verb and several of its other composite forms, as

tTapx., KarapX't «**•» is like the corresponding
words connected with extretelv, familiarly in use

as sacrificial language. This would be appro-
priate to the idea here of a complete surrender
of themselves to the service of the Lord and his

church.] Etc bfiac either must mean, icith re-

spect to you, or must be equivalent to h> ifdv, a
concise expression for IW&v etc ifidc. The re-

quest must therefore refer to the time when the

Apostle sent Titus again to Corinth with this

epistle. [In 1 Cor. xvi. 1, the Apostle had
spoken of making collections for the saints, and
it is probable therefore that Titus had then com-
menced a fund for this object among the Corin-

thians. This work had therefore been started

in Corinth some months before it had been acted

upon in Macedonia (2 Cor. v. 10.). This re-

quest of the apostle to Titus could not refer to

a former but to the present visit of Titus at Co-

rinth. Chbysostom: "When the Apostle saw
the Macedonians so vehement and fervent in all

things even under great temptations, he sent

Titus to quicken the action of the Corinthians,

that they might be made equals. He does not

indeed say this, but he implies it, and thus shows
the greatness and delicacy of his love, which
could not allow the Corinthians to be inferior/']

Vers. 7-15.—Bat as ye abound in every
thing, in faith, and utterance, and know*
ledge, and all diligence, and your love to

us, abound also in this grace (ver. 7). The
aXK is not intended here to have the sense of

but (Qer. sondern) which separates the following

from the former part of the sentence, and nega-

tives it (q. </., I knew, however, when I made
this request that I should not be disappointed,

but that you would be distinguished in this

matter also); nor has it the sense of, rather

(let not Titus be under the necessity of exciiing

you to activity, but rather, etc.), for both of these

ideas are arbitrary interpolations. It is a sud-

den turn of expression, abruptly leaving the to-

pic before spoken of, and it is equivalent to the
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Latin, at (Ger. aber). As if he had said: "But
we need not assign reasons of this kind : for as

ye have been remarkable in all that ye have
done, so will ye be in this exhibition of your be-

neYolenoe." (The emphasis should be placed

upon ratm}; in this, as in other manifestations of

your eharity). There are other places in which
aXkd makes a transition to a summons (Mark
xvL 7; Luke vii. 7; Acts ix. 6; x. 20). No
longer insisting upon those encouragements
which the conduct of others supplied, he turns

now to them, and calls upon them to show in

this business also the preeminence they had ex-
hibited in ether things. "Iva wepuraefoiT* is *
circumlocution for an imperative ITuig.: videU

ttf], as in Eph. v. 83 ; Mark v. 28. (In like

manner we hare in the older Greek more fre-

quently frroc with a conjunction [Wsbstxr, Sgnt.,

p. 129]. To the Apostle's thought it is necessary
that we should supply here a summons to duty.

It is therefore not indispensable that we should
connect this expression with tot* S, for it is ra-

ther contrary to Paul's manner to begin his cor-

rections of others' misapprehensions with an
w Xiyu (chap, vii. 80; 1 Cor. iv. 14). He makes
his appeal to their sense of honor as Christians;

though H is self-evident that such general com-
mendation must be understood with individual

exceptions. 'Bv wavri is a general phrase, whioh
is explained immediately afterwards (Mxyie: It is

the general relation in which they haa been distin-

guished for faith, etc.). TlUmc means here, not

as in 1 Cor. xii. 9, but as in chap. i. 24, a faith-

ful adherence to Christian truth. Their abound-
ing in this was their animation, assurance and
activity in faith. With respect to Myoc and' yv&rte

see on 1 Cor. i. 6. [Hodqb: "The former is

Christian truth as preached, the latter truth as
apprehended or understood]. The word onovdti

occurs in chap. vii. llf., and signifies an ardent
teal in the work of Christ. Hdrnj here means not
that whioh is complete, but, in manifold aspects

(it is extensive, not intensive). 'Bf hfAuv h fyuv

signifies that which proceeds from you, fastens

upon us, and is' received in our hearts ; hv is not
exactly equivalent to tic, comp. chap. vii. 8. In
ver. 8 he meets in advance an objection which
might be urged against the preceding demand

—

I may thia not by way of oommandment,
bat by means ofths forwardness of others
to prove the sinoerity of your love.—

A

similar expression (ov Kar* imrayfiv) is used in 1

Cor. vii. 6, and it here refers primarily to what
he had said in the previous verse, but the posi-

tive details, beginning with &Ud, etc., refer back
to vers. 1-6; for he must naturally have had the

Macedonians iu view when he spoke of the for-

wardness of others. A6*ifie±etv does not signify

here mmprobar* (to approve, or to establish by
proof), nor is it equivalent to Sdiuftav noiziv (to

make display), but, as in 1 Cor. xi. 28, it signi-

fies, to make trial, to test* or examine. The
eel of the Macedonians ought to stimulate the

Corinthians to a similar seal, and thus it should
be proved whether their love was genuine. The
participle 6oKipd^(jv depends upon teyuv, which
should be understood again after aXM (but I

speak as one who is making a trial of, or putting
to a test your love) ; comp. 1 Cor. iv. 14. To
show that he was justified in this doKipA^uv. and

that he had good reasons for making such de-

mands upon their fraternal liberality, he adduces
the example of Christ, in that great act of mercy
iu which he gave up all things for their sakes.

—For ye know the grace ofour Lord Jesus
Christ, that though He was rioh, yet for

your sakes Re became poor (ver 9). This
reference is very significant ; but in this connec-
tion forms a logical parenthesis; and while it

was designed to incline them also to deny them-
selves for their brethren, it was intended to make
their most self-denying charities appear utterly

insignificant. The idea of an example is certainly

subordinate in this place to that of the merit of

Christ's love, through which a corresponding love
might be awakened in them. But the mean-
ing is certainly not that Christ had made them
spiritually rich (in love), and thus they had be-

come possessed ofthe inclination to contribute and
had been prepared to contribute of their (earthly)

abundance (Olshausen). For nXovrelv cannot
here signify that they were enriched in this

sense, but that they possessed an abundance of

those saving benefits which Christ had acquired
for His people by His becoming poor (comp. 1

Cor. iii. 22 ; Matth. v. 5 ; xix. 29). [The ancient

Greek expositors took ytwjoKere as an imperative,

and Chrysostom makes this prominent: "For,
have id mind, says Paul, ponder and consider the

grace of God, and do not lightly pass it by, but
aim at realizing the greatness of it," etc. The
yhp shows that this is inappropriate. The choice

of this verb, and especially of the present, in-

stead of the customary clSare or ryv^Kare, seems
strange, and almost implies a direct act of recog-

nition, but it thus signifies that their apprehen-
sion of the fact must have been especially vivid

and oontinued, instead of being indistinct and
finished]. The Apostle reminds them of the

spirit which, as they well knew, Christ had
shown toward them, in that free (unmerited) act

of grace, in which for their sakes He had become
poor. To make this grace appear in a clearer

light, its subjeot is here designated tov icvpiov, in

which the Divine dignity of Christ and His abso-

lute right to His people (ipuv) is expressed. The
way in which this gracious, self-renouncing love

was exhibited to men is presented in the epexe-
getical sentence : that for our sakes He became
poor. The example is placed before us in a
light corresponding to the object the Apostle had
in view, and substantially agreeing with what is

said in Phil. ii. 7. When He wot rich (rAoiwoc

£n>« part, imperf.), must refer to His existence

before He came to this world, when He was in

possession of the Divine glory and had an abun-
dance of possessions ; and not to His existence on
earth as the God-man, as the X6yo$ evaaptco^; for

in the latter case the 6v and tho hrr^xevaev would
have been in the same tense. The reference is

not to the state in which He was humiliated, but

as the aorist certainlymakes more probable, to the

act in which He divested Himself of His riches.

Although the idea of " becoming poor " is not in-

volved in the meaning of the verb itself [for it

may possibly signify simply " being poor." Jelf.

J J
330, 2, a.): "Verbs in ebu have generally an

intransitive signification of being in some state,

or in possession of some quality "], yet the aorist

by its own nature essentially involves the ides
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142 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

of an intransitive action or state, like eiriorevaa

and similar words. TLtcjx^cv in classical au-

thors has the same sense of to beg, then to be a
mendicant, and in all cases it implies a deep po-

verty in which one has nothing. [Webster Synn.

under irhqc and irTuxfa p. 227 J.
The word it-

self has reference neither to the comparative nor
to the absolute poverty of Christ during His
earthly life (Matth. viii. 20), but to the relation

which the human life He then entered upon bore
to the life of glory which He was leaving. We
recognize in it a idvooic, by virtue of which He
renounced His riches, not merely in the use
(nara XPV°lv ) Du* m tne possession (/card kItjgiv)

of them. His incarnation was a becoming poor
in the strictest sense, an entrance upon the state

of a human creature, who possessed nothing in

himself, but had to receive everything from
God. This act was even repeated in His earthly

condition when He submitted to receive the minis-

trations of His grateful disciples that He might
live respectably with His people and yet share
in their necessities. That the appellation [icvp.

'I??. xP-~\ would not be unsuitable to the being
who thus became poor, is manifest from what is

said of the same exalted personage in Col. i. 15 f.

The ethical signification of such an instance is

just as natural as it is in Phil. ii. 6ff. ; but cer-

tainly the idea of an example is not here exclu-
sively presented (see above). lihnrrelv is found
in 1 Cor. iv. 8. 'Eseivov is emphatic Although
the act here spoken of was for all men, the Apos-
tle makes it more impressive by using the words,
for your sakes (oY iuac) f and so giving it a special

reference to those who were to read his words.
—And I give an opinion in this matter

;

for this is expedient for you (ver. 10 a).—
In these words he proceeds to give the detailed

statement which had been interrupted by the
motive presented in ver. 9. In contrast with the
command he here presents his opinion as in 1

Cor. vii. 25. The collocation of the words shows
that the emphasis should be placed upon this

word. In the causal sentence which follows it,

we must therefore understand this (tovto) as re-

ferring to yv6iLtp> SiStifiL, although iv tovtq must
have referred back to the collection. As it

stands at the head of the sentence it must be em-
phatic, but next to it the emphasis must be laid

upon vfuv. By means of avpfkpei (not=decet)
he intended to say that this advice was better

for them than a command would have been, in-

asmuch as they had for some time shown them-
selves willing to act as he wished without a com-
mand. Such persons could derive greater moral
advantage from a word of counsel than from
any injunction. If tovto is referred to the act

of charity proposed, then ovfiftpet would have to

be understood as relating to the benefits which
result from every good action, to the advantages
of a good reputation, and to the moral gain
which might be expected, or finally the reward
which God will give at the last day (promerere
])eum).—Who began before them not only
to do bnt also to be willing the last year.
(ver. 10. b)—With olnvec (here, as in Rom. i. 25,

equivalent to, ut qui, such as), he introduces the
reasons for saying that this was more profitable to

them. It is remarkable that the doing should be
mentioned before the willing, for we should natu-

rally have expected^the words in the reverse order.

To attempt an inversion of the terms so as to make
the sentence read : not only to will but also to do,

would be arbitrary and plainly inadmissible.

Some have endeavored to aid us by making &i?etv

have the sense of, to be inclined to do; but this

would make it inconsistent with ver. 11, where,
in the first place, the exhortation to complete the
doing must of course be not simultaneous with,

but subsequent to the willing (Meyer), or even
the greater and more important of the two
(Fritzsche); and secondly, the willing and the
practical performance (biruc KadAnep k, t. ?w) are
so related that we must infer that the willing

was an independent thing, by itself, and not
equivalent merely to an inclination to do, and it

must be an inherent element in the doing. Others
have suggested that notrpai might refer to an
actual commenoement of the collection before
the time of writing, and Qifatv to the disposition

to give still further (the infinitive present, which
on the previous explanation seemed strange,

would be appropriate to this). Others still

make the meaning to be, that many had then
actually begun to make contributions, while
some had declined to do so, and ver. 1 1 would
then be a calling upon them to carry into actual

execution their further intentions, and so to

complete the collections which had been com-
menced. But on this interpretation we are
obliged to give to detetv a fulness of meaning
which it will not bear. The true way is proba-
bly that which makes the irpo in irpoevfipi-aode re-

fer, not to some time before the Apostle's writing,

but to the period of the collections in Macedonia.
The idea then would be, that the Corinthians
were in advance of the Macedonians, not only in

the accomplishment, but also in the original pur-
pose ; in the preparation of those arrangements
for the collection (comp. chap. ix. 2), the continu-

ance of which seems implied in the infinitive of

the present. Thus de Wette, Meyer, et al. Ne-
ander suggests, that " the will of a person may
Sometimes far exceed what he does, for he may
desire to do more than he is able to perform.

In this case the will is greater than the doing."

In hirb Trkpvai (from last year), the Apoetle doubt-

less referred to the mode of reckoning yearly time
which was customary among the Jews, and was
also common and well known in the churches.

This differed very little from the Macedonian me-
thod, for both commenced their year in Septem-
ber. The Apostle means not a year ago, but "the
last year," t. e, in the present case probably six

months before.

—

Bat now complete the
performance of it also ; that as there wae
the readiness to will so there may be the
performance acoording to what ye have
(ver. 11).—Having thus disavowed any wish to

command but only to counsel them in this mat-
ter, he here proceeds to call upon them at once
to complete a work which he regarded as no less

important than at first. The wvl 6i in contrast

with and irtpvot, as also the aorist imperative,

implies that the matter was rather pressing and
urgent.—The final sentence also implies that

such a course would be becoming in them, for

otherwise the doing would not correspond with

the willing. But for willing (dktetv) he now
substitutes the readiness to will (irpo&vuia roh
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QkXetv), in which he more precisely expresses

the completeness of their purpose (inclination,

seal), and encourages them with an avowal of

his confidence. In like manner, for notqoat he

substitutes kmrcXtocu, which involves the entire

performance or practical completion of what had
been intended. The whole is more particularly

defined by the subjoined phrase out of what ye

have (U tov £xeil,)> which is further explained

afterwards. The U designates in this place the

particular respect in which a thing is to be mea-
sured or regarded. It has the sense of: accord-

ing to, or in conformity with, as in such phrases

as ck tuv xapSvrav, according to what a man hat;

according to hit ability. Either 9 or yivrjrat must
be understood (an ellipsis of the subjunctive of

tiut which is very uncommon with Greek writers).

The Corinthians would probably have said : we
would contribute to this cause very willingly ; and
he now tells them that their performance should

correspond with such a willingness, and that

they should contribute according to their ability.

—Further light is thrown upon be tov ixetv *n
ver. 12, where the Apostle defines how far an
act of kindness is acceptable to God, viz.—For
if there be the willing mind, it is accep-
table, according to what it may have and
not according to what it has not,

—

i. e. in

proportion to the degree in which the free con-

sent which the Apostle had all along presupposed,
is actually in the heart. The preposition rrpd in

irpdtuirai has here no reference to time [as is

implied in the £. V.], but it simply signifies:

lies before us, is present, is in sight. In the

apodosis of this sentence irpo&vfua is the personi-

fied subject, and there was no need of inserting

a tic. Iu evirpdodeKTOc, with iartv understood,
God was unquestionably in the writer's mind.
[Osiandkr: the word shows the sacrificial nature
of the act.] Kadd kav ixv* K* r« ^» signifies: ac-

cording to that it [i. e. $ irpotivfjUa : the disposi-

tion] may have, and not according to that it

hath not, i. e. God judges of them and has plea-

sure in them according to that which they had,
etc., he does not call for what is beyond our
power; but the small gifts of the poor man who
would gladly give more, are as acceptable as the
large gift of one who possessed an abundance
(comp. Mark xii. 44).

—

'Edv (

—

av) signifies that
certain conditions are supposed to be out of the
question in the case of him who has not, which
are implied in the case of him who has.—The
idea expressed in ver. 12 is further illustrated by
what he proceeds to say in ver. 18, with respect
to the object of the collection proposed. In the
first place he declares negatively:—For it is
not that others may be eased and ye
burdened bnt by an equality—He means
that his object was not that others (here: the
Christians of Jerusalem, not other churches,
with whom he had nothing to do) should be
relieved while they might be, or would be bur-
dened (with 7 or yivrfrai understood as in ver.

11) t. e. that others should not be called upon
while they were burdened with such contri-

butions. These were probably expressions
made use of by those who disliked him at Cor-
inth.—He then declares positively, that the
principle from which the whole proceeding was
derived, or the rule by which the whole scheme
was governed (U in ver. 11) was, that there '

might be an equality. Of course his aim was to

adjust au even measure to all. These words
have been variously construed and punctuated.
The colon may be placed either after dtefic, or
after ladnrroc; and in either case the subject

alluded to will be tovto (=jJ loyia) yivtrat (1 Cor.
xvi. 2). According to the second mode of con-
structing the sentence, Iva yivrrrai {that there should

be) must be understood in connection with aXK
eij lo&rtfToc. Or this whole sentence may be
joined with what follows, without any words un-
derstood to complete the sense thus : but accord-
ing to the law of equality your superabundance
at this present time may extend (*. e. yiverai) to

their deficiency (Meyer). This construction is

the easiest, inasmuch as very little needs to be
supplied to complete the sense. But Osiander
very correctly remarks that the sentence would
thereby become much extended (two sentences
with Iva before and after the principal sentence,

and yet a third would be introduced by an b-rruc

in connection with ££ io6t7?toc) notwithstanding
its occurrence in the midst of a context more
than usually lively and sententious. We there-

fore decide in favor of placing the colon after

Mttjtoc. The word aveatc probably meant, es-

pecially in the mind of a murmuring contributor,

release, loosening from restraint, a careless free-

dom of enjoyment; whereas Sytyic, on the other

hand, meant that oppression of care which was
the result of giving beyond their means. 'Ioottjc

has not only the sense of equality, but also of

equity or righteousness. Both significations

here amount to very much the same thing. The
point on which the Apostle speaks is not the

equality between the gift and the ability of the

giver, but the equality which should prevail

between the givers and the receivers. The
contribution should be so adjusted, that it might
promote a general equality; that each one
should have what he needed, without a super-

fluity in one portion of the church and a defi-

ciency in another, but a oommunion of Chris-

tian love.—At the present time your abun-
dance may extend to their want, that
their abundance may also extend to
your want, that there may be equality.
(ver. 14).

—
'Ev r£ vbv naipy is not to be con-

nected with what precedes, but it intimates

that a time might come when the state of
things would be reversed. It does not apply
to an earthly in opposition to a heavenly state

(comp. ver. 14). The words to be under-

stood must be derived from the leading sen-

tence, and they should be yiverai or Iva yivrjrat,

signifying: should be; or, in this place: should

become, or should amount to. According to

common usage, yiveoftai elc rt would signify

to become something, or to arrive at a place,

and elc nva would signify to fall to one's

share (thus Gal. iii. 14). Here the deficiency is,

as it were, local, and it is to be reached by the

superfluity. The word eksivoi applies to the

same persons as aXkolc. Not only in ver 18, but

also in ver. 14, the irepiooevfia and vorkpfifM must
be understood of earthly possessions (the Catho-

lics understand them of spiritual blessings).

Gentile Christians had already been made par-

takers of the spiritual benefits of the Jews,

comp. Rom. xv. 27. Nothing but a preconceived

prejudice could have suggested the idea that
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144 THE SECOND EPIBTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

Paul was here attributing to the Jewish Chris-

tians the performance of works of supereroga-

tion. With respect to the possibility of such a
state of things as the Apostle here supposes,

there is no necessity of referring what he says to

any event immediately connected with Christ's

advent as, «. g., the restoration of Israel, for

when that event shall take place we can hardly

imagine that such inequalities of condition will

exist ; but we refer the words rather to those

catastrophes which were expected on the near

approach of the Parousia, when such a change
of circumstances might be possible (camp. Osian-

der). If we adopt Meyer's method of construct-

ing the text, the phrase, that there mof be eput-

tity (onrwf ytvrrrai wdrtft) must refer exclusively

to the member of the sentence which immedi-
ately precedes it (Iva—vfiitv iofow* In order that

if such an event should take place, there might
be an equality between those who have much
and those who have little) ; but if the text be ar-

ranged according to our construction, it must be
referred to the two members of the sentence

which precede it. This principle of equalisation

is illustrated in ver. 15, by a quotation from the

Scriptural account of the collection of the manna,
in Ex. xvi. 18.—An it is written, He that
gathered much had nothing over, and
he that gathered little had no laok.—The
quotation is from the Sept.; only the position

of the clauses in the sentence is reversed, and
ovXte£ag is taken from the context of the passage
there for the completion of the sentence d re no7a>—6 rb dMyov. The meaning is: Every one
found in the collection what was proportioned
to his wants; he who had collected much [who had
the most] had nothing more, and he who had
collected Tthe] little, had nothing less than what
he needed. [On the ellipsis and the force of the
article here, S. Winbb { 66. 4, and Bengel]. God
had thus given his sanction, when he supplied
the wants of His people by miracle, to the law
of equality, viz , that no portion of the people
was to have a superfluity while another portion

was destitute. [Wordswobth ; "By the com-
mand of God, the manna, which the several

members of the same tent (avwfpfioi) had gath-
ered, was to be put together (Sept*: avwryuitw,
wXkefayfikvw) into one common stock, ana then
be meted out with an homer. It was so ordered
by Almighty God, that when the whole was
measured out, each person had exactly an
homer, neither more nor less." "By ordering
it to be measured out," says Thboookbt, "God
provided that none should abuse his gift through
selfishness," and "by turning all superabun-
dance into worms," says Jeromjb, " He showed
that what God gives, should be for the equal en-
joyment of all." Dr. A. Clarke, in his comment
on Ex. xvi. 18, endeavors to show that each Is-

raelite collected as much manna when he went
forth to gather it as he he was able ; but that
on bringing it home and measuring it, if be
found he had a surplus, he would send it to the
supply of some larger family which had not
been able, during the limited time, to collect

enough, or which might be unable, through siok«

ness or infirmity, to collect for itself. If, how-
ever, this distribution were not made, it could

be enjoyed, but it soon turned to corruption.

A more striking illustration of a true Christian
communism could scarcely be found ; according
to which, as Neander suggests, the distinction

of property is abolished not by violence, but is

equalised by the power of love].

Vnns. 16-24. But thanks be to God who
is patting the name seal for yon into the
heart of Titan,—[Having thus spoken of the

example of others and of the principle of the

collection] the Apostle now comes to speak of the

ptreont whom he had sent to Corinth on the busi-

ness of the collection. He first eommends (vers.

16, 17) the seal of Titus in their behalf, but he
gratefully gives the honor of awakening this

zeal in Titus' heart, to God. The words, the

tame (ttjv avrfo) cannot mean the same earnest

care with that which the Corinthians had felt,

since vnip iytuv shows that they themselves, their

honor, their welfare, and the- advantages which
would result from such a charity (oomp. chap,

ix. 8 ff.) were the objects of Titus' activity and
care. Nor can it mean the same earnest care

which the objects of their emulation, L «., the

Macedonian Christians, had exhibited, or the

saints at Jerusalem might exhibit; for such a
reference would have required a more distinct

mention. It only remains therefore that we
should refer it to the Apostle iiimself (the same
earnest care which I have shown). The phrsse

6i66vti hv is a concise but significant expression

(comp. ver. 1). The preeent participle implies

that the Divine influence and the consequent seal

was continued [and it was "as though the Apostle

had before his eyes the working of Titus' eager-

ness " Stahlev]. The evidence of this seal is

given in ver. 17 For he accepted indeed
the exhortation ; bat being himself mexe
sealons, he has gone of his own accord
unto you.—The ti)v xapaidjjotv is the exhorta-

tion which had been mentioned in ver. 6. Having

spoken of the delicacy and discretion which Ti-

tus had shown in giving so much time and atten-

tion to the matter involved in the Apostle's re-

quest (r%v wapwhwtv idi{aro), he is careful to

notice that Titus' decision was entirely sponta-

neous and was not dependent upon his sugges-

tion. These various aspects of the case are

brought forward by means of such particles as

fUv and &, which are not of the same force m
ov fifannt—aXKa xaly since no climax or gradation

of the thought was intended. 2novdat&rep<x im-

plies that Titud was too seslous of himself t*

need any suggestion from another. [The com-

parative signifies either, more sealous than the

Apostle, or more than the Apostle was to prompt

him, or more than he had been before the sug*

gestion. Probably the idea was, more seatani

to engage in the service than I to put him upon

it (Bloomfield)]. Both here and in subsequent

parts of the Epistle, it&Aev is used in the prete-

rite, as was common in a concise style, beoaust

it anticipated the moment when the JSpistlt

should be in the hands of the Corinthians. Tat

whole idea intended was the following: Tits*

had not indeed opened his mind to Paul, and he

had modestly allowed the Apostle to present te

him the request to undertake this work; and

yet it was evident that he needed no such request,

inasmuch as his own free will was already in-

clined to undertake the affair. He now passes
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from Titos to those deputies who accompanied
him. These are not named (yen. 18ff.), but

they are shown to be persons well adapted to

their mission. The one first spoken of is desig-

nated by a referenoe to some work in which he
had already been employed—And we sent
with him the brother whose praise is in
the Ctospel throughout all the ohurohes
(ver. 18) : ov o Irratvog h t$ evayytkup 6ta nQcctv

tQv bocXff<nQfvf L «., whose reputation in the promul-
gation of the Gospel is spread throughout all the

churches. His reputation was universally recog-

nized wherever churches had been planted. The
importance of such a commendation was propor-
tioned to the vahie one might attach to the opi-

nion of all these churches ; but to give force to

this, the Apostle subjoins another reason for his

commendation in connection with the business

now in hand. This was the confidence which
the (Macedonian) ohurohes had exhibited when
they chose him to accompany the Apostle in his

journey to Jerusalem, with the contributions
they had made (and not that only, but who
-was also appointed by the ohurohes as
our fellow traveller with this gxaoe whioh
is minietered by ua (ver. 19). Instead of
Xtip*crnvij&cie we should naturally have expected
the accusative. It is to be construed as if the
Apeetle had previously written: who is praised,

or* not only is he praised, but has also been
ehosen, etc (oh fidvov de kiratvojmevoc kortp, etc.

&?JA not—oomp. Rom. ix. 10). The choice must
have been made, either by the overseers of the
churches on the nomination of the Apostle, or,

as inrb rdv IkkK. rather intimates, by the general
body of the members themselves when they were
assembled in their churches, and (as the original

meaning of the word perhaps implies) showed
their choice by the uplifting of hands [Osiander
suggests that the Apostle speaks of the choice of
the people as though it were the only thing
essential to the act. It is not an election to a
permanent office, for these were only andoroXot
itutXjpt&v for a temporary purpose, and yet the

case shows how thoroughly the democratic ele-

ment pervaded the ecclesiastical life, especially

in Greece]. The preposition tv specifies the ob-
ject of the proceeding (in this case of the jour-

ney), in this work of charity, in the management
of this benevolent enterprise. Although oiw has
considerable uuthority in its favor, it is probably
a gloss ; but if it be accepted as genuine, x^W
(the grace or charity), in connection with it,

would signify the money contributed. Kuucovetv

is used here as in chap. iii. 3,—For the glory
of the Lord and the manifestation of our
seal. (ver. 196).—This clause expresses theobject
they bad in view and must not be joined with what
immediately precedes it ; inasmuch as teal rrpa&v-

fuav fipitv (which must here be taken as equivalent

to: for thctkotcing of our earne*tne$s) wouldbe plain
enough by itself, and it would therefore seem fee-

ble. Its proper place seems rather to be in con-
nection with the main sentence commencing with
Xetperovtf&tlf. It would follow from thischoice
and the cooperation of these men that the honor of
Christ and the inclination of the Apostle (as well

as of Titus) would be enhanced, inasmuch as the

burden ofcaresspoken ofin ver. 20, wouldbe tight-

ened and the whole business would be more
easily accomplished. If we read airrov before

10

tov tcvpiov, the effect will be to make tebptae more
prominent, in contrast with his instruments.

—

The honor of God would be promoted in propor-
tion to the degree in which his love was made
known among the ohurohes and in which ho as
their head inspired them with energy and a
common active sympathy in this work ; and be-
cause all danger of suspicion with respect to the
management of the mission would thus be ob-
viated.— Avoiding this; that no one should
reproach us in this abundanoe whioh is
ministered by us (ver. 20).—In this verse he
makes a more direct referenoe to such suspicions.

IreAXdpevot must be connected with crvvarififa^ev

in ver. 18 (not with ver. 19 instead of areXtofie&a

yap). In this way ver. 19 forms a parenthesis.

SrlAAectfo* does not signify to depart, as if

tovto were equivalent to hrl roi/ro, but rather,

to attend to this matter especially. And yet
such a meaning does not here seem quite ap-
propriate to the context. It has also the sense
of: to withdraw one's self (2 Thess. iii. 6), to

guard against something, to shun or to avoid it,

comp. Mai. ii. 6 Sept. (The reading wrooreTiM-

fuvot is manifestly a glosa). [The Vulg. is:

" DetrilanttM hoc" and Erasmus suggests that the
word is taken from nautical language, and re-

fers to the act of sailors when they take in sail

and turn their course lest they should strike upon
rocks. Such is the meaning in the only other
passage where the word is used in the New Tes-
tament, 2 Thess. iii. 6. Paul about this time was
making several voyages by sea, and was writing
to a maritime people. Comp. Acts xx. 20]. Tovro
is an emphatic word in anticipation of what was
about to be said. Mopeiodai (to reproach) has
been used before in Chap. vi. 8, and it signifies

here, the imputation that he had embezzled the

funds, or that he had been unfaithful to his*

trust in the transaction of his business. 'AdporjTC;

presents us the idea of an abundance of the cha-
ritable contributions (adpog is applied to fruits,,

children, trees, so as to mean that they are ripe,

large, big; adpbv triveiv is to drink in full

draughts) not of the xfyw in ver* 1®> nor <>f the

zeal of those who contributed (Ruckert). 'Ev

has the sense of: m, and has reference to the

object or reason for the reproach. Meyer: in

puncto. —For we provide for what may be
honorable not only in the eight of the
Lord, but also in the sight of man (ver.

21).—He here gives us the principle by whicn he
was guided in this matter (yap makes what fol-

lows a reason for oreXkdfttvot). Upovoeiv is equi-

valent to emuefeia&ait and signifies to bear care,

to be anxious about ; it is generally found in the

middle voice, as in Rom. xii. 17; Prov. iii. 4
(irpovoov naTJi h>6mov icvpiov xal ov9p6irw) t a
passage which the Apostle evidently had before

his mind when he wrote. The Receptus there-

fore has npovoobjievoi, a combination of this pas-

sage and the original reading. In cod. C.

(Tischendorf ) we have irpovoohfievot y&p. KaXd
signifies honettat, that which is morally beauti-

ful, noble, honorable. As be took care, to ap-

pear blameless and beoomingly in the si&bt not

only of that God before whom he was always
manifest (Chap. v. 11), but of men, he had
adopted this precautionary measure.—And we
have sent with them our brother whom
we have many times and in many things
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146 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

have proved diligent but now much more
diligent for the great confidence he has
in yon (ver. 22).—He here proceeds to com-
mend the other deputies. He says <rvptrrefiil>a{iev

avroic; and in ver. 18 he had said /act* avrov;

but both expressions have the same object. In

ver. 18 the aw in owtTrkfi^afiev cannot refer to

Timothy (we have sent with another). When he

says in this place rbv adt'/jpbv ijuijv he no more
means a natural brother of his, than in ver. 18,

a natural brother of Titus. In both instances he
implies a relationship not merely as Christians

but as united in the same office. He represents

him whom he had sent with Titus and the others,

as one whom he had often found to be zealous

in many things but whom he had now found
much more zealous (than before), inasmuch as his

great confidence in the Corinthians had intensi-

fied his earlier zeal.—The various opinions which
have been advanced with respect to these two
men are more or less unworthy of confidence.

Mark, Luke, Epenetus, Trophimus, Apollos, Silas,

Barnabas* and others have been mentioned as

each likely to have been one of them. For the

last three a subordinate position, as associate

deputies with Titus, would not seem appropriate.

In favor of Luke is the subscription to our Epis-

tle, but we know that this has no original au-

thority. In behalf of Mark is sometimes quoted
the expression, iv r£ evayy. in ver. 18, but a
written Gospel could not have been here meant.
W. F. Besseb, says that "this brother must
have been among the seven companions of Paul
mentioned in Acts, xx. 4." Both must have been
introduced to the Corinthians by Titus, in case

they had been unknown before the reading of

Paul's Epistle; and yet the name of the one first

mentioned had probably been previously known
to them, since he had been chosen by the Mace-
donian Churches to take charge of the collec-

tions.—as to Titus, he is my partner and
fellow worker toward yon; as to our
brethren, they are the messengers of the
ohurches and the glory of Christ (ver. 23).

—In this verse the Apostle commended the three

brethren collectively. The manner in which he
speaks of them is here changed : dre virkp Tirov

l*Chrysoftom speaks decidedly for Barnabas, as the bro-
ther mentioned in ver. 18, but we have no evidence that
he ever travelled with Paul after the separation mentioned
in Acts xv. 30, and his age and position forbid his subordina-
tion to the much younger Titus. Origan and Jerome give
us a much more ancient and prevalent tradition in favor of
Luke. Indeed, probabilities are all in favor of this. The
use or absence of the pronoun " we " in the Acts indicate
that Luke was with I'aul on his first journey through Ma-
cedonia as far as Philippi (Acts xvi. 10, 11), but not with
him again until Paul returned from Troas to Philippi, when
we find him accompanying Paul in his later travels (Acts
xx. 6, etc). It seams fair to conclude, therefore, that Luke
was employed in evangel teal labors in Macedonia and
Greece, and thus acquired a reputation "in the Gospel"
among the Macedonian Churches. Jerome tells us that
Luke composed his Gospel " in Achaiae Boertiaeque parti-
Uu." (Cat. Ser. Kcc. c. 7). We do not thus assume that
Paul had necessarily any reference to a wriUm Gospel in

our passage. Wordsworth's idea that Paul had by inspire*

tion a proleptic reference to the future celebrity of Luke's
written Gospel seems to us unworthy of serious defence. If
all reference to a written Gospel be removed, we have no
occasion to think of Mark, who was not probably Paul's
companion after his separation from Barnabas. vl e never
read of Apollos as under Paul's direction or influence after

Acts xix. 1. Beyond Titus and Luke, then, w* have no
means of determining with any probability who among
Paul's company (Acta xx. 4) were these deputies].

—elre adc?jpoi tf/iuv. Whether I speak in behalf
of Titus, he is, etc. ; whether our brethren be
spoken of (elotv trrrip uv Aiyw), they are, etc. The
intercession in favor of Titus was justified by
the intimate relation in which he stood to the

Apostle himself: he is my companion (in office),

but particularly by the intimate relation in

which he thus stood to the Corinthians: he is

with respect to you my fellow-laborer (chap.

vii. 7). That they were bound to hold the other

two in high esteem, he shows by adverting to

the fact that they were the messengers of the

(Macedonian) Churches, and were to be hon-

ored therefore in proportion to the honor

which such representatives deserve. [Alford's im-

putation (Sunday Mag., May, 1864) that the trans-

lators of our English version had some private

reasons for rendering ** aitdarokot" by the word

"messengers," is not very clear. Even "the

more general sense" of the word to which he re-

fers as including apostolic men is not demanded
here, for the persons are mentioned, not as sent

of the Lord in any sense, but simply as arrdcrokot

eKKhftjiorvy with reference to a single benevolent

mission or journey. It can surely have no re-

ference here to a permanent office, and is used

simply as a common noun, as in the instances to

which he refers beside our passage (Phil. ii. 25,

and Acts xiv. 14; comp. with Acta xiii. 2)]. In-

deed, their relation to Christ Himself was suffi-

cient to entitle them to respect, for they were an

honor to Christ (by their influence and probably

by their daily life) inasmuch as Christ's love and

power were manifested in them and by their

means (comp. d6£a in 1 Cor. xi. 7). [Calyik:

—Whoever excels in piety is the glory of Christ,

because he has nothing which is not Christ's gift]

Having thus introduced ver. 28 without a con-

junction (for obv is not genuine), be proceeds

with an ovv to derive a practical inference from

his commendation of the three brethren, or (more

correctly) of the two last as airoor. ruv encX.

—

since ye show toward them the proof of

your love, and of oar boasting on your be-

half, ye will show it before the churches
(ver. 24).—The sentence, ri/v obv Ivdetgtv—hdctx-

vbfievoi (a way of speaking which may be found

in Plato), stands in need of some verb to supply

the ellipsis, and this maybe either in the imper-

ative, or (better) in the indicative (present or

future] of the same verb: " since ye give to them

the evidence of your love, and of our boasting in

your behalf, ye thus show it, or ye will show it,

in the face of the churches. Even if the future

tense is preferred, an indirect exhortation is

implied, flf the part, ivdeucvbftti-ot is construed

as an imperative, as Alford and Stanley contend

it frequently may be in St. Paul (Bom. xii. 9-19;

Eph. iii. 18; Col. iii. 16), the English rendering

of the passage will be the same as if the reading

were that of the Recep. Meyer thinks that this

throws the emphasis upon elc frpoVwrov tuv l«&
more strongly than is required by the context,

and that an indirect admonition, representing

the thing as an affair of honor, but without mak-

ing a formal demand, was more forcible : " since

ye therefore will give a demonstration to them

of your love, and that which we have boasted of

you, ye do it, etc. In this way elf aimAx and «<

irpfounw t. tuck, correspond with respect to em-
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phasis, and after the part. kvfaiKv. we have sup-

plied the second person of the present Indicative

of the same verb]. Eif itp6auT:ov% if the Indica-

tive is used, will signify, in conspeclu, presented

to the face, or since the churches are looking

upon you, this proof of affection will be seen by
them ; if the Imperative is preferred, that phrase

will bo equivalent to : elg rag iiachjaia^, and will

mean towards the churches personally present,

t. e. f you should, or will give this proof to the

churches themselves in the person of those rep-

resentatives of whom I have just spoken (a-rdgr.

raw ckkX.). The last is preferable. Neandke:—<< So that the Macedonian Churches may per-

ceive that what Paul had said in praise of the

Corinthians was true.*' 'A.y&K7] here means their

love, not merely to Paul, but to the brethren
generally. On Kabxyaig ift&v virlp vptov comp.
chap. vii. 14 (chap. v. 12; ix. 8). Eif avrovg is

to be construed with MeiKvb/tei*oi
y and has tig

irp6au7rov rov kKkhjmuv for its correlative.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The profoundest inducement Christians can
have for denying themselves to assist their fel-

low-men, is derived from the example of the Son
of God when He gave up all things and became
poor that we might become rich by His poverty.

We were completely destitute of spiritual good,

and altogether unable to extricate ourselves from
our poverty. In Hi* equality with God He was
infinitely blessed and glorious in the possession

of spiritual riches. But so completely did He
renounce all this, and enter into the absolute

poverty of sinful beings, that He was dependent
upon others and was obliged to pray the Father
through the Spirit which was given Him, for

light, strength, courage, consolation, refresh-

ment and whatever He needed each moment of

his earthly career. This was entirely for our
sakes, for no necessity of His own required it.

It was to recover for us those spiritual posses-

sions which we had lost by aspiring to inde-

pendence. And now since His self-sacrifice, as

our Head and Surety, has recovered them, we
have a rich abundance to use as if it were our
own. All who will honestly forsake the sins

which occasioned our loss and made us unworthy
of riches, all who will confidingly surrender
themselves to Jesus, the source of their wealth,

shall be put in full possession of this. But those

who know this act of grace and consider how
great it was and how vast are the benefits which
condemned sinners have derived from it, will

cheerfully deny themselves in like manner ; the

joy they feel in the possession of such a salva-

tion will open their hearts to communicate freely

to those whom Jesus regards as His brethren,

that they may thus make some return of joy to

Him who gave himself for us. Nothing they can
do will be looked upon as too much, or enough, as

a token of their grateful remembrance. The
greatest favor they can ask will be, to be al-

lowed to participate in the common work of be-

neficence. No one will find it needful to plead
long for their assistance, and when they contri-

bute to a great work, they will first give their

own selves and make no nice calculations as to

their own ability. They will be ready to go be-

yond their power and deprive themselves of or.

dinary comforts, when another's greater neces-

sity seems to require it.

2. In the department of Christian fellowship,

there must be a consciousness of equality, for all

are as sinners, poor; and, as God's children, rich.

This equality in spiritual things would be dis-

turbed by a great inequality in worldly posses-

sions, if one brother exalted himself above an-
other and if the latter brother should to the same
extent depreciate himself or become envious of

his favored neighbor. But where the spirit of

Christ prevails those who possess much will

strive to equalize this matter, for they will allow

none to be in want. By a simple style of living

they will secure the means of helping those who
need assistance. This may be so done that the

recipients will not feel that they are receiving an
alms, but an act of grateful love to Christ which
finds its own satisfaction in ministering to his

brethren. It will be much easier to do this if

these recipients indulge in no spirit of envy for

what God has bestowed upon their more favored
brethren, and accept of the gift in the same sim-

plicity with which it is given. It came from the

infinite riches of their divine Master but through
such hands and by such instruments as were cal-

culated to strengthen the bonds of love and fel-

lowship.

[3. "The sacred writers constantly recognize
the fact that the freest and most spontaneous
acts of men, their inward states and the outward
manifestations of those states when good are due
to a secret influence of the Spirit of God which
eludes our consciousness. The believer is most
truly self-determined when determined by the

grace of God. The liberality of the Corinthians

was due to the operation of the grace of God."
"The zeal of Titus was the spontaneous effusion

of his own heart and was an index and element
of his character, and yet God put that zeal into

his heart. So congenial and congruous is divine

influence, that the life of God in us is in the

highest sense our own life." Hodge.
4. A high excellence in one or more graces of

the Christian character only makes more start-

ling a serious deficiency in others (ver. 7). To
have great knowledge of divine truth, and a free

utterance as to duties and privileges, only ex-

poses our inconsistency, when we lack practical

benevolence. And it is one great aim of divine

and pastoral discipline, to effect this complete-

ness of character in all believers. Afflictions are

sent by God (ver. 1), and opportunities and ex-
amples will be used by a skilful pastor, so as to

prove (ver. 8) and to draw forth all graces in

their season.

5. We have here a true system of Christian

socialism. In the divine kingdom the Liberty of

each citizen is so perfect, that its rulers and the

Sovereign King himself will receive nothing from
compulsion or by the dictation of authority ; the

Fraternity of all citizens is secured by a recogni-

tion of each believer and especially of each suf-

fering believer as a brother of our Lord, and the

sympathy of each Christian with his fellow

Christians is the measure of his love to Christ;

and universal Equality, not in outward circum-
stances which would be delusive, undesirable and
impossible, but in the common poverty from
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which all Are rescued and the common riches

whichare the inalienable birthright of every one.

Each one has his peculiar capacity of enjoyment,
beyond which he can enjoy nothing, whatever he
may have in possession, and short of which he
has a claim upon our assistance. The rights and
duties of each individual may not be precisely

denned by outward law, but the love of Christ

and the Spirit of Christ universally diffused, will

secure an equality, in which the rich bestow
freely as much as the poor and suffering are wil-

ling to receive. Such an equality springs from
"the feeling of a true and loving brotherhood;
which makes each man say: My superabund-
ance is not mine, it is another's: not to be taken
by force, or wrung from me by law, but given

freely by the law of love." P. W. Robertson.
6. The whole system of mendicancy, which

has been derived from this chapter by ancient

and modern ascetics (v. especially Estius), has
really no support. Not a word can be found
there implying, "that the less sanctified believer

can derive assistance, even in another world,

from the merits of the saints," or that there is

"such a virtue in almsgiving as to make the

giver a participator in the merits of the re-

ceiver, (vv. 9, 14). Christ became poor not be-

cause poverty was in itself more meritorious than
riches, but because it was the only condition in

which He could reach the special object He had
in view. Nor did He ever become strictly a
mendicant. The evils of poverty and self-sacri-

fice were never chosen for any virtue He saw in

them for their own sake. No outward condi-

tion, separate from the motive with which it is

sought and the spirit in which it is endured was
desirable to Him. The whole history of mendi-
cant orders is a striking illustration not of the

"higher perfection" of voluntary poverty, but
of the injurious influence of suoh a state when
chosen from self-righteous and unspiritual mo-
tives. And yet poverty and self-sacrifice are
noble, when they are encountered for a noble
object, or as a necessary discipline of provi-

dence, and are sustained in a Christian spirit.

7. The Apostolic system of charitable collec-

tions is admirably developed in this and the fol-

lowing section. The Duty of giving was pressed
upon every Christian with earnestness and im-
portunity. It was evidently no unimportant part
of the church's care. It was extensively used as

a test of character and a means of usefulness and
fellowship. The Motives, by whioh it was urged,
were love to men as men, to Christians as breth-

ren in Christ, and to Christ Himself. But al-

though in the Collection of contributions, this

duty and these motives were pressed with all

the art and urgency of the most ardent benevo-
lence, every one was scrupulously left to make
his gift a token of his own conscientious convic-
tion and affection. " There are several higher
degrees of the acts of charity and other Chris-
tian virtues that are not in prmcepto, and may be
omitted without sinning, yet are in consiHo; and
the performance of them most highly acceptable
to God" (Oxford old Paraphrase on ver. 10.).

We ought indeed to do for Christ all which is in

our power and hence we can never exceed the
measure of duty, but yet neither Christ nor his

apostles would force by authority the higher to-

kens of our affection whioh derive all their pre-
ciousness from their freedom. In the persons
selected for managing and disbursing these collec-

tions the utmost wisdom and the best characters
were put in requisition. It is plain that if giv-

ing is an admirable test of a Christian's benevo-
lence, the management of charitable funds is one
ofthe severest tests of his integrity and discretion.

8. "God's government is an equal and just
and good government (ver. 12). What can be
more equitable than the principle that a man is

accepted according to what he has!" Barses.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starki:—Via. 1. We should eopy after the
good examples of our fellow Christians, for one
reason why our Lord would have His people do
good works, is that others may have the benefit

of their light, and that God may be glorified

(Matth. v. 16). When our hearts burn with
Christian love, and we are prepared to assist

thoqe who need our aid, it is the special gift of

God.

—

Spiner:—Not only he who receives, but
far more he who confers a favor is blessed, for

what can be a greater benefit than to be filled

with love, and to have the power to do good
(Aots xx. 85).

—

Ver. 2. Hedihger:—Much tri-

bulation, much joy! The Lord lays on na
crosses, but fills us with pleasures. The faith

of the pious poor works by love, and opens their

hands to give cheerfully what they have. The
three main elements in^real goodness, are: to

give cheerfully, without being importuned ; libe-

rally, according to ability ; and sincerely, with-
out a selfish motive (chap. xii. 8 ; ix. 7 ; Tobit
iv. 9; Rom. xii. 8).—Ver. 8. It may sometimes
be a Christian's duty to give alms to his own
suffering. Even if you have no more than your
neighbor, if his distress is greater, and your re-

lief is speedier, easier and surer, you ought im-
mediately to help him. Hsdinoer:—Though
poor, yet rich! rich to give, rich to bless.

Others lay up much ; and it proves only as the
foam of a boiling vessel. Grudge not the sweat
of thy brow !—Ver. 6. To give nothing but your-
self when collections are made for the poor,
proves that thou neither knowest God, nor doest
His will (1 Jno. iii. 17).—Ver. 6. A good work
in one place should encourage the hope that it

will stir up a similar activity in another place.

Every Christian needs to be stimulated to bene-
volence, for the best, will sometimes become dulL
—Ver. 7. Faith and God's Word are as insepsw

rable as food and health, and bodily strength.

The only sure evidence that our knowledge of
God and of Divine things is correct, must be in

the fact that God's Word is our standard, faith

its medium, and practical beneficence Ha fruit.

—Ver. 8. God Himself condescended to minister

to the poor, and His people should be enjoined

to do the same, but to what objects, at what
time, or how much they shall give, must be left to

every one's conscience. One of the first objects

of a good minister should be to induce every one
to perform his duty, but from his own free will,

and from evangelical motives. God's people are
not left entirely to their own freedom with re-

spect to doing good. It is a matter of command
that they must love their fellow men, and the/
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are enjoined to love in the only way in which
true love oan exist.—Ver. 9. Hbdinoer:—Christ
became poor to make others rich. Many become
rich by making others poor. Can such persons
have the Spirit of Christ.—Ver. lOf. We are
never the poorer for the giving of alms. Be not
weary in well doing, when God bids thee on.

—

Ver. 12. If Christians have but little to give,

even that little will be acceptable to God ; a
loving God will be pleased with little, even if it

be but a cup of water, Matth. x. 42.—Ver. 13.

Hedinqbe .-—Christ's command is not that beg-
gars should be rich, and the rich beggars ; nor
that one should have every thing while his bro-
ther has nothing. Love can impart, but it can-
not receive too much. The rich and the poor
should live together, that they may serve each
other ; but especially when famine threatens, lest

the poor should perish. Thank God, there are
always some kind and faithful ones who are
ready to give help, and are bountiful to the
poor, sometimes even to their own apparent
loss.—Ver. 17. Follow no man blindly. God's
Spirit in thine own heart will be thy guide. A
willing heart will always please Him.—Ver. 18f.

None but well tried and honest men, who walk
honestly before God and men, not merely those
who have a fair snow and a glib tongue, are fit

to have the control of our charities. Better
than every thing else is, a good name for faith

and the fear of God. If others praise ub, we
should never be lifted up, but let it pass, and
be stimulated to greater goodness.—Ver. 20f.

Hkdinqbb:— Avoid not only the reality, but
even the appearance of evil ! Strive to have an
honorable name as well as a good conscience;
thy neighbor demands that, God this.—Ver. 22.

In martera of importance we cannot watch our-
selves too carefully. In pecuniary affairs we
should be so especially circumspect, that malice
itself can find no occasion to reproach us. Men
who have been tried and have passed through
great varieties of experience, should be held in

grent esteem, for they can be profitably employed
in almost any station.—Ver. 23. Those who are
employed in the same ohurch are partners and
brethren, but even the most exalted and most
accomplished should never despise their fellows.

Berlbnb. Bible :-The church consists of many
members who are bound to assist one another,
according to their ability and wants. God has
left the actual performance of this duty almost
entirely to every one's free will; He actually re-

quires it, but in such a way as best to exercise
o ir faith and love. This is especially true of
tua care of the poor.—Ver. 1. The obedience
which grace produces, is especially cheerful and
free from mercenary views. It will always be
the fruit of a genuine conversion. Opportuni-
ties for it will seem to a Christian a personal
f ivor from the Giver of all good (James i. 17).

—

Ver. 2. In urging the example of others we
should guard against a servile imitation. We
should be careful to present not merely the out-
ward action, but the true spirit and idea of it —
It is astonishing how much good may be con-
cealed under a little suffering. It is altogether
beyond the sight of the thorough man of the
world, who is unworthy of it; 'but such suffering
only clarifies the spiritual man's eye to recognize

the wonders of the cross. None but the spiritual

man can know what it is to rejoice and to suffer

at the same moment. In these very troubles,

which give no pleasure, and are ominous, only
of destruction to the flesh, the spiritual Chris-

tian not unfrequently finds nothing but joy (Jas.

i. 2; Rom. v. 8). A eovetous man is poor even
in his riches, for he is the slave of his own pos-

sessions, and can make no profitable use of them,
either for himself or others. A poor man, living

in simplicity, is rieh, for he is satisfied with
what he has, and can share even a little with a
neighbor. This is a delight to him, for all he
has is sweetened by the Divine hand from which
he receives it. The ancients used to say that

"the angels rejoiced when one poor man did a
kindness to another."—Ver. 3. The works of the

Spirit must be spontaneous and unconstrained
by authority.—Ver. 6. Those are truly good works
which are the fruit of an entire consecration

of soul to God. The alms which are of this na-

ture, are therefore called charitable offerings

because they are entirely surrendered to God's
hands. It is something for a man to give what
he possesses to God or for God's sake. But far

more is it for him to give up his entire self as a
living sacrifice to God. There may be men who
condemn it, but in the sight of God it is of great

price. Though men may condemn it, is of much
value.—Ver. 6. The true apostolic spirit presses

on toward perfection in every thing. The word
grace shows : 1, that we are by nature covetous,

and would never perform acts of goodness with-

out Divine grace ; and 2, that what we give is

ours only by free grace.—Ver. 7. We cannot ac-

cept of one part of Christianity without another.

When we commend any thing in it, we must ex-

cept nothing in connection with it.—Ver. 8. No
man must be forced to give in charity, but there

is no man who does not need sometimes to be ad-

monished and stimulated to give of his own free

act.—Ver. 9. If we know aright the grace which
had compassion on us, we shall proportionately

know the grace which sanctifies us; for such
love will fill us with shame, and draw us to true

repentance, and to a corresponding love and
duty. How can a knowledge of such amazing
love fail to awaken within us a similar spirit of

self-sacrifice? The Christian, as such, with
nothing but Christ is rich.—Ver. lOf. It is no
easy thing to admonish a brother well. Much
wisdom and skill are needful to select and pre-

sent those motives which are likely to produce
the best result. Good works which are merely
external and forced, differ essentially from those

which spring from evangelical principles, and
come spontaneously from the heart. Those who
know what it is to work, are the ones to have
something for the needy (Eph. iv. 28).—Ver. 12.

Where love is in the heart it will do nothing
without consideration, and its gifts will be ac-

cepted by God and His people with pleasure.

The Gospel demands only what has been re-

ceived.—Ver. )3ff. We must help those who are

in distress now, for our turn may soon come.
Such a stroke is not unfrequently needful to

drive indolent slumbers even from the believer's

heart. God allows men to live side by side, some
with superfluities and others in want, that they

may be bound together by offices of mutual kind-
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ness.—Ver. 16. Fix not your eye entirely upon
the instruments, but look beyond to the God who
gives all things, and thank Him.—Ver. 18. It is

essential to Christianity that all its places should

be arranged with careful foresight and order. It

should provide especially that its ministers

should be pure and blameless before men, and
avoid everything which might awaken suspicion.

—Ver. 22. Every form of goodness, even such
virtues as diligence, zeal and watchfulness, must
be encouraged and thrive under the influence of

Christianity.—Ver. 28. Every Christian might
be a glory to Christ, if he would have Christ

formed within his heart, and would honor Christ

especially in works of charity. — Ver. 24. We
should do it for the glory of God, and for the

awakening of our fellow men.
Rieoee:—Vbb. Iff. Divine grace is always

in the heart when we are inclined to acts of cha-
rity, and those who thankfully enjoy the gift

will not forget the Divine Giver.—Our own
wants, and perilous times will often be an excuse
for neglecting works of kindness, but God's word
reverses this, and makes them a motive for ac-

tivity in them. Let any man become aware by
experience of the little comfort which earthly

things can give, and of the mighty aid which
grace can give under every variety of condition

from sources he never dreamed of, and he will

never settle down under the pretence of holding
together what he has, but will let it go to the

relief of others, and with heartfelt simplicity

commit himself to the wonderful care of God.

—

Ver. 4. The name of saint, is always a sufficient

motive to give liberally and cheerfully.—Ver. 9.

The whole earthly life of our Saviour was as

lowly as it was different from everything which
the world loves. And yet at every step He was
cheered by the tokens of His heavenly Father's

love (Matth. iv. 4). He thus showed that there

are better treasures than can be found on earth

;

that we can be rich in God, but poor on earth

;

that one may have every bond which binds him
to this world sundered and yet be rich toward
God, and that our highest nobility consists in a
title to a Divine inheritance.—Ver. lOff. Every-
thing we have should be looked upon as com-
mitted to us in trust that wo may give to those

who need it. Why should not the profitless

penny laid up for a wet day be invested in the

Lord's fund (Prov. xix. 19) ?—Ver. 14f. In an
unfallen state when men loved God and one an-
other with a pure heart, God's gifts were enjoyed
by all creatures alike. But since man has fallen

and mutual envies and wrongs make it need-
ful that each one should have his peculiar
possessions and rights of property, great inequa-
lities have been produced by the right of inheri-

tance and other arbitrary arrangements. And
though the mingling of the rich and the poor in

common society has been overruled for many
advantages, we should strive to prevent great in-

equalities in human condition, and by offices of
mutual love equalize as much as possible the
bounties of Providence.—How happy would it

be, if every man would regard and use his earthly
goods as the Israelites did their manna, rather
as a Divine gift than as a product of human toil,

for the supply of his absolute wants rather than
for the indulgence of his passions, and for con-

sumption along his journey rather than for a

permanent accumulation!—Ver. 21. O God, give

me an honest heart, a pervading desire to per-

form every duty under the direction not merely
of some prescriptive forms and outward letter,

but of an enlightened conscience, and as nearly
as possible according to that image of love which
belonged originally to man, and which is renewed
by grace in his heart!

Heubnee:—Veb. 2. Persecutions and crosses

give life to the church. They impart to us that

firmness and courage which are so indispensable
to offices of fellowship and charity. Melancholy
and gloom on the other hand contract the heart,

—Ver. 3f. Christian love regards the gifts which
it bestows, as of small consequence compared
with the spiritual benefit it derives from the ob-

jects of its bounty. Hence it "prays with much
entreaty."—Ver. 5. True love when it gives,

gives as it were its whole self.—Ver. 7. The
richer one is in moral excellence, the nobler

should he appear in kind consideration for all

around him. Penuriousness and selfishness

would bedim all his virtues, as rust will destroy

the lustre of the most brilliant metal. Where
real benevolenoe is wanting among a people,

there can be no true life.—-Ver. 8. Example is

far more effective than precept, and every work
of love should stimulate to something higher.—
Ver. 10. The tenderer a Christian's heart is the

freer his soul should be; he needs the less your
commands, and only hints and opportunities.

Precise precepts are for children, but a freer

choice is better for the mature youth. We have

a right to expect that a congregation of Chris-

tians will be of a mature age.—Ver. 11. The
good purpose should never waver when we come
to the performance. To fail in doing is espe-

cially disgraceful to him who has willed it.

—

Ver. 12. Love is never so unreasonable as to

demand what is impossible, but neither will it

refuse compliance from some apprehension of a
remote and only possible danger.—Ver. IZfL

The inequalities which God permits should be
adjusted only in His own way. True charity is

a praotical recognition of man's equality. But
where inequalities exist, as they will, we should

never murmur against God, even when they burn
with indignation against the oppressor.—Our
highest enjoyment of life depends not upon the

possession of an abundanoe; a very moderate
portion is enough.—Ver. 20f. Even those who
are conscious of moral purity, should never be

indifferent to that which might draw upon them
the suspicions of their fellowmen, but strive to

maintain an untarnished reputation before the

world.

W. F. Besber:—Veb. 1. "To do good and to

communicate" are of grace (Heb. xiii. 16). This

idea stands at the head of all that the Apostle

says in this section, and he thus closes the door

against all foolish fancies about human merit.

Every blossom of the tree of life is thus pro-

tected against the poisonous blight of self-righ-

teousness.—Ver. 2. This gracious source from

which the stream of charity flows to the world

is also a source of joy to the heart.—Ver. 3f.

Seldom do we meet with those who give accord-

ing to their ability: for we seldom find those

who calculate with simplicity what their ability
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is; but still more uncommon are those who give

beyond their power, for very uncommon is that

lore which seeks not its own, which cheerfully

bears its own wants, and which then tore oan
spare anything from its means of self-gratifica-

tion.—Ver. 9. May each of us have the mind
whioh was also in Christ Jesus (Phil. ii. 9)!
Our Lord's grace in becoming poor is set before
us that we may imitate Him.—The Scriptures
never speak of voluntary poverty as a merit,

but they rather commend that voluntary service

in which a man uses what he has and of course
ought to have, as though he possessed it not (1
Cor. viL 30).—Ver. lOf. There is such a thing
as the outward performance without the hearty
willing of an act of charity especially among
those who have an abundance. They may give
from a sudden excitement of sympathy, from the
example of the multitude, or from the necessity

of their position.—Ver. 12. Even the widow's
mite (Mark xii. 43) should not be kept back from
God's treasury. If there be a willing mind it is

acceptable to God and will be estimated in each
case according to what it has, and not aooording
to what it has not. God's pleasure in the free

offerings of his people is not proportioned to the
extent of their possessions, for some of them have
small possessions but large hearts. In such
oases the willing among the rich would be more
acceptable than the willing among the poor.
" In God's sight," says Greoory thi Great, " no
man's hand is without a gift who has a treasury
of good desires in his heart."—Christ's example
should be imitated by doing, not what its out-
ward form might seem to require, but what
Christ's Spirit taught His disciples (John xiii.

15).—Ver. 18f. The system of communism and
socialism whioh some have devised are only ser-
vile imitations of the true fellowship of the saints,

and wherever they have been carried out there
are no traces of that equality which Christian
love produces. As a stream by its own law, must
necessarily descend, so the essential spirit of
Christian love inclines the heart of the rich to-

ward them who are in want. Those inequalities
of social life, in which the rich and the poor
must dwell together, give employment to the love
of the members of the Christian household, as
they endeavor to equalize the comforts of all and
to give enough to all. To this extent the com-

munity of goods among the first Christians is an
authoritative example for all subsequent ages.

—

Ver. 16. The wonderful arrangement which the
heavenly Householder ordained for His great fa-

mily in the wilderness, should be affectionately

imitated by His stewards upon earth, that there
may be no inequalities in the house of God. As
the manna which was carefully kept in store,

was soon filled with worms, so the superfluous
abundance which is kept back from the supply
of a brother's wants will have no blessing.—Ver.
19. Those who would banish from the church all

such things as a choice of spiritual officers, on
the ground that they are too. secular and legal,

may have a great appearance of spirituality, but
the Scriptures know nothing of a spiritualism

which proudly exalts itself above all external
and necessary order, generally to introduce ty-

ranny instead of love, and finally to degrade the
body of the church to a machine in the hands of
a few.

[Christian beneficence : I. Its proper incen-
tives. 1. It is an indication of divine grace
(ver. 1). 2. It has an admirable example com-
mended by the Apostle himself. The Macedoni-
ans gave without solicitation (ver. 8), to breth-
ren in some respects opposed to them, (Jewish
Christians), when tried by deep poverty (ver. 2)
and yet up to and beyond their power (ver. 8),
with overflowing joy (ver. 2), without an over-

valuation of what they did (ver. 4), and with
a complete surrender of themselves (ver. 6). 8.

It is like Christ (ver. 9), who, unlike the Mace-
donians, was rich, but gave Himself and all His
wealth to enrich guilty men. 4. It is needful to

our own consistency, for a clear faith, and much
knowledge and power (ver. 7), a sincere love
(ver. 8), and an already announced purpose (ver.

10), should be carried out into benevolent action.

6. It is needful to an equal distribution of pro-
vidential favors (vv. 13-16). II. Its needful
precautions. Not to present before men a false

show of goodness nor to silence vain talkers, but,

1. Against giving from wrong motives, as under
authority (ver. 8), and without inward convic-

tion (ver. 12. 2. Against intrusting the work
to weak or dishonest men (vv. 18-24). 8.

Against plausible objectors (ver. 21). 4. Against
unequal burdens (ver. 18).J

XIV.—ADMONITION TO GIVE SPEEDILY, ABUNDANTLY AND CHEERFULLY; THE DI-

VINE BLESSING UPON THEM AND THE BESULT OP THE THANKSGIVINGS
WHICH WOULD FOLLOW. THANKSGIVING.

Chapter IX. 1-16.

For [indeed, /i£v] as touching the ministering to the saints, it is superfluous for me
to write to you: For I know the forwardness ot your mind, for which I boast of yon
to them of Macedonia, that Achaia was ready a year ago [from last year, &nd Hpturt]

;

and your zeal [the zeal which proceedeth from you, 6 1$ fyuSv C^o?]1 h*^ provoked.
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3 very many [the majority, robs icAsiovas], Yet nave I sent the brethren, lest our boast*

4 ing of you should be in vain in this behalf; that, as I said, ye may be ready: Lest

haply if they of Macedonia [any Macedonians, Jfaxeo^vc?] oome with me, and find you
unprepared, we (that we say* not, ye) should be ashamed in this same confident boast-

5 ing [with respect to this confidence].9 Therefore I thought it necessary to exhort the

brethren, that they would go before unto* you, and make up beforehand your bounty,

whereof ye had notice before, [which I have before announced, Kpoe^yjiXfU^v^
that the same might be ready, as a matter of bounty, and not as6 of covetonsnesa

6 But this I say [as to this], He which soweth si artngly shall reap also sparingly ; and he

which soweth bountifully [with blessings, lx sbkuylais] shall reap also bountifully [with

7 blessings]. Every man according as he pur^oseth [hath purposed. TtporjpyTaty in his

heart, so let him give; not grudgingly, or of necessity: for God loveth a cheerful

8 giver. And [But, dt] God i* able7 to make all grace abound toward you ; that ye, always

haying [having always] all sufficiency in all thing*, may abound to every good work:

9 (As it is written, He hath dispersed abroad; he hath given to the poor: his right-

10 eousness remaineth forever. Now [But, d$] he that ministereth seea8 to the sower

both minister bread for your food [supplieth seed to the sower and bread to tbe eating,

will supply], and multiply your seed sown, and increase9 the fruits of your righteous-

11 ness:) Being enriched in everything to all bountifulnese [simplicity, dnX&rrjra], which

12 causeth through us thanksgiving to God.10 For ^Because, oVc] the administration of

this service not only supplieth the want of the saints, but is abundant also by many
13 thanksgivings unto God; While by the experiment of this ministration they glorify

God for your professed subjection [since they glorify God on account of the proof

which this ministration gives of the subjection which flows from your confession] unto

the gospel of Christ and for your liberal distribution [the simpficity of your commu-
14 nion, dnXd-nqri r£c xotvwvfas'] unto them and unto all men; and by their prayer for you,

which long after you for [with prayer also for you, as they long after you on account

15 of] the exceeding grace of God in you. Thanks be unto God for His unspeakable

gift.

* Ver. I.—In some good M88. [B. 0. Sin. Vulg 8yr. et al. and some Lat. lathers] i£ Is wanting before vpwr. It 1

superfluous and was not understood. [Ttsch. (7th ed.) inserts it, but Lachia. and Stanley omit it, and Alford puts it In

brackets.]
* Ver. 4.—Some important but not sufficient authorities hare Atfyw instead of Aeytefiep.

s Ver. 4.—Kec. after rw&rjj adds rrk cav^ife-ewc, but the words are an explanatory gloss and In opposition to the best

M8S. [B. 0. D. (1st Cor.) F. G. 8ln. (3d Cor. has it), sererat cursires, with the Ital. Vulg. and Copt. Torsions. They are can-

celled by Lacbm., Tisch. and Alford, but Bloomfield thinks they cannot be dispensed with either here or in Chap. zi. 17.1

« Ver. 6.—The predominance of authority are for npbs, though the Rec has tit [And yet Tisch. ami Alford retain

sit, and are sustained by C. K. L.Bin. and some Greek fathers.] Rec also has wpoKantyytKfieyriy instead of the much better

sustained vpo*wifyykn4ini¥.
* Ver. 6.—Rec. has £<nr«j» for the second **, but its evidence is feeble.
* Ver. 7.—Lachm. after B. C. F.G. [Sin.] et al. has vpo»pnr<u instead or Rec. vpoatpetrai. It was proliably a correc-

tion, because the prrter. seemed more appropriate (Meyer). | It is not surprising that the subsequent addition of Cod. 81m.

should hare determined the more recent critics in favor of Lachmann's reading,
j

t Ver. 8.—Lachm. has ivyartl with important IISS^ but if this had been the original reading a gloss would have
naturally changed it into eWaror i<mv or ivvarat. [Alford still prefers 6WaTtZ, and sees no force in the above sugges-

tion. The authority of B. C. D. F. Sin. is certainly strong in its favor.]
* Ver. 12—Lach. has <m6pov instead of tnrtpua, but it was probably occasioned by tbe following ewdjper. The MBS.

[B. O F. G.J are not very conclusive in its behalf.
• Ver. 10.—Rec. has \°iXoprjyfaat, v\r}$vvai and av£>}<rat instead of-^t-ei-ec, but the weight of authority Is against

them. The future was turned into an optative because it was supposed to be a wish. Comp. Rom. xvi. 20. Perhaps also

there was a reminiscence of 1 Thess. iii. lit; 2 Thess. ii. 17 ; iii. 6 (Meyer). The fut. form is sustained by B. C. D. Sin. and
several Lat. fathers.]

M Ver. 12.—Lachm. has xf>"rrv for 0t$. He Is sustained only by B. [and perhaps tbe Vulg.: in Domino.]
U Ver. 16.—Rec. has 64 after x*P«c> but contrary to much superior authorities.

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAt*.

Trbs. 1-6. For indeed concerning the
ministering to the saints, it is superfluous
for me to write to yon.—The use of ydp,

connecting what is here said with the preceding
chapter, and irepl fdv (instead of nepi di), shows
that this chapter could not have been a distinct

Epistle, and that the Apostle was not here begin-

ning as it were a new subject (in consequence of

a long interruption). It is possible indeed that

be had been reviewing what he had written, and
now saw that something was needed to complete

bis thought. However this may have been, he

now introduces with most refined delicacy a
number of additional particulars, with the re-

mark that he really had no need of writing to

them with respect to the collection, for he was
well aware of their readiness of themselves.

The connection seems to be: " I have no occa-

sion to write to you with reference to a minis-

tration to the necessities of your brethren, but
the point to which I would draw your attention

is. a kind reception of the messengers from me."
If yJkv should be taken as a tolitarium [i. «., wtts>

out a Si following it], its design must have been
to give special prominenoe to the idea of the mi-

nistration (SioKovia), in contrast with his corn-
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mentation of the persons who were to have
charge of it. But we see no reason why the Si

in ver. 8 should not be construed in correspond-
ence with this pkv. This ministration, as in

chap, viii. 4 (Meyer), signifies, a service of lore,

inclading the idea of something which was, a
just debt, (a debitum ministerium), Rom. xiii. 8;
Heb. vi. 10; 1 Pet. iv. 10, in oonformity to

Christ's example, Ma^th. xx. 28, comp. Gal. v.

18. Jlepea<f6v means superfluous, for the object
I have in view. [What does the Apostle mean
was superfluous ? It was either: 1. The writing
on the whole subject, notwithstanding the fact

that he had written on it and was about to write
more ; 2. The writing, in contrast with his send-
ing the brethren (ver. 5) ; 8. The writing on the

collection itself in oontrast with his having writ-

ten to commend the brethren, and his being
about to write of the manner and spirit of the
collection]. DeWette enfeebles the expression by
making it mean: "I regard it as superfluous/' To
ypAfrtv is here the subject of the sentence.—For
I know your forwardness of which I am
boasting oonoerningyou to theMacedoni-
ans, that Achaia was ready from last year
(ver. 2a). The mention of this readiness (wpoihuia)

was not a mere fiction of the Apostle for present
effect. The commencement of the collection the

preceding year (comp. chap. viii. lOf.) had shown
that it was an actual fact, and that the Corin-
thians only needed encouragement to complete
the work as soon as possible. The use of the
present tense {Kavx&iuu) shows that the Apostle
was still in Macedonia. "Hv is an accusative
with KavxStuai as in chap. xi. 80; Prov. xxvii. 1.

The subject matter of his boasting was that

Achaia had been ready the preceding year.
The word 'A;ra?a intimates the extent of his boast
and the general prevalence of the Gospel through-
out the province which was so called. It shows
how confident he was that the whole province
was virtually the Lord's (comp. Osiander). The
Apostle implies that they were already prepared
to commit their contributions to his hands. On
aa-d iripvoi, oomp. chap. viii. 10. He adds

—

and yonr zeal hath provoked the majority
of them. (ver. 'lb.)—The phrase 6 i£ i>fiuv Zfikoc.

properly signifies the teal which proceeded from
you, and is a kind of attraction [Winer's Idiom*,

(68]; as if he had said, the seal whieh commenced
with you, hath provoked, etc., comp. Matth. xxiv.

17 et al. The majority (roi>c irXeiovac ) indicates

that only a small part of the Macedonians re-

mained unaffected by it. In relation to this

matter, comp. chap. viii. 8.—Bat I have sent
the brethren, that what we have boasted
oonoerning you might not be made vain
in this respect ; that as I said, ye may be
ready (ver. 8). The Apostle intended here to say,

that while he had no need to write any thing
with reference to the collection itself, inasmuch
as he well knew that the Corinthians were en-
tirely willing to contribute, he had nevertheless
sent the brethren (chap. lCff.) that they might
have every thing in actual readiness, and that he
might not be ashamed of what he had been confi-

dently boasting of them among the Macedonians.
Neander: Paul had doubtless said in Macedonia
that the Corinthians were prepared to contri-

bute the year before; this had inflamed the

zeal of the Macedonians, and he now felt

that it was needful to exhort the Corinthi-

ans not to disappoint his hopes concerning
them. The words rb Kahxw<*—b*lp ty^ are
in themselves general, and include everything

of which he had boasted of them, but it is after-

wards confined to the matter in hand by iv r£
uipet Toirnp (in this respect). This limitation of

the possibility of failure to that single point

shows how confident he was that his general
boast respecting them could not be broken down.
Estius very properly calls this "atrit cum tacita

laude exhortation That ye may be ready contains
the positive, and leet our boasting should be in vain,

the negative part of this sentence.—Lest per-
chance, if any Macedonians should oome
with me and should find yon unprepared.
(ver. 4a)

—
"Iva is here used as in Rom. vii. 18, and

twice in Gal iii. 14. The anxiety he had just in-

timated he here expresses more definitely, but in

a very delicate manner, by the adverb fi^rwc,

which iB in this place equivalent to ne forte in

ver. 4. He means, if any Macedonians should
come as his companions (chap. i. 16). [The per-

sons here spoken of are evidently not those

whom he had described in chap. vii. 16-28 and
ix. 8, and hence some have concluded that these

last could not have been Macedonians. It was
yet uncertain whether any would accompany
him. But as Corinth was then a great com-
mercial as well as religious centre, some might
reasonably be expected to go]. On Jjuetc comp.
ver. 8. We, not to say yon, shonld be
pat to shame in the matter of this confi-
dence, (ver.4 6).—We are not to regard this little

parenthesis (we Bay not ye, Iva /of Xiyuftev ifteic),

as a mere pleasantry, but on the other hand as

a delicate attempt to stimulate their feelings

of self-respect; since the shame would in-

deed be theirs if the Apostle's expression of

confidence in them should not be borne out in

fact. W. P. Bes8Eb:—"In this little sentence

we may discover the extreme delicacy of Paul's

feelings, and the affectionate civility which char-

acterized his intercourse, but which are especi-

ally prominent in this most personal of all his

Epistles." The imdaraaic is simply the confi-

dence which had been expressed in the boasting.

Comp. chap. xi. 17; Heb. xi. 1, and frequently in

the Sept., but the word has not here precisely

the sense of, business, thing. The Corinthians

would be put to shame should they not come up
to what the Apostle confidently expected of them.

[He had stimulated the Macedonians by saying
that the Corinthians had begun the collection,

and then when he found that the Corinthians

had not finished their contribution according to

his expectation and his boast of them, he very
properly stimulated the Corinthians by telling

them that the Macedonians had completed their

collection. He had boasted that the Corinthians

were "prepared" the last year for the collec-

tion, and yet now he found it necessary to send

deputies to have them "prepared" for deliver-

ing it up]. In all this there is surely no ground
for suggesting that Paul was acting a cunning
part, or was conforming to the shrewd policy of

the world (Riickert); or that he here exhibits

something of human infirmity (de Wette) Comp.
Meyer, Osiander. And yet we may properly
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concede and maintain that he here shows most
consummate art.—I therefore thought it

necessary to exhort the brethren that
they would go before to you, and make
up beforehand the bounty I have already
promised (ver. 5a).—The Apostle here brings
out with more particularity the business of the

deputies he was sending. Ow, in accordance
with what he had just said, signifies, in order to

prevent our being ashamed. The irpd in irpoi?.&w0tv

signifies, before the arrival of myself and the

Macedonians. ILpotirqyyehfiivtrv signifies, before

promised by me (comp. ver. 2 ff.) not announced
to you [as in the Eng. vers.] or promised by you.
[Dr. Hodge thinks it means what the Corinthians
had promised. We are nowhere told of such a
promise, though the confident expectations of the

Apostle had tome reasonable foundation. As we
suppose this to have been his information respect-

ing them, and as we are informed of the Apos-
tle's promise to the Macedonians respecting them,
we prefer to refer irpoeirny, to what he had said

in ver. 2. The thrice repeated npo (in composi-
tion) shows the Apostle's extreme forethought].
labrrpf kroifitfv elvat designates the result aimed
at in the irpoKarapTlaoot r^v evXoytav—that the
same may be ready in the manner of a
blessing, and not as a oovetousness. (ver.

5 b.)—With this designation of their gift or their

benificenee as a evXoyia in the sense of an act of

lore produced by Divine grace, after the example
ofGod and directed tothe welfare ofmen, in which
one gives cheerfully and with full hand, accord-
ing to ability, he now connects an admonitory
hint, that it should be so given as to appear a
blessing, and not an act of covetousness. As
evTuoyia includes essentially the idea of an abun-
dance, so does nXeove^la that of scantiness; but
of what these consist is not necessarily implied
in the words themselves. Neander takes tvtoyla

as if it corresponded with the Hebrew J73*Q
(blessing) and signified, a communication of some
good, and then a token of affection ; and nfaove&a
as meaning covetousness, extortion, something
extorted. W. F. Bessbr:—"This contribution

to the common benefit of the Church may be
called a blessing in two respects: first, as a gift

from God, inasmuch as it was the result of His
grace in the hearts of His people (chap. viii. 1),

and secondly, as an offering to God, but de-

posited in the hands of His poor." [In the Eng-
lish version tvXoyia is translated " bounty," but
this fails of bringing out the idea of good will on
the part of the giver. The Greek word signifies

etymologically, a blessing by word, and to this

was added, by Hellenistic usage, the idea of a
blessing by action, by a present (Gen. xxziii. 11;

Judg. i. 16; comp. Prov. xi. 25). Ovtux; is not
redundant, but draws attention to the following

cvXoyiav, as if it were to be taken in its peculiar

signification; with wf it signifies, so as, in the

manner of]. The whole phrase, obro^ etc, etc.,

relates to the special character of the gift: i. «.,

it should be an act of real benevolence, liberally

dispensing what it has, and not of covetousness,

withholding as much as possible, from a regard to

self alone. [The context shows that the givers

and not those collecting the gifts are here alluded

to (inasmuch as these collectors might be actu-

ated by a covetous spirit and extort from the

people). If we take the expression in its utmost
strictness, it signifies the laying down of a small

amount, because the giver wishes to reserve more
than he needs for himself. [Theophtl:—"As
if he were over-reached by some one, or cheated

out of it." Dr. Clarke thinks there is an allusion

to the two kinds of chests which were set for

alms in the Temple: the one for what the law
required as necessary for every one, the other

for the free-will offerings. To the one all men
gave, because they were obliged to do so, but to

the other those only gave who had pity on the

poor]. But the Apostle explains his meaning
more fully in vv. 6, 7, where he traces the course

of each giver to its proper result, and reminds
his readers that even the costliest gift has no

value in the sight of God, if it is not given with

a benevolent and cheerful spirit.

Vbbs. 6, 7. But as to this, He that sows
sparingly shall reap sparingly, and he
that sows with blessings shall reap with
blessings.—The roirro has sometimes been re-

ferred to 6 oireipuv, as if it designated this kind

of seed [he who sows this sparingly, Meyer] : but

this would require an inappropriate emphasis

upon tovto. Others, therefore, [as our English

version does] supply Myu, or typi ; but erery

where else the Apostle in similar cases gives us

the verb itself (1 Cor. vii. 29; xv. 60; Gal. iii.

17). Others supply hrriv in the sense of this is

as \f% (oirruc f*e/). But to avoid a feeble con-

struction, it seems better to take it (with Meyer)
as an accus. absol, "as to this, viz.,, that it ought

to be wf evfoyla and not u? irfeovrf/a, he which,**

etc. He connects jetdofUvoq in sense with Koi p$
lh; nltovefiav, and places it at the beginning of

the sentence. On oireipetv—deplfrtv, comp. 1 Cor.

ix. 11 ; Gal. vi. 7ff.; Prov. xix. 17. [In almost

all recent oopies of the English authorized ver-

sion, the word also has twice crept into this

verse as a gloss]. He who does good sparingly

shall have a corresponding recompense, a par-

ticipation but sparingly in the blessings of sal-

vation, t. e., an inferior (it is not said, no) re-

ward of grace. In contrast with this stands h?

evXoyiaic oirelpeiv and tiepifrtv, where the second

en* evXoyiatf, for the sake of emphasis, follows

immediately after the first. 'E^f* eifoyiate has

the sense of, abundantly [though this misses the

idea of its being a gift of love, Alford], either:

tenth blessings (the relation being in the thing

itself), the blessings which be gives and receives;

or: for blessings, with a view to blessings, and

the blessings which he shall receive, [Alfobd:

"this will not suit the second eV cvloy."] Ne-

ander (on the ground that tvTjoyia involves the

collateral idea of a voluntary gift of affection),

paraphrases it, "he who sows in such a way, tlmt

it is seen to be a gift of love." [Stanley:
,

Eir\

on the condition, these are the terms on which we

give, as in Luke vi. 88, comp. 1 Cor. ix. 10].

The plural gives increased force to the idea of

abundance. A similar contrast may be noticed

in Prov. ix. 24. [Beza notices a triple Hebra-

ism in the phrase kit* evXoyiaic: 1, in the use of

kirl with a noun when the whole has an adver-

bial signification, as "in justitia" for justly; 2,

in calling the act of charity tvforyla, with refer-

ence to the Heb. fQIJ free-will offerings; 8,
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in using the plural for emphasis. We may also

notice the variety of euphemisms by which the

contribution is designated in this whole section

according to the side from which it is viewed.

With reference to its lource, it is xfytS J
*n li8

relation to the church's life, it is noivuvia; in its

relation to public servants, it is diaxovia ; in its be-

neficial purposes, it is evtoyta; and as a public act

of piety it is a Xeirovpyid], The Romish doctrine of

merit is one entirely foreign to our text, and totally

inconsistent with Paul's spirit.—Let each one
give as he hath before purposed in his
heart, not grudgingly, nor of necessity,
forGod lovethacheerful giver. ( vcr.7. )~The
verb 66rumust be supplied from 6 oTreipuv and ddrqv

as the predicate of iKaaroq. Katfuf npoaipelrai,

as his heart freely prompts him. Tho definite

purpose with respect to the amount each one
would give, the Apostle supposes to be already
formed when he comes to give, though in ver. 6
he had spoken of it as in the future (Meyer).

In contrast with this cheerful, free self-determi-

nation, he places another which springs U TiimijCy

c£ avdyta/c. 'E/t indicates the source from which
the gift proceeds: a morose, gloomy frame of

mind, properly a sadness at parting with what
it gives ; or, from compulsion, as when a man
gives from necessity, because he cannot avoid it

(comp. Philem, ver. 14). W. F. Bessbb: It is

one of the secondary results of the factions which
prevailed st Corinth, that Paul was thus induced
to warn us against all undue compulsion in cha-

ritable collections, and to admonish us in such
matters to give with sincere pleasure; for no-

thing more completely poisons an act of charity

than a manifest spirit of rivalry or a mere love

of distinction." To encourage them in this

cheerful contribution, he reminds them of a
Scriptural expression which, however, is not
fully quoted. By way of emphasis, and for a
more striking contrast with Tivttij and av&yxq, the
IXapdv of the concluding sentence is placed at the

commencement (comp. cv \Xap6rrjTt in Rom. xii.

8). The passage here thus freely quoted, is an
addition to the original by the Septuagint in

Prov. xxii. 8: 'Avdpa Uapdv kol 66ttjv evfoyei

(var. ayang) 6 &e6g. Comp. ayairq with evTrpoo-

dsicroc in chap. viii. 1 2.

Vkrs. 8-11.—And God is able to make
all grace abound toward you, that ye
having always all sufficiency in every-
thing, may have an abundance for every
good work, (ver.8).—Having admonished them
to be bountiful and cheerful in their contribution

he here assures them, that God could and would
amply bless them in it, and that they had abund-
ant reason to be of good cheer and confide in

Him. It was ver. 8 which induced Francke to

build the Orphan's House at Halle.* Awards is

emphatic at the commencement of ver. 8: He
can, and of course he will do it At introduces

another element in the matter viz : the power of

Him who takes pleasure in a joyful giver, to pro-

vide for him abundant ly. It is a question whether

[•In order to procure mwiu to assist the poor of Halle,

Francke placed a charity-box at the door of his own house
inscribed with I John ili. 17 and 2 Cor. ix. 7. One day
(about Easter 1095). on opening this box he found a sum
(only 7 gulden) so much larger than he had before been able
to derot* at one time to works of charity that he resolved
immediately to found a free school for poor children.]

£<?/>££ includes merely bodily or only spiritual

benefits, or whether it may not embrace both.

Haoav is in favor of the latter view, and the de-

tailed statements which are given seem to de-
mand some reference to bodily things. Besske:
*' God can bestow upon us abundantly, not only
the grace which makes us rejoice in the Lord
and so prepares us to give with joyful hearts
(Chap. viii. 2\, but the grace which bestows on
us that abundance of earthly blessings and that

prosperity which enables us to give so liberally."

Repeooevoai as in Chap. iv. 15 must be taken in

a transitive sense. The accumulation of such
words as iv iravrl, wdvrore and iraaav in this sen-

tence is very emphatic, and is similar to another
in Phil. i. 8 flf. Avrdpneia mu?t here be construed
in an objective sense as meaning a sufficiency.

Xlaaa avrapmua signifies a condition which war-
rants us in being perfectly contented, a sufficient

subsistence even for corporeal comfort. Meyer
makes it have reference to a subjective habit of

the mind, *'. «., the ethical condition which pre-

pared them to abound unto every good work;
such a satisfaction with their condition as would
make them always contented, comp. 1. Tim. vi.

6, Phil. iv. 11. The more particular definitions,

however, which he proceeds to give (cv irawl—
7raoivy as well as c^wre?) seem more agreeable

to the objective explanation; and the "abound-
ing to every good work," (which cannot mean,
in an ethical sense, merely a growth in benevo-
lence, but beneficence in an abundant degree),

is that to which the full sufficiency could and
should lead; indeed it was precisely that state

in which notwithstanding its deep poverty a
ireptoaebeiv was said to take place (chap. viii. 2).

The correct way seems to be, to take all these

expressions, grace, sufficiency and good work,
in a general sense, so as to include even the cor-

poreal or earthly condition. Every good work
would therefore mean any act which tends to ac-

complish the divine purposes, and to promote
the kingdom of God ; and which dispenses bene-
fits of a corporeal nature to brethren in distress.

This ought to be the outflowing of that complete
sufficiency, which is secured by divine grace
in every department of life, even in respect to

corporeal affairs.—In ver. 9 he illustrates what
he had thus said by another Scriptural passage
from Ps. cxii. 9.—As it is written, He scat-
tered abroad, be gave to the poor, Ala
righteousness abides forever.—The person
respecting whom this had been said was the pi-

ous man. iKopKifrtv, which occurs also in John
x. 12, xvi. 82, signifies to scatter, here to scatter

abroad (as in sowing), and it has the sense of

abundantly distributing on every side. Bengkl:
" Without anxious thought in what direction

every grain may fall." Tikvrjg signifies one who
works for his daily bread (irkvopai) [one not so

poor as 7rra>x<kf who lives on alms, but one who
has nothing superfluous, Wkbstkb p. 227] there-

fore one who is poor and needy. It occurs no
where else in the New Testament. AtKotoovvt? is

not the merit which is gained as the result or the

reward of well doing, but the righteousness or

good conduct itself. It signifies here especially

that which is seen when one does good (not im-
mediately, beneficence, at least not in the sense

of that which is the cause of justification, since
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it is rather the result of justification ; comp. Gal.

t. 6, 22, CoL iii. 12 ff.). Beneficence is called

dtKoioaiivrj (comp. yer. 10 and Matt. vi. 1), ••be-

cause it is an act of justice, not to retain for our
own exclusive use, what God has given to all in

common" (Ambros.). Ewald: "To the extent

in which our free alms is the fruit of a higher

feeling of love and righteousness, it is no doubt

called
|Tj

,

3
,

l5f in Prov. x. 2 xi. 4." To remain
|t t :

forever implies not merely a permanent reputa-

tion among men, but the everlasting continuance

of righteousness, blessing us with its loving spi-

rit not only in the present life, but glorifying us
and blessing us with the same spirit as a gracious

reward through eternal ages (comp. 1 John ii.

17). [On eif rbv alvva, consult Trehoh, Synn. 2d
Ser. pp. 86-41.]—What Paul had described in

ver. 8 as only a possible thing on God's part, he
speaks of in ver. 10 as though it were surely to

be expected.—But he who supplies seed
for the sower, and bread for the eating,
will supply and multiply your seed
sown, and inorease the fruits of your
righteousness;—In these words of Isaiah (in

which only imxofnjyelvf t* furnish, to grant, is sub-
stituted for the didcvai of the Sept.) he describes

God as the source from which these things were
to be expected. He leads us to expect in the
economy of grace and in the government of the
church something analogous to what God is con-
tinually doing in the economy of nature. [Words-
worth: x°PVy£<* was properly said of a wealthy
person supplying the requisite funds for the
equipment and training of a tragic £opdr. Hence
with the accus. and the dat., it came to mean to

supply anything for a purpose. 'E?rl sometimes
implies a supply of one thing after another.
Comp. 2 Pet. i. 6. Dr. Clarke thinks the verb
here has some allusion to its early meaning : to
lead a chorus, and that God is represented as lead-

ing up the grand chorus of causes and effects, and
providing for the whole host of benevolent work-
ers in His kingdom.] The participal sentence
extends not merely to r£ oirelpovri but to Ppcxrtv,

for not only does the symmetry of our sentence
demand this, but the passage in Isaiah requires
it. [Our English translators have generally
followed the received Greek text, which reads

Xoptjyfoat, ir^rfiirvai and avgfaat in the optative

instead of the futures xppfjyijoti, irXrftwci and
avi-fau. They have also followed the Vulgnte and
joined koX aprov ci( fip&otv with the subsequent
verb. In this way the whole becomes a prayer
of the Apostle for his Corinthian brethren:
" May he who ministers seed to the sower both
minister bread for your food, and multiply your
seed sown." This seems unsupported not only
by external but by internal evidence ; for Paul
was aiming to supply reasons and motives to

liberality, on the ground that no one would lose

or be straitened on account of large contribu-

tions. Not a prayer, but a promise was needful
for this.] Corresponding with the supply of the

seed to the sower is the assurance that the same
Being would bestow upon them and multiply for

them that which would be necessary to their

eowing. L e. to their work of beneficence. This
has reference not merely to their future doings

as a consequence of; or as a Divine blessing upon

;

their present liberality (Ruckert); but, as the

context and aim of the writer evidently require,

to the benefaction then in progress (comp. dt

jfi&v in ver. 11). It is not till we come to the

Beeond member of the sentence, that we find the

blessing upon the future action exclusively re-

ferred to : and trill intrtase ikt fruits of your
righteousness. This corresponds to the bread
for eating, and the whole signifies: As God
makes the scattered seed grow until it brings

forth fruit and so gives bread for the eating

(fipoxne signifies the act of eating), so will He
bless your sowing, your work of beneficence,

and cause the fruits of your good conduct to in-

crease. The fruits of righteousness correspond
to the bread before spoken of, in the enjoyment
of which the reward of diligence in sowing is

acquired. The expression (in the sense of *ap?rd?

&ik.) occurs also in Hos. x. 12. But are we here
to regard it as applicable to spiritual or worldly

blessings? In the latter sense it would corres-

pond with the interpretation we have given above
to ver. 8. With great propriety the ancient

church selected w. 6-10 for being read on the

day appointed for the commemoration of St. Lau-
rentius (Aug. 10).*— Being enriched in
everything unto all Simplicity which
works out through us thanksgiving to
God—In this verse the Apostle gives some ad-
ditional particulars which may assist in deter-

mining his meaning. We have an aztacoluthon,

in which the participle stands as a nominative,

like tld6ree in chap. i. 7, as if vpelc had been ex-

pressed in ver. 10. A similar construction may
be seen in Col. iii. 16.—There is no need of sup-
plying tori [so that the sentence shall read: ye
shall be enriched, etc.] for the connection with
ver. 8 would not be suitable. As vv. 9 and 10
have an obvious connection with ver. 8, they
cannot be taken as a parenthesis. [Our English

A. V. regards ver. 9f. as a parenthesis, but in-

serts no fori, for it regards irXowi^. as an indepen-
dent nominative. It is better to connect it (not

with ver. 8 but) with the verse immediately before
it: "God will increase the fruits of your right-

eousness (t. «. your resources), being enriched

"

(t. e. so that ye shall be enriched) etc. Hodge.]
'Ev trawl shows that their being enriched was
in the most comprehensive sense of the word, and
it is implied that iraca airX&nft, in the sense of

perfect simplicity (chap. viii. 2) was to be the
result (though not precisely the designed object)

f* Lanrentius was one of the seven deacons at Rome, and
had the care of the treasury for the poor. When hi* master
Pope Sextos II. was led forth to martyrdom, L. begged to

accompany him in this as he had done in other sacrifices, bat
he was told that he would not have long to wait. The gover-

nor of the city demanded that he should surrender the trea-

sures which he so liberally dispensed to the poor. At the
end of three days ho made his appearance, followed by a rest

train of miserable, lame and crippled persona, to whom he
pointed, Baying, •* These are onr treasures." The governor,

feeling insulted. Immediately had him slowly roasted upon
an Iron seat or gridiron until he died (Aug. 9. A. D. 285).

His dying words were, "Enter not into judgment with thy
servant,'* etc . Ps. cxllii. 2. The Chtirch In after tim* s observed
Aug. 10, in his memory, and as his speech and life were
looked upon as an admirable Illustration of 2 Cor. ix. 6-10,

that passage with profound Judgment was assigned for the
Scriptural reading of that day (harvest time). Whatever
unrertiinty rests upon the precise details of this story,

Augu&tine'has given his sanction to its general verity when
he pays : "As easily might you hide the glory of Rome itself

as that of the crown of LaurentioVJ
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of the enrichment. The Divine blessing upon
those who sincerely loved their brethren and
cheerfully assisted them in time of trouble, would
be seen in their becoming rich in all spiritual

and temporal blessings. The nasi result would
be such a perfect simplicity or singleness of heart,

and such a pure benevolence as knows nothing
of selfish interests or painful forebodings, and
manifests itself in a free and ample supply of

others' wants. [The word " botmiifnines*" in

our version hardly expresses this.] finch a sim-
plicity is not only the fruit of an abundant spi-

ritual life, but is an actual experience which
blesses even with temporal benefits these who
kindly endeavor to alleviate the distresses of
their brethren. In the relative sentence which

works through us, etc, the Apostle comes back to

the collection which had its origin and support
in this dirXon/c, and he gives prominence to one
result of this simplicity which admirably corres-

ponded te its origin, (chap. viii. 1), inasmuch as

it produced a spirit of thanksgiving to God.
'Href is here probably not causal, in the sense of
quippe qum, but equivalent to #. It is thus like

boric, as commonly used in the later prose; or
it is equivalent to : something which was work-
ing. In oV tyiuv Paul refers to himself and his

assistants in the work of collection, since it was
through their hands that the gift would be com-
municated and the receivers would thus be in-

duoed to give God thanks. T*> fcp is by some
made dependent upon Karepyd^erm (for, or in

behalf of God), but it is better to make it depen-
dent upon evxapiariav, inasmuch as the construc-
tion of the verb will then be preserved (Meyer:
a dative of appropriation).—The reason for this

thanksgiving he finds (ver. 12) in the collection

then in progress.

Vers. 12-15.—Beoause taa ministration
of this servioe sapplieth not only the
wants of the saints, bat also abounds
through many thanksgivings onto Gtod.—
Nbander: >( The Apostle here brings forward
another motive for their cheerful contribution,

in the material and moral benefits which the
saints at Jerusalem would derive from it," The
ministration spoken of was net the service which
Paul and his associates performed when they
took charge of the collection, but as in ver. 18,

the service of those who took part in the contri-
bution itself. Tfr feirovpylac rainsr shows more
particularly that it was something done for the
Christian community (comp, Rom. xv. 27 ; Phil.

ii. 25). The ministration, therefore, which con-
sists in such a servioe must be of the same na-
ture (Meyer: the work of distributing the alms).

Whether such a word implies that this friendly

servioe was an act of worship, or such a sacred
performance as to deserve the name of an obla-

tion fcomp. Phil. iv. 18; Heb. xiit 16), may be
left in doubt.* In this inference the Apostle

[* The word Anrevpyia, by which the Apostle designate*
once more the contribution of the Corinthians, was derived
from the old Greek, and especially the Attic language.
Etymologically it was from Atftroc, of or belonging to the
people, and «pyor. a work, a pablio work hi the eerrloe of the

Seople. At Athens. It was any public service (as the oon-
ucting of the pnblic shows, or theatres, or choirs (ver. 10),

or the supply of food for the people on public occasions)
which the wealthier citizens discharged at their own ex-
pense, and usually in rotation. The word passed over Into

intended to say that the ministration of which
he was speaking would not only supply a want
of the saints (npooavaxljopovoa being strictly

equivalent to : supplying by addition, chap. xi.

9), but would overflow through many thanks-
givings toward God, or would cause such thanks-
giving to ascend in great abundance. Here also

rv de£ is governed, not by irepujoevovoa, but by
ei>xaptoTi&v. [See T. Lewis' explanation and
illustration of this text in The Divine and Human
in the Scriptures, p. 839.—As they glorify God
on aeooant of tte proof whioh this minis-
tration give* of the subjeotion whioh
flows from your confession of the Gospel
of Christ (ver. 18 a). The Apostle here does no-
thing more than to define with more particularity
what he had just said, but with a connection of
the participle similar to that which we have seen
in ver\ 11; as if he had written in ver. 12: m
consequence of the fact thai many give thanks, etc
Hid points out the external medium (*'. «., the oc-
casion) of a thing; in this place of the 6of6(etvt

etc. [They (the thankful recipients) glorifying
God when they saw the proof which this minis-
tration gives, ric.J. The attempt to bring this
word into immediate connection with ver. 12 is
arbitrary and unnatural (oomp. Osiander and
Meyer). By dotupiffc (chap. viii. 2) we must un-
derstand either the evidence which this service
would give that the Corinthians were approved,
or the evidence which this servioe would give
that the distribution itself was right and just,
t. «., that it was such as might be expected from
the Christian standard of benevolence (Meyer
after Theophylscts Sta nfr dompov rairrtK not fie-

ftaprvpfffUvffC M exhav&pLmia diaxoviac). In be-
half of the latter view may be alleged the most
natural signification of the words, and the fact
that with hrl is introduced a reason for thanks-
giving whioh related to the Corinthians. It may
be added that the dotupfi of the dtattovia must have
been also a test of the Corinthians. That which
was the object of their thanksgiving is said to be
the viroray^ rrjc hpohoylac vpov. In Hellenistic

Greek, SpoXoyta signifies: confession (not: agree-
ment, comp. 1 Tim. vi. 12; Heb. iii. 1; iv. 14;
x. 28), and it is the word for the way in which
faith is outwardly expressed or made known
(comp. Rom. l. 9 f.). Eif to evayykXim may
therefore be joined with it, analogously with
wkmr eic ryuerdv, moreiietp—eio to Owe, and simi-
lar phrases. We should indeed have expected
the article (rife) before etc re (bay. to give it more
definiteness, but we ought not to regard this as
indispensable, inasmuch as we find every where
great liberty in the use of it. Comp. Winer, J
19, 2. The same is true with respect to nfr

Scriptural and ecclesiastical language, retaining principally
the two ideas ofa work or service, and a service of tie pnb-
lic. In the New Testament, sometimes one and sometimes
another of the historical ideas connected with the word Is

most prominent It Is sometimes a secular employment,
though still In the service of 6ew (Bom. xlH. 6, comp.
Eccles. vii 30), sometimes a service done to a pnblic servant
of the Church (Phil. Ii. 80) sometimes a ministry of inntruo-
tfon, but more nsnally it was applied to the priestly or sao-

rMdal services (Lake i. 38; Heb. viii. X, 6} lx. 21 ; x. 11).

The more ethical idea is appropriate in onr passage, vi*.: a
voluntary act of benevolence for the public good, but for
God's service, and hence an offering to the Lord of the
Church. Comp. Osmnder. The Art. IMmrgie in Hertsog's
Bacyc by PjuusxaJ. •
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Koivwiae etc ahroi^ where the article is in like

manner absent, and the same would still be true

if we were to join eic. rb evayy. with imaitoy, so

that the phrase should mean a complying or obe-

dient disposition toward the Gospel ; in which
case rift bfirikoylac would appear to be the source

of the imanoij : on account of the obedience which
results from your confession. On the other

hand, by joining SpoXoyiac with eic rb evayy., the

Suotoyia may be regarded also as the object of

the vnaxofa so that the idea shall be : since ye
are obedient to your confession. [^Besa, whom
our A. V. follows, gives to the genitive the force

of a participle, and renders Ty irtror. rfc 6poA.

vfiuvx "your professed subjection." Doddridge,

however, well remarks, that " the words express

not merely a profeeeed, but a real subjection to

the Gospel which was professed "]. But the con-

fession towards, or with reference to, the Gos-

pel (=a=the confession directed to the Gospel), is

the confession of a faith in which love com-
pletely sacrifices itself for another's good (comp.

chap. viii. 9), and it therefore essentially re-

quires that tnose who make it should cherish and
put forth a similar love (comp. 1 John iii. 16).

Correspondent with this confession is the Ittokotj

of which the Apostle here speaks. Another rea-

son for this thanksgiving is given in the words

—

And for the simplicity of your commu-
nion with them and with ail. (ver. 18 b.)—
Koivwia, as in chap. viii. 4, means the practical

communion which is shown in the communication
of aid. Ei^ shows t he direction in which this pro-

ceeds. The addition of etc iravrac was probably
intended to suggest that it was well known gen-

erally and possibly among the Christians at Jeru-

salem, that the Corinthians were in the habit of

sympathizing, in a practical way, and especially

by a hospitable reception in their city, with Chris-

tians of every country. That those Jewish Chris-

tians should have concluded that the Corinthians

were equally liberal to all simply because they

were liberal to such distant brethren, does not

seem equally probable. The connection of elr rd

evayyi?uov and e/f avrobc, etc., with <fo£a£oiTec in

the sense of: they glorify God, with reference

to the Gospel, to themselves and to all (Meyer),
has something very feeble and forced about it.

Such a connection is required neither by the

want of the article (see above) nor by the eif, in-

asmuch as this preposition fits very well here as
expressive of tendency or direction ; and might,

according to the analogy of other words, be very
properly substituted for the dative after ifioXtryiac

and Kfuvuviaq. [The sense of the whole would
then be : "they who receive such a proof as this

ministration gives, will give glory to God for

your obedience to the confession you have made
with respect to the Gospel of Christ, and for the

common fellowship with tbem and with all Chris-

tians which your single-hearted liberality dis-

plays."]—Sinoe they also, with prayer for
yon, long after you on aoconnt of the ex-
ceeding grace of G-od toward [among] yon
(ver. 14). It is somewhat difficult to decide
with which of the previous sentences this verse
ought to be connected. Against its connection
with ver. 12, it may be objected, 1, the extreme
length of the intervening ver. 18; 2, that 6td

does not stand before defyoeoc as it does before

evxapioTi&v, etc.; 8, that ahruv stands emphati-
cally at the head of the sentence, but on this
construction has no special emphasis. If we
connect it with ver. 13, supplying hrl before
Secret as previously before air%6rrrrif it seems
81range that they should be said to give glory to
God for their own prayers; and to obviate this
the language can hardly be made to signify the
hearing of their prayers. We should prefer to
connect it with <fo£d£ovref in such a way as to

point out the manner in which they give glory to
God: not only by their thanksgiving (vv. 12,

18) but by their intercessions. It must be con-
ceded, however, that such a construction is

somewhat harsh. The best way, therefore, pro-
bably is to take avtw bruro&ovvTw together as a
genitive absolute, (for we find this common
enough with classical writers, where there is no
distinction of subject), so that the meaning
should be: "they, also, with prayers (i. «., in
the midst of prayers) for you, longing after you,
etc. There is nothing really forced or imperti-
nent in this definition of hrtiro&etv by drijcet ; it

is rsther a delicate way of hinting at the pious
spirit which prompted this longing. There is

an apparent inappropriateness in this word
iniiro&elv, inasmuch as the churches could never
be expected to come personally together. Some
have, therefore, given it the meaning, cordially

to love ; but no example of such a meaning has
been adduced. Nowhere else in the Scriptures
is a meeting together of Christians in the future
world (ai&v pMkuv) spoken of in this wsy as an
object of Christian yearning. Neander takes
kmnoQelv to be the ardent longing which is

prompted by Christian love to have a better per-
sonal acquaintance with other Christians, and
hence the final aim of this benevolent contribu-
tion msy have been, to bring these Jewish Chris-
tians to acknowledge the Gentile Christians as
their brethren in the kingdom of God. We
must, however, remember that in the present
case the more complete fellowship and the more
animated enjoyment of common spiritual bless-

ings in the church were actually brought about
by means of personal intercourse through depu-
ties. This is hinted at in the reason which is

immediately subjoined: dia rip vnepfWOtovGav
X^pcv ty ifuv. 'Eirf here designates them as the
persons among whom Divine grace was active,

and it is to be connected with vTrepft6?2m*mv.

The idea then would be: on account of the grace
of God which superabounds towards you, I e.,

because the grace of God is superabundant
among or upon you. The charitable contribu-
tion was only one out of many streams flowing
from this riches of grace (Osiander). As the
Apostle contemplated this abundant result of
Divine grace in the Corinthian Church, there
arose from his deepest soul an outburst of holy
thankfulness, to'which he now gives expression.—Thanks be nnto God for his unspeaka-
ble gift (ver. 16).—in this exclamation we need
not suppose that he was endeavoring to repress
some feeling of self-gratulation which he appre-
hended might spring up in the hearts of the Co-
rithians on aooount of what he had just said.

The " unspeakable gift of God " was not strictly

or exclusively the fortunate result which God
had brought about by means of the collection,
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for the expression is rather too strong for such
an application. The Apostle's mind was evi-

dently upon the great gift of redemption with

all its rich results; (especially) in the church
where was found that simple spirit of benevo-
lence, on which depended all the good results of

which he had been speaking. But the entire

spiritual blessing which he expected from God's
grace included the particular effect of Divine

grace or the especial blessing which God's lore

had conferred on them. (The difference between
Meyer's and Osiander's exposition on this point

is not essential).

[Stanley: "In these four last Terses the
Apostle throws himself forward into the time
when i) Jerusalem he should receive the thanks
of the Jewish Christians for this contribution,

and thereby witness the completion of the har-
mony between the Jewish and Gentile Churches.
Hence the impassioned thanksgiving for what
else seems an inadequate oocasion. Compare
the abrupt introduction of similar thanksgivings
in Rom. ix. 5; xi. 88-85; 1 Cor. XT. 57; Gal. i.

6; Eph. iii. 20; 1 Tim. i. 17'/].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. As God looks upon the heart, the aceeptable-

ness of an act ofbenevolence in His sight depends
upon the cheerfulness with which it is rendered,
upon the degree in which those who are filled

with Divine love find a real pleasure in relieving

those who are in want. This inward delight

will be shown in the pleasant manner with which
the outward aot is accompanied, and the receiver

will thus be satisfied that the giver is glad to be
called upon, and to be able to perform a duty
which a God of goodness has committed to him.
Where this spirit is wanting, and it is evident

that the man gives with a painful reluotanoe,

from a regard only to the expectations of others,

from a vain ambition not to fall behind those

of equal or less wealth, or from the urgent im-
portunities of others, the gift will have no value
in God's sight., however costly it may be. But
a cheerful heart will always make an open hand;
whatever the man has will bo freely dispensed,
with no close or anxious calculations of the

amount, if he can only be sure of doing good,
and of relieving or removing the necessities of
his fellow-men. Accordingly God has declared
that everything sown in this spirit shall bring
forth a corresponding harvest, that those who
give from necessity, sparingly, unwillingly, or
half willingly, shall have a proportionate gain,

and that those who give cheerfully and liberally

shall have showered upon them an abundance
not only of spiritual but of temporal blessings.

As the result of both these kinds of blessing, the
cheerful giver will acquire that noble and perfect

simplicity which more completely surrenders
everything to One who never fails to supply
every want, and which is more and more un-
wearied in works of beneficence. And not only
is he himself thus prospered, but (what is far

more important) many hearts which are refreshed
by his bounty will overflow with thankfulness,

and will give glory to God; a loving fellowship

will spring up between the giver and the receiver

;

and the spiritual life of each will be quickened
and strengthened.

[2. It has sometimes been questioned whether
this promise, (vv. 8-10) is fully borne out by ob-
servation and experience. Not to dwell, how*
ever, upon the fact that the Apostio is in this placo
only laying down what might be expect <i ' •-»

God's power, and leaves undecided the question

whether that power will always be put forth in

every specific oase, we may suggest that the Apos-
tle ismerely giving thegeneral tendency and result
ofrighteousness (Hodge). It will be, however, time
enough to show that our passage will admit of ex-
ceptions, when a case of failure has been produced*

8. The power of all active beneficence in promot-
ing the Church's unity and common life.—Paul's

earnestness in the matter of this collection was
quite disproportionate to its importance as an
isolated fact. He was evidently looking far be-

yond it to the kind feelings and fellowship which
such a work was fitted to promote. There had
been, and there still was, great danger of a rup-
ture between the Jewish and Gentile Christians.

Paul evidently anticipated much from this col-

lection, in smoothing down any asperities which
had already become apparent.

4. It is evident that a community of goods
(whatever it may have been) did not preserve
the Church atJerusalem from poverty and want.
Clearly it had never been compulsory nor ab-
solutely universal, and was only for the occasion
on which so many strangers were in Jerusalem.

As a requirement, it seems only to have been that

each one should hold all that he had subject to

the call of necessity. (See on Acts iv. 84-87).

Probably then, and certainly ever since, the

apostolic rule was, "not an absolute uniformity,

but a mutual cooperation and assistance." (Stan-
ley).

5. The community of love laid down in this

section would preserve the whole Church from
want. In the great body there would be *' al-

ways an all-sufficiency in all things" and with such
a spirit it would be faithfully applied.

6. The Apostle clearly distinguishes between

spiritual and temporal blessings.—The Corinthians

might sow the one and not reap the other. We
may sow much love and self-sacrifice, and reap
abundantly the reward of such a sowing in kind,

i. e. t in their spiritual results, but reap very lit-

tle of pecuniary or temporal gain. " What Paul
promised these Corinthians was: 1, the love of

God (ver. 7) ; 2, a spirit abounding in every

good work (ver. 8) ; thanksgiving on their behalf

(rv. 1 1-18). A noble harvest ! but all spiritual."

(F. W. Robbbtsox). God might or might not

give of His infinite sufficiency and ability (ver.

8), for their temporal wealth.]

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Stabkb :—Ver. 1. Confidence and admonition

may very properly exist together, the one in

view of an honorable and upright character, and
the other because many need a preparation for

their duties.—Ver. 2. A good beginning is not

always sure of a good ending ; we must there-

fore admonish one another and pray that we
may continue diligent in every good work (1

Thess. iii. 2).

—

Hbdinqbb:—Commendable soli-
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citnde to observe accuracy in all we say; and to

fulfil all we engage to do; without this, our
words are only Tain boasting. Away with this

!

—Ver. 4. We should be careful to have good
reasons when we praise another, otherwise both
parties may only be brought to greater shame.—Ibid: Support of the poor, and support of

pastors. Plead and pray for them ! Oh, if all

who are in comfortable circumstances would but
remember how much their doing good has to do
with God's blessing! Their ability to do gdod is

His blessing, and they ought to be the hand by
which He blesses others, only that they them,
selves may be more blessed (vers. 6, 9). The
covetous man only betrays himself by pretending
to give liberally ; for he gives only a little ac-

cording to his ability, and this with evident re-

luctance and low motives.—Ver. 6. Every thing
we have is from God; the more we have, the
more readily, abundantly and joyfully should we
communicate for the relief of others, with no ex-
pectation of a reward. And yet it is not wrong
to have an eye to those promises which are a
token of God's great love and readiness to help

us in our weakness (Heb. x. 85; xi. 26).

—

Ibid:

Alms given merely by commandment are a kind
of forced sins, transferred and deposited to our
account Gifts bestowed with curses bring no
blessings or reward.—Ver. 7. A generous love

of our neighbor is like ripe clusters of grapes,
whose sweet juices flow forth by their own force.

It can scarcely be appealed to before its cheer-

ful response is ready. Without such a love men
must be hard pressed before they yield any thing,

and the little that comes forth is soured by com-
plaints and murmurings.—Ver. 8. Hedinoer:—
Nothing bestowed upon Christ's members is lost

;

and yet look well that no sighs adhere to your
gifts ! If it does not properly belong to you, it

cannot be acceptable. To offer what rightfully

belongs to another, is very fitly called, skinning
your neighbor and hanging his hide up in the
temple for God.—Christian virtues are joined
together like the links of a chain. He is a per-
fect Christian who fails in no part of his duties.

Ver. 9. Spener :—Genuine love is careful to be-
stow its bounty upon such persons and in such a
way that goodness shall not encourage wicked-
ness; but the hand which freely scatters must
not be fettered with too many scruples, if only
the worthy are not overlooked. Blessed are the
merciful whose care reaches to the soul as well

as to the body, to eternity as well as to time
(MaUb. v. 7).—Ver. 10. Hedinoer :—The sower
not unfrequently scatters on the soil what little

seed he has, and with painful anxiety hopes for

a plentiful harvest. Such a harvest God has
promised to those who sow liberally (in well
doing), and are moved by love to men and a de-
sire to serve God.—Ver. 11. God is the true cen-
tre from which all lines of blessing diverge, and
in which all benevolent actions again converge
in grateful thanksgivings.—Ver. 12. How much
good springs from love ! It preserves the life of
Christ's members, and turns their hearts into

altars of incense where God is adored.—Ver.
13. The confession of a true faith and the over-
flowing of a genuine love are beautiful things,

for which we have reason to rejoice and to praise
the Lord.—Ver. 14. Those who receive kindness

should heartily thank God for the spirit bestowed
upon the giver, and pray that he may receive an
abundant blessing.—Ver. 15. Let us never see or
hear of a charitable work without rejoicing in it

and praising God for it.

Berlenb. Bible:—Ver. 2. Whoever leaves
what he must do to the last hour, will find him-
self confused and his good work put to shame
(the foolish virgins).—Ver. 8f. Satan endeavors
to strangle our good purposes at the birth, and
we should take care faithfully to finish what we
have begun well. Every one is in danger during
his religious course of becoming cold in heart;
it is always well, therefore, when God sends
some one to stimulate our seal.—Ver. 6. If no*
thing in the heart is pleasing to God, we may be
sure that the outward act will have no blessing.
—Ver. 6. God delights in what flows liberally

from a loving heart.—Ver. 7. The Christian
knows no joy without faith, or which proceeds
not from grace. It is by the delight which the
liberal man finds in giving, that God steals his
heart and forces upon him a grace far richer
than what he gave.—Ver. 8. In proportion as we
apply to the poor those gifts with which Divine
love has favored us will be the grace which we
shall reoeive in their stead ; only the returning
stream will be the most abundant, that goodness
and faithfulness may meet together.—Ver. 9. In
scattering his blessings, the Christian must re-

collect that though his heart should be open and
unreserved, he should also proceed as carefully

as possible, for the work of love should be wise.

Even righteousness demands this. But it will

be like a regular growth, in whioh there is no
decay ; for as it is in harmony with the Divine
nature, it must be eternal.—Ver. 10. God gives
the seed, and He must give the harvest, but not
immediately, for then we could not distinguish

His several footsteps. When we open our hearts
to God (by our alms) the blessings always return
upon us in a thirty, sixty or an hundred fold in-

crease of Christian graces.—Ver. 12. It is said

that, " Love is the fulfilling of the law ;" and we
here see that obedience to the second table re-

acts upon the better fulfilment of the first, inas-

much as it awakens a spirit of praise.—Ver. 15.

Whoever recognises and accepts of Christ as a
gift, will be thankful and strive to live to the Di-
vine glory. Each attribute of God has a ten-

dency to produce in us something like itself; and
as He freely gives to us, we also are led freely to

give.

Bekgel :—Ver. 8 God gives us what we have,

not so much that we may have it, but that we
may do good. Every thing in life, even the best

earned rewards, are seeds sown for a future

harvest.

Rieger:—Ver. 5. A gift will be a blessing,

for the supply it affords, for the cheerful kind-

ness it displays, and for the thanksgiving of

which it is the occasion.—When it is a matter of
covet ousness, it will be done penuriously and un-
pleasantly, and will be received without pleasure

or satisfaction.—Ver. 6. The figure of sowing
and reaping is very appropriate to the work of

charity. That which is scattered, is something
which we look upon as needful for our support,

but which will not be at profitable if it is board-
I ed up. We must not be anxious about wind and
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weather, but trust rather to God's providence

than to our own prudence. Much seed will doubt-

less fall by the wayside, but that on the good
soil will abundantly reward us for all we sowed.

Yer. 8. God can turn to our advantage not

only the increase of our worldly wealth, but

every blessing of His daily providence. In this

way He may give us health, peace, pious hus-

bands and wives, pious children and faithful do-

mestics, and make them an advantage to us.

We often see those who are reluctant to do kind

acts for their neighbors lose mere by extrava-

gant children and unfaithful servants, tihau would

have formed a handsome contribution for the

poor.—Vers. 11 if. Where we have true simpli-

city of oharacter, we are not particular in the

enjoyment of what God gives us, but we are sa-

tisfied and hopeful, even where we Boem to be in

want.—Ver. 15. Christ is indeed an unspeakable

gift, but in Him is included the gospel, with all

its power in the heart, and those works of cha-

rity to which it prompts us, a supply for every

want, an overcoming faith, a thankful spirit, the

common fellowship of prayer which He creates,

and the prospect of a harvest of blessings through
all eternity.

Hbubnbel-—Yer. 1. An enlightened Christian

needs no long exposition of his duties.—Yer. 2.

Even for the sake of a good example, it may bo
a duty to give liberally.—Ver. 4. If a minister

has done all within his power, and his people are

without benevolence, theirs must be the reproach.

Yer. 6. God's blessing depends not upon the

amount, but upon the spirit with which we give.

Yer. 6. The principles on which we shall bo
blessed are: the more active we are in doing
good, the greater will be our blessing; the more
we are emptied of earthly things, the more we
are filled with God, and vice versa. Worldly pru-
dence says: Do not make yourself a beggar! but
Christian prudence says : Give all that thou hast

!

Yer. 7. The value of our charities depends
ipon their being given from a pure heart. God's
great grace in the heart makes a glad heart.

—

Ver. 9. God can give abundantly, not only in

earthly, but in spiritual things.—Ver. 12. The
giving of alms is of an advantage even in the

spiritual life; for rt awakens and strengthens
eur faith in the reality of a Christian spirit in

the church, and of course in the presence of God
Himself, to help the poor through His children.

When the heart of God's professed people are
unmerciful and severe toward others, it becomes
hard and bitter, inolined to unbelief, and a dis-

honor to our religion.—Ver. 14. A spirit of
prayer is no slight recompense for doing good.
Even those whom we never knew become in-

teresting to us when we hear that Divine grace
abounds in them.
W. F. Bbssbr :

—

Ver. 6. It is better to give to-

<hy than to-morrow, for no one knows how long
he wfll be able to give. Reason, indeed, always
gives reluctantly, from fear of some possible mis-
fortune in the future ; but the Bible says : " Oive
a portion to seven, and even to eight, for thou
kaowtst not what evil shall be upon the earth "

(Eccies. xi. 2, camp. Prov. iii 27, 28). God al-

ways gives with a liberal hand; and if it is a
Messing for us to give, let us not measure our
alms with a penurious and covetous spirit. God

also cheerfully lets us have the best He has ; and
if our alms are a sacrifice of praise, let us not
corrupt it with the leaven of covetousness, but
accompany it with the sweet inoense of a com-
plete dedication of our own selves to God ('Chap.

viii. 5, Mai. L 14).—Yer. 6. The giving or alma
is itself a blessing, and of course the giver must
be blessed. As the sun draws the water, and as
the clouds give back in showers what they before
received, (Eccles. xL 3) so will God graciously
return what we bestow (in His name and in His
hand) although it sometimes may seem like cast-

ing our bread upon the waters. A poor man
gives only an insignificant mite, but it is a bless-

ing, and he will have a harvest of blessings;
blessings from God's children, and blessings from
our heavenly Father in this world and in the
next. He who sows in blessings (giving in the
Lord and to the Lord), shall reap also in bless-

ings : He will hear many exclaim, •• God reward
you!" and •* Thank God!" and these shall rise

up before God with his alms, and spring up in
many full ears to form his harvest wreath in
another, and even in the present world. If those
who receive our gifts should be* unthankful, and
should have no share in our blessing, God is faith-

ful to remember every seed sown, and to make
it fruitful in blessings. Only see to it, there-

fore, that everything you sow is a bounty and not
a covetousness, and then give over all care about
the harvest, to the Lord who will not fail to make
it exceedingly abundant!—Ver. 10. We have the
same God in the kingdom of grace as in the king-
dom of nature. In the latter our Lord onoe
asked his discipleB, "Lacked ye anything?" and
they replied, "Nothing!" (Luke xxii. 86). In
the former also we may be sure that all cheerful
givers, when asked, "Have you over been impo-
verished by your scattering?" will glorify that
Lord who has taken upon Himself the debts of
all His poor (Prov. xix. 17), by answering:
" Never; we have always had the blessing Paul
promised the Corinthians."—Just as a citizen

shows his subjection to the civil law by a con-
scientious payment of all his legal assessments,

so a Christian shows that his confession is sub-
ject to the gospel when he cheerfully assists in

the collection of all church duea.—Ver. 14. The
longing which God's people sometimes feel in

every part of the general church on earth to en-

joy each others' fellowship is not extinguished

even if they have no prospect of meeting in the

flesh, but we instinctively yearn for a fellowship

face to face in the mansions of tho eternal

oity.

[STANxrr:—The Apostle presses upon them.

(1) speed, w. 1-5; (2) readiness, vv. 6-7; (3)
bounty, vv. 8-16. A Clarke: "The Apostle
enumerates the good effects which would be pro-

duced by their liberal alms-giving: 1. The wants

•

of the saints would be supplied ; 2. many thanks-
givings would thereby be rendered unto God; 8.

the Corinthians would thereby give proof of

their subjection to the Gospel; and 4. the pref-
ers of those relieved will ascend up to God in*

behalf of their benefactors." See a Sermon of

Dr. Barrow on the passage from the Psalms-
quoted in ver. 9, in which the subject of •« Bounty
to the Poor," would seem to be exhausted ( Works-

Vol. I. Ser. 31)].
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162 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

XV.—DEFENCE OP HI8 APOSTOLIC ENERGY, POWERS AND ACTS AGAINST THE AS-
SAULTS OP HIS ARROGANT OPPONENTS.

ChaptbeX. 1-18.

Now I Paul myself beseech you by the meekness and gentleness of Christ, who id

presence [indeed] am base [lowly] among you, but being absent am bold toward you

:

2 But I beseech [entreat] you, that I may not be bold when I am present with that

confidence, wherewith I think to be bold against some, which think of us as if we
3 walked according to the flesh. For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war after

4 the flesh: (For the weapons of our warfare1 are not carnal, but mighty through God
5 to the pulling down of strong holds :) Casting down imaginations, [reasonings, Xofur-

pobs] and every high thing that ezalteth itself [is raised, iitatpdfitvov'] against the
knowledge of God, and bringing ioto captivity every thought [every thought into

6 captivity] to the obedience of Christ; And having in a readiness to revenge all dis-

obedience, [every failure in obedience, Tcapaxorfv] when your obedience is fulfilled.

7 Do ye look on things after the outward appearance ? If any man trust to [in] him-
self that he is Christ's, let him of himself think [conclude, XoytlllirOw] this again, that,

8 as he u Christ's, even so are we Christ's [am. Christ's].* For though [even if,

idv rs]9 1 should boast somewhat more [abundantly, xepteffdrepSv'] of our author-

ity, which the Lord hath given us4 for edification, and not for your destruction, I
9 should not be ashamed: That I may not seem as if I would terrify you by letters:

10 For his letters, say they,* are weighty and powerful; but his bodily presence is weak,
11 and his speech contemptible. Let such a one think this, that, such as we are in word

by letters when we are absent, such will we be [are we] also in deed when we are

12 present. For we dare not make ourselves of the number, or compare ourselves with
some that commend themselves : but they, measuring themselves by [among, lv~\ them-

13 selves, and comparing themselves among [with] themselves, are not wise. But we*
will not boast1 of things without our measure, [boast without measure, efc rd Xfierpa]

but according to the measure of the rule which God hath distributed [apportioned] to

14 us, a measure to reach even unto you. For we stretch not ourselves beyond our mea-
sure, as though8 we reached not unto you: for we are come [came foremost, l<p6d<ra-

15 /icv] as far as to you also in preaching the gospel of Christ. Not boasting of things

without our measure [boasting without measuro], that is, of other men's labors; bat
having hope, wben your faith is increased, [that as your faith increases, ab^ayo^ivr^
having hope, when your faith is increased, that [as your faith increases, abZavoftivys

that] we shall be enlarged by you [among you, I* bfilv] according to our rule abund-

16 antly, To preach the gospel in the regions [as far as the parts, cfc rd Gxtpkxstva] beyond

17 you, and not to boast in another man's line of things made ready to our hand. But
18 he that glorieth, let him glory in the Lord. For not he that commendeth himself is

approved, but whom the Lord commendeth.

i Ver. 4.—Eec has ffrparctaf, but Its authority is feeble. [Internal evidence would teen strong in favor of < w

both here and In 1 Tim. i. 18, (or ordinarily (though by no means uniformly) it is used for military service or warfare,
while crparti. signifies rather an army : but they are often used interchangeably, and the external evidence against It is

too strong to be forsaken (Tisch.). Lachm. however (rastained only by Cod. B.) adopts it.]

* Ver.7—Rec. has ypurrov after iftitU: but it is thrown out by the majority of the best M88. [Tisch. after rejecting

it in ed. 3d, restores it In ed. 7th with the remark: "at ut moUitum ommno omitnm vitUtur: addidiue qucmmam vt*
crtdibiU vidttur." And yet the documentary ovidenco against it (B. C. D. (1st hand) F. 0. Bin. many cursives, Vulg. Goth,
Syr. Arm. with most of the ancient expositors) is very strong.]

* Ver. 8.—The predominance of evidence is In favor of r« after km; it is easier to oonoetve of Its nsatssl na than of its

insertion. On the other hand «ot before irsptovorvpo*' has the weight of authority against it, and it is probably a rappW-
mentary addition. [Tisch. now restores it and thinks it more likely to have In-en omitted than added by a foreign nandL]

* Ver. 8.—iifilv after irvpto? is uncertain. It might have seemed superfluous after ^cAr, and yet Tory appropriate

after loWcy. The best M88. do not have it.

* Ver. 10.—[^MTToAa* is placed before|Urby Lachm. after Codd. B. and Sin.]. +*riv Is better sustained than sWir;
it is also the more difficult reading.

* Ver. 12, 18.

—

oh wvioZair im*U to are thrown out by a number of critics, but on the sole authority of OodeVntal
M8&, some of which have iiuit M, although these last words seem like an incomplete restoration when they stniMl

alone. The transcriber's eve easily passed from ov beforem to ovx after qjActc to. and it was difficult to explain the

passage without omitting these words. See critical remarks [and Stanley's extended discussion.]

» Ver. 18.—«avx*ro>«*a has satisfactory evidence In its favor; and is neither to be left out nor exchanged for

*ovYwj*«e<i nor K*vx*>n*roi.
* Ver. 14.—Lachm. has •* yap instead of ov y«> iff but his authorities are weak [only Ood. B. and two very recent

aurslves. As he places the mark of interrogation after eavTovt, the sense remains the same.]
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EXKGKTICAL AND CRITICAL.

In passing to a new section (Si), the tone of

the Apostle's discourse becomes much altered.

["The conciliatory and affectionate strain of
entreaty which pervaded the first part, is ex-

changed for that of stern command, and almost
menace : there is still the same expression of de-

votion to the Corinthian Church; but it is mixed
with a language of sarcasm and irony which has
parallels iu the First Epistle, but none up to this

point in the Second. With this change in the

general tone agrees also the change in details.

Instead of the almost constant use of the first

person plural, he here almost invariably (and in

some instances with unusual emphasis) employs
the first person singular; the digressions no
longer go off to general topics, but revolve more
closely round himself; the Corinthians are no
longer commended for their penitent zeal, but
rebuked for their want both of love and peni-

tence. The confident hopes which he had ex-

pressed for the future are exchanged for the

most gloomy forebodings. This change is not to

be accounted for by supposing this section to be a
distinct fragment between his First and Second
Epistles; for, after all, the differences between
the different parts are no greater than those be-

tween other portions of his writings: nor by
supposing that he is addressing a different por-
tion of the Corinthian congregation, for no inti-

mation of this is given ; but it is possible that

some considerable pause, either of time or
thought, now took place, during which addi-

tional news or recollections of an unfavorable
character came before him, and gave a new turn
to his discourse. As the time drew near also in

which he was to visit and test his apostolic

power among them, he was perhaps haunted by
the fear that he should have to visit them in an-

g2r and not in love. Such a feeling is the basis

of this, as that of gratitude was the basis of the

first portion of the Epistle. It is from this that

he starts* (x. 1-7), from this the digressions fly

off (x. 12; xii. 10), and to this his conclusion
returns (xii. 11 : xiii. 13).*' Stanley (abridged)].

His object now is to vindicate his Apostolic cha-
racter and authority against those ill-disposed

and arrogant opponents who had made light of

them. The tendency of what he says is still to

draw off the Church, with which he was anxious
to deal tenderly, from those antagonists on whom
he had determined to exert the Apostolic powers
they had depreciated.

Vers. 1-h. Now I Paul myself, beseech
you by the meekness and gentleness of
Christ, who in presence, indeed, am
lowly among yon, but being absent am
bold toward yon (ver. 1).—[In no other part

of his Epistles has he made his individua-

lity so prominent. He usually says, "I Paul,"
j

(Gal. v. 2; Eph. iii. 1; Philem. 19), or uses
simply the first person (singular or plural) of

some verb]. Here avr6q is added, and by way
of emphasis is plaoed at the head of the sentence.

It should be construed neither in the sense of

ultro (of my own accord), nor in that of idem

(always the same) in opposition to those who re-

proached him that he had been fickle or inconsis-

tent in his conduct, nor in contrast with those

who had charge of the collection, with the poor
saints who were to be relieved, with his calum-
niators, or with him who hitherto had been as-

sociated with him in the composition of the Epis-

tle (chap. i. 1). With respect to this last sug-

festion, we have nothing in the remainder of the

ipistle which indicates that the Aposde wished
to make prominent that he was sustaining any
new relation to them, or that he was now more
than before addressing the Corinthians with bis

own hand or especially authenticating what he
was about to write. The word has reference

rather to the prayer in ver. 2, which is brought
out in a somewhat gentler form by the exhorta-

tion in ver. 1, and it relates to what is said in

the relative sentence in ver. 1, as if he would
say : I myself admonish and pray you ; even I,

who in personal appearance am so mean among
you, but when absent am so bold toward you ; i.

«., even I who, according to the disparaging^

insinuations of my opponents* (for these are*

evidently aimed at), am bold only when at a
distance, and so submissive (cringing, faint-

hearted) when personally present with you, now
exhort and pray you, to save me by your con-
duct the necessity of being bold and overbearing
when I shall be present with you. With the

words hyi> IlaDAoc, on which the main emphasis
should be placed, he meets them in that Aposto-
lic and personal character which was so familiar
to them, to which they owed so much, and on
which his admonition now depended for all its

power. He strengthens this, however, by the
addition: by the meekness and gentleness (rrpa6-

ttjs kcli kwuiKeia) of Christ. This gentleness and
benignity or mildness (Acts xxiv. 4) of Christ

(comp. Matth. xi. 29f.; Isa. xlvii. 2f.), ought
to move them to comply with his exhortation.

As this was the ordinary spirit and manner of

Christ, they ought to see that Christ's Apostles
might also be gentle, and they should not make
it necessary for him to proceed against them
with severity. Ewald takes it as an admonition
to the Corinthians, that they should not, like his

opponents mistake for weakness that meekness
and humility which he carefully copied in ail his

conduct from the example of Christ. Neither
does the scope of the passage nor analogy require
that we should construe Std in the sense of a so-

lemn protestation (Osiander). bib with a genit.

often indicates the means or accompaniments;
as if the action were passing through them,
and receiving a peculiar coloring from the me-
dium. Paul's entreaty is here supposed to ac-

quire a special tenderness by being did rrjq irpadr.

k. ettleik, [Jelf, j 905. 3 B. 1]. The distinction

between wpadri^ and kizLEiKELa, according to Me-
lancthon, consists in this: the former means non
temere tr<z*et, and the latter facile placari. Ben-
gel makes the former virtus magie absoluta (wil-

lingness to suffer and to forgive), and the latter

magi* refertur ad alios. According to Meyer the

contrast is between what was actually expe-
rienced and what was strictly just. Hbubner:
Meekness endures the pain, but gentleness cor-
rects the faults of others with forbearance.
[Webster and Wilkinson say that "Trpadr. is

natural mildness of disposition; ittiuk. a habit
arising from considerateness, exemplified by our
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Lord in Luke ix. 56, and Matth. xxvi. 41.

"

Comp. Trench, Synn. t
First Part, pp. 207-10].

The idea (of RQchert) that Paul felt especially

touched by the insinuation contained in the re-

lative sentence, inasmuch as he was conscious

that notwithstanding all his vehemence he was
really deficient in personal courage, must have
originated in a sad misapprehension of the Apos-
tle's cbaracrer as presented in his life and Epis-

tles. Those opponents who urged this objection

in order to weaken the impression which his

Severe reproofs had produced, had found a
plausible reason for their assertion in the fact

that, for fear of aggravating the evil, he had
spoken of some things within the Church itself

with a degree of hesitation. It is possible, too,

that after his second visit to Corinth (and before

our first Epistle) the state of things had become
so much worse, that he had felt obliged to write
with more severity than he had displayed when he
was among them (Meyer). It would be hardly
correct to go back as far as his first visit among
them (I Cor. ii. 8), for the observation of his

opponents had probably been made at some later

period. But the matter on which the Apostle
exhorts his readers is contained in the prayer
(teofiai) which follows in ver. 2.—Bat I pray
that I may not when present hare to be
bold with that confidence with which I
think to be bold against some.—[By
translating irapait. of ver. 1, and Stop, of ver. 2,

by the same word (beseech) our common version

fails to preserve the growing earnestness indi-

cated by the latter word. For a similar inter-

change of these words see chap. v. 20, 21 ; vi. 1

;

viii. 4]. The 6k not only indicates that he was
taking up again what had gone before, but it in-

troduces a contrast to the sentence implied in the

relative sentence. The prayer itself, as the con-
text and the want of the accusative of the object

Snows, was directed not to God (for then irapa-

*a\w in ver. 1 would have no significance) but to

the Corinthians. [" The terms in which this is

expressed are taken from the description which
the detractors were accustomed to give of him
(ver. 1), which, although apparently incidental,

is thekey note of all that follows, in which the ideas

raireiv. and dap}), in various turns of thought and
phraseology continually and prominently recur."

Stanley.] The article t6 serves to make the in-

finitive sentence especially prominent. Ilaptn' cor-

responds in signification with eif irp6$cmov in ver.

1. The thing prayed for is, that they would not
allow it to become necessary for him to be bold

among them. The ireiro/#J7<7ic was that confi-

dence in his official authority and rights which
was connected with good conseienoe, and whose
dependence was indeed upon God, but need not
be understood here. Aoyi£opuu is not hi the pas-

sive (I am reckoned) to express the way in which
he was estimated by his opponents (Luther).

Beza not only regards it as a passive, but takes

rokurjoai as a preterite, which, however, would
have called for some additional word (aw6v) to

imply this (comp. Meyer). It denotes here, as it

often does in Euripides and Herodotus, the in-

tention, the design or determination of the mind.

fCbrysostorn thinks the word does not imply a
full or settled purpose. Paul " said>ot * where-
with I am prepared,' but 'wherewith I think,'

for he had not yet resolved upon this, though
his opponents had given him occasion enough."
Bloomfield notices a paronomasia in foyiZofuu
and Xoyi^o/ihwvg, which if introduced into Eng-
lish might perhaps be best expressed by rcdcott].

As the case is different with to)t&fitvovcy the
word there has the meaning of, to reckon /or, or
en $omethmg. 'Ewl rtvag should be connected not
with dap/font but with roWpfyjai, which must
here be taken absolutely and in the sense of, to
have courage, to be resolute, to step forth boldly
(as in Homer, Pindar, the tragic poets and
Thucydides). [It has also something of the
signification, to venture, to have the heart, as if

the agent endured or suffered something, because
he acted in spite of natural feeling, or under great
difficulties. This idea may be traced in the use of
the word here].—namely, those who think
of as as if we walked acoording to the
flesh, (ver. 2 b.)—He does not name these per-
sons, but he immediately characterizes them from
the way in which they were in the habit ofjudging
him. 'Qg is here used as in 1 Cor. iv. 1. [ITf/m-

ffarowrcf etymologically signifies, to walk about,
hither and thither, and Stanley thinks that we
have here a reference to this original meaning].
Kard. adpKa mpiirarelv here signifies, a course of
condnct, characterized by the cap£ (i. <?., by the
psychic-corporeal life), destitute of a spiritual
character, and not merely dependent upon exter-
nal influences, and of course feeble, but in posi-
tive antagonism to the spirit, and of course sin-

ful; i. «., the organ and principle of sin (Beck,
Christl., Lehrwiss, p. 278). The idea of weak-
ness probably predominates, but the expression
describes a course of conduct determined by the
fear of men, or the desire of pleasing men, and
hence a personal bearing disgraced by cowardice
or servility (raneafdg). The human nature re-

ferred to was therefore one enfeebled, not merely
from the want of Divine support, but from sin

(comp. on 1 Cor. xii. 17).—For though we
walk in the flesh, we do not make war
according to the flesh (ver. 3).—A reason
is here given for the prayer in ver. 2, and at the
same time he exonerates himself from what bad
been charged upon him by his opponents (rotf

for/it.—ireptirarovvTac). I beg of you not to al-

low me to be placed in such circumstances
that I shall be obliged to venture on an un-
pleasant part when I shall be present with you.
For although we are walking in the flesh, we
do not take the field, or carry on war accord-
ing to the flesh, i. «., we are not determined
by fleshly considerations as those persons
imagine. Xrparebtcr&ai (1 Cor. ix. 7), understood
in the more comprehensive sense implied by its

contrast with Treptircrrelv, designates the Apostles'

whole ministry in its numerous conflicts with
hostile powers, under the figure of a warfare.

Comp. ii. 14; 1 Tim. i. 18. The emphasis lies

upon the two contrasted prepositions h and xnrtf.

The flesh (ttap£) is indeed the sphere in which
we move, t. e. the psychical and corporeal life

with all its sinful infirmities is the instrument by
which and the department fa which we act

(comp. fa h tapicl in Gal. H. 20), but it is not

the influence which determines our movements."
The reason for this assertion is given in ver. 4.

—For the weapons of our warfare are not
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oarnal bat mighty before Ood for the
pulling down of strong holds.—The Apos-
tle here describes the kind of weapons be used,

t. «. the means by wbicb be oarried on bis minis-

try {birXa chap. vi. 7) in contrast with those of

bis adversaries. As bis weapous bore not the

stamp of the flesh, there was no reason for say-

ing that his action as a Christian warrior was
under the direction of the flesh. W. F. Rbsseb:
** The text must certainly give a strong testimony

against the mingling of ecclesiastical authority

with the civil power of the sword (eomp. Augsh.
Conf. p. 64, Art. of Smalc p. 844]."—-The Apos-
tle brings into positive contrast with the carnal

(eapKiKd, comp. i. 12) not the spiritual (wvev/w
ruca) bnt the mighty in God's sight (Swara r£
de{). The fleshly is also that which is feeble,

and especially when it is in conflict with the

world for the cause of God, it is entirely power-
less. 2apKi*6c however is not precisely equiva-

lent to, feeble, bat the only thing which in this

case is powerful is that which proceeds from,

and bears the impress of the Spirit For a notice

of the spiritual panoply see Eph. vi. llff. Simi-

lar contrasts may be found in 2 Chron. xxxii. 8

;

Isa. xxxi. 3; Ps. lxxxviii. 39. Power is directly

related to spirit also in 1 Cor. ii. 4; Luke i. 17.

Award is more particularly defined by r$ #p£ to

mean that which is powerful in God's esteem,
before God. Comp. aareioc t£ #f£ in Acts vii.

20, and also Jonah iii. 3. And yet the phrase is

not intended to be simply a superlative, but to

signify the truth or the reality (Osiaoder: accep-
table to God) of the power. Neander: mighty,
because God gave them, and overthrows strong
holds by means of them. In opposition to the
explanation wbioh makes this phrase mean:
through or for God, it may be said that the
former would be superfluous, being self-evident

;

and although the latter might seem appropriate
in the sense of: to the honor, or, for the use of
God, (*. e. to show forth his power) there is no-
thing in the context to call for such a remark.*

—

The end which these weapons were to subserve,
and to which they were adapted, is announced
in *p% nadaipeoiv bxvpuf*&Tw. They are the in-

strumentalities by which the /eoc/tof, or its apxuv,
the god of this world (rov alotvog chap. iv. 4),
•ndeavorB to obstruct the progress of God's cause
and the work of salvation. Oxvpofidra signifies

castles or fortresses. [They are things intended
to serve in the mind as strong holds do in war-
fare. Comp. Prov. xxi. 22. Stanley (p. 600)
thinks that the peculiar imagery here used was
suggested by the Mithridatic and Piratical wars
which took place in Cilicia ; the latter only 60
years before the Apostles' birth. One hundred
and twenty such strong holds are said to have

[• This nema hardly oooelneire, for the Apostle might
very property oall attention te the agency of God through
which hid weapons were so powerful. Is there any greater
fall for bis mere assertion that his weapon* were power-
ful in Oods sight (i.e. truly) I The ancient Greek Exposi-
tors (whose opinions on such a question are entitled to
weight, favor the meaning given in our common version,
as e. a. Chrys.: "Paul here refers the whole power to God-
lie says not m>* are mighty, but our vrapm* are mighty
through God." So also Bloomfteld, Conybeare and Stanley
(in his translation). Wordsworth less appropriately renders
the phrnse, God-ward in contrast with man-ward or In the
direction of, in respect to, men. He refers to Acts vii. 30.
Comp. J*Lr,i 611, b.J

been in existence and to have been taken in the
war with these pirates. Each word here used
strikingly carries out the metaphor]. The way
in which this overthrow was effected is more
particularly described in ver. 6. — Casting
down reasonings and every lofty thing
wbioh is erected against the knowledge
of Ood.—As the first and most prominent of
these strong holds, he mentions Xoyujfioi>s

t
intel-

lectual bulwarks which were probably not so
much projects or hostile plans as unevangelical
thoughts or fixed conclusions of human (Hellen-
istic or Judaistic) philosophy, in direct opposi-

tion to the Christian faith, 1 Cor. iii. 20. [Our
English "imaginations" is hardly the proper word
here. The idea is rather "reasonings." It re-

fers to theoretic subtilties or argumentations].

Comp. the contrasted yvuccr rov veov. Kadatn-
ovvrec is anacoluthic; comp. chap. ix. 11. To
connect it with ver. 8 so as to make ver. 4 a
parenthesis, seems not only unnecessary but un-
allowable inasmuch as ver. 4 is essentially a
continuation of the main thought, and ica&aipov-

vrec is most naturally referred back to xatialpeotv.

[As all the prominent words of this passage are
evidently military we must suppose (he allusion

in ita&aipio was to the use of the "crow" which
pulled (not cast) down the walls or towers of an
enemy. Stanley gives several instances of sueh

a use of the word in classic writers. (See also

Cobbin)]. In nal ir&v vtyuua, etc., (every high
thing, etc.) he reverts to the metaphor he had
left in toyiapobr and which had been only hinted

at in tcadaipovvrec. Trfafia signifies an elevation,

something made high, as a tower, wall or any-
thing of the kind. In sense it is much the same
as oxvp6(iara in ver. 4 t. e. it is something by
which the enemy strives to maintain his ground.

By irdv it becomes a general term in which even
the "koyuyfini are included, and it then signifies

every kind of human greatness which could be
made use of in such a warfare; according to Osi-

ander, wisdom, eloquence, power, righteousness,

honor, wealth.—Agreeably to the metaphor, kirai-

pdftevov [opposite of ta&aip.] should be construed

not in the middle but passive voice. That against

which these high things were ereoted, and whose
progress, and ascendency was thus to be pre-

vented, was the knowledge of Qod (yvooir rov

&eov); not (subjectively) as it existed in the

minds of his opponents, and was opposed by the

darkness of human wisdom, but objectively,

something which met men in common life, and
called forth their opposition: that revelation of

the plan and work of salvation, in which Christ

was proclaimed and God was manifested in

Christ. In addition to the negative acts by whioh
the fortresses obstructing the progress of Divine
knowledge were overthrown, we have those which
were positive, when the Apostle adds,—and
bringing every thought into captivity to
the obedience of Christ, (ver.66.)—When the

enomy is thus captured, the victory must be com-
plete. This enemy is irav v6t?fM ; which is here

not the same as design, and then to be joined

with elf rift virwcoijv, so as to mean every design

in opposition to the obedience, etc, for even if we
do not take into consideration the want of the

article (to), and the use of elc instead of the fore-

going xarrf, we should find that v6^fia in this
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sense would be no proper object of captivity, and
that a much better sense would be afforded by
supposing tt/v inaKoijv the fortress to which they

were carried. Thus obedience was as it were
the place to which the captive enemy was brought
and hence we have elg instead of a dative, as in

Rom. vii. 23. As the intellectual element predo-

minates in the whole context, we have no reason

to take v6r/fia in the sense of intention [Alford]

or disposition; and still less of the spiritual mind
itself which exercises thought, i. e. the under-
standing; Luther: all human reason.* This
obedience of Christ, in the sense of a subjection

to Christ, is in other passages called the obe-

dience of faith Rom. i. 5; xv. 18. The idea is:

to bring every thought or understanding which
is otherwise opposed to Christ, into subjection to

Him. HapaKof] and xmaKoij are contrasted in ver.

o. [The former signifies (strictly) a failing to

hear or a hearing amiss, and so a want of obe-

dience ; the latter a listening to authority, and
so a subjection to another. See Webster, Synn.

p. 225, also Trench, Synn. 2d Ser. p. 73.] Al-

though the Apostle does not entirely forsake the

line of thought which he had pursued in the
preceding paragraph, t. e. t of contention gene-
rally with hostile powers, he now returns more
decidedly to the affairs of the Corinthian Church.
And having in a readiness to punish
every failure in obedience when your
obedience shall have been fulfilled (ver.

G). —He evidently regarded that Church as spe-

cially subject to his Apostolical authority, and it

was only in their return to him that he expected
the completion (nfajpody) of their obedience to

Christ. Upon that obedience he made to depend
the time in which he should exercise his disci-

plinary power upon those Judaistic corrupters

who might persist in opposing his authority.

For this he was even then ready (ev hoifiu i%etv

=zin promptu habere), and he was only waiting

for the completion of the Church's obedience.

Comp. chap. ii. 1; xiii. 10. A delicate hint

seems here conveyed that he would make a dis-

tinction between these seducers and those who
had been seduced; and an admonition is ex-

pressed that the latter would do well by their

entire submission to his instructions, to escape
the punishment he was about to inflict (perhaps
excommunication, or at least something which
would be a proof of his miraculous powers as an
Apostle) on those who might continue disobe-

dient. It would be incorrect to understand this

fulfilment of their obedience as referring to

the Apostle's call for a collection. He says that

he was in readiness, in opposition to those who
might suggest that he was not in earnest in the

matter (comp. Osiander [also J elf, { 622, 2]).

[* Thii is one of those passages which became so important
In the controversy with Rationalism. The etymological
construction of the word is certainly in faror of the mean-
ing: : a thought, an intellectual perception as it in formed in
the mind; and yet a very extensire usage in classic writers
favor* the meaning, thefaculty of the undcritanrtiug, or even
the mind Usd?. The sense, too. If we adopt this meaning,
wonld be highly appropriate; for while it is ihe Aoyto-Mol,
which were demolished, the mind itself which once enter-
tained them, is here supposed to be takeu captive to the
obedience of Christ. We are compelled, however, by the
connection which deals entirely with the products of human
artiou against Divine k .owledge, to adopt the etymological
signification].

[Stanley's paraphrase well expresses the idea of
this passage: <*I conjure you not to compel me
to break the bounds of the gentle and forgiving
character of Christ. But be assured that, if I

do exercise when I am present, the authority
which some think I shall never venture to exer-
cise but at a distance, it will be a real authority.
I shall come against you like a mighty conqueror,
though with weapons, not of earthly, but of hea-
venly warfare; and every alien thought and im-
agination shall fall before me, like fortresses

before a victorious army, and shall be reduced to

submission, like captive hands: and those who
resist shall be punished like the last remnants of
a defeated insurrection. To effect all this, I wait
only till I am assured of your submission, that I

may not confound the innocent with the guilty,

the dupes with the deceivers." He speaks as if

his opponents were not members of the Corinthian
Church, but foreign to it ; and hence as if they
were not addressed in this epistle, and were only
awaiting the obedience of the Corinthians that
he might exercise his vengeance on them].

Vkrs. 7-11. In this passage the Apostle main-
tains that his relations to Christ were of an inti-

mate nature, in opposition to his opponents, who
prefessed that they alone stood in such relations

;

and he adds the assurance that when he should
come to Corinth in person, and not merely by
his letters, as they asserted, he would give them
a proof of his Apostolical authority.

—

Do ye
look on things after the outward appear-
ance ? (ver. 7a)—The way in which we interpret
this sentence must depend upon the sense we give
to ra Kara irpfoumov. If it means things lying in
sight before their eyes, from which the Corin-
thians might recognize, if they were disposed to

do so, his Apostolical dignity, the idea would be
jthat he was calling upon them to attend more
carefully to things obviously before them. In
this case pteirere would be construed in the im-
perative [.-Look at what is before your own
eyes]. The analogy of other passages, however,
would require that this verb should have stood at

the head of the sentence, comp. 1 Cor. i. 26 ; x. 18

;

Phil. iii. 2. If that expression, however, means
that which is merely apparent, it may refer to

something in his opponents which gave them an
external advantage; or to something external in
the Apostle himself, which made the Corinthians
postpone him to them. In this case, fftercert

must be construed in the indicative, either as a
direct assertion, and a severe reproach to them
[Vulgate, Stanley], or as a question (with Theo-

I

doret, Erasmus, Meyer [Alford, Hodge, and our
English A. V.]) in accordance with the lively

and earnest spirit of the general passage. The
context (vers. 1-10), is certainly in favor of re-
ferring the expression to the Apostle himself.

[Id this case, however, many think thai fiXhrtrt
would be quite as much required at the com-
mencement of the sentence, and to be preceded by
a ti or some similar word. The signification

finally attained is much the same, whether the
indicative is taken annunciatively or interroga-
tively. Adopting the latter as the most proba-
ble, the Apostle] intended to speak of his out-
ward manner, which, when he was at Corinth,
had not been bold or confident, and hence had
afforded ill-disposed persons an occasion for
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suspecting him of weakness and timidity. The
question was directed not to his principal antago-
nists, but to the Church itself; at least, to that

portion which had listened to the pretensions of

these opponents. In the next Terse, however, he
changes his address and fixes his eje upon these
opponents themselves.

—

If any man trusts in
himself that he is Christ's, let him con-
clude this again of himself, that as he is

Christ's, so also are we (ver. 76). The word
tavry makes the personal vanity and self-conceit

of such a confidence very prominent, inasmuch
as it is a confidence in one's own self. In
Xpurrov elvcu we have the idea of belonging to

Christ, but the context does not imply that this

was in the sense of kindred (perhaps through
James), or of a particular fellowship with Peter;
nor does it refer merely to the general relation-

ship of all believers, but to the special ownership
implied in dovA&e (which indeed a number of au-
thorities add to the reading of this passage,
though it is evidently a gloss), or didtcovoc xf>"*-
rov (chap. xi. 23). To this iavrQ corresponds
<vf (Lachmana e0'=m, though the reading is not
sufficiently authenticated) iavrov, which is made
emphatic by tt&?uv, again (not, on the other hand).

But this phrase, of hi* own self, may mean either,

proceeding from himself t. «., referring to what
he might see of himself, inasmuch as he would
find the same evidences of this being Christ's in

]

Paul as in himself; or by himself without any
I

suggestion or assistance from the Apostle ; as if

the meaning were : we should expect that those i

who assume such high grounds with respect to
|

themselves, would need no suggestions from
others, but that they would apply the same
principles and come to a correct conclusion
here. This last explanation seems the more
probable. The first reminds us of the supposed
Christ-party in Corinth which claimed a special

relation to Christ on account of their Jewish
descent (comp. chap. xi. 22), or on account of
some intercourse with him by mysterious visions,

such as are referred to in chap. xii. Iff.; and
according to it, the Apostle was maintaining that
they would find the same marks of intimacy with
Christ in him. But the alleged facts are altoge-

ther too uncertain to exercise any influence upon
our exposition. There is no necessity ofassuming
that Paul had any where reference in Xpiorov
elvai to such a party or its leaders, and the ut-

most that we can infer from what is here said is

that he might possibly have some allusion to the
name of that party. Neander thinks that Paul
must have referred here to some opponents who
claimed to belong exclusively to Christ on ac-
count of having received their Chr&tianity di-

rectly from the Apostles of the original Church.
The claim of these persons, whatever it might
be, Paul met with the assertion that he also

could speak of himself in the same terms in

which those earliest Apostles said they were
Christ's. The words, at he himself is, so also are we,

are intended to be a conciliatory and a moderate
presentation of his true claims. When he
speaks unreservedly and tells the whole truth
on this subject, he goes beyond what is implied
in such a comparison (chap. xi. 23). £Z r/f

(delicately, instead of boriq) is not necessarily
against the idea that his opponents were proba-

bly a number of persons. The equality or the

title to an equality of position which he had
claimed in ver. 7, he makes clear in ver. 8, by
adding—For even if I should boast some,
what more abundantly of the power
which the Lord gaVe as for edification
and not for your destruction, I should not
be put to shame.—He means to say, that if

he should go much further in his claims of offi-

cial authority, he would never be found an idle

boaster. The particle kav is not designed to con-

cede that he was about to boast in this manner,
and re yap has the sense of, for even as in Rom.
i. 26 ; vii. 7. The object of re is to indicate that

some other member of a sentence stands in har-

mony with it or in a reciprocal relation to it. In

the present case it points out such an agreement
or correlation between edv—Kavxfysonat and ovk

alaxwdrjoopat (Passow, Tr. A. B. I. 2 a. bb. B.).

[On the use ofiav with the Aorist subjunctive when
something objectively possible is thought of in

the future, but not conceived of as exactly cer-

tain, see Winbb J 48, 3 b. We may here rendtr

Kavxfjoufuu like the Latin fut, exact, and ataxyv&f
aofiai as the fut. simp!, as in our common Eng-
lish version. The word "egovoia includes both

the ideas of power aud of right or authority."

Hodgb]. Hepiaodrepov (accus.) should be taken

in a comparative sense. According to some, the

comparison has reference to what had been said

in vv. 4-6 ; but according to others, it has refe-

rence to his opponents (more than they boast). It

is most natural to suppose that he is putting

himself on an equality with those opponents

mentioned in ver. 7, and his meaning would then

be: yet more than I just now did when I made
myself the equal of such as claimed to be Christ's

servants. In the words, for edification and not

for destruction, the church is represented as if

it were a house or a temple of God (1 Cor. iii.

16) [and Paul and his associates in the ministry

are supposed to be artificers in the construction

of the whole and of each part. It was no part

of his mission to destroy, but only to save and
put in order (a true conservatism). Howson
calls attention to the fact that out of the twenty-

two times in which the words edify, and edifica-

tion are used figuratively in the New Testament,

they are in every instance but one used by Paul

;

and the one exceptional instance (Acts ix. 81) is

in a book composed probably under his superin-

tendence, and by a writer of his school. It is

possible that his predilection for the trope may
have sprung from his craft as a Cilician tent-

maker. But Howson is of the opinion that the

word has always a social character, t. e. t that it

is always applied to the progress of a community,
not of an individual. Hence believers are not

severally a buildiog, but only parts (living

stones) of a common structure ( Metaphors of St.

Paul in Suna\ Mag. for Jan., 18C7, pp. 257-63)].

The expressions here used incidentally also sug-

gest that his opponents had not edified but had
rather pulled down (comp. 1 Cor. iii. 17), and
that they had arrogated to themselves powers
which Christ had not bestowed upon them. The
Katiaipeotc of ver. 4 had been of a different nature
from that which is here spoken of, for the object

of that had been to destroy only what obstructed

the Christian faith, and to animate and assist
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such as were living a life of faith (oiKodofif) in 1

Cer. viii. 1). The communicative ^/uuv indicates

that there were others who shared in this power,
and who were his genuine associates, and not
unworthy intruders into this high offioe. The
words / shall not bs asfuimcd, are very concise

and emphatic. They refer to what he was doing,

or to the results of his labors as an Apostle, in

consequence of which all his boasting on this

subject would be proved to be the sober truth.

With this is immediately connected a final sen-
tence (ver. 0).—That I may not seem aa if

I would terrify yon by letters.—This is in-

troduced by no rov o 6i teyo, or anything of the
kind. The aim which is implied in the Iva must
be that of Ood who would not allow him to be
put to shame. It was by aa appeal to the re-

sults of his Apostolic power that he justified

himself from the charge of using expressions in

his Epistles which oould never be carried into

execution, and had been, therefore, thrown out
for mere intimidation. There is no need, there-

fore, of commencing a now period with \vay

which, after a parenthesis in ver. 10, comes to a
conclusion in ver. 11 (thai I may not seem to

terrify you by my Epistles, let such a /me think,

etc.). There would certainly be something
abrupt in the way in whioh such a sentence
would be introduced (and hence some manu-
scripts insert a 6i after Iva), and the idea itself

would be inappropriate (since nothing is, in fact,

brought forward in ver. 11 to obviate the objec-

tion which ver. 9 supposes). f**A clause with
lvat

as we have seen before in this Epistle (comp.
also Gal. ii. 10), often depends on some word or
words omitted, but easily supplied from the con-
text. "This is the only instance in the New
Testament where av, after a conjunction, is used
with the infinitive. Winer (J 48 6) resolves it

into &f av €K<jtop6lfu vftae, as if Imight wish to terrify

you, which agrees with our translation." Hodge].
In later usage £f Av has the sense of the simple
<&? with the Av, t. «., of tanquam quasi (as if), and
it is here employed to modify the force of kiapopeir,

or to indicate that Paul was acting like one who
terrifies. The plural seems to imply that Paul
had already written to the Corinthians more than
one Epistle. Nbandek: "Wetnay reckon up, first,

an Epistle now lost; secondly, that which we
bow call the first ; thirdly, that upon which we
are now commenting, and, perhaps, finally, the
one whioh was sent by the hands of Titus."
[Barnes and Stanley think that the Corinthians
might have seen some of Paul's EpiBtles to other
churches, and been so well acquainted with them
as to make this general remark respecting them.
Four large Epistles (two to the Thessalonians,
one to the Galatians, and one to the Corinthians)
among those now extant had been written (the
two first in the city of Corinth) before this time.

Alford also suggests that Paul may have included
the letter he was then writing, by way of antici-

pation].—For his letters, they say, are in-
deed weighty, and powerful, but his bo-
dily presence is weak, and his speech
contemptible (ver. 10).—He here introduces
his opponents, urging an objection founded on
the objection whioh had been presented in ver.

9. The speakers who are the subject of frfoiv,

are his opponents, and this verb is equivalent to

the impersonal eVwrfv of later usage (Passow, IL

2, p. 2248). There is no reason for confining

this to some single person. BapOf has the sense

of, gravis, significant, important, impressive,

inspiring respect, the opposite of t£ov&evitfj£vos.

While his letters were important and forcible

(mighty), his bodily presence was feeble (not

weak on account of disease or smallness of site,

but on account of a personal presence which
lacked power, the opposite of iffjriyxri), and his

oral discourse (instructions of all kinds, exhor-
tations) commanded no respect, and were re-

ceived with contempt (comp. 1 Cor. ii. 8 t ).

There is no intimation that he was destitute of
those bodily organs which were needful to a
good oral expression, or of Grecian refinement

and culture. Let each an one conclude this,

that such as we are in word by Bpistles
when absent, such are we also in deed
when present (ver. Hj.—Those who insinu-

ated such things respecting him, might be as-

sured that he would exhibit the same character
in all Jm apostolical conduct as in his writings,

and that no one would have reason to reproach
him for acting the double part ascribed to him
in ver. 10 (comp. ver. 1). The omission of the

conjunction (asyndeton), and the position of roirro,

at the beginning of the sentence, are emphatic.
Aoyt£e<r&ai is here contrasted with the inconsi-

derate judgment mentioned in ver. 10, and it has
the sense of, to weigh well. To rotovroi r£ £p}y
we must supply foftb/, not fodpe&a as if he hid
intended to say that he would actually fulfil his

threatenings (Aoyof). What he meant was, thst

the influenoe which he exerted personally as an
Apostle would seem to one who carefully ob-

served it, and reflected upon it, quite as impor-
tant and energetic as that which he exhibited in

his writings.

[it cannot after all be denied, as Alford con-

cedes, that some allusion is here made to a defi-

ciency in the apostle's personal appearance and
delivery. It does not seem that his opponents'
objection was founded wholly on his reserve in

the use of his apostolical powers. Without con-
ceding that he was precisely 6 rpitrtjxof av&punoQ
not rov ovpavfiv Aflro/iivof, and even if we receive
the descriptions given in Pseudo-Lucian, Mala-

las, Nicephorus and the Apocraphal Acts of Paul
and Thecla as either caricatures or exaggerated
traditions of a modern date, we are yet compelled
to yield something to the almost universal agree-
ment of antiquity. The general notion which
the whole ancient church appears to have pre-
served of our Apostle was, that he was of a snort
stature, and that his body was disfigured by some
lameness o# distortion; that his head was long
and bald, his complexion transparent, his fore-

head high, his nose aquiline, his eyes sparkling,

and his eyebrows close and prominent. And yet
that there was nothing in bis person which
amounted to a very unsightly deformity, we have
a right to conclude from Acts xiv. 12, from his

public influenoe before his conversion, from the
power he often exhibited as an orator, and from
the impression he appears everywhere to have
produced. It is not improbable, however, from
such passages as 1 Cor. ii. 8, 2 Cor. ii. 18, and
others in the epistles to the Corinthians and Ga-
latians, that his temperament was more than
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commonly liable to nervous agitations; and it

would not be strange if his enemies had seen
something when he was at Corinth, which they
could pervert to his disadvantage. See Cony-
beare and Howson, chap. vij. p. 224. Smith's
Diet. Art Paul; Ad. Clarke, and Stanley.]

Vers. 12-18. To show that his personal influ-

ence was as energetic as his epistolary dis-

courses and exhortations, he now appeals to

what he had actually done as an Apostle. He
calls attention to the fact that, unlike his arro-

gant opponents, he had confined himself to those

limits which were appointed to his calling, and
within which the church of Corinth properly

fell, etc.—For we venture not to number
ourselves among, or compare ourselves
with, some who commend themselves
j(ver. 12).—The words ov rok^v signify either,

not to have a heart for something, from a moral re-

pugnance to such a proceeding (1 Cor. vi. 1 ) ; or,

better, irpnically, not to venture; [in this mat-
ter we are indeed timid], with a severe implica-

tion thai his opponents were vain enough to do
eo. A paronomasia may be noticed in iyKplvai,

signifying, to place in a line with, and avyKplvai,

to hkenf to place by the sidet to make equal. The
Words rial ruv twvtcrdurcjv signify with certain

persons (comp. ver. 2) of the class that commend
themselves. But they, measuring them-
selves among themselves and comparing
themselves with themselves are not wise
[understand it not.] In this sentence avrol with
all its subsequent qualifications, appears to ap-

ply most appropriately to the Apostle himself

(comp. Gal. vi. 4). It then appears to be the re-

gular positive expression, corresponding to the

subsequent negative in ver. 13, [they measuring
themselves, etc., but we will not boast ourselves

of things without measure,] and finds its further

development in the assertion (a2J£ Kara rb fiirpov

ml r. X.) but we will boast according to the mea-
sure, etc. It was for this reason that we are able

to account for a reading of the text which arose

in the earliest times, according to which ov

cwiovmv rj/ulc Si was left out. It seemed diffi-

cult to apply what was said in connection with

avrol to Paul's opponents, and ov awiovatv would
make no good sense if avrol were applied to Paul
himself (they commend themselves; but we,

measuring ourselves by ourselves—i. «., "by
what we really find ourselves to be—and com-
paring ourselves with ourselves, not with those

wise men, those pretended knowing ones; or,

"comparing ourselves with ourselves, who are

so unwise, in the opinion of our opponents"!).

They also found that on this interpretation the

words fiuelc 61 not only seemed superfluous,

but injurious to the sense of the passage, and that

on the other hand the sentence read smoothly and
with an appropriate meaning if ov ovwdatv $uelc.

Si were left out ("they commend themselves;

but we measuring ourselves by ourselves, etc.,

will not boast as to things beyond our mea-
sure"). It is evident, therefore, that the read-

ing of the Receptuswhich has those words is the

most difficult reading, and henoe was most likely

to have been the true one and altered to get rid of

the difficulty. This also accounts for the fact

that the abbreviated reading is sustained only

by Occidental manuscripts, and that even these

are by no means in agreement, since some of

them have ^fielc Si. But even the reading of the

Receptus which is much better sustained is ca-

pable of a very appropriate sense. Let uvtoI be
applied to Paul's opponents. Then the measur-
ing themselves among themselves, is not the cor*

rect estimate which people form of themselves
and their performances in contrast with a more
uncertain one from a comparison with others,

but a proud self-conceit springing from a con-
stant fixing of the thoughts upon themselves and
their fancied excellences and performances, and
from never observing those who are superior to

them, and who have distinguished themselves by
more exalted achievmenls ; in other words, it is

an idle self-satisfaction and self-admiration. Nor
is awujvoiv to be construed as a participle in the

dative plur. (anacoluthic), but a verb in the
8d pers. plur. Ind. of cwtiu, like owidotv, the
more common Attic form (adopted by Lachmann
on the authority of B. and some other MSS.).
The word stands here in an absolute sense : (they
not understanding, not reaching a clear discern-

ment, being deficient in understanding;) like

the participle ol awUvreg=iho8e who understand,
and 6 awujv Rom. iii. 11, and ovvrjKav Mark vi.

52. It implies either that the course they take
is the reason for their want of intelligence, or
that it is the way in which they exhibit this

want. Others explain it: they do not observe
or perceive that they are measuring themselves
by their own selves; or they do so without being
aware of it ; but such a sense is agreeable nei-

ther to the order of the words, nor to the gene-
ral sense of the passage. For the Apostle is

speaking not of the way in which they were
blinding themselves, but of the folly of their pro-
ceeding,' in contrast with his own course. With
that measuring of themselves by themselves
which is sure to lead off into unbounded self-

laudation, (inasmuch as no objective limits can
be assigned to a man's exaltation of himself),

the Apostle contrasts that boasting of one's self

which is confined to the limits assigned him by
God. 'A/U/S is to be taken in the sense of but,

either like the Germ, sondern, completely revers-

ing or giving the negative to the previous clause,

or like the Germ, aber, only partially doing eo.

The former is preferable on account of the pre-

ceding ov. As he now wishes to carry out the

contrast ofpersons which had been given already

in iavrovc run, he brings up in strong light the

kind of conduct which is most opposed to the pre-

tensions of which he had been speaking. But ob

ovvlovolv offers an obvious explanation ofov ro^po-

utv ( Meyer. ) [It must be confessed that there is

on this interpretation an appearance of defect in

that sharp contrast which seems demanded by the

aXka at the commencement of the passage. That
particle seems to require that what he was about
to say should be in direct opposition to the self-

commendation of those of whom he had just

spoken. By referring avrol to the Apostle, this

would be clear, since he would oppose his way
of proceeding to theirs; but if that word is re-

ferred to his opponents, we have the conduct of

the same persons shown in contrast]. Osiander
endeavors to avoid this difficulty, by making
avrol especially emphatic [giving it an exclusive

power] equivalent to soli [they aloue, by them-
selves, separate from all other men. Kukhnek*
Oram. Am. ed. { 802, 6 ; Jslf. { 656, 3. a.]. This
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would make the Apostle say, that he would not
Tenture to put himself among or even by the side

of such persons, but that he would leave them
to themselves and to their own folly. In this

case a severe and bitter irony would be expressed

:

"but thy, for their own special part, since they
measure themselves, etc., are not wise; but
we/' etc. Something of this kind was undoubt-
edly intended by the Apostle in whatever way
his language is construed ; but it is questionable

whether it is implied in avroL [The contrast

implied in referring avrol to Paul's opponents is

in the very spirit of this section, and seems de-

manded by the argument. The yery object he
had in view was to put himself personally in op-

position to them. The complete meaning de-

veloped by such a construction may be expressed
thus: "we confess we have not the boldness

which some have shown ; and hence we shrink

from numbering ourselves, or even comparing
ourselves with them. On the other hand, we
think that they are far from showing wisdom
when they resort to self-commendations, and seek

for credit by comparing themselves not with true

Apostles, but with one another, and with their

ownselves at different periods. Their self-love

is sure to flatter them when they look solely at

their own and others' accomplishments, instead

of comparing themselves with the standard which
God has given us."—See a sermon on this text

by Dr. Chalmers].—Nay, neither will we
boast without measure—[as far as to things

which have no limit] (ver. 13). The authorities

are here in favor of Kavxno6ue&a (Rec.) and are

sufficiently strong to prove it genuine. The fu-

ture [absolute, looking to indefinite time and to

an ethical impossibility, Webster, chap. vi. p/84;
Wines, { 41, 6] implies that such a boasting

could never by any possibility take place (comp.

Bom. x. 14). If we leave the word out of the

text, we must suppose that the Apostle in ver. 15,

by an anacoluthon (kovx^P^voc) turned back in

his thoughts to etc ra aperpa. Fritzbcbe, who
prefers the shorter reading of the text in ver. 12,

and who concludes that ov awtovaiv originated in

some marginal gloss, and then created a neces-

sity for inserting fiuelc. Si, is in favor of such an
explanation. But the Receptus has been trium-

phantly defended by Reiche (Commentar. I.) and
Meyer.—But we boast according to the
measure of the rule which God appor-
tioned to us.—Opposed to eic ra aperpa (on to

the unmeasured, tic implying the extent or boun-

daries toward which the boasting tended, and
which formed its measure or limit), stands here

Kara to pJkrpov (according to the measure). This

latter measure is more particularly denned by
the additional rov /cavovof, which signifies [pro-

perly, a reed, rod or staff, to keep anything

erect, firm or upright, and then] the measure

of the line, or the space determined by the

measuring line [Robinson's Greek and Eng. Lex.

to the N. T.\ We prefer the latter signification

in the sense of a measured space accurately de-

fined; and hence, in this place, in accordance

with whnt follows, the department of influence,

or of official duty, assigned him by God.*—

A

[* There 1b no evidence beyond the vaguest tradition that

before iheir separation at Jerusalem the Apostles portioned

eut the different provinces of the world to one another, and

measure reaching even unto you.—In the
words ov epipiaev iiy.iv 6 &ebc pkrp w w * have an
instance of a bold attraction in the s nee of rob

pirpov (in apposition with rov Kavfaoc) b. The
reason it is joined thus with rov km. 6vo probably
was, because the Apostle wished to j.ive promi-
nence to the thought that the measure was pre-
cisely determined, inasmuch as the field of his
activity had been marked out for him by God, as
if by a surveyor's chain, when the Spirit within
him, as well as external providential circum-
stances, had shown him in what direction and
how far he should go (comp. Acts xvi. 6ff.). In
k$ucko$ai &XP1 Kal vpdv (to extend even unto you)
he meant to say, that in this distribution of parts
(1 Cor. vii. 17), God had made his measure ex-
tend even to Corinth. The infinitive is connected
with epfpiaev, in which is contained the idea of
an intention. "Axpt, etc., i. e., to Corinth, which
was then the extreme limit of Paul's preaching
in the West. He proceeds, in ver. 14, to show
that he might, without presumption, regard them
as within the sphere of his influence, and to con-
firm what he had said in ver. 13.

—

For we
stretch (over-extend) not ourselves beyond
our measure, as though we reached not
unto you.—The phrase iTrepeicreiveiv iavrfo
properly signifies to stretch one's self over or
beyond the measure which had been assigned
him (by the measuring instrument); and in thus
using it, the Apostle's object was to meet the ob-
jection that he had arrogated to himself in Cor-
inth something which did not belong to him.
We must not construe ucu$ tyucvovpcvoi (the read-
ings i<j>tK6fi€vot or a^uibpevoi have very feeble au-
thority in their favor), as if it were in the pre-
terite, but take it as a designation of those who
do not come, i. e., do not reach to you. The pxj

denies the idea supposed, and implies that it

was only an ideal case which he was supposing,
viz: that he had not in fact reached to the Cor-
inthians. He informs them what the real fact

was, and confirms what be had before asserted,
when he adds

—

For even as far as you did
we come foremost in preaching the gos-
pel of Christ.—'Ef&dcapev suggests that the
priority of influence in Corinth properly belonged
to him, and that he had been before his opponents
in preaching the Gospel and in establishing a
Church there. Even if it were proved that
$$&veiv in Rom. ix. 81 ; PhiL iii. 16; Dan. iv. 8,

should have the meaning simply of to come to

a place generally, we think its more fundamen-
tal meaning [in the aorist: we have already
come, or have come beforehand] should be re-

yet there was doubtless an understanding, perhaps silently
acquiesced in by them all, that only one Apostle, or supreme
authority, was needful on any one field. In some special
sense, " the gospel of the uncircumcision was committed to
Paul and that of ths circumcision to Peter " (Gal. it. 7); and
in consequence of this. James. Cephas and John weut unto
the circumcision, and Paul and Barnabas unto the Gentiles
(Gal. ii. 9). Paul appears also to hare adopted the rule thni
he would leave the minor details of labor to inferior hands,
when the Gospel had onoe been planted in a place, while he
pressed forward to new countries. Hence he proposed to
visit even Rome, where a Church had been formed by others,
only by the way (Rom. xr. 20, 24). If, then, any persons
came to Corinth in the character of Apostles, or professing
to act under the authority ofother Apostles, while Paul was
still alive and nctivo on that field, and especially if they re-

sisted his Authority, it was a decided infringement of this

express or implied arrange t. or a pla n denial of his

right to the name of an Apo. tie. Comp. Stanley].
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tained in this passage. 'Ev r£ evayyeXUf> implies

tbat the announcement of salvation was the ele-

ment in which he moved in all his apostolic jour-

neys ; or it simply means, while we were preaching

Chriet—Not boasting without measure
In other men's labors (ver. 15a)—These words
muBt be joined to ver. 18, so as to make ver. 14

not merely the second half of ver. 14, but a pa-

renthesis. He resumes the subject contained in

ovk etc ra ajierpa jcav^atroVu, and grammatically
connects what he here says with Kavxnoopt&a^
which had to be understood in aXXa icard rb

fieTpovy etc , in ver. 13. The participial sentence

must therefore be joined with Kavxtfoif&da and not

with kf&doapev (RUokert).—But having a
hope that as your faith inoreases we
shall be enlarged among you according
to our rule abundantly (ver. 15 6).—We
have here a further development of the Apos-
tle's discourse. In the first place an object is

given to the Kovxaa&aL, which he had disclaimed

for himself when he says: kv aXXorpiotc K&irotc.

This contains an indirect allusion to his oppo-
nents, who in fact boasted of other men's la-

bors, and arrogated as their own what had been
done by others (kAkoc, Jno. iv. 88; 1 Cor. iii. 8)4

With this negative he goes on to connect the

prospect of an extension of his sphere of labor

beyond Corinth, in consequence of an anticipated

increase of their faith; abgavoft&vqc rrjc nloreuc

ifiuv. ['EXnida l%wrec is a more forcible ex-
pression than the simple participle kXni^oxrec

would have been, and it signifies a firm, habitual

confidence. The present av^avophnjc indicates not
only that their faith would be increased (Engl.

A. V. ), but that it was then actually increasing,

lie had an assurance that their faith would have
a steady, pure and vigorous progress, and hence
that he would not much longer be contracted
and held back by his care for them. On this

assurance he entertained a confident hope in a
short time, kv vfiiv fieyaXw^vai^ etc. **Ev hplv

does not belong especially to that which had just
been said, as if the Apostle had intended to say
that he hoped their faith would be increased
either in their hearts (in distinction from their
outward growth among the people) or in the
common fellowship of believers; for in either

case vfiwv would be superfluous. He hoped that
when their faith had been increased, he would
be magnified among them, and would be assisted

by their growing congregations to accomplish
further and more important results. There is

evidently nothing in the language used to imply
that the Apostle was thinking of the geographi-
cal position of Corinth or of the favorable op-
portunities which would be presented there for
more extensive enterprises (ev is in the sense of
per). [And yet, as Grotius and Rosenmueller
suggest, such an idea would have been peculiarly
appropriate to the Corinthians, who were great
navigators, and had peculiar facilities for assist-

ing him on his journey to countries farther West
and South. Not unreasonably, Osiander con-
cludes from this passage that no Apostle had be-
fore this been further West]. Even the meta-
phor of a man of extraordinary stature, who
could therefore reach further without going be-
yond his measure (Meyer), is probably foreign
to tbe passage. Still less appropriate is the ex-
planation of fieyaXvveiVj which makes it signify:

celebrari (to be praised, although in other places

the word may have that meaning), or rather: to

be glorified among you. The context, however,
favors the idea that the Apostle was thinking of

an enlargement or exaltation of his power to

perform his duties, in consequence of which he
would be able to press further on, and enlarge
the sphere of his labors. That this increase of

his greatness would only be in conformity with
his calling as an Apostle, he indicates by the

words, according to our rule (/card rbv Kav6va qutiv).

This rule has no reference to the general princi-

ple expressed in Rom. xv. 20, for the connection
(ver. 18) required him simply to say that he was
confining himself to the limits God had assigned
him (according to our measuring line, i. e. t never
to go beyond the space God has distinctly marked
off for me). He is careful, however, to inform
his readers that these limits did not abridge his

free action and did not make his very great en-
largement impossible. This he lets us know in

etc ireptoceiav. He was well aware that he had
been ordained to an Apostleship which was uni-

versal in its object (comp. Rom. i. 18ff ; xv. 28f.,

28), and which called for an extraordinary
energy. Rtiokert's idea, that avt-av.—etc *re/w<x-

oeiav has a tincture of irony about it, appears to

be without foundation (comp. Meyer).—To
preach the Gospel as far as the parts be-
yond you (ver. 16 a). He here informs us more
definitely what would be the result of the en-

largement of which he had just spoken, and
what hewould become capable of. Bvayyeteaaa&ai

is here the infinitive either of the design or of

the result to be accomplished by the enlarge-

ment ; it is not simply epexegetical of what that

enlargement was to be (q. d. t that w, to make
known the Gospel), but to tell us what would fol-

low that enlargement, or why he hoped for it

(in order that). As in 1 Pet. i. 25; 1. These, ii.

9 ; John viii. 26, etc is here used to imply the

making known to, and bringing the Gospel into,

those countries. IC-repiKEiva is a word used in a
corrupted Greek style for eTrtKetvi. In the next
clause he proceeds to give us the negative de-

scription of the same result or design—not to
boast ourselves of things prepared for

our hands in another's line (ver. 16 ©.). In
this additional qualification of what he had said,

he intended to signify that in such an extension

of his Apostolical influence be did not mean to

boast like his opponents of something already

prepared for him in the sphere of other men's
labors, i. «., to appropriate to himself the fruits

of other persons' labors, and thus to acquire a
false reputation for greatness. [In our common
English version a comma should be placed after

the word "line," so that no one should read the

passage as if it were, "another man's line of

things"]. The words 6 kov&v have here the

sense of, what ie marked off by a measuring line

;

properly, the extent of space in ten 'led for ano-

ther and assigned to him by the measuring line.

The meaning of the word is not changed here,

though the general idea it conveys is affected by
the context In contrast with this false and
censurable self-glorification, he now presents in

a general sentence the glorying which is proper

and commendable. The general rule with re-

spect to this be announces thus—But he that
glorieth let him glory in the Lord (yer. 17).

— .. ,( nnnfp
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Comp. 1 Cor. i. 31. The reason for this glorying

which is mentioned in Ter. 18 makes it evident

that icvptoc (God) is here represented to be not

so much the object of the glorying as the reason

on account of which one glories. To a selfish

and arbitrary self-commendation, to a false

boasting, stands opposed a glorying in a fellow-

ship with the Lord, as the true source of all abi-

lity, or on account of that approbation which
God bestows upon us and which is revealed in

the blessing attending our labors. Such a glory-

ing is shown in the confession that whatever

success we have comes front God (eomp. chap,

iii. 3).—For not he that eommendeth him-
self is approved, but whom the Lord
commondeth (ver. 18). With respect to this

commendation of ourselves, comp. ver. 12. The
person who presumes to commend himself thus

is brought before us with a special emphasis in

acuvog. AdKipn?, in this cooneedem, where the

Apostle is speaking of Christ's ministers, signi-

fies one who is approved or authenticated as a
faithful minister of the Lord (2 Tim. ii. 15).

Meyer draws from the whole passage a some-

what different sense ; for in his view *avxac#<u
kv icvpiv is a glorying in God as the Being
through whose grace and power he has and does

every thing (comp. xii. 9ff.; 1 Cor. xv. 10). The
opposite of this is the oommendation of our own
selves: "for not he who acts differently from
this, and instead of glorying in the Lord, com-
mends himself, is approved (tried experimentally

by Christian tests), but he whom the Lord com-
mends (by His blessing, and not by any literal

or direct praise). Nbandbb: uOnly that which
the Lord accomplished by the instrumentality of

a man is really his commendation, not his own
commendations of himself, or dead letters of

commendation like those whioh the, Judaixing

teachers carried." [Comp. chap. iii. 1, and
above ver. 12].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

[1. The Christian and especially the Christian

pastor, should be a man of combined strength

and gentleness. The one quality without the

other produces a distorted character. Without
strength there can be no real gentleness, to the

very idea of which the conception of a reserved

force is necessary, an energy which on occasion

forbears to exert its appropriate qualities. The
Apostle had been gentle and meek in the former
part of this Epistle, but it was not from feebleness

of character. He could be, like his Lord, a lion

or a lamb, as circumstances called for such qua-

lities- The Church needs heroes as well as mar-
tyrs; to contend sometimes for truth and rights,

as well as sometimes to surrender themselves to

the smiter. There may be more danger that

God's people should fail in benignity or meek-
ness, but there have been seasons where they

have shown an equally painful lack of a magna-
nimity which sympathizes with great enterprises

and with oppressed humanity, and a fervent seal

whioh cannot bear them that are evil (Rev. ii. 2

;

Judg. v. 23)].

2. The minister of Christ is a spiritual war-
rior, in arms aguinst every thing which is in the

way of the progress of Christ's kingdom, of the

truth and of the knowledge of God; or which

tends to impede or impair their exclusive and
complete authority. He is often compelled to

experience that his natural powers are weak and
sinful, but his sinful infirmities and afflictions

are never allowed to control his method of war-
fare. The Spirit of that God, in whose cause he
maintains the conflict, supplies him with wea-
pons of Almighty power, which pierce every
covering, overcome all opposition, and overthrow
the strongest holds. This sword of the Spirit,

the enlightening and quickening word, cuts

through the most ingeniously contrived knots
which the mind of man, however aided by Satanic
art has been able to form, and batters down and
destroys the most powerful defences which the

reason of man has been able to construct against

God. This is the light which penetrates the
darkness of the human understanding, awakens
in men a consciousness of their weakness and
their errors in Divine things, convinces them of

the infallible and exclusive certainty of the re-

velation God has made of Himself in Christ and
so completely subjects their mental powers to

Christ that that revelation becomes their only

authority in matters of faith. In opposition to

an enemy whose equipment is "great power and
much craft," the spiritual combatant or com-
mander has not only a Divine energy but a wis-

dom whioh is superior to all human craftiness.

But before punishing the refractory, he distin-

guishes accurately between the seducers and the

seduced, and he is careful kindly and thoroughly
to win the latter and to draw them away from
their dangerous associates. In such a work his

love will be quite as prominent as his wisdom,
for he will remember that his official power was
intrusted to him by God not to destroy but

to save and benefit his fellowmen.
2. The true minister of Christ can easily be

distinguished from all arrogant intruders into

the Bacred office, in the first place, by his abstain-

ing from ail self-laudation, and by his leaving it

entirely to God to justify him and to authenticate

him as a servant of the Lord ; so that If he ever

boasts it will be a glorying in the Lord by whose
grace he is qualified for his work, and without
whioh he is and can do nothing : and in the se-

cond place, by his confining himself strictly to the

sphere to which his Lord has called him, in

which he makes all he does subservient to the Di-

vine glory, and beyond which he never attempts

to pass into new fields until he has performed
all that had been previously required of him and
is ted and strengthened by the Divine hand.

f8.

The conflict of truth with error, of sin and
iness, can never cease until all sin and error

are exterminated from the earth. While true

benevolence will allow of no such intolerance as

reeorts to carnal weapons against the life, repu-

tation or outward prosperity of ungodly men, it

can never be wanting in inclination, wisdom or

power to pursue its conquests while any degree

of sin or error remains in the world. This con-

flict is therefore truly "irrepressible" until the

kingdom of darkness shall be utterly destroyed].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Stabile :— Vie. 1. Christ's faithful ministers

will endeavor to deal with souls as Jesus Himself
i dealt with them (Matth. xii. 17-20}.—It is right
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to meet all evil reports, but let it be always with
becoming modesty.—Ver. 2. Hedinokb: Gentle-
ness may and ought sometimes to be followed by
sharpness and sererity. In a world which is

filled with wrong and outrage, who would be
perpetually administering consolation (1 Tim. t.

20) ?—Ver. 8. God's people and servants are spi-

ritual soldiers who must war a good warfare ( 1

Tim. i. 18), and for this God alone can proviae
adequate weapons.—Ver. 4. Ibid : A fortress is

what makes resistance and is not easily taken.

In the unsanctlfied heart it is: wilfulness, a
proud spirit, inveterate wickedness, habitual sins,

the old Adam with all his defences, subterfuges
and pretended rights; or it is: everything which
Satan and the world sets up in opposition to the
kingdom of Christ, such as power, great names,
craft, fraud, calumny, wealth, great numbers,
philosophy and eloquence.—Csbysostom : Car-
nal weapons are wealth, fame, worldly power,
fluency of speech, severity, oircumventive arts,

flatteries and hypocrisies.—Ver. 6. Ibid: That
which is lofty is also proud, established. Here
it stands for all opposition to the word of God,
to Christ, to repentance and to faith ; inasmuch
as men are ashamed of the humble requirements
and the cross of Christ, ridicule the duties of

self-denial, and resist the progress of Christ's

kingdom with all their subtility and power.

—

Reason is one of the noblest of God's gifts, but
when it is abused, when it sets Itself against

God's word, and claims to be the supreme judge
and arbiter in matters of faith, etc., it must be re-

jected.—Ver. 6. The revenge which springs from
a carnal and embittered spirit should always be
repressed, but that which comes from a spiritual

desire to rebuke and faithfully punish wickedness
is commendable and desirable.—A faithful minis-

ter should endeavor to unite, edify and strengthen
his people before he attempts to scatter and
punish those who are opposed to him.—Ver. 7.

Teachers and preachers should not be directed

by the mere outward semblance of things, but
act honestly, faithfully and suitably to their

calling.—Ver. 8. A good Christian will always
be grateful to those who faithfully tell him the
truth and never flatter him Spiritual power
should be exercised with no other desire than
to edify and benefit God's people (chap. xii.

19).—Ver. 9. An upright servant of God will be
especially careful to avoid every appearance of
that which has been laid to his charge (1 Pet. ii.

12).—Ver. 11. We should strive never to make
an improper use of the gentle dealings of pious
people, lest we compel them to exchange gentle-

ness for severity.—It is a great thing for a
preacher never to contradict his Words by his

works, and to be always the same, present or
absent, etc.—Ver. 12. No man can judge himself
Correctly, if he looks only at himself. He must
compare himself with those who possess more
excellent gifts, that he may learn to think mode-
rately of himself.—Ver. 18. God has measured
cut to every faithful preacher, the precise limits

of his official duty, and he should strive to occu-

py these with all fidelity, and to leave nothing
smdone within his measure!—Ver. 14. A grandi-
loquent style of speaking however common and
favored by worldly people, is peculiarly offen-

sive to the servant* and the ofefctdren of God.

—

Yer. 15. Blessed is that congregation which, for

a long time, has a faithful pastor, and has grown
and strengthened under his ministrations.—But
the minister who has been successful in saving
and building up the people of his charge, may
be convinced on right principles, that God has
called him to go further, and enlarge his field.

—

The great business of Christianity is to have
faith. This is tbe true bond by which our souls

are spiritually united with God, and through
which we become and continue branches of
Christ, derive spiritual nourishment from Him,
and so are able to advance in goodness.—Ver.
17. Everything without Christ is nothing; and
nothing with Christ is everything.—Ver. 18.

Spbkbb: To praise one's self is to derogate just

so'much from God's glory, and is an insolence

which God will assuredly resist. Great indeed
is the commendation which God bestows; by
showing to an assembled universe, that He is

pleased with our works, by the testimony of a
good conscience in our own hearts, and by the
successful result of what we hare done.

Beblbnb. Bible:—Ver. 8. Christians live in
the flesh among their fellowmen, not to obey,
but to overcome their fleshly inclinations.—Ver.

4. Before anything oan be built up in the king-

dom of God, whatever is opposed to it, as pride
and false prejudices must be discovered and re-

moved.—Ver. 6. Carnal wisdom, vain thoughts,

and tbe conclusions of unassisted reason, are the

principal obstacles with which the gospel has to

contend. They can never be subdued by exter-

nal force, nor by counter opinions of men, but
by the sword of the Spirit. Our great work is

to learn to wield this sword with faithfulness and
skill.—The right knowledge of God will always
lead to a subjugation of ourselves to Him, for it

will show what are our true relations to Him.
Whoever follows not the Lord Jesus, as a little

child, but proudly adheres to the conceited max-
ims of human wisdom, will certainly fall into

darkness. It must be our constant care to hum-
ble every high thing and bring it into subjection*

to the simplicity of Christ. It will be easy to do
this if we allow tbe Holy Spirit to work freely in

our hearts.—Ver. 7. Whoever sees only what the

outward eye naturally rests upon, will never ob-
serve the Spirit, and the footsteps of Christ.

—

Ver. 8. If the appointed overseers in the Church
would use theirpower in the wisest manner, they
should insist upon nothing but what will promote
the growth of real piety, and they should ex*

olade from visible fellowship none whom Christ

has thought worthy of an invisible fellowship

with Himself and His people.—Ifeach one would
give his attention to the measure which God hath
measured te Inn, and be faithful in that without
disturbing others- in their proper spheres, the

peace and unity of the Christian world would
never be broken.—Ver. 15. Our first business is

to learn what Is the peculiar work to whioh God
calls us.—Ver. 17. As long as you imagine yon
have something to boast of, you know neither

God ner yourself, and you are making a god of

yuurseif.—Ver. 18. We have here a little text of

great importance. Great and small, strong and
feeble, come within its range, thai the one may
not be disoooraged, and that the other may not

be presumptuous.
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Riigee :

—

Vers. 1, 2. Nothing is more diffi-

cult than for a man to speak much of himself
If, however, circumstances demand it, let him
show that a good conscience is not necessarily a
feeble or timid one.—Our Lord always endeavored
to make the way of repentance and amend-
ment as easy as possible, and He never threw
needless impediments in the path of those who
were seeking for truth.—Ver. 5. We should
never hesitate to break in pieces all carnal wea-
pons, but we should strive to bring those who
once used them, to accept of the easy yoke of

Christ, and to learn of Him that they may find

that rest which their souls never knew while
contending against God.—Ver. 7ff. We are very
liable falsely to suspect others, when our judg-
ments are guided by wrong principles, and are
formed according to appearances. How cruel
have been the imputations under which the most
excellent of the earth have sometimes been
obliged to live! Wicked meu have not been
afraid to trample under foot those whom God has
prepared to sit with His Son on the throne of
His glory. Teach us, God, so to use Thy
grace, that we may meekly submit to ignominy,
and yet hope for glory!—Ver. 12ff. Where God
helps, there only can the believer find a path to

walk.—Ver. 17f. Something we must have to

support us while all around us are judging and
despising us. But if thou wilt glory, glory only
in the Lord who has accepted of thee, and counted
thee worthy of His high calling, with whose
pounds thou art trading, and for whom thou art
to live and die.—Even in the judgment of com-
mon sense it is a contemptible thing for a man
to praise himself. But there are many arts by
which it is consistent with good manners and in-

telligence to draw upon ourselves the observa-
tion of those around us.—The Lord can praise
us, sometimes by opening doors which no art or
power of man could previously open, and some-
times by quieting those who before had thought
unfavorably of us (Rev. iii. 9). But in general
our cause must be reserved for that great day
when the Lord will judge every secret thing.

Hkubnbr:—Ver. 1. The good qualities of
those who act as spiritual shepherds are sure to

be misrepresented. Their gentleness will be
called weakness, and their earnestness, arro-
gance and rashness. Even those who commonly
appear retiring and diffident, when necessity
calls for it, sometimes pnt forth great energy.

—

Ver. 8. The Christian must always be at war
with the world, but his weapons must be spiri-

tual and very different from those of worldly
prudence.—Ver. 4. Only the pure in heart have
courage to attack sins which are rooted deeply
in the spirit of the world, and sustained by pub-
lic laws and usages (wicked maxima, established
customs and erroneous opinions).—Ver. 6. Man's
pride rebels against the Gospel, but those who
are enlightened and strengthened by the Spirit

of God can get the victory over it.—That reason
which exults itself against*Christianity and will

learn nothing from Christ, is false (Luther: Sa-
tan's harlot).—Ver. 6. All who are in favor of
right and order in the Church must ordinarily

rally around their ministers.—Ver. 7. There are
other and perhaps better Christians than your-
self (against exclusiveness).—Ver. 8. There is a

salutary power which belongs to the pastoral of-

fice, which is not for condemnation, but for edi-

fication, and which ought always to be cheer-,

fully acknowledged by the people. Ministers
should never attempt to drive their people by
slavish fears.—Ver. 10. Extraordinary talents

or merits are not always connected with an im-
posing presence or a remarkable eloquence.

—

Ver. 11. The truest respect of our fellowmen is

acquired by showing them that we have been
called of God and are led by His Spirit; not by
exhibitions and a consciousness of our own pow-
ers, which too often engender pride.—Ver. 12.

Great as thou mayest be, there are probably
some much greater I Nothing can be more idle

than for a man to make himself his standard and
then measure himself by it.—Ver. 13. God gives
to every man the sphere of action in which his
talents may be best employed; this he should
strive to occupy, and never break into that of
his neighbor and arrogate to himself something
which is not .his.—Ver. 15. Those who occupy-
well a small sphere will be very sure to be Di-
vinely called to a larger (Luke xix. 17).—Ver. 17.

No garment is so beautiful and no honor so illus-

trious as humility.—Ver. 18. What if you are
commended by yourself and by all men ? One
word from your final Judge may turn it all to
shame. How different will be His estimate of all

human merit 1

W. F. Besser:—Ver. 8. The Spirit of Christ
enables us not only to mortify the deeds of the
body (Rom. viiL 13), but to subject the flesh in
which we live and walk (Gal. ii. 20) so com-
pletely under the seal of the Spirit, that our
tongue, eyes, ears and all our members, our rea-
son, and all our minds and hearts, shall be con-
secrated to the service of God (Rom. vi. 13).

But whoever serves God in this life must be a
warrior. If this is true of all Christians (Eph.
vi. 10), it is in a double sense true of ministers.

But he wars a good warfare if, while walking in
the flesh, he wars not after the flesh, with pas*
sion, vindictivenesa, pusillanimity, unworthy ar-

tifices and vain ambition.—Ver. 4. In the eye of
the world, carnal weapons are mighty, and the

spiritual weapons of the Church (the word of
God, preaching, faith, confessions, patience and
spiritual gifts) are of no consequence; bnt in

God's sight, carnal weapons are powerless and
vain, and those which come from the holy ar-

mory, where David obtained his equipments
(Ps. xviii. 85, 86), are mighty. What bulwarks
has the god of this world erected to keep men
in their wicked ways! The idolatrous systems of

heathen nations, the self-righteous prejudices

of the Jew, the philosophic arrogance of the

Greek, the civil grandeur of the Roman, the

haughty power of the world, the whole manner
of life sanctioned by ancestral usages and deeply

rooted popular prejudices, strongly fortified er-

rors of heretics,—these are the strongholds

which the Churoh has had to storm, with no
other weapons than the trumpet of the Gospel

and the sword of the Spirit—Ver. 5. As a be-

leaguered enemy builds up one wall behind ano-

ther, and erects many towers in his defence, so

rises upfrom thecarnal institutions assailed by the

Gospel, one high thing after another to maintain

their life, their purposes, their honor, and their
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lores and pleasures against the word of God,
which demands an unconditional surrender.

What was it that subdued me and made me re-

nounce myself, die to myself, and thus become
my own enemy ; made me depend entirely upon
Jesus, lose myself in Him, and find my all in

Him! Nothing but the word of God, whose
power is so wonderful. This it was which de-

stroyed every high thing which my imagination

erected, and behind which I had intrenched my-
self. As long as reason, with its power of

thought and will, remained in the service of the

flesh (Eph. ii. 8), she was God's enemy and
•« Satan's harlot" (Luther); but no sooner was
she taken captiye to the obedience of Christ, than

she became a submissive handmaid, performing
precisely the opposite service for, not against,

the knowledge of God. For faith is in its essen-

tial nature obedienoe to Christ (Rom. i. 6 ; xvi.

26).—Ver. 8. This text appeals to all ministers:

For edification and not for destruction! This

admonishes us that we should make such a use

of the power which the Lord has committed to

us that we may be commended as faithful stew-

ards.
[The#Christian Church it engaged in a conflict,

and every Christian is a warrior. I. For what ?

1. For the knowledge of God; and 2. for the obe-
dience of Christ (ver. 5). This conflict can never
cease while a hurtful error, or a disobedient
person, remains on earth. Strongholds must be
demolished (ver. 4); rational powers taken cap-
tive (ver. 5); and incorrigible ones cast out (ver.

6). II. Some principles according to which it

must be conducted. 1. Christ must be over all,

all must be His, and exclusive Christ-parties
among such as belong to Him are schismatio
(ver. 7); 2. Christ's Spirit must animate all ; (a)

his meekness and gentleness (ver. 1), or (A) his
severity (ver. 2) according to the occasion ; 8.

Spiritual weapons alone must be used : every
man's freedom and external position must be re-
spected, but whatever truth and love can do
must be done (ver. 4); 4. Nothing but the good
of individual men and of society must be sought
(ver. 8, 9); 5. Men must be valued not by their
own or other's estimate of them, but by the
standard of Divine truth (w. 12, 17, 18); 6. Each
one must be confined to the sphere to which Pro-
vidence assigns him, and yet this should be con*
tinually enlarging (w. 16), 16].

XIV.—HIS OWN BOASTING IN CONTRAST WITH THAT OF HIS OPPONENTS. REA-
SONABLE DEMANDS UPON THEIR FORBEARANCE. SEVERE DESCRIPTION OF
HIS OPPONENTS. PREEMINENCE OF THE APOSTLE.

Chapter XI. 1-83.

Would to God [Would that] ye could bear1 with me a Utile in my folly [a little

2 folly in me]:* and indeed [ye do] bear with me. For [me; for] I am jealous over

you with godly jealousy: for I have espoused you to one husband, that I may present

3 you as a chaste virgin to Christ. But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent be-

guiled Eve through his subtilty, so8 your minds should be corrupted from the simpli-

4 city4 that is in Christ. For if he that cometh preaoheth another Jesus, whom we
have not preached [a Jesus whom we preached not], or if ye receive another spirit,

which ye have not received [received not, Xapftdvrc*'], or another gospel, which ye
6 have not accepted [accepted not, iXdfiere'], ye might well bear with him ' For9 I sup-

pose I was not a whit [in any respect] behind the very chiefest [these super-eminent,

6 (mcpXiav'] apostles. But though / be rude iu speech, yet not in knowledge; but we have

7 been thoroughly [iu every respect] made manifest1 among you in all things. Have
[among all with respect to you. Or have, 9] I committed an offence in abasing myself

8 that ye might be exalted, because t have preached to you the gospel of God freely ? I

9 robbed other churches, taking wages of them, to do you service. And when I was
present with you, and wanted, I was chargeable to no man: for that which was lack-

ing to me the brethren which came from Macedonia supplied : and in all things I have
10 kept myself from being burdensome unto you, and so will I keep myself. As the

truth of Christ is in me, no man shall stop me of this boasing [this boasting shall not

11 be closed against me, ^ xauzyirts a5rrj ob fpapj<nrai] in the regions of Achaia. Where-
12 fore ? because I love you not? God knoweth. But what I do, that will I [also] do,

that I may cut off occasion from them which desire occasion; that wherein they glory,
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13 they may be found even as we* For such are false apostles, deceitful workers, trans-

14 forming themselves into the [am. the] apostles of Christ. And no Marvel;8 for Satan
himself is transformed [transforms himself, /uCTao^porcCrrar] into an angel of light

15 Therefore it is no great thing if his ministers also be transformed [and become] as the
16 ministers of righteousness; whose end shall be according to their works. I say again,

Let no man think me a fool [foolish, a<f>p<»a] ; if otherwise [but if it cannot be so ti

17 dk p.rj ye], yet as a fool reoeive me, that I [too, xayio] may boast myself a Hule.' That
which I speak, I speak it not after [the manner of, xard] the Lord, but as it were

18 foolishly, in this confidence of boasting. Seeing that many glory after the flesh, I
19 will glory also. For ye suffer fools gladly, seeing ye yourselves are wise.
20 For ye suffer [it patiently], if a man bring you into bondage, if a man devour you, if

a man take of you [insnares you, Aa/i/Sctae], if a man exalt himself, if a man smite
21 you on the face. I speak as concerning reproach [By way of disparagement, I speak]

as though we had been [were] weak* Howbeit [but], whereinsoever any is bold, (I
22 speak foolishly,) lam bold also. Are they Hebrews? so am L Are they Israelites?
23 so am I. Are they the seed of Abraham ? so am I. Are they ministers of Christ f

(I speak as a fool [as though beside myself, icapappov&v'],) I am more; in [by, iu] la*

hours more abundant, in [by] stripes above measure, in [by] prisons more frequent,
24 in [by] deaths oft. Of the Jews five times received I forty stripes save one.
25 Thrioe was I beaten with rods, onee was I stoned, thrice I suffered shipwreck, a night
26 and a day have I been in the deep; In [by! journeyings often, in [by] perils of

waters [rivers], in [by] perils of robbers, in [by] perils by [from] mine own country-
men, in [by] perils by [from] the heathen, in [by] perils in the city, in [by] perils in

27 the wilderness, in [by] perils in the sea, in [by] perils among false brethren; In [by]
weariness" and painfulness; in [by] watchings often, in [by] hunger and thirst, in by]

28 fastings often, in [by] cold and nakedness. Beside those things that are without 'be-

side other things which take place, xmP^ T*v ftafcxrd?], that which cometh" upon me14

29 daily [day by day], the care of all the churches. Who is weak, and I am not weak?
30 who is offended, and I burn not? If I must needs glory, I will glory of the things which
31 concern mine infirmities. The God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, which [God,

the Father of the Lord Jesus,16 who] is blessed for evermore, knoweth that I lie not.

32 In Damascus the governor under Aretas the king, kept [guarded, l<ppovpei\ the city

of the Damascenes with a garrison [om. with a garrison, desirous18] to apprehend me:
33 And through a window [a small opening, did Qopidos] in a basket was I let down by

[through, dta] the wall, and escaped his hands.

1 Ter. l^The best attested reading is nUpee sV at. Borers] M88. haren tfr a+>enVai [tad this wu the reading
which our A. V. adopted], to which some [Ral. Vulg., and La*. Fathers] add pow. The Tar. ry AsVovtVp [which Stephens
adopted from some lets important MBSl, and Chrys. Theodt.^ and a^povv^v are probably corrections with the Tiew of re-

storing the regular construction.
* Ver. 1.—The Rec. ^r««'xc*#« » *•* IWnry sMaJired [onlya few cursives of no great Mtherlty,one MS. of TheophyL].

The Tar. a>«Wff0« [which is a little better sustained, i, «., by B. (Birch) KM a number of cui-slres, Theodt., and one MS. of
ChrysJ originated in the same word near the close of the Terse. [Cod. Sin. gtres e*erx*r#s Instead of a>tjr. as a Tar.kcU.

* Ver. 3.—Oihmt before 6d*pjj is probably not genuine ; it is wanting in the best authorities. [B. D. (1st hand), f. O.
Sin. Copt. Arm. and some Greek Fathers, Tlsch. Bioomf. and Words, with the Bee. retain it, but Orlesb. lactam. AIL
Stanley and Meyer omit it].

* Ver. 8.—««1 rfc eyyerirret lea gloss which Is to be accounted for by iyrjv in Ter. 2 ; it was placed either before or
after rfc owAer. [It is inserted by B. F. G. Sin. (3d hand brackets it) and several Terstons. Alfbrd suggests that it would
mtnrally arise from its ending being so shnOar to aha* of AirAoY., while Tiseh. and Bioomf. reject it as a gloss to explain
ea*er. Bpiphan, jk 276 adds : col *Y*«io* Xatorov «el Butiovvvm, which, perhaps, confirms the conjecture ofa glossI

* Ver. 4.—Lachm. has artxsvft, but on inferior authority. It appears to be a eorrestion [on account of the appafeut
eosssity of the present tense hi the apodoafs to correspond with the pros, of the potasis; but oomp. tot. L sad
Kxeg. obss.1.

* Ver. 6.—Lachm. has W instead offua, but en the sals) authority ofa reeding la &, which appesrs to hare originated
hi an attempt to Ihjbten the seTerity of the expression.

» Ver. 6.—Lachm. and Tisch. hare 4*vtp*varm ; ft probably originated In the attempt to explain +m*pm6*r—< by
+a9*f**ruKrH favrevt , which wards some eons** actually hare, [and they were regarded as especially appropriate to tV
yr£*ir, of which, bowerer, the reading inTolres a Tory harsh ellipse]. The Tar. tavcattSWt, found in some copfes. Is also

in favor of the Receptus. fLochmanini reading, howerer. is sustained by B. T. G. and the later Sin-, though the8d hand has
+*v*p*64rm. Alfbrd thinks it muoh more likely that the harsh +<u*pm9*mt should hare been changed Into the easy

4>«npm$4rn9, than that the contrary should hare occurred; especially as the latter word Could so naturally be suggested
by chap. t. 11. It probably became +*>. carrot* and than eWesusysrsn].

* Ver. U^- Rec. has favpuoreV. but it has less authority than #*£**«• and it is probably a gloss.
* Ver. 18.—Rec. has fuxptfr n xayw; but «cayw purpeV t% Is mnch better sustained.
» Ver. 21.—Lashra. has tyfe******, but It has take authority of only B. and 80. (also more recently of SfneJL and a

Vat. MS. ofa recent date].
W Ver. 23,—Lachm has «V 4vA. era. before *r wAay. frnpjl. on the authority of B. D. fist hand) K, the VuJgi «otfm and

BHklep. Versions, and niany Latin Fathers. Sinalt. has «V vAuy. wepuravriprnty cV ^vAaaals vwcpBaAAeVrwv ; the 3d haasV

.ed apparentty Is I

Google

howerer. agrees with the Receptus],
^

t
Ver7^T.-^Rec. has cV before aAnp, hut hi opposition to the fbcet aulhosltias, and oetafarsaed apparentty ta she
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M Yer. 28,—*ec hw 4*t<rv<rra4n* ; Ltchm. and Meyer, with tome excellent authorities [with B. D. I. 8to., et. at., and

4 cnrslTeel, hare eWTaurw. The former wae probably derired from Acta xxiv. 12, Tand yet the wueX^ 10" of rea
?,
n

S:- -" — - * - n need in the •ameeenae, but ^irurtHrr.csJi be taken only in a hostile sense, which
Is found there. The two words are often ____

.

the connection certainly seems to require, [so Ohryaost-- oi MpvSat, « raaaX^ •* »•
,

.
4

. _ . .. _^ ..„

«*o&H : the tumults, the disturbances, the assaults of mobs, tne onsets of cities. So also the Greek expositors generally.

Wb word, too, as Tisch. suggests, seems much less likely to have been changed for iwurr. than the contraryJ.

M Ver. 28.—Instead of hol some MSB. hare fuw ( Rec.) ; but it was probably an emendation.

u Ter. 81.—The iiimw after itvpiov, and xpurrov ***** 'l*n>8 are probably both additions to the original,

smit both ; and others omit one of theml. ....,., * ****t r * -* ok. ^ ~i .^.Am.» Ver. 32.—After iru£<rai us, some MSB. add 90m*. It is probably an exeget. addition [and T*,? ?.,* oZ^nndsorae

Greek Fathers hare it, while B. the Vulg. Syr. and Arm. versions, and a few of the Lat writers omit it, and some MS3.

and reraione place, it before vtaV jm].

*X*Li oi veJUepcto* rwv tifamv xat twr voAewv

[B.F.81BV

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-4. "Would that ye oould bear a
little folly from me. Nay, indeed, ye do
bear with me ; for I am jealous of you
with a godly jealousy.—The Apostle now felt

compelled, in order to recover the respect he had

once enjoyed in Corinth, and to destroy those in-

fluences which were utterly inconsistent with it,

to maintain that his position in the Church was
not only equal but far superior to that of those

who disparaged him. This commendation of

himself, to which he stooped in condescension to

them and as a matter of duty to himself and the

cause of truth he ironically calls a " folly," be-

cause it seemed to give undue importance to that

which was insignificant and connected only with

outward appearances. He therefore entreats

them to bear with him, although he might seem

for a while to contradict the principle he had just

laid down.

—

'OfeXov 1 Cor. iv. 8. [The word is

a shortened form of the Imperfect for ttyeAov

(which some MSS. have instead), and in the later

Greek it was used as an interjection like eZifo, to

express a wish. Its tense implies an incomplete

action still in its course and not yet come to its

?erfeetion (Webster, p. 88, Winer, J 42, n. 2).

t is connected with verbs in the Indicative, here

with the Imperfect]. 'Ave/^ecxoV is the Hellenis-

tic, and Tjveixccr&t the classical form.—The im-
perfect (not equivalent to the pluperfect) is an
ironical intimation of the boldness of the desire

expressed, and implies that he could hardly ex-
pect its realization.—If we read (with de Wette,

Fritische) r$ afpoobvy, pov would have to be go-

verned by aveixeode* a construction common in

the New Testament, though unusual in the clas-

tio writers. Mttcpdv has the sense of: a little,

and the dative ry typoebvy signifies : in respect

to foolishness. But according to the best sup-
ported reading fwv is not dependent upon aveix-

ea&e but upon uiKpdv n afpoabvtx* before which it

* is placed that it may become emphatic [my small
degree of folly]. Such an emphasis makes the
insertion of an "also" unnecessary. In pov
ftiKpSw ti there is probably a slight reference to

the great folly of those boastful opponents which
they had already endured. [a^puv is one who
does not rightly use his powers. Hence Bengel
says that it is a milder word than pupia which
implies a folly of a perverse or wicked kind. The
fiult of the fappuv (aQpoabvri) is imprudence or
rashness (Mark vii. 22)].—The doubt which
after all is apparent in aveixea&e (that ye could
or would bear) supplies an occasion for the
expression of confidence when he adds, "but
indeed ye do bear with me." The object of aKkh
is to correct the impression, which the wish he
had just expressed might have produced, as if

there were any doubt on the point: I need
have no such desire, for you are already doing

12

this very thing. Kctf has an intensive force:

even, in fact. Avkxeo^e is not in the Imperative

[but in the Indicative: but you are in fact bear-

ing, etc,] for as a request it would be feeble, and

as a command unsuitable to the spirit of the con-

text In ver. % a reason is given for the expec-

tation he had just expressed in ver. 1. They had

good reasons for the dvl;rf9#e, inasmuch as the

foHy alluded to, had its origin not in a regard

for his own interest or in pride, but in a Divine

teal for their welfare and for Christ's honor.

(Bxxobi,: [amante* videnittr atmentes, lovers usual-

ly seem out of their wits]; comp. chap. v. 18).

The word &\*v» refers here to the jealousy of

love, the object of which is m the accusative

(ywal*a> Numb, v. 14: Ecoles. ix. 1)* He was
jealous of the Church in behalf of Christ (to

whom he, as the one who had made the match,

had espoused it), lest it should prove unfaithful,

and be drawn off by seducing teachers from the

simple dependence on Christ whioh his gospel

had awakened in their hearts. He calls this

feeling a seal of God (fcov C^)» which signifies

here, not as in Rom. x. 2, a seal in behalf of

God (gen. obj.), for the feeling was properly in

behalf of Christ; not merely one which came
from or was produced by God; and still less

qualitatively, a very great or holy teal; but such

a seal as God has (gen. subj.). This seal was
felt by God, inasmuch as He was exceedingly de-

sirous that the bride, whom He had provided for

the Son, who acts in His name, should remain
constant in her attachment ; and it was of course

felt also by those ministers through whose in-

strumentality this Divine work had been accom-

plished. With respect to this zeal of God (among
men, jealousy) as the Husband of His people,

comp. Isa. liv. 6; lxii. 6; Jer. iii. 1, etc. ; Exek.

xvi. 8, etc.: xxiii. 1, etc.; Hoe. ii. 19.—The rea-

son for his use of this expression he now pro-

ceeds to give when he adds (ver. 2)—For I
have espoused you to one Husband, that
I might present yon a* a chaste virgin to
Christ.—The word dpfioXeiv when applied to the

conjugal relation signifies, to betroth, to marry.

—The middle voice in other places signifies, to*

betroth one's self; but among the more recent

writers it has the same meaning as the active,

and especially denotes the act of him who was;

instrumental in forming the engagement and who*

among the Jews always continued the mediant of

intercourse between the contracting parties.

Comp. John iii. 29 [and "Chrysostom's epithet

on the Apostle : wp+ayvybc nfr oUwfdvrfc (Stan*

ley)], (not the guardian who had the charge of

the education of the maiden, as if dpftoXetv were
equivalent to prwparar*, ornare; nor the father

who made the contract for her);—The words to

one husband, are emphatic, in contrast with their

dependence upon their party leaders. The de- •

sign whioh the espousal was intended to accom-
plish was to present to Chritt a chaste virgin*

«. ,( r\r\cs\c>
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He here gives the name of the one husband.
The idea of virginal purity is especially prom,
nent in the epithet chaste, on which the empha-
sis must be placed. The presentation refers to

the period of the second advent (parousia),

when the union of the Church with Christ

will be completely realized (the marriage Sup-
per of the Lamb). It is one part of this ex-

clusive devotion of the Bride to her Lord, that

she should remain chaste (ayvdnx). [The an-
cient Fathers had much to say of the virgin purity

of the Church, and of the duty of each Christian

as a part of Christ's betrothed Church to main-
tain "vtrginitas mentis" which Augustine defines

to be "integra fide*, solida tpes, sincera charitas."

Such views were striking in distinction from the

spiritual polygamy and pollutions of heathenism
and ancient heresy. Comp. Wordsworth]. In
contrast with this endeavor on the part of the

Apostle, he now mentions the danger which
had awakened his fears:—but I fear lest,

peradventure, as the serpent completely
beguiled Eve by bis many arts, so your
minds might be led away from the simpli-
city which is in Christ ( ver. 8). No^//ara

occurred also in chap. iii. 14; x. 6, and here
signifies the mind itself, especially those faculties

by which we think and will ; for in the present
case the reference is evidently to an impurity
both in the intellect and in the will—a departure
from the pure Gospel and a disturbance of their

entire surrender of themselves to Christ. Beck
(Seelenl. 52 f.) makes it the corruption of all the
spiritual powers of the soul, inasmuch as the

thoughts and purposes are drawn away from the
simplicity of truth by deluding the understanding
with sophistries and the heart with vain hopes.

The words jdapy an6 are a construct™ prsegnans,

and signify, to be led astray, t. *., to be brought
off from any thing. The verb ftietpeo&ai is sig-

nificant, for it was not nnfrequently appropriated
to the destruction of virginal chastity (vitiare).

In the present instance this spiritual chastity is

called a simplicity in respect to Christ (eifxPtffT^v)

because it implied a simple dependence upon
Christ. He illustrates this by a comparison with
the temptation of Eve by the Serpent; in which
the points of comparison are: 1, the feminine
character of the Church (napdivoc), and 2, the in-

fluence of Satan in both instances. He presumes
that his readers were well acquainted with, and
believed in, the seductive influence of Satan
through the Serpent upon the woman, -Gen. iii.;

comp. John viii. 44; Rev. xii. 9, 14-17; xx. 2; 1

John iii. 8. [Wordsworth finds in ver. 8 " a clear
assertion of the reality of the appearance of Satan
in the form of a Serpent to Eve in Paradise," and
we may add that we have the Apostle's sanction to
the historical nature and accuracy of the history
in Gen. iii. Iff. In k^airar&u, which the Apostle
uses both here and in 1 Tim. ii. 14, the en

strengthens the idea of the deception. He thus
expresses the thorough deception which passed
upon the woman, and which he feared might
take place among the Corinthians. Comp. Elli-

cott on 1 Tim. ii. 14]. But those who had se-

duced the Corinthian Church are expressly
called the ministers of Satan in ver. 15.

Uavovpyta suggests the various arts of deception
and the false shows made use of by the Judaistio

teachers, when they substituted their doctrine
of the law for the pure Gospel Paul had preached.
(Whether a Gnostic element was mingled with
their instructions, and whether rhetorical and
dialect io arts were employed in enforcing them,
may be left undecided.—For ifindeed he who
is coming were preaching another Jesus
whomwe preached not, orye were receiv-
ing another Spiritwhich ye accepted not,
ye might well bear with him (rer. 4). This
verse presents more than common difficulties,

especially with reference to its connection with
what precedes and what follows it. Some con-
tend that the Apostle is here ironically giving the
reasons for the solicitude he had expressed in ver.

3. " For if my opponents teach and work among
you things which are entirely new, you might
well be pleased with them." The idea expressed
in plain terms would then be : "ye would, in fact,

have reason to be much displeased with such no-
velties." By bis ironical reproach he would
thus show what reason he had for anxiety on
acount of their complaisance toward those false

Apostles. His reason for reproving them for

such a complaisance he presents in ver. 5. Thus
Meyer. In like manner, Osiander, though he
explains ko?JJc to mean: "you endure them
finely: you find much delight in them, imagining
perhaps that you will acquire some honor from
them;" and he makes the Apostle give in ver. 5
the reason for the ironical reproach in ver. 4t by
directly denying there the hypothesis on which
they had claimed superiority over him, vis., be-

cause they had first preached the true Jesus and
brought among the Corinthians the true Spirit

and the true Gospel : "If, therefore, my oppo-
nents could claim superiority over me on this

account, you might well be pleased with them.
But such a claim is an empty assumption; for/

9

etc. On this interpretation, xaAuf has a more
appropriate meaning, and the connection with

the preceding context is more obvious, but

the idea of denying what had been sup-

posed in ver. 4, has something artificial in it.

If no such irony is allowed in ver. 4, its

connection with ver. 5, is still more difficult: "if

he who presents himself preaches another, ». «.,

a better Jesus, etc., you may very properly be
pleased with him ; but this is not so." In this

case the connection with ver. 8 is not plain, un-

less we add yet further: "such an endurance is

not well and I have good reason for my solici- •

tude." The reason for his implied assertion that

this was not so, would then be given more fully

in ver. 5.—In koTmc. avtlxecr&e we have an appa-

rent reference to the avix£<r&e of ver. 1. In the

first place he tells them what reason they had for

bearing with him : (ver. 2, &%€> yap—his reason

for this he then gives further: $pfioo6fij?v—fodov-

ftat Si.)—Now he savs that after seeing how
they had acted toward others, he surely had rea-

son to expect such a forbearance from them. If

the man who had come to them (among them)

was preaching another Jesus, altogether differ-

ent from the one he had preached, etc., they

might well find the greatest delight in him, i. «.,

they might find the utmost conceivable pleasure

in his adversaries. But if this were so, he sure-

ly had reason to expect that they would tolerate

him and a little folly on his part; since he was
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in no respect inferior to these super-eminent
Apostles (ver. 5). In this cose we only need to

retain a constant recollection of what had been
said in the leading sentence (ver. 1), to gain a
consistent connection for the whole passage. No
actual occurrence would be introduced by el, but
only a supposable though extreme case: an alter-

ation of the fundamental principles of Christian-

ity. In the apodosis or conclusion, he intro-

duces a sentence of a different construction

(owi'^e), but one which not unfrequently is

found in classic writers. In such an apodosis

the av falls away, if the object is to imply that

there was something surer and necessary, unless

some circumstances to prevent it should take

place, or if nothing is spoken of except what
must have taken place according to the supposi-

tion (Passow, av, D. 1.). [Winer, } 43. 2.] Had
he said in the protasis: eKJjpvooev, etc., he would
have implied that the whole supposition was an
impossibility, and this is an assertion which he
does not wish to make. The idea is : in the case

supposed, you would indeed have been well

pleased. He thus intimates that such a case was
not an actual reality.—The present tense in the

protasis does not compel us to take aveixeo&e as

a simple prseterite: "you made yourselves well

pleased,' thus expressing a real displeasure or
only a compulsory satisfaction; nor as a ques-
tion ("have you reason to be pleased with him?")
[The leading verbs in the conditional clauses
(tojpiwoety Xafi^dvere) were each in the present,

and we should naturally have expected that in

the conclusion (apodosis) the verb would have
been in the present also: (avkx^o^e, ye bear with
him). But instead of this the Apostle designedly
softens the expression by saying (avelxea&e)

:

*«ye might well bear with him." In this way he
avoids saying directly that they had actually

borne with the assumptions of their false

teachers.] '0 kpx6tievoc in this connection does
not signify that he who comes first must of course
be the best, but simply that he who oomes makes
his appearance ; the presenoe of his opponents
is conceived of as the coming forward of a single

person (Meyer). [Wordsworth: "6 kpx* is, he
who cometh, •*. «., he who is not sent with a re-

gular ordination and minion. This is the true
character of an unauthorized teacher. This one
sends himself, in contrast with the Apostle who is

sent by another, viz. by Christ."] "A^ov as ap-
plied to Jesus, is a mere denial of identity and
the meaning therefore is: if he so preaches that
the Jesus preached does not seem the same as
the one before preached. (Not: ^/wordv, for
then he would imply that some other one than
Jesus was the true Messiah.)

—

'Erepov on the
other hand, as applied to the gospel, signifies

something different in nature or kind, comp.
Acts iv. 12, Gal. i. 6, 7.—'Eo7£a<n»e has not the
same meaning with OA^ere (to receive), but it

signifies to accept, and refers to the time when
they were converted. [Bengel says that this

change of verbs was because "man is passive in
receiving the Spirit but active in accepting the
gospel."]—As in the relative sentence the em-
phasis lies upon the negation, there is no $/teig

or bfuls.—In the words dXAov, and hepov it is

implied that the subjects compared are entirely
different from one another, and not that the thing

spoken of was more excellent in the estimation

of the Apostle's opponents. By trtpov nvtvfia we
are also not to understand the spirit produced in

the heart by the preaching of the law, viz., the
spirit of fear (Rom. viii. 15), or the spirit of the
world (1 Cor. ii 12), or more definitely, the

earthly spirit of a party ; and by frepov evayy.

(scil. Xafiftdvere), those institutions or instruc-

tions which came wholly from men, etc.—[He had
given two reasons for bearing with him, viz., the
jealousy which he, as the friend of Christ (the

paranymph) might reasonably be expected to

feel for them, and their easy toleration of those
who were preaching something like another gos-
pel; and] he now proceeds in ver. 6 to show
that if they could take such extreme pleasure in

his opponents, they had some good reason for

enduring him (comp. above), since he was in no
respect inferior to them. He now specifies some
particulars.

Vers. 5, 6. For I think that in no re-

spect have I been behind these very su-
perior apostles —The word Xoyifyfiat denotes
the result of careful reflection and probably has
in this plaoe still a delicate ironical tinge (Osian-

der).—In the negative fjajdev vorept/Kkvai (the per-

fect reaching forward into the present) there is

a modest reserve, inasmuch as he really had
reason to boast of a positive superiority. But
the fiffSh forbids a limitation of the expression to

anything of a partial nature. The words inepTdav

hiroaroTuot, however, both in this place and in

chap. xii. 11, must apply to his opponents, pre-

viously designated by kpxtftfvo? and afterwards

more particularly characterixed in vers. 13-15.

According to Neander the Apostle intended by
this compound word (vnepfcav) to designate the

extravagant importance which was attributed to

or assumed by these false teachers, comp. ver. 13.

The whole connection is inconsistent with the

interpretation prevalent in the ancient church,

which applied the phrase to the principal Apos-
tles, Peter, James and John (Gal. ii. 9), and
which the Protestants very generally accepted in

their controversy with the Romanists on the sub-

ject of Peter's primacy. Even if the expression

contained nothing but praise rather than a bitter

reproach, it would be entirely out of place in the

argument.

—

But though I be perhaps rude
in speech, I am not so in knowledge; bat
in every respect in regard to yon we have
been thoroughly made manifest among all

men (ver. 6).—The Apostle here introduces a de-

tailed explanation of what he had said in ver. 5,

with a concession that in one respect there might
be an exception to what he had just said, inas-

much as his opponents might pride themselves on
a kind of eloquence gained in the schools. This

concession, however, he would not extend beyond
the manner of discourse subordinate to that which
ought to be the main point with an Apostle, viz.,

the yv&r/f, the knowledge or perception of Di-

vine truth (chap. x. 6 ; ii. 14). The word \dt6rrjc,

1 Cor. xiv. 16, signifies a beginner, a bungler,

an uneducated one who has no skill for the work
in hand. [It does not deny any amount of edu-

cation or skill on other or general matters. It

signifies rather a man not professionally ac-

quainted with that which he undertakes (Alford).

Such a one might possibly perform the part as-
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signed him even better than those who were
trained to it, but he would do it in ways not

taught in the regular schools. Paul was in

reality a powerful speaker (Acts xix. 12; xxif. 1;

xxiv. 10; xxvi. 2 ; xvii. 22), but he did not speak

in the methods usually practised by professional

orators. Webster's Synn. p. 215, and Trench,
Synn. 2d Part, p. 152J. The occasion for such a
reproach may be seen (comp. chap. x. 10) in 1

Cor. i. 17 ; ii. 1, 4. The Apostle was an impres-

sive but not an artificial orator. When he says,

vfi have been thoroughly mademanifeet, etc., he passes

as he often does in this epistle and in his other

writings (e. g. chap, v. 11 ; x. 11 ; 1 Thessu iii.

4, 5) from the use of the singular to that of the

plural ((pavepodevres); from the individual to the

collective or collegial form of expression. If

favepuoaveg be adopted as the true reading avHp>

(yvdxjLv) must be understood. [The recent addi-

tion of the authority of the Sinaiticus to that

which before was so strong in favor of this read-

ing almost compels us to adopt it. Alford accepts

of it and renders the clause thus: But in every

matter toe made thing* manifest, t. e., he made the

things of the Gospel (not as our author suggests,

his knowledge itself) known among all men].

—

The connection with ver. 7 will not permit us to

refer Qavepu&ivTec to yvuaiv for what is there

presupposed as well as what is implied in ev

iwvri (in the sense of: in every respect, not: at

all times) requires a more general assertion.

We see no need of supplying: "as an. Apostle

and an upright man," or anything of a similar

kind to define more particularly what he meant
by ipavepv&evrec ; for the specification of what he
intended was very obvious. In every respect, so

far as you are concerned, we have been quite

manifest among (with} all men; *. e. what we
are to you, and what advantage you have derived

from us is well known to every one (Meyer).
[The phrase etc iftiv cannot mean among you, as

in the A. V., for that would have required ev

iffdv (Hodge)].—The second a?X introduces not

a. second conclusion or apodosis, but something
contrasted with ov ry yv6aet, and it is called for

by the transition to a more general assertion

which includes the possession of the yvitci^.—
Mistaking this, some have connected it with ver.

6, in such a way as to include el—yvtioei in a
parenthesis. This is not only unnecessary, but
it deprives what is asserted in the parenthesis of

ail appropriate signification. After +avtpu$kvrez,

we may supply kopkv from the context, so that

the general meaning will be: "not however with
respect to knowledge, for in every respect are

we manifest ; or, we are plainly known/' etc.—
'Ev irdrnv after ev iravri is in the masculine and
not in the neuter: [i. e. in all thing* among all

men].—From the ev iravri he now proceeds to se-

lect and give speoial prominence and vividness

to one point, v»., the unselfishness of his whole
life while he was at Corinth, ver. 7ff. [It would
have been natural for him now to have gone on
to speak of his knowledge, by means of Divine
revelations, etc., but the use of favepo&bmc had
suggested to him one of the oharges made against

him at Corinth, and he now proceeds immediately
to answer this, leaving his "boast" of knowledge
in spiritual things to be pursued afterwards
(chap. xii.). This charge was that he had taken

no money from the Corinthians but had supported
himself by his own labors; and from this his

enemies had insinuated : 1, that if he had been a
real Apostle he would have claimed a support as

his right ; 2, that it indicated a want of confi-

dence in his brethren there; and 3, that he was
now making his former disinterestedness a cover
for large collections under Titus, ostensibly for

the poor, but really for himself. The first two
of these objections, as they bore on his affection

and open dealing with the Corinthians, he answers
immediately, but the third he does not notice till

further on, chap, xii. 15-18. See Stanley].

Vers. 7-12. Or have I committed an of-

fenoe in abasing myself that ye might be
exalted, because I preached onto you the
gospel of God without charge ?—[The par-
ticle $ is not rendered in our Eng. versions, and yet

it is expressive as marking a transition to a new
objection by his opponents (Hodge)]. The Corin-
thians would necessarily understand the Apostle,

when .he asserted that he had been made mani-
fest among them, as in every respeot maintaining
that he had behaved himself honorably among
them. This induces him to raise the question
given in ver. 7. As the object of this question

is to ward off from himself a \ery foul reproach,

it implies a very painful and bitter reproof. His

opponents probably represented his gratuitous

labors and his earning of his own support by his

daily toil, as a letting down of his apostolic dig-

nity, not merely a defect and a violation of de-

cency, but as an dftapria [a transgression of

established law], as a refusal of the dignity

and position which God had assigned him,

and perhaps also as a contempt for the Co-
rinthians themselves by scorning to receive any
thing from them. The relation of the follow-

ing sentences to the principal proposition and
to one another has been variously explained.

The two sentences, ranetvvv kuavrov, etc,, and
bn—ifuv, may be coordinated [so as to be two
forms of expressing the same thought] and may
be thus regarded as a misrepresentation : 1, of

the Apostle's humility ; and 2, of his disinterest-

edness. On the other hand, the first sentence may
be taken as the essential part of his offence, and
the second as an epexegesis of the first. Or,

finally, bri—ifuv may be regarded as the proper
substance of the objection, and ranetvuv, etc, as

describing, in a parenthesis, or in a transposed

or hyperbatic sentence, the character of the act

of preaching the Gospel without support (as if he
had said: because humbling myself, I preached

the Qospel without charge). The correct way
undoubtedly is to make the one sentence subor-

dinate to and not coordinate with the other; and
then the best, and probably the easiest, way is

to take the participial sentence as a parenthesis

[: Have I committed an offence in abasing my-
self, because I preached, etc.]. It is, however,

not to be resolved into: while I was abasing my-
self (Meyer). By the words abating myedf thai

ye might be exalted, which he brings forward to

the earlier part of the sentence, he shows how
he thought- his gratuitous preaohing might be

and ought to be regarded. His opponents looked

upon it as an act of self-degradation, whereas it

deserved to be esteemed an act of affectionate

self-renunciation, an abstaining from the asser-
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tton of an acknowledged right (I Cor. ix. 4), and
a supporting himself by the work of his own
hands (Acts xviii. 8), to which he submitted for

their good (Iva vfiels tyGnfryre). The exaltation at

which he aimed was not merely that of general

prosperity, but a spiritual elevation from the

depths of a sinful corruption to the heights of a
Christian salvation. In the words, preaching

the Gospel without charge, we have a refined

contrast between what is gratuitous and what is

of the utmost possible cost and value (rot) &eov is

here the gen, auctorit), [Mbybr: " observe the

collocation of the words Sup. r. r. &eov evayy.; the

Divine or most precious Gospel for nothing."]—

I

spoiled other churches, receiving wages
from them, that I might minister to yon
(ver. 8). The idea contained in dupeav he here
more fully carries out; and he places in contrast

with the Corinthian Church some churches (the

Macedonian, comp. ver. 9), on whom he had
made demands, in order that he might serve

them (officially, evayye'kt&pevos). 'Bobtyoa is a
strong expression and calculated to awaken
shame in the hearts of those to whom he wrote,

inasmuch as it implies that others in straitened

circumstances had been reduced to want in order

to do them a favor (comp. viii. 2). The word is

more particularly explained when he comes to

say bip&vtov %af}6v (1 Cor. ix. 7), which signifies

wages for service performed for a livelihood.

This he received while he was doing service for

the Corinthians ; it was contributed, not for the

poor, like that mentioned in chap. viii. 4 ; ix. 1,

but for the promotion of their spiritual welfare.

[Chbybobtom: "he did not say took, but robbed,

i. e. t I stripped them bare and made them poor.

And, what is surely greater, it was not for

superfluities, but for the supply of his necessi-

ties ; for when he says wages he means necessary
subsistence. And, what is more grievous yet, to

do you service "]. He first speaks of What was
needful during his journey to Corinth, and while
establishing himself there. Immediately after

wards he speaks of his condition while residing

there.—And when I was present with
yon and was in want, I was charge-
able to no man (ver. 9 a). When I also suf-

fered want (jum wmpridelc), when I became des-
titute (vorepeiodai in Lukexv. 14, ml concessive),

when, particularly, what I had brought with me
was exhausted, and what I could earn was not
sufficient. Karavapicgv rtvoq (/ was chargeable to

no one) occurs also in chap. xii. 13, 14). [Words-
worth: "The metaphor is from the fish, vdptaj, or
torpedo, which attaches itself to other creatures
and produces torpor in that to which it attaches

itself, and then endeavors to derive nourishment
from it. <I was not,' says Paul, *llke a torpedo
to any among you' "]. According to Hesychius,
the word has the sense of fktphvetv, properly to

grow torpid, and so to press down upon any one.

Jerome speaks of it as a Cilician expression,
meaning graoare; in this place to be a burden to

any one by relying upon him for support Others
regard it as meaning here: to be inactive in my
duties. Ovdevdc in the sense of: to no one's dis-

advantage [i. «., not enough to injure any one],
would not be appropriate in this passage (comp.
ver. 9), nor in chap. xii. 18, 14.-For thatwhich
was lacking to me the brethren which

came from Macedonia supplied, (ver. 9 6.)—This was the way in which he avoided being
burdensome. The words need not be regarded
as a parenthesis [as in Alford and Stanley].
UpoaavarrAffpow ixrrlfflpd occurs also in chap. ix.

12. As in all this connection no allusion is made
to the Apostle's supporting himself by his own
earnings, we may reasonably doubt whether the
Trpdf in this compound verb contains any hint of
the kind, as if it implied an addition to what he
earned. We rather understand by it an addition
to the small amount which he perhaps yet pos-
sessed, or that which was necessary to complete
what he lacked. The brethren here mentioned
were possibly Silas and Timotheus, who we know
actually came to him from Macedonia (Acts xviii.

6), and may have brought with them additional

means for his support. The Corinthians knew
very well whom he meant. Phil. iv. 15 has no
reference to this transaction. It is very likely

that he had some reference to such means of

support when he goes on—in every thing
I have kept myself from being burden-
some to yon, and so will I keep myself.
(ver. 9 c.)—That is, he had always kept from be-
ing burdensome to them in any way, and
he now announces that this would be his

principle of action for the future (nai rep/ffaa).

This was said that they might not think he was
reminding them of these things in order to in-

duce them afterwards to contribute to his sup-
port, or to establish some claim upon them for

another time. This assurance he further con-
firms by a solemn affirmation—As the truth
of Christ is in me, this boasting shall
not be closed against me in the regions
of Achaia (ver. 10). A similar expres-

sion is found in chapter i. 18 and Rom. ix.

1. He pledges the truth of Christ which
dwelt within him and which was pure truth-

fulness, in opposition to all hypocrisy or false-

hood, as the security or warrant for what he
was asserting, viz. that this boast (about keeping
himself free in future, koi rqpfov, should never be
suppressed ; t. e., that he would always so con-
duct himself that no one would be able to con-
tradict him when he confidently maintained that

his life had been and should be unselfish. [Al-

ford (with whom Dr. Hodge agrees) maintains
that tnere is no oath or even solemn affirmation

here, but that the expression is exactly analo-

gous to that in Rom. ix. 1, and signifies: "the
truth of Christ is in me, that, etc; i. e., I speak
according to that truth of whioh Christ Himself
was our example, when I say that," etc.']. The
metaphor in (ppayfaerai is essentially neither that

of a road hedged in, nor of a stream dammed up,

but a fpdooeiv crrdfia, t. «., a stopping of the mouth,
inasmuch as mvxyeta is talking in a loud tone

(comp. Rom. iii. 19; Heb. xi. 83; Ps. cvii. 42; Job.

v. 16 ; 2 Mace. xiv. 36). The ttavxyaisi* personified.

Its mouth shall not be stopped, it shall never be
put to silence. Blr ifU is here simply, in respect

to me, not adversatively, as if he had meant, for

my injury or in spite of me. In efU also may be
perceived a silent contrast to those with whom it

would be very different " The truth of Chritt it in

me," contains nearly the same idea with that which
asserted that the life of Christ was in him, and
other expressions of a like nature Gal. ii. 20; 1
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Cor. ii. 16; Rom. viii. 9-12) Olshausen's inter-

pretation: »* as truly aa 1 am a Christian," is not

in accordance with the spirit of the words. Rue-

ken's explanation, on the other hand :
«• This

assertion, that my boasting shall never be taken

from me, is the truth of Christ in me, t. «., is as

surely true as if Christ Himself asserted it," is

rather forced. Instead of saying kv vulv, he

more solemnly and beautifully says, in the regions

of Achaia (kv toIc KXifiagiv ryg 'Axata{. Metbb).

KXifiara means a district or a region of country,

and it occurs also in Rom. xv. 23; Gal. i. 21. It

was very possible for Paul's readers to ex-

plain this assertion so as to make it an indication

of his aversion to them and estrangement from
them, inasmuch as love usually receives with

readiness what is offered by a beloved one, and
even what is done from a different motive. He
guards against such a construction when he sub-

joins—Wherefore ? Because I love you
not? God knoweth (ver. 11).—He calls God
to witness that his resolution to receive nothing

from them, sprung not from any defect of love to-

ward them. He then proceeds (in ver. 12a). to ex-

plain positively the object he had in view, and the

reasons which moved him in this whole affair.

—

But what I thus am doing, I wiU also con-
tinue to do, that I may out off the occa-
sion from those who desire an occasion.—He refers once more to this matter in b 6i

irotu, Kal vrotr/ffUy which is not a single proposition,

corresponding to hrijpqoa and nypfau in ver. 9,

for in that case 6ta tovto itouj or noi£> koi irotfyro

would have to be understood. The assurance
refers to his future course, and this makes it

necessary that Kal iroifou should be the conclud-

ing proposition of the sentence ( Meyer). A tovto

before it can very well be dispensed with. He
thus testifies that he had had his eye upon his

opponents in this affair, and that his object had
been that no one should be able to allege that he
thus showed that he had no affection for the

Church. This he expresses in a final sentence:

that I may cut off the occasion, etc. By a&opfifp> he
designates the particular matter with respect to

which his adversaries wished to assail him; the

occasion for making an attack upon him. Ac-
cording to the context this must refer to his dis-

interestedness. When he took nothing from the

Corinthian Church, his object had been to de-

prive his opponents of all power to disparage
him for his want of this disinterestedness. In
rfjv aQopuijv the article implies, this precise occa-
sion. The last cupopfiS/v, without the article, sig-

nifies, any occasion in general.—that wherein
they glory, they may be found even as we
(ver. 12 A).—Some connect this second final sen-

tence with the first, and regard kv w Kavx&vrai as a
parenthesis, referring to evpedcxri «cai?uf teal $ueie.

[This goes on the supposition that they them-
selves took money of the Corinthians, ani de-
sired that the Apostles should do so "in order
that (in this matter on which they boasted) we
might be found even as they "]. In opposition
to this it mustbe recollected, that they pretended
to be superior to Paul. It may, however, be
snid that his opponents regarded the reception
of money as an apostolic prerogative, and henoe
that this was the object of their Kavxatr&ai (1 Cor.
ix. 7ff.) [:"from those who desire occasion that

in this apostolic right of which they boast, they
might be found even as we," u «., they desired
that we should receive money as an apostolio

right, that thus they and we might stand beiore
the people on the same level of apostolical au-
thority in the matter of receiving a maintenance
(Stanlky). But in whatever way this second
final clause is made dependent upon the first,

and thus expressive of the desires of Paul's an-
tagonists], the whole passage assumes an ironi-

cal tinge, and implies that, although they would
willingly allow him to participate in their boast,

it was only that they might thus conceal their

own shame, and deprive him of his just fame
(Olbhausen). But such a view of the passage
is justified neither by what is said in 1 Cor. ix.

Iff. (where no allusion is made to any such as-

sertions of his opponents), nor by our context.

In such a case also the words ought to have
been evprdupev—avrol. The correct construction

would seem to be to coordinate the second final

sentence with the first [t. e., regard both as ex-

pressive of the Apostle's design in keeping him-
self as he was], and yet this seems to imply that

these opponents actually received nothing from
the people, and prided themselves upon that fact,

and endeavored to make it a ground for triumph-
ing over the Apostle. Paul, in this case, says

that he had given such a direction to his con-

duct that in this respect they should be found
like himself, i. «., that they should have no rea-

son for preference to himself. Such an explana-

tion, however, is opposed to what is contained
in *ver. 20, I Cor. ix. 12, and to our context (ver.

18), even if we pass over the necessity of giving

to Ka&uc the strange meaning of, no better than.

Besides, how could he urge upon their considera-

tion his own gratuitous services among them, if

his opponents were in the same position. [Alford

proposes another interpretation. He findB the

clue to it in ver. 18ff., where he thinks this

navxuvrai is again taken up and described as be-

ing koto, odptca, and the na#«f Kal $uetf is taken

up by 'Eppaiol elatv; Kayo, etc. From this he
thinks it manifest that the meaning of the pre-

sent clause is: that in the matters of which they

boast they may be found even as we, t. e., that

we may be on a fair and equal footing. This, he

thinks, affords a natural connection with the

next verse, since the Apostle implies by the yap

there that this would end in their discomfiture;

for realities they had none, no weapons but mis-

representation, they being false apostles, etc

The objection to this is, that before and after

this verse the Apostle is not speaking of general

apostolic claims, but only of the specific point

—that he had received no support from the Cor-

inthians, and that he had declined to receive it

that he might out off occasion, etc. ]. The correct

presumption is, that they boasted of their own
disinterestedness without reason, and that Paul

was determined by a course of actual disinterest-

edness, not only to cut off all occasion for impu-

ting to him mercenary motives, but to compel

them to assume a position in actual practice like

his own (Meykr). The sordid spirit which is

ascribed to them in ver. 18 shows that they had
no . good ground for boasting of their disinter-

estedness, and we need not. therefore, with de

Wette, assume that the point on which they
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made their boast was their performances as

apostles, for such a claim would hare been too

vague (comp. Meyer). He now shows (in vv.

18-15) by his representation of their true char-

acter, that he had had good reasons for snoh
precautions with respect to them.

Vkrs. 18-15. For suoh persons are false

apostles, deceitful workers transforming
themselves into Apostles of Christ.—In a

very arbitrary manner some who interpret Iva—
ica#uf koI fjuutic in ver. 12 to mean " no better

than we," interpolate in this place the thought:

"but rather worse, for" etc. (Riickert.). The
same must be said of the interpolation of the

sentence: I doubt not that they employ such ar-

tifices (as pretending that they receive no remu-
neration), for" etc. (Billroth). Probably also

the connection with Iva ebpt&uoi which Meyer
proposes: "not without reason do I make it my
object that they may be found even as we in

those things on which they make their boast:

for the part these persons are acting is that of

falsehood and deceit," is rather too intimate.

—

The words U rotovrot (such persons) form the

subject, and iftsvAandaroXoi (false apostles) the

predicate of the sentence. It is only in this way
that they receive their proper force as a disco-

very of the true character of these teachers, and
they thus form a harmonious whole with the re-

maining predicates. If ipevdarr. be taken as the

subject of the sentence, the object of ol roiovroi

would be, what the course of the argument does
not call for, to distinguish them from other false

apostles, and the subjeot would be brought into

too close contact with the predicates (Osiander).

By such persons the Apostle intended the same
as those who in ver. 12, are said to desire occa-

sion and to boast. The false apostles were such as

wished to be regarded as apostles, as men who
had been commissioned perhaps as Paul was, by
Christ Himself, and who therefore assumed the

name and claimed to be called apostles.

Whether they claimed to have seen Christ, or

only to have bsen the true founders of the church
at Corinth, is uncertain. In either case their

claim was without foundation and contrary to

actual facts, since they were obviously contend-

ing for their own interests and not for Christ's

cause (comp. Osiander).—The second designa-

tion, deceitful workers, (not workers of deceit, or

such as busied themselves with deceit), has re-

ference to their influence upon the people, lead-

ing them astray by deceptive arts, having no
care for the welfare of their hearers but pursu-
ing their own selfish ends, and organizing parties

in opposition to the Apostle, and to the true inte-

rests of the congregation (perhaps also corrupting
the doctrines of the gospel, comp. chap. ii. 17,

Iv. 2). 'Rpy&rai kokoI occurs in Phil. iii. 2, and
the opposite kpydrjjv aveTraurxwrov in 2 Tim. ii.

15.—[The middle part. peraaxvpanZdfievoi, signi-

fies, changing for themselves their form into (as

far as to) Apostles of Christ. Rev. ii. 2.] In
saying that these pretended apostles did this, he
intimates that their proper form was a very dif-

ferent one, and rather that of messengers of Sa-
tan, comp. vers. 14-15, (Osiandar says: emissa-

ries of men and of human factions—in opposition

to the context), and of course that their repre-

sentation of themselves as the messengers of

Christ was a mere pretence assumed for the oc-

casion.—W. F. Besser says: They disguised

themselves a. in respect to doctrine, inasmuch as

they retained many words and names which be-

longed to Christianity, but which were only like

empty husks wrapped around some seeds which
belonged not there ; b. in respect to conduct, in-

asmuch as they outwardly imitated the works
which Christ's Apostles wrought, but they were
destitute of that benevolence which constituted

the perfection of a Christian's doings (chap. v.

12).

—

And no marvel; for Satan himself
transforms himself into an angel of light.

!ver. 14a).—The Apostle finds it altogether natural
ov davpa) that they should thus disguise them-

selves, inasmuch as it was a matter of notoriety

that their Master was wont to assume a garb alto-

gether opposed to his proper character. [Milton
has made use of the hint here given in Par.
Lost. B. III. vv. 634-44.] The relative avroc is

in contrast with ol di&Kovoi avrov of ver. 15.

—

Good angels are called angels of light, because
their purity is a participation in God's light (1

John i. b\. This light has sometimes become
perceptible to men, when such angels have made
their appearance on earth (Matt, xxviii. 3, Acts
xii. 7, et. al.). Satan, on the other hand is a
dark power (comp. Eph. vi. 12, Acts xxvi. 18).

We have no reason to maintain that the Apostle
had his eye at this time upon any particular

event like the temptation of the first man or of

Christ : much less that he was thinking (like the
later Rabbins and others) of magical appear-
ances of angels in radiant forms. The only ex-

planation which is probable is that which refers

it to certain moral and spiritual influences of a
seductive oharacter, under some splendid sem-
blance of truth and goodness.

—

It is no great
thing therefore if his ministers also should
transform themselves, so as to seem to
be ministers of righteousness (ver. 15).

—

In this way, he draws a conclusion from the

greater to the less: if such is the conduct of the
prince of darkness, it is no great matter (fitya 1

Cor. ix. 11), and therefore, nothing remarkable
or extraordinary (therefore ov &ai>fm ver. 14), if

his ministers undertake to do a similar thing.

His ministers are those who prove to be his agents

by their efforts to corrupt the work of God, and
to disturb the churches.

—

Meraaxv^^ovrat <ijf

is equivalent to : etc rd hvat &c. .Righteousness

represents in this passage a power in opposition

to Satan, and his dark and unholy influence

(comp. chap. vi. 7, 14).

—

Whose end shall be
aooording to their works (ver. 15 b).—He
thus finally, refers solemnly to the doom which
such sinners must ultimately meet, inasmuch as

the end of such servants of Satan must be accord-

ing to their works, comp. Phil. iii. 19, Rom.vi. 21,

I Pet. iv. 17. The saintly form they have here as-

sumed will hereafter be removed and they will

suffer the doom of those hypocrites who, under
a fair exterior, are opposed to every good cause
and are in harmony only with Satan's designs.

Vers. 16-20. I say again let no man
think me foolish, but if it cannot be so,

yet as a foolish man receive me that I
may boast myself a little (ver 16).—The
Apostle here commences a more extended
comparison with his opponents. In the first
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place he demands that they would not regard
what he was saying upon this subject as foolish

(aQpova) ; but in case they could not grant

this request he entreats them to extend to his

foolish boasting that indulgence which they had
learned so willingly to yield to the more extrava-

fant demands his opponents had made upon it.

he nd?uv (again) in connection with what im-
mediately follows, awakens some surprise, and
hence some have been disposed to refer it en*

tirely to his request to be received as a fool (wc

&<ppoia dit-aotie), comp. ver. 1. But there is no
necessity for passing over such an interval, inas-

much as the word has reference to both those

expressions. It must have been evident from
the whole tenor of his discourse that he had
spoken in ver. 1 quite ironically of his afpoabvr?,

and of course that he really did not regard his

boasting as a folly.—[Ei iuj signifies by an ellipse

of eon: if it be not; ana thence by the addition

of 6V it takes a force adversative to the preceding
context : 'but if otherwise

9 (Jelp { 860, 6. c). The
/z// indicates that the whole is in the mind, //$ re?

implying a wish, and a will, and el fit] an opposi-

tion in the mind alone]. El 6e pfjye (Matth. vi.

1) even in the classic writers sometimes follows

a negative proposition, where it is intended that a
positive wish is not to be gratified. The idea here
is : I desire that no one should think me a fool,

but if this wish is not complied with, then, etc.

The ye makes the negation more striking and is

equivalent to, even if not, truly if not. Kgv (also

in Mark vi. 56; Acts v. 15) is an elliptical mode
of expression, equivalent to, receive me, even

though you receive me as a fool ;
provided you

extend to me the forbearance usually allowed to

a fool. In digao&e he refers back to avtxea&ai

in ver. 1, as if he would say, receive me, give me
a hearing; and his object is to obtain from them
what is needful for that which he immediately
afterwards declares that he intended to do, vie.,

that I also may boast myself a little. The phrase
I also (Kgyu) has reference to the boasting of his

opponents, comp. ver. 12 and 18.—But under a
clear conviction of what became an Apostle of

Christy he wished them to understand that this

boasting in which he put himself on a level with

his opponents, was not a style of address to

which he had been led by the Lord (Christ) or

by the Divine Spirit. It was not a way con-
formed to our Lord's pattern, in His spirit

(Matth. xi. 39; Luke xvii. 10), or as His servant
might be expected to do, but it was an expression
of Paul'8 own feelings as a man.—What I am
speaking, I am speaking not after the
tiord, but as if in foolishness (ver. 17).—In
b TwXu he has in mind; in this confidence of boast-

ing; what he had already arranged in thought,

and what he had already begun to express in

some introductory words. [Stanley draws atten-

tion to Paul's use of 6 X&\&, *my language,' 'my
general strain,' in distinction from 6 <pt}fdoT Xfryu

'my words.' In classical usage XaXo appears to

have had the sense of a continuous flow of talk,

comp. Lat., lallo., Germ., lallen, and Ens. lull.

Eupol. Dem. 8 : 7&kelv &pioToc aSwaT&raToqktyeiv.

Plut. 2. 909 A.: "KakovoL ph> ovtol, <ppd^ovot 61 ob.

The word is in the future present beoause the
Apostle was already thrown forward into the
discussion (Osiander)]. With respect to toarh

Kbpwv comp. /card in chap. vii. 9 ; Rom. xv. 6,

and analogous expressions in 1 Cor. vii. 10, 25,

40; comp. Bengal, Meyer, Osiander.*—ffc a
apptxrOvt/, as if in foUy, as one who is in a foolish

state of mind.—The concluding words; in this
confidence of boasting. (£» Tabnj Tfj imooractt

rfc *ov^rewf),-^m«st be joined with the /mXu
which most be supplied to iuX ttciv ifpoowu, fat
Ispeak asif in folly, is the confidence of boasting.
Meyer connects them with ov koto—afpoofofs, I
speak this not according to the Lord but as a foal
with (his oonfidence, etc. Such a construction
seems rather constrained and harsh. TrArrawc,
has here the same meaning as in chap. ix. 4, u a,

confidence, not matter, object (in this matter, etc.,)

still less circumstance (since we have coma to

boasting). TStanIjKT : "The whole phrase" re-
fers to the boasting not of himself but of his
opponents, or at least of himself and his oppo-
nents conjointly ; and it is intended to limit the
justification of his boasting to this particular
occasion].—Inasmuch as many boast after
the flesh I will boast also (ver. 18).—He here
more fully develops what he meant by the xgyb
of ver. 16, and puts himself in direct contrast
with his opponents, whose boasting according to

the flesh he implies had led him to these self-

laudations. Accenting to the flesh, is in contrast
with according to the Lord (Kara id-paw) in ver. 17,
and corresponds with as if in foolishness (uc ev

aippoabvrj). It designates here either (1) the ob-
ject of these self-commendations (external ad-
vantages) such as are in other places (eep. Phii
iii. 8, etc.,) declared to be bvoapid; or (2) the ob-
jective rule according to which one judges ; or
finally (8) the subjective turn or determination of
the mind under the influence of such sensual and
selfish motives as pride, vanity, etc. Our ex-
planation of the phrase will depend upon
the answer to the question whether in the
succeeding clause the Apostle carried forward
the same idea, as seems to be intimated by the
K?y<j and by the connection with vera. 17 and 19.

[* As the phrase ««t& nvf*ov in our passage has been
generally brought Into discussions respecting toe Apostle's
inspiration, we shonld carefully notice its meaning. Lite-
rally it signifies, " according to the Lord." Of course, here
as every where else in Paurs own writing, the Lord means
the Lord Jesus. But was it, (1) according to the example of
the Lord who was lowly and never boasted; or (2) according
to the Lord's command or direction (for sometimes; as in I
Cor. vii. 6, lu, 12, Paul refused to lay a Divine command on
his brethren and only gave tltem human advice which they
were at liberty to follow or decline) ; or (3) according to the
Lord's inspiring Spirit? Evidently it was not the hist, for

Panl claimed alwaxs to be under the Spirits Influence, and
the preposition would not have been kot& with an areas*,

but if. U or Atr6 (Winer $ 51. 6. k. 8). The analogy of 1 Cor.
vii. Off., would favor the second method. In this case it

wonld be no denial of his general 0cowewrto, but rather an
assertion of It; for his present exception would prove the
general rule. Indeed we are under no necessity of supposing
an exception In this particular instance, for even the in-

spiring Spirit might direct Paul to leave men unfettered by
authority in matters of social expediency as in marrying or
boasting. But the contrast implied by aAAa between the
matter here spoken of in i+povvri) and Kara ttjv ra>ca, shows
almost conclusively that the Apostle was here speaking of
something Kara KifpiOK which was not according to a boast*
ful manner. 8o Chryeostom; who thinks that Panl here con-
demns boasting in form and In general as not after the Lord,
and yet goes on to boast because the good intention which
led him to do so made It right in the present case. We are
led therefore by the preposition here need and the connec-
tion to adopt the first method ot interpretation mentioned
above, romp. Hodge, 8tanley, and especially Lee on Inspi-
ration, Lee. VI. pp. 207-8.
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The third method, however, seems unsuitable, if

we are obliged to conclude that the Apostle was
determined by sinful and selfish motives. The
bast way is probably to unite the third and the

first in such a way that the self-commendation

intended was one which sprung from his higher

spiritual nature, and yet took the direction of

the flesh, beoause it was concerned with such
external advantages, as genealogical desoent

(ver. 22), and individual position (ver. 23).

Paul had done and experienced many things

which might incline him to speak of such things

(vers. 24, etc.). Such carnal boastings are here
represented, though perhaps in an ironical man-
ner, and confessed to be, on the part of the

Apostle, foolishness (aQpoa'vinj). [As koto
1

t.

fxapxa (the articlemuchstrengthens the expression

and m ikes it mean according, to their flesh) can-

not be made to signify, in oarnal things, and as
it can be made to mean nothing but, according to

unsancti/ied human nature (as opposed to Kara

Kbptov of the preceding verse), we see not how we
can adopt any interpretation which makes Paul
declare his determination, Kavxaa&ai k. t. otytca*

It would not be possible to make it consistent

with Paul's character or a Christian spirit. Nor
does the language strictly require it Hodob :

«*There is no necessity of supplying Kara *4pica

after the last clause. What Paul says is, *As

many boast from unworthy motives, I also will

boast' If they did it from bad motives (ward

o&p<a), he might wall do it from good ones "].

— For ye who are wise naffer fools
with pleasure (ver. 20). He here tells

them what it wag that strengthened or at least

encouraged him in this purpose. It was their

toleration of such persons, and, in fact, their

pleasure in fools. [People usually tolerate the

ohatter of fools, as they do the petulance of chil-

dren]. The reason for this he assigns in a sud-

den turn of his discourse, ironically reminding
them that they must be wise men (oomp. 1 Cor.
iv. 10). 'Owe? is not here by way of concession,

in order that the force of the reproach might be
increased and their guilt aggravated; but its ob-

ject is to suggest the reason for their indulgence,

though in a way to inflict a severe reproof in

connection with the irony. As intelligent people
oan have no pleasure in the vaunting talk of

fools, they should not by their indulgence encou-
r*g3 others in their folly.—For ye suffer it, if

one brings yon into bondage, if one
devours you, if one enslaves yon, if

one exalts himself, if one smites yon in
the faoa ( ver. 20). He here illustrates further

what he nad said by reminding them of the

extraordinary degree to which they had car-

ried their indulgence, when they had taken
pleasure in even the most unworthy treatment,

yea, abuse of themselves (how muoh more, there-

fore, might he expect them to endure his afpo-

ahvTjt). In the first place, he recalls to their re-

collection the complete subversion of their free-

dom under the arrogant exercise of power which
these false Apostles had put forth among (hem
(el n$ Karadovfou). In this we must understand
not so much the imposition of the yoke of the law
and the loss of evangelical freedom, as a tyranni-

cal a jsertion of authority, a sacerdotal guardian-

ship of their consciences, and a requirement of

a blind obedience. In the next place, he reminds
them of the selfish, avaricious practices to which
they had submitted: « rig icaTeoiHei, if a man
consumes you, and wrests from you ail you have,

comp. Pa. liii. 6; Matth. xxiii 13. The word
has the sense of deoorare (not, to destroy by grief,

nor, to disturb the Church by breaking it up into

parties). There is no necessity of introducing
here the idea of an inordinate fondness for luxu-
rious food and good living, in order to distinguish

Karewfrm from XaufMvet, for this latter word
means not simply to take (as when one receives

a present or reward, or secretly conveys some-
thing away ; for this would require something
like bp*v after it> and as a feebler expression
would not be needed after the preceding verb),

but to oatoh, as in chap. xii. 16, by craft by sly

contrivances to get one in his power (as in hunt-
ing), by such means as would readily be supplied

by ambition or avarice. [Hoods: "Our version,

by supplying : of you, alters the sense and makes
this clause express less than the preceding; de-

vouring is a stronger expression for rapacity
than taking of you. As after Kareo&Ui in the

preceding clause, fytae must be supplied after

Xapfiaveit 'jf any take you,' i. e., capture you or

ensnare you "]. He closes this account by men-
tioning some insolent (eKalperat) and disgraceful

treatment they had received. Whether by
imtlptrai (so. 4>ulv) we are to understand the as*

sertion of some advantage which these Jews pre-

tended to have over the Gentile Christians (Osi-

ander), must be considered uncertain. Ei?

wpdooTov depetv indicates that their rule over the

Church was characterized by violence, intimida-

tion, and even insolence. [The ancient inter-

preters agree that && expression refers not to a
literal blow with the fist, but only to those

abusive reproaches which one heaps upon an-

other to his face (Jerome: "Si quis etiamprsuentes

obfurgat"). The immediately following words
were supposed to call for this modification of

meaning (Theodoret). The higheBt possible in-

solence is implied; for in Oriental countries

such a blow was intended for the utmost con-
tempt (1 Kings xxii. 24 ; Matth. v. 89 ; Acts xxiii.

2). Stanley suggests that ecclesiastical rulers

must sometimes have resorted even to corporeal

buffetting, since even the Apostle found it need-
ful to forbid such a thing (1 Tim. iii. 3 ; Tit. i. 7),

and the Council of Braga (A. D. 675) orders
" that no bishop at his will and pleasure shall

strike his clergy." Wordsworth : perhaps fana-

tically, with a pretenoe of Divine enthusiasm
and prophetic seal, comp. 1 Kings xxii. 24 ; Neh.
xiii. 25; Isa. lviii. 41. Ewald: "e.g., by the

reproach, as among the Galatians, that those who
had been converted and instructed by Paul were
not. in fact, Christians."

Vers. 21-27. I say it with shame, that
we have been weak. (ver. 21 a)—The Apostle

here passes on to his commendation of himself;

and he here compares his own preeminent en-

dowments and sufferings with the pretentions of

the boastful false apostles. He first draws at-

tention to the fact that when he was in Corinth

he had been weak in comparison with these pow-
erful men (oomp. 1 Cor. ii. 2). This is said in

words of forcible irony (Kara arifriav Xkyu) : I con-

fess it with shame, for if it were true, it must be
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186 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

a deep dishonor, and much disgraces me (mmra

with an abstract noun, I aaj it with shame, t. a-,

as though it were a circumlocution for an ad-

verb). [Winer, Oram, g 58, Webster, p.; 169].

In strong contrast with this ironical concession
respecting his earlier weakness, we have imme-
diately after it an assertion of his right to be as

bold as any one in his claims. By means of the

wf before bn he implies that what he had just

conceded as a shameful thing, was a circum-
stance conceived of only in the mind as in 2
Thess. ii. 2 (Meyer). In the sentence teyu—
j}//«C we have the same change of persons as in

rer. 6. Osiander: he puts himself and his com-
panions in direct contrast with their whole com-
pany. In this way we obtain a good and con-
sistent meaning in accordance with the signifi-

cation of the words and the connection. This,
however, would not be thecase ifwe regarded Kara
ariftiav ?Jyu as referring to the preceding verse

:

I say this to vour shame (because ye are pleased
with such things) ; or I say this with reference
to the disgraceful manner in which you have
been treated, for both of these remarks would
be entirely foreign to his discourse. We may
add that on this construction not only would the
ironical character of the whole passage be inter-

rupted, but the words ought to have been : Kara
t#v artfilav vfiov. Without some such more par-
ticular definition, it would be most naturally re-

ferred to the subject of teyu and of rja^evffoafiev^

especially as the latter verb includes within
itself the notion of an dn/iia. Moreover there
would be a harshness in taking &q bn in the sense
of cxravel, at if we had been weak. The indefinite-

ness of the phrase Kara ariplav is opposed to an ex-
planation of the words, which should make them
signify: To your shame I say that we were not
as strong as they were, and that we never at-

tained as much respect among you; and also
to that advocated by Ruckert: on this point, in-

deed, I must concede to your disgrace, that I

was weak.—But in whatsoever reapeot any
one is bold (I speak it foolishly) I am
bold also (ver 21 b)—He here begins his boast-
ing in the proper sense. The idea is: I confess
it with shame, that I have been weak in com-
parison with them, but now when the occasion
calls for boldness (boasting), I put myself on a
level with any of them in every respect. ToA/u£v

occurs in chap. z. 2, and irewoidtvai in Phil. iii.

8.

—

*Ep a<ppoobvy teyu is an ironical concession
(Meyer) to what he knew would be the judgment
of his opponents respecting these claims (comp.

pjj r*c» etc.
y
in ver. 16), or (Osiander) an expres-

sion of his feeling of humiliation on account of
this self-commendation, with an implied reproach
of his opponents for compelling him thus to

speak. The first point on which he would match
his opponents in this self-oommendation, is

brought forward in ver. 22, and had reference
to genealogical descent.— Are they He-
brews? so am I. Are they Israelites?
so am I. Are they the seed of Abraham ?
so am I.—This was a matter of especial boast
witli tho-to Juiaizing teachers, in whose eyes
Christianity was nothing but a continued Juda-
ism, which should give to the Jewish people a
decided preference above all nations, comp. Phil,

iii. 6. The three following sentences should

probably be read, in accordance with the ardent

feelings of the Apostle at this time, interroga-

tively, and we may notice in them an ascending
climax. The first honorable appellation,

r

E/3po«w,

may be looked upon as the designation by which
foreign nations usually distinguished the aneieot
and venerable nationality which derived its name
either from Eber, Abraham's ancestor (Qen. xi.

16), or from its migration from the other side of
the Euphrates.* Some, however, have con-
tended that this name designated a Palesti-

nian in distinction from a Hellenistic Jew; and
they explain the tcgy6 by attempting to show that

Paul was born at Giscala in Galilee (according
to Jerome, but in opposition to Acts xxii. 3) or

by supposing that his parents resided there be-

fore his birth, or that they removed to Jerusa-
lem at an early period, and gave him there a
purely Hebrew education. The first explana-
tion is certainly to be preferred, since even if the

facts on whioh the,opinion is based were com-
pletely proved, the Apostle would hardly say of

himself, without any further explanation, that

be was no Hellenist, but a Hebrew, and hence a
Jew of the purest stamp. The second appella-

tion, 'lopatj'KiTai, designates a higher position,

inasmuch as it indicates a participation in tie

honor of the sacred and important name of

Israel, or a membership of the theocratic nation.

Finally, airippa 'Afipadp designates the highest

external distinction, inasmuch as it signifies a
participation in the exalted prom ires given

to that ancestor.—Are they ministeis of
Christ? (I speak as one beside himself)
I am more (ver. 23 a).—The second point on

which his opponents prided themselves, was,

that they were ministers of Christ. To the

question whether they were such ministers, be

does not return a directly negative answer, but

he declares that on this important matter he was
superior to them, and he proceeds to produce a

catalogue of sufferings and conflicts, in the en-

durance of which he was far in advance of thtm.

The words irapafpavQv ?m?uj (I speak as one quite

beside himself), which are placed before irJp

eyu, are much stronger than those he had used

in ver. 21, and yet they are of a similar import.

They may be supposed to express an opinion

which he anticipated his opponents would form
respecting what he was saying (Meyer), or

[more probably, Alford] as the protest which
his own humble consciousness of unworthiness
urged him to make against these high self-com-

mendations (Osiander). In the latter case the

reference is, not to what he had just said, as if

it were a sign of madness to call such people by
the name of Christ's ministers (Ruokert), but

to the words, I am more (vxep kyu), and the

[* Robinson's Heb. Lex., Kitto's Encyc. and Smith's Wet.

of the Bible. Art. Hebrtw. The name *™)2^ *• now gene-

rally regarded not as a Patronymic, bnt as an appellative

noun from *^^JV, one from the other side (Gen. xiv. tt

Sept., vepanp^transttor) It seems to hare been originally

h Ois-Buphratian word applied to Trans-Euphratian immi*
grants, bat afterwards used by the Israelites themselves as

i he name beat known to foreigners. There is no evidence

that the Israelites attached any special value to their de-

scent from Eber, which, indeed, they shared with a nnmlrer

of Oriental nations (Oen. x. 21, probably moans simply:
" the Father of the nations beyond the river.")]
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further development of the idea which he was
about to make, and in which he felt that
there was a more than common boasting.

The imip may refer to the idea contained in

Si&KotHX Xpurrov, as if he would have said, * I am
more than that ; if they are such servants, I am
more.' This would be a withdrawal of the ap-
parent concession that they were such servants,

and would be inconsistent with what he had said

in vv. 13-1-3 (Meyer). The words may also be
referred to his opponents, and be made equiva-

lent to virip avrovg: I am such a minister in a
higher degree than they are. The latter seems
the simpler construction, and more correspon-
dent with the particulars afterwards mentioned
and the spirit (not ironical) which pervades the

passage. We must also remember that he had
not intended to decide whether they were in fact

servants of Christ, and the sense would therefore

seem to be: granted that they are such servants,

1 am more, etc. (vxlp is used as an adverb only
here). And yet he proceeds to mention (in ver.

28 b) as the reason for his preeminence, no illus-

trious achievements or wonderful results he had
accomplished, but difficulties, troubles, conflicts,

perils.—By labors more abundant, by
stripes above measure, by imprisonments
more abundant, by deaths frequently.

—

The word kv introduces us to the state in which
he actually was, and in consequence of which he
should be reckoned a servant of Christ in a much
more eminent sense than they. The adverbs,
xepioeorepuc, etc., should be construed as adjec-

tives belonging to the nouns with which they are
connected, though they are placed after those
nouns (oomp. Phil. i. 26; Gal. i. 13). In opposi-

tion to the construction which explains them as
adverbs [qualifying Mp eyb elfu, which is to be
understood before each member of the sentence],

we have noXXdiuc, before which we could not con-
tinue to understnn I the phrase. I am more than
they a servant ot Christ. Even if we might sup-
ply there some such phrase as: "I have been,

or I have experienced the fortune of, a servant
of Christ;" or I have been found by actual ex-
perience to be one, the relation of the several
expressions to vvip ey6 would be destroyed, and
yet would be required again in ver. 26. Kdiroi are
the labors he had performed as an Apostle, while
preaohing the Gospel, saving souls and contend-
ing for the truth (oomp. Acts xx. 19-20, 31). In
such labors he well knew that he had far sur-

passed his opponents, even though he might con-

cede that they were not deficient in an active

seal from impure motives. It was not perhaps
easy to say anything of the stripes and imprison-
ments they had suffered, unless possibly their

fanatical proceedings had involved them at some
time in such sufferings. fYxep

f3aXX6vr(jc, more
exceeding, an interruption of the use of the com-
parative, as in the next clause by trolMiuc.

frAax/uc, Clemens Rom. in his first Ep. ad. Cor.

chap. v. says that Paul sufferedbonds seven times.

By davdroiq is signified every kind of peril of
death. Corap. chap. iv. 11, and 1 Cor. xv. 81.

To show in what way he had experienced these

stripes and deadly perils, he here introduces a
parenthetical passage (vv. 24-26).— Of the
Jews five times I reoeived forty stripes,

save one.—In the first place he mentions the

abuse he had endured from his own countrymen,
the Jews. Tlevr&tuq—ifajiov. These five times

were the repetitions of this kind of punishment at

different times. This must have been the scourg-

ing which was inflicted for minor offences in the

synagogues, and which was never to exceed
forty stripes (Deut xx. 8). [The manner in

which this punishment was inflicted is thus de-

scribed in the Mishna: The hands of the criminal

are bound to a post, his clothes are then re-

moved till at least his breast and shoulders are

bare. With a scourge made of leather in four

strands he is then scourged in a stooping pos-

ture, one-third of the stripes on his breast, an-

other third on the right shoulder, and another

third on the left shoulder (Clarke). Paul

doubtless remembered, under these inflictions,

how he had subjected Christians to the same
treatment when he was himself a persecutor.

Acts xxii. 19]. The probability is (though others

explain the reason otherwise
J
that the number

of these blows was limited to thirty-nine, lest by
any wrong numbering the precept should be vio-

lated. Uapd designates an approximation to-

ward an extreme point ; until to, until upon
(Passow, irapa iii 1. o.) This whipping was so

terrible that many died under its infliction, and
it is therefore numbered among the •SavdroiQ.—
Thrice was I beaten with rods.

—

'Epfxip-

diodytf signifies, a Roman kind of punishment by
scourging with rods (slender staves}, Acts xvi. 22.

But although in the previous case he had desig-

nated the authors of his punishment by the phrase
vnb 'lovdaiuv and had placed this designation by
way of emphasis at the commencement of the

sentence as if it were especially grievous to him
(perhaps also as peculiarly disgraceful to his

Judaixing countrymen), he here says nothing

expressly of the persons by whom the punish-

ment was inflicted. Indeed no specification was
necessary.—Once was I stoned; thrice I
sufferedshipwreck; a nightand a day have
I spent in the deep. (ver. 25).—On kXt&d<r&7jv

consult Acts xiv. 19.—With respect to the three

shipwrecks nothing is said in the Acts (that

mentioned in Acts xxvii, was at a later period).

—The wx&fypepov (24 hours) iv rip flvdip nenoirjKa

must have been the consequence of some ship-

wreck. Not that he had been preserved that

length of time in some wonderful manner under
the water, but that he had been driven about
upon some board or piece of timber or wreck in

the midst of the sea, and probably been over-

whelmed by the waves. Bv#6? here signifies,

not a pit or a deep prison, but the depth of the

sea, as in Ps. ovii. 24, et. al.—Tlotetv here signi-

fies to pass away time, as in Acts xv. 88 et. al.

The perfect indicates a lively representation of

the past in the mind of the writer [Winer, { 41,

4. p. 214].—In vv. 26, 27 he resumes his proof

that he was a servant of Christ in a higher sense

than his opponents, and mentions first his fre-

quent journeys and the manifold dangers through
whioh they led him, and then the hardships and
privations of all kinds he had been obliged to

encounter.—By journeyings often, by per-
ils of rivers, by perils of robbers, (ver. 26).—'Ev is not to be supplied in these several

clauses, for the dat. instrum. is here made use of.

[Hodos: "Our translators have throughout this
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188 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

passage supplied the preposition in. But m kv

in the preceding verse is used instrumentally, so

here we have the instrumental dative, by jour-

neyings, by perils, etc. It was by voluntarily

exposing himself to these dangers, and by the

endurance of these sufferings that the Apostle
proved his superior claim to be regarded as a
devoted minister of Christ."] After the paren-
thesis of w. 24, 26, there is a return to the
former construction (ver. 28). Rivers (irorafiwv)

perils which proceeded from streams of various
kinds (according to the classical usage of Ian-

guage). He bad in his mind those inundations
and difficult fordings, etc., [common, especially

on the road frequently travelled by Paul, be-
twetm Jerusalem and Antioch, oomp. Alford].

—

Robbers ('/jjgtuv) were very common in those
regions which were the scene of most of bis

journeys.—By perils frommyown country-
men by perils from the heathen, (ver. 26 6).—The words kit ykvovc, from the Jews who not
only themselves laid Bnares for him, butat Corinth
and in other places stirred up the Gentiles (i£

kdvcxv) against him ; ykvovc wovoccurs otherwise in

Gal. i. 14.—Henow proceeds to mention the scenes
in which these perils had been encountered.—By
perils in the city, by perils in the wilder-
ness, by perils in the sea, by perils among
false brethren. Tver. 26 c).—the words kv v6tei

are contrasted witk kvtpffn^ as we sometimes say:

city and country. He had before his eye such
cities as Jerusalem, Damascus (vv. 82, 88) Thes-
salonica, Philippi and Ephesus.—In desert, un-
inhabited countries {kpffny) fi* W&B in danger
from robbers, from wild beasts, from losing his

way, etc.—The words kv Qakdaoij are closely con.
nected with kv cpffw, for the perils of the sea
were not merely those extreme oases mentioned
in ver. 25.—He finally notices that which was
the most painful of all, among false brethren, {kv

ijtevdadetyoic, comp. Gal. ii. 4). He has refer-

ence to those hostile Judaisers, whose fanatieal

hatred impelled them so far as to threaten the
life of the Apostle to the Gentiles, and thus made
it evident that the name of brethren had no pro-
per application to them. {Others think that
these were not really Christians, but only such
as pretended to be, that they might more easily

lay their hands upon him and remove him out
of the way

!
).—After this enumeration of various

kinds of peril, he now proceeds to mention first

his hardships:—By labor and weariness, by
frequentwatching*, by hangerand thirst,

by frequent fastings, by cold and naked-
ness, (ver. 27 ).—The word prfftftp isan advance in

signification upon *d>p. Very probably he had
in mind here the manual labor he went through
when he was at Corinth, and which not unlikely

consumed some of his nights (1 These, ii. 9, 2
Thess. iii. 8), and so gave occasion for watehings
(bypvTviw) in immediate connection with his of-

ficial duties.—The word rffarrbatc in distinction

from Xi[i$ Kit ct/yw* must signify voluntary fast-

ings, comp. chap. vi. 5, I Cor. ix» 27. On hun-
ger, thir>t, nakedness, consult 1 Con iv. 11.

—

We thus har<3 before us on the one hand sueh
voluntary self-denials as were required for his

official duties that he might have time to devote
himself more unreservedly to prayer and inter-

cession ; and on the other the want of those ab-

solute necessities of life which could not always
be obtained during the hasty journeys whioh his

work and his safety sometimes required. The
thirst (itifxtc) also could not always be avoided in

Beasons of extreme heat in desert lands.

Vers. 28-80. Besides the things not enu-
merated, the business whioh comes upon
me day by day the anxiety for all the
ohurohes.—The Apostle now turns from a par-

ticular recital of the various perils, pains, t/c,

which he had been obliged to endure, to those

more general burdensand cares which came upon
him every day in his official duty. To napenr6$

signifies the things besides, i «., those which take
place beside (not, what are to be met with from
without, outside of the church, or, what occurs out
of the regular order ; for both these expressions
would be inconsistent with the usages of demon-
strative discourse). He had reference to further

details, in addition to those he had just given, but
which he was about to leave unmentioned. Xuptr.

therefore has the sense of: without, irrespective

of.—It would seem an unnecessary harshness to

regard the following nominatives as in irregular

apposition with ruv napctcrtc so that the sense
would be : all that I have thus mentioned come
upon me only in the regular course of things, in

addition to, or irrespective of, that which is be-

yond that course, viz. y the daily matters of atten-

tion, etc. The same may be said of the attempt
to connect xupk tOv *apejcr6c with thai which
precedes, according to which if Mor+oic would
be averyabrupt commencement ofa new sentence.

Nothing need be understood but karh in the sense

of: takes place. If the reading, rj hrtttivraiaic

//ov,. which has considerable authority in its

favor, be adopted, the meaning of the words
must be either: an insurrection, a collecting to-

gether in troops against me (comp. Act* xxiv

12) ; in whioh oase the fact mentioned would be-

long rather to the tuvtifootc and certainly could
not be a daily occurrence ; or the burden which
came upon him in consequence of the perverted
doctrines and disorderly practices of those around
him (Bengel). The idea of a concourse, a great
oiowd of people or even of importunities every
day, is not altogether sustained by the meaning
of the word (even in Numb. xxvi. 9, iriowroVrs?
has the hostile sense of rising in opposition to

one).—,
Eir/oTd*ic which is sustained by better

authority gives us a tdgnifieation which is appro-
priate to the context, for we may take it either

in the sense of delay (hinderance), that which
causes me delay every day; or in the sense of at-

tention, having the care of something, an intense

straining of the thoughts to determine what is to

be done or how a thing is to be arranged. The
latter sense seems most consistent with what fol-

lows* If we adopt the reading jttoi, sustained bf
B. P. G. [and Sin.] instead of fans & will not be
difficult to bring it into agreement with the tort*

which we have supplied, in the sense of, takes

placefer me. With this also may be closely con-
nected the immediately following sentence, tke

cate x>f all the churches ; though in that case we
must not make that the Bubjeet of $ kwieraoic

Hot (not) ete. [my daily care is anxiety etc.}

(Meyer). By all the churches are probably to

be understood those whioh had been founded by
the Apostle and his school or which had come
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under his influence, t. e. those beyond the limits

of Palestine. The care he exercised over them,

was for the preservation of Christian usages and
order, in doctrine and practice.—The trouble

which this involved, he describes (ver. 29), with

reference to the particular department of his pas-

toral work (comp. Acts n. 18, 19, 81);

—

Who is

weak and I am not weak ? Who is of-

fended and I do not burn?—'Aa&evei refers

here not to physical infirmities but to moral im-

perfections, defects of judgment and of faith,

intellectual and moral weakness.—A climax is

reached in (ncavdaXi&a&ai (1 Cor. viii. 18), which
signifies, to be perplexed or led astray. Owe
aevevu does not imply that he condescended to en-

ter into all the infirmities and prejudices of his

brethren (like 1 Cor. ix. 22), but that he so sin-

cerely sympathixed with others, that he made their

weakness his own, and to a great extent became
one with those who were feeble. [Chrysqstom:
" He says not, *And I share not in his sorrow, 1 but
I am thrown into the tumult and agitation which
I should have if I were under the same trouble or
infirmity. ' "] This is'the reason that no ky6 is ex-

pressed before aa&evd, although it is subsequently

used, because he feels himself not so intimately

connected with those who were offended (ovcavda-

XiZSpzvoe). [He so identified himself with those

who were weak, that he spoke as one with them,
as though he were himself the church throughout
the world; but when he came to speak of those

who had been stumbled or led astray he sepa-

rates himself from them in their wanderings, but
is fired with indignation for their sake and speaks
for them]. Thus Osiander; but otherwise Meyer,
who observes that the negation in the former
case had reference to the verb itself, 'who is fee-

ble without occasioning a weakness also in meV
whereas in the latter the negation had reference

rather to the person : "who is stumbled, and I do

not burn?*' [He sympathized with the weak, he
glowed with the strong]. Ylvpovcr&cu has a diffe-

rent meaning here from that which it had in 1

Cor. vii. 9, for the idea here is either that he
was violently displeased with the one who had
misled his brother, or (more probably) that he
was deeply and acutely pained for the brother
who had been offended and misled. Of course it

would have been inappropriate for him to have
written oKavda\ifytiai f and we should altogether

miss the Apostle's thought if we took irvpoba&ai

in the sense it bears in 1 Cor. vii. 9 (in relation

to incontinence). But very feeble and quite

aside from the sense of the passage would it be
to explain the verse so as to make it signify

:

who suffers if I do not suffer? u e. I suffer more
than any other one (this would call for an cy&
also before aa&evu).—If I mast boast, I
will boast of the things which oonoern
my infirmities (ver. 80).

—

He here finally

draws a conclusion from what he had been saying,

with respect to the nature of the boasting to

which his opponents had driven him (Set); ana he
reminds his readers how unlike it was to that of
his opponents, inasmuch as it referred entirely

to matters connected with his infirmity, and it

made him appear rather like a feeble man sub-
ject to ordinary passions (sufferings and afflic-

tions of every kind).—He was about to mention
some additional particulars of a similar kind, as

matters of which he might boast (Kavxfoopai).—
In aadeveiac he has no allusion to dadevu in ver.

29, since the word there indicated merely a feel-

ing which identified him with others, and Kavxv-
aofiat shows that he had reference here to that

which was to follow, [not exclusively, however, for

he had already been boasting of such things, and
was now only continuing the recital. Such fu-

tures in a narrative or in an argument often sig-

nify the purposed continuance of an action!.

Vbbs. 81-88. — God, the Father of the
Lord Jeans, who is blessed forever-
more, knoweth that I lie not. — The
affirmation here given is rendered peculiarly

solemn by the unusually full and Christian de-

signation, it gives to God (comp. chap. i. 8) and
the ascription of praise it contains (bv—aiQvac;).

It must not be connected with the enumeration
commenced in ver. 23, for ver. 80 stands between
the two sections. We should rather refer it to

the purpose which he had announced in ver. 80,

inasmuch as it might seem incredible to many
that he would boast of his suffering condition

rather than of his achievements, his manifesta-

tions of power, and the results of his actions.

The main fact mentioned in the two next verses

appears of too small importance to call for such
an asseveration. It seems only a poor evasion

of the difficulty to suggest that the fact was not
generally known and that it could not then be
proved without great difficulty; or that it seemed
hardly credible that the Jews would be guilty of
such an atrocity ; or finally that his escape must
have seemed very wonderful, and hence that the

Apostle might feel called upon to make the as-

sertion especially solemn. We must either con-

clude that he here commenced a historical ac-

count of his personal sufferings, which was im-
mediately interrupted and never completed
(Meyer), or we must connect it with chap. xii.

7, 8, where he begins again to speak of his

aa&tveia (Osiander, who is inclined to make it

refer to Doth the preceding and the following

verses). What he mentions in vers. 82, 83, took
place when he first commenced his work, and it

had therefore made a deep impression upon his

mind as his first deliverance from imminent
danger. It does not seem likely that this cir-

cumstance is mentioned merely to authenticate

what he had said in vers. 23, etc., because it came
first in the order of his deliverances, nor as a
supplementary account of a persecution which
had come upon him out of the ordinary course of

what he had been recounting, and separated, far

back in the very commencement of his course.

According to Osiander, this incident was men-
tioned with so much prominence because in time

and character it was closely connected with
chap. xii. 2. Ewald suggests that there can be
no doubt that Paul throughout this whole pic-

ture had his eye especially upon those calamities

and afflictions which had their origin in the ha.

tred of those Jews and Jewish Christians from
among whom his Corinthian opponents had
arisen, and that this will explain why he could

not refrain from heightening the colors of that

picture by this account of a special danger into

which that deadly hatred had brought him soon
after his conversion.

—

In Damascus, the go-
vernor under Aretas the king guarded
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190 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

the city of the Damascenes that he might
apprehend me (ver. 82). We have here
eitiier a pleonasm or an anacoluthon. Perhaps
he had intended at first to write efpovpei rdf

nvfaig (comp. Acts ix. 24), and afterwards did not

notice that he had already written ev Aa/movc^.

[Barnes: "Our translation implies that there

was a body of men stationed (a garrison), in or-

der to guard the city. The true idea is that

there were men (perhaps a guard of hostile Jews
gathered for this purpose only) to keep watch of

the gates, lest he should escape them. 1
' The

word typovpei signifies to sentinel, to keep guard
over, Wordsworth thinks that the phrase "the
city of the Damascenes" implies that the city

was not altogether subject to Aretas, but had
some independent, jurisdiction left at the same
time that Aretas had an Ethnarch there. It

may have been nominally free, but under the
protection of a superior power." As the Jews in

some cities had a special ruler under the title of

Ethnarch, it has been suggested by some that

this governor was in a special sense over them].
The Ethnarch (e&vapxvs) was the same as a pre-

fect or governor, though this precise title was
used but little, and only in the Septuagint and
among the Byzantines. Aretas was a king of
Arabia Pctraa, and the father-in-law of Herod
Antipas. After the death of Tiberias, he must
have taken advantage of the circumstances of the
moment for gaining power in the city of Damas-
cus. The incident here related took place during
the period of this brief ascendancy there. What
is here ascribed to the governor is in Acts ix. 24
ascribed to the Jews; but this apparent discre-

pancy is explained by the supposition that the
governor acted under the instigation and possi-

bly through the instrumentality of the numerous
and influential Jews who are known to have re-

sided there. Comp. Meyer, Osiander, Winer,
Zeller (Aretas). On ver. 33 comp. Acts ix. 25.

—

And through a window I was let down
in a basket through the wall, and esoaped
his hands, (ver 33).—The word tivplg [is a di-

minutive form of #ipa], and signifies, probably, a
small opening overhead in the wall of the city,

perhaps in the house of some Christian. [He-
sychius tells us that oapydvn was defined by some
to be a rope twisted of rushes; by others, any
thing woven together of rushes; but Suidas
makes it the same thing as anvplq in Acts ix. 25,

t. «., a basket. From this incident Paul was ri-

diculed by infidels of a later period, as 6 andoro-

Aof oapyavotydpTiToc. He was, however, so far

from being ashamed of it, that he gloried in it.

In Acts and in our passage the phrase is 6ia rov

reixovg, which our English A. V. translates "by
the wall," but which should probably be,

"through the wall," as more consistent with the

radical meaning of the preposition. As the

aperture, however, was probably from some such
building as is even now seen overhanging the

walls of Damascus (see a representation of such
a house in Conybeare and Howson, Vol. 1, p.

100), either expression may be consistent with
the actual fact. Smith's Diet. Art. Window

;

also Stanley. Comp. Josh. ii. 15, and 1 Sam.
xix. 12. On the chronological relations of this

incident see Alford on Acts ix. 25].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

A minister of Christ should meet the spirit of

sect and of faction with all the resistance of

which he is capable. For by that spirit Satan
often succeeds in drawing the Church away from
her Bridegroom, and in causing her to prove un-
faithful. Gradually he brings her under the

tyranny of men, who assume to be ministers of

Christ while they are in truth the servants of

Satan, arrogate to themselves every kind of

power, and by every art and outrage enslave the

souls of men. Their object is by such means to

make God's people dependent entirely upon them,
and to get complete possession of all persons and
property in the Church, under the pretence that

"it is needful for the good cause and for the

salvation of souls." A hierarchy which has

usurped the name of the Catholic Church, or

any other name which promised to serve its cor-

rupt purpose, whether of prophets, messengers
of Christ, men of the Spirit or restorers of the

true Church, has been practising such arts in

every age, but always openly or covertly depre-
ciating the system of faith and order which the

true Prophets and Apostles once established, and
now, as the great apostasy draws near, threaten-

ing to become more insolent Every true ser-

vant of Christ is sacredly bound, for his Master's

sake, to contend against such practices by every

means within his reach, that the purity of the

Church may be secured or maintained, that her

dependence upon her only Head may be sincere,

and that her devotion to Christ may be unre-

served and pure. While he freely rebukes wick-

edness and calls it by its true names, he must
denounce with severity, and, if advisable, with

gentle or keen irony, the weaknesses and follies

of those who have allowed themselves to be led

astray. In extreme cases he must cheerfully

endure for the cause of his Lord all those sacri-

fices, self-denials, sufferings and conflicts which
that Lord Himself endured. Though he thus

humbles himself in the presence of a meek and
lowly Master, and feels that he can never do too

much, he should not hesitate to make use of what
he has done and suffered to confound those who
assume the credit of what others have done, or by
fancied or pretended merits seek to obtain influ-

ence at the expense ofmore deserving persons. In

such circumstances he must bring to notice things

which he would rather have concealed, and
make his own virtues the means of saving those

who have been wickedly seduced from the way
of truth. In this way the esteem in which
Christ*s ministers are held may be used to pre-

serve these weaker brethren from becoming the

slaves of Satan's ministers.

[2. Our Lorcf's relation to the Church is not

only most endearing, but most permanent and

secure. Whatever his relations to angels and

other beings may be, his connection with his

church is like that of a monarch with his queen.

Until her number and her graces are completed,

she remains only espoused and in a state of pre-

paration. God's ministers are now, as it were,

filling His place, as His ambassadors, proxies,

or paranymphs (Isa. lxii. 4. 6), but it is only to
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bring her into a true conjugal relation to him
(comp. a sermon of Pres. Edwards on "The
Church's Marriage;" Works, vol. vi. p. 192). But
when this preparation is completed, * 4 Christ
will invite His Spouse to enter with Him into

the palace of His glory, prepared for her from
the foundation of the world, and will lead her in

with Him; and this glorious Bridegroom and
Bride shall ascend together, with all their shin-

ing ornaments, into the heaven of heavens, the

whole multitude of angels waiting upon them:
and this Son and daughter of God shall, in their

united glory and joy, present themselves together

before the Father; and they both shall, in that re-

lation and union together, receive the Father's

blessing: and shall thenceforward rejoice to-

gether in consummate, uninterrupted, immutable
and everlasting glory, in the love and embraces
of each other, and joint enjoyment of the love of

the Father." Edwards: vol. VI: p. 205.

8. " Our religion has cost much suffering.

We have here a detail of extraordinary trials

and sorrows in establishing it. It has always
advanced, amidst sufferings, persecutions and
martyrdoms. How many such men as Brainard
and Martyn have sacrificed their lives to extend
it round the world. All that we enjoy is the

fruit of such toils and sacrifices, and we have
not one Christian privilege which has not cost

the life of many a martyr."
4. «* We may infer the sincerity of such men

and the truth of the cause in which they are en-

gaged. They had nothing to gain by such suf-

ferings, if they did not believe the facts on which
their religion was founded. And as they could
not be mistaken with respect to such palpable
facts, their religion must be true." Barnes,
abridged].

HOMILETTOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starke:—Vbr. 1 Hbdingbr:—The commen-
dation of ourselves solely for the honor of God,
to confound blasphemers or to defend truth and
innocence, is in fact wisdom, although envious
and uninformed persons may not so regard it or
so represent it. When we see one boast of his

person and of his merits from a spirit of pride,

covetousness, or selfishness, and another only of

his office, of the grace which has been shown to

an unworthy sinner, or of what he has done en-

tirely through grace, we cannot but see that the

latter is a very different act from the former

;

for Satan has obtained no small advantage when
he has deprived a Christian of his credit.

—

Hbd-
ihgbr:—Never be grieved, if your doings and
your zeal are evil spoken of. Know you not
that most men carry a pope within themselves,

i. «., wilfulness, prejudice, passions? What hope
can there be before such judges? Pray ear-

nestly that God would rule in your heart, and
keep you from all corrupt affections and views,

and then go forward (1 Thess. ii. 4).—Ver. 2.

As the high-priest under the Old Testament was
forbidden to marry any one but a chaste virgin
(Levit. xxi. 13). so Jesus will have only those
who are pure and who will not play the harlot
with the world (chap. vii. 1 ; 1 Pet. i. 22; Eph.
v. 26-27). True ministers are Christ's para-
nymphs, to bring men to Christ, and to confirm

them in spiritual wedlock.—Ver. 3. When we
see men turn away from God's Word, wrest it

from its true meaning, or disbelieve its promises
or its threatenings, we may be sure that Satan
is at work among them, and corrupting them
(Luke viii. 12).—Ver. 4. Wo to such as teach
their fellowmen. to come to God by any other
way than that of faith in Christ, for they are
preaching a new and a false gospel.—Ver. 6.

Hbdinqbr,:—When God's honor and the welfare
of your neighbor is suffering, do not hesitate to
check the vile devil, and defy him, however lofty
his pretentions.—Ver. 17. Better be poor and
unknown than to harm the church and its work.
The more humble, the more likely to be sincere

!

—Ver. 8. Churches should assist one another,
as members of the same great body.—Ver. 9.

Preachers should be ashamed to beg, but not to
be poor.—Ver. 11. One of the bestmarks of a spi-

ritual shepherd, is a fatherly love to his people.
" God knoweth," is a real oath, and we need not
be afraid to use it in attestation of the truth,
"but only when the cause is important, and nearly
connected with God's honor. — Ver. 12. How
many sins would never be committed, if we were
more careful to remove all occasions for sin.

—

Vv. 13-16. Hbdingbr:—Satan can put on the
face of an angel, and hypocrites can prate
smoothly of righteousness. To speak, to teach,
and to preach fluently are no great things; but
to work faithfully and zealously, and to have a
right spirit, are of the utmost importance. Try
the spirits! (1 Jno. iv. 1). Trust nothing to
mere appearances, though angelic. Be satisfied

with nothing but God's own Word, for that con-
tains all you need for salvation. The damna-
tion of heretics and of factions never slumbers

(2 Pet. ii. 8).—Ver. 16. Preachers have the best
of reasons for defending the honor of their office

and their personal character against all who
vilify them, for in this way good men are much
aided, and bad men are effectually thwarted.

—

Ver. 19. Hbdingbr:—We often bear more from
those who deceive and seduce us, than from those
who are faithful to us, and it is in this way that

God punishes us for our sins (Amos v. 18).

—

Ver. 20. People are often obliged to yield to the
devil a thousand fold, what they have withheld
from Christ and His faithful ministers (Hos. ii.

8).—Ver. 21. If those who preach the Gospel,

faithfully perform their duties, they will often

be obliged to speak unwelcome truth, and expose
errors, that those who oppose themselves may be
put to shame.—Ver. 22. It is a great mercy, for

which we cannot be too thankful, to belong to a
good family.—Ver. 23. The highest glory of a
minister and of every Christian, is to suffer and
to be afflicted much for righteousness' sake (Rom.
v. 8).—Ver. 25. Let us never cast away our con-

fidence in God!—Ver. 26. Tou can never get

away from perils ; therefore, fear God and pray

!

God's best servants must not unfrequently expe-

rience severe trials from their own countrymen,
and even from those of kindred faith.—Ver. 27.

The more neglected a congregation has been, the

severer the labor it will need for its spiritual

cultivation. But let the servant of God be faith-

ful, and the Lord will be his portion and his re-

ward. The cares of a faithful minister will

doubtless give him many a sleepless night; but
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groaning and weeping before the Lord will at
last restore him to rest and sleep —Ver. 28.

God'8 true servants have frequently not an hour
which is not occupied with preaching, instruct-

ing, counselling, visiting, comforting, praying,

studying, etc.—Ver. 29. Those who have them-
selves acquired strength, skill, and experience,

should sympathise with and strengthen those

who are still weak in faith and practice. An
earnest minister will have his righteous indigna-

tion and holy zeal enkindled- when his people

are made to stumble before his eyes.—Ver. 80.

Hjsdinoer:—We should never boast of our sins,

but if we have endured afflictions, and experi-

enced Divine consolations, let these be our glory.

—Ver. 81. A solemn affirmation or an oath, is

in truth a prayer. If, therefore, it is right to

pray, it is right to take an oath, if the honor of

God, the good of our neighbor, and the cause of

truth and righteousness demand it.—Vers. 82, 88.

Even in extreme perils, and when every way
and opening seems closed against us, God knows
how to deliver us. But we should never rely

upon extraordinary methods, as long as a way
of escape, however singular, is possible to our
own efforts.

Bxrlbnb. Bible.—Ver. 1. God has such a
teal for souls, that He will have them entirely to

Himself. Christ has purchased them with His
own blood and now He sends His servants to

bring them to Him.—Ver. 8. There is no better

preservative of our virginal simplicity and inno-

cence, than a perpetual consciousness of our
great perils. The devil, having crept like a ser-

pent, into the inmost soul and poisoned it with

corrupt imaginations, throws out from that cen-

tral point, over every object some deceitful ex-

citement to evil. He always has free access to

our minds as long as our wills and inclinations

are not in subjection to Christ. He can corrupt

us only by turning us from our simplicity with re-

tpect to Chrtit; t. «., from looking with a steady

eye upon Him alone, as to our true and only
Husband. This is that genuine chastity of the

soul which depends upon Him alone, and allows

nothing in the world to rival Him.—Ver. 12.

It is no small part of our religion to guard
against the assaults of the devil.—Ver. 18.

Honesty and simplicity are characteristics of a
genuine laborer. Those who fear no danger
never try the spirits, for they have never proved
their own selves.—Ver. 14. Had not Satan suc-

ceeded in concealing his own wickedness under
forms of a self-imposed devotion and a worship
adorned with every thing to flatter the human
heart, he would never have kept the people for

so long a time in fancied security and false peace.

The light of God he has often withheld from the

people under the pretence of some good intention

or of communioating some higher knowledge.

—

Ver. 15. When godless men preach, and are

heard and tolerated perhaps with delight, the
devil has none to hinder him, and he comes as

an angel of light and in the name of Christ, to

destroy souls by the thousand.—No man can be
a minister of Christ who is not himself a righ-

teous man and who does not utter with his life

what he speaks with his lips.—Ver. 19. Cunning
men love most those who are like themselves.

—

Men are so blind that they would rather have
bondage and a galling yoke of their fellowmen,

than the sweet liberty of Christ. Those who en-

slave them to some human system, acquire more
importance, authority and power than those who
commend the easy yoke of Jesus.—Ver. 28. God
brings out how much His saints endure, that men
may see the difference between such sufferings,

and those of which many boast, no small part of
which were brought upon themselves by their

own fault, and others were only imaginary.

—

Ver. 25. In Jesus Christ shame has been made
honorable, pain awakens joy, and toils refresh
us.—Ver. 26. The more an instrument is used
in God's hands, the more polished it becomes,
and when it needs repair He sharpens it by suf-

ferings.—(Spiritual hints:) Ver. 26. Perils of
murderers: the world, the flesh, and the devil,

who endeavor to rob us of mce; in the city:

from intercourse with every kind of men ; in the
wilderness: temptations of solitude.—Ver. 27.

Troubles, for the sake of wisdom ; hunger and
thirst after God and his righteousness ; fastings

(Mark ii. 20), want of comfort; cold, the warmth
of the Divine presence gone; nakedness, (with-
in).—Ver. 28: It is a vain excuse when any al-

lege that they cannot give themselves to prayer
because they have so much to do.—Ver. 29. It

should grieve me to hear of another's distress,

and in his afflictions I should be afflicted.—When
God is dishonored by prevailing wickedness and
sins, it should be a fire in our hearts to consume
us.—Ver. 80. The world is so much given to ly-

ing, that even an Apostle feared he would not be
believed, unless he called God for a witness.

Riegeb:—Ver. 8. We may see in the fall of
our first parents, as in a glass, how much our
souls are in danger of being seduced by lies.

Without a direct intention to do wrong, one may
be so utterly crazed that in the first place his
understanding and then his heart is taken as it

were by storm, his entire dependence upon
Christ, and the supply of his fruitful energy
from Christ is interrupted, and he imagines that
he can make more rapid progress in some other
way than by a simple dependence upon Christ.

—Ver. 4. We always make a very different thing;

from the gospel when we attempt to improve
what Christ has given us.—Ver. 7ff. The gospel
of the heavenly kingdom can never be preached
without a heavenly mind and a low estimate of
earthly things.—Vv. 10, 11. The heart can be
judged only by Him who searches the heart.—
Ver. 12ff. The world never gives a good name to
those who zealously oppose prevailing errors.

The only virtue it sees in a minister is a mode-*
ration which is generally nothing but lukewarm*
ness which is loathsome to our ascended Lord

!

But even if no one acknowledges the propriety
of his course, he will consider it an honor that
he cannot endure them that are evil, and that ho-
is allowed to expose deceitful workers and to
show that they are liars.—ver. 16ff. It is very
difficult for a Christian to understand how be is
bound by the spirit of Christ to esteem others
butter than himself, when he finds that he is
abused by deceitful and arrogant persons, for
this very lowliness of spirit, and is obliged to
separate himself from them.
Neandbb :

—

Ver. 80. The mental elevation of
a Christian has its origin not like that of the
Stoics in self^oonfidenoe but in the consciousness
of human infirmity.

—

Ewald: A Christian in-
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more inclined to glory in his infirmities than in

his strength.—W. Hofackbb: Vv. 23-80. The
picture here given of the Apostle's life, is full of

instruction, for the direction of oar own hearts

and lives: 1. In our own calm and peaceful

times for tho church of Christ, we should thank-

fully remember, the hard struggles, the bloody

conflicts and the faithful constancy which othera

had to maintain, to secure for us this costly pos-

session. 2. What an amount of painful privation

and distressing experience was brought within

the narrow limits and the feeble capacity of a

single life. In such a light how pitiable and con-

temptible do we appear in our effeminate horror at

suffering and our perpetual recoil from every

cross. 8. The disciple of Christ can accomplish

great and glorious things, if he will only make
good use of his day of grace, and be thoroughly

what he professes to be ;—vory appropriately our
motto might be: No rest for the flesh! 4. In the

outer man the Apostle was feeble and frail, and
yet through this' very weakness Christ's power
was wonderfully glorified ; on the same principle

Christ now dispanses His Spirit and His gifts.

HBUBNea:—Vsa. 1. It is indeed foolish to

bo«t. No wise and humble man will condescend
to it, but from necessity, for the cause of God and
fdr the welfare of others.—Ver. 2. The holy seal

a pastor feols for his people, has its source in a
pure love to God and not in personal vanity, etc.

—None but the pure, deserve the bridal honor,

and the figure of a " virgin," beautifully expresses

the idea of a soul which loves none but Christ.

—

Ver. 3. Men listen with far greater pleasure to

those corrupters who befool them and flatter their

selfish passions, than to those who honestly tell

them the truth. The simplicity which is in

Christ, is that disposition which desires and be-

lieves in nothing but what Christ teaches and
which gives no heed to any professed improve-
ments upon this.—Ver. 4. Let no one wrest from
thee a pure Christianity, for what better system
can you have in its place ?—Ver. 6. Fine words
are not wisdom and are never enough to make a
preacher. We must have something deeper for

that.—Ver. 7. There is no surer way to mortify

the pride of some persons than to make sacrifices

in their behalf.—Ver. 13. Christianity has suf-

fered more from unworthy professors, erroneous
teachers, and hypocrites, than from open ene-

mies. But by the side of every teacher of the

truth, we shall always find some teacher of false-

hood under the semblance of truth.—Ver. 14. If

the evil spirit presented himself to men in his

true form, they would be struck with horror.

H ) therefore assumes some brilliant form that he
may be recaived as an angel of light. His vilest

ministers put on the face of saints, base pleasures

assume the mwk of love, eclipses of faith take
the name of enlightenment, and an antipathy to

the atonement pats on the semblance of a regard
for strict morality. God permits the evil spirit

in this manner to conceal his real form that his

children may be trained to watchfulness and
conflict.—Those who propagate error are Satan's

real though often unconscious ministers.—Ver.

15. Satan's servants- make use of the same tricks

as their master ; and as in the end their mask
must ba torn from them and they must be judged
by God Himself, we may be sure that their pun-

i
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ishment will be terrible.—Ver. 19. An honest

aud profound love feels its keenest torture when
it sees its objects unconscious of their own cor-

ruption.—Ver. 20. False preachers leave to others

the hard part of their work and then claim the

credit and the benefit of its performance. They
natter and amuse men with the pretence of a
better Christianity, and then wish to rule over
and make a gain of God's people. But their ob-
ject is the fleece and not the flock. And yet
many are greatly pleased with just such preach-
ers, because their selfish passions are gratified,

and they are displeased with those who are in
earnest and present the truth with earnestness.

Accordingly those who mislead and deceive men
find ready listeners while genuine preachers lose

their power and influence, and true friends are
easily mistaken and sacrificed for false.—Ver.
22. Those who esteem all things but loss for
Christ, may yet when circumstances call for it,

without inconsistency make use of every advan-
tage of birth or fortune.—Ver. 23. In the per-
formance of our duties there are various degrees
with respeot to the amount of service, the abund-
ance of the labors, and the completeness of the
performance. Some are satisfied when they do
what is customary, indispensably necessary, or
essential to their office; while others do that

which is extraordinary. There are both phleg-
matic and sanguine temperaments; and yet there
can be in the sight of God no works of superero-
gation (Luke xvii. 10). It is one of the best marks
of a faithful minister to be always in earnest and
attentive to his duties.

W. F. Bessrr :—Ver. 2. The church consists

of not many brides, but she is herself the only
bride of Christ. The churches to which the Spi-
rit spoke (Rev. ii. 7), were the Bride which, im-
mediately after the Spirit, said, Come (Rev.
xxii. 17) 1 Individual Christians and individual
churches are allowed to remain together in the
bridal chamber where Christ graciously dwells by
the dispensation of his word and sacraments ; and
there they are all organized as distinct members
into one great body, to be nourished and che-
rished by him as a wife by her husband and
head (Eph. v. 29). Every division, whether
among Christians of the same congregation, or
among different congregations, is a division in

this great body (1 Cor. xii. 25) and impairs the

bridal purity of the virgin to be presented to

Christ.—Ver. 18. Those who wickedly resolve to

see nothing in the world but black, shall have
their reward in seeking nothing but black. The
slanderous disposition of the enemies of truth, is

a sure sign that their damnation slumbers not.

—

Ver. 14. Tertullian called Satan "God's ape."
All the mysterious names which the god of this

world (Eph. ii. 2) has written upon his forehead,

such as enlightenment, progress, freedom, equa-
lity, education, etc., are only new forms of the

old serpent's words.—Ver. 15. The only security

against wandering into unrighteousness and a
godless life, is a faithful adherence to the right-

eousness which is by faith in Christ Jesus.—The
voice of the Spirit, through our Epistle, speaks
not to the Corinthian Church alone but to every
church and to every age of Christendom. It is

a perpetual call upon the Bride to be ever on her
guard against the plausible insinuations of the
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eld serpent, lest her mind should be corrupted

from the simplicity into which Christ has called

us by His Gospel. Oh happy he who yields him-
self unreservedly to Christ and follows Him with

all the heart !—Ver. 20. In every instance where
men have been led away from the church and
from Christ its head, God has visited upon the

apostate people the evils which are mentioned in

this passage. In every age, just as in Corinth,

false teachers endeavor to alienate the people

from God's true ministers, by accusing these of

crimes which are calculated to destroy their in-

fluence. But no sooner do they succeed in making
their dupes completely dependent upon them,
than they are themselves guilty of the very crimes
which they had falsely charged upon others.

—

Vv. 23-27. Drones are seldom seen where the

working bees are collecting honey.
[Paul's personal vindication of himself. In-

troduction: apology for pursuing the subject,

vv. 1-4. 1. His love for them, and his jeal-

ousy—he had brought them to Christ, ver. 2,

and he had grounds for apprehension, ver. 8.

2. He had no reason to expect they would gain

by the change, ver. 4. I. Hit claim, vv. 6, 6.

1. Equality with the best, ver. 5. 2. Especially
in knowledge of Divine things, ver. 6 a. 8. In

those practical proofs which demonstrated bis

Apostleship, ver. 6 6. II. His proof9, w. 7-88.

Not in great dignities and shining qualities, ver.

7, but in, 1. His disinterested love to the Church,
w. 7-21, (1) he had given up his rights to a
support, (and to supply their defect, had (a) ex-

hausted himself, Acts xviii. 8, and (6) robbed
others, ver. 8; (2) he had been actuated by a
sincere love to them, not by indifference nor
pride, w. 11, 12, and (3) his course was in fa-

vorable contrast with that of his opponents, vv.

18-22 (for nothwithstanding their outward show,
they were no better (much less) than be, ver. 12,

and they were as bad as they accused him of

being, vv. 20, 21 ). 2. His relations to the cove-

nant people of God, ver. 22. 8. His conduct as a
minister of Christ, vv. 28-88 ; here he was supe-

rior to them, not in things of which men usually

boast, but in labors, ver. 28, in sufferings, w.
28-27, in cares, ver. 28, in seal for those in

peril, ver. 29, and in the humble use of meant
for his deliverance, w. 81-88].

XV.—HIS REVELATIONS AS A GROUND FOR BOASTING (Iff.). HOW HE HAD BEEN
KEPT FROM SELF-EXALTATION, AND BEEN LED TO GLORY IN HI8 INFIRMI-

TIES (7ff.). HOW HE OUGHT TO HAVE BEEN SAVED THE NECESSITY OF SUCH
SELF-COMMENDATION BY THE CORINTHIANS THEMSELVES (llff.).

Chapter XII. 1-18.

It is not expedient for me doubtless to glory, [I must needs1 boast: it is notexpe-

2 dient for me, for'] I will come to visions and revelations of the Lord. I knew
[know, olda] a man in Christ above [om. above] fourteen years ago, (whether in the

body, I cannot tell [know not, olda], or whether out of the body, I cannot tell [know

not]; God knoweth): such an one caught up to [even unto, £wq] the third heaven.

3 And I knew [know] such a man, (whether in the body, or out of [apart from, zwpiff
4 the body, I cannot tell [know not4]; God knoweth: How [om. how] that he was

caught up into Paradise, and heard unspeakable words, which it is not lawful for a

5 [om. a, dvflpa>Ko>~\ man to utter. Of such a one will I glory : yet of myself I will not

6 glory, but in mine6 infirmities. For though I would [should! desire to glory, I shall

not be a fool; for I will say the truth: but now [om. now] I forbear, lest any man
should think of me above that which he seeth me to he, or4 that he heareth of [from,

7 £?] me. And lest7 1 should be exalted above measure through the abundance of the

revelations, there was given to me a thorn in the flesh, the messenger [an angel,

8 tyytkos] of Satan to buffet me, lest I should be exalted above measure.8 For [con-

cerning, bitkp] this thing [angel] I besought the Lord thrice, that it [he] might de-

9 part from me. And He [hath, efpyxiv'] said unto me, My grace is sufficient for thee:

for my [om. myf
] strength is made perfect* in weakness. Most gladly therefore will

I rather glory in my infirmities, that the power of Christ may rest [abide] upon me.

10 Therefore I take pleasure [am well contented, £t>doxa>~\ in infirmities, in reproaches, in

necessities, in persecutions, in11 distresses for Christ's sake: for when I am weak, then

11 am I strong. I am become a fool in glorying [om. in glorying1
*]; ye have compelled

me: for I ought to have been commended of you: for in nothing am [was, deripyta] I
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behind the very chiefest [these overmuch, b-zpXiav] apostles, though I be nothing.

12 Truly the signs of an Apostle were wrought among \o\x in all patience, in [by 18
] signs

13 and wonders and mighty deeds. For what is it wherein ye were inferior" to other

churches, except it be that I myself was not burdensome to you ? forgive me this

14 wrong. Behold, the16 third time I am ready to come to you; and I will not be bur-

densome to you \jmi. to you16
] : for I seek not yours, but you: for the children ou^ht

15 not to lay up for the parents, but the parents for the children. And I will very

gladly spend and be spent for you [your souls, ra>v 4'uX^1'j though [if, ^ ,T

J
the more

16 abundantly I love you, the less I be loved. But be it so, I did not burden you:
17 nevertheless, being crafty, I caught you with guile. Did I make a gain of you bv any

18 of them whom I sent unto you? I desired [besought, itapsxdXead] Titus [to go to

you] and with Mm I sent a [the] brother. Did Titus make a gain of you? walked

we not in the same spirit? walked ice not in the same steps?

i Yer. 1<—Bee. and Tisch. hare ft), others W. The best authorities are in feror of 6et. The apparent want of connec
tlon gaye occasion for changing it into dip. to, «i—to! (tot was not transferred fiom chap. xi. 80). [Authorities now eeem
erenly balanced between the three, Aij has in its favor K. M., most of the cursives, the Arm. vert., and (on such n point)
the powerfnl testimony of all the Greek Fathers; to has D. (1st hand) Sin. 114, Copt. Slav, nnd Latin versions, and
TheopfayL; and tot has B. D. (3d hand) B. F. O. L. Sin. (3d hand), many cursives, the Syr. Ann. Vnlg. Ital. vera*., and Ant-
bruaiast. But as Tisch. suggests, B. is evidently corrupted here by (ct—«<u), and to and tot wore moat likely to be derived
from £S) t and aa the most difficult reading, aud the one most consistent with the ironical stylo of this section, the latdr
has much the best internal evidence. It is adopted by Bloom f^ de Wette, Reich©, Alford, Wordsworth, Couybeoro, aud
Hodge* while Lachmann, Meyer, Osiander, and Stanley adopt tot].

1 Ver. 1.—Lachmann has ov <rvn$epov pfr, iAevaofiai to (B. to ecu), on authorities by no means the highest. [B. F. G.
Sin. somv cures, and verss. (the Copt. Latin Fathers, Damasc. and Vulg., add «ol with B.)\ The Rec. ov <rvn4*p<i fioi-

i\«v<r. yO.fi is the more difficult reading on account of ydp, and fiiv—to are evidently corrections to make the sense clearer.
[The reading <rvft^por can only be retained with niv—6i. The variations are very considerable here, but the Her. is sus-
tained by most of the uucials and cursives, and especially by the verss. (except the Let. and Vulg.) and the Greek Fathers;
and if original it most easily accounts for the variations].

* Ver. 3.—Rec. has cxro?, but ft was probably taken from ver. 2; for x*pfc ! well sustained. TSin. D.(2d and 3d hand)
E. (2d hand) F. G. K. L. M. have ««r<fc; but B. D. (1st hand), E. (1st hand) and Method, have xwpfe].

* Ver. 3.—fxichmauu leaves out owe oZfto, but without sufficient authority [only that of the Vatican and Methodius].
* Ver. 6.—Lachm. throws out nav, but on insufficient evidence. [The only important M88. for the omission are B. D. (1st

band), with the Oopt. Syr, (both) and Arm. versions ; while D. (3d hand) R. F. G. K. L. M. Sin. Vulg. and the Fathers insert it].

« Ver. 6.—Ti is wanting in many, and even in some of the better MSS. f B. D. (3d hand) E. (2d hand) F. G. Sin. Vulg.]

;

but itprobably was omitted because it disturbed the sense of the passage, or at least seemed superfluous.
7 Ver. 7.—Before the first t*a Lachmann inserts too after A. B. F. G. [and Sin.], et aL But " it was probably an inter-

potation, to disconnect this sentence with the preceding." [The words xoi rij inrtpfi. tmv Airo*. were united in sense with
ct fnh «r rot? aaBty. (ver. 5). making tap—yap <£ e/xov a parenthesis, and then Aid tva firi moo/pupat. (ver. 7) began a new
sentence. It must be conceded that the documentary evidence for this word is now very strong, and Stanley has adopted
it If It Is accepted, the punctuation which is mentioned above mast also be adopted, viz,: " I will not glory except in my
infirmities, and in the abundance of my revelations. Wherefore, also, lest I should be exalted above measure, there was
given " tic.].

* Ver. 7. Some important MSS. [A. D. E. F. G. Sin. 17, and many versions and fathers] leave out tva /»n vwepotpwftai,
from not recognizing the emphasis which the Apostle meant to give by the repetition of these words (Meyer).

* Ver. 9.—Rec. after AvVaptf inserts pev, which deserves to be retained, though left out by important MSS., on account
of its necessity to the sense. It might easily have been overlooked after—pu—ptf. [And yet B. D. F. G. Sin. and many
Teres, and fathers (Tisch., Bengel, Lachm., Stanley) omit It].

«> Ver. 9.—T«A«it«u is well authenticated [with A. B. I). F. Sin.]. Rec. vsAetovrat was doubtless a gloss [with D. (3d
band) K. L. Sin. (3d liand) Orig. and Athan.].

f11 Ver. 10.—Both B. and Sin. leave out «V before orevoxwptaif].
« Ver. 11.—Roc. has Kavywucpoc after a<pp*>v; an exegetical addition, and feebly sustained [with only L., many cur-

sives, the Goth, and Syr. (both) versions, and some Greek Fathers].
*« Ver. 12.—Rec. has iv before <njnelon, but according to the preponderance of evidence [A. B. D. F. Sin., et al.] it

should be erased: it was a repetition from the preceding clause.
" Ver. U.—Instead of ^TTijflsre Lachm. has ^<t«*%t« ; but the latter was evidently an error of the transcribers. [B.

D. Sin. 17 (Alford) have ^<r<rw0. Tisch. with A. D. (2d and 3d hand) K. L. and the Greek Fathers have ^rnjl.l.
>» Ver. 14.—We are not certain about toOto. ("«•«• omits it, but it is given in A. B. F. G. Sin. Ital. Vulg. Goth. Syr.

Arm. jBth. and most of the fathers]. It has different positions, being sometimes before, and sometimes after rptror.
Perhaps taken from chap xiii. 1.

»• Ver. 14.—Rec. after Ka.ra.vaM. has vfi&v. Some MSS. have vpa?. Neither were original [A. B. Sin., et al. omit both].
" Ver. 15.—«i ital. A. B. F. G. [Sin.] have only et, and a number of MSS. leave both words entirely out. Exeget

explanations.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vebs. 1-6.—It is necessary to boast ; it

is not for my advantage, for I will come
to visions and revelations of the Lord.
—Although wo should not regard the Apos-

tle as precisely breaking off from a special his-

tory commenced in the last two verses (Meyer),

he certainly passes now to a new subject of boast-

ing (Kabxvn's)' In a preface composed of short

sentences grammatically unconnected (asynde-

ton) but logically arranged, he declares that

under the circumstances he could not avoid self-

commendation, but that in a moral respect it was
not expedient, inasmuch as it exposed him to the

temptation to exalt himself (comp. vers. 7ff.).

Aei must be taken in an absolute sense, equiva-
lent to, it must be to. It is not necessary to con-
nect {tot with it. The ydp introduces the reason
why he once more speaks in self-commendation.
It is that he was about to relate something which
might incline him to an unprofitable self-exalta-

tion (comp. ver. 7). With less simplicity, Meyer
.

thinks that because boasting was unprofitable,

Paul was anxious to pass on to something in which
there was no self-commendation (ver. 6), and he
thinks that ov ovftfipet fioi is thus accounted for

and justified, although he himself notices what
the Apostle says in ver. 7 of self-exaltation on
account of the abundance of the revelations. If

we adopt the reading of the Receptus, the idea of
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106 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

the Apostle would be: Truly it is not expedient

for me to glory (comp. chap. xi. 1, 17, 30). The
reason for this he would assign by pointing to

the elevating character of his subsequent glory-

ing, for it is implied that the danger would be

more imminent, the more exalted the boast and

its object was. Thus Oaiander, who adheres to

the Receptus, explains it, but essentially conoedes

that the original clause with del would have

seemed so very abrupt, and the asyndeton so

unusually harsh, that a plausible reason was
presented for a change. It will not do to lay the

emphasis upon /rot, as if Paul had meant that it

was not for his own, but for their good that he

boasted himself (t. «., to correct their judgment
respecting himself, Reiche), for this would have

required ovk luol, or tfiavr^ or at least kfiol, in-

stead of pot* The things of which he now be-

gins to speak are visions and revelations of the

Lord [oTTaaiai not airoKakvil>eic Kvpiov). Kvpiov is

the genitive, not of the object, but of the subject

ft. e. r
not respecting, but from, the Lord

J.
No-

thing is said in the context which implies that

the transaction here spoken of was a vision of

Christ, in which the Lord was revealed to him
(the way of speaking is different in 1 Cor. ix. 1

;

Gal. i. 16). Christ had given him disclosures

and revelations of himself (1 Cor. xiv. 6). The
visions (bxraaiai), however, describe the form in

r* Wordsworth still think* that pot Is emphatic in con-
trast with ovrairiat k. a»o*aAi»^«t?, and with xvpiov (hence
a u-h of these words are contrasted in position at the end of
thoir renpective senteuees): to glory is not proper or expe-
dient for one like me; I will new, therefore proceed to such
things as have been vouchsafed to me by the Lord. Alford
thinks that Paul did actually desist from all boasting here,

and that he now proceeds to give a vision and revelation
which was intended to show the folly of it (yap); Stanley,
that Paul intended here to cease all boasting of himself, but
that the necessities of his position repeatedly overcame his

reluctance, and betrayed him into boasting again, though
more and more of things which really humbled him. Or.
Uodge also thinks that Paul did actually desist at this

point, and came to such thin/s as Involved no real boasting,
but rather a personal humiliation and a recital of God's
goodness. Indeed, most of the interpretations, though
resting upon different readings and explanations of the
words and connection, come finally to the same thought in
only different shades. There are contrasted, what was ne-
cessary to his position with what was proper and useful to
his persou; what related to him as a carnal man with what
related to his infirmities as a spiritual man; and what was
done by him with what was done by the Lord, lie therefore
says : I know that boasting of myself is not calculated to
benefit me in the higher sense as an Individual, but I am
compelled by the circumstances in which you Corinthians
are, to do (something which would ordinarily l>e so called.—
and yet what I have to say will only be humiliating to me
as a man, while it tells what wonderful things Qod has done
for me, and proves conclusively my claims as one of the
highest Apostles. W. F. Bessu: "The 'high Apo$tUs' at
Corinth could lay no claim to snch things as had been men-
tioned in the preceding chapter, bat they spoke much of
their numerous visions and revelations. What had the
Apostle to set off against these ? He would have told tho
truth if he bad spoken of many of his glorious revelations,

but he would allude only to one, of which he had hitherto
been silent, at least among the Corinthians; and of this he
would speak only in a way to show tho evident difference
between a modest discourse and a carnal prating of personal
distinctions. He had experienced a holy joy when his faith

in the invisible realities of the Christian hope had been
strengthened by a holy trance, but he was not inclined to
describe In a wordy stylo what he had then seen and heard.
He was rather disposed to bring forward an humbling inci-

dent connected with it, in which he became painfully con-
scious of hit* sinful infirmity,—a thorn in the flesh, an angel
of 8atan, and an earnest prayer,—when he had been favored
with a promise of inexpressible consolation, and was led to

boiuit that when he was weak in himself, he was strong in

. the Lord." He thus shows that a spiritual grace obtained
eveu by a pMnfnl experience was of far greater value than
the most exalted outward privilegej.

which he had received them. No farther nor
profounder disclosures are intended by the reve-

lations (airoicdXv^ttc) than by the visions (btrraoiaz y.

Osiander thinks that the words describe two
ways in which superseosual objects are pre-
sented: one by a figurative apparition for ihe

eye, and the other by means of sound for tho

ear. The Berlenb, Bible makes virion* refer to

those representations of heavenly forms which
; the Holy Ghost makes to the inward spirit of
', man, in a Divine light and in a spiritual manner

;

|
and revelations (the higher manifestation) to thai

|

thorough enlightenment of the mind and heart

I

by the Holy Ghost in which we learn the true

|
mind of the Spirit. W. F. Besser: From the

very commencement of his Christian experience*

the Lord had allowed Paul to see in visions and
to hear in revelations those mysteries which be-

longed to a world invisible and imperceptible to

the external sense. By Christ's own appearance
to him at first (Acts xxii. 15; xxvi. 16), bis want
of outward evidence through the eye and ear bad
been made up to him in an extraordinary man-
ner, and his authority had been made equal to

that of the twelve Apostles. The visions (bxraoiai)

may designate the general form in which the re-

velation was made, but in addition to them an
explanation of the visible objects was given by
words addressed to the ear (as in the propheti-

cal visions). We feel obliged, with Meyer, to
maintain that we have no evidence that Paul had
in view here some pretensions of his opponents
with respect to which he wishes to show that he
had the advantage of them, for nothing in tho
context seems to imply that his object was to
show that an external acquaintance with Christ
was unnecessary to the Apostolical character
(Baur), nor to show that he was quite equal to
the Christ-party who boasted largely of visions.

I know a man in Christ, fourteen yearn
ago (whether in the body I know not,
or whether out of the body I know not,

\ God knows), suoh a one was rapt aa
far as the third heaven (ver. 2). The
Apostle here affords a specimen of what he
had just given only an intimation. It is
certainly inconsistent with the context and
with the general aim of the writer to main-
tain that he was here giving an account of
some other person than himself.* It was per-
fectly accordant with the nature of the occurrence

[* And vet J. B. C Schmidt, of Gfessen, in his Claris on
the N. T., has maintained this opinion with no little decree
of plausibility. His main points are, the repeated declare*km
of the Apostle that he was not basting of himself, his 1100
of the third person, the strong contrast between rev towmftov
and ifiavrov in ver. 5, and his assertion that he would spare
his readers (Acioopat) this very thing. According to him,
the course of thought Is: *It is not expedient tor me to
boast : I will come to those visions and revelations of which
my opponents make so much. I am reminded of a man
whom I knew long since (and who perhaps was claimed by
Paul's opponents to be of their party). Of such a thing
(neuter), or of suoh a man (masculine), I am prepared to
boast, as of an Incident or person in which is shown the ex-
tent of the grace I preach. I also might personally boast
of snch things without vanity, for I should say the truth,

—

but of myself 1 will not, except of my infirmities, lest any
one should think of me above what he sees me to be. And
lest I should be exalted above measure for these revelations
(from the detail of which I forbear), there was given to mo
a thorn,' etc. This view would avoid the appearance of in-
consistency in the Apostle i. e* of refusing to boast, and yet
appearing continually to do so, bnt it seems altogether too
constrained, especially In its explanation of v*4p v. 1

I aavg. in ver. 6).
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for him to speak of such an occurrence in the third

person, inasmuch as the individual spoken of was
in a passive state, and might seem in his normal
state of activity as another person ( Meyer). Osi-

ander suggests that his own proper person had
become estranged to him in his ecstatic state, and
was here conceived of as still remaining with the

Lord. [Olda should be translated, not: / knew,

but: I know]. It may be doubted whether the

word has any special emphasis, as if the Apostle
intended to give prominence to his complete cer-

tainty about a fact which might be questioned by
many on account of its extraordinary character
(Osiander). A man in Christ signifies a Christian,

and not a minister of Christ. He is not, indeed,

expressly speaking of himself. Nkander : " It

is an expression in which Paul distinguishes be-
tween that which he had become by the grace of
God and that which was merely human in him-
self." There is, however, no very obvious con-
trast between the humble 'man* and the exalted
character of the revelation. In Christ indicated

that the man was in the great general fellowship

of the common faith. The words imply nothing
connected with the ecstasy, and still less do they
have a special bearing against the suspicion of a
demoniac ecstasy. The precise statement of the
time belongs to apxayfara (from which it is sep-
arated only by a parenthesis: hre—oldev), and not
to avdp. kv xPiaT& as if he had intended to say,

a man who has been serving Christ fourteen
years. The reason he so accurately specifies it

was, that the occurrence was particularly im-
portant to him, and peculiarly appropriate to his

representation of what pertained to a third per-
son. There can be no reference here to events
attending his conversion, which must have taken
place from seventeen to eighteen or even twenty
years before the composition of this Epistle.

Even if chronology were not against supposing
that he here referred to the appearance in the
Temple mentioned in Acts xxii. 17-21, the facts

related in the two visions are essentially so dif-

ferent that we cannot suppose them the same.
The only way to meet this is (with Osiander) to

suppose that there were different elements in

this ecstasy, and that what is here mentioned was
only the culminating point. With this view it

would be chronologically connected with chap. xi.

8'i-33. [Alford: "The date probably refers

back to the time when he was at Tarsus waiting
for God to point out his work, between Acts ix.

80 and xi. 25." Wordsworth says: "Fourteen
years, reckoned inclusively, carry us back to the

time of St. Paul's ordination to the Apostleship
of the Gentiles, which must not be confounded
with the time of his conversion to Christianity."
41 Probably this vision and revelation were
vouchsafed to him then, because he was going
forth for the first time to incur shame and suf-

fering," and they were not communicated to the

world until fourteen years afterwards, and even
then only as facts and not in detail, because they
were designed only for him, and for such a pur-
pose. On this use of irpb, Webster says: "The
primary idea of irp6 is, in tight, and it is Ap-
plied to what is before one, insome place opposite,

in view. From this meaning it passes on to denote
priority in time, and so with a trajection in its

use jt signifies here, before, in time." Syntax and

Synn. p. 150]. We have no other account of what
is here related. With respect to the manner in
which it took place, the Apostle was entirely un-
certain. He was not sure that the soul retained
any connection with the body. The latter mar
have been raised by the Spirit's power along with
Paul's spirit into heavenly regions, or this connec-
tion may have been for the time dissolved, and
his spirit rapt away from its earthly tenement.
In a word, the whole person, composed of his

soul and his body together, or his soul alone,

separate from his body (or at least without any
of its external functions) was lifted up into a
celestial world. 'Apirayhra signifies much more
than the different varieties of subjective mental
vision, whether accompanied by bodily mental
perceptions or not. The uncertainty here ex-

pressed does not refer to the question, whether
this was a mere vision (kv), or an actual trance
of the spirit (etcrdg). Any doubt on such a point
would have seriously impaired the importance
of the occurrence itself (comp. Meyer, Osiander).
We have no means of determining to which of
these suppositions, the kv or the kicrog) the Apostle
was most inclined. But the whole representation
which he gives makes it probable that the ascent
was real and in actual space, and not merely
ideal.* Eire, elre have here the sense of: whether,
or whether. 'ApKayyvai, is spoken of sudden,
involuntary removals from one place to another
(comp. Acts viii. 89; Rev. xii. 6; 1 These, iv. 17),
[and it here implies great celerity and the power
of some external force].—And I know such
a man (whether in the body or out of the
body I know not, God knows); that he
was caught up into Paradise (vv. 8, 4 a.).

—

In the words, such a man (rbv toiovtov) the Apos-
tle recurs to the subject of the ecstasy, the one he
had before described as the man in Christ. Osi-

ander, thinks that the phrase, such a man, con-
tains an allusion to the fact, that he is now en-
dowed with qualities which fitted him for such
an exaltation. The point reached in the course
of his ecstasy under the influence of the higher
power (the Spirit of God) which had taken pos-
session of him, he calls the third heaven (rpiros

ovpav6c). This is not to be interpreted spiri-

tually of the utmost degree of Divine knowledge,
etc. (the number three being taken simply as a
symbol of perfection), for the Apostle had un-

[* M We may conceive the soul to receive a supernatural
vision, either while it remaineth still in the body, or by its

departing from the body for a season. The latter may not
be called a death, because either the sensitive, or at least
the vegetative, soul or faculty continues meanwhile in the
body, either naturally or miraculously viviflcating it.

Again, we may conceive a man's spirit remaining in the
body, to receive such visions, two several ways: either by a
real rapture of both body and spirit into that place, whereof
the soul or spirit hath such a vision ; or else by a represen-
tation of such things really absent to the spirit, neither the
body nor it changing at ail their place ; yet, as in dreams,
the spirit apprehending a change of place, and a presence
of the whole person to those persona and things, which it

spiritually and supernatural ly, and by the power of God,
not by any operation of nature or fancy, beholds. This ladt,

if not only, most commonly happeneth : and thus St. Paul's
rapture will be most agreeable with other Scripture-rapt*.
Rev. i. 10; xvil.3; xxl. 10; Arts xii. 11; Bxek.viH.3."—Old
Paraphrase and Annott. on Paul's Epistles, published t»y

the Oxford Angl. Society. " The infusion of spiritual in-
fluences suspends at the same time the usual succession of
ideas and the ordinary current of thought ; the power of
imagination alone remaining active, and the sense of spi-
ritual vision being excited to the highest degree of in-

tensity."—Lbs on Inspiration.)
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questionably in his mind a higher sphere of the

heavenly world. A plurality of heavens is not

inconsistent with Scriptural doctrine, for some-
thing of the kind is implied even in the plural

!

heavens, ovpavoi) here used, and in the description

Hcb. iv. 14) of Christ's ascension, in which He
is said tohave passed into the heavens duhqXv&hxu
rovq ovpavovg), the termination of which is de-

scribed (Heb. ix. 24) as an entrance into heaven
itself (elaeWelv eig avriiv rov ovpavdv), i. «., into the

dwelling place of the Divine Majesty, to which
the heavens he had passed through were related,

just as the sanctuary in the tabernacle was re-

lated to the holy of holies. Jewish tradition

generally speaks of seven heavens (Rabbi Jndah
alone speaks of two). To such common views
and forms of speech the Apostle doubtless had
some reference, but the original idea must be dis-

tinguished from the arbitrary and monstrous de-

tails of the Rabbinical writers. As neither here
nor elsewhere (except in some later ecclesiastical

writers, who probably derived their views from
the passage before us) is it necessarily implied

that there were no more than three heavens, this

third need not, of course, be regarded as the

highest heaven. Neither here nor in Heb. iv. 14
must we suppose the allusion to be to some region

of the visible heavens (the clouds, etc.), but to

Borne supersen80us space between the stellar and
the highest heaven, the true holy of holies (comp.
Hi em, d. Lehrbegr. des Hebr. Br. p. 612). And
yet we must unquestionably make a distinction

between this higher region called the third

heaven, and the place called Paradise although it

does not follow that the former must of course
be a lower region than the latter"). It does not
seem probable that what is said in vv. 8 and 4,

should be a mere repetition of what had been
said in ver. 2.* On the other hand the Apostle

[* The reasons for this opinion are not given by our au-
thor, and seem to us not quite sufficient. The apparent
repetition in the text is partially accounted for by the in-

tervention of the parenthesis, and partially by the pecu-
liarly abrupt and animated style which the recollection of
th«- event occasioned. If the transaction mentioned in vv.

3, 4 was different from that meutionud in ver. 2, then Para-
dise muift be a different plac« from the third heaven, as is

contended for by Grotius and many Lutheran and English
divines. The question then must arise, why was the visit

to Paradise mentioned last, as if this were a higher sphere
than that of the third heaven? If Paradise is (as all agree,
and as Luke xxiii 43 and Rev. ii. 7, compel us to believe!
the abode of departed saints immediately after death, and if

the third heaven is a different locality fas usually held by
those who make this distinction, the abode of saints after the
resurrection), we naturally inquire why was the visit to the
lower sphere made after that to the higher? If we answer
with Bp. Taylor (Fun. Serin, on Sir. G. Dalston Vol. II. p.

135), Bp. Bull (Works, Vol. I. Ser. III. p. 89), and Words-
worth, that "the vision of the heavenly glory would n»t
have satisfied Paul since it was to be attained only at the
distant period of the resurrection, and hence that ho was
shown something to be entered upon immediately after
death ;" not to insist on the fact that the prospect of the
Parousia was not so very distant to the mind of Paul, we
may suggest that this only shows that he needed to see
Paradise at some time, but not necessarily to see it laxt.

The view of Augustine, Thomas, Estius and Calvin seems
to us more strictly conformed to our passage, vie, that the
third heaven included the whole world of the blessed, (the
Father's house with its many mansions) in some part (not
necessarily some more interior part) of which was Paradise
where the ascended Jesus abides with His saints. (Ben-
gel: some inner recess in the third heaven, rather than the
third heaven itself; an opinion very generally held by the
ancients. See Greg. Obs. c. 18.) Whether the latter is dif-

ferent from the home which the saints are to possess after
th » resurrection is not determined by ver. 4, in which we
recognize simply a more specific designation of the place
than in ver.

"
umpl

probably speaks in w. 3 and 4 of a higher de-

gree of ecstasy than that which he had mentioned
in the other. And yet the Paradise was not ex-

actly some interior department of the third hea-

ven, but some higher region, that which is called

in Rev. ii. 7 the Paradise of God (the lower de-

partment in Sheol, Luke xxiii. 43, comp. Luke
xvi. 23). Osiander: "The abode in which the

highest peace and joy are enjoyed, where fellow-

ship with Qod and the God-man is most intimate,

and where the world of spirits has its most de-

lightful and most perfect development." Ns-
ander: "Paul here describes a -higher degree of

life in God, a foretaste of that which the soul

will reach at a later period, no illusion of the

imagination or product of Jewish superstition,

but a certain and actual exaltation of the soul.

And yet we may here distinguish between the

supernatural and the divine on the one hand and
the human on the other, and we may concede
that the representation here given to the Apostle
was in that form which was most familiar to him
in his actual state of mind at the time."

—

And
heard unspeakable words which it is

not lawful for man to utter (ver. 4 b).—
It is evident from the use of the word fjKovatv that

fiyfia cannot here be equivalent to things, but
that it must mean a word. But apfrrjrov signifies,

not what cannot be expressed, for then the words
could not have been perceived, but as the rela-

tive sentence immediately following shows, words
of such mysterious import as ought not to be
uttered or to be generally known. In this sense

the word is used in Herod, and other writers.

'E£6v is equivalent not to dwarSv but to fat tit.

—The substance of the communication was so

exalted that it would have been a profanation to

give it in human language. W. F. Besser: "It
is likely that the substance of the heavenly
words was taken up by the Apostle as he heard
them, but he felt that no man after receiving

such a communication in successive details,

could find language adequately and worthily to

express what he had heard in that sacred pre-

sence. And even if God had given him power to

express on earth what he had heard in heaven,

there were no earthly ears which could intelli-

gently receive the communication." "We cannot

accept of Ewald's explanation, that the reason
Paul determined to keep these revelations to

himself (revelations, as he thinks likely, of the

final victory of Christ over Borne and heathenism,

and also over Jerusalem and the Jews), was be-

cause he saw that other men might easily be led

to pervert them in many ways and then to ob-

tain credit on his authority. [These words were
"unspeakable," (not only to him but to man)
perhaps on account of their nature, but as Paul
tells us that it was not "lawful to utter" them,

we must suppose that he was restrained from
uttering them principally by a moral reason.

The whole vision appears to have been intended

for the Apostle alone, to prepare him personally

for his work, and for this reason alone he had no

occasion to speak of it for fourteen years, andnever
to speak of its contents. The apocryphal litera-

ture of subsequent times, shows what follies the

minds of men are inclined to, on such mysteries.

(See the avafthrtKov ITafAot; used by the sect of

CaTani, mentioned by Epiphanius, Haeres : 18,
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33). But nothing in this passage implies that

the Apostle possessed any arcana or mysteries

on the general subject of salvation, which are to

be withheld as dangerous matters, from common
inspection, and yet capable of investigation to

more philosophical and learned persons.] 'Av-

tipAiry is not the object of "kaXelv but is governed

by e$6v. There are no means of determining
whether Paul was brought to this conclusion by
an express command with regard to it, or whether
he saw its propriety without such a command.
The speaker, however, must have been the Lord,

comp. ver. 1, anon, icvplov. "What was said must
have been very significant and eminently

strengthening to the Apostle's mind (comp. Osi-

ander).—Instead of proceeding to say now: kv

Tobru (of such a thing) icavxfoofiai, as must have
been in his mind, he says, in accordance with

the mode of representation commenced in ver. 2.

Of such a one will I glory Tver. 6).

—

Toif toiovtov is not neuter but masculine. This

is proved not only by virtp which has relation to

a person in whose behalf the boasting must take

plaoe (chap. vii. 14, v. 12, viii. 24), but by the

contrasted kfiavrov, and the unmistakable refer-

ence to tov toiovtov in vers. 2 and 3.—The princi-

ple which lies at the basis of the whole passage

is, that he was not to boast of such revelations,

as though they argued anything in his own fa-

vor, but only as an incident connected with a man
in Christ, who had been at this period completely

lifted out of his own individuality and had been
thought worthy of such grace merely on account
of his being in Christ. His only object in con-
descending to this boasting of such a one, was
that he might bear wituess that such glorious

things had been granted to such a one.

—

But
of myself I will not boast, save in my
infirmities (ver. 5 b).—In behalf of himself,

(regarded simply as himself), he would boast

only with reference to his infirmities (comp.
chap. xi. 30). He alluded here to those many
manifestations of human weakness, which had
occasioned so much humiliation to hi- a, which
had completely extirpated all vanity from his bo-

som, and which had finally compelled him to

boast only of that divine power which evinced its

freatness through his infirmities, (comp. vv. 9,

0.).—For if I shall desire to boast, I shall
not be foolish, for I will speak the truth
(ver. 6 a).— There is some dffiiculty here in

aetermining the connection which the ymp im-

plies with ver. 5. To make it refer back to the

first half of that verse, and thus to make the

Apostle begin to reveal his identity with the man
in Christ (Osiander) does not seem after all very
probable. And yet to supply something to ov

Kavxnaouai (ver. 5) by which it shall mean: I

will not boast of these great revelations, and to

make el fifj signify but only, and then in this ver.

6 to make if I should desire to boast refer to the

same things with the additional thought: al-

though I could thus boast (De Wette), seems
very harsh. We would prefer, without any such
Completion of the sense, to understand before

the words ob Kav%. ei fify, etc., in ver. 6, simply:

I could thus boast concerning myself if I wished
to do so (i. e., of my worth and merits), and to

suppose that when he continues, if I should de~

sire, etc., he is giving the reason for this thought

which had sprung from what is obviously implied

in the sentence itself ( Meyer). But, perhaps after

all it would be simpler to make the ydp refer to the

whole of ver. 6, so that the writer would have
already in view the subsequent (ftetfo/iai, and the

sentence connected with it: I will not boast of

myself except of my infirmities; for although 1

should not be a fool even if I were to boast my-
self, inasmuch as I should tell the truth, yet I

forbear, lest, etc. Or: not because I should be
a fool, if I were inclined to boast myself, etc., but
because I would guard against, etc. In this case
there would be no need of adding anything to

the thought expressed.—The boasting (icavxfoao-

$ai) has reference to something the reverse of

weakness, and hence to deeds (comp. 1. Cor. xv.

10) in which power was exhibited. In &<f>pov

{senseless, vnthout reason) he alludes probably to

the empty boasting of his opponents, in which
there was no basis of truth like that in his self-

commendations

—

but I forbear, lest any one
should reckon of me above what he
sees me to be or hears from me (ver. 6 b).

—There is no need here of supplying v/i&p

to Qeidofiai; along with pif (or in the infinitive)

this verb has the sense of: to shrink back or to

act with reserve, t. e. to deal sparingly with
his self-commendation. In fifj we nave certainly

the idea of mental care (Meyer : of guarding
against something). This anxiety, however, was
well founded, so far as it referred to the inclina-

tion to boast in men then so strong among the
Corinthians, and the Apostle did not wish to en-

courage in any way a disposition against which
he had so earnestly contended. Tic has reference

to no particular individual, for we have no rea-

son to suppose that he is here aiming at some
Pauline party at Corinth. The over-valuation

of his person which he here deprecates, he ex-

presses in the words beyond what he sees me, or

hears something from me (imkp 6 pXirrei fie fj anovei

ti eg kfiov) t. e., beyond the immediate impression
which my personal presence would make. There
is no necessity of supplying either elvai or iroielv,

after 6 fiXkirei fie, which has reference to his

whole appearance, his bearing and behavior.

'Anovei refers to his performances in oral dis-

course. 'E£ hftov (ex me) from myself, in con-

trast with that which might be heard of him
through others. Tt is a brachyoiogical or concise

form of expression equivalent to hi ti okovci.

Notwithstanding the unfriendly opinions which
had been expressed of him (chap. x. 1. 10), he
desired to have no other standard laid down for

judging of him than a strict conformity to what
all might perceive in him.

Vers. 7-10. And lest I should be exalted
above measure through the abundanoe of
the revelations (ver. la).—{Stanley, adopting
Lachmann's reading of Sid before cva, is obliged

also with him, to connect Kal rtj irrepft. tuv anoK.

with ao&cveiaic in ver. 5 and to make the whole of

ver. 6 a parenthesis. Even Alford concedes that

if Sib forms a part of the text, it must be the

commencement of a sentence, and that we must
adopt Lachmann's punctuation. But he thinks
that «' a very strange sense would thus be given,"

for then the Apostle would refuse to glory in

himself, except in his infirmities and in the ex-
ceedingabundance of his revelations; thus making
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his glorying in his revelations a part of his glo-

rying in himself. But rejecting did, for which

we have hardly sufficient authority, the sentence

reads smoothly. Osiander remarks that every-

thing in k. ry imepp. tojv anon, is remarkable: the

expression itself, the way in which the words are

joined together, and the position of the words

in the sentence. For emphasis the words are

placed first (comp. chap. ii. 4), the revelations

are represented as multifarious, and for addi-

tional force a substantive is used with an adjec-

tival signification.] Having said (vv. 5, 6). that

he now abstained from further boasting, not be-

cause he lacked in good grounds for it, but from
a regard to them, that they might not overvalue

his person, he now returns to the revelations he
had spoken of in ver. 1, etc., and shows how he
had been kept from a possible self-exaltation on
account of these revelations, by means of a pecu-
liarly severe affliction. Kai here signifies not:

even, but: and, merely connecting with the for-

mer sentence.

—

YirepfioMj occurs also in chap. iv.

7. It is difficult to decide whether the dative is

that of the instrument (: by means of), or of the

cause (: on account of) like kiratpcodcu rtvi. The
meaning is much the same in either case. We
have virepaipev&at in 2 Thess. ii. 4, in the sense

of to exalt himself.—There was given to me a
thorn in the flesh, an angel of Satan
to buffet me—There can be no doubt that

a Divine intention or design is implied [by
Iva], whether Qod or Satan is looked upon as

the giver in c66&n. It is possible to interpret it

of either, but it seems rather more appropriate

to refer it to God, inasmuch as the object to be
accomplished by it was under the Divine direc-

tion. We must not, however, conclude from
thence that kdd&n implies merely a Divine per-

mission, for it includes the idea of disposing,

and ordaining. Qod gives even what is afflictive

for the attainment of some higher and benevolent
end ; t. e. as the means of trial and humiliation.

ludXoip is a sharpened piece of wood, a stake, or
a thorn (as in Numb, xxxiii. 55). The first of

these meanings is not altogether inappropriate.

[Stanley adheres to this, and contends that

oicdXotp is not a thorn (from which he finds it

sometimes distinguished, esp. Hos. ii. 6; Sept.

Artemid. iii. 33) but generally a pointed stake or
palisade (Numb. xxx. 5-3; Ezck. xxviii 24). It

must be conceded that this is the usual meaning.
Hence Luther and many understand by it a
stake, for the execution of criminals. Stanley
finds avaoKo/Mirifa in the Sept. of Est. vii. 10 ex-
plained by Phavorinus and Hesycuius as equiva-
lent to avaaravpl^u, and he thence infers that
ofc61o\p was equivalent to aravpdq, the cross, or
the stake. In Lucian, too (De morte Per. 11),

avaoKohmifa is used for the crucifixion of Christ
As in describing his state of constant torture the
Apostle draws his image from crucifixion, so here
he draws it from impalement. The angel of Satan
like Death in 1 Cor. xv. 55, is armed with the
impaling stake ; or the Apostle was himself al-

ready impaled or crucified. The phrase rfj (rapid

is certainly unsuitable to this interpretation].

In the flesh (ry oaptu) is not in apposition with to

me (/tot) and dependent upon was given (k66&n),

but it is to be connected with (7n6?io\p (a thorn) as
a dative of appropriation. But o&pg is not hu-

man nature in general, unregenerate and sin-

ful, but man's corporeal nature with the sinful

disposition connected with it In this place
it has reference especially to the sensitive hor-
ror which that nature feels at pain, or its recoil
from the suffering which God had decreed for it.

2k6%oiI> is undoubtedly the subject of £66$tj. and
ayyeXoc aardv is in apposition to OKtXofy though
the converse of this may not be true (as if ond/joty

were an ayyehq.). These words in apposition,
however, are the subject of Iva—Kofafifa which
involves a metaphor no longer quite suitable to
ck6%oi\>. But such an apparent irregularity of
construction may be found in other places. And
yet there is no inversion of the words, as if he
would say : that the angel of Satan might buffet me.
Ko/uKpi^Ti expresses continued action and it is

therefore in the subj. praes. not in the aorist
'Ayyelw aarav does not signify merely a hostile

angel, for aarav never is to be found precisely

as an adjective, and in the New Testament it

never has the sense of adversarius (an angel, an
adversary). Nor can it mean Satan himself [the

angel Satan] who is never designated an ayytTuos;

but an angel of Satan like ayyelxti rov diafioZov in

Matt xxv. 41. larav therefore is in the geni-
tive (the var. oarava has less authority for it, is

a correction of the indeclinable noun, which is a
<i7ra£ Xeydfievov). An exceedingly painful suffer-

ing is indicated by ok6ao\P, and is described by
the phrase an angel of Satan. It is not merely
a suffering sent upon the Apostle by Satan, (for

Satan's angel in the estimation of the Apostle
was a real malignant power) by means of which
Qod had ordained for him a humiliating torment
(comp. 1 Cor. v. 6, Job ii. 6), with the exalted
purpose which he afterwards brings forward in

an emphatic manner when he says:—lest I
should be exalted above measure (ver. 7b).

—The idea conveyed therefore is, that in accord-

ance with the divine decree the Apostle was
abased in a humiliating manner by an angel of

Satan, and that in consequence of this tormenU
ing influence sent on him from the kingdom of

darkness, he was kept from unduly exalting him-
self on account of the glorious revelations vouch-
safed him from the kingdom of light. But of

what nature were these sufferings? Of course
we are not to think of literal and real blows or
buffetings. The idea of an internal assault of

Satan by means of blasphemous thoughts, or by
remorse of conscience on account of his earlier

persecution of the followers of Christ, or by
means pf temptations to lust, must be regarded
(irrespective of the last mentioned suggestion,

which was an improbable product of the ascetic

exegesis of the monks, comp. Osiander p. 478
and chap. iv. 7), as directly in opposition to rg

oapid (according to Meyer also in opposition to

ok6XotI> and Kohuplfy in which are described an
acute and continuous pain). Still more impro-
bable is the idea of external assaults on the part

of hostile opponents, called here ministers of Sa-
tan (chap. xi. 16), and designated collectively an
angel of Satan, inasmuch as one of them (sing.)

may have distinguished himself above the rest;

or the idea of a great pressure of apostolic du-

ties in general. The context leads us to think

of a definite and special form of suffering,

(Meyer) in contrast with the abundance of the
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revelations, and of something for whose cessa-

tion he could properly and earnestly pray (ver.

£), as he could hardly do with respect to his of-

ficial duties.—The most probable supposition is

that he had in view some very severe and painful

bodily suffering, which however did not prevent

his undergoing exhausting labors and his per-

sisting in numerous hardships. But it is utterly

out of our power to determine precisely what
this suffering consisted in (hemorrhoids, hypo-

condria and melancholy, epilepsy, stone, violent

head-ache, etc.). Ewald: "When this disease

came upon him, it was like a terrific blow upon
the head (KoAafify) without a previous warning."

It was something personal, not affecting him sim-

ply as a minister of Christ, and an ao&heia (ver.

9), although of a peculiar kind, reminding him
of his human frailty and hence having a ten-

dency to keep him from undue self-exaltation

on account of his remarkable experiences of -di-

vine favor. We are very naturally reminded of

Luther's disease of the stone which in like man-
ner was ascribed to the devil.—Osiander unites

together the ideas of bodily and spiritual as-

saults, and his explanation is favored by the fact

that there is usually a reciprocal action between
the two, but the general impression of our pas-

sage is rather in favor of a long-continued evil

rather than of a temporary darkening and dis-

turbance of mind.—In vv. 8, 9, he tells us how
he prayed that this evil and its consequences

might be removed from him.— Concerning
this, I besought the Lord thrice, that he
might depart from me (ver. 8).—Trr^p, since

Demosthenes, has frequently had tne sense of irepi:

in consideration of, in respect to. Toirrov is not

neuter but masculine, as is shown by airoary

(might depart}. He had in his mind the angel

of Satan. Tpic is not equivalent to iroXX&iuc, nor

is it a number for perfection. There may have
been long intervals of time between each prayer,

and perhaps he only prayed when under extreme
paroxysms of suffering. That he was under this

affliction when he wrote however, is not neces-

sarily implied. He received no answer from the

Lord until the third petition, when, of course, he

ceased. The Lord (icvptoc) is Christ who has ob-

tained the victory over every kind of Satanic

power. HapaKakeIv is a word which in the New
Testament is never used with reference to Qod
and only with reference to Christ. It has the

sense of, to callfor hclpy and in the classic writers

is used to designate a call on the gods. 'Atto-

orrfvai (to depart) as in Luke iv. 18 is used with

regard to Satan, but in Acts v. 88, and xxii. 29,

it is applied to human assailants.

—

And he has
said unto me, My grace is sufficient for

thee, for power is made perfect in weak-
ness (ver. 9).—In this place dprjue express a con-

tinued action [the perfect of a continued past

action], but we have no means of determining
how it was said, whether in a vision, or merely
by some internal encouragement. (Obiawdbr:
•* probably a testimony of the Holy Spirit in the

exercise of the highest spiritual functions, by
means of which the Apostle's heart was tho-

roughly tranquilixed, assured of his gracious state

and enlightened with respect to this special case.

It was thus a distinct revelation of the mind
of Christ, by special inspiration, and confirmed,

perhaps, by the application of some passage of
Scripture." The answer was an apparent re-
fusal, with* such a promise as was a virtual

granting of his request. The apjcei, which stands
for emphasis at the head of the sentence, is not
equivalent to: will protect (a poetical usage), or
vttf auitt (Xenophon and others), but it means
simply, wilt be sufficientfor% will satisfy; it will be
enough that I am gracious to thee, and that I

love thee, and will take pleasure in thee. There
is no reference to miraculous gifts. To show
that he would need nothing else, the Lord adds

:

for my ttrength, etc. The ftov has only a few au-
thorities in its favor, but they are of the highest
importance ; and even if it is not supplied in the
text, it must be understood. The fact that kv

ao&tvtla has no oav after it may have had some in-

fluence in inducing transcribers to leave it out
The meaning is: with one who is in this weak
state, my power comes into more perfect acti-

vity (comp. chap. iv. 7; 1 Cor. ii. 8, 4). But this

power of the Lord dwells only in those who
share also in His grace; t. «., it is put forth in
its full strength and activity only where there is

nothing but helplessness and painful weakness

;

for where a consciousness of power is, it is ra-
ther impeded in its action. (TeXt'irai has not the
sense of: *proves itself to be perfect).

—

Most
gladly, therefore, will I rather glory in
my infirmities, that Christ's power may
abide upon me— (ver. 9). —The Apostle
here describes the effect of tnis promise. He
gave up all expectation of being freed from his
trouble, and he was satisfied with the prospect
of enjoying the grace whose work was to be com-
pleted in his weakness. Grammatical usage will

not permit us to refer ftaXtov to rjdiora. Nor
should we supply after it: than before, when I

prayed thus (ver. 8), or: than any thing, or:
than in my own power, or : than in the revela-

tions which I had. It belongs rather, as its po-
sition necessarily shows, to wvxfoopat. Instead
of oomplaining and praying that the suffering

might cease, I will rather glory in my infirmi-

ties. This, however, would lead to the accom-
plishment and experience of the promise given
him when the Lord visited him, t. «., that Christ's

power might dwell (permanently abide) upon
him. The word intaiaiymrv signifies to enter, to

turn into, a tent or dwelling. 'Err* ifiky in other
places, has reference to the -direction generally;

and here, where the Apostle is speaking of the

power of Christ, who was then in heaven, it

means, to come down upon toe and to abide with
me (the figure is that of a permanent connection).

Whether any thing of unusual solemnity attaches

to the expression, as if it had reference to the

Shekinah, as if the power of Christ were as a
pavilion extended over him for his protection, or

as if he himself were the space in which it was to

be manifested, is uncertain.

—

Wherefore I
am well contented in infirmities, in re*

proaohes, in necessities, in persecutions,
in distressesfor Christ'ssake (ver. 10). From
what he had just described as the object of all

this proceeding, and of course from the promise
of Christ which had been accomplished by his

glorying in his infirmities (ver. 9), the Apostle
now makes a practical inference, viz.: inasmuch
as this glorying in my infirmities has brought
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Christ's power to take possession of me, I take
pleasure in infirmities, etc. 'Evtiotuiv kv signifies

here a voluntary endurance, a patient satisfaction

with these sufferings. [Our English A. V.: take

pleasure in, is too strong ; the Greek is: I am well

contented in (Fausset)]. The acrdeveuu, the suf-

fering condition in which these infirmities be-

come perceptible, are particularized in vppcoiv,

insulting abuses, avaynmc, etc., comp. chap. vL 4
(external afflictions proceeding from those around
him). 'Yirtp xptorov, which belongs to and qua-
lifies all these preceding nouns, signifies here:
for the sake Tor, in behalf) of Christ.—Forwhen
I am weak, then am I strong (ver. 106.).
The reason for his good courage while enduring
these sufferings for Christ's sake, was that he
had felt strengthened under all his infirmities by
the power of Christ dwelling continually in him
(comp. Phil. iv. 13). In these words we have
the fulfilment of the promise in ver. 9. Tore is

emphatic, and shows how triumphant were the
Apostle's feelings, comp. 1 Cor. xv. 64; Col.

iii. 4.

[Stanley : " The long burst of passionate self-

vindication, has now, at last expended itself, and
the Apostle returns to the point from whence he
diverged at chap. x. 7, where he was asserting
his intention to repress the disobedience of those
who still resisted his authority at Corinth. Be-
fore, however, he enters again upon this, he
looks back over the long digression, and resumes
here and there a thought which needed explana-
tion or expansion. Hence, although this con-
cluding section stands apart from the interrup-
tion of chap. x. 10—xii. 10, and is truly the
winding up of the main argument begun in chap,
x. 1-7, it is filled with traces of the torrent which
has passed through his mind in the interval.

His * folly/ chap. xi. 1-10; the 'commendatory
epistles' (chap. iii. 1; v. 12); the 'apostolical'

pretensions of his opponents (chap. xi. 12, 18)
are resumed in ver. 11 ; his miracles and suffer-

ings (chap. xi. 23-28), in ver. 12; the question
of self-support (chap. xi. 12) in vv. 18-18; the
strength and weakness united in Christ (chap,
xii. 19), in chap. xiii. 8, 4, 9"].

Vers. 1 1 -1 5.—Iam beoome a fool; ye have
compelled me : for I ought to have been
commended by you ; for in nothing was
I behind these overmuch apostles, al-
though I am nothing (ver. 11).—He here
makes an ironical concession (for thewords should
not be regarded as a question) with reference to

the many things he bad said in commendation of
himself in the course of the last two chapters: /
am become a fool. [The verb ykyova indicates that
he had become what he was not originally]. And
yet he follows this immediately with a justifica-

tion of himself; for he throws upon them the
responsibility of all: ye have forced me thus
foolishly to boast myself, for I ought to have
been commended by you, instead of being obliged
to commend myself. [The ironical nature of the
passage explains the concession without taking
this verse interrogatively, as Wordsworth, after
some Greek scholiasts, suggests]. In emphatic
correspondence with one another are arranged
the words: vfieic, iyu, v<f vjwjv. By iyo he does
not put himself in special contrast with those
opponents who were so highly commended by

the Corinthians. He merely censures here the

want of attention which these Corinthians had
shown to his claims. Their positive injustice

toward him he exposes when he comes to say,

that he had been in no respect behind those

much-lauded apostles (comp. xi. 5). Toripqaa
limit 8 the time of the comparison to the period
of his residence at Corinth. With humility, how-
ever, he adds (comp. 1 Cor. xv, 8, etc.), that he
was after all nothing, i. e. t I am absolutely power-
less in myself (1 Cor. i. 28). This is a sincere

assertion, though it contains a severe allusion

to the pride of his opponents (Osiander). He
shows thathe was in no respectbehind these super-
eminent apostles, by referring to those proofs of

his Apostleship which he had given among them.

— Truly the signs of an Apostle were
wrought among you in all patience by
signs and wonders and miracles (ver. 12).

The signs of an Apostle here signify those things

by means of which the Apostles showed that they

were Apostles, and were recognized as such amons
their fellow men. The article makes the idea of

an Apostle especially prominent (Benobx: ejus,

gut tit apostolus) ; the reality and not merely the

ideal of one. The first officio, is here to be taken

in the more comprehensive sense [of general evi-

dences], whereas the second should be explained

in the narrower signification [of special tokens

of a Divine power]. Nkander : " Our faith in

the reality of the Apostle's performance of mir-

acles need not therefore be founded solely upon
tradition, for Paul here asserts that he wrought
them, and he thus comes in direct opposition to

all mythical views of the narratives of New Tes-

tament miracles." The passive narnpyatrdn (were

wrought) or Kareipy&o&n is a modest form of

expression for: I wrought. Even if we are not

influenced by the inappropriateness of such an
idea kv ndtrg tnrouovy cannot be taken as the first

in the series of otjueiois, etc., for the kv is not

really a part of the original text. The phrase

designates the ethical element in which these

signs were wrought in Corinth (kv tyuv), and
which had a tendency to confirm believers there.

It shows his perseverance, with all steadfastness

in the midst of the opposition and Bufferings he

had to meet as an Apostle (comp. chap. vi. 4).

'Yirofioiri? has reference here not to an outward
objective tolerance of all kinds of evils (for it has

no genitive of the object in connection with it,

as in chap. i. 6), but it refers to the feelings with

which he persevered under his trials. Uacy
implies the degree, the completeness of his pa-

tience, for if we refer it to the extent to which it

was carried in respect to the variety of its ex-

ercises, it would more properly apply to the

objective interpretation. These proofs of his

Apostleship (icarepy. is said of that which is a

ret ardua) he calls crpitla, ripara, dwafiiic.. The
words designate the same thing under various

aspects; we have: 1, their significance, with re-

ference to the Divine legation; 2, their impres-

sion, on account of their extraordinary and won-
derful appearance ; 8, their causality, as expres-

sions of Divine power. [Zfjiieia are t4 «^iw,n

and have an ethical purpose beyond themselves

as credentials of a Divine mission; ripara are

"wonders," regarded simply as supernatural pro-

digies to excite surprise, and are never spokes
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of except in connection with some of the other
names; and dvvapeic: are "mighty tcork*" looked
upon simply as patting forth of Divine power.

See Trbngh, part 2, p. I98ff. ; Wibstkb, 283f. It

is much to be regretted that eaoh of these words
in the original is not rendered in our English

version uniformly by the same word]. The
same words are used in 2 Thess. ii. 9 (of Satanic

miracles), but in Heb. ii. 4 and in Rom. xv. 19,

they are referred to for the same purpose as in

our passage, t. e., to legitimate Apostolical

authority. The accumulation of such words
brings into more distinct prominence the magnj^
tude and variety of the miracles. Some have
attempted, rather arbitrarily, to refer the first

to the cure of diseases which were curable by
ordinary means; the second, to the cure of dis-

eases beyond the reach of human art; and the

third, to exercises of Apostolical power in pun-
ishing crimes, or to spiritual powers. The force

of the passage is entirely lost by those who ex-
plain it of the extraordinary effects produced by
Lis preaching and character. The pb> gives a'

hint of a contrast, on which the Apostle is other-

wise silent, i. «., the want of acknowledgment
which these signs had suffered. Meter: the

proofs were indeed (truly) wrought, but they have
failed to produce the corresponding conviction

among you. There is no ydp in the sentence, and
the omission is in accordance with the abrupt and
lively style of the general passage. It is, however,
supplied in ver. 13, where he corroborates by a
touching question what he had said in ver. 12.

—

For what is there in which ye were in-
ferior to the rest of the churohes ? (ver.

13*).—The proofs of an Apostleship had been
wrought among them, for in nothing were they
iuferior to the other churches where he had la-

bored. 'Yirip signifies generally over, beyond;
but here on account of irrcur&cuy downward*, be-

low. In other places we have irrraodat nv6c
tivi (but with the acous. of the "wherein").
Ruckert, very incorrectly and contrary to the
connection with ver. 12, gives the meaning : ye
have Buffered no more injury than, etc. It seems
also an arbitrary limitation of the thought, to

make it refer exclusively to the gifts of the Spi-

rit.—The Apostle, however, allows that there

was one respect in which theymight be considered
inferior:—except that I myself was not
burdensome to you (ver. 186) ; *. e. had labored
among them without compensation. This was a
delicate though painful irony, which amounted
to bitterness when he added the prayer which
foliows. Elf*?)bn: i. e. except perhaps; or: except
this, that, etc. The great distance of ver. 16, etc.,

renders it improper to explain avrbc ey6 by a re-

ference to it. [Autos is very emphatic especially

before iyw]. He places his own person in con-
trast with those Apostolic works to which his

question had just alluded. Oi» Karevdpipfaa is ex-
plained on chap. xi. 7, 8.—This fact that he had
received no personal maintenance from them as

he had done from other churches, made them in-

ferior to those churohes and was an injustice to

them, for which he craved their pardon :—for-
give me this wrong (ver. 18e).—Such a
request was a severe censure, as if they had been
so ungrateful and had so completely failed to

appreciate his conduct, that they had become

grossly prejudiced against him through the in-

fluence of his contemptuous and suspicious op-
ponents.—Chrysostom and some others contend
that the Apostle was not here speaking ironically,

but that he was endeavoring to mitigate the
wounded feeling he had produced by his allusion

to his self-denying course among them (as if it

were a sign of a defect in his regard for them).
But the irony of the preceding question compels
us to regard the prayer as a continuation of the
same strain.—Not until he comes to ver. 14, does
he come back, to his ordinary tone:—Behold,
I am ready to come unto yon the third
time, and I will not be burdensome toyon.
—In this verse rpirov does not belong to froijujc;

ix<* but to eMitv irpbc: ifia$t for it is not with re-

ference to his readiness, but to his actual coming
among them that he could say he was resolved
not to be burdensome to them. He intended to

say that on two occasions when he had been
among them [see on chap. xiii. 1], he had not
been a burden to them and he was equally re-

solved not to be a burden to them on this third
visit for which he was now prepared. On \6ov

comp. chap. vi. 2, 9; vii. 11.—His reason for

this purpose he says was to be found in his dis-

interested love for them (comp. Phil. iv. 17);
they were of importance to him, not because of

what they possessed, and hence not for any advan-
tage they would be to him, but for their own sakes

;

since if they were won to Christ and advanced in

the work of salvation, he would gain by them as
much as he desired (Ruckert reverses this: the
Apostle would gain them for himself, and in this

way for Christ ; but such a view is not as much ac-

cording to the spirit of the passage, comp. Osian-
der).—This idea he traces back to the natural
relation between parents and children; by virtue

of which children were not bound to make provi-

sion for the parents, but the parents for the chil-

dren:—For the children are not bound to
lay up for the parents, but the parents for
the children (ver. 146).—This applied to him
as their spiritual father (1 Cor. iv. 15), and it

was therefore his part not to seek for their pos-
sessions, but to care for them and to collect spi-

ritual treasures for them (as the duty of providing
for children by the investment of property is not
abolished but brought within the proper limits

of a confidence in Qod and a heavenly mind by
what is said in Matth. vi. 19, so here the duty
of children to support their parents is not ex-

cluded, Osiander). After ol yoveic; understand
wpeiAovat tityravpiCetv.—He applies this rule to

himself in ver. 15, but he implies that his love

was strong enough to go far beyond the limits

usually reached by parental duty:—And I will
most gladly spend and be spent for you.
—The gradual rise in the discourse or the climax
indicated by 6k is clearly brought out even in

rjdurra, whioh goes far beyond oTfxifot, but it is

carried far beyond both in iKfairavrr&faofuu. In-

stead of collecting something for himself at their

expense, he was determined not merely to ex-
pend with hearty good will, all that he had ac-

quired or possessed, for their benefit, but so to

use all his powers as to wear them out in the in-

terest of their souls, t. «., to sacrifice his life and
his whole self, if he could thereby promote their

supreme good. The compound verb kiaSanava^-
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6<u is much stronger than the original simple
verb, and signifies to be utterly consumed (oomp.
Osiander's admirable remarks). The Apostle
adds:—although the more abundantly I
love you, the less I am loved, (ver. 156)
—If we accept ei koI according to the Receptus,
the sense would be: although I shall be loved
tbe less, the more I love you. Riickert and
Osiander preserve this idea, even if ml is

rejected (making el concessive), but such an
interpretation is very doubtful. Meyer takes
ei in the sense of: if, equivalent to eirei, as
if the Apostle hesitated to make the direct
and confident assertion, but declared that he
was willing to go to the utmost in overcoming
their hostile spirit toward him. This willingness
he would still express if the condition were set

forth as an actual and known fact: though I, as
is now evident, shall be loved the less, etc. If
this is presented by the Apostle as the motive of
his conduct the language certainly is very severe,
but on any other view the idea comes out in a
very awkward and feeble manner. It is better
probably to take it in a concessive sense, but
then it becomes necessary with Tischendorf to

retain the icai, which has many and good autho-
rities in its favor.

—

Reptooorepus—f/rrov is an ab-
breviated expression for boy—rotoim?.—Nothing
needs to be understood in addition to the compa-
rative (as: more than other churches, or: less than
my opponents).

Vers. 1(5—18. He here meets the attempt to
throw on him the suspicion that under the pre-
tence of personal disinterestedness he had sent
deputies, and through them had imposed burdens
upon the Corinthians. He comes upon his read-
ers boldly and confidently with the question
whether these deputies had not exhibited a disin-
terestedness similar to his own.—But be it

•o, I was not burdensome to you; ne-
vertheless, being orafty, I caught you
with guile (ver. 16). In iaru, etc., he puts
himself in the position of an objector. Such
a one must concede that the Corinthians had
not been burdened with any selfish claims on his
part, but it might be insinuated that this had
been only to play a deeper game of craft to get
them into his power, and to overreach them by
means of his emissaries. 'Eorw is found with a
similar use in Plato, as in the Latin : esto I sit ita

sane! 'Ey& is here emphatic in contrast with
those intermediate agents mentioned in vers. 17-
18. With aXka he introduces the precise objection
(in contrast with ioru—vfwg): he had caught
them by a crafty method gaining them over by
an appearance of disinterestedness (ftafiov is

found in chap. xi. 20). Uavovpyoq signifies
adroit, sly, subtle (chap. iv. 2 ; xi. 8). Paul's
real prudence and skill was here represented in
an unfavorable light (comp. Osiander). *Yir6px<-n>

is used in a similar manner in 1 Cor. xi. 7.

—

Did I make a gain of you by any of them
whom I sent unto you (ver. 17). This
verse is an anacoluthon; where riva, is in an
emphatic position at the commencement of the
sentence, and as an accusative absolute. He was
probably about to write : aniarahca etf rb nvle-

ovsKTtjaai i'/*af, but with an impressive abbrevia-
tion, ho leaves this second ankoralKa out, and,
losing sight of the aceus.: rivdj writes : dY avrov

hrXeoveicnraa. The £v is here an instance of at-

traction for toItuv ovc.—I besought Titus to
go on this mission, and with Him I
sent the brother (ver. 18 a). He here
names these deputies, and especially Titus, whom
he had sent last, and the brother [not a brother,

as in our English A. V.] accompanying Titus,

unnamed, but well known to his readers. It is

impossible for us to determine who this brother
was. We conclude from the word awantorcuia,
and from the fact that only Titus is afterwards
named, that he was subordinate to Titus. The
sending is the one mentioned in chap. vii. [soon
after the writing of the first Epistle of our canon]
and not that spoken of is chap. viii. On
napetedteoa comp. ehap. viii. 6, 17. [Osiander
draws attention to the fact that in each of the

three passages (chap. vii. 18 ; viii. 6) in whioh
Paul's agency in induoing Titus to enter upon
this mission, the same word (vapaKaXio) is used.

The word appears to convey an idea intermedi-
ate between Hhat of a command and that of a
prayer, i. «., a friendly requirement, a reminding
of what ought to be done].—Did Titus make
a gain of you ? 'Walked we not in the
same spixitand in the same steps ? (ver. 18).

Tif> avr<f> irvtitfian is the dative of the mode and
manner (Rom. xiii. 18), or of the rule or law. The
meaning is: did not the same Holy Spirit control

us all in our conduct, and keep us from all selfish

conduct, from every thing like making a gain of

any one ? The dative oh toic ovtoIq Ixycow is

probably the local dative, as in Acts xiv. 1(5, and
the words here signify an agreement in external
conduot, as the preceding clause refers to nn
agreement in internal purpose and feeling. Tbe
Apostle is not here speaking directly of Christ's

footsteps (I Pet. ii. 21), but we must conclude
that they walked in the same steps, because Ti-

tus followed those of Paul (Meyer).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. When a Christian is distinguished for re-
markable degrees of Divine grace, he is very apt
to become elevated in his own estimation. A
faithful God not unfrequently prevents this by
bringing him into circumstances of deep humi-
liation, that by such painful methods he may be-
come conscious of his own inability, and that he
may not claim those glorious distinctions which
are given him for Christ's sake, as if they were
his own and were intended for his personal ho-
nor. In all such afflictions, whether bodily or
spiritual, or both combined, there is an influence
of Satan designed to torment and worry him, but
God will use them to drive him to the throne of
grace. And though his ardent request to be
freed from the distress may not be granted, he
will surely receive that Divine grace which will

enable him to bear the heaviest burden. Divine
power will find its best sphere of activity in his
weakness, and the result will be that he will be
strong in his weakness. Instead, therefore, of
complaining and fretting about his various infir-

mities and those sufferings which make him
conscious of them, he will experience and exhi-
bit to the world no small degree of satisfaction in
them.

2. A faithful member of Christ will be inclined-
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to keep his own person in the background,
wherever he is. He seeks no honor for himself,

and least of all will he boast himself when he
gains esteem and influence in consequence of

some special impartations of grace from on high.

Every attempt to give him an undue importance
on account of such things will be offensive to

him, because it will seem like giving him an ho-
nor which belongs onlj to God. He desires to

be esteemed only for what he has actually done
and spoken. The important thing with him is

not the fleece, but the sheep, that those souls

which Christ has purchased may be brought to

Him and be saved. For such an object he is

willing to make any sacrifice, to bring to the al-

tar all that he is and has, even his life. What if

men do not appreciate his love and fidelity, make
'him no suitable return, and even show themselves
ungrateful? His love will only become more
ardent, and his devotion to their welfare more
intense.

8. W. F. Bsssir:—Ever since God stationed
before Eden the cherub with his naked, flaming
sword, man must look for no Paradise on earth.

There is, however, one beyond this sinful world
in the third heaven. Its treasures and its jewels
were enjoyed by the Apostle when in holy ecstasy

he was allowed to have direct communion with
Ood in Christ, that true tree of life which was
lost in Adam but regained in Christ. Our Lord
promised it to the thief on the cross (Luke xxiii.

43), and now offers it to all sinners. When the
tabernacle of God shall be pitched upon the new
earth, then shall the New Jerusalem be revealed
in Paradisaic glory (Rev. xxi. 2, 8).

[3. "Paul evidently supposed that his soul
might be taken to heaven without the body, and
that it might have a separate consciousness and
a separate existence. He was not therefore a
materialist, and he did not believe that the ex-
istence and consciousness of the soul was de-
pendent on the body" (Barnes). Doddridge
says that he has "yet to learn what the presence
of an immaterial soul in a body can be (for this

also seems supposed by the Apostle to be a pos-
sibility), distinct from the capacity of perceiving
by it, and acting upon it." And yet the Apostle
makes both suppositions and evidently regarded
them as credible.

4. All prayer is answered in heaven—though
sometimes not until it becomes importunate, and
the petitioner has come by continued prayerful
fellowship with God to a consciousness of his real

want. Paul (like his Master) prayed and held
communion with his Lord, until he came to know
what was possible and best for him. The sub-
ject matter of his prayer, as it existed in the
heart, was for relief, rather than for that specific

mode of relief which the outward words asked
for. That prayer in the heart was answered
when his thorn ceased to be a thorn to him.

5. It is lawful to address Christ in prayer.
Though the verb iraparnkku is never used in
classic Greek, nor in any other passage of the
N. T., as equivalent to dtofiai, and in an address
to God, the reason for its preference here was
probably simply because of the familiar and
personal relation in which Paul supposes him-
self to his Lord. The distinction between invo-

eatio and adwcatio seems here inappropriate,

since Christ is evidently not addressed as an ad-
vocate with the Father, as if He were subordi-
nate, but as a supreme and ultimate Disposer of
affairs.

6. We have here (ver. 12) one of the few allu-

sions which the Apostles make in their Epistles

to the evidence of miracles. Only in seven out
of all their Epistles is any thing said of this

kind of evidence, and the reason is that most of

those Epistles are hortatory and not apologetical.

Here, however, the importance, if not the indis-

pensable necessity of miracles, as oyfieia r. anon-
r6kov is clearly asserted. And yet here, as

everywhere else, they are spoken of in an unob-
trusive manner as of universally acknowledged
facts. They had been performed, as Christ

wrought them, not merely as credentials of a Di-

vine mission, but from benevolence also, and
from a fulness of power to relieve human woe.
And yet in another aspect they were, and might
properly be, appealed to as the seals of the

Apostleship. Comp. Fausset, Port. Com.'}.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Chbtso8Tom:—Ver. 10. Where there is suf-

fering there is consolation, and where there is

consolation there is grace. And yet before the

reward which God bestows, we derive much be-

nefit from the very exercises of affliction itself;

for our arrogance is repressed, our littleness is

taken away, the use we can make of many hu-

man instruments is discovered, and we are, as it

were, anointed for the conflicts before us.

—

Basil:—Ver. 18. The left hand is not more in-

dispensable to the right, than unanimity and
concord to the ministers of the church.

Starke:—Ver. 1. Never boast of yourself;

it is always useless and vain. But if you so

conduct yourself that others praise you, it is ho-

norable and useful to you (Prov. xxvii. 2)—Ver.

2ff. Spener:—While under such Divine influ-

ences, ecstasies and revelations, the external man
cannot pay attention to itself, and frequently it

has no conception of what is passing within it-

self; all power and intelligence is taken up with

what is taking place within the soul itself.

While the eternal God is at work within him,

the man knows nothing of time, and while God's

power occupies his thoughts, he has no remem-
brance of such a thing as himself or the world.

Hbdinoer:—During the present life, heaven-

ly things are much too high and difficult, and
it is enough if we can be gradually prepared for

them by a few fortastes of them.—Ver. 6. Our
highest boast now is, to know what weak, poor
and miserable creatures we are. Whatever good
we are and have, is entirely the result of God's
grace and mercy.—Ver. 6. Hkdinger:—A faith-

ful pastor will be careful that his people think

of him no more .highly than they ought to think.

Ver. 7. Where much is given, much also shall

we be tempted ; but great also shall be our con-

solation and sure our final victory.—Let no one
pride himself on anything he has received from
God, for as sure as he does so, all enjoyment, of

it will be taken away from his flesh by some
keen thorn, which Satan knows how to sharpen
so ingeniously that he will be compelled to feel

it whether he is willing or unwilling.—Ver. &.
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Affliction drives us to God, and teaches us to call

on him day aud night, Isa. xxvi. 16. But very
probably God will make us wait, Ps. cxxx. 6.

Christians gain their victories by patience and
prayer. Prayer makes the heart light and
merry. If you cannot pray, then groan, and if

you cannot groan and even this distresses you,

that very distress is a prayer, Bom. viii. 26.

—

Ver. 9. Luther:—Christ cannot make known His
full strength in us, until we are weak and suf-

fering. God knows best what is for our good

;

and no one is more ignorant on this point than
those who are enduring the anguish of the cross.

Our prayers, therefore, should always be condi-
tional. Think not that it is a sign of God's dis-

pleasure, when you are not heard according to

your desire, even though you have prayed
aright, for it is rather a token of grace. Happy
the man who is so satisfied with Divine grace, that
it is easy for him to depend wholly upon God;
for he who is thus satisfied with grace actually
enjoys it. Our weakness need never trouble us.

The weaker we are in ourselves, the stronger in

Christ, Ps. xviii. 86. It is the weak tendril

which unites the branch with the vine. Christ
is our vine. We who are truly in Chris* shall

never fall, whatever storms may beat upon us.

If we have much grace, we must have much suf-

fering; if great suffering, great power; and if

great power, great victory. All these hang to-

gether in one undivided chain.—Ver. 10. Heu-
inc.kr:—The more humbled by afflictions, the
more exalted by grace. Faith increases under
conflicts.—Ver. 11. Pious Christians should never
remain silent when men venture by falsehoods

to cast suspicion upon their spiritual teachers.

Such is the duty of every Christian in behalf of
his fellow men, how much more of spiritual

children in behalf of their parents. Humility
forbids us not to allow others to commend us,

but only to love the praise of men. The more
thou humblest thyself, the more exalted thou art,

and the more God will be gracious to thee,

Eccles. iii. 20.—Ver. 12. The signs of a true ser-

vant of Christ are seen not merely in his passive
suffering, but in his active doings.— Ver. 18.

Spener:—Without keeping back what they owe
to God and their fellow men, parents should
economize what God has kindly bestowed upon
them, that their children may have something
after their death; but let them be careful to lay
up no treasures from mere covetousness, from a
distrust of Providence, to the prejudice of the
claims ofjustice, and to the withholding of what
is due to the honor of God, their neighbor's ne-
cessity, or the proper education of their chil-

dren. By not attending to these latter conside-
rations, many live to experience much anguish
of heart, and drown themselves and their chil-

dren in everlasting destruction (comp. Matth. vi.

19 ; 1 Tim. vi. 9). Happy the church in which
many are serving the Lord, and all are faithful!

—Ver. 18. It is a great blessing, where God's
servants are ruled and animated by the Spirit of
Christ alone, and where they all walk in the
same steps.

Bkrlknb Bible :

—

Ver. 1. What is there higher
for a poor creature, than for him to come into

direct communion with God and heavenly beings?
And yet even this would be an injury if it be-

came aground of self-glorification.—Ver. 2. Wh«
could keep to himself a matter like this for four-

teen years? Those who have great gifts must
be most watchful over themselves.—Ver. 8. In
circumstances like these it is God's way to have
men say: "I cannot tell;" for they are thus
kept from being puffed with pride. Many les-

sons God reserves to the higher school of hea-
ven.—Ver. 4. Not nnfrequently God gives His
people* some foretaste of their future blessed-

ness ; but such things are not indispensable to

our happiness. Our highest excellencies are

best shown in the modesty with which they are

enjoyed. Those who have seen most of God's
majesty, know not how to humble themselves

enough, Isa. vi. 6.—Ver. 5. Ineffable grace it

is when the Lord graciously vouchsafes to turn

the heart of his servant to his native home, and
to let him know what no mortal eye, ear or sense

could perceive. Even if we have done all things,

what have we to boast of? Luke xvii. 10. Only
of our infirmities, and yet these should afford us

no excuse for indolence and wickedness.—Ver.

6. Anti-Christianity has sometimes had its origin

in an excessive veneration for the eminent gifts

which God has sometimes bestowed upon His
people.—Ver. 7. Those who have carefully ob-

served the mysterious ways of Divine wisdom,
have remarked that without giving any explana-

tion of his dealings God has deeply humbled
His own people as well as other men. To say

nothing of external afflictions, this is particu-

larly the case with inward trials. God will gra-

dually consume and exhaust even the most se-

cret influences which might injure or destroy the

highest gifts of His grace. It is His secret

counsel that many a Christian who seems a fa-

vorite of heaven, should be encumbered with

some sore trouble, and taste, perhaps, even the

powers of hell, until the ends of grace are ac-

complished, and he is in no danger of self-exal-

tation.— Ver. 8. Why thrice? was not once

enough ? How long has the Lord been obliged to

wait upon thee! Besides, if He lets thee struggle

awhile in thy distress, it may wake thee up to

more faith, hope and patience at last. A Chris-

tian may have wonderful revelations of God, and
yet not know much of the secret ways of God
with Himself. God often seems severe, when He
is really aiming at our highest good. His help

consists not so much in ridding us of the evil, as

in preserving us under it Here is the error

which makes many prayers seem unanswered.
But is it not help when God keeps us from being

consumed in the flames?—Ver. 9. Let us not be
afraid of temptations, but see to it that we lose

not our hold upon grace by turning aside to evil.

We need never fear to meet trials if we only

maintain a vigorous resolution in harmony with

the inward action of grace, and thus proceed from
one degree of attainment to another. To keep

us humble we must never lose sight of our mis-

erable condition ; and yet we may go so far in

this direction, that we may make shipwreck of

hope and despair of God's love and mercy. The
best state we can attain in this world is, a happy
assurance by God's Spirit, that we always have

in heaven a gracious God and Father. Our whole

safety depends upon this, for then our hearts

rest upon God Himself. "Lord, give me Thy-
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self, and it is enough I" Ps. lxxiii. 25, 26. God's
power seems mightiest when we are conscious

of our own wretchedness, and in the midst of

such travail of soul it comes to its perfection.

The Saviour is obliged frequently to let His peo-

ple know that they can do nothing of themselves,

that thus they may be driven to a reliance upon
grace alone. If they truly boast of their infir-

mities, they will take pleasure not in their sins,

but in being humble. Not so with those who
make an excuse of their infirmities. They have
no desire, and hence tbey have no ability to do
anything. Let them resolve in a proper manner,
and they will soon accomplish something by Di-

vine grace ; for they will soon cast away all con-

fidence in their own powers, and make such a
use of God's, that they will triumph over all

evil, and begin and complete every good work.
—Ver. 10. The Spirit's power increases as that

of the flesh decreases. As I lose my own power
I am clothed with Christ's. God makes the crea-

ture see its own nothingness, that it may be
oome something in Christ to the praise of His * of Paul is most instructive to all who are called

glory. God was robbed of His glory when man
fell, and it can be restored to Him only when
man is shown in his weakness and nothingness,

that God may become all in all. Whoever
strives in his self-sufficiency to live according to

his own pleasure, acknowledges no subjection to

God, and will derive no power from him.—Ver.

11. It is quite possible to be at the same time
something and nothing. All are striving hard
to be something, but none like to learn that they

are nothing. If thou art something, esteem thy-

self as nothing, and then thou wilt remain some-
thing, and become something more.

Ribqbb:—Ver. 1, etc. Men think at the pre-

sent day they can gain much attention by some
wonderful accounts of the invisible world. But
whoever has not given himself up thoroughly to

obey the word of the Cross, will find that the

word from the third heaven and from Paradise
will be only a manacle of unbelief, and a temp-
tation to forsake the faith.—Ver. 4. In Divine
things it is better to have more in store than is

given out.—Ver. 6. How much honor a man may
gain before God, by not seeking and not accept-

ing of the honor which comes from his fellow

men. Indeed, God's love goes beyond this, and
provides against the self-exaltation of His chil-

dren when they have received what is of real

value and pleasure to them —Ver. 7. Mighty
grace 1 which can provide that neither height

nor depth can do us an injury !—Vv. 9, 10. Let
nothing overwhelm thee; even in utter weak-
ness be strong, and assured that Christ's power
will accomplish some gracious purpose thereby.

In sorrow's night, when troubles distress thee,

His power will defend thee until the sure morn-
ing comes.—Ver. 14, etc. In preaching the Gos-
pel of the kingdom, we cannot be too careful to

avoid not only the reality, but even the slightest

appearance of a worldly spirit To aid a soul in

escaping from death and in the work of salva-

tion, will be a greater joy to your own soul in the

day of the Lord Jesus than to have won a world.

Love generally goes downward (i. r., from pa-

rents to children), in greater strength than it re-

turns ; and what must be said of the great love of

that God who is nothing but love and from whom

all good comes, as oompared with our feeble

love I

Hecbnbe:—Ver. 1. Boasting, to please our-

selves, always lowers us in the esteem of others,

and is usually punished by some great humilia-
tion.—Vers. 2, tic. Extraordinary revelations

have been sometimes given to those who are dis-

tinguished for piety to strengthen them for their

duties, by a foretaste of future blessedness. No
one, however, should long for such revelations,

and much less make a parade of them when they
are vouchsafed ; for they are not needful to a
believing and godly life, and in seeking them we
run great peril of self-deception, of gross errors,

and above all, of spiritual pride. For every
spark of pride which accompanies them, our
fall will have to be so much the deeper.—Ver.
5. When we glory in our infirmities and con-
fess that we can do nothing of ourselves, we give
glory to God.—Ver. 6. The pious man makes it

his aim not to appear better than he is, but to be
better than he appears.—Ver. 7. The example

to endure severe but unavoidable evils. God
does not always appear for their help; for

though He is able, He knows it unwise to do so.

He knows what is best for us, and He intends to

try our faith, to purify our hearts, and to sup*
press that pride which is the greatest foe to emi-
nence.—Ver. 9. The only consolation which can
satisfy us in affliction is that which springs from
an assurance of the Divine favor, and an unre-
proving conscience. If we long for nothing else,

Ave can triumph over all things.—Ver. 10. The
more we let go all confidence in ourselves and
leave ourselves entirely and unreservedly in the

Lord's hands, the more strength we shall receive

from Him. Such is the true weakness of a
Christian. That which is only spurious makes
excuses for sin, shrinks from conflicts, and has
no desires for growth in grace.—Ver. 14. Genu-
ine love says: "I seek not yours, but you;" that

which is false seeks for external and adventitious

advantages, such as power, honor, rank, etc. A
rare thing it is to find those who love us solely

for what we are ! —Ver. 16. The highest de-

grees of love are seldom fully reciprocated. The
Christian must not expect it.

W. F. Bibber:—Ver. 9. In the weakness of
the instrument, the power of him who uses it has
an opportunity to show how completely it can
triumph over difficulties (chap. iv. 7). " It is God's
way," says Luther, "to manifest His power and
majesty by means of nothingness and feebleness."

Give up praying away thy thorn, Christian,

and take to heart the promise of all-sufficient

grace ; then shalt thou begin with Paul to boast

of thy weakness and shelter thyself in Christ's

own power! Thou mighty God and merciful

Saviour, in covenant with the falling leaves and
withered grass of human weakness, dost permit
us to witness miracles of Almighty power precisely

where our power completely fails us I Teach us
to understand an arrangement in which Thy glory
is in harmony with our joy, and we become sa-

tisfied for Thy sake with every cross and with
manifold infirmities; since like a magnet they
bring down Thy power to us.—Ver. 14. If it is in-

deed reasonable and just that children should
support those parents who need their care;
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surely it is the duty ©f churehes to sustain their

spiritual fathers by a return not only of interces-

sions in their behalf, at the throne of grace, but

of such honor as is required in 1 Cor. ix. 11.

Girlach:—Ver. 9, The greatest peril to a
sinful man is pride and self-exaltation. When
his powers and his gifts seem greatest, and all

that he attempts succeeds and thrives, great will

be his temptation to be proud and self-sufficient

;

and it will be hard to feel continually that all he
has is of grace. Though our own hearts and
outward appearances may suggest the contrary,

never are we better prepared to have God's

power work within us and around us, than when
we are enduring outward and inward afflictions.

Chap. xi. 19~xii. 9. Gospel for Sexag. Sunday.
Hsubm&:

—

The Apostles as the most eminent of the

follower* of Jesus. How they—-1, preached and
were faithful in all their duties,* from mere love

to the Church, and notwithstanding the envy and
opposition of false teachers; 2, suffered the

greatest hardships in their work without waver-
ing from their steadfastness; 8, were vouchsafed

more exalted revelations ; 4, were nevertheless

more deeply humbled.

—

How Christian love suf-

fers—1, First, it can bring us into deep afflic-

tions ; 2, God will thus purify us, and assimilate

us to Jesus; 8, His grace is an abundant conso-

lation. The Christian's commendation of him-
self: 1) Its proper occasion: urgent reasons
(vers. 19-26) ; 2) Its object: excellences which
have a spiritual value, labors, sufferings, etc.

(w. 28-83), gracious tokens whioh God vouch-
safes to us; 8) Its limitations (to boast of

these things only as gifts of God, and to induce
others to trust in him).—Comp. Oetinger, Epis-

telpredigten, S. 161ff., Kap. xii. 1-9; Albertini,

Predigten, S. 49ff., Kap. xii. 1-10; L. Hofacker,
S. 199ff., 757ff.; Zeugnisse Evang. Wahrheit, I. S.

899ff., Kap. xii 9; Hossbach, 2 Samml. S. 46ff.;

Schmidt, VorhaUe des Predigtsegens, 1864, 8.

884.

[Vins. 1-6. The wonderful incident here re-
lated, and Paul's appreciation of it L The
fact itself, 1. The manner in which he speaks
of himself as the subject of this experience (with
reluctance and embarrassment w. 2, 8). 2. The
time in which it took place (at the commence-
ment of his religious life, ver. 2). 3. The place
in which it occurred (in a local heaven, vv. 2,

4). 4. The state in which the Apostle was (so

taken up with heavenly things as to be uncon-
scious of his sentient life, w. 2, 3). 6. The
things he saw and heard (were not thought use-

ful to our knowledge, and so were withheld ver.

4. II. The Apostle's estimate of it. 1. He clearly

distinguished between an exalted privilege and
a gracious attainment. 2. Regarded it as very
liable to become a snare. 8. Esteemed his in-

firmities and afflictions as more useful to him. 4.

And yet he evidently highly appreciated what
he had here seen and heard.—Vers. 7-10. I.

Prayer.—1. Its appropriate objects ; 2. Its en-
couragements ; 8. The importunity allowed; 4.

The limitation finally given. II. Its Answer—
1. At the best time, however delayed; 2. With
transcendent wisdom, and 8. With a view to spi-

ritual results alone.]

XVL—REPROOF OP SOME MORAL IMPERFECTIONS NOT YET REMOVED, AND AD-
MONITION TO SPARE HIM THE NECESSITY OF APOSTOLIC DISCIPLINE. CON-
CLUDING ENCOURAGEMENTS AND BENEDICTION.

Chapter XII. 19-21. XIII. 1-14.

19 Again, think ye that we excuse ourselves unto yon? [For a long time1 ye are

thinking that it is to you that we are excusing ourselves ndXat doxsire; 8rt 6p.lv dxoXo-

ySopsOa]; we speak before3 God in Christ: but we do all things, clearly beloved, [but

20 all, beloved,] for your edifying. For I fear, lest, [haply prf***} when I come, I shall

not find you such as I would, and that I shall be round unto you such as ye would
not: lest [haply] there be debates [discord]8

, envyings [emulation, ZqXos], wratha,

21 strifes, backbitings, whisperings, swellings, tumults: And lest, when I come5 again,

my God will humble* me among [with respect to, *pdc] you, and that I shall bewail

many which have sinned already, [before, npn^paprTjxSTtov], and have not repented of

the uncleanness and fornication and lasciviousness which tney have committed.

XIII. This is the third time 1 1 am coming to you. In the mouth of two or three

2 witnesses shall every word be established. I told you before, and foretell you, as if

I were present, the second time; and being absent now I write [I have said before,

and now say beforehand, as I did when I was present the second time, so now also

in my absence, om. I write]8 to them which heretofore have sinned, and to all others,

3 that, if I come again, I will not spare: Since ye seek a proof of Christ shaking in

4 me, which [who] to you-ward is not weak, but is mighty in you. For though9 hd
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[For He also, xat y&p] was crucified through weakness, yet he liveth by the power of

God. For we also [om. also]
10 are weak in him," hut we shall live" with him11 by

5 the power of God toward you.u Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the faith;

prove your own selves. Know [Or, know] ye not your own selves, how that Jesus

6 Christ is in you, except ye be reprobates f [to some extent unapproved, rl dMxtpiot?'] But
7 I trust that ye shall know that we are not reprobates [unapproved]. Now I pray to

[yet we pray, so^d/ntOa ££]" God that ye do no evil; not that we should appear ap-

proved, but that ye should do that which is honest, [excellent], though we be as re-

8 probates [as if unapproved]. For we can do nothing against the truth, but [we can

9 do something] for the truth. For we are glad, [rejoice, xaipopM*], when we are weak,

and ye are stroog: and this also1* we wish, [pray for, eu/o>e0a] even your perfection

10 [perfect restoration, xar<f/>rurcv]. Therefore I write the^e things being absent, lest

being present I should use sharpness, according to the power which the Lord hath
11 given me to [for, cfc] edification, and not to [for] destruction. Finally, brethren, fare-

well, [rejoice, xatptre]. Be perfect [be restored to order, xarapHZ*(r0*~\
i
be of good com-

12 fort, be of one mind, live in peace; and the God of love and peace shall be with you. Greet

13 one another with a holy kiss. All the saints salute you. The grace of our Lord
14 Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the communion of the Holy Ghost, be with

you all. Amen. [am. Amen]."

l Ver. 19.—Rec. has rakur [with D. S. K. L. Sin. (3d hand), many enrsiTes, Tortious, and Greek Fathers], hat the prepon-
derating evidence is in favor of iroAoi [with A B. F. G. Sin. the Vnlg. and several ancient Lat. Torsions. The latter word
Btauding at the beginning of a sentence is without an example in the N. T., and is in itself so difficult a reading as to seem
improbable; inasmuch as it makes the whole sentence refer to past instead of present time (Heb. 1. 1); but this only
makes it more likely to hare been altered. Bloomfleld and Wordsworth and Conybeare still adhere decidedly to a-lAtr,
but Tisch., Lachin., A 1ford, Stanley, and most recent editors are equally decided in behalf of voAat, and are deposed to re*
gard waXiv either as the mistake of transcribers, or as a conjectural emendation and reminiscence of the parallel chap, iii.l.]

* Ver. 19.—Kec. has Kartvmmov for KorsVarri, as it had also in chap. ii. 17.
* Ver. 20.—Lachmaan has cjmc for specs, but it has no sufficient authority. [That of Sin. has since been added to that

of A. a nomher of cursives, Syr. Arm. verss., and Chrys. and Theophyl. in favor of Lachmann's reading. B. D. £. F. Q. K.
L. si aL

t the Ital. Syr. (lat*r) Copt. Goth, versions, Tbeodt. Damasc Tert. Ambroslast. have cpstc
.]

* Ver. 20.—Rec has £?Aoi, but ftAoc has better evidence in its favor. [The plural never occurs In classical nor Septa-
agint Greek. This, as well as the preceding cpctc may have been a correction to conform to the other plurals in the verse
an<i to usage. Bloomf. thinks they were a provincialism, and probably genuine. Tisch. has ftXo* with spats, while 8in.
has 6jAot with epic].

* Ver. 21.—Rec. has i\96ma fit.; but it is the UcM> facilior, and it has the least authority. [*EA04Wof pov has A. B.
V. G. Sin. and many Fathers in its lavor. Most MSS. which have the accns. omit also the subsequent p* before 6 9t6t.
This suggests that both must have been attempted corrections.!

* Ver. 21.—Rec. has Taa-eipwrn, but Tatrctrwffc. is better authenticated. The former was an attempt to make the word
conform to the preceding subjunctive ; fand yet it has A. K. Sin. and many Fathers. It may have been as Alford suggests,
an itacism. The latter word has been adopted by Lachm. and Tisch.]

' Chap. XIII. 1.—Cod. A. reads 'lioii rptr. rovr. croiptx #x» iA#str. 'Iftov has in its behalf also Sin. (3d hand), many cur-
sives (some omit tovto), the Vulg. and JSthiop. verss., and Damasc Theophyl. and Aug.; but It was doubtless borrowed from ch.
xii. 14. The «toi>. <xm •"*•• ha* ^^ for ** the 8rr- and Copt, verss., but it was probably taken from the same passage.
Sin. also has Iva before «Vt with some less important authorities, and % instead of «ol, with the Vulg. and Arm. versions.
Such authority, however, is hardly sufficient for either.]

* Ver. 2.—Rec. has yp>a+» after vvr. It appears to have been an addition to conform to ver. 10. The best MSS. [A. B.
B. F. Sin.] are against it.

* Ver. 4 —After the first xat ydp the Rec. has«i,DUtitls not found in the best MSS. [B. D. F.Q.K. Sln.(8d hand inserts cL
as do also the Syr. Vulg. Goth, and several Greek Fathers). It appears to have been a correction on account of the doctrinal
offence which the text without It gave]. Bee Exeget notes.

10 Ver. 4.—The second «al of the Rec. [after «ai -yap and before 4fM'*]i has only feeble authority.

P1 Ver. 4.—For iv before ovry A. F. Sin. have ersw, and for vvv before the last avry some less important MSS. haye «V,
by an obvious interchange].

" Ver. 4.—Much better authority [A. B. D. F. Sin. Damasc.] is found for C*&on*v than for Cim6um»+ of the Rec [D.
(8d hand) B. K. L. Chrys. Tbeodt].

u Ver. 4.—Lachmann puts «t« vpas in brackets, but it has ample authority in its favor. [The only important autho*
rities for its omission are B. and ChrysostomJ.

M Ver. 7.—Rec has c&xofuu so as to conform to i\wl(<*. E6x6>«0a has decidedly better evidence.
» Ver. ».—!<ec. has to teal. The best MSS. leave out the to.

» Ver. 14.—TheW i* not critically well established. It is wanting in the best MSS.IA. B. F. L. Sill, 4 «Q.

BXEOBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Yirs. 19-21.—For a long time ye are
thinking that we are exousing ourselves
unto you (ver. 1).—Paul here guards against
the erroneous impression which be anticipated
some might receive from his self-defence, that
he was standing in judgment before them; he
assures them that his only object was to do them
good. Nothing was then of more importance to
him than their amendment, unless he was willing
to have their whole conduct come before him in
his judicial capacity. The interrogative form

of the sentence would become necessary if we
adopt the word ird?uv of the Beceptus (a reading,

perhaps occasioned by chap. iii. 1.) ; but it would,

be quite unsuitable if ndkai be adopted. With,
this latter reading Paul must be understood to

.

refer to what would take place, when his Epistle

should be read or heard at Corinth, especially,

that part which was of an apologetioal character.

Tfuv stands at the commencement of the sen-

tence for the sake of emphasis. It is the dative

of direction or tendency (with, or before you) as.

in Acts xix. 38. He was about to set before-

them the positive bearing of his self-defence

upon them, t. «., to show them that its true object.
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was to promote their spiritual life (ol/cooo/z^).

This required that all obstructions to his Apos-
tolical influence, and all prejudices and wrong
thoughts against him and his conduct among
them, should be removed, and that all depen-
dence upon their false teachers should be broken
off. But before he presented this it was of con-

sequence to assure them that he was standing
with his apology at the bar of God, to whom
alone he was responsible.

—

we speak before
God in Christ, but all things, beloved,
for your edification (ver. 19 b).—In these

words (comp. chap. ii. 7) his object was not to

affirm the sincerity of his purpose, but to let

them know that it was to God that he was ac-

countable, and from God that he expected an
acquittal. The words in Christ (cv XptorQ) point

out the sphere in which he was speaking, one
far above every human tribunal, as a Christian
and an Apostle, conscious of his fellowship with
Christ In connection with the last clause (ra 6£

irdvra) we must supply "kakovyxv (we speak) from
the preceding sentence. Some would join the sen-

tence with the preceding [and unite rd and 6i to-

gether] so as to read : 2.aXovuev rade irdvra, etc. ;

but root usually refers to that which follows it,

and never is made use of by Paul in any other pas-

sage. [It refers here to something definite, and
not to all things in general, for it is confined to

those matters of which he had been speaking,
and especially his apology for himself]. In this

last clause also, he makes, by way or concilia-

tion, a direct appeal to them as his beloved ones
(ayairnroi), before entering upon a more severe
remonstrance. The reason for this is apparent
in vv. 20-21.—For I fear that haply when
I come, I shall not find yon snoh as I
would, and that I shall be found unto
you such as ye would not (ver. 20 a).

—

He
here notices the unhappy condition he had rea-

son to fear they were in, and which called for

these efforts on his part for their benefit. His
first reference to this condition is very tender.

He merely mentions the impression which such
a state of things would necessarily make upon
him when he should come among them, and he
alludes to the proceedings which such a state

would necessarily call forth from him. Even
when he says, / fear lest, etc., he expresses the
solicitude of a father* and his earnest desire
that his intercourse with them might be free

from annoyance; but in pjiruc we have some-
thing likewise of a conciliatory nature. [The
word is used in two successive clauses (ana-
phora), but in the third (ver. 21) it is exohanged
for //#, inasmuch as the hesitation to express his

thought in decisive terms wears away as he pro-
ceeds. The expressions: "such as ye would
not," and " such as I would, 1 ' are euphemistic,
to avoid a more disagreeable phrase. The use
of the verb titto for povfouai was not uncommon,
and yet we may recognize something of the
specific meaning of tiilL here, inasmuch as the
Apostle meant perhaps to express some deter-

mination of the will in the case]. In Kgy&—olov

ov difare he shows that he was painfully con-
scious of an Apostolic power of discipline which

>he would be obliged to exert; and he now re-

. appears in that triumphant attitude of authority

iWhich Jhe had formerly assumed (comp. Meyer).

'Tfdv has not the sense of: by you, but to you, or

for you, as in Rom. vii. 10. The position of the

second ov before the &i%ere is especially empha-
tic* What he meant by such at he would not, he
shows in greater detail in the second part of ver.

20 and in ver. 21.

—

lest I shall find, per-
ohance, among you debate, emulation,
passions, contentions, slanderings, whis-
perings, Insolences, tumults (ver. 20).—
The unpleasant things which he found are ar-

ranged under two different relations, according
to the two different kinds of moral defect he
knew to be in the Church. [Bkngel: "That
which was not such as he would, is treated of to

the end of the chapter, then what was such

as they would not, is treated of from chap,

xiii. 1 and onwards." Such vices indicate how
great were the difficulties to be met with in

churches just emerged from heathenism, but

we are not to suppose them prevalent among
that portion which Paul bad described in chap,

vii. as penitent and obedient]. Not, however,
until the commencement of the next chapter does

he come to speak of the exercise of his Apostolic

power to punish offenders (for in the next verse

he brings before us another kind of offences).

To jifyruc Iptc, etc., must be supplied tvpetiboa

(or doiv) kv vp.lv. We have iptc and C^Aoc in 1

Cor. iii. 8, and Ipic in 1 Cor. i. 11; on iptSec comp.
Winer, J 9 [p. 69, Philad. ed.]. Qvuoi occurs also

in Gal. v. 20, and signifies vehement passion,

boiling emotion. Qvpdc signifies the heart as the

seat of passionate emotion, and then this emotion
itself—passion, wrath, rage; the plural is found
also in the classic writers. 'Epideta signifies

hired work, mercenariness, love of intrigue, a
disposition to foment parties. See Rom. ii. 8;

Gal. v. 20; Phil. i. 17; ii. 3; James iii. 14, 16 (not

of tpic.) Com. Meyer and Fritzsche on Rom. iL

8. Karafa&tai signifies, evil reports in general;

tyidvpiouoi, secret slanderings. The original verb
'

of (fvotfareic is used with reference to the inso-

lence of faction, an arrogant conceit of know-
ledge, and arrogance with respect to gifts in

general, in 1 Cor. iv. 6; viii. 1; xiii. 4. 'Axa-

raaraolai occurs in chap. vi. 5 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 83.

In addition to these moral defects, which had

[* The whole comment of Cbrysostom on this verse it so

characteristic a specimen of his discrimination and acute-

ness, that I cannot resist the Inclination to transcribe It:—
" It was not here out of arrogance, nor the authority of a
teacher, but out of a father's tender concern, when he is

more fearful and trembling than the sinners are themselves

at that which is likely to reform them. And not even so

does he run them down (fcaTaTplvct), nor make an absolute

assertion, but says doubtingly (tvSoU^tv): 'lest perckanet

when I amu,' etc. Nor does he call them not Tirtuous or

wicked (ivaptrovt), but: «/ ihatl not find yon such «# /
would

;

» everywhere employing terms of affection. And the

words : *1 thaU find,' are those of one who would express

what is out of natural expectation fro wop* wpov&oxU*
SijAoGrniv i<rriv), as are also thone : »/ rtn*U befound ©jr yes*.*

For the thing is not of deliberate choice, but of a necessity

originating with you. Wherefore he says: 4 1 shall be found

such as ye would not.' He said not here: such as Iwmtid neL
but with more severity :

l tvch as ye with net,* tor it would
In that case become his own will, not indeed what he would
first have willed, but his will nevertheless. For he might
indeed have said again, *such as I would not,' and so have
shown his love ; but he wishes not to relax (fcAvew*) hie

hearer. Tea, rather, his words would In that case have
been even harsher (raajptopocX but now he has at once
dealt them a smarter blow, and snowed himself more gentle.

For this is the characteristic of his wisdom (to paeVrepe*
rifivovra, ifpcpwrfpov w-Ajctw), cutting more deeply, to

strike more gently "],
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their origin in the factious spirit prevailing at

Corinth, and hence called for decisive measures,
the Apostle now proceeds (ver. 21) to mention some
manifestations of that sensuality for which their

city was noted.

—

Lest again when I come,
my God shall humble me with respect to
you (ver. 21 a).—There is no need of commenc-
ing a new period here, and so of giving this whole
verse an interrogative form. The reading ranu-
v6cu does not require this, for this word, like the

fjJl (previously fJjxuc), indicates simply an in-

creased anxiety that such a sad calamity should
not come upon him. We may also notice that a
question calling for a negative answer (comp.
vers. 17, 18) would not be appropriate in this

connection (ver. 20). The ird?uv qualifies the

whole phrase: eXddvroc uov roKUvitazt fie (comp.
chap. ii. 1 ), and not merely either eXvforoc fiov

or ramtvCtoet. He does not intend to say that

he had experienced a similar mortification during
some former visit [and yet comp. chap. ii. 1. We
see not how iraXiv can have its force without
supposing some reference to a former visit, even
if it should be made to qualify e%$6vroc alone.

And yet this could not have been his first visit

when he had great success and general joy in

spite of his persecutions, but certainly no such
humiliations. We are obliged to think of a second
unrecorded visit between his first and second
Epistle. See on ver. 1 of the next chapter].

The genitive absolute here is remarkable, and
hence the reading in the Receptus. The T<urei~

vovu has reference not to the exercise of disci-

pline among them, as if this would produce a
feeling of humiliation on account of his love to

the Church and to the Lord, and would be
traceable to God because it would take place ac-

cording to the Divine will, but rather to the mor-
tification the Apostle would experience if he were
compelled to see the fruit of his labors among
them utterly destroyed, and thus to find all his

boasting either mucfr abated or completely
wrested from him. Should such a humiliation

come upon him, he would trace it to the hand of

God, and receive it as a wholesome discipline.

He would therefore humbly submit himself to it,

and find consolation in the reflection that the God
who did it was hie God (Rom. i. 8; 1 Cor. L 4),

the God whom he served, and with whom he was
in such intimate fellowship that the interests of

one were the interests of both. If we give the

word the sense of: to trouble, or to grieve, it

will have precisely the same signification with

rrev&fou. Ilpbc vuac has here the sense, not of:

with or among you, for with such a meaning it

would be superfluous, but of: in respect to you.—And I shall bewail many of those who
have sinned before and have not repented
of the unoleanness and fornication and
lasoiviousness whioh they have commit-
ted (ver. 21 6). The word irev&elv signifies, to

mourn, to lament, lugere, especially for the dead,

etc It expresses the genuine feeling of a spiri-

tual pastor (comp. Calvin), and perhaps it alludes

to the idea of a spiritual death. It expresses
either the sorrow he would feel on account of

their impenitence (Meyer), or the grief he would
teel in denouncing punishment or in excommuni-
cating them (De Wette, et al.). [In ancient times

sentence of condemnation in the Church was

pronounced with outward signs of sorrow and
mourning; see 1 Cor. v. 2; 2 Cor. vii. 7, 9 (Old
Paraphrase). Perhaps the customs attending
excommunication were derived from an extreme
interpretation of such passages]. The objects of

this sorrow are mentioned when he says:
noKkovq top nporjfiaprrjK&ruv not pi) fieravoqa&vruv,

etc. This is not an inexact form for designating
a general class, instead of saying rovg pi) fiera-

vofoavrae; many, i. e., who have not repented.
But the Apostle had not in mind all uncon-
verted sinners, in every congregation, among
whom he gave especial prominence to those in

Corinth by using the word noXkovc (Lucke), for

nothing in the context warrants us in giving
such an extension to the idea. He unquestiona-
bly had his eye upon sinners in Corinth alone,

when he used the phrase irpojjfiaprrTjKdTeg, etc. But
our further explanation must depend upon the
answer to the question, whether etti Ttf aKa&apota,

etc., should be connected with fieravoTjaavruv or

with vev&qou. The first method would be with-
out analogy, so far as the New Testament is con-
cerned, for in every instance there, perav. is con-
strued with an6 or kic (with ini only in the Old
Testament, in Joel ii. 18, and Amos vii. 3, where
the fieravoelv in both cases is the act of Qod).
And yet it is probably admissible, even if the
idea of a mere change of mind without that of
sorrow for sin, be connected with the word. It

would then signify, a change of mind in respect
to, or on account of, etc. [Osiander draws at-

tention to the contrast of irpo: and fiera:"] The
connection of the words with irevdr/ou seems ra-

ther unusual and strange, inasmuch as in other
places we meet with Tcev&etv em tivi in the sense
of: to lament over something, but not with
irev&elv riva eizi tivi. It is, however, not altoge-

ther unallowable on this account. If we adopt
the first mode of connecting the words, we must
understand by iroKXobe the worst among the class

of persons mentioned (De Wette, Osiander), t. e.,

those whom he would be obliged to punish by
excluding them from the Church hrev&elv would
then be: to mourn for them as dead persons;
and it is used with respect to such an act in 1

Cor. v. 2). If we adopt the other mode, irpoypap-

TtiKbrec, etc., would signify those who had in any
manner sinned, etc., and we should make the

Apostle say that he feared he should have to

mourn over many of these on account of the sins

of the flesh, of which they were guilty ; and he
designs to mention here the other class of sins

which were most prevalent at Corinth (t. e.,

besides those mentioned in ver. 20). We prefer
the second of the methods, because the reference

'to the excommunication of the worst contains
something unnatural, and 1 Cor. v. 2 by no
means justifies us in referring irev&fou to sueh a
transaction. Against this second method no ob-
jection should be urged on account of the posi-

tion of irev&fou, nor of the thought itself, to

mournfor one on account of tueh things. UevMjau
stands at the commencement of the clause for the
sake of emphasis, and M stands not at a very
extraordinary distance from it. The Apostle
might very reasonably be understood to mourn
over such impenitent persons on account of their

eins, even though he does not in this place, as in
other places (comp. 1 Cor. vi. 9, 10), bring pro-
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minently before us the consequences of those

sins. The ?rpo, however, refers not to the period

before their conversion, but to the time preceding
his second visit, when misunderstandings had
begun to prevail, and when he had admonished
them to repent (comp. chap. xiii. 2), though
with so little success that he found the peculiar

faults mentioned in vers. 20 and 21 were still

prevalent among them. 'Anatiapcla signifies

sins of a sensual nature generally, such as de-

filed both soul and body, Rom. i. 24; Gal. v. 19;
Eph. iv. 19. Tlopveia fl Cor. v. 1), and aofa-

yeia (wantonness, shamelessness, voluptuousness,

Rom. xiii. 13; Gal. v. 19, et a/A are particular

exhibitions of OKadapaia. Upaaaetv signifies, to

bring about, achieve (comp. Passow). We do
not (with Meyer and Osiander) make /*# fteravoq-

o&vtuv refer to those who should be impenitent
at the anticipated coming of the Apostle at Co-
rinth : *' and shall not have repented," but to the
fruitlessness of his admonitions when he was
among them the second time. [The perfect in

irpoTjfi. has here a special force and significance,

implying that the sins were continued, and were
not overcome by a true repentance. The aorist

of fii) fierav. is in contrast with this, and we see

no reason why it may not be taken in the sense
of a futur. exact, s. <?., those who will not have
repented when I shall be with you].

Chap. xiii. 1-4. This la the third time I am
coming to you (ver la\.—Now ^follows the
Apostle's announcement of nis determination to

proceed with an unsparing judicial severity, in

accordance with what he had said in chap. xii.

20: Kgyu eipm9& vfdv, otov ov diXere. Tpirov tovto

signifies here : this is the third time, as in John
xxi. I4,etal.

v
E/?;ro/uu speaks ofhis actual coming,

and presupposes that he had been atCorinth twice
before this (it cannot refer to a mere purpose or
plan ofsuch a journey, nor to a coming by letters).

[General note on PauTs visits to Corinth. It

seems to us impossible to interpret 2 Cor. xiii.

1, on any other view than that Paul had pre-
viously been twice at Corinth. It cannot be
made to mean simply, thit is the second time P
have been ready, and if it could it would have
been a most unfortunate reference, in which
he would rather remind his readers of his failure

actually to come. The usual appeal to chap. xii.

14, is unsatisfactory, not only because our pas-
sage should not be a repetition of that, but be-
cause the proper idea of that is, I am ready to

come the third time. The word dikpxoftai in 1 Cor.

xvi. 6, is not quite to the point (Wordsworth),
since it would only show how the will was taken

for the fact, but would not account for his expected
coming, being the third of a series of the same
kind. Certainly no one, reading 2 Cor. xiii 1,

without a previous bias, would ever think of any-
thing but a third actual visit. In 2 Cor. ii. 1,

Paul also implies that he had once visited them
"in heaviness," evidently on account of the

misconduct of Christians there; in 2 Cor. xii.

21 he intimates that God had then humbled him

;

and in 2 Cor. xiii. 2 (rightly rendered) he im-
plies that he had then given them warning that

if he came again he would not spare them. Now
when could that visit have been paid? The
whole idea is unsuitable to the /rot visit when
the church was formed. Nor could it have been

after that which we now call the First Epistle,

when he announced his intention to remain at

Corinth until Pentecost (1 Cor. xvi. 8), and after
41 the Epistle" in which he had written to them
"not to keep company with fornicators" (1 Cor.
v. 9), and answered the inquiries the Corinthians
had made of him (1 Cor. vii. 1). 8ee Introd }
6. But we know that Paul resided at Ephesus
during the whole time between his first visit to

Corinth and his journey through Macedonia,
during which he wrote our present Second Epis-

tle. There must, however, have been time enough
after his departure from Corinth for the spring-

ing up of the disorders which were censured in

that unrecorded visit, and the subsequent lost

Epistle, and for the sending of a letter and per-

haps a deputation from the Corinthian Church
to Paul (1 Cor. vii. 1; i. 11; xvi. 17). On the

supposition that Paul came to Ephesus late in

the year 54, Alford ventures to place the unre-

corded journey in the Spring of 66, and the lost

Epistle in the Spring of 57, or at least early in

the same year in which he left Ephesus for Ma-
cedonia (1 Cor. xvi. 8). As Ephesus and Corinth
were the usual points of transit between Asia
and Europe, Paul might easily have made a brief

visit of the kind supposed, but as it was attended
with no special results, it was not mentioned in

the Acts. The shipwrecks and disasters at sea

mentioned in 2 Cor. xi. 28-28, indicate that Paul
must have made several voyages during his mis-

sionary life, which are not recorded. Comp.
Alford, Introd. to Cor. j 5., and Essay on ffov

to use the Epistles in Sun. Mag. for 1867. J. L.

Daviis, Art. Paul in Smith's Diet, of the Bible].

In the mouth of two witnesses and of
three shall every word be established
(ver. 16).—By a citation from the very letter of

the Law in Deut. xix. 15, the Apostle lets them
see how rigid and precise were to be his disci-

plinary proceedings when he should come to

them this third time. He would so arrange the

proceedings that the witnesses should be heard
in the presence of the congregation (comp. 1

Cor. v. 12, 18, 8, etc.), for in the trial of noto-

rious offences, it would be necessary to adhere
strictly to all legal forms, that he might avoid

any appearance of partiality. Tp/m [the word,

after the Hebrew manner] stands here for the

matter, cause, conduct or charge in dispute.

Iradfoerat, signifies: shall he established, deter-

mined or brought to a decision. *B?rt ord/Mrror, L

«., on acoount of what is spoken. The nal instead

of $ before r/x&v was designed to imply, and by

three, if there are so many ; or, also by three, as

if he had said, from two to three. The free appli-

cation which some have made of this citation

from the law, (either to his repeated warnings
and their certainty and validity ; or to those re-

peated announcements of his coming with the

accompanying warnings and threatening! which
were equally sure to prove true ; or to the va-

rious occasions on which he had been or was about
to be present among them, as if these were dis-

tinct personal witnesses to establish the truth of

the matter) seems to us by no means ingenious

or plausible, even if we accept the more delicate

and profound explanation which Osiander pro-

poses, vit., that his apostolic visits among them
were, in consequence of their repetition, not
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merely means by which he directly saw them,

but distinct practical attestations of his faithful

testimony among them, deposing against those

who should continue impenitent (comp. Matth.

Hi. 4 ; x. 18).*—Whether any relation was in-

tended between rplrov and rptuv is Tery uncer-

tain. Inasmuch as he was about to announce in

er. 2, that he was now determined to proceed

in an unsparing manner against them, it is diffi-

cult to perceive in what way he can imply that

he was especially patient in delaying and in re-

peatedly warning them.—What is said in 1 Tim.

t. 19 shows that the law in such matters was not

looked upon as abrogated. [Its validity, how-

ever, depended upon its general reasonableness

and upon Christ's recognition and re-institution

(Matth. xviii. 15) and not upon the perpetual ob-

ligation of the Mosaic precept].—I have said

already and now aay beforehand, aswhen
I was present the seoond time so now
also in my absence, to them which here-

tofore have sinned and to all the rest ( ver.

2a).—The verb irpoeipqKa (I have said before)

has reference to previous announcements which

still remained in force (perfect tense), and npo-

Xkyu (I foretell) to what he was then writing [in

which he probably used precisely the same
words, viz.: " If I come again," etc] With re-

spect to the former, he says : that he had said

when present the second time, i «., as I did

when I was present the second time; and with

respect to the latter he says, I say beforehand,

now when I am absent (teal airuv vw, comp. ver.

10). There is a correspondence between the two

elauses icpoeipqxa and npohkyw on the one hand,

and rb Stvrepov and vvv on the other, and hence

the rb Sevrepov should not be separated from

waptiv and connected with irpoMyo, It is evident

from ver. 1 {rpirov rovro ipxopat) and other pas-

sages, that the Apostle had already been twice

at Corinth, and hence there is no need of the in-

terpretation here: "as if I were present the se-

oond time, although I am now absent." The

[* Stanley (with whom Wordsworth agrees) think* It un-
likely that Paul would express himself so formally and yet

o Imperfectly If he merely Intended to speak of the usual

legal process. He therefore contends that " the Journeys of

the Apostle, accomplished or Intended, occupy throughout
the Bplstle a prominent place In his mind ; and now they

seem to hira to assume almost a distinct personal existence,

as though each constituted a separate attestation to his as-

sertion. Be, as it were, appears to himself, a different per-

son, and. therefore, a different witness In each Journey ac-

complished or proposed. The first witness was that which
he had delirered during his first visit, or in his first Epistle

(It. 90) ; to which he refers In the words: * I hare said be-

fore' (*P°«ir"?*a)- The seoond witness was that which he
r bore on his present Journey and through his present

Epistle, which whs intended to supply the place of the Jour-

ney once Intended (chap. 1. 16; 1 Oor. xri. 7) hut now aban-

doned by him. To this he refers In the word wpoAeyt* *I
speak beforehand,' i. *., before my next Tlsit; and be
strengthens this witness by representing himself as In a
manner present on that second visit which had really been
postponed («* napm* rb eVUrspor). It Is by thus reckoning
his second Lpistle as being virtually a second Tlsit, or at

least a secoo t witness, that be was enabled in the first

Terse, to call the Tlsit which was now about to be actually
accomplished his third visit. And this third Tlsit would be
reckoned as t/ie third witness, if it were necessary that tbe
words quoted from Dent, were to be literally complied with."
We have the ugh t It folr that this view (which had so
goneral a support in ancient, and until recent, times), should
be thus fairly presented, but we sgree with Barnes when he
ays, that M Hlth all respect due to such great names, it

seems to us that this is trifling and childish In the extreme."
Honos: u Three Tisits are not the testimony of three wit-

irpoqfiapnfKdret were those in general who had
previously sinned (and even then [open perfect]

continued to do so), whether before his second
visit (d»f irapwv rb oehrepov), or until his present
writing (airltv vvv). The Xoarol were not those
who had become impure after those just men-
tioned, as if irpoqfjiapT. were related to irpoeipyKa

and ol "kotiroi to irpoteyo, for such an expression
would be not only forced but indistinct. It means
rather the remaining members of the congrega-
tion, either such as witnessed his threatenings,
or (belter) such as should be brought by his
warnings and their own reflection to a reforma-
tion, and hence such as would .not fall under
discipline. The cubstance of what he had thus
told them, and now foretold them, was :—that
if I coma again I will notspare (ver. 26).—
In the words eir, rb irdhv, the irafov which had
been used as a noun, is converted by the et; back
again into an adverb. Why it was that he had
been so lenient on his second visit is not told us

;

it may have been because he had hoped that they
would themselves oome to a better mind by re-
flection, or because he had feared that he would
only make matters worse, etc. With ov feioofiai

is intimately connected what is said in ver. 8.

—

Since ye aeek a proof of Christ speaking
in me, who toward yon is not weak, bnt
is strong among yon (ver. 8).—The reason be
would not spare them, is introduced by kneli "I
will not spare, since now ye seek, and indeed
challenge by your conduct a proof," etc. Others
make eirel ^tfreire the protasis or conditional pro-
position to ver. 5, and regard the words, " Who is

not weak toward you—by the power of God to-

ward you," or at least the whole of ver. 4, as a
parenthesis. Such a construction, however,
seems unnecessary and awkward. Aonififo,

which stands for emphasis at the commence-
ment of the sentence, signifies: proof, trial,

verification by experiment [see on 2 Cor. ii. 9].

The genitive, however, may be either of the ob-
ject: the proof of the fact, etc., i. «., the proof
that Christ is speaking in me; or of the subject:

that Christ may give proof that He is in me.
That which follows, who is not weak toward you,
etc., is rather in favor of the latter interpreta-

tion. In the words, Christ tpeaking in me, he had
reference not merely to Christ's speaking through
him (kv=6i&)> but to Christ's being and acting

in him. By their impenitent conduct they were
putting Him to the proof whether he could carry
out what He had threatened against them, and
so they challenged Him to make a demonstration
of His power to punish them. What is said in

the relative sentence, was intended to make
them consider how dangerous such a challenge

was: "who is not weak with respect to you
[etc], but is mighty among [h] you." In this

he refers not to earlier manifestations of this

power among them by means of spiritual gifts

and miracles, etc., but to such an exercise of it

among them as would become indispensable to

punish them if they continued impenitent. The
word dvvarei occurs nowhere else except here
and in Rom. xiv. 4, though it is analogous to

adwarel, and was perhaps occasioned by the use
of ao&evel. The reason for the assertion that

Christ was not weak but mighty, he now pro-

ceeds to give in ver. 4:—For be alao was
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cruoified on account of weakness, but he
lives on account of the power of God
(ver. 4 a). The Apostle bore reminds them that

Christ was once reduced to an extremity of

weakness, but that he now lived by the power of

God. That extremity was when He endured
crucifixion in consequence of the human infir-

mity which He had experienced in the season
1

of

His (voluntary} humiliation and privation (Phil,

ii. 7-11). 'E/c here designates the cause or ori-

gin. The (yv refers to the life of absolute power
(energy) which began with Christ's resurrec-

tion, was derived from God, and was afterwards

proved by influences among men (comp. Rom.
vi. 4; Acts ii. 38; Eph. i. 20-23; Phil. ii. 9).

If we accept the reading: ical yap el (which Osi-

ander with Tischendorf adopts as the lect. diffic.},

el must be taken as concessive, and by itself it

seems not inconsistent with the a?3*d which fol-

lows. But xal yap does not correspond with a?2d

very well, inasmuch as it signifies not merely:

/or, but: for even. Kal yap el would then sig-

nify: for even (although) if. But nal el indi-

cates that the condition must be looked upon as

an extreme one, and not to be expected. On
the other hand el nai would have implied that

this condition was probable or certain, but that

for the argument in hand it was a matter of in-

difference. We are obliged in this case to sup-

pose that there has been an exchanging of koX el

for el ical, which must be ascribed to some trans-

criber having interpolated the el, rather than to

Paul. A concessive protasis appears appropriate

on account of the aXkd. The solution of the dif-

ficulty which Osiander proposes, viz., that the

Koi implies that the case of Christ was similar to

that of his ministers, does not seem clear to us,

and indeed appears unintelligible. The best

way would seem to be, to leave out the el, as it

may easily have been inserted. It is evident that

the Apostle looked upon this as the actual condi-

tion in which Christ was, for he now proceeds to

show that he himself was in the same condition

of weakness and life through the power of God

:

—for we also are weak in him, but we
shall live together with him through the
power of God toward you (ver. 4 b).—It is

evident, therefore, that he leaves us to infer what
must be the condition of Christ from that of one
who stood in fellowship with Christ (h—civ

airry) ; inasmuch as the condition of the former
was reflected or was repeated in that of his fol-

lowers, or was the consequence of it. 'Avdevov-

pev refers not to the Apostle's sufferings, but to

his appearing to lack power when he spared the

Corinthians It must be regarded, therefore, as

something which was like Christ's own weak-
ness, voluntarily assumed. He describes it also

by the words hv abrtp as something which was
the consequence of his fellowship with Christ
[Winer's Idioms, { 62, p. 811 note], and there-

fore like Christ's own weakness transient and
temporary, inasmuch as the Divine power which
made Christ alive would necessarily and in that

very act make alive all who were connected with
him (ovv avry). And indeed, etc vuae. indicates

that his being alive would be manifested in the

energy by which they would be directed. There is

no reference in the word $m>, as here used,
to the future resurrection, but it means simply to

be vigorous, to be full of life. Nbakder: "In
the discharge of our Apostolic authority among
you will be manifested the Divine power of a
risen and glorified Christ" [The Apostle, in
this passage, surely claims that Christ spoke and
acted in him, and we reasonably infer that his
Apostolic words, Epistles and acts were those of
an infallible Christ within him. It has been
said that he never advanced such a claim. Not
only in the dXAa, which occurs in both clauses
of ver. 4, but in the use of the present (C?
aotievovtiey) and the future (Sfoopev) in opposi-
tion to (iaravpCidn). we have a strong contrast
with the resurrection and all its endless and
perpetual influences through Christ and His
people].

Vers. 5-10.—Examine your own selves
whether ye are in the faith, prove your
own selves (ver. 6 a).—In opposition to the
thought represented in ver. S, according to which
they desired a proof of Christ in him, the Apostle
presents the demand that they should direct
their examination to their own selves. For the
sake of emphasis eavrovc is put first. Tleipdfytv

signifies, to make proof or trial of one, to

tempt (1 Cor. x. 9, kicnetpdfriv Xptarov, which is

here the same as fioKipfpf Syrriv, etc. ). [On the
ordinary distinction to be observed between
these expressions, see Trench, Syrm. 2d Part, p.
119ff]. He then more particularly defines the
point to which that self-examination should be
directed, t. e., whether they were in the faith;

thus probably intimating that their dotuplp {tyre'tv

betrayed a serious defect in that respect, inas-

much as they would hardly have needed any
proof of Christ in him if they had been in the

faith. To be in (he faith, or, to esteem themselves
standing in the faith, were phrases which desig-

nated a living Christianity, the original principle

of which is a faith laying hold of Christ, surren-
dering the whole heart to Him, and in this way
bringing us into fellowship with Him (not: Jides

gate creditor, in contrast with erroneous doc-
trines; and also not the faith of miracles). The
doKipdfrtv also is not in this passage equivalent
to JdKifiov iroieiv, but as in 1 Cor. xi. 28, it sig-

nifies, to try, to inquire into the worthiness of a
thing, with the view of accurately distinguishing

between what is and what is not genuine. The
word here properly refers back to their seeking

a proof of Christ (doKtpijv fyrreire). The essen-

tial nature of the faith is further pointed out in

the succeeding clause.—Or know ye not
your own selves, that Jesus Christ is in
you, except ye are to some extent unap-
proved (ver. 66) ?—(Comp. Eph. iii. 17; Gal. ii.

20). The use of the entire name 'I^rovf Xpiordc

indicates more than usual solemnity, and implies

that the presence of Christ's spirit, by faith, in

the Church and in the hearts of its members, pro-

duces a practical fellowship with the whole per-

son of Christ (comp. vi. 16; 1 Cor. iii. 16; Eph.
ii. 21-22). In iavrov$, bri—ev vpxv we have an
attraction of a peculiar kind (where the attracted

word is not the subject of the succeeding sen-

tence). [Winer's Idioms, { 68, 8. a. p. 896].

Yourselves (eavrdvc) in this connection is empha-
tic, since it is contrasted with Christ speaking in

you, in ver. 8. [Our English version entirely

overlooks the $ at the head of the clause.] There
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are two ways by which % ovk kniyiv. etc., may be
connected in seuBe with that which precedes it

;

according to the first, the spiritual relation which
Christ sustained toward them, and of which in-

deed they must be conscious if they were Chris-

tians, imposed on them the obligation to examine
more carefully into their relation to Him and
their conduct toward Him, and of course into

their faith, in order to ascertain whether it was
not wavering (Osiander). According to the

second, he appeals to their sense of honor, and
implies that for this reason they should not
shrink from self-examination ; t. c, they surely

ought not to be so entirely destitute of a Chris-

tian spirit as not to know their own selves

(Meyer, deWette). In either case there was a
motive for -self-examination ; but the

9f ovk argues
in favor of the latter method. In el pfjTi addiufioi

lore, he intended to say, that they would find

this to be the case with themselves, unless 'they

should prove to be unworthy, spurious Chris-

tians (Osiander: He throws out .a doubt of that

gracious state to which they laid claim, in the

same proportion in which they were ignorant of

their relation to Christ and did not examine them-
selves). 'Ei [iijn is used in 1 Cor. vii. 6; and the

ti has the effect rather to soften the force of the

expression [unless ye are *' somewhat reprobates,"

or "to some extent abide not the proof'']! Adoru/wi

has reference to SoKifid^ere aud dotufj^v, which he
had previously used.—Bat J trust ye shall
know that we are not unapproved (ver.

6).—This verse is intimately connected with the

latter part of ver. 5. ASdtafioi, in this verse, has
reference to Paul's power as an Apostle to punish
offenders, and he expresses the hope that (in

case he should be compelled to exercise it) they

would find him [if they ventured to put him to

the proof] (in this respect) not unapproved, t. e ,

as one who throws out empty threatenings, but
is too feeble to execute 'them ; but rather one
who would make those who perseveringly re-

sisted him feel his power (comp. vv. 7 and 9).

This was the SoKtfiff which tney sought (ver. 8).

His hope, however, was not fixed exclusively

upon the punishment in itself, but upon the pro-

per authentication of his office, the maintenance
of his Apostolic authority by suoh means. The
interpretation which maintains that yvooeff&e

(ye shall know) is to be understood, not of an
experimental knowledge, but of a knowledge
gained by their reformation in consequence of

his warning, or by an observation of his life

and works as an Apostle [t*. c, if you put our
Apostolical power to the test by appealing to

our clemency], is not quite consistent with
the general scope of the passage. The same
may be said of the view which aims to me-
diate between the different explanations, and
maintains that the knowledge was to be obtained

partly by an examination of themselves and
partly by their experience of ecclesiastical disci-

pline.—But in ver. 7 he shows that he would
gladly be spared such an authentication of his

power:—But we pray God that ye do no
evil (ver. la) ;—His desire is expressed in the

form of a prayer. The explanation which makes
vpaq the object and the Apostle himself the sub-
ject of Tfotfjaai [that I may do you no evil], is

unsatisfactory: 1, because he could not apply

such a designation to the punishment he inflicted

;

2, because kokov iroielv pTjdkv has an evident refe-

rence to rd Kakbv noielv [the one being what is

morally bad or worse, and the other wha\is mo-
rally honorable, beautiful and right].—not that
we should appear approved, but that ye
should do what is good, though we be as
unapproved (ver. 76).—He here expresses

what was more particularly the purport of bis

prayer. (We should observe the change which
here takes place in the construction : the infini-

tive and Iva, comp. irpoatbxecrSai Iva Col. i. 9 ; 2
Thess. i. 11). The prayer was not (I pray or I

desire), that he might appear approved (in con-

sequence of the infliction of punishment, or the

accomplishment of his threatenings) but that the

Corinthians might do well (that which is right),

though he should be unapproved (inasmuch as his

threatenings would remain unfulfilled, or seem
needless and uncalled for). [In this case he would
use the word addKifux; in two different senses : in

the one sense he would not be unapproved, since

the reformation of the Corinthians would be the
best proof of his Apostolic power, but in another
sense he would be unapproved, because he would
fail in the fulfilment of his threatenings, on ac-

count of their reformation. He meant to say that

he cared not for being unapproved in the latter

sense, since they would be saved and edified.

Comp. Stanley]. Another explanation is given
by Meyer, who takes Iva in the sense of, that, in

order that, and understands ddicifioi of the appro-
bation which would be awarded to him as their

spiritual father, if they should conduct themselves
well ; 'but he makes addiuuoi refer to his failure

in exercising and applying his power as an
Apostle to inflict punishment. It must be con-

ceded that the idea advanced in this first expla-

nation lies not within the range of thought pur-

sued by the context, and yet it would not be
inconsistent with Paul's manner, to say that the

good conduct of his readers might make him
seem in one aspect ddicifioc. and in another a66iu-

ftoc. He certainly gives reason in ver. 8 for

saying that if they did well he would have no oc-

casion for exercising his power as an Apostle to

punish them, and therefore would in that same
degree appear unapproved, inasmuch as he had
laid down the ruleby which he would be governed
in his course with them:—For we can do
nothing against the truth, but for the
truth (ver. 8).—The truth here may be ex-

plained either as equivalent to moral truth

(comp. 1 Cor. v. 8) or righteousness (a sense which
is not allowable unless it is made necessary by
the context) ; or as signifying that he could do
nothing which did not accord with the facts of

the case, a meaning very appropriate to a judi-

cial proceeding, but entirely unsuitable when we
come to the phrase for the truth, Meyer makes
the word mean the truth *ar* i^ox^t *• **> th*

gospel : "If their good conduct had not been his

object (aXX Iva) he would have been working,
against the Gospel ; since that was a system de-
signed to promote morality on Christian princi-

ples." Osiander's explanation is preferable:

"The Divine law was the truth from which we

I

deduce all our rules of discipline ; and in Paul's

Apostolic work he could do nothing against this,

but every thing he did would finally result in the;
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advancement of that Divine truth which was dis-

pensed in the Gospel." Korp against

—

virip, for

its interests. In the latter sentence dw&fie&& tl

should, be supplied.—For we rejoioe when
we are weak and ye are strong : this also
we pray for, even your restoration to
complete order (ver. 9).—His object here was
to confirm what he had said in ver. &, by assur-

ing them that he would rejoice, even if he were
weak, t. «., powerless, so far as relates to the

exercise of discipline among them (from want of
occasion); and they were strong, i.e., should
conduct themselves so wisely as to disarm him of
all judicial authority against them. If this were
so, how could he do anything in opposition to

the truth, and to those rules of action which the

truth prescribed? He furthermore assures them
that it was the object of his constant prayer, that

they might in this way be made strong. As in ver.

7 eixeff^ai signifies not merely to wish, for it is

an advance beyond the thought expressed in £a/-

pofiev. Tqv Kardpruriv vfiijv is added after tovto

epexegetically, and signifies your restoration to

complete order, i. e., perfection. The verb is used
in ver. 11 and in 1 Cor. i. 10, and KarapTiafi6g in

Eph. iv. 12. It contains a reserved hint that their

condition nt that time was disorderly.—For this
cause being absent I write these things,
lest being present I should use sharpness
aooording to the power which the Lord
gave me for edification and not for de-
struction (ver. 10).—In this he adds an expla-
nation of his design in writing this Epistle: "I
have written because iny joy and my great anx-
iety before God is, that ye may be strong and
restored to your proper state." In this expres-
sion he had reference to the whole Epistle, but
especially to the latter part of it.—He here uses
the singular number, because he begins to treat

of conduct and purposes which belonged only to

himself. 'A7ror6>«f (Tit. i. 18, the noun is in

Rom. xi. 22) signifies roughly, rigorously, with
strict severity (from a verb signifying to out or
tear off ). Kpfjtr&ai, is here used absolutely, and
signifies to proceed, to act ; in other places it is

used with the dative of the mode of proceeding
or acting, but here, with an adverb, there is no
need of supplying vfuv. The reason for his

wishing not to act thus, he gives when he says
that his power was given him for edification

and not for destruction (comp. chap. x. 8). [He
had no power or authority for the injury of
men : it was all for their edification. Exoept for

the latter purpose therefore it was not only null

and void as to authority, but it was actually
powerless in result. By a beautiful figure he
conceives himself as a builder intrusted with no
right or means to do anything exoept for the
welfare of his fellow-men, to advance the true in-

terests of humanity. Such were the Apostle's
views of the limits of ecclesiastical power with
respect to oucodoftijv. Comp. on 2 Cor. v. 1 and
x. 8. Also J. S. Howbon, on PauV$ use of Meta-
pkore in Sund. Mag., 1867].
Vies. 11-13. Finally, brethren, rejoice.

Be perfeotly joined together, be oomfort-
ed, be of one mind, be at peace (ver. 1 1 a).

—-Having in the previous verses resumed his ori-

ginal mildness of manner, he now concludes with
some friendly admonitions, though without re-

laxing anything in the earnestness of his pur-
pose. [The word adefyol, which he so often
uses in his other Epistles and especially in his
First Epistle but so seldom (only four times) in
his Second Epistle to the Corinthians, indicates
here the importance of what he was about to
say, and his transition to a new section, in whieh
his affectionate spirit breathes forth with espe-
cial power.] In ver. 11, Xotirov does not signify

:

for the future, henceforth, out it is a concluding
particle in the sense of, as for the rest (eeterum),

as in the Eph. vi. 10 etc. ; 2 Thess. iii. 1. Osias-
dbr : " His object was to say, that he had some-
thing of importance to them, still upon his
heart." This was addressed not exclusively to
those whose minds were best disposed toward
him, but like the preceding verses, to the whole
congregation. Xaipere is not here a parting salu-
tation, for that is given afterwards in ver. 18

;

but an exhortation to rejoioe in the Lord (Phil,

iii. 1, iv. 4), very appropriately pressed upon
them after, all that he had said in this Epistle to
grieve them. But this £m/reiv could take place
only on condition of the KarapTitt<r&<u and the
riXetov yivea&ai, t. «., on condition of their com-
plete restoration to order and to their perfection.

Those are here urged upon them as acts which
they must themselves perform [middle voice and
reflexive] under the power of the ^o^ent, whieh
again is conditioned by the Karapr%ar&au W.
F. Bessbr: "In the alarm cry: Be perfect,

(prepare yourselves) 1 hear the call of your com-
mander, to form into rank and file, and to get
into order of battle" (Col. ii. 6). But both the
Xalpetv and the Karapri^eo^ai were the conditions
on which the irapaKakeUr&ai was dependent. This
irapaKatelotie is here not an admonition or an ex-
hortation that they should make progress in spi-

ritual things (give attention to it among you),
but that they should be comforted (comp. i. 4-#

;

vii. 7-13) with respect to all those things whieh
had grieved them. An exhortation to mutual
comfort (to comfort one another) would have
been differently expressed : trapoKaXelrt eavroi*

or aXMiXovc (1 Thess. iv. 18 ; v. 11 ; Heb. iii. 18).

Finally he calls upon them to be of one mind (rd

avrh fpweiTe), which may be regarded as implying
an humble estimate of each one's own self; a love

for one another, and a tender interest in each
other's welfare, on the ground that they had a
community of interests in the Christian life (Phil.

iii. 15-16; iv. 2; Rom. xii. 16; xv. 6; Beck &e~
lenl. p. 61), and to live in peace, t. e., to main-
tain unity of action in the outer life (Mark ix.

50; Rom. xii. 18; 1 Thess. v. 18). To these

admonitions he attaches yet. further a promise:
—And the Ctod of love and peace shall
be with you (ver. 11 o)—t. «., if ye do these

things, the God who is the author of love (re

avrb fpovelp) and of peace (comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 88;
Rom. xv. 88; xvi. 20; Phil. iv. 9; 1 These, v.

28 ; Heb. xiii 20) will be with you, will be near

you to bless you, and to grant you the enjoyment
of His gracious communion. That God from
whom love and peace proceeds, makes those whe
yield to His influences in these respects, and are

faithful in such things, experience how rich is

His graoe, and how abundant are His blessings.

—Salute one another with a holy kiss
(ver. 12).—On this verse comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 20.
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[With respect to the (fiChjpa 6y. see on 1 Thees.
t. 26; Rom. xvi. 16, and 1 Cor. xvi. 20. Among
the Greeks the kiss had only an erotio significa-

tion, bat among the Jews and Oriental nations

it was generally a token of affection among kin-

dred and friends. The Jews refused it to all

except the holy seed of Israel. Thence it passed
into the Christian community, and Justin says,

(Apol. II. p. 87), "After the prayers are ended
(in the church), we greet one another with a
kiss." Cyril ( Hier. ) says that before the * sur-

eum corda,') a deacon proclaimed to the commu-
nicants in the words of this verse: "Salute"
etc. In the Eastern churches it was given be-

fore, and in the Western after the consecration

of the sacramental emblems, and before their

distribution, as a sign of reconciliation and love.

In the Apott. Corutt. it is said: "Let the men
salute one another, and the women also one an-
other, with a holy kiss in the Lord. 1

* Paul an-

ticipated that his Epistle would be read before
tlie whole Church, and he, therefore, connected
with it this ecclesiastical or hieratic usage, as a
sign of the common covenant by which they were
all members one of another and the body of

Christ. Bingham, Chr. AntL B. XII. Ch. IV. {
6. Smith's Diet, of the Bible, Osiandeb and
WoftDSWoRTH, on 1 These.V. 26].—All the saints
salute you (ver. 13).—The words ol dytot irdm-eg

refer to those saints who lived in the region from
which he was writing (Macedonia), but a more
comprehensive sense of the words is not ex-

cluded (comp. Osiander, who very thoroughly
discusses the meaning of this whole verse). In

place of his own salutation, he gives us finally

that precious Benediction which has acquired
such a liturgical importance in every age and in

every part of the Christian world:—The graoe
of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of
God, and the communion of the Holy
Ghost, be with yon all (ver. 14).—[It is the
most formal and solemn of all Paul's forms of
benediction, and accordingly has been univer-

sally selected as the one to be used by the

Church in its worship. It ascribes to each Per-
son of the Trinity a special but not an exclusive

part in the work of redemption. Each of those
Persons share in the work of grace and love and
communion, but each of them is distinguished

for a peculiar prominence in one of these depart-
ments. Each of them are mentioned with equal,

but with a distinct honor and efficiency. They
are presented, not according to their ontologio

or metaphysical nature, but to their economic re-

lation to sinful men in the work of salvation.

That salvation comes to us "from (U) God the
Father, through (did) God the Son, and 6y«God
the Holy Ghost."] The Benediction itself is di-

vided into three parts in accordance with the re-

lations of the sacred Trinity. We have first, the
graoe of the Lord Jesus Christ (comp. chap. Hi.
9; Rom. v. 15), that graoe which is continually be-

stowed upon, intercedes for (Rom. viii. 84), and
strengthens (chap. xii. 9) those whom he has
redeemed, and by means of which they come
into the possession and enjoyment of the love of

God. The communion of the Holy Ghost, the

participation in Htm and in His gracious influ-

ences, is the product of that grace and this love,

and is His continual direction and application of

them to believers (comp. Rom. viii. 9-26, 27;
vii. 6; viii. 11; Gal. iv. 6; vi. 8. Kwvwv/o, as
in Phil. ii. 1, and 1 Cor. i. 9, signifies not com-
munication merely, for roi> irvtop. is the gen.
subj.). He thus desires that the whole Church
[even that portion which he had been obliged in
some respects to censure] may enjoy all the
blessings of God's salvation, as they are shed
forth by the Lord of the Church, including that
Spirit whioh is the bond of its fellowship and the
source of its organic life. Nbandir: "We have
in this passage the practical doctrine of the Tri-
nity, the Father revealing His love in Christ;
Christ, in and through whom he reveals Himself,
and by whom the work of redemption (grace) is

accomplished ; and the fellowship of Divine life,

which proceeds from Christ."

—

Ewald: "We
cannot but feel an intense interest in knowing
what was the effect of a letter containing such an
unusual amount of severity. Fortunately we have
some reuson to conclude from Rom. xv. 26-27,
and Acts xx. 2, that the result was nil that, could
be wished. Paul actually returned to Corinth
soon after sending this Epistle, and remained
there for some time in peace, as he certainly
could not have done, if this letter had not
smoothed the way for him there, and enabled
him to return to his beloved Church in triumph.

DOCTRINAL AND STHIOAL.

1. Where an impenitent spirit which disre-

gards ail warning and admonition becomes ma-
nifest in a congregation, there is no other way
than to administer discipline with severity. And
yet the minister of Christ should always be care-
ful to produoe the impression that he is by no
means proud of his official authority, but that he
rather feels humbled under the hand of God
when he finds that he is compelled to administer
discipline with severity. He must indeed never
spare, when he is called to act in behalf of
Christ's authority, if it is evident that his for-

bearance will be imputed to a want of power in
that Lord whom he represents, and whose organ
he is known to be. Every one should be made
to see not only that a minister, in imitation of
his Divine Master, may for awhile lay aside his
power and even appear feeble as he bears and
forbears with his brethren, but that through the
same Divine power which raised his Lord from
the weakness of the cross to the might of an ab-
solute and all-sufficient life, he possesses a living

power for the accomplishment of those objects

which are essential to the office he has received,

and to his -triumph over all who oppose him in
his lawful work. But the same love which, on
suitable occasions, refrains from all assertions

of authority, will also incline him to make every
exertion to avoid any necessity for its exercise.

He will admonish, entreat and implore God that
every thing whioh insolently puts Christ in him
to the proof whether His threatenings are se-

riously intended, and whether He will venture to

execute them, may disappear ; that all who have
been refractory and disorderly may have their
attention turned rather to themselves to see
whether they are in the faith and whether Christ
is in them, and that so they may be reestablished
in Christian fellowship, may do that which is
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Sood, and may be saved from the necessity of

iscipline. It will be a pleasure to him when he
is able to exchange severity for gentleness, even
though he may thus have the appearance of

weakness. His only care will be so to conduct
himself that Divine truth may be vindicated, that

complete order may be secured, and that practi-

cal religion may be promoted.
2. Where Jesus Christ causes His grace to

abound, and abundantly forgives, blesses and
saves men, the love of God is revealed, and God
Himself is freely and powerfully communicated
to our souls. When this is the case and our
souls are sealed by His grace, this love will be
shed abroad in the heart by the Holy Ghost, we
shall be of one mind, we shall seek for the things
that make for peace, we shall rejoice in the
Lord, we shall earnestly aspire after perfection,

and never want consolation when we are in

trouble. In this manner the Church will be
built up; and it is a blessed work to co-operate
in the production of such a result by praising
this grace and love, by bringing men into the

communion of the Holy Ghost and by confirming
them in it. No one, however, can perform such
a work unless he knows by experience what it

is to rejoice in this grace, love and communion,
and regards it as his highest privilege to continue
to do so.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Staeke:—Chap. x. 19. That no impediments
may be thrown in the way of our work, we must,
though with humble diffidence, repel those as-

saults which may be made upon it; but we must
be especially careful lest we use suoh means of
defence as will only make matters worse. Those
who truly serve God, speak as though they were
oonscious of being ever before God in Christ, as

though they were in communion with Him, and
were under His direction.—Ver. 20. Where love

is wanting, hatred will be found, and will break
forth into every kind of discord, though all its

forms will show a family likeness to one another.—Hkdinoeu:—Ver. 21. How distressing to look
upon such disorders ! Those whose hearts are
still bleeding from the wounds which former
sins, especially those of lewdness and impurity,
have left upon the conscience, should be careful

that those wounds be properly healed, and that
the old sore is not liable to break out afresh.

Isa. xxxviii. 15.

—

Speneb.:—Chap. xiii. If. Even
when we conclude that spiritual discipline does
not call for a public judicial process, it should
not be entered upon without reflection. If sin-

ners have no fear of punishment, they will flat-

ter themselves with the hope of impunity in sin.—Hsdinoer:—To bear long is not necessarily to

bear always. Even Elisha finally called for the

bears, Samuel grasped the sword, and Elijah

invoked fire from heaven, when time and pa-
tience were exhausted. Scoff not at God, who
will surely give testimony in behalf of His ser-

vants.—Ver. 8. Let us see to it, that we do not so
conduct ourselves that Christ is obliged to put
forth His hand to punish rather than to assist us.

The threatenings of God's faithful ministers will

not be found empty words.

—

Hbdinobr :—Ver. 4.

Rejoice, for the Lord is King, and reigns in the

midst of His enemies ! Let no one be intimidated
when the powers of darkness seem to prevail

!

If we would be exalted, we must humble our-
selves and cheerfully bear Christ's cross.

—

Sps-
neb :—Ver. 6. Many know not their own selves

;

for while some think too well of their own good-
ness, others are faint-hearted. A faithful self-

examination would rectify all such errors. Host
of us by nature have the bad habit of trying oar
neighbors and seeking a proof of what is in
them, but of neglecting the same thing with re-
spect to ourselves, Matth. vii. 1-3.

—

Hedingbr:—"Thou sayest: I am a Christian, a child of
glory!" But hast thou proved this ? Art thou
really sure of it ? Is it not possible that thou
hast taken up with a vain conceit and received
base coin for gold ? Let every one search his

own heart diligently, and if he finds Christ and
the graces of Christ's Spirit there, if Christian
love and a fraternal spirit reigns there, all is

well.

—

Speher:—While we examine ourselves,

we almost invariably are led to pray that the
Lord also would search and make us know oar
hearts, Ps. exxxix. 28, 24.—If we have a faith

which works by love, we have good evidence of
our gracious state and of our salvation. Such
an examination of ourselves is of great import-
ance : 1, because our hearts are naturally so cor-

rupt and our self-love is so inordinate that we
never discover evil in ourselves without great
difficulty ; 2, because in the midst of so many
cares and so much intercourse with our fellow-

men, we are in danger of neglecting to watch
over our thoughts, words, etc.; 8, because of the
injury which is sure to follow the omission of
this duty, in our continuance under delusive
fancies, or our relapse into them ; 4, because of
the benefits which a frequent self-examination
must bring, in the increase of faith, in assurance
of salvation, in our security against apostasy, 1st

our growing union and intimacy with God, in
our better acquaintance with our faults, and in
our purification from them by Divine grace. Bat
the object of this trial is, to ascertain: 1, whe-
ther we have been truly converted, believe in
Christ, and are united to Him, and whether we
have the comforts and put forth the fruits of
faith, suoh as the love of God and of our neigh-
bor, delight in spiritual things, an inclination to
every form of obedience, earnestness in prayer,
lively hope, patience, etc.; 2, how successful we
have been in following Jesus. The result will

be, that we shall recognize what is good in oar-
selves with humility and thankfulness to God,
and what is wrong with contrition, and prayer
for forgiveness; we shall lay hold upon Divine
grace with greater eagerness; and we shall

arouse ourselves to walk before God with in-

creased earnestness. It should be a special ob-
ject of such an examination to discover what sins

most easily beset us, and to what extent we have
succeeded in laying them aside.—Ver. 7. Preach-
ers will find it better to use their staff of office

with gentleness, than to put forth the power
given them so as to give pain.—Ver. 10. Think
it not for thy injury that thy spiritual guide has
touched thee rather roughly, for proud flesh needs
a corrosive plaster.—Ver. 11. We must not be sur-
prised that believers should not unfrequently be
depressed with internal as well as external afflio-
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lions, notwithstanding the seeds of spiritual joy
they always possess. The admonition therefore

can never come amiss, that they should be of

good cheer and be joyful in the Lord.—Many
heads, many miuds! Look therefore continually

to Christ or thou canst never come to Him. Qod
dwells in souls exercised to good works through
faith in Christ.—Ver. 13. Every minister should
reflect whether such a salutation could go forth

from him to his hearers in the spirit of the

Apostle, with an earnest desire for their salva-

t.on and with a sincere faith in God; but it

equally becomes these hearers to -consider care-

fully whether they are prepared to appropriate
sue i a salutation to themselves, and to 'confirm

it with an earnest prayer and a hearty amen be-
fore Qod.—There are many who are unreason-
able enough to long for the grace of Jesus Christ
nud the love of the Father, but are unwilling to
b i directed and sanctified by the Holy Ghost.

—

Lr every one who reads and desires a part in
tdQ blessings promised in God's word, unite in

applying this benediction to all, and add his
hearty amen!

Bbrlrnb. Bible, Chap. xii. 20:—Such are the
disorders which follow a removal from the sim-
plicity of the Gospel.—How muoh reason has a
sincere child of God for sorrow and humiliation
when he thinks of the abomination of desolation
in the holy places of the Church at the present
time, and when he finds that everything there is

disordered, that self-conceit, false wisdom, and
confusion so generally prevails, and that almost
every man's hand is turned against his brother I

—Chap. xiii. 2: We must never connive at
wickedness. But if it is willing to come to the
light it should be freely forgiven.—Ver. 4. It is

God's way sometimes to seem very small in His
servants, but if they are despised, He manifests
Himself in His greatness.—Ver. 5. There is no
point on which men are so liable to be deceived
as with reference to their own faith. On no point
therefore should they be more careful to examine
themselves. Unconverted men and hypocrites
never prove their own selves. And yet no one can
enjoy communion with God without it, for such
a communion requires us to give up self-love for

God's love, and to pass an impartialjudgment upon
ourselves.—Those who pay no attention to their

condition, and never reflect whether they are
prepared for another world, will surely be un-
able to abide the fiery trial of God's justice and
will be cast away and dashed in pieces as worth-
less vessels.—The human heart is a fathomless
abyss; we only need closely and properly to

observe it to find in it every day some new thing
to humble us before God and to make us willing

to be judged by God and man. We must not,

however, be insensible of the good whioh God has
wrought in our hearts, for we shall never have
courage to fight against our sins, if we know not
our interest in Christ.—Especially should we
examine whether we have that peace with God
through Jesus Christ, whioh excites us to pray,

to strive against sin, to praise God, to walk
before Him, and to hunger and thirst after righ-

teousness : and whether all our hope is built

upon a consciousness of faith in Christ and love

to God. Nor should we be satisfied unless we find

these evidences during the whole course of our

lives.—No one will become free from sin unless

he is willing truly to know himself.—Ver. 11.

Where love and peace reign, the heart becomes
a temple in which God is adored and praised in

spirit and in truth.—Ver. 13. Such is the order
in which God conveys His blessings to men.
Christ and His grace must precede everything

else, or our evil consciences will prevent us from
trusting to the love of God. Both are united

together in our hearts by the fellowship of the

Holy Ghost. This three-fold band encircles all

who are willing to be the Lord's, and makes
them children of the Father, members of the

Son, and temples of the Holy Ghost. Amen I

Rikger:—Chap. xii. 20f. We are sometimes
too careful to conceal those sins which take

place in our own hearts and in our Christian

community, and the consequence is they are not

thoroughly removed. Where we do not bring

what has been done in former times with suffi-

cient honesty into the light of Divine truth,

and to the forgiving and sanctifying grace of

God, great mischief will afterwards spring from
them.—Chap. xiii. 1. In matters of conscience we
should hold ourselves to the strictest method of

proceeding. Even those remarks and judgments
which Christians pass upon one another, should

be so thoroughly considered that they will bear

an examination like that which is given to the

most suspected witness in a judicial process.

—

Ver. 4. From His advent into the world until the

close of His earthly career, Christ made Himself

so weak that sinners thought they could do with

Him as they pleased. But He now possesses

through Divine power a life, in which He not

only has life in Himself, but He gives life to the

world, and sends His Spirit to make even the

word of His cross the power of God unto salva-

tion. A life of faith in the Son of God is even

now a life of Divine power. Those who are

troubled about their infirmities, will find that in

losing life they receive a life eternal.—Ver. 6. A
faith which does not bring us into communion
with God, nor bring Christ and His Spirit into

the heart, will never abide the test.—Ver. 7. Our
threatenings and punishments must have the

unction of prayer, or they will accomplish no
good results. We not unfrequently find that we
can get no access to men until we have found

access to God.—Ver. 11. Even where considerable

faults are known to exist among brethren, we
must come back to the common relation in which

we all stand to one another, that by its means all

may be awakened to joy without giving up their

faith.—Ver. 13. Every good thing we have or

hope for from God, must come to us through the

grace of our Lord Jesus Christ. The love of God
can be exercised only toward those who find par-

don and access to him through Jesus Christ.

And it is only through the feUotoehip of the Holy

Ghost that God will have or maintain any union

with those whom he loves (John xiv. 28).--May

we all be justified by grace, as pardoned sinners

be the objects of Divine love, and as temples of

the triune God be restored and glorified by
Spiritual oommunion. May every soul have a

part in this faith and in this prayer. Amen.
Hkubner:—Chap. xii. 20f. Every Church

should be always ready to let any of Christ's

ministers examine carefully into its affairs.
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—Chap. xiii. If. There are certain limits beyond
which Christian meekness cannot go, whether in

the use of gentle or severe measures. But what-
ever change circumstances may call for in our
outward action, our hearts should always be ani-

mated by the same benevolent spirit. The Chris-
tian should always act with energy.—Ver. 3.

God not unfrequently disciplines His people
with severity, and they should not be unwilling
to be severe with themselves. What is a single

preacher against an*army of soldiers ? And yet
he has mighty power with them. Christ will live

forever and will hold His sceptre over the world.
Few worldly men imagine how completely
He is their Lord.—Ver. 6. To be displeased
with Christ's word shows plainly that faith is

dying or dead. Only those who examine them-
selves can truly know whether they have this faith,

for no other one can determine this for them.
Then the only evidence which can prove that we
possess it is Christ living and working in our
hearts, and our hearts burning with love at the
thought of Him. How few tried Christians
would be found, if this only true test were fait h-

fully applied!—Ver. 7. A faithful minister thinks
only of the interest of souls, and not of his own
authority or reputation among men.—Ver. 9. A
genuine teacher always rejoices to see his pupil
become wiser than himself.—Ver. 10. The church
which gives heed to gentle and kind suggestions
is much more advanced than one which can be
moved only by harsh measures. The object of
all spiritual power is the salvation of the Church.
—Ver. 11. God is never in a church except
where the conditions required in this verse are
fulfilled. Where these are complied with, God's
Spirit reigns.—Ver. 13. Through the 8on we
become children of the Father and temples of the
Holy Ghost.
W. F. Bbsskr:—Ver. 4. We may derive much

benefit and comfort from contemplating the form
of weakness which Christ endured during His
life and on the cross, since it is the form of One
who has been invested with Divine power, having
entered into His glory by the power of that Fa-
ther who has raised him from the dead, and of
that Son who was raised from the dead, and of
that Holy Ghost who declared and demonstrated
that this Son of God and this Son of Mary was
the Prince of life (Rom. vt 4; i. 4). The same
Divine power which raised up Christ from the
dead and set Him upon the throne of heaven, is

the source of all faith in the hearts of believers

(Eph. i. 19, 20), and is concerned in the whole
work of the ministry for the consolation of the

penitent and the punishment of the impenitent.

—Ver. 5. We learn two things here : a. that w»
may imagine ourselves to be in the faith when
we are not; and b. that whoever deceives himself
in this matter, so essential to his everlasting sal-

vation, is criminally guilty for it; for God has
made it the privilege and the duty of every man
by faithful self-examination to ascertain with
confidence whether he is in the faith.—Ver. 7.

A minister's fitness for his work will appear in

two ways: a. from the good results of his labors

(chap. iii. 8) ; b. from his seasonable punishment
of evil conduct.—Ver. 11. This friendly admo-
nition: Live in peace, throws the peaceful bond
of brotherly love around the whole body of be-

lievers (Eph. iv. 8), and is like a lock which
holds together the whole chain of exhortations
running through both these Epistles. Oh, that

the peace which breathes here these Apostolic

words might be imparted to all men! To all sons
of peace, who rest in peace as on a mother's bo-

som, belongs the promise : " The God of love and
peace shall be with you!"—Ver. 13. The grace
of our Lord Jesus Christ and the love of God will

not be far off, but pervadingly nigh the assem-
blies of God's saints ; for among them the Holy
Spirit'scommunion has its especial habitation and
sphere of action (1 Cor. iii. 16). As the Holy
Spirit communicates Himself to them through
the word and sacraments. He produces and main-
tains in them a holy fellowship with the Triune
God and with each other. As often as we hear
these words of Apostolic benediction, it is only
as the spirit of that faith which has for centuries

communicated so many blessings to those who
have received it, awakes within us, that the

grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of

God, and the communion of the Holy Ghost, is

with us and with all saints!

Floret:—Ver. 18. How happy is our lot if our
souls are united by a perpetual bond of living

faith to the Triune God! This thought

—

a. keeps
before us every day the great object that we
should seek for ourselves, viz.: forgiveness

through Christ, assurance of God's love, and
strength by means of the Spirit's power; b.

makes us Bee that in every event of life we
should strive to confirm and strengthen our fel-

lowship with God ; c. gives us strong consolation

in every affliction in the consciousness that Al-
mighty aid is always at hand ; and <L instructs

us with respect to the true wisdom, the true rea-

son, the spirit, the object, and the proper range
of all our prayers.
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